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MISSION

The International Wire and Cable Symposium provides a forum for the exctiange of technical
information amongst suppliers, manufacturers, and users on teChnological advancements in
materials, processes, and products used for voice, data and video Sigral transmission systems.

TECHNICAL PAPERS

Tuesday, November 19, 1991
9:00 am SESSION I Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS)
1:00 pm SESSION II Fiber Optic Cable Design
1:00 pm SESSION III Copper Cables: Design, Materials and Performance I
1:00 pm SESSION IV Optical Fiber Coatings

Wednesday, November 20, 1991
8:30 am SESSION V Fiber Optic Aerial Cables
8:30 am SESSION VI Copper Cables: Design, Materials & Performance II
8:30 am SESSION VII Fiber Optic Splices, Connectors and Switches
2:00 pm SESSION VIII Fiber Optic Cable Materials
2:00 pm SESSION IX Fire Hazard Considerations
2:00 pm SESSION X Power & Industrial Cables--Materials and Processing
2:00 pm SESSION Xl Intelligent Building Communication Systems
3:30 pm SESSION XII Poster Papers

Thursday, November 21, 1991
'.,30 am SESSION XIII Fiber Optic Submarine Cables

8:30 ArW SESSION XIV Environmental Effects on Optical Fibers and Cables
8:30 am SESSION XV Fiber Optic Military Cables and Special Applications

;,-1:00 pm ?iESr'ON XVI Fiber Optic Cable Components, Installation & Practices
1:00 pm SESSIONI XVII Manufacturing & Testing of Optical Fibers, Cables & Components
1:00 pm SESSION XVIII Implementation of "Fiber Distributed Data Interface" (FDDI)

/

PAPERS
The papers in this volume were printed directly from unedited reproducible copies prepared by the authors.
Responsibility for contents rests upon the authors and iot the symposium committee or its members.
All rights reserved by the International Wire and Cable Symrpoosium, Inc., 174 Main Street, Eatontown.
New Jersey 07724.
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Extra copies of the 1991 Proceedings: 1-3, $50.00 per copy; 4-10, $40.00 per copy; 11 and above $30.00
per copy (plus an additional $5.00 for shipping-U.S.A. only). Overseas shipping: Surface Mail is an
additional $10.00 per copy, however, delivery may take up to six weeks and cannot be traced in the event
they are not received. Overseas Air Mail will be an additional $35.00 per copy for Europe and $40.00 per
copy for Asia.
Make a check or bank draft payable in U.S. Dollars only to the INTERNATIONAL WIRE & CABLE SYM-
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International Wire and Cable Symposium, Inc.
174 Main Street
Eatontown, NJ 07724

Telephone inquiries may be directed to Pat Hudak (908) 389-0990.
Photocopies are available for complete sets of papers for 1964 thru 1990. Information on prices and
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30th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1981 -AD Al10859
31st International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1982 -AD A125662
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33rd International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1984 -AD A152119
34th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1985 -AD A164384
35th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1986 -AD A180828
36th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1987 -AD A189610
37th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1988 -AD A200903
38th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1989 -AD A216023
39th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1990 -AD A233634

Kwic Index of Technical Papers, International Wire & Cable Symposium -AD A027588
(1952-1975)
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENTIDIRECTOR

Again, it is my pleasure on behalf of the International Wire and Cable Symposium (IWCS)
Committee and CECOM, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey to welcome each one to the symposium,
which should be an exciting and informative experience for all attendees. This year's
symposium continues its traditional international reputation of excellence as demonstrated by
the large number of speakers from fourteen different countries. The response to the
committee's call-for-papers was outstanding, especially from our international supporters and
attendees.

It is most gratifying each year to see and witness the enthusiasm and interest displayed by
symposium attendees. It is the committee's aim and objective to continue this interest by
presenting new features and the latest concepts in wire/cable development and usage. This
year's program attempts to fulfill these objectives by offering a Suppliers Forum for the first
time, in addition to the highly controversial and interesting concept of using wire technology in
Vehicular Highway Systems. The popular poster session and six educational short courses that
were so successful last year, will again be available.

The IWCS Committee continues to explore new ideas for improving the technical level of the
symposium in order to increase the interest of its attendees. Many attendees have expressed a
strong interest for information on new materials suitable for copper wire/cable developments
and special applications. Therefore, in responding ', the 1992 Call-for-Papers, all authors are
urgently requested to submit abstracts related to these areas. The technical program is at all
times a reflection of the responses received from the call-for-paper announcement.

Committee members Dr. Ken-ichi Aihara of NTT America, Inc. and Mr. Hans A. Mayer of the
Olex Cable Division of Pacific Dunlop Ltd. are retiring from the committee. Each committee
member contributed significantly to the success of the symposium. On behalf of the IWCS
Committee, I extend to each a very special thanks for their dedication, cooperation and support
of the symposium objectives.

The ultimate credit for the continued success of the symposium belongs to a long list of
dedicated and hard working committee members. In recognition of their service and on the
occasion of the Fortieth Anniversary of the symposium, I am happy to salute them and inscribe
their names on the accompanying honor roll.

The 1992 symposium will be in Reno, Nevada at the Bally's Reno Hotel. In 1993, the
symposium will return to the Adam's Mark Hotel in St. Louis, Missouri.

EgE F. GOCDWIN
resident/Director, IWCS
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1952 1991

1952-63 Howard F.X. Kingsley -- U.S. Army Electronics Cannand
1952-52 Milton A. Lipton - U.S. Army Electronics Command

A1953-58 Howard L. Kitts -- U. S. Army Electronics Coirmarin
1953-61 Ray Blain - U.S. Army Signal Engineering Agency
1953-61 C.T. Wyman -- Bell Telephone Laboratories
1953-54 R.C. Graham - Rome Cable Corporation
1953-53 H. Weber - U.S. Rubber Company
1953-53 A. Maibauer -- Bakelite Coapany
1953-53 G.E. Forsberg -- Suprenant Manufacturing Company
1954-54 W. Carter - Naugatuck C2hemical Company
1954-55 P.H. Grogan - General Cable Corporation
1954-55 E.L. Love -- Whitney Blake Company
1955-56 E.J. Burrough -- E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Company, Inc.
1955-56 B.J. Jore -- Anaconda Wire and Cable Company
1956-57 G. Hamburger -- Copperweld Steel Company
1956-57 J.V. McBride -- Plastic Wire and Cable Corporation
1957-57 E.J. Merrell - Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corporation
1957-58 M.G. Caine -- Monsanto Chemical Company
1958-58 A.L. McKean -- Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corporation
1958-59 J.L. Robb -- Superior Cable Corporation
1958-59 B. Levinson -- The Okonite Company
1959-60 I.T. Stoneback-- I.T.T. Laboratories
1959-63 Fred W. Wills -- U.S. Army Electronics Command
1959-60 H.L. Wuerth -- B.F. Goodrich Chemical CompanyA i1960-61 R.P. Houlihan -- Gavitt Wire and Cable Company
1960-61 S. Montgomery, Jr. -- The Montgomery Company
1961-61 W.P. Acton -- Hercules Powder Company
1961-62 R.L. Spade -- The Belden Manufacturing Company
1962-62 W.O. Bracken -- Hercules Powder Company
1962-62 L.A. Kent -- Camden Wire Company
1962-64 A.N. Averill -- Phalo Plastics Corporation
1962-64 J.J. Roache -- Frankford Arsenalf
1962-71 F.W. Horn - Bell Telephone Laboratories
1963-64 F.E. Harden -- Camden Wire Company
1963-65 R.C. Mildner -- The Dow Chemical Company
1963-63 B.W. Tyrrell -- Northern Electric Company, Ltd.
1964-65 R.R. Watt -- Northern Electric Company, Ltd.
1964-78 Milton Tenzer -- U.S. Army Electronics Command
S1964-73 Jack minaSpergel-- USA• Electronics C /Depament aaCable Corp.
1965-65 L. Gumina -- Bureau of Ships, Department of Navy I
1965-66 Maynard G. Noble -- General Electric Company
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1965-66 Walter S. Rigling -- Martin Company
1966-67 Louis E. Marrin - Canada Wire & Cable Company
1966-66 John W. Tainblyn - Tennessee Eastman Canpany

I 1966-68 Richard G. Devany - Tennessee Eastman Company
3 1967-68 Leo Adelson -- Picatinny Arsenal

1967- Irving Kolodny - General Cable Corp./Consultant
1967-69 Joseph R. Perkins -- I.E. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
1967-68 Linden L. Tomlinson -- T.R.W. Systems
1968-70 Jules Ruskin -- Phillips Cables, Ltd.A1969-69 J.T. Roark - Phillips Petroleum Company
1969-70 Fred M. Oberlander -- RCA Corporation
1969-71 Gerald A. Lohsl -- REA, Department of Agriculture
1969-73 T. Ferris Scoville -- U.S. Army Electronics Command
1970-71 Dan F. Stewart - Phillips Petroleum Caopany
1970-72 Michael M. Suba -- Union Carbide Corporation
1970-72 E. Mark Wolff -- Anaconda Wire and Cable Company
1971-73 Louis J. Frisco -- Raychem Corporation
1971-73 Jack D. Kirk - Alberta Government Telephones
1972-89 George H. Webster - Bell Laboratories
1972-72 John Toomey -- GTE Systems Engineering
1972-73 Stanley F. Luques -- Brand Rex Company1973- Elmer F. Godwin -- USA Elec Cmd/USA Com R&D Cmd/GEF Assoc.

1972-74 W. Robert Smith -- Hercules Incorporated
1972-72 Clyde Hatch -- Naval Ship Engineering Center1973-75 Jerome Hager -- Northern Petrochemical Company

if1973-75 George W. Heller -- Tensolite Insulated Wire Company

1973-74 Les Dunlop - GTE Service Corporation
1974-76 Joseph M. Flanigan -- REA, Washington, DC
1974-74 Warner T. Smith -- Superior Continental Corporation
1974-91 Marta Farago -- Northern Telecom Canada Ltd.
1974-75 Ronald Soloman - McDonnell Aircraft Company
1975-76 James Kanely -- Superior Continental Corporation
1975-78 F.M. Farrell-- 3M Company
1975-86 Joe Neigh -- AMP, Incorporated
1976-77 Sherman Kottle, DOW Chemical USA
1976-93 Frank Short -- BICC Cables Limited (England)
1977-80 Adolf Asam -- rIT-Electro Optical Products Division
1977-77 Trish McGillen -- Icore International
1978-78 Paul Szulborski, Icore International
1978-80 Ken Bow -- Dow Chemical USA

1 1978- Micheal DeLucia -- David W. Taylor R&D Center
1979- Leo M. Chattler -- DCM Industries

Vi
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1979-79 John Lelivelt -- U.S. Army Ccirnvications R&D Command
1979-82 William Korcz - Shell Development Company
1980-83 John Brazee -- Continental Telephone Service Corporation5 1980-85 Joseph McCann -- U.S. Army Carmincations-Electronics Command

3 1981-86 William Chervenak -- Corning Glass Works
1981-84 Andrew Dunin - DuPont Canada Incorporated
1981-83 John Santos -- Phelps Dodge Cammunications Company
1981-84 James Tyler -- Essex Group
1982-83 Paul Dobson -- Valtec Corporation
1982-85 Robert Depp -- Defense Electronic Supply Center
1982-85 Eugene Riley -- Ericcson, Incorporated
1982-85 Austin Wetherell - Underwriters laboratories
1983-86 Kazuo Nomura -- Sumitomo Electric USA, Incorporated
1983-86 John Thompson -- Nokia, Incorporated
1985-86 Allan G. Dwyer - GTE Service Corporation
1987-88 Edward A. Gurney - GTE Service Corporation
1985- Raymond E. Jaeger - SpecTran Corporation

I 1985-88 Tom Jones -- Wyrough & Loser, Incorporated
1985-88 Vieney Mascarenhas -- Canada Wire & Cable Limited
1986-86 Jean Harman - Naval Sea Systems Command
1986- Peter Bark -- Siecor Corporation
1986- Reiner Gerdes - Contel lab/Consultant Telecommunications
1986-86 Anne Holt -- Celanese

1986-88 Les Hewitt -- Pacific Bell
1987-88 Keiji Tachikawa -- NTr America, Inc.
1987-89 Robert Streich -- AT&T Networks Systems
1987-90 C. Ronald Simpkins -- E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
1988-91 Hans A. Mayer - Olex Cables Melbourne (Australia)
1988-93 James J. Pickering - Neste Chemicals, Inc.1989-89 Patrick Hart -- Pacific Bell

1989-89 Richard Rossi General Cable Company
1989-89 Peter Stahl -- General Electric Company
1989-89 Bruce Gardner -- Brand Rex Telecommunications Systems
1989-91 Ken-ichi Aihara - NTr America, Inc.
1990-92 Homer Vela. -- AT&T Network Cable Systems
1989-92 David Fallowfield - Telus Corporation (Canada)
1990-92 Manuel Santana -- AT&T Bell laboratories
1990-93 Dave Fischer -- Superior Cable Corporation
1990-93 Robert Baboian -- Texas Instruments, Inc.
1990-94 Rene Freeman -- Union Carbide Chemicals & Plastics Co., Inc.
1991-94 Xavier Mann -- Fitel General Corporation
1991-94 Dieter Nordmann -- Kablemetlal Electro (Germany)
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AWARDS
Outstanding Technical Paper Best Presentation

H. Lubars and J. A. Olszewski, General Cable Corp. - 1968 N. Dean, B.I.C. - "The Development of Fully Filled Ca-
"Analysis of Structural Return loss in CATV Coaxial bles for Distribution Network"
Cable"

J. P. McCann, R. Sabia and B. Wargotz, Bell Laborato- 1969 J. D. Kirk, Alberta Government Telephones-
ries- "Characterization of Filler and Insulation in "Progress and pitfalls of Rural Buried Cable"
Waterproof Cable"

D. E. Setzer and A. S. Windeler, Bell Laboratories- 1970 Dr. 0. Leuchs, Kable and Metalwerke-"A New Self-Ex-
"A Low Capacitance Cable for the T2 Digital Trans- tinguishing Hydrogen Chloride Binding PVC Jacketing
mission line" Compound for Cables"

R. Lyenger, R. McClean and T. McManus, Bell Northern 1971 S. Nordblad, Telefonaktiebolaget L. M. Ericsson--"Multi-
Research-"An Advanced Multi-Unit Coaxial Cable for Paired Cable of Nonlayer Design for Low Capacitance
Toll PCM Systems" Unbalance Telecommunications Network

N. Kojima Nippon Telegraph and Telephone-
"New Type Pawred Cable for High Speed PCM Trans-
mission"

J. B. Howard, Bell Laboratories--"Stabilization Problems 1972 S. Kaufman, Bell Laboratories--"Reclamation of Water-
with Low Density Polyethylene Insulations" Logged Buried PIC Telephone Cable"

Dr.H. Margin, Kabelmetal-"High Power Radio Fre- 1973 R. J. Oakley, Northern Electric Co., Ltd.-"A Study Into
quency Coaxial Cables, Their Design and Rating" Paired Cable Crosstalk"

D. Doty, AMP Inc. -"Mass Wire Insulation Displacing 1974 G. H. Webster, Bell Laboratories--"Material Savings by
Termination of Flat Cable" Design in Exchange and Trunk Telephone Cable"

T. S. Choo, Dow Chemical U.S.A. - "Corrosion Studies 1975 J. E. Wimsey, United States Air Force-The Bare Base
on Shielding Materials for Underground Telephone Ca- Electrical Systems"
bles"

N. J. Cogelia, Bell Telephone Laboratories and G. K. La- 1976 Michael DeLucia, Naval Ship Research and Develop.
vole and J. F. Glahn, US Department of Inte- ment - "Highly Fire-Retardant Navy Shipboard Cable"
rior-"Rodent Biting Pressure and Chemical Action
and Their Effects on Wire and Cable Sheath"

T. K. McManus, Northern Telecom Canada Ltd. and R. 1977 William L. Schmacher, AMP Inc.-"Design Considera-
Beveridge, Saskatchewan Telecommunications, Can- tions for Single Fiber Connector"
ada-"A New Generation of Filled Core Cable"

F. Suzuki, S. Sato, A. Mori and Y. Suzuki; Sumitomo Elec- 1978 Richard C. Mondello, Bell Labs.-"Design and Manufac-
tric Industries, Ltd. Japan--"Microcoaxial Cables In- tureof an Experimental LightguideCable For Undersea
sulated with Highly Expanded Polyethylene By Transmission Systems"
Chemical Blowing Method"

S. Masaki, Y. Yamazaki and T. Ideguchi, Nippon Telegraph 1979 I. Wadehra, IBM Corporation--"Performance of Polyvinyl
and Telephone Public Corporation, Japan-"New Alu- Chloride Communication Cables in Modified Steiner
minum Sheath Cable Used for Electromagnetic Shield- Tunnel Test"
ing"

P. Kish and Y. BeBorgne, Northern Telecom Canada Lim- 1980 J. J. Ref i, Bell Laboratories- "Mean Power Sum Far-End
ited,Motreal, Canada- "General Crosstalk Model For Crosstalk of PIC Cables as a Function of Average Twist
Paired Communication Cables" Helix Angle"

C. J. Arroyo, N. J.Cogelia, Bell Laboratories, and B. J. 1981 G. S. Anderson, Belden Corporation-"lnstallation of Fi-
Darsey, Western Electric -"Thermal Behavior of Ex- ber Optic Cable on 457 Meter Tower"
perimental Plenum Cable Sheaths Determined in a Ra-
diant Heat Chamber"

R. H. Whiteley, Raychem Ltd.-"A Comprehensive Small 1982 A. Yoshizawa, The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.-"Struc-
Scale Smoke Test" ture and Characteristics of Cables for Robots"

V. A. Fentress, Raychem Corp. and D. V. Nelson, Stanford 1983 J. R. Bury, Standard Telecommunication Laboratories,
University-"Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of the Ltd., Hallow, England- "Development of Flame Re-
Static Fatigue Life of Optical Fibers in Bending" tardant, Low Aggressivity Cables"

M. Fujise and Y. Iwamoto, KDD Research & Development 1984 William E. Dennis, Dow Corning Corporation, Midland,
Laboratories, Tokyo, Japan--"Self-Core-Alignment Michigan--"Hydrogen Evolving Tendencies of Cable
Arc-Fusion Splicer Based on a Simple Local Monitor- Fillers and Optical Fiber Coatings"
ing Method"

James A. Krabec and John W. Kincaid, Jr., Belden Tech- 1985 Stephen Hornung, British Telecom Research Laborato-
nical Research Center--"Advances in the Optimiza- ries-"Manufacture and Performance of Fibre Units
tion of Multi-Layer Shield Design" for Installation by The Viscous Drag of Air"

Simon D. Dadakarides and Bruce B. Lusignam, Stanford 1986 Dave Fischer, Superior Cable Corp.-"Progress Towards
University--"Magnetically Loaded Cables" the Development of Lighting Test for Telecommuni-

cation Cables"
John C. Chamberlain, Siecor Corp.-"Zero Halogen Fire

Retardant Fiber Optic Shipboard Cable"

xiii



Outstanding Technical Paper Outstanding Poster Paper Best Presentation
1987
Stephen B. Pierce-Conel William Wood-Bell Communication Re- Richard Rossi-General Cable Company
Laboratories-- Digital Transmission on search Performance Analysis of Optic "Cable Sheathing Design and Perform-
Customer Premises Wiring" Fiber Cleavers" ance Criteria"

1988
Martin C. Light Jr., James A. Moses, Dr. R. Raman - Contel Laboratories Janice B. Haber - AT&T Laboratories
Mark A. Sigmon and Christopher A. -"-Loss at Dissimilar Fiber Splices' "Single-Mode Media and Apparatus for
Story - Siecor Corp. - "Design and Fiber to the Home"
Performance of Telecommunication
Cable Optimized for low Fiber
Count"

1989
Michel Plasse, Lise Desroches and Paul- Werner Bernard and Susan C. Grant - Sie- Michel de Vecchis - Les Cables de Lyon
Andre Guilbert - Northern Telecom Can- cor Corporation - "Fiber Optic Drop Ca- - "Results on a Large Scale Installation
ada Limited -"High Performance Twisted- bles in the Subscriber Loop" of a Fibre Optic Distribution Network"
Pair Cable for LAN Systems"

1990
Trevor N. Bowmer, Russell J. Miner, Irene Steve Lischynsky, Helmut Lukas, Robin Harold W. Friesen - AT&T Bell Labora-
M. Plitz, Joseph N. D'Amico and Lal M. McIntyre and Grant Pacey - Bell-Northern tories - "An Improved Characteristic
Hore - Bellcore - "Thermal Stability Tests Research Ltd. - "New Technology for a Impedance Measurement Technique"
for Polyolefin Insulations" Single Mode Mechanical Splice"

xiv
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AFA Industries DCM International Corp.
20 Jewell Street 2930 Faber St.
Garfield, NJ 07026 Union City, CA 94587

Akzo Fibers DSM Desotech, Inc.
801-F Blacklawn Road 1700 South Mount Prospect Road
Conyers, GA 30207 Box 5030

Des Plaines, IL 60017
Atochem North America, Inc.
Three Parkway Du Pont Company
Philadelphia, PA 19102 Polymer Products

Little Falls Center II
AT&T Bell Laboratories Wilmington, DE 19880-0810
2000 Northeast Expressway
Norcross, GA 30071 Facile Holdings Inc.

185 6th Ave.
AT&T Network Cable Systems Paterson, NJ 07509
505 N. 51st Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85043 Fujlikura, Ltd.

1-5-1 Kiba, Koto-ku
Ausimont U.S.A., Inc. Tokyo 135, Japan
44 Whippany Road
Morristown, NJ 07962-1838 Fusion UV Curing Systems

7600 Stand.i!h Pl.
Belding Corticelli Thread Company Rockville, MD 20855-2798
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Pioneer Industrial Park
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England Gem Gravure Co., Inc.
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Bethel, CT 06801 Hargro Industrial Packaging

20 Sand Park Rd.
Communication Line Products Cedar Grove, NJ 07009

Association of Japan
Toranomon Bldg, 1-1-12 Toranomon H. B. Fuller GmbH
Minato-ku, Japan, 105 Japan An der Roten Bleiche 2-3

D-2120 Luneburg, FRG

Contel Laboratories
270 Scientific Drive, Suite 10 KT Industries Ltd.
Norcross, GA 30092 1130 Wall St.

Winnipeg, MB, Canada

Coming Incorporated R3E 2R9
MP-RO-03-2
Corning, NY 14831 Lantor, Inc.

125 Depot Street
Daikin America, Inc. Bellingham, MA 02019
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OPENING SPEAKERS He has ccmmand responsibility for formulating,
coordinating, managing and implementing
internal and external research, development
and engineering programs to fill the Army's
tactical C3 needs, while also providing full
technical support to U.S. Army Program
Executive Officers and Project Managers in
C3.

He was awarded a Bachelor of Arts in
James J. Pickering Physics, with a minor in Mathematics from

Neste Chemicals, Inc. Rutgers University, and a Master of Science in
New Brunswick, New Jersey Electrical Engineering from Fairleigh

Dickinson University. He was appointed by the
Secretary of the Army to the Senior Executive

Mr. Pickering is a native of New Jersey Service in November 1986.
where he completed his studies at Rutgers
University. Jim has worked in the Mr. Pucilowski was appointed Acting Deputy
Polyolefins Industry for thirty years in Chief of Staff for Concurrent Engineering at
Research & Development, Sales and Marketing the U.S. Army Materiel CaTand Headquarters
of Polyolefin Film Resin, Molding Products, from February 1991 to September 1991. In that
and Wire & Cable materials. Presently he is capacity he had command responsibility for
Director of Sales and Marketing for Neste Concurrent Engineering planning and
Chemicals, Inc. Mr. Pickering is a member implementation as well as test and evaluation,
of the New York Rubber Group, the Wire production base planning and product assurance
Association, ASTM, and the NFPA. He is for AMC.
chairman of Subcommittee 8 in the Insulated
Conductors Committee of the Power Mr. Pucilowski began his government career
Engineering Society of IEEE, and is Chairman in 1963 as a physicist for the U.S. Atomic
of the International Wire & Cable Symposium Energy Coniission. He transferred to Fort
Committee. Jim and his wife Lorraine live Monmouth in 1967 and has held various
in long Valley, New Jersey with their four technical and managerial assigrments at Fort
children. Monmouth to include: Director of the CEOCM

Product Assurance and Test Directorate;
Associate Director for Research & Technology,
CECOM RD&E Center, Associate Director for
Information Processing Technology, Center for
S(I'MM/ADP and Deputy Director and Acting
Director of the Center for Tactical Computer
Systems.

SHe has served as the NATO U.S. Dept. of
Defense (DOD) Representative to SubGroup IX,
Defense Equipment Reliability and

Joseph J. Pucilowski, Jr. Maintainability (R&M) Assurance and as a
Director, CEOXM Center for C3 Systems member of the American British Canadian
U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Australian (ABCA) Committee on R&M.

Command and Fort Monmouth
Fort Monmouth, NJ Mr. Pucilowski served as President of the

Armed Forces Cumiunications-Electronics
Mr. Joseph J. Pucilomski, Jr. was Association (AFCEA) Fort Monmouth Chapter and

appointed as Director of the Center for as the Chairman of the 14th and 17th Annual
Command, Control and Communications (C3) AFCEA Symposia. He also serves as an Honorary
Systems, U.S. Army CECOM, in August 1990. Advisor Member of the Board of AUSA. He has
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been a member of the NJ Dept of Higher
Education's Panel on Faculty Development in
Teleccmiunications and Army Member of the
Joint Directors of Laboratories Subccmmittee
on C3. He has published or presented
thirty-five technical papers.

A native of New Jersey, Mr. Pucilowski
currently resides in Howell with his wife
Maryann. They have six children-Adam,
Joseph, Linda Ann, Mary, Kristin and
Francine.
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0TOIRIAL SPEAKERS

In 1961 he joined the former AEG
Telefunken AG in Backnang and was engaged in

the ccpauter aided development of circuits and
systems for telecmmnication networks. Since
1975, in addition to his work in the ccmpany,
he gives lectures on "•Ccuter aided design of
electical networks" at the University of

rIn 1983 he joined the telecommunication
cable systems division of ANT

Manuel R. Santana Nachrichtentechnik in Backnang, a ccmpany
AT&T Bell Laboratories belonging to the Bosch group, where at first

Norcross, Georgia he was responsible for the development. Since
1988 he is the head of the division, whose

Manuel R. Santana is Supervisor of the product scope includes the area of electronic
Exploratory and Military Lightguide Cable traffic guide- and control-systems.
Group with research and development
responsibility for fiber-optic cables used He is a member of the German Information-
in the outside plant and in military stechnische Gesellschaft (ITG).
applications. He has been involved in
research and product development in
fiber-optic cable and he currently has been
awarded eight patents has twenty-four
publications to his credit.

Mr. Santana joined AT&T Bell II
Laboratories in 1970, having received his
B.S.E.E. from the University of Hartford,
and M.S.E.E. from Georgia Institute of n
Technology. He is a senior member of the
IEEE. Dr. Brian T. Barcelo

Marketing Director
AT&T Network Systems
Holmdel, New Jersey

Brian T. Barcelo, a native of Louisiana,
___ was graduated from Tulane University with a

B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering in
1965. He continued his education at the
California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena, California, receiving M.S. and Ph.D.

Dr. Eckart Gleissner degrees in Aeronautics in 1966 and 1971,
ANT Backang (Bosch Group) respectively.

Backnang, Germany
Dr. Barcelo has been a part of the AT&T

family since 1971, when he joined the staff of
Dr. Eckart Gleissner was born in 1936 in Western Electric at the Engineering Research

Germany. He received his Dipl.-Ing. degree Center in Princeton. His career has included
in 1961 and his Dr.-Ing. degree in 1971 from engineering research, editor of The Western
the Technische Universitat Munchen. Electric EMineer Magazine, switching product
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management, and international market Mr. Weiland is responsible for the support
planning. At the present time, he is the of new technology ventures and for internal
Marketing Director for Network Systems, coordination. In addition to these corporate
responsible for identifying network products management responsibilities, Mr. Weiland is a
and service opportunities in the regular participant in major client studies,
telecommunications marketplace. with emphasis on conceptual design,

requirements analysis, and system planning.
Dr. Barcelo has discussed AT&T Network

Systems business opportunities in forums In 1985, Mr. Weiland participated in the
around the world. Currently, he is actively founding and planning of Navigation
involved in investigating opportunities for Technologies Corp., an SEI technology venture,
bringing new technology to the customer. and has served as a Director of NavTech since

its formation. NavTech develops and markets
Dr. Barcelo became involved in IVHS in navigable electronic street map databases to

1990 while investigating opportunities for support vehicle route guidance systems and a
bringing new technologies to the customer. variety of related products and services.
As part of this effort, he is responsible
for AT&T Network System's study of automatic Mr. Weiland is an internationally
toll collection systems, video motion recognized author and lecturer in Structured
detectors, driver information systems, System Development, and has presented
traffic management architectures and the professional development seminars on this
IVHS network infrastructure. subject throughout the U.S. and in Australia,

Brazil, Canada, and Great Britain. He is the
Dr. Barcelo is a professional engineer Author of a book, "The Programmer's" Craft,

in the state of Louisiana and is a member of published by Reston in 1983, and a number of
the Louisiana Engineering Society and the papers-
ASME. He is on the Engineering Advisory
Board of Tulane University and the Mr. Weiland is a member of the IEEE
Mechanical Engineering Advisory Board of Computer Society, the Association for
Mercer County Community College and is the Computing Machinery, and the Society of
president of the South Brunswick Athletic Automotive Engineers. Mr. Weiland served as
Association. editor of IVHS Interchange, newsletter of the

Task Force on Advanced Vehicle & Highway
Technologies of the Transportation Research
Board (National Research Council). He is SEI's
representative to the Intelligent

- Vehicle-Highway Society of America (IVHS

America), a utilized advisory body to the U.S.
Dept. of Transportation. Mr. Weiland serves
on IVHS America's Coordinating Council and is
Chairman of its Ccmmittee on Standards &

Richard J. Weiland Protocols.
Vice President

SEI Information Technology Prior to his association with SEI, Mr.
Chicago, IL Weiland was an Instructor of Computer Science

at the Illinois Institute of Technology and a
research and teaching assistant at the

Mr. Richard J. Weiland is currently University of Chicago.
Corporate Vice President of SEI Information
Technology. SEI is a leading national Mr. Weiland holds a BS in Mathematics from
software consulting organization the University of Michigan, and an MS in
specializing in system planning and Information Science and an MPA from the
integration, and the development of complex University of Chicago.
application software products for clients
nationwide.
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Dr. Costantino is a Director of the
National Society of Professional Engineers, a
Fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, and other

-' professional, technical, and community service
organizations.

Dr. James Costantino
Executive Director

IVHS America
Washington, DC

Dr. James Costantino is the first
Executive Director of the Intelligent
Vehicle Highway Society of America (IVHS
America), an educational and scientific
association established to coordinate the
use of advanced computer and communications
technology for so-called "smart" car and
highways. Dr. Costantino has more than 20
years experience managing transportation
research programs for government, industry
and academia.

Before coming to IVHS America, Dr.
Costantino was Professor of Transportation
Systems in the School of Information
Technology and Engineering at George Mason
University. His teaching and research
activities were related to multimodal
transportation systems, systems integration,
and strategic technology planning.

Previously, Dr. Costantino was Executive
Vice President of the nonprofit Free
Congress Research Foundation; Managing
Partner of the Charles River Group; and
Executive Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer of JAYCOR, Inc.

In the Federal government, Dr.
Costantino was with the Federal Aviation
Administration, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and the Department of
Transportation. In DOT, he worked as the
U.S. Transportation Secretary's
Representative to state and local
governments. His most recent Federal
position, from 1976 to 1984, was as the
Director of the Transportation Systems
Center in Cambridge, where DOT conducts a
$150 million multimodal transportation
research program.
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IUNCHQDN SPEAKER

with the President. It was from that
interview that Mr. Hunter became the first
reporter in the nation to learn of, and
report, the resignation of Murray Wiedenbaum,
who at that time was the Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisors.

In April, 1981, Mr. Hunter joined a small,
Julius Hunter but distinguished group of journalists, when

News 4 St. Louis Veteran Anchorman he was named a recipient of the Missouri Medal
4KMOV, St. Louis, MO of Honor from Missouri University's School of

Journalism. Mr. Hunter was cited for
"outstandirg service to journalism and to the

Award-winning Anchor Julius Hunter people of St. Louis as a reporter, television
joined Channel 4 in May, 1974. He currently news anchor, author, and teacher."
co-anchors "News 4 St. Louis" at 5 and 10R4
weekdays with veteran Larry Conners. Mr. In April, 1984, Mr. Hunter was selected as
Hunter is a native of St. Louis, which gives the recipient of the American Jewish
him special expertise in gathering and Committee's "Micah Award" for his outstanding
delivering the latest news of the day. humanitarian service to the St. Louis

community.
Mr. Hunter's news assignments have taken

him across the state, region, country, and Mr. Hunter also holds five St. Louis E~my
world. He was the only St. Louis reporter Awards to attest to his professionalism. His
dispatched to Rome twice in 1978, following five-part series, "Cults: Heaven or Hell?"
the deaths of Popes Paul VI and John Paul won the national Religion In Media Award for
I. Frcm Rome, Mr. Hunter sent daily video 1980. And, in 1983, Mr. Hunter's in-depth
tape reports via satellite back to St.
Louis. In 1979, he accompanied Pope John report on the insanity plea won an award from
Paul II on his historic six-city visit to the American Bar Association. In 1990, Mr.
America, and again in 1987 during the Pope's Hunter's five-part series, "Dance or Deceit?"
coast to coast American tour. won the first place award for Investigative

Reporting from the Missouri Broadcasters'
Mr. Hunter is the only reporter in St. Association.

Louis and one of the few journalists in the
nation who has conducted exclusive Mr. Hunter was honored by The Saint Louis
television interviews with three U.S. Ambassadors who presented him with their 1987
Presidents. President Ford was a guest on "Spirit of St. Louis Award" for his
Mr. Hunter's half-hour "Newsmakers" program "..... outstanding dedication and service to the
on September 12, 1975. Mr. Hunter community." He is also the recipient of the
interviewed President Jimny Carter on August National Conference of Christians and Jews
23, 1979 while the President cruised down (NCCJ) Brotherhood/Sisterhood Award for his
the Mississippi River on the "Delta Queen." "..... contributions to good human relations and
Mr. Hunter, thus, became the only reporter to improving the quality of life in St.
in the nation to interview President Carter Louis."
on the President's entire cruise. When
President Ronald Reagan came to St. Louis on
July 22, 1982, Mr. Hunter was granted a
twenty-minute exclusive television interview
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Beginning his broadcast career in 1970, St. Louis Magazine selected Julius Hunter
Mr. Hunter was a news reporter, weekend as St. Louis' best Television News Anchorman
anchorman, and weekend news director for in its July, 1982 edition. Mr. Hunter was
KSD-TV. From 1969 to 1970, he was an chosen as the subject of the cover of the July
administrator at Washington University. issue of that magazine. A 1982 Post-Dispatch
From 1968 to 1969, he was a copywriter for poll of its readers found Hunter to be the
Foote, Cone & Be]ding, an advertising agency city's most popular television anchorperson.
in Chicago, and before that, he taught And an April, 1984 Globe Democrat article
school in St. Louis. Mr. Hunter is a 1965 singled Mr. Hunter out as "The Real St. Louis
graduate of Harris-Stowe State College. Anchorman." Fitting honors for a "consunmmate

pro."
Mr. Hunter has served on the adjunct

faculties of Maryville College, St. Louis
University, Harris-Stcwe State College, and
Washington University, as an instructor in
Communications and Broadcast Journalism. He
has also conducted a number of seminars in
the area dealing with television news and
its impact on society. In his spare time,
Hunter is a popular luncheon and dinner
speaker who delivers about 60 addresses a
year.

He is the author of the witty children's
book Absurd Alphabedtime Stories, Bethany
Press, St. Louis, and is co-author of a
college textbook called Broadcast News: The
Inside Out, C.V. Mosby Company, St. Louis.
Mr. Hunter is also author of Kingsbury
Place: The First 200 Years, and the
recently published Westmorland and Portland
Places - 1888-1988. This book hit the
bestseller list in St. Louis and remained
number one for 11 weeks. Because of the
overwhelming national response, the book
went into a second printing after six months
on the bookshelves.

Among his many avocations, Mr. Hunter
was also a columnist for the St. Louis Post
Dispatch for a year and a half. The column,
titled "Past Times", featured interesting
tidbits about St. Louis' rich and colorful
history.

Mr. Hunter was a two-term member of the
Board of Directors of the Missouri
Historical Society. He currently serves on
the Directors of the St. Louis
Backstoppers. Backstoppers gives moral and
financial support to the spouses and
children of police officers and firefighters
who are injured or killed in the line of
duty.
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Preliminary Research into

Ultra Kigh Density and Righ Count Optical Fiber Cables
4

Shigeru TOMITA, Michito MATSUMOTO, Tetsuro YAHUrA and Takuya UENOYA*

NTT Field Systems Research and Development Center
Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki, 319-11 JAPAN

*NTT Network Systems Development Center

Uchisaiwaicho, Chiyoda, Tokyo, 100 JAPAN

In order to construct optical subscriber
cable networks for FTTH(Fiber To The Home),
very high count optical fiber cables are
required. However, if conventional cable
design is used the cable is very large. we1
have designed a new cable called U-groove
Unit Cable. Field Fiber To The

In this paper, first, we study subscriber Topics Trial Daybreak Home
cable network to determine the requirements ______ 4--
that must be satisfied when the high count . I
cable is installed. Second, we describe 1980 1985 1990! 1995 2000 2005 2010
cable size requirements which are dependent 1 4W I | i
on the size of outside plants and 600-
installation tools. Third, we study cable r fiber .
design method. Finally we clarify the Cable abl
requirements for optical fibers and Tech. 1000-fiber
ribbons. cable

I cable

1. introduction
Figure 1 NTT Optical Subscriber Cables

Curtently, telephone companies are Past, Present and Future
focusing their attention on ways to
construct optical subscriber networks. 2 1 PAt cahie Desigp
Most telephone companies have selected
FTTC(Fiber To The Curb) as a first step in NTT has been studying optical fiber
the constructicn of TT!! networks, in order cables for subscriber use since the middle
to minimize the initial financial outlay. of the 1980's. Figure 2 shows the first

However, in Japdn, NTT is discussing an developed cable, which held 600 Graded-
FTTH construction program called OFL21[ 2 4  Index profile fibers[2 1 . 'This cable had a
This program will be completed in 2C15. "ribbons in tubes" design. Each tube had
,he reasons why the FTTu program will be four $-fiber ribbons. Tubes were stranded
started this early are, ,l) project scale around a central member in two layers.
is very big, (2) development of new This type of cable was used in the first
technologies including very high count ISDN field trial in Tokyo. However,
optical fiber cable are required, (3) because of the following problems, this
development and construction resources are design is no longer used.
limited. (1) "Loss increase at low-temperature

Therefore, very high count optical fiber (2) Difficulty in extracting fibers at
cable should be developed early, in order points along the tubes
tc, cenctr!.t 5ubscriber networks that are (3) Low fiber density
all cptioal fiber. NTT has already
develored a 20C-fiber cable which is 40mm 22 Present cable design

diameter. But, its fiber count is too
m.all to prrvide a fiber to each To solve the above problems, we developed

.jubs rber, because 3600-pair cables are a new cable design called "slotted rod
.sed in copp-r subscriber cable networks, cable". In this cable design, ribbons are

Therefore, we designed a new cable, for tightly inserted in rectangular slots
application to future optical networks, helically shaped on a polyethylene rod.
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And five or six rods are stranded around a
central member. The advantages of this
design are as follows.
(1) Compact(yet it protects fiber ribbons

ribbon fiber from lateral force)
(2) Precise fiber strain contrul(to
estimate the long term reliability of the
fiber)

Figure 3 shows a cross-section of a 1000-
Single-Mode fiber cable, using 8-fiber
ribbons( 3 ]. Each slot holds a five 8-fiber
ribbons, and each rod has five slots. So,
each rod holds 200 fibers.

tube unit NTT introduced this cable in 1988 for
commercial optical subscriber services, in
Tokyo and other metropolitan areas.

Figure 2 Loose tube cable structure Its fiber count, however, is too small tc
provide a fiber to each subscriber in an
future FTTH network. If thir structure is
used with the same fiber ribbon to form a
4000-fiber cable, the cable diameter

ribbon fiber becomes very large as shown in figure 4.
This causes installation work difficulties,
fiber reliability problems and installat':n
length limit in the short range.

Therefore, we began to study a new cable
design and a new fiber ribbon.

slotted rod

3-SubseribahQr cabla n lvcrk fnr rTT

A long-term strategy is required to
Figure 3 Slotted rod cable structure replace copper subscriber cable networks

with optical subscriber networks. So, as a
first step, we studied optical subscriber

network plan is shown in figure 5. We will

form this network in a Single-Star
configuration, because the Passive Double
Star configuration presents problems with
regard to coupler transmission loss, fiber
testing and network operation.

In our future network plan, an optical
subscriber network consists of a loop
configurat.ion cable network and fixed
distribution areas. A fixed number of

c cores are applied to each fixed
distribution area. In a conventional
copper subscriber network, the number of
cores is 600. The nr.Lar of C.oLLs for
optical subscriber network, has not yet
been determined. But, as the transmission
loss of optical fiber cable is much lower
than that of copper cable, the fixed
distribution area will increase in size
which will mean an increase the number of
cores. Those cores are served, at a
feeder'point, from a locp cable installed
from and back to the same telephone office
throuah fixed distribution areas. In the
fixed distribution area, each subscriber is
wired to the nearest wiring box on a
distribution cable.

F~qire 4 4:100-fibcer cable Hiah-count cibles are essential in the
with 8-fiber ribbons loop confiquration cable network. In order

(nlotted rod type) to make construction wcrk easier, direct
cmnnE'ctinn between two feeder points or
i-etween a telephoneŽ office and a feeder
point is rquired. To install /onn cables
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is needed to solve this problem. Below we The installation force should be less
discuss the conditions for long cable than 800kgf in accordance with (2) above.
installation. Where the friction coefficient between the

cable and the inner wall of the conduit is
wiring point 0.5, the cable weight should be less than

1.06kg/rn. We also have to consider the
friction increase due to reduced clearance
between the cable and the inner wall of the/ marea conduit.

// Figure 6 shows cable size and weight1 requirements based on above the conditions.
I..r Conduit inner diameter, 2 ... Maximum

/ feder/ diameter for conventional installation
point / tools, 3.. Maximum length for conventional

cable reel use, 4.. Installation force,
Fixed / 5... Friction increase between conduit and

"distribution area- cable.

1 00
OFFICE Loop configuration 4

cable 1
E1

Figure 5 Optical Subscriber Cable Network

4. Requirements 2 0-

S0J 1 Cable D5i r ionas 5

There are some cab'- imeter and weightL
requirements which , related to U

installation cond*tions. In NTT's
subscriber loop , a cable should satisfy 0 m | |
the following. 0 1 2 3 4
(I) Install- ion into a conventional Cable weight(kg,/m)
conduit.

The inTier diameter of a conventional Q 1000-fiber cable(NTT)
conduit is 75mm. So, the cable diameter
shoulc be less than 75mm and the pulling Figure 6 Cable dimension requirements
head including connector protection should
also be less than this value.
(2) Use of conventional installation tools.

Current installation tools were designed 4-2 riber Count
for conventional cables which have a
maximum diameter of 40mm. If these tools In order to replace copper wire
are to be used, the cable diameter should zubi'criber networko with all optical fiber
be equal to or less than 40mm. The subscriber networks, the highest count
available installation force for these optical fiber cable must include the same
tools is 800kgf. number of optical fibers as the number of
(3) Maximum length of 1500m. copper pairs in the highest count

The mean optical cable length in NTT's conventional cable. The highest count
subscriber loops is about 700m. The cable in copper networks, has 3600 pairs.
maximum cable length depends on . imilar fiber count cables are necessary,
installaticn conditions. At present, whern the subscriber network has either a
optical cables are installed in loop or star configuration. Therefore, we
metropolitan area. In rural area, diatanrc, beqan to study hiqh density and high count
between feeder points is longer than cable which can hold 4000 fibers,
metropolitan area's. Considering increase considering to the potential future
of installation length, we think that incroase in subscribers.
double the present mean length is required.

There are two problems regarding 1500m
installation. The first is cable reel
size, and the second is installation force.
The cable diameter should be equal to or
less than 35rmm in order to wind 1500m of
cable on to the large:;t rconventional cable
reel.

10 International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1991



5 Naw cabla den

When we consider the new cable structure,
some conditions are required besides those
described in section 4.
(1) Tight structure

To realize a high density cable, free
space should be reduced. With a loose
cable structure, where the clearance groove unit
between the fiber or ribbon and the cable
material is very small, attenuation loss
may increase at low temperatures due to Figure 7 U-groove unit cable structure
fiber buckling.
(2) Unit Branching

High count conventional copper pair
cables consist of units which include 100
or 200 pairs. Cables are divided into
units at cable splicing points. Therefore,
high count optical fiber cables should b
consist of units with a fiber count in the Ro
100 to 200 range.

Figure 8 U-groove cable size
To satisfy the above requirements, we calculation model

propose a new cable structure called U-
groove unit cable as shown in figure 7.
Each unit consists of U-grooved material
and stacked optical fiber ribbons. The U- ribbon fiber
grocvc units are stranded around a central
member. With f'gure 8, we can calculate U-groove unit
the cable size. -he inscribed circle radius
Ri of the stranujd units is expressed as
eq. 1.

Ri=b/2 (./sinr 9/n)) (i)

where a is unit height, b is unit width and
n is the number of stranded units.

The circumscribed circle radius rO is
expressed as eq.2.

Ro=((b/2)2+(a+Ri)2)1/2 (2) Figure 9 Top-view of Stranded U-groove

S-3 Rtructure induced fiber atreen

Where the distance between a fiber and
the cable central axis is rf, the distance
between the center of the ribbon holding
this fiber and the axis is rr, and the unit
stranding pitch is p as shown in figures 9
and 10, fiber strains due to structure are
calculated as follows.[4]

Fiber elongation ee due to loci rr rf
differences between the fiber and ribbon
centers is expressed as eq.3. I i

£e= ((2lKrf) 2 +p) 2)i!1 2 /Lo-1 (3)
Figure 10 Cross-section of U-groove at A-A'

N
Lo)-N(Y(I/((2xrf)2+p2)1/2)-l (4)

i=l
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Bending strain Eb due to fiber diameter shear and E is the Young's modulus of a
is expressed as eq.4. fiber.

According to the requirements, the
Cb=d/2rb (5) maximum cable diameter is 35mm. When cablesheath and core wrapping material thickness

are taken into consideration, the maximum
rb=(rf+(p/27t) 2 )/rf (6) rf is about 14mm. And when strength member

for 800kgf installation force and its
where d is fiber diameter. Torsion strain coating diameter are taken into
Et is expressed as eq.7. consideration, the minimum rf is about 7mm.

Individual strain values and total strain
are shown in figures 11 to figure 14, where
rf is 7 and 14mm. If strain reduction is
required, the stranding pitch must be wide.

ti=((2ltrf) 2 +p2 ) 3 / 2 /(2npLo) (8) Another strain problem is caused by the
tight insertion of the ribbon fiber. But

Total strain E of these 3-strains is this strain can be kept sufficiently
expressed as eq.9. small, because the backward tension on the

ribbon can be precisely controlled.
C=1/2 (e+Eb+( (e+tb}2+(2G~t/E)2)1/2 (9) Residual strain due to the ribbon insertion

process is less than 0.02%.J5]

where G is the modulus of elasticity in

0.1 I

rf=7mm

rf=14mm m
- 0.o01 - 0.1--m

0011

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Stranding pitch (mm) Strandimg pitch (mm)

Figure 11 Elongation strain Fgr 3 Trinsri

0.1 1

-. r =14mm

rf-7mm rnmr=1m

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Stranding pitch (mm) Stranding pitch (mm)

Figure 12 Bending strain Figure 14 Total strain
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5 4 RlndinA strain due to ribhon width

As shown in figure 15, when a ribbon is
bent along its horizontal plane, the
outside of fibers in the ribbon are
elongated. The maximum stress £h is
expressed as eq.10.

th=dr/R (10)
R

where dr is the distance between the ribbon
center and the center of the outermost
fiber and R is the cable bending radius.
This strain value is the worst case,
because a fiber ribbon moves to reduce the
strain. However, the reduction rate dr d
depends on cable structure and ribbon
dimensions. So, we evaluate this strain dr=d(n/2-0.5)
with eq.10.

' Reauirements fo? coated fiber Figure 15 Strain due to ribbon bending

In this section, we clarify the
requirements for a coated fiber and the
fiber count in a ribbon. ]

6.1 Rlaauireaenta due to cable I r

S- 1"ua ...._ CM Tt

Based on the above cable design, we DM 000°0 c
studied the requirements for coated optical
fiber.

Using figure 16, unit height a and unit DM_......
width b are calculated with eq.ll and eq.12
respectively.

a=Ut+Sc(2Tt+Fd)+c (11)

b-2Ut+c+(FdxFn) (1.2)

Where unit wall thickness is 'Jt, th-
clearance to facilitate manufacture ip c, Figure 16 Ribbon fiber and unit size
Sc is the number of stacked ribbons 'n a
unit, Tt is ribbon coating thickness, Fd
is - .ted fiber diameter and Fn is fiber E
count in a ribbon. :L 250

Using equations 1,2,11 and 12, we Stacked ribbon count=12
calculate the conditions required to make a
cable with a diameter of less than 35mm
including a sheath 2.5mm thick, with the 10o
same clearance value as with conventional
cable. Figure 17 shows the relationship
between fiber count in a ritbou and coated .4
fiber diameter with the stacked ribbon
count as a parameter. When the fiber count "• 150-
is high, the coated fiber diameter quickly
approaches a given value. Those calculated
lines have ripples, because fiber count is
a discrete value. This indicates that 0 I ,
increasing the fiber count in a ribbon is U 100 5 10 15 20 25
not very efficient for increasing fiber
coating diameter. It is difficult to Fiber count in a ribbon
manufacture small diameter coated fiber.
Therefore, increasing fiber diameter is of Figure .7 Relationship between fiber count
little advantage in cable manufacture, in a ribbon and coated fiber diameter
Increasing the stacked ribbon count is more
effective.
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6i2 Manufacturing reauiremants 7 Conclusions

It is difficult to make thin fiber We began to study on high-count and high-
coating without damaging effects to the density cables in order to construct
fibers. we think that lOjm is lower limit optical subscriber cable networks for
for the coating thickness of the soft FTTH(OFL21).
layer. We also think that 2-layer We clarified the cable size requirements
coating(soft and hard layers) is required for this type of cable.
to avoid a loss increase due to (1) Cable diameter is less than 35mm.
microbending. With present manufacturing (2) Cable weight is less than 1.06kg/m.
accuracy, the lower limit for the nard We proposed a new cable design called U-

layer thickness is 5gm. This gives a groove unit cable. We calculated and
studied the fiber strains caused by the

minimum coated fiber diameter of 155Mm. cable structure. Through these
investigation, it is clarified that the

6.3 Coated fiber diameter d..ian fiber strain is sufficiently low enough to
ensure long-term reliability.

Based on the discussion in 6.1, 6.2 and We also discussed the requirements for
5.4, we are able to determine the coated coated fiber diameter and fiber count in a
ficer diameter. Figure 18 shows the ribbon, and have described appropriate
conditions required to realize high count optimization conditions.
and high density cables. The hatched area Figure 19 shows a new cable structure,
in figure 18, shows appropriate design based on the above conclusions. The U-
parameters for coated fiber diameter and groove unit consists of ten fiber ribbons
fiber count in ,a ribbon, which include 16 coated fibers. The outer

We have been attempting to fabricate thin diameter of the coated fiber is 160 Jm.
coated fibers and ribbons to satisfy these The inner layer has 10 units, and the outer
conditions. layer has 15 units.

Recently, we obtain some informations on We are continuing to study this cable in
a manufactured thin coated fiber. order to achieve on all opt.cal fiber
(1) It is possible to manufacture thin subscriber network.
coated fibers with an outer diameter of
more than 155pm.
(2) These fibers have no major problems 2.7mm |1
apart from fiber strength. The fiber I:!
failure probability of these thin coated
fibers is little higher than that of 16-fiber rion
conventional fibers. The reasons for this
are now being studied.

Our stu.dies aimed at realizing high-count
and high-density cables are continuing.

24 ''" ... 1"''' ... rr" ' v" " l'
0

o 20

18

"14

: 12
0

10
S8 1

S130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

Coated Fiber Diameter (pm) 35mm-

Figure 18 Optimization Of Optical
Fiber and Ribbon Fiqurt 19 New 4000-Fiber Cable Strtucture
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DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION OF GAS PRESSURIZED AND WATER
BLOCKED SLOTTED CORE RIBBON CABLES

Hani Nassar
Siecor Corporation, 489 Siecor Park, Hickory, NC 28603

Ulrich Oestreich
Siemens AG, Austrasse 101, D-8632 Neustadt/Coburg, Germany

ABSTRACT The following theoretical calculations incorpo-
rate various assumptions to simplify the design

A slotted core ribbon cable system is introduced approach and promote a general understanding
which addresses both gas pressurized and water of the slotted core ribbon cable design theory.
blocked cable designs. 1 Although, to a certain extent, theory has been

backed up by actual testing, certain critical as-
Designed to alert the user in the event of cable sumptions, such as negligible frictional coeffi-
jacket damage, the former design employs the cients between ribbons, linearity of thermal ex-
new "mini slots" approach allowing the free pansion coefficients and moduli within the oper-
flow of air without sacrificing the cable size. ating temperature range need to be considered.

Both cable designs are based on a 0.05% maxi- The current slotted core ribbon family of cables
mum cabling construction strain enhancing the encompasses single and multi-element designs
mechanical and environmental performance in ranging from 8-fiber cables to 1000-fiber cables,
the temperature range of -30 °C to +60 °C. The both in the gas pressurized and water blocked
average attenuation increase in this range is 0.04 cable versions. However, due to the amount of
dB/km at 1550 nm. available information and the complexity (but

similarity) of the designs, only the gas flow per-
INTRODUCTION formance of the 80-fiber gas pressurized cable

and the cable design of the 100-fiber water
The general need for compact high fiber count blocked cable are presented at this time.
cables is leading to a widespread interest in opti-
cal fiber ribbon technology 2 In slotted core rib-
bon cables, for example, four or eight fibers are DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
encapsulated in a UV resin providing efficient
positioning in the slots and a corresponding high Mini slots
packing density of fibers. However, it should be
noted that, at room temperature, these ribbons For the gas Fressurized 80-fiber cable in Fig I.,
are often under strain in contrast to loose tube five master slots and five "mini slots" constitute
cables and thus need to be handled accordingly the core. The "mini slots" have a triple function:

1) They permit the flow of inert gas, thereby re-
Failure of cable sheaths caused by fatigue, ro- ducing the flow resistance, 2) they provide uni-
dents or other methods can cause damage to the form cooling of the extrudate by reducing the
cable components due to the penetration of volume of the crown material, and 3) they allow
water through the sheath. Avoiding this occur- for a reduction in cable size.
rence can be realized through gas pressurized
and water blocked slotted core ribbon cables. For an additional master slot (e.g. 1.6 mm x 2.5
Ribbon manufacturing, core extrusion processes, mm), the gained volume is roughly 4L mm 3 (L =

ribbon laying, stranding and jacketing all play length), whereas the introduction of five equ.ilat-
their role in determining which design approach eral "mini slots" of 1.5 mm sides produces almost
to consider. 5L mm3 of free volume thereby either eliminating
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the need of an empty master slot (resulting in a Gas flow resistance
reduction of cable size) or maintaining the same
cable size for a higher fiber count efficiency The gas flow resistance is strictly a function of

the cable design and processing parameters. A
cable with few small air channels and tight
sheath will possess a much higher flow resis-

60-Fiber Gas Pressurized tance than a cable with stranded elements, since
Ribbon Cable stranded elements have inner and outer inter-

stices facilitating the flow of air throughout the
cable length (Fig. 2).

Laminated Flat
Aluminum Tape 600-Fiber Gas Pressurized

Multi-Element Slotted Core
Ribbon Cable

Se We Steel Wire
Rope Rope

"Optical Fiber Slotted Core
Ribbons Element

SCu Slot

Cu Pair

"'PE Jacket Laminated Flat
Aluminum Tape

80-Fiber Gas Pressurized
Single Element Slotted Core PE Jacket

Ribbon Cable

Laminated Flat Fig. 2: 600 Fiber gas pressurized multi element
Aluminum Tap slotted core ribbon cable

The resistance of the air R L-P22  (1)

_Steel Wire 2LSOPO
Rope

Optical Fiber where P,= feed pressure (absolute)

8P2= outlet pressure (absolute) after a leak
Scu Slot is detected and the output pressure is

stabilized.
""PEdJacket L = cable length.

So= flow rate of leak.
P,,= atmospheric pressure

Fig. 1: Comparison of same diameter gas pres-
surized slotted core ribbon cable with can be shown to vary from about 27 MPa.s.m-4

and without mini slots for the 80-fiber single core design to about 7
MPa.s.m-4 for the 600-fiber multi-core design
using the setup in Fig. 3
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Pribn =_+ _P2 (2)
Q ® • 2 2r 2D'

H. , : where D'= pitch circle diameter for each
r - Furibbon
-R ' ,P = slot pitch, chosen for opti-

mized mechanical and envi-
N ronmental performance

The bending strain e = dL (3)
where M 1, M2 = precision pressure gauges (ab- 2p

solute pressure)
H1 , H 2, = cutoff valves where d is the glass diameter, can then be
FM = flow meter calculated.
PR = pressure reducer
N, = Nitrogen or dry air supply 2. Pure torsion is not due to a tensile load but

to the effect of fixing one ribbon end while
Fig. 3: System for measurement of gas flow re- twisting the other, such as in paying off

sistance into the slot. Accordingly, shearing takes
place so that neither the tensile stress nor

Constructional strains: the tensile modulus plays a role, but the
shear stress T and the shear modulus G.

Fiber strains are very important to understand For a linearly elastic material, the shear
since they predict the cable's performance over stresses are related to the shear strains by
its service life. For slotted core ribbon cable de- Hooke's law 3 in shear, i.e.
signs, the constructional strains of ribbons are = G. (4)
defined as pure bending, pure torsion, fiber 2
length differential within the ribbon and tensile
strain effects during ribbon laying. where 13 twisting angle

1. As for pure bending, this is related to the 27r/P

bending of the ribbons around the central and G for fiber is in the range of 29,700
member and is directly related to the bend MPa, equivalent to 4300 Kpsi.
radius p of each ribbon (Fig. 4).

3. The length differential in a ribbon is a
function of twist. As the ribbon is twisted,

M the fibers in the center of the ribbon are
p bn %compressed while those on the outside are

ft _i in tension. For a 4-fiber ribbon, the dis-
* - O- tances are r, and r 2, where r, is the dis-

rbotto ribbon 0 CM 0
cff"" tance from the center of the ribbon to the

center of the innermost (adjacent) fiber
and r 2 is the distance from the center of the

m ribbon to the center of the outermost fiber
(Fig. 5)

fig. 4: Identifying pitch circle diameter
for calculating ribbon bend radii
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According to principal stresses theories 3

(e.g. Mohr's circle), the total principal

, rT stress otot.] (tensile a and shear T) in such a
_ _ _ _ system can be simplified to:

Gl=a + + r2j (7)

Fig. 5: Calculating length differential in a
4-fiber ribbon Converting the bending strains (3), length

differential strains (5) and back tension

The strain F = A1 can be represented by 2n2r2 strains (6) into stresses (5 using
1 p2

Therefore Ae 21T2(r22 - r 1
2 ) ( = -E, (8)

P
2

where E = glass modulus = 75000 MPa,

4. The tensile strain during ribbon laying is a equation (7) can be used to calculate the
function of several variables and depends total constructional strains in the cable. It
entirely on the processing approach. At is important to note that the constructional
any rate, the slotted rod back tension, the strains differ for each ribbon depending on
varying tension of the ribbons (from top to its position, necessitating a variation in
bottom) and the final takeup tension dic- payoff tensions between the top and bot-
tate the amount of residual tensile strain in tom ribbons.
the ribbons (Fig. 6). Another major consideration to the cable

design is the contraction and expansion of
the cable components between the speci-
fied lower and upper temperature ranges,
i.e. the contraction of the cable at the low-
est extreme is used to calculate the move-
ment of the ribbons in the slots and thus is
an effective method of determining the re-
quired slot depth.

Payoff Capstan Ribbons Pulling capstan Takeup Since the contraction of the cable due to
temperature is much higher than that of
the ribbon, the final effective strain ,eff is

Fig. 6: Ribbon laying process 4 the difference between cable contraction
and ribbon contraction, i.e.

Performing several simple but careful
mathematical calculations, the theoretical Efinal = ((Xeff AT)cable - (Oeff AT)ribbons (9)

tensile strain (W) on each ribbon can be cal-
culated:

S= F/EA (6)

where F = tension
E = modulus, and
A= cross-sectional area.
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where xff = effective thermal expansion Mechanical and Environmental Performance
coefficient

Several mechanical and environmental require-
n ments have to be met to insure the service life of

I A,E,, such cables. These include crush, impact, bend,
n i 1 water penetration performance (or gas flow re-

n E sistance) and temperature characterization tests.
y• AE, All test results are within 0.04 dB/km average at-

tenuation change at the 1550 nm wavelength.

and AT = T,,temt - Tambient The results of these tests are presented in Fig. 8.

For example, for the IOOF water blocked
cable design in Fig. 7, it can be shown that
an final of 0.06% (contraction) at -30 'C
can be expected. Furthermore, subtracting
the initial ribbon strain (6) actually gives us
-0.05% ribbon excess length at that tem-
perature, i.e. free movement. Using this in-
formation, the upward movement of the
ribbons in the slots at -30 'C can be deter-
mined (cnbt,n x p) providing the cable de-
signer with a starting point to the required ,00. 2000N

slot dimensions. 100 mm
1 minute

80

100-Fiber Water Blocked 70

Single Element Slotted Core
Ribbon Cable

60

T

Cu Slot 50 5 =O005 dB

Swelling Yarn
E"6 40

Rip Cord
30

\\ Steel Wire Rope

Swelling Tape 20

0

Fig. 7: 100-fiber water blocked single ele-
ment slotted core ribbon cable Attenuation Increase (dB)
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Fig. 8: Typical mechanical and environmental
performance of 100-fiber single element
water blocked slotted core ribbon cables

CONCLUSION

The intention of this paper is to provide an un-
derstanding of the basics of slotted core ribbon
cable design theory without emphasis on the his-
tory of these cables. It also assumes prior know-
ledige of the ribbon technology.

To simplify the design approach. certain practi-
cal assumptions have to be considered. Once a
model has been established, actual trials are
made to optimize the designs.
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THE MICROSHEATH CABLE : A NOVEL DESIGN OF ULTRALIGSITwIGHT SINGLE NODE
OPTICAL CABLE FOR LOW COST SUBSCRIBER LOOP.
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G. LE NOANE - D. BOSCHER2

1 SILEC - MONTEREAU - FRANCE
2 FRANCE TELECOM CNET - LANNION - FRANCE

1. ABSTRACT The main reasons are
the relatively low density of business customers

This paper describes the successful development of who will require interactive services justifying
a radically new design of ultralightweight optical a ful star topology,
cables offering novel performance and economtcal . the possibilities of sharing the fibre between
features in view of low cost implementation of several residential subscribers for providing
subscriber loop networks, mainly distributive services, at least during the

introduction phase.
Based on a global techno-economical analysis, this
novel "microsheath" concept yields extremely
compact medium fibre count cables, with, for Even in the case of star networks, the range,.o ....
example, an outer diameter and weight of only cable fibre counts may be limited. As an example,
6.2 mm and 34 kg/km in the case of a 35 fibre the experience of a large scale installation of a
cable. fibre distribution network in FRANCE 4  indicates

the following typical data :
Testing results of prototypes are discussed, which . average cable fibre count about 20 fibres
show a performance level meeting the expected . maximum cable fibre count : 150 fibres
functional needs. Associated simple, space saving . average link length between distribution center
and low cost splices and closures are also and drop terminal : 400 m, with, usually I or 2
presented. intermediary splices.

Considering the above framework, we have developed
a radically new medium fibre count cable design
philosophy, depicted as the "MICROSHEATH" concept,
which will be described hereunder together with the

2. INTRODUCTION main testing results obtained and associated
jointing equipments.

It is becoming more and more obvious that the
introduction and full scale implementation of
subscriber loop networks require the development of
novel cable designs enabling a significant decrease 3. TECHNO/ECONOMICAL OBJECTIVES
in cable and installation costs, rather than mere
evolutions of existing long haul dedicated cable 5
structures and installation practices. Present state of the art of medium fibre count

cables essentially stems from technological
Indeed, prospective cost evaluations show that the developments carried out in the framework of long
building of the passive infrastructure (civil haul or interoffice networks requiring "high grade"
works, cables, laying, splicing and closures) has a transmission medium, originally on multimode, then
major impact on the network global cost. This on singlemode fibres. To this end, special care was
depends notably on assumptions made regarding applied to cable designing in order to achieve high
network architecture and on the resulting cable transmission, mechanical and environmental
family. performance while keeping the fibres free from any

strain,
Recent works regarding network configurations met
in Europe tend to suggest that the passive This entailed uAing space consuming and costly
infrastructure will probably call for cables with design features such as large fibre excess length.
low or medium (some tens) rather than high (several clearance between fibres and surrounding layers and
hundreds) single mode fibre counts1 2 3. large size strength members.
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Table 1 shows typical examples of present medium • negligible temperature elongation over the
fibre count cable structures based on such functional range,
principles

4 
6 7. high enough tensile modulus to ensure a limited

strain on the fibres during installation,

• high resistance to longitudinal and radial
Facompression,decounti Dimeter., Weight,' Packing

and type . long term stability.
land ______ type___ ofesin____/k densitt

3i I Furthermore, to enable easy fibre Identlficatlon,
30 OF 18 230 0.12 organisation and splicing at the distribution

slotted core points, it is necessary to group the fibres into(I OF per slot) I modules of minimum dimensions.

36 OF
loose tube orslotted core(see- 130 0.23 4. CABLE DESIGN

ral OF per slot)1 ____ ____I____OF pAccording 
to the above principles, the proposed

40 OF 2cable design is based on the achievement of
4 fibre ribbon/ 1 12 115 0.35 1 ultralightweight and extreme packing density

slotted core features in a modular construction, in order to
1 I optimize the trade-off performance/cost.

24 OFbundle/ 10 90 0.31 1 It results in a fully dielectric cable containing
tunbe for example as many as 35 singlemode fibres, having

single core tube an outer diameter of only 6.2 mm, weighing only

34 kg/km while retaining transmission, mechanical
Packing density number of fibres per sq.mm and environmental performance meeting the

functional requirements of subscriber loop
applications : see figures 1 and 2.

Table 1 Compared with some of the cables in table 1, this

novel design concept yields cable size reduced by
half and a fourfold packing density of about

1.2 fibre/sq.mm.

Now, local loop applications on single mode fibres
present network planners and cable manufacturers
with a totally new challenge, combining :

transmission requirements (power budget) less
ambitious than for long haul networks,

* specific topological and environmental
constraints : relatively short and irregular link
lengths, congested civil works in urban areas,
etc...,

* above all, low cost objectives.

To meet the cost objectives, it is necessary to
reason on a global basis, in order to combine :

a low manufacturing cost, resulting from small
volumes of low cost materials and from simple,
efficient and reliable processes,

* a low installation cost, including civil works
and cable laying, handling and jointing.

To this end, it appears essential to achieve very
high packing density and lightness features. This
means reducing to a minimum the fibre excess length
and clearance, which leads to a significant
breakthrough in theoretical and practical cable
design.

However, the performance of the cable must be kept

at a level compatible with the requirements of
local loop network applications. In particular, to

avoid detrimental macro/microbending losses and
strains on the fibres, it is then necessary that
the cable structure offers Fig. 1 : 35 OF microsheath cable
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The cable construction is based on the combination The choices regarding materials, dimensions and
of : manufacturing processes ensure, in spite of te
- fibre modules in whIrh the fibre bundle ultracompact design, a stress tree state of the

(containing typically 4 !o 8 SZ stranded fibres) fibres over a wide range of mechanical &rd
is hold without significant geometrical clearance environmental conditions.
by ' very thin synthetic coloured "microsheath"
whif i :
* tizjbles easy module identification, In particular, the material and thickness of the

v ysures the proper cohesion of the module microsheath covering the fibre bundles are chosen
during cable manufacture and handllng In the so as its contribution to the combined product
fie(ld, tensile moduli x cross sections of the earious

* i:; easily removable for splice preparation, components of the fibre module (silica - primary
- a protection "microsheath surrounding without coatings + microsheath) is only a few percent. As.

uignificant geometrical clearance the packing of in addition, its application prevents the
fibre modules and associating : possibility of fibre buckling, the microsheath thus
* a thin specialty polymer reinforcing layer does not present any risk of applying significant

acting as a shell yielding high tensile modulus :itrain on the fibres.
and crush resistance together with negligible
temperature elongation and relaxation,

* a synthetic outer layer giving the flexibility In this respect, the microsheath concept
and low friction characteristics required for fundamentally differs from the traditional loose
installation in ducts, tube buffer construction.

As regards the cable protection layer, use of
emerging new families of polymer materials offering
high tensile modulus, very low temperd ure
elongation coefficient and negligible relaxation
features, such as LCP, enables to achieve simply
yet economically a protective microsheath yielding
the desirable characteristics.

The small amounts of materials resulting from the
1compact design as well as the production

conditions, combine towards low cable realization
costs.

2

The manufacturing, based on well proven SZ cabling
and extrusion processes, is characterized by the
minimum number of operations and potentially high
speeds and long cable lengths, owing to :

the small size and compactness of the microsheath
4 fibre modules and cable,

. the advantage of not having fibre excess length
and clearance to be precisely controlled.

Furthermore the process lends itself to the
I- Color coded optical fibre integration of manufacturing operations, such as :

* fibre drawing and microsheath module realization
2- Color coded microsheath in a Multipulling and Cabling in Line process

(MCL) 8

3- Self reinforcing resin . on line tranrmission measurements (back-
scattering) with the use of static take-up

4- Black HDPE outer sheath stands.

Equaily decisive are the consequences implied by
Diameter 6.2 mm this new ultralightweight and miniaturized cable
Weight 34 kg/km design on installation costs, especially

regarding :
civil works : optimized use of existing congested
ducting or of new underground facilities, or even
aerial installation,

* speeding up and simplification of cable laying
Fig. 2 Cross-section of 35 OF microsheath cable operations,
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5. CABLE TESTING ',..3. Other mechanical tests

No chang(e In attenuation, both at 1300 and 1550 nm,

'To ;;en; the performiance of" tIhis new cuhl r (de'ui gi, wv.1 measurvd during testing the cable :
at de.tai it-d testing propramme has been cari' fld out .inder compression r.train up to dO daN/cm,

on severat coble ] prnto types contalinling 35 fibres - knder repeated bending with radius under MO0 mm.
(see i igatres I and 2) or" 50 fibres (outer

diameter : 7 mm - weight 40 kg/km). Voirious types
of ;i 1p.l e mode f ibrhres , hiiving different index Thee;(. vwtlite comply with those gerneralily considered
pr'oti Lý!'" (MC and DC) and moride field diaimeters; (nec F lw cablh enI:ni,atled in ducts.
Appendri x I have h us, ase d in order to account for
pote t iI I ly 9 i t'ferent. m;I(-ro/m I' ro bending
sensitivIt, i Ies . 5.4. Long, term !t,ability

Long duration ageing tests, performed over I year
The main test resunai on :35 fibres count cable are in the following conditicns
descr'ibiod below - dry heat, at 1001C,

- damp heat at 40'C - 93 % IHlI,
- immersion at "701C in silicone based filling

5.1 . Transmission performance compound

have not resulted in any decrease of mechanicalAppendix 2 shows the attenuation distribution at ties nor in relaxation effects, which provesproperte . o nrlxto fetwihpoe
room temperature obtained on the completed cable. A the long term stability of the cable structure.
comparison with the distribution measured on the
fibres before cabling demonstrates that the cabling
process does not significantly modify the fibre
characteristics.

Appendix 3 shows typical results of temperature 6. SPLICES AND CLOSURES
cycling test (according to fEC 794-1 method Fl)
over the range -30 0C to +60*C at 1550 nm. According
to theory, results depend notably on fibre design. To enhance the global cost optimization, associated
The cable shows a satisfying behaviour down to simple, space saving and low cost splices and
-10]C with all fibre types, which is probably closures have also been developed.
adequate to the functional needs of most local loop
applications in temperate climates, and down to
-30°W with some types of' fibres. A preliminary techno-economical analysis has been

carried out regarding the various manpower and

5.2. Tensile perf'ormance equipment costs involved, on the basis of current
experience of site installations with traditional
cables and jointing techniques.

During tests according to IEC 794-1 method El-' no

significant change in attenuation, both at 1300 and For instance, the typical breakdown of time spent
1550 nm, was noted with all types of fibres up to a on site for medium fibre count cable splicing in
tensile strength of 100 daN. Furthermore, no urban conditions indicates that only about a
residual cable elongation was measured after the quarter of the manpower cost is devoted to actually
test. splicing the fibres while the rest is shared

between site organisation, cable andco • .•
This r'-.sult has to be assessed in relation with
func Iional needs regarding the pulling force during handling, measurements, supervision and transport.

cable laying, which, in the case of horizontal
straight ducting, is given by This analysis and user's advice have led to focus

T -, kWL the development work on the following main
objectives

where W is the cable weight per unit length, L is . simplicity and ease of operation, easy training,
the laying length and k is the friction coefficient . simplicity, reliability and ease of maintenance
in the duct 10. of tool kits and splicing apparatus

reliability and stability of results (splice
The ratio T/W obtained, in the order of 3, fully loss)
compares with characteristics of more traditional . small dimensions, modularity and low cost of
cable designs, and indicates an equivalent laying materials and equipments,
ability. . synergy with the novel cable design, which was

confirmed to bring significant advantage
In fart, real scale laying experiments in existing regarding cable/modules handling and preparation
cable plants have demonstrated that, for example, as well as fibre identification.
50 fibre cable lengths of more than 500 m can be
pulled into contorted ducting routes with a pulling
force niot exceeding 20 daN. Within this framework, the following equipments

have been developed
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6.1. Splice 7. CONCLUSION

The well known ATI Placoptic System (based on
bonding with UV curable adhesive) has been adapted An in-depth analysis of modularity, compactness,
to the splicing of microsheath single mode fibre lightness and :ost objectives has led to the
modules, by combining :oduls by ombrainng o bespdevelopment of a new design of ultralightweight
*mass operations for fibres preparation and "ir~e~" mdu ir on als h"peoiinig"Microsheath" medium fibre count cables. The
prepositionning converging technological and economical progress
individual alignment of the fibres on a common brought by this novel cable technique constitute a
hol pers oszgnificant step towards the lc cost introduction,

* mass operations for adhesive curing and implementation and upgradability of subscriber
riultifibre splice protection, optical networks.

Splice overall dimensions (for 5 fibres) are

12.5 x 55 x 3.5 mm.
According to the measurefient programme underway,
the average splice loss is about 0.1 dB and maximum ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
0.4 dR.
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SPECIFIC DESIGN OF OPTICAL CABLES TO BE USED IN HARSH ENVIRONMENT
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* Alcatel Cable - 148 Avenue Jean jaurýs - 69344 LYON - FRANCE
** Alcatel Cable - 30 Rue des Chasses - 92111 CLICHY - FRANCE

ABSTRACT The main constraints applied to aerial cables, in

addition to laying conditions, are due to climatic
This paper presents several types of design for cable conditions.
to be used in harsh environments.
Different possibilities are reviewed and examples of Concerning aerial cables the main parameters are
practical realizations are given.

For the cable

INTRODUCTION - lineic weight,
- geometrical characteristics,

Environmental conditions for optical fiber cables - elasticity modulus,
used for Telecommunications may substantially differ - dilatation coefficient,
depending on climatic and installation conditions. - minimal breaking strength.
Optical cables can now be used in some areas where
environmental conditions are especially difficult. For the route
In particular, for very cold areas, cables must
withstand harsh environments : for buried cables, - maximum distance between poles,
installation must be done in permafrost and for aerial - possible unlevellings.
cables heavy ice and wind loading are often
encountered. For environment
In both cases a specific design is needed with
improved tensile characteristics and reinforced - temperature range,
protections. This paper presents design - ice loading per meter,
considerations for optical cables in harsh - maximum wind speed.
environments and, as an example, some specific
designs of cables adapted to these conditions. Both The specifity of aerial cables is that they contain one
aerial installation and burial are considered. (or several) strength member which allows the cable

to be installed on poles. This strength member may
AERIAL CABLES be made of steel wires, aluminium clad steel wires

(ACS), aluminium alloy (ALDREY, ALMELEC,...),
Although they are known to present a reliability and glass fibres, aramid yarns or fibre reinforced plastic
a lifetime less attractive than duct or direct buried (FRP) elements...
cables and therefore a higher maintenance cost they According to the position of the strength member in
show a practical and an economical interest, the cable, the main cable structures may be listed as
specially for laying and jointing. These cables have an follows
interest in some particular cases :

a) eight-shaped cables : the outer sheath contains
- mountain areas, having freauently rocky soils, both the cable core and the strength member (the
where buried installation will be very expensive ; in messenger). These cables cross section has then the
these areas zigzags of the roads are also shunted. The shape of an "eight" (Figure I a).
distances between poles are generally large and with
inclination (strong slopes) ; b) cable with a supporting braid : the strength

member is completely surronding the cable core. It is
- when crossing rivers without having the possibility realized with a metallic braid, generally made of
of crossing a bridge, and where the laying of an steel (Figure I b) ; this structure is employed for
underwater cable will be very expensive. In these reparation cable used temporarily when an aerial line
cases also the distance between poles may be is out of order.
important.
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c) cable with central strength member : in this case Static stability eouation:
the strength member is located in the center of the
cable (the cable core is stranded around the T = p.12 /8. f, where
strength member)

T is the longitudinal tensile strength in the

d) cable with outer armouring : the strength messenger:
members are helically stranded around the cable I is the distance between poles;
core (Figure Ic). This kind of structure is mainly p is the load per unit length applied on the cable
used %hen distances between poles are important (including its proper weight);
(e.g. for overhead ground wires). The wires used may f is the sag (within the plane defined by the resultant
be of several kinds : load).
- high resistance galvanized steel wires ;
- almelec wires, presenting a low electrical Temperature conditions change equation

resistance, but also a poor mechanical strength ; 2 22
- A.C.S. wires, with good mechanical (T 2 1s) (T 2 /s-TI/s+Ect(e 1 -6 2 )+Ep1 I2/24T12)=
characteristics. 2
The armouring can be realized using two different Ep 2 12 124S 2 ,
kinds of wires.

where for the two conditions I and 2

e) cable with peripheral, non metallic strength
members : fiber glass elements or aramid yarns are Ti is the longitudinal tensile strength in the
incorporated in the outer sheath (Figure I d). This messenger ;
kind of armouring is particularly convenient for Pi is the load per unit length applied on the cable
optical fiber cables. (including its proper weight) ;

ei is the temperature of the messenger
f) binded cable : the cable is binded to an S is the total section of the messenger ;
independant messenger, generally made with a E is the elastic modulus of the messenger;
galvanized steel strand. O is the linear dilatation coefficient of the messenger.
In case of very harsh environment, these structures
can be combined (i.e. reinforced central strength During the design of the cable the possibility for
member plus armouring, reinforced cable core plus fibers to move inside a loose structure is taken into
strong messenger,...) It is necessary to evaluate the account (see Table I)
effects of ice and wind loading and to determine the
characteristics of strength members taking into
account the distance between poles and sag limits.

Nesenge- Shth Stel bad CAI,-r.

Sheathto Ilaqt a

Cb).

a)

Slrlouinq • Peripheral arseouerng

Outer sheathPrtcie selaeth

0 d)

Figure I
,,t~tF IC'

S., 1-, 4-.. . . . . . . . . . . . ., -. I...

Movement of fibers in a loose structure
Table I
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Examples of possible solutions Figure 4 shows the cross section of a concentric
structure reinforced by a steel braid. Tensile

As example of possible solutions, three different characteristics can be adjusted by selecting number

types of cables are presented. and dimension of wires.

Figure 2 shows the cross section of a dielectric

aerial cable for span up to 500 m. It can withstand
ice loading of 2 cm thickness and the breaking load
of the messenger is 15000 daN.

This type of cable is shown on figure 3. . -

F .R. P rod

Dielectric Optical fiber

Stre.th ,.,.ber\ \ Figure 4

Figure 5 shows the cross section of an optical ground
wire with a 2 layer design for armouring. The first

pl-tic D Slotted core layer is made of steel wires in order to adjust the
ta.pe 0 mechanical characteristics.

As an example of a standard design the span can be
500 m and the breaking force I I tons.
Figure 6 shows such a cable and Figure 7 shows a

/ -l-liq sodpooo cable with a single layer of A.C.S. wires.
Shee

t
S

Figure 2

)•'27"T Flo..

nFigure 5

Figure 3
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BURIED CABLES

For buried cables, the conditions are different
cables are sometime buried in permafrost that can
create compression strengths on cables and splice
closures. Conseauently cables must be reinforced by
an external armouring . A basic design (cross section)
is shown on figure 8 This type of cable can withstand
a crush resistance of 450 daN for 10 cm. The cable is
shown on figure 9

Figure 8

Figure 6

Figure 9

Figure 7
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A greater level of protection can be obtained by When dielectric cables are necessary it is possible to
using steel wire armouring. replace steel wires by Fibre Glass rod%. The structure

of such cables are given in Figure 1 2 and 1 3 for
A typical cross- section is shown on figure 10 and different tensile strengths (2 and 7 tons without
f igure ( I shows an e xa mp le of cable with two layers stress on fibres), obtained by using one or two layers
of steel wires, which can withstand a tension of of armouring.
3350 daN.

meurmerZ it. 6ass -6101?

kayer at gtass
etifewrs

Jetty fILLUV

FlhýWýDmd JeN 1.1- TI[& FUW

Mere DDtiyrmkff*

Figure 10 Figure 12

Lamv gLM

jetty Lur%

WTIC& FMR

Offer- Dot??WLUW

Figure 13

Examples of cables using this type of design are
presented on figure 14 and 15 where Fibre glass rods
(Figure 14 ) or a combination of aramid yarns, and

Figur I IFibre glass rods (Figure 15) are used.
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Specific protections are also needed for splice
closures and for the connexion of cable to buried
repeaters : As the same environmental conditions are
applicable, these parts also need specific
reinforcements to achieve similar characteristics.
Furthermore, these reinforcerrents have to be
connected to cable reinforcements to insure the
continuity of mechanical resistance.

CONCLUSION : The design of optical cables for
harsh environments must be done considering the
specific reouirements due to the environmental
conditions. A reinforcement of strength members and
sheath protection is. in general. the basic solution.
Several types of technologies are available depending
on other reouirements (i.e. if the cable can have
metallic parts or not).
Considering the different environmental conditions, a
-ualification is needed for each specification.
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Abstract 2. Structure and Characteristics of FRP Rods of

Non-metallic fiber optic cables have a remarkable Various Shapes

structure which takes maximum advantage of the When the application of the indoor distribution
induction-free characteristic of optical fibers, fiber optic cable that has a small diameter to a
The need for this structure seems to be increasing strength member is taken into consideration, the
with expansion of the range of its application, use of the FRP rods having a cross section of

various shapes, such as square- and oval-shaped
In this background, we manufactured fiber strength members, has more advantages than that of
reinforced plastic (FRP) strength members of the conventional FRP rod having a round cross
various shapes, such as square- and oval-shaped section. Therefore, we designed and manufactured
strength members, in which FRP rod forming FRP rods of various shapes by developing the FRP-
technology is developed on the assumption of its forming technology to various fiber materials and
application on the strength members of fiber optic evaluated their characteristics.
cables for indoor use, especially, where
flexibility is required. We also designed, 2.1 Manufacturing Process of Square- and Oval-
manufactured, and evaluated various fiber optic Shaped FRP Rods
cables for indoor use using them.

Figure 1 shows the outline of the manufacturing
1. Introduction process of FRP rods of various shapes. Glass

fiber, Aramid fiber, poly-amid fiber, or
The movement to introduce fiber optic cables in polypropylene is used as a reinforced fiber. The
various fields is increasing. Especially, the surface is hardened by the UV-ray irradiation lump
need for non-metallic fiber optic cables, which after it is dipped in the ultraviolet curable
take maximum advantage of their-induction free resin containing a photoinitiator and organic
characteristics seems to be greatly increasing, peroxide and is shaped by the squeezing die.

After that, it is passed through the dry heat duct
In general, Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) rods for complete hardening and then taken out. The
are often used as strength members of non-metallic FRP rods of various shapes are manufactured by
fiber optic cables. The FRP rod, however, has the this process.
following disadvantages : its Young's modulus is
as small as one-fourth that of the steel wire 2-2 Characteristics of The Square- and Oval-
which is used in metallic fiber optic cables. Shaped FRP Rods
Therefore, this increases its diameter, resulting
in lowering its flexibility. Consequently, there We evaluated various mechanical characteristics of
is a problem in using the conventional FRP the square- and oval-shaped FRP rods that were
strength members as the fiber optic cables for manufactured at this time and also evaluated that
indoor use as is where flexibility is required. of round-shaped FRP rod for comparison. Table 1

shows their results. All the rods of different
Therefore, to improve this FRP rod, we developed materials and shapes have sufficient flexibility
FRP strength members of various shapes, such as and can be bent at a diameter of 20 mm or less
square-and oval-shaped strength members, that are though it depends slightly on the direction.
different from the general round-shaped FRP rod by Besides, they can easily stand comparison with the
utilizing the conventional FRP processing conventional round-shaped FRP rods in the tractive
technology, and compressive characteristics. It is expected

that they can be applied sufficiently as the
Furthermore, we designed and manufactured various strength member of thin non-metallic fiber optic
non-metallic fiber optic cables having a small cables for indoor use.
diameter and sufficient mechanical characteristics
for indoor use by using these FRP rods.
This paper describes the structure of FRP rods of
various shapes, the methods of manufacturing them,
their characteristics, and furtner, the structure
and characteristics of the non-metallic fiber
optic cables for indoor used applying this FRP.
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Fiber Roving Guide Dipping Squeezing UV-ray Dry heat Capstan TakingRoving Bath Die Irradiaton Lump Duct Up

Fig.1 Outline of manufacturing process of square & oval FRP rod

Table 1 Mechanical characteristics of various-shaped FRP rod with various material

Reinforcement fiber material E-glass E-glass E-glass Polyvinyl-alcohol Polyamide Polypropylene

Round Oval Square Square Square Square

0.40 1.3 x 0.6 1.6 x 0.' 1.6 x 0.5 1.6 x 0.5 1.6 x 0.5

Weight (g/m) 0.26 1.2 1.5 0.93 0.87 0.71

UV-acrylate resin material A A A A A B

Breaking strength (kg) 20 90 97 55 30 4.8

0.2% elongation strength(kg) 1.25 7.0 7.0 4.3 0.64 0.27

Elongation at breaking strength(kg) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1 11.2 25

Minimum bending diameter(mm) 10 20 15 5 5 5

Thermal resistive bending diameter 24 35 30 18 10 10
at 80"C(mm)

Compressive strength(kg) 50 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500

Thermal expansion coefficient(%) 5.9X10.6 6.Oxl 0-6 6.OxlO16 8.9x 10-6 2.1x10.5

1000 2 30 30 8 2 0.7Flexural rigidity(g) 2000 0.5 7 7 4 0.4 0.2

A: Phenol novolak type epoxy acrylate

B : Urethane acrylate

3. Application of Square- and Oval-Shaped FRP Rods

The square- and oval-shaped rods can be used in
various ways by utilizing their special shapes.=SquareFRP
Figure 2-1 shows an example of the non-metallic PE slot
ribbon-slot-type fiber optic cable. In this
case, the square-shaped FRP rod is inserted in the
square-shaped groove in which a fiber ribbon is
inserted. It is used as a reinforcement to
improve the tensile strength and resistance to FRP central strength member
crushing of the cables. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show Wrapping
other examples of applying them to the non-
metallic indoor distribution fiber optic cables by Sheath
combining them with fiber ribbons and single-core
tight buffered fibers.

We manufactured the latter products, 2-types of
non-metallic flat type fiber optic cables, this Fig.2-1 Cross section of non-metallic PE-slot type
time and evaluated their mechanical and optical cable with square-shaped FRP rods
transmission characteristics.
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Table 2 Characteristics of reinforced fiber ribbon

Square FRP Item Unit 2-fiber nbbo Ater rifrcemnt

0 Reinforced SiZe nun x mm, 0.6 x 0.4 1.6 x 0.5

2-fiber ribbon Weight g/m 0.27 1.0

PE sheath Tensile breaking strength kg 41

10.2% elongation strength kg 2.8

Fig.2-2 Cross section of non-metallic flat cable
with square FRP rods & reinforced fiber Minimumbendingdiameter rn -- 0
ribbon ermal resistive bending m 24

diameter at 80"C
Squal i Compressive strength kg/50mm 150

Compressive strength at kg5on 50

fiber loss increase at 1.31.m 50_425

Aramid yarn Flexural rigidity 2000 4.02
2W000 .

PE sheath
0.1 =1.3pm

Fig.2-3 Cross section of non-metallic flat cable L1000m
with square FRP rods & tight buffered
fiber

g0.0
3.1 Reinforced Fiber Ribbon

Prior to the manufacture of fiber-ribbon-type flat s.

cable for indoor use, in order to improve the
mechanical characteristics of the fiber ribbon 0 O
itself, we reinforced it with a thin FRP rod, as o
shown in Figure 3, and integrated it with urethane I I

acrylate resin to develop a reinforced fiber -20 0 -10 '20 +60 -20 -10 -20
ribbon. Table 2 and Figure 4 show the evaluation
results of a two-core single mode reinforced fiber Temperature (OC)
ribbon with respect to the transmission and Fig.4 Temperature characteristics of 2-core
mechanical characteristics. single mode reinforced fiber ribbon

It was confirmed that, especially as for the
tractive characteristics, the tensile strength at
0.2 percent elongation was improved up to ten To further improve the mechanical strength of the
times as same as that of fiber ribbon and as for reinforced fiber ribbon that was introduced above,
the compressive characteristics the load value in reined and manufat a i;mtallic at
which the transmission loss increases was also we designed and manufactured a non-metallic flat
improved. Furthermore, good results were obtained cable, as shown in Figure 2-2, in which a
with respect to the following items. As for the reinforced fiber ribbon is sandwiched at its top
transmission loss, there was almost no fluctuation and bottom with the square-shaped FRP rods. If
at a wavelength of 1.3 pm around the reinforcement the top and bottom FRP rods are made of glass-
processing, and as for the temperature fiber, their rigidity and elasticity increase due
characteristics, the loss variation within the to the material. The overall bending rigidity
tempearater ange form -1 rC to +6nC was less increases and, at the same time, the compression
than 0.02 dB/km in length of 1,00 0 m as shown in force may be applied on the fiber ribbon because
Figure 4. there is no mutual distortion clearance between

the top and bottom FRP rods. Therefore, we
manufactured a short length of prototype flat

Urethalte acrylate resin cable by using various materials for the top and
bottom FRP rods and evaluated the various

_R-fiber ribbon mechanical characteristics, as shown in Table 3.
It was found from the experimental results, shown
in Table 3, that the products using glass fiber

FRP rod and polyamid fiber together, or those using glass
fiber and polypropylene together, are superior in
mechanical characteristics to those of other

Fig.3 Cross section of 2-core reinforced fiber ribbon combinations.
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Table 3 Characteristics of ribbon-fiber flat cable with square-shaped FRP rod of various combination

FRP reinforcement fiber
material (Position: Top) Glass Polyvinyl- Polyvinyl- Polypro- Glass Glass Glass

alcohol alcohol Polyamide pylene

FRP reinforcement fiber Glass Glass Polyvinyl- p
material (Position: Bottom) alcoholsGlasm olypro- Polyamidpalcoho _Glas Glas_ Polaid pylene _____

diameter (ram)15 15155 155 i

Bending diameter at loss 700 650 210 <200 <200 <200 <200 <200

increase at 1.3.tum (mm) I

Compressive strength at
loss increase at 1.3am 2
in the thickness direction 220 200 220 200 220
(kg/5Omm)

0.2% elongation strength(kg) 16.6 13.8 11.1 10.2 9.8 10.2 9.8 3.8

100 0 47 50 40 66 21

Flexural rigidity(g) 2000 70 - 17 34 34 32 9

Therefore, we manufactured a 600 meter length flat X=1.3pm
cable using glass fiber FRP and polyamid fiber FRP 0- .2h- L=600m
together and evaluated transmission and mechanical E

characteristics. Figure 5 shows the changes in "
the transmission loss before and after the cable
was processed. Figure 6 shows the changes in
transmission loss in the heat-cycle processing.
Even though a slight increase in transmission loss 4

caused by the compression force is seen in the
fiber-ribbon by the ribbon winding on the reel
after cable processing, almost stable y
characteristics are obtained. As for the 0
temperature characteristics, there is almost no
loss variation within the temperature range from 0 +20 I I I I
to 60 0C. It was found that they have good +20 0 -10 +20 +00 +20 -I ±20
characteristics in the indoor environmental Temperature (°C)
conditions. Fig.6 Temperature characteristics of non-metallic

flat cable with reinforced fiber ribbon

SA=1.3pm Table 4 Cable performances of single mode 2-fiber
E 0riboon flat cable with glass & polyamide
, 0.45 based FRP rod

0.40

_0 Item I Test results4 0.35 _ - - -
SSize 2.7mm x 2.7mm

0.30
< Weight 6.7 g/m

i I I I

Optical Fiber Reinforced Flat Bend test No loss increase was observed

fiber ribbon fiber-ribbon Cable at l00mmo bending diameter

Torsion test No loss increase was observed
Fig.5 Attenuation of optical fibers in at 10 turns in one direction

cable manufacturing for non-metallic in length of I m.
flat cable with reinforced fiber ribbon

Heat cycle No loss fluctuation was

test observed in the temperature
range from 0 - 60'C.
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3.3 Non-Metallic Flat Cable with Tight-Buffered A=1.3pm
Fir L=6Om 1 No.1 fiber
Fiber 0 0 No.2 fiber

In order to further improve the handling Z

characteristics of cables, we manufactured a flat • 0.40
cable by placing 2-core tight buffered single mode . 0-
fibers, as shown in Figure 2-3, on both sides of 0.35
the square-shaped FRP rod and filling up the
remaining space with aramid yarn. . .3

3.3.1 Mechanical Characteristics of the FRP Rod

Prior to the manufacture of tight buffered type Optical Flat
flat cable for indoor use, In order to prove the fiber Cable
superiority of square-shaped FRP as a strength
member, we evaluated the bending characteristics Fig.7 Attenuation of optical fibers in cable
and compressive characteristic of the Yound-shaped manufacturing for non-metallic flat cable
FRP rod that has the same cross section and the with tight buffered fiber

tensile strength characteristics as those of the
square-shaped FRP used this time. Table 4 shows A=1.3 pjm
their results. Remarkable improvement was
recognized in the square-shaped FRP rod with L-6OO0m

respect to the mechanical characteristics.

Table 5 Mechanical characteristics of square &
round FRP rods T_ 0.JI

I Square Round
Item Unit shape shape

' 1 1.1~
FRP size mm 2.1x 1.7o 0

0.2% elongation strength kg 21 21

] 20 0 11-1 + 20 +60 +20 -10 +2
Minimum bending diameter kg 33 51 Gemperat.-e+(00

kg Temperatt,,-e ('C)

1000 280 440 Fig.8 Temperature characteristics of
Flexural rigidity g non-metal1 c flat cable with

200o 90 120 tight buffered fiber

Compressive strength kg5Omr 500 185 Table 6 Cable performances of 2-core single mode
__________________ 1k./Sminflat cable with tight buffered fiber

Item Ts eut

3.3.2 Characteristics of Non-Metallic Flat Cable Test results

Therefore, we manufactured and evaluated a flat Size 6mam x 3mm

catle with square-shaped FRP rod and tight Weight 15m
buffered type optical fiber. Table 5 shows the 1m

mechanical characteristics of the cable and Figure '2%ebongalion
7 and Figure 8 shows the evaluation results of ther
transmission characteristic. There was almost no
change in transmission loss during the processing. 33mm
No loss variation was seen in the heat cycle I-ndingdi meter'
within the temperature range of -10 to +60'C. Flexural lOO 450g

Also good characteristics were obtained in the rigdty 2(X00 12 5 g
bending and compressive characteristics with 300o) 5(X)O

respect to the mechanical characteristics. It was Compressive
confirmed that the flat cable structure fully
utilizes the excellent characteristics of the FRP lossIncreasen
rod. at 1.3pim

Torsion test No loss increase %;L-, ohisr,,ed
TI at 5 turns in one direction

in length of I m.
No loss tluctuation 'a,

Heat cycle (observed in the temperalure
test o A I-N (-

42 raaiol romr -i& -e4ued.
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4. Conclusion

We developed FRP rods of various shapes, such as
the square-and oval-shaped rods, and applied them
to the non-metallic structure that fully utilizes
the characteristics of optical fiber as strength
members of indoor distribution fiber optic cable Toku Ishii
and manufactured and evaluated the thin non- UBE-NIshi i

metallic indoor distribution fiber optic cables t U CoLd

that have a small diameter and flexibility by Toku, sidt.a

using their FRP rods. 
579-1, Yabuta

The articles developed this time show excellent
transmission and mechanical characteristics under
indoor environmental conditions. It is expected Toku Ishii received the B.E. degree in engineering
that they will further expand the application from Kyoto Institute of Technology in 1984 and
range of non-metallic fiber optic cables. joined UBE-NITTO KASEI Co., Ltd. He has been

engaged in research and development of fiber
reinforced plastics in the optical fiber cables,
and so on. He is now a Engineer of Gifu Factory.
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EVOLUTION AND DESIGN OF FIBER OPTIC
PREMISE CABLES

Artis C. Jenkins, Don Mathis, Carla G. Wilson

AT&T Bell Laboratories
Norcross, Ga. 30071, USA

ABSTRACT
place outside plant cable must be modified for cables

Demand is escalating for optical fiber premise cable to used in premise applications. The cable distribution
be placed inside of buildings. This new demand has facilities in buildings demand cable designs that are
been highlighted in several publications on this subject mechanically robust and at the same time easy to install
(see references). These cables will be employed for and terminate. The unique characteristics of the
telecommunication, data processing, data links, and building environment directly influence the fiber
computer networks. There are many requirements selection, materials, and ultimately the mechanical and
including flexibility, friction, small size, special optical performance characteristics.
materials, splicing ease, flammability and short lengths. Premise cables are divided into three sub-categories:
This paper addresses the evolution and design of fiber backbone, distribution and interconnect cables which
optic premise cables. are defined by the typical required lengths. Backbone

cables are usually installed in riser shafts and provide
the source of all information coming into the building.
The distribution and interconnect cables are then used
to carry information to its specific destination.
Distribution cables typically have lengths greater than
10 meters. They are used to connect the optical
interconnection equipment to termination points in a

INTRODUCTION subsystem. Interconnect cables typically have lengths
less than 10 meters and are used in "point to point"

"Premise" cable may be Simply defined as cable connection such as connecting workstations to wall
designed to be placed inside of premises or buildings, outlets. This paper will discuss the requirements for
These buildings may consist of small businesses distribution and interconnect cables. New constraints
occupying an office complex to large businesses in dictate new designs as fiber optics evolves in the local
multifloor buildings. A generic premise distribution loop and premise environment.
system is shown in Figure 1. While the requirements APPLICATIONS OF PREMISES CABLES
and applications of premise systems are certainly
different from those of long-haul, interoffice trunking, Fiber optic premise cables are employed in numerous
and loop feeder applications, the same advantages of applications in premise distribution systems. One of
optical fiber which have made it the medium of choice the major rasons for its increased usage is that fiber
in these outside plant applications are stimulating itsuse in the premises' market. optic systems have become cost competitive with

metallic systems. The rapid deployment of fiber optic
Premise cables are employed to transfer information technology permits many applications including video
between computers, PBX and terminal equipment (CATV, teleconferencing and image transmission), data
located in different parts of a building which can evolve , and voice transmission. One application is "point to
into Local Area Network (LAN) Systems. Typical cable point" datalinks in which two computers or a terminal
configurations include single, duplex and multi-fiber and a computer are directly linked to each other or to
arrangements. These configurations have evolved over another peripheral device. A more complicated
the years to include multimode, single mode, dispersion application is the Local Area Network. In this
shifted and polarization maintaining fiber types. The application, the communication channels are not
cables typically contain from one to thirty-six fibers, dedicated between devices and the need for flexible
The current rules employed to design, manufacture, and interconnection is great.
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Purpose (Distribution)", or "General Purpose

Fiber optic cables have several advantages over copper (Interconnect)". The required testing load and energy
cables. One major advantage that fiber optic cable has level varies with each classification.
over copper cable is its immunity to electromagnetic As the industry has matured, the operating temperature
interference (EMI). For example, EMI may be a

rin a factory environment. Optical range as well as other requirements have increased.
significant factor be employ environmenty cal The environmental cycle is developed to ensure thefiber cables may be employed as high capacity cables toopiainertofhecbevrislfeimwthn
eliminate coaxial cable in data communications optical integrity of the cable over its life time with an
systems, and to connect to the remote location of shared ageing cycle currently exceeding the one set for outside

equipment in computer systems. The capability of one plant cable. A typical environmental cycle is shown in

pair of fibers to replace these and other copper cables Figure 2. The duration of this test is a function of the

translates into much smaller cables and lower required ageing time but is typically one month. Cables

installation costs. This reduced cost and the alleviation are cycled to -40' to simulate storage conditions.

of space congestion problems associated with the In addition to these tests, other tests determine sheath
proliferation of large copper cables are two of the strippability, flexibility, aesthetics, handling and ease of
reasons that fiber optic cables are attractive in replacing entry and splicing. Figure 3 shows a flexibility test
copper cables. which allows a quantitative estimate of a cable's

bending stiffness. Some requirements for distribution
Flexibility in upgrading the circuit capacity to cable may be completely opposite to requirements for
accommodate future growth and changes without interconnect cable. For example, customers require that

installing new cables is of great advantage. In addition, terion cable havexamlow fritonet for eas
optial ibe cales rovde or onge cale unsandthe distribution cable have a low friction jacket for ease

optical fiber cables provide for longer cable runs andofisaltn.Iernec cbeseqre om

support of many different communication schemes over frictior connect pupoes.
the sme cble.friction for connectorization purposes.

the same cable.
It is educational to examine how premise cable

Premise distribution systems vary from application to requirements have evolved over the last 10 years. As
application. The application may change over a period the number of fiber optic cable installations have

of time even within a given building. For example, a increased, smaller size has become important. Also

collection of point to point datalinks may need to optical interconnection cabinets have become smaller
evolve over time into a Local Area Network. otclitroncincbnt aebcm mle

and there currently is a need for increased storage tray

REQUIREMENTS capacity. All of these have increased the need for
smaller cables. However, cable mechanical

There are many qualification requirements for optical requirements have not been relaxed. Tensile strength
fiber premise cables. These requirements may be requirements have remained the same or increased.
summarized as those required by the customers, Impact strength requirements have done the same. This
Underwriter Laboratories and the local codes. The is evident on cables such as fiber optic jumpers and
requirements may be further sub-divided into pigtails. An example of this can be seen in cordage and
mechanical, optical and environmental. The premise new minicord designs (see Figure 6c and 6d). The
cable environment is certainly not as severe as, for diameter has decreased about 46% and yet the new
example, the buried service cable environment. minicord must pass the same impact tests as the
Premise cable is designed for in-door application, cordage design.
However, the cable must be much more flexible for A technology that impacts directly on the cable industry
ease of installation and therefore be less robust than is the connector industry. As time has passed, these
buried service cable. Although the cable is not connector designs have become smaller and yet their
plowed-in, it is sometimes pulled through ducts with 90 tensile requirements have remained the same or
degree bends. Buried cable is usually not handled once increased. This requires developing new cable designs
it is in the ground. Premise cable, however, may be which allow better coupling of the connector with the
handled frequently if it is, for example, an interconnect strength members in the cable.
cable in a central office. These requirements of
flexibility and small size coupled with relatively high In addition to performance requirements, the premise
tensile strength and impact resistance, create design cables must also pass safety requirements. Codes have
challenges. been developed to protect building occupants and

equipment during a fire. These codes have set
Several organizations have set requirements for premise requirements based on flame spread and smoke density.
cable including Bellcore, ICEA, and EIA to name a Future directions could include toxicity and corrosion
few. The premise cable tests are given in "Generic levels. Cables are rated based on their performance in
Requirements for Intra-building Optical Fiber Cable" in selected tests. For example, to be "riser rated", a cable
Table I. Each one of these tests has different must pass the UL-1666 test; to be "plenum rated", a
requirements depending on whether the cable is
classified as "Riser (backbone)", "Plenum and General
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cable must pass the UL-910 test. The Plenum test Cables may be placed in extreme environments. The
shown in Figure 4 is the most difficult to pass. Cables cables could be placed in tension in a high humidity
passing this test must meet stringent flame spread and environment. This could cause static fatigue of the
smoke requirements. Although demand is escalating glass fiber and possibly cause the fiber to break. Cables
for nonhalogen designs, specifications have not defined could be exposed to chemicals that could cause a cable
what rates a product as nonhalogen. Therefore, to deteriorate over time. All of these environments
development has been slow in this area. must be considered in a cable design.

Finally, the international markets have their own

requirements for fiber optic cable. These requirements MECHANICAL

must be factored in with the American standards in

order to satisfy the international and U. S. markets with mechan an d meni cserations

onemechanical 
constraints and mechanical considerations.

The main purpose of the cable is to provide protection

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS for the individual fibers. This is especially true during
cable installation. Facilities with complex routing can

The premise environment has the potential for use of cause high mechanical stresses in the cable during

many cable designs. Increased usage has created a installation. It is important to isolate these stresses

demand for generic, cost effective cables designed from the fibers. The cable should be as small as

specially for the premise environment. There are possible to conserve space in typically crowded ducts.

certain constraints that dictate applicable designs. As The cable must have a jacket with low frictional

has been stated, these include environmental, properties and a core with sufficient robustness. Cable
weight and bending stiffness are also important during

mechanical, customer and apparatus constraints, installation.

A cross section of a generic premise cable design is
shown in Figure 5. There are certain inherent features CUSTOMER
that each design must have. These include sufficient
tensile strength, compressive strength and impact Since the customer specifies a particular fiber type, a

resistance to name a few. The exact value depends on design must be versatile enough to work with any of

the requirements set by the customer, Each design is these fiber types. A cable design which contains single

composed of an outer jacket, strength members mode fiber must be robust enough to reduce

(normally aramid yarns), buffered fibers and sometimes macrobending loss at 1550nm wavelength. A Fiber

spacers. The designer must package these components proof strength dramatically affects the tensile rating and

together to meet all requirements. therefore, the size of the cable product. Cables with
lengths on the order of 10 m or less are required to have

ENVIRONMENTAL low cut off wavelengths to reduce modal noise.
Customers could require reliability tests which requires

A generic premise cable should be suitable for quantitative measurements of cable quality.
installation within the structure of a building as well as
within electronic equipment. Often, this requirement APPARATUS
heavily influences material selection. Cables placed in
a plenum environment require materials with very high The indoor communication environment is apparatus
Limited Oxygen Index (LOI) such as fluoropolymers; intensive. Any cable design must be compatible with

consequently, these cables are often stiff and more associated hardware. The sheath must be easy to enter

expensive. Riser cables require materials with a and have low friction for installation. The fibers are

sufficient LOI (such as PVC) but not as high an LOI as required to be buffered and with identifiable colors for

is required for a plenum cable. aid in relocation of fibers during system

One must know the intended life of the cable product. reconfiguration. Buffered fibers must also be strippableOne ustkno th inendd lie o th cale rodctwith standard mechanical stripping tools. The number

This requires knowledge of the thermal extremes at the of cabl aie m e minimized to The amoun

location where the cable is installed. Any design must

be able to function over the identified time period of required apparatus.

without deterioration. Therefore the response of all

materials used in the cable to the temperature extremes
must be known. Important properties include

coefficient of thermal expansion, modulus of Figures 6 and 7 show typical configurations for

elasticity/material shrinkage, hydrolytic stability and interconnect and distribution cables seen in the premise

oxidative stability, cable environment respectively. Figure 7a and 7c
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shows the buffered fiber designs. These designs are OPTICAL
normally 2, 4, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 36 fiber count cables. OPT" •UtJM OUTLET OUP.EX
Each fiber count often requires a different outer CROSS-COMNECTIO4 CABLE TRCONNECTION
diameter. Figure 7b and 7d shows the breakout cable.
This cable is similar to the buffered fiber cable but
single fiber cables are employed in place of the buffered , A
fibers. This cable is larger and more robust but is CLOSET
stiffer. Each subunit has sufficient robustness allowing R

the unit to be separated and run individually to desired CAM
locations without damage. Figure 6F shows ribbon
interconnection cables. These cables are employed for
backplane connections and point to point connection
with computers and other peripheral equipment.

As fiber optics evolves more in the local loop and
premise environment, new constraints will dictate new
designs. Some additional new designs on the horizon
include hybrid cables (designs containing a mixture of
fiber types or media types), nonhalogen, flexible
plenum, and indoor/outdoor cable designs. OPTICAL EQUIPMENT

SUMMARY CROSS-CONINECTION ROOM

Fiber optic cables are being rapidly deployed in the
premise environment. This environment dictates many
different cable designs including backbone, riser and
interconnection cables. Requirements exist but are
continuously being revised to ensure the successful
installation and use of these designs as applications
evolve. The challenge for manufacturers is to reduce
the number of designs and at the same time provide the
quality features and meet the full range of requirements
set by the customers.
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Table I

Generic Requirements For Premise Cables

NO. TEST DESCRIPTION INTERCONNECT CABLE DISTRIBUTION CABLE

EIA-455-3A EIA-455-3A

I Temperature Cycling
00 C to 50°C 0°C to 50'C

EIA-455-3A EIA-455-3A

2 Aging Continuation of Temp. cycling Continuation of Temp. cycling
85'C, 336 hrs 85'C, 336 hrs

VW1-UL 1666-UL-910 UL 1666-UL-910

3 Fire Resistance
4 Strippability EIA-455-178 ETA-455-178

15mm (0.6) in 15mm (0.6in)

5 13.4N (3 Itb) <_ 13.4N (3 Ibf)

EIA-455-104 EIA-455-104

5 Cyclic Flexing Mandrel Dia. = 20X Dia. Mandrel Dia. = 20X Dia.
300 cycles 100 cycles

EIA-455-25 EIA-455-25
6 Impact .74 N-M (.54 ft-lb), 20 cycles 2.9 N-M (2.2 ft-lb), 20 cycles

150mm (5.9in) 150mm (5.9in)

EIA-455-85 EIA-455-85
Twist Length = .3 meter (11.8 inches) Length = 1 meter (3.3 feet)

EIA-455-37 EIA-455-37
Low & High Mandrel Dia. = 20X DiaJ50mm(2.0 in) Mandrel Dia. = DiaJ15.2cm(6 in)

Temperature Bend X kg, 10 Turns X kg, 10 Turns
0°C & 50'C 0°C & 50'C

EIA-455-41 EIA-455-41

Compression 10.16cm (4 in) Dia., 3.5 N/mm (20 Ibf/in) 10.16cm (4 in) Dia., 10 N/mm (57 lbf/in)

EIA-455-33 EIA-455-33
1 Tensile Strength 220N (50 Ibf) !5 12f 444N (100 lb), _< 12f665N (150 Ibf)

EIA-455-86 EIA-455-86

li Cable Jacket Shrinkage
15 cm (6 in.)long, 0.6 cm (.24 in.)wide 15 cm (6 in.)long, 0.6 cm (.24 in.) wide

L 121'C, 2 Hrs, Shrinkback <5% 121'C, 2 lirs, Shrinkback •5%

Single-Modc & Multimode change in loss should bc < 0.2 & 0.5 dB respectivcly.
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Tempersture Cycle Temperature Cycle

TTmpeartuure 2

(Celsius)

"-AyU *-.CAY
* materiel Daepnlmft
SMe.asure.•.ts Time (Days)

Figure 2: Generic Environmental Temperature Cycle

FAIL

Bendign
Moment Set by Customer

(energy level)

Bend Angle (degrees)

Figure 3: Flexibility Test
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Figure 4: Plenum Cable Fire and Smoke Test
(UL-910)

Coated Fiber

Fiber ufferRod/Aramld Yarn

Spacerme Retardant Material

Flame Retardant Jacket Aramid Yarn

Figure 5: Generic Fiber Optic Premise Cable
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(a) Single Fiber (b) FDDI
(Cordage) (Fiber Distribution Data Interface)

(c) Duplex (d) Minicord Duplex

(e) Hybrid (f) Ribbon

Figure 6: Fiber Optic Premise Interconnect Cables
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(a) Low Fiber Count (b) Low Fiber Count
(Buffer) (Breakout)

(c) High Fiber Count (d) High Fiber Count
(Buffer) (Breakout)

Figure 7: Fiber Optic Premise Distribution Cables
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF STEAM RESISTANT FIBER OPTIC CABLE

Mahesh K. R. Vyas, Eric L. Buckland and Paul Neveux, Jr.

Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp., Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

steam environment. The cumulative

ABSTRACT effect of such an exposure resulted in
cable failures in both cases. A
detailed examination of the fa.iled cable
sample revealed:

A systematic design and development of a
novel Steam Resistant Loose Tube (LT) (a) Catastrophic failure of PBT tubes

optical fiber cable is discussed. This (Fig. 1)
design utilizes a hydrolytically and
high temperature stable LT material. (b) Swelling and degradation of fiber

Moisture ingress into the cable core is acrylate on-line coating (Fig. 2)
highly suppressed by enclosing the
optical core with a welded aluminum
tube. Cable lifetime is increased
substantially by using this design
compared to standard polyethylene
sheathed PBT LT cable designs. A
mathematical model for the rate of
change of MFI of PBT has been developed
and used to justify this chosen cable
design which meets all the mechanical
and environmental requirements of
Bellcore Technical document TR-TSY-
000020, Issue 4, March 1990.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Loose tube (LT) optical fiber cable
designs have been widely used in
industry to date. Polybutylene
terephathalate (PBT) is commonly used as
a preferred tube material because of its FIG.1.PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING DEGRADATION OF PBT
good mechanical and chemical
characteristics, along with easy TUBES INAPLAINSHEATHCABLEFIELDFAILURE.
processibility.

Recently the deficiency of such an LT The above scenario clearly highlighted
cable design was highlighted through the the need for a more robust cable design
installation of such cables next to which can be successfully used in such a
steam ducts in New York City and hostile environment. In order to
Cleveland. The underground steam ducts provide the high degree of reliability
in these cities are approximately 80 - required for steam applications, cables
100 years old and consequently are prone must be designed using temperature and
to steam leakage through aging and hydrolytically stable materials.
fatigue of steam pipes. In two specific Additionally, the UV acrylate coated
instances, failure of steam pipes has fibers should be fully isolated from the
been monitored recently. The average ingress of moisture.
temperature and pressure of escaping
steam is up to 4001F and 400 psi The aim of this investigation is to
depending on the pipe size. (1) In both identify the engineering requirements
cases, the incipient failure resulted in
the long term exposure of LT optical
cable to such a harsh hot and humid
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for steam environment applications. The constituents of stear are shown to bestudy then identifies both tube and non-corrosive in nature. Similar data
cable jacketing materials which are has also been obtained for steam canals
stable in such hostile environments, in New York. Thus the degradation
This paper discusses in detail the effects due to chemical constituents of
material compatibility studies steam are negligible and hence the
undertaken along with the evolution of a primary degradation effects of concern
new cable design based on a simple model in steam are mainly due to exposure to
and the results of experimental high temperature and humidity.
investigations.

Table 1. Analysis of Chemical Constituents in City Water
and Steam of Cleveland's 2 and #4 Main Steam Canals

Steam Steam
Chemical #2 Main #4 Main"C•,.stituents City Steam Steam oemineralizedf
(ppm) Water Canal Canal Water

Calcium 75 Nil Nil Nil
Magnesium 45 Nil Nil Nil
Sodium 20 10 1 5

Total Electrolyte 140 10 5 5
Bicarbonate 100 20 1i 50
Carbonate 0 1 0 0

Sulfate 10 10 5 10
Fluoride 20 0 0 0
Chloride 30 20 20 30SNitrate 0 O 0 0

SCarbon Dioxide 0 0 0 0SpH 8 2 8.0 8.0 81.2
Conductivity 29.0 0.47 0.49 0.28

Silica 3 10 0
Iron 0 0 0

Turbidity S1 0 0
T D S 1 0_0 -S 6 0 6 0
Color 0S

FIG.2. PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING SWELLING AND

DEGRADATION OF ACRYLATE ONLINE FIBER COATINGS. Test data supplied by Cleveland Thermal
Energy (courtesy of R. Henry Water

2.0 THE STEAM ENVIRONMENT Treatment Corp., Ohio)

The steam delivery systems in place in
New York, Cleveland, Boston and 3.0 MATERIAL REOUIREMENTS
elsewhere contain super-heated moisture
at pressures to 150 psi or more, at The key issue is the survival of the
temperatures to 400 0 F. Two modes of delicate optical fibers when exposed
steam attack on fiber optic cables long term to this high temperature
include the escape of steam through steam. Since a high temperature steam
fractures in the antiquated piping environment is conducive to hydrolysis
system, or water external to the steam of both polyesters and acrylates, it is
delivery system boiling on contact with evident that standard PBT tubes in
the piping. For example, based on the traditional loose tube cable
thermodynamics of escaping steam from a constructions are inappropriate for the
200 psi tunnel, at 400 0 F, it is protection of optical fibors in this
estimated that the maximum exposure application. Alternative tube and/or
temperature to a neighboring cable is jacket materials are therefore required.
2501F to 280'F. While this is an Ideal materials must fulfill four key
anticipited maximum exposure, practical requirements:
experience indicates that the subject
environment at the caule surface is 1) Matrrials must be stable to long-
below 212 0 F. term exposure of at least 1201C.

In order to get a comprehensive picture 2) Materials must be hydrolytically
of the degradation of cable components stable.
in steam environments, the effects due
to any chemicals used in these steam 3) Materials must suppress moisture
systems have to be qua:•ciiied. Both in penetration to the vicinity of the
Cleveland and New York, the chemical optical fibers.
constituents of steam are analyzed
periodically. Table I shows such an 4) Materials should be readily
analysis carried oot for #2 and #4 steam processible using existing
canals of Cleveland. The chemical equipment.
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Other key material attributes are good checked for further signs of cracks
chemical and compressive resistance, after 5, 15 and 30 days aging
high strength and low shrinkage, respectively.

3.1 Tube and Material Selection 4.3 High Temperature Stress Cracking

High performance polymers like Test

fluoropolymers offer one obvious choice Ten turns of samples of each material
for tube and jacket materials. In all are wound on x 5.0 and x 10 mm mandrels
four tube materials were evaluated here, respectively and aged for 30 days at
namely: 150oC/ambient air and 170°C/ambient air

Material A: A PVDF-based material with respectively. Samples were checked for

Masteable temperatPurF-ased ofmaterod wcracks after 1, 7, 15 and 30 days agingastable temperature rating of around respectively.
250-F (PVDF).repcily

Material B: An amorphous 4.4 Tube Compression Test

Polyethersulphone with a stable
operating temperature of greater than Tube samples of each of these materials

300-F (PES). are placed between compression plates in
an Instron Tensilometer and compressed

Material C: This is a copolymer of at steady rate until 2700N load was
Ethylene & chlorotrifluoroethylene with reached. Effective tube modulus and
stable operation around 270OF (E-CTFE). yield load are calculated from the slope

of the compression curve.
Material D: Improved hydrolytic

stability PBT. 4.5 85-C/94% R.H. Tensile Aging Test

Some properties of these selected tube Dumbbell samples of materials are aged
materials are shown in Table 2. at 85oC/94% R.H. at different time

intervals of 15, 31, 45 and 60 days, and
3.2 Tube Processing tensile tested to evaluate degradation

in material yield strength and
PVDF, PES and PBT are readily elongation at yield.
manufactured using standard LT Extrusion
equipment. E-CTFE requires the use of a 4.6 PBT MFI Aging Test in 100 0 C Water
special Hestalloy Barrel and tooling.
Excess fiber lengths are maintained in Two meter cable samples containing PBT
the desired range for PES, E-CTFE and tubes are boiled in 100 0 C water with
PPT. However, PVDF material had lower cable ends isolated from water. Melt
melt strength and high post-extrusion flow index of standard PBT and
shrinkage resulting in rather high and hydrolytically stable PBT tubes is
poorly controllable excess lengths. measured and compared after different
PVDF is therefore not acceptable
candidate tube material at this time. aging time intervals.

4.7 Tube Shrinkage Test
4.0 TUBE MATERIAL RELIABILITY TESTING

2 m tube samples are soaked for 24 hoursA comprehensive program was conducted to at 1200C and tube shrinkage measured.

evaluate the performance of these

candidate tube materials. Test details Results of tests q.1 to 4.4 are
are outlined below. tabulated in table 3. Both

polyethersulphone and E-CTFE are shown
4.1 Low Temperature Bend Test to be superior in performance than the

Low temperature bend is performed by hydrolytically stable form of PBT in

wrapping each tube ten times around a cyclic cold bend flex tests.
mandrel the same size as tube O.D. at Furthermore, no stress cracking is

-20*C and observing for any kinks or observed up to 30 days exposure at 1700C
cracks in the tubes. Minimum soak time in ambient humidity applications.
for each tube was two hours.

Fig. 3 shows the variation in MFI of the

4.2 85 0 C/Jelly Aging Bend Test two types of PBT in 100 0 C boiling water
conditions. It is clear that

After test I is completed, tubes hydrolytically stable PBT shows an
(secured around mandrel ten times) are improvement but is still prone to
placed in a pan of Naptel 851 jelly. hydrolysis at longer time interval and
The pan is then placed in a temperature therefore it would be unsuitable for
cabinet at 850C for 30 days. Tubes are steam duct applications and is not

considered further.
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1. Ingress of moisture into the cableFIG.3 MFI VARIATION OF PBT'S core and to the fibers must be
100 DEG. C BOILING WATER either suppressed totally or

otherwise retarded sufficiently for
the fibers in the cable to operate

50 ... for years without any adverse
451 - effects.

40 2. As stated earlier, the tube
35 material selected must be

E 30 hydrolytically and temperature
25 stable up to 1200C.230;

L20 3. The cable jacket should also be
II selected such that it is

10;l hydrolytically and temperature
stable up to 120 0 C, although by a

0- I judicious design of intermediate

10 15 23 30 moisture barriers surrounding the
AGE(DAYS) cable core, ordinary high density

or medium density polyethylene (PE)
mSTANDARD-PBTm STABLE PBT i is sufficient.

4. The cable should meet all other
Tensile aging data is shown in figure 4. mechanical and environmental
PES has approximately four times higher requirements normally expected of
yield load as compared to E-CTFE even LT Fiber Optic Cables, i.e., as
after aging for 60 days at 94% R.H. specified in Bellcore document TR-
Tube shrinkage data in table 3 also TS-20, Issue 4, (2).
shows that PES has the lower amount of
shrinkage compared to E-CTFE. Low 5.1 cable Design Iteration
modulus and low shrinkage are beneficial
in minimizing contraction which may In order to arrive at an optimized
cause attenuation increases at low design based on the principles of multi-
temperature; both E-CTFE and PES are layer moisture barriers incorporated
expected to perform well in cables. within the cable structure, a systematic

experimental investigation wasFIG4 YIELD LOAD VERSUS AGING TIME conducted. The starting point was a85DEG.C&94%R.H. standard non-armored polyethylene

sheathed PBT LT cable design. The
performance of plain sheathed cable was
compared to cables containing
successively improved intermediate
metallic barriers, utilizing LAP tapes,
and welded aluminum tubing.

SmCable performance was evaluated based on
cable lifetime. Because of the known
instability of PBT, Melt Flow Index

ý 41 (MFI) of cabled PBT tubes was used as
3' MAIEWL R the primary indicator of moisture

!i•i•7 1 #MATFRfAtl 0 ingress to the core. Additionally,"2" MATFRriAlC Oxidation Induction Time (OIT) of the PE
^nMJ4ýY;) sheath was used to assess the external

Based on the excellent mechanical impact of the environment on the cable.

properties then, the best choice of tube 5.2 Experimental Cables
material is either PES or E-CTFE for
steam environments. Four basic cable designs were evaluated,

as shown in Fig. 5, i.e.
5.0 CABLE DESIGN

1. LT cable with polyethylene (PE)
sheath

In completing the design of a cable for
steam duct application, the following 2. LT cable with "wet LAP" and PE
criteria were established: sheath

3. LT cable with "dry LAP" and PE
sheath
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4. LT cable with welded aluminum tube 6.1 Specification Testing
and PE sheath

Dry Lap sheath cables housing each of
the tube materials were subjected to the
full Bellcore test schedule. Results
"are indicated in Table 4.

Goo .The key result is that attenuation
performance of the fibers over the -40*C
to +70 0 C temperature range is excellent
both before and after 85 0 C temperature
aging. All mechanical test results also
exceed the minimum requirements
stipulated in the Bellcore document.

S "6.2 Cable Lifetime Test Methods

In order to simulate a pseudo steam
environment, and to facilitate testing
in the laboratory, a 100 0 C boiling water
test was developed. Cable samples were
inserted in a 100 0 C water bath with

FIG.5 DIFFERENT LOOSE TUBE OPTICAL CABLE DESIGN cable ends isolated from the water. Top
of the water bath is covered to reduce
evaporation of water. Samples were aged
for the following time intervals: 1

The lap sheath cable utilizes a two side day, 7 days, 15 days, 30 days, 60 days,
copolymer coated 0.008" aluminum tape 90 days respectively. At each aging
longitudinally formed over the LT cable time interval, cable samples are removed
core. In the 'wet lap' version, the after aging and then examined as
cable core floodant jelly is allowed to follows:
seep through the overlap of the aluminum
tape. Axial water blocking is ensured, 1. Cable is dissected at the
but at the expense of a good seal of the midsection of the submerged cable
overlap. For the 'dry lap' version, a length and examined for any signs
composite polyester/waterblocking tape of degradation in cable components.
is applied over the jelly impregnated
core. This contained the jelly within 2. The Condition of PBT tubes was
the core thus improving the efficiency evaluated for visible signs of
of the lap sealing process. The degradation or changes in handling
waterblocking tape then acts as a characteristics.
moisture barrier for any axial water
flow. 3. Melt flow index (MFI) of PBT was

measured according to ASTM D1238
During the aluminum welded tube process, using Tinius Olsen Extrusion
an eddy current detector is used on-line Plastometer under the following
to detect pinholes during the weld conditions:
process. One hundred micron pinholes
can be detected using this system. Any Test Temperature: 250+ 10C
pinholes detected are filled in a second
pass off-line process. Piston Weight: 1 kg

6.0 CABLE PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY Preheat Time : 6 minutes plugged
TESTING

Test Time : 0.25 or 0.50 minutes
Two parallel test plans are used to dependent upon flow rate
determine the performance capabilities
of the intended steam resistant cable Orifice : standard stainless steel
designs.

A method for sample preparation was
1. First, cable manufactured with the developed for obtaining repeatable MFI

intended tube materials must be results on cabled PBT tubes (8).
verified to meet as a minimum the
performance specifications of 4. The oxidation induction time (OIT)
Bellcore TR-TSY-000020, Issue 4. of polyethylene sheath of the aged

cable sample was measured using a
2. Secondly, the cable must exhibit DSC module of Dupont TA-9900

high reliability in the subject thermal analyzer. Testing was
steam environment. conducted as follows:
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Sample size: 5 - 10 mg imperviousness of the cable
structure to water.

Container: open aluminum
3. It is clear that by using an

Nitrogen purge: @ 50 ml/min. Aluminum welded tube to enclose the
cable core a substantial increase

Isothermal at ambient temperature in cable lifetime is achieved.
for 5 minutes to stabilize Furthermore, up to 30 days in 1000 C
equipment. boiling water there is no

indication of hydrolysis induced
Equilibrate sample at 30'C degradation in PBT.

Ramp 20 0 C min.-I to 200*C

Equilibrate @ 200 0 C

Start oxygen purge: @ 50 ml/min.

Measure time to exotherm -..

6.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.3.1 Melt Flow Index Variation : -

Polyester materials are well known to --

undergo hydrolysis reactions when
subjected to high temperature and high
humidity conditions (3,4). The
hydrolysis reaction proceeds by scission FG. MFI VARIATION FOR DIFFERENT CABLE DESIGNS

of the main polymer chain at the ester Figures 7 and 8 show conditions of PBT
linkage. This results in a reduction of Fures 7n 8 show cnsmoleula weiht f th poymerandtubes in both plain sheathed and
molecular weight of the polymer and aluminum welded tube cable designs for
hence an increase in the melt flow
index. The reduction in molecular dfere aging timesin ow
weight also leads to a reduction in Teredare n visibes of
mechanical strength of the material and degradation in PBT tubes for the
eventually leads to a catastrophic Aluminum welded tube cable design.
failure. Therefore MFI is a good aging
indicator for PBT in high temperature
humid environments and thus also a good
indicator for moisture propagation
through the outer sheaths.

We have used the value of the normalized
melt flow index > 10 as a criterion to
define cable lifetime. This value has
been determined empirically to be
indicative of the onset of cable
failure as demonstrated by increasing
brittleness of PBT tubes. Fig. 6 shows
variation in MFI for different aging
time intervals under 1000C boiling water
conditions for different cable samples.
From the figure, the following
inferences can be made:

1. A plain sheathed PBT LT cable
degrades very quickly in a harsh
steam environment. Based on a
100WC boiling water test, the
lifetime is expected to be only 9
days.

2. An improvement is made by using
metallic sheath as a moisture
barrier. However, it is obvious
that the condition of the seam, or
LAP overlap, plays an important FIG 7 P14OTOGRAPH SHOWNG CONDITION OF PST
role in determining the TUJS , IN PI AIN SHE,%,H cARLr
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AL *80-E TUBE 6.3.2 OIT Variation of Polyethylene

The effects of steam exposure are felt
COND "S AFTER BOILING more by the external Polyethylene

Sheath. Oxidative indication time (OIT)
IN" 166'DG- WATER was measured for polyethylene sheaths ofIN I E.C WATERcables aged in 100°C boiling water. The

OIT value is defined as the time for
oxidation to begin at an elevated

S7 DAtemperature (typically 180 - 210 0 C) in a
S7 DAYS pure oxygen atmosphere (5,6). The OIT

value is related to the stabilizer
concentration for a given material and
stabilizer packaqe (7). Fig. 10 shows
the variation in OIT of Polyethylene
jacket with increased aging in 100 0 C

5DAYS boiling water. This reduction in OIT5 .... corresponds to depletion of stabilizers
by the high temperature. There may be
some migration of the stabilizer into
the cable components.

23 DAYS 7.0 PERFORMANCE MODEL

Figure 9 shows the cable lifetime design
curve for different cable designs
incorporating PBT tubes. An Aluminum
welded tube design has therefore a
predicted long lifetime in steam

FIG.8 PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING CONDITION OF PET conditions, estimated to at least 14-
TUBES IN AL'IMINIUM WELD'SHEATH CABLE times the lifetime of a plain sheath

cable. It should be emphasized here
that so far we have looked at PBT
degradation to iterate a cable design.
It can be further shown that by using
PES or E-CTFE the longevity of the cable
"will be further enhanced since these
materials do no hydrolyze or degrade in
steam conditions. A dry LAP sheath
.cable was manufactured using these
materials and aged in the 1000 C boiling
water test. There is no sign of

.brittleness or degradation in these
materials, where in the same cable PBT

X" was disintegrating within 20 days.

From Fig. 6, it is clear that the MFI of
PBT follows a relationship of the form:

FIG.9 DESIGN CURVE FOR CABLE LIFETIME ESTIMATION

M = Mo exp (ot) -- (1)

FIG.10 NORMALISED OIT VARIATION where M = MFI,
OF PE IN100 DEG.C WATER Mo= MFI at t = 0

t aging time0= Ao exp (-Ei/RT) * pr expresses theArrhenius dependence of the rate of• •" • I -" prApoex powe/rT la dprexpresseso the
degradation on temperature and a
proposed power law dependence on the
partial pressure of moisture available

* .for reaction.

AO = constant

S.IIm * Ei = activation energy for the scissionS~reaction

O 7 ,, 21 R = gas constant
At i DAWPSi
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T = aging temperature

P = partial pressure of water A(

r = power law exponent

Equation (1) yields the following t
equation for the rate of change of MFI
under a constant temperature and By substituting equation (7) into
external humidity condition. equation (4), finally gives the equationfor the rate of change of MFI as

follows:

IC. Acý

The degradation can theretore oe
minimized by either reducing the cross
section for moisture flux, for example

where dP/dt mass flow rate of water by using the welded aluminum sheath, or
into the tube material. by choosing a polymer jacket material

By Fick's law with equally low permeabilities = DCo.
Unfortunately, polymeric materials tend

dP/dt = D (dc/dx) Ac -- (3) to be inherently moisture permeable.

where D = Diffusivity of barrier layer,
dc/dx = concentration gradient of water
and Ac is the cross section for water - "
flux propagation. Substituting equation
(3) into (2) leads to:

t .. . .

Considering perpendicular flow through a
uniform sheet of jacketing material into
the core region,

Co -) C
< FIG. 11 DIAGRAM SHOWING RELATIVE MOISTURE FLUX FOR DIFFERENT SHEATH DESIGNS

where CO is the equilibrium moisture Figure 11 shows the relative barrier
concentration in the jacket, Ci(t) is strength obtained by choosing from a
the time variant moisture concentration variety of polymers or through the use
in the core and x is the diffusion of hermetic metallic sheath, with values
distance, i.e., jacket thickness. This normalized to a non-metallic LDPE
equation assumes that immersed in water, sheath. Nylon-6 is found to be one of
the sheath reaches its equilibrium the best choices for jacket material
moisture concentration relatively based on ermeability, with a value of
quickly, so that Co(t) = CO is constant. .138 x 10T3 (cm (stp)cm)/(cm s Pa)
Also in the case of PE plain sheathed (9). While almost three orders of

magnitude better than PE, this level of
cables, the moisture concentration in barrier is not as good as even a poorly
the core presumably reaches saturation applied welded aluminum sheath.
quickly, as indicated by the MFI test
results. For a welded aluminum sheath with an

average 100gm square pinhole occurring
If we assume for the case of moisture every meter, the effective barrier is
preventative cables instead that three to four orders of magnitude more
cencentration Ci in the core is very effective than using a Nylon sheath with
low, as for the welded aluminum sheathed no metallic barrier. Practical
cable, then Ci(t) << 1 and experience indicates a pinhole rate of

one per km level. Additionally, it is
important to note that the polymer
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permeabilities shown are at 250C. This performance was verified in 1O00C
Permeability increases exponentially boiling water tests where the lifetime
with an activation energy with of PBT-tube cables under a welded
increasing temperature. Hence at steam aluminum sheath has an expected life
temperatures, permeability of an optimum approximately 14-times that of the same
least permeable polymer will increase tubes in a plain sheath cable.
substantially thus negating its initial
function as an effective moisture The preferred cable design shown inb a r r i e r .T h p r f r e c a l d e i n s o n nFigure 12 utilizes both the welded

8.0 CONCLUSIONS aluminum sheath and the high performance
tube materials to provide the highest

A cable design study was undertaken to degree of protection for long term
evaluate requirements for reliable operation of the optical fibers in the
operation of fiber optic cables exposed steam environment.
to high temperature steam environments. 9.0 REFERENCES
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EMaterial Property Stan~dard Units -Material A- -Material B Matera f-eilI
Dens it ASTM D 792) g/cc 1.78 1.37 1.6 1.31Mvelt Flow Index ASTM D1238 1-g/10 min. 8 11.7 3
Ultimate Tensilestren th ASTM D 638 psi 5510 12200 70 CO
Elon a~tion at Break ASTM D 638 %650 40-80 200___ >/= 50
Flextural Modulus ASTM D 790 psi 55000 377000 240000 1 300000
Cr stalline Melting Point ASTM D 696 F( ' 273 (134) 464 (240) 4420 L 24

LicrE bnin Coefficient ASTM D 696 -_ r 1  -6.1 x 0-: 5.5 x 105 1 0 4 .X
Wae bo ion (24 hrs. P_ 23C)_. ASTM D 570 %______ 0.04 0.7 0451

Table 2. Properties of Ncw Tube (Materials)

________________RES ULTS
Test Material B Material C Material D

No cracks or kinks No cracks or kinks No cracks
I~ Skinks

Low Temperature Cold
Bend Test (-20 C)
Mandrel Size = 2.5 mmn
10 Turns____________

11 BcndS5 C Jclly Aging
After 5 days No furthcr cracks or kinks No furthcr cracks or kinks No further cracks or kinks
After 10 days No further cracks or kinks No further cracks or kinks No further cracks ar kinks
Aftcr 15 days No further cracks or kinks No further cracks or kinks No further cracks or kinks

Ill Stress Cracking
(1) 150 C/Ambient Air No cracks No cracks

30 days soak
(2) 170 C/Ambient Air No cracks No cracks

30 dav soak_______________

IV Tube Compression1
Compressive Modulus (N/tomi) 5496 3296 5359
Yield Load (N) 11002 827 1354

V Tube Shrinkage I1.2% 2.8% 0.5%
120 C-124_hours_____________________________________________

Table 3. Tube Material Recliability Data

Test Jtemi Specification Requirement Dry LAP Cable Dry LAP Cable
Tempefatute Cycling All attenuation measurements ANl polycthcrsulphone tubes E.CTFE and POT Tubes
-40tCIO-70C at 1.55um.

(1) </- M 2dBflhm maximum (1) </- 0.10dMilkm maximum loss (1) 0.028dB/kn mean I=sa- naL C
loss increase increase, tube 0.046 dB/ksu mean loss.-
(2) </- 0.10 dfljkm mean loss (2) </- 0.05 dBilcm mean loss PST tube
increase- (2) Pass
(3) 80% fibers </- 0.1 dliikss (3) Pass

________________at 2nd .40 C._ ________

leisperaiure Aging (1) <I- 0.4 dB/km maximum loss Pass Pass
increase.
(2) </- 0120dB/lan mean loss Pass Pass
increase.
(3) 80% fibers </- 0.20 dflikm Pass Pass
at 2nd -40 C._____________ ______________

lu~ng Tensile and Biend Test </- 0.10 dB loss at 600 lbs. </- 0.05 dB loss .0.06 dB -Mat. C tube
______________ _______________ < 0044dB.-PDT tube

Comnpression Test </- 0.10 dB los increase at 0.03 dB lots change for load 0.01 dB change in mal. C & D
2200N load. No increase at up to 4.4 KN. tubas at 2.2 KN.

__________________________release. ____________________

Impaict Test </- 0.20 dB t@4kg load 2 samples at 6kgil. pass 0.01 dli change at up to 6 kg.
0.02 dB change no damsage to any cable components

_____________ ____________________no d11ma3e to any cable components ______________

iiiT~s -c-0. 10 d change at x 20 x,1 7 mandrel 0.02 dli change x 25 mandrel.- no damagj or atten
cable O.D. mandrel size uaiion change with 6klg.

Tw<st Tet- .lOdlichange 0.02 dBchange 10.03 dlichange[ ________ _No damg to sheacd oftub~a INo clmteto hatbrt UA

Tartac' Friperuents Cables. specification, TuftMingDt
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RECENT ADVANCES IN THE DESIGNS OF RADIATING (LEAKY)
COAXIAL CABLES

Sitaram Rampalli and Hugh R. Nudd

HELIAXS Engineering Division
ANDREW CORPORATION, Orland Park, Illknois 60462, USA.

ABSTRACT Improvements in the performance of these sys-
tems are largely dependent on improvements in

Radiating (Leaky) coaxial cables are used the overall design and performance of the radi-
extensively for radio communications in tun- ating cables. The major considerations are fire
nels, mines, and buildings where they imp- safety, electrical transmission properties, and

rove signal transmission by acting as con- mechanical handling characteristics.
tinuous antennas. This paper describes the Radiating coaxial cables are frequently installed to
characteristics of a design using two rows of implement communication systems in confined
apertures in the outer conductor, and barrier spaces such as subway tunnels, mines and buil-
tapes to improve flame performance. In dings. Following a number of large scale fires,
addition to improvement in attenuation, this there are a number of national and international
design with appropriate non-halogenated fire codes and other regulations that prohibit the
jacketing meets stringent fire, smoke, and use of electrical cables unless they meet certain
toxicity requirements. Characteristics of flame spread, smoke, and toxicity requirements.
cables using halogenated materials are also Optimum electrical transmission requires lowest
discussed, and manufacturing techniques longitudinal attenuation, which allows the system
and system applications are presented. designer to maximize the distance between rep-

eaters, and minimize system cost. Important me-
chaw.ical performance parameters are adequate

INTRODUCTION flexibility at sub-zero temperatures, and good
resistance to abrasion, and resistance to various

The terms "Radiating", "Leaky", and "Slotted" are fluids and exhaust gases. Designs showing these
desirable features must also, of course, be suitableused interchangeably in technical literature to frcniuu auatr traoal rdc

describe any coaxial cable with either continuous for continuous manufacture at reasonable produc-
or intermittent apertures (openings) in the outer on speeds.
conductor. Though there are substantial differ-
ences between various designs, these cables will To meet these various technical challenges new
all function as continuous antennas for radio and radiating coaxial cables have been developed. This
microwave communications. The use of radiating paper examines the various technical aspects of
coaxial cables has increased several fold during these new radiating cable designs, their perfor-
the past decade,1 for distributed communications mance characteristics, manufacturing methods,
systems. Typical applications are systems for and some applications in systems.
subways and highway and rail tunnels,2"10 hi h
rise buildings,'T1 5 and underground mines. 16-.22  DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Additionally, leaky cables are finding use in more
novel applications, such as soil moisture sen- Electrical Design improvement
sing,23 and area access detection24 for security
systems. The important electrical parameters for a radiating

cable are, of course, attenuation and coupling loss.
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Reflection levels (VSWR) may occasionally be of Fire Safety
concern, but typical systems operate quite satisfac-
torily without particularly stringent VSWR re- As noted previously, fire safety properties of leaky
quirements for the radiating cables. Adjustment of coaxial cables are important because of thc nature
coupling loss to the desired level (typically in the of their applications. Conventional radiating
range 60 dB to 85 dB down from the signal level coaxial cables are inherently limited in their
in the cable) is readily achieved by adjusting the degree of flame retardancy, because of the aper-
geometry of the radiating apertures. Improving tures in the outer conductor, especially when the
the attenuation, however, implies improving the outer sheathing is a halogen free polymer. This is
loss of the basic coaxial cable from which the because on exposure to fire, the flammable insula-
radiating version is made. tion melts, flows through the apertures and itself

burns and increases the rate of flame propagation.
Such a cable fails large scale fire tests.

Attenuation Improvement There are various ways to arrest the flow of

The choice of materials for such a cable will molten insulation. One is to use a fire retardant
usually already be optimum. Thus high conduc- polymer as the insulation. A second approach is to
tivity copper or copper-clad aluminum is used for crosslink the insulation thus preventing the mel-
the conductors, and electrical grades of polyethy- ting and flowing of the insulation. However, use
lene for the insulation. Now consider reduction in of a flame retardant polymer for insulation pur-
attenuation of a foam dielectric corrugated coaxial poses is detrimental to the transmission charac-

Scable of given size (outer conductor diameter). teristics of the cable duego the additives in the
The characteristic impedance, which is deter- polymer, and crosslinking can also have adverse
mined by the system, and the degree of corruga- effects on the transmission properties, in addition
tion (for flexibility), will also be fixed. The only to the high costs associated with this process.
way to decrease attenuation, then, is to reduce the
quantity of dielectric material. To overcome the problem of enhanced flame

spread duc to the -dielectric insulation, we have
This reduces the cable loss in two ways. Firstly, developed a radiating cable which uses a different
the dielectric loss contribution is directly reduced approach. Our design utilizes a virgin polymer as
by the decreased volume of material. Secondly, the insulation, a non-halogenated polymer as the
the size of the inner conductor must be increased jacket material and a flame barrier tape between
for the increased cable velocity (lower dielectric the outer conductor and the jacket. 25 The purpose
constant) to maintain a constant characteristic of the flame barrier tape is to contain the molten plas-
impedance. This reduces the RF resistance, and tic inside the cable, thus minimizing the flame spread.
hence the attenuation contribution, of the inner This type of design meets appropriate fire. electrical
conductor. For the low-loss materials used in cable and mechanical performance criteria as detailed later
construction the magnitudes of the two effects are in this paper.

comparable.

In the past, radiating versions of typical foam EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

dielectric coaxial cables, utilizing the so-called
"standard density" foam dielectric (foams having Electrical Measurements
densities in the range 0.4 to 0.5) were found to
operate quite satisfactorily with a single row of Typical equipment the attenuation measurements
radiating apertures along the length of the cable. ic equin the aTtent measurementsis shown in Figure 1. These measurements areThis simple geometry, however, would not pro- performed by a standard swept-frequency method,
vide adequate performance for the "low density" rod by a snd swet-frequncy methodfoamdenstiesaroud - and an I IP Model 8753 Network Analyzer may bedielectriccables (with fod0.2). used. The cable may be floor or wall mounted.
Consequently, design enhancements were made to
improve the performance of these low density
radiating cables, as detailed later in this paper.
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this reason, we use the results of indoor measure- F CSL SIZE 'V2. -H .LI... . 6.-
ments for coupling losses, as these conditions • LENGTH: 65 rT

more closely resemble the situations in typical L MTIN,;•1,2' S FLO ,
'SLOTS PERPNOICth.

systems. 32

Coupling losses are measured at a standard dis-
tance of 20 feet (6m) from the cable using a tuned
dipole antenna at each frequency. After zeroing : -
the receiver (spectrum analyzer) at the internal '_P

power level in the cable, measured levels directly
indicate coupling losses relative to a dipole receive
antenna. Figure 5 shows the mounting of a l
radiating cable on a wall for coupling loss measur- 0 7 14 2: ?8 _5 . ,9.
ements. [,STPE, FT

Figure 6
Typical Coupling Loss Plot

-- Fire Tests

Fire propagation characteristics of the cables were
determined according to the methods described in
the Underwriters Laboratories Standards and in

,. the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) Standards. Cables were tested in the order
of severity of flame test, as follows

UL VW-1 Vertical Wire Test
UL 1581/lEEE 383/IEC 332-3 Vertical Tray Test
UL 1666 Riser Test
UL 910 Steiner Tunnel Test

Figure 5 A summary of the above fire test procedures is
Radiating Cable Mounted on a Wall for given in Tables I and 2. Diagrams of the actual

Coupling Loss Measurement test configurations are presented in a recently
published article.26

A digital data acquisition system stores coupling All the fire tests were performed at the Underwriters
loss data as this varies along the length of the Laboratories, Northbrook, Illinois.
cable, and the median data point (50% probability
point) is chosen as the resultant "coupling loss". Smoke and Toxicity Tests
Choosing the median point, rather than some

- mean value, also makes the coupling loss indepen- Smoke and toxicity tests were performed at well
dent of the linearity of the amplitude display. A recognized indcpendenr analytical laboratories. A
typical coupling loss plot is shown in Figure 6. summary of the various tests and the corresponding
All the above tests were done in-house by using properties measured is shown in Table 2.
the standard procedures. The NES 711 and ASTM E.662 tests are pcrform_'od on

3" x 3" sample plaques of jacket material and give a
reasonable indication of the smoke intensity. The 3-
meter cube test, by contrast, uses the actual :able
samples. Because of this, the 3-meter cube test is
generally considered to be the more realistic for
measuring smoke generation.
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Mechanical Tests TABLE 2

The following mechanical tests were performed on the SUMMARY OF THE FLAME, SMOKE, TOXICITY,
finished cable samples. AND CORROSIVITY TESTS

Cold bend at sub-zero temperatures
Room temperature reverse bends TEST MEASURED PROPERTY
Abrasion resistance
Tensile properties of the jacket VW-1 Flame Spread

All the above tests were done in-house using ap- IEC 332-1 Flame Spread
propriate standard procedures.

UL 1581 Flame Spread

IEC 332-3 Flame Spread
TABLE 1

IEEE 383 Flame Spread
SUMMARY OF THE FLAME TEST PROCEDURES I

UL 1666 Flame Spread

Test Procedure Sample Fails Test UL 910 Flame Spread & Smoke
if IDensity _

VW-1 816'C Flame is 1. Cable supports ASTM E 662 Smoke Density
applied for 15 flame longer
sec. each ap- than 60 sec. NES 711 Smoke Index
plication with
15 sec. between 2. Emits flaming 3 Meter Cube Smoke Density
applications, or drops which
cessation of ignites the NES 713 Toxicity Index
burning which- cotton on the

ever is longer, floor. VDE 0472 Acid Gas / Corrosivity

UL A 70,000 Btu 1. Cables are MiI-C-28640 pH

1581 flame is applied blistered and
for 20 minutes charred at
to cables on a 8 feet level. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
vertical tray. Transmission Characteristics

UL A 512,000 Btu 1. Cables must not
1666 flame is applied propagate flame Measurements of Single Slotted Cables: Initial

for 30 minutes to the top of the experiments with radiating versions of "low den-
to cables in a 12 foot high sity" foam dielectric cables, with a single row of
test chamber. compartment. radiating apertures, showed unacceptable sen-

sitivity of the attenuation to the proximity of

UL A 300,000 Btu 1. Flame travel certain mounting surfaces (conducting or electric-

910 flame is applied exceeds 5.0 ft. ally lossy), and excessive variation of attenuation

for 20 minutes with the orientation of the radiating apertures

to cables on a 2. Peak smoke with respect to the mounting surface. These
horizontal tray optical density effects are shown in Figure 7 for an experimental
inside a tunnel exceeds 0.5. 1-5/8" foam cable. For comparison, the attenua-
with 240 fpm tion of the unslotted coaxial cable is also shown in
draft. 3. Average smoke Figure 7. It is seen that in the worst case the

optical density actual losses for this configuration are large
exceeds 0.15 compared with the inherent or minimum loss to

be expected.
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This increased sensitivity to environment occurs closely spaced holes). A geometry of two rows of
with low density cables because the higher inter- slots, separated by 180' around the circumference
nal propagation velocity increases the coupling of the cable, was now tried.
between the internal wave and external surface
waves on the cable, which are responsible for the o. . .
radiated fields.

20.. . . . .

In a first attempt to reduce this sensitivity to
environment, some sample cables were manufa-
ctured with reduced numbers of radiating aper- 40

tures, to reduce the coupling, the apertures being
placed in groups separated by lengths of unper-
forated cable. This gave improvements in at- 200 400 600 800 1 .000
tenuation performance, but there were now MHz

unacceptably large VSWR "spikes" at frequencies Figure 8
related to the separation of the groups of aper- Return Loss vs Frequency Plot
tures, as shown in Figure 8. Such large VSWR for a Radiating Cable with
spikes also give correspondingly large increases in Periodic Groups of Slots
attenuation at these particular frequencies. Whilst
individual cables made in this way can always Measurements of Double Slotted Cables: Variation
have the slot geometry adjusted to "tune" the cable of attenuation with distance from the mounting
to an individual users's requirement for a single surface, and orientation of the radiating slots with
narrow frequency band, the presence of multiple respect to the mounting surface, are shown in
VSWR spikes can present problems for multi-band Figure 9 for a 1-5/8" low density foam dielectric
or broad band systems. cable (of the same foam density as that of Figure

8). Again the unslotted coaxial cable attenuation
To avoid creating these VSWR spikes then, a con- is also shown. It is seen that there is substantial
tinuous structure was needed for the radiating improvement over the initial results for the single
apertures (or quasi-continuous, as in our case of slotted cable.

3.0 7 - -

STANDARD FOAM CABLE 20- o -0 -

2.8- RADIATING CABLE WITH SLOTS . STANDARD FOAM CABLE i

TOWARDS THE SURFACE , RADIATING CABLE WITH SLOTSM 2.6, RADIATING CABLE WITH SLOTS -. PERPENDICULAR TO THE

AWAY FROM THE SURFACE I 8- MOUNTING SURFACE
S41 "-0 RADIATING CABLE WITH SLOTS1.7

Z' PARALLEL TO THE MOUNTING
o 2.2 • SURFACE

-- 0 1.6,
2.0,.

I-D N6- II 1 5 •18 D

16 LUJ

< 1.4 - ,2'

1.20

1,0 10
0 . 5 1 1J 0 25 30 35 0 0 0.5 1.0 i. 5 25 30 35

DISTANCE, INCHES DISTANCE, INCHES
Figure 7 Figure 9

Variation of Attenuation at 1700 MHz with Variation of Attenuation at 1700 MHz with
Distance from Concrete Mounting Surface Distance from Concrete Mounting Surface

for a Single Slotted Radiating Cable for a Double Slotted Radiating Cable
Cable Size: 1.625" Cable Size: 1.625"
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It would be inferred from the degree of improvem- Coupling Losses: Coupling losses were found to
ent from the single-row slot geometry to the depend just on the slot sizes for these radiating
double-row, that using three or more rows would cables, and essentially did not vary between
be even better. I lowever, though a many-row different constructions where only details of flame
geometry will show no orientation sensitivity, it barrier tape and jacket material were changed.
poses difficulties in the manufacturing process. This is to be expected when the dielectric loss
The design with two continuous rows of radiating factors of tapes and jacket materials are very
apertures gives satisfactory electrical performance. small.

Effects of Exposure to Environment: Since radia- Fire Propagation Characteristics
ting cables are often installed in road and rail
tunnels, it is important to know the effects of salt Cables with Hialogen-Free Jacket: The results of
or other chemicals that may be used for de-icing flame tests of cables with halogen free jackets are
during winter. To simulate these effects, we sub- presented in Table 4. The cable designs use a non-
jected cable samples to a continuous salt spray for halogenated flame retardant polymer as the outer
more than a year. Results of these tests are sum- jacket and cellular insulation of virgin polyethy-
marized in Table 3. lene. It can be seen from Table 4 that a sample

TABITE 3 with no flame barrier tape passed only the VW-1
test. When the apertures on the outer conductor
of the cable are covered with a flame barrier tape,

EFF LECTO SAlWNATERON the cable meets the requirements of the vertical
tray flame tests, i.e. UIL 1581, IEEE 383, and IEC

332 Part 3. Utilizing double tapes (wrapping in
CABLE FREQ. % Ct ANGE IN clockwise and counterclockwise directions over
TYPE ATrENUATION the outer conductor) has provided additional fire

resistance and these samples passed the UL 1666
FIAME 150 12 8 riser test. However, the same cable would not

RETARDANT 450 11 14 pass the more severe UI. 910 test, the "Steiner
900 7 15 tunnel" test for plenum cables. This is expected of
1700 5 15 cables with halogen free jackets due to their low

NON-FlAME 150 17 11 limiting oxygen index (1.01) values.
RETARDANT 450 16 18

900 9 14 Cables with Halogenated Jacket:Though halogen
1700 6 9 free radiating cables are used in tunnels, subways,

and elevator shafts for radio communications,
their use elsewhere inside buildings is limited

Most of the increase in attenuation occurs during because halogen free cables are not presently
the first week of exposure to salt spray, the amo- capable of meeting the most stringent fire test, the
unt of increase being up to 17% . This initial in- UL 910 standard. At many locations in the USA,
crease in attenuation is seen in both flame retar- the building codes dictate that cables installed in
dant and non-flame retardant jacketed cables. At plenums and ducts should pass this UL. 910 test if
150 MIlz, there is no measurable increase in they are to be used without conduit.
attenuation after the first week for either cable
type. However, at higher frequencies both cables For plenum applications it is necessary to use
showed continued increase in attenuation, even fluoropolymer resin for both insulation and outer
though the increase is not very significant. The jacketing. A radiating cable sample so constructed
increase was mainly due to the salt deposits over passed the UIl. 910 test, as shown in Table 4. It is
the jacket. When the cable was washed with dis- not necessary to use a flame barrier tape with this
tilled water, the attenuation was found to return type of cable because of the inherently high level
to close to the original value, of flame resistance offered by the fluoropolymers.

Radiating plenum cables are now increasingly
used in hospitals for remote patient monitoring
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systems, as well as in other large buildings for The design uses both a flame barrier tape and a
conventional radio communications. water blocking tape over the outer conductor and

a flame retardant jacket. The cable sample passed

TABLE 4 the UL 1581 Vertical Tray Flame Test. The sample

FLAME TEST RESULTS ON RADIATING was also tested for water migration using the
COAXIAL CABLES method described in REA PE-39 and met the re-COAXAL CBLESquirements.

Sampe: Cable with a halogen-free jacket and

cellular polyethylene insulation. National Electrical Code@ Requirements

TEST FLAME RESULT REMARKS Under the Article 820 of the National ElectricalBARRIER Code, 199027 edition, all coaxial cables for radio
TAPE and microwave applications, including radiating

cables, are classified as CATV cables. The NEC
VW-1 None Pass classification of flame retardant cables for specific

I_ applications is shown in Table 5. The four levels of

UL One tape Pass Flame classification correspond to the four levels of

1581 Spread flame test of Table 1.

<6 ft.
TABLE 5

UL Two tapes Pass Flame NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE CLASSIFICATION OF
1666 Spread CATV CABLES FOR RADIO AND MICROWAVE

< 8 ft. APPLICATIONS

Sample: Cable with fluoropolymer jacket and Designation Type Application
cellular fluoropolymer insulation. CATVX CATV For use in

Cable raceways and

Test Flame Peak Average (VW-1) Limited Use dwellings.
UL 910 Spread Smoke Smoke

(ft.) Density Density CATV CATV Cable General pur-

RESULT 3.5 0.25 0.07 pose except in
(UL 1581) risers and

plenum.

REQUMT. 5.0 0.50 0.15 CATVR CATV Riser For use in
Cable vertical run in

(UL 1666) a shaft or from
floor to floor.

Cables with Flame and Moisture Resistance
CATVP CATV For use in

Leaky coaxial cables are installed extensively in Plenum ducts, plen-
underground tunnels and in mines, where con- (UL 910) Cable ums, and other
ditions can be very damp. Under these circumsta- air handling
nces, the cable should be kept dry and protected spaces.
from water ingress into the cable, to prevent
undue increase in attenuation. For applications
involving damp surroundings, then, the cables Note: CATVX, CATV, and CATV rated cables must
should have adequate moisture resistance in addi- be listed as being flame retardant.
tion to flame retardancy. We have constructed CATVP rated cables must be flame retardant and
prototype radiating cables having both flame and also should have low smoke producing charac-
moisture resistance. teristics.
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Cables made to the designs described in this paper The results of the acid gas generation and cor-
meet one of the two highest flame retardancy rosivity tests show that the gases evolved are not
ratings, CATVR or CATVP Thus cables with highly corrosive. They are only very weakly acidic,
halogen free jackets and flame barrier tapes are which is the major reason, of course, for using
rated as CATVR and those with halogenated non-halogenated materials.
materials for both jacket and insulation are rated Mechanical Performance
as CATVP

Smoke. Toxicity, and Corrosivity All samples were tested for their mechanical
performance using standard procedures. The

In addition to flame retardancy, users are now results showed that cables with halogen free outer

selecting cables based on the smoke and toxicity jackets perform quite satisfactorily. Thus, for

characteristics in the event of a fire. After stud- example, cables can be bent at -25°F without

ying the results of several fires, it has been found developing cracks in the outer jacket. Jacket elon-

that the most damaging factors are often the gation was found to be approximately 110%,

smoke, toxicity, and corrosivity of the combustion which is normal for a heavily filled halogen free

products, rather than the actual fire intensity polymer composition. Cables for plenum applica-
tions showed better mechanical performance,

A non-halogenated radiating cable sample was because unfilled virgin fluoropolymers are used in

tested for smoke, toxicity, and corrosivity accor- these constructions.

ding to the standard test methods described in
Table 1. The results are summarized in Table 6. MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES

TABLE 6 Continuous manufacture of this type of leaky
SUMMARY OF TYPICAL VALUES ON SMOKE, coaxial cable involves the use of specialized tools

TOXICITY, AND CORROSRVLTY OF FIRE GASES and techniques.

The first step is to extrude the primary insulation
Property Typical Value onto a copper wire or tube (depending on the size

Smoke Index 35.0 of the cable). This is followed by addition of the
ou ter conductor by a "seam welding" process,

Smoke Density, Dmax which forms a tube from a flat copper strip using
Flaming Mode 67.0 a set of forming rolls. The edges of the strip are

Smoldering Mode 225.0 joined using Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding,
the cable is sized at a sizing station and finally is

7/8" Size Cable passed through a annular corrugating process.

Ao(On) 0.56 The necessary apertures in t& .' -orrugated outer
Ao(Off) 1.12 conductor are cut using , process which also

Toxicity Index 0.465 ensures removal of all mf al chips. The slots are

Acid Gas Evolution cut just on the "crests" of the corrugations so that

Conductivity, Iimn/cm 14.0 the foam insulation inside is not damaged.
pHdutviy 5~/m1.0
pH 5.0 Application of t!-- flame barrier tapes is performed

using a stand lrd taping machine. One tape is

it is seen that the cable shows very low values for wrapped spirally clockwise and another counterc-

smoke index, smoke density and toxicity index. lockwise. Adequate overlap is provided to ensure

The cable also meets the current UK smoke stan- complete coverage of the apertures.

dard for London Underground Limited (LUL) Alter taping, the cable passes through a conven-
when tested according to the 3-meter cube test. tional extruder, and a suitable halogen free flame
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retardant jacketing compound is applied over the This type of radiating cable has also been used
tape. extensively in a communication system for the

construction phase of the English Channel Tunnel
If the cable is intended for plenum applications, project. 29 Again, bi-directional amplifiers are
the sequence of manufacturing operations is used to compensate for the cable attenuation. The
similar, except that there is no flame barrier tape referenced article provides a comprehensive
and the outer jacket is a fluoropolymer material. description of the system.

Figure 10 shows a typical radiating cable with

flame barrier tape and a halogen free outer jacket.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented some of the most
recent advances in the designs of radiating

..... (leaky) coaxial cables. Our primary conclusions
Foam from this work are:

1. Conventional high foam density, single
slotted versions of radiating coaxial cables
often showed higher levels of attenuation.t• Non -Halogenated-

Flame-Retardan et 2. To reduce the attenuation, radiating cables

with two rows of apertures separated byInner Slotted Outer Flame BarrierConductor Conductor F ape 1800 on the circumference of the cable

were developed. Cables of this design were
found to be less sensitive to the effects

Figure 10 of the mounting surface.
Radiating Coaxial Cable with a Flame
Barrier Tape and a Non-Halogenated 3. A continuously slotted geometry also

Flame Retardant Outer Jacket exhibits no VSWR spikes. Designs with a
periodic group of slots show large VSWR

SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS spikes.

4. Radiating cable designs with two flame
Double-slotted low density foam dielectric radia- barrier tapes and a halogen free outer
ting coaxial cables of the type described in this jacket are listed as CATVR, for riser
paper find wide application in conventional two- applications.
way radio systems for subways, tunnels, buildings
etc., More recently, these cables have also been 5. The non-halogenated radiating cable also
incorporated into similar systems to extend cel- showed very low levels of smoke, toxicity,
lular radio coverage into buildings and tunnels.2 8  and corrosivity.

A typical system uses bi-directional amplifiers to 6. Cables with fluoropolymer insulation and
compensate for the longitudinal attenuation of the jacketing are listed as CATVP for plenum
cable, the separation of the amplifiers depending applications.
on the size (attenuation) of the cable, the ampl-
ifier gain, and the other system operating parame- 7. The new radiating cables are found to be
ters. A full discussion of the system design con- working satisfactorily at various locations.
siderations appears in the quoted reference. around the world.
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ADVANCED PAIR IDENTIFICATION TO ELIMINATE INTERFERENCE
IN DATA SERVICES WITH AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION

Shuji Asakawa, Takafumi Sakaguchi*, Satoshi Matsuhashi

NTT Telecommunication Field Systems R & D Center
* NTT Network Systems Development Center

Abstract

Identification system for metallic twisted The functions above are all achieved without
pairs requires interference-free interference of any services.
identification for any services. There are Figure 1 shows the identification system.
many kinds of telecommunication services on The system consists of central office and
metallic cables, such as telephone, analog field units. Both units are controlled by
data, digital data transmission and so on. the CPU and are connected to each other
On circuits of these services, with a modem to exchange operation results
identification need to be performed and to proceed to the next steps. The main
accurately and to give no intervention for tasks of the C.O. unit are classifying
all transmission. This paper addresses very circuits, generating tone signals and
effective technique to identify a pair supervising field units. On the other hand,
without interference on services, pair and tip/ring identification are the

assignments for the field unit.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to have efficient metallic cable
replacement, a transfer splicing system .
should not cause any intervention in working Ti:_ _____________

loops, such as data transmission. An T
avoidable task in transfer splicing is pair
identification. The splicing and pair T -
identification need to be performed in such ________

a way as to allow error-free for data Corc T•': ,
transmission. The focus of this paper is a
microprocessor-controlled pair -

identification system which is executed SUPERVISOR CPU" I '!'G'
eliminating interference of data services.
In this system, the most important operation I
is that the system classifies circuits and Tice Signai .,, . ______

provides proper identification processes for Pair ID. S1a9%
various kinds of transmission. __T,_____

2. Effective Identification System

To perform pair interference-free
identification for various data
transmissions, an identification system C. O. UNIT HELD INT
modifies its internal processes according to
the transmitting circuits. The
identification system described in this
paper has the following functions; Figure 1. Identification system with

I) Automatic circuits classification automatic classification
2) Pair identification
3) Tip/ring identification
4) Imbalanced circuits identification
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3. Circuits Classification difference between the tone and reference
signals zero. Phase adjusting of the tone

Signal transmissions used on metallic signal against the reference signal is done
twisted pairs are classified with terminated using a balanced circuit and holding it as
impedances, such as 600 0, which are for initial data for tip/ring identification.
analog signal transmission, and 110 0 for In identifying imbalanced circuits, such as
digital data transmission. There is a power telephone lines not used by users, and
loss of 7 dB for identification signals ( circuits for security services, the above
hereafter called tone signals ), when tone identification will not work because there
signals are applied to circuits that are is a phase adjustment violation. There is
terminated with different impedances between also interference in transmitting signals on
600 0 and 110 0. In the identification imbalanced circuits with tone signals.
process, it is necessary that tone signals For these reasons it is necessary for the
are detected at higher levels for all identification system to notice or
circuits terminated with different acknowledge the states of pairs, and to
impedances, so that the identification classify them. Classification categories
process is performed accurately. The are;
proposed identification system adjusts the
power level of tone signals according to a) Telephone services
terminated impedances pair circuits. b) Data services
Tone signals in the system have no effect on b-1) digital services
data transmission because tone signals in b-l-l)low speed
tip/ring identification are applied as low b-l-2)high speed
as the noise level, -60 dBm. Detecting these b-2) analog services
tone signals needs an extremely intricate b-3) security services
technique because of this low level. c) Open pairs
Basically, the process is done by examining
and locking their phases in the phase of a After classifying the above pairs, tone
reference signal so as to improve the signals are applied at the proper
signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, at the transmitting level for them. Furthermore, if
beginning of identification, an initial a circuit is imbalanced, a distinctive
adjustment is necessary to make the phase identifying process is provided. Figure 2

shows the classifying flow of the system.

Se-ure: I 7"r,!

Ivi r:i~ ez

R 0U:E2 Ov Lc~S• .,!S 'ý'.i•Ta C[':r%

R::t:n5 fcr ~ tn for
'6^

Figure 2. Classification flow
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3.1 Classification the system is continued only for about 15
seconds.

3.1.1 Telephone Circuits There is also the possibility that users
will use telephones while the system is

Telephone circuits that are not used by identifying a pair terminating circuits. In
users are normally imbalanced circuits, such this case, the tone signal intervenes with
as when one of pair is connected to the the circuits. The system must identify off-
ground line and the other is given DC -48 hook situations caused by users. Here, the
volts. The circuits are shown in Figure 3. system checks voltages of tip and ring to
To classify the circuit, tip and ring identify pairs. To distinguish between off-
voltages must be measured. hook by users and the forced off-hook by the

system, resistance for termination is chosen
The screening condition for these circuits so as to cause different voltages from that
is normally of normal off-hook termination.

Tip (v) Ž -i volts Moreover, when a celephone is ringing, the
and circuits is imbalanced. This can -esult in

Ring(v) S -43 volts identification not being performed properly.
Above condition depends on ,. ) In this situation, the system detects a 16

Hz signal which is for ringing, and stops
identifying a pair during telephone ringing.

In all cases, the system regularly checks

,.. voltages of telephone circuits so as not to

7 • interfere with telephone lines for users.

I .: - 3.1.2 Security (ground return ) circuits

Security services use imbalanced circuits

- c- where one of a pair is connected to the
.• - ground, or not terminated at the end of the

circuits. The characteristic of circuits is
7,• that pulses are transmitted at 50 b/s

between one of a pair and the ground. The
remaining pair is not used, and is affected
by induced noises where phases are the same
as data signals. Therefore, identifying this
circuit is easily executed by the outputs of
two signals on the tip and ring, determined

__ by adding their amplitudes. In this case the

output is not zero. However, with this
method, it is impossible to differentiate
between security circuits and telephone
circuits in ringing. As far as telephone
circuits are concerned, ringing signals have

Figure 3. Non-working telephone circuits very high amplitude, about 20Cv which
indicates that the threshold level for
classifying can be set easily to identify

In Figure 3, if a tone signal is applied to security circuits. Moreover, in security

a pair, the signal will be flown thorough circuits at 50 b/s speed data transmission,
another pair either. They have the ground pulse intervals are about two seconds each.
line as a common line. As a result, accurate Hence,classification must be done for at
identification is impossible. Also, since least two seconds.
one of a pair is connected to the ground,
tone signals have significant power loss,
making identification difficult. To solve 3.1.3 Digital Circuits
this problem, resistance is used to
terminate telephone circuits after Digital data services where pulses are

classifying them as non-working. ( This transmitted at low speed, such as 3.2 kb/s

termination is called forced off-hook. ) of line-bit rate, have a power spectrum
While the forced off-hook is being which affects the tone signal of the system.
performed, the system confirms whether Furthermore, the power of tone signals
termination has succeeded or not by varies by about 7 dB depending on the

detecting 400 Hz signals as dial tones from circuits in respect to terminated

* If termination continues for more than 20 resistances ( 600 il, 110 C ). Tone signals

seconds, the will cause the lines to be have about 7 dB power loss when they are

busy, a hindrance for users. To avoid this, sent thorough circuits terminated with 110

the forced off-hook by 0.
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It is necessary to have proper gain
adjusting of tone signals in digital
circuits to hold the signal-to-noise ratio

SThreshold Level at a requested value ( -60 dBm ). The
classification process of the system is

Si t Selling performed hy meaquring the time when data
signals are at zero volts. The
classification is shown in Figure 4 (a).
Tnhreshold levels are set at nearly zero
volts as Vth + and vth-. Time is measured when
data signals are between vh+ and v~h-.
Integration of time can indicate whether the
signals are pulses or waves. Figure 4 (b)

(a) and (c) show the difference of this
integration.

D ig i a l S ig n a l
3.1.4 Open Circuits ( No-User Lines I

J Open circuits can be classified as both tip
and ring are zero volts in DC. Any remaining
circuits that cannot be identified belong to
this category.

4. Pair Identification

There are a lot of pairs in a metallic
- --- L_ cable. It is convenient to identify first a

unit containing identifying pairs. A
conventional pair identification method is
used for the process of this system, but in

- the system, the same tone signals are
applied to both the tip and ring
respectively.

Res t of integration : Pc :tive

T7e Sin 
T

To,

Arialcg Sicral ~~d~''

Figure 5. Pair identification

Figure 5 shows the pair identification
circuit. Tone signals of tha same phase and
amplitude are input between the ground-tip
and qround-ring. This means that tone

Resu!: of in!eg',ir Negative signals do not cause any voltage differences
between the tips and rings of pairs as far
as balanced circuits are concerned.

(c) Therefore, this pair identification can be
performed without any inter-ention of data

Figure 4. Classifying digital service services as balanced circuits. Since tone
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signals are applied to both tips and rings,
the tone signals can be set to a high power
level. For this reason,
tone signals can be detected with non- Lco pss filter

contact probes. However, inducing signals
occur in other pairs, making precise tip and 70•e sigva
ring identification difficult. Therefore,
there is tip/ring identification in this
system to compensate for this disadvantage. A C

A * _: - W 7.I.

5. Tip and Ring Identification Refrenze Sina!

5.1 Requirements for Identification

Pair identification is performed using the
same tone signals for a pair. This method is
not suitable, however for tip/ring
identification, because it is impossible to A _._--, _'-...
differentiate between the tip and the ring.
Therefore, different tone signals with the
same amplitude but with a 180 degree shift
in phase are applied to tip and ring of a
pair. Since different tone signals are input B.....
for transmitting circuits, voltage
differences normally occur between the tip
and ring in a circuit. It is apparent that
the voltage difference develops noises for
data transmitting signals in balanced C
circuits. Therefore, a requirement is that
tone signals must have very low transmitting
power levels. To detect such low power
signals at the detecting points, a unique
technique to improve the signal-to-noise D
ratio is required. The following techniques
are proposed to improve the s/n ratio.

a) Synchronized addition in the time domain
b) Using very narrow frequency band Figure 6. Principle of tip/ring
c) Synchronized addition in the frequency identification
domain

Tone Signal Generator Reference Signa Band Pass Filter

- -C. 0. U N I T Ju>ipexr Integrator

iff.S[•Atp. Band Pass FilIter
liplone__Signal F FI E LD U N IT

R letallic Twisted pairRing

Figure 7. Tip/ring identification process
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Here, methods a) and c) are not realistic 5.3 Frequency and Level of Tone Signal
because of cost. Therefore, method b) is
used in the identification system. The basic To choose the frequency of tone signals, the
principle of identification, shown in Figure following points are considered.
6, is based on the principle of Lock-in-
amplifier. It is powerful enough to detect a) The tone signal must hold its power to a
very low level signals. detecting point at its frequency

b) The frequency of tone signals does not
Identification established on Lock-in- exist near the spectrum of data
amplifier can be used for pair transmission.
identification as well. But, since tone
signals are very low level, non-contact By the above reasons, the frequency of tone
probes cannot be used to identify pairs. signals are determined as being lower than
They are not suitable because identification that of the voice bandwidth. ( The frequency
becomes quite inefficient. Figure 7 shows is chosen 50 Hz - 300 Hz.
the identification process.

The power level of tone signals is lower
than -60 dBm for both cases in which
circuits are terminated with 600 0 and 110

5.2 Principle of Tip/Ring identification 0. ( Resistances of loops are neglected.
5.4 Classifying for Identification

In Figure 6, let a tone signal be

Ei=eixcos(wt+C) The above principle based on lock in
amplifier works only for balanced circuits,
since a phase adjustment is done on balanced
circuits. It is necessary to classify

Here, 4 Phase shift in a identifying circuits to determine whether identification
circuit. is suitable or not. Also, the power level of

tone signals is maintained at -60 dBm when
Let the reference signal Er be classifying terminated impedances, such as

Er=erxcostc6 600 0 and 110. In this point, digital and
analog services are classified as mentioned
in 3.1.3. After classifying circuits, the

Now the output Eo, which is obtained from identification system modifies its
multiplication of the tone signal by the identification processes.
reference signal, becomes

oxeixer++2eixxerxcos2ct+) 5.4.1 Open Circuits Identification

Open circuits and non-working telephone
Hence, if phase 0 is adjusted as 0=0, output circuits are imbalanced circuits. However,
Eo is they can be balanced circuits if resistance

1e ×1osuch as 1 k0 terminates a pair. The system
2 2 first classifies these circuits, and

terminates them to make them balanced. Then,
the tip/ring identification is applied.Moreover, integration of Eo is

E0=_1 ×eixer
2 5.4.2 Low Speed Data Transmission

Digital data signals are classified to
If the tone signal phase is delayed 180 maintain tone signal level of tip/ring
degrees, the output becomes identification. But this is not enough for

1 the accurate identification. Data signals
E 2--xeixer transmitted at low speed, such as 3.2 kb/s

at line bit rate have a spectrum near the
frequency of tone signals. This disturbs
tip/ring identification because the tone

Therefore, the integration output can signals cannot maintain a better s/n ratio.
indicate the tip or ring of a pair. In the To keep a proper s/n ratio, detecting
system, tip and ring tone signals have circuits for tone signals eliminate data
differences in phase. One of them is delayed signals on pairs at a certain threshold
180 degrees. Their amplitudes are the same. level using clipper circuits. This process
Then, the integration of output Eo is the is shown in Figure 8.
result of tip/ring identification of the
system.
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After classifying circuits as security
service, the C.O. unit sends a start signal
to sample data signals to the field units.
At the identifying points, considering a

Band Pass Filter delay time, the data signals are sampled by
the C.O. unit. The data are compared with

TP_ the sampling data of the field units. The
R -nl identification result are right if the

Bu[tip!ex comparison is completely correct.

SCircuit

Cier Circ7. Performance of System

A:For Another Oigital Oata Services Using the proposed identification system,

:For Low Seed Diital Data Service error-free identification is achieved for
data services, as shown in Table 1. Both
pair and tip/ring identification processes
are performed without any interference in
data transmission. In the table, the

Figure 8. Clipping digital signal identification system can be applied to the
fastest data service for twisted metallic
pair, ISDN 320 kb/s. Even in this service,

6. Identification of Security Circuits there is no error cause while the
identification is performed.

The identification methods employed in the The tone signals are at quite low levels.
system can be applied only to balanced However, the distances in which
circuits. However, imbalanced circuits such identification produced the correct results
as security circuits also need to be are desirably long. This is shown in Table
identified. After the classifying process, 2.
a special identification technique is
provided for imbalanced circuits. In
general, security circuits use one of a pair
and the ground line. The pattern of data
signals is very simple. In the system, the
character of signals is sampled and compared Table 1. Identified data services in
at both identifying points. In Figure 9 interference-free
shows this ide•itification.

I-;Transmission Speed h~dulat ion system

V '1 - • L 1 200 bis FSK

M 0 D E 2 4 00 b'/s P3SK

8,800 b/s PSK
9 600 L!s QAM

Line bit rate Transmission code
1 

6 
Ck!assficIion 

3 2 kb/sS6. 4 kb/s 0gi

hta Sr0,1;1: Data Sa, I Ino D S U 12 8 kbis codeccontrol 'AM I
C.5U; ie I Caio ecurity Lie 64 kb/is A

e c.. icwýo 320 kb/s T CM ISDN 2B+D
rield Unit:: ~ u

Figure 9. Security service identification
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Table 2. Maximum distance for identification
Shuji Asakawa

_NTT Telecommunication Field
Systems R&D CenterGauge of conductor (mm) 0.4 0.5 0.65 0.9

on)1-7-1 Hanabatake, Tsukuba,

P8ir Identification (km) 15 2 2 2 6 2 8 Ibaraki, 305 Japan

Tip/Ring Identification (km) 15 2 5 2 8 3 5

Identifing Loop Open circuit Shuji Asakawa received his M.E. degree in
electronics engineering from Ehime
University in 1989. He joined NTT in 1989.
He is engaged in the development of cable
splicing technique at NTT Telecommunication
Field Systems R&D Center, Japan..

8. Conclusion

An identification system should perform
without intervention of services, including Takafumi Sakaguchi
data transmission. To make an identification
system suitable for all circuits, it is NTT Network Systems
required that the identification process is Development Center
adjusted properly according to miscellaneous
service loops. The identification system 2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho,
introduced in this paper has automatic 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
classification for services, and it prepares V Tokyo, 100 Japan
the suitable identifying process for them.
In the identification process itself, the
system has two-way identification, pair and

tip/ring identification. Both are performed Takafumi Sakaguchi received his B.E. degree
without any interference of services. In in mechanical engineering from Kyusyu
classifying service circuits services, the University in 1987. He joined NTT in 1987.
system adjusts its processes properly for He is engaged in the development of cable
efficient identification. Hence, the splicing technique at NTT Network Systems
principle of Lock-in-amplifier is utilized Development Center, Japan.
for tip/ring identification, and tone
signals are kept at a low power level.
Therefore, the possibility of interrupting
or causing an error in services is
eliminated.

Satoshi Matsuhashi

NTT Telecommunication Field
!. - Systems R&D Center

1-7-1Hanabatake, Tsukuba,

S Ibaraki" 305 Japan

Satoshi Matsuhashi is a Senior Engineer at
NTT Telecommunication Field Systems R&D
Center, Japan. He received his B.E. degree
in electronics engineering from Hokkaido
University in 1981. He joined NTT in 1981.
He is engaged in the development of aerial
cable installation technique and cable
splicing technique. Mr. Matsuhashi is a
member of the Institute of Electronics,
Information and Communication Engineers of
Japan.
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Template Testing at DSl and DS3 Line Rates for

Transmission Studies of Twisted Pair and Coaxial Cables

Wing Eng, Jr.

Pacific Bell
2600 Camino Ramon

San Ramon, CA 94583

Abstract Cables which meet the DSI or DS3 template
become qualified for use in cross-connect

Template testing at DSI (1.544 Mb/s) and systems that will nominally provide 10

DS3 (44.736 Mb/s) digital rates are stan- exp -9 or better bit error rate (BER)
dard within Bell Operating Companies for service. The test template is the

systems typically utilizing a high rate Fourier Transform representation of the
optical multiplexer, metallic cable and quantifiable electrical transmission
cross-connect equipment. This paper performance parameters of the cable.

addresses the test criteria and test
methodology for qualifying cables for This paper details the validity of the

use in these cross-connect circuits, template test in relation to a "standard"
Particular attention is focused on the test cable. A discussion of the test

usefulness of these tests for verifying methodology is given involving the DS
the transmission performance of newly source, the cable under test, the auto-
designed, shielded, twisted pair cables mated, software driven, digital oscillo-
and smaller diameter mini-coaxial scope and the interpretation of the test

cables. results.

Template testing is presented in this
paper as being a reasonably low cost
method for the evaluation of cables that
are intended for digital use in Bell Oper-

1. Introduction ating Companies. It is an especially
useful test method for the evaluation of

Pacific Bell has been evaluating the new or redesigned metallic cables.
transmission performance of many newly
designed twisted pair and coaxial cables
as the needs for the reduction of cable 2. Background
congestion in overhead racks and the
introduction of DSl and DS3 services for Due to the increasing concentration of
small size business customers have been digital equipment in central offices,
addressed. This paper focuses on the cable manufacturers have been developing
construction, electrical characteristics smaller, more compact, twisted pair and
and intended use of each type of cable coaxial cables for DSl and DS3 cross-
tested. It also outlines the rationale connect installations. The DSX is a man-
behind DSI and DS3 testing from a systems ual cross-connect point to interconnect
point of view. Details of the templates DSl or DS3 signals in a central otfice
are given that precisely define the upper and has become a well documented and
and lower limit boundaries, standardized interface. The traditional

cable used for DS1 (1.544 Mb/n cabling
between equipment and cross-connect frame
has been 22 AWG ABAM, while the correspon-
ding cable used for DS3 (44.736 >lb/s)
applications has been 20 AWG coaxial
cable.
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3. Features: Paired and Coaxial Cables DS3 Cable: Comparison of Physical Features
For Coaxial Cable

The following four tables display the
physical and electrical features of Table 2 compares the physical features of
typical twisted pair and coaxial cables. 20 AWG coaxial cable with two representa-

tive samples of reduced outer diameter DS3
cables.

DS1 Cable: Comparison of Physical Features
for Twisted Pair Cable

Table 2
Table 1 compares the physical features of
ABAM with two representative samples of
reduced outer diameter DSl cables.

20 AWG RD26 RD29
coax coax coax

Table 1

Conductor 20 26 29
Gauge(AWG)

ABAM RD24 RD26
paired paired paired Conductor solid silver- silver

Material copper plated coated
copper copper-

Conductor 22 24 26 covered
Gauge(AWG) steel

Insulation PE/PVC PE/PVC XPE/PVC Dielectric FRPE XFRPE Solid Poly-
Materials Type tetra-

fluoro-
Diameter ethylene
over 0.049 0.040 0.032
Dielectric Diameter 0.150 0.077 0.060
(in.) Over

Dielectric
Maximum (in.)
Twist 5.0 6.0 1.0
Length Shield 80% braid 90% braid Double
(in.) over 3 mil over 3 mil Braid

alum. foil alum. foil (90%)
Shield Alum. Alum. Alum.
Material Foil(Xl) Foil(Xl) Foil(X2) Jacket PVC PVC PVC

Material
PVC Outer Outer Inner
Jacket Only Only & Outer Outer 0.236 0.125 0.121

Diameter
Outer 0.70 0.43 0.43 (in.)
Diameter
(in.)
25 pair
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DS1 Cable: Comparison ot Electrical 4. Definition of DSX Template
Characteristics for
Twisted Pair CdLle The DSX template tests in Bell Operating

Companies are intended to measure the
Table 3 compares the electrical features suitabilltv of DSI (1.544 Mb/s) or DS3
of ABAM with two representative samples (44.736 Mb/s) transmission equipment tor
of reduced outer diameter DS1 cables. installation in central offices. In

particular, the digital line rate gener-
ators at DS1 or DS1 speeds are accepted

Table 3 or rejected based upon DSX template test
results.

ABAM RD24 RD26

paired paired paired Figure 1, bel(,w, illustrates the DSI
template, with maximum and minimum curve
definitions for twisted pair cable.

Characteristic 100 100 120 note: Pulse voltage must be between
Impedance at 2.4 and 3.6 volts at the cross-
772 kHz(ohms) connect (DSX-l) cabling distance.

Attenuation at 4.6 5.7 5.9
772 kHz(dB/kft)

Worse pair near 38 42 48 1N I

end power sum
crosstalk at
772 kHz(dB). 6.

Meets DSX-l yes ? es
Template?

DSX-l cabling 655 450-600? 450 , J1

distance -
maximum length
(ft)

DS3 Cable: Comparison of Electrical IN
Features for Coaxial Cable

rable 4 compares the electrical features
of 20 AWG coaxial cable with two repre- UIIW•

sentative samples of reduced outer 1 04 I, ls mola l0 lIa0t * lm
diameter DS3 cables. Mf I SO 10l1,.,II11l,

Table 4 I T a 1= 1 0] 0- "ý Jullel [a0mm Mm'
M!17-604 Ind U I8 " mWIU 41*44441-0eseý4

20 AWG RD26 RD29
coax coax coax =. baPoanow

\iiminal 75 75 75
1mpedanc•

(,ohms: }Figure 1

P.,Iat i.ve 1.60 1.bO 2.10
Li i oŽ Ic r i r
Con!; t ant

Attenuat iorn 11.5 21.8 30.9
at 22.36R
Mllz f,'l,/k1t)

IS\ - ý 150 250 150
Cabl inq

maximum
"nit h (ft
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Figure 2. below, illustrates the DS3 Doi
template, with maximum and minimum
curve definitions for coaxial cable.
note: Pulse voltage must be between

0.36 and 0.85 volts at the TM
cross-connect (DSX-3) cabling C#ALs

distance.
Figure 3

7 6X-1 Pulse Template Test Set-Up

g I Figure 4, below, is a set-up illustration
of a DS3 template test.

OAK1*L CAMa

.AS Figure 4

MkM- OMUN IX-3 Pulse Template Test Set-Up

43't:m upI WOOi,) It is generally preferred to have anFI , ,,* automated oscilloscope that displays
the DS1 or DS3 pulse mask and shows
any points of template non-conformance.

164W It must also be understood per figuresS48fa••Plso- 3 and 4 that template tests must be
made with "standard" twisted pair and

coaxial cables. This is true since a
template test "failure" does not indicate
whether a sub-par transmitter or cable
(or both) is at fault.

When cable meets the insertion loss and
insertion phase (non-linear only) charac-

Figure 2 teristics per figures 5 and 6. for twisted

pair cable, or figures 7 and 8, for coaxial
cable, it becomes qualified for testing
purposes as a "standard" cable. Any

5. Set-up of DSX Template Tests qualified and acceptable DS1 or DS3
equipment transmission pulse will now

The previously defined DS1 and DS3 lie totally within the DSI (see figure 1)
templates per figures 1 and 2, respec- or DS3 (see figure 2) pulse template when
tively, may be used to test digital line tested with a qualified "standard" cable.
rate transmitters for acceptance of use The equipment-cable system uill now also
in cross-connect circuits. The two meet a tit error rate (BER) of 10 exp -9
following figures illustrate these tests, or better.

Figure 3, below, is a set-up illustration
of a DS1 template test.
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Figures 5 and 6, below, illustrate the
insertion loss and insertion phase-H
features of "standard" acceptable twisted M)~F-b.~

pair cable (ABAM). '4.. -M11-PR0

IX
161

o a 4 6 6 4 0 t 40 Go so IO
FREQ,*PCY IfulZ M~

Figure 8
Insertion Phase 20 AWG Coax

10L. 02 0.4 02.U 2 S3
FRE0UECIV IWO) An important method is now available for

comparing a qualified "standard" cable's

Figure 5test template with the test template of
Fnerigur LosAA other, reduced diameter, cables, of
InsetionLossABAMcourse, the maximum lengths at which these

reduced diameter cables will meet the DSX
template will now be less than 655 feet in
the case of twisted pair cable and less
than 450 feet in the case of coaxial cable.

( AAE UAM CAS~t 1O?0T- 3N0M) 
6. Test Results

3LINC&R PMASE IlY PC* NMI DSI, Twisted Pair

The figures, below, illustrate test results
using a "standard" ABAM, DSI, reference

so cable and 26 AWG reduced diameter cable.

0.1 Ci0A2 0 44OGCjt 4 6S 610

Figure 6 f]
Insert ion Phase ABAJI

Figures 7 and 8, below, illustrate the[t
insertion loss and insertion phase
features of "standard" acceptable -3 - 0 OB .s 0
20 AWG coaxial cable. t.M,

"-1 Mae n 00 32 .4 4 061l

Maximum ABAM DSl Template
Length is 655 feet

a 4e 40 goou Figure 9
ragug0l' MOB) 41 DSX-l Pulse Template - ABAJI

Figure 7
Insertion Loss 20 AWG Coax
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U0

00I 02

-10 -A05 _0 I 411SIET_ _ _190mu

-w o~ s s t t *3 lat IT.V,1 SO'Its'

WAISAS CRV -11STIOU A

U.SSM -amt ga a[SSTIMO . ý C L VE V,

Figure10 igur 1271

Maxim ums eplt RD26 DSl- us Template Maiu RD26 CoaxDS

DS3, Coaxial Cable

The figures, below, illustrate test results
using a "standard" 20 AWG, DS3, referenceIL
cable and 26 AWG and 29 AWO reduced 

'SO-

diameter cable. 

ILI: 
OA0 -S SO S I

TONS. a WWI 151115W

04 CLOVE T..[ !SO5.SGO vFIVSS
CLOV LT..

W'...1 IS=

?1-a i
N.ssus' -5151115SOM ol~4~

sass asMaximum RD29 Coax DS3
Template Length is 150 feet

Maximum 20 AWG Coax DS3 Figure 13
Template Length is 450 feet DSX-3 Pulse Template - RD29 Coax

Figure 11
DSX-3 Pulse Template - 20 AWG Coax
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AN EVALUATION OF MEASUREMENT TECHlNIQUES FOR
DETERMINING COPPER CABLE STRUCTURAL EFFECTS

H. W. Friesen

AT&T Bell Laboratories

Norcross, Georgia 30071

Abstract

The frequently used methods of evaluating structural variation
often focus on single-ended measurements such as input
impedance variation and structural return loss (SRL). Through-
the-cable techniques which evaluate excess loss and delay jitter
regions in the frequency domain, appear more closely aligned
with end-to-end transmission objectives. This work reviews the
various measurement techniques focusing on LAN frequencies
where relatively inexpensive unshielded multipair cables are _too
being used at higher frequencies than ever before. The use of
excess loss as a roughness test offers the advantage of
effectively examining a longer length of cable than SRL, which
is heavily weighted by the end portion of the sample under test.

Numerical evaluations as well as measurements on actual
samples are used to show that periodic structural variation at a
given level is considerably more threatening to transmission , .
performance than the same amount of random variation. Also rMtWV 1. Ntý

of interest is that the SRL of pairs tends to decrease with Fig. I Input Impedance Scan Least Squares Fitted with
frequency at a rate similar to near end crosstalk. Increased loss Smooth Impedance Function

due to' random roughness exhibits a frequency dependence
similar to dielectric loss along with some amount of roughness. techniques for doing that, keeping in mind that the current local

area network (LAN) interest is continuing to focus on unshield-
ed twisted pair (UTP) cable. These UTP cables typically

I. Introduction exhibit random structural effects, compared to more controlled
structures such as coaxials, which may have insignificant

A recent IWCS paper by this author discusses data processing random structural variations but can exhibit periodic structural
techniques for extracting characteristic impedance information effects if a particular manufacturing process is not well
from what are in many cases rough input impedance* scans controlled.
versus frequency. It advocates distinguishing between the input
impedance and the characteristic impedance of twisted pair Roughness effects on transmission due to random variations
structures'. In one of the procedures described in that paper tend to increase with frequency. Like crosstalk, as the move
an impedance-like function is least squares fitted to the input to higher frequencies continues, the demands on transmission
impedance scan spanning the applicable frequency range. The performance through the medium increase. Cables with very
desired smooth characteristic impedance estimate is obtained adequate smoothness to 16 MHz may not look as good when
devoid of the structural variations that occur along the length examined for 100 Mbit/s operation. Later in this paper the rate
of the pair. Figure I reviews a typical input impedance scan of decrease of structural return loss (SRL) resulting from
fitted with such an impedance function. One criticism of that random variation will be evaluated. Comparisons will be made
work, recognized at the time it was done, has been that between the reflection mechanism and near end crosstalk
structural roughness must also be quantified. This paper coupling.
explores the various single-ended and through-the-cable

A number of techniques for determining structural variation
along the length of a cable pair will be considered. The

The term "input impedance" as used in this paper means the traditional input impedance and return loss techniques are

impedance obtained from open and short circuit measurements reviewed both by numerical modelling and by means of actual
according to Zls = 477.- which is the basis •or impedance examples. A distinction is drawn between structures which
measurements on elecirically long as well as short lengths. have periodic structural roughness throughout the whole length
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and those where the roughness is random. In the second main some periodicity on the right end. In the vast majority of cases
section consideration will be given to using through-the-cable though, when input impedance or s,, data is transformed to the
measurement of excess transmission loss. One of the examples time domain or distance domain as effected here, largely
serves to point out that through-the-cable measurements random variation is observed.
generally are more capable of detecting structural effects within
the given span than are single-ended measurements. The impedance variation shown in Figure 2 is thought to be the

result of variation with distance of physical parameters such as
Other aspects of this work deal with the frequency dependence wire separation, which might happen during the final cable
of SRL traces and input impedance variation with frequency. assembly operations. Figure 3 represents the situation where
Recognizing the frequency dependence leads to some sugges-
tions about a standards model for input impedance limits which HIGH LOW NOM HIGH NOM
are more in keeping with actual twisted pair behavior. An area
of concern is the extent to which SRL can deteriorate as the
frequency range of interest is extended to 100 MHz. Fortu-
nately, much of the excess loss due to random structural effects TOW THIGH NOM TOW NOMexhibits a uniformly increasing with frequency kind of behavior
and can be tolerated as long as loss objectives are met.

WIRE 1

11. Input Impedance and Structural Return Loss Variation SEGMENT
with Frequency ( 0 E)

2.1 Basic Premise is Random Variation .WIRE 2 .

Support for the idea that structural variation in twisted pair
cable varies more in a random way than in a periodic manner, Z
comes from the cable cutting experiment discussed in Reference
1. A 500 foot length of a standard UTP design was tested as
a whole length. It was subsequently cut into 10 foot segments

116
11411 -2 LENGTH ,0
112-
108 Fig. 3 Structural Variation Associated with Impedance
04 06Variation

102-
2 100- segment by segment variation of impedance is the result of

968- variation in wire separation. Separation of wires I and 2 of a
94 - pair are shown to vary from the nominal separation representedN4 90
902 by the third segment with segment 1 showing increased
88 -separation and segment 2 reduced separation over nominal.
86 The discrete element circuit representing short pair segments
84 0 10 2o0 300) 460 5s shows a high value for inductance and a low value for capaci-

tance compared to nominal for the first segment. This willresult in this segment having a high characteristic impedance.

Fig. 2 Impedance Variation with Length Found in Cable Segment two has low inductance and high capacitance resulting
Cutting Experiment in a low impedance %-:ue compared to nominal.

to determine how much the characteristic impedance varied on The eleven Ohms of impedance variation shown in Figure 2
a segment by segment basis. It was reported that the imped- corresponds to about 5 mils of wire separation variation which
ance of the segments varied as much as 11 Ohms. Figure 2 is is considerable compared to the approximately 32 mil insulation
a replica of Figure 4 of Reference I showing the variation from diameter for a design of this type. Wire separation in this
segment to segment. It shows that much of the variation is of design probably varies from insulation diameter on the low side
a random nature with perhaps some periodic effects being to insulation diameter plus 5 mils on the high side with nominal
prominent at the right end. In general the impedance for one being half way in between. The concept of wires in twisted
segment cannot be predicted from knowledge of the value for pair cable not being in constant contact is not new. It was
an adjacent segment. Some cable samples may exhibit periodic discussed by A. S. Windeler almost three decades ago. 2 Other
behavior along with random variation. Figure 2 does exhibit types of variation such as conductor diameter, insulation
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diameter and eccentricity and in the case of expanded smooth line such as the continuously varying periodic, periodic
insulation, variation of insulation density are also possible. point, and random variation and combinations of these can be
The ways in which different pairs interact within the bundle of simulated. Most of the study discussed here has been along the
pairs leads to variation as well. lines of modelling variation in wire ;eparation which affects

both inductance and capacitance. For random variations a
random number generator can be used to generate examples of

2.2 Numerical Evaluation of Structural Effects random structural variation.

The relationship between a given amount of structural variation
and the effects on input impedance, SRL, in-rtion loss and 2.3 Typical Results Obtained from Difference Equations
delay can be approached either analytically or with numerical
techniques. Analytical approaches exist and can be found in We proceed to examine an input impedance trace based on
the literature. A paper by Karbowiak3 develops the behavior random variation seeking to determine whether it is similar to
of non-smooth transmission lines in a familiar manner where traces obtained from actual cable measurements. The irregular
expressions are arrived at for first and second order effects.
First order effects involve a single reflection, second order 200

effects pertain to two reflections, etc. Bolinder is frequently
referred to with regard to relating these phenomena to Fourier
Transforms4 . These equations are useful for demonstrating
that periodic structural variation relates to poor return loss at
a frequency corresponding to the round trip delay associated •
with the structural period. Point discontinuities periodically
spaced can also be evaluated. Handling random structural too
variation with these equations results in somewhat more E
complicated analysis and often having to do numerical evalua- .
tions anyway. It becomes difficult to look at the expressions
and visualize the end result when the variation is not periodic.

The approach to be taken here is one of starting out by
numerically evaluating a transmission line on a circuital basis
using many segments similar to those in Figure 3. Series .1 1 to 19

resistance and shunt conductance are included. The calculation
starts with nominal primary (R, L, G, and C) line parameters Fig. 4 Impedance Trace Calculated from Random Struc-

tural Sequence

A V = YZ V 1 - [Z + YZ2 " (1) trace in Figure 4 is a plot of an input impedance result obtained
2 4when a random number generator is used to generate a

Al = YZ - YV (2) sequence of deviations. This trace shows an input impedance
2 trace typical of actual cable pairs such as the one shown in

Figure 1. Herz; the calculated trace extends to a frequency of
ased on functional fits to actual cable measurements for tnc 111 ¶ Uz, which is in keeping with present day interest in

frequency range of interest. The actual circuit segment used is using coppe- pairs for FDDI bit rates. Since this exaniple is
the balanced T circuit. Equations I and 2 describe the changes based on a given set of smootl, cable parameters we can also
in voltage and current occurring in each segmcn. Z and Y calculate the smooth or average characteristic impedance. The
represent the series impedance (R + jwL) and shunt admittance smooth trace also plotted in Figure 4, is well aligned with the
(G + jGC) respectively for the segment. A length of cable input impedance trace at low frequencies and passes through
pair consists of many segments where the segment length is what appears to be the middle of the input impedance trace at
very short compared to a wavelength. Segment lengths on the high frequencies. The amplitude and structure of this response
order of 2 to 3 inches are used to represent a pair for frequtm- are typical of UTP data cables in manufacture today.
cies extending up to 100 MHz (6 ft. wavelength). When such
small increments are used for the case where the line is The input impedance trace of Figure 4 is the response to the
smooth, very close agreement is obtained between resultant impedance deviation sequence W(x) shown in Figure 5. As
secondary transmission parameters Z0 and y and those comput- indicated earlier this trace was generated with a random number
ed directly from the nominal R, L, G and C values, generator. The peak deviation is 4 Ohms with about 830

different impedance sections constituting this random sequence
The advantage of the numerical approach is that rather arbitrary which simulates 500 ft. of cable. This number of sections is
assignments can be made to the individual segments. The large enough to allow individual sections to be electrically sho"rt
segments are allowed to take on values deviating from nominal at thc highest frequency. The total number of segmei-.s used
as depicted in Figure 3. Various kinds of departures from a in this example was larger, 2500, with each randomly
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10 impedance trace (for instance in the 50 to 70 MHz range)
shown in Figure 4 are not a part of the SRL trace.

A most important aspect of this trace is that it shows marked
degradation with frequency. The SRL for this simulated

I response is quite high in the 1 MHz vicinity (about 45 dB) but
degrades with increase in frequency to about 15 dB at 100k MHz. There appears to be a marked similarity between the
slope and structure of this trace and near end crosstalk traces

-z which also worsen with increase in frequency exhibiting a 15
dB/decade slope.

-6 -

to 00 zoo - 300 400 se0
DISTM4CI (Ut)

Fig. 5 Structural Impedance Deviation from Nominal 6

Versus Length-

generated impedance section being represented by three line
segments. Letting each line segment be 2.4 inches in length
resulted in the difference equations for the individual segment
representing smooth line solutions with sufficient accuracy
when variation was set to zero. Figure 4 shows that impedance
departures in the frequency domain are smaller than the peak
impedance value of 4 Ohms showing in Figure 5 at frequencies 91
below 10 MHz. This is due to the considerable averaging that rE1 MY 101)

takes place at those frequencies. At high frequencies the
opposite is true. Here different sections of W(x) reinforce each Fig. 6 Structural Return Loss Calculated from Random
other when the phasing is right. Structural Sequence

2.4 Computing the Structural Return Loss from Input 2.5 Input Impedance Behavior Based on Single Reflections
Impedance and Characteristic Impedance

Earlier we indicated that analytical approaches to the evaluation

A return loss trace can be obtained directly from a network of structural effects result in expressions for single and double
analyzer with an S-parameter unit. It gives us a result which reflections, etc. It is of interest to determine if results obtained
is relative to the calibrating impedance. Of interest is the from numerically solving the difference equations and the
ability to calculate the SRL. SRL focuses only on departure single reflection model agree. The equation representing only
from the average characteristic impedance which is based on single reflections is given by Equation 4. This equation states
the through-the-cable total inductance and capacitance at high that the reflected to input voltage ratio as a function of frequen-
frequencies according to the equation Z. = rLT /C,. In this
simulated example the characteristic impedance is readily

SRL= -20 log--Z-. -) (3) Z(M f(

0 cy is equal to the y/Z 0 ratio multiplying the integral. The
integral represents a summation over the whole cable length of

available. Equation 3 can be used to compute the SRL from the characteristic impedance deviation function of distance,
the input impedance and the characteristic impedance. We next W(x), multiplied by the round trip propagation effect to the
consider the SRL trace calculated for this example. point of reflection and back. The ratio of the propagation

constant to characteristic impedance y/Z 0 is really the shunt

A trace resulting from the procedure just discussed is plotted in admittance of the transmission line consisting of the conduc-
Figure 6. The relationship between this measure of roughness tance and capacitive reactance (G + jwC). This up front term
and input impedance is one of rectification. In Figure 4 has first power of frequency dependence if the dielectric
deviations show on both sides of nominal whereas here the constant of the pair is not frequency dependent.
di,;;)lay represents only magnitude. The irregularities with
regard to the sign of the deviations in the particular input The reflection ratio equation appears quite similar to the near
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is termed stationary in a statistical sense. This implies that all
N(,) = j.f)0U(x) e dx (5) crosstalk observations being considered as data come from a

time invariant process. It implies taking data on the very same
type of combination from many cable samples. Considering

end crosstalk equation included here as Equation 5. The only data representing the universe of all combinations from one
differences are that here radian frequency shows in front of the cable would not meet this condition since the different twist
integral in place of the y/Z 0 ratio and that coupling unbalance ratios and pair separations in a single cable would generally
as a function of position, U(x), replaces W(x). This equation have inherently different levels of crosstalk performance
dates back to early in this century5 . It has been studied associated with them.
extensively 6 and is thought to accurately represent first order
coupling between pairs. Another important assumption in that derivation is that the

coupling function U(x) of Equation 5 have a short correlation
We seek now to determine how well results from the reflection length. That means that points of coupling along the span of
expression, Equation 4, and the difference expressions, a combination of pairs separated by more than an electrically
Equations 1 and 2, agree. Figure 7 shows SRL results based short length be uncorrelated. This condition is generally met
on Equation 4 for the same example used in Figures 4, 5 and by combinations of pairs made with different twist lengths
6. Overlaid is the result obtained earlier with excellent properly chosen to avoid troublesome ratios but is not met by
agreement showing. While the computation based on the pairs with the same twist length. Like twists pairs can exhibit
difference equations represents the total effect, if done with a coupling function U(x) substantially constant for considerable
sufficiently fine incremental line segments, the equation lengths of cable.
representing single reflections yields virtually the same result.
This is obviously only one supportive example but additional These conditions are ones that are probably representative of
computer runs have been made, each one with a different the structural variations found in well made cable pairs. We
random sequence, with similar levels of agreement. cable manufacturers, if we're doing our job, seek to eliminate

processing problems which cause significant periodic variation
9 because these are associated with very poor return loss regions

at associated frequencies and excess transmission loss at those
frequencies as well. The result of our efforts is that we end up
with random variation whose amplitude depends on how
inherently good the process and the design are. A parallel in

6 . .the crosstalk arena is that we choose different twist lengths as
much as possible to achieve nominally small coupling ampli-
tudes. We know from experience that adjacent like twists are

-.... typically 20 dB worse than different twists so we separate like
twists in the cable cross-section.

2.7 SRL Results for Actual Cables

Returning to actual cable data to examine SRL behavior, we
.1• 1 10 is consider a typical example from a medium grade data cable

TlUDWUt (•1 where the frequency range extends to 100 MHz. We start by

Fig. 7 SRL Computed from Single Reflection Equation examining a typical single return loss trace shown in Figure 8
knowing that it does not strictly decrease at the 15 dB/decade
rate with frequency. Rather, it exhibits a frequency domain

2.6 Near End Crosstalk Slope Analysis structure that is transform related to the way the structural
deviation W(x) of Equation 4 varies. This example comes

Recognizing the similarity between Equations 4 and 5 is useful close to showing a 15 dB/decade reduction in SRL in the two
in that it allows us to borrow further from crosstalk analysis. decades extending from 1 MHz to 100 MHz. Much of the
We turn to Cravis and Crater 7 who in Appendix A of their structure above 8 MHz conforms to the slope of the line added
BSTJ paper derive proof for the 15 dB/decade slope of infinite to Figure 8. The return loss is markedly less than the trend
length near end crosstalk. Their derivation does not apply to line at the low frequency end. This is largely the result of the
individual combinations or the worst crosstalk among all network analyzer giving us return loss where input impedance
combinations in a cable as a function of frequency, but rather is in effect being compared to the 100 Ohm resistor used in
the mean square crosstalk obtained for many crosstalk scans calibration. A calibrating network representing the actual
over a range of frequencies. through-the-cable characteristic impedance shape instead of a

constant 100 Ohms would allow a better direct display rendi-
Several assumptions are important in their derivation. One is tion. There would still be the problem of the nominal pair
that the process represented by the coupling functions be what impedance typically being different from that of the network by
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hand Equation 3, where the impedances are complex quantities,
REF LEVEL /DIV MARKER 3 if2 278.000Hz is used to compute the SRL for the pair.
o.o00dB 5.0opdB MAG (UOF) -31.0650B

SRL traces obtained for the two ends of a 500 foot length of
-pair resulting from this procedure are shown in Figure 9.

These traces exhibit the 15 dB/decade slope quite well if oneI I lays a straight edge along the minimums. Least squares fitting

a straight line to these traces yields two different slopes with
- - - -the value of one being 12.0 and the other 14.6 dB/decade.

"This demonstrates that individual traces are fairly independent

-r with regard to slope as well as structure. At the high end of
the frequency scale each trace mainly represent- the (X00 ft. ofl! cable closest to the end, since the round trip 100 MHz loss of

- - - _ LI•/a 100 ft. length of these pairs is about 12 dB.

V The traces from the two ends of the pair in Figure 9 differ

from each otherjust as cutting a few feet from a sample results
in a substantially different trace. What is common to these two
traces is the characteristic impedance deviation function W(x)

S0 Sof Equation 4 which can be computed from the SRL (magni-
-OOK of M loom tude) 4 wh can gle information. This computation,

START 100 O00.O00Hz STOP 100 000 000.000Hz which may be of interest in a cable design evaluation, is

Fig. 8 Return Loss Trace Obtained Directly from Net- discussed for near end crosstalk data in Reference 6.
work Analyzer

several Ohms. Even so, this return loss trace comes close to
displaying the 15 dB/decade trend with frequency that is a
subject of interest here.

We turn now to processing s, parameter data in a manner
similar to what was done with the numerically simulated results
shown in Figure 6 to obtain actual estimates of the SRL values.
The computation procedure used in this case is that of fitting a
characteristic impedance like function of frequency to the input 3.

impedance data, which is the data processing procedure
described in Reference 1 that is most useful in this application.
This procedure is used here to obtain values for both the
magnitude and angle of the characteristic impedance as a
function of frequency. With characteristic impedance values in

.05 ,1I19 lee

FREQDUY 1. Mkz

Fig. 10 Return Loss Values Calculated for Eight Traces
.. .from a Four Pair Cable

We continue our examination of impedance data by considering
6- the eight traces obtained from both ends of a four pair cable.

Figure 10 displays these on a common graticule. The eight
traces all appear to exhibit the similar decreasing trends versus

S.. . .... frequency. This set of traces collectively exhibits somewhat
less than 15 dB of negative slope per decade, more like 13.

30 .The eight individual traces when fitted with a straight line
exhibited minimum, average and maximum slopes of 11. 1,

.. . ........... .. 13.2 and 16.9 dB/decade respectively.

Figure 11 shows the rms result and straight lines fitted to the
S. tminimum, rms and average return loss values computed for the

rRCQMV 1. ? data shown in Figure 10. With only a few traces compared to

Fig. 9 Structural Return Loss Values Calculated for the many combinations typically encountered in crosstalk data,
Input Impedance Data the fitted lines along with one of the statistics being fitted are
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1 MHz to the upper frequency limit covered by the specifica-
tion. These limits extend upward with decrease in frequency
as indicated in Figure 12 for frequencies less than 1 MHz to
accommodate the higher impedances in this frequency range.
The concept of parallel limits possibly applying to input

60 impedance for frequencies above 1 MI-z goes back to the 150
Ohm IBMT' Type 1 LAN cable design8. For that design
input impedance could be interpreted as characteristic imped-
ance with only a few Ohms error resulting, for frequencies up
through those applicable for 16 Mbit/s Token Ring, because of
the inherent electrical smoothness of the shielded balanced pair

design. Closer examination of Type 1 pairs (Reference 1
shows an input impedance trace going to 25 MHz) shows that
input impedance variation increases and consequently SRL
decreases with increase in frequency for these pairs as well.

FREj•JDCY i, II

Fig. 11 Straight Lines Fitted to Average, RMS and
Minimum SRL Values in Four Pair Cable

easier to view on this scale. We conclude that here, as is i
typical in crosstalk data, all three lines exhibit about the same
slope. The average line has a little higher slope than the other
two lines. The three slope values for minimum, rms and I SK ."v
average are 10.6, 11.4 and 13.0 dB/decade respectively.
While the derivation in Reference 7 only applies to the rms of
near end crosstalk power it can be seen that here, as with
crosstalk, the other measures exhibit similar slope values. Of

the three sloping lines the minimum is bound to be the most
volatile indicator with the rms and average being more reliable.

While this set of data exhibits close to the 15 dB/decade SRL Irq,,,, Of) 19 1"

slope, other examples may vary. All input impedance traces
examined to date, most of which extend only to 25 MHz, Fig. 12 Input Impedance Limits Allowing for Both Char-

exhibit the high frequency flair effect evident in Figure 1. acteristic Impedance Variation and Structural

SRL was computed for many of these data sets were found to Effects

have slopes in the 10 to 15 dB range. There probably are
differences between the crosstalk and the reflection mecha- A favored viewpoint concerning parallel, horizontal impedance
nisms. The coupling function U(x) of Equation 5 has strong limits, such as those in the EIA/TIA 568 specification where
high mechanical frequency structure going right up to the the permitted range for 1 MHz through 16 MHz is 100 Ohms
vicinity of the twist frequencies. The impedance deviation + 15%, is that they need to apply to the characteristic imped-
function W(x) of Equation 4 does not necessarily have those ance (not the input impedance). One of the purposes of this
same mechanical frequency components. The auto correlation part of this paper has been to demonstrate that SRL of UTP
function for W(x), while somewhat like an impulse function of degrades at rates up to 15 dB per decade. An input impedance
mechanical frequency, is probably wider than what is encoun- standard applying to both the characteristic impedance and
tered in crosstalk. While a cable with low SRL slope would be structural effects is workable but needs to accommodate the
in our favor when we think of extending transmission to higher structural frequency dependence demonstrated in this work.
bit rates, we probably need to recognize that 15 dB/decade Most cable manufacturers and users today recognize that near
slopes can occur. The alternative to a lower slope is moving end crosstalk degrades with frequency in a fairly predictable
the whole SRL curve to a higher level of performance to the manner. We also need to recognize that input impedance
extent that this is possible. varies more as frequency increases.

For SRL the limits might take a two segment approach with a
2.8 On the Need for SRL or Input Impedance Limits that flat portion at low frequencies and a negative 15 dB/decade

Recognize Frequency Dependence of the Media slope for high frequencies. The level of the flat region and the
corner frequency should be set at a level appropriate for the

Much of the standards work with regard to the permitted level of data cable performance being addressed. Equivalent
characteristic impedance ranges has resulted in two parallel input impedance limits are represented by the "SRL only"
horizontal lines for the upper and lower limits extending from curves in Figure 12 shifted upward so as to be centered around
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100 Ohms. The corresponding SRL is flat at 30 dB up to a 10 at the bottom of the graticule with xlO magnification. The
MHz comer frequency. Input impedance limits addressing difference trace shows strong excess loss only in the narrow
structural effects and making an allowance for characteristic band of frequencies which corresponds to the round trip time
impedance variation would be separated further to represent the of the periodicity. Here the calculated pair loss peaks at just
combined effects. The upper and lowcr limits shown here trace over 1 dB over what shows on either side of the 60 MHz peak.
the EIA/TIA horizontal limits up to the point where the flair
sets in. The transition to the flair occurs at 1 MHz in this The nature of the excess loss region for a truly periodic
case. The 100 ± 15% limits are operated on by the "SRL structure is that it peaks at a frequency that is consistent with
only" limits in a multiplicative manner with the flair shape the period of the variation. Many cycles of the periodicity (47
assumed throughout the two decades. These limits, which are in this example) are present, giving the response some sharp-
intended to be illustrative at this point, appear to be consistent ness. If periodic variation had been present for the whole 500
with input impedance data for products associated with Level ft. length the peak would have exhibited twice as much
4 of the Anixter Twisted Pair Level Program. amplitude. If the peak amplitude of the variation had been 2

Ohms instead of I Ohm the excess loss would have been four
times (22) as large. This example shows that a small but

III. Excess Loss in Twisted Pair Insertion Loss periodic 2 Ohm peak-to-peak variation over only half of the
length can result in just over I dB of excess loss. A dB of

3.1 Loss Computed from Difference Equation Model excess loss (20 dB S/N when the only interference is excess
loss) is a frequently used tolerance level relative to the total

The analytical evaluation of structural variation includes loss for the system length, in a system where equalization may
expressions for the effects on attenuation through the pair. A have been carried out to a fraction of a dB and other interfer-
second reflection redirecting some of the energy headed back ence such as crosstalk does not have to be provided for. This
to the transmit end to the intended receiver plays a role with example just fails the one dB rule of thumb.
regard to the effect on attenuation. The difference equations
stated earlier can be used to evaluate the transfer function s, I This periodic example was chosen with only the center 250 ft.
for the lumped element line in a manner similar to that for of the 500 ft. length being permitted to vary, to illustrate that
input impedance. The evaluating procedure is straight forward the excess loss approach to finding a periodic structure works
for arbitrary impedance deviation functions. Two examples, when single ended measurements do not. With the periodic
one for the periodic case where the structural variation is variation being only 125 ft. in from either end the SRL was at
sinusoidal and the other for random variation, are considered the 23 dB level. It would have been masked in moderate
here. The periodic result is calculated for sinusoidal deviation random variation such as that exhibited in Figure 6. Had the
with a I Ohm peak (2 Ohms peak-to-peak) excursion and a 5.3 periodicity been at the measurement end the SRL exhibited
foot (60 MHz) period. The result shown in Figure 13 is for a would have been prominent at about 8 dB. This example
500 foot length of 24 gauge pair where only the center 250 feet demonstrates that the excess loss approach is capable of
of the 500 foot length has sinusoidal variation. Both the loss detecting a periodicity present only in midspan which would
for the rough pair as indicated and for a smooth pair with the probably go undetected with single ended measurements when
same average characteristics are plotted. The difference moderate random variation is present.
between the two traces which indicates the excess loss is shown Cable length plays a role in through-the-cable measurements.

Measurements should be made on lengths representative of the
intended application. The examples in this section are based on
500 ft. This round number length is about half way between

one pass through the 100 meter maximum horizontal run found
in most building wiring, and two passes through a 100 meter

z, run as found in ring architecture with passive concentrators.
This length very likely will not allow 100 MHz bi-directional
capability when near end crosstalk is a consideration.

The effect is different when random variation is present. Only
moderate peaking occurs. Figure 14 shows a loss trace for the
same random sequence W(x) first considered in Figure 4 where
the peak deviation was 4 Ohms. As in Figure 13 we have
calculated the loss for a rough transmission line, a smooth line

xis representation placed next to it, and the xl0 expanded differ-
-,as see ence plot showing at the bottom of the graticule. This set of

loss traces shows some added loss due to roughness. No single
Fig. 13 Calculated Loss Response Resulting from Periodic loss peak stands out above the others. The peak excess loss

Variation just exceeds I dB but our I dB rule of thumb doesn't apply to

the peak excess loss calculated for this simulation example.
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fit for the excess loss trace as shown in Figure 15 can be
approximated readily. Using the more significant 10 to 100
MHz portion of the frequency range results in a 0.00007 x f-
(frequency in MHz) fit, keeping in mind that the excess loss
trace in these two figures has been expanded by a factor of ten
(moved up a decade in Figure 15). This means the constantly
increasing portion of the excess loss is only 0.007 dB at 10

29 MHz and is about 0.7 dB at 100 MHz for this numerical
example which is for a fairly smooth pair. Peak loss deviations
at the high frequency end appear to be about 0.35 dB. The
vertical range of the excess loss variation on the log scaled plot

1O - I is about the same in all regions of this frequency range. This
means the ratio of maximum to minimum excess loss variation
is constant (about 2 to 1) over this range.

TXm.DCY (Nft)

Fig. 14 Calculated Excess Loss Resulting from Random
Structural Variation

Rather it applies to the peak-to-peak variation which is about
.7 dB in the 90 MHz range for this 500 foot example; so this
pair passes. Typically, the difference between adjacent excess
loss maxima and minima is about half of the peak excess loss /
in calculated examples such as this one. Much of the excess
loss builds systematically with frequency.

3.2 Analytic Expression for Rough Line Transmission Loss

Frequency dependance of random excess loss can be explored to IS
by considering Equation 6 which results when a second
reflection is taken into account. In this case a double integra- Fig. 15 Calculated Excess Loss Replotted using Logarith-
tion is indicated whereas Equation 4 only involved a single mic Scaling

Summarizing what we see in the calculated excess loss example
W~ -e-.y'[l W dyd (6) obtained from the difference equations, is that while the quality

twisted pair designs may feature materials resulting in negligi-
ble dielectric loss, when sufficient random roughness is

integration. A possible cause for concern is that this equation present, what appears to resemble dielectric loss accompanied
contains y 2 (indicating f- behavior) where Equation 4 only by some roughness, can be present. We find that the excess
shows y to the first power. How fast the loss builds with loss consists of two parts, a constantly increasing component
frequency can be better seen for the example at hand by which appears to increase at a rate faster than frequency
replotting the traces shown in Figure 14 using logarithmic (perhaps as fast as frequency squared) and the varying part
scaling for both axes. Figure 15 shows the results. The excess which has a fairly constant maximum to minimum ratio over
loss calculated trom the difference equations shows frequency this frequency range. The added loss represented by a con-
squared dependence in the 10 to 100 MHz range for this stantly increasing component, although not desirable, does not
example. Several runs made with different W(x) sequences prevent product like this from transmitting at high bit rates
indicate this example has about the highest slope observed thus provided that the total loss objective is met. The peak-to-peak
far. The several examples that were examined were found to amplitude of the varying component is of concern if too large.
have frequency dependence in f' ' to f' range. The smooth and This study appears to i.-cate that the loss behavior is depart-
rough loss traces showing f' dependence are included in this ing some from ./T loss behavior when a dielectric material with
figure as well. They practically overlay on this 4 decade a low dissipation factor is assumed, as was the case in this
logarithmic scale, simulation. A final point is that random excess loss can be

fairly modest when SRL appears rather poor. This example
It appears in Figures 14 and 15 that much of the excess loss which is based on modelling has a 100 MHz SRL of about 14
due to random roughness can masquerade as dielectric loss but dB.
may have a stronger frequency dependence than the first power
of frequency rate associated with dielectric loss. A functional
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3.3 Fitting a Loss Function to Cable Pair Loss Data to when fitted with Equation 7 over this frequency range. The
Evaluate Roughness concept of fitting a loss equation to loss data for purposes of

detecting excess loss variation is not limited to random kinds
Figure 16 takes us back to actual cable loss data seeking to of variation. Excess loss due to periodic variation can readily
relate it to the difference equation results in Figure 14 where be quantified via this procedure by scanning the loss deviations
the impedance deviation function W(x) was allowed to vary in for peak values.

The copper loss for the data in Figure 16 was computed by two
. . .methods. The first method consists of using the value obtained

for K, in Equation 7 to calculate the copper loss. A second
approach involves obtaining the copper loss from data for the

30o phase constant f. Equation 8 is an expression showing P as a

- (a L, C!ý (8)

10 function of radian frequency w, the internal and external
inductance (Li and L.) and capacitance C. The internal
reactance oLi actually increases as f' because of internal
inductance decreasing with frequency. This reactance is equal

._ - .- " __ ______ _ • to the a.c. resistance of the pair, which means that the second00 _ Z0- 1 0 -60- 80 1OO

FREWWY (Mft ) •term of Equation 8 represents the copper loss (in nepers) of the
Fig. 16 401 Loss Data Points with Least Squares Func- pair. The copper loss coefficient obtained via the phase data

tion Fit agreed with that obtained from the loss data to a within a
fraction of a percent lending credence to the data fitting

a random manner. Both the actual data and the calculated procedures.
results show variation increasing with frequency. In both cases
most of the loss is copper loss represented by the smooth trace
just below the rough trace. The dissipation factor for the pair 3.4 Correlating Excess Loss Variation with SRL Results
represented by Figure 16 is low so the difference between the
total loss and the copper loss is thought to be due mostly to Comparing results obtained from through-the-cable measure-
roughness. The structure of the added loss due to roughness in ments with those obtained from single-ended measurements is
Figure 16 is also similar to the simulated result shown in of interest at this point. Measurements of both types have been
Figure 14 in that it consists of both a varying component and made for several cables for the range of frequencies extending
a constantly increasing with frequency component where the from .1 MHz to 100 MHz. The single ended measurements
varying component is of greatest concern. The maximum started with S-parameter data processed to obtain the SRL as
variation showing in the x 10 difference trace is .8 dB in the indicated in Section 2.6. Straight line least squares fits such as
above 90 MHz frequency range, so this pair passes the I dB those shown in Figure 9 were obtained for pairs from several
roughness rule of thumb. This pair was also found to have cables. The coefficients for the fits appear in Table I as the I
quite good SRL with values at 10 MHz being in the just above MHz SRL and SLOPE values. The values for 10 MHz were
30 dB range. calculated from the fit coefficients. The values in the RMS

LOSS column were values obtained when loss data for these

Loss = K, 1 - KJ (7) pairs was fitted with Equation 7.

Table I contains results for two four pair cables with SRL
The smooth line fitted to the difference trace indicates a good values obtained from both ends. The first eight rows of values
fit. The K, and K2 coefficients for the fit to the loss data were are for cable A, the next 8 rows for cable B, and the last row
found to be 2.91 and .010 for this 500 foot length of 24 gauge is for the example calculated from the difference equations.
cable pair where frequency is in MHz. Equation 7 is one of a The SRL values do not represent worst values for the individu-
family of loss equations that might be fitted to loss data. Other al traces but rather an average as indicated in Figure 9.
forms of the loss equation might include higher frequency Similarly the RMS loss deviation values do not represent the
components such as f' ' or P. Experience dictates that simpler peak deviation but rather the rms deviation from the fitted
equations which are closely tied to theoretical performance are function where deviations increase with frequency. This table
often best. Goodness of fit criteria is usually based on the root shows that individual slope values vary considerably from -7.4
of the mean square of the deviations. This criterion is mainly to -15.3 dB/decade which is consistent with results in Section
quantifying the roughness in this application. The example 2.7.
considered here was found to have a lack of fit rms of 0.13 dB
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cable region. Differences between the SRL values obtained
Table I: Compatrison or SRL and Excessive Loss Variation from the two ends of any given pair are as high as 3 dB

PAIR I MHz SRL SLOPE 10 MHz SRL ,MS LOSS indicating that single-ended measurements are sensitive to the
DEVIATION measurement end section of the cable being measured.

I-A 38.1 -15.3 22.8 .349

I-A 36.2 -12.6 23.6 .349 IV. Conclusion
2-A 43.5 -9.7 33.8 .236

2-A 44.4 -13.2 31.3 .236 This document is a sequel to the one presented a year ago
3-A 44.1 -12.2 31.8 .284 which dealt with the measurement and data processing required

to obtain reliable characteristic impedance results. The need
3-A 46.4 -12.8 33.5 284 for evaluating structural effects was recognized in the first

4-A 38.5 -12.6 25.9 .381 paper. In this paper the single-ended measurements for
4-A 37.4 -13.2 24.1 .381 structural effects were discussed first. It was pointed out that

I-B 46.6 -11.8 34.8 .137 simply using a network analyzer to measure the s, parameter
may not be adequate. Processing of the data can yield better

I-B 49.2 -13.0 36.3 .137 information for determining acceptance or rejection of product.
2-B 41.3 -7.4 34.0 .130

2-B 48.3 -13.4 34.9 .130 In the case of single ended measurements it was demonstrated
that one can start with S-parameter data, proceed with comput-

3B 38.8 -8.0 30.8 .210 ing the characteristic impedance, and then compute either the
3-B 41.0 -11.2 29.8 .210 SRL or impedance variation about the characteristic impedance.

4-B 48.9 -11.1 37.8 .190 The SRL plot has an advantage over the input impedance plot

4-B 48.0 -11.7 36.3 .190 approach because it exhibits a trace which can be fitted with a
straight line on a dB versus log frequency graticule. Input

I 50.0 -13.8 36.2 .118 impedance deviation plots yield results which typically flair

open on the high frequency end.
Figure 17 plots the fitted SRL values against the loss fit rms
deviation values. The two cables are represented by the A and Present day impedance standards with the parallel limits should
B symbols and the example calculated by means of the differ- apply only to the smooth impedance. A considerable portion
ence equations by symbol C. The scatter plot shows that high of a 20 to 30 Ohm range is required for pairs with different
and low SRL values can be associated with small and large loss twist lengths and to accommodate Z4 decrease with frequency
fit rms deviation values respectively. The two cables can in this range. Structural effects add to the other variation
readily be distinguished as being of different quality. The best requiring additional allowance at the high frequency end.
A cable pairs come close to being like the B cable pairs. There
appears to be continuity between the two sets of data. The Recognizing that twisted pairs typically exhibit random
calculated result fits in well and is in the "better than" good structural variation with length and that a given amount of this

type of structural variation is not nearly as damaging as the
same amount of periodic variation leads to the concept of using
excess loss variation as a criterion for cable acceptance testing.

40 For randomly varying structures the excess loss consists of a
381 - smooth with frequency component and a component that varies.
36 B 1 B Only the amount of variation is of concern if the total loss

1 objectives are being met. This method of testing which looks
S34j B A A for departures from a smooth swept frequency loss trace,

32' A readily intercepts structural effects which are of a periodic
-B A nature. The results for two cables differing in quality as
ccoB discussed in the previous section show that SRL and excess loss

a 281 variation correlate well.

a:262 AThere are advantages and disadvantages to both method for

241 A A measuring structural effects. Advantages for single-ended
22A measurements are that the s,1 data may be taken anyway if it

is needed to determine the characteristic impedance. SRL
20- -- - ------ '-- -01 015 02 025 0.3 035 0. results exhibit frequency scaling that is fairly consistent

LOSS FIT STANDARD DEVIATION allowing a straight line function to be fitted readily. If the

Fig. 17 SRL Results and Loss Fit RMS Deviation Scatter evaluation proceeds no further than input impedance, then a
Plot combined specification making allowance for both the charac-

teristic impedance variation about a nominal design value and
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ments is the idea that the whole length receives equal emphasis.
The effects for the length are integrated into a total effect. An 1907 and 1912", BSTJ. Vol.14, October, 1935, pp. 558-
important advantage is that periodic variation in the center of 572.
the section is more likely to be detected. Through-the-cable 6. Friesen, H. W., "Experimental Verification of Near End
results are more akin to what is of most interest, transmission Crosstalk Equation for Balanced Telephone Cable Pairs",
from point A to point B. Anothcr advantage is that loss National Communication Conference 73 Proceedings,
measurements are sure to be on the list of measurements being Nov., 1973, pp. 8C- I to 8C- I.
done anyway. A scan of loss data extending over the desired
frequency range can be taken with little more effort than that 7. Cravis, H. and Crater, T. V., "Engineering of TI Repeat-
involved for a few discrete frequencies. A computer can ered Lines", BSTJ, Vol. 42, March, 1963, pp 431-486.
readily process the data to determine the level of excess loss
variation using fairly basic loss functions. A disadvantage for 8. Abramson, P., "Design of a Twisted Pair Cable for a
the through-the-cable approach is that while 500 ft. lengths can Token Passing Local Area Network", 32nd International
readily be measured at frequencies up to 100 MHz, even a Wire& Cable Symposium Proceedings, 1983. pp 26 8 -2 70 .
1000 ft. length of 24 gauge 100 Ohm pair can have 100 MHz
loss in excess of 60 dB. Crosstalk in the measurement
equipment may have to be guarded against. Measurements on
cable lengths shorter than those being shipped or curtailment of
the frequency range may be necessary if interference is too
severe.

Ancillary results that were demonstrated included showing that, ,-• - HAROLD W. FRIESEN

as in near end crosstalk, the single reflection equation (single "N W! AT&T Bell Laboratories
point of coupling in crosstalk) and results obtained from using . Norcross, GA

the difference equations agree well. Another result was that
SRL degrades by as much as 15 dB/decade when the structure
varies in a random manner. Showing that structural return loss
degrades at a considerable rate with frequency led to proposing

an input impedance limit form that widens with increasing
frequency. Simulation was used to show that excess loss due
to roughness consists of two components. One appears to Harold W. Friesen is a Distinguished Member of Technical
increase continuously with frequency with a slope somewhere Staff at AT&T Bell Laboratories. He has been a part of the
in the 20 to 40 dB/decade range (direct observations of this Transmission Media Laboratory since 1963. He received a

component are often obscured by dielectric loss in actual cable BSEE degree from the University of Colorado in 1963 and a
data). This component of excess loss is tolerable provided that MEE degree from New York University in 1965. Hal has
the overall loss objectives are being met. The other exhibits been involved in cable design, the development of fabrication
variation with frequency increasing at a minimum of 20 methods and cable measurement techniques. He holds four
dB/decade based on actual data. This is the component of patents in this area. He is a member of the IEEE.
random structure excess loss found to be troublesome if the
fluctuations are severe enough.
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Developmelit or FI .ectronic Wire Harness for Main rrame (PTS Cable)

T. YaMano to*, S. Ashida, T. IIIrahara, K. Uieda. II. Zako. Y. Nakagawa

-- I. uj kura Ltd.

Abs, 1. r; ic t.

I'A !ctronilc Wire Harness for major computer connector and connecting method. It Is
wiring system (PTS-Cablc ; called by a needed to develop the fine and compact size
customer) has been developed by new of connector, high reliability of connection
application of fine conductor cable with FEP method.
material, high density shielded connector and In this paper, it is reported that we have
card connector with built-In printed circuit developed new connecting system including new
board (IICB) . In order to get very high cable and new connectors, and the connecting
quality and reliability with many character- method between them. For the purpose to
istics, we have developed new connection evaluate, we have manufactured many products
system including, the above mentioned cable and have made various tests including
and connectors, and the connecting reliability qualification. As results, it
methods between them. In this, It has been Is verified that the newly developed
certified that newly developed crimping elecronic wire harness has excellent quality
methods for solid conductor will be very and high reliability for a computer wiring
efFective for connection of fine sized con- system.
ductor with high-productibility and high-
re I lI I I ty.

We have manufactured many products and 2.CONCEPT FOR PTS-CABLE
have made various severe tests including
reliability test. After the statistical PTS-Cable is required the excellent
evaluation, it has been certified that electrical, machanical properties and high
PTS-Cable has excellent quality and high reliability which is to acheive the zero
reliability and will be very available for defect over an operating life of 100,000 hrs.
major computer wiring system, The requirements and specification of it

and the developed contents are shown as
1. iNTRODUCTION follows.

Electronic wire harness has been applied 2.1 Requirements
extensively to connect electronic devices
and their inner wiring system. In case of application to the signal

In them, the electronic wire harness for trasmission line, it is afraid to occure
computer wiring system has to satisfy exothermic phenomena caused by cycling
various requirements in order to be applied current application as power on-off, and
to such transmission lines as equal to other rounding pulse wave of signal caused by
important component parts of electronic vibration during operating term. Therefore.
devices. Recently, along with this trend the it is very important to investigate them and
demands of smaller size, higher density and develop a new termination method for a solid
higher transmission speed for electronic conductor and a new connector and their
wiring harness are rapidly increasing. gpod connecting condition to get high reli-
Therefore, it is desired to develop proper ability.
cables, termination components and On the other side, it is needed to exam-
connecting methods that satisfy the above ine that suitable material and construction
requirements and realize cost reduction-also. against mechanical force to prevent the

To get these requirements, it has to be abrasion of contact due to Insertion or

Investigated the following Items. At first. withdrawal of connectors and the breaking of
the c.nhble should be fine and should be conductor caused by flexing at a strain

required excellent mechanical and electrical relief portion.
chnrncteristIcs. Fluororosin like FHP has To cortify the performance for new
been used to get very thin Insulation application, initial peculiar tests
thickness and high insulation resistance, reliability tests based on operating and
At the second, for terminated parts as non-operating service conditions In the
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[raCt .ta I applied envirronments has been made, covers. This connector is very thin and
ava ilable to put Into spring contact cqllJ))ed

2.2 Specification boards, and has a li.fe of, 50 Limes Insertion.
Tndividral conductor is bonded to the

The external appearance of' P'TS-Cahle is gold-plated contact of the printed circuit byshown in Figure 1. multi-conductors soldering method using
solder pad and heating machine. The soldered

2.2.1 Cable assembly Is partially enclosed wI th h -t-wo-
plastic covers which are bonded ultrasoni-

This cable has a solid conductor, AWG 30 cally each other. Clear hot melt is served to
and silver plated oxigen free copper. For the exposed area which Is available for
insulation and outer jacket material visual check the condition of connection.
riouro-(thylene propylene is used. It has
high strength against mechanical force, low 3. Developments of main parts and assembling
dielectric constant and high electrical procedure
transmission characteristics. The cable is
composed by two Insulated conductors, 3.1 Development of crimping method for solid
alunmlnum mylar tape with a dirain wire for conductor
shi e ld.

The major feature of this cabl Ii is to Generally, the connecting methods are
reduce its diameter, considered as follows. ])Soldering method.

2)Insul.ation displacement connection method.
2.2.2 High density shielded connector and 3)crimping method. In case of solid

conductor, For 1), it is difficult to
On conditIon to mate to the existing connect and to ensure reliability as

mount header connector on printed circuit conductor size Is so fine. For 2).it is
board of the mainframe. the new connectors difficult to make parallel arrangement of
have been developed. The new connectors insulated conductors for mass-termination due
consist of 10, 26 and 44 contacts plugs and to FEP insulation, and to get contact
26, 44 contacts headers. The contacts are reliability for solid conductor. Therefore.
arranged in two rows in each connector, and we have adopted the crimping methods. it
the adjacent distance between contacts(pitch) is easy to get high reliability, high

is 2.54 mm (0.11nch). A aluminum (lie cast is productibility and cost reduction also.
used for connector covers which has
sufficient stiffness to get the mechanical 3.1.1 Construction
property and has the good shielding property
a h oso. Crimping appearance and its cross section

On the other hand. for connection of are shown in Figure 2 and 3. Contact is made
solid conductors and contacts, the new with Be-Cu. and has nickel underplate and
crimping method has been developed, gold overplate. For conductor barrel, we have

developed double leaves holding of a
2.2.3 Card connector with printed circuit conductor without gnawing. Good results are

board shown in Figure 3.

This connector consist of a glass epoxy
printed circuit board and two plastic 3.1.2 Reliability test

Crimping resistance between the crimped
contact anti conductor was measured at the
"Initial and after the following test.

The measured values after test were
compared with the Initial values.

3.1.2.1 Flexing test

* Crimped contacts must be capable of being
Iflexed 30 *10 degrees In an angle once each
to left, to right, up, and down.

•I 3.t.2.2 Thermal shock test

A Crimped contact were subjected to thermal
shock as plus 99 degree C 18 hours and minus
1 degree C 30 minutes.

3.1.2.3 Vibration test

Figure 1. PTS-Cabla Contaets to 20 minutes of broad-band
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randrtoiir vIibratLion.
Fie oiinl I t ios or vi brat ion aire 0.02.*

0 . 2. 0.2 11nd 0).02 gramns square(] pe r liz f~or
loadls tif (10, 40, 25 0 and( 300 liz Vo r
lrreI1ern i e5. respect Ivel~y. All frecilrerre es
should ho1 app 1ii 1 led s fI nn] t aneousl]y.

81.1I.2.4 AceeeI ratted aging test

colir I ;e t are subhjeccted to fiv VCcycle s ol*
thle 24 hotirs lest. For step I . 4 hours at 25
degree (7 and 60% relative humidity andl 2
hou r s inn x I mirni t raiis i11.1 on tfime to s tcp 2. For
st ep 21. 4 hours at 75 degree C and( 90 to 95% ~

roI a t. xe vo ltirni I (I I ty and 1 hou r maxInirrjini
t rails i I ion tline to s tep 1 3. For step :1, 1 1 ý
hlroii-. it. 75 degree C and 40% ielIativye
oijin 1 (1ii I andi 2 honurs max iinmum trans I t I on I i rime

t s si e 1 1 1 I g I I tr re 4 shows c r I nip i rig
rreS i S I;I II e( t.e st, resul Its afrtecr eachl test, IFigure 2. Crimping of solid conductor
riter(:lseel a 1 1 tt] I . lint], thre I irereas i rig
sa t Iisfid suffriciently tire requi red value to)
be l ess t fran 1 .71 m-ohrnr

Iroin Ilb( res ti I t ofI these tests * I t
i e on 'i rtted thrat tj11 I ser Imrp I ng mlethiod f~or
so) I i I d oridiiretor i s ye ry e ffec tivye

3.2 De(ve lopmlent of' hiighi (lenis ty Sli I (ded
eon rioc to)r

Tihe new conniectors conis1st of p1 ug type
.-attn oý ft(- r lylte w I it hL It In ~i It eI cIdI n g covevr s o f
a tI nt I rrurn die cast. I t Is designed to mneet
ltre elIec tromiagnet ic I n terferenece prevent ion
renhliIrerrtionts speiceI Ied Inr FCC s tandaird.
F! igirre .5 shows thec construct ion of these
corrrectlor's. Tlhe irous rig hars thie resl I I IcritI
JIanices. TherebCIy I t enablIes tile 'onitacts to be
eas IlIy Iirserted by low Inrserti on force and to
h)e ireId secue l cIy alIso. 'rie hrcade r type
connieceto r I s the pill g type connricetor W-1 t h
ground Iirig covers and locking levers Figure 3. Crimping cross section

a18.0 h

Q 17.0 1---- Average

16.011- hnum

15.0

Zn ti nitil VI 11313 Art'ler thrarinnim s rhock A fiter neccl errit Ing mnd ing

After flexing~ After vibrairtoni

Chanceg In crimping resiustatnce

Ilgiiru' 4. INexuitm or etrvlrciiimert textm crimping
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additionally. When the plug connector is total thickness are plated, For the
inserted to header connector, they are termination method between a printed
securely connected by two locking levers. The circuit and solid conductors of cables.
grounding covers of the header connector the multi-conductors soldering method Is
make a grounding circuit link between the adopted shown in Figure 7. The conductors are
plug and the header. The test methods and arranged on the contacts served with solder
results are shown in Table 1. As results, It pad previously over them of the printed
Is confirmed to put a thing to practical use. circuit board and soldered by the heating

machine at the same time. The feature of this
3.3 Multi-conductors soldering method for method is that it could real ize good

card connector soldering condition and high reliability.
and could reduce assembly cost as the

Figure 6 shows the construction of soldering condition can be easily controlled
card connector. An applied printed circuit and it was very speedy. In addition, we
board is made with glass epoxy with 0.2mm have developed an arranging tool of
thickness and its printed lines are made with conductors over the board in the fixed pitch

copper with 35 micron m. On contact surface, of 1.83 mm between each adjacent conductor

hard gold and soft gold with 5 micron m of shown In Figure 8.

Figure 5. Construction of high density Figure 6. Card connector
shielded connector

Table 1. Test items and results of high density shielded connector

Test item Requirements Results Sample size

(X - KS) (,n )
Cable flexing X - 4.7 S > 10 cycles 12.1 47

Cable retension X- 2.5 S > 0.9 Kg 1.35 226

"Along cable axis

Connector retension X - 4.0 S > 9 Kg 41.6 .

Radially around cable

X - 4.0 S > 4.S Kg 39.3 6

Incompatibly keyed X - 4.0 S > 10 Kg 23.2 8

strength . ... ......

header latch strength X - 4.0.S > 5.4 Kg 6.87 B

Contact retension after X - 3.0 S > 0.27 Kg 1.24 20

thermal shock test ..

Initial withdrawan[ force X -2.7 S > 28,6 g 89 55

of contact after
thermal shock test

Withdrawal force tifter X -2.7 S > 25,0 g 70 55
thermal shock test and

25 times Insertions
X: Average value
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4, e I labv I IIt y Les ts 50 cyclcs of the condition based on Figure u
Two specimen groups are used Il)mated 1,

It is important to ova Illa~te thle other connectors during test term, 2)A

t.Q I tuall I I It) of thle deve loped products. Tile total 25 cycles uf mating and unmating

Iml lowing is test methods and] resuts t based were conductcd five times 'every 10 days

()It statistical evaluation, during test term (50 days). Figure 1.0 shows
the change dR of contact resistance measured.

4.1I Current/thermal cycling test As Figure 10. the contact and this crimping
method were found to be stable at the stress

'10o confirm tile eff'ect to crimping point. condition.
andt~ contact area caused] by exothermi I
phtenomnena. To subject the test specimens to 4.3 Aging test

tile condition. 3000 on/off' cycles at

intervals of 12 minutes on and 12 minutes To confirm the performance of spring

off', with a current of 1 mA. Any change (dR) construction and material of contact, the

in contact resistance of the crimping point specimens were subjected to the condition of

is determined during or after this test. The 140 degree C for 50 days. For contact normal

rlesults arc shown In Table 2. As results, dRZ force that should not be less than 25 grams.

Is less than 10 rn-ohim. confi rmed to the 11, has been real ized that the Initti alI vailue

gtood condi tion.
Table 2. Results of current thermal

4.2 Ternperature/humidit)' Test Cycle test

To confirm the corrosion of metal portion Reurmns eut ample s i~it

such as contacts and shielding covers, and (X - KS) An

the efresistance.e o Contact resistance1
th feto'cag fcontact rssac.InItial Jx 2.7S <10 6.81 p 140

(able terminated connectors are subjected toAfetst X27 10 9410

X Average value

75

47.

4 ,4 6 10 11224
0 (flours)

Figure 9. Condition of high temperature
and high humidity cycle test

Figure 7. Multi-conductor soldering method Group ]..Sample size n-139

0 Group 2. Sample size n-139

kc -.

8.

(a 6

7.0

W 6.0

5. 0

U~I Ii 1.11 1 0 20 0 40 50o

and high humidity Cycle test
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Table 3. Initial properties of1' lTS-Cable

Test items Requirements ? iesuIts I Samp le sI Ze
_ (X - KS) ( n )

_.Insulation resistance X - 4.6S > 100 M-ohm7_ 23 k 55

Dielectric strength I AC 500V -1 Minute good 60
Latch flexing test X-3.OS > 20 Cycles-- 2828 20for card connector !

Pull/electrica test X- 3.S > 2.7 Kg 4.22 2 20
1 Peeling strength for IX - 2.7S > 0.15 Kg 0.22- 55

soldered joint
Ultrasonic bond strengthIX - 3.0S > 4.1 Kg 20

for plastic covers I

X Average value

Is 70. 5 grams and the value after test I s 4.5 Peculiar performance
(6 . 8 gramiis.

The resu| ts of pecul tar performance are
4.4 Cross tallk test shown In Table 3. These satisfied the

required properties enough.
Cross talk test was conducted by applying

10 volts (peak to peak) of sine wave to the 5. Conclusion
signal line at the frequencies 8k, 100k and
50 MlIz. Near-end crosstalk(NXT) and Far-end In order to satisfy the many require-
crosstalk (FXT) were measured. The equipment ments Including high reliability for wire
under the test was installed on a copper harness of mainframe, we have developed a new
plate within shielded enclosure and the cable cable, high density shielded connectors,
harnesses were separated from the top of card connectors and their assembly (wire
table by minimum of 25 mm. The results are harness called PTS-Cable). As results, it
shown In Figure 11. As results, the Induced has been confirmed that PTS-Cable has

voltage satisfied the required value at cachi excellent quality and high reliability and Is
frequencies. It is considered It depends on very available to mainframe wiring
twisting of Insulated conductors In a very system. The new developed crimping method
short pitch and enough shielding with metal for solid conductor and multi-soldering
covers of the connector, method for card connector arc very effective

to get high quality and cost reduction.
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Frequency ( Hz

Required performances
X + 3.0 S < 0.12 mV, at 8 kHz
X + 3.0 S < 0.87 mV, at 100 kHz
X + 3.0 S < 30 mY, at 50 MHz

Figure 11. Results of cross talk test
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PREFABRICATED CABLE SYSTEMS FOR THE "TRANSRAPID"
MAGNETIC LEVITATION (MAGLEV) TRAIN

Siegfried Richter

KABELMETAL ELECTRO GmbH, Special Cable Division
Nfjrnberg / Germany

Abstract

This report gives three examples for
prefabricated, ready to install cable
systems for the newly developed
Transrapid train for

-power cables I . Propulsaon • -
-data and control cables
-sensor cables. 4

-A Support U
1 Introduction Guidance -

The "Transrapid" is a contactless,
electromagnetically supported, guided
and powered magnetic levitation Fig.: 2 Function of the Transrapid
train, intended for travelling speeds Maglev System
between 400 km/h and 5oo km/h. A test
facility for the operation of Trans-
rapid trains was built in the north 2. Stator windings
of Germany. The installed length of
the track is about 32 km. The The stator packs of the three-phase
function of the magnetic systems for synchronous long stator linear motor
support and track is based on the are installed underneath the track on
principle of magnetic levitation, both sides of the track support. No
Magnets are installed in the train electrical contact are necessary
and in the track, holding the train between track and train. The electro
at a permanent distance of approx. 10 magnetic field lifts the train and
mm above the surface of the track. electro magnetic travelling waves
Other magnets guide the train in running along the horizontally
keeping it laterally on the track. extended stator pull the train
The contactless propulsion system forward.
consist of a synchronous long-stator
linear motor. The stator packs are individual

bundles of laminations underneath the
track platform. The three phase
windings of the stator consist of
flexible rubber insulated cables for
a nominal voltage of 6/10 kV with
copper or aluminum conductors.
Depending on the energy which is
needed in the individual sections of
the route, in the test facility
cables were installed having either
185 mm2 or 300 mmz copper or 300 mm2

aluminum cross-section.

The conductors are not stranded as is
usual for highly flexible cables, but
are a slightly-compacted rope strand
of 58 wires made of soft annealed
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copper or hard drawn aluminum which is sufficient. In order to achieve
is annealed after stranding. this result, the design of the

winding was changed.
The conductors are covered by a
conductor screen, an extruded semi-
conductive compound based on ethylene
propylene rubber (EPR).

The insulation meets the electrical
and mechanical properties required in
IEC-Publication 502. The nominal
wallthickness is in accordance with ,. .,, P
the nominal voltage of 6/10 kV, i.e.
3.4 mm for all conductor sizes. .

A semi-conductive, carbon-black
loaded EPR compound is extruded over -" -

the insulation (insulation screen). ,

Conductor screen, insulation and Fig.: 3 Design of cable types 1 and 2
insulation screen are extruded and
vulcanized in line with three
extruders in tandem. The length of To prove the safety of such a system
the production line is 180 m and the and to determine the necessary
steam pressure to vulcanize the EPR- resistivity of the semi-conductive
compound is 22 bars maximum. jacket compound extensive test have

been made with
Cable type 1, used in the first
section of the test facility, is - stable ground fault currents
fitted out with a metallic screen up to 10 A
consisting of 40 wires each of 0.7 mm - instable ground faults
diameter. There is no counter helix
applied over the wires of the screen, All tests have been carried out in
to avoid an increase of the eddy the laboratory on single phase
current losses in the magnetic windings with the original cables and
circuit of the stator winding, and the original winding carriers.
also in order not to impede the
propagation of the travelling waves.
The distance of adjacent wires must _ , -,

be accurately maintained and the
wires must not touch each other, to 7.

avoid an increase of eddy current ,( 2. '1 - -
losses. •• ••••-.,, W

The jacket consists of a very tough "A LI .... i'
weather proof rubber compound based
on polychloroprene. This compound has E

a very high tear resistance to • ' -

withstand the high stresses during
shaping and installation of the
winding. The jacket must be also
abrasion resistant and it must - • . :
insulate the screens of adjacent
cables against each other as well
as against ground. Fig.: 4 Principle of test circuits

Cable type 2 has no metallic screen,
but a semi-conductive jacket directly
extruded over the insulation. This The stable ground fault were produced
serves to reduce eddy current losses, by a nail, 3 mm in diameter,
It is possible to replace the connecting the conductor and the
metallic screen by a semi-conductive outer conductive layer.
elastomer jacket, provided that the
distance of the ground fault current The instable ground faults were
within the jacket from the spot of initiated by a hole of 3 mm diameter
damage or break down to the next drilled through the insulation down
ground connection is very short, so to the conductor. The ignition of the
that the conductivity of the jacket electric arc started at approx. 4 kV.
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The test results in brief are : be expected for currents approx.
20 % higher than the values given

- In case of a ground fault current in Fig.: 6 for 120 *C.
up to 2 A (with the current - when the conductivity is
stabilized over 15 min) only destroyed and the jacket at the
a light corona and a little smoke fault location becomes
were observed. insulating, i.e. the resistivity

- With the ground fault current increases, the fault current
higher than 2 A, the behavior of decreases and the fuse will not
both cable types was different: respond. This is not expecte

- Cable type 1 (metallic screen): because the compound used has a
The electric arc was limited to negative temperature coefficient.
the spot of damage or break
down and extinguished itself .t, o m.
within a few seconds. [ cl 7,5A

- Cable type 2 (semi-conductive 6 4 3A

jacket) : .
The electric arc may move to the
next ground connection point and
can burn down the cable over the
entire distance. 1A

The surface resistivity of the semi- 0 i
conductive compound depends on the
temperature. The resistance of the 20

jacket of cable type 2 for a length
of 400 mm in the range from 20°C to 20 4 W 1 s 2Q
120'C varies from 40 Ohms to 80 Ohms. tW

Fig.: 6 Load current versus time

150 The prefabricated stator winding
6A consists of

2 - 3 rubber insulated flexible cables.
I - polymer carriers.

50 - 2 flexible ground conductors.
4A - 2 mounting straps.

0_ . . . i i 1 1 I 1 k The cables are manufactured in
20e0era60re 0OC] lengths of 240 m or multiples thereof

supplied on separate reels. They are

individually bent and shaped in a
Fig.: 5 Surface resistance versus meander-like manner by means of

temperature pneumatic tools in an equipment the
principle of which is shown in the
Fig.: 7. The length of such an

The temperature rise as a function of equipment is approx.25 m.
the current load was determined with
two other cycles. The principal test
dimensions were the same as before.
The temperature was meassured

- in the heads of the windings,
outside the winding carrier. The
length of the active cable was
400 mm.

- within the winding carrier. The
length of the active cable was
200 mm. Fig.: 7 Principle of the assembly

plant for the stator windings

The load current limits for the semi
conductive jacket are : The shaped cables are installed

separately in carriers made of a
- the ampacity at which the cable carbon compound. Outside form and

jacket starts burning. This is to dimensions of the carriers match the
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channels in the laminated stator
packs, so that at the construction
site the prefabricated stator winding
can be easily-inserted into the
already installed laminated stator
packs underneath the track and fixed
in place by snap closures only.

On the bottom of the carriers are two
flexible, braided tapes, made of
thin, tinned copper wires which are
running longitudenally along both
sides of the carriers. These ground
conductors provide a secure
connection to the ground potential of
the structure. Two stainless steel
tapes running longitudinally on the
upper side fix the cables in place. Fig.: 9 Carriers, ground connectors,
The assembly is now comparable to a fixing tapes and terminators
chain, easy to bend. Two stator of the stator winding
windings - each 100 m in length - are
wound on a shipping reel with a 4 m
diameter. vehicle, which moves along the track,

placing the stator winding below the
track. The stator windings are
precisely aligned with the channels

44- in the previously installed laminated
stator packs. The windings are thenr• pressed into the channels where they
are fixed by snap closures only, a
process which is comparable to a

- zipper fastener. The laying speed is
approx. 2 m/min.

Fig.: 8 Assembly plant for the
stator windings

Due to transportation requirements,
the shipping length is limited.
Therefore for the future it is Fig.: 10 Laying vehicle
planned to mount the assembly
equipment for the production of the
stator windings on a movable platform To conntct the individual stator
which runs along the track. This will windings and to make connections with
allow to produce much longer length the power supply, the prefabricated
of the stator windings, which can compression type connectors need only
then be directly installed. In this to be inserted into the pre-installed
way also the number of joints can be receptacles and to make the ground
reduced. connection.

Finally in the plant the stator
windings are terminated with 3. Data- and Control cables
compression type sleeves for easy and
quick splicing and terminating on the For the safety of the service, it is
construction site. of great importance to assure high

availability and reliability as well
At the construction site the reels as good riding comfort. In order to
with the stator windings are inserted provide secure data and voice
into a specially designed laying transmission special cables are used.
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These cables must be resistant of the optical connectors, plugs with
against integrated optical/electrical trans-

mitters have been used. In view of
- mechanical stresses the narrow and ditficuit uuaditions
- effect of oil, greases, hydraulic inside the train angular plugs are

fluids or fire. required. Due to the expected
- (In case of fire, the cables must mechanical damage during maintenance

not develop corrosive gases and these plugs and in particular the
they must remain functional for a single fibre optic cables running
certain period of time.) from the plugs must be protected.

This was realized by using cast
Fig.: 11 shows a typical hybrid data aluminum boxes for the plugs and
and control cable used in the Trans- shaped copper tubes for the single
rapid. The copper conductors have a core fiber optic cables.
double insulation wall of silicone
rubber and crosslinked polyethylene.
The two optic fibers are of the
100/140 Pm type, covered with
polyurethane.

Sstra,n 1eanng ele t Kedara

~ . 2 Wt.~ fiber. 100/l40-fi
3 pOtyurethan. coaitecJ

4 3 copper corroctor AWG 22.4' 34,000.kc rubber fSItO
* * ~~croassnkod poryeflryl-o moslabo

~~ ¼ 4 polyestoaiuo...am failm

Fig.: ii Data and cont~~~~rol abldi. 2 Cbl e ed o

intlai coated cowppe wires
2 6 jacket

potyoletine compound. croýu.nlaed

/ -~low -mke
7 ~ 1- flmertardrant

Fig.: 11 Data and control cable Fig.: 12 Cable set ready for
installation with optical
data and control cable

The conductor pairs and the optic
fibers are stranded over a central In Fig.: 12 an open plug box is
strength . rn!er made of Kevlar, illustrated and also the optical
covered .ith a flame retardant, plugs on the other end. To avoid
halogen-fr,2 low smoke polyolefin magnetic coupling inside the plug box
compound. An aluminum tape and a the copper conductor leads are as
braid of tinned copper wires over the short as possible. The optical fibers
cable core serve as screens and the in the plug box are fitted out with
same time provide increased the flame optical plugs of the SMA-type and are
resistivity. The jacket is made of a then connected with the optical
flame retardant, halogen-free, low outlet of the transmitter.
smoke polyolefin compound, cross-
linked by irradiation. These cable harness which were

assembled under clean condiditions
Cables of the described type and ensure secure and quick installations
various other combinations can be and maintenance.
found all over the train. The cables
passed fire resistance tests for
three hours according to IEC 331. 4.Abrasion sensor
They must withstand three hours
without break down. The increase in For test with sliding skids an
attenuation of the optic fibers was abrasion sensor was developed. This
about 0.1 dB. The cables also met the sensor is built into the skids. It
requirements for smoke development, controls the remaining thickness of
bending behavior, abrasion resistance the skids during the tests. Because
and resistance to chemical attack, the surface temperature of the skid

and the sensor may reach temperatures
In order to facilitate maintenance up to 700 'C the sensors must be heat
work and changes during the test resistant.
operations all cables were fitted
with prefabricated plugs, ready for A mineral insulated (MI) cable is
installation. To avoid contamination suitable to withstand temperatures up
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to 1000 °C or even higher, because it test, the insulation and the
is insulated with compacted ceramic conductor resistance is controlled.
powder and enclosed in a copper or In this way it can be determined when
stainless steel sheath. Such single the outer conductor of the MI-cable
core cable having an outer diame'-Žter is damaged and later on the central
of 2.6 mm, was bent around a mandrel cozndactor is interrupted. Because the
12 mm in diameter, as shown in Fig.: sensor is placed in a very precise
13. The MI-cable loop is introduced position it is possible to determins
into a stainless steel cylinder which the remaining thicknes of the skid
is filled with a ceramic compound. during test operation.
Because this compound is not moisture
resistant its surface has to be
protected by an epoxy resin. This
moisture barrier can be used only for
storage because it is not heat
resistant. The tails of the MI-cables
are about 200 mm long. They are
connected to PTFE insulated coaxial
cables of the RG 1789 B/U type. This
is necessary because the stiff MI-
cables can not be connected directly
to the plug due to the strong
vibrations during operation, which
would soon destroy the plug.

6 7 6 9

-- ___;,- ... Fig.: 14 Open head of abrasion sensor

before filling with ceramic
1 cylinder body. stainless stel powder

12 mandrel
4 3 Mt-cable

t 2 4 ceramic filling compound

5 moistiure barrier. epoxy resin
6 Ml-cable covered with a shrim-

kable tube

3 7 connection to cold tail

8 cold tail. cable RG 179 S/U

5 9 plug SJTP RT 14 - 07 T 007/
MIL-C 38 999

Fig.: 13 Principle of abrasion sensor
cable set

During the a heat test - the sensor
was placed on a hot plate with a
surface temperature of 700 'C. 20
minutes after the temperature had
stabilized in the whole assembly the
following temperatures were measured:
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The function of this sensor is as
follwows:
In operation, both the skid and the
cylinder of the sensor are abraded.
After a certain amount of abrasion,
the surface of the MI-cable will
likewise be scraped of. During the
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CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE TEST METHODS
AT LAN FREQUENCIES: UTP-STP CASE

ROBERT D. KENNY DAVID N. KOON

COOPER INDUSTRIES
BELDEN DIVISION

Abstract

Discerning the proper test method for characteristic and inductors (reactive components), and series
impedance of transmission lines at LAN frequencies resistors and shunt resistors (resistive components).
(.1 to 100 MHz) has been subject to debate for many Circuit analysis of the transmission line with its
years. Several methods are in common practice today. respective components is obtainable by letting each
They include the following: section (dx) of the model be equivalent to one another.

The resulting analysis produces a parameter which
1) Delay and fixed capacitance method contains both real and imaginary parts, and is referred
2) Impedance measurements via vector wave to as the "characteristic" impedance of the cable. 1 In

analysis: open and shorted transmission line real life, however, each section is rarely equivalent to
a) on short lengths (under a quarter wave) one another, and a different approach to normal circuit
b) on long lengths (330 to 1000 feet) analysis must be examined. One alternative is to look

3) Impedance measurements via reflected wave at what is happening at some point along the
analysis: loaded transmission line transmission line - perhaps by means of S-parameter

a) on long lengths (330 to 1000 feet) technique or incident/reflected wave analysis. This
type of impedance is often called "input" impedance.Naturally, each method has advantages and

disadvantages. Only when the pros and cons of each is It is the purpose of this document to consider how one
fully understood can the correct method versus can obtain useful results for LAN applications whether
application be realized. it be characteristic impedance or input impedance. In

accomplishing this, several testing techniques will be
explored using modern network analyzers and
computer programming.

I. Introduction The following cables will be used throughout the
document to aid in the understanding of the various

Transmission lines consist of four basic properties; impedance methods.
series resistance, series inductance, shunt capacitance,
and shunt resistance. These parameters, when viewed 1) 150 ohm STP cable (Type 1)
collectively, offer valuable insight towards the 2) 100 ohm UTP cable in which great care was taken
understanding of transmission lines as a whole. Below to insure processing consistency throughout the
is the transmission line model. It is made up of an length
array of small sections of capacitors 3) 100 ohm UTP cable in which process

measurements varied as much as +1- 7.5% (i.e.
insulated conductor diameter).

1 
, 

L

* Since cables are not perfectly matched throughout the
transmission line, it is often preferred to express cable
impedance as "input" impedance rather than

Figure 1: Transmission Line Model characteristic impedance. This will be addressed more
thoroughly within the document.
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I!. Test Methods and Results relationship becomes directly proportional when
expressing phase velocity in terms of phase delay.

2.1 Delay and Fixed Capacitance Method
However, the assumption used by this method of a

The delay and fixed capacitance method is most often constant capacitance over the desired frequency range
used for cables employing stable and predictable can create problems. When using such unstable
dielectrics (such as polyethylene and FEP). This dielectrics as PVC, capacitance can vary significantly
technique relies on the notion that capacitance will not over the swept frequency range. This variance will in
change with frequency. This is advantageous in that turn cause invalid results in Z.. Even stable
only one value of capacitance is needed for calculating dielectrics such as polyethylene shows some variation.
cable impedance over the LAN frequency range. To Therefore, any results obtained by this method should
better understand how capacitance and delay are be interpreted with caution.
related to impedance, analysis is given below.

2.2 Open/Short Vector Wave Analysis
Since at high frequencies the reactive components
dominate, the following relationships can be obtained. As noted in the beginning of this document, open/short

vector analysis technique can be applied to both short
and long length transmission lines. Although their
results will be shown to be different, the concept

- remains the same for both cases. Therefore, a brief
JC, (1) Impedance overview of the basis behind the open/short vector

Magnitude technique will first be investigated.

2.2.1 Wave Analysis
P z C * V/C (2) Phase

Constant Assuming a sinusoidal voltage source as the input, a
forward voltage is introduced upon the transmission

Where ( is the radian frequency. L and C are line. Because of its sinusoidal nature. it will contain
inductance and capacitance respectively, and v is the both rn$r.;tude and phase. If the line contains
phase velocity, all expressed in conventional units. variations or mismatches along its length, some of the

energy will be reflected back towards the source. This
By combining the following equation with that of (2). reflection will also contain both magnitude and phase.

The relationship of these two voltages (which are
-= •(2a) travelling as "waves" in opposite directions to each

v other) can be used to express the impedance of a

transmission line.
the phase velocity can be expressed as follows. -

When looking at the case of only one mismatch
= _(2b) occurring at the termination end of the cable, a

LC relationship can be derived between the impedance
looking into the transmission line. the load impedance,

It then becomes possible to express Z. in terms of and the impedance of the transmission line itself. It is
phase velocity and capacitance via equations (1) and acquired through utilization of both the forward and
(2b). reflected wave.

Z 1 (3)
vC Z =- Z * ZZ tanh (Y * length)

Z -ZLW Z tanh (y .e ngth)

Therefore, assuming capacitance to be constant with
frequih•'c as this method does, the impedance will (4)
inversly correlate with the phase velocity. This

Where gamma is the propagation constant containing
both magnitude and phase (y =t . 13).
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However, it is common knowledge that the impedance preparation time and traces which are smooth and easy
of a practical transmission line is not uniform and to interpretate. When calculating the correct sample
contains many mismatches throughout the cable length. size for a quarter wavelength, the following formula
In this case, the equation becomes even more complex should be used.
since each mismatch and its resulting effect must be
examined separately, including the mismatch occurring x 9.84 * 108 *v

at the load. 4 4 *100 f (8)

When trying to isolate the behavior of just the
transmission line without the influence of the load where Vp is the velocity of propagation of the dielectric
termination, a technique has been developed via use of in percentage.
an open and short circuited transmission line. This
technique is especially advantageous when examining For example, if someone desired to test a cable using
a short length of transmission line where the load polyethylene (assume 66% velocity) up to 20 MHz and
termination could mask reflections of the cable itself. wanted to avoid quarter wavelength oscillations, the
To see how this is done, the analysis of the open and calculation would be:
short circuited transmission line must first be discussed.

The equations for both the open and short circuited
input impedances (lossless transmission line) are X = 9.84*108 * 66 = 8 feet
illustrated below 4 4 * 100 * 20-106

Z= jZ0 tan (1 * length) (5)

So the user should choose a sample length close to but
not equal or greater than 8 feet.

Zo. -A, cot (P * length) (6) Figure 2 illustrates the impedance oscillations seen

when a sample length exceeds a whole number
multiple of the quarter wave length.

where Z. is the characteristic impedance and fP is the
frequency divided by the velocity. 2 This result can be
verified, by simply letting a = 0 and Zoad = 0 or
infinity within equation (4).

By multiplying equations 5 and 6 together, it is --

ultimately found that;

Zo =Z -* Z (7) ,.

Therefore, if one were to place a cable on a network -. 4
analyzer and performed separate swept frequency input

impedance measurements of an open and short
circuited load, the characteristic impedance would be
obtainable by the relationship shown in equation (7). *

2.2.2 Open/Short Vector Wave Analysis: Short
Length Case

Measuring electrically short cable lengths (under a Figure 2: Oscillating behavior at multiples of the
quarter wave length) is advantageous due to low quarter wave
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When placing short lengths of the two UTP cables and 2.2.3 Open/Short Vector Analysis: Long Length
one STP cable defined in the introduction upon a Case
network analyzer, the following traces are realized
(since the equipment is measuring the magnitude and One method used to help understand how variations in
phase of the voltage and current at the input of the manufactured cables relate to the input impedance is
cable, it is actually input impedance being measured). by application of long length samples. To better

perceive why this is the case, an example is given
below.

"* ~ The following illustration is a ladder diagram similar to

STP (ME 1) that of Figure 1, except with equivalent impedances
Z1, Z2, ect. replacing the distributed

i~~ 1iZI Z Z3 IZ4 Z5 Z .......

SUTP-2 O1: >

S~UTP-1
Figure 4: ladder network with input impedance

components. For this case, it is assumed that the
impedances ZI, Z2, ect. are not equivalent to each
other. Because of this, any forward or incident wave
introduced upon the transmission line media will

encounter mismatches as it propagates along it.
Further, each mismatch will retsult in a reflected wave
which will propagate back towards the input.

Figure 3: UTP-l, UTP-2, and STP Type 1: 4 feet When an analyzer measures cable input impedance via

open/short vector analysis (whether it be an electrically

As one can ascertain, all three impedance traces show short or long length sample), it does so by correlating

a smooth response over the frequency range. When the input generated wave to the reflected wave

analyzing a sample of this length, however, certain returned. This is achieved by vectorially summing the

drawbacks must be mentioned. First, it is quite reflected energy (vectorially since the reflections are

possible that the sample being tested represents only a complex containing both magnitude and phase) and

very small percentage of the actual cable which was comparing it to the incident energy at the input.

manufactured. Statistically, one sample says nothing
about the impedance variation that will be experienced One point that must be addressed is that of multiple

throughout the cable run. The only way to determine reflections and the distance they occur from the input.

this would be to choose a sample size large enough When the incident energy encounters mismatches along

(say, twenty or more 8 foot samples, for example) to the line, energy is reflected back towards the input.

fully understand what kind of variance could be Generally speaking, the bigger the mismatch, the

expected with the impedance. Notice above that the greater the reflection. As these mismatches occur

two UTP cables would appear to have a different further and further distances from the input, the

impedance. However, as stated previously, variations reflected energy is increasingly atteniuted due to series

in the cable impedance cannot be realized with just losses and re-reflections as it returns towards the input.

one sample. Therefore this conclusion might very well Since this method determines impedance by comparing

be incorrect. Another disadvantage to electrically short the incident wave to the reflected wave at the input,

length samples is that the additive structural effects of different magnitudes and phases will in turn cause

processing inconsistencies will not be readily seen. different levels of impedance. Therefore, if a mismatch

Remember that since capacitance is dependent on occuring 20 meters from the input was changed to

conductor separation via the dielectric, any variation in occur only 10 meters from the input, it will have a

insulation thickness will ultimately change the greater effect on the input impedance of the cable.
impedance. One immediate conclusion that can be drawn from this
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is that a long length vector impedance measurement
does not represent an average of combined short
length vector impedance measurements performed on
the same cable. 170

Another effect which is unique to long length
measurements is that of an impedance spike.
Reflected energy of cyclical structural variations can
cause an additive effect of this energy. In this case, I....
there iz no one point in the cable to where the spike is
contriLed, but rather a multitude of periodic ox ....

reflections adding in phase causing a spike to occur. z
As will be seen, these "spikes" and other variations can V.

have an effect on a cable's performance.

Interpreting these variations or spikes could become
important when reflections from mismatches travelling ,
towards the input are re-reflected back towards the -
load; conceivably adding to the forward or trailing edge ......

of the incident signal. The result of this could be an
increase in the amount of jitter incurred. It should be
noted, however, that the mismatch needed to
significantly effect jitter is fairly large in most cases. Figure 5b: UTP-2: 1000 feet
This is due to the fact that the reflected wave must be
re-reflected back in the direction of positive 2.3 Reflected Wave Technique With Load
propagation and not completely attenuate before it Termination: Long Length
reaches the load.

LAN cables are normally terminated with some type of
Below are actual test results when measuring load. When the load is not matched to the
impedance via long length open/short vector analysis. characteristic impedance of the cable, energy is
The cables shown are the same as discussed in the reflected back towards the source. If the load is distant
introduction. As can be clearly seen, UTP-1 and UTP- enough from the input, the reflected energy will have
2 are now quite different, with the latter showing almost no effect on the swept impedance measurement
increased variation with respect to frequency. This being taken due to attenuation effects. In this case, the
effect was not evident when the electrically short cable is said to be self terminating. Therefore, when
sample was tested (refer back to section 2.2). the cable self terminates, the results from an

open/short measurement and a matched load
1W0 termination should be the same.

The following graphs are the results from a swept
impedance measurement of the UTP-1, UTP-2, and

Ila .^STP Type 1 transmission lines. Both UTP cables were
terminated with 100 ohm resistive loads, with the STP

100 type 1 being a 150 ohm resistive load. As expected,
the graphs are extremely similar to that shown for the
open short vector technique (ignoring the minor scale
differences). It is important to understand that both
the open/short vector technique and the matched load
terminated reflected wave technique use the same basic

6. . . .1 concept of wave analysis. It is only the mathematics
s, and equipment data manipulations which are different.

Yt can then be concluded that for electrically long
lengths (preferrably 500 to 1000 feet for LAN

Figure 3a: UTP-I: 1000 feet frequencies) that both methods produce similar results.
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REF LEVEL /O1V Finally, one minor warning should be given in regards
100. 00 10. 000

to long length measurement interpretation - whichever

technique is used. Results given in this document use
a frequency resolution of either 401 or 1001 data points

(depending upon analyzer utilized). If fewer points of
resolution are employed, lower frequencies will tend to

be deceptively smoother than that of higher
frequencies, especially when looking at a logarithmic

100 scale. Therefore, at least 200 points per decade should

be used. Also, the sweep time in correlation with the

number of points of resolution should be slow enough
to capture all of the energy response reflected back to

the input (typically 20 seconds).

START 100 00-000. STOP 100 000 000. 000H1

AMPTO 15. OdB.

(a)

REF LEVEL /OV
100. 00 10.000

100 so

a(a

AMP~ To 15 .I OCB I. .10 0
1000

STAR IQO000-00HZ STO lO0000 00.(a)H

AMPTO 15.OdBm Soi , 2ooi So1~rs

150.00 10.000

i ea. -

150

'titbIMMX - -Zz
START I0 "o0. .....0 STOP 100 000 000. OOOHo
AMPT. 5.0Ods'

(c) (b)

Figure 6: (a) UTP-1, (h) UTP-2, (c) STP Type I Figure 7: (a) 101 vs (b) 1001 points (log scale)
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HIGH-SPEED COATING OF OPTICAL FIBERS

WITH UV CURABLE RESINS
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ABSTRACT 2. DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-SPEED CURING UV
RESINS

High-speed curing UV resins for
primary and secondary have been 2-1 MOLECULAR DESIGN OF HIGH-SPEED CURING
developed, and an optical fiber drawing UV RESINS
rate of 1300m/min has been achieved using
these UV curable resins. The coated fibers The curing reaction of UV curable
drawn at 1300m/min have stable mechanical resin is given as the following
properties and transmission formulae:(*)
characteristics. The slot-type optical
fiber cable manufactured on trial had
excellent mechanical properties and Initiation reaction
temperature characteristics. h

I - *Il(singlet state)
1. INTRODUCTION Photoabsorption

*I1 - *13(triplet state)
The demand for optical fibers has Intersystem crossing

recently been on the rise. It is important *13 - R.
for manufacturers to decrease the Radical generation
production cost of optical fibers.
Increasing the optical fiber drawing rate Propagation reaction
may prove to be the most effective R. + M-, RM.
technique. RM. + M - RMM.

However, if you attempt to increase
the drawing speed by using conventional UV
curable resin, you have to use several UV
curing systems. To use more curing systems Kp
is an obstacle to the design of economical RMn. + M -. RMn+I.
drawing towers. Therefore, it is necessary
to develop UV curable resin with a higher
curing rate. Termination

In this paper, we report on our Kt
results as follows; RMm. + RMn. - Pm + Pn

1) We discussed the UV resin molecular
design to increase the curing speed The rate of polymerization (Rp) is
of UV curable coatings for optical expressed by the following formula:
fibers.

2) Using the high-speed curing UV Rp = {M}*Kp(Ri/Kt)1"
resins, we prepared optical fiber
drawn at 1300m/min, and we where,
investigated the appearance of the
coating layers, fiber strength, and Ri = Kd*F*I*{PI}
transmission loss characteristics
of these fibers, respectively. Kp: Velocity constant of propagation

3) We evaluated the mechanical reaction
properties and temperature Ri: Velocity of initiation reaction
characteristics of a slot-type 100- Kt: Velocity constant of termination
fiber cable manufactured as an {M}: Concentration of double bond
experiment. Kd: Photoabsorption coefficient of

initiator
F: Frequency of photoinitiation

reaction
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f: photoinitiator efficiency 1) Oligomer "y" has a lower absorbance
(D: Quantum efficiency than oligomer "x."

I: Ultraviolet radiation intensity 2) The overlap between the absorption
spectrum of photoinitiator "b" and

=Ioexp(-aL) that of oligomer "y" is not so large
in comparison with the overlap

a: Ultraviolet absorption between photoinitiator "a" and
coefficient of UV resin oligomer "x."

L: Coating thickness 3) Photoinitiator "b" has a higher
{PI}: Concentration of photoinitiator absorbance than photoinitiator "a."

4) Photoinitiator"b" has an another
To increase the curing speed of UV absorption in the region of nearby

resin, a molecular design with the 360nm. The wavelength of 360nm is

following characteristics is required: the main radiation wavelength of the
UV lamp.

1) Photoinitiators have a high
ultraviolet absorption coefficient,
easily rise to intersystem crossing,
and have a high radical generation
efficiency (quantum efficiency).

2) Monomers have a high Kp value, i.e.,
a high double bond reactivity. 16000O

3) Monomers and oligomers have low

absorbance, and the overlap of Oligomer "Y"
absorption spectra between them and E 12000O
the photoinitiator is small. 0

4) Absorption spectra of photoinitiators 01. "B"
and the spectrum of a UV lamp E 8000.
overlap as much as possible. P1."A"

"4000
2-2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HIGH-SPEED

CURING UV RESINS 0

On developing UV curable resins for 200 250 300 350 400

high-speed drawing, we considered the A (nm)
molecular design for the high-rate curing
UV resins mentioned above, in addition to Fig.1 Absorption spectra of
physical properties (Young's modulus, oligomers and photoinitiators
elongation, strength), thermal properties,
resin's viscosity, and so on.
Table 1 shows the differences between the
composition of the high-rate curing resins
and that of the conventional resin.

Table 1 The compositions of the resins -E 30

Conventional Primary A Secondary A 2
resin 

20

Photoinitiator a b b
S10

Monomer a y y

Oligomer x y z - 1 0
200 250 300 350 400

A (nm)

The ultraviolet absorption spectra of Fig.2 Radiation spectrum of the
the oligomers "x" and "y, " and UV-lamp
photoinitiators "a" and "b" are shown in
Fig.1. Fig.2 shows the radiation spectrum
of the UV lamp used in this study. As seen
from the figures, the following facts have
been found.
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To estimate the curing speed for
Primary A and Secondary A, we measured the
gel fractions, the Young's moduli, and the
unreacted double bond contents for these o00o
resins at several different UV doses. In go-
addition, we compared these resins with 0Conventional resin
conventional resins under the same o 80- for primary
conditions. Fig.3, Fig.4, and Fig.5 show -
the changes of the gel fractions, the 70- :'Primary A
Young's moduli, and the unreacted double 0 1 --- . I

bond contents for Primary A and Secondary 5 100-
A, respectively. For these measurements, M 90 "" 0 n oeCnventonal resin
we prepared the cured sheet specimens with -T
a thickness of about IO00m. We also ( 80- for secondary
measured the unreacted double bond Secondary A
contents according to the FT-IR method. 70
Double bond content was calculated by the 0 0.1 0.2
following formula:

Unreacted double bond content (%) UV dose (J/cm 2)
= 100 (Rs/Ro)

Fig.3 Dependence of UV dose onwhere, gel fraction

Ro:
Absorbance(1410cm')/Absorbance(1730cm-1)

for UV resin before curing 0.12-

Rs: E 0.10-Absorbance(1410cm-')/Absorbance(1730cm-') 0.08) - Conventional resinAborane(for primary

for UV resin after curing for a

cn0.06- : Primary A

As shown in Fig.3 - Fig.5, both :70--0

Primary A and Secondary A have been fully 10$
cured at half the UV dose required for the .
conventional UV resins. Therefore, these ' 50 - Conentional resin
resins cure about twice as fast as ) for secondary
the conventional resins. = 40 * "Secondary A

>- 0 0.1 0.2
3. HIGH-SPEED DRAWING UV dose (J/cm2)

First, we determined the temperature
of an uncoated fiber surface needed to Fig.4 Dependence of UV dose on
obtain uniform coating layers in a high Young's modulus
speed drawing process. Next, we determined
the pressure value needed for a
pressurized coating applicator at a 40 0 Conventional resin
drawing speed of 1300m/min. 30-- for primary

".Primary A3-1 TEMPERATURE OF THE FIBER 0 20-

In a fiber drawing process, the T 10.
temperature of the fiber has to be low -0
enough to prevent fluctuations in the 0 40ov
coating diameter and bubble formation in - 30- oCrnventidnalresin
the coating layer. Normally, the faster ": - * Secondary A
the drawing speed is, the higher the fiber t 20-
temperature at the coating applicator is. cza
Therefore, increasing the fiber drawing T .
speed causes some problems with respect to Z U 0 _

fiber coating. Fig.6 shows the relation 0 0.'1 0.2
between the temperature(Tf) of the fiber (J/CM 2 )
surface and the distance(x) from the UV dose
bottom of the drawing furnace. The fiber
temperatures were measured with an IR Fig.5 Dependence of UV dose on
thermometer. In the case of natural air unreacted double bond content
cooling, the temperature (Tf) is about
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400'C, at a drawing rate (Vf) of.
1300m/min(21.7m/sec), and the distance (x)

0 ) - Caluculated
of 5m. The temperature of the fiber just x= Im
before coating of the primary resin should t 800 o Measured
be controlled below 80 C in order to

obtain a bubble-free concentric coating
layer. We therefore, set a cooling device Q) 600 0

between the furnace and the coating
applicator for the primary resin. By using 0 x 5m

forced cooling of the fiber, we can draw • 400

the coated fiber at 1300m/min.

3-2 PRESSURE VALUE FOR THE PRESSURIZED - 200

COATING APPLICATOR a0--

In general, a pressurized coating 0_0 0

applicator is used for high-speed Q_ 0 10 20

drawing.(2) We investigated proper F-- Drawing rate Vf (m/sec)
pressure values for the pressurized
applicator used in our experiments. Fig.8 Fig.6 Drawing rate vs. temperature
shows the relation between the pressure of the fiber surface
values and the coating diameters at a

drawing speed of 1300m/min. The Tf=27+800exp(-3,18x/Vf)
fluctuations in the primary and secondary x:Distance from the
coating diameters are rather large at bottom of the
pressures below 2kg/cm2. Thus, when furnace
drawing fibers at 1300m/min, we set the

pressure at 3 - 4 kg/cm2. As shown in
Fig.7, fluctuations in coating diameter 300
can be controlled within ±1 pum when the drawing rate " 1300m/min
pressure value is 3 - 4kg/cm2. E

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF COATED FIBERS 250

We prepared 100km coated fibers at a S n

drawing speed of 1300m/min using Primary A E 200
and Secondary A. Fig.8 shows a cross Z
section of the coated fiber. The fiber is v5 Primary
Germanium-doped silica-core SM fiber with CY
a MFD of 9.5pm and a cutoff wavelength of .5 150
1.22pm. The diameter of the fiber and the
dual coatings are 125pm and 250pm, 0

respectively. 100

4-1 APPEARANCE 0 1 2 3 4 5

At first, we observed the internal Pressure value (kg/cm2)
state of the coating layers. It is well
known that bubble in the coating layer Fig.7 Relation between the pressure
causes the degradation of the transmission values and the coating diameters
characteristics of the coated fiber.(3)

So, we prepared a specimen at 10km
intervals from the start point in drawing Secondar coating
to the end of the coated fiber, and -"Seondar coating

observed the inside of the coating with a (250pm)
microscope. Photo.1 shows the observations Primar coating
of the coated fiber. No bubble is found in

any specimen of the coated fibers. Thus,
it is confirmed that the coated fibers SM optical fiber
have high coating stability. (125gm)

Fig.9 shows the typical result of the

changes in the primary and secondary
diameter during the fiber drawing.
Fluctuations in the coating diameters are
within ± 1.im. And so, the dimensional Fig.8 Structure of the optical
stability of the coated fiber is equal to fiber
that of the fibers drawn at conventional
speed.
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4-4 TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

We tested the transmission
characteristics of the coated fibers. The
fiber for measurement was in a free coil

.. .............. ....... £•-' • , _ -• . ._.about 30cm in diameter and 1000m in
length. The fiber coil was subjected to
the atmosphere at temperatures of -40 (C
and +60 °C. And we measured the spectral
transmission loss for the coated fiber at
high and low temperatures. Fig.ll shows
the results of the test. As shown in
Fig.11, the transmission loss after
drawing is 0.34dB/km at 1.3pm and
0.20dB/km at 1.551im, and loss increases at
low and high temperatures are negligible
at both 1.3Mm and 1.55pm. These results
indicate that the coated fibers have the

Photo.! Observation of the stable transmission characteristics.
coated fiber

-Diameter of the secondary Table 2 Gel fractions, Young's moduli, and
unreacted double bond contents of the
primary and the secondary of the

/Diameter of the primary coated fiber

gel fraction Young's modulus double bond
content

I I I (%) (kg/mm 2) (%)
I I I _ I I I p I I ,

0 50 100

Fiber length (kin) primary 90 -- 5

Flg.9 Changes of the primary and secondary 96 61 4

secondary diameter during
the fiber drawing

4-2 CURING DEGREE

Table 2 lists the measured results of 0- Max.
gel fractions, Young's moduli, and M5.5dian
unreacted double bond contents of the
coating materials. For these
measurements, the coating materials were 5.0
prepared by peeling off the coated fibers.

As shown in the table, we verified
that the curing degrees of both the
primary layer and secondary layer had "r 4.5 Min.
reached completely saturated values.

4-3 FIBER STRENGTH
0 20 40 60 80 100

We examined the fiber strength of the Fiber length (kin)
coated fibers. We took samples at 10km
intervals on the coated fibers and Fig.10 Changes of tensile strength for the
measured the fiber strength at room
temperature (20 *C). We used the gage coated fiber along the fiber length

length of lOm, with a 10%/min strain rate.
The number of specimens for each sample
was 50.

Fig.10 shows the changes of tensile
strength for the coated fibers along the
fiber length. The median strength value is
5GPa or more. Breakage at low strength
levels was not observed.
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Ribbon coating

_' Fiber length: 1km Ell'" , / Secondary coating
ro 0.8 After drawing E rimary coating- At -4oC

0.6 ....... At +606C SM optical fiber
-0.4- 1.1mm
S0.4
0

0.2 Fig.12 Structure of the manufactured
E 4-fiber ribbon

CU 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
I-

Wavelength (4 tm) SPE-sheath
Fig. 11 Spectral transmission loss of

the coated fiber
"4-fiber ribbon

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF SLOT-TYPE CABLE Wrapping tape
MANUFACTURED ON TRIALSltero

We used the coated fibers to make
4-fiber ribbon, and manufactured a ribbon Strength member
slot-type 100-fiber cable. Fig.12 and 13
show the cross section of the fiber ribbon ( FRP 4.5#
and the cable.

5-1 TRANSMISSION LOSS Fig. 13 Structure of the manufactured

Fig.14 shows the transmission loss 100-fiber cable
during the manufacturing process. The
average loss increase was less than
0.02dB/km. This result indicates that the
cable can be manufactured with excellent
transmission loss stability.

S0.5
5-2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

E

In our investigation of the 0.4 A = 1.3pm
mechanical properties, we subjected the 0 C0 p
cable to various mechanical tests. The
test conditions and results are listed in 0.3

Table 3. In all tests, no additional A A =1.55p m
transmission loss was observed. .o 0.2 *-@ --- --

C,,

5-3 TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS E
C( 0.1 I"C Fiber Stranding

Fig.15 shows the transmission loss Ft
stability during a temperature cycle from F- Ribbon Cable
-40 °C to +60 'C. Added loss was minimal, Manufacturing process
0.02dB/km at -40 °C and 0.03dB/km at +60 VC.

Fig.14 Transmission loss during the
manufacturing process
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Table 3 Mechanical properties of the
260 - 100-fiber cable

oi 20
E Test item Condition Result

- -40

S0.2 - = 1.3,um Lateral 300kgI50mm x 1rmin < 0.01dBo " - 0.1 pressure at 1.3 m
S0

SBending R=10D x 10cycles < 0.01dBSI I D:Cable outer diameter at 1.3prm
0 1 2 3 4 < 0.01dB

Time (day) Tensile T=200kgf, L=10m at 1.3pm

Impact 1kg x 1m height <0.01dBFig.15 Transmission loss change of the (25mm colum ) at 1.3pm
100-fiber cable during a temperature
cycle Sqeezing R=250mm, T=200kgf, < 0.01dB

L=100m at 1.3pm

< 0.01dB

6 CONCLUSION Tortion ±180degim at 1.3r m

Based on the experimental results
described above, we reached the following
conclusions;

1) The newly developed UV resins Primary
A and Secondary A have twice the
curing speed of conventional resins.

2) We used the developed resins to make
coated fibers at a drawing ra~e of
1300m/min. Then, the curing levels of
the coating materials, the appearance
of the coating layers, the fiber
strength, and the transmission
loss characteristics were
investigated. In this manner, we were
able to confirm the excellent
characteristics of the coated fibers.

3) The slot-type 100-fiber cable
manufactured on trial also has the
excellent mechanical properties and
temperature characteristics.

Our study confirmed that an optical
fiber drawing rate of 1300m/min can be
achieved by using the newly developed UV
resins. These techniques can be expected
to contribute to the reduction of fiber
production costs in the future.
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EVALUATION OF TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING THE EXTENT OF CURE OF OPTICAL FIBER COATINGS

Rolf A. Frantz*, Irene M. Plitz°* and Steven R. Schmidt

*Bellcore, Morristown, NJ; **Bellcore, Red Bank, NJ; tDSM Desotech, Des Plaines, IL

ABSTRACT After describing the preparation of the sample fibers, we
explain the varic 's measurement techniques and present data

Proper curing of optical fiber coatings is necessary to ensure for the sample fibers. We compare and discuss the advantages
that the glass fiber is protected from environmentally-induced and disadvantages of the techniques and the significance of the

stresses. In this paper we examine a wide range of techniques results and we conclude with comments on the possible
for measuring the extent of coating cure, including several not standardization of several measurement techniques.
previously referenced in the fiber coating literature. Data are
presented for six fibers representing two different coatings SAMPLE PREPARATION
with varying extents of cure. Our studies show that these
techniques fall into three categories: (1) those that are All samples were prepared in Bellcore's experimental fiber
insufficiently sensitive to warraot further study (e.g., drawing tower. Two single-coat coatings were selected that
measurements of dielectric properties); (2) those that represent the extremes available with polyurethane acrylate
identify different cures but have some inadequacy (e.g., coatings. As shown in Table 1, Desolites 950-008 is similar
abrasion resistance); and (3) those that are sensitive and to a secondary coating, with a high tensile modulus and
reproducible (e.g., Differential Photocalorimetry). The latter strength, a high glass transition temperature, and low
warrant additional, broader-based work to develop standard adhesion to glass; its modulus varies relatively slowly with
test procedures for use by fiber manufacturers and users. temperature. In contrast, Desolitex 950-133 (Table 1)has a

low tensile modulus and strength, a lower glass transition
temperature, and high adhesion to glass; its modulus is ten
times more sensitive to temperature than that of 950-008.

INIBT DUCTION
TABLE 1. PROPERTIES OF CURED COATING FILMS

Many properties of an optical fiber coating (for example, its Property 950-008 950-133
tensile modulus) depend upon its extent of cure or crosslink Tensile Modulus (230C) 620 MPa 32 MPa
density.[0] In a previous paper(2], we demonstrated that the Tensile Modulus (240 C) 620 MPa 32 MPa
long term mechanical properties of optical fibers are affected Tensile Modulus (-40°C) 1520 MPa 850 MPa
by the extent of cure of the coating. Lower extents of cure Tensile Strength (23 0 C) 26 MPa 9 MPa

result in lower median strengths, broader strength Glass Transition Temperature 52°C 341C

distributions, and lower resistance to static and dynamic Adhesion to Glass (50%RH) 1Og 150g
fatigue. This increases the susceptibility of the fiber to
failure under high stresses that may occur during installation
or under residual stresses present throughout the fiber's Curing is a function of the ultra-violet (UV) dose, which is

service life. The measurement of coating cure is therefore of directly proportional to the UV lamp intensity and inversely

concern not only for manufacturing operations, but also for proportional to the draw speed. The UV curing lamps in the

assuring the reliability of a finished fiber optic cable. draw tower are 12-inch long, 200 W/in medium pressure
mercury vapor quartz lamps from Canrad-Hanovia. Two

Unfortunately, the industry has not agreed on a definition of different power settings were used, as shown in Table 2. The

"full coating cure" and lacks a standardized technique for draw speed in the tower is continuously variable from less

measuring the extent of cure. In this paper we review a wide than 5 m/min to over 60 m/min; the best control is obtained

range of techniques that are applicable to measuring the extent in a range from 20 to 50 m/min. Full use was made of this

of cure. These include qualitative measures such as color and range in drawing the sample fibers (Table 2).

residual odor as well as specific thermo-chemical analyses
that focus on measuring the extent of the crosslinking reaction TABLE 2. DESCRIPTIONS OF FIBER SAMPLES

and/or the fraction of residual unreacted material. All Draw Lamp Coating Weight
techniques were compared using the four fibers with different Fiber Sampe . Power D e i
extents of coating cure whose mechanical characteristics 950-008 #1 23 m/min 3500W 233 pm 58.0%
(dynamic tensile and bending strength and fatigue) were 950-008 #2 38 m/min 3500W 244 pm 59.0%

reported in [2]; these fibers were coated with Desoliteg 950- 950-008 #3 50 i/mm 3500W 262 pm 64.5%
008, a hard, high-modulus single-coat coating. The more

successful techniques were also applied to sample fibers coated 950-008 #4 50 m/min 2500W 261 lam 64.5%

with Desolite® 950-133, a soft, low-modulus single-coat 950-133 #1 40 m/min 3500W 240 prm 56.0%

coating, using two different extents of cure. 950-133 #2 40 m/min 2500W 230 pm 56.0%
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As detailed in 121, we pulled UV-sensitive labels through the
draw tower to estimate the doses seen by the coating at various (A)

draw speeds and lamp powers. The drawing conditions in Table 0.05-

2 were selected by comparing the color changes of these labels
with those of identical labels exposed in a UV conveyor belt L.
system to known doses as measured by a radiometer.

The fibers were drawn from fire-polished fused silica rods to
diameter of 123±1lim. The outer diameter of the coating 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 30

(Table 2) is controlled by the die in the coating cup; the die TIME (min)

wore considerably from other uses between the first and last 0.15
pairs of 008-coated fibers, so a new die was used for the
133-coated fibers. The weight fraction of each coating is
determined by the die diameter, since the glass diameter is
constant; Table 2 shows the weight fractions as determined by -
stripping the fiber and by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). _ 0.10- (B)

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES L-
I-

Infrared Spectroscopy 0.05

The extent of cure of a UV-curable polyurethane acrylate
coating can be characterized by its degree of acrylate
unsaturation. The magnitude of the acrylate absorption peak at 0.00-
810 cm-1 indicates the degree of unsaturation; it can be
measured using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) 0.0 0.5 1.0 15 2.0 25 30

Spectroscopy - Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) techniques. TIME (min)

Lengths of coated fiber are mounted on opposing faces of the
crystal through which the infrared beam is passed; energy is FIGURE 1. HEAT FLOW OF RESIDUAL CURING REACTION

absorbed by the coating at each of the multiple reflections (A) 950-008 #1; (B) 950-008 #4

from the coating/crystal interface. The greater the extent of
cure of the coating, the the lower the degree of unsaturation 008 resin generates a heat of reaction of 100.9 J/g, while the
and the smaller the total absorption peak compared to that of 133 resin generates 61.9 J/g. The values for the residual
the liquid resin. The decrease in unsaturation from the liquid reactions for the four 008-coated fibers and the two 133-
resin to the cured coating is normalized to an internal standard coated fibers are given in Table 3 and constitute only a few
and is used to calculate the percent reacted acrylate percent of the total curing reaction for the liquid resin.
unsaturation (%RAU). Table 3 gives the %RAU for the four Figure 1 compares the heat flow curves for typical high and
008-coated fibers and the two 133-coated fibers, low cure coated fibers, in this case the highest and lowest

cured 008 coatings; the offset from zero that develops during

Differential Photocalorimetry the test is an artifact of the heat emanating from the UV source.

The extent of cure of a fiber coating can also be measured by Evaooration Rate Analysis

determining the amount of residual crosslinking reaction.
Differential photocalorimetry (DPC) measures the heat of Increasing the extent of cure of a polymeric coating increases

reaction when a partially cured coating is re-exposed to UV its crosslink density, which lowers its permeability to and

light and the curing reaction is carried to practical absorption of solvents. In evaporation rate analysis (ERA), a

completion. The heat of the residual reaction in Joules per solvent or a solvent blend containing minute amounts of a

gram of coating material (J/g) can be compared to the heat of radioactive tracer is applied to a sample of coated fiber and

reaction when the liquid resin is cured to the same stage of evaporated by an air stream directed over the sample. The

completion under the same UV source. In each case, a small higher the extent of cure, the faster the rate of evaporation,

sample (of resin or coated fiber) is placed in a pan in a since less solvent is absorbed and retained in the coating. The

differential scanning calorimeter; it is exposed to a UV light of rate of evaporation is monitored by detecting emissions from

known intensity for a controlled time period, and the heat of the radioactive tracer. The ratio of the highest detected count

the (residual) curing reaction is measured. Full curing of the (the peak solvent concentration) to the count at the end of the

TABLE 3. MEASUREMENTS OF EXTENT OF COATING CURING REACTION FOR SAMPLE FIBERS

PrLoptIy 950-008 #1 950-008 #2 950-008 #3 950-008 #4 950-133 #19513 #

Reacted
Acrylate 95% 96% 86% 70% 97% 95%

Unsaturation

Residual 0.45 J/g 0.30 J/g 1.97 J/g 3.13 J/g 1.33 J/g 3.10 J/g
Reaction

ERA Cure Index 458 177 164 150 103 101
Total Count 545 2218 3626 4602 4443 5291

Extractables 1.77% 2.08% 6.21% 9.24% 6.25% 9.28%
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test (when most of the solvent has evaporated) gives a measure 25
of the extent of coating cure. In particular, a "cure index" is (A)
often used which is proportional to the ratio of the log of the LU
count for the highe-,t 30-sec interval to the count for the last
30-sec interval in a three-minute test.!3] A high cure index Z
corresponds to a rapid evaporation of solvent and a high extent1 0 kHz<
of cure. The total count of detected emissions is also sometimes 0 E
helpful in assessing extent of cure; in this case, highly cured L
coatings result in rapid evaporation of the solvent and tracer, a_ 1kHz &
so low total counts correspond to high extents of cure. Table 31k
gives the cure index and total count for all sample fibers. 0.1 kHz
Extraction 15 C

Another measure of the extent of cure of a crosslinked coating (B) 4 kV
is the amount of material that can be extracted from the Z
coating through immersion in a solvent. Fiber Optic Test w
Procedure FOTP-10[4] specifies a procedure using soxhlet cc 6
extraction that can be used to assess varying extents of cure cf
a given coating, though not to compare different coatings. D
Samples of fiber are soaked repeatedly in freshly distilled
warm methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) solvent for a period of at LU < 4- 3 k
least 15 hours; extracted material is periodically flushed (,. 4
away in the extraction apparatus. The resulting weight loss, <
due to the removal of unreacted coating resin and possibly
some residual photoinitiator, is used as a measure of cure. <
Higher weight losses correspond to lower extents of cure. The LU 2 -
results for all six sample fibers are shown in Table 3. _ 1 kv

0
Dielectric Measurements <

As the curing reaction proceeds in a coating, its dielectric 0 I I
properties change. While the raw resin is somewhat 300 (
conductive due to the readily reactive material, the cured P
coating develops a high resistivity as the reactive sites are L
consumed in the ongoing crosslinking reaction. Similarly, the 0 1000 V
dielectric constant F changes as dipole moments in the Z
molecular structure are frozen in place by the reaction. <a 200-
Dielectric analysis, sometimes referred to as dielectrometry, '-
can be used to measure these changes and assess the extent of U

cure.i5 1 C)cw,,- 100 ~o
Changes in E are most readily measured by using the material IT" 500 V
as the dielectric in a capacitor. Coated fiber is particularly 0
unsuited to this; a layer of fibers placed between the plates of a
capacitance sensor contains both air and glass dielectrics as
well as the coating. Both materials affect the measured value 0 I
of e, and the variability in the open spaces in a layer of fibers #1 #2 #3 #4
results in very poor reproducibility of the measurements. It
was quickly apparent that we could not measure differences in 950-008 SAMPLE
dielectric constant among the sample fibers.

FIGURE 2. DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS ON FIBERS
The resistivity of fiber samples is more readily determined. (A) Impedance at Various Frequencies
We used three different instruments to assess the resistivity (B) Leakage Current at Different AC Voltages
by measuring: (1) the resistance in mQ of lengths of coated (C) Insulation Resistance at Different DC Voltages
fiber over a frequency range from 100 Hz to 100 kHz; (2) the
leakage current in pA under ac stresses up to 4 kV; and (3,
the insulation resistance under dc stresses up to 1 kV. A 4. The colors of the 008 coatings with the highest and lowest
sampling of the results of these measurements for the four extent of cure could be diffeientiated from all other samples.
008-coated fibers is shown in Figure 2. We chose not to apply The 133-coated fibers had a slight residual acrylate odor that
these tests to the 133-coated fibers because of the difficulty in gradually faded with time; for the CL08-coated fibers, this was
differentiating among the various ,xtents of cure of the 008- only observed with the fiber with the lowest extent of cure.
coated fibers. The 133-coated fibers had soft surfaces as opposed to the hard

outer surface of the 008-coated fibers. Again, the lowest-
Physical Characteristics cured 008-coated fiber was distinct in having a very slight

tackiness to its surface, but this caused no problems in
Differences exist between the sample fibers that allowed at spooling or handling the fiber, indicating that this represents
least some of the spools to be identified without reading the the least-cured sample that might inadvertently slip through a
labels. These observable differences are summarized in Table manufacturer's quality control screening.
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TABLE 4. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FIBER SAMPLES We used two similar methods to measure the amount of
hydrogen generated. In both, coated fiber samples were aged in
capped headspace vials, using ig of sample per 20 ml of vial

950-008 #1 Dull Yellow None Hard, Brittle volume. In the first test, fibers were aged at 800C in an argon

950-008 #2 Clear None Smooth atmosphere; after 24 hours, samples of the headspace gas were

950-008 #3 Clear None Smooth injected into a calibrated Key-Med Exhaled Hydrogen Monitor
In the second test, the fibers were aged at 100'C in air. In

950-008 #4 Very Slight Noticeable Very Slight accordance with proposed FOTP-182141, the vials were flushed
Milkiness Acrylate Tackiness after 72 hours; after an additional 24 hours of aging, gas

950-133 #1 Clear Slight Soft samples were injected into a calibrated gas chromatograph

Acrylate equipped with a thermal conductivity detector. These hydrogen

950-133 #2 Clear Lingering Soft, Uneven concentrations represent a steady state condition, rather than

an initial burst; similar results were obtained when the first
Acrylate method was extended to this longer aging period. All data were

converted into microliters of hydrogen evolved per gram of
The color measurement can be quantified using a chromameter, coating and are given in Table 5.
which locates colors in three-dimensional space (brightness,
red/green hue, and yellow/blue hue). Measured colors for the Weiaht Loss

008-coated fibers are shown in Figure 3 (the red/green
components of color are negligible). The perceived yellowness To the extent that a coating is undercured, a greater amount of
of fiber #1 is readily confirmed; for all practical purposes, volatile material is released when the fiber is heated. The
however, the other fibers are indistinguishable, weight loss due to volatilization can be measured using TGA.

We performed two types of Pxperiments. In one, the stacked
fibers in the sample pan weie heated from 50'C to 600°C at a

o rate of 20°C/min. The weight losses of the various samples

"- 45- were compared at each of several temperatures for evidence of

o A #2 differences in the extent of cure. The data at 200°C are given
S- #40 in Table 5. In the other test, samples were held isothermally

I at 2001C and the weight losses measured after 30 minutes.
uw 43- #3 Other samples run at 1500C and 250°C confirmed the 2000C
Z data. These data are also given in Table 5.
I-#1

0 Oxidation Onset
S41 -
r I I Different crosslink densities in a polymer coating should

0 2 4 6 8 change its susceptibility to oxidation. Samples of coated fiber
YELLOW HUE (0 - 60+) were heated in a differential thermal anayzer (DTA) in

oxygen at a rate of 10°C/min to 2501C. The onset of oxidation

FIGURE 3. MEASURED COLOR OF 008-COATED FIBERS was defined as the temperature at which the extrapolated
oxidation exotherm intersected the baseline. Data for the
008-coated samples is given in Table 5. This procedure was

Hydrogen Generation nut :oplied to the 133-coated samples because of its inability
to differentiate among the various extents of cure.

Another potential method for assessing the relative extent of Water or Solvent Soak
cure of a coating is measuring the amount of hydrogen gas
generated when the coated fiber is subjected to acce!erated One function of a fiber coating is to protect the glass from
aging. The quantity of hydrogen evolved from UV-curable water and solvents that can cause stress-induced corrosion. As
coatings depends upon the choice of photoinitiator and oligomer noted above, the permeability of a poiymeric coating varies
type. Hydrogen generation generally decreases with higher with its extent of cure. Recent work[61 has shown that water
extents of cure. However, UV doses in excess of themanufacturer's recommendation can increase the amount of absorption by a coating is a dynamic process, with an initial
hy urogen s revv edn cweight gain followed by a weight loss due to slow extraction of
hydrogen evolved. unreacted material. A modification of this test was applied to

TABLE 5. CURE MEASUREMENT BY HYDROGEN GENERATION AND THERMAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Proerty 950-008 #19 82 0 950-008 #4 950-133 #1 50133A2

H2 Generationd
Key-Med 0.5 pil/g 0. 4 pl/g <0.1 P1/g <0.1 pl/g 1.2 pl/g 1.4 pl/g

Chromatograph 0.8 pI/9 <0.3 gl/g <0.3 gl/g <0.3 pl/g 0.6 pl/g 0.7 pIl/g

TGA Weight Loss
Ramp at 200°C 1.8% - - - - -- 2.2% 1.3% 5.3%

Isothermal at
1501C 0.46%, -.-.- 1.7% - - -

200'C 0.690/c 0.83% 1.0% 2.3% 3.3% 7.7%

2501C 3.0% - - - - - -

Oxidation Onset 191 °C 192'C 2040C 191 C..
0See text for comparison of the two methods.
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the 008-coated fibers. Samples were immersed in deionized 3 r-
water at 201C and 850C and in MEK at 200C. The samples I (
were weighed immediately after being removed from the liquid Im- 2- #3
and again after being reconditioned in a 20'C, 45% RH (. (D
environment. Both the amount of water or MEK absorbed by IL, < I
the coating and the amount of coating material extracted due to 3 #1
immersion were thus assessed. Typical plots of weight gain or #4 0
loss as a function of time are shown in Figure 4. 1
Abrasion Resistance 1I I(B)
The coating also protects the glass fiber from abrasion - nicks
and scratches due to spooling, cabling, and handling. This
measure of comparative performance among coatings can also Z --
be used to measure the extent of cure of a specific coating. The (9D #
higher crosslink density of a highly cured coating increases its Z-2
toughness and hence its abrasion resistance. We measured "
abrasion resistance using the procedure of FOTP-66[4] in o 0 -
which a falling abrasive impinges on a tensioned fiber sample.

The average amount of abrasive required to break each of the -4
sample fibers is given in Table 6. 5_
Coating Strip Force 0 I

The ability of the coating to adhere to the glass, yet be stripped \
off (e.g., for splicing), is another measure of performance
that can be used to monitor the extent of cure. FOTP-178[4] -2 -#22I
specifies a standard stripping tool mounted in a universal
tensile testing machine to measure the force required to strip w
the coating from the glass. We performed this test at 50 0. #
cm/mmn using a 3-cm gauge length for all samples. We also L- Z -4-
repeated the test on the 008-coated fibers using a gauge length f #3
of 1 cm to determine the sensitivity to gauge length. The o00
results of all tests are shown in Table 6.

Pull-Out (Coating Agdhesion)

The adhesion of the coating to the glass is only one factor that #4
affects the strip force. A more direct measure of adhesion is 8
the force required to pull the glass out of a length of coating. I I I I
Proposed FOTP-105[ 4 ] provides a standard technique for 0 24 48 72 96
making this measurement. A 1-cm length of fiber is bonded to IMMERSION TIME, HOURS
a substrate, the coating is nicked, and the glass is pulled out of
the anchored length of coating. Recognizing that this FOTP is
still under development, we applied it to the 008-coated FIGURE 4. WEIGHT GAIN /LOSS FOR 008-COATED FIBERS
fibers in an effort to learn about both the procedure and the (A) At Removal from 20'C( DI Water
fibers. Although we had some problems and identified (B)At Removal and after Reconditioning from 80CC DI Water
necessary refinements in the method, we also obtained useful (C) After Reconditioning from 20oC MEK
data, which is summarized in Table 6.

TABLE 6. MECHANICAL MEASURES OF EXTENT OF CURE FOR SAMPLE FIBERS

ry 950-008 #1 950-008 #2 950-008 #395 950-133 #1 950-133 #2
Abrasion 1.662 kg 2.041 kg 2.349 kg 1.973 kg 1.834 kg 0.527 kg
Resistance

Strip Force 6.63N 5.84N 5.66N 6.32N 3.35N 2.42N
(3 cm gage)
Strip Force 5.92N 5.48N 4.97N 5.71N .....
(1 cm gage)

Pull-Out 13.24N J 28.04N 22.55N ......
(Adhesion)

Median 4399 MPa 4034 MPa 3834 MPa 3758 MPa 4454 MPa 4447 MPa
Tensile (,g)

Strength
( Adhesive bond or fiber itself broke for all samples.
(C) Strain rate 2.5%/min (see [2]).
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Fiber Strength While none of the tests we performed are without drawbacks,
many of them appear to be sensitive and reproducible. Both

Fiber strength is another performance parameter that might FTIR and DPC involve relatively expensive apparatus - in the
serve to measure the extent of cure. In [2], we demonstrated case of DPC, a specialized instrument with limited uses in a
that the strength and fatigue resistance of the 008-coated manufacturing facility. The ERA apparatus is less expensive,
fibers in both tension and bending changed with the extent of but the results appear to be strongly dependent upon the
coating cure; typical results are given in Table 6. We also characteristics of the coating. All of these tests can give
performed tensile strength tests on the 133-coated fibers as answers in a matter of minutes using less than 1m of fiber,
specified in FOTP-28B[4]. These results are also in Table 6. although repetitive testing to increase confidence takes longer.

Similar advantages in speed, sample size, and sensitivity apply
to the TGA weight loss test, although again a relatively

DISCUSSION expensive piece of apparatus is required. The extraction test,
in contrast, uses relatively inexpensive apparatus but

The data above show that several of the techniques are not consumes up to 250m of fiber for each test. Also, several days

sufficiently sensitive to use for measuring the extent of may be required to prepare, condition, extract, dry, and

coating cure. The impedance of the coating is insensitive to the recondition the samples, which could be unacceptable in a

extent of cure over a wide range of frequencies (Figure 2A). manufacturing environment.
The ac leakage current (Figure 2B) is found by subtracting the The water/solvent soak technique for measuring weight gain or
leakage without a sample present from that with a sample in loss suffers from similar problems. Although different
place; both values are around 100 IjA and the subtraction extents of cure can be identified, the ability to rank order the
yields very poor reproducibility for the measurement. The samples depends upon the solvent, duration, temperature, and
insulation resistance of the coating (Figure 2C) is the time allowed for reconditioning (Figure 4). Two to five
exceptionally sensitive to the surroundings, resulting in wide days may be necessary to precondition, soak, and recondition
swings on the meter; this again leads to very poor the samples. In addition, the small changes in weight
reproducibility. One factor contributing to these problems is necessitate either a very sensitive balance or relatively large
the high surface-to-volume ratio of the coating. Volume volumes of fiber (and appropriately large soak baths).
properties that are most affected by differing extents of cure
can be masked by outer surface effects, where the extent of Abrasion resistance and strip force tests both provide results
cure differs less and environmental effects can be significant. in about an hour for multiple samples, and both use only a few

Similarly, the physical characteristics of the coating are poor meters of fiber. Both relate to field performance, since they
indicators of the extent of cure. Coatings with very high and measure characteristics that are significant when the fiber is
very low extents of cure might be identified by color or odor handled, e.g., for splicing. A significant drawback is that they
(Table 4), but these are subjective judgements. Even do not distinguish highly cured from poorly cured coatings.
quantifying the color measurement fails to differentiate among Abrasion resistance decreases at the extremes (Table 6) due to
samples with very different cures (Figure 3). Experienced brittleness at high cure and softness at low cure. Strip force
shop personnel should be immediately aware of and act to increases at low cure (Table 6) because the coating buckles,
correct a problem in the manufacturing process indicated by rather than sliding off as a rigid tube. If it is necessary to
such gross changes. determine whether the cure is high or low (for example, to

control process parameters), additional tests are necessary.
Hydrogen generation is poorly suited to determining the extent
of cure of polyurethane acrylate coatings that currently Fiber strength, while clearly affected by the extent of coating
dominate the market. Coating manufacturers have emphasized cure, has varying sensitivity for different coatings (Table 6).
reduced hydrogen evolution, so that present coatings release Because of its relevance to long-term fiber performance, it
very little hydrogen, even when 'overcured' or 'undercured'. would be premature to discontinue study of this technique.
The subtle differences among different extents of cure cannot Test environments more stressful than ambient temperature
be reliably measured using currently available instruments, and humidity, different rates for applying stress or strain,

and bending (and/or torsion) all warrant further exploration.
The onset of oxidation does not distinguish highly cured (008
#1). moderately cured (#2), and poorly cured (#4) fibers The data indicate that measurements of the curing reaction
(Table 5). This technique is therefore unsatisfactory and not (FTIR, DPC, ERA, and extraction) offer the most promise.
worth further investigation as a measure of extent of cure. Aside from TGA weight loss, these provide the only values that

increase (or decrease) monotonically with cure dose. All
The pull-out or adhesion test presents a unique situation. Our measurements 'saturate' at high extents of cure: 008 sample
experience indicates a number of difficulties with the test #2 was exposed to about 60% of the UV dose for #1. yet both
procedure, but the proposed FOTP is still in the draft stage. samples give comparable values for % RAU, residual J/g, and
With better controls and instructions, it could become a useful % extractables (Table 3). The ERA data show saturation for
and meaningful test, and it does warrant further exploration, the 133 samples, although not for the 008 samples. For TGA

weight loss, reduced sensitivity extends to 008 #3 as well.
It should be noted here that our test program, while extensive, Figure 5 plots %RAU, residual J/g, ERA index and total count,
was not all-inclusive. Differential scanning calorimetry strength, and % extractables for 008 samples 2 - 4 (plotted
(DSC) should distinguish among different extents of cure by proportional to their relative doses). All data show apparent
differences in the glass transition temperature, Tg; however, linearities, indicatin9 that linear relationships may exist
initial efforts to use this technique gave such poor results that among these cure indicators and with long-term fiber
we chose not to pursue it. Also, although we have not yet strength. However, data must be collected for a wider range of
pursued thermal mechanical analysis (TMA), either static or coatings before any correlation is used in a predictive manner.
dynamic measurements could have sufficient sensitivity to
differentiate among various extents of coating cure.
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"EFFECT OF CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS ON UV CURABLE OPTICAL FIBER COATINGS"
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EXPERIMENTAL
Abstract

Optical fiber is being increasingly used in the subscriber loop and on customer
sites, where it can be exposed to a wide variety of chemicals. These chemicals
can affect the physical properties of protective inner and outer primary
coatings, thereby endangering the mechanical reliability of the optical fiber. The Coating Preparation
effect of nine common chemical environments on the dynamic mechanical
properties of ultra-violet (UV) light curable inner and outer primary coatings was
studied. The glass transition temperatures of most of the coatings were found
to increase in most of the environments. The equilibrium modulii were largely All coating formulations were prepared in a similar
unaffected for most of the coatings in most of the environments. Dynamic manner using reactants and diluents obtained from
weight change revealed that some iriner primary coatings swelled considerably
compared to the outer primary coatings. From the dynamic weight change and the manufacturers without further purification.
dynamic mechanical data, approximate values of solvent-coating interaction
parameters were calculated for two coatings. The oligomers were weighed into eight-ounce lined

steel cans. The remaining ingredients were added
and the cans placed in a 600 C oven for one hour.

INTRODUCTION The contents were then blended with an air mixer for
fifteen minutes on a hot plate. Each solution was
filtered through an extra-fine ADTEC filter cone into
a new, cleaned, lined steel can and was centrifuged

Stringent demands are being placed on optical fiber at 1500 rpm for five minutes to remove bubbles.
coatings to protect the relatively fragile glass fiber.
As fiber to the home becomes reality, it is important See Table I for a list of coatings that were tested
for organic coatings to protect fiber after exposure to and the approximate equilibrium moduli of the
some common household chemicals.1 The effects of resulting cured films.
hydrocarbon gels and other cable filling compounds
on the coating and fiber has been reported. 2

,
3 While Tail. tot Cot pJsedinth.StudlandThefoSmrna Sod

much work has been done on the effects of water on ¢=,• a TWpe - Equilibrium

coatings 4 and glass fibers 5 8 , not much work has ,,ld.== Mpa

been published on the effects of various other 1 I2ermay 2.1

chemicals on fiber optic coatings. 2.2
2 inner rI~mary .

This paper focuses on the changes of coatings after 3 k~n Primary 1.2

exposure to various common chemicals. These 2

changes were monitored by Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis (DMA) and by a dynamic weight change 5 bumi--,r 1.1

test. Chemicals for this test were chosen to 6 bmwmar 2.5

encompass as broad a range of polarities and solvent
properties as possible. The DMA test was chosen 7 ,rmary 3.1

because any Tg or crosslink density changes can be 8 outer •,mv 24

easily recognized by this extremely sensitive test.
The weight change test was included to illustrate the
affinity of the chemicals for the coatings. 1o OtePrimarv 36
Dual coat construction, which includes a low 21

modulus inner primary and a high modulus outer
primary coating, is a widely used fiber structure. For 12 oear Primry 23

this study, both types of materials were studied. 13 ot.2,• W
Both commercial and developmental coatings are
included in the study. 14 Outer Primary 13
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Film Preoaration DMA data was obtained using a Rheometrics Linear
Rheometer (Model RDSLA). The frequency was set

Each coating was drawn down on a clean 9" x 12" at 1.0 radian/second. E', E", and tan delta values
glass plate using a Pacific Scientific Automatic were printed and plotted at two degrees intervals.
Drawdown Apparatus and either a Gardner 3 mil or Before starting a DMA run, the sample was
6 mil bird bar film applicator. The higher modulus
coatings were drawn down to a nominal thickness of preheated to 80gC for a minimum of five minutes in3 the dry nitrogen atmosphere (1% RH) of the
3 mils while the lower modulus coatings were drawn rheometer's environmental chamber to remove waterdown to a nominal thickness of 6 mils. The coatings or residual solvent that may have been present and
were cured to 100% of their ultimate moduli using a could have acted as a plasticizer.
Fusion Systems Model K523/2 Fusion Unit. Two
films were prepared for each coating sample. Dynamic Weight Change of Coatings Submerged in

Chemicals
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

The method used for this test was similar to the oneOne film for each coating sample was cut into ten to presented by Chawla et a19 except that other
twelve 0.5" x 8" rectangular strips for Dynamic chemical substances were used in addition toMechanical Analysis (DMA). All strips were distilled water. One film from each coating was
preconditioned at 600 C for one hour to minimize any used to measure the amount of a specific chemical
water present in the coatings from the atmosphere substance that was absorbed by that coating. The
humidity. The following chemical substances were following chemical substances were tested:
used in the test:

WD-40 Lubricant Spray Water

Unleaded Gasoline Acetone

Acetone Gasoline

1,1,1 Trichloroethane Isopropanol

Isopropyl Alcohol WD-40

Deionized Water

5.25% Bleach Solution Three 1" x 1" samples were cut from the film for
each chemical substance tested. Samples were dried
in a 651C oven for one hour and then cooled in a3.5% Ammonia Solution desiccator for ten minutes. Each sample square was
weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg and then submerged

Xylene Based Wasp and Ant Spray (Inner in the chemical substances. The weight change was
Primaries) monitored at intervals after surface chemical was

removed by patting dry with a Kim-Wipe tissue. This
Water Based Wasp and Ant Spray (Outer weight gain is recorded as a percentage of the initial
Primaries) dry weight of the sample.

One strip from each coating was submerged in a
different chemical substance for a length of time
dependent on the modulus. Low moduli coatings RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
were exposed for 24 hours while high moduli
coatings were exposed for 32 hours. The higher
moduli coatings were submerged for a longer time to A chemical can have two or three general types of
compensate for the higher crosslink densities and behavior on a crosslinked polymer coating. The
thus the longer diffusion times. One strip from each chemical may leach out any unbound material in the
coating was used as an unexposed control. After coating reducing plasticization. This would increase
exposure, all strips were postconditioned at 600 C for the apparent Tg of the polymer causing an
one hour to minimize any volatile chemicals left after undesirable change in the coating performance (any
submersion. change after manufacture is an undesirable change).
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The chemical may have an extreme affinity to the WD-40), alkaline (liquid ammonia solution), and
coating causing a plasticization effect. This could biologically and chemically active (wasp and ant
result in swelling or even delamination of the coating spray, bleach solution) environments. The optical
from the glass surface. In an extreme case, the fiber coatings studied include very soft, low
chemical could actually attack the coating, thus modulus, low cross-link density, and low glass
causing a change in the cross-linked network of the transition temperature (Tg) inner primary coatings;
coating matrix. In order to conduct a study of and very high modulus, high cross-link density outer
chemical effects on optical fiber coatings, it is primary coatings.
desirable to have a test method which can detect all
three of these possible effects. Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis (DMA) was used to measure any change in
glass transition temperature or crosslink density. Effect of Household Chemical Exposure on the

Dynamic Mechanical Properties of Inner Primary

Coatings

The ultra-violet (UV) light cured inner and outer
primary optical fiber coatings are chemically cross- Glas on Tee DTA an ges The
linked. They also contain some residual material results of the DMA analysis for inner primary
(e.g. unreacted photoinitiator or monomers) which do coatings are summarized in Table II. Tg changes are
not become a part of the cross-linked network. This measured as changes in the maximum of the tan

material generally acts as a plasticizer and depresses delta peaks. The error of the measurement is

the Tg of the cured coating. When a cured coating approximately ± 4 0 C.

is immersed in a chemical substance, the non-cross-
linked plasticizer material can be extracted out,
thereby raising the Tg of the coating. It is expected
that the amount of extractable material is in direct T-me-LT,CM=Q, IN ~ f=.•,ca m" ,,-.= " OwC-=

proportion to the increase in the Tg. The other effect
of immersion of cured coatings in different chemical Cs ,
substances is the possible chemical attack on the W 4 IAM = IPA,0 • om.m•W3 W" ,Sp"

coating material which may affect the cross-link 1 -3 .4 *2 .5 ,4 a a 0 ÷2

density and hence the equilibrium modulus (Eo) of *2 *4 +, ÷,* * *I+1 *2 *4

the coating. Eo is directly proportional to the cross- -7 +2 +3 +2 *l I +1 +2 -. +2

link density1 °. Large shifts in Eo indicate a chemical -3. .- . -2. 0. .72 +2. • 4. +2.
.3 +4 +6 +5 +7 +5 +S S +÷

attack on the coating. S .20 .= +2 += +7 ÷• +3 .*e

6 -is *2 +3 .3 a *1 -1 -2 -3

. +6 ÷6 *3

In addition to changes in Tg and Eo (which are UG U,,0wCa.'
measured after the solvent has been evaporated by A=M ,
reconditioning), the UV curable coating can swell IPA

Ix 120 0D 4wto
when placed in a solvent. The swelling is a result of -f SJ,, •ak
absorption of solvent material. The swelling of a SMwy AWW SOMs.

cured coating in a particular solvent will depend upon
the cross-link density of the coating and the solvent- CWW.,,.•4,.6 "he .kWU. Rpt w *t.g..S amcoed.

polymer interaction parameter' 1. The dynamic
weight change of the cured coatings is a measure of
swelling in various solvents. In general it is expected
that, given the same basic polymer structure, the
value of the cross-link density will be in direct Most of the coatings exhibited increases in T9 after
inverse proportion to the amount of solvent absorbed exposure due to the extraction of non-cross-linked
by a coating. material. Figures 1 and 2 have been included as

examples of Tg shifts. Figure 1 shows the DMA
curve for coating 4 before immersion, and Figure 2
shows the DMA curve after immersion in isopropanol

The chemicals used in this study cover a wide range and then reconditioning. A shift in the tan delta

of environments with which the optical fiber may curve is observed, indicating a corresponding change

come in contact. These include polar (acetone, in the To.

isopropanol, water), non-polar (unleaded gasoline,
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.,,. TCI,,,,I,.t., The changes in the T0 for most of the coatings were
very small after exposure to all of the household

-. 'tw . .chemicals indicating the presence of relatively small
.* amounts of extractable materials. Coating 5,

however, shows a large increase in the T9 in most of
.. the chemical substances implying the presence of

na, %large amounts of extractable materials.C ,

Coating 4 exhibits interesting behavior. Two
separate T.'s are observed implying the presence of
a two phase system, with each phase having its own
glass transition temperature. The shifts in the T. for

-r both the phases are slightly different. The lower T.

,,oM ,, I- W P% " C4lft4 R"M'"Uwo""' @phase shows somewhat smaller changes compared
to the higher T. phase. One possible explanation of
this behavior is that most of the extractable material
is present in the higher Tg phase.

M.,hlhlm vs Te,,, 1 ,rt1tlnr

Equilibrium Modulus (EQ) Changes The results of E,
measurements for inner primary coatings are
summarized in Table Ill. The changes in E0 were
found to be much smaller compared to the changes

S,, in the T9. E0 , as discussed earlier, is directly
proportional to the cross-link density of a material.
Exposure to household chemicals does not seem to
be affecting the cross-link density. Thus it appears
that these coatings exhibit good stability in the
presence of household chemicals.

Yis l, g.sTa EL rChm .sm.W P 4w- Co~ inp OII00 MWomudoM C105W.

Coot % r Shub f(U) 4, d0IO MI1W eaMhaft

Flo 2DN_ A PA oW CogW q 4 AS l mu ofl sW bo s l m and olig- IPA40 UG AM TCE IPA OU42O 0119-11 1 W&A Soty

1 *015 .0.1 +0.1 .4.1 + 0.15 ÷ 0.M +0.05 +0.2 -0.1

2 4.2 -0.1 -025 4LS.15 -.02 4.3 4-25 4.25 ".2

3 -4.3 0 4.06 0 4.01 .0-15 41.15 -a0.1S 41

The only exception to the general shift to higher Tg 4 4L25 4.15 4-1 4-1 +_, 1 o.1s -.&s 45s ..0.1

after exposure were those coatings exposed to WD- 5 +&1 *006 +• +0.0 0• 0 *0.1 +0.05 .0.S .4.1 0

40. Due to the lower volatility of this material it is 0 0 . 0. 0 0O 0 0 *0.. .0 .&1

not fully removed from the coating upon 1 +o.1 .&Is .0.
reconditioning. The coating is plasticized by residual

UG Unkodd 0.5000WD-40 resulting in a lower Tg (as evidenced by the AM A ,.k
observed shift in the tan delta curves). IPA no., TfO dU

at H20 dkwww WSW
Biotech Breich Soubion

0611 25% AnwhorA SokAon
W&A spr wp d- -W sA y (SW O 00)

The inner primary coatings tested included very low
water absorbing coatings 5 and 6. Compared to Effect of Household Chemical Exposure on the
coating 6, coating 5 contains a large amount of Dynamic Mechanical Properties of Outer Primary
extractables. Both of these coatings show a Coatings
relatively large decrease in the T. in WD-40, which
could be due to high absorption and retention of WD- Glass Transition Temperature J T) Changes The
40 by these coatings due to their hydrocarbon results of T9 measurements of outer primary coatings
nature. are summarized in Tables IV. As with the inner
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primary coatings, the T's were found to increase Ta.VrCh"on ,,P•,yCemiM ,Nch--=ft

after exposure to household chemicals due to the

extraction of the non-cross-linked material. The cý oft) ,= , ,

glass transition temperatures of most of the outer Vo04 U• o= PA 004,o20 ,UNh ,4 W&" SM

primary coatings either remained constant or showed 0 • A -1t .5 -1.0 -." a

a slight decrease after exposure to WD-40 compared , 4-S a -&a .1.5 -1 a +" .+ . 1.0

to some of the inner primary coatings which showed 16 • & a -L. .A -ZO +3.-s .&S -2.

a large decrease in T9 after exposure to WD-40. I 1.0 .1.A 0 .10 -.2 -s

This difference can be explained by the fact that the 12 +3 +.5 -1A& +05 &. .0 +,. .&S

outer primary coatings have a tighter network 13 41 AS 4.S .- -1A 4A -LO -1A -X

structure and thus high molecular weight - - .0 -

components of WD-40 are absorbed at a greatly 14 +1 -as -1.-5 +"- a -0. 0 +1 0

reduced rate.
UG uWAS@u o'.

TM 1.1.1 TrudmdaaNUMW
PA01H.ZO D~~•who,"A

TA IV. To Cher*=s W OU Pbmmy CoaidM 010 D 40.ml M Chemical MNahs Lam am sok56b

W-" SPuY weap am *A SPa (M" atojm

can** T ( S hI t M I ww ho. d " ,,mb

WD40 UG . TCA PA 0H20 Obech N13 WAA• SP

a -6 +3 +2 0 0 -1 -3 0 -0

, 0 .4 *3 +2 +4 0 +2 +2 -4 1I odtI us s le ltpeiatule

10 + +3 +4 +3 +4 +2 O +9 -.... , 0

11 +2 +8 +8 +7 +10 +4 +4 +9 -2 -. I

12 -3 +3 +2 +1 +3 -1 0 +2 -. iii J•-• ' I"

13 a +4 +10 +4 +0 +1 0 0 -6 7 ~ THI

14 +4 +7 +17 +8 +12 +6 +4 +8 . . I +"

IX; tlehwed GrMoom 
A,.,••

S.... .isdLao IL . "--lM "20 n
NMI 3.1 Am Sokbdon _

3042 P wow S Aaom b0nt

Coatings 11 and 14 show a comparatively large ,=AF=f.,coM1O,,, onO,,mh•,k,*,

change in the Tg,'s after exposure to the household
chemicals indicating the presence of a large amount
of extractable material. The other coatings tested

show relatively small changes (if any) indicating Fo,I,,n . . n '" " .... -

relatively low extractable contents. " .

Equilibrium Modulus (Eo) Changes The results of the JI

E measurements for outer primary coatings are I£t,.'| rilt I II

shown in Table V. The changes in E0, just as for L It i iI t
primary coatings, are very small for most of the I 1f'f4."I lii
coatings. This implies no change in cross-link I .-

density and no chemical attack on the coating.

Coatings 10 and 11 are exceptions, and show a very
significant change in Eo upon immersion in bleachsolution. This indicates that these coatings are i,, ".... ... .

chemically attacked by the bleach solution and the
cross-link density is significantly increased. Figures -

3 and 4 show DMA curves of coating 10 before and

after immersion, in the bleach solution. •,nLOM =ka Mr ,OMM 10 MW In .isch S ..e old
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Summary of the Effect of Household Chemical T''Ia=. W-1Chloom p Caqp in.Sam tiouCefto
Exposure on the Dynamic Mechanical Properties of
Optical Fiber Inner and Outer Primary Coatings con" 1 8 cwM.=, ,%

aa Aomse G , IPA U4
Most of the inner and outer primary coatings tested

showed good resistance to most of the household 9 1.21 Z1 II1 1&.0 4"

chemicals. Inner primary coating 5 showed the 10 ,3 2 - 14,7 8. &4

presence of a large amount of extractable material 13 1.11 21.7 1,.5

(large T9 shifts) in almost all the test materials. Inner 14 7.12 28.4 22-2

primary coating 4 also showed comparatively larger
Tg shifts. Among the outer primary coatings, 14 Another factor affecting the solvent absorption is the
(and coatings 11 and 13 to some extent) showed solvent-coating interaction parameter. The weight
the largest T9 shifts. Outer primary coatings 9 and changes of an inner and an outer primary coating
10 showed unusually large changes in E0 in the were measured in isopropanol and WD-40 (Tables Vi
bleach solution. and VII). These household chemicals were chosen

for their relatively low volatility. Isopropanol is a
relatively polar solvent and WD-40 is a relatively non
polar substance. Figures 5 and 6 show the plots of
weight change versus time of the inner primary

Dynamic Weight Change Study uoating 7 and the outer primary coating 10,
respectively. Inner primary coating 7 (Figure 5)

A dynamic weight change study of some of the inner exhibits a rapid weight increase in the first few hours
and outer primary coatings was undertaken to get an followed by a weight decrease due to extraction.
idea of the physical state or swelling of these The outer primary coating 10 (Figure 6), shows
coatings in different household chemicals (Tables VI similar behavior albeit a much less significant
and VII). The inner primary coatings showed up to increase in isopropanol.
-90% weight increase in acetone and gasoline.
This increase in weight was very rapid. The outer 70--------

primary coatings on the other hand showed up to 60
- 30% weight increase in both the solvents. The F0
weight increase was rapid in acetone and much , -0
slower in gasoline for the outer primary coatings. C40

The data presented in Tables VI and VII is only 3

approximate for acetone and gasoline due to the 2 30 ......

inaccuracies involved in measuring the weight 20

change of the coatings in volatile solvents. The toIo

smaller weight increase for the outer primary
coatings is due to a higher cross-linked density 5 ,o is 20 25

("tighter network") and a more rigid structure, which
resists solvent absorption and swelling. The inner Time (Days)

prim ary coatings, on the other hand, have a m uch ' s V ' ha`WV*-. TW, Wc4G17 W•-; , W .d. ,

lower cross-link density.

10 -

T86ft VI. MUXm. WOi ChgO . Sof .. In4 Prlwy C-*V .l So.$e• H.4.•OWd Chmw..*.

C 0 Ibsm ,, WdgiM chlng..• •1 • -- •-- soppnol

WOWn Aestone G060M IPA WD-40 UU WO 40

1 1.1 .6 3.1 2L3 27.3 ----- 4
-... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ......

2 8. 7&.7 818.3 . "

4 2.75 82 71.3

7 2.14 87.9 27,3 6l 31.9
0 8 to Is 20 25

Time (Days)

46 8. Wt Clrnti Vna TI Wirew CCa 1poi in Prceopndi,,g 1W9.
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Both inner and outer primary coatings show a where w = weight of the cured coating

significant amount of extractable material *hus sample
explaining the T9 increase discussed earlier. The sample w = weight of the swollen coating
weight change in WD-40 is much lower for both the sample
coatings compared to that in isopropanol. Inner = density of the solvent
primary coating 7 absorbs significantly more WD-40 From the dynamic weight change method, the peak
than outer primary coating 10. Again, due to the absorption gives the maximum amount of solventhigher molecular weight components of WD-40, the that can be absorbed by the coating (assuming no
diffusion is much slower through a polymer network extraction). The equilibrium modulus of the coating
resulting in a slower increase of the weights of the from DMA gives the cross-link density of the
coating than in isopropanol. Both of the coatings coating. Knowing the densities of the solvent and
showed increased weights upon reconditioning after coating, and knowing the molar volume of the
3 weeks immersion in WD-40. The increase is much solvent, an apoximate value ofute ineato

largr fr th iner pimay cotin 7 (5%) solvent, an approximate value of the interaction
arger for the iner primary coating 70 (152%). parameter can be calculated. Generally a value of

compared to the outer primary coating 10 (1.2%). 0.5 for the interaction parameter would indicate no
This is reflected in the large decrease in T for the solvent-polymer interaction (i.e. no swelling and the
innouter primary coatings. ansolvent acts as a theta solvent). Values below 0.5
the outer primary coatings. would indicate some solvent-coating interaction.

The smaller the decrease below 0.5, the larger the
The data for weight change in water are alsoineato(slig)

presented in Tables VI and VII. The comparatively

lower weight gains are due to lower affinity of these Based on DMA and dynamic weight change data,
coatings to water. interaction parameters for primary coating. 4 and

secondary coating 10 in isopropanol were calculated

Solvent-Coating Interaction Parameter Calculation and found to be 0.77 and 1.40 respectively. The
maximum value of interaction parameter is supposed

The extent of swelling of a coating depends on the to be 0.5 for most solvent-polymer combinations.

cross-link density and the solvent-polymer (coating) Though higher than expected, these numbers still

interaction parameter. The Flory-Rehner equation give a good comparison between the inner and outer

shown below, relates swelling, cross-link density, primary coating behavior in isopropanol. The larger

and solvent-polymer interaction parameter1°. positive number for the outer primary coating
indicates a lesser affinity for isopropanol than the

- (In 01 - v2) + V 2 + X 1 v'2) = V1 n (v2 - v2/2) (1) inner primary coating.

where v2 is the volume fraction of the polymer in the
swollen mass, V1 is the molar volume of the solvent,
and X1 is Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. CONCLUSIONS

n = P 2/Mc (2)
As optical fiber to the home becomes a reality, there
is a potential for exposure to many household

where P2 is the polymer (coating) density and Mc the chemicals. This study shows that UV curable
molecular weight between cross-links. Assuming coatings can be formulated to resist the effects of
tetrafunctional cross-links many household chemicals. Exposure effects can be

measured by DMA free film testing and plasticizer
n = 2 Cý (3) loss can be distinguished from chemical attack on

the coatings. To be most resistant, coatings should
be formulated to have very low extractable content

Equation (1) can be rewritten as and should also be resistant to different chemical
environments with which they can come in contact

(in 0 - v2) + v2 + X 1 v
2

2
) = V, 2 C.(v2'"3 v2/2) (4) with. The dynamic weight change study shows that

primary coatings absorb significantly more solvent

Volume of the swollen polymer is given by the than the secondary coatings due to their low cross-

following equation12  link densities. The cross-link density data from DMA
and swelling data from dynamic weight change can

V = Wo/P2 + (w,/Pl -W1) (5) give a rough idea about the solvent-coating
interaction parameter.
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UV RESISTANCE PROPERTY OF UV-CURED RESIN COATED OPTICAL FIBER

T. Hosoya and Y. Matsuda

Sumitomo Electric Industries. Ltd.

ITaya-cho, Sakae-ku, Yokohama, Japan

Abstract traditional test methods measuring tensile modulus

or elongation are not suitable for these small and

Ultra violet (UV) resistance property of UV-cured thin samples.

resin coated optical fiber was studied. For Under these situations, we investigated alternative

appropriate indices to evaluate UV degradation. evaluation methods for UV degradation from a

weight change, glass transition temperature (Tg) viewpoint of the sensitivity to decomposition of

and hydrogen generation were proposed. Measuring resin structure, and developed some new practical

the Tg change (A Tg) of the coating by mechanical methods which could apply to the thin and small

Tan 5 method, we studied the relationship between sample and have high sensitivity to UV degradation.

A Tg and low temperature excess loss of an exposed

fiber. And it was found that the degree of the

excess loss could be excellently estimated by the 2. Mechanism of UV degradation

value of ATg.
The UV cut-off effect of ink layer ývercoating was UV degradation reaction of UV-cured resin.

studied using this method. In esult, UV-cured ink especially polyurethane resin, is widely

showed high performance to protect UV-cured resin investigated., "2) The most popular model for

coating from UV-degradation. degradation is that the main damage occurs through

the scission of C-H, C-C,C-0 and C-N bond in the

urethane groups. An assumed scheme of the bond

scission is shown in Fig. 1.

1. Introduction H e

-- CN 0N C-O-÷C., O -)-•
With the progress of the optical fiber network for II II0 0
subscriber requirements. the possibility that the

fiber has taken the weathering degradation I 1)
(especially UV degradation) is certainly H H

increasing. UV-cured resins, such as urethane- -CN(O0NC" + -O-(-CHeO9-
II '-J 1

acrylates, are very widely used for optical fiber 0 0

coatings today, however it is also well known that I
some of them are adversely affected by exposure to HO--C,,HeO-+-
UV-Iight, and in the worst, suffer fatal damages 102
with decomposition-reactions. I

In spite of these circumstances, there are much HOC)CHeO --

less data of the UV resistance properties of I
UV-cured resin coated optical fibers, because of .0C0-C 4 HeOa-*-

the difficulty to treat very thin and weak coating

sample. Moreover, the simulation test using resin I
-C-C 3H-0-C 4 HeOHa)- + H2sheet has also other difficulty. We must keep the 11

thickness of the resin sheet sample equal to that 0

of the fiber coating if we need a quantitative Fig.1 Main-chain Scission
experiment, because UV degradation property of a

resin shows large thickness dependence. However, of Urethane-acrylates
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C-0 bond which connects polyether and isocyanate is This restriction also makes the mechanical test

easily cut off UV light, and the auto-oxidation of very difficult. In this sense. measuring Weight

polyether follows, which leads the hydrogen change is one of the possible practical method

abstraction and the generation of H2  using UV-cured resin sheet sample.

These urethane bond scission reactions cause We applied a UV-gravimetry method for these samples

decrease of the cross-I inking density. which leads and obtained proper data in wide thickness range

Tg change. and finaIly the decomposition ýf the of a sample.

resin. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the thickness

For these reasons. we examined the possibility that of initial sample and the weight decrease IA W) of

hydrogen generation increase. Tg change and weight a UV-cured resin. Samples which have varioiis

decrease could be appl ied to the index of UV thickness between 25 and 200 i m were prepared by

degradation, spin-coating method, and exposed to UV-light by

Sunshine-weather-o-meter.

From the thickness- A W curve in Fig 2, it is clear

that A W is almost independent on the sample

3. Evaluation of UV-cured resin sheet thickness, though it have a good correlation with

UV dose. This result proves that UV degradation is

UV degradation reaction occurs on the surface of essentially a heterogeneous degradation where the

the resin at first, and progress to the deep area surface reaction is dominant. As the degradation

little by little. Under the heterogeneous progress. there can be seen the tendency that

degradation like this, mechanical tests. tensile thinner sample shows slower down of weight decrease

modulus or elongation for example, can not be in speed. We think it is for the saturation of UV

use for the correct evaluation, degradation reaction, because the weight decrease

This is the reason why mechanical tests are very reaches more than 10% of initial value at thinner

insensitive in UV degradation compared with other sample.

environmental degradation such as heat or humidity. Fig. 3 shows the time degradation curve of a resin

Moreuver, in order to consider the thickness at 25. 50 and 100 U m thickness. It seems that

dependence, we have to keep test samples very thin, thicker sample shows better UV durability compared

ordinary at 10-30 u m which value corresponds to to thinner sample.

the thickness of octical fiber coating.

I0- 100

___- _O.5kJ~cm2 1 1O
1.5kJ/Cm2 90 I . .

-3.5kJIcm2
&7kJ~cM2 -80 ~ ------

.1o2 __--___ _70A

0)0

60

•-3; 500u

U I"'~m l)

100. 0 ' '

0 100 200 0 2 4 6 8 10

Sample Thickness (urn) UV Dose (kJ/cm2)

Fig.2 UV Degradation Curve Fig.3 Time-Degradation Curve
of UV-cured Resin Sheet of UV-cured Resin Sheet
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4. Evaluation of fiber coatings 4-2. Non inked fiber

4-1. Measuring method

Typical Tan & -Temperature curve of the coating is

UV-gravimetry is a very useful method to evaluate shown in Fig. 5. The peak at 90C correspond- to Tg

the UV durability of UV-cured resin sheet. However, of outer layer coating of a dual coated optical

this method is not suitable for a very small sample fiber(*A'). Two dotted lines in Fig. 5 are Tan 6 -

or the sample which was exposed at outside for an Temp. curves after the fiber was exposed to sun

environmental test, because of the increase of light for 7 and 60 days (maximum dose is

measuring error derived from the sample size or the approximately 500J/cm').

outer contamination such as dust. A distinct decrease of Tg can be observed after UV

Recently. dynamic mechanical measurement is widely irradiation, which means decrease of the cross-

used for the analysis of the mechanical behavior of linking density of the resin. After the 60 days

polymer-glass composite. 3
' In this study. we newly exposure. A Tg reaches to -60-C and the figure of

developed the Tg evaluation method by measuring Tan Tan 3 - Temp. curve is greatly distorted, which

5 peak temperature of optical fiber coating. 4) indicates the fatal damage of main-chain in the

As explained at Fig. I. UV degradatinn of UV cured resin.

resins such as urethane-acrylates involves the

main-chain scission reaction, which decreases Tg of T a n S after 60days

resins. We measured mechanical Tan 3 of the days

UV-cured resin coating in a certain temperature Original

range to get the value of Tg.

The measurement was achieved by usin, a dynamic 0.1"
mechanical analyzer with a glass-removed coating

Dynamic Force

Coating Sml
0. 01 1

-100 0 100
Chuck Temperature (V)

Fig.5 Tand-Temp. Curve of Fiber Coating 'A'

Fig. 4 Figure of a Sample 'a i

The instrument used for measuring is Rheovibron 'I

dynamic viscoelastometer. The block diagram of the

instrument essentially consists of a drive 0. 1

empl ifier. a strain end stress detector, a high and.

low temperature chamber, a stress detector, a

tension controller and a process control unit. In

this system, a vibration displacement of sine wave after 60days

is applied on the sample under the after 7days/
constant-amplitude control. This instrument detects Original

the vibration load signal of the sine wave to

define the dynamic property. 0. 0 1 I I

- 100 0 100

Temperature (CJ

Fig.6 Tan 6-Temp. Curve of Fiber Coating 'B'
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Fig. 6 shows another Tan 5 -Temp curves of the fiber 4-3. Inked fiber

coating ('B') which has excellent UV transmissivity

and UV durability. In this case, after 60 days Overcoating with ink is one of the best way to

there is little Tg change of the coating. protect fiber coating from UV because of its
The transmission loss and the low temperature excellent UV cut-off effect. In order to evaluate

excess loss of these fibers before and after UV this effect, two types of ink, solvent-type ink and

dose were measured (Tablel). For the fiber'A' which UV-cured ink, were overcoated on the optical fiber

has -60 C of A Tg, +0. 024dB/km of -40 C excess *A' with A Tg of -60*C.

loss was observed, while there is no excess loss The result is shown in Fig. 8. Tg decrease was
was seen for the sample'B' whose A Tg is equal to greatly improved in the case of inked optical

-19'C. fibers. Observed A Tg was -8C on the solvent-type

ink and only -4 *C on the UV-cured ink after
Table 1 -40'C Excess Loss after UV Irradiation 500J/cm' UV irradiation. This value is almost equal

iber Tg ('C) V -40'C Excess Loss to that of the fiber whose coating has excellent UV
( A dB/km at 1. 55 u m) durability.

r riginal 60days original 60days

A 75 15 ± 0. 000 +0. 024 Ta n '5 Solvent-type Ink UV-cured InkB 111 92 ± 0. 000 0. ±0.000

In order to shorten the degradation time. we O. 1 -

studied the relationship between the sun light

irradiation and the accelerated irradiation using

UV-carbon-arc lamp

Fig. 7 shows the curve of Tg decrease of resin 'B' g ATg4"

under the environment of both sun light and

UV-carbon-arc lamp. From this result, the

accelerate coefficient of UV-carbon-arc lamp is 0. 01 I I I
proved to be estimated to 20 times of sun ight. 0 5 0 100 0 5 0 1 0 0

120 Temperature (')

Original
uv-Carbon-Arc after Irradiation

- -- - 0 Sun Light t

•- 10 Fig. 8 Tan 3-Temp, Curve of Inked Fiber Coating

These effects were concluded to be derived from the

0- UV cut-off effect of the pigment in the ink. and

the difference between the UV-cured ink and the

100 ...... •solvent type ink was explained by that of the1--coating thickness of ink

Table2 shows low temperature property of inked
0 .. .. o t ical f ibe rs, both before and af tear

UV-irradiation The effect of overcoating by

UV-cured ink can be also seen in the data of low
0 20 40 60 80 100 temperature excess loss

Irradiation Time Table 2 Transmission Loss of Inked Fiber

*.,;Hour 0; Hour/20) Transmission Loss at 1.55u m (dB/km)

Original 5500,1/cm2 Irradiation
Fig.7 Tg Degradation Curve Overcoat Layer 23C -40-C 23-C 40-

Solvent type Ink 0. 20 0. 20 0. 20 0.22
UV-ciired Ink 0. 20 0 20 0.20 0. 20
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5. Hydrogen generation 6. Conclusion

As the UV-cured resin suffers UV irradiation, the New methods to evaluate the UV resistance property

volume of hydrogen generation increases in of the optical fiber coating easily and correctly

proportion to the UV dosage exposed to the UV-cured were studied. We proposed three sorts of indices

resin. Because the increase of hydrogen generation for an proper judgement of UV resistance property

directly affects the transmissiin loss of optical as follows and evaluated the characteristics of

fiber, it is important to estimate the volume of H2  them;

generation after UV irradiation.

We defined the rate of H2  generation from a coated (1) weight decrease

optical fiber as the time to reach 10' ml/m of H2  (2) change of glass transition temperature

concentration at 120 °C , and measured the rate (3) increase of hydrogen generation

after exposure of various UV dose.

Theoretically, the rate must be in proportion to Weight decrease of resin sheet was measured by

the powers of the UV dose amount. But the UV-gravimetry method. In this experiment, the resin

experiment data indicate the equation as follows, which had higher transmissivity was proved to show

excellent UV durability.

1/v=A-B - log(x) In order to evaluate the UV degradation of optical

fiber coating sample with high sensitivity, we

where v:H2  generation rate x:UV dose developed A Tg method by dynamic viscoelastometer.

A.B:coefficient Using this method, the effect of ink overcoating

was clearly observed. Especially UV-cured ink was

Fig.9 shows the relationship between H2  generation proved to have a good UV cut-off efficiency to

rate and UV dose. In the UV dosage range of 0' protect inner coating.

lOOOOmJ/cm2 . this equation seems to be valid As to hydrogen generation. new equation was

proposed to estimate the generation amount from the

UV dose.

105

• -10 4 - -o • . . _
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LONG-TERM RELIABILITY OF A CARBON

COATED OPTICAL FIBER CABLE

T. Akiyama, Y. Kawada, H. Hiramatsu, and K. Hirabayashi

The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.

6, Yawatakaigandori, Ichihara, Chiba, 290, Japan

Abstract

On the final stage toward its practical use, we
A harsh field test was conducted in order to conducted a harsh field test, where water was

confirm the long-term reliability of a carbon coated
fiber cable. A ribbon/slot cable, in which water was forcibly injected into the cable and it was installed

intentionally injected to generate hydrogen inside in aerial condition for about 1.5 years. This paper

the cable, was installed in aerial condition for about describes the field test results including the initial

1.5 years and the loss change was measured

periodically. As a result, it was revealed that no loss characteristics of the cable and also superior

increase in carbon coated fibers was detected even fatigue and hydrogen resistance of carbon coated

after 1.5 years. The test data clearly show that fiber itself.

carbon coating protects completely optical fibers

from the generated hydrogen and UV coatings have

high performance against microbending in actual II Characteristics of carbon coated fiber
installation condition. This promising results are

expected to further advance the optical fiber

technology toward the practical use of carbon 1. Microstructure of carbon

coated fibers.

The carbon coating layer is a single composition of

carbon that doesn't contain impurities and is nearly

I. Introduction amorphous. Nevertheless, a more detailed

examination by electron beam diffraction and other

Carbon coated fiber is known to have excellent techniques has shown that the layer structure actu-

characteristics ever found for preventing ally contains a fixed amount of graphite. Fig. I

permeation of hydrogen and in fatigue. In recent shows an electron diffraction photograph of the

progress, problems preventing carbon coated fibers carbon coating. In addition to a hollow pattern

from the practical application, were almost solved, peculiar to the amorphous structure, a clear

which were related to the coating speed", the initial Debye-Sherrer ring due to (002) lattice plane shows

strength, and fusion splice '". And carbon coated that the graphite crystalline plane is positioned

fiber is expected to be a hopeful candidate applied C-axis orientation to the optical fiber surface. This

to the undersea, aerial, and other special cables structure is more conspicuous with carbon layer

which are subjected to harsh environments, and has exhibiting more resistance against permeation of

been attracting great attention as practical fibers hydrogen. These results have indicated the

that drastically enhance long-term reliability of importance of the crystalline structure of carbon

cables, coating layer.
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ELECTRON BEAM carbon coated fiber exhibits negligible strength

LAS degradation caused by stress corrosion.GLASS
I I •And now the strength of the carbon coated fiber is

<1004A approximately 6kgf(4.8GPa) which is just the same as

CARO that of the standard fiber.CARBON ,, '

LAYER 7.cm
PHOTOGRAPH •)

3. Hydrogen resistance

ACCELERATION VOLTAGE -200kV The carbon coated fiber can greatly improve fiber
BEAM DIAMETER I O.lPm

reliability by preventing hydrogen induced loss

Fig. 1 Electron Diffraction Photograph of increase."' As described by Lemaire,6' the

Carbon Coating concentration of H2 in the core position as a function

of time can be expressed by Eqs. (1) and (2),

assuming that the diffusivity of H2 is much higher in

2. Fatigue and strength silica than that in the carbon coating:

(C-c )/(c'-c )=t/ 7- (1)

It is well known that the standard fiber exhibits Where C is the concentration in the fiber, C: is the

the fatigue behavior particularity in the presence of initial concentration, and C, is the final

moisture. The static fatigue plots are shown in Fig. concentration. The characteristic time constant, -",

2. Although the breakage of all the standard fibers is given by:

occurred at a strain of over 3.3% in water within 400 T =r6/2DK.. (2)

hours, the carbon coated fibers have survived for Where r is the fiber radius, 6 is the carbon coating

more than 3 months. From Fig. 2, fatigue parameter n thickness, D- is the diffusivity of the solubility of

for carbon coated fiber have not yet been 112 in the carbon coating, and K_ is the ratio of the

determined, but it is estimated to be more than 500 solubility of the carbon coating to that in silica.

by alternate dynamic fatigue test. This result We apply this model to our carbon coated fibers.

suggests that the carbon coating on optical fiber Fig. 3 shows the loss increase at 1.21 Uam tested in

prevents water reaching the silica surface, thus the ll2 of latin at elevated temperatures. The Arrhenius

plots of the calculated values for rT are shown in

BENDING RADIUS 1.5-2.Omm Fig. .1. Using an estimated activation energy of
LENGTH ; 2m

5.0 20 SAMPLE EA. CARBON COATED FIBER 95.3kJ/mol, .r f is given by:
(n=VERY LARGE)S4.5 0-- r.(days)=2.1 X 10 :exp(95.3kJ mol /RT) (3)

From Eq. (3), it is possible to estimate the lossS4 .0 -C
3.5 - 0- increase under various conditions. For example, the

STANDARD FIBER 0- estimated loss increases at 1.3 and 1.55 u m

a` 3.0 (n=27) operating windows are both less than 0.00ldB/kmCL

after 20 years in a hydrogen atmosphere of latin at 5

20.1 1 10 100 1000 C. (On the other hand, the loss increases the

TIME TO FAILURE (hr) standard fiber under the same conditions are

estimated to be 0.3 and (..4dB/km at 1.3 and 1.55u im,

Fig. 2 Stntic Fatigiie of Fiber in Water
rea&spect ve y)
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1. Structure of cable

0.5 (H2 latin)

THICKNESS OF
0 CARBONLYERS OF We selected a ribbon/slot structure as a carbon04- CARBON LAYER / IB'C

4 =500 coated fiber cable for a field test. Fig. 5 shows the

0.3• cross-sectional structure of the tested cable. Single

,'0"C mode optical fibers for 1.3,u m use were used in the

0.2
cable. In one slot groovfv rbosweeatr

S0.1 nately stacked by the carbon coated fiber ribbon
1 , C and the standard fiber ribbon as reference. Steel

0 5 I 10 150

0 5wire 1.4mm in diameter was used as the strength

TIME (hrs) member. A wrapping tape was wound on the slot and

Fig. 3 Growth of Interstitual Peak at 1.24 u m LAP(Laminated Aluminum Polyethylene) sheath was

Wavelength in H2 latin at Elevated

Temperature extruded on the wrapping tape. The cable outside

diameter was 13mm and the cable weighed 170kg/km.

T (C) • , THICKNESS OF CARBON

200 150 100 50 LAYER=500A

106 ($' '&-HCARBON COATED FIBER

1 i--- -STANDARD SINGLE MODE F IBER

"• 103 4-FIBER RIBBON

102

10 - SLOTTED-ROD

1/,{ , - • SLOT

0.1 2.0 2.5 3.0 ,'• ,,'- '•,.j - STRENGTH MEMBEFR 4•.4.m)

1OOO/T (K) \ "•,,• , , WRAPPING TAPE

Fig. I Arrhenius Plots of Calculated Values for "r - L S"g.- LAP SHEATH

Fig. 5 Strurture of the Cable

Ill._Characteristics of_ tested cable

2. Initial characteristics

The carbon coated fiber is expected to exhibit no

strength deterioration even if it is left with a high Fig. t shows the transmission loss variation in the

applied stress and no transmission loss increases processes of the (cable production. The loss

even if hydrogen generates around it. Therefore, variations due to p)rocessing were not found for

(carbon coated fiber is a promising candidate to be both carbon coated fibers and standard fibers.

used in submarine cables and other pulrposes which Fig. 7 siows temperature, cyling test of the lable.

require high long-term reliabilit. ' ,loreover ('able l.oss changes within the temlperature range bet ween

stirctinre can he simplified if carbon coated fihbers -3t0 and +;0.(t we,,re ().Od B/km maxiomrm, uwhill pies-

are' used. euts rio problems ini actual use.
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Bending, lateral pressing, torsion, squeezing and 3. A field test

impact tests were conducted to evaluate the

mechanical characteristics of the carbon coated An installation experiment was conducted using the

fiber cable. Table I presents the conditions and test cable to check the long-term reliability of

results of these tests. As the table indicates, the carbon coated fibers. In order to accelerate the

cable showed no loss increases in all these tests for environmental damage, we forcibly injected water

both carbon coated fibers and standard fibers. into the cable and blew it by Ný gas for 24 hours.

Then keeping the inside of the cable moist, both

0.7/ ends of the cable were sealed. 500m of the cable was
o CARBON COATED FIBER

-o 0 STANDARD FIBER installed in aerial condition for 1.5 years. The

attenuation change with wavelength was measured
=- 0.5iS5periodically, as shown in Fig. 8. The attenuation in

S0.4 the standard fiber was gradually increased with the

0D.3L" installation time. Especially. the increase at around
co

1.21/u m wavelength due to hydrogen diffusion was
0.2

INDIVIDUAL RIBBON UNIT SHEATH significant, since hydrogen was generated by
FIBER

corrosion or galvanic reaction with water and

Fig. 6 Loss Variation in Cabling Process aluminum in the L.AP sheath or steel wire as the

strength member. One year after installation, the

loss increases had reached about 16dB/km, which= 0.2I

was estimated to be approximately 2atm in the

0) hydrogen partial pressure inside the cable. On the

CD other hand, in spite of this harsh environment, no

0.0 .detectable attenuation increase was observed in the

- Ccarbon coated fibers. And no fiber breakage
z 0.-].E o CARBON C9ATED FIBER

e STANDARD FIBER occurred even for the standard fibers due to static
C) -0,21

-30 0 30 60 fatigue in a moisture environment under the in-
""oT "C) stallation.

Moreover, in order to clarify the reliabiit of the
Fig. 7 Result of Temperature Cycling Test

carbon coated fiber cable, hard eonvironmental tests

Table I M.Jechanical Characteristies of the Cable ( 1.3 ti II)

Item Condition _loss chalnge

Bending Bending radius: 130mm x 10 times <(.0 ldl,

75mm x once .Sheath defects

R,'. and -(1 n30 lot found.

Lateral pressing I 0l0kg/5 im.. < ().()I dB

Tortion + 180 /2M 0.0 1(1 db

Tension 20kg
Squeezing Cable 125m, Tension 0l1kg < 11.0 I(b

Curved guide radius 6t00rnni - ibcr st rain
Squeezed twice max. ().29%

Impact Cy inder 1kg weight 25mm " .l)ldB

diameter droppped on cable

from Im height.
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" Ar--AFTER 90 DAYS -

V, AFTER 20 DAYS,

0 ,'INITIAL-- 4 X- I-

1.0 1.2 1.4 .6

W A V E L E N G T 1 (u m
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Carbon-Coated Polarization Maintaining Fibers

for Compact Optical Gyro Module

Kazuto Hirabayashi Masayuki Nishiuat0 Yashikazu Matsuda

THE FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO,,LT.,
(ABSTRACT) fibers. A fiber of 125p.m diameter is drawn out of

the preform rods with a stress-applying parts, and

Carbon-coated polarization maintaining optical passed through a CVD reactor for carbon-coating,

fibers have been highly upgraded in fatigue being jacketed with UV curable resin thereafter, to

properties. It is revealed that the fatigue parameter form the outer diameter into 250pum. The thickness
"n" of the carbon-coated fibers go over 500, which of carbon layers may be measured by an in-line

enables the fibers to coil up in a diameter below conductivity monitor over the entire length.

30mm, tolerating strain over 0.4%. Therefore, it is revealed to be about 500A on the

average.

1.INTRODUCTION The tensile strength test and fatigue test were
carried out for the assurance of long-term reliability

It can serve to the purpose in miniaturizing an of carbon-coated fibers. The tensile test resulted in

optical fiber gyroscope, to shorten a diameter of a strain rate of 5%/min with a gauge length of 200mm

sensing coils, which used to be some 60rmm. As for a at 25°C and 60% in humidity. Through with the

phase modulator and such, a bending diameter below tensile test over 25 specimens, the value

30mm is required of the wiring. To date, it has been corresponding to failure probability of 50% was

well known as a typical means to select a smaller assumed to be the failure strength. Dynamic fatigue

diameter (about 80, pm) than the conventional one test was performed to obtain fatigue parameter "n".

(about 125 p m).1 However, fibers of 80 p m PREFORM ROD

diameter are susceptible to lateral pressure and

unable to be fused into fibers of 125pum diameter. AsL FURNACE

the alternative, it is recommended to apply "Carbon CVD REACTOR

coating method", to polarization maintaining fibers, REACTA POLYMER COATER

because the method assures long-term reliability on

mechanical strength, resistance against lateral UV CURING FURANCE

pressure,"' and readiness for fusion splicing as a POLYMER COATER

conventional method." This report details the
characteristics of carbon-coated polarization UV CURING FURNACE

maintaining fibers for a compact optical gyro module.

IN-LINE CONDUCTIVITY
2.Experimental Procedure MONITOR

Fig.1 schematically shows the drawing process of Fig. 1 A SCHEMATIC SHOWING

carbon-coated polarization maintaining optical THE DRAWING PROCESS
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Moreover, carbon-coated and non-carbon-coated The Weibull distribution in strength of

fibers were coiled around mandrels of 2.3-3.2mm carbon-coated polarization maintaining optical

and 10 specimens were prepared for one type of fibers, is plotted in figure.2 by contrast with the

strain. They were left in both water and air at a case of non-carbon-coated ones. The failure

room temperature for the examination on static strength ( the value at 50% in failure probability ) of

fatigue. Sensing coils of carbon-coated fibers were carbon-coated fibers was 4.7GPa, resulting in an

prepared for vibration test, impact test, and heat increase by 0.24GPa compared to non-carbon-coated

cycle test. As to the vibration and impact test, ones'.

increase in loss and degradation in crosstalk were Figure.3 shows the dynamic fatigue characteristics

determined. By the way, variation of crosstalk was of the carbon-coated polarization maintaining fibers,

observed from the heat cycle test. by contrast with the case of conventional fibers in

non-carbon-coating. A fatigue parameter "n" (>500)

3.Results and Evaluation of the carbon-coated fibers is far greater than the

conventional fibers' (24.8).

Table.1 shows the detailed properties of carbon- 99

coated polarization maintaining optical fibers. There 90::: CARBON-C ATED

are seen a spread in specific refraction indexes, 1%, F 70 NON-CARBON< 50O
M - -COATED

cutoff wave length, 0.7/um, transmission loss at 0.85 O 30-

gm, 2.0dB/km, birefrigence, 4.5x10-1 and crosstalk, 0 .
wu 10-

-35dB at 1km. 5 -

<2
Table 1. The properties of the carbon-coated LL

polarization maintaining optical fibers
0.5

Fiber diameter 9m 125 3 4 78 910
FAILURE STRENGTH (GPa)

Thickness of carbon layer A 500 Fig.2 WEIBULL PLOTS OF CARBON-COATED
AND NON-CARBON-COATED

Coating diameter of resins gm 250 POLARIZATION MAINTAINING FIBERS

3.8
Relative refractive-indexdiff renc 1.0
difference CARBON-COATED

--3.7 - n>500

Cutoff wavelength 9m 0.70- =
3.62 n=24,8

3.6 -NON-CARBON-COATED

Transmission loss at 0.85gm dB/km 2.0

3.51
Birefrigence 4.5x 10- 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

log dar/dt (MPa/sec)

Crosstal k I at 14 -35 Fig.3 The dynamic fatigue properties

of carbon-coated and non-carbon-coatedFailure strength GPa 4.71
_ _ _ _ _ _ strength G~a 4,71 polarization maintaining optical fibers
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Figure.4 shows the static fatigue properties of

carbon-coated fibers, by contrast with the fibers in

non-carbon-coatin g. As for static fatigue

parameters of the non-carbon-coated fibers, there

are figured out 29.5 in the air and 27.4 in water . It .I
is impractical to wind carbon-coated fibers around a -" '

mandrel smaller than 2mm in diameter. At that, no

breakage was, in reality, found on the fibers wound

around a mandrel of 2.3mm diameter, even though

the fibers had remained wound over half a year.

Consequently, the static fatigue parameter "n" Fig. 5 Appearance of the coil and phase
modulator made out of the carbon-coatedseems to be quite a large one. From the Weibull polarization maintaining of optical fiber

distribution plots in strength and the fatigue Table 2. Th properties of the carbon-coated
properties, it is definitely interpretable that fiber coil
carbon-coated fibers far excel conventional fibers of

non-carbon-coating, in enduring reliability on Diameter of the coil mmo 74
mechanical strength.

.L Width of the coil mm 12
4 2.3mm

IN AIR
Diameter of phase

u 2 N N RBON-COATED CARBON-CC ATED modulator mm• 27

_-J< 0Fiber length m 150
0 IN WAT

uW -2 - n=27.4;;F ý 0m"
2 Transmission loss dB 0.5

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75
APPLIED STRAIN loge (%)

Fig. 4 The static fatigue properties of

carbon-coated and non-carbon-coated -30

polarization maintaining optical fibers

A--
Figure.5 shows the appearance of a sensing coil and U3 )

U) -40
a phase modulator of carbon-coated polarization 0
maintaining optical fibers. The properties of the * WINDING LENGTH: m

* WINDING LENGTH 2m
sensing coil are epitomized in Table.2. W0 L

In figure 6, shown is the relationship winding 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
diameter and crosstalk property of carbon-coated WINDING DIAMETER (mm)
polarization maintaining fibers comprising the Fig. 6 Crosstalk of carbonn-coated
sensing coil and phase modulator. No degradation

was observed from the crosstalk property up to polarization maintaining optical
10mm in either way of winding length. fiber
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Figure.7 shows the state, where the changes in -10 * FIRST CYCLE
crosstalk during the heat cycle test on the sensing F-

coil of carbon-coated polarization maintaining optical -15 - SECOND CYCLE
A THIRD CYCLE

fibers. After heat cycle was repeated four times -j -20 N FOURTH CYCLE
over the range of -40 - 60 °C, no prominent -0CD,
deterioration was seen on the crosstalk property. -..0 " - -rr-25

Table.3 shows the conditions and results from oc 2

impact and vibration tests on the sensing ccil of -30 4 2 , 0 2
carbon-coated polarization maintaining optical

fibers. Neither increase in loss nor degradation of TEMPERATURE (C)

crosstalk property was observed from both of tests. Fig. 7 Changes in crosstalk of the fiber coil
As a result, it becomes clear that coils made out of during heat cycle test

carbon-coated fibers, have excellent resistance Table 3. The results of impact tests and
against impact and vibration, which is level with that vibration tests of carbon-coated
of conventional non-carbon-coated ones. fiber coil

Eventually, on the basis of the obtained value of

fatigue parameter "n" value, we inferred the failure Impact test Vibration test
probabilities over 10 years on coiled carbon-coated Test conditions 15G 5G
fibers. As described by Mitsunaga 4', F, failure 11w sine wave 5-2000 Hz
probabilities, can be expressed as follows, 3 ti45 al) eryi ai

13
F/1-EXP{-aN, ' t Lo Loss increase >0.1 dB/km >0.1 dB/km

(B/E)• .•tFCrosstalk
(B/ z) Ft, rost ik> 0.5 dB >0.5 dB

a = m/(n .- 2) degradation

/3 =( n p-2)/( n -2)

F ;Failure probability of optical fibers

N ,;The number of times of failure during proof 172 5fD,'

tests W

L•;Length of optical fibers

Es;Applied strain for use
0

Sp;Applied strain for proof test N 0 N - CA RB 0 N|E-3-COATED

ts;period for use (=10 years) -COATED

tp;period for strain for proof test to be
~ 8O)umD1A

applied (=lsec)

m ;constant obtained from Weibull plots (=5) 125 pmDLA
n ;fatigue parameter for use I CARBON-COATED\ \
n ;fatigue parameter for proof test (=n)

B ;constant defined by environment for use and

materials t, ,

B, ;constant defined by conditions of proof WINDING DIAMETER (mm)
tests (zB) Fig. 8 Failure probability of carbon-coated

E ;Young's modulus of optical fibers and non-carbon-coated fiber coils
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Figure 8 shows the results from the calculation of

failure probabilities over 10 years on carbon-coated

fibers of 125,u m diameter and non-carbon-coated

fibers of 80pm and 125Mum diam,.'r, throughout the

rarge of winding diameter.

Through with the review of Figure.8., we ,ave

reached the conclusion that coils made out of

carbon-coated polarization maintainng optical fibers

excel ones made out of convential1 h

non-carbon-coated fibers in lifespan.

4.CONCLUSION

We developedl carbon-coated polarization Kazuto Hirabayashi was born in Wakayama, Japan,
maintaining optical fibers, and analyzed the various on July 13, 1962. He received the B.E. degree in
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over, while causing no degradation of polarization
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Low loss metal-coated optical fibers

for heat resistant cables

Masahide KUWABARA*, Kunio KOKURA* and Seiji IKEGAMI**

*The Furukawa Electric Co.,Ltd. 6, Yawatakaigandori, Ichihara, Chiba, 290, Japan
**The Kyowa Electric Wire Co.,Ltd. 2-5, Kusune-kitamachi, Neyagawa, Osaka, 572, Japan

ABSTRACT 2. METAL-COATED OPTICAL FIBERS

A novel process was developed to continuously form
metal coatings for silica optical fibers by electroless 2.1 METAL-COATING PROCESS
plating and electroplatino. The metal-coated optical
fibers fabricated through our new process, excels in The optical fiber is drawn without plastic coating
mechanical strength, fatigue resistance, and and wound up on the bobbin. This fiber is dipped into
transmission loss. container filled with electroless plating solution of

Additionally, a trial model cable which was made out nickel and phosphorus at about 70'C as shown as
of the metal-coated optical fibers, exhibited Fig.l. Nickel able to be easily electroless plated,
significant improvement in heat resistance, having a contact with the fiber surface, is most

preferably used as the primary coating material.
Following electroless plating, various metal coatings
such as copper, silver, gold, and nickel are applied

1. INTRODUCTION over the thin primary Ni-coating by electroplating.

Recently, as low loss optical fibers are extensively
employed in a variety of fields, the need for high
mechanical strength, excellent resistance to hydrogen
permeation , and improved tolerance to heat becomes (D
apparent. Some examples include applications for the __ 7
fire-protection systems where optical fibers be
exposed to high temperature for extended period of
time. However, plastic coatings as conventional means
burn to decompose under fire so that optical fibers
would be broken easily. Thus, the use of metal
coatings on optical fibers is required. Electroless Electroplating

Several researchers have attempted coating fibers Plating

with metal coatings such as aluminium"', lead, and
tin. It is well known as a conventional method for Fig.1 Metal-Coating Process

forming metal coatings for optical fibers, to pass
optical fibers through a bath containing metal melt in
fiber drawing process. This dipping method, however,
suffers from a disadvantage of a generation of a
microbent, which causes an increase of a transmission In this study, Ni-coating was only prepared for a
loss. Besides, the degradation of the fiber strength is single-mode optical fiber due to the fact that Ni can
caused by the reaction between molten metal and silica serve fairly well as a means of resisting heat,
fiber surface. Thus, the dipping method has not yet compared to other materials. The phot.1 shows the SEM
found wide acceptance. photograph of the cross-section of the Ni-coated

In order to solve such problems, we have developed fiber. The Ni-coating having a thickness of 3-5,u m, is
a novel metal-coating process. This paper describes in quite uniform in thickness. Additionally, the surface
detail the characteristics of our metal-coated fibers, of Ni-coating looks very smooth as shown as the
and the experimental result of the hest resistant cable phot.2.
made out of these fibers.
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Fig.2 Strength of

Ni-Coated Fiber

2.3 TRANSMISSION LOSS

Fig.3 shows the loss spectra of the Ni-coated

single-mode fiber fabricated through our new
process. This fiber shows lower loss ( 0.7 dB/km at 1.3

u m ) than those in the conventional metal coated fiber

by the dipping process. In the case of dipping
Iprocess, the remarkable microbending loss increase

is caused by the shrinkage of the fiber which is

Photot.2 SEM of Ni Ccated Fiber generated on cooling from melting temperature ( about
700 * C for aluminium ) to room temperature. On the

(400 X) other hand, electroless plating and electroplating,

which can be done at a much lower temperature ( 70-90

"C ), are free from such shrinkage.

2.2 STRENGTH AND FATIGUE

The failure strength of Ni-coated optical fiber was

measured by dynamic bending test 2). Fig.2 shows Table.1 Characteristics of Ni-coated Fiber

the typical strength distribution of the Ni-coated
fiber. The strength at 50% failure probability is mode

approximately 5.0 GPa which is just the same as that of fiber type single

the conventional plastic coated fiber. Also, the
portion of low strength cannot be located in the
Weibull plot.

To characterize the fatigue resistance of Ni-coated cladding dia. (pm) 125

fiber , the static fatigue behavior was examined using

the fibers wound on small diameter mandrels. The

maximum bending stress for the fibers was 3.0 GPa.

Under the stress of such magnitude, the Ni-coated optical loss at 1.3pm (dB/km) 0.7
fiber has been survived for more 3 months. It was

found that the Ni-coated fiber exhibits negligible
strength degradation caused by stress corrosion.
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3. NEW HEAT RESISTANT CABLE

r'- 2.0
E 3.1 CABLE CONSTRUCTION

S1.6 -

-o 1- A most modern heat resistant cable is designed, by

1.2. taking full advantage of Ni-coated optical fiber and

S...... described as follows.
S 0.8- ........ .. ...... ........... The structure of the referenced cable is shown in

0..6- .... . Fig.5. The cable core is prepared by thrusting
Ni-coated optical fibers into stainless steel tubes,

0 which have an outer diameter of 1.2 mm and the inner
. 0 8.2- of 0.8 mm. Then, they are stranded and bound up
o_ 8.8,

CD 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 around a galvanized steel wire. The outer sheath
comprises flame-retardant polyethylene containing

Wavelength [magnesium hydroxide13). Also, the cable diameter is

7.0 mm.
Fig-.3 Initial Optical losses of

Ni-Coated Fiber

2.4 TEMPERATURE CYCLING TEST Galvanized Steel Wire

Fig.4 shows the temperature characteristic of 0 -Stainless Steel Tube
Ni-coated fiber. In a heat chamber, a fiber line was 0 0

strung over a distance of 5OOm, and a temperature 0-Polyethylene Steath
repeated to cycle from -80 to +90 * C at intervals of 8.5

hours. The transmission loss was monitored at 1.3 j m,
where a negligble change of loss was observed. ."Ni-0ptical Fiber

Fig.5 Cross-section of Tested Cables

r.- too- 5.8

4.0

S 60- 3.0

40- 2.8 Q0
- 2 1.0 L.j

S0 -•r- 0.0

"20 10 3.2 HEATING CONDITIONS

0. -40- . -2.0 0

-3.0 The test method for flame resistance meets
-80- -4.0 Regulation No.7 of Fire Defence Agency of Japan

-too -5.0 (FDAJ):"Testing Standard of Fire-Proof Cables".
0 4 8 12 16 The test went as follows. As shown in Fig.6, test

Time [Hours] cables were set straight on a pearlite board. Fig.7
show3 a furnace compatible with Specification JIS A

Fig.4 Temperature Cycling for 1305. These samples were heated for 30 minutes,
following the temperature curve specified in Japanese

Ni-Coated F iber at 1 .3 ui m [ LL=500m Industrial Standard (JIS) A 1304, which simulates a

temperature-shift in fire').
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_D_ .2nGomm

Gas .Test Cable

SP.D Test Burner

Power Mete Cbe E

Fig-.6 Measurment Method of Heating- Test

(in compliance with Japanese

Industrial Standard JIS A 1305) Fig.? Apparatus of Flame Resistance Test

3.3 RESULT 4. CONCLUSION

Fig.8 shows the sensed temperature, and the In this study, a new metal-coating process by
transmission loss change of the test fiber. The electroless plating and electroplating, has been
temperature of fiber rises slowly due to its developed. The Ni-coated optical fiber fabricated
heat-insulation. Throughout the 30 minutes, there was through our new process provided excellent
neither breakage of optical fiber nor an remarkable performances in mechanical strength, fatigue
increase of loss to be observed. Also, the Ni-coating on resistance, transmission loss.
the optical fiber remained sound. Additionally, using the Ni-coated optical fibers, a

trial model cable was prepared and examined. As the
result, we confirmed the excellent heat resistance.

_0

-lo
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AERODYNAMIC FORCE OF AERIAL CABLES

Tokio KAWANABE, Satoshi MATSUHASHI, Isao FUJIBAYASHI
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Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305, JAPAN

ABSTRACT using the elliptic model cables in detail. , However,
there are very few examples regarding this type of

It is already known that self-supporting cables and research, because the aerodynamic force of the figure-8

lashing cables undergo galloping oscillation mode cross-section is very special.

in strong winds. So, in this study, the aerodynamics of model cables

However, in actual fact, this galloping oscillation having various cross-sectional shapes were measured and

generally occurs in a direction which is not analyzed, and unstable regions which bring about the

perpendicular to the wind direction. Therefore, model possibility of oscillation are calculated using a

cables with various cross-sectional shapes are tested special equation which gives the occurrence conditions

using wind tunnel experiment equipment and the of galloping oscillation of a various directions.

discrimination equation which gives the occurrence
condit.ions of galloping oscillation except for that

perpendicular to the wind direction. The experimental w SupeionWire

restits agree with aerial cable oscillation under wind 
Sseio

pressure during actual conditions and this Neck
discr mination equation proves valuable if the direction

of oscillation is inclined from a perpendicular Cable

direction to the wind direction.
Moreover, it is confirmed that galloping oscillation

can be prevented by inserting a cable twisting.
(arSelf-supporting Cable

1. INTRODUCTION

As aerial cables are constructed outside, 
they are 

Suspension We

exposed to the elements. It is necessary to consider

various fatigue factors such as temperature changes, •-Cable

strong winds, and uv rays when designing the cables. In
particular, since fatigue of the cable due to strong
wind tends to cause snapping, this important factor must

be taken into consideration. Lashing Wire

Figure 1 shows the structure of a self-supporting fb)Lashing Cable

cable and a lashing cable. Nowadays, these cables are

generally used as telecommunication lines because of Fig. 1 Self-supporting Cable and Lashing Cable

their advantages in construction. Self-supporting

cables containing strands and the cable itself are
manufactured with polyethyren. Lashing cables use 2. INITIAL DIRECTICO OF MOTION OF GALLOPING OSCILLATION
united suspension type wire with the cable part

consisting of a spiral stainless steel wire. As the Figure 2 shows a dynamic model, when a cable is

structure of each cable has a figure-8 section as shown exposed to wind pressure. This figure shows that the

in the figure, self-supporting cables and lashing cables cable cross-section inclines only at 5 from thp

tend to suffer galloping oscillation when exposed to horizontal directi-n, when cable is subjected to

strong winds, horizontal wind velocity U. At this time, the drag and

It has been reported that in most cases, for example, lift forces D,L can be expressed using the drag and lift

oscillation of iced-up electric power cables was studied coefficients C, , C, as follows.
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SU This figure expresses the force direction vector when

L the cable begins to oscillate due to a strong wind. Atfirst, this paper explains the case with a very small

oscillation perpendicular to the wind direction which

D Den Hartog et al. have investigated. ,, In the case of
Fig. 3(a), the oscillation direction is shown in the

figure, and the occurrence conditions for galloping have
been analyzed by Novak et al.. ,

D:Drag Force L:Lift Force At the start, the cable begins oscillation in the y

direction at velocity r. Therefore, the relative wind
velocity is U, (U/cos- ) and drag force D' and lift

Fig. 2 Dynamic Cable Model force L' are shown as in Eqs. [ 3 3 , C 1]

D' = 0.5 C, o (U/cos7 )'(a b) C 2]

D=O.5 CD oU
2 (a b)( CL' = 0.5 C, o(U/cos7 )'(a- b)k 4]

D=0.5 C. pU2 (a'b)C [ 2]

Where, CD and C, are considered to be a function of
the attack angle such as i . However, since y is very

where, small at the beginning of galloping oscillation, it is

b: Cleno di reeter assumed that 7 i• and in the case of the attack angle
b: Cable diameter being , 7,, the same Cý and C, should be used.
£ :Cable length Force F, acts on the direction of oscillation y and

p :Air density aerodynamic force coefficient CF, is defined by Eq.

The conditions under which galloping oscillation 5 1 as follows.

occurs are described under the early stage of the

galloping oscillation. Outline is given using Fig. 3. F, sn.5 CDLU'(as b)5=D' sin( 7 ) L' cos( 7 C 3 1

AL When Eq. C 5 1 is rearranged by substituting Eqs.
L' C 3] and [ 1] , the aerodynamic force coefficient CD,

is considered to be a function of the drag coefficientD' 0Uo.' 2 Cý , lift coefficient C, and the relative direction

I_. ~ angle of the wind 7 . The result is shown as follows.

C,,= (CD tan - - C, /cos7 C61
oscillation

(a)Oscillation Direction:Vertical Direction Direction
a wind

L j'

U,
D' Y•

U

(10oscillation Direction: a Direction

y Oscillation Direction

Y Relative Direction Angle of the Wind

a Oscillation Direction Angle

U, Relative Wind Velocity
U Lift Force
D': Drag Force Fig. 4. Growing Process of Galloping Oscillation

Fig. 3 Definition Of Oscillation Direction (by Ito et al.)
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The typical growth process of galloping oscillation
for an aerial cable having a figure-8 cross-section,
has been observed by Ito et al.. The example is shown 20
in Fig. 4. ), This figure indicates the cable locus in
the cable cross-section plane. From this figure one can
see that when the amplitude in the initial stages of 16

oscillation is low it gathers within a certain area.
However, after the amplitude of the oscillation 32

reaches a certain level, oscillation containing other
directions increases and starts rotating around the
suspension wire and cable oscillation is stabilized in (a) Lashing Cable Model
an elliptical or close-to-circular locus as shown in
Fig. U. It is interesting that the initial direction of 21X
galloping oscillation is neither vertical nor in the
angle direction of the wind attack.

It has been reported that this oscillation direction T 16
angle is found in all cases to be smaller than the angle
of wind attack. 2 Angle of oscillation direction in 8
case of Fig. 3 (h) is shown in Fig. 4. Tsuruta et al.
have analyzed galloping oscillation in the case of the 32

inclines fora from the vertical direction. ., The
aerodynamic force coefficient C , is shown as Eq. (b) Self-supporting Cable Model

S7 ] by Tsuruta et al..

C,,=cos' a ' C. sin(a -- 7) - CL coa(a -0 2 2) 2___0

/cos 2(a 7 ) ( 7 ]

Here, if a is 0, Eq. [ 7 1 agrees with Eq. E6] .
-

The distinctive equation of the occurrence of galloping
oscillation is derived from Eq. ( 7 1 and the results
are shown as Eq. [ 8 ].

S=(dC,,/dS ) (c) Self-supporting Cable Model with Window
=(dCo /dl)sina cosa ( dCL /d3) cos'a

SCo cos'a CL sin a cosa-2C. -0 88]

Equation [ 8 1 is the distinctive equation of the
occurrence of galloping oscillation and was obtained by 16

extending the Den Hartog theory.

3. WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENT 32

3.1 MODEL CABLES

To measure the aerodynamic force of the oables, four (d) Self-supporting Cable Model with twisting
types of model cables as shown in Fig. 5 were
manufactured. Here, because aerodynamic force, which is (Unit:mm)
the issue in the discrimination of the occurrence of
galloping oscillation, is due to the cross-sectional Fig. 5 Cross Section Shape of Model Cables
shape of the cable, it is measured using a 2-dimensional
wind tunnel experiment. For this reason, longitudinal
tensile rigidity in the cable was ignored, so the cable Type i:J assumes the self-supporting cable in actual
models were manufactured as a rigid body. The ratio of service. Both cable and suspension wire are made of
shape is defined by the ratio of suspension wire steel pipe with a neck provided between the cable and
diameter to the cable diameter with the ratio being 1:2. suspension wire.

Type (WI uses a lashing cable, with steel pipe being
used in the same way as in type am but type (h) does not

have a neck.
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Type (0 cable model was made of steel pipe and a

window is provided between the cable and suspension wire

using a plate. This type has been not used for
telecommunication lines.

Type (d) assumes the self-supporting cable (typela,)

with inserted twisting as during service. The cable was )
made of' steel pipe and the suspension wire was made of a J • •, 9

vinyl hose filled with resin and twines around the 0

cable. :S .. 0=

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD -4- C.
4 45

The aerodynamic force was measured using the large

Gottingen type wind tunnel at the Building Research Fig. 7 Experimental Result

Institute. The experiment equipment is shown in Fig. 6. ((a) Lashing Cable Model)

Working section size is 2m' 1.5m, and the equipment has
an edge plate, in order to subject uniform velocity wind .

in the longitudinal direction of the model cables. The 1

ends of the model cables pass through the edge plate and 8 (den)

connect with the load cell, as shown in Fig. 6. Wind 90
velocity was measured by a pitot tube fixed at the 0

blow-out duct. 0

Experiments were carried out under a steady wind force 50

with a wind velocity of 13m/s for almost all model -1 - s A-V co

cables. The attack angle of the model cables was varied --- C.

from 0' to 90' when drag force and lift force were a 4 5
measured by the load cell, and then drag coefficient and

lift coefficient were calculated from eqs. [ ] I Fig. 8 Experimental Result

[ 2] ((b) Self-supporting Cable Model)

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Unstable regions were determined by the measurement

results of the drag coefficient and lift coefficient (deg)

of model cables as shown in Fig. 5.

At first, measured values of the lift coefficient were 0 " . 5 0

closely approximated with the U-dimensional Fourier - 90
'S .a0

series in the range of 0, - 2z and the results are " 1 . ==

shown as Eq. C ] 
-W- C_

.. = .. = 4 5

Fig. 9 Experimental Result
((n) Self-supporting Cable Model with Window)

(dg ,

D0

L Cabe 4 5 - C-

Fig. 10 Experimental Result

Fig. 6. Experimental Equipment (IO Self-supporting Cable Model with Twisting)
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C, =f( 0 )=An A,cos 0 1A2cos2O 3cos30 iAcosLU However, the relation between the number of twists and
f B,sin 0 Bzsin2r) B3sin3O B; Bsin4o occurrence conditions of galloping oscillation is not

[9] clear. Hereafter, the authors intend to verify the

above-mentioned relation using the 3-dimensional model
Because the range of S is 0• ý3 , 7 /2, as follows: cables.

0 =4;3 , dO /d5 =4.

Therefore, C0 /d3 is expressed as Eq. ( I 0 ACKNOWLEDGIMENT

CD /diiz( dO/d,5)(dC,, /dO) The authors wish to thank Prof. Ito and Prof. Fujino
= idf( 0 )/ dO} who belong to the Dept. of Civil Engineering, University

z4 '(Bcos $ 3 2BRcos 86 f 3B3 cos12,3 of Tokyo for their help with the experiments and
S4B.cos165 (A, sin 4 11 2A2 sin 8 3 valuable advice.

3A3sin12I i4A~sin16,3) } I U ]

RFEREN
The lift coefficient is also approximated by Eq.
I 0] .- )Den Hartog, J.P.: Mechanical Vibration, McGraw-Hill,

In addition, the angle of oscillation direction a was 1934.
in the range of 0' to 45" with an interval of 5' ,
the drag coefficient C,, the lift coefficient C, and S (2)Milos Novak: Aeroelastic Galloping of Prismatic

calculated by Eq. [ 8 I , are shown in Figs. 7- 10. Bodies, Proc.of ASCE, EMi1, February 1969.
Figure 7 shows the measured results of the lashing

cable model (type 1:0) and that a large negative slope (3;lto, M.,Fujino, Y and Yamaguchi, H:Wind study on

exists on the C, --curve. Due to this, an unstable galloping oscillations of suspend figure-8

region exists nearby with a range of 10" to 25' , telecommunication cables, Proc. of JSCE, Structual

mostly. The experimental results showed that it is Eng./Earthquake Eng., Vol.2, No.1, pp.193s-201s,
difficult to deny the possibility of galloping April 1985.
oscillation occurring. This fact agrees with the result
that the occurrence oi' galloping oscillation has been i(Tsuruta,I.: Aeroelastic Instability Oscillations
confirmed by Ito et al. using a 3-dimensional model of Suspend Figure-8 Telecommunication Cables,
cable in a wind tunnel experiment. Master's Thesis, Dept.of Civil Eng., Univ. of Tokyo,

Next, the results of the self-supporting cable model 1983 (in Japanese).

(type (P)) are shown in Fig. 8 and the self-supporting
cable with window model (type ((1) is shown in Fig. 9.
These results are similar to those of the lashing cable
model (type :t;d) shown in Fig. 7 and it is recognized

that an unstable region exists nearby. It is shown that
the neck or window between suspension wire and cable
does not affect aerodynamic force so much.

The results of the self-supporting cable with twisting
(type 60) are shown in Fig. 10 and it is seen that the
lift coefficient is almost constant in spite of the size Tokio KAWANABE
of attack angle. No unstable region exists and the , NIPPON TELEGRAIPH AND TELEPHONE
effect of twisting is observed. CORPORATION

These results are also proved by the fact that. after 1-7-1 HanabatakeTsukuba city,

inserting a twist every 10m. On self-support .ng cables Ibaraki 305 JAPAN
there have been no incidences of snapping at this stage.

4. CONCLUSION

At this time, the measured results of aerodynamic

force agree with the actual oscillation conditions of Tokio KAWANABE was born in 1952.
aerial cables in the wind which are used at present He received his B.E. degree in Information
time. engineering from Ibaraki University in 1977 and
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C,, =f( 0 ):A0o Acos 0 1A•co20 iiCos30 IA, cos40 However, the relation between the number of twists and
SB,asin 0 1 B~sin20 I Bisin3o B, sinl+if occurrence conditions of galloping oscillation is not

19] clear. Hereafter, the authors intend to verify the
above-mentioned relation using the 3-dimensional model

Because the range of ii is 0 B .T /2, as follows: cables.
0 =L1ii , dO /d5 =i.

Therefore, CD /d, is expressed as Eq. [I 0 ] ACNOWLEDGEET

Co /d, =( d 0/d,3)(dC,, /d ) The authors wish to thank Prof. Ito and Prof. Fujino
=4 idf( 0)/ dW who belong to the Dept. of Civil Engineering, University

= '(Bcos 4^ f 2Bcos 86 1 3B3cos123 of Tokyo for their help with the experiments and
+ B,cos165 (A, sin ii 2Asin 841 valuable advice.

3A 3sinl2i I 4 A,sinl6)3 i C I A

The lift coefficient is also approximated by Eq.

I 0] U. WDen Hartog, J.P.: Mechanical Vibration, McGraw-Hill,

In addition, the angle of oscillation direction a was 1934.

in the range of 0' to 45" with an interval of 5 ,

the drag coefficient C,, , the lift coefficient C, and S (2'Milos Novak: Aeroelastic Galloping of Prismatic

calculated by Eq. 8 I , are shown in Figs. 7- 10. Bodies, Proc.of ASCE, EM41, February 1969.

Figure 7 shows the measured results of the lashing

cable model (type aIl) and that a large negative slope (311to, M.,Fujino, Y and Yamaguchi, H:Wind study on

exists on the C. -curve. Due to this, an unstable galloping oscillations of suspend figure-8
region exists nearby with a range of 10" to 25 , telecommunication cables, Proc. of JSCE, Structual

mostly. The experimental results showed that it is Eng./Earthquake Eng., Vol.2, No.1, pp.l 9 3s-20s,
difficult to deny the possibility of galloping April 1985.

oscillation occurring. This fact agrees with the result

that the occurrence ol' galloping oscillation has been I.Tsuruta,l.: Aeroelastic Instability Oscillations
confirmed by Ito et al. using a 3-dimensional model of Suspend Figure-8 Telecommunication Cables,

cable in a wind tunnel experiment. Master's Thesis, Dept.of Civil Eng., Univ. of Tokyo,
Next, the results of the self-supporting cable model 1983 (in Japanese).

(type (N) are shown in Fig. 8 and the self-supporting

cable with window model (type ((I) is shown in Fig. 9.

These results are similar to those of the lashing cable

model (type ,i) shown in Fig. 7 and it is recognized

that an unstable region exists nearby. It is shown that

the neck or window between suspension wire and cable

does not affect aerodynamic force so much.

The results of the self-supporting cable with twisting

(type (,D) are shown in Fig. 10 and it is seen that the

lift coefficient is almost constant in spite of the size Tokio KAWANABE

of attack angle. No unstable region exists and the NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHON'E

effect of twisting is observed. CORPORATION

These results are also proved by the fact th.V. after 1-7-1 HanabatakeTsukuba city.

inserting a twist every lOm. On self-supportrng cables Ibaraki 305 JAPAN
there have been no incidences of snapping at this stage.

4. CONCLUSION

At this time, the measured results of aerodynamic

force agree with the actual oscillation conditions of Tokio KAWANABE was born in 1%2.

aerial cables in the wind which are used at present He received his B.E. degree in Information

time. engineering from Ibaraki University in 1977 and

It clarified that the occurrence distinction of joined NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE CORPORATION.

galloping oscillation is estimated by calculating the He is now a Senior Engineer Supervisor of the Aerial

unstable region which is the purpose of this Cable Installation section in Telecommunication
investigation. Field Systems R&D Center.
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III CABLE DESIGNS AND CALCULATIONS The long span version can accoimmodate up to

24 fibres and has an identical optical core

Two cable structures were designed to meet the to the short span design. A typical cross-

end-users requirements. section for a 24 fibre cable is shown in

Fig. 2. The prin'-ple strength member is a

Both structures employ loose tubes as the layer of GRP rod stranded over the inner

cabling elements. The reason for this sheath of the cable. As well as providing

selection is that it is easier to design a tensile strength, the layer of GRP rods also

larger strain-free margin for the fibres in a provide improved crush performance by its

loose tube structure compared to other 'bird-caging' effect.

conventional cable structures. A strain-

free margin implies that the optical fibres

remain stress-free up to a certain amount of

cable strain when the cable is stretched. Fig 2 UNCGSPAN CAIMEti

This feature is important in an aerial cable Cable Sheath

as the cable is subject to permanent tension
during its service life.

The short span version can accommodate up to loose Tu

40 single mode optical fibres. A typical

cross-section for a 24 fibre cable is shown in -m,-em Fillgr

Fig. 1. It consists of a number of loose

tubes and polymeric fillers stranded around a 
-J Optical Fibn

glass fibre reinforced plastic (GRP) rod. The Cel SilrLh Mcmber

principle strength member is two layers of
aramid yarns contra-helically applied between
the inner and outer sheaths of the cable. The

GRP rod is used to provide compressive
stiffness to prevent buckling.

Table II - Long Span Cable

PARAMETER VALUE

Cable Overall Diameter 17.5 ./- I rm
Cable Mass 310 kg/km
Strain-free Window 0.25% (min.)

fig. I SHORT SPAN CABLE Maximum Allowable Stress 23.1 ENCabl Shet Mini mum Breaking Load 90 KN
Effective Cable Cross-Sectional Area 220 mms

Effective Modulus of Elasticity 18.0 GPa
piplleal Shtemig Mer-ber Co-efficient of T•ermal Linear Expansion 7.7 X 10'/'C

LooeleTube

S- ';' lBoth designs exhibit a high degree of

" Optica Fibm vcrsatility in the sense that the amount of
strengthening can be varied to suit

SCe s.e • different span lengths and different
climatic conditions with very little change
to the cable diameter. For example, the
short span version can be designed foj a 250
metre span with 130 km/hr wind loads

From the stranding pitch of the loe tubes
and using the 'rule of mixtures' ' , the
amount of strain-free margin, effective
modulus, effective cross-sectional area and
the coefficient of linear thermal expansion

of the cables can be calculated. Together
with other relevant cable parameters, these

PARAMETE•I VALUE j II for the short span ar,. long span cablesCabe ans16 kgksforctela sios ofe suaritens ion calclations

cable overall Diameter 14.5 ÷/- 1 nm respectively. These composite parameterscable M -1s 165 kg/km, -t n i n c l u a o s

Strain-free Window 0.40% (in.) for the basis of sac
Ma in um Allowable Stress 5.9 EN required for accurate stringing in theMinimum Breaking l~oad 19 KN
E lecztive Cble Crons-iec inonal Area 121 ss field. In Section V we will describe tests

,, __Ct~v Modulu,, of ElaitiCity 12.6 ". a conducted to confirm the validity of these
Co-eff1ioient of Thermal Linear F•pansion 3.3 X l0'/c calculations.
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TV OPTICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE CABLES Due to the service condition of these
cables, the tensile performance of theThe distribution of the attenuation cable is considered to be the most critical

coefficients of the optical fibres at 1300 parameter. This parameter iis measured in
and 1550 nm are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, for two ways. The first method is to terminate
the short span cable. These results both ends of a 50 metre cable length in an
represent over 1500 km of cable manufactured epoxy matrix. All the strength members and
in nominal 5 kn drum lengths. minor optical fibres are potted. During the
differences in pre-cabling and post-cabling test, the load, cable and fibre elongations
attenuation results, shown in Table III, is are recorded. The fibre elongation is
attributed to measurement tolerance, measured using a phase delay technique5

where a laser is modulated at 100 MHz and
the fibre strain is deduced directly from
the measured phase shift.Table III - Summary of Attenuation for Short Span

N = 4058 The rEsults are presented graphically in
Figs. 5 and 6 for the short and long span
cables. Since this arrangement

PROCESS 1300 nml (dR/kn)i 1550 nrl (dB/kin) approximates very closely the assumptions
MEAN J S.D MEAN I S.D made in the design calculations, the

Before Cabling 0.346 0.0.009 results can be directly compared to the
After Cabling 0.335 0.013 0.193 0.009 design value as a check on the design

S.D. denotes Standard Deviation calculations. From the gradients of the
applied force versus cable extension plots
in Figs. 5 and 6, the average modulus of
the cables are 13.3 GPa and 19.6 GPa

A smaller volume of long span cables have respectively. These figures are in good
been manufactured. However, their agreement with the 'rule of mixture'
attenuation results are almost identical to results shown in Tables I and II. Notice
those for the short span. These values that hysteresis is more evident in the
represent the state-of-the-art manufacturing short span cable than in the long span.
statistics for single mode optical fibre This is typical of cables which incorporate
cables. aramid yarns as the principle strength

member.
V STANDARD OPTO-MECHANICAL TESTS

The second method requires the cable to be
Both cable structures were manufactured and terminated with dead-ends identical to
subjected to a series of opto-mechanical those used in the field. This method
tests in accordance with IEC 794-1 and EIA simulates worst case conditions in the
455 =C1P. Results for both cables are shown installed environment and ensures that the
in Table IV. The crush resistance of these modulus used for estimating sag-tension
cables is superior to those cables designed values leads to correct specifications for
for underground deployment to ensure that the stringing.
cable core is unaffected by crushing at the
pole attachment points.

Table IV

PARAMETER TEST METHOD RESULTS

SHORT SPAN LONG SPAN

Crush Resistance 794-1-E3 or 455-41 >3.5 KN/IO0 mm >6.0 KN/100 mm
Impact 794-I-E4 or 455-25 50 drops, 9N-m 50 drops, 25N-m
Twist 794-I-E7 or 455-85 >4.0 turns/m >2.0 turns/m
Repeated Bend 794-1-E6 or 455-104 15 X OD mm 15 X OD
Temperature * 794-1-Fl or 455-3A -20 to +70 0

C -20 to +70
0
C

Water Penetration 794-1-F5 or 455-82 Pass Pass**

OD is the outer diameter of the cable.
* Criterion for Test: less than 0.1 dB attenuation increase at

1550 nm.
•* No leakage is used to judge Pass/Fail.
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FIG. 3 AERIAL - SHORT SPAN CABLE

TYPICAL ATTENUATION at 1300 nm

FREQUENCY

No. of samples - 4058

2500 -

2000 -

1500-
Ki

1000-

500- P,_~KY ~ j j, j

0.31 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.40 >0.40

ATTENUATION in dB/km

Average 0.346 0.335 dBfkm

FIG. 4 AERIAL- SHORT SPAN CABLE
TYPICAL ATTENUATION at 1550 nm

FREQUENCY

No. of samples - 4058
3000

2500

2000-

1500 -

1000-

500 -7 . -7

0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 ,0.26

ATTENUATION in dB/km

Average 0.196 0.193 dB/km
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VI STRESS-STRAIN CHARACTFERISTICS OF

CABLE TERMINATIONS
FIG. 5 AERIAL SHORT SPAN CABLE

The method of attaching preformed helical

Typical Tensile Test aluminium-steel dead-end fittings on

optical fibre cables is a relatively new

Applied Force (kN) Fibre Elongation (%) technique. 'Tb validate the performance of
15.0 1.2 the cable plus hardware we carried out a

tensile test in accordance with IEC 794-

I/ 1 (except that the cable is terminated with
V dead-ends). The optical fibres are

concatenated to form a continuous loop for
both attenuation and strain measurements.10.0 0.6

10.0' 0.8 To simulate the effect of cyclic loads on
the cable and hardware, the load-hold-
unload cycle is repeated three times to

0.6 determine the optical and stress-strain

characteristics. The results exhibited in0Fig. 

7 lead us to conclude 
that after

5.0 0settling-in strain of 0.1% attributed to

* i the relaxation of the hardware (no slippage

between cable and hardware was observed),
the stress-strain curves stabilize to a
value which is consistent with the earlier

0.0 - 0 curves obtained from epoxy termination.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 The optical attenuation captured in Fig. 8

shows extremely stable 1550 nm transmission
Cable Extension (%) characteristics up to 15 kN, a factor of

three higher than the rated maximum load.
"Applied Force Fibre Elongation These two important operating features of

aerial self-supporting cables have been
achieved with judicious design of the
strain margin and cable hardware. In an
installed cable, this test ensures that
stable sag and transmission performance
will be sustained over the service life of
the cable.

FIG. 6 AERIAL LONG SPAN CABLE

Typical Tensile Test
FIG. 7 TENSILE TEST WITH DEAD-ENDS

Applied Force (kN) Fibre Elongation M%) Short Span Cable
30.00 r" - -- 0.3 Applied Force (kN); 20

25.00 !0.25

20.00' 10.2 15PP

100 10.1 10

5.00 10.05 /,7 1

0 5 /
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 -Test •t

Cable Extension (%) W Te.st 3

Fibre Extension Force 0 00t. -'5
0 0.5 1 1.5

Cable Extension (%)
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. ... ... .. are organized into splice cassettes within
the dome with fibre loop diameters exceeding

FIG. 8 AERIAL SHORT SPAN CABLE 60 mm. This ensures that the residual

Attenuation vs Applied Force stress and excess attenuation at 1550 rum is

kept below accepted industry standards.

Attenuation change 013) I
1.00 77

0.80 -

0.60

0.40

0.20

0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0

Applied Force (kN)

•:1300 nm 1550 nm FIGURE 9a: Dead-end termination fittings

seen in a typical field
setting.

VII CABLE ATTACHMENTS AND ACCESSORIES

To minimize the occurrence of faults and cost
of maintenance of the cable system, the
attachments and accessories that form an
integral part of the system must be equally
reliable. This is achieved by testing these
components to recognised standards.

The dead-ends (Fig. 9a) and suspension clamps
(Fig6 9b) were tested to Australia Standards
1154 to ensure that the holding and breaking
strengths are in accordance to user
specifications. Aeolian vibration activity is
a stress mechanism for most dielectric cables
with circular cross-section. Thus, vibration
dampers shown in Fig. 9c are normally fitted
close to each cable termination or clamp to
reduce any stress that may build up at these
critical locations. Vibration testing is a
topic that is currently being addressed by an
IEEE Sub-Committee with feeqback from the
manufacturer of cable fittings .FIGURE 9b: Demonstration of deployment of a

Due to the above-ground deployment of self- suspension clamp.

supporting cables, the method of jointing is
best achieved using pole mounted joint
enclosures as shown in Fig. 9d. Here the
major concerns are mechanical robustness,
temprature and humidity ratings. These
parameters are determined from testing to
major end-user specifications, for example,
Telecom Australia 8 . The excess optical fibres
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*,VIII CONCLUSION

IThrough proper design and extensive
laboratory and simulation testing of key

- design and operational parameters of self-
supporting cables, associated attachments
and accessories we have shown that these
components will meet the required serviceconditions expected over their li fespan.

The concept of building up a cable network
L using self-supporting cables is a reliable

and economically viable option. If adopted,
this technique lends itself to very rapid
installation compared to established

k underground methods.
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FIGURE 9c: Vibration damper (spiral) seen in
actual use.

/,
FIGURE 9d: Pole-mounted joint enclosure.
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SHORT- AND LONG-SPAN, SELF-SUPPORTING, NON-METALLIC AERIAL FIBER OPTIC CABLE

S. Kloepper, B. Menze, J. Schulte, G. Maltz
Kabelmetal Electro GmbH

P.O. Box 260, 3000 Hannover 1, Germany

F. Teucher
ABB Energiebau

P.O. Box 74, 8012 Dresden, Germany

Abstract. conditions (i.e.: extremely heavy ice
loads) one may allow a maximum fiber

A self-supporting, non-metallic aerial elongation at a 30% screen test level. On
fiber optic cable suitable for diverse this premise, the life expectancy of the
applications is presented. Short span fiber is not yet affected. Of course, an
lengths as well as long span lengths, up unacceptable attenuation increase must not
to 500 m, can be achieved. Its special be allowed under any circumstances.
design enables the cable to carry high
mechanical loads and it presents complete During installation, the cable is sub-
protection of the fibers by providing for ject to elongation as a function of span,
adequate excess fiber length and excellent sag, cable weight and of its design load.
resistance to axial compression. The elongation thus arrived at varies with
Furthermore, the selected design permits the wind velocity, temperature and the ice
an assured stress transfer between the deposition on the cable. Eq. 11 is the
anchoring or supporting fittings and the fundamental equation for the calculation
strength members without shift of the of different environmental and load
jacket and without slippage of the conditions. Starting from this equation,
fittings. Conventional overhead line the cable elongation can be derived:
fittings may be used thus making for
simple and rapid installation.

Introduction. 2 2, F o Fo

0 =- [ _ .)" _ - A (T To) (1)

In many cases the use of directly 2 X

buried cables or cables installed in ducts
is neither technically feasible nor
economical. This holds particularly true wherein:
in rural areas with low population density
or in regions with rocky grounds or in A = cable cross-section (mm2)
mountains. in these cases the use of
aerial cables is indicated. A non-metallic a span length (i)
design is highly desirable in areas that
are subject to frequent lightning a = linear expansion coefficient (1/K)
discharges or electrical interference. A
non-metallic, self-supporting aerial cable E = modulus of elasticity of the cable (N/mm2

can also be incorporated in high voltage
transmission lines. This kind of cable S = cable sag (i)

must be designed to meet the stringent
mechanical requirements for these w = cable weight per unit length (N/m)
applications and lend itself to easy w = initial cable weight per unit
installation, 0 length (with or without

additional load) (N/m)
Mechanical requirements for aeri-' cables.

w = cable weight per unit length under
The installed aerial cable is the observed load condition (N/m)

constantly subjected to a tensile load.
This leads to cable elongation. A fiber vZ = cable weight per unit length of

optic aerial cable must be designed so the additional load (N/m)

that the elongation, under normal F = tensile force (N)
operating conditions and over its design
life, will not result in fiber elongation. F = initial tensile force (N)
Ice and wind loads must also be considered 0

as normal operating conditions. However, F = tensile force under the observed
in the case of extreme, rarely encountered load condition (N)
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T0 = initial temperature (oC) The linear expansion coefficient ofthe cable must be determined either

T = temperature at the observed experimentally or calculated from theload condition (OC) contributions of individual cable

components to:

The cable sag is derived from the F i i 1 (6)
following equations (see 1): :E A

without additional load:

2 The temperature range in Europe is
a (2 typically specified between -40 0 C andS= 8 F (M) (2) +600C.

8F

The breaking load of an aerial cable
is:

with additional load: FB = •B" A (N) (7)

2 + wherein OB is the tensile strength of
2 (M) (3) the supporting elements (N/mm

S * F

The maximum permanent load capacity is:

F = F B/3 (N) (8)

According to VDE specifications 2 , a
single ice load, referred to cable length, Ice Deposition on Aerial Cables.
may be calculated using Eq. 4:

For over 25 years East Germany haswi = 5 + 0.1 d (N/m) (4) established a measurement network for the
experimental determination of deposited

wherein d = cable diameter (mm) ice masses. This network encompasses
different typical climatic situations. The
following equation serves as the basis for

Depending on local conditions, it may ice deposition calculations 3 :
be necessary to take into account a
multiple of this ice load. Experimental M k k (9)
results covering ice loads are reported in g = h d
the section "Ice Deposition on Aerial
Cables" of this paper. wherein:

The wind load, referred to cable length
is

2
: m = ice deposition for a given

g component (kg/n)
W = c q • d (N/m) for a <200 m (5)

m ' = statistical base value for the
g reference gauge (vertical, non-

Ww = c q • d (!80 + 0.6) (N/m) rotatable, fixed yardstick 35mm
a diameter, 1 m long) located 2 m

for a >200 m over ground level (kg/m) (Fig. 1).

c = aerodynamic shape factor k = height factor for the conversion
(1.00.. .1.2 for cables with circular h of the ice deposition from 2 m to
cross-section) the actual height (Table 1)

v kd diameter factor for the conversion
q = dynamic pressure- in kN/m2, of ice deposition from the

1600 reference gauge to the actual
component (Table 2).

wherein v wind velocity in m/s

This calculation corresponds to the
method proposed in IEC 11 (CO) 28.
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The Id factor was derived from measure-
1200 .ments on 1 m long conductor or aerial

cable samples which were anchored so that
10001-...........!----- ------ they could not rotate. It was recognized a

protected short time ago that thinner conductors and
Boo- ................ ------ ------- -- cables which are more easily twisting in

norm°al the span field are more receptive to
Eexposed heavier ice deposition than thick

>600........... conductors of higher torsicnal strength
0 which have hitherto been the main subjects
S400 - -of investigation.

For a closer investigation of ice
" 200.. deposition on aerial cables we installed

4) ___,__ ______ ___ _ _such a cable (15.5 mm dia.) in a test
00 1 2 3 4 5 range on a crest of the Erzgebirge

Ice deposition mg Mountains in East Germany at an altitude
(kg/r) of 1,200 m over sea level during the

winter of 1990/91. The installation
Fig. 1 Ice deposition mg' for a consists of a span field of two 50-m
recurring 5-year period, as a furrttion of lengths. In view of the high frequency of
elevation and relative exposure to wind ice deposits (an average of 70% of the

days during the six months cold period)
and their intensity it will be possible
within the next 2 to 3 years to issue

Type of location: Conductor height above ground Wm specific statements with authoritative
2 6 10 15 20 25 30 40 so statistical value. Along with the aerial

cable, an overhead AISt 380/50 (steel-
Inoral or exposed 1.0 1.5 1.9 2.4 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.9 4.2 covered aluminum 27 mm dia.) conductor was

suspended. The following experience has
protected 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.0 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 been gcJned from these tests:

Table 1: k factor (NOTE: the location o ice formation on the aerial cable and on
refers to the relative exposure to wind) the steel rope occurs more readily on

the side exposed to the wind (Fig. 2a);

o this ice formation, which takes on the
lConductor dia. Icedeposition m' kh (kg/ shape of an inverted airfoil, is more

(,nI r pronounced on the steel rope than on the
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 1 aerial cable. This is explained by the

S10fact that the non-metallic aerial cable1 27.• 1.25 1.10 1.05 1.0D 0.95

21.7 1.20 1.05 1.00 0.95 0.90 is twisted more easily than a steel
15.7 1.10 1.00 0.95 0.90 0.85 conductor. The leverage effect due to
10.00 1.00 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75

C 0.80 0.70 o.6s 0.60 0.55 gravity of the one-sided ice deposit
causes the aerial cable to twist about

Table 2: k factor its longitudinal axis. This may
d happen, for example, as a one-quarter

rotation in the middle of the span,
that is, less than 10 /m. Further iceThe base value mg' is determined from formation occurs on top of the already

yearly maximum ice deposition values, deposited ice (Fig. 2b.). Thus, the
ice deposition on the aerial cable

A number of mcnitoring stations in finally takes on a near-circular
selected locations rendered possible the cross-section. This behavior is most
experimental determination of the kh and noticeable in the middle of the span.

kd factors for application to overhead
conductors. For determination of the o ice drop-off occurs when the temperature
height factor k , the average height over rises above 00 C and from the influence
ground level is considered. This means of the wind. The one-sided ice deposit
that in the case of aerial cables having on the steel conductor causes the ice to
short spans (100 m) the actual height of drop off sooner than on the fiber optic
the cable suspension must be considered, cable with its near-circular ice
In the case of long spans (500 m), a deposit.
weighted mean value of the difference in
height between the suspension point and
the deepest sag must be taken into
account.
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o data gathered up to now for an ice mass Aerial Cable Construction.
of about 1.5 kg/m yield an average value
of 0.96 for the ratio of the ice weight Basic Design.
of the AlSt rope vs. the ice weight of
the aerial cable; The aerial cable which we developed is

shown in Fig. 3. Its basic design is
According to Table 2 this ratio should illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 4. The

be about 1.15 because of the smaller number of individual components and their
diameter of the aerial cable. The reason dimensions can be adapted to specific
for the higher ice load on the aerial requirements.
cable is its increased twist, as
described above. The ice load on the
non-metallic F.O. aerial cable must
therefore be assumed to be 20% higher
than for conventional overhead bare
conductors. Data collected until now
provide this conclusion for Central
Europe up to elevations of about 500 m
above sea level. The effect of higher
ice deposit on the thin fiber optic
aerial cable seems to be even
more pronounced at higher elevations.

o The sway of the aerial cable under
strong wind conditions has not been
examined in detail until now. A few
observations confirm the calculated
values. A wind velocity of about 60 km/h
results in a sway of about 500.

c ice formations observed during the test
period represent extreme environmental
conditions with respect to locations at
elevations up to 500 m above sea . ..
level. No unusual effects have been",.
noticed on the fittings. Cable slippage
or cable creep has not occurred in
the fittings.

wind

a) ice cabe Fig. 3 Self-supporting, non-metallic,
fiber optic aerial cable

The core consists of loose tubes each
)/containing, for example, two fibers. The

wind tubes are stranded around a central
strength member of fiber-reinforced
plastic (FRP). Dummies replace unneeded
loose tubes. This type of construction

b) ice cabte assures that the maximum cable elongation
encountered in operation does not lead to
elongation of the fibers. The selection of

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of ice loose tube dimensions, stranding radius

deposition and lay length is such that the required
fiber excess length is available without

a) on cables without torsion affecting the minimum allowable fiber
bending radius.

b) on cables under torsion
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during take-up on a reel. As a result,
FRP central meomer there is no increase in attenuation after

the cable is put on a reel, even at low
FRP strength member temperatures.

Dummy Design Examples.

Table 3 illustrates two examples of
Loose tube this design for cables containing up to

twelve fibers. Either single-mode or
Strength memer (plastic- multi-mode fibers may be used. A larger
jacketed arsaid yarns) number of fibers is possible, for example,

if larger diameter loose tubes are used.
Polyethylene jacket

cable type A B

Fig. 4 Cross-section of a self- cable outer diameter (mm) 13.0 19.7

supporting, non-metallic, fiber cable weight (kN/km) 1.45 3.20
optic aerial cable with 6 fibers number of fibers up to 12 up to 12

span (m) 200 500

The armoring is carried out in two operating temperature ('C) -40...+70 -40...+70
layers. The first layer consists of min. bending radius (mm) 130 200
stranded, plastic-jacketed aramid yarn
elements. The second layer consists of breaking load (kN) 40 127
fiber-reinforced plastic flat profiles max. tensile load before
which are stranded in opposite direction fiber elongation (kN) 8.5 42.0
to the first layer. They cover the aramid max. tensile load (0.2%
element layer to about 70%. The two-layer, fiber elongation) (kN) 13.0 -

inversely-stranded strengthening design
results in torsion compensation. It is so 1/3 breaking load is limiting the tensile load to 42kN

designed that the cable elongation remains
low, even at high additional loads. This Table 3: Specifications of two typical
feature permits minimum sag. F.O. aerial cable samples

The outer jacket consists of modified,
pressure-extruded hard polyolefin. As a Type A is suitable for short to average
result of the gaps in the second armoring span lengths (200 m) with moderate
layer, the material is pressed into the additional loads. Its design tensile force
interstices of the first layer. This is 8.5 kN. It finds typical application
results in an interlocking action between in the lowlands of Central Europe at
the jacket and the two armoring layers. In average span heights (average cable
the installed cable the tensile forces are height, for example, 10 m above ground).
directly transmitted from the suspension These locations are also classifiable as
and span fittings through the cable jacket "not exposed" in accordance to Fig. 1.
to the strength members. The interlocking
action of the jacket, together with the For this application we get • = 0.35
two armoring layers, is also effective in kg/m from Fig. 1, k = 1.9 from Table 1
preventing sliding or elongation of the and kd = 1.05 from Table 2 (interpolation
outer jacket, even in the presence of for a 13 mm cable diameter). Adding a 20%
strong stresses and high temperatures, increase yields a value for ,== 0.84 kg/m.

An equivalent, uniform ice layer around
In general, self-supporting fiber optic the cable would have 13.5 mm thickness.

aerial cables exhibit bad axial Under this ice load the tensile load on
compression resistance. This may lead to the cable is 7.7 kN.
increased attenuation when the cable is in
unloaded condition, that is, when it is At 13 kN, Type A shows 0.2% fiber
not suspended and there is no tensile elongation. This means that occasional,
force acting on it. The cable presented in short-term extreme loads up to 13 kN do
this paper exhibits excellent resistance not affect the fiber lifetime as long as
to axial compression. It is therefore also fibers with adequate screen test level are
suitable, for example, for use as a short used. The increase in attenuation at 13 kN
drop-off cable from the aerial cable is still insignificant, permitting unin-
route, thus rendering unnecessary a splice terrupted operation of the cable.
box between the buried cable and the
aerial cable. An additional advantage of Type B is suitable for very long span
this compression-resistant cable is the lengths (500 m) under high additional
fact that the core is not compressed loads; it is designed for a tensile force
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of 42 kN. Its maximum tensile load is Type k (Table 4) is designed for a
limited by the fact that FLT (Eq. 8) may single ice load, as defined by VDE, and
not be exceeded. There is no elongation of for a wind load corresponding to a wind
the fibers up to this level, velocity of 120 km/h. Even under a

combined load of a single VDE ice load and
Type B can be used in locations up to wind velocity of 60 km/h the tensile force

500 m above sea level. Fig. 1 shows that in the cable remains below the maximum
mý = 0.5 kg/m in places in Central Europe allowable force of 8.5 kN.

up to 500 m above sea level (including
"exposed" locations) .According to Table 1, With an ice load of three times the

= 2.8 (average cable height over ground VDE-rated value (even with a wind velocity
level: 20 m). Table 2, through inter- of 60 km/h) the tensile force stays below
polation, yields a value for rj of 1.11. 13 kN. As mentioned above, it is therefore
Adding 20%, results in a value for admissible for short time periods.
•,, = 1.87 kg/m. Thus, Type B is designed
to carry almost 3 times the VDE-rated ice Cable type B (Table 5) is laid out for
load (Eq. 4). triple VDE-rated ice loads, even at 60

km/h wind velocity. Without ice, the 120
Tables 4 and 5 list the values of km/h wind velocity causes a load which is

tensile force and sag under various well below the permissible load. ýTo fiber
conditions of wind and ice loads for the elongation occurs in Cable B under the
cable types listed in Table 3. The ice stated wind and ice loads.
load is computed by Eq. 4 and the wind
load by Eq. 5. `_ is the thickness of a In both cables a comparison of the
uniform ice jacket corresponding to the numerical values of tensile load and sat
ice load. For both cables the assumption at -40 0 C and -5 0 C shows only a slight
is made that the sag corresponds to 1% of deviation. The same holds true for a
the span length at -5 0 C without wind or comparison at +60 0 C and +5 0 C.
ice load.

Testing.

The results cf mechanical tests for
Cable type A using single-mode fibers are

Temp. Wind Ice t- Tensile Load Sag shown in Table 6.
.c km/h N/m mm kN m

-5 0 0 0.0 3.6 2.0 For tensile stiength tests the cable

-5 0 6.3 11.1 6.8 57 was attached to dead-end spirals of the

-5 0 12.6 17.5 9.4 7.5 same kind as those used for the
-5 0 18.9 22.6 11.6 8.7 installation. Fig. 5 represents the

tensile force/elongation diagram measured-5 60 6.3 11.1 7.7 5.0

-5 60 12.6 17.5 10.2 6.9 on Cable Type A4 . The cable shows a linear
-5 60 18.9 22.6 12.4 8.2 elongation behavior even under low tensile

forces. This confirms that the strength
+5 120 0 0.0 7.7 0.9 members are fully effective as soon as the

cable is elongated. Fiber elongation
Table 4: Tensile load and sag of cable begins at 8.5 kN at which point the cable

type A under various conditions elongation has already reached 0.4%.

0.7 -................................................................. .-----.. . . .

0 .6 -- ------ ---- ----- _ - -- ------ --- --- --......

Temp. Wind Ice tice Tensile Load Sag
°c km/h N/m mm kN m • 0.5 ....................... - -------------

SCable Elongo nori

-5 0 210 0.0 39.6 59.0 • 04••0- 5 6 0 7 0 0 .0 1 9 .635 .1.6.4 0 . -------------. --.-.............. .... ..-- --........... ... .... ..-5 0 7.0 10.0 26.1 12.1 -

-5 0 14.0 16.4 32.6 16.4
-5 0 21.0 21.6 38.6 19.6 5 7ibe, £E_10gcco'

0
-5 60 7.0 10.0 27. 3 11.6 ~0.2- ----- . . . ..--------- ----

-5 60 14.0 16.4 33.8 15.9
-5 60 21.0 21.6 39 .7 19 .0 0.1 ----- ------------- - ------ - '- -. ......

+5 120 0 0.0 26.7 3.7 0

0 4000 aooo 12000 16000

Table 5: Tensile load and sag of cable Tensile Force (N)
type B under various conditions Fig. 5 Tensile force/elongation diagram

for Cable Type A (in accordance
with Table 3)
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Item Test conditions Test results

Impact resistance impact energy: 22Nm no change in attenuation after impact;
(IEC 794-1-E4) anvil radius: 12.5mm .io fiber breakage;

wavelength: 1550nm no damage to the jacket or cable elements
one impact at three different pla-
ces spaced more than 500mm apart

Repeated bending bending radius: 135mm no change in attenuation after 500 cycles;
(IEC 794-1-E6) load: 324N no damage to the jacket or cable elements

cycle duration: 2s
wavelength: 1550nm

Cable bend diameter of mandrel: 270mm change in attenuation during the test less
(IEC 794-1-Eli) number of turns per helix: 5 than 0.05dB;

number of cycles: 3 no permanent change in attenuation
wavelength: 1310 and 1550nm

Torsion length under test: Im change in attenuation during the test less
(IEC 794-1-E7) load: 324N than 0.01dB;

number of turns: ±I no permanent change in attenuation;
number of cycles: 5 no fiber breakage;
wavelength: 1310 and 1550nm no damage to the jacket or cable elements

Tensile strength length under tension: 200m no damage to the jacket or cable elements;
(OEC 794-1-El) fiber length under tension: 400m change in attenuation during the test less

tensile load: 13kN than O.02dB (Less than 0.05".3/km)
wavelength: 1310nm

Temperature cable length: 2km maximum change in attenuation at both wa-
cycling high temperature: +70°C vetengths: 0.03dB/km
(JEC 794-1-Fl) low temperature: -40'L

number of cycles: 2
cycle duration: 96h
wavelength: 1310 and 1550nm

Crush resistance length under pressure: 100mm change in attenuation during the test less
(JEC 794-1-E3) Load: 5000N (= 50kN/m) than 0.05dB;

duration of Load: 15min no damage to the jacket or cable elements
wavelength: 1550nm

Breaking load length under tension: 8m breaking load: 40kN
anchoring: protection and dead end
spirals

Fitting creep length under tension: 8m no slippage of the spirals
anchoring: protection and dead end
spirals;
temperatures: -40°C, +20°C, +60°C
load: 20kN, 30min

Long-term span Length under test: 160m no change in attenuation;
test anchoring: protection and dead end no slippage of the spirals

spirals;
load: 1/3 breaking Load, 1 yr

Vibration test length under tension:6 30m no damage to the jacket or cable elements
number of cycles: 10
anchoring: protection and dead end

I spirals, supporting fitting;

Table 6: Test conditions and results for Cable type A
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An increase in the attenuation is not Conclusion.
noticed until fiber elongation occurs. At
13 kN the increase in attenuation is less The design for self-supporting, non-
than 0.05 dB/km (Table 6). The metallic fiber optic aerial cables
experimentally-determined breaking load is presented in this paper suitable for short
40 kN (Table 6). A one-year span test ahd very long span lengths (500 m)
using a 160 m length of cable with a fulfills all requirements: ability to
tensile load equal to 1/3 of the breaking carry high mechanical load, complete fiber
load was conducted. No change in protection through adequate excess length
attenuation was measured. No sliding or and excellent resistance to axial
creeping of the fittings was noticed, compression, firm transfer of forces

between the anchoring components and the
The results of addiLional tests are strength members in the cable, without

shown in Table 6. slippage or elongation of the outer jacket
and without slippage or creeping of the

Installation. fittings. Single-mode fibers (also in the
1550 pm wavelength range) and multi-mode

The installation of the cable presented fibers may be used. We examined the ice
in this paper utilizes conventional load which is the most significant
fittings that are in common use in aerial additional load in the design of aerial
cable construction. Fig. 6 shows the dead- cables and we quantified it for Central
end spiral (a) and the supporting fitting European locations up to 500 m above sea
(b). The manufacturer matches the level. Tests of manufactured cables show
dimensions of these components to the excellent results. The installation calls
particular diameter of the cable to be for standard fittings for conventional
used. overhead lines which permit simple and

rapid installation.
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PORTABLE BYPASS OPTICAL CABLE SYSTEM FOR AERIAL INSTALLATION

by Y. Komaki*, H. Tanji** and Y. Moriya***
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ABSTRACT portable bypass cable (hereinafter referred to as
"temporary fiberoptic cable') is temporarily

There are two main approaches to route switching of installed during removal of the existing fiber
fiberoptic cables installed on power distribution cable and its reinstallation along the new route.
lines: (1) removal of a unit length (between joint By such procedure, route swithcing and instal-
closures) of cable from the existing route and its lation work can be carried out more flexibly.
relocation to the new route, a method which
realizes efficient re-use of existing fiber Such temporary fiberoptic cable can also be used
cables, and (2) preinstallation of a fiber cable for the restoration of service after emergencies in
along the new route before removal of the existing which the existing fiberoptic cable system is
cable, a method which minimizes interruption of damaged due to natural calamities, fire. etc.
service. Each approach has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Using a temporary fiberoptic Based on the above background, the authors
bypass cable for the purpose of such rerouting, we developed temporary fiberoptic cable and the
are able to realize the advantages of both equipment and materials necessary for its
approaches. It can also be used as a temporary installation. Such cable can contribute to the
bypass during cable failure. It is a thin, light, shortening of service interruption consequent with
non-metallic, 6-fiber cable (outer diameter: 6 mm, route switching of fiberoptic cable system and to
weight: 30 kg/km) with multi-fiber connectors at the effective utilization of fiberoptic cables.
both end., With the need for repetitive use in This cable can also be used for emergency
mind, installation and withdrawal methods were restoration.
investigated. The required equipment and tools
(reels, carriers, joint boxes, sheaves, cable 2. Procedures and materials for the system
clamps, and portable winches) were developed and
the feasibility of the overall system was Table 1 summarizes the process of work involved in
demonstrated through field tests, the newly developed transportable aerial fiber-

optic cable system and the material to be used in

1. Introduction each of these processes.

Regarding optical transmission lines installed on 3. Tamporary fiberoptic cable
power distribution lines of electric power
companies in Japan, it is increasingly necessary to 3-1 Structure of temporary fiberoptic cable
change the routing of these lines because of the
rerouting of electric poles. There are two Handling and maneuverability in transport,

approaches to route switching of fiberoptic installation and withdrawal are very important
cables: (1) removal of a unit length (between factors for temporary fiberoptic cable, and the
joint closures) of cable from the existing route cable must be lightweight and small in diameter.
and its relocation to the new route, and (2) The cable is designed to weigh 30 kg/km or less
preinstallation of a fiber cable in the new route based on the necessity of transportability and
prior to remaval of the existing cable. These two working efficiency assuming a unit length of about
approanhes •-e selected according to the 1,000 m. Single-mode (SM) 6-fiber is employed in
requirements of ,..!-:idual cases, this fiberoptic cable so that the existing line

presently in use can be covered.
In the first method, fiberoptic cable can be
effectively utilized, but the line is out of For strxngi.g of the fiberoptic cable to overhead

service for a considerable time, usually 1 - 2 distribution poles, selt-bupporting type cable
days. On the other hand, with the second method, with messenger wire (MW) is conventionally used or
interruption of service is shorter, but re- round cable is suspended on the MW, which has been

utilization of the removed fiberoptic cable is pulled into place in advance. The former approach
seldom realized. is inferior to the use of round cable in terms of

weight and handling efficiency, while the latter
To overcome the disadvantages of these two methods, method is not suitable for simple and quick

the most effective approach seems to be the installation.
modification of the first method; namely, a trans-
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Table 1. Work processes and materials

(Work processes) (Materials and equipment)

Polling !oiunting of sneaves and Traction rope used to pull
tracticn rope cable (wound on reel)

-Cable (with connectors at
Cable pulling both end; wound on reel)

Reel carrier
Sheaves with fixing band
Capstan & winding drum

Tension, camping Tens:.oning end clamping CoI ca- [Cable clamp
of cable t--

Mounting of excess Reel hanger
,oDnting lengtn cf cable Suspension hardware

Field assembly type
Connection witf the connector
existinc cable immedi- Joint box
ately after cutting it

iMain restoration :Removal of the existing

(existing cable) :cable and its reinstal-
: lation with regular
,ijoint along the new ruULe

Withdrawal Withdrawal and winding Capstan & winding drum

of cable .Auxiliary rope for

---- applying back-tension
Rod for removal of

fixing band

As the simplest aerial installation method, we
decided to clamp the round cable directly onto the Coated optical fiber
electric pole without MW, the round cahle was (0 0.9 mrrp
deF mnned under the assumpt ion that it would be used Strength member yarns
for a short period (less than about one week).

Round cable must be small in diameter and as Warpping tape
ljigýtwemiht a s practical, and fiber elongation
must be .3' ,or less under the condition of a
maximunr span of 75 m, an initial dip of 0.5 - Ii inPolyurethane

and a maximum wind velocity of 20 m/s. Thus, the (orange)

round cable having the st ructure shown in Fig. 1
"was &dopted. Fig. I Structure of tewporary fiberoptic cable.

(6-fiber nonmetallic type; outer dia..

6 mm; weight. 30 kg/kmi
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This cable does not contain a hard tension member Table 2 Mechanical characteristics of temporary

such as steel wire or FRP at the core and is fully fiberoptic cable

flexible and highly resistant to lateral pressure.

Highly wear-resistant polyurethane was adopted as

sheathing to insure endurance with repeated use of Item Test conditions Test results
the cable. Orange was used as the color of the

sheath to facilitate easier identification of the

cable for temporary use. Tensile V- -
per formaance T--- T

3-2 Characteristics of temporary fiberoptic cable Tefomace TT Reiat ion ,eteen
ten% io3n and

Mechanical and temperature characteristics of T 0- 200 kgf elongation: Fig. 2

temporary fiberoptic cable were evaluated.
W Up to W 200 kg:

(1) Mechanical characteristics AO 0
Temporary fiberoptic cable has satisfactory Crush

mechanical characteristics for normal operation as /1 -w 00k:

shown in Table 2. The results of tensile tests of Flate plate 50 mm wide Ai- 0.0t dO

cable is shown in Pig. 2. 1

(2) Temperature characteristics Mandrel -Loss increase when
Heat cycle testing was performed for the winding n(wd d 80 mm or less

temperature range of -30 to 60°C. Results showed

the change of transmission loss to be lower than

0.01 dB/km (measured wavelengtht 1.3 0Jm). Wound 3 turns

3-3 Applicability to aerial installation w I kg: A = 0

In order to define the application conditions wheni w t I .5 kg:
temporary fiberoptic cable is installed on Impect A ' Sheatlh camged
overhead distribution lines without using is Cdroped onto 10
messenger wire, dip was calculated. One example of different spots.

the results is shown in Table 3.
7j,!• • 5 turns.1 n:

The results of dip calculation reveal that, in case ha = 0
cable is installed with an ±-itial dip of n.5 - 1 m Torsion m

over a maximum span of 75 m, fiber elongation at a
wind velocity of 20 m/s is 0.20 - 0.25%, and dip is i-
1.5 - 1.9 m. The cable can be used for wind W kg

velocity at this value or lower. Up to W 80 kg:

4. Method of cable jointing Squeezing W 100 k-:

Ao ý 0.5 d
4-1 Connection between temporary fiberoptic After test:

cables raec p oel a=A 0

Temporary fiberoptic cables are mutually connected Aa -: Total transmission loss increment with 6-

and extended when necessary according to the fiber loop connection [dB] (wavelength, 1.3 um)

section length, and thus easy connection at site is

desirable.
1.0 -

Accordingly, a waterproof 6-fiber connector (plug) Cable elongation

was mounted at the cable terminal so that the cable 0.8 * Fiber elongation

could be connected at the adaptor by a single c

action. A general connection loss value of a 6- 0
fiber connector is 0.7 dB or lower (SM type). 0 6

rI

4-2 Connection with the existing fiberoptic cable • 0 4'

It is necessary to provide a means for connecting 0.2

the ends of the temporary fiberoptic cable, to each t
of the fibetoptic cores of the existing fiberoptic

cable. For this purpose, a joint box, as shown in
Fig. 3, was adopted. Employing a built-in 0 100 200 300

receptacle, the 6-filer connector of the temporary Tension ikgf)
fiberoptir cable is separated into single core
cords, and single core connectors are mounted at rig. 2 Results of tensile tests of
the tips. At the installatinn site, field assembly cable (Relation between tension
type co)nnectors reouirinq neither polishing nor and elongation)
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Table 3. Results of dip calculation for temporary fiberoptic cable

Span Initial • Cord, ,iton Initial Wind velocity Wind velocit
(m) dip (m) 1 stage 10 m/s 20 m/s

tem • (no wind)

Dip (m) 0.50 0.73 1.53

Tension (kgf) 42.2 46.1 70.4

0.5
Fiber 0.15 0.16 0.25
elongation (%)

75

Dip (m) 1.00 1.22 1.90

1.0 Tension (kgf) 11.1 27.7 56.6

Fiber 0.07 0.10 0.20
elongation (%)

adhesive are mounted on the fiberopt~c coes of the fiberoptic cable. Accordingly, work etticiency is
existing cable and are connected to the single core improved, and work time is also shortened because
connectors. This type of field assembly connector both operations can be performed in parallel.
car, be used repeatedly, and general connection loss
is 1.0 dB or less (SM type; with index matching Considering the future increase in fiber count of
material), existing fiberoptac cable, two 6-fiber receptacles

are placed in the joint box. By installing two
By adopting such a connecting methods, it is lines of temporary fiberoptic cable, an existing
possible to separately execute connection with the cable with up to 12 cores can be connected.
existing fiberoptic cable and pulling of temporary

SC connector
(upper and lower) SC type field assemly connector

(upper and lower)

Single core cord /
" - .S C a d a p t o r

j Tension member

Main unit box holder

I Fiber clamp

6-core multi-fiber
receptacle Cable lder

SExisting fiberhoptic
cable

250 j Unit: mmY

rig. 3 Joint box with existing fiberoptic cable Ifor 12-fiber connection)
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Connection loss of temporary fiberoptic cable and special rare should be taken that the cable

the existing fiberoptic cable (maximum value) is as installation does not hinder or interfere with
follows: 0.7 dB (6-fiber connector) + 1.0 dB vehicle or pedrestrian traffic nor with conditions
(field assembly type connector) = 1.7 dB per joint around buildings. Furthermore preparations should

box, 3.4 dB (SM type) at both ends. Because the also be made tor quick restoration in case of
transmission loss of the cable itself is almost natural calamities, accidents, etc. Taking these
offset between the existing fiberoptic cable and factors into account, a meth.,d installation
temporary fiberoptic cable, the maximum line loss procedures and necessary materials and equipment
margin due to the application of temporary have been developed.
fiberoptic cable is 3.4 dB * 0.7 dB x n (n: the
numbner of connections between temporary 5-1 Cable installation method
fiberopt ic cables).

(1) 1',. inq

4-3 Mechanical characteristics of cable terminal For the pulling of temporary fiberoptic cable, a
connector method suitable for the work of I crew (4-5

persons) and for convenient traffic safety has been
Mechanical test for tension, bending (60 mm dia.; adopted. It is the same method of fixed carrier
--180') and twisting (15 turns/l m) were performed aerial pulling as employed in the conventional
on a sample of temporary fiberoptic cable mounted method. (Cable supply side is fixed, and the tip of
with a 6-core multi-fiber connector. As a result, the cable is pulled through sheaves or, top of the
satisfactory characteristics were obtaind and pole. )
there was aimost no change in transmission loss.

Temporary fiberoptic cable is wound on an aluminum

Particularly, in tension testing, the application reel and this is mounted on a carrier for easy
of the tension of 0 - 60 kgf (maintained for one transport and paying out.
minute) was repeated 10 times with no increase in
loss. This reveals that the connector end can be In fixed carrier aerial pulling, as shown in Fig.
directly pulled if the pulling tension in the field 4 (a), the multi-fiber connector of temporary
is 60 kyf or lower. fiberoptic cable is directly pulled with using a

traction rope by a transportable winding drum (See

5. Method of installation and materials 5-2). In case cable on two or more reels is
installed, it is continuously pulled by means of

Most of the new routes resulting from rerouting of multi-fiber connectors. After pulling, the

electric poles are along roads. Because route connector joint is left on the span as is.
switching may also be carried out in cities,

Existing Temporary Traction rope
fiberoptic fiberoptic for pulling
cable cable cab le

cbe Closure cbeale Closure Capstan

Carrier Pulling sheave 6-core multi- 6-core multi- I
fiber connector fiber connector Wi ding drum
joint pulling end

Exist ing
fiberoptic 6-core multi-fiber b-core multi-

conectr Cble For S-b spans 1300 m)
cax connector Cable fiber connector

clampbox / Existing cableS. /clamp (Multiple s~an singlo. ! \ Joint-

reel) ton box}

Pulling she .re Temporary h-c--re multi-fiber
(with cable free) fiheroptic cable (-noivctor joint

(b) After installation

Fig. 4 Installation method for temporary fiberoptic cable (fixed carrier aerial pulling)
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As sheaves for pulling to be mounted on each - 1. 3 -cordina t., sparL length (50 - 75 m) so that

electric pole, the sheaves suitable for sraIlI tensionino can be carried uut manually.
diameter cable, as shown in Fig. 5, have been
developed. They are connected with easily -- r clainping of the cable, special care should be
removable or attachable fixiigq bands on electric taker) wltn regard tu fiberoptic characteristics
pole. increase of )ptical l-ss due r.. nendino and/or

lateral pressure). As shown in Fig. 7, a wedge type

12) Tensioning l'aml has been developed, which clamps fiberoptic
To increase work efficiency and shorten work time, cable over its total periphery by a single action.
tensioning of the cable after pulling by fixed-type
carrier is performed for every 5 - 6 spans (approx. (3) Mounting of excess length of cable.
300 m) as shown in Fig. 4 (t), and no processing of In case toe length of temporary tiberoptic cab.e is
the intermediate clamp is performed. (Cable is longer than the length of the route to be instal-
left in a free condition within the pulling led, the excess length .of cable left in the reel
sheave.) after pulling and tensioning is fixed on tt.e pole

usinq reel hanger to prevent accidents.
In case the cable is installed for a shnort sect ior:

by the movinq carrier method Ir, emergency (4) Connection with the existing cable.
restoration, pulling and tensionino are carried After the installation of temporary fiberopLIc
out for each span (Fig. 6). When the Cable clamp is caable is completed (or in parallel with the
mounted on each pole, the pulling sheave (Fig. 5 1 installation of temporary faberoptic cable), the
to be used at withdrawal is mounted. Therefore, exist inq fiberoptic cable as cut near the closure
the difference between fixed carrier and movinq at both ends, and the cable is connected (mcuntinO
carrier aerial pulling after installation is only 4f field assembly type connector) using a joint
the difierence between multiple span single box. Then the joint box is mounted on the pole, and
tensioning or single span tensioning, and the toe '-core multi-fiber curonector of the temporary
equipment and materials used are the same. fiberoptic cable is inserted into the receptacle of

the 2oint box. Thus, the line connection for the

Tensioning is performed by adjusting the dip at 0.' temptorary cable is completed. (See Fig. 4(b)j

Separat, r Fixing band

Detachable Sheave /Cable
rInq

Fig. 5 Pulling sheave sith fixing band

(:ble clump

A Puling sheave

2arrier

Fig. 6 Installation of temporary fiberoptic cable (moving carrier
method; single span tensioning)
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Pole binding band (nylon)

Cable clamp

Cable

S~Aluminum

Unit: on L
, _ 00 J Rubber

Fig. 7 Cable clam (wedge type)

5-2 Withdrawal of cable The cable thus removed is continuously taken up on

the reel mounted on the winding drum. For this

After the regular splicing (closure joint) of the purpose, a transportable capstan & wiading drum

fiberoptic cable has been completed on the new capable of being set and controlled at the required

route, the temporary fiberoptic cable must be re- speed and torque has been newly developed.

moved. To remove and withdraw th', temporary Further, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, a new system

fiberoptic cable, the cable clamps are opened, the has been adopted to facilitate well-aligned

pulling sheaves used for the intermediate winding so that direct load is not applied to the

suspending are utilized, and aerial traction is take-up reel by the driving capstan mounted on the

performed. In this case, to prevent cable sag, pole.

auxiliary rope for withdrawing the cable is mounted
on the rear end of the cable, and back tension is After cable withdrawal, the sheave can be removed

applied, by pulling the detachable ring mounted on the

fixing band from the ground using a removal rod.

Temporary fiberept ic
cable Pulling sheave

Pulley

6-core multi-fiber connector
Capstan

Speed contr ller

Motor

S//

Auxiliary rt)pe for a;pp,1'Iinq
Winding drum b'avk- tens 'n

Fig. 6 Withdrawal of temporary fiberoptic cable
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N I t wri in Tabl~e 4. It has been conrfirmed
_-_. L, TLv 7 tLdio triere was no. sign ,'f abnormal

/' ),t tirtr:s i. ls . f iberopt ic cable after
puli r, tF i. Q a dna withdrawal.

-AX - ~F'.r Ch-C K .InQ t te rel I abi I it y cA fcab le clamping, t ne
cab io was clamped on the poles and left for 3

mo;ntris; it showed no sign of abnorraiity.

The co;nditions of the field test are susnmarized in
Figs. lU to 13.

Fig. 9 Take-up of temporary fiberoptic cable
(capstan & winding drum)

6. Verification by field tests *' -

6-I Verification of installation and withdrawal of
cable

To verify the work efficiency of c-1 'l- instailation
and withdrawal for long distanc, ,, _ld tests were
performed. On a distributio- of atoUl l. j.n
m, temporary fiberoptic cab -. do m x 2 reels)
was used, and pulling, tesioning and withdrawal Fig. 10 Paying out of temporary fiberoptic cable
were performed. (when pulling)

As a result, all -,erations could be carried out

Table 4. The results of field tests

Operation Test results

1. Mounting of traction rope - Time required: 30 min./ 1,30C i,
and sheave for pulling (4 workers)

2. Cable pulling
(800 m x 2 reels; - Pulling speed: 40 - 50 m/min.
continuous pulling)

- Pulling tension: an average of 20 kyf
(30 kgf max.)

3. Cable tension and - Tension: approx. 10 kgf
clamping

- Time required- approx. 40 min./
1,300 m (2 workers)

4. Withdrawal and winding - Back tension: 5- 10 kgf

of cable
- Withdrawal speed: approx. 30 m/min.

Time required:
Removal of cable clamp:

approx. 20 min./l.300 m
Cable withdrawal:

approx. 60 min./1.300 mi

5. Removal of pulling sheave - Time required: j
(operated and withdrawn approx. 30 sec./point
from the ground)
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/

"Fig. 12 Intermediate cable clamp.

- , : •,.s

Fig. 11 Putlling of temporary fiberoptic cable
(connector joint)

o-2 Verificatior. of cable cunnection

The work efficiency has been verified for the
connectirn with the existing fiberoptic cable and
the umoiunting of exce.is length of cable. As shown in
Table 5, it has been confirmed that the time Fig. 13 Withdrawal of temporary fiberoptic cable.
required (in the case of a 6-core c( nnectiun) for (Application of back tension by auxiliary
the connection and mounting of a joint box at each rope)
point is abhoot one hour.

Table 5. The time required for connection with existing
cable and for mounting on pole.

Type of work work tin.e

- Cable end preparation 7 min.

(jacket removing of existing
Lfberoptic cable)

Cno.ecti'cn with - Mounting of field assembly
exist*-.g cable type connector. accommuodation 30 min.

A' I,•.. l,,,xl of excess length of fiber (5 ran./corc x u, cxrus)

- Mounting of joint box, coiling

of excess length of existing 10 min.
fiberoptic cable and fixing

:diit ir•,j of exccSt; - Mounting of reel hanger 7 min.

lenýth of temporary
fiberoptic cable

- Mounting of reel on pole 8 rmin.

Total 62 min.
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<;. 14 shows the mounting condcitions of such a 7. Conclusion

-lrlt box and excess length of cable (reel).
In order to facilitate the route switchina
operation of fiberoptic cable for distribution
line associated with the rerouting of electric

-: poles, lightweight 6-core nonmetallic type
fiberoptic cable with a small diameter has been
developed as temporary bypass cable. Also, under

the assumption that this cable would be repeatedly

Sr4used, technical methods and materials and
equipment for simple and quick installation of this
cable have been developed. This lightweight,
compact and transportable fiberoptic system is
characterized by high work efficiency and by aerial

pulling. It can be widely applied for distribution
lines in various areas including cities.

- ,
/Z

Fig. 14 Mounting conditions of joint box and

excess length of cable (reel).
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characteristics are unchanged under all
environmental conditions, there is only little
future for those cables because the outer sheath

1. Abstract of such cables is destroyed over time in the case

Optical fibre aerial cables have been of high voltage lines.

constructed for nearly 15 years. By a new Therefore, since 1986 some hundred kilometre of

technology fibres can be inserted into a tube of optical fibre aerial cables with metallic

high quality stainless steel and this fibre filled armouring are laid annually in the network of the

tube substituted for an element in a metallic German power utilities.

ground or phase wire.
The thus created new aerial cable changes in its
mechanical characteristics only unimportantly.
With these cables the individual fibre
characteristics are most important in order to
avoid any degradation of the attenuation
performance of the fibre. The fibre MAC number
which determines the macrobending characteristic
of the fibre is an essential criterium for the
selection of fibres for such cables.
Construction, test and first field experiences
will be reported.

2. Introduction
The transmission technique of optical fibres

in self supporting aerial cables is of great
interest for power utilities. The t-ansmission
tasks such as data transmission, ISDN and
protection signals are more and more digital.
Moreover with this transmission medium no
electromagnetic interference occurs and the
broadband characteristics of the optical fibres
together with the low attenuation allows fast data
transmission, an enormous increase of available
transmission channels, and long repeater spacing.
This contribution describes a new generation of
self supporting optical fibre aerial cables.
The first optical fibre aerial cable was installed
in 1978 on a 110 kV line. This metal armoured
aerial cable consisted of 3 star quads and 2
optical fibres. This 1.6 km long length was
installed in two pieces at the lower traverse of
the towers. Since that time this route is in
service without any difficulties. In further
projects double armoured aerial cables were
further installed on 20 kV up to 380 kV lines. Fig. 1 Installation of Self Supporting Optical

Totally dielectric self supporting aerial cables Aerial Cable
were installed since the beginning of the '80's on
20 kV, and since 1984 on high tension towers up to
380 kV. Even if the optical transmission
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Fundamental to the cable technology for the
described here new ground wire with optical fibres
are the requirements:

"° tne same diameter as the corresponding ground
wire (ice/windload)"O the same weight as conventional ground wire

(pylon stress)

This is achieved by the introduction of a metal
loose buffer for up to 12 optical fibres with a
diameter adapted to that of the other wires of the
aerial cable. For this aerial cable design
technical data for elongation under tension as
well as fibre reserve and fibre benoing radius
issues are discussed. It is shown that for this
type of cable construction~ the fibre MAC number,
which characterizes the fibre macrobending
sensivity, is a critical parameter for
transmission at 1550 nm. The MAC number technique
is shown valid for depressed-inner-clad fibre.

3. Self-Supporting Optical Aerial Cable

Construction I/
Self-supporting aerial cables with optical

fibres are nowadays the backbone of the
communication networks of German and other power
utility companies. Optical fibres used in aerialcables are mostly single mode fibres with '/f' '•"•

attenuation 0.36 dB/km at 1310 nm and 0.25 dB/km hI . .. ."7
at 1550 nm in cable, i.e. double window fibres. / /
These single mode fibres are designed for
1300 nm use. The dispersion is lower than
3.5 ps/(nm x km) between 1280 nm and 1320 nm. ,// *w

The cables are metal armoured with a first layer
of aluminium alloy (aldrey) and aluminium cladded
steel (stalum) wires and a second layer of Fig. 2 Optical Aerial Cables with Plastic and
aluminium alloy wires in order to fullfil their Steel Buffers
grounding function. They are installed like normal
conductor wires (Fig. 1).

Power companies request that the total design
Optical aerial cables have to be designed such cable elongation must be more than 5%o for the
that while operating over a wide temperature range following reasons:
(-30*C ... +60 0C), and under large load, for 0 Laying the cable and fixing to
example ice, the fibres within the cable are kept the towers 1%o
free from microbending, macrobending and 0 Setting of the two layer
elongation which would increase attenuation and armouling 1.5%o
reduce lifetime of the fibres. The best way to 0 Elongation for temperature and
prevent the optical fibres from mechanical stress mechanical load 1.5%o
is to give them enough space for free movement. 0 Safety margin Io
Therefore, the loose buffer technique is favoured.
Depending on the total number of fibres required In the conventional cable construction the fibre
for a cable up to 12 can be put in one tube. buffers are stranded around a central FRP strength

member. The pitch length for these constructions
In order to prevent moisture from reaching the is chosen so that both elongation and contraction
primary coated fibres, and in order to prevent of the cable under operating conditions do not
physical contact between buffer and fibre, a jelly adversely affect the fibres. A too short pitch
filling is included. Figure 2 shows typical self length gives a small bending radius and an
supporting optical aerial cable designs with increase of attenuation at A = 1550 nm may occur.
either plastic or steel tube. A high pitch length results in a total admissable

cable elongation of less than 5%o.
For choosing optical fibres, especially for the
aerial zables, the MAC number technique is of
great interest and helpful. This technique is
discussed in the next chapter.
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In Figure 3 an overview with the technical data is 30." Ca* S•l,•ef e G,',' Ke

given of some typical aerial cables with plastic
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Fig. 3 Technical Data of Optical Aerial Cables S slse
with Plastic and Steel Buffers

For the case of plastic tubes the cable core is Fig. 4 Optical Aerial Cables with Various Steel
protected by an extruded polyethylene sheath which Buffers
forms the foundation for the two layer armouring.
The ratio of steel to aluminium is 1:4 to 1:6. In For old towers aerial cables with steel tubes are
this construction the aerial cable consists of two especially preferred. They are thinner than any
separate parts: The inner part, i.e. the cable other aerial cables.
core, is made of plastics and protects the fibres
against mechanical stress. The outer part is made
of metal to fullfil the grounding requirements. 4. MAC Number Technique

The sensitivity of optical fibres to
Using a metal tube the fibres are incorporated macrobending at 1550 nm is critical to their
into the cable as in an earth wire. Taking a wire performance in cables, especially as bending radii
such as Al/St 50/30 mm', one wire of the inner reduce to the order of 50 mm to 60 mm. Thus to be
armouring layer is replaced by a metal tube with able to forecast what possible increase in
up to 6 fibres. For larger wires, tubes with up to attenuation may occur from macrobending in the
12 fibres are used. Cable constructions with steel described self supporting aerial cable design is
tubes of outer tube diameters of 1.7, 2.5 or essential in order to ensure loss remains below
3.0 mm were developed. 0.25 dB/km at 1550 nm. A simple criterium to

exclude fibres which vould have unacceptably high
Figure 4 shows an overview of the possible cable macrobending loss is necessary.
constructions with the various tube diameters
together with stalum and aldrey wires for In 1988 S.V. Chung /I/ developed the "MAC" number
replacing conventional AI/St earth wires. The technique of characterizing macrobending loss. The
great advantage of aerial cables with steel tubes MAC number is the ratio of the measured fibre mode
is the reduction of diameter and weight in field to the measured fibre cutoff. A MAC number
comparison to the conventional cables with plastic of less than 8.5 in order to ensure a bending loss
tubes. With plastic tubes it is not possible to of less than 0.1 dB over 50 turns on a 60 mm
make cable constructions with a diameter on the mandrel at 1550 nm was recommended for matched
order of 11 mm for transmission at X,= 1550 nm and clad (MC) single mode fibre optimized for 1300 nm
fibre excess lengths of more than 5 %o. The use. This 0.1 dB value is the total loss increase
designs are based on standard stalum and aldrey over this short length of fibre at a bending
wires with 0.25 mm steps in diameter, radius (Rc) of 30 mm. A lower MAC number

boundary value was expected for the depressed
inner clad (DIC) fibre design, but could not be
experimentally verified.
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For the described self supporting aerial cable In the DIC fibre design it is known that the
constructions it was preferred to develop a test effective fibre cutoff is dependent on the
which characterized the potential macrobending magnitude of both the index depression in the
loss for each and every fiber over its entire long inner cladding and the ratio b/a /3/. Thus this
length at a radius approximately that to be factor is included also in the model for the case
expected in cable. A type test which is made only of DIC in order to ensure that the predicted
for a limited number of samples, and which only macrobending loss is in terms of a MAC number
sees the macrobending in a short length of fiber, which correlates with the measured fibre cutoff.
was considered not precise enough. The resulting
criterium is thus very severe in comparison to Shown in Figures 5 and 6 are a series of forecast
what would be normally expected of optical fibre macrobending loss boundary curves for typical MC
with respect to potential macrobending loss for and DIC, respectively, in terms of mode field and
standard cables. effective fiber cutoff for a bending radius of 50

mm. A boundary MAC number value corresponds to
The method has been to derive a MAC number each macrobenbending loss boundary curve. For the
prediction from theory and to verify that the DIC case the depression index in the inner
prediction is in good agreement with experiment, cladding is 1.2 times ten to the minus three and
MAC number boundary values for both MC and DIC b/a is 6.5.
fiber designs were the result of this study. To
date the model has been verified only for DIC. It
is used to exclude DIC fibres which could have 100
potentially high macrobending loss in the
described self supporting aerial cable
constructions.

From theory /2/, and taking into account the
stress induced increase in refractive index with
macrobending, the attenuation increase from
macrobending at some test radius Rc for a
particular wavelength can be predicted. This 90
prediction is made in terms of the fibre core
diameter 2a, the core refractive index, and
additionally, in the case of DIC, in terms of the
depressed inner cladding refractive index, and the 85

ratio of the diameter of the depressed inner 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350
effechve* tlbw cutoff woveiength O nml

cladding to that of the core (b/a). The measured equivalent to ..e.se.d fiber • u•off

fibre mode field and measured fibre cutoff relate
to these index and geometrical parameters. (We use
the Petermann II definition of mode field and Fig. 6 Macrobending loss Boundary for DIC
measure with far-field scan.) The measured fibre Fibres
cutoff is the effective cutoff in a 2 meter bent
fibre length as defined by CCITT G.652. The boundary values for DIC would linearly

decrease somewhat as either or both index
depression and b/a increase.

For the MC case, it can be seen that for a nominal
mode field of 10.0 ym, an effective cutoff greater
than 1195 nm is necessary in order to reduce the

E00•/ •,1550 nm macrobending loss over the entire fiber
length at a bending radius Rc of 50 mm to below

E: - 0.1 dB/km. This means a MAC number of less than
a •8.67. This value is comparable to the value

S95 reported by S.V. Chung /l/ for 1300 nm optimized
MC. For the DIC case, for a nominal mode field of
9.5 lum, an effective cutoff greater than 1240 nmis necessary in order to reduce the 1550 nm
macrobending loss over the entire fiber length at

1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 a bending radius Rc of 50 mm to below 0.1 dB/km.
effective'~e cutoff wavelength (rim}

-,eWtent to Ceasuled fi Cuttoff This means a MAC number of less than 7.67.

Fig. 5 Macrobending loss Boundary for MC Fibres
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In order to verify the correctness of the forecast
MAC number boundary values for DIC an experiment
was performed. The increase in loss at 1550 nm on
winding in long lengths on approximately 50 mm
radius spools was determined and related to the
measured mode fields and cutoffs for a large
number of fibres. This loss increase in not
necessarily purely macrobending, but is in
practice a convenient test. In fact, an +•i % -
application advantage for DIC is its lower
sensitivity to microbending, so a test with DIC ismost suitable.

The result is displayed in Figure 7.

/ Fig. 8 Cross Section of the Aerial Cable with
/! Steel Tube

1 ACS-Wires

-' 2 ACS-Wires
/ 3 Steel Tube with optical fibres

4 Al-Wires

A~ R 2 Taerature
Generally aerial cables with optical fibres in
steel tubes are less sensitive to temperature
changes over a wide range in comparison to cables

Fig. 7 MAC Number Versus loss Increase with plastic tubes. This is because the
temperature expension coefficient of steel is

The agreement to model is excellent. From these lower than that of polyamide or polyester, which
results we confidently chose a MAC number boundary are the common materials for the plastic buffer.
value of 7.5 for DIC. This simple criterium is Therefore, the problem of too much fibre excess
used to exclude potentially high macrobending loss length at low temperatures (-400C) and too less
DIC fibres from the described self supporting excess length at high temperatures (+800C) is not
aerial cable constructions. significant.

Temperature tests of some cables with steel tubes
5. Test Results for the Optical Fibre Aerial Cable between -400C to +800C have verified this.

In the following chapter the most important The changes in attenuation at) =1310 nm and
test requirements and results for self supporting k=1550 nm were lower than 0.05 dB/km.
aerial cables with optical fibres are described.
Only cable constructions with optical fibres in Torsion
stainless steel tubes are discussed. In earlier An important criterium for laying the aerial
papers aerial cables with plastic tubes were cables at the top of the towers is the torsion
sufficiently reported on /4/. performance of the cable. In the case of a high
The decisive tests for aerial cables with steel torque, fibre excess length is loss.
tubes are:
"o Temperature This may result in an increase of attenuation,
"o Mechanical damping especially at X =1550 nm, which is independent of
"o Short time current fibre characteristics. In order to optimize the
"o Torsion torque behaviour of the cable a special torque
"o Tension measurement is used. Figure 9 shows the
"o Elongation over lifetime construction of the equipment.

For the various tests the measurement equipments
that were used and the cable performances are
described. As an typical example the cable type
ASLH-SD 3x2E9 (44/26-4.7) corresponding to Figure
4 in chapter 3 is discussed. Figure 8 shows a
cross sectional photograph of the tested cable.
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Fig. 9 Torsion Measurement Fig. 10 Torque Behavior of the Aerial Cable

By means of this test equipment, it is possible to Tension
analyse the behaviour of the cable armouring in For self supporting aerial cables with optical
respect to the number of the wires and their fibres the most decisive factor is the tension
diameter, the pitch length ratio and the load as no change of attenuation is allowed uptopreforming of the single wires. With the results this load. This tension load is specified by the
of the test it is possible to optimize the cable maximum continuous permissible strain. This load
armouring in such a way, that during the cable is for the described cable 30.5 kN. The fibres in
drawing no torque occurs and no fibre excess the cable must have - specified by the customer -
length is loss. more than 5%o excess length, i.e. no fibre strain

is allowed at the mentioned tensile load. This
Figure 10 shows for the mentioned cable the torque value can be obtained by choosing a correct pitch
as a function of the tensile load for the not length of the steel tubes and the armouring wires,
optimized and the optimized cable. or by putting a defined fibre excess length intothe steel tube. An important criterium for the

latter situation is the fibre bending radius in
The optimized cable shows in the tension test the aerial cable.
(100 m length) almost no torque. For other aerial For the described cable construction the
cables with steel tube design corresponding to following values were chosen:
those in Figure 4 for armouring optimisation the Number of fibres in steel tube 2
same test is necessary. Number of steel tubes 3
In the text below the influence of torsion is no Diameter of steel tube 1.4/1.7 mm
longer discussed as this factor has been shown not Pitch length 82 mm
a concern with the described cable design. Excess length in steel tube 2%o

Total excess length in cable 8.9%o
Fiber bending radius 69 mm

The tension test - see Figures 11 and 12 for the
equipment - was made with a 100 m long cable
sample.
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Fig. 11 Tension Test Equipment Measurement Fig. 13 Principle of OTDR and Fibre Strain

Measurement

The results in Figure 14a (OTDR) and 14b (left:
fibre strain in steel tube, right: fibre strain in
the finished cable) show that up to the calculated
ultimate tensile load of 44 kN no change of
attenuation at )r =1550 nm, and no fibre strain,
occurs.

A -end e-e-d

"2 776km 1 1 27. 6km

max a =0.25 dB/km

Fig. 14a OTDR Results on the Aerial Cable with
Steel Tube

The measured fibre reserve in the cableFig. 12 Preparation for Tension Test (100 m) corresponds with the theoretical value of about
9%o. Even after the completion of this tensionFigure 13 shows the measurement principle. Three test, the cable still had tight armouring of

fibres in this cable sample were spliced together usable quality.
for the OTOR measurements, and the other three
similarly spliced for the fibre strain
measurements.
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Fig. 14b Fibre Strain in the Single Steel Tube Fig. 14b Fibre Strain in the Cable

Elongation over lifetime The diagrams of performance against time are shown
For conventional AI/St ground wires it is known in Figure 16.
that the extrapolated elongation at a lifetime of
30 years is between 1%o-2%o.. . .
The appropriate tests should show if this .
performance is also valid for ground wires with 3 7: , .
integrated fibre optics.

Figure 15 shows the test equipment for the
measurements.

S ... ..

Fig. 16 Lifetime Elongation Results

The extrapolated cable elongations at 30 years• ,\• ' ,are:

Sample 1: 0.48%o
Sample 2: 0.98%o
Sample 3: 1.81%o
These results are nearly the same as for a

Fig. 15 Elongation Measurement conventional ground wire.

The tests were made over 4000 hours and then an Self damping
extrapolation was made to 30 years. With this test is should be found whether or not
In total three samples of the described cable were the aerial cable with steel tubes needs damper
tested with tensile loads as follows: clamps. The tests were made in accordance with the

"Guide on Conductor Self-Damping Measurements" of
Sample 1: 17% calculated ultimate tensile load the CIGRE Study Comittee No 22 /5/ (Figure 17).

110 N/mm' tensile load

Sample 2: 39% calculated ultimate tensile load
250 N/mm' tensile load

Sample 3: 60% calculated ultimate tensile load
380 N/mm' tensile load
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20

40.7Hz

30.4Hz

E I

0.5-

C,0.1 0a 2 0,3 0.5 1 2

Fig. 18a Damping Power Versus Vibration Amplitude
(110 N/ran)

20

Fig. 17 Self Damping Measurement 43.21Hz

10
The tests for the aerial cable ASLH-SD 3x2E9/125 3.8Hz
(44/2.-4.7) were made with two tensile loads (7.4 29.6 Hz
kN and 10 kN) and three vibration 3ngles (5', 5
10'and 15'). The self damping measurements were
made at five frequencies between 10 Hz and 50 Hz.
The Figures 18a and 18b show the test results. In
Figure 18a the damping powers of the aerial cable 2
with tensile loads of 11ON/mm' and 143N/lmm versus 9
Y/D (Y: maximum amplitude of vibration, D: Cable
diameter) are shown. E

In Figure 18b the damping powers versus vibration 0
frequency are shown for the two tensile loads.
From these results clamps are needed for this 05
cable design.

0.2

0'1
01 0.2 0.3 0,5 1 2

Y/D
Constant tensile load 143 N/Mm

2

Vibration angle 5,10 and 15

Fig. 181 Damping Power Versus Vibration Amplitude

(143 N/mmr')
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Short Time Current
20- -____After the completion of the tension test, the

short time current measurement was made on the
15' same test sample. In this test the cable is loaded
0__ for 1 sec with the specified value for short time

current, i.e. for the described cable a value of
4.7 kA. The temperature limit for the cable is

10' 160 0C. In actuality the optical and mechanical

5 function of the aerial cable was tested at higher
thermal load up to its destruction.

To do this test, a sample of 30 m length was hung

2-_ suspending the air and connected to a 220 KV

E source and a current I applied for a time t to the
cable. Thermoelements were present in the inner

- - and outer layer of armouring so that the
o temperature could be observed after the current

surge.
Attenuation at? =1310 nm was monitored throughout

0.5 the entire test.

With a current of 1=4.75 kA over t= 1 sec the
temperature increased from 20C to 920C. No change

0,2 - of attenuation was recorded. If the 12t load was
increased by a factor of 2.6 against that of the
above test, a change in attenuation of less than

01 . , 1/100 dB per 160 m test length with a temperature
10 20 30 40 50o increase to 2950C in the outer layer was observed.

frequency Hz At a factor of 3.9 the temperature increased to
Constant tensile load 110 N/mm

2  430% (Figure 19). The fibres went dark. At this
__ _ .higher load the aerial cable was mechanical

destroyed.
Fig. 18b Damping Power Versus Frequency

(110 N/mm'w)

20 - 500 -

15' 450--

400-23
10'

,o 2350 -"

300E 250
1' E VDE

0 200 Value

150
100- _ _

02 - 50-ý - -- -02 20 30 40 50 60 70 A"S90

Thermal load
10 20 3'0 0 50

frequency Hz

Constant tensle load 143 N /mm
2

Fig. 19 Short Time Current Results

Fig. 18b Damping Power Versus Frequency
(143 N/mm )
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4. H. Haag, G. H6g, P. Zamzow 'New generation of
With this test it was shown that the aerial cable self supporting optical fibre aerial cables'IWCS
with optical fibres in steel tube satisfies the 1990.
specification at high thermal loads.

5. CIGRE Study Committee
Thus a self supporting optical fibre aerial cable No. 22-Electra no. 62(1979) Guide on Conductor
with stainless steel tubes fullfils the Self-Damping Measurements.
requirements placed on a conventional AI/St ground
wire.
Corresponding tests are in progress at the moment
for cables with 6 and 12 fibres per steel tube and
are expected to be finished at the end of 1991.

6. Future trends
An important trend for the further

development of aerial cables with steel tubes is
corrosion prevention. Early tests have revealed
that a standard bare steel tube in combination
with aluminium or stalum wire corrodes slightly.
However, a range of tests with salt water sprays Helmut G. Haag
and simultaneous mechanical dynamic stress did not AEG KABEL AG
show any intensive corrosion of the surface of the Sales Division for Telecommunications
steel tubes. At this time whether or not it is Mbnchengiadbach, Gcrmany
necessary to protect the steel surface from
corrosion is not clear. Nor at this moment, if Helmut G. Haag (43) is Manager of Sales Division
protection is necessary, is it clear which method for Telecommunications. After reaching his
would be the best choice. Dipl.-Physiker-degree from the University of

Stuttgart he joined AEG KABEL in 1975 for the
The described here new aerial cable meet the development of coaxial cables. Later he has been
increasing demand for communication of all also responsible for the development of optical
subscribers in the near future period, fibre cables. From 1980 to 1983 he built up the
It will be the successful third generation of production plant for these cables. In autumn 1983
aerial cables. The complete cable range will be he took over the Technical Sales Division and in
covered by a maximum of two tube dimensions. Jan. 1990 the total Sales Division.
The choice of these two dimensions will come out
of further developments. The described technique
for steel tubes will be extended to higher fibre
counts than 12 by techniques such as ribbons and
solid mini bundles in order to increase fibre
packing density.
MAC-number will be a necessary technique for the
development of such cables.
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depressed clad fibres', Fifth National Symposium
on Optical Fibres and Their Applications, Warsaw,
February 1989, pp. 422-426.
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optical measurement technique and prior employment in the USA and the UK.

telecommunication cables.
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got his diploa dere as Dipl.-Phys. and his Telecommunication Development Division. After

Ph.D. degree at the Technical University Aachen. finishing his postgraduate studies in

In 1982 he joined AEG KABEL for optical fiber and telecommunications in Munich and Graz as

optical fiber cable development. Starting in 1984 Dipl.-Ing. he joined AEG KABEL in 1970. He has
he was -esponsible for the production of those been engaged in development and production of
products. He joine f the sales division in 1988 and telecommunication cables. In 1980 he became head
since 1990 he covers the present position. of the fiber optic division at AEG KABEL and in

1982 he was nominated as a senior engineer. Since

1985 he has covered his present position.
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DESIGN AND OPERATION OF AN AERIAL FIBER-OPTIC CABLE FOR RAILROAD COMMUNICATIONS

A. Bidinger

German Federal Railroad/ Central Administration
Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 43-45, D-6000 Frankfurt a.M. 1, Germany

W. Lynen and R. Ney
Lynenwerk GmbH & Co. KG, Postfach 1280, D-5180 Eschweiler, Germany

Summary. electrical traction system does not affect
the masts or the operation c7 the railroad

The technical problems connected with (Fig. 1).

the application of fiber-optic data
communications over long distances can be
considered as solved. There exist a

sufficient number of networks in operation
which substantiate the validity of this
claim. Hitherto, the cables used were
mainly buried. The application of aerial

cables for this purpose was considered -

problematical, based on prior experience
which revealed a deterioration of the 1'
transmission characteristics and lifetime
of optical fibers under mechanical load.
In cooperation with the Deutsche
Bundesbahn (German Federal Railroad) the
development of a non-metallic, fiber-optic
aerial cable was started in 1987. This
cable is suspended from the masts carrying
the contact wire. It is suited for free
spans up to 100 m (300 ft). The important
novel feature of the cable design is a
polyethylene jacket with embedded glass
yarn bundles which combines high tensile -
strength and light weight. The evaluation
of the cable presented in this paper
took place along the railroad track Fig. 1 Track section with fiber optic
between Reutlingen and Tuebingen, Germany. cable (arrow)
After three years of successful operation,
the test is considered completed. The design requirements for this kind

of F.O. aerial cable are mainly derived
from the properties of optical
transmission. Their principal component is
the optical fiber which, when compared toAerial Cables for Long-distance Communica- cnetoa opr cnutr, i

tions along Electrified Railroad Tracks. extremel snive tontensi an
extremely sensitive to tensile and

With the advance of electrification, compression stresses. Special designs are
therefore needed to protect the delicatethe economical aerial cables were opia fbe intecle or atr

displaced by buried cables. The main optical fiber in the cable core after

reason for this is that the electro- installation from excessive stresses

magnetic interference generated by the caused by varying climatic conditions.

electrical traction system can, in Design Considerations.
practice, not be eliminated by conven-
tional cable design techniques. Anotherlimiingfacor i th lak ofspae fr D Six optical fibers were required
limiting factor is the lack of space for between the Reutlingen and Tuebingen
installing heavy shielded cable in railroad stations for an over-all length
proximity of the track. These conditions of 15.38 km (9.6 mi), including drop-offs
changed when non-metallic, fiber-optic to three intermediate stations. A copper
aerial cables became available. Further- conductor star-quad had to be included in
more, it was determined that suspension of cablector for- occasio beratin
the light-weight cables from the masts the cable core for occasional operational
carrying the contact wire for the use.
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SThe round fiber-optic cable had to be The use of a F.O. aerial cable between
suspended from and braced to the overhead Reutlingen and Tuebingen permitted a
line masts in such a manner that its meaningful comparison of hot• •chniques.
system transmission characteristics as This track sectio- -ro•• • populated
well as the railroad operation were not areas, woods and open terrain (see
adversely affected by temperatures Appendix I).
between -40°C and +60°C, snow loads of
2 kg/m (1.34 ib/ft) at -5°C or wind velo- A total of 217 supporting str:c•ures of
cities up to 104 •/h (64.6 mph) at +5°C. conventional design wp•- •i•aole for the

suspension of a _.. aerial cable. The
[] Trees that might collapse in proximity cable route required two crossings of the

of the line must be caught by the cable in tracks for connection to stations located
a manner resilient enough that does not on the far side of the selected spur.
permanently affect the transmission
characteristics. In case of tree collapse Characteristics of the F.O. Aerial Cable.
between masts, the stored slack in the
cable must suffice to enable the tree to C•le Construction and Production.
fall and force the cable to the ground, The cable used single-mode fiber pai• -
without damaging it (Fig. 2). (colored red and green, respectively)

longitudinally water-proofed, placed inpolyamide tubes. During fabrication ofi• these so-called fiber bundles of 2.2 m•

'•" (0.087") outer dia. and 1.3 • (0.051")

0 inner tube diameter, the excess fiber
length was set between 0 to 0.1% with
respect to the straight polyamide tube.

• .--•J/-• ° The bundles were filled with a petroleum
:__ jelly whose water-blocking characteristicsS•:• remain stable between -40°C and +70°C
:• , (Fig. 3).

(
Fig. 2 Tracks exposed to potentia! tree • /

impact • 7

S8
D The basic design of the cable core • • •

should utilize proven techniques of buried
cables.

Cable Construction
D The required non-metallic tension 1-Starqu•

relief system must be integrated into the 2 - 3 aa, •amad polypr0pyM• t•as
3 - •tlcal fibercable jacket, so as to permit the use of 4-Dummy

traditional laying techniques using dead- 5- •l•amr t•a
end spirals and support rollers, s - Pal•thyM• inner }•t

7 - •l•ster tape
8 - Pol•thyla• Jacket with 24 as, ambe•ed,

Characteristics of the Reutlingen- ralnf•clng g•sa ymn fiber •Me
Tuebinqen Railroad Track Section. Fig. 3 Fiber optic cable (cross-section)

When we first started our project, the
overall 48.76 km (30.3 mi) track section The core of the cable consists of a
between Plochingen and Tuebingen, corres- 0.6 • conductor dia. (#23 AWG) star-quad
ponding to an actual cable length of 53.61 with a foam-skin insulation of 0.35
km (33.31 mi) was nearing completion. (0.014") wall thickness. This component
During the 1984-88 period, the 34.72 km was specified by the user in order to have
(21.58 mi) section between Plochingen and available an operational copper cable
Reutlingen (cable length: 38.23 km = 23.76 during and after laying. The quad was
mi) was rebuilt, using paper-insulated, surrounded by a cushioning layer. The
buried copper cables of type AI-PLEb2Y diameter of this layer is 3.9 • (0.15").
64(8/18/38) .
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Seven F.O. bundles were stranded over The outer diameter of the cable is
the core with a relatively short lay, 15.9±0.2 mm (0.626±0.008"). The finished
starting with a red-colored bundle. Seen cable bears a white-colored identifica-
in the clockwise direction, we stranded a tion, specified by the user, including
dummy element (neutral color), a yellow- continuous footage markings.
colored bundle, a dummy element, a yellow
bundle, followed by two dummies. The The ordered production quantity was
dummies are made from polyamide, similar delivered in twelve individual lengths,
to the buffer tubes. However, their outer including a spare, varying from 1,200 m to
dia. is 2.4 mm (0.095"). 2,100 m (3,937 to 6,890 ft).

The cable core, which was prepared with Table 1 shows only those specification
greatest care, is covered with polyester requirements that are characteristic for
tapes. It has a 9.5±0.1 mm (0.374±0.004") the special application of this cable. Of
diameter, prior to the application of the primary concern is the stability of the
inner jacket. The inner jacket consists of optical transmission characteristics under
translucent high-density polyethylene with varying conditions of tension/elongation
a 0.6 mm (0.024") wall thickness, and temperature. The results of special

tests are summarized below.
As a final step, a glass-fiber rein-

forced cable jacket, developed by Lynen- Cable Laying
werk, was extruded over the inner jacket.
Without stress, the difference between the Laying and Suspension Techniques.
inner jacket diameter and the inner
diameter of this outer jacket is 0.2 mm The masts for the contact wires which
(0.008"). provide the traction power for electrified

railroads are well suited for the
The so-called "LYNIPORT" jacket (Fig. suspension of F.O. aerial cables. Initial

4), made from black high-density apprehensions by the technical services of
polyethylene, has a total wall thickness the Bundesbahn regarding mast loading and
of 2.8 mm (0.11"). A ring of 24 glass yarn operational security of the telecom-
bundles, each of which consists of 6 glass munications have revealed themselves to be
yarns, is located in the center portion of unfounded. The 7aying and suspension
the jacket. The wall between the inner techniques used in this case are identical
diameter of the jacket and the glass to those practiced with copper-conductor
bundles is 0.5 mm 09.020") and the wall aerial cables along non-electrified rail-
between the glass bundles and the outer road tracks. Each suspension section
jacket diameter is 1.0 mm (0.03£"). The contains as many spans as possible.
glass fiber bundles are tightly locked
within the polyethylene jacket, thus To brace the cable we used dead-end
providing the necessary mechanical spirals of the kind that have an
strength to the cable, established track record for the bracing

of round cables or overhead power
conductors (Fig.5).ii i i hI I ""i

Fig. 4 Lyniport jacket cross-section Fig. 5 Mid-span break-out with 2 dead-
(metric scale) end spirals
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Fiber dimensions
Mode field diameter (at 1300 nm): 9 Pm

Tolerance: ±1 Pm
Cladding diameter: 125 pm

Tolerance: ±3 pm
Jacket: deviation from round (max.) 2.5 pm
Concentricity deviation between core and cladding: 1 Pm

Cable dimensions and mechanical characteristics
Fiber bundle diameter: 2.2 mm
Dummy diameter: 2.4 mm
Core diameter: 3.9 mm
Stranded diameter: 8.7 mm
Diameter over the tape: 9.5 mm
Inner jacket wall týickness: 0.6 mm
Inner jacket diameter: 10.7 mm
Outer jacket wall thickness: 2.6 mm
Overall diameter (= D): 15.9 mm

Cable weight: 200 kg/km
weight of glass yarn stress relief elements: 32.7 kg/km
Modulus of elasticity: 400 kp/sq.mm
Temperature elongation coefficient: 0.000018/°C

Transmission properties of the fibers
Attenuation coefficient (betw. 1285 - 1330 nm): 0.4 dB/km
Dispersion (betw. 1285 - 1330 nm): 3.5 ps/nm/km
Cutoff wavelength: between 1100 and 1280 nm

Mechanical properties and temperature behavior
Min. tensile stress/max. elongation:

Test limits: 12000 N/1.5%
Max. load to rupture: 10000 N/1.2%
Rupture: 20000 N/2%

Permissible attenuation change*:
under tensile stress,

up to a test load of: 0.05 dB/100 m (loaded)
under bending stress**: ±0.01 dB/100 m

Temperature variation stress:
at 0°C ±0.1 dB/km max.
at -20 0 C ±0.5 dB/km max.
at +60 0 C ±0.5 dB/km max.

Attenuation change at -40 0 C with respect to
room temperature: ±0.5 dB/km max.

* the change must be reversible
** one-time bending without tensile stress (bending radius = 10D)

Table 1. Fiber Optic Aerial Cable: Dimensions and properties.
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Fig. 7 Mid-span break-out at beginning
Fig. 6 Supporting roller with or end of span with plastic damping spiral

oscillation-suppressing spiral

Between suspension points we installed The sag is set to amount to between 0.8
rollers on the masts for the purpose of to 1.5% of the distance between masts
supporting the cable (Fig. 6). Except for based at a temperature of -5 0 C. The
ice and wind loads, the masts are setting of the desired sag determines the
therefore supporting only the relatively pulling force in all spans.
light weight of the cable. Special pole
braces and trackets for the installation Vibration Considerations.
of the spirals and supporting rollers had
to be developed for the aerial cable. During the summer of 1990 we had to
During the planning stage, the type and take the following preventive measures,
size of these accessories were determined after we observed slight oscillation of
based on considerations of railroad the cable in certain spans at near-
operational safety and proper overall freezing temperatures and under calm wind
installation of the cable. Special conditions:
attention was given to:

- An oscillation-suppressing spiral
- Possible wind loads, including those was attached to each suspension

generated by the passing trains; point. This component has the
- Ice and snow loads; additional benefit of reducing the
- Danger of collapsing trees; pressure on the cable jacket at the
- Safe distances to perform maintenance suspension roller.

work on cable fittings. - Special plastic damping spirals were
installed in several selected spans

The cable was suspended at a height of (Fig. 8).
about 5 m (15 ft) f rom the top of the
rail. The distance between masts varied
between 60 m (180 ft) and 80 m (240 ft).

Installation Techniques, Slack Adjustment.

The use of supporting rollers simplified
the installation of the cable. It took
place at walking speed with a maximum of

operations. The pulling of a suspension /
section starts with the mounting of a
dead-end spiral to a mast. The cable -
length ahead of the spiral must be adapted LI
to the required conditions. If a mid-span
break-out is required within a given cable
length, as in the case of grade or track

crossings, it becomes necessary to form a
loop (Fig. 7). Fig. 8 Support pointvith u()'cillat ion-

suppres-sion (1) and ýiastic
damn inq spilals (2)
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Results and Experience Gained. Stress-Elongation Diagram. The stress
behavior must be investigated as a

Pertinent Cable Properties. function of cable elongation. The results
of the tensile test are useful, among

Attenuation. The measured attenuation other, for the determination of the
coefficient on a length of cable of modulus of elasticity of the cable
2,055 m (6,742 ft), for each of the six construction, as it affects considerably
fibers, was between 0.33 dB/km and 0.35 the sag behavior of the aerial cable. It
dB/km at 1,300 nm. The specification should be mentioned that a temperature
requirement was for 0.4 dB/km max. OTDR dependence of the modulus of elasticity of
measurements over the complete 15.175 km the described cable construction, although
(9.43 mi) length of the line yielded the present, may be neglected for the purpose
following readings: of sag calculations. i-he uneven rise of
Fiber No. 1: 5.47 dB the stress-elongation curve is an
Fiber No. 2: 5.51 dB indication of the variation of the modulus
Fiber No. 3: 5.40 dB of elasticity when placing the cable under
Fiber No. 4: 5.69 dB load. This property must be considered for
The line includes 10 splice boxes, a precise computation of sag (Fig. 10).

Attenuation as a Function of Tempera-
ture. This property was measured on Tensile Stress [kp)
bundled fibers between -400 and +601C. The 2500
fibers were wound on 630 mm (24.8") flange Sag1%ofSpanat-5"C
dia. reels. Fig. 9 illustrates the test 2000
results which confirm that the fibers
embedded in the petroleum jelly exhibit
the expected temperature dependence. The 1500
attenuation change as a function of
ambient temperature is more meaningful as 1000
we shall explain further (see Fig. 13.

500

Attenuation (dB/km) 
, ,

0 0.5 1 L5 2 2.5

Cable Elongation 1%)

Fig. 10 Stress-elongation diagram
2

Attenuation under Tension/Elongation.
First of all, the attenuation change of
the cable under elongation is of interest,
whereby the elongation of the optical
fibers is also considered. Fig. 11
illustrates the relative dependency of the

0 parameters. The figure also provides the
60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -1o 0 o 10 . answer to the question: what is the

Temperature cC) maximum load that the cable can be

Fig. 9 Attenuation as a function of subjected to before the transmission
temperature characteristics are impaired? It also

illustrates the aging of the fibers as a
result of elongation.

Conventional test procedures to deter- For a maximum allowable fiber elon-
mine changes of attenuation as a function gation of 0.20%, the cable in the span may
of ambient temperature variations between be loaded up to 9,000 N. In this case, the
-40 0 C and +60 0 C were not used, as we do cable elongation is 1.1% and the changes
not consider them useful for the in attenuation are: 0.009 dB/100 m (@
evaluation of the transmission character- 1,300 nm) and 0.11 dB/100 m (@ 1,550 nm).
istics of F.O. aerial cables. In our
opinion these tests are primarily The described F.O. aerial cable is not
meaningful for the determination of the used in the third window. However, in case
suitability of shipping and storage of the of such a potential application, it would
cable on reels. be proper to set lower limits for the

acceptable cable elongation.
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the total 30 km (18.6 mi) length in theElong2ion (%) Attenuaion (dB/100m) cable. Recordings were made of attenuation
w 0 and outside temperature in addition to

extraordinary meteorological events. As
0.02 evidenced by Fig. 13 no effects to disturb

the transmission characteristics were
recorded during periods of large

0.01 temperature changes.

0 0
0 125 250 S50 75o 1o0 1250 Temperature rCi Attenuation [dBI

Tensile Stress (kp) 20 - is

Chaiuct.ristt 10- | 14

-Cable Elongation Fibe El £ongation - an.aa 13

12

Fig. 11 Attenuation change and fiber -5 .. 0
elongation under stress 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Days in Jan./Febr.1990

Temperature Behavior in the Span .The Tempm~tanMsuatiotu
temperature elongation coefficient of the - Ambient TempJn Jam Abmient TempjA Feb.

aerial cable is of particular importance - A•tenuation InJan. A.tenvautIn Feb.
for this feature for the entire cable
length. This value which characterizes
cable construction is determined on the Fig. 13 Attenuation as a function of
completed cable. We measured a value of ambient temperature
0.000018/ 0 C.

Conditions along the Track and Special Effects of Railroad Operation on the
Events. Transmission Quality. We examined the

failure rates in the switched PCM 480-
Tensile Stress and Sag. During instal- system over a 22-hr. period beginning on

lation of the line, special attention was March 5, 1990. The results lie within
given to the basic sag calculations, acceptable tolerances of CCITT.
Fig.12 shows tensile stress and sag as a
function of temperature and span lengths. Formation of Ice Loads. Following

several heavy snow falls during the
1988/89 winter, we observed ice loads on

Sag (m) Tensile Stress(kp) the cable in several spans. The diameter
1 200 of the ice formation was estimated at

about 30 mm (1.18"). It corresponds to a
load of 3.9 kp/m (2.62 lb/ft), that is, a

150 twenty-fold increase of the weight of the
cable. Prevailing calm resulted in a
quadrupling of the sag in the 80 m (262

0.5 100 ft) spans. It was observed that a sudden
release of the ice load from an individual
span resulted in reducing the sag only in

fasI•l.Condilon ] this particular field (to a lesser extent• •-saa -,-50m . than that which would have been caused

Sag % of spat-5"c only by a change in temperature due to the
0 a increased tensile strength). (Fig. 14).
-40 -20 0 -20 .40 +60

Temperature •C Collapsing Trees. A few days after the

Fig. 12 Tensile stress and sag as a installation strong winds caused a spruce
function of temperature located in the vicinity of the line to

break and impact directly into a span and
simultaneously into the overhead line,

Environmental Effects on the Transmis- causing the latter to rupture. The aerial
sion Quality. Attenuation as a function of cable was forced to the ground by the
ambient temperature was measured daily tree, taking advantage of the slack
between January 1989 and the summer of offered by the span lengths without
1990. This test consisted of the suffering any damage. Once the tree was
continuous monitoring at the two ends of removed, the cable bounced back to its
two spliced optical fibers in a bundle for normal slack.
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Fig. 14 Tensile stress and sag as a Eacaei~er CoLogne
function of span length at -5 0 C 0
and 30 mm thick ice formation Aachen

Frankfurt

Observed Cable Oscillation in the Cable o
Spans. During the winter of 1989-90
oscillation of the cable was observed in
individual cable spans over a period of
several minutes while the temperature was
around freezing under virtual calm wind
conditions. The oscillation frequency was of,0
estimated at 25 Hz with amplitudes of G
about 20 mm (0.8"). Oscillation nodes and Munich
maxima, spaced about 600 mm (2 ft) apart,
were easily recognizable. Upon consul-
tation with oscillation experts, we
installed the oscillation damping devices
previously described in the most affected
areas during the summer of 1990.
Experience gained to-date with these
damping devices confirms that the Stuttort
inclusion of oscillation suppressing
spirals at the contact points of the
support rollers is adequate.

Summary and Outlook PLochingfn

The F.O. aerial cable which was
installed in 1988 has proven to be
reliable. An optical fiber pair has been
switched with a PCM 480-system (34 Mbit)
since the beginning of 1989. The system
has worked without interruption. Following Tuabin
the positive experience made during the ,bu \ ,
summer of 1990, the Deutsche Bundesbahn
has issued a general approval for the Reutl•genl
installation of F.O. aerial cables along
electrified railroad tracks, using for
suspension the overhead masts carrying the
contact wire. At the present time the Appendix 1 Location diagram of the
installation of F.O. aerial cables along Tuebingen - Reutlingen track section
several new sections of track is under within the Tuebingen - Stuttgart main
construction or in the planning stage, railroad line
Meanwhile, the German Bundespost (German
PTT) decided to use the same F.O. cable in
their communications network. The first
aerial cable connection was installed in
May 1991 within the framework of the new
telecommunication link between Berlin and
Bayreuth.
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Development of optical composite messenger wire

Shlgeo SHIMIZU, Tsutomu AKiYAMA and Akihiro OTAKE

The Furukawa Electric Co.,Ltd.

Abstract lat ion cost per fiber.
In the case of CATV, which serves the We have developed an overhead optical

distributed same signal source to custom- fiber cable that is an optical composite
ers, the small-count cable is enough for messenger wire. It is low in 'cable cost
trunk lines as the long-distance and and in installation cost for routes that
high-capability transmission. The conven- require a few optical fibers. The
tional method for overhead optical cable transmission, mechanical and installation
installation was to hang it on a messenger characteristics of this cable have been
wire. However, installation of evaluated. Suspending another cable on
small-count cables by this method the new cable has also been evaluated.
increased the installation cost per core.
Therefore a small-count optical composite
messenger Wire has been developed with a 2. Cable design
central metal tube containing optical In designing the cable, the following
fibers. The cable can be installed by the points were taken into consideration.
same method as for messenger wires. (I) Replace one of the messenger wire

strands by an metal-jacketed optical fiber
that a metal tube contains optical fibers.

I. Introduct ion (2) Put the metal-jacketed optical
When using optical fiber cables in fiber in the center of I x 6 array to

systems that distribute the same signal prevent collapse by the nose suspension
source to nany users as in CATV systems: hardware.

1) Optical fiber cables are suitable (3) The metal tube should be of a size
for trunk lines in accomplishing that can contain a small number of optical
long-distance and large capacity fibers such as two to eight fibers.
transmission. And because branching does (4) Taking corrosion into conside-
not have to be considered, the small ration, the metal tube material must be
number of optical fibers are sufficient not less electropositive than zinc and
for it. iron.

2) In systems that distribute to end
users. diverse branching and amplifiers
will be needed. When the overall cost is
taken into cons iderat ion, coaxial cable /\Galvanized st"If wire
systems are less expensive at present.

Ifybrid systems using opt ital ft ber -
cables in t-runk lines and using coaxial
cahl s in di st ribut ion lines are Stainless steel tube
cons ith! red to be economical . tIni these 2.elO.2.Ol8
systems overhead opt ical fiber cables.
whose installation cost is low, are 2-fiber ribbon

required for trunk lines.
In the past, overhead optical cable,,s

have been installed by suspending them on
messenger wi re. When t lie number of
opt ical fibers in cable is smal I , this Figure I Cross-sectio0al structure of the cable
insta I lat icon m t hod increases the instaI-
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(5) Because of the following 1.0

conditions, optical fiber ribbons are r 0 Stainless steel tube
used. OtiafieJe ) Optical fibers must be unitized -s s O l

much as possible to minimize the differ- L=16@

ence of excess lengths of several optical
fibers in a metal tube. I- /

2) The number of optical fibers can .
_ 0. 5be constructed in multiples of two for the

two-fiber two-way communications in a
reduced weight.

3. Cable structure
Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional

structure of the tested cable.
The stainless 'steel tube 2.6mm in 0

outer diameter and 2.0mm in inner diameter 0 100 200

contains a two-fiber ribbon using I.3 ui m TENSILE LOAD (kg)
single-mode optical fibers. Six
galvanized steel wires were wounded around Figure 2 Tensile test results
the stainless steel tube.

2.0" - 2'.0

4. Characteristics
4.1 Metal-jacketed optical fiber 0-70Optical fiber

(I) Tensile test 0 StUStube

Figure 2 shows the relationship among -

the tensile load, metal tube elongation
and optical fiber elongation. Young's • -.0./
modulus of the stainless steei tube was I

2014t00(kg/mm2 . The initial excess length of "
the optical fiber was 0.06%.

(2) lateral pressure test , A
Figure 3 shows the deformation * d

quantity of stainless steel tube and 0 _ 0

opt ical-fiber loss variat ions when lateral 0 200 400 C 6000 go0 1000

pressure was applied. The metal tube LATEJIAL PRESSILRE (R9500)
suddenly started to deform under a load
larger than *lO0tkg/5(mm, causing the metal Figure 3 Lateral pressure test results
tube to plast ical"ly deform or collapse.
Optical fiber transmission losses started
to increaste at Imore than 9Ootkg/5f)mm.

F rom t he resoI t of the deformat ion
quantity or stainlss steel tubht, opt ical 0. 31
f i ber losses art! seemed to increase after I 0 .A.3 us
the inner biirfacs of the- tube, started to i 0.2[

contact the opt ieal fi bc:s. i 0.=l.•1
- 0.1 I

(3) Iending test

The met a I -,jack-et ud fibers were wounded

around a mandre l of 5imm in diamneteor four -
t u'rns . Stainless steel tube rol lapsing -0.1

or deform' t ion ()tr opt i cal f i ber loss -0.2,

increases couild not be detected. -40 0 40 80
The cable was re-peatiadlly bhent )Otmm in

d iaml'ter and ± 91) . The stainless steel TEVPiE (IMC)

tube. did lint bre'ak after it kas bent nine.

times back and forth. And it broke after Figure 4 Loss increase iith lceratlIre
it was ht-nt ten t imvs or more.
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(4) Loss increase with temperature 0_2
Figure 4 shows the transmission loss 0.2

variations with temperature when the OCable

metal-jacketed optical fibers were wounded WOpticalfiber
on a bobbin 300mm in diameter. Loss L=3b
variations within the temperature range of
-40 to +80"C were less than ± 0.02dB/km
and ± 0.05dB/km in the wavelengths of 1.3

g m and 1.55 g m, respectively. 0.1

4.2 Optical composite cable -

(1) Tensile test
Figure 5 shows the relationship among

the tensile load, cable elongation and
optical fiber elongation. The galvanized
steel strand slackened 0.004%. The cable 0
elongated 0.17% under the tension of a 200 400 600 800 1000

1000kg. Young's modulus calculated based MILE LOAD (ig)
"on the cross section of the galvanized
steel strand without includini the Figure 5 Temsile test reMlts of cable
stainless steel tube waes 18500kg/mm . The
excess length of the optical fiber was 2.0
0.006%. 2.0

SCabile
(2) Lateral pressure test 0 Stainless Steel tube

Figure 6 shows cable deformation, 0 optical fiber

optical fiber loss variations and residual =:l.3 ug o
deformation quantity of stainless steel i
tube when lateral pressure was applied ,
using 50mm-width flat board. Optical t. 0 a
fiber losses did not increase at lateral .. 4

pressure of 000kg/50om. Compared with IC
stainless steel tube alone, the same tube 0.2
was well protected against collapse by the P-o/0.2

galvanized steel wire around it. =' --
.- o...• o0.1

(3) Loss increase with temperature 0 - - .--

Figure 7 shows the variation of
transmission loss with temperature when
the cable was wound on a drum. The loss 0 200 400 6o0 800 1000

variations within the temperature range of LA~TLN1 FIUM {/59M)
-10 to +80"C were less than ± 0.03 and
± 0.05 dB/km in wavelengths of 1 .3 and Figure 6 Lateral pressure test results of cable
1.55 u•m, respectively.

0.3

5. Overhead installation characteristics 02 0 ;:=.3 tie-

5.1 Collapse by nose suspension hardware0. * A~l.MS
"L" and SS nose suspension hardware W 0

are generally used when fixing messenger
wire on telephone poles. The collapsing 0 _
conditions of the stainless steel tube. .
when the cable was clamped by those nose -0.1

suspension hardware was tested. The I
results of this test are shown in figure -0.2 ,

8. -40 0 40 80

The stainless steel tube collapsed TEVELUE (VC)
when the bolt tightening torque of the "L."
nose suspension hardware surpassed Figure 7 Loss inrease with temperature

2.5kg-m, indicat ing that it is impossiblo.-
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to be clamped sufficiently.
The SS nose suspension hardware did 0 "L" nose suspension hardware

not cause col lapse t i I the the torque • nose spension hardware
reached 9kg.., indicat ing that it can be

clamped sufficiently. 100

Therefore, SS nose suspension hardware 0 -
has to be used when fixing the cables on 8 0

poles. 60 0 o 0

5.2 Midspan tensile test 4' 0_• 40.,
The tension, cable sag and opt ical 0

fiber strain when the cable was installed 201
between poles in span 4.5m were measured. 8

The optical fibers were fixed onto the 0
stainless steel tube at both ends of the 0 2 4 6 8 10

cable. The cable weighed 277g/m. CLV4tPING TORQUE (kg.e)

A coaxial cable in outer diameter
15.3mm and weight 198g/m was suspended on Figure 8 Deformation by nose suspension hardware

the cable using hangers to evaluate
effects when a light weight cable was

installed.

Figure 9 shows the tes.t method. -A

load cell was attached on the fixed end
side and another ena side was pulled by a Span34
winding machine.

Figure 10 shows the test results. Load cell i inding machine End fixed by resin
Measured and theoretically calculated 4

values of cable sag well coincided. The Optical fiber

tensile strain of the optical fiber did s etrainmter
not occur under a tension below 400kg.
Under tension of more than 400kg, optical

fiber strain when a coaxial cable was
suspended was greater than when the cable Figure 9 Midspan tensile test method
alone was installed.

Although the optical fiber elongated
0.07% under a tension of 400kg in the

tensile test mentioned in section 1.2,

the optical fibers did not elongate by a

mid span tensile test because an apparent
excess length occurred due to cable 1 0

deflection and clearance of the optical *t. fber srin
fiber ribbon inside the stainless steel 0 •tirrs.i 1

330 (1 ,.alI"A hf~ r St ____
t ube . Z Cal , sba•l luom•.+

S C~j~.~ able sm aa

5.3 Overhead installation test o (A 01,14601 a.A"u
Fluctuation of optical fiber strain \.citlm tleW1 cot

when the optical fiber cable was installed

in three spans, span length was 5m, were-

measured to evaluate overhead installation - '
performances of the cable. Both ends of !e

optical fibers were free against the "
cable. Figure II shows the test method.

Figure 12 shows fluctuation of optical ( O.

fiber st rain measured during the test.
(1) When one end of the cable was 2 0 100 C(.) 8, H no

fixed on a pole and the cable was slacked

till it reached the ground, the init ial

value of the optical fiber strain was set Figure 10 Results of midspn tensile test

to zero.
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(2) The other end of the cable was
pulled by a winding machine and the cable

sag was adjusted to be 16cm. The maximum 45m 45m 45m

optical fiber strain fluctuation occurred Windin
during installation work while pulling the tchine
cable by the winding machine and it was
0.04%. The tension of approximately 800kg C cable

was estimated to have been caused during snatch Opticalfiber

pulling by the winding machine. suspended(3) At tihe intermediate poles the hars bosmte

cable wAs fixed by SS nose suspension

hardware. And the pulling end was fixed

by a clamp. The final cable sag was 17cm

on the fixed end side and at the interme- Figure 11 ffidspln installation test method

diate part and was 22cm at the pulling end
side. After installing the cable,- the

residue of the optical fiber strain was

nil.
(4) After fixing the optical fiber 0. 16

cable on the poles, a coaxial cable was 0 n.4
hanged on the optical cable in one span on 0 2
the fixed end side. The maximum optical
fiber strain fluctuation was 0.02% on0.10

average for three' spans(135m). Assuming 0.08

that all the strain was caused in one 0. D

span(45m), the strain would be 0.06%. 0.04 ,
(5) The cable sag of this part after

suspending on the hanger was 31cm. 0.02

Optical fiber strain of 0.01% remained 0

after hanging a coaxial cable. _

5.4 Loss variations
A two-fiber loop was formed in the

installed optical fiber cable and trans- "• -

mission loss variations were measured over Z a

time by the cut-back method. The loss -Z La

variations were less than 0.05dB/length
and equalled measurement errors.

Figure 12 ksults of overbal installation test

6. Wind pressure load evaluation

Calculations were made to evaluate

optical fiber strains which would be

applied under wind pressure load 0.3

conditions shown in table I and for the X=1.3 jus
30.2 J'

following four cases because of the combi-

nations of installation and operating .-
cond i t ions.

Case Installation Operating 0

season environment

I Winter Summer (Case A) - -0.1

2 Winter Winter (Case B) II
3 Summer Summer (Case A) -0.2 0 3 6 , 1 15

• Summer Winter (Case B)
TIME ELAPSED (Notbs)

The tension during installation was used Figur 13 Tramisslo loss .ariatioa of installed cable

as the parameter.
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The following equation was used to calcu-
late the optical fiber strains. The
initial excess length of the optical fiber
was set to zero.

S=T / (E-A) + a At-t2 ) -,

where - -

S: Optical fiber strain - --

T Cable tension A

E Young's modulus of the cable -
(19000kg/mm2 ) 0.1

A Cross-sectional area of
galvanized steel strand(31.88mm 2)

a Linear expansion coefficient of
the cable (1.25 x 10-5 deg-)

t Ambient temperature in operation -

t:: Normal temperature (25"C) -

Figure 14 and 15 plot Case 3 and 4 0 200 400 600 800 1000
which showed large calculated values for TENS]i DRING INSTALLATIO fkg)
optical fiber strain.

The tension during installation, in Installation In operation Cable alone with a light weight
which the optical fiber strain was
maintained to be below 0.2% in all cases season cable suspended

were as follows: Suier -• Sumer(Case A) 0 6
Ambient temperature: -15 - +60'C Sumer -- Vinter(CaseB) 2 U

The new cable alone < 900kg
When a light cable was suspended Figure 14 Optical fiber strain under wind pressure

< 800kg (Aient temperature: -15 - .0"C)
Ambient temperature: -40 - +85'C
The new cable alone 9 700kg
When a light cable was suspended

= 600kg
I t shows that. the tensile st rain 7

applied to optical fibers would be able to 0.2
be maintained below 0.2% by adjusting the L - 7
installation tension to the ambient L ,
temperature during installation. p

Table I Calculation conditions of wind pressure load 0.. 1 0. d

- //

Ambient I) Vinter: -1iC S uamer : +t"C
temperature 2) Winter :-40'C, Suer :+85C L

Installation 1) New cable alone /
rondition 2) A light weight cable is suspended .0 ; ' .

(Outer diaeter 15.3m,weight lW'U•) 0 200 400 So0 800 0 -0
TE•S]O• Dl'll.61STALLAT] I ON

____-- -.-------. - -- ------- TENSION IWRING INTALTO (Mg)
Iiin prssur f1) C~ase .A : Summer'nd pressure Wind pressure 100 I/2 Installation In operation Cable alone with a light weight

season cable suspended

condition 2) Uase I : Winter Sauer -. Sumer(Case A) )

Wind pressure V k/n Summer - iinter(Case 5) - U
! Snok rail 60 in depth

0.9 a/lMi Figure 15 Optiral fiber strain under wind pressure
(Abient telperature: -40 - +&8{*C)
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The tensile strain applied to the
optical fiber can be relaxed by providing
an excess length of the optical fiber in __ Shigeo SBIMIZI

the metal tube. An apparent excess fiber
length caused by the installed cable The Furubiwa Electric
deflection and clearances between the Co., Ltd.
optical fiber and the metal tube also
relaxes the tensile strain. 6,'a~atakaigandori,

lchihara.Chiba.290,Japan

7. Conclusion
Optical fiber composite messenger wire Mr. Shimizu was born in 1957. He received B.S.

cable was developed and tested. degree in nuclear engineering from Nagoya University
The cable transmission and mechanical in 1980 and joined The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd..

characteristics were fully sat isfactory as Be has been engaged in development of optical fibers
optical fiber cable. and cables.

The installation experiment results an cables.
confirmed the following: Be is a member of The Institute of Electronics.

-The optical fiber cable can be Information and Communication Engineers of Japan.

installed on poles using SS nose
suspension hardware.

-Strain applied to optical fibers
during installation was of a level that
would present no practical problems. Tsutomu AKIYA1A

From the results of the wind pressure
load of case A and B at. the temperature The Furukaua Electric
range from -40 to +85"C, optical fiber
strain can always be maintained below Co., Ltd.

0.2% by adjusting the installation
tension to the ambient temperature. 6.Yaatakaigandori.
Optical fiber strain can likewise be lcbibara.Chiba.290.Japan
always maintained below 0.2% even if a
light weight and thin cable (below approx. Mr. Akiyama was born in 1966. He received B.S.
200g/m in weight and approx. 15mm in degree in electronics from Uaseda University in
outer diameter) such as coaxial cables andothe opicalfibr cblesis uspededoil 1989 and joined The Furukawa Electric C:o.. Ltd.. He
other optical fiber cables is suspen|ded on
the opt icai cable, has been engaged in development of optical fiber

From tnese results, it was confirmed cables.
that this cable can be installed overhead He is a member of The Institute of Electronics.
by the same method as that for messenger Information and Communication Engineers of Japan.
wire.

Akibiro OTAIE

The Furukawa Electric

Co.. Ltd.

6.Yawatakaigandori.

lchihara .Chiba. 290,Japan

Mr. Otake graduated from Tohoku inivprsity and

joined The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd. in 1974. Be
has been engaged irn research and development of

optical fiber cables and those accessories.
He is mow a manager of optical fiber transmission

research sect ion.
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NElW EXPANSION "I'ECIINULOGY OF INS[LAI EI) CORE
I"I"ItO T CIILOROILL'ROCARBON (CFC)

K.SA.KAMO0'F0 M. SUG IMIRA I. K) UBAYAS111 & S. 1IAYA\SI ;1

TIlE FURUKAWA EL ECTRI C C(.. LTD.
C Ill B A JAPAN

A b s t r a c t Then in order to be satisfied higher VOP and lower Zo
need it for lower E, (i.e.higher expansion ratio)

CFC (Chlorofluorocarbon) had been useful as foaming smaller insulated core diameter (i.e.tinner wall
agent for high expansion insulated core of thin thickness) and more thoughness of insulated core
wall thickness and toughness.But it shall be surely (i.e. lower deformation ratio) .If so,we are able
abolished within coming a few years caused by to us• more useful and effective high speed propagation
decomposition of ozone.Therefore we have teen coaxial cable. Then toughening insulated core is
developing the substitute for LFC. especially necessary to prevent the mechanical damege
There were much relations between boiling point, from manufacturing on each process.

viscosity of organic solvent and expansion ratio, CFC generates minute and many cells in the Insulation,
deformation ratio respectively.And only alcohol had so it has been available for such a insulated core
different expansion actions against to other solvents. manufacturing.But it is regretted that utilization of
and each solvent were classfied by expansion actions this technology by CFC should be cut-down immediately
such as expansion ratio.deformation ratio (toughness) for the prevention of environment pollution.
surface appearance and number of cells in the Concreatly speaking as you may know well that CFC

insulation. decomposes ozone at the stratosphereit shall be
We had not developed new independent solvent replace surely abolished coming a few years.So we present you

of CFC which had satisfied both high expansion ratio epochal new gas foamed technolo 5i -ithout IFC.
(more than 60%) and low deformation ratio (less

than 10%) .However we had discovered especially new
combinated solvent that had enough satisfied 2. R v q tu i r (-. m(e n t f a r C a b e

above-mentioned propertiesand so it could be got a n d I nsu I ai e d c o r v

prospects of utilization for CFC.

2.l.Re q u i r eme n t s for
a C"a blIe

I. I nt rod uc tion ..

(1) High speed propagation property
CFC (Chlorofluorocarbon) gas foamed processing • Velocity of propagation (VMP) Z85%

technology has been carried out for more than 20years, (2) Low characteristic impedance (Zo)
resulting for wire and cable industrial applications Zo :50-900
such as insulated core in the wire/cable used for
computer wiring.CATV transmiss;an line and common
communication line etc. 2.2.R 4 q u i r crai nfl. s f o r

In fact,this gas foamed technology had become a a I s u I a t. v d c o r e
especially necessary method to the high speed (e x e r i vin I i
propagation coaxial cable producting as it offers more
advantage and more effectiveness over the conventional (so as to satisfy above-mentioned requirements
cable's properties, for the cable)
The most important properties of such cables are (1) Low effective relative dielectric constsnt

velocity of propagation (VOP) and characteristic 0 ,) .i.e.High expansion ratio (E.R.)
impedance (Zo) *And recently.we have made requests to F ý = 1.43 E.R. ? 60%
coaxial cables and wires for higher VOP and lower Zo. (2) Small outer diameter of a insulated core 1O.'.)
VOP and Zo are riven as fol lows, • O.D. - 1.0mm

IC (3) Low deformation ratio (D.R.)
VCXP = 100 (%) e D.R. < 10%4 • , (eq.l)

138.2 x log d

.d: (eq.2)

where.f Effective relative dielectric constant
(-I

d: Outer diameter of conductor (mm)
d Insulated core diameter (mm)
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3. Prev ious Foaming 4. Ex p e r inenrue.nt.a I Re su l•t s

Technology without CFC
We have used organic solvents in place of CFC foaming

agent which were comparative low cost and easy
3. 1 .IICF C ( drohI or o" _1u or arb,) treatment.But there were some noxious and/or

dangerous solvents,therefore we had to select more
HCFC22,one of HQ'C group~generates minute and many innocuous and safer one. And we used low density

cells in the insulation as CFCand it is recomended to polyethylene as base polymer.

substitute for CFC.But HCFC also decomposes a little

ozone~and will be abolished coming in a few years.So
we should not use HCFC even no-abolishment. S I le t

3.2.N , .
At first.we examined expansion actions of single

N (Nitrogen gas) and CO. (Carbon dioxide) have been solvent.Fig.2 shows the relation between the expansion

used for the foaming agent based on its harmlessness, ratio and the deformation ratio with each solvert,but

safety and cheapness.But they are not able to generate there was no solvent satisfied both the expansion

minute cells in the insulation and not to be injected ratio of more than 60% and the deformation ratio of

precisely caused on the measurment their injection less than 10% (The expansion ratio described in this

volume by a gas flow meter or a pressure regulator.if paper is the maximam value with such single solvent.

vapor pressure of gaseous foaming agent is low. they And the deformation ratio described in this paper is

are liquefied with comparative low pressure and is the value of specimen having the maximam expansion

able to inject precisely with a precision pump. But ratio.And methods of measuring the expansion ratio and

the vapor pressure of N. and CO. is very high (shown the deformation ratio shall be described in the

in Fig.) ,therefore.N: and 0O: are no use for a thin following items 5.)

wall thickness and high expanded insulation. But,when we used CFC as foaming agentthe expansion
ratio would be more than 60% and the deformation

3.3.t)rga i c sol vent ratio would be less than 10%.
.... Then.we investigated the expansion actions of single

Organic solvent has been also used for foaming agent, solvent minutely,and it was clear boiling point and

But there is no report that organic solvent realized viscosity of solvent influenced expansion ratio and

an insulated core with high expansion ratiothin wall deformation ratio.Fig.3 shows the relation between

thickness and thoughness.However we have expected that boiling point and expansion ratio.Fig.4 shows the

organic solvent shall be substitute for CFC. relation between boiling point and deformation ratio,
Fig.5 shows the relation between viscosity and
expansion ratioand Fig.6 shows the relation between
viscosity and deformation ratio.
It was suggested that the higher boilnig point of

viscosity realized the large expansion ratio or

deformation ratio.But the correlation coefficients
(absolute value) were not so large (shown in

Fig. I Table.l) especially in case of viscosity.But if we

The Re 1 a t i on be tween stratified alcohol from others.the correlation

T e m p e r a t u r e & coefficients were large (absolute value)

Va p o r P r e s s u r e Therefore it was clear that there were correlation

between boiling point.viscosity.expansion ratio and

deformation ratio.and then only alcohol had different
expansion actions among the solvents; that is.the high

expansion ratio was given by alcohol even if the
viscosity was rather high,notwithstanding,such high
expansion ratio was never given by other solvent of

rather high viscosity.
Fig.7 shows the relation between boiling point and

viscosity of solvent we examined.,t was also clear

only alcohol had different actions.
Then we classified the solvent to some typies

accordink to the expansion actions which were surface

" .. ...... appearance of insulated core.number of cells.exparsion
-. I ratio and deformation ratio (toughness) .And the
". i /typies were Type A,Type B and Type C.And Type B was

U further classfiel to Type SI (without alcohl) and

Type BlI (only alcohol) ,based on the differences
between boiling point and viscosity of Type B I and

Type BlI .and the expectation that alcohol and others

0:.() were going to cause different expansion actions in
case of mixed solvent.

The characteristics of each Type were shown in Tat'e
2.
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FiR.8 shows the classification each solvent to Type A, P1 ,Bll and C,and Photo.14 show the representative PhOtcross section of each Type, and Photo.5 shows the T y p e Acomparative cross section of CFC.

The Relation between

Expansion Ratio andPSDeformation Rat io i;

3 0

0 0
Ph 0ot o 2

-20 Type BI
2 0

0 O

0w eac Va rybe t 0

EXPANSION RATIO M%

0 ORGANIC SOLVENT

A CFC

'I'ab Ie I.

C o r reIa t ion c o e ffi cien t

b it I.we e n e a c h Va r i a b i e ..... Pho0to 4
Vari abe Total AlCohol With h uPtL ____________AlCohol Typ e C

.. R. -0. 7 5 -0, 95 -0. 86

B P. D. R. -0. 57 -0. 85 -0. 81

Vis. E. R. -0. 26 -0. 80 -0. 76

vis. D. R. -0. 13 -0.77 -0.63

i. P Doe, I Ing Point
Vis, VI.Cos ity
E. R. Expiansion Ratio

It1 Dtf~,,,n.at ion Rlatio0

Photo 5
.ab e 2

Y.Ea ri s c r Acti ons of Single Solvent CFC

SNumiber Expansion neformationiSApt-arance,.' .. ,, or Cer isI Ratio (%) Ratio (%3

1,Minute

RaSheoth
Aag SMIc 60-70 x 1 5-2 0

i .... i& a h e, r

, :aMr 9 e
o-'((s; u. o h I r.eM n O 60--70 I x 15-20

S .Smooth Mnute 0-30& Few t
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Fig. 3 Fig 5

"rhe Re lat ion between The Re ation between

SoiIling Point a nd Vi scosity and Expansion Ratic

Expansion Ratio

Z,1 1 0

0 0 0

0 -"0- o o ,.'o

S6 -0 - 16

50OI+ 50• o05 0

0 o a.Z i

0 0 0

() 5 0 1 00 1 50 0 1 2 3

BOI L I NG PO INT CC) VISCOSITY (c P)

0 ALCOHOL 0 OTHERS

0 ALCOHOL 0 OTHERS

Fi. 4 ig. 6
The Relation between TeRlto ewe
Boiling Point andV it d
Deformation Ratio (at 2 3C) Deformation Ratio (at 23C)

S30 3 3

0 C0

-[: I 0

0 0 0 80 0

1 0O 1

0

0 C000 0O A
0

S0 5 0 1 00 1 50 0 1 2 3

BOILING POINT (*C) VISCOSITY (cP)

0 ALCOHOL 0 OTHERS 0 ALCOHOL 0 OTHERS
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4.2.Mixed Solvent

F. s 7 Next we examined the expansion actions of mixed
ýlh e Re lat ion between solvent that was the combination of two kinds of equal
B3oi Iing Point and Viscosity mole solvent.There were nine combinations of eachsolvent and they were shown as in Table 3 (No.j..o.9)

The combination of two kinds of Type A did not exist
in our experiment caused by only one solvent belonging
to Type A.

3The results of expansion actions of each combination
r_ are shown in Table 3.And we got the following

understanding through our test products;
(1) Only No.1 (Type A-Type BI ) gave an insulated

core satisfied all of our requirements.
2 (2) No.4 (Type B 1 -Type B I ,where. two Type B s

- means two kinds of Type Il ) and No.6 (Type BI -
t Type C) satisfied almost enough our requirments except
0 the expansion ratio was a little low.
U •(3) The solvent belonged to Type Bil was available

c 1 for high expansion ratio (more than 65%) ,but not
available for deformation ratio and surface appearance

0 0 0 0 of insulated core.
o o0% (4) The solvent belonged to Type C was not available

1 0 0 for high expansion ratio based on the exsitence of
very few cells.

0 5 0 100 1 5 0 Photo.6-14 show the representative cross section of

B 1 L I NG POINT (C) each combination.

Table 3.

0 ALCOHOL 0 OTHERS Expanns ion Actions of Mixed Solvent
No Combination Appearance Number n. S.. M.7;K

N Obi i a of Cel Is

I A B I Smooth Many >o <
2 A Bt11 Rough Many _ _ ____

3 A C Smooth Few -<o o

Fig. 8 4 I3! B I Smooth Man y ....-. -..

The Relation between R a 1 gh
6 B I C Smooth Many Y o-.Boiling Point and Viscosity -_ I_ 13___Bl I R o u gh Ma ny >

8 B311 C Rough Many >

9 C C Smooth oew .. ,o o. ,•

.5. R : Expansion Ratio
A C D. R.. Deformation Ratio

2 4 .3 X o.C on side rat ions

- (1) Single Solvent
0 "The high expansion ratio was given by the solvent
L) vTypes AB I and 11I ,based on the existence of many
to "1 cells in the insulation.All these solvents have low
;> 0boi ling point and viscosity.

000000 0 ne low deformation ratio was given by only Type C,
0" osed on low expansion ratio.

BThis low deformation property was not given by TypesA. BI and BIt

0 5 0 10 0 150 Smooth surface appearance of Insulated core was given
B 0 1 L I NT (,) by Types A and C.based on existence of very minute

size of cells in the insulation.
(2) Mixed Sovents

* ALCOHOL 0 OTHERS The reason No.! (Type A-Type BI) satisfied all-Of" -----
our requests was caused by the arrangement of many two
size of cells densely and properly In the Insulation.
We understood the actions of solvents as follows:
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Type A generated minute and many cells and Type B I
generated rather large and many cells.The difference
of diffusion speed of Type A and Type BI was not so
large.
No.2 (Type A-Type BU) did not satisfy low

deformation ratio and smooth appearance,which is based
on excess expansion by Type Bll ,even though No.2 was
expected to satisfy such properties owing to the
similarity of eapansion actions between Types B I and
Bil.

5. App e n d i c e s

The mesuring methods of expansion ratio and the P h o t o 6
deformation ratio were given as follows;
(I) Expansion Ratio T y p e A - Ty p e B I
Measuring coaxial capacitance of an expanded
insulated core and calculating effective relative
dielectric constant by equation 3,then calculating
expansion ratio by equation 4.

I C X log d
24.13 d: (eq.3)

F = (-,+. ( )- X, 00)
3 1 , ( e ) (eq.4)

where, F. Effective relative dielectric constant
(-)

F. Relative dielectric constant of
insulation material ()

g :Relative dielectric constant of air
(-)

C Coaxial capacitance (PF/m)
d Conductor outer diameter (am)
d I Insulated core diameter (mm)

(2) Deformation Ratio
Measuring the thickness of insulation before P h o t o 7

weighting.Placing the insulated core between the T y p e A - T y p e B II
parallel plates of the measuring apparatus.appling the
weight of 500g on it,and elapse of !5 minutes
measuring the thickness of insulation.Calculating the
diminution factor from the thickness of before
weighting to that after weighting from the following
equation 5.The measuring temperature is 23C.

Thickness before-Thickness after
Deformation _ weighting (me) weighting (m) xlo0

Ratio (%) Thickness befor weighting (ius)
(eq.5)

Fig. 9
Mea su r i ng Method of
De f orma t i on Ra t i o

Pressure P.aIlI .I

doreetioc, plate

d I

P,~ h___2_ Photo 8

d,........../Type A - Type C
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Pho to 9. Pho t o 1 2
T'y p) B - Ty p e B - Tyyp e BII

SPho. o 13I h o " o 0 0 1
Ty p 13 - TlPe y )c1311-

I o 7. 0• 1 1 P1 0i o 1 0 1

I'y I: H I -F'v" p) C i, c c L c
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PROPERTIES OF WATER ABSORBENT GELS FORMULATED FOR USE AS
FILLING COMPOUNDS FOR COPPER TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLE AND

AS SPLICE CASE ENCAPSULANTS

Alvin C. Levy Steven C. Welch
Alvin C. Levy & Associates, Inc. California State University San Marcos

Norcross, Georgia San Marcos, California

Peter V. Croft
Waterguard Cable Products

Channelview, Texas

ABSTRACT with superabsorbents, water absorbent
fibers, and now water absorbent

A new class of water absorbent thixotropic gels (ATGs). The ATG products,
materials developed for use as copper developed and marketed by Waterguard Cable
cable filling compounds and as splice case Products, exist in slightly different
encapsulants has been investigated. These forms, dependent on whether their intended
materials incorporate superabsorbents into use is as a copper cable filling compound,
more conventional products to give as a flooding compound for optical fiber
compounds capable of providing superior cable or as a splice encapsulant.
waterproof performance. In addition, these Functionally, ATGs combine the
new materials possess the unique ability technological advantages of both
to heal shorts which can occur if small traditional filling compounds and
flaws are present in the conductor superabsorbents to give a significantly
insulation, improved "waterproof" system.

The formulation technology and the The purpose of this paper is to
mechanisms by which these materials examine the properties of ATG compounds
function are explained. The properties both in terms of existing industry
investigated include the ability to requirements as well as potential product
withstand various water heads, short performance advantages. Where possible,
elimination as a function of flaw size, explanation of behavior mechanisms is
dielectric constant stability in the given.
presence of moisture, the capacitance
stability of twisted pairs immersed in the HOW ATGS WORK
filling compound at 60 0 C, the oxidative
induction time of conductor insulation in As mentioned above, ATGs combine the
aged cables, and other properties advantages of traditional filling
important to cable and splice performance. compoundc and superabsorbents. Traditional

filling compounds such as ETPR and PEPJ
block water by void exclusion.
Superabrorbents swell to form a rigid gel
which blocks further water ingress. ATGs

INTRODUCTION function in both the above manners to
provide two methods of blocking water

For a number of years, both ETPR and ingress. Additionally, ATGs have the
PEPJ compounds have been used to fill the ability to eliminate shorts which occur
cores of copper telecommunications cables when water comes into contact with small
designed for buried applications. Splice pin holes or flaws in conductor
case encapsulants have consisted primarily insulation. This property, referred to as
of two-part polyurethanes. Although self-healing, is discussed in more detail
referred to as "waterproof," these systems later in the paper.
are in reality only "water resistant." For
example, current cables cannot always meet
the industry three foot water head FORMULATION CHEMISTRY
requirement, even while work continues to
achieve the objective of withstanding a The water absorbent gels which are
twelve foot water head. the subject of this paper more closely

resemble the filling compounds for opticalIn the past several years water fiber cable in their chemistry and
absorbent materials, often referred to as rheological properties than they do either
superabsorbents, have come into use as a ETPR and PEPJ filling compounds or the
means of blocking the ingress and Ifow of two-part polyurethane encapsulants. These
water in telecommunications cable. Such new compounds, like optical fiber cable
materials have included tapes impregnated filling compounds, are thixotropic. The
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primary components are a petroleum based encapsulant assists in limiting water
oil, a thixotrope and a constituent that penetration into the splice. In the cable
is commonly referred to as a configuration, the tightly packed
superabsorbent. The superabsorbents are in conductors in conjunction with the
the same class of crosslinked polyacrylate filling compound limit water penetration
copolymers used in water blocking tapes at high water heads. As a result, the
elsewhere in the cable industry. In filling compound does not need to be as
addition to the above components, other rigid as the encapsulant. Experimental
minor ingredients are added to provide the data illustrating the above is given in
property balance required. the section on water penetration. It

should also be noted that both compounds
In the gel matrix, the superabsorbent remain soft at low temperature. This

remains as a particulate as opposed to property is important in low temperature
being in solution. Trapped in this manner, handling.
the absorbent remains uniformly
distributed. However, because the
superabsorbent exists as a particulate, it TABLE I
is of primary importance that the ATG PROPERTIES

particulates be small enough to prevent
size exclusion during the cable filling
process. Also, because of the particle ATG ATG

nature of the absorbent, the molecule has FILL. ENCAP. ETPR

limited mobility and therefore does not Property CPD.

contribute significantly to the dielectric
constant. This later property is extremely Dielectric Constant 2.25 -3.0 2.06

important in copper cable filling (DC measurement)
compounds. Dielectric Constant - 2. 2 7 a

From the above description, one might @ 1MHz (ASTM 0150)

assume that a simple blend of an optical Dissipation Factor 0.0000a

fiber type filling compound with a @ 1 MHz (ASTM0 DIO)
superabsorbent would suffice as a water Volume Resistivity - - 1.2 x 1 0 15a
absorbent gel. This, however, is not the 1 M~ (ASTM D150)
case. Such a compound would not absorb
water. What is further required is a means Viscosity, scale read. 35-43 >100 na
of getting the water to the surface of the @ RT (Brookfield
absorbent through the hydrophobic grease RVT, TD, 0.5 rpm)

surrounding the individual absorbent Penetration, drmm
particles. To achieve this property (ASTM D217)
without allowing water to rapidly wick @ RT 315 230 12 4a
through the gel and without increasing the @ 0°F 220 155 93a

dielectric constant, is an important Oil Separation, % nil nil na
property of these materials. (lhr @ 15,000 rpm)

PROPERTY CHARACTERIZATION Water Absorption, min. 6 4 na
(lOg water by 15g
ATG in Al weigh pan)

This section contains ATG

characterization data relevant to Oxid. Ind.
properties that are measured external to Time, mIn.

t200Oc - 17the cable environment. The topics covered @220 0 c >50 -

include: (1) a discussion of the physical
properties generally included in a
materials specification,(2) an examination a. A.C. Levy & R. Sabia, 31st IWCS (1982), p.313
of the self-healing phenomena, (3) data
demonstrating the inherent water
absorption capability of ATGs, and (4)
testing relevant to the stability of the The electrical properties for the
dielectric constant in the presence of filling compound are in the range of what
moisture. is obtained for ETPRs. However, ETPRs are,

on the average, lower in dielectric
constant than is the ATG filling compound.

SPECIFICATION PROPERTIES As a result, the mutual capacitance in
cables made with ATG could be -1 nF/mile

Typical properties for the higher than an ETPR cable with the same
encapsulant and filling compound are given construction.
in Table I. As can be seen from viscosity
and penetration data, the encapsulant is With thixotropic gels one does not
significantly stiffer than the filling have to worry about high temperature cable
compound. The greater stiffness of the drip if there is no syneresis (oil
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separation). Such behavior occurs because
thixotropic materials are temperature 1000
insensitive as compared with 00
thermoplastics. However, syneresis can be 0 00Oo0
problem. The data in Table I would 0 ...
indicate excellent performance by both ATG 100.
products. To put these numbers in E0
perspective, thixotropic gels used to fill 2 0
optical fiber cable characteristically U
exhibit much higher oil separation than .10................... .......

ATGs.
Water absorption data given in Table 0

I is typical of product which has been _jfound ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L t be f n t o a in c b e a d s l c .............................. ........... .......... .. .......... --- ......................
found to be functional in cable and splice .1..........
tests. No standards for performance have 0o
been set for this property. 00 0

The oxidation induction time (OIT) D 0.1 ...................... .......... ....
for ATG products is excellent. The OIT for

ETPR is generally measured at only 200 0 C
whereas these data are reported at 220 0 C.

0.01
0 5 10 15 20 25

SELF-HEALING
TIME. min.

Self-healing provides a dimension to
filling compound and encapsulant Figure i. SELF-HEALING TEST - 22 GAUGE
functionality that is not available with CROSS-SECTION FLAW
traditional materials. The mechanism is as
follows.

1000 ................ . ................ ... . .. ..... .. ... .
When water cones into contact with a 0 . -

flaw in the conductor insulation, a short 0%
occurs. The water is then taken up by the CX 0
superabsorbent in the ATG to form a rigid E
gel around the flaw. The superabsorben• at V00the sa e tim star s to e ectro late • on U 100 ...... • .............. ................. i................ ............... ...........................
the same time starts to electroplate on o 0
the conductor which functions as the "
anode. The water previously bound by the
now deposited superabsorbent must find a
new home. It therefore flows away from the 0

area of the flaw into the balance of the i
superabsorbent/gel matrix. As a result I 10 ............... i ....................................
there is now a void (air or gas gap)

around the flaw (not water) and the short
terminates. Elimination of the short is D
due to both insulation of the exposed 0 0
copper with deposited absorbent layer as
well as formation of the air gap. The 1 I I I
degree to which each mechanism 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
participates has not been determined.
Experimental data illustrating the above TIME. min
sequence is presented in Figures 1 and 2.

The test cell configuration was as Figure 2. SELF-HEALING TEST, 2MM FLAW
follows. Filling compound was placed in a
shallow plastic pan to a depth of about 1
cm. The flaw area of an insulated
conductor was placed at the surface of the To start the test, deionized water
filling compound. This wire was connected was added to the cell to a depth of
to the positive terminal of a 48 volt approximately 3/4 cm. As ions were
battery. A second length of wire having provided to the water by superabsorbent,
one inch of bare copper was used to the current increased as shown in the
provide the cathode. The cathode was figures. At approximately five minutes
connected to the battery in series with a into the test, the water was gelled and
microammeter. In Figure , the flaw was a the current began to drop. At that time, a
cut end (crossection) of a 22 gauge blue deposit was also visible at the
insulated conductor. In Figure 2, the flaw surface of the flaw. This deposit is the
consisted of -2mm of insulation removed copper salt of the superabsorbent
from the circumference of the conductor. molecule. With the smaller of the two
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flaws, Figure 1, current ceased to flow in
- 20 minutes. With the 2mm flaw, the 120 ......... ............. .... ....... ...................................... .....
current flow was 2 microamps at 120 0 FILL CMPD 6 ft
minutes. In both cases, small voids around a FILL CMPD 12 ft
the flaw could be seen. Whether or not the 100 ENCAPSULANT 12 f......................
flaw would completely heal in the second E
test was not determined. In a third test, E aa
11 mil thick, Ix5 cm copper strips were 3f 80 . .................................... .
used as the electrodes. In this case the .

size of the strip was sufficient to Ea q o00.

totally remove the gel, thereby exposing 0 p
the electrode covered by the deposited z 60 .................. . ....... ........................ Q-.:L .....................
blue layer. The weight loss (lost copper) 0 q
of the electrode in this case was 0.25%. 0

What is apparent from the data is 40 ...... ....... ......... .. .
that the ability and time required to 0
eliminate a flaw depends on the size of z 0o
the flaw. The larger the flaw, the more 0
difficult it is to complete the void 20 .."" --- ............. ................
required to terminate current flow.
However, based on these data, the self-
healing would be complete for any flaw 0 i
exclusive of what might exist in the case 0 20 40 60 80 100
of major cable damage.

TIME, days
WATER ABSORPTION Figure 3. WATER PENETRATION FOR FILLING

As previously mentioned, the manner COMPOUND AND ENCAPSULANT
in which superabsorbents function is to
rapidly swell when contacted with water to
form a rigid, instantaneous block.
However, as long as an excess of water
under pressure remains in contact at the
block point there must be a slow diffusion
of water through the absorbent or
absorbent containing matrix. Figures 3-5 100 ........... ...... .......... ................... ............

illustrate such data. The inside diameter o
of the tube in all tests is 5/16 in. The 0

penetration number reflects visible o
movement of the boundary between the water 80 .. ............................... ................ . ..................................... ....................
swelled layer and the test compound. E

E 0o

Figure 3 illustrates how water moves 3 0:
through ATG as a function of water head.As can be s en there is a significa t • 60 ........................ •" ''i...................................... ............ .. ................ .
As can be seen there is a signif icant IL60 ...........
difference as both a function of head and o
type of compound. The encapsulant performs Z 0

better than the filling compound because 2 0
it is a stiffer product. 40i t i s a s t i f e r p r o d u c t .< 4 0 .............. ............. ...... ... ..................... ........... ...... ............ ........................

0 o " A. CONTROL
Figure 4 shows the penetration rate 0 .

at 12 feet in several test configurations. Z o 0 a B, SAND
The LiZ 0 0031

The purpose of this figure is to a 0. 0 C. ABSORBENT
illustrate the effect of pack ing of the 20 - ........................................................ .......................................................
conductors in the cable on water
penetration into the cable -ore. Curve A
is the control which is also shown in
Figure 3. The test structure of curve B___
has a I inch depth of 20-30 mesh sand 0 4
placed on top of the filling compound. 0 20 40 60 80 100
Condition B represents a tighter packing TIME, days
than Condition A. In test C, pure
superabsorbent is used in the tube. This Figure 4. WATER PENETRATION AT 12 FOOT
test is still in progress. WATER HEADS
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What is demonstrated in Figure 4 is the cable is likely to see. For example,
that as the packing increases, the the question as to whether or not water
tendency for the superabsorbent to become migrates to any degree past the front
trapped in the packing material increases where swelling is apparent must be asked.
and the result is a lower rate of movement Two tests where conducted to answer this
of the boundary layer. In the case of a question; one intermediate term at high
cable, the packing is so tight that the temperature and high humidity, and the
rate of penetration is much reduced over other long term at room temperature in
any of the tube test cases. For example, a contact with water.
cable kept under a 20 foot head for 7
months showed - 65 mm water penetration. In the first test, an aluminum pan
In the worst case tube test, the filled with the filling compound was
equilibrium penetration rate is -12mm (0.5 placed in a 70 0 C/ 95% RH environment for
in.)/month. Keep in mind that to pass the 21 days. The dielectric constant was then
industry's proposed 12 foot water head measured as a function of depth below the
test, water is not permitted to flow more surface. The test was also run on the
than 8 feet in 24 hours (-240 feet/month). encapsulant. Data are plotted in Figure 6.
It is also interesting to note that In the second test, the dielectric
movement of water through the pure constant was run on the filling compound
superabsorbent is intermediate between the after conclusion of the test described for
encapsulant and filling compound. Figure 5 data.

Figure 5 illustrates the case in The data in Figure 6 show a rapid
which a small head of water, in this case drop off of the dielectric constant at
30 mm, is placed on top of the ATG and only a slight depth below the surface. The
then capped with aluminum foil. The effect is more pronounced with the filling
penetration into the filling compound is compound. In the second test, the
then measured as a function of time. The dielectric constant was measured at a
data indicate that penetration rate for depth of -3mm below the surface of the
the filling compound drops below Imm/month boundary between the water swelled and
after about 4 months. The rate for the normal appearing layers. The value of 2.29
encapsulant is slightly higher. that was determined is essentially the

same as the initial dielectric constant,
Based on these data, one could expect 2.27.

true "waterproof" performance with ATGs
under any water head that might occur in Both of the above tests indicate
the terrestrial plant. that the dielectric constant of the bulk

is stable and unchanged several mm beyond
the swell boundary.

4 0 ..................................... ............ .. .... .

30 . 0 : . . 0 . . 9
4 0 .. ..................................... .............. .......... ... ............ . .. ........

"-- FILLING CMPD
O 3 5 ...................................... ..................... ................... ..................... .. ...... .. . . .S3 .................. 5..................... ................... .......................................... 3.................. " E N C A P S U L A N T

300.. . .. . . .......... ............................... ...S• 30.

S iz 10 ................... .................... ..................... ......................... ............ ....... ...........
10 0 Filling Compound; 0

.0 U
i Encapsulant U 20 .... .

0 I I I I
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 UJ 15 ...... . .......................................

TIME. days • 10

FiqUre 5. WATER PENETRATION IN A CLOS.D
SYSTEM 5 .

04
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT STABILITY 0 5 10 15

Of primary importance in the filling DEPTH BELOW SURFACE, mm
compound application is the stability of
the dielectric constant under the various Figure 6. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AFTER 21
moisture and temperature environments 'hat DAYS @ 70C, 95%RH
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CABLE PERFORRMACE CHARACTERIZATION temperature) in the dielectric constant of
ATG which offsets the capacitance

This section contains discussion and decrease associated with thermal
data relevant to cable properties which expansion.
are influenced by the filling compound or
encapsulant. These properties include the
effect of cell filling on the capacitance
of twisted pairs having foam-skin
insulation, the oxidative stability of 8 E
conductor insulation in contact with the 0 EtPR A:

filling compound, cable electrical data, a ETPR B:
and finally the results of compatibility O ATG
testing. Cable performance under water
head is discussed above in the section on 6 0
Water Absorption. o

U)
CAPACITANCE STABILITY E 0

S4 . .. ............ ............. ........... n....... .. ... .................... ........

In recent years, there have been a z
number of papers given with respect to
cell filling of foam- skin insulation w~t• 0o
the oils in ETPR type filling compound."'6 z
Work by Mitchell showed that the degree of 2 .

cell filling was dependent on the type of
filling compound and that in the actual 0 0o
cable environment, the degree of 0

capacitance change associated with tha O 0
cell filling was not significant.
However, since ATGs represent a new type
of compound, it was thought advisable to
repeat these studies.

- 2 . . ................. ................................... .................. . ..............

Figure 7 shows plots of capacitance 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
increase versus time for twisted pairs of
26 gauge foam- skin immersed at 60 °C in EXPOSURE TIME. days
beakers of three different filling
compounds, two commercial ETPRs and the Figure 7. CAPACITANCE STABILITY OF 26
ATG filling compound. As can be seen the GAUGE FOAM-SKIN @ 60C
ATG is more stable than the two ETPRs.
Reference to Mitchell's work shows the ATG
to be similar to the more stable ETPRs in
performance. However, a sample of that
latter material was not available for 2 .. ..............................................................................

testing.
The ab v pe f r a c.fAT o p u d........................ ................ ................ ...............................................

The above performance of ATG compound O 1.i

might be related to differences in the
oils used in ATGs and ETPRs. Also the X
above data is an indication of the L 0 -------- GI
stability of ATG with respect to J
dielectric constant when exposed to z ........ ........... . .. ............. .. ........ .. ......
elevated temperature.

Finally, the capacitance of the blue- W
white pairs of two 25 pair cables with 24 2 .............
gauge solid insulation, one with ATG and 0 ETPR
the other with ETPR filling compound were
measured as a function of temperature. The -3
data is shown in Figure 8. As can be seen, 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
the capacitance of the ETPR filled cable
decreases with increasing temperature. TEMPERATURE,C
This decrease occurs because the cable and Figure S. CABLE CAPACITANCE STABILITY AS A
resultant spacing between conductors FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
expand with increasing temperature. On the
other hand, the capacitance of the ATG
filled cable remains level with increasing
temperature. Functionally, this behavior
occurs because there is a slight
temperature dependence (increase with
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INSULATION STABILITY
Comparison of OIT performance of ATG

No issue in filled copper cable has filled cable aged for two versus four
received more attention in the past weeks at 700C shows the expected relative
several years than the cracking of the performance. No precise analysis can be
foam-skin polyethlene used to insulate made because the insulation stability
copper conductors. This cracking is a packages may not be the same. However,
function of both the stabilization packaye comparison of ATG performance versus the
in the insulation and the properties of ETPRs in test 2 is clear. ATG offers
the filling compound. In order to improved performance relative to the
determine whether or not ATG filling ETPRs. Several possible explanations are
compound performed satisfactorily in this possible for this improved performance.
respect, cables filled with ATG were aged They are as follows.
for various periods and the oxidation
induction time (OIT) measured. The test - Lower extraction of stabilizers
instrument was a Perkin-Elmer DSC4 using from the insulation with ATG because of
the Model 3700 Data Station. The test differences between compound oils in the
procedure was per Bellcore specification two product types.
TA-NWT-000421.

- Loý.er stabilizer extraction withIn the first test, a 50 pair 24 gauge ATG because of lower cable filling
foam-skin cable was aged for fcir weeks at temperatures with ATG versus ETPR (room
70 0 C. OIT was determined at 20i 0 C before temperature versus 110 0C).
and after aging. The type of stabilization
package used in the insulation is not - Better stabilization of ATG versus
known, nor is the cabl)e's prior thermal the ETPRs.
history. In the second test, three cables,
one filled with ATG and two with difZerent - Less severe thermal history wi t h
ETPRs, were evaluated at 2000C after aging ATG because of lower temperature blending
two weeks at 70 0 C. All three cables were and storage.
50 pair, 26 gauge foam-skin insulated
conductors. The insulated conductors in - Combinations of the above
all three cables were from the same wire mechanisms.
production run. Again, the stabilization
packages are not known. The data for both
tests are shown Ln Table II. All values CABLE ELECTRICAL DATA
reported represent the average of one run
on each of the ten color insulations. Table III contains the electrical
Variation of OIT between different color data for the 50 pair super-unit cf a AFMW
insulations in the same cable, as 200 cable containing ATG filling compound.
indicated by the standard deviations, are These data are typical of filled cable.
consistent with 1data reported by For instance, the mutual capacitance
Hershkowitz and Hore1. requirement for filled cable is 83 +/- 4

nF/mile. The data reported in Table 3
comfortably fit in this range. The value
of R/C Ratio for the cable was 0.0173

TABLE II (0.0200 is passing).

OXIDATIVE INDUCTION TIME OF FOAM-SKIN
INSULATION @ 200'C

TABLF i!I

TEST # 1 TEST # 2 ELECTRICAL DAIA FOR AFMW 200
4 Weeks Aging 2 Weeks Aging ATG FILLED CABLE SUPER-UNITS70°C @ 70°CC

Average Stand. Ind. Ind.

INDUCTION TIME, rin. @ 2000c Dev. MaC. min.

Mutual Cap. 83.53 1.37 8b._0 80.99
AV. Std. Av. Std. (nF/mile)

Dev. Dev.
Filling Attenuation 5.30 0.04 5.41 5.21
Compound (dB\kf)

ATG 53.7 7.4 64.1 4.6

ETPR I - - 53.5 8.7

ETPR II - 46.3 6.3
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ATG encapsulant was tested in splices 1. H. Hiramatsu, N. Ishii, and K. Nagai,
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evidence of stress cracking was observed. Optical Fiber Cable Using Swelling

Material, Proceed., 38th Int. Wire & Cable
Both ATG encapsulant and filling Symposium, p.463 (1989)

compound were tested in contact with
Caschem 126 Encapsulant as was an ETPR 2. S. Kukita, et al, "A New Nonmetallic
control. Testing was at room temperature and Waterproot Optical Fiber Cable with
and 700C for 7 days. No evidence of oil Absorbent Polymer Ribbon," Proceed., 36th
formation at the interface between the 126 Int. Wire & Cable Symposium, p.357 (1987)
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tested dripped. 5. K. Kathiresan, et al, "Fiber-Optic

ATG filling compound and encapsulant Cable Shipboard Systems," Proceed., 37th
were tested in accordance with ASTM G21-70 Int. Wire & Cable Symposium, p. 303 (1988)
and found not to support fungus growth.

6. C. S. Freeman and K. M. Freeman, U. S.
Patent 4,711,022, Dec. 8, 1987

SUMMARY A.ND CONCLUSIONS

7. A. W. Stratton, T. J. Roessing, and J.
A wide range of test data relevant D. Burkhard, "A Comparative Stability

to the performance of superabsorbent Study Related to the Performance of PE/PJ
thixotropic gels, ATGs, as filling and ETPR Filling Compounds, " Proceed.,
compounds and encapsulants in the outside 36th Int. Wire & Cable Symposium, p.322
copper plant have been presented. A brief (1987)
summary of that performance is as follows:

8. D. M. Mitchell, "The Effect of Filling
0 Superior waterproof performance Compound on the Capacitance of Foam-Skin

relative to existing filling compounds and Insulation: Laboratory Simulation vs.
encapsulants. Cable Performance," Proceed., 37th Wire &

Cable Symposium, p.500 (1988)
0 Self-Healing of electrical shorts

due to small flaws in the conductor 9. L. P. Beltz, "Factors That Influence
insulation. PIC Degradation of Filled Foamskin

Telephone Cable," Procee,'., 38th Int. Wire
o Improved oxidative stability of & Cable Symposium, p.123 (1989)

conductor insulation versus ETPR.
10. K. Dye et al, "Analysis of Stabilizer

* Stable dielectric properties of Concentrations In Polyolefin Cable
the compounds in advance of the water Materials, Proceed., 38th Int. Wire &
swell. Cable Symposium, p. 9 8 (1989)

o Stable cable capacitance as a
function of time and temperature, equal to 11. T. N. Bowmer, "Cracking of Foam-Skin
or better than ETPR filled cable. Polyethylene Insulations in Pedestals,"

Proceed., 37th Int. Wire & Cable
* Satisfactory 800C cable drip Symposium, p. 4 7 5 (1988)

performance. 12. E. E. Hershkowitz and L. M. Hore,
e Other ATG properties meet industry "Variations of Oxidative Induction Times

requirements and are comparable in of Polyolefin Insulated Conductors,"
performance to other commercial filling Proceed., 39th Int. Wire & Cable
compounds and encapsulants. Symposium, p.479 (1990)
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Temperature Effect on High Frequency Data Transmission

Through Plenum Wires

L. M. Hore

Bellcore, New Jersey, USA

environmental conditions of the wire during its service life.
Abstract Normally plenum wire operates at room temperature (RT)

because it is located in air return plenums. In some
This paper presents a short overview of the general buildings, however, wire and cable could run parallel to
properties of the dielectric materials used in plenum wires steam pipes or may be exposed to other heat sources and
and the effect of elevated temperatures on the dielectric thereby become heated above ambient temperature, especially
properties and consequently on the transmission parameters in cold weather. In some other buildings, cable could be
of the wires. The purpose of this paper is to supplement the placed in wiring closets and other non-plenum areas where
limited scientific data published by resin manufactures for there is no air conditioning provided and where temperature
wide varieties of insulating materials now being used in can rise during summer. With this scenario in mind, the
plenum wires for applications in high frequency and high twisted wires exposed to elevated temperatures will be
temperature areas. To evaluate the temperature effects on measured and analyzed to determine the suitability of the
the transmission of wires, samples made of different dielectric materials used in plenum wires.
insulation/jacket combinations currently being used in plenum
wires are stabilized at room temperature (RT) ranging from 2. General Properties of Dielectric Materials
70°F to 73°F, 110'F and 150°F before the transmission
parameter measurements are performed on the wires. The The properties affecting the behavior of insulating materials
results will show the temperature effects on attenuation, near in service can be classified under the sub-heading of (i)
end crosstalk, characteristic impedance and mutual mechanical, (ii) electrical, (iii) thermal, (iv) chemical, (v)
capacitance to a varied degree. Based on this study, environmental and miscellaneous. Of all these properties, we
temperature coefficients of attenuation (Tc) of the wires are interested in dealing with the electrical properties only,
insulated with FEP, ECTFE, PVC and PE are computed for and a brief review of the factors affecting the electrical
different frequency and different temperature range. Ideally, properties of dielectric materials is stated below.
the temperature coefficient of attenuation of the plenum The electrical properties that influence the design of wires are
wires should be 0.0010/dB/°F same as the reference cable (i) dielectric constant, (ii) dissipation factor or loss factor,
with PE insulation. From this standpoint, FEP insulation (iii) insulation resistance, (iv) volume and surface resistivity,
meets the above expectation in the frequency range up to 40 (v) dielectric strength, (vi) surface breakdown strength, (vii)
MHz and the temperature range up to 150°F, the maximum liability to track, (viii) temperature coefficients and
limits of the current measurements. PVC insulated cables frequency dependency of these properties.
should be avoided in applications where high frequency
signals and higher than room temperature environments are The insulating materials are used over the entire
expected. While not as poor a choice, ECTFE insulation may electromagnetic spectrum from zero frequency to radar
also create some problems in the higher frequency band. frequencies of at least 30 GHz. There are only a few

materials whose dielectric constant and dissipation factor are
approximately constant over this frequency range. The
change in dielectric constant and loss factor with frequency

1. Introduction are produced by a phenomenon called dielectric
polarization.(3) It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into

The ANSI X3T 9.5 FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface) the detailed aspects of dielectric polarization. It can be said,
Committee set up an ad hoc working group in 1990 to however, that starting at the highest frequency, each
investigate the implementation of FDDI through a low cost succeeding polarization, dipole or interfacial, adds its
media - shielded twisted pairs (STP) and unshielded twisted contribution to dielectric constant, with the result that
pairs (UTP). At the time of preparing this paper there are at dielectric constant has its maximum value at zero frequency.
least three known companies claiming that 100 megabits/sec Each polarization furnishes a maximum of dissipation factor.

(Mbps) data transmission is possible over twisted pairs() for The frequency at which dissipation is maximum is called the
practical distances. There are also a number of companies relaxation frequency for that polarization.
who report to have developed transceivers that would
transmit 100 Mbps signals through the media which is being The major electrical effect of temperature on an insulating
called TPDDI (Twisted Pair Distributed Data Interface).(2) It material is to increase the relaxation frequency which is the
is expected that the ANSI ad hoc working group will prepare reciprocal of relaxation time ((r) of its polarizatio.
a standard to cover transmission parameters, viz., mutual The relaxation time T(4) is defined as,
capacitance, attenuation, near end crosstalk, characteristic E
impedance, etc. suitable for transmission up to 100 Mbps. T = 10-14 - e KT seconds (1)

The transmission parameters of the twisted wires depend on
the design criteria, materials used in the wire, and the
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where, The real part (a) is called the attenuation constant and the
E energy in electron volt (e.v.) imaginary part (p) is called the phase shift.
K : a constant The characteristic impedance (Zo) is related to the primary
T :absolute temperature constants of a transmission line by the following equation:

The difference of 40 seconds to one day would be caused by Z. " (4)
a temperature change of 60*C at constant barrier height of 1 Zo = +(4)
e.v. VG+jC

3. Experimental Samples where,

The various twisted pair samples used for transmission Z = R+ j w L = series impedance, ohms per mile
measurements are, Y = G + j w C = parallel admittance, mhos per mile

Sample No. Pair/AWG Insul./Jkt. R = series resistance, ohms per loop mileL = series inductance, henrys per loop mile
Insulation: ECTFE G = parallel conductance, mhos per mile

C = mutual capacitance, farads per mile1 = 21rf (where f is the frequency in Hz)2 4/24 ECTFE/ECTFE a = attenuation, nepers per mile
6 3/24 ECTFE/PVDF (dB per mile = 8.686 x nepers per mile)
8 3/24 ECTFE/ECTFE 13 = phase shift, radians per mile

Insulation: FEP At high frequencies,

3 4/24 FEP/ECTFE Zo = V/(5)
4 4 Cond./24 FEP/ECTFE C

SQ
Insulation: PVC 1 •/C •/-a P-VC- R "V - + -1G , nepers/mile (6)

7 4 Cond./24 PVC/PVC 2 L 2 C

9 4/24 PVC/PVC 4.343R/Zo + 4.343 G-Z0 dB/mile (7)

Insulation: PE

12 12/22 PE/PVC The first term of the equation (7) is due to conductor loss
Shielded and the second term is due to dielectric loss. The loss due to

Pair conductor resistance (R) vary as the square root of frequency
NOTE: and it consists of dc resistance, increment due to skin effect,

increment due to proximity effect, and increment due to eddy
ECTFE - Ethylene Chloro Tetra Floro Ethylene Copolymer currents in other pairs and the sheath, if present.(5 ) In the
PVDF Poly Vinylidene Floride second term the parallel conductance (G) is expressed by,
FEP Florinated Ethylene Propylene Copolymer
PVC Poly Vinyl Chloride G = (a C tan 8 (8)
PE Polyethylene = 2rf-C-tan 8
SQ Star Quad,
OQ Oscillating Quad where,

f - frequency in Hz
C - mutual capacitance in farads/mile

To measure the transmission parameters of the above wires, tan 8 - dissipation factor of the dielectric
two different measuring sets were employed - a DCM model
CMS-2PCX Computerized Automatic Cable Measuring
System to measure mutual capacitance (C) and capacitance The loss due to conductance (G) can be of significant
unbalance at 1 kHz, attenuation, characteristic impedance importance at higher frequencies if the dissipation factor
(Z ) and near end crosstalk (NEXT) from 64 kHz to 8 MHz increases with frequency.
an 8 a HP 4194A Impedance Analyzer to measure attenuation, The mutual capacitance (C), shown in the above equations is
NEXT, characteristic impedance and phase angle from 64 related to the size of the conductor, insulation thickness,
kHz to 40 MHz. dielectric constant of the insulation and the interstitial

medium and is given by the following approximate
4. Cable Parameters Relations expression,

The following transmission equations can be found in any
textbook on transmission lines. The propagation constant (-y) 0.019415 x e x 10-6
is a comple7 number comprised of a real part (a) and C 2S farads per mile (9)
imaginary part (1) as shown, log 10 i--

t a + (2) where,

* : effective dielectric constant of the cable mediumVZ/-j (3) S : center to center conductor spacing in inches

d : wire diameter in inches
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S. Attenuation versus Temperature TABLE 3 No. 3 4 Pair/24 AWG (FEP/ECTFE)

Attenuation of all nine wire samples is measured using the Freq. Avg. a, dB/KfL @
DCM test set up to 8 MHz. In addition, the HP Impedance (kHz) 70"F 110"F 1SVOF
Analyzer is employed to measure the attenuation of four
selected samples up to 40 MHz to represent the various 64 2.43 2.62 2.75
insulation/jacket combination of ECTFEIECTFE, 256 3.11 3.26 3.37
FEP/ECTFE, ECTFE/PVDF and PVC/PVC. The only 512 4.07 4.26 4.39
sample with PE insulation and PVC jacket covers
measurements up to 8 MHz. The attenuatiolt data up to 40 772 5.22 5.46 5.63
MHz at room temperature (RT), 110°F and I V0F are shown 1000 5.91 6.16 6.38
in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The analysis of the data is 1600 7.51 7.83 8.10
covered in Section 9. 4000 11.83 12.37 12.79

TABLE 1 Avg. Mutual Capadtance (C) vs. Temperature 6300 14.92 15.65 16.18

8000 16.76 17.63 18.21Sample AC 10,000 18.74 19.72 20.34
No. Pair/AWG Ia/Jkt Avg. C,nF/kft @ (%)16,000 23.99 25.33 26.03

RT1071OF16.2)~2,000 26.82 28.36 29.17
RT (2)F 10F (3)-(2) (1)-(3)(1) (2) (3) 20,000 26.82 28.36 29.17

30,000 33.84 35.63 36.4840,000 38.57 41.17 41.79
1 4/24 ECTFE/ECTFE 18.29 18.28 18.33 -0.1 0.2
2 4/24 ECTFE/ECTFE 18.10 18.12 18.17 0.1 0.4 TABLE 4 No. 6 3 Pair/24 AWG (ECTFE/PVDF)
6 3/24 ECTFE/PVDF 18.84 18.87 18.99 0.2 0.8 Freq. Avg. a, dB/Kft. @
8 3/24 ECTFE/ECTFE 17.65 17.62 17.70 -0.2 0.3

Insulation: FEP (gFIF $

3 4/24 FEP/ECTFE 15.08 14.98 14.92 -0.7 -1.1 64 2.31 2.51 2.63
4 4 Cond./24 FEP/ECTFE 12.15 12.13 12.09 -0.2 -0.5

SQ 256 3.39 3.50 3.61
Insulation: PVC 512 5.23 5.29 5.38

7 4 Cond./24 j'VC/PVC 13.03 13.29 13.43 2.0 3.1 772 6.61 6.67 6.76
OQ 1000 7.67 7.19 7.82

9 4/24 PVCIPVC 20.12 24.01 28.64 19.3 42.3 1600 10.06 10.15 10.17
Insulation: PE 4000 17.39 17.69 17.47

12 12/22 PEIPVC 21.38 21.24 21.19 -0.7 -0.9 6300 22.72 23.54 23.09
shieldedPair 8000 26.37 27.62 27.11

Note: 10,000 30.24 32.12 31.40
ECTFE - ethylene chlorotetrafloro ethylene copolymer 16,000 40.65 44.58 44.10
PVDF - poly vinylidene floride 20,000 46.37 51.79 51.73
FEP - florinated ethylene propylene copolymer
PVC - poly vinyl chloride 30,000 61.79 69.94 70.32
PE - polyethylene 40,000 71.73 84.49 87.67

Average Attenuation (a) vs. Frequency TABLE 5 No. 9 4 Pair/24 AWG (PVC/PVC)

TABLE 2 No. 1 4 Pair/24 AWG (ECTFE/ECTFE) Freq. Avg. a, dB/Kft. @

Freq. Avg. a, dB/Kft. @ (kHz) 70°F 1107F 150°F

(kHz) 70F 110°F 150'F 64 2.46 2.69 2.84

256 3.66 4.35 5.0864 2.30 3.38 2.60 512 5.46 6.60 7.75
256 3.31 4.15 3.57 772 6.83 8.34 10.00
512 4.99 5.91 5.33 1000 7.88 9.77 11.85
772 6.28 7.27 6.71 1600 10.21 12.82 15.92

1000 7.20 8.24 7.72 4000 17.18 22.14 28.87
1600 9.33 10.49 10.02 6300 22.61 29.39 38.93
4000 15.38 17.01 16.69 8000 25.92 34.03 45.59
6300 19.83 21.91 21.70 10,000 29.83 39.37 52.82
8000 22.80 25.16 25.08 16,000 39.87 53.51 72.65

10,000 25.81 28.47 28.54 20,000 48.59 62.54 84.73
16,000 35.12 38.84 38.97 30,000 60.67 83.84 111.74
20,000 39.10 43.72 44.09 40,000 73.09 99.43 118.45
30,000 49.46 56.32 57.05

40,000 59.14 67.38 67.98
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TABLE 6 No. 12 12/22 Shielded Pair (PE/PVC) TABLE 7

Freq. Avg. a, dB/Kft. @ Temperature Coefficient of Attenuation (Tc) vs. Frequency

(kHz) 71°F II0°F I50°F
"aT -aRT

64 1.52 2.05 2.14 T aRT (T- RT)
256 3.31 3.40 3.85
512 5.88 5.88 5.94 where,

772 7.93 8.06 8.21 aT attenuation at RT°F
1000 9.91 10.11 10.15
1576 13.70 13.95 14.02 attenuation at temperature, T'F

4000 23.44 24.17 24.10

6300 29.72 30.41 30.34 T¢ (S/d BrF)

8000 33.70 34.17 34.10 Freq. RT to II0F RT to 150"F

(kHz) FEP ECTFE PVC PE FEP ECTFE PVC PE

64 0.24 0.34 0.38 0.22 0.20 0.28 -
6. Temperature Coefficient of Attenuation (T c 256 0.16 0.15 0.46 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.47 0.20

The resistance of conductors increases with the increase in 512 0.03 0.11 0.39 0 0.06 0.06 0.45 0.01

temperature and therefore will increase the first term of the 772 0.05 0.14 0.46 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.50 0.04

attenuation equation (7), assuming the characteristic 1000 0.10 0.11 0.50 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.54 0.03

impedance (Zo) is unchanged with temperature. Similarly, if 1600 0.08 0.11 0.54 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.62 0.03

the conductance (G) which is also temperature dependent for 4600 0.15 0.18 0.68 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.79 0.04

certain dielectric materials increases with the rise of 6300 0.12 0.15 0.67 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.81 0.03

temperature, the second term of the equation (7) will be 10,000 0.13 0.21 0.80 -.- 0.11 0.09 0.96 ---

increasing with the increased temperature. The temperature 16,000 0.14 0.25 0.85 --- 0.11 0.13 1.03 ---

coefficient of attenuation in the above situation can be 20,000 0.14 0.30 0.72 --- 0.11 0.15 0.93
expressed by, 30,000 0.15 0.34 0.95 --- 0.11 0.18 1.05 -

"aT -- CRT 40,000 0.17 0.40 0.90 --- 0.10 0.24 0.78 -

,aRT (T- RT)

where,

"aRT attenuation at RT°F

aT: attenuation at TF
1.2

Legend:

By measuring the attenuation of wires at RT, and at 110°F 0 PEP:RT-110"1
and 150°F, the temperature coefficient of attenuation (T ) for x FEP: RT - 150117
wires insulated with ECTFE, FEP, PVC and Pff are A ECnFE:RT.-I0*F
computed between RT and 110°F and between RT and 150°F. .3 ECVE: RT.- 150F

The temperature coefficient of attenuation (T ) values of all 0 PVC: RT- 110F 1
the samples are computed using both the DCM and HP data VC: RT 150"'F
and averaged under each category of insulation, viz., FEP, 0.8 [ PE:RT-110 I
ECTFE, PVC and PE. The computed Tc values are shown in , PE: RT - 150-F
Table 7 and plotted in Figure 1.

7. Near End Crosstalk (NEXT) 0.6

The near end crosstalk between two pairs inside a cable is
dependent on the attenuation of the wires and the length of
the wires, unless the wire is sufficiently long. The attenuation 4 0. -

and length dependency of NEXT is expressed by the
following equation: 6) Ideal Maximm

NEXT, dB/kft next, + 10 log 1 10, f.
1 - 1 0 - T 0 . 1 - -

where, 0.064 0.256 1 1.6 10 20 3040

next( = measured value of NEXT for length t ft.

"a attenuation, dB/kft

Fig. 1. Temperature Coefficient ot

Since the wire samples have temperature coefficients of Attenuation (Tc) vs. Frequency

attenuation, the wires show different attenuation values at
different temperatures. The length correction factor shown
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in the second term of the equation (11) therefore, has
different values for different temperatures. Since the TABLE 10 No. 9 4 Pair/24 AWG (PVC/PVC)

attenuation of the wires at RT is already high, no significant Freq. NEXT, dB/Kft. @
changes in the correction factor will be noticeable for the

higher attenuation values at 110°F and 150°F. (kHz) 70°F 110°F 150°F
Av. Worst Ai. Worst Ayg Worst

The average near end crosstalk (NEXT) and the worst pair

NEXT values of the representative samples of 64 77 65 77 64 74 65

ECTFE/ECTFE, FEP/ECTFE, PVC/PVC and PE/PVC wires 256 64 56 63 55 66 54
at RT, 110°F and 150

0 F are presented in Table Nos. 8, 9, 10 512 61 52 62 52 60 51

and 11. As expected no pattern was noticed except in the case

of shielded pair wire (No. 12 12/22). The NEXT values of 772 59 46 59 49 57 49

this wire are measured significantly higher than those of the 1000 57 52 58 52 56 52

other unshielded samples. 1600 52 47 52 45 55 49

4000 46 35 47 35 49 45
NEXT vs. Frequency and Temperature 6300 41 34 42 33 47 39

TABLE 8 No. 1 4 Pair/24 AWG (ECTFE/ECTFE) 8000 34 33 45 34 43 32

10,000 44 32 43 34 47 37
Freq. NEXT, dB/Kft. @ 16,000 39 33 42 33 42 32

(kHz) 70°F II
0

°F I50OF 20,000 41 33 42 31 40 28

AvE. Worst AvE. Worst Avg. Worst 30,000 39 25 37 29 34 25

40,000 29 18 29 19 33 24
64 79 63 65 64 81 65

256 63 54 63 54 64 55

512 56 52 56 51 57 53 TABLE 11 No. 12 12/22 Shielded Pair (PE/PVC)

772 55 50 54 46 55 50

1000 52 50 51 45 53 50 Freq. NEXT, dB/Kft. @

1600 52 45 52 41 53 48 (kHz) 71'F II0*F 150
0

F

4000 42 33 45 35 45 36

6300 40 35 43 36 44 37 A____

8000 41 35 39 33 40 36 64 94 78 93 79 94 80

10,000 41 28 38 31 38 31 256 86 73 85 73 86 73

16,000 35 32 36 27 40 27 512 85 74 85 72 85 72

20,000 36 32 37 27 40 33 772 85 72 84 72 85 73

30,000 34 26 33 27 33 26 1000 85 72 84 73 85 74

40,000 32 27 30 25 31 25 1576 87 73 85 72 86 72
4000 86 71 84 65 85 64
6300 85 73 83 61 84 60
8000 78 65 77 59 77 59

TABLE 9 No. 3 4 Pair/24 AWG (FEP/ECTFE)

8. Estimate of Transmit Distances

Freq. NEXT, dB/Kft. @ In Hore and Thuraisamy's paper,(7) it has been shown that

(kHz) 70
0

F 110*F 150°F near end crosstalk (NEXT) and loss characteristics are

Ava. Worst Ava. Worst ±4.! Worst dominant factors for high speed transmission through twisted
copper wires. In the same paper, various impairments, i-e.,

64 71 64 72 56 71 66 inductive noise, echo, intersymbol interference, impulse noise

256 60 55 60 so 61 56 were discussed and their effects in limiting the transmit

512 S5 52 56 42 56 50 distance were presented. Based on engineering judgement, a

772 51 41 s0 37 51 42 margin of 12 dB is considered acceptable for various

1000 s0 37 51 37 51 38 impairments for theoretical studies. For laboratory studies
and performance evaluation, 6 dB is adequate.1600 45 35 46 37 46 32

4000 44 39 44 37 44 34 In digital transmission for a Bit Error Ratio (BER) of one

error in ten million (10 ), a signal having binary code
6300 35 29 42 25 43 37 requires a peak Signal.to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of 14.3 dB.( 8 1

8000 36 26 39 25 37 25 For higher frequency digital transmission. SN, values need

10,000 39 28 36 25 37 25 to be worked out.

16,000 33 24 32 24 32 24 Considering all conditions, i.e., impairments, Signal-to-Noise

20,000 31 21 31 24 31 24 Ratio, and other factors, such as bridged-taps, and

30,000 30 1i 31 21 31 21 subtracting the total margin from the NEXT values, an

40,000 32 20 29 :., 29 23 estimate could Le made of the available dB budget for
transmission with desired hit error ratio. From the available

dB budget, the transmit eis:ances can be worked out dividing
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the dB values by the attenuation (dB/kft) of the wire, only if
there is no bridged-tap. To have longer transmit distances, Zo vs. Freq. No. I T- 110°F

crosstalk separation should be high and/or the attenuation of
the wire should be lower. High temperature coefficient of I . .A
attenuation produces higher loss at higher temperatures,
thereby reducing the effective transmit distances. 500 i - i-

9. Characteristic Impedance (Z 0 ) V 40( - - 1H J1 J: ..

Presently the EIA 41.8.1 committee is working to develop 30(

requirements for wire and cable parameters. Of these 0 2 . , .
parameters, measurement of characteristic impedance is a - . i
challenging one Various methods have been outlined in I i-
Friesen's paper.(9) One method is based on open circuit and I __.

short circuit measurements. When the length of the wire is
short (under a quarter wave length), the characteristic 10 100 1000 10,000 40,000
impedance Z0 can be defined by the following relation.

Freq. kllz

Z V = z-, "Z (12) Fig. 3. Characteristic Impedance (Zo) vs.
(2 ' ZFrequency

where, Sample: 4/24 ECTFE/ECTFE

Zý (short circuit impedance) = Z. tanh-if (13) Zo vs. Freq. N4o. 1 T- 150°F

and

Z., (open circuit impedance) = Z. coth-y (14) 600

The characteristic impedance value, can be expressed by the 400
primary constants, R, L, G and C shown in equation (4). At 0x/00
high frequencies, Z.• \ - and it depends on two 0 200

C oc,
parameters, L and C. At around 1 MHz and above, Z. tends . -
to maintain approximately a constant value as shown in ,
Figures 2 thru 13 for four representative sample numbers 1,
3, 9 and 12. The average Z. values at 1 MHz are shown in
Table 12 for the above samples at three temperatures, 70'F, 10 100 1600 10,Ou0 40,000

110°F and 150'F. Of these four samples, the greatest changes Freq. kHz
in Z4 take place in sample number 9 with PVC insulation. In
the temperature range of 700 to 110"F, the change in Z4 is Fig. 4. Characteristic Impedance (Zo) vs.
-6% and 70° to 150°F, the corresponding change is -11%. Frequency
This result can be explained from the observation of the Sample: 4/24 ECTFE/ECTFE
increased mutual capacitance (C) of sample No. 9 (see Table
I and Figure 14). The reason for the decrease in Z. at higher
temperatures is primarily due to the increase in C as evident

from the expression for Zo = \,/.--, assuming inductanceCZo vs. Freq. No. 3 T- 70°F

L is constant. Changes in Z-, values for other samples up to
4% may be attributed to the measurement variability. .

Sample No. 1 4/24 ECTFE/ECTFE T-1)• 600 .. ." -----
500

- ~ 400
S- 300 . .....

500 t 0 20
•-400 X-- •-- No,((), • !J -)-

S.. i4 1 0 100 1000 10.000 40,000

7- :" i iFreq. kltz

S- Fig. 5. Characteristic Impedance (Zo) vs.10 100 1000 10,000 40,000 Temperature

Freq. k. z Sample: 4/24 (FEP/ECTFE)

Fig. 2. Characteristic Impedance (Zo) vs.
Frequency
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Zo vs. Freq. No. 3 T- 110*F Z0 vs. Freq. No. 9 T- 110*F

500
600

400

10 100N 1001i0s0001 10 10 0004,0
Freq Fre. kX

Fig. 6.Caatrsi Ipdne(o

10 I____ Ii
____ I 500 1

40000

.1-~- J -. -- -L.4 100 A1
10 100 1000 10,000 40,000 1 0.0 10 0004,0

Freq. kflz 10eq 10 k00 0,0z40

Fig. 6. Characteristic Impedance (ZO) Fre.s.l
Temperature Fig. 10. Characteristic Impedance (Z0) vs.

Sample: 4/24 (FEP/ECTFE) Temperature

Zo s. req No 3 - 10'FSample: 4/24 (PVC/PVC)

Z 0  vs. Freq. No. 9 T- 70F1 o 1 0*

_____ _____500
500 40 ZIZVEiH

400 o400

500S 0------i
e0 20 1

200 200 ---- - --10010

10 100 1000 10,000 40,00010 00 00 .00000
Freq. kHz10 60 10 10004.0

~~~Fig. 71. Characteristic Impedance (Z 0) vs. rq ~
Fig empCh ractuer tc Fmpeg.c 10. Cshempracteresi meane( s

Sape /4 (E/CF) Temperature

Sample: 4/24 (PVC/PVC)
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Zo vs. Freq. No. 10. Discussion

The attenuation measurements on various wire samples up to
500 40 MHz at different temperatures, i.e., RT, 110'F and 150°F

a- clearly indicate that some of the insulating materials produce
400 - ---- a a significant increase in attenuation due to high conductive

_L -t-' -t(G) loss. The temperature coefficients of attenuation (Tc)
0300 l computed from the attenuation data can be used as a

3yardstick for selection of dielectric materials as insulation
• i [ {when high frequency and high temperature applications are

200 - - 1 - warranted. Ideally, a temperature coefficient (Tc) of
.- : - I 0.O010/dB/°F maximum should be the target. Any values

100 ijfj---.. above the limit of 0.0010/dB/OF should be avoided by making
10 10 i• dproper selection of insulating materials (see Figure 1).10 100 1000 10,000 40.000

Near end crosstalk of individually shielded pairs is
Freq. kHz significantly higher than the rest of the samples made without

Fig. 12. Characteristic Impedance (Zo) vs. any shield by a factor of about two (see results in Table Nos.
Temperature 8 thru 11). Because of high attenuation values at higher

frequencies, the crosstalk values are not noticeably affected
Sample: 12/22 Shielded Pair (PE/PVC) due to the temperature rise.

Zo vs. Freq. No. 12 T- 150*F Characteristic impedance (Z ) values are reasonably constant
------- !for each sample at the three temperatures, RT, 110' and

" * -150°F except the sample with the PVC insulation (see Table
500 12). At 150F, PVC insulation produces about 11 lower Z

- value in comparison to the RT data. This result is expected
400 due to the increase in mutual capacitance (C) of the PVC

insulated sample #9 over the RT value by 42% (see Table
300 ",••1). Since Z is inversely proportional to V , 42% increase

1 in C produces about 19% decrease in Z value. The
N_.. Idifference between the measured 11% against the theoretical

2001 19% cannot be precisely explained.

100 1 -' .,1 interesting topic of the dielectric constant of the insulating

10 100 1000 10,000 400000 material vs. temperature. In equation (9), C is found directly
related to the dielectric constant of the media (consisting of

Freq. -PVC insulation and interstitial air space). Since the center to
Fig. 13. Characteristic Impedance (Zo) vs. center spacing (S) and the wire diameter (d) are expected to

Temperature remain t- isonably constant, the increase in C can be

Sample: 12/22 Shielded Pair (PE/PVC) attributed to the increase in the dielectric constant of the PVC
insulation due to the temperature rise.

In summary, manufacturers, users and designers of the
plenum wiring system should be aware of the limitations of
some of the insulating materials intended for use in high

30- frequency and high temperature applications.

21 = TABLE 12

"•"- Average Z, @ 1 MHz vs. Temperature

E Sample Zo @ 1 MHz AZ. (%)
10- 3 o. 1 4/24 ECTFE/ECTFE No. 700F 1I0"F 150F 70"F-110F 70*F-I$0°F

o No. 1 4/24 ECFEP/ECTFES 0 No. 3 4/24 FEP/ECTFE t I1 95.8 96.2 94.4 0.4 -1.5

o No. 9 4/24 PVC/PVC (ECTFE/ECTFE)
/ No. 12 12/22 Sh. Fr. (PE/PVC) 3 110.0 109.6 108.5 .04 -14

(FEPIECTFE)

70 110 150 9 96.5 90.7 86.1 -6.0 -108(PVC/PVC
Temperature, *F 12 108.6 104.2 104.4 -4.1 -3.9

Fig. 14. Mutual Capacitance (C ) vs. Temperature (PE/PVC)
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10. Empirical Relations for Attenuation versus 3. E. J. Murphy and S. 0. Morgan, "The Dielectric
Temperature Properties of Insulating Materials," Bell SystemTechnical Journal, Vol. 16, October 1937, pp 493-512.

After analyzing the temperature coefficient (T.) data shown

in Table 7, the following approximate empirical relations for 4. WVllis Jackson, "The Insulation of Electrical
attenuation vs. temperature (T) have been developed. Equipment," pp 46.

RT to 110°F 5. G. S. Eager, Jr., L. Jachimowicz, I. Kolodny, D. E.

A. Insulation: FEP Robinson, "Transmission Properties of Polyethylene
Insulated Telephone Cables at Voice and Carrier

64 kHz to 40 MHz Range: Frequencies," Communications and Electronics,
aT - aRT [I + 0.0011 (T-RT)] (15) published by American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

November 1959.

B. Insulation: ECTFE 6. ANSI-ICEA S-84-608-1988 Standard for

64 kHz to 8 MHz Range: "Telecommunications Cable, Filled, Polyolefin
Insulated, Copper Conductor Technical Requirements",

CtT aRT [1 + 0.0014 (T-RT)J (16) June 1989.

8 MHz to 40 MHz Range: 7. L. M. Hore and V. Thuraisamy, "High Speed

T CLRT[1 + 0.0030 (T-RT)] (17) Transmission Through Twisted Pair Wire," Thirty-
Seventh International Wire and Cable Symposium,

II0° . I0°F1988.
11007 - 15001?988

A. Insulation: FEP 8. "Transmission Systems for Communications," 5th
Edition, Published by Bell Telephone Laboratories,

64 kHz to 40 MHz Range: 1982.

aT - aRT [1 + 0.0010 (T-RT)] (18) 9. H. W. Friesen, "An Improved Characteristic Impedance

B. Insulation: ECTFE Measurement Technique," Thirty-Ninth International
Wire and Cable Symposium, 1990.

64 kHz to 10 MHz Range:

CT - aRT [1 + 0.0008 (T-RT)J (19)

10 MHz to 40 MHz Range:

UT - ORT [1 + 0.0018 (T-RT)] (20)

Lal M. Horc
For polyethylene, the temperature coefficient (TJ) is well Bellcore
established within wide frequency and wide temperature 445 South St.,
range. This value is 0.0010/dB/*F. Morristown,

Ideally, the temperature coefficient of attenuation (T,) of the NJ 07962
plenum wires should be 0.0010/dB/OF. From this standpoint,
FEP insulation meets the above expectation in the
temperature range of RT to 150 0F, and the frequency range
of 64 kHz to 40 MHz, the maximum limits of the current Lal Hore is responsible for the preparation of Bellcore's
measurements. Technical Requirements for Outside Plant Cables and theFor PVC, (To) values are ever increasing with the increase in development of high speed transmission requirements for
frePVc, Tand valu artemt hbever ireag with tvep epinicrase iwire products. After receiving a M.Sc. Tech. degree in
frequency and no attempt has been made to develop empirical Applied Physics from the University of Calcutta and a

relations. In simple language, PVC insulated cables should Dr. T hsege from the University of Budapest
be aoidd i appicaion whre hgh reqencysigalsandDr. Tech. degree from the Technical University of Budapest

be avoided in applications where high frequency signals and in Electrical Engineering, he joined Bell Northern Research
higher than room temperature environments are expected. in 1970 to design and develop communications cables. In

While not as poor a choice, ECTFE insulation may also 1972, Lal moved to General Cable Company where he
create some problems in the higher frequency band (see worked as a manager in the Communications Cable Section
Figure 1 and Table 7). and next as a Staff Project Manager in the Applications

Engineering Section until 1987 when he joined Bellcore.

Dr. Hore has authored numerous technical papers on
The author would like to thank Mr. A. J. Gambardella for dielectric materials and telecommunications wire and cable
his help in measuring the transmission parameters of the and holds a number of patents on telecommunications cables.
plenum wires and Messrs. E. P. Hjorth and M. A. Schwartz
in reviewing the manuscript and offering valuable
suggestions.
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NEW EXTRUSION MATERIALS FOR HIGHLY EXPANDED INSULATIONS FOR COAXIAL CABLES

Yukio Morita Nobuyoshi Matsuda Kaneharu Suga Takuma Takai

Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd.
Itami, Japan

ABSTRACT 2. EXPERIMENTAL

Highly expanded insulation mater- 2.1. Materials
ials for coaxial cables are composed 2.1.1. Nucleating Agent
of base resin, nucleating agent and Inste-ad of azodicarbonamide (ADCA)
blowing agent. Development of new which produces nucleating gas for physi-
materials had been necessary to solve cal foaming extrusion process by
problems arising from productivity of chemical decomposition, low polarity
cables, quality of insulation and world and finely divided powder of inorganic
environment. Mechanical strength, compounds such as aluminum oxide,
dissipation factor at high frequency magnesium oxide, zirconium oxide and
and foaming extrusion processability of boron nitride were used as new nucleat-
various materials were evaluated, and ing agents. These nucleating agents
it was found that followings are suit- were added to base resins in a varied
able for new substitute materials; amounts.
polypropylene as a better base resin
than the conventional high density 2.1.2. Base Resin
polyethylene, boron nitride as an High density polyethylene (HDPE)
nucleating agent, and HCFC22 as a blow- and low density polyethylene (LDPE)
ing agent owing to environmental were the conventional base resins. For
compatibility and good processability. the experiment, polypropylene copolymer

(PP) which was expected to yield high
mechanical strength, low dissipation
factor at high frequency' and good foam-
ing extrusion processability 2 was used

1. INTRODUCTION as an alternative base resin. Proper-
ties of base resins are compared in

In accordance with a growing Table 2.
demand for coax;al cables with highly
expanded insulation, high productivity
and product quality improvement, in 2.1.3. Blowing Agent
particular, higher mechanical strength Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC12,CFC114)
and lower electrical loss of insulation, used as conventional blowing agents are
have become necessary. It has also now undesirable for industrial use,
been required to find a new blowing because they cause environmental pollu-
agent to replace chlorofluorocarbons tion such as ozone depletion. Four
(CFC12,CFC114), because it causes hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC22,HCFC12
environmental pollution such as ozone 3,HCFC141b,HCFC142b) which have low
depletion, ozone depletion potential ratings and

Problems of conventional materials hydrofluorocarbon (HFCI34a) which has
and relating material properties are zero ozone depletion potential were
summarized in Table 1. To solve these used as alternative blowing agents.
problems, we have conducted R & D on These blowing agents were added to
the development of a new base resin, molten resin (mixture of the base resin
nucleating agent and blowing agent as and the nucleating agent) from a blow-
improved materials for expanded ing agent inlet formed separately in an
insulation. extruder. Properties of the blowing

agents are shown in Table 3.
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2.2. Materials Screening Tests 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
2.2.1--Dissipation Factor

It-is very difficult to evaluate 3.1. Materials Screening Tests
dissipation factor (tan6) of a base 3.1.1. Nucleating A ent
resin and a nucleating agent at high Conventional 1,4'oxybis(benzene-
frequency by sheet test. Therefore, sulfonylhydrazide) (OBSH) and ADCA are
coaxial cable method was used. A Base relatively good nucleating agents owing
resin or a mixture of a base resin and to excellent foaming extrusion process-
a nucleating agent was supplied in a ability, but for OBSH drying of insula-
30-mm diameter extruder and extruded on tion is necessary to remove moisture
a 0.8-mm diameter annealed copper wire formed by chemical decomposition reac-
to form insulated wire having a tion. ADCA has bad electrical proper-
insulating layer 5-mm in outer diameter. ties with high tana because its decom-
Then, copper wire braid and PVC sheath position products are polar molecules.
were applied to the outside of insulat- In order to improve productivity by
ing layer. Further, high frequency of eliminating moisture-drying process
1.0 GHz was applied on the coaxial and product quality by reducing elec-
cable at room temperature and tan6 trical loss, uissipation factors and
was calculated from damping attenuation. foaming extrusion processabilities of

nucleating agents were evaluated first.
2.2.2. Mechanical Strength Nucleating agents were added to

Mechanical strength of a base high density polyethylene in vaired
resin was evaluated by flexural modulus amounts and tan6 of mixtures at 1.0
according to ASTM D790. GHz were calculated fron, damping attenu-

ation by coaxial cable method. The
2.2.3. Foaming Extrusion Processability results are shown in Table 4. There

A mixture of a base resin and a were almost no increase in tan6
nucleating agent was feeded into a 30- caused by increased mixing amounts of
mm diameter extruder and foam extruded boron nitride, zirconium oxide and
on a 1.2-mm diameter annealed copper magnesium oxide fine powders, while
wire while adding blowing agent from a tan6 increased along with increased
blowing agent inlet formed separately mixing amounts of aluminum oxide and
in the extruder, to produce insulated ADCA. Therefore boron nitride,
wire having foamed insulating layer 10- zirconium oxide and magnesium oxide
mm in outer diameter. Void fraction have satisfactory electrical insula-
(occupied fraction of foams) varied tion property. Foaming extrusion
greatly depending upon the injected processabilities of mixtures of nucleat-
blowing agent. After foaming extrusion, ing agents and high density polyethy-
maximum void fraction and foam struc- lene were also evaluated. In this
ture of foamed insulating layer were experiment, HCFC22 was used as a blow-
evaluated. ing agent and the results are shown in

Table 5. It is noted that foamed
insulating layers had uniform, fine

2.3. Manufacturing a CATV Cable Using structures and high void fractions when
New Materials boron nitride and ADCA were used. Foam
Standard size CATV cable with structures were giant, when zirconium

about 80-% void fraction was manufactur- oxide and magnesium oxide were used.
ed by a coaxial cable extrusion line These results suggest that boron
with highly expanded insulation using nitride having a good electrical proper-
new materials. Then, electrical and ty (low tan 6) and a good foaming extru-
mechanical properties of cable were sion processability is an excellent
evaluated. The extrusion line is shown nucleating agent. It is possible to
in Fig. 1. omit dry treatment of foamed insulating

layer and improve electrical loss of
insulation.

3.1.2. Base Resin
It is very important to decrease

electrical loss and to increase
mechanical strength of expanded insula-
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tion. Therefore, dissipation factor, low order of toxicity and
flexural modulus and foaming extrusion nonflammability. Recent concern over
processability were evaluated, environmental issues including ozone

Dissipation factors of the depletion and greenhouse effect has
conventional high density polyethylene focused attention on the use of large
and new polypropylene at 1.0 GHz were quantities of chlorofluorocarbons-.
calculated from damping attenuation by By using boron nitride as a
coaxial cable method. The results are nucleating agent and polypropylene as a
shown in Table 6. Dissipation factor base resin, several alternative
of new polypropylene was lower than compounds were evaluated as replace-
that of polyethylene, as had been ments for CFC12 and CFC114. The
already reported'. results are listed in Table 9. Void

Flexural moduli of high density fraction of insulating layer when HCFC
polyethylene, mixture of high density 22 was used was as high as that of
polyethylene and low density polyethy- insulating layer when the conventional
lene, low density polyethylene, and CFCI2 or CFC114 was used. Furthermore
polypropylene were determined. The foamed insulating layer had uniform and
results are shown in Table 7. fine structure when HCFC22 was used.
Flexural modulus of polypropylene was HCFC22 has also such advantages
higher than that of the conventional as low ozone depletion potential rat-
polyethylene, indicating that an effect ings, low greenhouse potential ratings,
of increased compressive strength of nonflammability, cost-effectiveness due
foamed insulating layer can be obtained, to its lower molecular weight (HCFC22:

The conventional high density poly- 87, CFC12:121,CFC114:171) and
ethylene and novel polypropylene were commercial availability. Therefore,
compared in foaming extrusion process- HCFC22 was selected as the most
ability test. In this test, boron favorable blowing agent.
nitride which has good electrical
property and foaming extrusion process-
ability was used as an nucleating agent, 3.2. Manufacturing a CATV Cable Using
and HCFC22 was used as a blowing agent. New Materials
The results were shown in Table 8. It is important to apply labora-
Void fraction of polypropylene foamed tory test results to actual commercial
insulating layer was higher than that cable manufacturing, by using new mater-
of polyethylene foamed insulating ials.
layer. Furthermore foamed insulating Polypropylene, boron nitride and
layer had uniform and fine structure HCFC22 were selected as base resin,
when polypropylene was used. nucleating agent and blowing agent

These results show polypropylene respectively, according to the
has lower dissipation factor, higher materials screening tests re ilts. As
mechanical strength and better foaming polypropylene does not have good oxida-
extrusion processability than the tive stability especially in the
conventional high density polyethylene, presence of copper, copper inhibitor
By using polypropylene as base resin, and antioxidant were added.
highly expanded coaxial cables with A standard size 8C CATV cable with
product quality improvement, in about 80-% in void fraction, 2.04-mm in
particular, higher mechanical strength inner conductor diameter and 9.55-mm in
and lower electrical loss of insulation outer conductor diameter were manufac-
can be obtained. tured without moisture-drying process

of insulation.
3.1.3. Blowing Agent The cross section of foamed insula-

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCl2,CFC114) tion is shown in Fig. 2. It had
were widely regarded as the preferred uniform and fine structure.
blowing agents for the manufacture of Cabie structures, electrical
highly expanded insulations for coaxial properties and mechanical properties of
cables. The success of chlorofluoro- the cable are shown in Table 10. These
carbons as blowing agents is due to properties of the cable were excellent
their unique properties such as and satisfied the specification of JIS
adequate solubility in the molten poly- C3503 (CATV Coaxial Cables).
ethylene resin, appropriate volatility,
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Frequency characteristics of 6. REFERENCES
attenuation constants and structual
return loss are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 1) D.H.Buerkle et al., "Electrical
4. Attenuation constants are equal to Properties of polypropylene homo-
those of cables manufactured by using and copolymers at high frequencies
the conventional materials with 26th International Wire and Cable
moisture-drying process of insulations. Symposium, p110-117 (1977).
The structual return loss charts show
excellent properties. 2) M.B.Bradley and H.M.Phillips, "Novel

Comparison between the foamed insu- Polypropylenes for Foaming on Conven-
lation made by the conventional mater- tional Equipment", Plastics
ials and that made by new materials is Engineering, P82m85, March (1991).
shown in Tablell. Hardness (mechanical
strength) of the foamed insulation 3) P.S.Zurer, "Stydies on Ozone Destruc-
prepared by new materials is larger tion Expand Beyond Antarctic",
than that of the insulation by the C & EN, p18-25, May 30 (1988).
conventional materials. Further,
oxidative stability of foamed insula-
tion used new materials is excellent.

These results show that high
quality coaxial cables with high mecha-
nical strength and low electrical loss
can be produced under high productivity
without environmental destruction by
use use of alternative blowing agent.

4. CONCLUSIONS

New extrusion materials for
highly expanded insulations for coaxial
cables were developed. Polypropylene,
boron nitride and HCFC22 proved to be
the best base resin, nucleating agent
and blowing agent, respectively. By
using these new materials, high
quality coaxial cables can be produced
under high productivity without environ-
mental destruction.
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Table I Problems of Materials for Highly Expanded Insulations for Coaxial Cables

Material Conventional Problem Property related
material to material

Base resin -HDPE jLowering electrical loss -tan6
•HDPE/LDPE -Increasing mechanical -Flexural modulus

strength of insulation -Foaming extrusion

processability
Nucleating -OBSH,ADCA(Organic) -Lowering electrical loss -tan 6
agent "Talc(Inorganic) -Productivity improvement -Foaming extrusion

processability
Blowing -CFC12 -Environmental pollution -Ozone depletion

agent -CFC114 potential rating

-Foaming extrusion

_ _processability

Table 2 Properties of Base Resins

Base resin High density Low density [Polypropylene
polyethylene polyethylene

Density (g/cm3 ) 0.945 0.920 0.90
Melt flow rate (g/10min.) 0.9 2.0 1.8

Table 3 Properties of Blowing Agents

Blowing MW BP Ozone Flammable limit Mfg. Est.
agent (-) (VC) depl. in air process cost

pot.(-) (% by Vol.)
HCFC22 87 -41 0.05 No Yes 1x

Possible HCFC123 153 28 0.02 No Yes 2 X
alternative HFC134a 102 1 -27 0.00 No No 5X

HCFC141b 117 32 0.10 6.4-15.1 No 2 X

HCFC142b 101 - 9 0.06 6.7-14.9 Yes 2X

Conventional CFC12 121 -30 1.00 No Yes I X
compound CFC114 171 4 1.00 No Yes I X
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Table 4 Dissipation Factors of Table 5 Foam Extrusion Results of

Mixtures of High Density Nucleating Agents (Base Resin:
Polyethylene and Nucleating High Density Polyethylene,

Agents by Coaxial Cable Method Blowing Agent: HCFC22)

Nucleating Nucleating tan 6 at Foam extrusion result
agent agent (%) 1.OGHz(-) Nucleating Void Foam

0.5 1.6X10- 4  agent (%) fraction structure

BN 1.0 1. 6 X 10- 4  (%)

2.0 1.5X10- 4  BN 1.0 80 Uniform and fine

0.5 1.6X10- 4  Zr02 1.0 70 Giant

Zr02 1.0 1.7X10- 4  MgO 1.0 73 Giant

2.0 1.6X10- 4  ADCA 0.5 80 Uniform and fine

0.5 1.6X10-4

HgO 1.0 1.5X10-4

2.0 1.5X10- 4  Table 6 Dissipation Factors of

0.5 1.6X10- 4  Base Resins Measured

A120 3  1.0 1.9X 10-4 by Coaxial Cable Method

2.0 2.3X10-4

0.5 2.1X10- 4  Base resin tan6 at I.OGHz(-)

ADCA 1.0 2.5Xi0-4  High density 1.6X 10-4

2.0 3.6Xi0-4  polyethylene

None 0.0 1.6Xi0- 4  Polypropylene 1.1X10-4

Table 7 Flexural Moduli of Table 8 Foam Extrusion Results of Base

Base Resins Resins (Nucleating Agent:
Boron Nitride 1.0 %,

Base resin Flexural modulus Blowing Agent: HCFC22)

(kg/mm
2 )

HDPE 61 Foam extrusion result

HDPE/LDPE=70/30 44 Base Void Foam
HDPE/LDPE=50/50 36 resin fraction structure

HDPE/LDPE-30/70 29 (%)
LDPE 15 High density 80 Uniform and fine

Polypropylene 76 polyethylene

Polypropylene 86 Uniform and fine
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Table 9 Foam Extrusion Results of Table 11 Comparison of Foamed Insulation
Blowing Agent (Nucleating Properties

Agent: Boron Nitride 1.0 %,

Base Resin: Polypropylene) New Conven.
Base PP HDPE

Foam extrusion result resin

Blowing Void Foam Material Nucleaing BN ADCA
agent fraction structure used agent 1.0 % 0.5 %

(%) Blowing HCFC22 CFC114

HCFC22 86 Uniform and fine agent

HCFC123 79 Uniform and fine Void fraction (%) 80 81

HFC134a 73 Uniform and fine Hardness (Shore D) 70 62

HCFC141b 77 Uniform and fine DSC OIP at 220 'C 16 11

HCFC142b 87 Uniform and fine (min.)

CFC12 83 Uniform and fine Aging test at No No

CFC114 85 Uniform and fine 120 °C, 100 days cracks cracks

Table 10 Properties of CATV Cable Manufactured by Using New Materials

8C CATV cable Specification
of JIS C3503

Diameter of inner conductor (mm) 2.04 2.1±0.08

Cable Diameter of core (mm) 8.2 8.5

structure Diameter of outer conductor (mm) 9.6 0.5±0.3

Diameter of PE jacket (mm) 11.7 11.9±0.6
Attenuation constant at 200 MHz (dB/Km) 45 4 under 52

Capacitance (pF/m) 52

Electrical Velocity of propagation (%) 8P -

property Characteristic inpedance ( Q) 74 75±3

Dielectric constant (-) H 1.2 -

Dissipation factor to frequency of 0.65 X10-4~

1.OGz_(-) H 1.10x10-4

Pull-out strength
Mechanical Outer conductor to insulation ýKgf/m) 190 over 20

property Inner conductor to insulation (kgf/m) 110 -

Bending test [Note] No cracks -

[Note]Bcnding diameter:200mm, Bendinc angle:±180'/cycle, Number of bending:3 cycles
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High Speed Transmission Coaxial Cable by A New Polyolefin Material

Toshiya Tanaka1 , Shoji Yamamoto1 , Makoto Kado2 and Ryoichi Shimizu 2

1. The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd. 2. Ube Industries Ltd.

CHIBA, JAPAN

Summary material being able to make highly expanded
insulation with thin thickness even in single

Recently, miniature coaxial multi-flat cables layer insulation, which has conventionally been
with highly expanded insulation are required to considered to be difficult to get. The material
achieve the more short operation time and to get also has favorable expansion characteristics to a
more intensification in density of computer double layers insulation and is optimum for afore
systems. So we have developped a new material to - mentioned cables.
get highly expanded thin insulation wire. By In the development of the material, it was
studying of relationship between rheological found out, as a result of a study made on the
parameters and expansive properties of polymer, relationship between expansion characteristics of
we have found that melt tension and ultimate draw the material in thin thickness and rheological
rate influence greatly on the expansive parameters, that its expansion characteristics
properties. If both parameters are suitable, the are greatly influenced by melt tension and
polymer have a good expansive properties in spite ultimale draw rate of the material, both of which
of the thin thickness of insulation. Also were unknown characteristics by that time and
examining the mechanical and electrical that the material possessing suitable values of
properties of polymer, we have developped a new above characteristics shows favorable expansion
material. The muiti-flat cable with this characteristics in spite of thin thickness.
material has 87% velosity of propagation and This report describe the result of our study
acurate pitches between conductors, on those characteristics and a small coaxial

multi - flat cable, in which the material is
1. Introduction used.

With amounts of signal and speed of operation 2. Development of Material for Expansion
time in signal processors such as large
computers, magnetic core storages and Conventionaly, various kinds of material have
communication equipment increasing, there is also been used for insulations of expanded insulation
a growing demand for finer and multi - core type cables, depending on size of cable, expansion
cables possessing high speed transmission ratio of insulation and circumstances, under
characteristics, which are wired inside those which it is used. The kinds of material are
facilities. In the meantime, automatic terminal roughly divided into two categories, i.e.
processers have begun to be adopted as a way to fluorine polymer and polyolefin.
process cable terminals in view of reliability on Among polyolefins, LDPE, HDPE or PP, all of
high density multi terminal connectors and also which posess excellent electric property is used
from viewpoint of economy. For that reason, alone or after they are blened. Among these
every parts of a cable, including its pitch substances, a blend of LDPE and HDPE has been
between signal lines requires high dimensional used as material for high expansion. 3  Using the
accuracy. To meet such requirements, Rectangular material for high expansion, it is possible to
Jacket typed High Speed Cable has been developed.' get 70% highly expanded insulation, when its
Since this type of cable has narrow line - to - thickness is large, that its outer diameter is
line pitch of 1.27mm and its transmission delay over 1.15mm. However it is imposible to get over
time is as high as 3.80ns/m, over 70% highly 70% high expansion and smooth extruded surface,
expanded insulation is needed for a cable with when insulation thickness is thin, that is less
less than 0.3mm insulation thickness. Such a than 1mm outer diameter insulation, which is used
highly expanded insulation with thin thickness is for small coaxial multi - flat cables. That
very difficult to be obtained from conventional means that the material is suitable for getting
polyolefin (such as LDPE, HDPE or PP, for expansion, which has relatively large cell
instance), and at the same time, double layer whereas it is inadequate for getting expansion
simulatenous extrusion was required for getting having thin thickness, where small cells are
it.2 densely contained.

The Furukawa Electric Company and Ube
Industries, Ltd. jointly developed new polyolefin
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Rheological property of material is of
importance for expansion. It is important to
obtain a proper condition by taking balance
between pressure of expanding gas and melt
elasticity of polymer in a cell, in order to
obtain a wire with high expansion insulation with
smooth surface. Up to present, much studies have
been made on the relationship between melt
elasticity of polymer and its expansion
characteristics. Those studies have focused on - so
MI and swell ratio and have discussed the
relationship between those terms and expansion
characteristics. However, as the subject of
those studies is large thickness insulation and
large cell size, it is difficult to directly
apply the result of studies to thin thickness
type. In order to overcome the difficulty, we
made a detailed study on the relationship between
rheological property of material and its
expansion characteristics. The result could
prove their relathinship to some extents and
found a rheological area, in which high expansion
can be obtained even at thin thickness. Polymer Filament

Based on the results of the study, new
polyolefin material was development by taking
account of electrical and mechanical properties,
which need for insulation.

2.1 Evaluation of Characteristics of Material Take-up -i

Various terms have been known as indicators-Tension Cell
of rheorogical property of material. For
example, some of them are MI, swell ratio, melt
viscosity and its dependence on temperature and Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of Apparatus
shear rate, and melt tension.

Among those terms, our study focused on swell 2.2 Evaluation of Expansion Characteristics
ratio, melt tension and ultimate draw rate, all
of which are relatively easy to be measured, and Expansion characteristics of material was
our study was made on the relationship between evaluated by the expansion ratio and surface of
them and expansion characteristics. Melt tension expanded wire, which was obtained after it was
and ultimate draw rate were measured with a actually processed by expansion extrusion. Used
device shown in Fig. 1. Melt tension is extruder was a single etruder with 25mmo with 25
specified as tension which is added to extruded of L/D, and Freon gas, an inactive gas, was used
polymer, when it is taken up by a bottom roller, as an expansion agent. A 0.16mm diameter
and ultimate draw rate is specified as speed when conductor was covered with expanded insulation by
the polymer is fracture. In addition to above using pressurized extrusion. The expanded
study, a detailed study was made on rheological insulation wire has outer diameter of 0.6mm
properties and morphology of typical specimens to (insulation thickness 0.22mm).
investigate into which properties of the material
allow to obtain high expansion, even in thin 2.3 Characteristics of Material and Result of
thickness. Extrusion

The kinds of material we used for our study
are 7 kinds of polyolefin material, which can be
extruded to get smooth surface.

Both Sample A and B are a blend of LDPE and
HDPE and sample from C to G are polyolefin
blends, which were newly prepared for studies.
The polyolefin blends were prepared, because they
might have possibility to show high expansion
even in this thickness. Each kind of material is
adjusted to posesse different characteristics by
changing kind of base material and blend ratio.
Characteristics of material and obtained
expansion ratio of extruded material are shown in
Table 1. The results shown in Table 1 clearly
indicate that high expansion of about 80% is
obtainable, when polyolefin blend is used.
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Table 1 Characteristics of Material and Result

Ml Swell Melt U'timalte I Expanscon
S ph: MaTtcri;i Tension D:;rw Ratio Ratio

g/lain %

A LDPE+HDPE 0.35 85 3.0 3.1 , 0

B LDPE+HDPE 4.10 57 1.2 I 170 58

C Polyolefin Blend 2.10 76 2.9 105 78

D Polyolefin Blend 2.00 87 4.1 (3. I _ __

E Polyolefin Blend 2.00 86 29 1l9 79

F Polyolelin Blend 1.20 85 3.3 1,1 74

G Polyolefin Blend 1.,0 88 .

2.4 Discussion about Melt Characteristics and 2) Relationship with Melt Tension
Expansion Characteristics

Fig. 3 shows relationship between melt
I) Relationship with Swell Ratio tension and expansion ratio. This figure shows

that the area, where over 70% high expansion is
Fig. 2 shows the relationship between swell obtainable, corresponds to the area of about 3 -

ratio and expansion ratio. As is clear by Fig. 4 gr of melt tension. Material posessing such a
2, no correlation is observed between swell ratio range of melt tension has such melt elasticity
and expansion ratio, that is, Specimen A, D, E, that high expansion can be got even in thin
F, and G all show their swell ratio of about 85%, thickness type, and it could be material, in
whereas, their expansion ratio changes which large quantity of expansion nucleus is
considerably in the range of between 50 and 80%. generated and then they form a thin wall so that
Contrary to conventional theory that swell ratio they do not make open cells after they grow and
has correlation with expansion characteristic on are assembled.
large thickness type, no relationship was It is estimated that when value of melt
observed between them. A likely reason is that tension of material is lower than that indicate
in large thickness type, cells grow larger in by the area, the material's melt elasticity is
balance with melt elasticity and expansive gas too low to overcome pressure of expansion gas and
pressure, in such case, relationship exist because of it, expansion gas tends to go out of
between swell ratio and elasticity whereas, such material easily. On the other hand, when value
relationship does not exist in thin thickness of melt tension of material is larger than that
type as those specimens used this time because indicate by the area, the material's melt
this type needs to form a lot of minute cells. elastisity is too high for cells in polymer to

overcome gas pressure and keep growing.

D 10

'Melt Tensl.

Fig 2 Relationship between Swell and Fig. 3 Relationship between Melt Tension

Expansion Ratio and Expansion Ratio
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3) Relationship with Ultimate Draw Rate A

C
Fig. 4 shows relationship between ultimate

draw rate and expansion ratio. Although, the --

relationship is not clearer than that between -

melt tension and expansion ratio, it can be said . ,-
that region of 50-200m/min is favorable. - I

Although it is difficult to discuss the L ii-
effect of ultimate draw rate alone because there
is negative correlation between melt tension and I I

ultimate draw rate of specimens, which were used YI----- _.\ _

t' 's time as shown in Fig. 5, above relationship -_I

suggests that ultimate draw rate is also one of -<TK__

indicators in selecting material. .iL ]I •__ "

-:7-
1 , IH.I I

c2 60 ,!]

I 1i r ''

S"3 5'0 173 500 ! 7005 ; 2'.

SHEAR PLATE

Fig. 6 Comparison of Viscosity vs. Shear Rate

for Sample A,B,C and D
U!!timate D a a', i:

5) Study of Morphology

Fig. 4 Relationship between Ultirr.ae Draw

Ratio and Expansion Ratio To study difference of each of samples that
have good or bad expansive characteristics was

observed under transmission electron microscope
(TEM). As shown in Fig. 7, the structure of

highly expanded specimen looks like small islands
uniformly distributed in sea, while that of
poorly expanded specimen looks like big islands

-7 •5which are formed by condensation of composition

of small islands, that is, it can be understand

:Wý that when composition of the islands is uniformly

o distributed in small form in the sea, the

composition serves for high expansion, but when

M Q small islands coalesce into big islands, the
composition of the island does not serve for

',• expansion. Accordingly, it is important to make

a study on the comb .,tion and mixing ratio of

7 polyolefin so a3 to Zat finely distributed micro
phase separation, when polyolefin blend is used.

Melt Tensijn g)

Fig. 5 Relationship between Ultimate Draw
Ratio and Melt Tension

4) Study of Viscosity

Fig. 6 shows viscosity's dependence on shear
rate of specimen A to D.

As this figure clearly proves, there exists
proper viscosity region where high expansion is
obtainable, and high expansion can not be got
outside the region.
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case, some 80% expansion ratio can be obtained.
The material can satisfy thermal resistivity of
UL 80'C, when an adequate antioxidant is added to
.it. Fig. 8 shows a cross section of an expanded

Sinsulation cable, in which the material is used.
The cable has possibility toward time delay of
3.60ns/m because it achieved effective dielectric
constant of less than 1.20.

Table 3 Properties of New Polyolefin Material

Item Unit Value

Melt Index gl10min 2.03

Density g/ , 0.991

Tensile Strength I i/m' 1.73

Elongation % 615

Brittleness T•pcrature jC -60<

Dielectric Constant 2.40

Fig. 7 TEM photograph of Polyolefin Blend Dielectric Loss Tangent 3.40X 10'

(x15.000)
(a) good expansive (b) bad expansive Volume Resistivity 4.1X10,

2.5 Study of Electrical Property and Mechanical
Property

Studies having been made so far has proved
that over 75% highly expanded material such as
C-E is obtainable. In order to select optimum
one among these for a small coaxial multi - flat
cable, attention was focused on their electrical
and mechanical properties. Especilly, a
highlight was shot to their own dielectric
constant (at unexpanded state), because low
effective dielectric constant is needed for high
speed signal transmission. Adding to such
property, the material should be hard and be
resistant to deformation, since it undergoes
outer force, when insulation cables are made into
a coaxial cable. Therefore, their tensile
modulus was also studied as a part of their
mechanical properties. Results are shown in
Table 2. Material D is optimum for the purpose,
as it has the lowest dielectric constant of 2.40
and the highest tensile modulus of 470 kgf/mm2 . Fig. 8 Cross Section of Expanded Polyolefin

Insulation
Table 2 Comparison of Dielectric Constant and

Tensile Modulus
3. Small Coaxial Multi - Flat Cable

Tensile Modulus
Sample Dielectric Constant Small coaxial multi - flat cable will be

introduced in the following, in which newly

C 281 283 developed polyolefin D is used.

S2.40 470 3.1 Structure

F 275 312 Miniature coaxial multi - flat cable for

wiring peripheral equipment of computers has
structure as shown in Fig. 9. An expanded
insulation cable with skin layers is covered with

2.6 Developed Material and Its Property a PVC jacket after it is loaded together with
drain wire inside an aluminum - polyester

Properties of Material D are shown in Table laminated tape. Then, each of coaxial cores
3. The material allows to use gas and/or thermal undergoes intermittent bonding by heat.
decomposition type expansion agent. In every
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1,(I•x. cc APK I'a;v change minimum level during process of bonding by
heat, it was carried out at a relatively low

V__ A,:1t temperaure, and to meet the condition, a special
PVC was developed, which can undergo bonding by
heat at a -elatvely low temperature. Using it, a

small coaxial multi - fiat cable was
manufactured, which showed favorable assembling

V\C• 0and high accuracy of its pitch length.
'am', .. f V-

3.4 Properties of Small Coaxial Multi - Flat
Cable

Properties of a typical small coaxial multi -

flat cable are shown in Table 4. It possesses
1.27mm pitch between signal lines and a signal

6r3 5. transmission velocity of 87% of light velocity.

Table 4 Typical Properties of Miniature

~D~D~DMulti Flat Cable

Fig. 9 Structure of Minuature Coaxial Cable .-..

Center Conduct---- - - -
3.2 Insulation Wire

Material D, Polyolefin material for Insu:atorn I-ner L.,----- -

expansion, which was developed this time, is
capable of being used in either one layer : ,:
insulation or double layers insulation which has O -:-,-

an unexpanded skin layer on its outside, and in --. ... . .....
both cases, it s5 iws favorable expansion r Wire
characteristics. A small coaxial multi - flat e
cable adopted a double layers insulation by Shield Tape \:1teral Al PET I.--:e I

taking acount of mechanical properties and
reliability of both of one and double layer Sheath ....

insulation. The insulation cable is that of s -Y
about 80% of expansion ratio, which has 0.70mm P-- .. ... .. . .Pitch bet,-e C-nduc:•:17-i0..
outer diameter with 0.16mm center conductor and
its outer layer has 0.05mm skin layer. To Average P.tch between Co-dc:r 12.

manufacture the cable, one process was required Conductor Resroaco K Cen Ceducr.r
in which a common head consisted of two extruders-... .....

- Conducror Resist~.,ce :B- . zý .zrwas used. Photograph of its cross section is
shown in Fig. 10. - I.dor Resisrarce

- Charactaristics Imopediarce7. _

Pro r raton ! n Delay, 3

4. Conclusion

New polyolefin material was developed for

small coaxial multi - flat cable. In its
development, the following subjects were found
out.

1) At thin thickness type, melt tension and
ultimate draw rate have of more importance than
swell ratio. On the conditions of 3-4 gr melt

tension and 50-200 m/min ultimate draw rate, the

material shows high expansion even at thin
thickness.

Fig. 10 Cross Section of Two Layers Insulation 2) A small coaxial multi - flat cable of a

double layers insulation core, to which the
3.3 Jacket and Bonding by Heat material was applied, possesses signal

transmission velocity of 87% of light velocity
In order to get precise pitches, bonding by and e'Icellent accuracy of its pitch.

heat is preferable. To hold characteristics'
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3) Dielectric constant of less than 1.2 could be SHOJI YAMAMOTO
obtained by one layer insulation cable, in which The Furukawa Electric
the material was used, and the material has Co., Ltd.

possibility toward time delay of 3.6ns/m, which 6-Yawata-kaigandori,
is desired for mainframes in the next generation. Ichihara, Chiba Japan
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METHODS OF DETERMINING THERMAL STABILITY OF POLYOLEFIN INSULATIONS

E. D. Nelson

AT&T Bell Laborati-ries, Norcross, GA 30071

Abstract under oxygen. Using a thermal analyzer, time to
degradation is observed as an exothermic reaction in

Thermal stability of polyolefin (DEPIC) insulation is the calorimeter plot.
determined using pedestal tests. Pedestal tests are
used to physically measure cracking intervals of wire It is widely believed that the single most important

insulation at 90 0C. Time/temperature profiles are

shown for several pedestal tests. These profiles temperature. Other factors such as stress, humidity,

emphasize the uniformity and accuracy of the ultraviolet radiation, etc. are considered secondary

temperature control. Results of pedestal tests on two contributors to PIC cracking. Interaction with
novel DEPIC wire insulations are shown. B~oth blowing agents can also be important and some datahave been obtained.J 7 1 [81 Also, contact of insulation
insulations easily pass the 260 day/90°C requirement with cable filler is known to affect stabilityJ8l [91 [10]
in Bellcore's pedestal test (TA-TSY-000421). One of Chan et all 8l suggest that the failures in foam skin
these insulations is shown to survive more than 1 insulation is related to the susceptibility of the foam
year at 90'C. layer to oxidation by the copper conductor. The

currently accepted test method for evaluating
longevity of polyethylene wire insulation is the

INTRODUCTION Bellcore pedestal test. "Il This test is a variation on
Polyolefin insulated conductors (PIG) have been used the pedestal test used by AT&T in the developmentin the wire and cable industry for more than 40 years. of HDPE insulation.t 12] The Bellcore pedestal testWithout adequate antioxidants, the wire insulations requires that cable should be preaged in an oven forwere susceptible to premature oxidation.1 11 As a 28 days/70°C, the insulation coiled and then theweresulmchptible wo prkewaste onximrovng] te ainsulation is placed in a PC/6 telephone pedestal forresult, m uch w ork w as done on im proving the t e m l a i g a 0 C a d I1 ' . T m o i s
oxidative stabilitý of polyethylene for PIC thermal aging at 90°C and 1 10°C. Time for first
insulation. [2[ [31 14? [51 Early versions of PIC cable crack to occur is measured. It was suggested1 31 that

used low density polyethylene (LDPE) as the wire 350 days at 90'C in the pedestal test without cracking
insulation. This wire insulation evolved into high occurring is equivalent to 40 years under field

density polyethylene (HDPE). In addition, the conditions. This has since been adjusted by Bellcore

stabilizer package used in wire insulations also to 260 days at 90,CG. 141

evolved over time. Santonox® antioxidant was first The pedestal test was used to evaluate multiple wire
used in LDPE. Then Irganox 1010 antioxidant and insulation formulations. This includes improvements
OABH (copper deactivator) were used in place of in both wire insulation and filling compound. The
Santonox®. The same stabilizer package was used in evaluation was done at temperatures ranging from 50
HDPE. Finally, the current antioxidant package to 110'C in 10'C increments. Arrhenius plots were
being used since the mid 1970's consists of Irganox made with the test results.
1010 together with a metal deactivator.1 31 The
principal metal deactivator used was Irganox 1024. EXPERIMENTAL

A recent report1 61 predicts cracking patterns of The samples tested were DEPIC (Dual Expanded
foamed skin polyethylene insulation in pedestals in Plastic Insulated Conductor) wire insulation obtained
various areas of the country. This report used from filled cable. Two DEPIC insulations are labeled
oxidation induction time (OIT) as a qualitative A, and B. Each insulation contained a different
measure of the amount of remaining stability in wire stabilizer package. The cables containing the
insulation that was retrieved from field environments, insulation were preaged for 28 days/70°C in a forced
The OIT is obtained by heating the sample at 200'C air oven.
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Bellcore Pedestal Test

Bellcore has issued a technical document (TR-TSY-
000421) which includes a section called "Pedestal
Thermal Oxidation Stability Performance Test". An
early version of TR-TSY-000421 is issue 2, June TOP
1988. In this issue, there was no 28 day/7 0 °C preage
requirement for the pedestal test. Also, the insulated 4 P"

conductors were not required to be stressed (coiled). ....... DESTAL: :.'•:: • ... .............. 4

TR-TSY-000421 was later revised (Issue 2, June ..............
1988, Revision 1, March 1989) to include preaging .

and insulation coiling. To pass the pedestal test, .....
insulated wire must be aged in the pedestal for 1 year
at 90'C and 45 days at 110'C without any cracking .. ..
occurring. TR-TSY-000421 is still evolving. .. ..-...
Technical Advisory TA-NWT-000421, Issue 2, I .

November 1990, Supplement 1, April 1991 has been 1UNDLE
issued. This Advisory requires the insulation wire to OF WIRES
be aged for 260 days (instead of one year) at 90'C. ..... . ...........
No more than one cracked insulation is permitted..
Also, the 110'C/45 day requirement has been ...,
eliminated. Standard PC/6 telephone pedestals are
used. Face plates, liners and brackets are removed
from the interior of the pedestals. A heating mantle TEMýEnATURe

is placed over the pedestal to bring the interior of the PROSE BaOTTO

pedestal to the desired temperature. The mantles are
obtained from Glas-Col Apparatus Co., Terre Haute,
Indiana. Each mantle is 12 inches long and rated at
260 watts. The temperature control system must be LOCATION OF INSULATED WIRES IN PEDESTAL

capable of maintaining the temperature of all the FIGURE I

insulated conductor coils inside the pedestal within
±2°C of the specified test temperature. PEDESTAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE

The temperature control system used by AT&T Bell A thorough temperature profile was obtained on the
Labs - Norcross is different from that proposed by inside of a PC/6 telephone pedestal in the Bellcore
Bellcore. Bellcore uses two temperature sensors pedestal test at control temperatures ranging from 50'
(probes). One is in the middle to monitor to 1 10°C. This profile is performed in three
temperature and one is on the side of the pedestal to dimensions and shows the temperature variations at
control the temperature. The temperature controller different locations in the pedestal. Figure 2 shows a
used at AT&T Bell Labs is a Barber-Colman AT- typical PC-6 pedestal with 25 thermocouples placed
PLUS. Our pedestal apparatus uses a single probe to at various locations. Figure 3 shows a schematic (top
both monitor and control temperature. A schematic view) of where the 25 thermocouples are located in
of the pedestal set-up (without heating mantle) is the pedestal. Each thermocouple is attached to a 1/8"
shown in Figure 1. Included in the schematic is the diameter wooden rod held in place with a I" long
solitary temperature probe and the general location of steel spring. The thermocouples are spaced I" apart
wires. The pedestal test calls for placing 50 wires (5 permitting temperature measurements every inch over
of each color) in the pedestal. Time for first cracks to a 4" x 4" plane. When temperatures above or below
occur was measured. this plane were desired, the thermocouples were

simply raised or lowered accordingly such that
temperatures were obtained through a 4" x 4" x 4"
volume. The temperature measurements were made
using an AT&T 6300 personal computer interfaced
",vith a Metabyte DAS-8 and EXP-16 I/O cards.
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SCHEMATIC OF THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
ACROSS A PLANE IN THE PEDESTAL (TOP VEW'

FIGURE 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pedestal Temperature Profile

Figures 4-10, show isometric views of the
temperature profiles in pedestals at temperatures
ranging from 50 to I 100C, respectively. The center
point in the figure is the tip of the monitor and control
probe. This is the recommended location for
insulated wires in the Bellcore pedestal test. The
temperatures in each horizontal plane above and
below the center are also shown. For clarity, only 9
of the 25 temperature measurements made in each
plane are represented in the figures. The temperature
probes at 90'C and 110°C (Figure 8 and Figure 10)
show a 7°C and 9°C increase in temperature,
respectively one inch above the recommended center.
One inch below the center is a 2°C and 40C
temperature decrease, respectively. When wires are
tested, the thickness of the bundle is - 0.5 inch. This
assures that the coils are within the ±2' C
temperature zone specified by Bellcore.

PC-6 PEDESTAL WITH 25 THERMOCOUPLES

FIGURE 2
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TEMPERATURE PROFILE" (90 0C~t) TEMPERATURE PROFILE (I 10°C)

FIGURE 8 FIGURE 10

S'igures 11 and 12 show the excellent temperature
S~control achieved. These figures are time/temperature

____________________-plots obtained every hour for both the 1 10°C/45 days
S~(Figure 11) and 90°C/one year test (Figure 12). The

.-----,temperature was measured at the top of the wire
bundle. The profiles are within the ±: 2°C Bellcore

, • requirement for this test. The spikes in Figure 12 are
..d•,,,inspection intervals. When the pedestal is opened,

S, PEDESTA, temperature control is temporarily halted until the test

S--•- EDESTAL #1 (DEPIC CABLE), 2E-30

124.-1"2222

93' '000-

Jo- -

9 1- i-E 19 120 -ICNE 1 I(

964 -

sOSE 1092 -

90-

TEMPERATURE TEMERAUR

TEMPERATURE PROFILE (1000 C) 0 M 1R AU 20 25 3O 3L 4( 45 sL

FIGFIGURE IGURE I8- U1oC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
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PEDESTAL #6 1 (DEPIC CABLE) NEW DEPIC INSULATION
110
108- Table I and Figures 13-14 show Arrhenius plots from
1 06 -

104- pedestal tests of insulation of new DEPIC cable
100- designs. These test results are compared to the

-. 6- industry standard as of 1988. Again, test
94- temperatures were 50-1 10°C. As seen in the Table

0__ - / 0m Me ' .. .and Figures, both of the improved designs are greatly
as4- superior to the industry standard. One design has
882 - achieved more than 1 year at 90'C. Both the designs
70- ___ ei~e70- exceed 260 days (the new Bellcore requirement) at76-

746- 90'C. The reason that the 1988 insulation performed

720 - -. so poorly is because this insulation was designed to
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 meet the June, 1988 Bellcore Technical ReferenceT"1 (DAYS etteJn,18 elcr ehia eeec

(TSY-000421 which did not contain preaging or

FIGURE 12 - 90'C TEMPERATURE CONTROL coiling.

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE OF NEW DEPIC WIRE INSULATION IN EPIC TESf

Time to First Crack (Days)
1988

Temperature,*C A* B** Cable

110 126-137 115-123 0-20
100 339-360 370-391 28-45
90 318-338 391-451 89-101
80 >581 >490 105-117
70 >560 >490 299-329
60 >560 >490 633-752
50 >560 >490 >752

AT&T Current Product

* AT&T Experimental Design

temperature (C)
140 110 908? 70 60 50 40

100 1_ __ I 1100

10 - still on test :-10

A A

A Stll n

E 0.1 - to0.1 E

0.01 -0.01

0.001 - -- 0.001
2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1

1/T (K)410-3

A kid. standard depic +f row depic(A)

Arrhenius Plot - 1988 Insulation Vs. Insulation A

FIGURE 13
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remperature (C)1,0 1 8o 70 60 50 40
100 - . . . J ' ' ' 100

still on ýes . -

10- -10

+ +

o -- + +

+A

E 0.1 -0.1 E

- A svl~lones -

0.01 -0.01

0.001 0.001
2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1

1/T (K)*10-3

A Ind. standard dpic n ew deplc(B)

Arrhenius Plot - 1988 Insulation Vs. Insulation B

FIGURE 14

CONCLUSIONS
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NONBLOCKING 100 x 100 OPTOMECHANICAL MATRIX SWITCH

FOR SUBSCRIBER NETWORKS

Toshiaki KATAGIRI, Yahei KOYAMADA, Masao TACHIKURA

and Yutaka KATSUYAMA

NTT Telecommunication Field Systems R&D Center

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan

Abstract When constructing a large matiix NXN crossbar
interconnection network using small matrix switches,

A nonblocking optomechanical matrix switch has the required number of small switches is
been developed, that can be arbitrarily switched approximately proportional to N2 , and the maximum
between two ferrule-terminated-fiber groups by insertion loss increases approximately in proportion to
automatic reconnection and disconnection. The N. Furthermore, when small switches are joined
fabricated 100 X 100, 3-mm-ferrule-pitch, 630wX 570" x under the restriction of the upper limit of the fiber

550" (mm) switch exhibits a mean insertion loss of bending radius, there are problems of the increase in

about 1 dB(1.3-jim wavelength LED). The developed switch dimensions and the sum of jointing losses.
This paper describes a large matrix, latching type,

switch is applied to a subscriber model switching nonblocking optomechanical switch which we have
system and its effectiveness is confirmed. developed and an example of its application to a

remote controlled, subscriber model switching system.

1. Introduction 2. Structure and switching mechanism

Optical switching plays an important role in terms Figure 1 shows the proposed nonblocking matrix

of maintenance reduction and long-term system switch construction method. The ferrules on one side
can move in the matrix row direction and those on thereliability in optical communication systems. ohrsd nteclm ieto.Uigti ehd

Optomnechanical switches offer advantages for other side in the column direction, Using this method,
practical use in the near future because of their each ferrule can be independently and arbitrarily
excellent optical performance. In subscriber positioned along every row or column. As a result,

excelen optcalperfrmace. n sbscrber facing ferrules can be arbitrarily joined between two

transmission lines, nonblocking switches are required ferrulest cana be r groups.

that have a large matrix in a small size. They also ferrule-terminated-fiber groups.
need to be latching type switches without holding Figure 2 is a simple representation of the fabricated
electric power, economical and highly reliable d switch, which is based on the switch construction

One type of large matrix optomechanical switch method shown in Fig.1. Slitted alignment sleeves are

that has been developed is the moving beam fixed on the ferrules of either fiber group with

nonblocking 100 X 100 switch.' However, the use of adhesive. One ferrule is attached to a slider and the

this switch is restricted to multimode fibers because ofa slider with

its poor misalignment tolerance. The matrix size of compression springs between the ferrule and the slider

no-ehaia sice2 issal o xml . or the guide. The ferrules on both sides move alongnon-mechanical switches' is small, for example 8 × 8. rissta ih nlst ahohr
rails set at right angles to each other.

Both types of switch need holding electric power for As shown in Fig.2, the ferrule-group with sleeves

latching. and linear-guides is referred to as the Z-side group and
With moving fiber matrix switches, it is essential to the other group is the W-side group.

align each fiber individually to prevent fibers from A fiber-accumulator maintains tension in the fiber
crossing each other. Methods have been proposed to spanned between the slider and the accumulator. The
eliminate the need for fiber alignment. However, fiber is wound a few times around two pulleys. Both
conventional methods:"' have a large splitting loss at axes of the pulleys are supported by a tension spring
the optical power input side. so that their axes are kept apart. The distance
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between their axes can be changed dependent on the
length of fiber drawn out from the accumulator. This
enables each fiber to be aligned along the rails. The
ferrule positioning mechanism can move freely. The
fiber bending radius and the fiber tension, which are
related to fiber life and the bending loss, are all kept
within their designed values.

The switching motion is as follows. Ferrule
positioning is accomplished by 3-D positioning
mechanisms on both sides of the switch, that position
the operation rod attached to the linear guide or the
slider. One ferrule is connected to a facing ferrule
with the slitted alignment sleeve and then a hook on
the operatioi, rod attached to the linear guide is
positioned against the rail by rotating it. This then
applies a ferrule-end load by the action of the
compression spring. At the same time, the reaction
force in the ferrule-axial direction causes friction

Ferrule between the slider and the rail, so that the slider
Fiber position is fixed.

The accumulator, drawn with broken lines in Fig.2,
Fig. 1 Nonblocking matrix switch construction method is described in 3-1(4) and the laser beam sensor to

detect the sleeve is described in 3-2.

Lightdetector ,.

-------- Pulley

° i Linear ¢,Sgu id e • _,• 
/ • • z ,' ,

SOperation

/ ///

Conncto Accumulator\/.

Coneto Ri I __

Light - _

sourceZ-side 1 1 WIside

Fig, 2 Switch structure
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- --commercially available fiber.

(4) The thickness of accumulator was greater than

the 3mm-pitch between the ferrules. For this reason,
the accumulators are cortructed with two stage as
shown in Fig.2. The minimum fiber tension is
designed to be 0.3 N. The fiber tension was
maintained at the maximum slider speed of 32.5
mm/sec.

(5) The master driver (3-D positioning mechani.-m)
and the slave mechanism (ferrule reconnection-
disconnection mechanism) were designed to be able to
be separated from each other. This enables the
master driver to be applied to many slave mechanisms.

Fig. 3 Photograph of developed switch 3-2 Positioning compensation by laser beam sensor
The final relative position between a ferrule-tip and

Table 1 Switch performance a sleeve-tip is important when ferrules are joined. For

the Z-side sliders with linear guides, in particular, the
Matrix size 100 X 100 (designed) position of the sleeve-tip fluctuates in the slider
Dimensions 630wX 570')X 550" mm moving direction because of the clearances of the

Switching time < 1.3 min. (estimated) movable mechanical parts. Furthermore, the
Mean insertion loss- 1 dB allowable positioning error in the slider moving
Driving power < 140 watt direction is estimated to be within 0.2 mm of the

mechanical clearance and corner-plane-off of the
ferrule-ends. For this reason, t.he Z-side sliders in the
slider moving direction were positioned using a laser

Fiber 10/125 tim, single-mode beam sensor, attached to the W-side 3-D positioning
moder Fi/el5 dam eter:g9.-mode mechanism, in addition to the encoder coupled to the
merrule roe elddametr 2.4X 7."m motor-rotating-axis. In other words, the final position

Ferrule zirconia ceramic, 2.0 6 (od) x 7.54'mm of Z-side sliders was compensated for by detecting Z-
Sleeve zirconia ceramic, 2.7 • (od) X 10.4'mm side sleeve-tips oi. the basis of the position of W-side

ferrules to be joined. Figure 2 iliustrates this.
3. Developed switch The fluctuation magnitude of stationary positions

on the linear guides of the Z-side sliders was measured
3-1 Switch features with a digital micro-gauge. The desired moving

Figure 3 shows a photograph of the developed distance was set at 250 mm for the Z-side sliders and
switch. The practical fabricated switch has a small 20 at 200 mm for the W-side sliders. Figure 4-1 shows
X20 matrix in the center of a 100", 100 matri,: T, 'I- the results 1f measurements made without the laser

1 summarizes the switch performanct Table 2 list6 neam sensor and Figure 4-2 shows those made with it.

the parameters of the fibers, ferrules, and slitted In Fig.4-1, the fluctuation difference between the

alignment sleeves. The features of the switch are as sliders is considered to be d 'pendent on the clearance

follows. of each slider and guide. When standard deviations a
(1) The switch consists of a ferrule reconnection- and maximum fluctuations A in Fig.4-1 are compared

disconnection mechanism and its controller (425w > with those in Fig.4-2, it can be seen that the laser
410" X245" mm) equipped with an RS-232C interface, beam sensor reduces fluctuations in the slider moving

(2) The pitch between ferrules is 3 mm. This pitch direction. The sensor contributes to stable ferrule
dimension is close to the mechanical fabrication limit jointing.
of the slider parts. Additionally, the fluctuation in the stationary

13) The switch dimension in the ferrule-axial positions of the W-side sliders was also measured with
direction becomes smaller with decreases in fiber the digital micro-gauge. Figure 4-3 shows the
bending radius. High-strength carbon-coated optical measured results. The laser beam sensor is not
fiber' was used in order to minimize the fiber bending adopted for W-side positioning. In Fig.4-3, it can be

radius. The minimum radius was determined to be 10 seen that the fluctuation of the W-side sliders is much
mm, taking into consideration of the bending loss smaller than that of the Z-side sliders. This is because
increase due to deviations in the fiber index profile of the influence of mechanical clearance is small.
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joint in the switch. Index-matching material was notFig. 4-2 Fluctuations of Z-slider with sensor ue ttejitprin.Fgr hw h
used at the joint portions. Figure 6 shows the

measured loss histogram for the two above mentioned
joints. The mean loss was 0.69 dB/2 joints. The mean3-3 Loss measurement switch insertion loss was approximately 1 dB

Figure 5 shows the insertion loss measurement assuming a loss of 0.35 dB/joint. Each fiber bad a
setup. A 1.3 pm wavelength LED was used. The bending loss for a 3/4 turn of the radius of 10 mm, but
measured loss is the sum of the loss at the connector6  the influence of this loss on the switch insertion loss is
on the switch input-side and the loss at the ferrule- considered to be small.
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video link.
Table3 Measurement examples of switching time When fiber trouble occurred, protection switching

was achieved from the workstation. The switching
Switching condition Switching time result was easily confirmed by observing the TV
Z1&WI: start position on rail picture. The remote control switching function
Z1 to Wl: jointed p31 sec contributes to service improvement, ease of system
Z20&W20: start position on rail operation and maintenance reduction.
Z20 to W20: jointed - 32 sec

Z1 to Wl& Z20 to W20: jointed 5. Conclusion
Z1 to W20: jointed - 72 sec

A nonblocking optomechanical matrix switch has
3-4 Switching time been developed. A 100 X 100-matrix-size and 3-mm-

Table 3 summarizes the switching time ferrule-pitch was confirmed to be mechanically
measurements under several switching conditions. available. It is a latching type switch without holding
The switching time was always measured after the electric power. The transmission characteristics and
operation rod hand had returned to its home position reliability of the joint components are as good as
because the switching time depends on the initial conventional optical connectors because both employ
position of the hand. The maximum switching time for the same jointing method.
the 100 X 100 matrix was about 1.3 min. This was The developed switch was applied to a subscriber
estimated from the slider moving speed. The model switching system and its effectiveness was
switching time includes approximately 5 sec. due to successfully confirmed.
the positioning compensation of the Z-side sliders via
laser beam detection.
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A LOW LOSS FOUR-FIBER 1X2 OPTICAL SWITCH

Y.Nomura K.Jimbo H.Yokosuka

Fujikura Ltd. Chiba,Japan

ABSTRACT
We have developed an optical fiber

We developed a high performance 1x2 switching device capable of high speed
optical switching device capable of operation with low loss for multi-fiber
mechanically switching four-fiber ribbon, ribbon comprising 1.55.um zero-dispersion
The newly developed optical fiber shifted fibers.

switching device is applicable to 1.55 pm The newly developed optical fiber
zero-dispersion shifted fibers. It switching device has the following
features an extremely low insertion loss characteristics.
with a remarkably high switching speed
considering that it is a mechanical Multi-fiber switching:
switch. It has been tested in strict The device is capable of
conditions simulating severe enviromental simultaneously switching four-fiber
environment and in all the tests its ribbon.
performance was found to be highly Low loss:
repeatable. The device has an insertion loss of

The reliable and high performance of 0.4dB or lower on the average, which
the optical switching device makes it is extremely low for a switching
suitable for use in optical networks. device for multi-fiber ribbon using

1.55,um zero-dispersion shifted
1. INTRODUCTION fibers.

High speed switching:
Optical fiber networks are expanding The device has a switching time of 2

rapidly on the global scale. In order to ms or less which is extremely fast
construct and operate the optical fiber for a mechanical switching device.
networks efficiently, a switching High reliability:
mechanism capable of switching from one The device has a highly stable
network to another at branching or switching performance with loss
connection points is essential. As the fluctuation of ±0. 2 dB or less in
number of optical fibers in optical fiber switching tests repeated 10,000
cables increases, use of multi-fiber times.
ribbons is becoming increasingly
extensive for their high efficiency in
integration. Moreover, as the 2. STRUCnURE
transmission distance becomes longer, the
trend sees accelerated use of cables with 2-1. Switching Principle
multi-fiber ribbons using 1.55 )im zero-
dispersion shifted fibers which are As shown in Fig. 1, a ferrule
suitable for long distance transmission. containing four optical fiber is mated
Earlier work[l] has reported the basic against a ferrule containing eight
structure of multi-fiber mechanical optical fibers, and one of the ferrules is
switches. shifted to switch the fiber connections.
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NORMAL POSITION 2-3. Structure of the Driving Unit

-..... The driving unit for shifting the
4-Fibers 8-Fibers ferrule comprises a bistable type

solenoid as shown in Fig. 3. The
ferrule to be shifted is switched by

Ferrule means of push pins linked to the

SWITCHED POSITION solenoid.
Coil springs are arranged in parallel

, at the back of the movable ferrule to
press the ferrules against each other at
a given pressure, keeping the faces at
the respective ends of the ferrules in
contact even when one of the ferrules is

Switched shifted. This in turn allows the optical
Fig-i waveform to be less fluctuating, and

ensures stable operation.
2-2. Structure of the Ferrules The solenoid is a latching type

(bistable type) and is capable of
Positioning of the movable ferrule maintaining the ferrule at either

plays a critical role in the present position without consuming electric-
switching device. As shown in Fig. 2, power. The device therefore consumes only
positioning is achieved as the alignment minimal power during operation.
pins built in the device move in the
enlarged V-grooves until they hit against Bock SDrng Fixed Ferrule
the respective side walls of the grooves.

A pair of ferrules to be mated against
each other are assembled, and one of the _Push Pin
ferrules is formed with alignment pins.
The movable ferrule is formed with V-
grooves which are wider to allow it to
move by 250 um (fiber pitch).

Thus' the fiber pitch and the V-grooves Solenoid
must be processed with a high precision. 0
The fiber pitch precision in the
switching device is within ±0.5.,m. TheL.IFR b •avcble ½erroe
precision of the V-grooves is also within
±0.5 ,um. These precisions enabled the low Fi
connection loss to be achieved.

Fixed ferrule Movable ferrule 3. OPTICAL CHARACTISTICS

SEnlarged 3-1. Insertion Loss
V-groove

I .... ME_------Insertion loss of the new switching
.......... - ibers devices were measured using a 1.55 )um

............ light source.
As shown in Fig. 4, a very low

connection loss of 0. 35 dB on the average
Alignment Pin was obtained in the 2,000 fibers (500

250OmU r 250M m devices) that were tested. There is no
significant difference in the average

S• I insertion loss between the two switching
position, demonstrating a highly stable

Fig-2 performance.
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Normal Position The average time required from600 triggering until completion of switching
(T2) was 4.5 ms or less, which is also

500000 I br a rs very fast.

3 400

T1

200

"0 Light

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Insertion Loss (dB)

Switched Position Solenoid
600 applied Voltage

5N00 000 Fibrs

Cr Fig-5
2300•

3-3. Return Loss

Using a 1.55,um light source, refection
0 at the mating face of a switching device

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 was measured with a power meter using a
Insertion Loss (dB) counling/branching filter. The other end

of the switching device is made non-
Fig-4 reflective by immersing the end fiber in

refractive index matching oil. The return
3-2. Switching Time loss measured was more than -40 dB.

Switching characteristics of the
devices were measured with a digital 4. RELIABILITY TESTS
oscilloscope. The typical waveforms
obtained in the measurement are shown in In order to verify the reliability of
Fig . 5. the switching device, we conducted various

T1 and T2 in Fig. 5 represent the evaluation tests and confirmed that the
following: switching device was satisfactory for

Tl: The duration from the time an practical application.
optical fiber is disconnected
from one fiber to the time it is 4-1. Repeated Switching Test
reconnected with the next fiber.

T2: The duration from the time the The switching devices were repeatedly
device is triggered to the time operated for 10,000 times to measure the
the fiber is reconnected fluctuation in the insertion loss. A
(switching operation is typical result is shown in Fig. 6.
ccmpleted). As is clear from Fig. 6, loss

The average switching time (Ti) of 500 fluctuation under repeated operation was
devices was 1.4 ms, which is extremely less than ±0. 1 dB, indicating an
high for a mechanical switching device, extremely high stability.
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_____or_,4-o. Vibration Test

0.2 The optical switching devices were
2 0 subjected to vibration test. The test was

"-0.2 - conducted under the below-mentioned
S _ I I I 1 liiconditions.

C Vibration frequency: 10 - 55 Hz= Switched Position

0.2 .... Amplitude: 1. 5mm
0 Direction: Three directionsDuration: Two hours in each direction0 DuratinThe connection characteristic
-0. 1 20 30 8oninetin n loss)t wier-100 20030 0090 00 fuctuation in insertion loss) were

measured. The fluctuation in insertion
Switching Time loss at the normal position was within

Fig-6 0.05 dB. No marked difference in the
switching performance (waveform at the

4-2. Heat Cycle Tes time of switching and switching time)
observed before and after the test.

Heat cycle tests were conducted to
measure the changes in the insertion loss 4-4. High Temperature Test
with changes in temperature.

Temperatures ranging from -10'C to +60 High temperature tests of the optical
0C for four hours was repeated 10 times, switching devices were conducted using a
and changes in the loss when the constant temperature testing apparatus in
switching devices were under static the laboratory. The switching devices
condition were measured. As is clear from were maintained at +60'C for four hours,
Fig. 7, the fluctuation in the loss was and were subjected to switching
less than ±0. 1 dB. operations repeated for 100 times to

measure the connection characteristic
(fluctuation in the insertion loss) and

6 the switching performance (waveform at
S60 the time of switching and switching

S40 time). Insertion loss changes at the
normal position were within 0.15 dB. NoM fluctuation was observed in the switching

) 0 •performance.
-20S- . I I 1 I , 4-5. Low Temperature Test

0 1 2 3 4

Time (Hours) Low temperature characteristics of the
optical switching devices were measured
using a constant temperature testing
apparatus in the laboratory. The

0.2 -switching devices were maintained at -100.2 t for four hours, and were subjected to
S0 switching operations repeated 100 times.

C The connection characteristic
-0.2 (fluctuation in the insertion loss) and

o the switching performance (waveform at
-0.4 = I = r ,the time of switching and switching time)

0 10 20 30 40 were measured. The fluctuation in the
Time (Hours) insertion loss at the normal position waswithin 0.15 dB. No fluctuation was

Fig-7 observed in the switching performance.
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4-6. Switching Test under Heat Yoshikazu Nomura

The static characteristics of the
devices during heat cycle were measured Opto-Electronics

in Section 4-2. Dynamic characteristics Laboratory

of the devices under heat cycle were also FUJIKJRA LTD.

measured using a heat cycle test
apparatus. A heat cycle test at 1440,Mutsuzaki,

temperatures ranging from O'C to +60 'C Sakura-shi, Chiba, 285

for four hours was repeated twice, while Japan

the devices were switched 100 times to Yoshikazu Nomura was born in 1951. He

measure the switching performance graduated in mechanical engineering from

(waveform at the time of switching and Shinsyu University. He has been engaged

switching time). The fluctuation in the in research and development of

loss in the normal position was within telecommunication cables and accessories.

+0.15 dB. No difference was observed in He is now a chief of the fiber and cable

the waveform or the switching time. Accessory Department of Fujikura Ltd.

Kunihiko Jimbo

5. CONCLUSION SOpto-Electronics

The newly developed optical fiber Laboratory

switching device is extremely low in loss FUJIKURA LTD.

and highly efficient in switching
performance for a device of this type 1440, Mutsuzaki,
using 1.55 .um zero-dispersion shifted Sakura-shi,Chiba,285

fibers. Japan

The results of the reliability tests Kunihiko Jimbo was born in 1958. He

demonstrate that the device is adequate graduated from Tokyo Denki University in

for practical applications and has high 1981. He has been engaged in research and

reliability. We believe the device can be development of telecommunication cable

used in optical fiber network to achieve and accessories. He is a member of the

a more efficient network operation. Institute of Electronics and
Communication Engineers of Japan.

Hiroshi Yokosuka
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High-Speed, Low-Loss Connection Techniques for

High-Count Pre-Connectorized Cables

Tadashi HAIBARA, Shigeru TOMITA, Michito MATSUMOTO

and Tetsuro YABUTA

NTT Telecommunication Field Systems R & D Center

Tokai, Naka, lbaraki, 319-11 JAPAN

Abstract u-tcmer can be connected to a central

High-speed, low- loss connec t i n e through his own optical

tchnique s are indispensable tor transmission line. The network formed

construction of optical subscriber cable by single-star configuration is adaptable

networks because many cable connections to various kinds of services and can

are required. We have designed two f xiby rEspond to future service

types of high-count pre-connector Lzed e xpansion. In construction of these

cables. One is an array connector t networks, very high count optical cables

to join ultra-high count (more than 1000 are required, and it is important to

fibers) cables in single step. The reduce the cable instal at ion and

other is a fiber-ribbon unit connector splicing cost. Presently, 1000 fiber
(ablesý2), mechanically transferable (MT)

type to join high-count (less than 1000 Connec
t 

ors mechani t ran sferabl e(M

fibers) cables. Connection times of 90 connect ionr e and teh iqusuforiter
mm.forth araytyp ad 2 nn. or connection are being used in subscriberm in . for the array type and 20 min. for

the fiber unit type are achieved for both networks in NTT. Therefore, higher

types of pre-connectorized cables. p peed and lower loss connection

Average connection losses of about 0.35 techniques are required to increase the

dB for both types are achieved. f Iexi hi Ii ty and performance of the

networks.

*.Introduction In this paper, we describe designs

and performance for pre-connectorized
Recently, ways to construct optical high-count optical cables which can be

subscriber networks have been discussed. simply connected at high speed with low

In Japan, NTT has a plan to construct connection loss.

optical subscriber cable networks to be

cal led "Fiber-to-the-Home" (FTTH) by the 2.Present joining techniques

year 2015 (OFL'21)( 1
) Manv different

methods and approaches have been proposed P r e sen tly, w e us e t he tw o

in order to realize FTTH networks. For technologies of mass-fusion splicing and

example, "Fiber-to-the-Curb" (FTTC) is MT connectors for optical fiber cable

p r opo s ed a s a f i r st s t e p i n t h e joining. Each of these techniques has

construct ion of FTTH, and active or its own advantages (Table 1). Mass-

passive double-star configurations are fusion splicing can achieve low splice

invest igated to minimize the initial loss, and the reliability of the spliced

cnnst tct ion outlay. However, the portion is very high. On the other

infrastru tLure of the opt ical subscriber hand, MT connector are fast and can be

network must be able to cope promptly and rapidly transferred from one ribbon to

flexibly wit h diiverse and rhangable another by using a transferring system.

future demands. (onsequently, MT connectors have been

Thervforv, we started to develop iseVd at connecting points where

technolcgies to cons tru a simple transferring will occur in the near

opt i(al subs, t iber network in which each (tit ure and mass-fusion splicing has been
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u s e d a t s p I i c i n & p o i n t s w h e r e 3. Design of mew Pre-comnectorized cokles

transferring will not occur.
Figure 1 shows the connecting 31 Coaceste r r lolmimp

procedures for conventional pre- 4 o

connectorized cable and the time required

to connect the cable. In the case of MT NTT has started to develop an ultra-
connectors, whereby high-speed connection high-count cable having 4000 fibers for
can be accomplished, it takes about one optical subscriber networks, so joining
work day to join a 1000-fiber cable using techniques for this new cable must be
conventional techniques. Therefore, it developed. In this case, optical cable
takes a huge amount of time to join the joining technics should be simplified and
ultra-high-count optical cable(4) which the joining time should be extremely
has been considered in the construction reduced. In order to satisfy these
of FTTH networks, requirements, it is necessary to develop

high-count pre-connectorized cables. In
developing the high-count pre-

Table 1 Features of Hass-fusion Splice connectorized cables, it is important to
and HT Connector Joiniag Techniques be able to connect many fibers in one

connector and to simplify the treatment
*pl-iIUT Connector of excess fiber length in the junction

_box.

Splice loss Ave. 0.1 dB v. OAS Therefore, we have developed high-
count pre-connectorized cables by: (1)
the development of stacked multiple-

Splice tioe 5 ini./ ribbon 1 &inn./ ribbon connectors; (2) the enlargement of fibers
contained in multiple-connectors.

Lose change < 0.05 dB < 0.2 da Of course, low connection loss must
in be maintained in these approaches.

heat-oyclo (-40 -40 t) (-40M 60 ) Moreover, it is necessary to reduce the

connection loss, because of the high

number of connecting points in subscriber

loops.

Pulling-eye removal 3,2 Strfcture Oi ;re-comsector 4! caibles

- 1.5 h ours In developing high-count pre-
connectorized cables, there is an

important requirement which is related to
Closure alssmbly installation condition. The inner

diameter of conventional conduit is 75

mm. So, the pulling head including the
connector protection, must be smaller

Uonnection than this. In considering this
and - 4.5 boors requirement, to confirm the limits on

excess fiber longth (4-MHtl2S) connection time, we studipd new pre-
teatmoot connectorized cables of both the fiber

ribbon unit connection type and the array'

connection type.
(I) Fiber ribbon unit connector type for

Closure attachment 1 hour high-count cables
"C l W Ne considered two types o.f

connectors which have been used in these
Fi.I Conrectdingpocedures pre-connectorized cables. Figure 2

forc~wIionatpr..cOnnedl.a uoe shows the structure of these connectors.
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binder pin Figure 2(a) shows a stacked multiple-
,onnector which is composed of 8-fiber-
connectors, like the conventional 8-MT

connector, and two pins to combine twelve

8-fiber ribbons 8-iiber-connectors. Each connector in
the stacked connector is aligned by- guide

FLils. Figure 2(b) ,hows a 40-fiber unit
O~J connector to which five 8-fiber ribbon

were attached. FThe structure of 2100-

fiber pro-ionnectrorized cable to which
4(1- i be[ unfit t onnectors were attached,

guide pin holes ain d the connecting procedures are shown

(a) stacked multiple- connector in Fig .3. '[he connecting procedures are
as; follows,
(ai) [hec pulling-eve is removed.

B-fiberribbonls (b) -The under cover is attached.

(c ) L~rnit connectors, packaged in easy-

access travs, are pulled out removed from

the tlays.

(d) All unit connectors are connected.

(e) E xc e ss f i ber l en gt hs. of u nitL
connectors are pushed into the trays.

(f) Fhe upper cover is attached last.
The main feature of this type is

easy fiber access and handling.

fiberholes2) Arrav connector type for ultra-high-

count cable s
In the array connector type, it is

guide pinholes important to arrange many connectors

(b) 40-fiber unit connector dt'nselY and to align them simultancoust v.
The cablte-end structure of the 1000-fiber

Fig,2 Structure of Fiber Ribbon Unit Connector caitb I e i s sh o wn i n F ig .4 1 5

pulling-eye~I ~ pulling ege

unit connector

attahmen Ea i ii ? -1under cover

upper cover

Fig.3 Cable-end structure of unit connection type, and connecting procedures
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conventional 8-mT connectors are arranged 4. Performance

in an array on each cable end. Th e 4.1 Connection loss

cable end also has two large pins acting Cneto osso tce -ie
asConct cables guies Theke pin ar usd t

as abl gudes Thse insareuse to connectors relate to each 8-fiber

align the cable-end face. Connectors connector's loss. So, we evaluated the
are aligned by guide pins which are held connector Loss of stacked connectors,

by ech onncto. Th conecing comparing them with 8-fiber connector
procedures are as follows, loss. Figure 5 is the histogram of the

(a) The pulling-eye is removed. difference between stacked 8-f iber

(b) The cable-ends are butted together connector loss and 8-f iber connector

and fixed tightly by universal joint. los Thavrgoficeinlsss

The main feature of this type is abu 0.4d. Teif eneo

that all connectors can be connected in about0.4d. Teif ene f

one action when the cable-ends are 4
joined.

n= 160
max.- 1.63

30 sue.-0.35
connector arrayg mln.-0.09

cable

calegudepi ~ connection assemblies t

housing

Fig. 4 Cable end structure of array connection type 0 0. .4 0.6 0.8 1,& UI .t*4 1.6 1.8 2.0

Fig.6 Connection IOUof CI GM C09
40 with 40.flber unit connectors

35 *9 -46
mau.*g.36 0-160

30 ewe.-S0 max.-1.30

61 min.'vO.03
9262

I0

5

-0.5 0 . 1.0

conniectio less them ~3

Fig.5 Diflfernce between sM6We 8-fiber connector loss SWIUe 4J
and each 8-fiber connector losw

Fig.7 Connection las o 40.flber unit connectors
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stacking is sufficiently suppressed. Figure 8 shows the connection loss

The connection loss histogram of histogram of the array Lonnection type.

pre-connectorized cable with 40-fiber Measured connectors are arranged in an

unit connectors is shown in Fig.b. An array as shown in Fig.9. The average

average loss of 0.35 dB is achieved, los s is 0 .3 5 d B. In t his5 ar ra y

Figure 7 is the loss histogram when 40- connection t v e, co(n ven tional I -MT

fiber connectors are connected with other c onnectors were used , wi th an average

4,0-fiber connectors at random. Trh e loss of about 0.35 dB.

average loss is aboijt 0.38 di). These As described above, both tyvpes. have

I oss levels are the same as t h at o f sufficient performance t o e n ablIe thle

conventional 9-M1 connector. construrtion of subscriber networks.

4.2 Connection time

30 T he rcsig tm fpe

25 - am- 1.3 connectori~ed cable with 40-fiber unit
caHo n n4eccnteotr s i s sh o wn i : i g. 10().

S20 -aue.-O.35 C';nnecct ion t ime of about 20 m inut es f ur
4)min.-O.03 200-fiber cable is achieved. 7his is

A5 about 10 times faster than the speed
attained by conventional connecting

lo techniques. In this first trial, the

fiber pitch of the 40-fiber connector is
5 u. 25 mm. A hi g-he r -dcn s it y u n it

connector is expected to be developvd by

0 05 10 .520 decrvasing fiber pitch. f.onsequentlv,

connecion los WB)high-speed connection w ill beC alIs C
conecionlos (B~achieved ior more t hani 1900-fihe LcablIes

Fig.8 Connection loss histogram of array connection type 5 r (tb i n in R hi PhNe r- desns i t vun it
connector and stacked multiple-c-onnector

techni ques.

The processing time for the a.&.*.
measured connector connector type is showni in Fig.lIlI..

C'onnection tim'e is about 90~ minutes for

cable guide pin hale

Fig.9 Measured connectors in array !YPe Fig. 10 ProceSSing time Of Unit Connection typO
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5. Conclusions

We began to develop simple, high-
speed and low-loss connection techniques
which are indispensable for conitiuction
of optical subscriber cable networks for
FTTH We proposed now high-count pre-
connectorized cables and evaluated the
performancce as a fir., step in the
development of future join ing
technologies. The following results
have been obtfioned with the ,..w pre-
connectorized cables.
(1) Cables of 1000) libers and 2010 libers

can he connect ,-d in ,.oIt iut 90 min. and
about 21 min., respecrt;v c.lv.
(2) Average 'onnret Iion lo.s.s of 1.)13 (IV

for arrky t(.rnne( I ion .giil Aoh,,ut 1 .'I 3 lilt
for fibr last iotnn I ion amr, aichieyeil.

Th e ve r evsu I t s 5how t hin v ew I v
proposo-d ( onn it. iun tr.t hniq-mt.u s to he

useful ill a• hii'viný FTI"l.
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AUTOMATED MOUNTING OF CONNECTORS TO FIBER OPTIC CABLES

Johann Schulte

Kabelmetal Electro GmbH
Postfach 260, 3000 Hannover 1, Germany

Abstract. required assembly time. The installation
of a LAN, for example, may interfere

Fiber optic cable installations considerably with the normal business
require cables terminated with connectors, activity of a customer.
The ever-increasing demand for these
products calls for automation of the Connectors are assembled and installed
presently used manual assembly methods, so under opti.-' 'ionditions in a factory
as to ensure cost reduction and the environment. • tntity production can
attainment of a uniform quality level, result in cost-effectiveness without
This requires consideration of the sacrificing the demanding requirements
specific properties of fiber optic cables placed on the optical characteristics.
and optical connectors: most of the fiber Automated assembly ensures a reproducible
optic cables contain tough and hard-to-cut and reliable manufacturing process. As far
aramid yarns, the fiber is extremely as we know, the market provides no
delicate and the assembly of optical satisfactory solution for the automated
connectors requires a certain degree of mounting of optical connectors. We
dexterity. This paper will describe how a therefore investigated the possibility of
specially-developed process renders automated assembly and this paper reports
possible the automated mounting of fiber the results of our work.
optic connectors. Optical Connectors and the Mounting of

Optical Connectors.
Introduction. We limit our description to the

The growth of fiber optic cables in mounting of single-fiber connectors to
loca• networks 1  and in the subscriber cables whose single fiber has the
loop places the connection techniques following dimensions:
into increasing focus. While tele-
communication trunk links which make up Cladding dia.: 125 pm
today's major part of fiber optic Primary coating dia.: 250 pm
applications have distances between Secondary coating dia.: 900 pm
connections on the order of several tens
of km, the corresponding interval in these
new applications shrinks to the order of
1 km (0.6 mi) and to substantially less f~ber
than that, in LANs. With interconnections
assuming an increasing portion of the
overall costs, it has become necessary to - ramid orns
concentrate on reducing the cost of the
connectors as well as the cost of their
assembling and testing without affecting %**
their optical properties.

The assembling of cables with 0125mm-- e oq
connectors can be carried out either on- o. ..
site or through the use of pre- 09mm
connectorized cables or by splicing-on K- 20mm
connectorized pigtails. Although some
connectors were developed to facilitate 30mm
on-site installation, this procedure which
requires measurement of the optical
properties continues to be cumbersome and
prone to failure. A further problem Fig. 1 Indoor cable containing one
connected with on-site installation is the optical fiber (cross-section)
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The secondary coating may be "loose" or One such connector, for example, is the
"tight". Our cable design utilizes aramid EC-connector which is described in another
yarns as strength members and a PVC, PE or paper of this Symposium . For automated
TPU outer jacket. The outer diameter of mounting this connector can be purchased
the cable is between 2,2 and 3.5 mm with a pre-mounted barrel. Fig. 2
(0.087" and .138"). Fig. 1 shows a typical illustrates its component parts.
cross-section.

The market offers a great number of
different optical connectors for either
single-mode or multi-mode fibers. We shall
limit our description to connectors that
utilize a ferrule to guide the fiber.
These are distinguished by the following connector body
features: boot crimping ring with mounted

fiber borrel

io their design, which allows for the I
lateral adjustment between the cores
of adjoining fibers;

"o their ability to allow for physical
contact or no physical contact between
adjoining cores;

"o the design of their mechanical coupling
mechanism;

"o the manner in which the cable is
secured;

"O the number of component parts and their Fig. 2 EC-connector (parts break-down)
assembly;

"o the use of adhesives and their curing;
[j the finishing of the ferrule face(ol nishing). The curing of the epoxy which secures

(polishing), the fiber in the ferrule and the polishing

of the tip of the ferrule are time-
The lateral alignment of the fiber consuming steps. The best way to treat

extremities may make use of active methods them is to process several connectors at a
(i.e.: the fiber end is fine-positioned time, ten for example, using special
and tied down under the microscope) and of equipment made available by connector
passive methods, in which high-precision manufacturers for this purpose.
ferrules are used to guide the fiber. The
automated mounting of the connectors is Automated Connector Mounting.
greatly simplified using the passive
method. We are limiting ourselves to the The following assembly sequence must
implementation of this type of connector, generally be observed:

The cable is attached to the connector Cable Preparation.
body by crimping a sleeve to the back part
of the connector, whereby the aramid yarns The cable must be cut to length from
are seized at the same time. Occasional its reel and the jacket must be stripped
use is also made of adhesives. We utilize back to a prescribed dimension. The
connectors which secure the cable by exposed aramid yarns must be seized and
crimping without the use of adhesives, cut back. The primary and secondary
Only in the ferrule is the fiber secured coatings must then be removed neatly to
by an adhesive for which we generally use the prescribed length for the particular
a two-component epoxy, connector.

The most popular connectors consist of Affixing the Connector Component Parts to
anywhere between two and eight component the Cable.
parts, including the boot. For the
automated mounting procedure we have The assembly sequencing depends on the
considered only those connectors which are type of connector used. In general, the
simple to assemble. They consist of three following steps are required: the boot and
parts: the crimp sleeve must be threaded onto the

cable. The connector body is then filled
- connector body; with an epoxy and the fiber is inserted
- crimp sleeve; into the connector and ferrule. Finally,
- boot. the crimp sleeve is crimped down to

provide strain relief and the boot is
attached.
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Curing the Epoxy. The cable is transported between
individual work stations on a support

Most connectors utilize a two-component which rests on a moving belt. Fig. 3
epoxy for bonding the fiber to the also shows the condition of the cable end
ferrule. This epoxy cures in several after each process step. The following
minutes at elevated temperature. For this explanation provides details of these
step a number of assembled connectors are individual steps:
jointly placed onto a specially-adapted
hot plate. Cable Loading. The cable end is

manually loaded into the cable loading
Polishing the Ferrule Tip. station. An automatic grip mechanism

ensures that the end of the cable
Once the epoxy has hardened, that part protrudes from the cable retainer of theof the fiber which protrudes from the transport system by a predetermined

ferrule must be scored and snipped off. length. Thereupon the cable is moved onNext, the tip of the ferrule must be to the next station.
polished according to a specified
procedure. The polishing, too, is Jacket Removal. Two blades are passed
conducted simultaneously on a certain over the cable end for the purpose of
number of connectors. scoring and removing the jacket. The

aramid yarns are now exposed.
Testing of Assembled Connectors.

Aramid Yarn Removal. As a first step,The success of the connector mounting the aramid yarns which adhered slightly to
operation is verified through measurement the secondary coating are now freed. Next
by comparing the insertion and reflection they are stretched into a defined position
losses to the specified values, before being cut back to the required

Principal Steps in Automated Connector length.

Mounting. Crimp Sleeve Loading. The required
Automatic or semi-automatic devices for crimp sleeve is now pulled over the cable

cutting the cables to length, for the in such a manner that the aramid yarns are
adhesive curing and for the polishing of pushed back over the jacket. This prevents
the ferrule tip are commercially them from interfering with further
available. Fig. 3 illustrates schemati- processing.
cally our automated connector mounting
sequence. The concept includes several Buffer Removal. Two precisely adjusted
work stations for the preparation of the blades cut into the coating and pull it
cable ends and for attaching the off. Additionally, the coating may be
connector, softened by heating. On cable types with

which we have experience, the optical
fiber is free from any residue following
this step. It is possible that additional
cleaning may be required with other cable
types.

Connector Mounting. In the last work
station several steps are carried out in
sequence:

-- the connector is subjected to a
ci precisely metered epoxy application

x sthrough a hollow needle (Fig. 4);

I• - the connector is then placed over the
I I cable end at a preset speed through a

cabe jsleeve Ierrut crim- linear drive motor (ferrule loading) (Fig.loa ~ toain ladin ping5);

- the aramid yarns are loosened and the
crimp sleeve together with the aramid
yarns are placed over the rear portion of

Xcamte clamp unt \work unit multiuunction the connector (crimp sleeve positioning)
cae work unit (Fig. 6)

Stransport system

- finally, the sleeve is crimped.
Fig. 3 Principle of the automated

connector mounting set-up
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//- crimp sleeve
' r connector body

eQpO1  SJV1 0)

crimt sleeve
cable

'2 - finger grip ccjble

ect .. . o e c n '.-e, b)

Fig. 4 Epoxy application to the connector

I_

crimp seee,e co-nec. a Fig. 6 Positioning of the crimp sleeve

Results.

Li Experience gained with this system,
"using the EC-connector, confirmed that the

L automated mounting of fiber optic
connectors is possible. The various cable
members can be cut to the exact length
with the required degree of precision and

' ro',,-f "7 ,the fiber can be introduced mechanically
into the connector body. It is therefore
necessary that the connector ferrule be
provided with an internal bore hole that

Fig. 5 Applying the connector to the corresponds to the diameter of the
fiber particular fiber. Fig. 7 illustrdtes Lhe

strip-back dimensions required for the
connector mounting operation.

This last step completes the mounting
of the connector and the terminated cable
may now be removed from the device. For
the required curing of the epoxy and the
ensuing polishing of the face of the
ferrule several connectors may be gathered
together for simultaneous processing.

Fig. 7 Definition of individual strip-
back dimensions
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The following definitions refer to Fig. 7:
50-

L. = jacket strip-back length J
La= remaining length of the aramid yarn a = 33.3 mm

L = remaining length of the coating 40s m
b =s = 0.5 mm

The results achieved on one-hundred 30
(100) cables are shown in Figs. 8a through
8c. The standard deviation (s) of these -

values is on the order of 0.5 mm. This - 20-
value is less than that normally
experienced with manual mounting and
therefore entirely satisfactory. The epoxy 10-
filling, the introduction of the fiber and
the crimping operation show results 0
comparable to those experienced with 32.5 33 33.5 34 34.5
manual connector mounting, a) Length Lj [mm]

Table 1 illustrates the time required
for the execution of the individual steps.
The present state of development of this
technique leads to a cumulative total
assembly time of about one minute. It is
felt that this can still be reduced.

60

It may become necessary to alter the a a 8
details and the sequencing of the a = 8.0 mm
individual assembly steps, depending on S = 0.23 m
the type of cable or connector used. Once ____________

the connectot is assembled, the epoxy must 40/
still be cured and the face of the ferrule 1S///

must be polished. 30-

20, K
Summary. -

1 0-
We have demonstrated that the automated

mounting of connectors to fiber optic 0 ''
cables is possible. The time required at 7,0 7,5 8,0 8,5 9.0
the present stage of development is about
one minute. The curing of the epoxy and b) Length La [mm]
the polishing of the face of the ferrules
must be carried out in parallel on batches
of connectors. Thus, 480 connectors can be
mounted in about eight hours. It is
possible to increase the efficiency of the
process if the work stations are set up
for simultaneous operation on the cable
ends, that is, if several cable ends are 60Ta = 12.2 mm
being worked on at the same time. This
permits the actual mounting of the 50 s = 0.28 mm
connector to be divided over several work \ s
stations, thus lowering the time cycle. >,, 40-

S30-

S20- 2

10-

11.5 12 12.5 13

C) Length Lb [mm]

Fig. 8 Statistical distribution of
measured strip-back lengths
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1Operation: Elapsed time
I (sec.)

ICable transport 5
ILoad cable 4
1 Strip back jacket 2

Cut aramid yarns 4
Place crimp sleeve 4
Remove coating 6

IMount connector 35

ITotal time: 60

Table 1: Automated fiber optic connector
mounting. Required time for indi-
vidual operations.
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LONG-TERM RELIABILITY ASSURANCE FOR MASS-FUSION SPLICED FIBER RIBBON
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a splicer, a decision of an appropriate tensile
Abstract load is important.

In order to assure long-term reliability for
fusion spliced fiber, it is nece:•ary to 2. Screening theory for spliced single-fiber
eliminate weak splices by a screening test before
reinforcement. This paper explains the failure An optimum reinforcement method increases the
mechanism of mass-fusion spliced fibers and the initial reliability in spliced points. However,
theory concerning the failure strength for as there may be some defective splices, weak
mass-fusion spliced fiber ribbon. Thus it was poipts among spliced portions must be eliminated
demonstrated that the failure strength for through a screening test with appropriate tensile
mass-fusion spliced fiber ribbon can be estimated load from the viewpoint of long-term reliability
well using numerical simulation. Based on the assurance. Usually a screening test is performed
conventional screening theory, the appropriate after splicing and before reinforcement. It is
tensile load during the screening test is derived very difficult to find the fault with the
from failure strength for any number of mass- reinforced fibers, especially with mass-fusion
fusion spliced fibers in a ribbon. In case of 12 spliced fiber ribbon. For the reason, it is
fibers, it is sufficient to apply a tensile load important to decide the appropriate tensile load.
of 0.3kg in order to keep the failure probability

lower than 10-7 for 20 years.

S~FIBER PATH

1. Introduction

Recently, high-count, high-density optical
fiber cables were introduced into subscriber /
networks, thus the mass-fusion splicing technolo- 04 500
gies have been developed for the purpose of join-
ing optical fiber ribbon quickly and economically. no. MATERIAL SHAPE

It was reported that an automatic splice machine ( HEAT-SHRINK TUBE CIRCULAR
capable of mass-splicing up to 12-fiber ribbons ® EVA TUBE ELLfPTIC
with loss lower than O.idB was developed") CERAMICS RO[ 1SEN-CCULAR

While the theory of long-term reliability for the
fusion spliced single-fiber was reported' 2

. It
has not been discussed In detail so far for the FIG.A CURRENT RENFORCEMENT STRUCTURE
mass-fusion spliced fiber ribbon. FOR MASS-FUSION SPLICED FIBER

In this paper, firstly the failure mechanism

of mass-fusion spliced fibers is cleared. Next a
theory of failure strength for mass-fusion spliced
fiber ribbon is proposed. Lastly the appropriate Fig.l shows the structure of a typical
tensile load to assure a long-term reliability is protection sleeve for reinforcement after
calculated using an equation based on the splicing. It is composed of 3 elements, a
experimental results. In the present mass-fusion heat-shrink tube, a hot-melt adhesive tube of EVA
splicer, the number of fibers In a ribbon can be and a tension member. The protection sleeve is
selected from 1 to 12. The machine automatically inserted over the spliced portions and heated.
realizes the optimum fusion condition. For such After this process, the splice protection is
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exposed under various environments. Thermal
stress, os, caused in fibers is one of the major
factors for long term reliability. Thermal I I
stress in a fiber, which Is caused by the
difference of thermal expansion coefficient among 050

the elements of protection sleeve and the fiber, 0.44

is given by the following equation: 0.40

o0.30 STAINLESS

(a 2 -a 1 )A 2 [ 2 +(a 3 -a I)A 3 t 3 E A STEEL ROD

A1!1 + A2 E2 + A3 ! 3  F 0.20
I CERAMICS ROD

0.10

0
coefficient, cross-sectional area, and Young's 10- 8  10-7 10o- 10- 5

modulus, respectively and subscripts 1, 2, and 3
indicate fiber, adhesive resin (EVA) and tension
member, respectively. FIG.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FAILURE

Concerning the spliced single-fiber, it was PROBABILITY AND TENSILE LOAD
reported the relationship between thermal stress FOR SPLICED SINGLE-FIBER
and tensile load during screening test to assure a
long-term reliabilityt22 . According to the
paper, in order to keep the failure probability
lower than 10-' for 20 years, tensile load four
times as large as the maximum thermal stress must
be applied. Therefore, in case a fluctuation 3. Screening condition for mass-fusion splicin

range of temperature AT is from -40 to 701C and
the tension member is stainless steel rod, which 3-1 Theory of failure strength

is used conventionally, the thermal stress is
calculated at 9kg/mm2 using Eq.(1). Thus tensile In the present mass-fusion splicing

load becomes 36kg/mm2 ( =9kg/mm2 x4 ), that is procedure, jacket removing, cleaving are done

equivalent to the strength of 0.45kg for a fiber simultaneously to the fibers in a ribbon. After

(its diameter is 125 umr). Recently, instead of the cleaving, each fiber in a ribbon is placed

stainless steel rod, ceramics rod is being used face to face on each V-groove, and mass-fusion

as a tension member. As the thermal-expansion spliced with an electric arc (Fig.3). However

coefficient of ceramics is closer to that of after mass-fusion splicing, the fibers in a

fiber, the thermal stress calculated by Eq.(l) is ribbon does not break simuitaneously but they may

reduced to 0.8kg/mm2 . Consequently it is break one by one by an accident.

sufficient to apply 3.2kg/mm2 , that corresponds
to 0.04kg per one fiber, as a tensile load In
order to assure the failure probability 10-7 for OPTICAL FIBER RIBBONS
20 years. The relationship between tensile load E
and failure probability is shown in Fig.2. As a/ELECTRODES
result, a ceramics tension member needs 1/11
tensile load compared with a stainless steal
tension member.

V-GROOVE

FIG.3 MASS-FUSION SPLICING
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Accordingly we analyzed the failure mechanism
of mass-fusion spliced fibers at first. In a
mass-fusion splicing, it was uncertain whether LE
the fusion conditions for every fiber were
uniform. For the purpose, Thus it is important
to know the effect of fusion conditions to failure
strength of each mass-fusion spliced fibers. Two
particular fusion conditions over mass-fusion
splicing are considered. One is the difference
of the arc power applied to the fiber placed on _ __

the each V-groove. This may be caused by thermal
distribution of electric arc. Fig.4 shows the F _
failure strength distributions of Individual (a) FIBERS BEFORE SPLICING
fibers taken from the mass-fusion spliced 12-fiber
ribbons. The failure strength did not depend on
the position of fibers. The other is the D1

difference of stuffing stroke of each fibers after
arc as illustrated in Fig.5. The allowable
variance of cleaved length Is pre-set 30 urn on
one side of the fibers to be spliced. Thus the
difference of the stuffing stroke is occurred from
20 to 80 Prm . Finally after splicing, all __ /_
fibers become the same length, and never show the
curving or bending. Fig.6 shows the relationship
between the failure strength and stuffing stroke
of each fibers. The failure strength was found (b) FIBERS AFTER SPLICING
independent of the difference of stuffing stroke
either. From these results, it was clarified FIG.5 DIFFERENCE OF STUFFING
that the failure strength of mass-fusion spliced STROKE FOR EACH FIBERS
fibers were scarcely affected by the slight
difference of fusion conditions. At the same
time, the average failure strength of individual
fiber is obtained at 0.6kg.

2.0 1.0o2. , ,.I , -F

- 1.6 Ave.-0.6kg • 0.8L

V):Z uJ 0
LU 1.2 - 0.6 -)- -- -

0.8 IT0.4 iT--
0 .0 

Ave.=0.6kg
J 0.2 -0. u_

IL 0 I I I I I I I I I I I I o I 1 I [ 1 I 1 I i

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
POSITION OF FIBERS STUFFING STROKE OF FIBERS (mm)

FIG.4 INDIVIDUAL FAILURE STRENGTH FIG.6 PLOT OF FAILURE STRENGTH
OF FIBER ON EACH V-GROOVE VS. STUFFING STROKE
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S 99 1 1 1 I 1 N sampies extracted
-m-6.0(DIVIDED FIBER) >- N

W 90 at random PIFs~i

<" 0
ILL_ 50 - o/u a-

> 0 30 wU

_j _J

D 10 Al A2 A.3 AN•:u_ X X X X
D
l.- 5

3 If 2f 4f 8f 12f FAILURE STRENGTH
m-6.2 m-4.8 m=5.2 m-53 m-5.8

I I I I I I >

.3 .5 .7 1 3 5 7 10o_
TENSILE LOAD (kg) < minimum value

o of N samples
FIG.7 WEIBULL PLOTS OF FAILURE PROBABILITY Cl-

OF MASS-FUSION SPLICED FIBER wcr
(DASHED LINE IS FIBER DIVIDED Z)
FROM 12-FIBERS RIBBON)_<

min(Ai j)FAILURE STRENGTH

Next, in order to clear the failure
mechanism of mass-fusion spliced fibers in more FIG.8 DISTRIBUTION OF FAILURE STRENGTH
detail, we measured the failure strength of the PER ONE FUSION-SPLICED FIBER

mass-fusion spliced fiber ribbon. Here, the
failure strength of mass-fusion spliced fiber
ribbon is defined as the load when the first this group at random, it is treated that a set of
breakage occurred in spliced fibers in a ribbon by N samples is equivalent to a N-fibers ribbon. In
increasing tensile load. Fig.7 shows the case that a tensile strength F9 applies to
distribution of failure strength for each number N-fibers in a ribbon, It is considered that the
of the mass-fusion spliced fibers in a ribbon on Fs/N Is equally applied to each fiber until first
the Weibull chart. lf, 2f, ... , 12f in the breakage. Therefore the failure strength of
figure mean the number of mass-fusion spliced mass-fusion spliced fiber ribbon is dominated by
fibers in a ribbon. The m value derived from the the weakest fiber in a ribbon. In other words,
gradient of approximated line on Weibull chart the failure strength per one fiber among
does not depend on the numbe- of fibers, mass-fusion spliced fibers is calculated by the
Furthermore, the failure strength distribution of minimum value of N-samples as is shown in the
individual fibers taken from mass-fusion spliced lower figure.
fiber ribbon, as indicated by the dashed line in
Fig.7, is almost the same inclination as the
distribution for spliced single-fiber. Therefore In case the above theory is expressed by
It is clear that one spliced fiber taken from the numerical equation, the distribution of failure
mass-fusion spliced fiber ribbon is equivalent to strength P(FSN) for mass-fusion spliced fibers is
the spliced single-fiber chosen at random. Based as following:
on these results, we introduced the following
theory c3 ;

P (FSN) N: I.Pais){I pIFsi)dFsi } N-I (21
- The distribution of failure strength for j FsN

N-fiber ribbon Is calculated using the minimum
failure value In N samples that are extracted at
random from the distribution of failure strength where p(Fsi) is the distribution of failure
of a spliced single-fiber.- strength for spliced single-fibers. Fig.9 shows

the mean values of failure strength calculated by
Here, N indicates the number of fibers In a Eq.(2) and actually measured for up to 12-fiber

ribbon. This Is explained in Fig.8. The upper ribbon. It Is apparent that the failure strength
figure shows the distribution of the failure for mass-fusion spliced fiber ribbon was estimated
strength for spliced single-fibers. When N well. Consequently, the above theory is
samples, A,(,=l, 2, ... , N), are extracted from Justified.
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IN A RIBBON

FL(N) = ( 4+0. 5 0 N ).g a s P(F-,. 0.7 (4)

3-2 Appropriate tensile load during screening test

According to Ref.[2J, when the thermal
stress, a s, is applied to a fusion spliced where p(Fs,) Is the mean of failure strength for

portion after a screening test, failure spliced single-fiber, P(Fs) is the mean of

probability, Fs, is expressed by the following failure strength for N-fiber, which is calculated
equation in case of a spliced single-fiber. from Eq.(2), and os is the thermal stress

described in section 2 for spliced single-fiber,
in this case ceramics tension member is used.

Fig.ll shows the tensile load which can be

Fa = I - exp -Np • (3) calculated by Eq.(4) for any number of mass-fusion
nj-2 0 P t' spliced fibers.

where ap is tensile load, tp Is tensile
0.3 - - - - - - - - - - - -

duration, ts is time-to-failure, NP Is failure
probability during screening test, n, and m, are
constants. This m, value is derived from Weibull

0
distribution shown In Fig.6 and the n, value < 0.2
Indicates the dynamic fatigue parameter. Fig.l0 0_J

shows the relationship between measured n values w

and the number of mass-fusion spliced fibers in a .1

ribbon. It was found that the n values did not z 0.1P LLu Z FAILURE PROBABILITY,

depend on the number of mass-fusion spliced - 10-7/20years
fibers. Thus It is possible to use common m, 0.04--
and n1 values for for any number of fibers In 0 1 L I I I I
Eq.(3). Using the following parameters: n1 =18, 1 2 4 6 8 10 12
m,=5, tr=lsec, ts=2Oyears, Fs=10-7  tensile NUMBER OF FIBERS IN A RIBBON
load, FL(N), Is obtained by the following
equation: FIG.11 FAILURE PROBABILITY DEPENDENCY

ON THE NUMBER OF MASS-FUSION
SPLICED FIBERS IN A RIBBON
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4. Result of static fatigue test 5.Conclusion

The static fatigue of mass-fusion spliced The failure mechanism of mass-fusion spliced
fiber ribbon was tested by applying a static load fibers was investigated. The tensile load on
for a long period. If a static load, os, screening test to assure a long-term reliability
equivalent to thermal stress to the spliced for mass-fusion spliced fiber ribbon was
portion, is applied after the screening test, described. The main results were as follows:
time-to-failure, ts, is expressed as follows( 5 1 (1) It is demonstrated that the failure strength

of mass-fusion spliced fibers is scarcely affected
by the slight difference of fusion conditions.

log ts = -n' log a + + log ks (5) (2) It is clarified that the distribution of
failure strength for mass-fusion spliced fiber
ribbon fit well to Weibull plot and the m value
(46) hardly depends on the number of mass-fusion

where n' and ks are constants, determined by spliced fibers in a ribbon.
material and ambient conditions. It is known (3) The failure strength for mass-fusion spliced
that n' is equivalent to dynamic fatigue fiber ribbon was estimated well by a numerical
parameter, n, obtained from the experiments, simulation using the failure strength results for

It was confirmed through the experiments that spliced single-fibers.
there was no breakage for 20 samples during a (4) The appropriate tensile load to assure a
period of 3 months (10" min.), in case the applied long-term reliability was calculated using an
static load, as, is 0.30kg for fibers after equation based on previous results. The equation
screening test. As the relationship between is applied to any number of mass-fusion spliced
the time-to-failure and the static load is shown fibers in a ribbon .
in Fig.12 derived from Eq.(5), it is estimated (5) In case of 12 fibers, it is sufficient to
that the life time of spliced fibers under a apply a tensile load of 0.3kg during the screening
static load of 0.22kg, which is bigger than the test before reinforcement in order to keep the
thermal stress discussed in section 2, is longer failure probability lower than 10-F for 20 years.
than 20 years (107 min.).
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NEW COMPACT, EASY TO OPERATE FIBER OPTIC CONNECTOR COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING COUPLINGS

J. C. Huber, N. H. Cubukciyan, A. Gennaro, J. T. Puchammer, M. T. Stender, T. Szostak

3M Company, Austin TX and Eatontown NJ

ABSTRACT TABLE 1

A new connector has been developed that is fully
compatible with the ST (AT&T trademark) coupling and DUPLEX Separate connectors for transmit and
also is compact, robust and inexpensive. Connection and receive are too expensive, too time
disconnection do not require finger access near the consuming and too prone to
mounting bulkhead. Connectors are mountable nearly in misconnection.
side-by-side contact. Connectors are gangable in duplex
format and polarized so that transmit and receive fibers COMPACT 3.5 inch wide printed circuit cards
are not mis-connected. Pulling on the cable (both axial have become popular. Two duplex
and radial) does not cause physical disconnection. Pulling connectors must not be wider than
on the cable (both axial and radial) does not cause optical 3.0 inches. Space available on
disconnection. electronic equipment and patch

panels becomes smaller with time.

DESIGN CRITERIA PUSH-PULL Most common electrical connectors
have push-pull operation. Fiber optic

Until fairly recently the most common applications for connectors should also.
fiber optic connectors have been in higher revenue and
physically protected locations. In telephony, the major ROBUST It must not readily disconnect,
uses have been in long distance lines, interoffice trunks mechanically or optically. These new
and recently in feeder links. In data communications, the environments are not as protected
major uses have been in Local Area Network backbone from accidental abuse. This applies
links. These applications tend to have nearly continuous to both axial pull and lateral pull.
usage, fairly long lengths (500 m to 5 km), and are located
in secured areas. STANDARD There are at least five incompatible

connectors designs in common use in
Recently fiber optics has begun to be used in lower telephony and in data
revenue and physically exposed locations. In telephony, communications. In both telephony
there are a number of field trials in fiber to the home or and data communications there are
fiber to the curb. In data communications, the Fiber millions of standard receptacles and
Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) has brought fiber to the couplings already installed but not yet
desktop and there are a number of proprietary links in service. Any new connector should
between computers and high speed peripherals, be backwards compatible to the most

commonly accepted standard.
These new applications may require new features and
designs for fiber optic connectors. To discover the design SIMPLE It must be easy to install in the field,
criteria, a survey of leading edge users was performed. whether at the wall outlet or at the
Table I lists the design criteria. home/curb by ordinary people. The

more like an electrical connection,
the better.

AVAILABLE It must be available from several
sources. No large user wants to be
dependent on one supplier.
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As in most new product design criteria, these are not very
specific and somewhat contradictory. Rendering them into
a design is the art of new product development. For only
a specific design can be effectively evaluated by users to
determine if it meets their requirements.

DESIGN.....%3

On a worldwide basis, the most common data
communications connector is the ST (AT&T trademark).
It is a commonly accepted standard in the North America,
Europe and South East Pacific countries. According to
Kessler Marketing Inc (1), there are over 10,000,000 ST PUSH-PULL CONNECTOR (SECTION VIEW)
couplings and receptacles installed worldwide for data
communications. The ST format has been in use for at FIGURE 2
least five years from at least four large suppliers and has
demonstrated an excellent level of reliability, optical Firstly, the connector mates with all ST couplings and
performance, simple installation and attractive price, receptacles that comply with the draft EIA/TIA 6.3
Moreover, recently there have been at least four ST specification. This is indicated by the 2.5 mm ceramic
connectors introduced that greatly simplify installation, ferrule and the concentric interior surface of the outer
These connectors use fast acting adhesives or crimp and shell.
cleave designs. These designs are especially useful on the
back side of a duplex wall outlet where their simplicity Secondly, the connector latches on the ST coupling lugs
outweighs the value of a duplex connector. with a simple pushing operation. The latches are simple

cantilever arms parallel to the ferrule with ramps on the
In its previous designs, the ST did not satisfy the leading edges. When the connector is inserted into the
requirements of duplex, push-pull and robust, as was true coupling, these ramps urge the latches outward until the
of most other connector designs. The compactness bayonet lug mates with the hole in the latch arm, whence
requirement is dependent on the duplex design details, the latch snaps closed. The connector unlatches from the

lugs with a simple pulling operation. The outer shell is
Thus the challenge was to add these features to the ST pulled backward and reverse orientation ramps engage the
connector while still maintaining the ones inherent in the latches, urging them outward until the lug is free of the
native design. latch hole, whence the connector pulls free. Latching and

unlatching can be accomplished by pushing and pulling,
Figure 1 is an exterior perspective view of the resulting respectively, on the shell or on the boot.
dc-ign. Figure 2 is a longitudinal cross section view.

Thirdly, the push-pull operation allows two simplex
connectors to be easily joined to form a duplex connector.

.970 This is easily accomplished with a simple bridge or yoke
attachment device, as shown in Figure 1. Different yokes
can provide duplex designs with different ferrule spacings,
different connector key orientations and field-changeable
versus factory-fixed simplex/duplex conversion.

Fourthly, the compact outer shell allows the connector to
be compact. Ferrule spacing of .50 inch (12.7 mm) is
readily obtained. The simple push-pull operation requires
"iess finger access space and is therefore more compact.
Operation from the boot requires no extra space;
connectors can be mounted in a close-packed

"- 5configuration, as in a recessed outlet.

Fifthly, the connector features a ferrule that is not rigidly
attached to the cable. Yet the cable is rigidly attached to
the coupling through the connector backbone. So axial

PUSH-PULL CONNECTOR (PERSPECTIVE VIEW) and radial disturbances to the cable and connector shell
are insulated from the ferrule. In addition, the coupling

FIGURE 1 ,hell is gripped both externally and internally by the
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connector, providing further rigidity of attachment. Thus CONCLUSIONS
the connector is both pull-proof and side-pull-resistant. A new compact, easy to operate fiber optic connector

Sixthly, the materials are chosen to be compatible with compatible with existing couplings has been designed. It
fast-acting adhesives, specifically hot melt adhesive.Hot meets the requirements of a large number of end users for
melt adhesive greatly reduces installed cost without both the enhancement of existing networks and also new

compromising performance (2'. An accurate amount of applications, such as fiber to the home/curb and fiber to

adhesive is preloaded in the ferrule in the factory. This the workstation.
eliminates the time, mess and chance for error of loading
epoxy in the field. And it shortens the polishing time I "U.S. Markets for Fiberoptics in Point-to-Point Data
because the adhesive bead is smaller. And it shortens the Communications," Feb 1990, Kessler Marketing

adhesive curing time because hot melt adhesive cures in Intelligence, Newport RI
less than four minutes, compared to epoxy, which takes
twenty minutes. The installed cost of hot melt connectors 2 Lee, Nicholas A., "A Fast, Epoxiless Bonding
is approximately 40% less than epoxy connectors (3). System for Fiber Optic Connectors," SPIE

Proceedings 1365, OE Fibers 1990
Lastly, this connector uses a zirconia ferrule. Zirconia has
been discussed by Carter (4) as having superior physical 3 Huber, John C., "Installed Cost of Fiber Optic
properties which lead to superior optical and mechanical Connectors on Various Fiber Sizes," International
performance in use. Wire and Cable Symposium. Nov 1991

SPECIFICATIONS 4 Carter, H. Robert, "Zirconia: A High Performance
Material for Fiber Optic Ferrules," Optical Fiber

Table 2 lists the specifications for this new connector. The Conference OFC, Feb 1989
performance has been specifically designed to meet the
requirements of the ANSI X3T9 Low Cost FDDI and
Fiber Channel committees. The design lends itself to
mceting a wide variety of requirements and the
specifications can be modified. All the authors hold positions in the TelComm Products

Division of 3M Company. They are principally engaged in

fiber optic connector development. Huber's address is PO

Box 2963, Bldg A144-2N-01, Austin TX 78769. All the

other authors' addresses are 10 Industrial Way East.

PUSH-PULL ST COMPATIBLE CONNECTOR SPECIFICATIONS Eatontown NJ 07724.
Test Requirement ANSI Goal Push-Pull ST Spec

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Axial Pull Force 90 N (20 lb) 90 N (20 lb)
Plug Insertion Force 20 N (4.5 lb) 9 N (2 lb max)
Plug Withdrawl Force 20 N (4.5 Ib) 9 N (2 lb max)
Cable/Connector Axial Pull 140 N (30 lb( 140 N (30 lb min)
Side Pull Load not specified 9 N (2 lb min)
Ferrule to Ferrule Spacing 12.7 mm (.50") 12.7 m (.50")
Lateral Connector Pitch 25.4 mm (1.0") 25.4 mm (1.0')
Component Profile Height 12 mm (.47") 12.5 mm (.49")

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

Operating Temperature 0 to 60 deg C -40 to 60 deg C
and Relative Humidity Range 5 to 951 RH 5 to 95% RH

Storage/Shipping Temperature -40 to 85 deg C -40 to 80 deg C
and Relative Humidity Range 5 to 100% RH 5 to 100% RH

Cable Flammability UL Listed UL 94V-0

RELIABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

Frequent Mating 250 min 250 min
Product Life 100K hours 100K hours min
Optical Repeatability .3 dB max .2 dB max
Cross Plug Repeatability 1.0 dB max 1.0 dB max
P"'urn Loss 30 dB 30 dB
Insertion Loss not specified .2 dB typical

.6 dB max

TABLE 2
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"HIGH PERFORMANCE AND LOW COST PASSIVE OPTICAL COMPONENTS FOR THE
SUBSCRIBER LOOP"

G. BILLET - S. CRI(X) - J.J. C4SIER - A. FIELDING - J. LFEAC
C. LDiNI - J. SCHULTE - H.B. YIN

BNRE - KABEIMEmL - RADIALL - SIRTI - SouRIAU

The push-pull multi-way connector includes a high
precision 5 or 10 fibre ribbon moulded 'v' groove module
which integrates a direct solid glue transfert for an easy
assembly;

The fan-out connector enables a direct connection
Summary between multi-fibre units on one side and single fibres on

the other side. This permits an easier, faster and therefore
The implementation of high capacity broadband cheaper installation as well as more reliable connections

optical networks for the distribution of integrated services with the use of factory assembled components;
and data requires the development of a range of passive
interconnection components. These single mode . Finally I x 19 and 19 x 19 branching devices which are
components must be low cost, high performance, low both wavelength and polarisation independent have been
reflectivity and wavelength independent to allow future fabricated. These devices are based on radiative coupling
evolution to multiwavelength and coherent systems. between bundles of fibres and the technique can be

extended to very large port count splitters eg 64 x 64.
This paper describes five key components which have Reflection suppression up to -60 dB has been achieved.

been developed in a joint European project, sponsored in
part by the Commission of European Communities through Singleway connector
the programme RACE. These components include
connectors (including automated assembly), re-enterable The aim of this work is to develop a low-cost, high-
splices and branching devices, performance singleway connector for subscriber

distribution networks, which can be easily mounted in the
field with simple tools and in the factory with automatic
mounting.

Introduction
It has been identified that the main element of the

A successful implementation of optical fibre in the connector cost is the ferrule. The precision required for
subscriber loop is closely linked to the cost of optical the ferrule is related to its shape, and hence to the
networks compared to more traditional copper ones. alignment concept ; and for one type of ferrule, the
Since interconnect and branching passive components achievable tolerances depend upon the manufacturing
represent an important contribution to the overall cost of processes. The cost is evidently a function of the ferrule
an optical network, the European Community has decided design and its manufacturing technologies.
to specifically address the points of cost reduction and
performance improvement of passive optical components For cylinder to cylinder alignment (FC, ST, SC, etc...) 3
through its programme RACE (Research and Development tolerances of less than 1 pm are required for the ferrule.
in Advanced Communications technologies in Europe). The three tolerances of lower than I pm required for a

cylindrical ceramic ferrule cannot be obtained directly
Five components developped for that purpose are from extrusion or moulding due to the large shrinkage

described variations. Successive and costly grinding processes are
needed.

The single way connector is a push-pull type, field
mountable offering 0.25 dB mean loss and a worst case In the case of a conical ferrule, only the L.D and the
return loss of -60 dB. The high return loss is achieved with concentricity are to be controled within 1 pm tolerance.
a unique solution involving a silicone based index matching High precision metal machining technology has been
membrane, thus avoiding 'physical contact' of the fibres. A developed for producing singlemode conical ferrules at half
set-up for automating the cable stripping and connector the cost compared to the cylindrical ceramic ferrules.
mounting of this (and other) connector(s) has been
investigated offering a cost reduction in connector It has been shown that high return loss is necessary
assembly of up to 80% at high volumes for high bit-rate transmissions, analog systems such as

CATV. bidirectional transmissions and coherent
The single-way re-enterable splice also has a push-pull communications. Various techniques (such as "physical

mechanism and incorporates a rigid plastic moulded 'v' contact") have been proposed in the past to obtain low
groove as alignment feature offering 0.14 dB mean loss and reflections, but they do not meet all of the current
return losses better than -40 dB: requirements.
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We have found an original solution which uses oblique
polishing of fibre endfaces and a silicone based membrane
fixed inside the adaptor (Fig. 1). The thickness of the
membrane in its central region is approximately 20 pm.
The gap distance between the two fibre endfaces is
controled by polishing. The compression ratio of the
membrane is between 20 and 50 %. The ferrule tip and the
form of the silicone membrane are designed so that when
compressed the membrane has ideal deformations. The
endurance test of 500 mating cycles shows the
repeatability is better than 0.1 dB. Very small loss
variations (< 0.1 dB) have been observed for a temperature
range from - 400 to + 85' C. No long-term degradations
were recorded (lhring high temperature endurance testing.

ADAPTOR

Automation of connector assembly

The EC connector has been designed such that it can
easily be assembled in the field and also in a plant using
automated assembly. Automation makes mounting of big
quantities of connectors very cost effective, Factory
mounting also makes tight quality assurance possible.

COMI C TOR Automated mounting can of course be used for the
manufacture of jumper cables and pigtails. But also dropcables for the subscriber loop and cables used in the

Fig. I Optical interface cabling of buildings can be pre-connectorized in the factory
using automated mounting. In these cases the cables have
a connector on one end and they are spliced on the other

Very high return loss (worst case 60 dB) and low end.
insertion loss (mean 0.25 dB. max 0.5 dB) have been
obtained. Only a conventional polishing process with very The automation of connector assembly comprises the
simple tools is needed. Equipment for automating the cable automation of cable preparation (stripping). the
stripping and connector mounting has been produced automation of the actual mounting of the connector on the
offering a cost reduction in connector cabling of up to 80 cable anrd] fibre as well as the automation of the final

polishing. We have set up a systerm, which performs
automated cable preparation and connector mounting.

The singleway connector has a keyed push pull system Dletails of the system and its performance are described in
with plastic housing a separate contribution presented at this symposium I
(Fig. 2). Other features of this connector named "PC" are :

non interruption of the signal when the cable is Singleway re enterahle splice
pulled back or bent It has been identified that a low insertion loss and
modular design with high density multi-adaptor low cost singleway re-enterable splice would be needed for
convenient for panel mounting of the adaptor subscriber network interconnections. especially at

- low cost. low reflection active device receptacle ltranching boxes. At these points, one needs a
defsign dlemountable connection giving some flexibility of
low cost. low reflection attenuator design installation and testing. but the number of

niating/unmatings is expected to be very low (< 20 cyles).

The re enterable splice developed consists of two
plugs anid one adaptor (Fig. 3). All the pieces are plastic
tiouldcd. The adaptor incorporates in its center a rigid
moilded V groove as the alignment referentcof the to
rlkres. The coated fibre is fixed in the plug lol.a) .. clamps
(,3) The plug has an autornatic fibre protector ( and a
push pull coupling mechanism. The form of the plug bo•dy
at its front part looks like a fork, allowing the two plugs to
b, buttred against each other when they are coupled to the
adaptor.
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0 ® 0 Q3 MULTIWAY MODULE5 I ALIGMENT PLATFORM

NWI by]

Fig.4

Fig.3 : Singleway re-enterable splice

The moulding tools, the material and the moulding

The fibre with its extremity stripped is first inserted parameters have been optimized to produce pieces with

into the plug body and fixed by clamp. Then the fibre will the adequate tolerance.
be cleaved by a simple tool to a certain length. When the
two plugs are coupled to the adaptor, the bare fibres will Fiber ribbon are pressed and glued on the mulitway

be automatically laid in the V-groove and butted against modules (using room temperature glue) and then the front

each other. The fibre will be slightly buckled. A plastic end of the modules are polished manualy (using a specific

fibre holding device (5 with leaf spring presser to be jig to guarantee perpendicularity) see fiz.5.

lowered by a can mechanism Yj), assures that the fibres
are pressed on the V-groove and the plugs are locked into
the adaptor. TT minimize the reflection, index-matching gel
is used. Part 6 is the reservoir for the gel.

A mean loss of 0.14 dB (max. 0.28 dB) has been
obtained with identical fibres. Return losses are better
than 40 dB. This value can be improved by oblique cleaving
of the fibre end. The performances are stable in
mechanical and climatic tests.

Multiway connector

The introduction of single mode fiber optic for
customer connexion starting with professional customers
and the evolution toward passive optical networks have
pushed cable manufacturer to develop high fiber count
cables based on elementary ribbon of fibers. When such
cables have to be connectorized single way connectors are Fig.5

not suitable and multiway connectors are preferred.

Several types of products are already available such The first results obtained with moulded modules are

as silicon etched splices and MT Japanese product. These very encouraging :

connectors are expensive and the mounting operation is LOSS MEASUREMENT BY WAYS OF RACE LOOP
complicated. MULTIWAY CONNECTOR

Within the framework of the LOOP RACE PROJECT a
new approach has been made to develop a low cost
solution for multiway connector. To reach this target the
effort has been focussed on plastic moulding process to
manufacture high precision pieces.

z
Ave groove structure as shown on figure 4 has been ,..

preferred to other possible shapes to limit the precision
requirement to a single surface of the piece.

For such a piece only symetry and reproducibility of "

the shape has to be mastered within one micron.

0 Q (D C WAY'S NU
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fiber count cables. If it is required a network flexibility at

LOSS MZA$URMt OF RACE LoP individual fiber level (any individual feeder fiber can be
'UILTIAY conMTOR cross-connected to any secondary distribution fiber) fan-

out terminations have to be preferred.

Different possible configurations of fan-outs were
studied within the project, considering the usefulness of"°' ~~~~~~~~~~~having pig-tails on both ends of the component versus a•mr onatsaeadasalrsz.Tems

more compact shape and a smaller size. The most
promising solution was considered the compact one (see
figure ...) taking also into account the number of different

"possible choices on the multi-fiber side (connector. re-
enterable mechanical splice, fusion splice).

ATTDERATION da Performances of fan-outs are usually similar or slightly
. ........... ....... .... worse than fusion technique. The results obtained are in

....... - -- - the area of 0.5 dB as typical insertion loss and 35 dB as
Fi;.. 7 typical return loss.

A splice housing built around the aligment platform
has been designed. Taking into account the low cost target The performance drawback is highly compensated by

this housing is made of a self locking single moulded piece tne time saving allowed by fan-out connector terminations.

that is folded around the modules and insures all the Fan-out connectors can be fitted to interface cable fibers

mechanical functions (see figure 8). to the equipment any time there are requirements for

M~LrTIWAY CONNECTOR DESIGN ~ A further subscriber activations. This can be done with very
L 0simple tooling and with no active control of performance.

I .~ Mass splice or multifiber connector which lie on the
multifiber side of the fan-out shall both be factory and

SF-ilfield installable. Factory installation has to be preferred,
whenever possible, for lower cost and better performance.

Si Nevertheless field assembly is a mandatory requirements

as it is not possible to factory pre-terminate all cable
lengths (uncertainties on exact cable route length is the
main limiting factor).

= UThe result of a field trial has given a gain of 20% in
installation-time saving using the fan-out technique with
the drawback of a higher cost because of the higher
number of components. This will anyway lead to an
economic advantage due to the higher cost of man-power
versus the components.

As a conclusion, fan-out connectors appear to be
Fig.8 strategic products which have a number of potential

applications. Their use will contribute to enhance both
Fan-out connector flexibility and reliability and they will play an important

role in the future subscriber network.
Subscriber lines are obtained by connecting high,

medium and low fiber count cables at many points
between Central Offices and Subscriber Premises. The .
relevant number of interconnecting points and the use of a
variety of different cable counts and structures imply the
adoption of cost effective interconnecting technologies.

Between the different types of interconnecting
components an important role will be played by fan-out L
connectors. . .

The fan-out connector is a fully passive component
enabling a direct transition from multifiber units on one
side to individual fibers on the other side. This transition
is obtained using multifiber connectors or splices on one
side of the component and individual connectors on the
other side.

The advantage of fan-out connectors is that they offer
better handling, lower cost of component parts and lower Fi
mounting time per fiber than other solutions. Therefore
these components are particularly useful to provide quick
and reliable mass fiber termination of high and medium
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Branching devices
F

A novel technique aimed at fabricating large port 24
count (64-way) wavelength independent branching devices
has been developed and 19-way components have been 0 20
demonstrated. The component is based on a radiative 0o
coupling mechanism and consists of co-axial, polished r 16

arrays of close packed, tapered single mode fibre as shown 12-- 12E
in figure 10. o

1200 1300 1400 1500 1600

Wavelength (rm)

Fig. 11: Spectral Response

For a I x 19 device, the worst case loss over 300
nm was 20.5 dB with a uniformity of 4.5 dB. Both
"devices are polarisation insensitive (< 0.1 dB).

Further work is now being carried out to
Fig.10: General Arrangement of 19 x 19 tapered fibre implement the radiative coupling technique in Silica-on-

bundles Silicon planar technology. These devices will be aimed at
medium port count applications C 20) where they are
more efficient than the fibre version. This is because

Using a Gaussian field approximation to the integrated optics waveguides can have a much smaller
fundamental mode, a model has been derived which core/cladding ratio (increasing the packing fraction) than
analyses the radiat e coupling between individual fibres even tapered fibres and radiative coupling in two rather
in the two arrays V. Using this model, it is possible to than three dimensions is less lossy.
optimise the geometry to minimise the worst case
insertion loss at a given wavelength by ensuring that each Conclusion
tapered fibre is focused towards the centre of the
opposing array. In this paper have been presented a range of components

able to comply with every foreseen evolution of an optical
To increase the packaging fraction of the fibre nctwork, because all of them

bundle, and therefore reduce the loss and uniformity of
the device, an externally clad single mode fibre designed - are wavelength independent (including the branching
and produced at BNR Europe is used. This allows the devices), so they will be transparent to the likely
fibre to be tapered down further than conventional fibre, evolutions of transmission systems in the network.
whilst maintaining the same spot size.

- show low reflection and allow therefore bi-
To fabricate the 19-way components, 19 fibres are directional communications and the use of fibre amplifiers

prepared and twisted into a close packed configuration, or DFB lasers without isolators loss and cost penalties,
and then tapered and lightly fused in a single operation.
The tapered fibre bundle is then encapsulated prior to - are cost effective and therefore reinforce the
being sawn, lapped and polished. This technique for competitiveness of optical networks in the subscriber loop.
producing the tapered fibre bundles can be extended to
devices with higher port count, with only relatively minor This work carried out in direction of performance
modifications to current jigging. The components for the improvement and cost reduction should enable an earlier
branching device are then bonded into a silica v-groove lay-out of evolutive and economically viable optical
and the complete assembly packaged in a dural box. networks.

Reflection suppression using angled ends and References

adhesive bonded facet windows reduce directivity and
return loss to < -60 dB. 1) J. Schulte, "Automated mounting of connectors to fiber

For the 19 x 19 device, worst case loss over 300 nm optic cables" Proc. IWCS, 1991.
was only 25.0 dB with a uniformity of 6 dB. The spectral
response of a single port-port combination is shown in 2) S.J. Wilson, T. Bricheno. "Broadband single-mode

figure 11. The variation over 300 nm is < I dB. optical fibre couplers". Optics Communications. Feb. 1990.
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The Use of Superabsorbent Materials
in Optical Fiber Cable Design

C. John Arroyo, Jim J. Sheu, and W. J. Paucke
AT&T Bell Laboratories and Network Cable Systems

Norcross, Georgia 30071

superabsorbent powder in loose form was first
introduced into a copper cable design. Since then all
major cable manufacturing companies have

The present global demand for optical fiber cables has experimented and or introduced superabsorbents in
required a reevaluation of present cable designs to various forms into their cable designs. This paper will
insure quality in every aspect of cable design and discuss the chemistry and application of
manufacturing. In order to provide quality water- superabsorbents in fiber optic cables.
blocking capabilities in optical fiber cable sheaths, an
investigation was initiated to study the prevention of SUPERABSORBENT POLYMERS
water ingress and migration in cable sheaths. Testswatere ingned andor moifraied tcable st heatmoTemnts The significance of providing water-blocking protectionof water under pressure at different sheath interfaces, in cables is to eliminate the possibility of water enteringSuperabsorbent materials in three different the splice closure. In freezing environments, such anconfigratons materialsund to outpe iform feret occurrence could induce microbending in optical fibers,configurations were found to outperform other resulting in fiber degradation or increased loss. One of
materials. As a result of this development, the first documented uses of the term "superabsorbent"
superabsorbents have been incorporated into all optical was by R. E. Erickson of Dow Chemical in 1980.[21
fiber outside plant cable sheaths, with consistent sasobe is a drycmateria owhichaply A
reliable performance. superabsorbent is a dry material which rapidly absorbs

about 1000 times its own weight in distilled water to
form a gel with a corresponding volume increase.1t1

While undergoing these changes, the material retains its
original identity. This means that the basic chemical

INTRODUCTION structure of the superabsorbent is not changed.
With the global increase in optical fiber cable demand, Recently, J. R. Gross of Kimberly-Clark Corp.131
customers are increrin iater performance reliability, suggested a term "Xerogellant." The prefix "xero"
and zero maintenance at lower costs. The technology means a dry material while gellant, contraction of
of preventing the ingress and migration of water inside gelling agent, describes the behavior of the material.

of pevetin theingessand igrtio of ate inideThe new term, although applicable to the incontinent
cables has progressed from gas-pressurized systems to mke is t alteough to covernmatera
filling and flooding compounds. Gas-pressurized market, is not general enough to cover materials
systems have difficulty providing long term reliability produced in wet form, such as many water soluble
and the maintenance costs are prohibitive. Flooding polymers which can be crosslinked to produce
compounds require the use of an organic solvent at superabsorbent polymers (Figure 1). For the cable
termination. Another commonly used material is a industry, superabsorbent polymer (SAP) seems to be a
'sticky' atactic noncrystalline polypropylene flooding more popular term.
material. These flooding compounds are difficult to The mechanism by which SAP absorbs and retains
apply during cable manufacturing and are not craft- water can be described in two ways, physical and
friendly during termination in the field, chemical. On the physical level, aqueous fluid wets the
An alternative and more efficient water-blocking surface of SAP and is physically distributed into and
provision has been accomplished by use of throughout the network (or matrix) of SAP. Since the
'superabsorbents'. Developed in 1966 by the United aqueous fluid is moving in columns of continuous fluid,
States Department of Agriculture, and appropriately the physical absorption of SAP depends upon factors
called 'Super Slurper', superabsorbents have been such as pore size, specific gravity, viscosity, surface
extensively used in the incontinent market.['1 In 1975, tension and contact angle. The last two factors actually
superabsorbent laminated tapes were first offered in affect the wettability of SAP.
Europe for the cable industry, and in 1977, a
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Crosslinked Superabsorbent Polymers Figure 2

Figure 1 HYDROGEN BONDING (H-BONDING)

A Hydrogen Atom Serves as a Bridge between
Two Electronegative Atoms, Holding One by a
Covalent Bond and the Other by Purely
Electrostatic Forces

0
-V-8 111H H8-4

0~a (0-- 5a0-100 kcal/mole
zH H 5 kcal/mole

1o50
0 Special kind of Dipole-Dipole Attraction

0 HO Na' N3-
ý -o H o

HH.0

H HN
H 0/\ /,

c-0N-C

The other type of absorbency is chemical, which occurs ,N"H H

on the molecular level. The aqueous fluid interacts oH M
with the polymer chains via solvation and hydrogen . M:9
bonding. Since energy associated with this process is Hydrogen Bonding of Polyacrylamide
relatively high, the aqueous fluid has been described as
"bond" water. The bulk of fluid chemically bonded to Figure 3
SAP does freeze with some difficulty but does not
easily escape out of the network (matrix) of SAP. SAP generally are made in several ways as in

crosslinked polyacrylates. Crosslinking controls theThe SAP at this stage look like gels, and are generally nature of network of SAP and makes the polymer

described as "hydrogels." Factors such as hydrogen nature inework oheSicand makes thectol

bonding, hydration (solvation), diffusion, porosity of insoluble in water. Chemically, the major functional
network, electrostatic attraction and repulsion affect the groups in polyacrylates are carboxylates. The
chemical absorption of SAP. Overall, if the matrix carboxylates group will absorb water through hydrogen
(network) of SAP is considered as a separated entity bonding. Other types of functional groups such as
from the surrounding aqueous fluid, a pressure gradient amides can also have hydrogen bonding with water.

can exist between the two entities. Physically, such a Using water soluble pe polyacrylaacrylamide, as an

pressure gradient is in effect an osmotic pressure example (Figure 3)the polyacrylaride polymer chains

gradient. This is why people attribute the absorbency once dissolved in water will have two types of

of SAP to osmotic pressure. hydrogen bonding, intra and intermolecular. The
intramolecular hydrogen bonding tends to pull the

Whether the SAP absorb aqueous fluid via a chemical individual molecular chain together, thus the individual
an/or physical process, the most important driving force polymer chain becomes folded and curled. The
for these processes appears to be the high energy molecular volume of such polymer in water is small.
hydrogen bonding. In water, the energy for hydrogen The volume which the polymer chains occupy in
bonding has been found to be about 5 k cal/mole aqueous solution, is called the hydrodynamic volume.
(Figure 2). This energy is very significant considering The smaller the hydrodynamic volume, the closer the
the very strong covalent bond energy of 50-100 k cal viscosity of polymer solution approaches that of water.
for the O-H bond in water. Futhermore, there are In other words, the polymer's influence on the water is
numerous hydrogen bonds among the superabsorbent small if the hydrodynamic volume of that polymer is
molecule and water molecules. small. In the case of polyacrylamide, the
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intermolecular hydrogen bonding also pulls the
polymer chains together. Interestingly, polymer chains
not only curl or coil by themselves, they also bundle
together. The effective hydrodynamic volume of
polyacrylamide is therefore low resulting in low -

viscosity. If the amide groups in polyacrylamide wer,; St __

hydrolyzed to carboxylate groups (i.e., the same
functional groups in polyacrylates, or SAP), shown in \Water Collodion Bag
Figure 4, intermolecular as well as intramolecular
charge repulsion exist between polymer chains. These Pure Water
repulsions extend the hydrodynamic volume of PrWt..
polyacrylates and result in a much higher viscosity. In
fact, some low molecular weight polyacrylates are used
as thickeners due to this phenomenon. Carboxylates FIGURE 5. OSMOTIC PRESSURE
also have higher ability than amides in polyacrylamides
to form hydrogen bonding with water molecules. The amount of crosslinking is important and must be
Having numerous hydrogen bonding with water maintained at an optimum level depending on the
molecules, SAP absorbs and retains water into its application, such as the rate of absorption and total
matrix, amount of water absorbed, for example. The

crosslinking determines the space in the network of
C SAP, thus the total volume of SAP, which in turn

N. minfluences the concentration of functional groups in the
network. As mentioned before, concentration gradient
affects the osmotic pressure gradient and thus the

No. absorbency of SAP.

MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION
.0 FRLSON When incorporating SAPs' into a cable design one must

LOWra N VOLUME consider the ability of the SAP to quickly swell into a
gel consistency and longitudinally block water paths

NIZED, along different sheath interfaces or within difficult to
HO.ER HnROiYhAMIC VOUME reach interstices. The ability of the formed gel to

Volume or Size of a Non-Hydrolyzed reactivate after drying is also critical. Three

Polyacrylamide Molecule vs. That of a constructions were investigated; laminates that contain

Partially Hydrolyzed Polyacrylamide the SAP between two layers of nonwoven materials;
coated SAP onto spunbonded nonwovens ard onto

Figure 4 synthetic aramid fibers; and SAP fibers which are made
into yamns.

At macroscopic level, the net result is an osmotic

phenomenon. As shown in Figure 5, just as a reminder, CABLE CONSTRUCTION
sugar solution inside the collodion bag has higher
solute concentration than that of the pure water outside The incorporation of superabsorbents in optical fiber
the bag. The concentration gradient results in osmotic cables can best be explained by actual cable design.
pressure gradient which drives water into the collodion Figure 6 presents both a metallic and dielectric
bag. The sugar solution and collodion bag can be Lightguide Express Entry (LXE) optical fiber cables.
considered as the matrix of a SAP:- Since SAP has In both designs, laminated SAP tapes are longitudinally
many functional groups such as carboxylates applied in the sheath interface. In the metallic version
(electrolytes) dissolved in water, the concentration of the laminated SAP tape is located between the core tube
these groups is higher inside the SAP matrix. The and the corrugated armor, and an additional helically
concentration gradient results in osmotic pressure wrapped SAP laminated tape is introduced as insurance
gradient. The osmotic pressure gradient between the against the possibility of water migration along the
network of SAP and surrounding aqueous fluid metallic wires and the corrugated armor interface. In
therefore, drives the water into the network of SAP. the dielectric version, the laminated SAP tape is located

between the inner core tube and the outer jacket. These
The way the network of SAP is constructed has a great tapes prevent water migration within the cable in the
impact on the absorbency of SAP. The network of SAP event of a breach in the jacket due to rodents, lightning
is generally built via crosslinking of polymer chains, or accidental mechanical damage.
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ME ACKrr- Figure 8, presents another SAP application. In this
AV CORD •Metallic Crossply optical fiber sheath design, it was

important that the cable outside diameter not be
WIRE STRENGTH MM increased with the introduction of the SAP tape.
WATER 9L M T~UAP "Therefore, the nonwoven spunbonded polyester tape

R CORO originally used was impregni,-ed with a SAP coating
FILLM COMPOUND •that impregnated the spunbonded matrix with only a

RIP CORD -one mil increase in the tape thickness. Since the tape
CRRUGATED. COATEDm STEE (LEM remained compressible, there was no increase in the
C AqAThM. OWSS (.XERL cables' outside diameter.

WAM• SLOC~lm TAPE

S -COThe scope of this paper does not allow for all the varied
cable applications in both optical fiber and copper
cables that have been successfully designed, and that

LXE-ME (Metallic) Sheath are presently commercially available. However, the
SAP material selection is vitally important and wiU
next be discussed.

HOPE JACKET

RIOHP A CAOEROR

LXE-DE (Dielectric) Sheath
Figure 6 Crossply Sheath

Figure 8

Figure 7 presents another SAP application in the form MATERIAL SELECTION
of a swellable yarn. The Primary Rodent Lightning
(P-RL) optical fiber cable design incorporates a The current commercial state-of-the-art SAP tests

longitudinal laminated SAP tape between the inner core evaluate the material's absorbency or ability to absorb
tube and the corrugated metal interface. It also contains water, and are applicable for the incontinent market.
a swellable superabsorbent yam helically applied For the cable industry a more straightforward approach

between the corrugated armor and the strengtd is to measure a material's swellability in terms of swell

members, to prevent the possibility of water migration height, rate-of-rise and gel retention.
along this interface. The Lantor BV, Cup-Ram swellability test was

modified to measure the effects of radial swelling. This
MEMBERS test as seen in Figure 9, measures a material's

14 WIRE STRENGTH swelability by monitoring the free vertical movement

CORRUGTED Cu/SS BIMETAL ARMR of a ram, as water is added to the cup. Figure 10 shows
the swell displacement height in centimeters vs time in

CEHDPE JACKET seconds for superabsorbent tapes. This test provides
FILLINGEOMPOUNDinformation on effects of different water types i.e.,

FILLING COMPOUND,,• distilled-brackish-sea water, SAP loading and
chemistry, carrier porosity-thickness-adhesion, as well

WATER BLOCKING YARN as the effects of wetting agents and physical tape
BLOCKING TAPE construction.

Figure 10 demonstrates the above effects using four

FIBER BUNDLES WITH COLO COR E BINDERS similar SAP laminated tapes (A to D) from different
manufacturers, as well as a SAP nonwoven fiber tape E

Primary Rodent-Lightning Sheath and a SAP coated nonwoven tape F. The swellability

Fi- 7 of tape laminates A through D can be explained as oner 7analyzes the individual components and tape structures.
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DISPLACEMENT Table I shows the effects of tape thickness. The gap
HEIGHT GAUGE simulates the radial expansion within which the

material is allowed to expand inside the cable, the
travel represents the longitudinal migration due to a set
pressure at the selected time in days and is a measure of
gel retention. It should be noted that the travel length
in Table I represents the maximum travel after one day,
although the test was continued for a five day period.

TABLE I
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE TEST RESULTS

Test Length- 30.5 con
Water Pressure- 1.0 meter

Material Thickness Gap Swell Travel (4 5 Days
(cm) (cm) % (cm I

Laminated tape A .036 .102 283 10,6

WATER PORT LaminatedtapeB 0,25 .102 48 14's

HOLES Laminated tape C .025 .076 304 13.0
Laminated tape D .033 .102 309 26.0
Nonw.oven Fiber tape E .071 .254 358 20.6
Coatei Nonwoven tape F .020 .064 320 13.3
#7 cc Swellable Yam 759 Denier .064 15.9
#1.67 cc Swellable Yarn 3183 Denier .127 14.9

#.67 cc Swellable Yam 7933 Denier .254 16.8
Coated Araemid Yam 2130 Denier .064 148

MATERIAL TESTED Aramid/Swellable Fiber Yam 2130 Denier/ .216 17.5
3183 Denier

Cup-Ram Swellability Test 38Dne
Coated Glass Roving .102 .140 137 24,8

Figure 9 cc =cotton coant

Cup-Ram Swellability lest Results Comparing the matrix of the first four laminated tapes,
Figure 10 . the designer can make certain comparisons that would

I Tý.• A assist in material selection. i) Comparing tapes A & B,
@ eC if the trave distance is deemed comparable, then tape B
TD L.would be preferred because it is thinner, and has a

. ... higher percent (408% vs 283%) swell ii) Comparing

/ tapes B & C, if the travel length is deemed comparable,
S/ then tape B would be preferred since it has a higher

percent swell. iii) Tape D is considered the worst
performer on the basis of it's longer water migration
(26 cm.), even though its' 309% swell is comparable tot .tapes 

A and C.

Tapes E and F are not laminates; E is a nonwoven SAP
___fiber tape, whil- F is an SAP coated spunbonded

0r 5no ISO 2M nonwoven tape. Both tapes perform well considering
Th, (,n-ad.) their thicknesses and gap constraints. It should be

noted that compared to the results in figure 10. these
The swellability of the nonwoven fiber tape E depends two materials show better performance than anticipated.
on the amount of layered swellable fibers per unit area. This underscores the value of understanding test results
The swellability of the nonwoven tape F depends upon and their relevance to the application under
the amount of solids in the coating applied to the investigation.
spunbonded nonwoven material. Although the swellingof the last two materials is not as impressive, swelling The SAP swellable yarns were evaluated in threedoes occur within their matrix, and both have different sizes and in combination with an aramid fiberdemonstrated exceptional gel retention, for added strength. Also, SAP coated aramid and glassrovings were evaluated, and although having lower
These materials were also evaluated in a Hydraulic percentage swell, they had comparable gel retention to
Pressure test. This test, while affected by the above SAP tapes.
characteristics, also measures the effects of a laminates'
rate-of-rise and gel retention. While the product It should be noted that changes in SAP loading, type
literature is full of different hydraulic pressure tests, the chemistry, gap size, water pressure and duration will
interpretation of results differs. It is therefore important change these results. However, these results are
to correlate the results to actual cable performanceindicative of the expected performance in actual cable
dissecting the cable tested, designs.
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IMPACT

Presently, all of our outside plant optical fiber cables
have one or two types of SAP waterblocking materials,
with maintenance free performance over the last five
years. These materials are also making inroads into
copper outside plant products. Also, additional
applications are being discovered for SAPs such as in
foams and compounding into elastomers. They've even
been compounded into filling compound for added
performance. It is clear that superabsorbents present a
whole new generation of materials in providing
maintenance free water blocking provisions in cable John Arroyo joined AT&T Bell Laboratories in
design. What is needed is a set of industry standards to Whippany, New Jersey in 1969, and has worked in
assist cable designers in selecting and implementing research and development of copper and fiber optic
these superabsorbent materials. cables at Norcross, Georgia since 1978. As a Member

CONCLUSIONS of the Technical Staff, his responsibilities include fiber
optic cable development concepts, sheath design,

The use of superabsorbents present a radical departure standardization of lightning tests and cable
from the traditional means of providing water blocking specifications. John received the Design News Journal
in cable design. An attempt at explaining the physical "Excellence in Design Award" in 1981, for a "Helical-
and chemical mechanisms of SAPs has been presented. Wrap Peel Strength Test". He co-authorized the
Also bench-type tests to evaluate material performance "Outstanding Technical Paper", at the 30th IWCS,
have been outlined. Additionally, since SAP materials November, 1981, and received the 'Fiber Optic Award'
are compatible with all other cable processing from AT&T International in July, 1990, for his
materials, the ease of manufacturing presents yet contributions in fiber optic technology. John has co-
another attribute not discussed in this paper. Tests have authored seven technical papers and received seventeen

been developed to evaluate the performance of these patents related to cable design.
materials and cables dissected to ascertain correlation
with these results. As a result, all of our outside plant
optical fiber cables, over the last five years have been
designed with one or two types of superabsorbent
materials.
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THE RELIABILITY OF WATER PROOF OPTICAL CABLE WITH A PLASTIC

SHEATH AND WATER SWELLABLE MATERIALS.

Hlroyuki SAWANO, Yoshlyukl SATO and Matsuhiro MIYAMOTO.

Fujikura Ltd.

Sakura-shl, Chiba-ken, 285 Japan

ABSTRACT However, the laminated aluminum sheath has
changed to polyethylene sheath8 .

Water swellable materials composed of In designing the optical cable, it is

water absorbent polymers are widely used important to prevent the cable from water

in trunk and subscriber networks in Japan. penetration, because water degrades the

A plastic sheath protects the cable core optical fiber strength and increases the

from outer forces and environmental ef- transmission loss due to hydrogen generat-

fects in and after installation. ed by the chemical reaction between water

A one-hundred-fiber optical cable and and metallic materials. So, optical

a one-thousand-fiber optical cable were cables are protected by two methods from

subject to the several examinations, such water penetration. One is to use the gas

as mechanical, environmental tests. pressurized system and the other is to use

Especially, aqueous vapor permeation the water blocking compound like jelly or

through the plastic sheath into the cable water swellable materials. When water

was investigated. swellable materials are applied to plas-

It was clarified that the aqueous tic sheath cable as the water blocking

vapor permeation into the cable depends on materials, aqueous vapor penetration
the temperature and water absorbent poly- should be checked because the aqueous

mer in the cable. However, the aqueous vapor also plays the same role as water.
vapor permeated can scarcely affect the
transmission characteristics and fiber 2Wrswellablemateria.
strength.

(l)Structures 9_D w swellable materi-Untraductlo as

Optical fiber networks are being As water blocking materials, water

constructed widely in the world and play swellable tape and yarn were developed.

very important role as an infrastructure They consist of unwoven tape, yarn, ab-

of the society to realize the high speed sorbent polymer and adhesive. Absorbent

digital transmission. Accompanied by it, polymer is attached by adhesive on the

many structures of optical cables that base unwoven tape or plastic yarn. Fig.l
accommodate the climates and social condi- shows the structures of water swellable

tions are developed. Among them, slot- tape.
ted core structure and loose tube struc-
ture using mono fibers or fiber ribbons
are very popular because of their capabil-
ity of highly dense fiber packaging and Water Absorbent
easiness of cable connection and their
superior transmission characteristics

1 ' 2. Polymer

In Japan, nonmetallic water proof Adhesive
cable has been introduced to the trunk
line, because it can protect workers from
the trouble due to electron-magnetic Unwoven
induction3, 4. In the subscriber net- Tape
work, one-thousand-fiber water proof cable

5
has been adopted in metropolitan area
These cables have one or several slitted
rods and water swellable tapes and "arns
as core wrappings and fillings. One- Fig.1 Cross Section of
thousand-fiber water proof cable was Water Swellable Tape.
originally a metallic cable that has a
laminated aluminum polyethylene sheath and
a steel central strength member 6' 7.
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When water penetrates into the cable,
water absorbent polymer expands its volume
more than one hundred times as large as 20C
that of its original volume. Then, ab-
sorbent polymer is released from the base 0

tape and fills the vacancy in the cable. c
c 150C 95%RH

(2)Mechanism of water absorption, a

There are two mechanisms of water ab- 0 100
sorption. One is the aqueous vapor n 80%RH
absorption and the other is water absorp-

tion. These two mechanisms are de- 0
scribed as follows: 2 50 60%RH

In the case of aqueous vapor absorption: 40%RH
c, 0I I I I I

ln(p/po)=ln(l-v)+(1-1/n)+Xv 2 --- (1) = 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

In the case of water absorption: Passed Days

(l/v) 5/3
-- (2) Fig.2 Humidity Dependence of Aquas Vapor

Where: Absorption.
p Aqueous vapor pressure.
p0 = Aqueous vapor pressure at standard
condition. Fig.3 shows the temperature dependence of
v = Volume fraction of absorbent polymer. saturated aqueous vapor absorption.
n = Segment number. With the increase of temperature, the
X = Interaction parameter that expresses aqueous vapor absorption becomes large be-
the affinity between the absorbent polymer cause the absolute humidity is large in
and aqueous vapor. hiqh temperature.

i = Product of degree of ionization and
ionic charge number.
v = Molar volume of structural unit.
s = ionic strength of water. .o
v= Molar volume of water. 1 0
ne = Effective chain number of net in 100
absorbent polymer. c0
v = Volume of absorbent polymer before 50
water absorption. 0

From equation (1), it is recognized <
that the aqueous vapor absorption will be o

0.dominated by the relative vapor pressure o 10
and interaction parameter. Temperature >
dependence is included in relative vapor o 5
pressure.

On the other hand, equation (2) shows IS0 20 40 60 80 100
that the water absorption depends upon <
the degree of ionization, ionic strength Temperature (C)
and degree of crosslink but has no depend-
ence on temperature. The large water
absorption of absorbent polymer is ex- Fig.3 Temperature Dependence of
plained by the first term of equation (2). Satureted Aqueous Vapor Absorption.

(3)Experimental results of water absorp-
tion of wate absorbent polymer,

In Fig.4-6, the relations between
Fig.2 shows the relation between the water absorption and temperature, pH and

aqueous vapor absorption and the relative concentration of salts are shown.
humidity. Aqueous vapor absorption Temperature and pH dependence of water
increases as the relative humidity. absorption are scarcely observed but the

salts in aqueous solution degrade the
water absorption extremely.
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Thus, the amount ot aqueous vapor ab-
300 1 1 1 i sorption is the order of water absorbent

polymer weight, but the amount of water
absorption is more than hundred times as
large as that of aqueous vapor.

C 200
a M.ater Rermeation int the cable,

(l)Theoretical discussion
< 100-
4 Water penetration into the cable is
CU the diffusion of water through the sheath

and dominated by the permeability of
0 ! ! _ water through the polyethylene sheath.

0 20 40 60 80 100 Water can diffuse through the plastic
sheath very slowly. The amount of water

Temperature (C) that can pass through can be calculated
assuming the initial concentration within
the cable is negligible usingl°:

Fig.4 Temperature dependrnce of Water
Swelling Ability. Q=2Di/ln (b/a) --- (3)

where:
300 _Q = The amount of water passing through

30 the sheath per unit length.
E D = Penetration rate of water through the
C sheath.
o 200 t = Time.
2- a = Internal diameter of the sheath.
0 b = Outer diameter of the sheath.
. 00

100 In addition, it is considered that the

temperature dependence of water permeation
through the sheath can be described in

0 i the same form as diffusion using'°:
3 5 7 9 11

pH Q=Q0 exp(-E/RT) --- (4)

Where:
Fig.5 pH dependence of Water

Swelling Property. Q0=Constant.
E Activation energy of diffusion.
R Gas constant.
T Temperature.

Fig.7 illustrates the mechanism of
water permeation. In the case of

0 water proof cables, it is considered that
0NaCI the aqueous vapor that passes into the-,aC cable will be absorbed by water swellable

c 50 materials, so the aqueous vapor pressure
in the cable is smaller than the ordinary
plastic sheath cable. This aqueous

0o -C vapor absorption makes the aqueous vapor. MgCI< 12  difference between outside and inside of

2 10- the sheath larger than ordinary plastic
co sheath cable.

S5 Due to this aqueous vapor pressure
SI difference, the water permeation of the

0 1 2 3 4 5 cable that has water swellable materials
Concentration of Salts(wt%) becomes larger than the ordinary plastic

sheath cable.

Fig.6 Salt Consentration Dependence
of Water Absorption.
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Polyethylene Seath

Four-fiber Ribbon

Pin

HH 220

H20

Strength Water
i) Water Proof Cable. Member Swellable

Tape

P.U1(a) One-hundred-fiber Nonmetallic
Pn Water Proof Cable.
SHO Polyethyle Sheath

H2 0 Water SwellableTape
D0; Diffusion adar

C oeff. a-

ii) Ordinary Plastic Sheath Cable. 
Copper Wire

/0
SSlotted Rod

Fig.7 Mechanism of Water Penetration 
0t

into the Cable.

Central Strength
Member

(2)Sample cable Eight-fiber Ribbon

Cables used to research the aqueous
vapor absorption are shown in Fig.8. (b) One-thousand-fiber Water Proof Cable.
One is a one-hundred-fiber nonmetallic
optical cable composed of single mode
four-fiber ribbons and a slotted core that
has a aramid FRP rod as a strength member. Fig.8 Crossectional View of
The other is a one-thousand-fiber optical investigated Water Proof Cables
cable which has eight-fiber ribbons and
five two-hundred-fiber units and a steel
central strength member. Each cable has
water swellable materials and low density Table 1 List of Sample Cables.
polyethylene sheath. The amounts of
water absorbent polymer contained in each Sample Cable Sheath O.D. Amountof
cable are 4.bg/m and 45g/m. I.D. Polymer

(3)Water permeation tests.

A,B,C nonmetallic LDPE 17mm 4.5gSamples are listed in table 1

Samples were cut in 30cm long and desic- 100fibers 13mm
cated by vacuum pump at 80C for 24 hours.
Then, their ends were sealed by fused D nonmetallic LDPE 17mm 0g
polyethylene to avoid water penetration. 100fibers 13mm
These samples were immersed in waters at
40C, 60C and 80C. E metallic LDPE 40mm 45g

1000 fibers 35mm
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Fig.9 shows the temperature depend- To investigate the humidity in the
ence of low density polyethylene sheath, cable, two kinds of polyethylene tubes
The amount of absorbed water at 80C was were prepared. One had the water swel-
about 7-8 times as large as that of at lable tapes. Fig.10 shows the humidity
40C. From the equation (4), the amount in the tubes. The tube which had no
of aqueous vapor permeation can be esti- water swellable tape was 98% of relative
mated 1/22 as much as that of at 80C. humidity but the tube with water swellable
This temperature dependence is almost tape was 65% of relative humidity after 30
equal to the polyethylene itself. More- day's water immersion at 40C.
over, the weight increase of water proof
cable is larger than the plastic sheath
cable.

100

E 6 Without Water Swellable material

0
Q 5 ->"

c E
2 4 50 With Water Swellable Material

S3 A(0

S2 40C
CL

D (80C) 40C) B (60C) 0
D= 0; 5 10 1L5 2A 25 30
0

0. L-. , Passed Days
00 50 100 150 200 250 300

Passed Days

Fig.10 Humidity in the Polyethylene Pipe.
Fig.9 Aqueous Vapor Absorption of Cables.

From the results of above examina-
The saturation time of aqueous vapor tions, aqueous vapor permeation of water

is determined by the amount of saturated proof cable is larger than the ordinary
aqueous vapor absorption and the amount of plastic sheath cable but the relative
aqueous vapor permeation into the cable humidity in water proof cable is smaller
per unit time. than that of ordinary plastic cables.
From Fig.3, the saturated aqueous vapor This means that the aqueous vapor permeat-
absorption at room temperature is about 5% ed into the cable is absorbed by water
of the weight of water absorbent polymer. swellable materials and the humidity Is
In the case of 30cm long one-hundred-fiber kept low for long term. So, it can be
nonmetallic cable, its value is about expected that the degradation of transmis-
0.15g. On the other hand, aqueous vapor sion characteristics and fiber strength of
permeation at room temperature is estimat- water proof cable is smaller than tne
ed about 0.06g/year, so it takes about 2.5 ordinary plastic sheath cable.
years to reach the saturation of aqueous
vapor permeation. This value is 150
time as large as that of ordinary plastic 4.CableDropertles.
sheath cable.

A one-hundred-fiber nonmetallic water

In the case of one-thousand-fiber proof cable was immersed in water for 1.5

water proof cable, the amount of perme-ted years at room temperature.

water was larger than that of one-hundred- Absorbed water was 0.35g/m. The amount

fiber nonmetallic optical cable. This of absorbed water was a little less than

is caused by the difference of dimensions. the estimated value.

The difference between these two kinds of This cable was subject to the re-

cable is illustrated by equation (3). searches of transmission loss and mechani-
cal properties.
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(1)Transmission characteristics. (2)Mechanical properties.

Fig.ll shows the loss changes of at In table 2, mechanical properties are
l.3um, 1.55um and I.38um. The loss shown.
changes were less than 0.02dB/km. Crush, bending, stretching, squeezing,

Temperature dependence of transmis- vibration and impact tests were carried
sion loss is shown in Fig.12. I.he out. Against these tests, no degrada-
investigated temperature range is from tion of transmission characteristics or
-40C to 60C. The loss increases at -402 cable strength was observed.
and 60C were 0.03dB/km and 0.02dB/km,
respectively. These loss changes were
similar to those of soon after the cable
fabrication. Table 2 Mechanical Properties of 100-fiber

As a result of these researches, it Nonmetallic Water Proof Cable.
can be said that the transmission loss was
not affected by permeated aqueous vapor. Item Condition Result

Bending R=200mm, less than 0.01dB/turn
0.5 .turn

1.3.um Stretching up to 0.2% less than 0.01dB/100m

elongation
04 _uCrush up to less than 0.O1dB/50mm

2500N/50mm
S0.3 of lateral force

05uVibration 10Hz, 5mm less than 0.01dB/mo 1.55urn
"_j 0.2" of amplitude,

0.. 1 million times

Impact 1kg, less than O.OldB

0. j 1 m height
0 90 180 270 360 450 540 Squeezing R=200mm, less than 0.01dB/1 00m

Passed Days up to 0.2%
elongation

Fig. 11 Loss Change of Water Immersed Cable.

0.4 (3)Fiber strength.
1.30um

Weibull plots of fiber breaking
S0.3 strength before and after the water immer-0 sion are shown in Fig.13. The fiber

M 1strength does not decease after 1.5 year's
(n 0.2 water immersion.
SThis result seems that the w-ater

o absorbent polymer acts as desiccatirna
agent in the cable so the aqueous vapor

0.1 pressure is not so large around the opti-
cal fibers.

0 N
0 -40 -20 0 20 40 60

Temperature (C)

Fig.12 Temperature Characteristics of
Water Immersed cable.
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Cable Polymer Reliability Testing

Paul E. Neveux, Jr. and Eric L. Buckland

Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp., Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, 27709

ABSTRACT

An improved model for the degradation of PBT used in loose degradation. The allowable change tensile characteristics of
tube fiber optic cables has been developed based on an acid the polymers is often used in customer specifications since
based catalyzed hydrolysis reaction. An improved class of they are easily measured. While mechanical characteristics
PBTs was studied, and through the use of a carboxylic end might be appropriate to determine a performance endpoint, it
group determination test, it was found that while the lifetime is difficult to predict long-term behavior using these tests,
of the new materials does significantly improve, the basic especially when the results are catastrophic rather than
degradation mechanism remains the same. It is found through gradual. For long term reliability testing, analytical test
MFR testing that the degradation rate follows a power law methods are performed in addition to physical tests.
dependence with moisture concentration, with an exponent of
2.8. The new materials offer a predicted 3x improvement in Table 1. Some Typical Polymers Used in Cables
lifetime, making them more suitable for use in the pedestal
environment. Polymer Type Function

I. INTRODUCTION U.V. Acrylates Fiber Coatings
With the introduction of fiber optic cables ij, the distribution Ribbon Matrix
loop, the long term reliability requirements for cable
components have become more s:-ingent. All of the materials Poly(esters) Loose Tubes
will be expected to withstand the pedestal environment where Binder & Ripcord
much higher temperatures and humidity conditions prevail,
compared to buried service cable. In choosing the materials to Poly(amide) Loose Tubes
be used in fiber optic cables, the materials must: Tight Buffer

(1) Meet Customer Specification Poly(aramid) Fiber Strength(2) Have Intercomponent Compatibility Elements; Ripcord
(3) Perform Reliably under Field Service

Conditions Poly(acrylic acid) Water Blocking Agent

For all three conditions to be met, extensive testing is
preformed to insure that each material is suited for the Poly(olefins) Loose Tube Material
application in which it will be used. The last criteria, Filler Rods
however, is the most time consuming and rigorous since the CSM Upjacket
results of the testing must prove that the material will function Steel Tape Coating
adequately for the lifetime of the cable. Reliability testing Sheathing Material
involves aging the materials under various conditions much
more severe than would be normally encountered in the field Poly(vinyl chloride) Tight Buffer
to shorten the amount of time required to observe some loss of Riser Sheathing
performance. In order to predict the time to failure of a cable
component it is also necessary vary the exposure conditions, lhere are a number of advantages for choosing an analytical
e.g. temperature, humidity, light, etc., to determine the rate at method to perform reliability testing. While physical tests
which the material degrades with the severity of the exposure. yield bulk property information, a correctly chosen analytical
Especially important is a knowledge of the material itself, its method will give important structural information about state
degradation mechanisms and which physical and/or chemical of the polymer. In addition, most analytical tests, e.g. Fourier
properties should be monitored to assess the extent of Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), require very little
degradation. sample compared to physical tests, e.g. tensilometry, which at
Table 1 shows some typical polymer types which are currently the very least requires a sample big enough to grip. This last
used in many fiber optic cable types. In conducting reliability advantage is especially important when actual field samples
tests for these materials and others in a cable, various physical need to be evaluated: the sample need not be intact.
parameters can be followed to determine the extent of
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Ideally, the analytical method should meet the following 19. THEORY
criteria:

A. Degradation Mechanism for PBT
(A) Detects Degradation Before Mechanical Failure Occuls The primary mode of degradation for PBT and most other
(B) Sensitive to Concentration of Polymer Degradation poly(esters) is hydrolysis:

Products
(C) Immune to Interfering Compounds ko

Not all analytical methods yield the same amount of RCO 2RH + 8 20> RCO 2H + HOR (1)
information compared with other methods for the same
material. For example, it has been shown that Melt Flow [ESTER] + [WATER] -> [ACID] + [ALCOHOL]
Index, when properly done, will increase as the poly(ester),
poly(butylene terephthalate) or PBT, degrades. 1 In addition, where R and R are the polymer chain continuing or either
the deeradation mechanism must be known for an appropriate side.
analytical method to be chosen. Table 2 gives a summary of
typical physical and analytical methods and the polymer types In the reaction a molecule of water is introduced into the ester
which can be tested by them. bond to produce the starting materials: a carboxylic acid and

an alcohol. While there are other degradation pathways, theyRecently, some new grades of hydrolysis resistant typically occur at temperaturs not normally experienced in
poly(butylene) terephthalates (PBT) were introduced onto the the field for fiber optic cables. Note that simple esterification
market. This paper focuses on comparing these new grades of reactions are known to be acid catalyzed and further, that a
PBT to standard grades and how hydrolysis resistance, if any, carboxylic acid end group can catalyze the esterification,
is achieved. Each compound was examined for its resistance de-esterification in this case, of an adjacent ester linkage.
to hydrolysis by examining both the mechanical and chemical The reaction rate equation must then reflect the effect of the
changes after aging. concentration of carboxylic acid end groups on the overall

reaction rate.
Table 2. Test Method vs. Polymer Type B. The Rate Equation

Polymer Type Method Rather than use the number average degree of polymerization
to follow the rate of degradation, as is often done," the rate of
formation of the carboxylic acid end group was observed, both

All Polymers Tensilometry directly and indirectly, through melt flow results. The rate
hydrolysis of an ester linkage, including the catalytic effect of

Compression Resistance an adjacent carboxylic acid end group, can be expressed
simply as the rate of formation of carboxylic acid end groups:

Minimum Bend

Stress Cracking d[RCO 2 H]/dt = k0 [H 2(-01 (RCO 2 R'18  (2)

Thermal Analysis, e.g. k0 = kw + k' [RCO 2 H] (3)
Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) where kw is the rate of hydrolysis in the absence of acid and k

is the acid catalyzed rate. In order to simplify the equation,
FTIR two basic assumptions were made:

Nuclear Magnetic (1) kw < < k' , i.e., the acid catalyzed rate is much
Resonance faster that the uncatalyzed rate

Poly(esters) Melt Flow (2) d[RCO 2R']/dt - 0 , i.e., the change in the
concentration of [ESTER] linkages with hydrolysis
is very small, therefore the reaction is can be made

Carboxylic Acid End "psuedo-zero order" in ester concentration and
Group Titration B = 0

Poly(olefins) Oxidation Induction These assumptions simplify the equation to:
Time

d[RCO2 H]Idt = k' [H 2 01 [RCO 2H] (4)

By keeping the water concentration constant for the series of
PBT compounds, the equation is further simplified to:

d[RCO 2 H]/dt = k [RCO 2 H] (5)

where k k' [H20]'

Note that ot must be determined experimentally.
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Rearranging the equation and taking the integral of each side:
% RH vs. Partial Pressure of Waterf d[RCO 2H]/[RCO 2H] J k dt (6) Variation with Temperature

001 550 C 50
0 C 65 0 C 800 C

and integrating both sides from time = 0 to time = t, ,01
% 950C

Ln([RCO 2 H]) = k t + Ln([RCO 2H]o) 950

Since, for a given PBT, •e melt flow rate is proportional to - /
the number average MW and the number average molecular I
weight is proportional to the number of carboxylic acid end 1 40%

groups in the polymer, the relationship of melt flow rate 301

(MFR) with time can be expressed in a similar fashion: 101

lox

Ln(MFRj = k t + Ln(MFRo) 01 50 ,---"- O 200 250 300 350 400 450

Partial Prossure of Water (rm Hg)
The temperature dependence of the reaction rate, k', is
described by the familiar Arrhenius equation: FIGURE 1.

k"= A exp(-Ead,'T)
B. Melt Flow

where A is a constant, Ea, the energy of activation for the
reaction, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature i,] Melt Flow was determined using a Tinius-Olsen Melt
degrees Kelvin. The value of Ea which was used in this paper Plastometer following ASTM D 1238. In addition to using
is 26 kcal/mol. 6  2160 g load, a 1000 g weight was also used to keep the flow

below 50 gl 0 nun for highly degraded samples (see below for
C. The Concentration of Water Vapor details). The temperature was the standard 250'C. Allsamples were dried in a desiccator for 24 hours prior to
In an earlier work, the rate of c1,gradation was correlated with testing.
the percent relative humidity. What was not taken into
account was that relative humidity is a function of C. Mechanical Tests
temperature, i.e., 50% RH at 25'C is far less water vapor
than 50% RH at 500C. The maximum concentration of water Tensile testing was performed using an Instron Model 2100.
vapor (partial pressure in mm Hg) at any given temperature A Minimum Bend Test was performed using mandrels IX,
below 100*C and at 1 atmosphere (760 mm Hg) is given 2X, and 5X the diameter of the PBT tubes.
approximately by:

D. Carboxylic Acid End Group Determination
Pmax (mmHg) = exp(20.5 - 5167/T) A modified titration method by Kohl8 was used.

To calculate % RH, the actual partial pressure of water is IV. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
divided the maximum and multiplied by 100:

A. General Considerations
%RH = Pact / Pmax X 100 As previously mentioned, both the formation of esters aid the

hydrolysis of esters is catalyzed by the presence of acid. The
The relationship between Partial Pressure of water vapor, P, product of the hydrolysis of an ester is a carboxylic acid and
and relative humidity is shown graphically in Figure 1. As an alcohol. For PBT, the carboxylic acid is held in place by
can be seen by the isotherms, 50% RH corresnonds to - 340 the remaining polymer chain and can hydrolyze an adjacent
Torr at 95'C, = 90 Torr at 65°C, and - 25 Torr at 35TC. ester bond. Hence the reaction is "autocatalytic". Reducing
In this work the concentration of water in mm Hg, or Ton', is the amount of carboxylic acid end groups initially present in
used in the calculations of the rate of hydrolysis of the PBT's. the polymer should significantly reduce the rate of hydrolysis

and extend the lifetime of the polymer.
Reducing the amount of carboxylic acid end groups (CEG's)

III. EXPERIMENTAL can be accomplished a number of ways. One way is to
increase the molecular weight of the polymer chain: the

A. Humidity Aging higher the molecular weight for a specific PBT the fewer the
carboxylic acid end groups. Another way might be to "cap"Aging of PBT pellets, loose tubes and tensile bars was the acid end groups with a molecule which "inactivates" the

performed in Thermotron humidity chambers. Samples were acid. ,1I Since it is not known how the CEG numbers were
variously aged at 85'C at 37% (160 Torn), 65% (282 Torn), reduced in either of the low CEG PBT's, no attempt was made
85% (367 Torr), and 94% RH (408 Torr). 94% RH was to reach a conclusion as to the relative advantage of either
especially difficult to control with the results that the humidity method of reducing CECI number.
was closer to 100% RH than 94% RH.
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Since CEG is so important to the lifetime of a PBT, the It is clear from the results that the mechanical failure for PBT
change in CEG with aging was compared for three PBT's. occurs catastrophically, whether testing via a tensilometer or a
PBT A was a standard unfilled grade and PBT's B and C were mandrel and that there is a critical molecular weight after
"low CEG" - hydrolysis resistant grades. In addition, melt which the material looses its mechanical integrity. These
flow rates were also determined and correlated with CEG. results are consistent with previous studies which show that

tensile strength and elongation of thermoplastics are insensiqte
B. Mechanical Results to changes in molecular weight only above a limiting value.'
In order to determine what MFI or CEG value corresponded C. Melt Flow
with failure tensile bars of each PBT was aged at 85°C and
94% RH and measured for Percent Elongation at Yield, One problem which was quickly realized when performing
Strength at Yield, and Modulus at 2% strain. As can be seen, melt flow on aged PBT samples was the relatively short time it
with PBT A the % elongation and strength at yield both drop took to reach 50 g/10 mnn, the maximum flow recommended
dramatically after 30 days. For the hydrolysis resistant by the ASTM. Beyond this point, non-newtonian flow is
PBT's, however, these parameters fall after 60 days. The expected and the viscosity - molecular weight relationship
modulus at 2% did not significantly change at all during this becomes non-linear. In order to extend the useful "lifetime"
time period. Note, for PBT B, that there is an increase in % of the test method, the load weight was reduced from the
elongation and strength at yield before the drop at 60 days and normal 2160 g to 1000 g. As can be seen in Figure 1 which
the loss of elongation and strength is nearly half as great as shows the results of using the 2160 g load weight, PBT A
PBT C. could only be tested up to 20 days and PBT B, up to 45 days.

By decreasing the load to 1000 g, and hence the shear rate, the
useful aging time for PBT A was increased to 30 days and for

Load & Percent Elongation at Yield PBTs B and C, to 60 days.

for PBT Aged af 85 C bnd 94% RH Note that the slope of Ln(MFR) vs. Days Aging for PBT A is
702- nearly twice the rate of PBT's B and C, which are themselves,

very similar. Also, the initial melt flow rate of PBT B is
5002 higher at time zero than PBT A.
302. D. Carboxylic Acid End Group Determination

lox For each of the PBT's aged at 85°C and 85% RH, the
S-loxcarboxylic acid end group concentration (in milliequivalents

per kg of polymer) was determined. Figure 5 shows the
results. What is immediately obvious is that all of the rates
are very nearly equal, within experimental error. This result

- 2o 46 ,confirms that the mechanism by which each of the PBT's
Doay Aging hydrolyze is the same, a conclusion which could not have been

-e-PV k2D -'-,-PXT&,,i., -- . Ireached with the MFR results. This assumes that the change
,,-*,,*P,,L-0 --A & * e nwd -i, ,. a•-- , in the hydrolysis rate with temperature, as given by Ea (via

the Arrhenius equation) is the same. The CEG test is, unlike
MFR, insensitive to the type of PBT, since it gives the

FIGURE 2 absolute concentration of carboxylic acid end groups. This
allows the determination of the age of an" field sample,
regardless of the source. Although methods have been

In the aging of PBT's, the tensile bar samples became brittle developed to determine the MFR of cable amples,1 3 only
even before a change was seen in the tensile testing.
Therefore, a Minimum Bend Test devised which would reflect
the brittleness of the PBT and the extent to which it might be
handles in the field. Tubes of each PBT were aged and then
wrapped around mandrels which were IX, 2X, and 5X the
diameter of the tubes. Failure was considered that point when Melt Index of PBT after Aging
the tube cracked as it was applied around the mandrel. Table at 85 C and 85% RH
4 shows the results of the Minimum Bend Radius Testing.

Table 4.
Minimum Bend Results after 85-C/95% RH Aging

30 Days 45 Days
Sample 1X 2X 5X 1X 2X 5X

PBT A Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail Fail
PBT B Pass Pass Pass Pass PassPass
PBT C Pass Pass Pass Pass PassPass

Time (D•ys)

Figure 3
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Melt Index of PBT after Aging Melt Flow vs. CEG Concentration
oft85 Cand 85% RH 5

3.5-

1OOgWuiffI P9TA ,,4 NIA~ : 4.65 TB

APUTC : 1.33

2, +

0 lb 10 2o 40 5o 4 04

Tkne (0my)25Figue 4) Ln CEG Concentratlon (rmq/kg)

Figure 4 FIGURE 6

however, that testing is still in progress. Table 4. shows the

CEG vs. Days Aging at 85 C and 85% RH results of k, derived from Ln(MFR) vs. Time regressions, vs.
Frst Order Analysis Concentration of Water Vapor in Torr (mm Hg). Table 5.

and Graph 7 shows the results of the change in rates. Note
that the rate of hydrolysis with water vapor concentration is

PT A three (3) times greater for PBT A than for PBT B.

Table 5.
i The Rate Constant, k, vs. Water Vapor Concentration

3.0-t
Water Concentration PBT A PBT B

""% gRH at 85°C (Torr) Rate, k Rate, k
1.0-POT0 = 0.0176II

,.0T C = 0.0 179 37% 160 1.1 X 10-2  0.35 X 10-2

65% 280 4.4 X 10-2  1.1 X 10-2

16 t 20b 30 40 '0 3 ' 85% 410 9.1 X 10-2 2.8 X 10-
2

Day, Aging

The order of the reaction was determined by performing a
FIGURE 5 least squares analysis optimizing for a in Equation 4 and

assuming a zero intercept. In determining cinstants for the

relative results, i.e. compared to unaged cable samples, could best fit, the order was varied from one (1) to three (3). What
be obtained. It is infrequent when field samples can be is most significant in these results is the galculated order of the
compared to their unaged counterparts. reaction: the rate changes with [HzO]1'° vapor concentration,

i.e., there is a very strc.g dependence on the concentration of
Shown in Figure 6 is the relationship between CEG and MFR water vapor. Several factors could account for the high order
for the PBT's aged at 85°C and 85% RH. The graph clearly of reaction. It is known that water causes the PBT to swell
points out the difference between PBT A and the hydrolysis and this could enhance the reactivity. The additional water
resistant PBT C and D. could also act to solvate the proton (acid) from the carboxylic

acid group and allow its transport to an adjacent ester linkage.

E. Dependence of Hydrolysis Rate on Humidity

Since the energy of activation for hydrolysis, Ea, has already Table 4. Humidity Matrix Results
been established (Ref. 7), the dependence of the rate of
hydrolysis with water vapor concentration for PBT A and PBT Sample Rate, k' Order, ao
B was determined. With the temperature maintained at 85'C,
the rate of change in melt flow rate with humidity was PBT A 5.9 X 10-9 2.8
monitored. It was originally desired to also include the PBT B 1.8 X 10-9 2.8
change in the rate of CEG number with humidity aging,

Caution should be used in applying these values because of the
relatively small number of k rates used to obtain them. It does
appear, however, that the order is indeed greater than at least
2, but further humidity studies are needed to confirm these
results. CEG numbers currently being obtained with all PBT's
should help better define the order of the reaction, at.
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reliability results, where MFRt is the melt flow rate at failure.

Rate of MFR Increase vs. In the present case a value of 10 was used. Since the Ln of 10

Water Vapor Concentration is 2.303, the equation becomes:

0,1-A t (days to failure) = 2.303 / k6o

PO TA. = taH2 AY 5. E-Tal0.08 PUTt k = H20 25 E Table 6. shows the results of these calculations.

0.06-
Table 6. Lifetime Predictions for PBT A and B

0.04 Sample Tcm:perature Humidity [H 20] Lifetime

o.02 PBT A 600C 50% 75 Torr 46 years
60'C 85% 127 Torr 17 years

0.00 000 o 200 300 400 PBT B 60'C 50% 75 Ton- 150 years

Water Vapor Concentration (mng) 60°C 85% 127 Torr 55 years

F. Lifetime Prediction V. CONCLUSIONS

Using the results above one can roughly approximate the Cable polymer reliability testing is an integral part of product
lifetime of PBT given a set of typical field conditions. In the development. Various physical and analytical methods are
pedestal environment, it is expected that temperatures as high used to establish failure modes and assessing failure rates for

as 60'C (140'F) may be possible at times and with ground critical materials under severe application environments. As a

moisture as a nearly constant source of water vapor humidities component in direct proximity to fragile optical fibers, PBT

may easily reach 85%. Using 60'C and 85% RH as a starting tubes are an especially important candidate for reliability
point to determine the lifetime, the first step is to convert studies. Two new commercially available hydrolysis resistant
%RH to absolute water concentration: PBTs were compared with a standard grade of unfilled PBT.

A model was proposed for the hydrolysis degradation, based
Pact = %RH X Pma,/lO0 on an acid catalyzed reaction with a power law dependence on

water concentration. Through physical tests, a normalized
MFR of 10 was found to be indicative of failed PBT. After

P c = .85 X 149 Torr = 127 Torr following the MFR rate vs. moisture, in Ton-, PBT failure was
a found to proceed to the power of 2.8 of the water vapor

Applying this value to the equation for k at 85°C, concentration.
By using the mechanism specific CEG test, the failure

k85  = 5.9 X 10-9 X 1272.8 = 4.6 X 10-3 mechanism for each of the PBT's was found to be the same,
regardless of the method used to achieve the improvement in

The value for k85 is then entered into the Arrhenius equation: hydrolysis resistance. However, because the initial
concentration of carboxylic acid end groups, which acts as an
"autocatalyst", is much lower, the new hydrolysis resistance

In k60  = -EaIR (1/40o - 1/T85) - In k85  PBTs exhibit a significant improvement in lifetime expected to
be at least three (3) times that of previous standard grade

where In k 60 is the rate of change in MFR at 60'C and 85% PBT's.
RH, Ea is the energy of activation for hydrolysis, R is the gas From these results, it is reasonable to expect reliable service
constant (1.987 cal/mol), and T60 and T85 are the temperatures of standardsPBt in ic redservic c able ev ronme

in degrees Kelvin for 60 0C and 85 0C degrees, respectively. of standard PBT in typical buried service cable environments.As movement towyard the loop and pedestal environments
The final step is to enter the rate, k60 into the rate equation for continues, additional advantage in reliability are provided by
the change in MFR with time: the new generation of PBTs. Note that the power law

dependence of water vapor still makes PBT unuitable for the

Ln(MFRO = k 60 t + Ln(MFRo) most severe environments, such as steam ducts.

or
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CORROSIVITY TEST METHODS FOR POLYMERIC MATERIALS

Stephen L. Kessel James G. Bennett, Jr. Charles E. Rogers

Quantum Chemical Corporation, GE Plastics Union Carbide Chemicals &
USI Division Plastics Company, Inc.

ABSTRACT

This is the first in a series of papers
published by the Polyolefins Fire Performance BP Chemicals J. M. Huber Corporation,
Council, a unit of the Society of the Plastics Solem Division
Industry, Inc., to investigate corrosivity test Dow Chemical Company Lonza Inc.
methods. In this paper, 25 polymeric materials EXXON Chemical Company
were evaluated for smoke corrosion using the Quantum Chemical Corporation,
proposed ASTM E05.21.70 test standard. These GE Plastics USI Division
commercially available polymeric materials cover Himont Inc. Union Carbide Chemicals and
a broad range of compositions used for wire and Plastics Company Inc,
cable insulation and jacketing.

The samples were decomposed in the proposed ASTM Table I. Member companies of the Polyolefins
apparatus and a copper probe was subsequently Fire Performance Council. Carl F.
exposed to the combustion gases. The corrosive Tripp is Managing Director.
potential, as defined by metal loss in
angstroms, was determined for each material.
The data demonstrate that the ASTM E05.21.70
test protocol does differentiate corrosive
potentials of polymeric materials. Some
refinement in this test method is warranted to To accomplish the program goal, the PFPC decidedbetter develop it as a standard for measuring to evaluate four test methods currently undercorrosivitye consideration for standardization, the CNET

test, a DIN test, the cone calorimeter (DyGST)

Further work is underway to evaluate other test corrosivity method, and the ASTM radiant
methods as standardized corrosivity methods, combustion test method. The CNET test is a
This future work will focus on the proposed CNET combustion corrosivity method under
ISO TC61/SC4/WG2 test, the DIN 57472 acid gas consideration by ISO TC61/SC4/WG2. Results from
test, and the cone calorimeter (DyGST) this apparatus are being obtained from a round
corrosivity test under review by ASTM D09.21.04. robin test program involving three laboratories

worldwide. The DIN test selected is an acid gas
test, VDE 57472 part 813, similar to the IEC
754-1 test, which measures pH and aqueous
conductivity changes. The cone calorimeter test

INTRODUCTION involves a protocol currently under review by
ASTM D9.21.04, which uses the cone calorimeter

The effects of smoke and corrosive gases as a method for generating combustion gases.
released in a fire are gaining increased This proposed test method has also been referred
attention. While tests to determine smoke to as the dynamic gas sampling test (DyGST).
release have been standardized, only now are
tests to define smoke corrosivity being In this first of a series of papers, several
developed. Recent fire events have underscored polymeric materials are evaluated 'with thethe need for standardized tests that measure static, radiant combustion method currently
corrosivity, as corrosion is particularly under review by ASTM E05.21.70. A protocol for
important with fires around electronic this test, defined as the Radiant
equipment. And, as Computer and Combustion/Exposure Smoke Corrosivity Test, has
telecommunications equipment usage is been prepared by this ASTM task group under the
increasing, there is a need to prevent equipment auspices of the ASTM Committee E-5 on fire
inreasbing, theresanerviced To e prevntcerniostandards. The polymeric materials listfrom being out of service. The concern over consists of a wide and balanced selection of

corrosion extends to building structures, too, wire and c oi adoer materias It
as corrosive gases can damage load-bearing wire and cable coatings and other materials. Itgirders and concrete structures. contains non-halogenated filled polyolefins,

high temperature thermoplastics, unfilled
polyolefin base resins, and halogenated

To better define test methods that measure smoke materials, with a Douglas fir reference
corrosivity of plastic materials and products, material.
the Polyolefins Fire Performance Council (PFPC)
initiated a program to investigate several test
protocols. The specific goal of this program is While this work was aimed at evaluating the
to determine the suitability of proposed test current, proposed ASTM E05.21.70 test protocol,
methods for measuring corrosive potential. This minor variations in the test protocol were
council has been an operating unit of the investigated. Two different probes and two
Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. since sample sizes were used i:n some experiments. All
1988. It consists of the nine member companies experiments were performed under identical
listed in Table I. conditions so that the data could be directly

compared. These results add to the database
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using this apparatus and test procedure, and The procedure used in this paper, which is the
they build on published results. 1protocol prepared by ASTM E05.21.70, was

structured to simulate such a scenario. It must
In subsequent publications, the other three test be recognized, though, that other scenarios are
methods will be evaluated with the same list of possible, as the critical fire parameters will
polymeric materials. These next papers are vary depending on the actual fire conditions.
targeted for publication in 1992, and will Carefully controlling the test parameters is
permit a direct comparison of the four different critical, however, so that different materials
corrosivity test methods. It is particularly can be reliably compared.
important, as corrosivity test methods are
standardized, to determine whether each test Apparatus
gives the same relative results in terms of
ranking materials by their corrosive potentials. The test apparatus (Figure 1) used in this work
It is also important to determine which test is the Radiant Combustion/Exposure Apparatus
methods are precise, mea.,ing reproducible, as designed and built by Southwest Research
well as accurate. Institute. This apparatus was originally

developed for the National Institute of Building
EXPERIMENTAL Sciences for animal toxicity tests. 3 

It consists
of a 5 in. diameter cylindrical quartz

The ASTM E05.21.70 test method measures the combustion cell connected to a 200 L exposure
corrosion of a suitable target, specifically a chamber by a vertical stainless steel flue.
copper probe, which is exposed to combustion
gases generated by burning materials. The
resistance of the copper is actually measured,
initially and at select time intervals during
the experiment. The resistance increases, as
the copper is corroded, and the resistance
changes are defined in terms of copper thickness -SMOKESHUiTTR -UPOSUREPOmS
changes. Thus, the corrosion is expressed as
average copper metal loss in angstroms over
measured time periods. Copper is the material /-
of choice, since most printed circuit boards
contain copper circuits. CHIMNEY

The ASTM E05.21.70 corrosivity method was RADIANT HEATERS
developed so that the corrosion susceptible SPECMEN PLATFORM
target, or copper probe, could be exposed to a
sequenced environment similar to that which
occu- in actual fires. Parameters important to /LOACEL
the chemistry of corrosion, such as relative couMusTIoN
humidity and time, were factored into the test cmEL
protocol. Essentially, there are four phases
that would occur before, during, and after an
actual fire: Figure 1. Schematic drawing of Radiant

Combustion/Exposure Apparatus.
Phase i' Pre-fire) - Prior to a fire,
computers, control panels, and other The test specimen is supported in the center of
electronic instruments would be at some the combustion cell on a horizontal pan
normal, ambient temperature and humidity. connected to a load cell, permitting a

continuous measurement of specimen weight loss
Phase II (Smoke Exposure) - Combustion during the test. A uniform heat flux is applied
gases from a fire in an area contact to the specimen by four tungsten-quartz radiant
corrosion sensitive equipment. Combustion heat lamps situated on either side of the flue.
gases from a fire remote to the enclosed Combustible gases are ignited by a continuous
area may also enter the area through spark.
ventilation systems or corridors. The
temperature of the combustion gases may The flue is divided into three vertical channels
vary from slightly to significantly above which induce the products of combustion and
ambient. Moisture as a product of pyrolysis to travel up the center channel into
combustion will cause the moisture content the exposure chamber. Air from the exposure
of the environment to rise. Heat from the chamber is then induced to circulate,
fire will energize sprinkler systems, if countercurrent1y, down into the combustion cell.
present, and at some point fire fighters
will likely add moisture to the The exposure chamber is made ofenvironment.Th epoue cabr i mde f

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMAI to minimize

Phase III (Early Post Fire) - After the absorption of combustion gases while allowing a
levtel view of the smoke build up, circulation, andfire is extinguished, the humidity decay. Two doors at each end of the chamber

will persist for some period of time. permit easy access for cleaning and maintenance.
Instruments in the enclosed area will There are six access ports at mid-height in the
experience high relative humidity and chamber side, and these are used for probe
continue to corrode, instrumentation wires and gas sampling tubes.

One additional port is used for a 49 L plastic
Phase IV (Late Post Fire) - The building expansion bag. This expansion bag is essential
or room will be ventilated and the to the operation, as the gases generated from
environment will begin to dry out. sample combustion would otherwise build up
Chemical and particulate matter deposited considerable pressure inside the 200 L chamber.
onto equipment will remain, and even
though the relative humidity will A shutter is used to cover the exit of the flue
decrease, corrosion may continue, at the end of the specimen irradiation period.

This shutter consists of a stainless steel plate
covered with a disposable aluminum foil.
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Test Specimens Each probe consists of a reference copper leg
and an operating copper leg. The reference

For this program, most test specimens were 2 x 2 copper leg is coated with a clear polymeric
x 1/8 in. plaques. This 2 x 2 in. size was coating, so that only the operating copper leg
selected to insure that the oxygen level in the can corrode. So, both probes have a leg
exposure chamber remained significantly high so protected from corrosion to provide temperature
that sample combustion was not oxygen limited, compensation during the sample combustion. The
Samples PFPC-17 and 18 (Table II) were run with copper strips of each leg are separated by
1 x 1 x 1/8 in. specimens because of safety approximately 1.5 mm to prevent polymer
concerns expressed by the testing laboratory. decomposition particles from bridging the copper
These safety concerns about the toxicity of the circuit and causing erroneous results.
combustion gases were alleviated by running the
smaller specimens, so that only 1/4 the size of Test Procedures
the standard specimen was used. Sample PFPC-19
was run with 1 x 1 x 1/8 in. and 2 x 2 x 1/8 in. Each test specimen was placed on the specimen
specimens to investigate the response of the holder and the combustion chamber was closed.
2500 A probes to both specimen sizes. The probe was placed in the approximate center

of the 200 L exposure chamber with the copper
Target Probes surface horizontal and facing upwards. This

exposure chamber was closed and the relative
Copper corrosion probes manufactured by humidity brought to 60% at room temperature.
Rohrback-Cosasco were used as targets.
Corrosion is expressed as average metal loss in The radiant heaters were turned on at a power
angstroms (I A = 39.37 x 10-9 in., as determined level to yield 50 kW/m

2 
and a spark ingnitor was

by the resistance increase of the probe. This turned on for a 15 min. period. The spark
calculated metal loss assumed uniform thickness ignitor was left on for the entire 15 min.
loss over the plane of the probe. combustion period to promote complete

combustion. Even with the spark ignitor being
The probes used were constructed of copper metal left on, a few specimens did not completely
in two thicknesses. The high sensitivity probe, combust, as is discussed later in this paper.
Model 610 (Figure 2), generally used to measure Samples ignited at different times and combusted
low levels of corrosion is nominally 5000 A at different rates because of the different
copper sputtered onto a glass substrate. The sample compositions.
lower sensitivity probe, Model 600 (Figure 3),
used to measure high levels of corrosion is The power was adjusted during the irradiation
nominally 50,000 A thick copper foil applied to period to maintain a constant heat flux based on
a glass substrate. These probes have a linear a pre-run calibration with a radiometer
response over approximately 2500 and 25,000 A, replacing the specimen. Irradiation was
respectively, as defined by Rohrback-Cosasco. terminated after 15 min. and the flue was
Since these copper thicknesses distinguish the closed. The probe was then left in the chamber
probes, they are identified throughout the with the combustion gases for an additional 45
course of this study by their respective min.
thicknesses. These thicknesses represent the
maximum metal loss that each probe could During this 1 h total irradiation/exposure
experience, beyond which they are off-scale, period, the temperature, relative humidity,

oxygen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide
levels in the chamber were allowed to vary as
driven by the heat release and products of

0 U combustion. The target probe was not actively
5. cooled. The following measurements weri made

during this irradiation/exposure period:

Time to visible smoke
Time to specimen ignition
Time of flame out
Probe resistance change (ccnverted to

metal loss)
Figure 2. Model 610, 2500 A probe from Specimen mass loss

Rohrback-Cosas7o. Chamber temperature
Chamber oxygen level
Chamber carbon monoxide level
Chamber carbon dioxide level

At the end of this 60 min. period, the probe was
moved to a chamber maintained at 75% relative
humidity at room temperature. The probe was
maintained in this chamber for a period of 24 h,
after which it was moved to an environmental
chamber maintained at 35% relative humidity at
room temperature. The probe remained for 6
additional days in this lower relative humidity
environment. Measurements of resistance change
were made at 2-3 min. intervals during the first
hour, at the end of the 24 h period, and again
at the end of the 6 day period. These
resistance changes were actually measured on a
scale of 0 to 1000 resistance inits, with 1000

Figure 3. Model 600, 25,000 probe from units equalling the upper copper thickness for
Rohrback-Cosasco. which the probe had a linear response. This

maximum thickness, or span, was around 2500 A or
25,000 A, depending on which probe model was
used. The exact span value for each probe was
established by the manufacturer.
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For each sample, three specimens were tested on This material list covers polymeric materials
separate runs except as noted in Table III. that retard flame spread by several means. Some
Sample PFPC-21 was tested six times, meaning materials contain hydrated mineral fillers
that six specimens were evaluated, to provide compounded with polyolefin resins or resin
statistical data on reproducibility. A separate blends. So, they would be expected to retard
probe was used for each specimen that was flame spread by endothermic water-of-hydration
decomposed. release.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Sample PFPC-3 is an intumescent polypropylene
compound containing a phosphorus flame retardant

Materials Evaluated additive. This material retards flame spread by
formation of a char barrier, and its flaming

Table II lists the 25 polymeric materials characteristics are different from the others
evaluated for smoke corrosivity. These resins listed in this table.
and compounds represent a broad sampling of
polymeric materials, particularly materials that
are used in wire and cable jacketing/insulation Some samples are halogenated flame retardant
applications. They are all commercially materials. They can be divided into compounds

available. containing halogenated additives and materials
that have halogen atoms chemically bonded to the
polymer backbone. The brominated and

PFPC PRODUCT chlorinated materials deter flame spread by
NO, COMPANY DESIGNATION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION halogen release and subsequent formation of

flame poisoning radicals. As such, they act in

1 BP EXP 839 XL OLEFIN ELASTOMER the vapor phase to extinguish flame, often
WITH METAL HYDRATE FILLER through the synergistic action of halogenated

2 DOW 5435-30-11 BLEND OF HDPE AND CHLORINATED species with antimony oxide. The fluoropolymers
PEELASTOMER are halogenated materials, which have very high

3 DOW 5348-40-1 CHLORINATED PE WITH FILLERS limiting oxygen index values and retard flame
spread by being difficult to ignite.

4 EXXON EX-FR-100 EVA POLYOLEFIN WITH ATH FILLER

5 GEP NORYL8 PX1766 POLYPHENYLENE OXIDE/ This table includes three high-heat, non-
POLYSTYRENE BLEND halogenated flame retardant materials. One of

6 GEP ULTEMN 1000 POLYETHERIMIDE these materials contains a phosphorus flame
7 GEP SILTENP STM1500 POLYETHERIMIDE/ retardant additive and the other two are

SILOXANE COPOLYMER unfilled resins. These materials are also
8 HIMONT ASTRYNI AA36H INTUMESCENT POLYPROPYLENE considered difficult to ignite, so that they
9 HONT NLWalso retard flame spread by resisting ignition.
5 LONZA NYLON WITH MINERAL FILLER"

Also included are three unfilled base resins
10 UCC&P UNIGARD-RE POLYOLEFIN COPOLYMER from different suppliers. The two polyolefin

DFDA-1736NT WITH MINERAL FILLER materials were selected so that an accurate
11 UCC&P UNIGARD-RE XL POLYOLEFIN COPOLYMER comparison of filled materials with their

HFDA-13938K WITH MINERAL FILLER respective base resins could be accomplished.

12 QUANTUM PETROTHENEl XL POLYOLEFIN COPOLYMER
XL 7403 WITH ATH FILLER Finally, Douglas fir, sample PFPC-22, was

"included as a standard since it is well used in
13 QUANTUM PETROTHENE XL POLYOLEFIN COPOLYMER flame testing materials for the building

YR 19535 WITH ATH FILLER industry. The Douglas fir represents the only
4 non-synthetic polymeric material used in thisI4 QUANTUM PETROTHENE EVA POLYOLEFIN WITH suy

YR19543 MINERAL FILLER study.

15 UCC&P UCARSIL• POLYOLEFIN WITH MINERAL FILLER Typical Corrosion Response
FR-792ONT

16 BP POLYCURE-798 XL POLYETHYLENE COPOLYMER A typical corrosion response is illustrated in

WITH CHLORINATED ADDITIVE Figure 4, which details the metal loss for
specimens 1, 2, and 3 of sample PFPC-25, a

17 COMMERCIAL SAMPLE A POLYVINYLIDENE FLUORIDE bromine containing polyolefin. These curves
MATERIAL were obtained by combusting 2 x 2 x 1/8 in.

18 COMMERCIAL SAMPLE A POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE specimens according to the proposed ASTM
MATERIAL E05.21.70 protocol. As can be seen in thisfigure, there are two main features of interest:

19 COMMERCIAL SAMPLE A PVC MATERIAL the total metal loss resulting from each
specimen and the time required for the metal

20 COMMERCIAL SAMPLE A PVC BUILDING WIRE COMPOUND loss to occur. Corrosion could be defined as

21 UCc&P DGDK-3364NT POLYETHYLENE HOMOPOLYMER both the absolute metal loss and the time to

22 ..... .....- DOUGLAS FIR achieve this metal loss. In this paper, total

23 QUANTUM ULTRATHENE EVA POLYOLEFIN COPOLYMER metal loss is considered to be the barometer ef
UE 631 corrosion.

24 NYLET P50 NYLON 6.6 Figure 4 illustrates the metal loss that

25 UCC&P UNIGARD-HP'" XL POLYETHYLENE COPOLYMER occurred over the 60 min. exposure period. The
IfFDA-6522NT WITII IRiOMINATFD ADDITIVE three specimens completely combusted over the 15

min. ignition period, as indicated by their
appearance and weight loss. For these
specimens, as for all specimens evaluated, the
weight loss was measured to ensure that
decomposition occurred.

Table II. Materials evaluated for smoke
corrosivity.
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AVE.
PFPC METAL LOSW3X) UETAL,
M_ SAMPLE RUN 1 RUN t3 LOSSW

6 POLYETHERIMIOE 17 169 12 a6

12 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 31 42 166 76

23 EW COPOLYMER 61 26 191 9:

6 PPO / IPs 149 308 30 162

22 DOUGLAS FIR 19 281 231 177

7 PEI / SILOIANE 447 12 93 164

I, I FILLED OLEFIN ELASTOMER 267 290 57 208

-- •. 24 NYLON 0 6 39 396 - 19l

13 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 699 14 44 219

S21 POLYETHYLENE 62 26 784 291

14 FILLED EVA 173 1048 24 415

11 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 657 373 775 669

4 FILLED EVA is 604 1362 627

8 INTUMESCENT PP 828 386 776 683

0 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 1264 819 207 663

.0 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 420 361 -2289 1023

25 POLYETHYLENE WITH 01 2409 2260 12A242 2362

2 CA POLYOLEFIN 124989 ,259& - 2500'

Figure 4. Corrosion caused by combustion Of 3 CI POLYOLEFIN .2515' .2564' 2500'

sample PFPC-25 42 x 2 x 1/8 in. 16 POLYETHYLENE WITH CI 12616" *2423' *26S7 - 2600

specimens, 2500 A probes). 17 A PVdF A2447- 124W 125756 2600

18 A PTFE' .2482' '2580' -2419' 12500b

This issue of decomposition is important for 19 A PVC 12324b .2312' -2444- .25000
test methods measuring the corrosive potential 20 A PVC .2545' -2647' .26450 .2500
of polymeric materials. If the sample does not
decompose, then the actual corrosive potential
would not be measured. Conseluently, the heat AI I,.X . , SPECIMENS WERE TESTED AL OT•E SPECIMEN.S WERE 212A'I-

flux was maintained at 50 kW/m. and the ignitor 6 M.0,LRO 4100, O0,,CLE Po000 COMPLETELY c00oo0O

was left on for the entire 15 rain. combustion
period. This same procedure was used for all Table III. Corrosion as defined by metal loss
samples evaluated, to ensure that decomposition after complete test period. 2500
occurred. As mentioned previously, the probes were corroded.
fluoropolymers and high heat materials are
difficult to ignite, and some of these samples
did not actua ly ignite. Table III lists the total metal loss, expressed

Total Metal Loss Results in angstroms, for each material run in
triplicate with 2500 A probes. The metal loss

Corrosion data for all 25 samples are tabulated for the 60 min. exposure period, the 24 h high

in Tables III and IV and highlighted results for humidity period, and the 6 day low humidity

12 samples are illustrated in Figure 5. These periods are added to reach the total metal loss.
Thus, the total metal loss over the entire 1 h

12 samples are representative of the different and 7 day test is tabulated for each of the
materials evaluated and they, rather than the three test specimens of each sample.
entire 25 materials, are illustrated for the
sake of brevity. The data show that the samples can be

differentiated as to their corrosive potentials.
The polyetherimide (PFPC-6), metal hydrate
filled polyolefins (PFPC-12, 1, 11, and 4),
intumescent polypropylene (PFPC-8), polyolefin

resin (PFPC-21), and Douglas fir (PFPC-22) all
I . gave relatively low corrosive results. The

metal. loss for these samples ranged from 66 to
663A. The metal loss values greater than a few

- .I hundred angstroms suggest that some ninor
IIamounts of corrosion occurred. For example,

PFPC-ll, 4, and 8 appear to produce some minimal

zgý corrosion, since the metal loss averaged around
S500 A. This would need to be substantiated by
repeating the runs and using statistical data

SI analysis to decide if these slight corrosion
. values are meaningful.

The other materials illustrated in Figure 5,
2 •PFPC-25, 17, 19, and 20, gave high corrosion

values. They caused considerable metal loss, as
, ,2 12 , * 11 00 11 1, they went off-scale, often before the first 60

min. had expired. The values tabulated for
SAMPLE NUMBER these materials are the maximum readings

permissible for the probes, as calibrated by the

Figure 5. Corrosion caused by combustion of manufacturer. So, in most cases, the data are

representative samples (2500 A tabulated as simply greater than the upper
detectable probe limit.

probes).
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All samples in Table III were run as 2 x 2 x 1/8 Other low corrosive samples, however, show that
in. plaques, except for samples PFPC-17 and 18, a significant percent of the corrosion occurred
which were run as 1 x 1 x 1/8 in. plaques. The within the 75% relative humidity time period.
reduced specimen size was used because of safety In some samples, a large portion of the
concerns expressed by the testing laboratory, corrosion occurred during the 6 day, lower
specifically regarding the toxicity of the humidity period. Samples PFPC-21 and 11, for
combustion gases. Even with the reduced example, exhibited over half of their corrosion
specimen size, this polymeric material gave very during the 6 day period. Sample PFPC-6, on the
high corrosion, other hand, exhibited equal amounts of corrosion

during the 60 min. exposure, the 24 h at 75%
relative humidity, and the 6 days at 35%

Metal Loss During Each Test Period relative humidity. It should be emphasized that
the total corrosion for these samples was

Table IV lists the percent corrosion that minimal, so that when the corrosion occurred is
occurred during the 3 experimental time periods not as meaningful as the total corrosion values.
for the samples. The percent corrosion is These results do demonstrate that running a
tabulated for: 1) the 60 min. period that the corrosion experiment for only a short period may
probe was exposed to the combustion gases, 2) not indicate the entire corrosive potential of
the 24 h at 75% relative humidity, and 3) the 6 the polymeric material.
days at 35% relative humidity. These data show
considerable differences as to when the
corrosion occurred for each sample. Evaluation of Different Probes

While most of the corrosion results were
PFPC WE. METAL % METAL LOSS DURING obtained with 2500 A probes several specimens
NO SAMPLE LSS(A)1 60MIN 4H 6-DAYS were evaluated with 25,000 A probes. This was
6 POLYETHERIMIDE 66 31 35 31 primarily done to measure the corrosion of th•

12 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 76 67 17 16 samples that completely destroyed the 2500 A
23 E% COPOLYMER 93 66 22 12 probes. The data for these runs are tabulated

in Table V. Figure 6 illustrates the corrosion
S PPO/Ps 162 31 49 20 for sample PFPC-20, in which both 2500 A and

22 DOUGLAS FIR 177 75 10 Is 25,000 A probes were used. The two probes
7 PEI/SILOXANE 184 22 45 33 generally correlate, as there appears to be alinear relationship between them.
I FILLED OLEFIN ELASTOMER 205 38 47 15

24 NYLON 6. '198 88 6 6 Ave.

13 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 219 61 24 15 PFPC Metal Loss (A) metal

21 POLYETHYLENE 291 23 27 50 16 POLYOLEF'IM WI?5'l CL 2279 2106 1L58I

14 FILLED EVA 415 63 18 19
20 A PVC 1025 217S 2000

11 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 568 17 30 55

4 FILLED EVA 627 20 29 51 2 CL POLYOLErIN 2552 2493 2522

8 INTUMESCENT PP 663 82 13 5 19 A PVC 4213 2176 1982 2790

15 FILLED POLYOLEFIN 663 13 47 40 3 CL POLYOLZFIN 3463 3275 2063 2934

10 FILLED POLYOLEFIN '1023 70 22 8 Table V. Corrosion as defined by metal loss
25 POLYETHYLENE WITH e, '2362 96 2 2 after complete test period. 25,000
2 C! POLYOLEFIN ' 2500 100 - A probes were corroded.
3 CI POLYOLFýIN * 2500b 100

16 POLYETHYLENE WITH CI 2500 100

17 A PFCF F 2500' 100

15 A PTFE ' 2500b 100

19 A PVC '2500b 100

20 A PVC '2500b 100

at . 0 , .I SPECIMEN. WERE TREITE AILL OTMER SPECIMERN W.iS S, I2 S I2
bM,ýT* LO88 WENT OPP SCALE PROBE COMPLETELy CORROOVE -

Table IV. Percent of corrosion occurring-
during test periods. -

U.110 A .. ...

In general, the high corrosion materials show
nearly complete corrosion of the 2500 A probe
during the 1 h exposure period. In fact, many
of the high corrosion samples in Table IV
exceeded the corrosion limit of the probe within
the first 60 min. This might be expected due to
the highly corrosive hydrogen halides formed,
which react with the moisture in the atmosphere ,,
to form hydrochloric, hydrobromic, or
hydrofluoric acids. These acids would be Figure 6. Corrosion caused by combustion of
expected to rapidly and severely corrode the sample PFPC-20 (2500 A probes versus
copper probes. 25,000 A probes).
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Corrosion occurred more slowly with the 25,000 A
probes than the 2500 A probes for this sample. AVe.
This may be explained by the different copper P515 Kass sinimuum NalSmusk Maxinu

ilm morphologies for the two probes. The 2500 _NS= Les(%1 0J%)1 CQ.4sm1 QZcl.
probes consist of copper films on glass that 1 69.0 16.8 2730 3.4

are formed by a physical vapor deposition
technique known as sputtering. Copper films 2 90.6 16.2 5s80 3.4
produced in this manner often display large 3 74.3 18.3 2980 2.1
columnar crystals perpendicular to the plane of
the sputtered substrate, in this case the glass 4 19.6 15.3 850 4.2
base. The bulk density of such a film is always 5 97.1 16.3 6900 3.1
lower than the bulk density of copper metal, due
to the cracks and fissures, or lattice defects, 6 83.5 16.6 3840 2.9
in the copper film.

7 80 5 17.3 3910 2.6

The 25,000 A probes are constructed of copper 8 69.1 13.6 1200 5.0
foil on circuit board substrates. The copper 10 54.1 14.6 300 3.2
foil has the same bulk density as copper metal,
as there are less lattice defects in the film. 11 56.9 16.4 490 3.5
These thicker probes, then, would be expected to
corroge at a slower rate than the sputtered, 12 65.4 17.4 690 2.0
2500 A probes. In addition, the lattice defects 13 65.0 16.1 760 3.6
in the 2500 A probes make these probes more
susceptible to spot corrosion. Should this 14 65.0 17.2 380 2.9
occur, the resistance change of the probe would 15 56.3 16.7 18O 3.1
be substantial, even though only a small portion
of the copper probe would have actually been 16 61.7 15.6 3640 3.6
corroded. 17" 78.5 20.6 2640 0.2

Influence of Sample Size 1is 51.4 20.6 - b 0.1

19 68.1 19.5 3420 1.1To investigate the effect of specimen size,
sample PFPC-19 was evaluated as 1 x 1 x 1/8 in. 20 90.3 18.3 5070 1.7
plaques and also as 2 x 2 x 1/8 in. plaques. As 21 96.2 14.3 2850 4.5
illustrated in Figure 7, the larger specimen
more readily corroded the 2500 A probe. 22 96.4 18.1 2930 2.7However, even the 1 x 1 x 1/8 in. plaque 23 99.5 16.2 1570 3.4
completely corroded the probe before the full 60
min. exposure period. Also, it should be 24 100.0 16.1 1870 3.7
pointed out that the larger specimen, although 4
times the mass of the smaller specimen, did not 20 76.6 17.4 4320 2.3
corrode the probe 4 times as much or 4 times as a i x I x i/s in. specimens vere tested. All other specimens
fast. More experimental work is needed to Were 2 X 2 x 1/8 in.
quantify the absolute effect of specimen size. b No cO Vas detected.
These results in Figure 7 do show, however, that
sample PFPC-19 is highly corrosive, even at the Table VI. Percent mass losses and analysis of
smaller specimen size. exposure chamber gases.

Sample PFPC-21 exhibited nearly 100% weight
loss, as expected, since it does not contain
fillers that could leave ash after combustion.
Sample PFPC-12, though, contains a mineral
filler and it was expected to show some, but not
complete, weight loss. This was indeed the case

- - .... with this material.

It should be noted that for seven of the nine 1
x 1 in. specimens, flaming combustion was either
not visually observed or was uncertain. It is
not clear whether this is a function of the
material tested, the specimen, or the observers
ability to detect the flame. Still, the weight

,0 loss data for these specimens show that
significant decomposition did occur. The weight
loss data for all samples tested generally show

Figure 7. Corrosion caused by combustion of the results expected, knowing the composition of
sample PPPC-19 (1 x 1 x 1/8 in. each material.
versus 2 x 2 x 1/8 in. specimens,
2500 A probes). Analysis of Exposure Chamber Gases

The minimum oxygen percents observed during
decomposition are listed in Table VI. TheWeight Lose oxygen level remained sufficiently high so that

The average weight loss for the three specimens the combustion characteristics were not changedThe average wapeig list for tabe three s mese during each run. The mean oxygen level for allreach sample is listed in Table VI. These 2 x 2 x 1/8 in. specimens was 16.5% with a
results were collected to measure the amount of sample average range of 13.6 to 18.3%. The
decomposition for each specimen. All samples lowest oxygen level observed on any single 2 x 2
showed extensive decomposition, although some x18i.seie a 27 o pcmn2odid not actually combust in a flaming mode. x 1/8 in. specimen was 12.7% for specimen 2 of

sample PFPC-21. The mean value for the three
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specimens of this sample was 14.3%. Carbon probes. Single combustion particles contacting
monoxide and carbon dioxide levels were also the copper legs could give high spot corrosion
determined during each experimental run and the and cause reproducibility problems. No severe
average values are listed in Table VI. spot corrosion from smoke particles was visually

observed, however, suggesting that this was not
Reproducibility of Results a problem.

The reproducibility of any test method being While differences in specimen preparation can
prepared for standardization should be always cause experimental error, this does not

determined. Consequently, the data collected appear to be a main source of data scatter in
were scrutinized to determine any variation, and this study. To limit this type of experimental
the results show that the precision, or error, specimens were prepared from the same
reproducibility, of this proposed ASTM F.05.21.70 lots of materials. The specimens of each sample
test could be improved. This comment should be were prepared at the same time and under the
tempered, though, by acknowledging that the test same laboratory conditions. In most cases, the

method was developed to define a broad corrosion 2 sgx 2 in. specimens were cut out of larger
range. The thin 2500 A probes, in particular, single plaques to minimize the effects of sample
are designed to show large differences in preparation.
corrosive potential from sample to sample. So,
a small amount of data scatter would be Differences in combustion do not seem to be the
anticipated for this test method. cause of differences in run to run.Decomposition parameters were closely

Still, the causes of variation in data should be controlled, as described, and kept constant for
investigated, as the scatter is larger than all experiments. In addition, the mass losses
desired. Some samples did give relatively recorded are fairly consistent with a given
consistent metal loss with different specimens, sample set, so this does not seem to explain the
although other samples showed considerable data variation.
variation. For example, samples PFPC-12, 6, and
22 gave relatively similar results with To better define the reproducibility of this
different specimens. Sample PFPC-4, however, test, sample PFPC-21 was run 6 times, so that agave somewhat variable results, as the total reasonable statistical treatment of the data
metal loss ranged from 15 to 1362 s , a very wide could be performed. The total metal loss data

spread for three specimens. Even sample PFPC- for these runs are detailed in Table VII. The
21, the standard unfilled polyethylene average total metal loss was 170 A and the
homopolymer, gave some spread in the results, standard deviation was 303 A. Excluding the

data from run 3, which was very high, the
There are several potential causes of the average metal loss was 47 A and the standard
scatter in the data which merit further deviation was 42 A. These values were only
investigation. An implicit assumption in this determined for one sample, and standard

test method is that the copper film is corroded deviation would not need to be determined for
uniformly throughout the experiment. Any spot
corrosion of the copper film would dramatically determine the reproducibility of this test.
alter the resistance. This would lead to
inaccurate, high results in the observed metal RUN No. TOTAL METAL LOSS IAI
lOSS, which is recorded as the average copper
loss over the entire probe. 1 62

2 26
All probes were visually examined after each
test, and no catastrophic spot corrosion was 3 784
obberved. So, the assumption of uniform 4 115
corrosion seems to be valid for most of the
corrosion experiments. Copper films produced by 5 16
sputtering are not as dense as bulk copper, as 6 17
already mentioned, so the possibility of
microscopic spot corrosion is pcssible.
Detailed electron microscopy studies would need Average = 170 = 47 -
to be performed to determine whether spot standard Deviation = 303 = 42 -
corrosion had occurred.

If lattice defects in the copper film were the * Excluding run 3.

cause of spot corrosion and subsequent data
variation, this should be eliminated or reduced Table VII. Metal loss and standard deviation
by using the 25,000 A probes. Samples PFPC-16 for PFPC-21.

and 19, which were combusted with 25,000 A
probes, also showed considerable scatter in the
data, however. This suggests that the sputtered CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
film is not the sole cause of the data scatter.

A complete statistical analysis of repeated runs The tes, prcLoco± being proposed by ASTM
would be needed to definitively assess the E05.21.70 does differentiate the corrosive
effect of the copper film morphology, potentials of polymeric materials. The 25

samples evaluated in this study exhibited a wide

Pyrolysate matter generated during combustion range of corrosivity, demonstrating that this
could lead to uneven results, especially since radiant combustion test method does have the
the probes were positioned face-upward in the desired sensitivity to distinguish materials.
exposure chamber. Indeed, many of the probes
were coated with a layer of particulate matter An important feature of this test method is that
after specimen decomposition. The individual different types of polymeric specimens can be
copper legs comprising the circuit of the evaluated. In this work, the corrosive
Rohrback-Cosasco probe are separated by potentials of polymeric specimens in the form of
approximately 1.5 mm. which makes bridging plaques were determined. Other work has shown
between the copper legs difficult. Bridging that corrosive potentials of electric cable
thus does not seem to be a problem with these specimens can also be determined.

2
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The reproducibility of this test merits some
attention, as the results show some scatter in
the data. Test parameters, such as the sample
size and the positioning of the probe in the
exposure chamber, could be investigated further
to improve the test method. The copper probes
used deserve particular attention, as more
precise knowledge of the copper thicknesses and
more in-depth understanding of the resistance
change as defined in metal loss are warranted.

The 25 polymeric materials evaluated in this
study will next be evaluated with the CNET ISO
TC61/SC4/WG2 corrosivity test, the DIN 57472
acid gas test, and the cone calorimeter
corrosivity test (DyGST) being proposed by ASTM Dr. Jim Bennett is Principal Scientist at GE
D09.21.04. As a long range goal, the Plastics Selkirk, N.Y. He received his B.S.
Polyolefins Fire Performance Council intends to degree in Chemistry from State University of New
investigate total risk assessment of fire York in Albany in 1954 and his Ph.D. degree in
situations, by including the smoke corrosivity Organic Chemistry from Rensselaer Polytechnic
results obtained in this program. Institute in Troy, N.Y. in 1959. After

employment at Parke Davis and Huyck Felt
Company, he joined GE Plastics in 1963. A
pioneer in the GE Plastics Noryl® Business, he
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PLENUM CABLE FOR THE 90gs - NEW CONCERNS FOR NEW DEMANDS

by

Richard J. Rockosi

Ausimont USA Inc.
PO Box 1838

Morristown, New Jersey 07962-1838

Today and into the 90's, the widespread
use of UTP cables for data as well as

ABSTRACT telephone communications is making
transmission quality - as effected by

Historically, the primary consideration electrical stability - more critical.
for selecting an insulation material for
use in plenur areas has been its flame and UTP plenum cables now support a large
smoke performance when tested fir number of high speed data systems.
compliance to UL 910 (the Steiner Tunnel Among these are:
Test, and UL 444 requirements.

With the increased use of these UTP cables DEC Connect

for high speed data transmission as well HP
as telephone communications, factors in
addition to smoke and flame performance IBM Type 3
must be considered to assure system
integrity. Protecn 3

This paper describes the results of a Synoptics
series of environmental tests designed to
evaluate the electrical stability of 10 BaseT & STARLAN 10
typical plenum cables at elevated
temperatures. Wang Net

3 COM

TI - DSI Rate

The plenum wiring concept, as we know it Token Ring 4 MHz
today, was established 14 years ago as a
FIRE SAFETY and LIFE SAVING measure. This
concept developed as a result of a near Token Ring 16 MHz
disastrous fire which occurred in aTelephone Company office in the early Cabling for these systems meet attenuation
1970's. and other requirements for frequencies up

to 16 MHz.

During the early stages of plenumdevelopment, the only materials meeting Industry specifications currently in the
deveopmnt, he nly ateialsmeeingdrazft stages are extending frequency

the critical low flame spread and smoke
generation requirements for these cables ranges to 100 MHz.
were the high temperature, fluoropolymer These increased performance requirements
materials such as ECTFE, FEP and PVDF. will place more demands on the cable

As material development grew more design engineer in the future. They will
sophisticated, other, more temperature also place added responsibilities upon the
dependent materials such as PVC and specifyer or purchaser as they will not be
SMOKEGUARDO were permitted for plenum just specifying plenum cables that meet

hfluoropolymer the code (National Electric Code - NEC).
jacketing. They must also meet the performancerequirements of current as well as future

During the 1980's the many of these cables systems.
were used for telecommunications and some
low speed data transmission in the kilobit
range.
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Because of the critical demands of high All cables tested were 24 AWG, 1000-foot
speed data transmission, more than flame, lengths purchased randomly. The cables
smoke, and even base electrical utilized PVC, Smokeguard, and
requirements must be considered when fluoropolymer materials as insulation. All
selecting cables. cables were tested concurrently, on reel,

in the same environmental chamber.
For instance, the electrical properties
of some dielectric materials are known to
become unstable or change dramatically Results
when exposed to elevated temperatures such
as may be encountered in plenums and other The following graphs show the results of
wiring spaces. attenuation vs. temperature at 1, 4, 10,

and 16 MHz.
Industry specifications such as
IEEE 802.3' and EIA/TIA 5682 contain As test temperatures increased,
engineering notes calling attention to the attenuation *.alues for the non-
increase in attenuation loss when using fluoropolymer materials increased
cables containing temperature dependent dramatically. At 1 MHz, the attenuation
materials such as PVC at elevated increased 23% from 23°C to 50°C compared
temperatures. to less than 5% for the fluoropolymer

insulated cables. At 67°C, attenuation
DRAFT SUPPLEMENT TO IEEE STD. 802.3 values increased between 34% and 48%
TYPE 10 BASE-T compared to a 7% increase obtained on the

fluoropolymer insulated cables.

Para: 14.4.2.1 Attenuation More dramatic increases in attenuation for
"NOTE: Multi-pair PVC insulated 0.5 mm (24 the non-fluoropolymers were exhibited at
gauge) cable typically exhibits an attenuation of 8 higher frequencies. For example, at 16 MHz
to 10 dB per 100 m at 20 C. The loss of PVC insu- and 23 °C, the difference in attenuation
lated cable exhibits significant temperature de- between non-fluoropolymers and the
pendence. At temperatures greater than 40 C, it fluoropolymers was 14 db. At 23* C and
may be necessary to use less temperature-depen- 1 MHz, the differences were only 2 db
dent cable, such as most plenum rated cables." illustrating the effects of higher

frequencies when compared to fluoropolymer
materials.

Attenuation values recorded at the highest
temperature and frequency tested
(67°C & 16MHZ) demonstrate the significantETA/TIA STANDARDS PROPOSAL NO. 1907B combined impact of temperature and

(EIA/TIA 568) PROPOSED NEW STANDARD frequency on transmission signals carried
"COMMERCIAL BUILDING by non-fluoropolymer insulating materials.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS WIRING STANDARD" Attenuation values for the non-
Para. 10.2.1.2.5 Attenuation fluoropolymer materials were in tY, range

of 70 db. At the same conditions, che
"NOTE: The attenuation of some UTP cables, such maximum value recorded for the
as PVC insulated cables, exhibit a significant tem- fluoropolymer insulating materials was
perature dependence. Atemperature coefficient of 36 db - still significantly below the
1.5% per degree celsius Is not uncommon for such industry standard of 40.
cables. In particular installations where the cable
will be subjected to higher temperatures, a less-
temperature dependent cable may be required." CONCLUSIONS

From these studies, it is clear that the
To measure the effect of temperature and attenuation levels of many non-
frequency on the electrical stability of fluoropolymer materials are severely
cable insulating materials, Ausimont affected by temperature, and that this
conducted a series of tests at GTE impact is magnified as temperature and
Testmark Laboratories in Lexington, frequency increase.
Kentucky on typical plenum cables at
several temperatures and transmission Random temperature excursions affecting
frequencies. signal quality can lead to system problems

not easily detected such as increased bit
Twenty-seven four pair plenum cable error rate and system slowdown. This can
constructions were tested for attenuation, lead to excessive system down time along
characteristic impedance and near-end with additional costs related to system
crosstalk at temperatures of 23"C, 40°C, trouble shooting.
50'C, and 671C.
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Concern for electrical stability at REFERENCES
elevated temperatures has been recognized
by the IEEE 802.5 Plenary Committee and 1 ANSI/IEEE STANDARD 802.3-1985 [SO/DIS 8802/3, Institute of

the EIA/TIA work group responsible for Electrical and Electronic Engineers Inc., New York, N.Y.

establishing Premise Wiring requirements 2. EIA/TIA STANDARD Commercial Building Telecommunicatlon Wiring
in EIA/TIA 568. Articles appearing in Standard EIA/TIA 568, 1991.
recent issues of various trade magazines
have also referred to consequences of
attenuation losses related to elevated * SMOKEGUARD is a registered trademark of Gary Corporaticr for a

temperature exposure. patented insulation and jacketing material supplied Ly Cary

Corporation, Leominster, Ma.

As the emphasis on increased operating
frequencies for UTP plenum data cables
continues into the 90's, the effects of
elevated temperature on the transmission
media must be taken into account.

To insure that the end user is receiving
the quality of cabling demanded of the
90's we would encourage you as end users,
government and commercial agencies as well
as manufacturers, to solicit and support
required elevated temperature testing as
part of specification requirements for all
categories of cable used for data
transmission.

ATTENUATION VS TEMPERATURE
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Improved PVC Based Jacket Compound For Plenum Cable Applications

Paul W. Kroushl

Cooper Industries / Belden Division

Abstract test uses the Steiner Tunnel with a tray for the cables placed
inside. The test is for 20 minutes instead of the 10 minutes

Traditionally, fluoropolymer based jacketing materials have called for in E84. The Tunnel itself is a chamber 25' long, 18"
been used over constructions for plenum cable applications, wide and 12" high. The tray is 25' long by 11.25" wide. The
However, recent advances in PVC flame and smoke cables are placed side by side on the tray and subjected to
suppression technology have enabled PVC based a 300,000 BTU/hr flame for 20 minutes. A 240 cubic ft./min.
compounds and alloys to replace fluoropolymers in many of airflow is maintained in the chamber throughout the test.
these applications. The first PVC compounds developed for When the test begins, the flame engulfs the first 4.5' of the
the plenum jacket applications were major breakthroughs cable. The distance the flames travels past this point is
and found acceptance in many plenum cable constructions, noted by the operator and recorded over the time period.
However, as with any new breakthrough, there were some The Tunnel is also instrumented to record the smoke
constructions which would not meet the requirements for generated and this is recorded over the time of the test. To
plenum cable when these first generation PVC compounds qualify for use in a plenum the cables being tested must
were used as the jackets. Other areas of weakness also convey the flame less than 5' past the point where the burner
became apparent as these compounds gained wider use, impinges on the cable, have a peak smoke of less than 0.5
including physical properties that were marginal for some and an average smoke of less than 0.15. These last two
applications and processing variability in extruding these new values correspond to 70% and 30% light transmission
materials. Therefore, a development project to improve the respectively.
physicals, flame and smoke properties and consistency of
plenum rated PVC jacket materials was undertaken. This When this standard was first adopted, the only materialspaper describes that project and its results, capable of being used in cable constructions which met therequirements of the standard were fluoropolymer based

materials. Although these materials worked quite well as far
as their flame and smoke properties were concerned, they

Introduction were stiff and difficult to install in certain situations. They
were also expensive and an overkill as far as temperature

The plenum area referred to in this paper is the space requirements were concerned.
between the drop ceiling and the floor above found in most
of today's modern office buildings. This area is commonly Originally polyvinylchloride (PVC) based formulations were
used as a horizontal network for office wiring systems. The not even considered for plenum cable constructions. This
ease of cable installation in these areas, coupled with the was because although PVC has better flame retardant
ability to quickly reconfigure cable networks located in these properties than many polymers, it generated large amounts
areas, has let to an increase in popularity for plenum cable of smoke when involved in a fire. New smoke suppressants,
products. In 1975, the National Fire Protection Association, flame retardant plasticizers and alloying techniques led to the
via the National Electric Code, began adopting standards for development of PVC based materials which could be used as
the installation of cable in plenum spaces. Initially, all cables jackets on some constructions and would meet the
located in plenum areas had to run through metal conduit. requirements of the UL 910 standard. Installers found the
In 1978 the regulations were altered to permit certain cable PVC jacketed cables easier to install and work with than the
constructions to be installed in plenum areas without conduit. fluoropolymer jacketed cables.
This change was instrumental in the development of today's
plenum cable market. As is usual with new developments, the first PVC's developed

for this application had some drawbacks. They could not be
The NEC code called for a construction to meet the used in all the constructions to replace the fluoropolymer
Underwriters Laboratory Standard UL 910 in order to quality jacket materials, their physical properties were borderline in
for use in a plenum without being placed in a conduit. This meeting the requirements, and they were prone to be difficult
standard is a modified ASTM E84 Steiner Tunnel test. The to process. That is they lacked the consistency desired to
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make manufacturing cables using them a routine event. TABLE II
Development was undertaken to improve on these first
generation materials in the areas mentioned above. SECOND TRIAL FORMULATION

Ingredient-PHR 4 5 6

Experimental
PVC Resin F 100 100

Two screening tests were chosen to aid in the development Phosphate Plasticizer I 0 30
of an improved PVC plenum formulation. To determine the Plasticizer R 42 0
smoke characteristics, the NBS Smoke Chamber was used Brominated Plasticizer S 0 20
to measure the degree of flame retardancy and the Umited Phosphorous Plasticizer T P 15 0
Oxygen Index (LOI) was measured. Many experimental Epoxidized Soybean Oil L 3 3
formulations were mixed, most of these formulations were Aluminum Trihydrate G E 30 30
rejected before being screened by these tests because of Ammonium Octamolybdate E N 30 30
poor physicals or poor agings. Examples of some of these Lead Phthalate N U 7 7
trials are shown in Table I below. Formulations were tried Stearic Acid E M 0.5 0.5
using some blending of PVC with other polymers such as Wax R 0.5 0.5
chlorinated polyethylene (CPE) and chlorinated polyvinyl Experimental Ingredient A A 0 7
chloride (CPVC). However, due to difficulty in mixing, poor T
physicals and the advent of better smoke and flame I
suppressants for these applications the final trials were 0
concentrated on only PVC based resin. N

LOI (%) 52.8 40 49.1

Smoke Density (DM/G) 21 38 20

TABLE I

PRELIMINARY FORMULATIONS Each showed good enough values that they were extruded

INGREDIENT-PHR 1 2 3 as a jacket over RG 6 type coaxial cable with a fluoropolymer
dielectric. The first generation plenum PVC was also

PVC Resin 100 100 80 extruded as a jacket on the same construction to determine
VChlorinated Pol n 25 what improvements there were. These cables were then sentChlorinated Polyethylene - 25 to Underwriters Laboratory and subjected to the UL 910 test

Chlorinated PVC 5 - 20 This was necessary because the NBS smoke chamber is only
Phosphate Plasticizer 5 30 a screening tool and correlation between it and results in the
Epoxidized Soybean Oil 5 10 UL 910 test is not always predictable.
Chlorinated ParaffIn 5 -

Phthalate Plasticizer 35 Table III shows the results of the UL 910 test on these three
Clay 31 - cables. The data shows that formulation 6 had equivalent
Ammonium Octamolybdate 31 10 30 results to the first generation material.
Lead Phthalate 5 - -

Tribase E - 5 7
Stabilizer - 2
Wax - 0.5 TABLE III
Antimony Oxide 3 3 3
Aluminum Trihydrate - - 30 UL 910 Results of RG 6 Cables
Zinc Borate - 2 10
Tensile Strength (PSI) 2640 2300 2400 Jacket Compound Flame Peak Smoke Average Smoke
Elongation (%) 240 225 225

Formula 5 4.5' 0.33 0.13
Formula 6 2.0' 0.25 0.08

Table II shows some of the final trial formulations, their 1st Generation 2.0' 0.25 0.08
smoke values and the~r LOI values. The control is a first
generation PVC plenum formulation. Formulations 5 and 6 This equivalency was done with an improvement in physical
utilize slightly different smoke suppression technologies, properties and a perceived improvement in processibility.
Formulation 5 was based on standard PVC flame and smoke After analyzing these results, some minor modifications were
technology obtained through patent and literature searches. made to formulation 6, the result of which was labeled
Formulation 6 is similar to formulation 5 but includes some formulation 7. Table IV shows the formulation change which
newly developed smoke and flame suppressants. was made as well as the LOI and NBS smoke results.
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TABLE IV TABLE VI

Ingredient-PHR 6 7 UL 910 Results of Multipair Cable

PVC Resin 100 100 Number of Pairs Flame Peak Smoke Average Smoke
Phosphate Plasticizer 30 30
Plasticizer 0 0 1 4.0' 0.40 0.06
Brominated Plasticizer 20 20 12 2.0' 0.24 0.11
Phosphrorous Plasticizer 0 0
Epozidized Soybean Oil 3 3
Aluminum Trihydrate 30 30 Both constructions met the requirements of the UL 910 test.
Ammonium Octamolybdate 30 30 This allowed a new product line with good sales potential to
Lead Phthalate 7 7 be introduced to the marketplace at a critical time.
Stearic Acid 0.5 0.5
Wax 0.5 0.5 As pointed out earlier, the first generation of plenum PVC
Experimental Ingredient A 7 - compounds had a significant problem with consistency. Lot
Experimental Ingredient B - 10 to lot or batch to batch variation in these materials was

greater than acceptable in a quality manufacturing

LOI (%) 49.1 45 environment. Processing parameters such as extrusion
SMOKE DENSITY (DM/G) 20 18 speeds, heat zones and tip and die combinations would have

to be adjusted for extrusion of each new batch. Sometimes

The addition of the one extra smoke suppressant resulted in these changes would also adversely affect the physical

an improved smoke generation according to the NBS smoke properties and the cable constructions would fail the

chamber, while also improving the LOI. This formulation was Underwriters Laboratory requirements for these properties.

then extruded as a jacket over a more complex construction The new compound development was aimed at solving these

which is known as an IBM Type II cable. The first generation problems by developing a com.ipound which had inherently

compound was also extruded over the same construction better physicals so there was a wider margin for error. The

and both were subjected to the UL 910 test. The results of processing variability was brought under closer control by

that test are shown in Table V. Both samples passed the carefully specifying the attributes of the raw materials which

requirements although the newest formulation 7 passed with made up the new compound and precisely controlling the
mixing cycle for this new compound. Although processinga little wider margin than the control. variability is sometimes hard to pin down, a trial run was

made with the new compound compared to a typical lot of
TABLE V the first generation compound. The extrusion trial was

performed on the jacketing operation of the IBM Type II cable
UL 910 Results of IBM Type II Cables mentioned previously as part of the evaluation of this new

formulation. This trial consisted of measuring the extrusion
Jacket Compound Flame Peak Smoke Average Smoke speed which gave an acceptable product based on a

measurement of the number of blows per thousand feet.
Formula 7 2.0' 0.33 0.12 The blows resulted from "burned" compound which was
1st Generation 2.0' 0.38 0.14 found in the jacket. This burned compound can be the result

of a variety of problems, most of which are related to the mixBased on these results the newly developed PVC formulation cnitnyo h opud

was applied as a jacket on a variety of constructions which consistency of the compound.

had previously used the first generation jacket material. The
new PVC met all the requirements for these constructions. TABLE VII
This new material had better physical properties and, during
preliminary extrusion trials, was more consistent in its Extrusion Trials

extrusion characteristics than the first generation material.
Compound Line Speed - ft/min. Blows/1000'

Until the advent of this latest formulation, there was a
reluctance to submit multi-pair fluoropolymer insulated Formula 7 360 0.14

singles jacketed with a PVC jacket for plenum rating. The 1st Generation 210 0.46
new formulation had flame and smoke properties which were Rated First
felt to be good enough to try this material as a jacket over Generation 300 0.50
fluoropolymer insulated singles in plenum applications. A
one pair and a twelve pair construction of fluoropolymer Table VII gives the results of this processing trial. These
insulated singles were jacketed with the improved results show that the new formulation resulted in higher
formulation and submitted to Underwriters Laboratory for the extrusion speeds than the first generation formulations were
UL 910 test. The results of those tests are given in Table VI. rated to extrude and that this particular batch of the first
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generation material had to be run slower than its rated References
speed. This second item is attributed to the variability
involved with this material. 1. Glow, Charles A. "A National Electrical Code (NEC)

Update". Wire Technology. Mar. 1989, pp. 41-45.
Although this is the only run where the two materials were 2. Mitchell, LC. (to Ethyl Corp.), U.S. Patent 3,821,
compared on a side-by-side basis, the manufacturing facility 151 (June 28, 1974).
has reported less variability with the second generation 3. McRowe, A.W. (to B.F. Goodrich Co.), U.S. Patent
material with the formulation as it has been introduced into 3,822,234 (July 2, 1974).
the manufacturing environment. 4. Mitchell, LC. (to Ethyl Corp.), U.S. Patent

3,846,372 (Nov. 5,1974).
The PVC jacket plenum constructions offer greater ease of 5. McRowe, A.W. (to B.F. Goodrich), U.S. Patent
installation than fluoropolymer jacketed counterparts but one 3,862,086
of the concerns about these materials has been their 6. Mathis, T.C., and Morgan, A.W. (to Monsanto),
abrasion resistance. The fluoropolymer jacketed Bel. Patent 808,824, (Dec. 19, 1973).
constructions do have very good abrasion resistance. The 7. Syntex Corp., German Patent 2,307,387 (Feb.
first generation of plenum PVC jackets had acceptable 15, 1973).
abrasion resistance. There was a concern that the proposed 8. Kroenke, W. J. (to B.F. Goodrich), U.S. Patent
second generation PVC plenum formulation might have a 3,883,480 (May 13, 1975).
poorer abrasion resistance. An RG 6 coaxial cable 9. Kroenke, W.J. (to B.F. Goodrich), U.S. Patent
construction was made using both jackets, and the abrasion 3,883,482 (May 13,1975).
test described in Underwriters Laboratory specification UL 10. Flame Retardancy Smoke Reduction - for the First
1581, was performed on the two constructions. Ten tests Time You Can Have Both - with Arapahoe DFR-121,
were run on each construction and the average number of Tech., Bull., Arapahoe Chemicals, Inc., Boulder
cycles/mil until failure are shown on Table VIII. Colo.

11. Bonsignore, P.V., and Claassen P.L., J. Vinyl
Technol., 2(2), 114 (1980).

TABLE VIII 12. Moore, F.W., and Church, D.A., Molybdenum
Compounds as Flame Retardants and Smoke

Abrasion Test Results Suppressants for Polymers, presented at the
International Symposium on Flammability and

Compound Cycles/mil Flame Retardants, Toronto, May 7, 1976.

Formula 7 3.54
1st Generation 3.05

From the results, it can be seen that the new formulation is
as good as the first generation material and may be
interpreted as showing a slight improvement.

Summary

The efforts to develop a second generation of PVC plenum
jacket materials resulted in a new formulation which had
improved flame and smoke properties. These improvemebnts
were sufficient to allow for the application of PVC plenum
jackets to constructions which had previously consisted of
fluoropolymer jackets. The lot to lot variation was improved
to the extent that faster extrusion speeds were realized in the
manufacturing process. The physical properties were
Improved to provide a wider margin of safety in meeting the
required physical properties. The abrasion resistance of the
second generation PVC jacket was equal or superior to the Paul W. Kroushl received a BS in Chemistry from Northern
abrasion resistance of the first generation PVC plenum Illinois University in 1986. He is a Compound Development
material. Based on these facts, this development project was Engineer at the Belden Engineering Center specializing In
considered a solid technological success. PVC compound development.
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A NON-METALLIC WATER PROOF OPTICAL FIBER CABLE

WITH HALOGEN FREE FIRE RESISTANCE

Hideo Suzuki Yoshlyuki Sato Nobuyasu Sato

Opto-Electronics Laboratory
FuJikura Ltd.

Sakura-shl, Chiba-ken 285 Japan

Abstract It is very difficult for optical fiber
cables to meet the four major conditions

A non-metallic water proof optical fiber mentioned above at the same time. Espec-
cable with halogen free fire resistance ially the compatibility in fire resistance
has been developed. This cable completely and other properties, such as a noninduc-
consists of non-metallic material, and has tive property, a water proof property and
a water proof property by using water mechanical properties, has been a very
swellable materials. Furthermore this difficult subject. Several new materials,
cable has the fire resistant property to such as a halogen free tire resistant
meet IEEE 383 VTFT. wrapping tape and a water swellable tape,

have been introduced to develop the new
This pdper presents the cable structure, optical fiber cable. This cable meets

the new component materials and the char- same specification for mechanical proper-
acteristics of the cable, ties as conventional one in spite of a

non-metallic optical cable.

Introduction This paper presents the cable structure,
the new component materials and the char-

Optical fiber cables begin to be widely acteristics of the cable.
used for subscriber networks, and require-
ments for optical fiber cables are chang-
ing. Now customers need economical and Cable Structure
safety optical fiber cables with easiness
to handle, as general purpose optical The developed cable consists of 4-fiber
fiber cables. ribbons accommodated tightly in a single

slotted rod. The cross sectional struc-
A non-metallic water proof optical fiber ture of the cable is shown in Fig. 1. The

cable with halogen free fire resistance slotted rod is made of pure high density
has been developed. This cable completely polyethylene by extrusion technique, and
consists of non-metaliic material, and has the strength member of the slotted rod is
a water proof property by using water fiber reinforced plastics.
swellable materials.1 ' 2 Furthermore this
cable has the fire resistant property to An optical fiber ribbon is composed of
meet IEEE 383 VTFT. four coated fibers aligned in parallel,

and coating materials for fibers and a 4-
The cable structure of this cable is a fiber ribbon are UV curable resin. The

single slotted rod with 4-fiber ribbons, thickness and the width of the 4-fiber
The cable consists of a slotted rod, 4- ribbon are 0.4 and 1.1 mm, respectively.
ziber ribbons, a water swellable tape, a
halogen free fire resistant wrapping tape, Coated single mode fibers having 250 ;m
and a halogen free fire resistant com- in outside diameter are used in the 4-
pound. Number of fibers in the cable is fiber ribbons. The mode field diameter
100, and the strength member of the slot- and the effective cut off wavelength
ted rod is fiber reinforced plastics. of the fibers are 9.5 pm and 1.10-1.29

gm, respectively. These fibers have 125
The cable simultaneously meets four tpm in fiber diameter.

major conditions as general purpose opti-
cal fiber cables. These conditions are a Five 4-fiber ribbons are stacked tightly
noninductive property, minimization of in each of the five rectangular slots.
hydrogen generation, a water proof proper- The slotted rod is wrapped with a water
ty and a halogen free fire resistant swellable tape and a halogen iree fire
property. resistant wrapping tape. This cable core
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is covered with a halogen free fire re- water swellable tapes. Changes of thick-
sistant compound. This cable is 19 mm in ness of water swellable tapes were meas-
diameter and 0.29 Kg/m in weight. ured to know the swelling velocity of

water swellable tapes with a differen-
This cable completely consists of non- tial transformer. The water swellable

metallic material, and has an unfilled tapes were immersed in artificial sea
structure. Therefore its weight is equal water. The results of the measurement
to a conventional one and no special are shown in Fig. 4. The swelling veloci-
treatment is required for a cable joining ty depends on the composition of water
in spite of a water proof cable. swellable tapes. The selectioz, of the

water swellable tape for the developed
cable was based on this results.

Single-mode Four-fiber Ribbon
F ib e r(1 2 5 ,u m ) D

Buffer(250 pm)
Water

Water Swellable 44 _
Strength Tape
Member a e V___VV

4-fiber Ribbon Water Swellable•• ) Tape

00 0 EXPANSION
OF WATER|

/ , Slotted SWE LLAB LEI
F R ire Resistant Rod POW D ERFire ResistantWrpigTe

Compound Wrapping Tape

Fig. 1 Cross Sectional Structure
of the Cabie. noeWater nwoven

Swellable Cloth

Component Materials Powder
Water Swellab• im (Expanded) QQQQ

'rh,. :ater swellable tape is composed of
unwoven cloth and water swellable powder. 00 0
The water swellable powder is adhered to VAT E R
unwoven cloth. Fig. 2 shows the principle ,BLOCKED
of water blocking mechanism. When water
reaches the inside of the cable, water
meets with the water swellable tape. The
water swellable powder is disconnected Fig. 2 Principle of Water Blocking
from the unwoven cloth, and fill the
vacancy in the cable. The water swellable Mechanism.
powder absorbs water, and swells to stop a
flow of water.

It is an important factor for the water
proof property of the cable that the
swelling velocity of the water swellable
tape is rapid. Fig. 3 shows the method of
measurement for the swelling velocity of
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1) Polyester unwoven cloth
2) Kraft paper
3) Fire resistant Kraft paper
4) Mixed paper with aluminum hydroxide
5) Halogen free fire resistant tape

DC The five kinds of fire resistant optical
Amprefier fiber cables were manufactured experimen-

t tally. The each wrapping tape mentioned
above were wrapped separately on taie

Differential cable cores of same structure. The fire
Transformer X-t Recorder resistant properties of the manufactured

cables were evaluated according to the
Water vertical tray flame test specified in the

Movable standard IEEE 383 (VTFT).

Plate Fig. 5 shows the test results of the
VTFT. A halogen free fire resistant tape
is suitable as a flame barrier layer as
shown in Fig. 5. It is of importance that

lSample the flame barrier layer prevents melted
Cell Spolymeric materials from gushing out, and

flammable gases from escaping. Polyester
Fig. 3 Apparatus for Swelling unwoven cloth is not suitable as a flame

Velocity Measurement. barrier layer, because it melts by heat.
Cellulose materials such as Kraft paper
are suitable for a flame barrier layer,
because they don't be melted by heat, and
they form a carbonized ablative layer in
reduced oxygen conditions.in Artificial Sea Water

1.6 I

E1.2 -Sample A: Polyester Unwoven Cloth

Sample A Sample B: Kraft Paper
Sample C: Fire Resistant Kraft Paper

"o 0.8 - Sample D: Mixed Paper with AI(OH)3
SmlB20Sample E: Halogen Free Fire Resistant Tape•-Sample B20

020

'D 0.4-
C:

Sample C S0 150-

0.0 1 Y
0 2 4 6 8 10 0)"_ 100 -:iii:!

C
Time (min.) .0

B 50-
E

Fig. 4 Water Swelling Velocities of various 0
kinds of Water Swellable Tapes. 01 1 1 11

A B C D E
Kind of Sample

Halgen EMre Resistant Wralng I

A flame barrier layer under a cable Fig. 5 Results ofVertical
jacket is used to suppress the temperature Tray Frame Test.
rise in a cable for a thermal isolator in
fire. Flame barrier layers made of non-
metallic material were investigated to
complete the fire resistant property of
the developed cable. Five kinds of
wrapping tapes were investigated for a
flame barrier layer.
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The halogen free fire resistant tape is Characteristics of Thei Cabl
the best choice for a flame barrier layer
among the cellulose papers. The halogen Water roofPro~ertv
free fire resistant tape is composed of a
base tape and a halogen free fire resist- Fig. 6 shows the method of measurement
ant compound. The compound is coated on of water proof property. The water proof
the base tape made from cellulose materi- property of the developed cable was meas-
al. The halogen free fire resistant tape ured. The height of water is Im, and
is used for a wrapping tape in the de- artificial sea water is used. Only a
veloped cable. jacket of 25 mm length is stripped.

HlogeEFireResistantC Table 2 shows the results of the meas-
urement of the water proof property. The

The halogen free fire resistant compound water proof properties with temperature
used in the developed cable is designed to were measured, and the water proof proper-
maintain good thermal isolation as well as ties with time were measured. The pene-
good physical characteristics for a jack- tration length of water is about 0.8m at
et. The compound absorbs thermal each result. The temperature dependence
energy by the reaction of a metal hydrox- and the time dependence of the water
ide during a fire. After the reaction, proof property of this cable are scarcely
the compound forms hard and foamed char observed.
that is a good thermal isolator.

The typical properties of the halogen
free fire resistant compound are shown in
Table 1. The compound exhibits optimum Artificial Sea Water
balance of LOI, brittleness temperature
and hardness.

Table 1 Typical Properties of the Halogen
Free Fire Resistant Compound. N

Test Typical
Property Unit Method Value CoreSample
Tensile Strength MPA ASTM 2.5cm

D368 12.7
Elongation % ASTM Fig. 6 Method of Waterproof

at Break D368 500
Melt Index g/1 0min. ASTM Property Measurement.

D1238 0.3
Limited - ASTM
Oxygen Index D2862 33
Environmental F0-h rs ASTMStress Table 2 Characteristics of Water Penetration

Crack Resistance 01693 >1000 Length in Cable.
Brittleness F0 "C ASTM
Temperature D764 -40 Treatment 80°C 601C 401C 201C
Smoke Density Ds NBS(NF) 90
Density g/cm ASTM

D1505 1.4 3days 0.6m 0.8m 0.9m 0.7m

Volume ohm-cm ASTM IOdays 0.7m 1.0m 0.8m 0.6m
Resistivity D257 1X1d 6  1month 1.Om 0.7m 0.9m 0.9m

Hardness - ASTM 3months 0.8m 0.6m 0.7m 0.7m
(Shore D) D2240 50 6months 0.8m 0.7m 0.6m 0.9m

in Artificial Sea Water
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The fire resistant property of the de- Table3 MechanicalPropertiesof
veloped cable was evaluated according to thelOO-fiber Fire Resistant Cable.
the vertical tray flame test specified in
the standard IFEE 383 (VTFT). The cable Item Condition Result
passed satisfactorily the standard IEEE
383 as shown in Photo. 1. The combustion
length of the cable after the test is less Crush up to 250kgf/50mm <0.01d8
than lm. of lateral force

Bending R=250mm, 180deg. <0.01dB
10 times

Tensile up to 300kgf, <0.01dB
1=100m

Squeezing R=250mm, <0.01dB
T=300kgf,
1=100m

Impact lkgf, 1m height <0.01dB

Torsion 360deg., I=1m <0.01dB

Fixed Pulley
R=250mm

Photo. 1 Test Result of VTFT Sample

Tensile
Strength

Mechanical Properties 300 kgf max. Rough Surface

Table 3 shows the mechanical properties Fig. 7 Method of Abrasion Test.
of the developed cable. This cable meets
same specification for mechanical proper-
ties as a laminated aluminum jacket cable
in spite of a non-metallic cable. Hydrogen Generation

Fig. 7 shows the method of measurement The :omponent materials of the developed
of the abrasion property of the developed cable scarcely generate hydrogen, because
cable. This abrasion test was carried out the cable completely consists of non-
to simulate the damage of the cable under metallic material. The loss changes of
an actual installation. The tested cable the cable after water penetration were
was rubbed with a fixed pulley having measured to investigate the loss increase
rough surface. The bending angle of the due to the generated hydrogen in the
cable on the pulley was 90 degrees. The cable. The cable core of the cable was
applied tension was 300 Kgf. The surface immersed in artificial sea water along the
of the cable jacket was only slightly full length, and then the immersed core
damaged. was covered with a halogen free fire
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resistant compound. The cable after Conclusion
penetration was treated at 80 degrees
centigrade, and measured the loss. The non-metallic water proof optical

fiber cable with halogen free fire resist-
Fig. 8 shows the result the loss changes ance has been developed. The cable com-

after the treatment of 6 months at 80 pletely consists of non-metallic material,
degree centigrade. There is no loss and has a water proof property by using
change due to hydrogen generation. Fig. 9 water swellable materials. Furthermore
shows the loss histogram of the developed this cable has the fire resistant property
cable, to meet IEEE 383 VTFT.

The cable is very convenient for the
design of subscriber networks, because the

1.c _cable can comply with several demands for
__.__ subscriber networks at the same time, suchE ongin as maintenance free cables, induction freeS......... after 6 months

i 0.8- cables, and halogei free fire resistant
at80*C cables. The cable is a water proof opti-

cal fiber cable by using water swellable
0.6- materials, so the cable is easy to handle

o' •at cable connection because of the omis-
C sion of wiping jelly compound out. The
"6° 04 / caole will be useful for the construction
•- of subscriber nptworks.
E
c0.2,
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SEMI-CONDUCTIVE AND HALOGEN-FREE FLAME RETARDANT CABLE COMPOUNDS
ADVANCED COMPOUNDING TECHNOLOGIES
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The conductivity of carbon black improves with the
particle size and the number of oxygen groups

ABSTRACT decreasing and with the specific surface and the

Data established on lab, pilot plant and com- structure increasing.
mercial lines for the conpounding of semi-con- ("structure" may be understood as the number of
ductive and halogenfree flame retardant cable primary carbon black particles being lined up or
grades are evaluated summarizing theoretical agglomerated to a chain. The larger this number of

aspects, physical phenomena and field experien- lined-up particles, i.e. the longer the carbon
ces. The data prove the therory: Moderate shear black chain the higher the structure.)
rates, short residence times, narrow residence The particle size of conductive carbon blacks
time distribution and an outstanding distribu- typically are in the range of 15 to 30 (nm) and
tive and dispersive mixing efficiency are the the specific surface is 150 to 260 (m2 /g).
key factors to improve the quality of semicon The conductivity of a semi-conducting compound in
and flame retardant cable compounds either addition depends on the carbon black loading rang-

thermoplastic or crosslinkable. This advanced ing from 12-20% and 30 ti 40% by weight.
compounding technology based on a rotating and Within the past decade much progress has been made
simultaneaously axially oscillating screw type in semi-conductive compounds:
machine proves to be a most powerful tool for
those looking into super-smooth qualities. Sti- - as vehicle or matrix co-polymers like EVA,
mulated by the positive results achieved R&D EEA, EBA and EPDM are used rather than the
work was initiated to develop the "Direct pure PE because their extrudability suffers
Extrusion Process", an innovative contribution less from the high loading of carbon black
to the economic manufacture of cables. - in addition to the standard conductive car-

bon blacks - which typically are loaded at
30-40% by weight to a polymer - special

1. INTRODUCTION carbon blacks as the Ketjen EC were develo-
ped requiring an addition of 12-20% by

1.1 Semi-Conductors weight only.

Within the wide variety of cable materials - conductive carbon blacks for super-smooth
(Table 1) the semi-conducting compounds represent quality were made available; a major pro-
a specific category of cable compounds as there gress regarding especially the high voltage
is a must for power cable shields (as screen) at application and inner shielding.
all voltages above 600 volts, i.e. in the medium
and high voltage application range. Semi-conduc- Nowadays, semi-conducting extrudable compounds
tors improve the dielectric strength of a cable are used - either thermoplastic or crosslink-
insulation. As semi-conductors initially fibrous able - for inner and outer shields and stripp-
tapes impregnated with conductive carbon blacks able outer shields.
were used. These were discontinued when it became 1.2 Flame Retardant Compounds
known that fibrous protrusions from these tapes The vast increase in gross national product of
caused treeing and hence cable failure. As sub- the industrialised nations resulted in increa-
stitute semi-conductive extrudable polyethylenes sed wealth, living standards and concentration
were developed (1). The semi-conducting characte- of both population and materials. This concen-
ristics are based on the conductivity of carbon tration of industry, commerce, high value pro-black. The conductivity of the carbon black de- ducts and population increased the risk of fire
pends on the carbon black'sd and exponentially increased the compensation

paid by insurances as e.g. Fig. 1 shows for the

- particle size Federal Republic of Germany (2).
- porosity or specific surface These factors initiate a steadily increasing
- structure public conscientiouness regarding fire pro-
- oxygen groups on the particle surface tection and in consequence generate respective

regulations
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claiming for fire resistant materials. i.e. displaces oxygen and generates a protective
In addition the public domain gets more and more gas layer over the wire or cable surface. Fur-
concerned about halogen containing polymer com- thermore, the aluminium oxyde forms a protective
pounds. These aspects also relate to LV, MV and HV mineral layer on the surface of the wire and cable
power cables, building wires, wire and cables preventing oxygen from penetrating further into
for appartus, telecommunication, electronics, the combustible cable compound.
transportation and others as well (Table 1). In recent years magnesium hydroxyde has been used
In 1990 the US and Canadian polymer consumption as an alternative. It acts similarly to ATH but
for wire and cable applications totaled 1895 mio its decomposition temperature of about 2600C to
lbs or about 860'000 tons in which PVC and LOPE/ 3000C is significantly higher. Experiences indi-
HDPE/Thermosets take a share of 38% and 53% res- cate that it promotes char formation and reduces
pectively (Fig.2) (3). Within the next decade smoke development; a positive aspect when looking
export and domestic regulations make the share of into low smoke compounds.
fire retardant cable compounds increase to a con- Due to their specific characteristics blends of
siderable volume. It is well known that PVC is ATH and magnesium hydroxyde are used for some app-
self-extinguishing immediately after the ignition lications.
source is removed as the hydrogen chloride (HCI)
molecules generated remove hydrogen and hydroxy 1.3 Compounding
radicals which support combustion and shield the
PVC from further attack by oxygen. Within the last decade important progress and im-
But plasticised PVC - as used for wire and cable provements have been made regarding raw materials
insulation and sheathing - may continue to burn and formulations. In parallel the quality require-
depending on the type and quantity of plasticiser ments increased steadily. Evidently, it was recog-
incorporated. Thus even PVC compounds may be sub- nized that besides the raw material characteris-
ject to fire retardance regulations, i.e. to the tics and the formulations the way of compounding
replacement of the filler or part of the filler interferes significantly regarding the quality
by flame retardants. achievable for semi-conductors or flame retardant
The major volume of polymers used for wires and wire and cable compounds.
cables are LOPE, HOPE and the co-polymers as EVA,
EEA and EPDM. They are missing the self-extingui- 2. FUNDAMENTAL PHENOMENA
shing characteristics of PVC. Hence according to
current and future standards they have to be fit- At a first glimpse it looks like semi-conductors
ted out with flame retardants. Typically 60-70% and flame retardant compounds would not have any-
by weight of a flame retardant are added to a po- thing in common at all. But from a processing point
lymer. Containing no halogenes (F, Br, Cl, I) in of view they do have very much so:
their chains these polymers are the vehicle or
matrix for halogen-free flame retardant wire and Bothcategories represent polymer compounds
cable compounds. with a high lcading cf inert ccmponents like

carbon black or flame retardants.
A fire or a combustion process can only happen if
simultaneously three elements are present at a This high loading makes dramatically increase the
time (Fig.3) (4): melt viscosity; an aspect that has to be conside-

red for the proper design of both the compounding
- combustible material e.g. organic matter as and the extrusion equipment.

polymers In addition to the distributive and dispersive
- oxygen e.g. supplied from the ambient air mixing taking place during compounding the surface
- ignition source e.g. excessive heat or a of the carbon black or the flame retardant partic-

flame les have to be "wetted" or coated thoroughly
otherwise the mechanical characteristics of the

If one of these three elements is missing a com- extrudate would be below standard.
bustion process cannot take place. Hence the higher the loading and the larger the
A flame retardant inhibits or suppresses a combus- specific surface of the carbon black or the flame
tion process either by physical and/or chemical retardant the more polymer melt sticks to the
action. It should get active within the temperatu- particle surfaces being no longer as fluid as
re range the polymer start to decompose. For wire without filler. Thus the melt viscosity increases.
and cable compounds this range typically is Fig.5 may visualise this influence:
180 0 C up to about 300 0 C. The lower and the upper diagram have the same ab-
The most widely used halogen-free flame retardant scissa "Mrel" i.e. the number of square meters
is aluminium hydroxyde (ATH). It is low cost and one gram of polymer has to coat. With increasing
as an inorganic compound it serves as filler. addition of carbon black or flame retardant the
At temperatures of 1800 C to 200 0 C the ATH starts number of square meters one gram of polymer has
to convert to aluminium oxyde (Fig.4). This reac- to coat increases. This is shown in the lower
tion is endothermic and hence removes heat from diagram of Fig.5 plotted vs the carbon black or
the wire or cable. As a by-product water is crea- the flame retardant loading "cfil" (% by weight).
ted which evaporates and in addition to the endo- Based on analytical data made up by computer re-
thermic conversion removes heat. One kilogramm of gression and splining the upper diagram of Fig.5
ATH thus may remove about 5000 kJ. represents a master curve, i.e. the function of
The water vapour dilutes the ambient gas phase, the relative Melt Volume Index "MVIrel" vs Mrel.
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(MVIrel is the ratio of the specific MVI and the a mass unit is proportional to the shear stress
MVI of the pure polymer.) "tau" and inverse proportional to the melt densi-
At low loadings, i.e. small numbers of square me- ty "rho":
ters one gram of polymer has to coat there is
minor influence on the viscosity. At about 2m2  e prop tau/rho
per g polymer the master curve starts to drop
dramatically, i.e. the melt viscosity increases Now, the thermodynamic laws show that the energy
dramatically. It is just this area of the steep imparted transform into heat, i.e. into a tempera-
decline which is interesting for semi-conductors ture raise:
and flame retardant wire and cable compounds. To
get the compounds conductivity carbon blacks with e = c * deltaT
a particle size and structure resulting in speci-
fic surfaces of 150-260 m2 /g have to be added at Thus, the higher the melt viscosity and the higher
12-40% by weight. For flame retardance 60-70% by the shear rates, the higher the shear stress will
weight of flame retardants have to be incorporated, be, resulting in a high specific kneading energy
Fortunately their specific surface of typically and consequently in a high deltaT.
2-12 m2 /g is significantly smaller than that of The flame retardant in a compound set stringent
carbon black thus compensating for the high loa- temperature limits during processing. In addition
ding. most of the polymers used as a matrix may degrade

or decompose when exposed to excessive heat, i.e.
Conclusion 1: to too high temperatures. The degradation of poly-
Obviously it is very important that carbon black mers not only depends on temperature but also on
or flame retardants are accurately metered as the period of time exposed to it.
errors of a few percent change the melt visosity
significantly and consequently change the extruda- Conclusion 4:
bility of a compound. Temperature sensitivity of both flame retardants

and polymers set stringent limits to the shear
Conclusion 2: rates generated during processing.
Carbon black or flame retardants have to be homo-
geneously distributed in a compound otherwise the Conclusion 5:
surface finish of an extrudate may suffer due to Polymer degradation calls for short residence
locally different melt viscosities, times and a narrow residence time distribution

(RTD) during processing.

It is common knowledge that the viscosity is one

of the key factors determining the level of stress Summarizing the fundamental phenomena and the con-
a viscous stock is subject to when sheared. As clusions it is obvious that semi-conductive and
polymer melts are non-Newtonian fluids the mathe- flame-retardant compounds have to be processed at
matical functions for the shear stress might be gentle shear rates, short residence times and a
rather complex. It is the Ostwald-de Waele func- narrow RTD. Accurate metering of the components
tion which best helps to understand the correla- also is imperative. The need for a perfect distri-
tions: butive and dispersive mixing is superimposed to

tau = eta * gammatm  these aspects.

3. ADVANCED COMPOUNDING TECHNOLOGIES
i.e. the shear stress "tau" equals the viscosity
"eta" (which in itself is a function of temperatu- 3.1 Basic Aspects
re and shear rate) times the shear rate "gamma"
raised to the power "m" (the exponent m is a In order to optimally fulfill the requirements
characteristic figure for a specific compound). derived from the fundamental phenomena and in or-

der to achieve the high quality level required in
Hence, the higher the viscosity and the higher terms of distributive and dispersive mixing, con-
the shear rate the higher are the shear stresses sistency and reproduceability within the last de-
generated. To achieve the conductivity of a semi- cade there is a significant trend for the use of
conductive compound the addition of carbon black continuously operating equipment rather than the
is set, i.e. the melt viscosity is set. As discus- batch wise operation.
sed in paragraph 1.1 the conductivity of the car- For the continuous compounding screw machines are
bon black depends on its structure. This structure used. These screw type machines can be broken
is sensitive to shear stress as it may easily be down into three major categories:
reduced, i.e. the carbon black chains may easily
be broken apart when getting over-stressed. This - Single Screw Extruders (SSE)
would reduce the conductivity of the compound. - Twin Screw Extruders (TSE)

- Buss-Kneaders
Conclusion 3:
The brittleness of the conductive carbon blacks These three categories distinguish from each other
limits the shear rates admissible. by their operating principle and the shear rates

generated (Fig.6): Common single screw extruders
It may be shown mathematically that the specific generate very low shear rates limiting their abi-
kneading energy "e", i.e. the energy imparted to lity for the homogenuous distributive and disper-
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sive mixing and high filler loadings as required like LOPE, EVA, EEA, EPDM etc. and additives are
when compounding semi-conductive and flame-retar- individually and continuously metered by corres-
dant cable compounds. ponding gravimetric feeders into the first feed
TSE (for dispersive mixing co-rotating twin screws port of the Buss-Kneader. In the first zone shear
are used) generate high shear rates which may be a energy is imparted to melt the polymer and to ho-
limiting factor when processing highly filled mogenize the polymer melt and the additives. The
compounds, i.e. high viscosity melts. conductives carbon black is continuously added to
The third category, the Buss-Kneader, generates the polymer melt by gravimetric feeders. At car-
moderate shear rates a most promising aspect re- bon black loadings of up to 30% all carbon black
garding the fundamental phenomena discussed in pa- is fed via the second feed port. For carbon black
ragraph 2. loadings higher than that the carbon black is

split into two fractions, the two fractions being
3.2 Buss-Kneader fed individually via the second and the third

feed port of the Buss-Kneader.
The Buss-Kneader (Fig.7) is a single screw design. The shear energy imparted to the stock in the se-
But its operating principle is so unique that it cond and third zone of the Buss-Kneader accompli-
represents a specific category within the screw shes the dispersive and distributive mixing of
machines: the polymer melt and the carbon black.
The normally continuous spiral of a single screw The homogenuous melt finally is devolatiliseo,
extruder with the Buss-Kneader system is inter- i.e. volatiles as moisture are removed from the
rupted by three gaps per revolution resulting in stock by pulling vacuum at the degassing port lo-
the so called kneading flights (Fig.8). So called cated in the final zone of the Buss-Kneader.
kneading teeth individually inserted in the barrel A melt pump flanged into the discharge of the
co-operate as stationary tools with these kneading Buss-Kneader builds up the melt pressure necessa-
flights. When the screw rotates the kneading ry for passing an automatic screen changer and
flights and the kneading teeth form shear gaps the hot face pelletizing die. The screen removes
where energy is imparted to melt the polymers and contamination eventually incorporated in the raw
to perform a distributive and dispersive mixing. material components. Typically screens or filters
Each shear gap may be considered to be an incre- of 120 up to 300 mesh are used.
mental two roll mill summing up to an integral The melt strands emerging the die plate are cut
mixing system. Superimposed to the rotation the by rotating knives. By the impact of the knives
screw simultaneaously axially oscillates. This ma- and by gravity the still viscous pellets are
kes the kneading teeth travel trough the gaps bet- falling down in a whirlpool generated by water in
ween the kneading flights. Hence the polymcr melt the lower section of the collector hood. The water
gets devided and then partially recombined an6 de- immediately removes heat from the pellets so that
vided further like in a static mixer. Thus the they no longer are sticky. A centrifuge separates
axial oscillation generates an axial mixing effect the pellets from the water which is recycled to
superimposed to the radial one (5). the collector hood. The pellets are conveyed
The stock is gently stressed in the shear gaps and pneumatically to the pellet dryer and cooler which
relaxes in the gaps between the kneading flights, in parallel removes moisture sticking to the pel-
The alternate stressing and relaxation leads to let surface and cools down the pellets to the bag-
a high degree of reorientation increasing the ging or storage temperature.
interfacial area in the melt, the key factor for The barrel zones, the Buss-Kneader screw and the
good mixing (6,7,8,9). The interfacial area can be melt pump are individually temperature controlled
expressed in therms of the striation thickness. by liquid heat transfer media (LHTM). LHTN can
This striation thickness for a length of 4L/D of a add or remove heat. Hence, the use of LHTM results
Buss-Kneader was calculated to (I0): in an accurate temperature control free of any

48 2 14 hot spots. Each individual feeder is controlled
Ns = 2 = 2.8 * 10 by an automatic control loop to its set point.

All feeders are integrated to a whole feeding
which means that the mixing operation can be system by a master/slave mode.
accomplished within a very short length, i.e.
within a short residence time. 3.3.2 Halogenfree, Flame Retardant Compounds.
Additionally, the axial mixing effect smoothes out The compounding technology for halogenfree flame
variations in the feed rate. Using the "Frequency retardant compounds is identic to that for semi-
Response Analysis" it could be shown that with cons except for the addition of the flame retar-
the Buss-Kneader operating principle input varia- dant (Fig.lO). Again the flame retardant is split
tions can be smoothed out to an output variation into two fractions which are individually fed to
of one-tenth even at long variation cycles of the Buss-Kneader. But as the flame retardants are
30 seconds and more, i.e. at low variation fre- not sensitive to compaction as it is true for car-
quencies of 2 per minute and lower. This contri- bon blacks the first fraction of flame retardant
butes successfully to a consistent and uniform can be added into the first feed port of the
composition of a compound (11). Buss-Kneader, i.e. into the melt zone together

with the polymer(s) and additives.3.3 Compounding Technology

3.3.3 To get crosslinkable semicon compounds main-
3.3.1 Semicon for the compounding of thermoplas- Ty-two alternatives are used:
tic semicon formulations (Fig.9) the polymer(s)
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- Peroxyde crosslinkable semicons: Kneader specimens starts to decline dramatically
After pelletizing and cooling the pellets where as the dashed line keeps on with its mode-
pass a mixer where the liquid or melted pe- rate slope. This again proves the high level of
roxyde is sprayed in so that it gets absor- axial and radial mixing in the Buss-Kneader system
bed by the pellets. This "absorption pro- and its efficiency in wiping clean all metal sur-
cess" neither sets limits to the type of faces being contacted by the polymer. Fig.8 may
peroxyde used nor to the mesh size of the visualise this effect as there is no area left
screen or filter. which is not wiped by the kneading teeth and the

kneading flights.
- Silane crosslinkable FR compounds: At a dimensionless residence time of about 1.1 the

To get silane crosslinkable compounds orga- residence time "tailing" starts and clearly ends
nosilanes have to be grafted into the poly- at 2.3. The dashed line keeps on still showing
mer chain prior to the incorporation of fla- tracer. (Not yet published findings of a European
me retardant. To accomplish this a liquid University indicate that even TSE follow the
silane/peroxyde compound is injected via an dashed line rather than the straight line of the
injection tooth into the first Buss-Kneader Buss-Kneader).
zone where the grafting reaction takes When opening the split barrel after the dimension-
place (Fig.1l). less residence time of 2.3 no tracer could be de-
As crosslinking only takes place by moistu- tected anymore, i.e. the tailing with a Buss-Knea-
re and time not by heat (as it is true for der system absolutely ends at 2.3 or in other
peroxide crosslinkable compounds) after words a particle longest can stay in the Buss-
grafting the compound is chemically inert Kneader for a time of 2.3 times the average resi-
and net thermoplastic. Thus there are no derce time. After that time it definitely will be
limitations for the use of a screen changer exchanged. For the compounl'7g of cable grades
and the mesh size of the screen, the average residence time in a Buss-Kneader typi-

cally is 60-70sec. Therefore the longest time a
4. FINDINGS AND FIELD EXPERIENCES particle may stay in the system is 2-3min.

Obviously the Buss-Kneader fulfills the condition
In the early 80th, i.e. about 10 years ago, R&D of a short residence time and a narrow RTD opti-
work started for the compounding of semi-conduc- mally.
tive and flame retardant cable compounds either
thermoplastic or crosslinkable. Many tests for a 4.2 Metering Accuracy
wide variety of formulations have been carried
out so far on lab, pilot plant and commercial In order to evaluate the accuracy of the feeders
size Buss-Kneaders. and the consistency of the composition a non-stop
The data established like this are completed by production run in a commercial line compounding
field experiences gathered from plants commerci- LDPE with 40% of carbon black was carefully sam-
ally operated worldwide since about 5 years. pled during five days. The carbon black content
In this paragraph, as far as proprietorship of each sample was analysed. The statistical ana-
allows, the findings are discussed and compared lysis revealed a two-sigma or two-standard devia-
to the targets to meet according to the fundamen- tion of plus/minus 0.25% absolute, i.e. at a pro-
tal phenomena (paragraph 2). bability of 95.44% the carbon black loading vari-

es between 39.75% min and 40.25% max only.
4.1 Residence Time Distribution This impressive accuracy confirms the quality ot

feeders used and the axial mixing effect of the
The RTD was investigated on a commercial size dia Buss-Kneader which smoothes out input variations
200mm Buss-Kneader processing LDPE (0,918 kg/dm3 , (see paragraph 3.2).
MFI 2). A very stringent method was used (12).
To get an extremely high resolution the rare 4.3 Dispersion
earth SmO was fed as tracer. To "contaminate" the
whole system thoroughly the tracer was added du- The dispersion of the carbon black in an EVA based
ring one hour. The tracer then was stopped and semicon cable compound was checked by automatical-
specimens collected at intervals of 15 seconds. ly counting the number of categorised particle
The specimens were irradiated and ther radioac- sizes on extrudates. Compared to samples obtained
tivity ckecked. Fig.12 shows a dimensionless plot with the traditional compounding technology the
of the findings. (To get the dimensionless radio- samples compounded using the advanced technolo-
activity the activity of an individual specimen gy of paragraph 3.3 showed a significantly narr-
was divided by the activity of a probe containing ower particle size distribution, the number of
the total addition of tracer. The dimensionless larger size particles being reduced by a factor
residence time is the "specimen time" minus the of 6.5. This narrow particle size distribution is
systems "response lee time" divided by the avera- a key factor when looking into super-smooth semi-
ge residence time). con quality. This analysis also reveals that the
Compared to the dashed line which represents data advanced compounding technology disperses the
for single screw extruders the straight line for carbon black to a degree which optimally develops
the Buss-Kneader at the beginning shows a smaller the conductivity of the carbon black added. Expe-
slope. This confirms the axial mixing effect sti- rience shows that it is even possible to reduce
pulated by thery. At a dimensionless residence the carbon black addition by 5-10%rel without
time of about 0.5 the radioactivity of the Buss- loss to conductivity.
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According to paragraph 2 and Fig.5 this may help 4.3.2 Halogenfree Flame Retardant Compounds
to improve the extrudability of a semicon compound. As these compounds are used for insulation or as

sheath, i.e. at gauges larger than those for se-
4.4 Temperature Profiles micon conclusive standard methods were developed

to check the properties.
To read out the stock temperature, as a standard, Fig.15 summarizes the most interesting mechanical
thermocouples are inserted into kneading teeth properties of two EVA based halogenfree flame re-
along the Buss-Kneading axis. tardant compounds. As flame retardants ATH and
Fig.13 shows the temperature profiles for semicon magnesium hydroxyde were added. Compared to the
compounds based on EVA, EBA or EEA at carbon black actual standards the samples processed with the
loadings of 35-40%. The specific kneading energy advanced compounding technology discussed in this
of typically 0.18-0.22 (kWh/kg) raises the stock paper show significantly higher figures both for
temperature to its discharge temperature of 175- the tensile strength at break and the elongation
215oc. at break.
Fig.14 shows the temperature profiles for halogen-
free flame retardant cable compounds based on EVA 5. SUMMARY
at ATH loadings of 55-60%. The specific kneading
energy of 0.17 (kWh/kg) imparted to the stock rai- An advanced compounding technology has been inves-
ses its discharge temperature to 175-1800 C. tigated for the compounding of both semi-conduc-
It is interesting to note that the temperature tive and halogenfree flame retardant cable com-
after the ATH addition is lower than that of the pounds. Data established on lab and commercial
polymer melt passed on to the feed zone for the size machines follow the theoretical aspects de-
ATH. This confirms that the large amount of ATH rived from the physical phenomena. They also pro-
added cools the polymer melt by 5-200C. ve that processing at moderate shear rates, nar-
Experience shows that the tempereature profiles row RTD and low stock temperature profiles -
achieved by the advanced compounding technology characteristics inherent to the Buss-Kneader used
are by 20-300 C lower than those of the traditio- for this technology - obviously are key factors
nal compounding technology. This confirms the po- to improve the quality of semicon and flame re-
sitive influence of the moderate shear rates. tardant cable compounds.
According to the flow diagrams 10 and 11 the ho-
mogenized compound continuously is passed on to 6. OUTLOOK
a melt pump flanged on to the discharge of the
Buss-Kneader. This melt pump builds up the pres- Stimulated by the positive results achieved with
sure necessary to push the melt through the the advanced compounding technology three years
screen changer and the die plate. Pressurizing ago R&D work started to develop the "Direct Ex-
the melt by means of a separate equipment like trusion Process".
a melt pump or a discharge extruder releases the With this process PVC or flame retardant cable
compounding extruder from this duty. Hence, the grades are compounded on a Buss-Kneader as dis-
process parameters for compounding are indepen- cussed in this paper. The pressure generated by
dent of those for the pressure build.up; an impor- the melt pump no longer is used for pelletizing
tant fact as passing the melt via a screen chan- but for the direct extrusion on the homogenized
ger the head pressure varies during time. In ad- stock via a cable coating die (Fig.16).
dition the pressure build-up equipment can be This Direct Extrusion Process does not aim at a
designed for minimal energy impartation to the total replacement of the compounding and pelleti-
stock, i.e. for optimal pressure build-up effi- zing technology but feasibility studies showed
ciency. Thus, at a pressure build-up efficiency that it might be an alternative to improve the
of 85% and a head pressure of 200 bars the energy economic manufacture of some cables.
imparted to the stock results in a temperature Further work shall prove the promising results
rise on .bout 40C only. achieved during lab tests is going on a commer-

cial size pilot plant. Results will be reported
4.5 Electrical and Mechanical Properties in due time (13,14).

4.5.1 Semi-conductive Compounds
The key criterion for the quality of semicon com-
pounds is the dispersion of the carbon black
which was discussed in paragraph 4.3. Mechanical
and electrical properties are secondary aspects
as there are no internationally approved standard
methods and the characteristics depend very much
on the design of a cable. As a rule of tumb the
elongation at break after aging should be equal
or higher than 100% and thz specific resistivity
should reach the order of magnitude of l10
(ohm*cm). The specific resistivity very much de-
pends on the temperature; with increasing tempe-
rature the resistivity increases according to an
exponential function. Hence, it is virtually im-
possible to develop international standard me-
thods to check these properties conclusively on a
specimen made out of a compound. Therefore quali-
ty control relies primarily on checking the dis-
persion what moves back to paragraph 4.3.
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Dry Cure Simulation with Shrinkback Minimizing for XLPE Insulation

Pekka Huotari

Nokia-Maillefer Oy

Abstract rates of the extruders, maximum speeds of the caps-
One of the major difficulties in the control of tans and caterpillars and physical limitations
the cross-linkable power cable dry cure process like the maximum pressure or temperature of the
is the lack of the on-line measurement of the
insulation temperature and the degree of cross- CV-tube. Requirements for the insulated conductor
links. This has been solved by numerical simu- are specified by general standards and company
lation of the process. The simulation opens an
artificial window into the process by estimating specifications.
the cable temperature and the progress of cross-
linking along the CV-line. Together with process
optimization it has proved to be an essential part
of the CV-line automation system. Requirements Optimal

for the cable Prodoclion
The decreasing specific volume of the insulation Settings
material during the cooling phase creates internal CDCC PROCESS
stresses inside the cable insulation. This results Physical limitations OPTIMIZATION
as shrinkback, which complicates the cable insula- of the process
tion. This results as shrinkback, which complicates
the cable joining and terminating. The shrinkback
can be reduced by thermal relaxation. A new method

Productionis introduced, where the relaxation is combined into Settings Properties
the CV-line. Numerical simulation is used to esti- of the cable
mate the effect of the new relaxation method.

Cable Con-
struction Data SIMULATION OF

Introduction CDCC PROCESS
Measurement of product properties is essential
for the control of continuous manufacturing pro-
cesses. Often the measurement can be made on-
line but there still exist many properties which Figure 1.
can be found only in laboratory analysis. Labora- optimization of t'n XLPE insulated power cable pro-
tory analysis always means delay in the feedback duction. The optimization procedure iterates opti-

mal production by using the dry cure simulation
control and non- acceptable results cause product module to test succeeding tentative steps. The re
rejection and often significant economical losses. quirements for the insulated cable and the limit-

tioas of the dry cure CV process as well as the col-
struction of the insulated conductor are inputs and

The described problem is familiar in the product- the optimal production settings are results.
ion of power cables with cross-linkable insulation
and semiconductives. A single production line may
produce tens of cable types. No measure of the
cable temperature or the progress of the cross-
linking is available inside the CV-tube. The pro- Numerical simulation of cable extrusion has been
duction is quite expensive and rejected reels are utilized for the last two decades. Boysen has
extremely undesirable. used the finite difference method in his studies

of the CV process of power cables (1) and cont-
Computer based simulation is one solution for this raction voids due to thermal stresses in PE insu-
problem. It gives an artificial window to the lations (2). Numerical analysis was used for re-
production phase allowing the user to see the de- search purposes.
velopment of cable properties along the production
line. The time history of the temperature and the Simulation of XLPE-insulated power cable curing
progress of the degree of cross-links can continu- process was quite active during the first half of
ously be predicted. 1980ies. One reason for that was the break-

through of radiant curing in XLPE insulated power
However, simulation alone does not give any sugges- cable production. An automation system utilizing
tions for which might be good production line set- numerical simulation and optimization was on mar-
tings. It only gives knowledge of what happens if ket 1981 and reported later 1983 (3), (4) by Huo-
the process is run according to the tentative set- tari. This system was developed for a minicom-
tings. What is still needed is an optimization puter controlling CDCC-Iine. The optimization
package, which finds the proper production settings program calculated a recipe for each production
for different products under given limitations and run and stored it on a floppy disc, where it was
product requirements. Typical limitations for a loaded from at the start of the production.
power cable dry cure process are maximum output Parallel work has also been done by universities
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(5), (6) and material suppliers (7). S~stp k+l

The specific volume of the LDPE insulation material T x r
decreses when the insulated conductor is cooled n

down. The shrinkage continues also below the crys- stp = k
tallization temperature resulting in internal p
stresses in the insulation. All the three stres- Tn x n r
ses, axial, radial ai.d tangential, define together,
how much shrinkback there exists, when a cable is
joined or terminated. The shrinkage can not be Ti x i
avoided, but it can be minimized by correct cool- *ll7 T x r
ing. The amount of sLresses can also be estimated o 0

with numerical simulation. (2), (4), (8). Later
in this paper a new method is presented, which
minimized the shrinkback.

Figure 3.
Numerical Simulation of Dry Cure Process Concentric cylinder elements of the cabie.

Recursive equations are derived for each cylinder
Numerical simulation of the CDCC process estimates and for the conductor. The computation of the

temperatures (T), the degrees of cross-links 5x
the cable temperature and the degree of cross-links and the cylinder dimensions (r) progresses one t.,

from the extruder cross-head to the end seal of the step in each round.

CV-line and computes also the remaining internal
stresses. Dry curing consists physically of heat
transfer to and from the cable, heat conduction in- Asares th temperare ot cal anrtedegree of cross-links are got as graphical curves.
side the cable layers and cross-linking reaction. A typical output of the simulation is shown in

The heat transfers in the curing section both by Fig. 4, where the user of the simulation program
heat radiation and free convection. In the cool- can see the temperature of the conductor, the sur-neatradatio an fre covecton. In te col- face and the mid point of the insulation and the

ing section the heat transfer mechanism is forced degree of cross-links of the insulation in the vi-

convection and also heat radiation, if nitrogen is ciniey of -lner oemiconductinev

used for cooling. cinity of :nner semiconduetive.

Tw,- temperature equations are derived from thermal
Tube wall balance of the cylinders and the computation of the

-- curing kinetics is based on the familiar Arrhenius
r_ Free Radiation formula. The temperature dependence of the speci-.- convection ,

fl, heat and the thermal conductivit: of the layer

, s well as the thermal expansion is taken
into account in the simulation model. To validate
the model the real temperature of several cables
has been measured and the heat transfer parameters

adjusted according to the results.

Forced Application of Simulation for Process Automation
convectin The insulati, a phase of the power cable production

- s , can be described as a two-step process. The first
... -step finds the best production parameters for the

cable. The second step produces the cable accor-
ding to these parameter settings. The set of theFigure 2.

Het transfer to and from the cable. Hett tans- production parometers for CDCC-line is called as
fetred by heat radiation and free con-vction , i thý a cable recipe. The recipe includes the necessary
curing section, and by forced (:con•V(t ion and hit data to produce a cable from the start-up phase to"'t ifalion in the coolinq section. the shut-down phase. The first step is called as

recipe generation and it includes the numerical
simulation model of the cable production and the

To solve the temperature fi~ld inside the cable in optimization part, which seeks the optimized para-
each part of the CV-line a small element of the meters for the production.
cable is followed trough the line. The insulation
and the semiconductive layers of this element are
divided into concentric cylinders, as is seen in
Fig. 3. The temperature, the degree of cross-links
and the dimensions of each cylinder are computed
step by step starting from the extruder cross-
head and ending to the end seal of the CV-line.
The initial values are the layer extrusion tempera-
tures and the conductor temperature when it enters
the cross-head. The first computed values are got
one time step further, next values two time steps
further and so on.
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100- \Degree of cross-links
100- - -Conductor temperature

Insulation temperature

Surface temperature

Figure 4. Typical output of the dry cure simulation. The user can
see the temperature and the degree of cross-links of the
cable.

RECIPE GENERAITON CABLE PRODUCTION

;1•OJN CDCC PROCESS

Figure 5. The two steps of the insulation phase of XLPE insulated
power cable production. The first step generates a pro-
duction recipe for the second step, which then produces the
cable.

The automation system of the CDCC-line consists of The line supervisor, which is based on a commer-
three separate units; the recipe generator, the cially available control system, is running in the
line control PLC and the line supervisor. The same PC as the recipe generator. The line super-
recipe generator is an executable program running visor activates the recipe generation and sends the
under MS-DOS in industrial standard PCs. An ad- complited recipe to the PLC via serial line.
vanced PLC has been applied to the line control Fig. 6. shows the principle of the hardware solu-
unit. tion.
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Industrial P1 achieving a rather even radial profile of the
cable temperature during the final crystallization.

Line Fig. 7 shows the temperature of the cable, when the
Ser- Recipe relaxation zone is used.
vialng GSuper- Recipies

The smaller outer diameter relusts increased stress
Recipe vs towards the conductor and decreases axial stress.
toir•a-\ The increased pressure towards the conductor pro-

duces higher friction between the conductor and the
inner semiconductive resists the shrinkback. Fig.8

Serial line Power Cable Line shows simulation results of the remaining stresses
with and without the use of the relaxation zone.
The example is a medium voltage cable with 95 mm2

aluminium conductor.
Line Line

Line Cotrol Process 1/0
Ope- PLC
ration

Machine
_level PLC

Figure 6.
Automation system of the CDCC-line. The supervisor
together with the recipe generator is locating in the
same industrial standard PC and communicates with
the line control PLC via serial line.

Shtinkback Minimizing
The outer cylinders of the cable insulation cools
very rapidly at the entry of the cooling part and
the diameter of these cylinerg remains rather large
after crystallization, because the inner cylinders
of the insulation are still hot and expanded and
prevent the shrinkage of the outer cylinders. This
results decreased radial stress towards the con-
ductor and increases axial shrinkback. A steam
path can be used to decrease the shrinkback, but it
means an additional processing phase and extra in-
vestments. A new solution is relaxation zone in
the middle of the cooling section. The surface of
the cable is heated over the melting temperature

Surface temperature - .
Insulation temperature -

Conductor temperature

Figure 7.
Use of the relaxation Zol a. The sir face of the cable is heated over
the melting temperature. The outer diameter is n.ow smaller during
the final crystallization.
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8 N/mm 2  
(3) Huotari, P.: With computer simulation of

power cable continuous vulcanizing to higher
quality and maximized output rate. Research

4, (r) and development in the Nokia Group, August
1983, pp. 20...22

(z)
conductor (4) Huotari, P.: Voimakaapelin vulkanointiproses-
"0 s w(sin mallinnus, Tampere, Finland: Tampere Uni-

stness toward (t) surface versity of technology, 1983. Licentiate thesis
conductor (in Finnish)

a) NO RELAXATION (5) Franzkock, B.: Analyse eines neuen Verfahrens

(r) 5 x radial stress zur Herstellung vernetzter Poly~thylenkabel.
zt) tangenia stress Institut fur Kunststoffverarbeitung (IKV),

4- W a TH Aachen, 1979. 187 pp. Dissertation
(z)

(t) (6) Menges, G., Bolder, G., Rudolph, K., Meier, M:

0. On-line calculation of cross-linking of XLPE
cables. Wire World International v. 28

(r) n. 9-10, Sep-Oct 1986, pp 160...162

4-
(7) Schirato, P., Fretier, P.: Optimization of

stress toward cable crosslinking process on dry curing
conductor

-8r lines. B 4.8 JICABLE 87

. a) RELAXATION USED (8) Robinson, J. E., Normanton, J.K.: Extrusion

Figure 8. processing of polyethylene compounds for
Thermal stresses of a XLPE insulated power cable, large-diameter communication cable insulation.
Case a) is without the relaxation zone and case b)
is with it. The cable is a medium voltage one with Conference on Plastics in Telecommunication 11
aluminum conductor of 95 min. London 18-20 Sep. 1978, pp. 115.. .120.

From the Fig. 8. one may see that the use of the
relaxation zone increases significantly the radial
stress towards the conductor. In principle the re-
sult is the same as with a separate heat relaxa-
tion.

Conclusion

Numerical simulation and optimization are today
used effectively in the automation of power cable
CV-lines and as CAD tool for CV-line design.
Today almost every CDCC-line includes the simula-
tion based recipe generator and the corresponding
design package is always used in the design of new
CDCC-lines.

A new method, based on the tandemization of the
power cable insulation process and the heat relax-
ation of the internal stresses, has been presented.
Simulation shows clearly, that the additional re-
laxation zone in the cooling section of the CV-
line increases the radial stress needed to resist
the shrink back.
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LONG-TERM SERVICE DEGRADATION OF POLYETHYLENE

AND RUBBER INSULATED POWER CABLES

Joseph H. Groeger and Matthew S. Mashikian

Electrical Insulation Research Center
University of Connecticut
Storrs, CT 06269-3136 USA

ABSTRACT that mitigate the intrusion of water and
Cables used for medium voltage power ions into the cable insulation. Through

applications (4kV - 35kV) are available an enhanced understanding of the aging

with various combinations of shielding and performance of various cable materials/

insulating materials. Several jacketing design combinations, the electric utility

designs are also available for cable companies can make more informed decisionsdesins ae aso aailale or cble as newer cable materials, for example,
protection. When exposed to the conditions be e a able Resuls of esearch

of feldagig, abl coponnts become available. Results of this research
oftefiorateld haig, prcales c lents have influenced trends in the cable
deteriorate through processes that reflect materials supply industry, further
the materials, desiqns, and specific aging improving the products presently
conditions involved. Manufacturing defects manufactured.
may also contribute to premature aging of
these cables. This paper cites examples of
case studies of cable failures, presents
selected laboratory research results, and BACKGROUND
indicates hcs historical trends in cable The cables and materials addressed in
materials development have improved cable this report apply principally to medium
performance, voltage (from 4kV through 35 kV) power

distribution applications. Historically, a
number of cable designs have been
available, each with its own virtues and
associated costs. Figure 1 summarizes
various construction features of a typical
distribution cable. Conductors may be

INTRODUCTION either aluminum or copper, stranded or
Service-agin osolid. The interstices of stranded
Service-aging of power cables involves conductor cables may contain a polymeric

complex interactions between the cable filler which is intended to exclude the
materials, thermal stress, electrical introduction and longitudinal migration of
stress, and water with its associated moisture should the end of the cable be
impurities introduced from the local exposed to water during storage,
environment. The choice of cable materials epsedlt o wat r duri torage
and the type of cable construction play a semiconducting shields are present tosIgnificant role in the rate of degradation provide a uniform distribution of
of power cable insulation. During the past electrical stresses at the interface with
ten years, the authors have used a number the insulation. Since the mid 1970's the
of specially-developed diagnostic methods semiconducting shield layers have been
[1] to characterize the deterioration of extruded rather than applied as tapes as
medium voltage power cable insulation previously done. The shield materials are
removed from many utility systems typically thermoplastic polymers such as
throughout the United States. Cables ethyl-ethylene acrylate (EEA) or ethylene
ranging in age from less than one year vinyl acetate (EVA). Crosslinked elasto-
through as many as 60 years have beenincluded in these studies. These results mers, such as ethylene-propylene rubber
have been analyzed in the context of (EPR) may also be used in some cases. Thehavebee anlyzd i th cotex of i n s uIa t ion is typically crosslinked
laboratory tests specifically designed to islathon is a crosslinked
simulate the aging of cable materials in polyethylene or a crosslinked rubbercotrlldsystematically-varied environ- copolymer or terpolymer such as EPR or
controlled, investically-vave early ethylene-propylene diene monomer (EPDM),
ments. The investigations have clearly respectively. Grounded neutrals, in the
indicated that medium voltage power cables form of stranded conductors, tapes, or flat
that can be expected to petform reliably straps are included over the insulation
for more than twenty years will require shield for the purpose of providing aclean construction materials and designs ground potential return path for the
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current. Over the neutral conductors, a Figure, the lead sheath on this cable has
polymeric jacket is typically added to been severely damaged resulting in exposure
offer protection of the neutrals during of the underlying insulation.
installation, to limit their corrosion, and Metallurgical inspection of the lead
to reduce the effects of moisture from the indicated that it had been peeleo back on
environment. In some cases, a lead sheath the cable so long ago that the slow,
is applied over the insulation shield to natural relaxation of this material had
provide complete protection against ambient obliterated its surface features. Th-e
moisture. peeled surfaces were also covered with a

thick oxide film. This evider:ce suggested
that the sheaths had been damaged during

Conductor Shield installation of the cables.

Stranded
Metallic Sheath Conductor TABLE 1

(optional) Summary of Breakdown Tests u-: Field-Aged
Cables, Comparino aiu Lcrc

.breakdown Otre-Ooth. (V, ii
circuit cable near :aut

1 0A I O 4
1 QB -- t6..... .. . .. . Q B -

2C -- 41

Sz ~~QA 32

2 of --

3 o. . 3?.. . .3
3 0-> - - 2

" " [] [[ ].'l~..] [] ]" •3 O" -- 2;5

ShidInsulation 1Neutral ns

Shield ~ ~~~~Insulation".. .. -,- "

Figure 1. Major Constructicn Features of
Medium Voltage Power Distribution Cables

ROLE OF INSULATIONS: CASE STUDIES OF FIELD-
AGED CABLES

Examole 1
Fifty butyl rubber insulated, lead- Figure 2. Lead Sheath Damage in 40 Year

sheathed cables were removed from a ma-or Old Dstri-o Cal' e
urban service area for the purpose of
determining the cause of their increasinr
number of dielectric failures. These had Several aa i o were usf2 i

been in service between 20 and 40 years in an effort o dotem ne why the damaced'
very wet, high salt concentration areas. jackets should hv, allowed an increesed
Dielectric breakdown tests were conducted rate of dote- iorat ior of the ,ndeorlyin-..
on cables near fault sites, on adjacent cable insutitIn. tElemental analysis cf
non-faulted areas of the same cable, and on the cable insulation wr s conducted with X-
adjacent, non-faulted phases from the same ray emissio''n 0 'ct 'roscuc.y [1, 4,
circuit. Table 1 summarizes the breakdown As shown in ,Lle e '-
ten;t result s for these cables. As insulation r ied ccnsideab& btw" the
indicated, the breakdown strengths were sites whet. t fhe' >ld wos ir.r :t and cther
found to be significantly lower in the areas of the came cable where the leao
areas where the faults occurred. Figure Z sheath had 1f'en damaged. The elements
shows one such area. As shown in this shown in boId type cc: tslC-nd t,- I he
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contaminants that were introduced into the 3, the low frequency losses were highest
insulation. As noted previously, the near the fault site of the failed cable
cables were exposed to salt (chlorides of (phase A) . These losses were lower for the
sodium, potassium, and calcium) water same cable about 10 ft. away from the fault
Pnvironments. The damaged lead sheath site. As shown in Table 3, the dielectric
allowed the ingress of salts from this losses were also lower for the adjacent,
water into the insulation. Many salts are non-faulted phase and for the non-aged
known to be strong promoters of water cable obtained from the warehouse. The
treeing [7). Due to their ionic nature, losses above 1.0 Hz were nearly identical
these salts also increase the local for all cables and locations.
dielectric losses and the resulting thermal
enerqy may increase the rate of
degradation. TABLE 3

Dielectric Loss (Tangent Delta) vs.
Frequency for Various Locations and Cables

TABLE 2
Elemental Analysis Results, Comparing frequency, Hz
Insulation Compositions from Various cable 10- 3  l0-2 j0-I

Locations and Cables OA (at fault) .0612 .0267 .0121 .0071

circuit cble elements A (remote) .0593 .0224 .0109 .0064

1 OA (at fault) C, 0, Al, Si, OB .0561 .0227 .0114 .0064
C1, K, Pb, Zn non-aged .0562 .0226 .0115 .0065

1 OA (remote) C, 0, Al, Si, Chemical tests were conducted on the
Pb, Zn cable insulation and on water removed from

the conduit in which the cable had been
OB C, 0, Al, Si, located to attempt to determine why the

Pb, Zn local dielectric losses were higher near

the fault site. Conductivity and pH tests
2 OA (at fault) C, 0, Na, Al, on the water indicated that it was nearly

Si, C1, K, Pb, neutral and had low electrical

Zn conductivity. Sections of the insulation
from the various cable sections were
immersed in distilled, deionized water for

OA (remote) C, 0, Al, Si, 48 hours at 60'C to extract soluble,
Pb, Zn conductive (ionic) material(s), if present.

Conductivity and pH measurements were made
3A (at fault) C, 0, Mg, Al, on these water extractions and they, too,

Si, Cl, K, Ca, indicated normal pH (7.2) and low
Pb, Zn electrical conductivity (158pS/cm).

OA (remote) C, 0, Mg, Al,
Si, Pb, Zn

An EFPR insulated cable failed while
,ener '•i ebd bu' not loaded in a 6.9kv delta
system at a power plant in a non-critical
application. The cable had been in service

-:prn o: -t re 1 y f ive years and was
int a1 led in a conduit that became water-
i 1 l.d The cable featured jacketed

counit ruct ion and a 133% insulation level as
deo ined in the AE-C specifications [6] .
"T'hie ent r[e Ionqth of the faulted cable and
it rs :id liacrt noen-faulted phase B and C

(o:ndcu ctorc wee- r emoved from t he conduit.
uort C tc sl, a non-aged section of the Figure 3. Structure of Insulation from

Ib, wa: cbt airned from a warehouse. Non-Aqed CabIe . 100 x manif i cat ion

he ' " ,I co r 1c 1 o:,,os of t ho
1:; I iiro f r-nc var inus ect ins of each The inn • at i ons O I ron ¶ hese cable

.>ib , w ,r' r, a:urd If v a widoe e , sect ions were t hen prepaled -Ziyo:e onica 1y
rill' 1i] rill t imo doma in dielectric into thin !.nect ion o so thatt they could bte

; ., (Ty 52) 18). A! -hrown in Tabl], e-:,aminod mi crosccpic, 1 1'y with transmit ted
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illumination. Figure 3 shows the spectrophotometry [1, 2] was used to
insulation characteristics for the non-aged identify the sites where tree initiation
cable obtained from the warehouse. The had occurred. Spectra obtained from these
insulation is shown to be homogeneous, with sites, when compaitd to a cuitable
uniform dispersion of the ingredients reference [101, indicated that the
(clay, red lead, zinc oxide, others) The insulation antioxidant (an amine stabilized
insulation from the field-aged, non-faulted phenol) was segregated at these sites.
cable section appeared to have identical Analyses of a non-aged section of the same
characteristics. Microscopic examination cable confirmed that this inhomogeneity
of the insulation near the fault site of resulted during manufacturing of the cable
the failed cable, however, indicated the rather than as a consequence of aging.
presence of atypically large particles of
what appeared to be inorganic material, as
shown in Figure 4. Following polarized
optical measurements of some of the
crystalline properties of these particles
[9] they were identified as Kaolin, a
silicate clay used in most EPR cable
insulation compounds.

Figure 5. Bowtie Tree and its initiaticn
Site in a Field-Aged XLPE Cable

Example 4
From the early 1960's thch the id-

1970's, medium voltage F-W- cablwes were
available with a m:n r a I eC
polyethylene insulation. T ese cables .-et

Figure 4. Structure of Insulation Near with mixed exp:-eriece by he uiit
Fault Site of Failed Cable. 10Ox companies (12]. ome w'-re u

magnification failures followina less than : } ears,
field service, while others continue t
perform reliably to the present time,

Ei-ple 3 following more than 25 years in service.
Repeated failures of a crosslinked Several analytical tocis were us ed a

polyethylene insulated medium voltage determine why some o-f +ase ca'les suffered
cable, followinq six years in service, premature degradation whler others did not.
prompted an investigation into their cause. Optical microscopy was fi used tc
The cable appeared to be of good quality examine cables taadn abie.
construction, it had not suffered abusive These were stained and examned for the
in-situ testing procedures, nor were any presence of trees and t eatures that
apparent defects present in the materials, might have affected their neriormance.
A section of this cable was removed from Fiqure 6 shows trees in :ne of to ese cables
service and prepared into thin sect ions for and Figure 7 shows a cOmmon defect
microscopic analysis. Optical microscopy associated with sites I' localized
of stained secrtions revealed the presence degradation. Folarizej miLroscCpy
of a large nuimber of bowt ie electrical indicated that these sites consisted of
trees, as shown i'r Figcure i t was noted agglomerates of Kaolin clay, thle mineral
that these init at- a s it es whore fil ler used for this type of insulation
inhomogene it I e :-:i rted w it h i 1 he compound. Cables that did o exoerience a
crosslinked polyet hylV r••( 1. s- . -. high incidence of failures wer-e found to
Optical character'o iz' i'dic&it-d that contain insulatiorns wih well d1 spersed
these wPre not typical cont rl.4 inant for a clays and appear much tOe same as the EFIR
cable of that vintiqe. Hist o i ca ly, insulation shown in Fi(cure 3.
contaminant.s have i nluded o;idi ed
p lyt hylen.e, cat a s t res 1d e, v it ious
mineral -a , and ct-h, f . T f I red mic o-
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The latter data suggested that the good
cables contained clays that had been
sufficiently heated (calcined) to remove
the water of hydration. This is known to
promote better mixing and is a process that
is presently used for EPR insulation
compounding.

Example5
Corrosion of copper concentric

neutrals in underground distribution
systems is a recognized problem, most
prevalent with non-jacketed cables, that
has received sporadic research attention.
Traditionally, bare copper has been
relatively corrosion-free i n -his

Figure 6. Bowtie Tree in Filled application while "tinned" neutrals have
Pnlyethylpne Insulation often suffered severe corrosion damaqe.

Some utility companies have employed anodic
or cathodic protection schemes to reauce
the rate of neiutral corrosion. Ar.
investigatiorn ['l was undertaken to
comparatively explore the mechanism of
corrosion on bare and coated neutral
conauctors. cailure of the neutrals can
introduce operational difficulties,
failures due to discontinuous grouncing,
and safety concerns.

Exposure tests for periods of up t-
one year were performed on samples of both
bare and tin-coated copper neutral wire
obtained from a medium voltage power cable
manufacturer. These were immersed in an
electrolyte with a standard biological
culturing medium to simulate a scil
environment. Electrical environments were
provided by application of a 60 Hz ciurrent

Figure 7. Clay Agglomerates in Defective to the wire samples. In the absence of an
Filled Polyethylene Insulation ac voltage, tin has a negative potential

(anodic) with respect to copper. This
condition cathcdically Protects the

Gas chromatography (GC) and mass underlying copper from corrosion. The
spectrometry (MS) [1, 2] were used to application of an ac voltage reverses the
comparatively analyze specimens of "good" relative potentials making copper the more
and "bad" mineral-z.ilea polyethylene negative (anodic). In addition, tin
insulations to try to understand why the coatings are typically imp*ýrfect leading to
differences in dispersion existed, small areas of copper (anode) exposed to a
Sections of insulation from these cables large area of tin (cathode). These
were prepared under clean conditions, then combined factors initiate local attack on
placed into stainless steel containers and the exposed copper. Once pitting begins,
heated to approximately 175 0 C. The gases the reaction becomes autocatalytic, that
evolved frm:n the specimens were directed is, the corrosion process itself creates a
with a stream of high purity nitrogen gas local environment within the pit which
into the GC/MS system and analyzed. When stimulates further corrosion, as shown in
the resulting spectra were compared, the Figure 8. This self-perpetuating mechan-
well dispersed insulation compound was ism can rapidly lead to failure. Since
found to contain a low moisture this degradation is localized, it may not
concentration (800 ppm, or less) and a be recognized when accessible areas of
vinyl-silane compound. The latter is cables are inspected.
commercially used as a clay surface
treatment agent to promote the formation of The root cause of concentric neutral
chemical bonds between this material and corrosion has been identified as a
the polyethylene matrix. Thu bad insul- synergism between the copper/tin galvanic
ation was found to contain no traces of the cell (resulting from the imperfect
vinyl-silane compound and a significantly coating), a corrosive environment, and the
higher moisture concentration (>4000 ppm). applied ac current. It is this particular

combination of parameters that experience
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enhanced rates of corrosion. Copper or tin polymer jackets are indicated to retard the
alone in a typical soil environment, with ingress of environmental contaminants,
or without ac voltage, is comparatively particularly when compared to those cables
immune to corrosion. Tin-coated copper in that were aged without jackets, none offers
the soil environment without ac current complete, long-term protection of the
(i.e., spare, non-energized cable) is also underlying cable.
relatively immune. (Although this is a
galvanic couple, the corrosion rate is low
because the anode, tin, has a much larger
exposed area than the cathode, copper.) TABLE 4
Application of ac to this system, however, Ton Concentration in Cable Insulations,
passivates the tin, rendering it cathodic Showing Effectiveness of Various Jacketing
with respect to the copper. Tne copper, Materials
now the anode, has a small exposed area
relative to the tin, therefore it corrodes water-soluble
rapidly. Once initiated, these local cable/condition l ion conc.
corrosion cells experience autocatalytic 1, non-aged PVC 125 opm
propagation. The tin-coated copper 1, aged, intact PVC 850 ppm
neutrals, as received, will experience 1, aged, punctured PVC 1300 ppm
rapid, localized corrosion when energized 2, non-aged HDPE 220 ppm
in soil. These results suggest that 2, aged, intact HDPE 1100 ppm
tinned copper neutrals will corrode at a 2, aged, punctured HDPE 1000 ppm
greater rate than bart copper undor the 3, non-aged none 300 ppm
same conditions. 3, aged none 1800 ppm

4, non-aged lead 240 ppm
4, aged, intact lead 260 ppm

ElectrolIte 4, aged, punctured lead 2100 ppm(0 2 and Cl -Present) Imperfection in Coating

"Tin" Coating 600
-0 non-aged

0 aged
500

E. 400

Pit forming in Trapped Byproducts
Copper Neutral Perpetuate Corrosion

.. 3 0 0

Copper Neutral C
0

S•., . 200
0

Figure 8. Schematic of Tinned Neutral 100
Conductor Corrosion Process

ROLE OF CABLE JACKETS AND SHEATHS 01
During the past six years, a number of 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

reports have clearly indicated the need to
protect cable insulation from the radialdistacefrominsulationshieldtm
deleteri os effects of underground water
and its associated impurities [i.e., 3, 4, Figure 9. Migration of Calcium Ions from
5, 13, 14]. The authors have pioneer Soil Environment Into Underlying Cable
chemical analyses of field-aged cable Insulation, Comparing Aged and Non-Aged
insulation indicating the migration of Sections of Same Cable
impurities into cable insulation, such as
the example shown in Figure 9. As further
shown by the data in Table 4, the rate and While limited published data are
extent of intrusion of these impurities is available to indicate the relative
directly related to the type of cable diffusivities of water through some common
construction and the materials chosen for polymers [15, 161, none have indicated the
its protection. These data compare the performance of the polymers that are
performance for cables jacketed with commercially used for cable jacketing
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), high density purposes. To better assess the performance
polyethylene (HDPE), and lead. While of these materials, the rates of water
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diffusion were measured using thin strips impurities may also exist in the base
of cable materials in which the moisture polymer and its associated antioxidant, the
uptake was measured gravimetrically over carbon black has been shown to be the most
approximately 6 months immersion in tap significant contributor of the impurities
water at temperatures of 25'C, 60'C, and that have been linked to the formation of
800C, following the examples of Crank [15]. water trees. Recently, a comprehensive
Table 5 summarizes these results. Equation program was undertaken to determine what
1 indicates how this data can be used to cleanliness levels could be achieved using
estimate the rate of moisture diffusion improvements in processing technology and
into a cable with a jacket of known feedstock controls [19]. It is now felt
material. It should be noted that the that state-of-the-art cleanliness has been
measured diffusivities can vary according achieved by using carbon blacks produced
to the processing conditions of a given through the furnace or acetylene pyrolysis
polymer. processes. Carbon blacks produced today

contain less than 10% of the impurities
DoAC present ten years ago [20]. Removal of the

(1) flow rate= F= I impurities has also improved the smoothness
of these compounds since the irregularities
were caused by the impurities.

where: 1= section thickness

AC = concentration gradient DISCUSSION
odiffusion coefficient Through experience gained by analyses

of field-aged cables, laboratory-aged
cables, and laboratory-aged cable
materials, an improved understanding of the

TABLE 5 aging processes has been realized.
Experimentally Determined Diffusion Associated with this improved level of

Coefficients for Commercial Cab', ,acketing knowledge has been a dramatic improvement
Materials in the materials from which cables are

made, cable designs, and the choice of

material 20 /-=•2c materials used for cable construction.

crosslinked polyet .2 ,ene 330 x 10-5 Filled insulation systems now
polyvinyl ch •ride 600 x 10-5 exclusively use surface-treated, calcined

low density -,iyethylene 450 x 10-5 fillers to promote improved dispersion.
linear low der-,ty polyethylene 300 x 10-5 Non-filled insulations are now considerably

,4-ylar 5 x 10-5 cleaner than those produced ten years ago.
Teflon 2 x 10-5 Optical inspection devices can be

Lead 0 incorporated to exclude polyethylenepellets that include visible impurities or
discolorations. Owing to improved
antioxidant selection and improved

ROLE OF SEMICONDUCTING SHIELDS conccntration control, agglomerates 'f

Cable shields have been shown to antio:idants are seiun enccuntereo.

cortribute to the treeing process throughtwo rinipa mecanims; (I) heyareOne major supplier of cable jacketingtwo principal mechanisms; (1) they are mtrashsrcnl nrdcda

known sources of water-soluble ioni4 materials has recently introduced an
atralo and (2 they may c,, t i . . • improved semiconducting jacketing compound

particulate material that leads to the that offers moisture resistance comparable
formation of sharp protrusions at the to that of an insulating jacket.
shield/insulation interfaces where The industry has moved dramatically
electrical stresses may be locally toward cleaner shielding compounds. As a
concentrated. result, the sources of tree-inducing ions

The need for clean shielding compounds has been greatly reduced, while smoothness
Thenee fr cea shelingcopouds of the shield/insulation interfaces has

was systematically indicated through a o e shied as an ion nef it.

study supported by the U.S. Department of heen realized as an associated benefit.

Energy, with the cooperation of a major
cable materials supplier [18]. Shield Higher technology jacketing materials
compounds corsist of a host polymer, are becoming available. Several

i with manufacturers have developed cable jackets
typically EVA or HEA, which is filled wt
approximately 40 wt% carbon black. The that incorporate integral thin lead films
carbon black may be produced through a so that complete moisture resistance can be

variety of pyrolysis processes from a range achieved. This design offers the exterior
of raw materials. The starting materials protection provided by a conventional lead

sheath but has the added advantacie ofvary in their purity levels and this
diroctly affects the cleanliness of the having a minimal effect on the outer
resulting carbon black [20, 21]. While diameter of the cable.
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Historically, most utility companies [6] Specifications for Ethylene Propvlene
have purchased cables on a competitive Rubber Insulated Shielded Power
bidding basis, with contracts being awarded Cables Rated 5 Through 69 kV,
on the basis of lowest cost. As results of Specification CS5-87, Associatinn of
cable aging studies have become available, Edison Illuminating Companies, New
many utilities have come to recognize that York, 1987.
a premium price for a longer lasting cable [7] E.F. Steennis and F.H. Krueger, "Water
may be a better bargain in the long run. Treeing In Polyethylene Cables" IEEE
This has led some companies to develop Transactions On Electrical
specifications that stipulate certain Insulation, vol. 25, 5, pp. 989-
materials, aesigns, and performance 1028, October, 1990.
features. Some have further developed a [8] U. Gafvert and B. Nettleblad,
policy of having their own inspectors "Measurement Techniques for
present in the plants when their cables are Dielectric Response Characterization
being made and/or inspected. at Low Frequencies", Proc. of the

Nordic Insulation Symposii'm (NORD-
IS), Lyngby, Denmark, June 1990, pp.
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COMPOUNDING NEW SPECIALTY LINEAR POLYMERS FGR LV & MV CABLES

Lawrence Spenadel and Monica Hendewerk

Exxon Chemical Company - Baytown, TX

Abstrct

ExactTM polymers, produced via new single-site catalyst as crosslinkability, physical properties, filler acceptance,
technology developed at Exxon Chemical Company(l), tree retardancy, and processability are discussed. The
features narrow distributions of molecular weight and electrical properties and physical performance
chemical composition. Control of these parameters can be characteristics of the new specialty linear polymers are
used to tailor the molecular architecture of ethylene demonstrated relative to low density polyethylene and
polymers to produce low and medium voltage cables with ethylene-propylene rubbers.
improved performance.

L General Polymer Properties
This paper discusses the applicability of tailoring polymer
structure to meet both power cable applications and low Two very important properties of polyolefins, critical to
voltage wire requirements. Minimization of the high and their success for wire and cable application, are physical
low MW tails of the new specialty linear polymers (SLP), properties and processability. Producing a high level of
and uniform distribution of its comonomer can be desirable performance in these two properties and an optimum
for achieving optimum perfornance properties. In balance between them has long been the focus of efforts in
addition, polymer properties affected by MW, MWD, and the industry.
compositional distribution (CD) were studied. Finally,
polymer properties such as crosslinkability, filler The key to accomplishing this is control of the mole4,ular
acceptance, tree retardancy, etc. and how they relate to structure of the basic polymer molecules and with the
cable performance are discussed. discovery of single-site catalysis this is now possible. In

particular, two aspects of the molecular structure are of
primary importance. These are the control of the high

Introduction molecular weight and low molecular weight tails of the
molecular weight distribution and the control of the

As a result of the development of unique catalyst and comonomer distribution among the polyolefin
process technology at Exxon Chemical Company(l), a new molecules(3,4).
clasc of ethylene polymers, which will be referred to in this
pap,. as specialty linear polymers (SLP), are available in a The influence of these structural features on polymer
broad range of densities: from plastomers(2) (0.870-0.899 performance relative to the requirements for wire and cable
g/cm) to VLDPE (0.900-0.914 g/cm) to LLDPE (>0.915) applications are the focus of this paper.
and a broad range of melt indices (0.2 to 30+ dg/min).
They have the required physical and electrical properties to
make them suitable for use in the total construction of a Molecular Weight and Molecular Weight Distribution
power cable, i.e. insulation, insulation shields, and
jacketing. In addition, the SLP's hav. good filler Molecular weight and molecular weight distribution play a
acceptance and compounding latitude and could be used in significant role in melt processability as well as in the level
low voltage specialty wires. and balance of physical properties achievable. The MWD's

of three linear backbone polymers are shown in Figure 1: a
With this unique class of specialty linear polymers, it is single-site Ziegler catalyzed resin (SLP) with narrow MWD
possible to have the electrical and physical properties (Mw/Mn - 2.0 (most probable distribution)) and two multi-
associated with low density polyethylene and the tree site Ziegler type resins which have broader MWD's
retardanc> and flexibility associated with EP rubber. (Mw/Mn = 3.3 and 6.7)(5). Of particular note is the much

lower concentration of both low MW and high MW
In this paper, the influence of polymer properties (density, components in the SLP resin.
molecular weight, molecular weight distribution,
compositional distribution) on performance attributes such
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The composition distribution of these polymers was
determined using a proprietary fractionation method. The
graph shown in Figure 3 compares one of the new
copolymers with a multi-site Ziegler catalyzed resin. The

Because there is no low MW tail in the SLP polymers, the multi-site Ziegler catalyzed resin has a broad CD containing
materials are much less tacky than conventional broader copolymer molecules with very low comonomer content on
MWD polyolefins(5). This has a number of consequences. the one side and copolymer molecules with very high
Firstly, even the very low density polymers with a density comonomer content on the other. The new resin by contrast
around 0.880 g/cm 3 (plastomers) are easily pelletized and is a very narrow CD material with the copolymer molecules
the pellets require no dusting to prevent agglomeration. clustered tightly around a single comonomer content. These
Elimination of the low MW tail also means less volatiles differing CD's influence a number of important properties.
during processing (lower hexane solubles). Secondly, the
absence of the high molecular weight tail allows lower
processing temperatures because the melting point of the Multi-site Ziegler
polymer will be lower. The missing high MW tail also I 1MU/.920o
means less shrinkback. The NMWD also creates the
potential for melt fracture.

Composition Distribution
1 3 SLP Polymer

Composition distribution (CD) refers to the distribution of 1 .5ML/Op.91Pp
comonomer between polymer molecules - i.e. an
intermolecular effect. This feature relates directly to 0 20 40 40 S 06
polymer crystallizability, hexane extractability, toughness Elution Temperature ('C)
properties and many other important properties including
filler acceptance at a given density and crosslinkability. The <-- CompostioM, BrancideswlQ00C
polymers under consideration here possess narrow CD - i.e. Fig ure 3.
all of the polymer molecules (chains) tend to have the same
comonomer content throughout the entire resin sample
regardless of the MW of the chain. In contrast, resins made
from multi-site Ziegler catalysts tend to have a very Combined MWD / CD Effects
disparate CD: low MW molecular chains have high
comonomer content while the high molecular weight chains The true value of the SLP polymers is realized through a
are very low in comonomer content. This is demonstrated combination of narrow MWD, narrow CD, and product
in Figure 2. cleanliness. Narrow MWD/CD resins have a balance of
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physical and melt flow properties that are well suited for other hand the peak melting point of the single-site resins
many applications. Properties can be significantly altered varies uniformly with resin density because of the narrow

by tailoring the MWD and/or CD. This is illustrated in MWD and more uniform CD. The melting point can be

Table I below. Both polymers have a density of 0.920 and a adjusted to meet the requirements of a given application by

melt index of 5.0. In the first example polymer properties altering density or combining narrow CD polymers. As you

of 68 g/mil tear strength and 22% hexane insolubles were move to lower densities the cop,lymers may start

achieved. The Type II example shows a dramatic difference processing more like elastomers than plastics, i.e. large LID
in properties obtained by tailoring the MWD and CD. Tear ratios (extruder length to diameter) and high temperatures

strength was significantly increased (150 -4 530 lb/in) and are not necessary. This can provide a larger processing

hexane solubles significantly decreased (22% -+ 3%). window to operate without scorching, and requires less
energy.

Table I. Polymer Properties as a Function of MW/CD Combinations.

Sample Tear Strength Hexane Solubles 140 Traditional Z'-Wgw Copolymers
o *c

6

Type 1 68 g/mil (i50lb/in) 22% 120 ILI 0
Type 1 240 g/mil (530 lb/in) 3%

E100

_ 1 SLIP Hexene Copolymers
Meltng Point 80

Having a narrow CD leads to a narrow melting point range .M6 SLP Butene CoPolymers

and to a lower peak melting point than a resin of similar 60

melt index and density made with a multi-site Ziegler
catalyst. Illustrated in Figure 4 are the DSC curves for two 40 0 t 9 00,86 0,88 0.90 0.92 0.94

polymers with equivalent density and identical comonomer Density (g/cc)
type. The new SLP copolymer has a peak melting point of Figure 5.

about 100"C while the multi-site Ziegler resin has a peak

melting point of about 120'C, even though the density is
.equivalent. U. Polymer Attributes for Power Cables

The following sections describe attributes of the new class

Differential Scanning Calorimetry of polymers which can be translated into performance
attributes desirable for components in the construction of a

Speaafty Lfa, o Peakk - IO0C power cable. A list of the ASTM methods used to obtainT 0 , the data in this section is given in reference (6).

.2r Mut4gwe z~glor
0 0eiwity0O902 90 rslikblt

- These new polymers can be crosslinked by both peroxide
and radiation curing. The peroxide response of two of the

: I I 'SLP polymers as well as a crystalline EPDM and an LDPE
0 40 N so 1W 1 'Mare shown in Figure 6. Torque values (a measure of

Te(C) modulus build-up) are plotted against peroxide
Temperature (concentration. The top curve represents one of the SLP

polymers which contains residual unsaturation. The middle

Figur 4. lines show an equivalent response of a saturated SLP
polymer to EP, both being better than LDPE in an

Melting Point / Density Relationships environment of equivalent peroxide levels.

The melting point as a function of polymer density is plotted
in Figure 5 for both multi-site Ziegler polymers and the new

SLP polymers. Multi-site Ziegler products tend to retain a
high melting peak over a wide density range, because the

high molecular weight tail determines the peak of
the melting point curve and because the high molecular
weight tail contains lesser amounts of comonomer. On the
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3,500 hours the specimens were removed from the test and
160 UVA&MOCA SLP rA, mi =w u ' analyzed. The "degree of treeing" was determined by

140 D F--aft (2eM. ,01Co101) -i slicing the sample vertically through two of the sandblasted
H 120 areas and then measuring the length of the trees relative to

/ .the thickness of the sample (stress is proportional to the
100 o. -thickness). The method is shown in Figure 8. All samples

s8 0were tested in triplicate.

40 IAnalysis of Tree Retardancy Test Samples
/ /• StinailLDPE for XLPE

0 1 2 3 4 5
Peroxide Concentraton (wt%)

Figure 6. 0
Figure__ __6.__SanIdlasted areasto initiate tree growth

The radiation'response of one of the new polymers relative• tree length

to a LDPE is shown in Figure 7. The polymers have similar - # trees/rm
MI and density. Again, the new class of polymers show
significantly greater crosslinking response in an Stress
environment of equivalent radiation levels as evidenced by
the greater levels of torque measured by ODR. Figure 8. thickness

80 EIon beW i The tree retardancy test involved 34 types of samples which
45M•eV Iynamuirw included the leading commercial materials which are

rsL Pol0 Y)e available today, both tree retardant and basic XLPE and• 28I,09600mu

" EPR compounds. The tree rating (0-100) for each of the
samples was determined as described above. The samples

S.... - .were then ranked in performance in four qualitative groups
" (excellent, good, fair, poor) according to natural breaks in

E / the data. The results are summarized in Table II.
Standard LDPE: 21D ... .. ..

M (2.8M1. 0.9175 dr"Usty)

Table II Tree Retardancy Performance

04
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 Tree Performance

Radiation Dosage (Mrad) Sample Rating* Rating Comments

Figure 7. MV EPR I Excellent Clay filled insulation

compound compound w/
additives

The excellent cure response of the new specialty linear
polymers to either peroxide or radiation makes them ExactTM 6 Excellent No tree retardant additives,
attractive for use in both medium or low voltage wire SLP-4009** no filler
constructions. It is also anticipated that this class of new
polymers will be responsive to silane grafting and moisture ExactT4 16 Good No tree retardant additives.
crosslinking. SLP-4003** no filler

Commercial tree 22 Good Tree retardant additives.
im Readancy retardant XLPE no filler

One of the most interesting attributes of these new polymers LDPE (XLPE 68 Poor No tree retardant additives,
is their tree retardance. Tree retardancy tests were standard)** no filler

performed at an independent laboratory (National Research *Tree rating = tree length divided by sample thickness x 100.
Council of Canada) using the following methods. A 75mil
plaque containing the polymer, peroxide and stabilizer were **Samples were crosslinked with 2.6% Dicup R and contained a
pressed at 1750C then cut into 1" circles. Three small areas small amount of stabilizer.
were sandblasted onto the surface of the circles to accelerate
tree initiation. The samples were stressed at 6kV, 1000Hz
using the apparatus and procedure in reference(7). After
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The ExactTh polymers, with no tree retardant additives and Mechanical Proe
no filler, performed very well against the commercial
crosslinked compounds currently being used for tree The SLP polymers have excellent physical properties which
retardant insulation. These properties are a result of the combined with the previously shown electrical properties
unique architecture of these polymers. Future work will makes them highly suitable for many power cable
include testing of full size power cables(8) to verify these applications. Table V shows a comparison of the physical
laboratory results. properties of a semicrystalline EP and a low density

polymer (plastomer) made with the single-site catalysts.
Table V. Mechanical Properties of Filled Crosslinked Polymer

The electrical properties of the new class of polymers are Formulations.

compared in Table III with a semicrystalline EP rubber, Filled Filled
both in a filled crosslinked MV insulation compound. Plastomer EPR

(0.880p) Insulation
With Filler:

Table III. Electrical Properties of Polymers in a Filled Compound. 100% Modulus, psi 1185 685
300% Modulus, psi 2290 1650

MV Insulation MV Semi- Tensile Strength, psi 2555 1710
SLP4003 crystalline EPR Elongation. % 405 320
Compound Compound Aged 7 Days, 150 °C

% Tensile retained 100 105
S% Elongation retained 92 94
+ Original 2.64 2.75
+1 Day/9 0"C Water 2.40 2.50 The data in Table V demonstrate the excellence of
+7 Days/90C Water 2.44 2.51 mechanical properties of the new class of polymers. These
+30 Days/90°C Water 2.42 2.52 properties make the plastomers highly attractive as an EPR

Dissipation Factor. % alternative. The modulus, tensile strength, and elongation
both before and after aging are significantly greater than for

+ Original 0.21 0.21 a filled semicrystalline EP formulation.
+1 Day/90°C Water 0.78 0.74
+7 Days/90°C Water 0.52 0.56 In Table VI, the mechanical properties of the specialty
+30 Days/90°C Water 0.50 0.48 linear polymers, are compared with a commercial LDPE

formulation. In each case, the polymers were crosslinked
As shown in Table III, the new SLP polymer in a filled and did not contain filler.
compound has electrical properties equal to a
semicrystalline EPR. , This result is expected since the Table VI. Mechanical Properties of Unfilled Crosslinked Polymers.
electrical properties are dominated by filler type and filler
loading. Crosslinked

Crosslinked SLP
Without filler: SLP VLDPE Commercial Plastomer

(0.902p) XLPE (0.880p)

Without filler, these new polymers perform equal to the best
LDPE polymers in an XLPE formulation, see Table IV.

Tensile Strength, psi 3200 2400 2475
Table IV. Electrical Properties of Neat Crosslinked Polymers. Elongation. % 540 550 520

Aged 7 Days 150*C 136*C 150*C
SLP-4003 XLPE % Tensile retained 92 95 98%

Dielectric Constant Elongation retained 99 95 98

+ Original 2.30 2.37 The mechanical properties of these new NMWD polymers
+1 Day/90°C Water 2.15 2.16 are also attractive and make them interesting in XLPE
+7 Days/90°C Water 2.12 2.15 power cable applications. Because of the NMWD, the new
+30 Days/90°C Water 2.12 2.14 polymers have very good mechanical properties. Therefore.

SLP's with lower density than XLPE can meet the
Dissipation Factor. % mechanical performance criteria required in today's XLPE

+ Original 0.035 0.037 applications, but add more flexibility. Because of the

+1 Day/90°C Water 0.032 0.034 unique comonomer distribution and MWD, these polymers
+7 Days/90°C Water 0.037 0.038 exhibit exceptional tensile strength. Even the 0.880p
+30 Days/90°C Water 0.037 0.036 plastomer has a tensile strength equivalent to XLPE. The
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new polymers retain tensile and elongation properties even
when aged at a temperature higher than XLPE can

withstand. For purposes of economics in the manufacture of low
voltage wires, it is usually desirable to load the polymer

s with high levels of fillers. EP rubbers have the ability to

accept large quantities of filler, in fact, the filler has the

Tensile set measurements were conducted to test the new function of reinforcing the EPR and thereby imparting to it

polymers in a standard EPR test. The samples contain a a desirable level of physical properties. Polyethylene

base stabilization package and no filler. After cure, by polymers, on the other hand, do not readily accept fillers

either radiation or peroxide, samples were elongated to above the 25% level. The SLP polymers have good filler

200%, held 10 minutes, allowed to relax for 10 minutes, and acceptance of both carbon black and Kaolin-clays. This

then measured to determine the extent to which the samples ability of the SLP polymers to accept loadings of filler at

had recovered their original length. 100 php or even higher levels is a result of its almost
uniform comonomer distribution.

Data after radiation comparing an amorphous EPR, several

of the new polymers, and a crosslinked LDPE are shown in In Figures 11 and 12, the effect of tiller loading on tensile
Figure 9. strength and elongation of two SLP polymers are shown.

As expected , the tensile strength of the 0.90 density

120 polymer is higher than the lower density more flexible 0.88

91% density polymer. However, the plastomer processed better
100 showing no signs of melt fracture during extrusion.

772%

00 EFFECT OF FILLER LOADING ON TENSILEa 60
cc 

TENSILE STRENGTH. PSI

64000

20 •0

0SLP LDPE AJ1O0lI-0 SLP SLP I boo

(d.0 906) EPR (d-0.89) (d.0.88) o0

Figure 9. 0o

0 25 60 75 100

The peroxide data comparing a semicrystalline EPR, an FILLER LOADING, PHR

amorphous EPR, several of the new polymers, and a =m.-o = 000oNWTY

crosslinked LDPE are shown in the next figure. Fiqure 11I

120
97%

100 MEFFECT OF FILLER LOADING ON ELONGATION

0) 80 7^ 72- ELONGATION. %

>60 6400

4) 400
cr

o• 40 ; 300'

20 I 200.

SLP LDPE SLP SLP C'Y 1t8f Amwo t100,

(d-0906) (d-0 89) (d-098) EPR EPR

26 0 75 too

Figure 10. FILLER LOADING, PHR

in060 DNSITY mO0 0O DENSI0TY

Figure 12

Again, these data demonstrate that the SLP polymers cure

well and have excellent modulus after cure.
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Product Regions (Plastomers, waxes, VLDPE, etc.) 2) The term "plastomer" refers to ethylene-based

These ethylene based polymers span a wide range of copolymers with density <M.900gecm 3 down to

molecular weight and comonomer content - ranging from -0.865g/cm 3 with a MW level >Mw 20,000

extremely viscous high molecular weight resins to low (-200MI and lower) -- between PLAStics
molcular weight liquids, from highly crystalline, siff (LL./VLDPE) and ethylene/alpha-olefinmaterials to low modulus, amorphous polymers. A grapheic elasTOMERS in amount of ethylene crystallinity.
illustration of the wide range of products available using 3) A.K. Mehta, CS. Speed, et.al., Structure/Property
single-site catalysis is shown in Figure 13. The resins of Relationships in Exxpous Polymers", SPE Retec
principal focus in this paper were those of higher molecular Southwest Section. Houston. TX. February 25,
weight, MI = 0.2 - 30, and in the linear low and low density 1991.
areas, p = 0.930 - 0.870 because those are the polymers with 4) M.P. Jeffries, "Exxpol TM Technology", SPEthe most obvious uses in power cable construction. Southwest Section, December 10, 1990.

5) J. Boor, Jr., "Ziegler Natta Catalysts and
Polymerization", Academic Press Inc., 1979.

SLP PRODUCT REGIONS 6) ASTM methods used for the tests conducted
throughout this paper are: Shore A Hardness,

EP, ASTM C886; Secant Modulus, ASTM D790;

Tensile/Elongation, ASTM D638; Dielectric
LLDK uConstantlDissipation Factor, ASTM D150;

Dielectric Strength, ASTM D149; ODR, ASTM
a D2084.

1o" Lo,"'."awWi 7) A.T. Bulinski, S.S. Bamji. R.J. Densley, J.-P.
:• Crine, B. Noirhomme, B.S. Bernstein, "Water

W Treeing in a Heavily Oxidized Cross-linked
copotyr' Polyethylene Insulation," Proceedings of the Sixth

W. -wInternational Symposium on High Voltage
0;6 0.88 090 0.92 0,94 0.96 Engineering, New Orleans, LA. August 28 -

Density September 1, 1989. In press.
Figure 13 8) R. Lyle, J.W. Kirkland, "An Accelerated Life Test

Conclusion for Evaluating Power Cable Insulation", lEE Winter
Power Meeting, Atlanta, GA., 1981

Initial laboratory studies show that ExactT" polymers are L was born
suitable for many components in power cable construction, in Brooklyn, N.Y. and
Excellent crosslinkability with both peroxides and radiation, received his Ph.D. in
making the polymers suitable for both MV and LV Chemistry from the University
insulation applications, has been demonstrated. With the of Cincinnati in 1957. He has
appropriate polymer architecture, the low density plastomers 9i more than 30 years service
have 7-od tree retardance without tree.retardant additives with Exxon Chemical
and have good filler acceptance making them attractive for Company and has worked in
both MV and LV insulation applications. The higher density the wire and cable area since
materials exhibit excellent mechanical properties and may 1970. He has 28 patents and
be useful for jacketing applications. The good combination 17 publications.
of electrical and physical properties make this new class of
polymers interesting candidates for both XLPE and
semicrystalline EPR insulation applications.
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MEETING THE DEMANDS OF EVOLVING PREMISES
NETWORKS

Donald R. Coover

AT&T

TYPICAL INTELLIGENT BUILDING
CHARACTERISTICS

An explosive growth in information The definition of an "Intelligent
exchanged electronically and optically Building" as viewed by the Intelligent
within offices places a high premium on Buildings Institute (Fig. #l) is one of
connectivity. Information managers are the most comprehensive descriptions I
demanding far more of the copper and have seen concerning what I would
fiber optic cable systems that pipe consider as typical Intelligent Building
voice, data, video, security monitoring, characteristics.
temperature regulation, lighting control,
and other signals throughout a building In my opinion, all the characteristics of
or campus. They want premises an Intelligent Building must be

distribution systems that accommodate considered when designing and

equipment from any vendor, and expect implementing premises wiring in support

such systems to handle new technologies of existing and future Intelligent

such as the Fiber Distributed Data Building systems and services.

Interface (FDDI), fiber to the desk,

synchronous optical transmission, andinelign bilin ysem.Rapid deployment of technology and
intelligent building systems. systems integration are driving market

demand for open protocols, and industry
standard interfaces between various
manufacturers' equipment on a global
basis. Customers want and are beginning
to demand the capability to purchase
hardware and software from vendor A ard
have it communicate with hardware and

Building wiring has truly become the software provided by vendor B. This
fourth utility. Information managers, ability to mix and match different
building owners and occupants must vendors equipment and devices using
consider the connectivity requirements of standard interfaces allows customers the
both their existing and future building ability to procure the best performance
systems (heating/ventilation, air for the lowest cost.
conditioning, security, fire-life-safety,
etc.) as well as building services CAPITALIZE ON INVESTMENT
(voice, data, video and Local Area
Networks) for new construction as well as Premises wiring is a large capital and
retrofit projects. operational investment for

building developers, owners and managers.

My presentation this afternoon centers From their perspective, there is a need
around the impact of building wiring on to capitalize on that investment.
the emerging "Intelligent Building", Traditionally, telecommunications system
uniform versus non-uniform premises wiring costs (labor and material) for a

wiring schemes and a suggested approach telephone system, range from 20 - 40%
to implementing premises wiring. percent of the total systems cost.

In discussions with several major
building control vendors, they agreed
that the labor and materials required to
connect a typical building management
system average at least 33 percent of the
systems initial cost.
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INTEGRATED NETWORKS AND SYSTEMS

Imagine the impact if a single integrated
low voltage premises wiring system could The impact of technology on business in

be installed in an Intelligent Building the past decade has been tremendous.

or Campus that would provide connectivity Remember that prior to 1980, the personal

and transparent information flow between computer did not exist, there were no

telecommunications, data processing, digital PABX telephone systems and the

andtraditional building automation building controls industry was primarily

systems. based on pneumatic technology.

From a building owner or managers Advancing technology in the Intelligent
perspective the benefits include lower Building field has certainly had a
material and labor costs, the ability to dramatic effect on how business is
evolve to new technologies and protection conducted throughout the world; however,
of their current investment in premises these technologies have been primarily
wiring, reduced physical space based on stand alone systems and for the
requirements, lower relocations (moves & most part can be considered "islands of

changes) expenses, lower maintenance and automation" (Fig 3). The need to
administration costs, and the ability to integrate these existing "islands of
migrate and integrate new technologies automation" will increase as we enter the
with greater ease, less risk and lower 1990s. The need is developing to
costs. integrate building support systems that

monitor and control energy usage, fire

From the manufacturers perspective the safety, lighting, security and process
potential ability to reduce connectivity control with the telecommunications and
costs, the emergence of global protocol office automation systems found in modern
and connectivity standards and the structures. Just as office
capability to provide their "added value" communications systems have migrated from
to larger integrated systems solutions proprietary connecting schemes to

could have a dramatic impact on their structured uniform wiring systems
future. handling voice and data, bui.ding

automation systems will evolve to support

For the vendors, there are many choices open systems connectivity. This will
when considering premises connectivity allow the evolution from proprietary
requirements. The decision to connecting schemes to integrated wiring
incorporate the correct media, i.e., 18 systems that connect telecommunications,
AWG, coaxial, unshielded or shielded office automation and building automation
twisted pair copper or fiber optic wiring systems, devices and applications.
and cables, and adherence to building
wiring standards (Fig 2) and open In my opinion, the emerging "Intelligent
protocols when developing future systems Building and Campus" will not rely on
and products may directly impact the outlets in offices, but on "smart access
success of that vendor in the evolving points" to provide integrated information
market-driven Intelligent Building pathways. By utilizing this integrated
environment of the 9019. information pathway approach,

communications, data and support systems
and devices can share common backbone
and administration systems allowing

building owners and managers to reduce
installation and system administrations
costs.
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Such integrated system solutions allow In my opinion, 1992 will be the beginning
customers to move and manage all the of the Information Age and by coupling
information within a building using a the ever increasing computer power that
common and open wiring architecture based is being developed and the next
on global standards. generation of networking technology like

the Fiber Distributed Data Interface
The Intelligent Building Institute is (FDDI) standard that currently operates
addressing this issue and has endorsed at 100 Million bits per second,
unshielded twisted pair copper wire and Intelligent Buildings linked together
62.5 micron, multimode fiber optic cable with Public and Private Intelligent
for Intelligent Building/Campus Networks will become common place
distribution of low voltage signals. throughout the world by the mid-90's.

MULTI-VENDOR ENVIRONMENTS NON-UNIFORM AND UNIFORM WIRING APPROACHES

Certainly the two most important pieces Premises wiring can be classified into
of information I have learned over the two approaches: non-uniform and uniform.
past 10 years is that advancements in Non-uniform wiring utilizes separate
technology wiring schemes for the various building
are happening almost on a daily basis and systems and services found in a
customers are demanding integrated, structure.
multi-vendor solutions to their business
problems. Customers are no longer In non-uniform environments, it is
satisfied with the concept of "locking typical to have as many as seven or eight
in" by purchasing vendor specific separate wiring plans within a facility.
solutions from major manufacturers, In addition, these independent wiring
instead they are beginning to deploy schemes utilize variovt media (coaxial,
systems integrator to solve their shielded, unshielded copper and fiber
business problems. Systems integrator optics) to support the various systems
have the ability to mix and match various and devices found in the building.
devices and applications into unique
solutions designed around specific
customer needs and desires.

Currently, multi-vendor environments Various levels of support exist for non-
exist in both the telecommunications and uniform building wiring and are usually
data processing industries and, as they dependent on the individual equipment
evolve, will have a major impact on the provider. Since these vendors are
traditional building automation and generally not "premises wiring

control industry. The need for large companies", one must consider what
centralized building management, happens when something goes wrong with

security, and fire-life-safety systems the wiring, who does the customer call

from large vendors will certainly and what kind of support can be expected.

continue; however, niche manufacturers
will begin to position their devices The advantages of non-uniform wiring

within these larger systems utilizing include generally lower individual system

emerging standard protocols and installation costs. In addition, it is a
interfaces. mature way of wiring buildings and

accounts for 80 to 90 percent of the
building wiring that exists today.

Some of the major disadvantages involved
with the non-uniform approach include the

HIGHER DATA SPEEDS AND BANDWIDTH requirement for separate wiring to
support voice, data, image, energy

The requirements for increased data management/control and security systems,
speeds and higher bandwidth will continue limited support of emerging multi-vendor
to grow. Fifteen years ago, 1,200 Bits environments and generally no logical
per second (Bps) was considered state of administration or labeling methods or
the art data communications when procedures. Additionally, the non-
connecting computers with various uniform approach is not well suited for
peripheral devices. In 1990 it is common future technologies requiring higher
to have Local Area Networks (LANs) bandwidth and faster speeds.
installed that transmit from 1 Million to
16 Million bits per second (Mbps).
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The uniform wiring approach is based on
the EIA/TIA-568 (Fig 4) standard and
consists of a single integrated wiring
system designed to support various voice,
data, video and building automation
systems utilizing a standard interfaces
and media. Uniform structured wiring
utilizes a subsystem approach comprised Dcnald R. Coover (Don)
of the following: AT&T Network Cable System

111 Madison Avenue

Work ocaton SstemMorristown, I'U 07962-1970

Horizontal System

Administration System

Backbone (Riser) system

Equipment/Network Interface System
Don Coover is with AT&T Network Cable System

Campus System as the Manager for AT&T's SYSTriX(tm) Premises
Distribution System (PDS). He has more than 24

In addition, integrated uniform wiring years experience in the telecommunications,

systems generally adhere to existing data processing and building controls
standards and are positioned to conform ndustries. Previously, he has held positions
with future standards as they emerge. with IB4, the U.S. Treasury Department and New
They provide transparent connectivity Jersey Bell Telephone Company. Mr. Coover's
between various vendors' systems and present responsibilities include evaluating
equipment. This feature provides the potential requirevents for premises wiring by
customer with the capability to mix and the Buildi Controls Idustry and managing
match various devices and systems. From AT&T's SYSTIMAX PDS system to provide
a vendors perspective, transparent
connectivity allows them to retain connectivity for various energy management,
proprietary features, operating systems security, fire/life/safety, telephone, video,
and functions to market their individual local area network (LAN) and data camuni-
system advantages without developing and cations systems in intelligent building
supporting proprietary wiring schemes. environents. His other responsibilities have

included developing and managing AT&T's
Utilizing the subsystem approach, uniform Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) and
wiring systems can be modified and easily Fiber Distribumted Data Interface (FtOI)
upgraded to support future technologies premises wiring plans.
when they are required.

The perceived disadvantage of the uniform Mr. Coover currently serves on the Board of
wiring approach is the higher individual Directors of the intelligent Buildings
system wiring installation costs. This Institute and has previously served on the IAN
is clearly offset by the ability to and ISDN committees of the Building Industry
integrate and connect several or all of a Consulting service international (BICSI)
building's systems over a single wiring organization.
plan; however, the customer must
understand the economies of scale that Mr. Coover has made nunexaus international
the uniform wiring approach provides. es tions to the Building Owners and
SUGGESTED APPROACH TO PREMISES WIRING Managers' Association (Toronto Canada), United

Kingdom Telecommunications Managers' Associa-

WIRE ONCE! In my opinion, this is the tion (Ladon, UK), Premises Wiring Seminar
most important aspect to consider when (Stockholm, Sweden), A/P Buro '90 International
planning and implementing building Intelligent Building, Office Enviroment &
wiring. The incremental material cost Business Autcuation Event (Singapore) and the
and labor expense incurred in Telecouications Managers Association
implementing a uniform wiring system to (Bangkok, Thailand).
support existing and future requirements
is minimal when compared to the high
labor expense involved in upgrading and
rewiring an existing structure.
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SYSTEM INTEGRATOR'S VIEW OF INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS

Ronald Sumski

Electronic Systems Associates

The Systems Integrator is charged with the The single most important factor that distinguishes
responsibility of linking low voltage systems the Intelligent Building from others is that elec-
together to form a synergy. He or she views tronic systems are successfully imbedded in the
the Intelligent Buiiding as a friendly envir- infrastructure not attached to it.
onment that supports these various systems.
Further, he or she is concerned that there Electronic systems are defined as hardware, soft-
are adequate pathways for linking systems with ware, wire & cable all working in concert. There-
standard wire and cable, fore, a building must be designed and constructed

with a view towards ensuring a symbiotic environ-
Recently, there have been standards developed ment for electronic systems.
for horizontal and vertical cable. These
standards include Fiber Distributed Digital All who are involved with computer based systems
Interface (FDDI). Consultative Committee on know that these systems are becoming capable of
International Telephone and Telegraph (CITT) performing more functions and working at faster
and Integrated Systems Digital Network (ISDN). speeds. Therefore, two very important factors

that must be considered, when planning for elec-
These standards will, in most cases, dictate tronic system infrastructure, are bandwith capacity
how new buildings will be cabled for all and transmission speed capability.
communicating processors.

The wider the bandwith capacity and faster the
Careful planning of a building's ability to speed, the less *;ikely an infrastructure will have
support technology must take place. This to be modified in the future.

planning must begin in the design phase of the There are many groups and individuals involved
project. Traditionally, electronic systems with the planning and construction of a building.
have been attached to buildings nearing com- They are:

pletion. The Intelligent Building has tech- A. Owner
nology built into the infrastructure in the B. Architect
same fashion that heating, air conditioning, C. Engineer
ventilation, electric and plumbing are. D. General Contractor

E. Sub Contractor
The Systems Integrator views the Intelligent F. Specialy Consultants
Building as a structure designed to support a
variety of electronic systems. The electronic
systems are similar in their respective technical These groups and individuals, are generally bound
characteristics;yet diverse in their functional together as a Project Team when a new building is
objective, built or major renovation work occurs.

The Intelligent Building provides a multitude of In order to be successful, the Systems Integrator
strives to have the project team plan, and build

electronic services to the occupants and building an environment that is System Friendly. System
management. They are: Friendliness is comprised of two categories. They

A. Telecommunications-Voice and Data are Tactical Elements and Support Elements.
B. Security Tactical elements
C. Fire Detection and Life Safety Services
D. Audio/Visual ServicesE. Video Broadcast Services The infrastructure must be flexible in order toF. Building Systems Instrumentation and meet changing technology requirements for the lifeControl of the building. The proper time to address flex-ibility is during the planning stages of the build-

ing project. There is a cost associated with
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flexibility. The cost is low during initial build card reader).
when compared with renovation after building com-
pletion. 2. Control-The room would be at the

same locat;n or floor (in the
Tactical elements concern themselves with locations building ..... m4aintenance per-
and sizes. They are: sonnel will not be wandering throug;a

the core area.
A. Building entry points for electronic

utilities such as: 3. Standardization-r-MiecLing cables
can be -. L~o to the same geograph-

1. Telephone Company Service Cables icd, %uo regardless of the applica-
2. Cable TV Company Cables tion. Coordination with other
3. Fiber Optic Cables trades is easier. The same riser
4. Private Cables shaft can be shared by all low vol-

tage utilities. It is possible to
In many cases, the owner or tenants share the same riser cable (if
will desire alternate entry points territorial disputes can be med-
on opposite sides of the building iated).
for redundancy or disaster prevention
purposes. D. Uniform Cable-The Systems Integrator

strives to apply the least common den-
These entry points are usually in the ominator to electronic systems with
building basement. The routing of protocols, computer language, space and
the cables must be carefully coord- cable. During the 1980's and 1990's,
inated with the other utilities pen- industry wide standards were, and con-
etrating the foundation walls such tinue to be introduced and refined. Most
as, high voltage electric, steam, multiplexers, regardless of the system
water and sewer. involved, transmit over 62.5 micron,

multi-mode, dual window fiber optic cable.
B. Riser Shafts - In the traditional The most common form of horizontal media

building, there are separate risers is multi-wire, 24 AWG, unshielded twist-
for telecoqmnunications, security, ed pair cable. The new high quality
control systems, fire, radio page, cables can carry data transmission speeds
etc. Each specifically must find of up to 100 MBS at distances of up to
its own vertical path through the 100 meters. It makes the most sense to
building core. With growth factored install this type of cable to any low
in, these risers (when added together) voltage communications point. This
take a considerable amount of space. point can be anything from a telephoee to
The Intelligent Building should have an electronic door strike. The electronic
common electronic systems risers, system driving the system can be a highly
Respective vertical cables then share sophisticated PBX Telephone System or a
the same space. lighting control computer turning the

lights off after the staff leaves for
The riser shaft should pass through the night.
the Technology Room on each floor. This
arrangement allows for the maximum of The real value in a standard intelligent
flexibility while exercising the max- building cable is that the electronic
imum amount of control. engine can be changed without opening

walls and ceilings.
C. Technology Rooms-Historically, elec-

tronic systems were located in separate E. Standard Protocols-The ultimate in In-
spaces. The security system electron- telligent Buildings will not be enjoyed
ics were in one closet, control sys- until there is a standard protocol that
tems in another, telephone in a third, all electronic systems manufacturers
fire detection in a fourth, etc. (see employ. Today, there is minimum data
figure 1). The Intelligent Building sharing between low voltage systems.
should have at least one common tech- The telephone system cannot talk to the
nology room located on each floor, building control system. The security
This room should have separate power, system cannot monitor the fire detection
and emergency power, adequate air system unless they are hard wired to-
conditioning. In short, the room gether.
should look much like a mini-data
center. The advantages are: The truly intelligent building will have

linked systems. Whether the ultimate
1. Cost - The cost of constructing solution is one master system controlling

one room per floor is less than sub-systems, or several independent sys-
construction costs for many (one tems with a synergistic link, remains to
UPS circuit, one air duct, one be seen.
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F. Rooftop Coordination-Many companies have operating systems.

a need to place microwave and satellite
dishes on the roof of the building. The C. Cable Manufacturers must continue to de-

Systems Integrator seeks assurances that velop transmission media that meet a wide

lines of sight are not impaired by other variety of system performance criteria.

roof structures such as water tanks and In fact, the cable manufacturers must

cooling towers. Additionally, there gain an agreement that their cables will

should be adequate structural strength be certified as acceptable by systems

to support these antennae. manufacturers.

Building owners and developers should D. Cable Termination and Connection Com-
take into account the future placement ponent Manufacturers must also continueof a variety of antennae that do not to develop products that are certifiable

conflict with one another. Provisions by both cable manufacturers and systems

should also be made for the location of manufacturers.
radio rooms that are located on the top
floor. The Systems Integrator often Once the aforementioned events take place, we will
must compete for this space with the see system integration development and intelligent

company executives who want offices with building development occuring at a much more rapid

the best view. rate.

Support Elements is the other factor that enhances
a building's System Friendliness. They are:

A. Documentation-Careful attention must be
paid to how well cable ends and system
components are labeled and inventoried.
This information must be kept current
and correct at all times. Computers
are most often used to manage this infor-
mation.

Once the data is correctly entered, a
variety of functions can be performed, Mr. Sumski is a Regional Vice President with Elec-
depending on the sophistication of the tronic Systems Associates located in New York City,
Mangement System. Repair requests can he has been planning, designing and implementing
be generated, available capacity recor- electronic systems for over 24 years. Mr. Sumski
ded, inventory managed, troubles isolated, spent a total of twelve years with the Bell System
etc. as a major account manager. The remainder of his

B. Patchability-By terminating all wire ends time has been spent working for Consulting Firms

in patch panels the requirement for tech- in the New York Area.

nicians, schooled in the intricacies of
hard wire installation, can be eliminated.
Instead, non-technical personnel can make
most wire and cable moves and changes.
The cost advantages are obvious.

C. Operating and Maintenance Manuals-By
providing a well written set of documents,
the Intelligent Building Owner is assured
that the incremental systems can be
managed and maintained in the most effic-
ient and cost effe(tive manner regardless
of any personnel changes that occur.

From a Systems Integration perspective, the truly
intelligent building is still in the future. There
are several events that must take place. They are:

A. Developers and Owners must be willing to
invest the capital and planning necessary
to build a flexible technology infra-
structure into , not on-to, the building.

B. Systems Manufacturers must agree on a
mutually acceptable common protocol for
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FDDI TECHNOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION

Margot A. Botelho, Senior Applications Engineer

Corning Incorporated

groups.
This paper provides an overview of FDDI networks are installed and

FDDI applications, the technology, operational at a number of locations
and the fiber-related issues that you today. In addition, many companies
should consider when implementing a are using optical fiber with FDDI
network. capability to support lower speed

Corning's fiber network, which was networks in anticipation of upgrading
recently upgraded to FDDI, is used as to FDDI in the future.
a case study. Originally installed in
1985, the network is being upgraded FDDI Technology
simply by means of changes in the FDDI is the highest-speed -- and
electronics; the existing cable plant potentially the most powerful --

will remain intact, with new optical standard available for
cable added only to connect new private-premises communications
buildings. today. Developed specifically for

use with optical fiber, the FDDI
standard takes advantage of the
medium's high bandwidth, supporting
data rates of 100 megabits per second
(Mbps).

At the logical level, FDDI is a
fiber-optic, token-passing ring
network. Network nodes are connected
in a closed path and data travels
around the network in opposite

Companies are actively preparing directions on one of two rings.

for -- or implementing -- networks The primary ring carries data,
that can take full advantage of the while the secondary ring serves as a
potentian take ful andvantag pofrthe redundant path, increasing network
potential of FDDI and will supportreiblt. hescnayigcn

increasing numbers of users and more reliability. The secondary ring can

sophisticated applications, be used to carry data, or can be used
to back up the primary ring.

FDDI Applications The recommended physical topology

FDDI was in to function as a for FDDI is a dual ring of trees,
high-speed "backbone" to join with each connection a duplex link
existing local-area networks, such as pair. Peer-to-peer connections are

Ethernet and Token Ring. FDDI constructed from the trunk ring by

systems linking lower-speed LANs are means of concentrators that serve to

found today both in interbuilding protect the trunk ring from faults
backbones and intrabuilding risers. that occur in the nodes attached to

Other applications for FDDI the tree.
include the interconnection of FDDI LANs using multimode optical
mainframes, file servers, peripherals fiber support up to 500 nodes,
and controllers, or providing located up to two kilometers (kim)
high-performance networking for work apart. The maximum total ring

circumference is 100 km.

While the standard calls for 62.5
micron multimode fiber with a
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bandwidth of 500 MHz.km at 1300 Fiber, or modal, bandwidth is a
nanometers (runm), the standard also measure of the dispersion, or signal
permits use of 50 micron and other pulse broadening, that occurs as the
multimode fiber sizes. It's also different modes of light travel
possible to use single-mode fiber for through the multimode fiber.
FDDI; single-mode fiber dramatically Each mode of light follows a
increases the maximum allowable slightly different path and arrives
distance between stations -- to as at the receiver at different times.
much as 60 km -- and offers even When the pulse broadening causes the
higher bandwidths. pulses of light to overlap, they

cannot be distinguished by the

Fiber Specifications receiver, thus limiting the system
The Physical Layer Medium data rate.

Dependent (PMD) standard defines the To support link distances of up to
fiber performance required for FDDI two km, the PMD document calls for a
as the following: minimum fiber bandwidth of 500 MHz.km

at 1300 rm. However, if longer
Core diameter: 62.5 microns distances between stations are
Cladding diameter: 125.0 + 3.0 required, or if you plan to add more
microns users or eventually run at higher
Numerical aperture: 0.275 data rates than FDDI, a
Minimum modal: 500 MHz.km higher-bandwidth fiber may be

bandwidth @ 1300 nm necessary. In those cases, you must
Maximum Attenuation: Not specified ensure that the fiber and transmitter

characteristics still comply with the
(Attenuation of multimode fiber, FDDI standard.
before cabling, typically is in the
range of 0.6 to 1.0 dB/km at 1300 Chromatic Dispersion
nm.) Another source of pulse

broadening, chromatic dispersion is

The PMD also specifies the limits caused by the different wavelengths
for zero dispersion wavelength and of light traveling at different
zero dispersion slope, speeds through the fiber.

The PMD specifications ensure thenetwork can support link distances of Chromatic dispersion can be
minimized by operating near 1300 nm,

up to two km using 62.5/125 micron where glass optical fibers exhibit
fiber. When other common fiber minimal chromatic dispersion.
sizes, such as 50/125 micron and Choosing LEDs with narrow spectral
100/140 micron are used, their widths helps decrease chromatic
different attenuation and bandwidth dispersion because the range of
characteristics will change the wavelengths propagating through the
distance capabilities of the system, fiber is smaller. However, whenever
so it is important to understand the LEDs are used, chromatic dispersion
ramifications of your fiber choice. is an important parameter to consider

because it limits total system
FDDI Implementation bandwidth.

Understanding how each of the
specifications listed above Attenuation

determines system performance can Fiber attenuation contributes to
help you select a fiber that provides the amount of light power lost in the
a long-term solution based on the cable plant and, therefore, sets
needs of your network. limits on the link lengths in the

This section of the paper network through its impact on the
discusses the parameters that affect link loss budget. It is a measure of
system bandwidth and system loss decreasing optical power over the
budgeting: fiber bandwidth, chromatic length of the fiber resulting from
dispersion, attenuation and fiber light absorption, light scattering
geometry. and fiber bending.

The total system loss budget is

Fiber Bandwidth determined by losses caused by
Fiber bandwidth and chromatic connector and termination points and

dispersion determine overall system by fiber attenuation. Systems with
bandwidth. many connections will suffer greater

losses and will be more sensitive to
losses caused by fiber attenuation.
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The PMD document specifies that our headquarters in Corning, N.Y.
total end-to-end attenuation between The original network was designed
stations must be 11 dB or less at to support voice, data and electronic
1300 nm. That number includes all messaging capabilities, as well as
contributions to optical power loss video-conferencing between two of the
-- cabled fiber attenuation, five facilities.
connectors, splices, and any other Our decision to upgrade to FDDI
items in the cable plant that cause was based on heavy network traffic
light loss. and the increased use of such

Low cabled fiber attenuation is high-bandwidth applications as
desirable because it provides more CAD/CAM. FDDI also offers improved
flexibility in the end-to-end power network management capability and
budget, facilitating future network more reliability -- provided by
rearrangements or additional splices FDDI's dual-ring topology.
or connections. The new network supports data

rates of 100 Mbps. In addition to
Fiber Geometry the existing applications, we also

Fiber geometry, or the physical are considering installing
dimensions and shape of the fiber, fiber-to-the-desk in some facilities.
also contributes to the total loss In those cases, we plan to take
budget through its impact on advantage of optical cable's small
connector and splice losses. In size and light weight by installing
addition, it determines the ease and all the cable under raised floors.
efficiency of connectorization. This will eliminate the need to run

Important parameters to consider cables down from the ceiling and make
are cladding diameter and core and it a non-plenum installation.
cladding non-circularity, both of
which affect the fiber's ability to ACORN Specifications
fit into standard ferrule-type In the ACORN network, Corning
connectors and mechanical splices; installed a combination of Corning
and core to cladding offset 50/125 micron multimode fibers and
(concentricity), which impacts the Corning single-mode fibers for all
amount of light lost at a connection. interbuilding connections.

In 1985, 50 micron fiber was the
Corning's ACORN Network predominant fiber for premises

A network at Corning networks and was compatible with
Incorporated's world headquarters in then-available electronics. Although
Corning, N.Y. provides an example of 62.5 micron fiber now is the most
how fiber can be installed to run at common fiber used in premises
lower data rates and then upgraded to communications, Corning continues to
FDDI at a later date. use its 50 micron fiber in new

In 1985 we installed a fiber-optic interbuilding cables added; the cable
network that ran at 10 megabits per offers enough bandwidth to support
second (Mbps); that is, Ethernet data FDDI data rates and allows Corning to
rates. This year we're upgrading to leave the rest of its cable plant
FDDI rates simply by upgrading the intact.
electronics. The existing cable Corning is considering using its
plant will remain intact, avoiding 62.5 micron fiber for the proposed
network downtime and other fiber-to-the-desk applications
disruptions. because with currently available

We already are running at FDDI electronics, it offers the lowest
rates over a single-mode fiber insertion loss.
nine-km link between our R&D facility The single-mode fibers were
and a satellite office building, and installed for future upgradability.
over multimode fiber between our R&D While they mostly remained "dark" for
facility and the computer system, the first five or six years, that
located at another site. The rest of foresight already has paid off;
the network is scheduled for Corning already is using the
completion between now and 1993. single-mode cable to support parts of

Our network, dubbed ACORN -- its FDDI network.
Advanced Corning Optical Regional The Corning 50/125 micron fibers
Network -- links manufacturing, installed have modal bandwidths
research, and office buildings at greater than 600 MHz.km at 850 nm and
more than five sites in and around greater than 1.0 GHz.km at 1300 nm.

Initially the multimode fibers were
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used at 850 nm, but now are used at
1300 nm to comply with the FDDI
specification. Because of long link
distances, the network is powered by
a 1300 nm laser.

The link distances in the ACORN
network range from 0.5 to 9.4 km.
Each loose tube cable contains 12 or
24 each of Corning single-mode and 50 -

micron multimode fibers, depending on
the number of buildings at each site
location. -

Planning for the Future
In 1985, when Corning installed

its first fiber network, FDDI
specifications were not yet available
to help network planners design a
system. The fact that we are able to
upgrade our system without replacing
the existing cable plant -- and
disrupting our entire network -- is a
testament to our network planners,
who specified fiber with enough
bandwidth to meet more than just our
current needs.

The FDDI standard is playing an
important role in facilitating the
use of optical cable in networks.
The standard is critical in
establishing equipment compatibility
and determining the performance
parameters required to support the Margot A. Botelho
application. Senior Applications Engineer

However, when selecting the Opto-Electronics Group
technology and implementing your Corning Incorporated
network today, it's always important
to keep the future in mind. Already Margot A. Botelho is a senior applica-
people are talking about the tions engineer in the North American
possibility of networks with higher Applications Engineering Department,
data rates than FDDI, so planning responsible for providing engineering
ahead now will help you take support to Corning's cabler customers
advantage of the technology of and end-users.
the future.

Botelho joined Corning's Electronics
Products Division in 1980, manufacturing
facilities before assuming her current
responsibilities.

Botelho has a bachelor'3 degree in
mechanical engineering from Purdue
University.
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Cabling Systems for Industrial Applications

Timothy K. Cahall

AT&T Network Systems

Abstract concerned with EMI's effect on communications

signals, a wide range of environmental hazards such as

The industrial marketplace is rapidly accepting fiber di stanc e h at, dus envind ed cu re s lighnng

optic cable as the communications media of choice.

rodents, corrosives and physical damage are primary
However, the hostile environments which characterize concerns. Each of these hazards has a distinct effect on
a factory present some unique challenges to fiber optic lightguide cable and apparatus design.

cabling manufacturers. This paper is a discussion of
some of the environmental considerations which are Fiber optic cable is uniquely suited to cope with the
pivotal to the success of a fiber optic communications relatively large campus environments which are typical
system in an industrial environment. of a factory. However, unlike long haul cabling

solutions, factories usually do not have straight, clear
The industrial marketplace is quickly standardizing on right of ways in which a single cable can be run. In

fiber optic cable as the media of choice. While a large addition, it is common for a fiber optic cable to pass
number of copper based solutions continue to be through several, varied environments between cross
installed, this number is diminishing rapidly. The connect locations. This puts unique pressures on both
hostile environments which are typical in a factory are cable and apparatus design.

ideal for fiber optic cable, however, these hostile

environments pose unique challenges for manufacturers Fiber optic cables a typically designed to enhance
of fiber optic cable and apparatus. one or several capabilities. These capabilities may be

light weight, bend radius, pulling strength, plenum, etc.
The manufacturing environment typically has numerous

While these designs are optimized for certain
hazards which must be bridged to ensure a successful environmental situations, it is common for different.

installation. ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI) is the and seemingly opposed, requirements to be present in a

most common environmental hazard in a factory single long cable run. An example of this would be a
environment and is the driving force behind the single cable which is required to run through a plenum
manufacturing industry's move toward fiber optics. air passage from a computer room to a building exit

While fiber optic cable manufacturers do not have to be
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point two hundred meters away. Upon exiting the aluminum and glass, generate enormous amounts of

building this same cable will be run aerially for a heat during the manufacturing process. Often.

kilometer before entering a production facility. Upon hardened control systems which are capable of residing

entering the production facility this cable will be very close to these extremely hot manufacturing

exposed to 500 meters of a rodent infested, possibly processes have been installed. Even when control

corrosive environment. Obviously, it is nearly systems are located a distance from the actual

impossible for a single cable to suit all of these needs. manufacturing process, the physical layout of a factory

However, in order to service the widest possible often requires that these extremely hot environments be

market, a new family of cables which is capable of traversed by fiber optic cables. Often, lightguide cable

surviving a wider range of environments is required. for many industrial environments must be able to

survive limited exposure in proximity to temperatures

Rather than seek the perfect fiber optic cable, a typical in excess of 1000 degrees Celsius and extended

installation in an industrial environment will utilize exposure to temperatures in excess of 100 degrees

cable splices to change cable types where needed. This Celsius. While alternative routes can often be located

has the effect of increasing the demands placed upon for fiber optic cable runs, high temperature cables will

lightguide apparatus manufacturers to create lower cost, be required in order to support the increasingly

higher performance splices and enclosures which can complex process control systems which are being

be installed and survive in increasingly hostile planned for the future.

environments. In order to take advantage of the

significant industrial marketplace, lightguide apparatus Lightguide apparatus manufacturers must also be able

must increase its reliability and performance while to survive in extremely high temperature environments.

decreasing the cost and complexity of installation. As process control equipment moves closer to the

actual manufacturing process, the need for high

The relatively long, complex cable runs which typify a temperature connectors and enclosures increases.

factory environment are well suited to fiber optic Operating ranges for lightguide apparatus are similar to

cabling solutions. However, in order to capitalize on those of fiber optic cable. However, care must be

this growing marketplace, fiber optic cable and taken to dissipate heat which is transferred from end

apparatus manufacturers must be able to support the point equipment and surrounding housings. In order to

diverse environments which are common in an aggressively address the growing manufacturing

industrial facility. marketplace, lightguide apparatus capable of a wider

range of temperature operation is required.

Heat represents one of the most difficult environmental

hazards to overcome in a manufacturing environment. High temperature is an exceptionally challenging and

Many primary manufacturing functions, such as steel, complex problem for a manufacturer. While many
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other hazards can be avoided or shielded, heat is optoelectronics become more widely integrated in

endemic to many manufacturing processes and process control equipment, a new family of industrially

unavoidable if the full capability of a fiber optic hardened lightguide apparatus will be required.

communications system is to be tapped. In order to

capture a significant share of the growing industrial Lightguide cable is also at risk from dust and dirt in an

marketplace, fiber optic cables and apparatus capable industrial environment. One primary metals

of surviving in a wide range of temperatures is manufacturer with a coaxial cable based network

required. required work crews to remove soot from the cabling

on a quarterly basis to relieve weight strain. This

Dust is a significant hazard to lightguide apparatus and, removal was done by beating the cable with baseball

to a lesser extent, lightguide cable in an industrial bats. Obviously, this is not a solution for a fiber optic

environment. Unlike typical office environments, in cable. However, it does point out the need for fiber

which dust is a manageable problem, dirty, oily dust is optic cables which are capable of supporting relatively

common in a factory environment. This dust can block high weight loads for long periods of time. The

light transmission between connectors, fill cross additional weight which is added to a fiber optic cable

connects and place tremendous weight strains upon through the accumulation of dust and dirt in an

fiber optic cables. industrial environment can have a significant impact on

overall cable design and life span.

Lightguide apparatus is most vulnerable to the dirty

environment which is found in a factory. While current Dust is a significant hazard in an industrial

fiber optic communications systems installations enjoy environment. While many of the dust problems which

the protection of high performance industrial are encountered currently are being overcome with

enclosures, this will not continue into the future. In specialized enclosures, the affordability of these

current installations, optoelectronic equipment must be enclosures will drop over time as optoelectronics are

adequately protected. Accordingly, expensive incorporated into hardened process control equipment.

enclosures are installed to protect electronic equipment.

Cross connect apparatus is installed in this same Induced currents are a significant concern in an

cabinet. As more process control equipment providers industrial environment. The electrically noisy

integrate optoelectronic components into their hardened environment which exists in a factory will induce

product offerings, lightguide apparatus will be required currents in metallic armour and strength members in a

to survive in dusty, dirty environments. Current fiber optic cable. While proper grounding will negate

lightguide installations in factory environments these problems, factories often have difficulty

typically utilize industrial enclosures to protect both establishing a good ground plane. It is not uncommon

electronic equipment and lightguide apparatus. As to find several volts present on the ground plane and
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sustained currents of over thirty volts have been environments. Existing rodent protected cables work

recorded. The difficulty in establishing a ground plane well in industrial environments. However, the varied

in a factory demands that lightguide cabling systems environments through which these cables must pass call

make very limited use of metallic armour and strength for a wide range of operating temperatures and

members in a factory environment. In order to avnid tolerances to caustics and immersion.

induced currents in industrial environments, stronger,

non-metallic cables will be required in the future. Fiber optic apparatus is commonly exposed to rodent

infestation. While lightguide cables are a common

Lightning is a common environmental hazard in many victim of gnawing by rodents, lightguide apparatus is a

industrial locations. Due to the campus environment common nesting place for rodents. In order to prevent

which is common in a factory, fiber optic cables are rodents from using lightguide apparatus as a nesting

often installed aerially. While fiber optic cable does place, lightguide apparatus must be developed which is

not attract lightning, metallic armour, strength members capable of preventing rodents from entering the unit.

and supporting stringers do attract lightning. This While this is common in splice enclosures, this

requires that lightning protected cables be installed. capability is much less common in cross connect

Unfortunately, lightning protected cables are subject to equipment.

the same grounding considerations which are a concern

for induced currents. Ideally, self supporting, non- Rodents pose a significant threat to lightguide cables

metallic cables should be used for all aerial installations and apparatus. Current technologies for rodent

in an industrial environment, protection for fiber optic cable and apparatus is

extremely useful in an industrial application. However,

Rodents are a significant concern in a manufacturing as manufacturers move fiber optics into increasingly

environment. While significant efforts are made by hostile environments, rodent protection will become

most factories to control rodents and other pests, this is even more important.

extremely difficult in the large, open environments

which are common to the industrial workplace. The Corrosives are common in many factory environments.

presence of rodents in the manufacturing environment Most notable are chemical processing facilities and

demands that designers of both lightguide cable and refineries where large quantities' of petrochemicals may

apparatus address this significant problem. be present in underground cable trays and tunnels. In

addition, it is common to install fiber optic cables and

Often lightguide cables are installed underground in apparatus very close to chemical processing equipment.

tunnels or conduit and are subject to immersion in In these environments it is not unusual to have

water and other fluids. In addition, these same cables corrosive materials splash on lightguide cables and

often transition between buried, aerial and office apparatus.
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levels of resistance to corrosive materials must be

Exposure to corrosive materials is common in an achieved.

industrial environment. While efforts, such as conduit

and avoidance of particularly hostile areas, can assist in Physical damage is a common occurrence in an

protecting lightguide cables from exposure, it is a industrial environment. Physical damage generally falls

requirement of many industrial installations that fiber into two separate categories. Those categories are

optic cables be capable of long term immersion in incidents in which a fiber optic cable is expected to

caustic and corrosive materials. This requirement survive and those disasters in which it is unreasonable

places unique pressures on lightguide cable 1o expect any cabling to survive. Each of these

manufacturers to develop cable jacketing materials for situations places unique demands upon the lightguide

the industrial marketplace which are resistant to the cable developer.

widest possible range of corrosive materials. While

exposure to corrosive materials is not unique to the Survival of physical damage is difficult in a factory

industrial marketplace, the predominance of these environment. As previously mentioned, the use of

materials in a factory demands that special metallic strength members in lightguide cable is

considerations be taken both in the manufacture and suboptimal in a factory environment. However, fiber

installation of lightguide cables in these environments, optic cable is expected to survive significant impacts

which result from small industrial accidents and

Lightguide apparatus is often exposed to the same vandalism. While all accidents in a factory are not

corrosives as lightguide cable. As manufacturers drive survivable, industrial customers are increasingly

fiber optic communications systems closer to process demanding communications systems which are capable

control equipment, and as optoelectronic equipment is of sustaining some level of impact without permanent

incorporated into process control equipment, lightguide damage. The requirement of survivability for

apparatus will be required which is easily enterable and lightguide cables, without the inclusion of metallic

reconfigurable, yet capable of withstanding constant armcour or strength members, places unique challenges

exposure to corrosive and caustic materials. before the designers of lightguide cables for the

industrial marketplace.

Corrosive materials pose significant threats to both

lightguide cable and apparatus in an industrial Lightguide apparatus is being exposed to increasingly

environment. While great efforts are normally taken to dangerous environments in factories. As manufacturers

contain caustic materials, it is not unusual for cables increasingly utilize fiber optic cabling solutions for

and enclosures to come in contact with these materials. direct process control, lightguide apparatus is being

In order to provide the level of support which the mounted extremely close to the process. This exposes

industrial marketplace will require in the future, higher the apparatus to impacts from personnel, falling
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materials, automatic guided vehicles (AGVs) and

material movement equipment. While all of these Physical damage represents the second most common

impacts are not survivable, it is critical that lightguide cause (after electronics failure) of an industrial fiber

apparatus be capable of surviving a wide range of optic network. While it is impossible to design

impact damage with little or no long term effect. lightguide systems which are capable of surviving all

damage, it is critical that industrial cabling systems

It is not possible to protect a fiber optic cable from all survive as wide a range of damage as possible. When

possible damage which can occur within a a non-survivable impact does occur, lightguide cable

manufacturing facility. Damage from estremely large and apparatus for the industrial marketplace must

or heavy objects, or explosions, will occur from time to facilitate the rapid restoration of service.

time. While it would be ideal to design a fiber optic

cable which is capable of surviving any impact, this is The industrial environment is a hostile environment.

an unreasonable expectation. However, when disasters Distance, temperature, dust, induced currents, lightning,

do occur, it is critical that lightguide cable facilitate rodents, corrosive materials and physical damage

repair or replacement by allowing rapid entry for represent the most significant threats to a fiber optic

splicing or retermination. communications system. While all of these situations

may not be present in every manufacturing facility, it is

Lightguide apparatus is a common victim of crushing common to have three or more of these conditions

blows in an industrial environment. While these simultaneously. It is this simultaneity which poses the

accidents cannot be prevented, it is extremely important greatest challenge to the developer of fiber optic cable

that lightguide apparatus be able to sustain significant and apparatus.

impacts. Just as in automobiles, impact survivability is

a critical concern for lightguide apparatus. It is The design of fiber optic cable for the industrial

impossible to predict or prevent the damage of marketplace is a case of satisficing. While it may be

lightguide apparatus. However, if lightguide apparatus possible to build fiber optic cable capable of surviving

is designed to protect fiber optic cable and connectors, most, or all, of the environmental considerations which

the loss of the apparatus itself is less important. Just as are present in a factory, it is likely that this cable would

in automobiles, it is critical that lightguide apparatus be extremely expensive and little used. Rather, it is

protect its valuable contents from damage, even at the critical that a wide range of fiber optic cables and

expense of the apparatus itself. By protecting the apparatus be developed which are capable of

lightguide fibers and connectors during a crushing supporting combinations of environmental concerns.

impact, lightguide apparatus will greatly enhance the For example, one cable may be developed which is

survivability of an industrial fiber optic capable of surviving rodents and caustic materials

communications system. while another cable may be capable of surviving
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caustic materials and high temperatures. By providing

the widest possible selection of lightguide cable

constructions to the industrial marketplace, a cable

manufacturer will be able to address the majority of the

environments which are present in a factory.

As with lightguide cable, lightguide apparatus must be

capable of withstanding a wide range of environmental Timothy K. Cahall is Manager. Fiber Optic Systems

considerations. It is unreasonable to expect a single Engineering - Europe for AT&T Network Systems. He

enclosure to meet all of an industrial customer's has over ten years of experience designing and

requirements for size, fiber count and mounting options installing industrial control systems and cabling

in addition to a wide range of environmental concerns. systems in industrial environments. He resides in

However, by building a family of industrial enclosures Hilversum, The Netherlands and is responsible for the

which is capable of surviving within certain classes of deployment of AT&T's Industrial Distribution System

environmental considerations, the industrial in Europe.

marketplace will be able to select the appropriate

apparatus for a given situation.

The industrial workplace is inherently a dangerous

environment for lightguide communications systems.

However. lightguide cable is uniquely suited to the

requirements of an industrial cu•omer. While existing

fiber optic cables and apparatus are currently being

adapted to meet the needs of industrial customers, there

is a significant gap between the requirements of the

industrial marketplace and current iightguide

communication systems offerings. By developing a

broad based family of lightguide cables and apparatus

suited to the particular needs to the industrial

marketplace. lightguide cable and apparatus

manufacturers will be able to take advantage of this

significant and growing market.
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OVERVIEW OF WIRELESS BtDLDING SYSTEMS FOR VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS

John Pryma

Anixter Bros., Inc.
Skokie, Illinois

ABSTRACT For multiple dwelling units the base station
can be at the curb, with each tenant having

Wireless voice and data systems address one or more cordless telephones.
those installations where hard wiring is
difficult to accomplish or where mobility of Wireless PBX: For business applications the
the equipment is a key consideration. private branch exchange switch would have a
Wireless can solve problems in buildings number of wireless ports on it. This would
containing asbestos, historic structures allow a customer service representative or
which can't be modified and modern buildings an executive to walk around the facility and
where cableways have been filled, make and receive telephone calls using a

cordless handset.
Cordless telephones, wireless PBX ports and
personal communications systems are voice Personal Communications: The cordless
applications. For data communications, handset used at home, or in the office,
wireless links may be used to bridge could be carried about the city. Within
information between two buildings and to convenient areas, telepoint locations would
connect wireless nodes to Ethernet or Token exist where an outgoing call could be made.
Ring local area networks. This is analogous to a wireless pay

telephone.
There are three types of wireless data
systems: Infrared transmits line of sight; The above applications are illustrated in
Microwave is configured in a microcell Figures 1-3. Table 1 compares range of
arrangement; and Spread Spectrum is very service and cost of the customer premises
effective in transmitting data between and equipment and the air time.
throughout buildings.

PCN VS. CELLULAR

Wireless Communications NETWORK $500/SUBSCRIBER $1000/SUBSCRIBER
INSTALLATION

Wireless communications are now being L
seriously evaluated for various voice and LIMITATIONS 20MPH FULL SPEED
data applications. Installation is ORNOHAND-OFF HAND-OFF
relatively easy, since hard wiring, if not
completely eliminated, is significantly PHONE NO. UNIVERSAL SEPARATE RESIDENTIAL.
diminished. This makes for quick set up and CELLULAR NOS.

almost instantaneous moves and changes. CELL SIZE 420 METERS MAX 10 MILE TYPICAL

Voice PHONE COSTS $50-75 EST $200- $600
Approaches for handling voice communications
include cordless telephones, wireless PBX CHARGES $20/MO. $30/MO.
ports and various types of personal
communications systems. These are described 10-15 CENTS/MIN. 20-40 CENTS/MIN.
below:

Cordless Telephone: This is simildr to the TABLE 1 - COST COMPARISON OF VOICE WIRELESS SYSTEMS
current home cordless phone but with more
technological sophistication. The base
station needs to be hard wired to the Data
telephone syste.m, but each of the cordless If one can have a telephone conversation
handsets can • used within several hundred over a wireless connection, why not send
feet of the base station. All of the data in the same manner? The answer to this
extensions can be cordless, thus saving the question has spurred the development of
cost of wiring each room with a phone jack. wireless local area networks. These
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networks are defined by two parameters. One radio frequency spectrum, infrared systems
parameter is the type of data, which can can operate without licensing. This allows
range from a 230 kb/s RS-232 serial for worldwide implementation of this
interface to 10 Mb/s Ethernet and 16 Mb/s approach. On the other hand, the 18 GHz
Token Ring. The other parameter is the microwave approach requires licensing from
wireless technology used, which typically is the FCC. Spectrum is currently available
infrared, spread spectrum or microwave, in the U.S. and allocations are being
These are defined below: considered in Canada ans in several European

countries. The availability of licensed
Infrared: This is a line-of-sight spectrum precludes interference from other
application using light emitting diodes for users, since there can only be one licensee
transmitting and photodiodes for receiving, in any particular location. Spread spectrum
Distances of 80 feet can be accommodated in is a mixture of the two scenarios. The
an open oftice environment. The 902-928 MHz band has been allocated in the-
transmitter/receiver modules are positioned U.S., and very recently also in Canada, for
sufficiently high above the partitions, or industrial, scientific, and medical
suspended from the ceiling, so that the path applications. This band can be utilized
is not inadvertently interrupted. without licensing. Because spread spectrum

transmits over a very broad frequency,
Microwave: The microcell approach is interference with adjacent users is
similar to cellular but is accomplished at minimized. As a matter of fact, spread
microwave frequencies, which are much spectrum techniques were developed by the
higher. Range is typically 40 feet, military to avoid eavesdropping on technical
dependent on whether interior walls need to communications. A spread spectrum signal,
be penetrated or not. when monitored by a receiver that is not

part of the system, looks just like noise.
Spread Spectrum: This is a radio technology Because of the above factors, all of the
which takes a high power transmitter output wireless systems discussed have a certain
but broadcasts it over a very wide frequency level of security associated with them and
spectrum. Figure 4 compares spread spectrum encryption can be provided for those
with conventional radio technology, applications where the utmost in security is
Consequently, with spread spectrum, the required.
signal is so spread out that at any
frequency its signal strength at the Local Area Networks
receiver is almost in the noise level.
Range is several hundred feet in an open There are three factors driving the rapid
office, warehouse or factory environment, commercial deployment of local area

networks. These are the increasing
Figures 5-7 illustrate the topology of these computing power available on personal
networks. Table 2 compares per node costs. computers, the growth of the number of nodes

connected into local area networks and
standards activity, which has allowed for

SPREAD enterprise connectivity solutions.
INFRARED MICROWAVE SPECTRUM

The MIPS (millions of instructions per
BASE UNIT $2995 $3995 $2000 second) capability of computers is literally

exploding. In 1989 computers had a
MAX USERS 6 32 30 capability of 1.8 MIPS and by 1993 this is

projected to grow to 8 MIPS. At the same
REMOTE UNITS 0 5 30 time the number of computers hooked into a

local area network will grow from an average
REMOTE UNIT COST 995 1500 of 12 to an average of 30. This quadrupling

REMOTE UNIT of instructional and processing capability,
coupled with the tripling of the number ofCOST TOTAL 4975 45000 users on a network, will result in an order

TOTAL COST $2995 8970 $of magnitude larger information transfer
requirements across the network. In the

COST PER USER $500 $299 $1567 near future 10 Mb/s Ethernet and 16 Mb/s
C U$ Token Ring will not be enough and networks

TABLE 2 - COST COMPARISON OF WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORKS will evolve to run at Fiber Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI) speeds of 100 Mb/s.

Assigned Spectrum Successful wireless systems will conform to
existing industry specifications, such as

Assigned spectrum is a very real IEEE 802.3 for Ethernet and IEEE 802.5 for
consideration f-r wireless systems because Token Ring. A separate standards group,
radio frequEncies are a very scarce IEEE 802.11, has been formed to develop
commodity. SLice the FCC only regulates wireless standards. Properly engineered
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wireless systems are completely transparent
to the user, which is an advantage, because
only the hard to wire nodes need to be
wireless.

Conclusion

Since wireless communications, by nature use E
some portion of our scarce frequency
spectrum, government regulations are usually
involved. Hopefully, the 1992 World
Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) will
reach some harmonized standards, but Zone of Acess
currently available frequency allocations
vary from country to country. Thus a
wireless technique available in one country
may not be available in another due to
licensing restrictions.

To be successful, a technology needs real Figure 3 - Personal Communications
business applications For the next several
years projections are that wireless will be
a niche market. It will replace wire in
those applications which are difficult or
very costly to wire. Until large volumes
are reached, chip costs will be high, Conventional
licensing considerations will inhibit growth Radio
and the bias towards hard wiring will need
to be overcome. However, due to its
flexibility wireless may be a very
significant part of the wiring market by the
end of this decade.

Average
Noise Level7

III ~jhSpread Spectrum

Figure 4 - Comparison between Conventional

- -and Spread Spectrum Radio
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Figure 2 - Wireless PBX Figure 5 - Infrared Token Ring Network
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WEAR RESISTANCE OF OPTICAL FIBER COATINGS USING A MODIFIED FALLING SAND TESTER

T. K. Vethanayagam J. L. Smith D. L. Taylor

Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY

Abstract by impact requires toughness, hardness, and stren-
As fiber-optic technology moves into the gth.

local-loop environment, the mechanical performance The paper discusses the various parameters
requirements of optical fiber coatings will become that influence the test results and highlights
more stringent. Coatings will be required to precautions necessary to ensure measurement con-
withstand much more rigorous mechanical action sistency.

such as rubbing, scraping, chipping or erosion
during subsequent handling, installation, use
and service.

Currently, the wear resistaaece of optical
fiber coating is measured using a modified falling
sand tester. The falling abrasive powder provides
a range of eroding actions, from vertical imping-
ing wear to tangential abrasive wear. This paper
discusses the test procedure, and the parameters
that affect the measurement results. Any devia-
tion from the correct apparatus setting alters
the measured values for wear resistance. The Hopper
use of control fibers or metal wires to ensure
measurement consistency is recommended. Stopper

Smooth Bore Tube

0.75" ID

Introduction 1" Capstan
Wear ressitance of optical fiber coating Pulley •Ca

is an indicator of the protective coating's abil- I

ity to resist damage during subsequent processing, Fiber

installation, use and service. Industly currently Load Bin
uses a modified ASTM falling sand test to deter-
mine the wnar resistance of optical fiber coatings.
The method has been recognized by the Telecomm-
unications Industries Association (TIA) as a pro-
cedure for comparing wear resistance of optical
fiber coatings. 3

There are two types of wear, namely abrasion Figure 1: Schematic of the Modified Falling
and impact. Wear by abrasion removes material Sand Tester
by scratching or scoring; impact removes material
by peening, mushrooming, cracking, chipping and
spalling. The falling sand method tests optical
fiber coatings for wear resistnce under simultane- Experimental Procedure

ous actions of both abrasion and impact. The A schematic of the testing apparatus is shown

end product, namely the optical fiber, is tested in Fig. 1. A hopper holds the alumina abrasive,

under a simulated service condition. Abrasion and a guide-tube is attached to the hopper to

refers to wear or loss of material caused by move- allow for controlled abrasive flow. A stopper

ment of an abrading material parallel to the sur- valve is used to open and close the flow of abra-

face. Abrasion resistance is improved either sive. The fiber sample is attached to a capstan

by introducing a very hard surface, or by introdu- and placed under the guide-tube in tension by

cing a soft and elastic, but tough, material that hanging a load. A bin is placed right below

will deform rather than score. Impact is the the guide-tube to collect the falling abrasive.

type of wear that results from hammering effects Upon opening the stopper valve, a thin stream

perpendicular to the surface. Resistance to wear of abrasive falls on the taut fiber sample. The
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Table 1: Frictional loss at the pulley for a 1000 gram load

Material Diameter Axle Type Age Fiber Tension (g)

Teflon' 1 inch Teflon shaft 8 months 630
Aluminum 1 inch Teflon shaft New 860
Aluminum 4 inches Ball-bearing New 1000

abrasive flow constitutes both perpendicular and The mechanism of fiber failure is based on
parallel streams with respect to the fiber. The the flaw generated on the bare glass after coating
test measures the amount of alumina abrasive requ- removal. A load of 1000 grams (g) is equivalent
ired to abrade through the protective coating tq a tension of about 25 kpsi on the fiber. At
and cause failure of the fiber. The measurement this tension, a flaw of about 20 micrometers (nm)
is based on the wear mechanism that first damages on the surface will cause the glass to fail.
the coating layer sufficiently to cause breakage Such flaws are easily formed on the glass by the
of the underlying glass fiber. Apart from the falling alumina abrasive with an average particle
fundamental properties of the coating, the meas- size of about 750 um. Table 1 contains the data
ured wear resistance also is influenced by the that illustrates the occurrence of frictional
mechanism of ie-coating removal, heat developed loss at the pulley. A sealed ball-bearing pro-
during the test, and friction between the abrasive vides complete transfer of load to the fiber.
and the coating. The size and material of the In fact, it has been observed that the friction-
abrasive greatly influences the weari-ng process. al loss did not affect the measured mean of coating
It has been determined that, for thn commercially wear resistance significantly, although the measur-
available current coatings, an ANSI grit size ement sigma was higher for a lower load of 500
#24 yields wear resistance values within a manage- grams.
able 10 pounds. Two important characteristics of the abrasive

The test parameters that may influence the stream that influence the measured value are the
final results fall into three categories, namely, momentum of the particles and the stream density.
fixable, verifiable, and uncontrolled. The fixable The abrasive falling down the guide-tube experi-
parameters include guide-tube material and size, ences both sliding action along the tube walls
stopp"r location, abrasive material and size, and free falling in the core region. The sliding
sample gauge length, and tension load. Fixable action, though retarding the speed of flow, has
parameters have been standardized in an effort a tendency to cause a flow of higher density.
to minimize the variables. The verifiable para- In other words, the momentum of the particles
meters include frictional loss at the pulley, is reduced butthe number of particles striking
guide-tube verticality, fiber position in the the fiber is increased, resulting in contrary
stream, and temperature and humidity. Verifi- bias on the measured value of wear resistance.
able parameters are monitored to ensure reliabi- Figure 2 shows the effect of guide-tube verticality
lity. The uncontrolled parameters include abrasive on the measured coating wear resistance for grit
size distribution and shape, abrasive breakdown #24 and #30. It is believed that the guide-tube
resistance, abrasive stream size and flow pattern, verticality is an important factor. although its
variations in abrasive characteristics from lot effect appears to be slight. All the data report-
to lot and from supplier to supplier, and operator ed in this paper were made at the vertical posi-
variability (the human factor). The uncontrolled tion. The verticality is checked with a level
parameters pose serious concerns in terms of ach-
ieving repeatable and reproducible results. This 8
mandates the use of either control or reference E Grit #24
samples in order to normalize data. * Grit#30

The effects of the various test parameters 3-
and the ways to account for them are discussed
below. As far as the fixable parameters are con-
cerned, the experiments were performed at set Coating 2 Coaing

conditions. The verifiable parameters were test- Wear 2ear Resisarre weaT

ed to demonstrate the degree of their impact on (Rgs) 4 (Pbs)

the final results. A normalization procedure If
is recommended in order to compensate for the 2

measurement variability due to the uncontrolled
parameters.

Experimental Results and Discussion o 0
The guide-tube material and size, stopper 00 0s i6 24

location, abrasive material and size, sample gauge Guide-tubeVercaity (degrees)
length, and tension load were kept the same throu-
ghout this investigation. The test parameters
that were analyzed included frictional loss at Figure2: Effectof Guide-tube Verticalityonthe
the pulley, guide-tube verticality, fiber position MeasuredCoating WearResistance
in the stream, abrasive size, abrasive suppliers,
and humidity.
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-2 -1 0 .1 .2 Fiber Type
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Figure 3: Across-the-stream Mapping to Figure 4: Coating Wear Resistance for Different

Determine the Center of the Stream Abrasive Sizes from Supplier B

prior to testing. 8
The surfaces of the falling abrasive are rough o SupoierA8

and will touch only a limited number of small,discrete areas. The real area of contact is gen- 6-eu~ir

erally very much smaller than the apparent geom- aSuplierC 6

etric area. The stream falling on the fiber is
about 6 millimeters in diameter. The fiber's Coating Coating

position in the stream significantly influences Wear 24 Wear

the measured value. Figure 3 illustrates the Resistance Resistance

trend over the cross-section of the stream. The (kgs) Obs)

point of minimum is taken as the center of the
stream, and all the tests were performed at that 2

setting.
Figure 4 contains information on the effects

of grit size. The finer grit (#30) results in 0
higher values for the wear resistance. Again, Grit#24 Grit#30
there is a trade-off between the momentum and AbrasiveGrit&ze
stream density, leading to the observed differen-
ces. Figure 5 addresses the variations observed
using abrasives from various suppliers. The diff- FigureS: ComparisonofCoatingWearResistanceof
erences in size distribution and particle shape FiberAforAbrasivesfromVarousSuppliers
contribute to the observed differences in the
measured coating wear resistance. Table 2 contains
information on the size distribution for abrasives
from three commercial suppliers. Continuous usage performance. Fiber B displays a higher resistance
of the abrasive leads to abrasive size break down than fiber A. The ratio of their resistances
and shape changes. Table 3 contains data on the is about 1.8.
break down performance of a commercial abrasive. The effect of humidity on the measured coat-
Based on the coating wear resistance values ob- ing wear resistance was investigated from 30
tained from the abrasives after repeated use, to 80% RH. This range includes the standard

it appears that a batch of abrasive is reusable ambient prescribed by the Electronics Industries
up to nearly 500 times. Figure 6 demonstrates Association . The samples were preconditioned
the usefulness of this technique to compare opti- at the opecified humidity, and tested at ambient.
cal fiber coatings for their wear resistance Figure 7 contains the data. It is evident that

Table 2: Size distribution of grit #24 for various suppliers (given in %)

+18 mesh +20 mesh +25 mesh +40 mesh -40 mesh

ANSI Spec 0-25 35-65 25-55 10-40 <5
Supplier D 0 23.2 61.3 15.4 0
Supplier E 0.1 9.4 33.0 53.4 4.2
Supplier A 0 8.9 47.8 43.3 0
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Table 3: Break-down characteristics of abrasives on repeated use (given in %)

+18 mesh +20 mesh +25 mesh +40 mesh -40 mesh

ANSI Spec 0-25 35-65 25-55 40-40 < 5

Supplier A 0 8.9 47.8 43.3 0

(as-received)
Supplier A 0 8.1 49.9 41.8 0.1

(after 300 uses)
7

data within a laboratory. The authors have pre-

14 viously published data, using a linear normali-

6- - zation procedure, on the effect of various aqueous

* FiberA -12 and thermal environments on the coating wear resis-

5- - tance of Corning Titan® fiber. However, for the

. -10 purposes of comparing data between laboratories,

4- - it is essential to establish a calibration proc-

Coating -8 Coating edure. Corning has evaluated metal wires as poten-
Wear "Wear

Resistance 3ar Re stance tial calibration markers. Table 4 includes the

(kgs) 6 (Ibs) observations made on three metal wires. The dia-

meter and the tensile strength of the metal wires
2- -4 coupled with the wear resistance determine the

" - amount of abrasive required to cause failure of

1 2 the wires.

0 -'_1o
Grit #24 Grit #30 Table 4: Abrasion resistance of

Abrasive Size metal wires at a 1000 gram load

Mean (kgs) 95% C.I. (kgs)

Figure 6: Comparison of Coating Wear Resistance of
Fiber A & B using Abrasives from Supplier C Molybdenum, 127 g m >08 --Tungsten, 75 jim 0.62 0.22

the mean of the tested fiber (fiber A) was not Tungsten, 100gm 8.56 0.53

influenced by the humidity; however, the highgr Nichrome, 143 gm 5.45 0.68

humidity resulted in higher measurement sigma (Ni:Cr::80:20)
Only relative (non-absolute) information

is possible due to the measurement variability

introduce-i by the uncontrolled parameters. In order to ensure that the load is transferred

Control samples with an assigned wear resistance to the wire, the frictional loss at the pulley

must be used in order to normalize the measured is critical. As suggested before, a sealed ball-

bearing provides negligible loss.

In any given situation, the relative impor-

6 tance of the' different processes causing abra-

2.5- sion and impact will depend on the conditions

of operation to which the fibers are subjected.

It is important to recognize that the falling
2.0- sand tester checks the fiber for only the worst

- of the two failure modes, namily, abrasion and
Coating Coating impact. Abrasive wear losses are most pronotn-

Wear 15- Wear ced when the particles slide against rough sur-
Resistance Resistance

(kgs) ,,bs) faces where plastic flow may lead to microcutting
0- 2 and viscoelastic deformation. This can result

in tearing, cracking, or fatigue. At the other

05- 
extreme, when the particles slide against smooth

surfaces (interfacial sliding), frictional work

is dissipated in a very narrow interfacial zone.

0 , 0 Both viscoelastic deformation and interfacial
30 ýO 80 sliding processes lead to heat generation that

RelatveHumidity(%) may ultimately result in surface oxidation, thermal

degradation, or actual melting. Thus, the main

complication during abrasive wear is the energy
Figure7: Effect of Humidity on the Measured transfer that often occurs from the abrasive par-

Coating Wear Resistance of Fiber A ticles to the polymer coating; the amount and

type of transfer depend on the conditions of
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abrasion imposed (momentum of particles, stream 1366, pp 343-50, 1990.
density and temperature). 8 8. "Abrasion and wear" in Encyclopedia of polymer

The impinging particles (impact wear) cause science and engineering, ed. J. Krofchwitz,
viscoelastic and plastic deformation of polymeric 2nd edition, volume 1, John Wiley & sons,
materials. Material is worn away due to tearing NY, pp 1-35, 1985.
off of the lips and fibrils produced by the im-
pinging particles. Brittle materials splinter
when subjected to this kind of particle bombard-
ment. Deformable polymers are generally more
resistant to this type of wear because they have
more elastic deformability. Thirukumar Vethanayagam

is a senior product engin-
Conclusion eer responsible for coating-

The modified falling sand test checks the optical related performance testing
fiber coatings for the worst of the two failure of optical fibers. He
modes, namely, abrasion and impact resistance. joined Corning in 1990
This test is a good tool to compare optical fiber and has worked on projects
coatings for wear resistance. However, control involving the long-term
fibers should be used to ensure wear resistance environmental effects on
values that can be used for the purposes of fiber performance. Hecomparison. Use of metal wires as calibration also is participating in

(reference) markers is a possibility to compen- the efforts of the Telecomm-
sate for the existing measurement variability unications Industry Assoc-
between laboratories, and render measurementreproucibiityiation (TlA) Working Group 6.6.7 in developing
reproducibility. the coating abrasion resistance test procedure,
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COST EFFECTIVE LIGHTNING PROTECTION FOR FIBER OPTIC BASED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

CHARLES DAVIS ROY B. CARPENTER, JR.

ENTERGY CORPORATION LIGHTNING ELIMINATORS & CONSULTANTS, INC.
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA BOULDER, COLORADO

Abstract - Fiber optic based communications During the great ice storm of 1989, there
systems are very attractive to the electric utili- were seven static line failures involving 5/16
ty industries, because they can be deployed along inch galvanized HSS wire in the same geographical
with existing right-of-ways where transmission areas as the OPGW route. Investigation of these
systems already exist. One of the more cost- failures showed evidence of substantial overheating

effective ways of implementing a system, particu- as would occur with high current lightning strokes.
larly for new construction, is to use a wire Service personnel and residents in the area
commonly known as Optical Ground Wire (OPGW). reported witnessing heavy, long duration lightning
This concept involves the encasement of the optical strokes to the static wires. Occasional failures
fibers within a wire jacket which is also used for of the old bail-type Hulett insulators had shown
"static line" or overhead shielded wire. evidence of flashovers which were thought to be

Over the past few years, more and more of lightning related. A study by the State Universi-
these systems are being implemented. As more are ty of New York, which operates the EPRI Lightning
installed, a significant weakness is manifesting. Detection Network, showed that in this area there
The optical fibers are failing, predominately as were a greater number than average strikes per
the result of lightning activity; the higher the square kilometer and higher than average first
isokeraunic number for a given area, the greater stroke intensity, which correlated with the pre-
the failure rate. In some areas, the problem is viously stated observations.
so significant that the system may have to be re- It appeared that the static wire was func-
placed. The situation is a classic paradox. The tioning as designed, that it was intercepting
shield is deployed to intercept the strikes, but lightning strokes, many of which were striking at
the strikes cause damage to the optic fibers mid-span. The fiber optic cable had been specified
therein, to match the characteristics of the existing 5/16

This paper describes the concept used to pre- inch HSS galvanized strand based on the perfor-
vent lightning damage to static lines enclosing mance of the previously mentioned shield wire
OPGW and the results achieved by this approach, north of Jackson.

There was concern that lightning damage
might penetrate the alumoweld strands and the

INTRODUCTION aluminum tube surrounding the fiber optic strands.
Consequently, the fiber optic network would become

In 1987, Mississippi Power & Light rebuilt unreliable. Removing the existing OPGW and re-

thiry-six miles of 115 kV transmission line north placing it with a higher 12T cable was considered
of Jackson, Mississippi, upgrading it to 230 kV. but the estimited cost was $700,000. The decision
The old conductor" were used to pull in the new was made to go with a lightning protection system.
conductors and the thirty year old 5/16 inch shield
wire was used to pull in a new 7/16 inch EHS gal-
vanized strand in the static wire position. Discussion

In 1989, this same technique was proposed for
installation of overhead fiber optic ground wire Not all lightning strikes cause damage to the
(OPGW) along the original 115 kV system west of overhead shield wire. In fact, only a small per-
Jackson, Mississippi. This method would have re- centage of them seem to be of sufficient magnitude
duced installation cost of the fiber optic cable to influence the encased fibers. From Figure 1,
when compared to the costs of removal and separate it is obvious that the high energy strikes occur
installation, less frequently. Further, the higher the energy,

The installation contractor and Mississippi the less frequently a strike will occur. In spite
Power & Light engineers quickly discovered that of this fact, history has proven that the risk of
the 5/16 inch galvanized high strength steel a damaging strike may be far too high to be con-
static line had sustained substantial damage. sidered acceptable.
Numerous failures of the static line occurred The risk of damage to a fiber optic line
during the initial installation of the OPGW on the from a direct strike is a function of at least
east end of the project and it was necessary to four factors:
change the installation method. The old static
wire was removed span-by-span and pull ropes were I. The isokeraunic number for the area. (This is
used to install the fiber optic wire. the number of thunderstorm days per year.)
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2. The length of the encased fiber optic line. the South and Eastern United States. The risk can
be three times this number in other parts of the

3. The energy withstanding capability of the line. world.
From these data, it becomes obvious that there

4. The energy contained within the strike collect- is a significant risk that lightning will strike
ed by the encased fiber optic line. the transmission line static wire and that an un-

acceptable number of these strikes will contain
These factors fall into two categories: enough energy to induce damage to the line. The

risk may be considered acceptable in the northern
I. The probability of a strike to the line. latitudes but must be reduced or eliminated in

about fifty percent of the U.S. and other areas of
2. The probability of damage to the fiber optic equal or greater risk.

line given that a strike to the line has The protection problem centers around the
occurred, primary purpose of the fiber carrier, the static

line. Its purpose is to be a preferential strike
The risk of a strike is directly proportional termination in order to protect the nearby phase

to the isokeraunic number and the length of the conductors. Therefore, strokes are to be expected
line. and indeed encouraged t, terminate thereon.

From the foregoing discussion, it is apparent

that only the very high energy strikes are a

RELATED RISK % threat. The lower energy strikes, those below the
line tolerance level, are of no concern to the

50 5 1.5 05 optical fibers as well.

One obvious protection option is to increase
the withstanding capability of the static line

240 -PosmVE POtARrY itself by adding more steel strands. Unfortunate-
t 0ly, the cost of so doing rises exponentially with

V) the associated reduction in risk. As the static
X 200 line size increases, its weight also increases,

and the static and dynamic loads on the supporting
structures increase. This option is not economi-

160 50 PERcDMLE cally acceptable.
Oz Recent developments within the lightning

120 protection industry have provided a solution to
IAthis problem:

z 80 The Spline Ball Ionizer' (SBITM) is a UL listed
_ ,device designed to dissipate the storm induced

-NEArVE POtARM energy from a facility by the "Point Discharge"[ I]
V) 40 mechanism, thus reducing the probability of a

strike to that facility. It is based on the

LA Dissipatio, Array' System which collects and

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 dissipates the storm induced charge in the area of
concern, slowly, through point discharge or ioni-

LIGHTNING CURRENT AMPLITUDE. kA zat ion. Unlike the Dissipation Array System which
FIGURE 1. STROKE CURRENT RISK ASSESSMENT prevents all strikes to a facility, the SBI pre-

vents most strikes but in an intense storm will
act as a "collector/diverter". The SBI thus
serves two functions in the protection of fiber

The probabil ity of damage to a fiber optic line, optic line, i.e., (1) it greatly reduces the

given that a strike has occurred, is directly probability of a strike and, (2) should it fail to
proport ional Lkt tht energy in the stroke and prevent a strike, the SBI, rather than the fiber
inversely proportional to the heat dissipation optic line, will become the terminus of the poten-
capability of the given wire. For example, consid- tially damaging stroke. Figure 2, depicts a typi-

er a wire that has been qualified to function with- cal Spline Ball Ionizer module.
out failure up to a 60,00(0 ampere peak current. Lightning rod performance data indicates that
Since the average U.S. locat ion will receive 100 the following factors must be present to assure
strikes for a (10 mile length of I ine, we can ex- 100% effectiveness as an air terminal in collecting
pect five of these to be potentially damaging strikes (refer to Figures 3 and 4):
strikes. Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia
and the Carol inas will have twice that number, and I. The air terminal generates a streamer which
cent ral Florida wi I I have three t imes as many. moves toward the step leader.
The risk incurred is obviously far too high if
60,000 { amperes is the maximum peak energy that can 2. The streamer must enter the strike zone.
be toleratted. It the maximum sale energy is in-
crease.d to 100,0(00 amperes peak current, the risk 3. The streamer must be predominate within the
of damage is still at least three damaging strikes strike zone.
per year for each 100 miles of fiber optic line in
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4. To generate the required streamer, the air
terminal must present a point oriented toward
the leader; efficiency is related to the angu-
lar difference between the point of the air STRIKING DISTANCE
terminal and the leader.

Because the SBI provides a point oriented at
least every five degrees and a full 120 degrees in.RISING STREAMER

elevation, it will collect lightning leaders from R----S RE--

any azimuth or elevation angle within its sphere of
influence if it is within the strike zone. Given
the foregoing premise, the next step is to define
the SBI "Sphere of Influence" in the collection
mode. To that end, we can draw upon the work of
several atmospheric physicists who claim that the STRIKE ZONE
lightning leader follows a random or unpredictable
path until it reaches a point above earth called FIGURE 4. STRIKE ZONE FACTOR
the "Point of Discrimination" as illustrated in
Figure 4. At that point, the strike target has stroke, or as much as 240 meters for the unusual
been selected. The voltage on the leader tip is positive stroke. Refer again to Figure 1.
approximately 108 volts. The related field (Note: Lightning leaders move in steps from
strength can exceed 100 kV/meter of elevation the cloud toward earth, therefore, the "step dis-
above earth or between the leader tip and an object tance" is the length of one step. The length of
on the earth that it will strike. Upward moving those steps is a function of the energy in the
streamers from several sources "reach" toward the descending leader. Refer again to Figure 4.)
leader and compete for it. The first streamer to From these data, we find that the "Striking
reach the leader closes the circuit and receives Distance" is approximately equal to the "Step
the stroke. The question is, how far will the Distance" and is also a function of the energy in
streamers reach and/or how far will the stroke the leader.
reach? In summary, the body of available scientific

Again, the atmospheric physicist has provided data suggest that the higher the energy in a down-
some answers[2]. Photographs taken over a period ward moving step leader the farther the Point of
of years by various researchers indicate that the Discrimination is from the earth's surface, or the
downward moving leader usually travels between 30 longer its reach. The lower energy leaders have a
to 40 percent of the last step (or strike distance) limited reach, often as low as ten to fifteen
before being joined by the successful upward mov- meters.
ing streamer. They also indicate that the "step Since only the higher energy strokes are of
distance" can vary from a low of about ten meters concern to fiber optic systems, the short range,
to a high of 160 meters for the common negative lower energy st:iokes can be neglected. From the
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foregoing factors, it is now obvious that there is CONCLUSIONS
a requirement for a protective system that will
augment the protection provided by the static line Since installation of the lightning protec-
and will divert the higher energy strikes to a tion system described in this paper, Mississippi
preferred terminal, thus preventing them form Power & Light has not experienced a lightning re-
terminating on the OPGW static line. As mentioned lated fiber optic outage for the past two years.
earlier, the Spline Ball Ionizer' accomplishes It seems evident that a properly deployed SBI
this objective by presenting a streamer point (or SBI's) can provide the required protection for
every five degrees in both azimuth and elevation OPGW lines. At the very least, it will signifi-
from which a lightning leader can enter its sphere cantly reduce the probability of damage. The ex-
of influence, act impact is a function of installation parame-

To illustrate this application, consider the ters, e.g., number of SBI's or their distance
results of the 60,000 ampere stroke discussed apart. Figure 5, presents an example which illus-
earlier. Although the probability ot exceeding trates the impact of implementing the system on a
this level is less than five percent, it is still transmission line where the spans are approximate-
too high. Figure I, indicates that strokes of ly 600 feet in length.
this magnitude and greater will reach or have a Using a conservative estimate for the radius
striking distance of at least 250 feet. of the SBI collective mode sphere of influence and

The Spline Ball Ionizer will collect the a conventional transmission line, these data indi-
60,000 ampere stroke and those of greater magni- cate that at least 500 feet of typical 600 foot
tude from a range of 250 feet or greater provided span length would be protected by the use of one
there is no preferential streamer point to compete module installed in the center of each supporting
with it. As illustrated in a prior paper[4l, if structure. This indicates that less than IO feet
there are many pointed objects or sharp objects of that span would be exposed to a damaging strike

within the strike zone, they will compete for the if the withstanding limit of the static line was
leader. The longer streamer, or the closest of 600,000 amperes. Strokes significantly above that
these to the leader, usually wins the competition level would also be collected because of their
and collects the stroke. extended strike zones, leaving less exposure to

those strokes.
It is interesting to note that the Grand

Gulf Nuclear Plant, which is served by this fiber
optic route, had previously experienced lightning

related outages. There has not been a lightning
related outage at the plant since the installation

of a Dissipation Array' System two years ago.

POINT OF DISCRIMINATION -.-

STROK<E COLLECTION ZONE

'// . . . . .... . . . . . .."' " i

/...........

• .. . . .. ....... "...............

•~ ~~ ~ .. . .. .B ...'. F.UR 5. 600 . R N MISO .LINE. . . .
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Dynamic Stress Analysis of Optical Fibers in Splice Closures in the Aerial Plant

P. B. Grimado and I. A. Frantz

Bellcore, Morristown, New Jersey, USA

amplitude displacements and can be cumbersome and costly.
ABSTRACT Consequently, a dynamic optical fiber finite element program was

developed to analyze the response of optical fiber configurations in
typical splice trays. The program accounts for the nonlinear

A nonlinear dynanic finite element model has been developed to behavior associated with large displacements and the restricted
examine mechanical reliability issues for optical fiber configurations movement of the fibers within the dimensional constraints of the
in splice tray organizers. Vibration testing of splice closure splhce tray organizers.
assemblies is typically conducted at high frequencies and low Mock-ups of the splice tray organizers used in the analysis were
acceleration levels. However, it was found in a previous study that constructed, fiber was installed, and the assemblies were subjected
splice closures can experience large inertial loads at low frequencies to vibration over the range 10-60 Hz. However, by using an
(0.5 - 5 Hz) when deployed in the aerial plant. The finite element tuo 27g were

amplitude of 0.19 cm (0.075 inc, accelerations up tan xeimmodel was verified by comparing computed and experimentally obtained. The 13g peak acceleration cited above was obtained atobtained nmde shapes at high frequencies. The model was then a frequency of 42 Hz. Both high-speed stop-action photographsused to analyze optical fiber structures found in several commonly and time exposures were taken at several frequencies
used splice closure assemblies when exposed to low-frequency, high (accelerations).
acceleration excitations. The examined fibers were proven to be
sufficiently robust to prevent any mechanical fiber failures. In this presentation a description of the finite element model is
However, in some splice tray organizers large displacement given in Section 2. In Section 3, the optical fiber structures found
excursions occur and could be a source of some handling difficulties in splice tray organizers and the idealization of these geometries to
if excess fiber becomes tangled and intertwined, the finite element model are presented. The results of computer

simulations at 27g and 60 liz are compared with photographs of
actual vibration tests in Section 4. Section 5 contains the results

1. Introduction of computing the state of stress of optical fiber configurations
contained in splice tray organizers when subjected to the high

The dynamic environment experienced by the aerial plant accelerations at low frequency that can arise in the aerial plant.represents one of the most stringent scenarios for imparting high Vibrational mode shapes, swept areas, and maximum tensile stress
inertial loads and mechanical stress to fiber optic cables. In a histories are presented for several fiber configurations. Finally,
previous paper 1, the dynamic characteristics of aerial fiber Section 6includesa summary and conclsions.
optical cables (FOC) were evaluated for a number of different
conditions capable of inducing periodic motions of the aerial plant. 2. Finite Element Model
An ice-covered strand/FOC configuration was considered for wind
galloping in a steady 6.1 IKNUI (-10 MPH) crosswind. Another The optical fiber configuration is considered an elastica with small
plausible scenario involved the breaking of a support pole 6 feet deformations and large displacemnents. Initial optical iiber
above the ground as a result of vehicular impact. configurations with curvature are constructed by a series of

It was determined from these analyses that the pole removal straight beam eheniets oriented end-to-etd apprositoating the

scenario imuposes the most severe acceleration levels ott splice curve.

closures attached to the support strand. A peak acceleration of
13g is immediately realized just as the severed pole impacts the
ground. This acceleration, as shown in Fig. 1, is heavily damped,
reaching insignificant levels after about 20 seconds. A spectral
analysis of this acceleration is given in Fig. 2. The dotmiuiamt
frequency is 0.8 IN wit I a significanttt component at 2.5 INz. Iis
An issue ttot a(lclr,-ssed it, these -ialys- is the fate of file optical
fibers contained in aerial splice c losures whore tin' fibers are
arranged in splice tray orgauizers. It is important to exanituc tbh [ f •
effect of dynamic ine'-rtial loIads arisiti2 front tie aforcituentioncd t
disturbance on the mechanical integrity of tItese fibers.

A typical vibration test specification 12] imposes a steady state
vibrat~on in tihe frequency ranlge 10-55 tlz with an amplitude of
0.077 mrn (0.03 ini). This translates into .s maximum acceleration of
9.3g at tile maxinimn frequency of 55 lIz. It tile aerial phlant. Ig 4 I it itl

however, higher accelerations at lower frequencies can be 71K (SC
encountered. Low freqmi ncy, high acceriration tmestimng entails large FM 1: VCr0V t ACCIURAT1r11 O AAL S•ItM CGUMiJ FOR PMe RMIOVAL
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F16. 3 TWO DIMENSIONAL BEAM ELEMENT
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f* 2: SPCTRAL DsITIUT O VET1CAI. ACcE.RAT1IO fOP NkIE1 F•OVAL V (x) = 1 - 3(x -- .)/(zB - xA)" + 2(x -- 'A)I/(-r - rA),

'P 2 ( X ) = 1 - -3 ( x B - -X ) 2 1 ( X B --_ ) ( ; - ) 1 . , ' )
A single beam element, Fig. 3, is two-dimensional having 2 nodes, ((- ) + 2 (x, - x)/ -

one at each end, and 3 degrees of freedom per node - an axial 03(x) = (x - xa) - 2(x - XA)2/(XB _ 1A) + (_ _ X,)I(XR _A)2

extension, a transverse deflection and a ro-..tion. The
corresponding nodal forces are an axial force, a bending moment '4t() = - (zB - z) + 2

(xB - x)P/(zB - XA) - (XB - X)
3

/(XD - X.).

and a shear force. The expression for the total energy, F, of the
beam element is The ,,b(x) polynomials represent beam deflection curves when each

U 2-2 + C (U + i .w + of the nodes is displaced or rotated independently a unit amount in
-A -2 dx) a positive sense. Substituting (2.2) and (2.3) into (2.1) and

integrating produces an expression relating the total energy in the

beam element to the six unknown nodal displacements. i.e..

+ p ii u + p iv w -- u - fu d.r (2.1) UA, UB, WA, twB, OA and OB. For equiliErium, the total energy F isa stationary function; therefore, the partial derivatives with
Or 0I"

respect to the nodal displacements must vanish, i.e.. 9
'9uA 0 "B--PAUA -- V,4 w, -- M•A 4tb -- Pu-- VB'B - M0B •b, Or or _ F o _Or

-- - a" 0. Performing this operation'9n WA 'B O90A 06V,
where a dot over a variable indicates partial differentiation with produces six equations for deterlninatior! of ýhe six unknown nodal
respect to time and displacements. These six equations in mnitrix nctation become:

w(z) = transverse deflection
U (z) = axial displacement.Im
O(W) = angular rotation where:
EI = beam bending stiffness we:
AE = axial stiffness t .= i 4 , W'A, OA. uS, UB3 'B

C = damping coefficient
p = mass per unit length
f. = external axial load per unit length is the nodal displacement vector in local coordinates, thie
fy = external transverse load per unit length superscript T indicates the transpose of the vector obtained by
wA, wB = transverse deflection at node points A and B exchanging rows and colunis.
UA, US = axial displacement at node points A and B
OA, OR = angular rotation at node points A and B, AE .-IE E
VA, VB = shear force at node points A and B L 0-0 L -

PA, PS = axial force at node points .4 and B 12EI 6EI 12EI o!L
MAI, MB = bending moment at node points A and B 0 L3 1 0 L3 L2

6ý,El ,tI 6I0 _ El 21-1

To perform the integration of (2.1), u(x) and u,(x) are represented 0 L L L L 2 L
by algebraic polynomials in the z-coordinate. These special ] AE 0 0 .4E 0 0
polynomials, called shape functions [3, 4], have the unique LL'-
distinction that the nodal displacements appear as coefficients. 12EI 6El 12El 6E/
The shape function for the axial displacement is simple: 0 6 -1-L~ L2 L 3 Lz

u(X) = UA (zB - X)/(AX - XA) + uB (z - 7,A)/(ZB - 7,A) • (2.2) 6EI 2E1 0 El 411E
L L L2 L

On the other hand, the shape function for the transverse deflection
is: 

is the stiffness matrix in the local coordinate system. L = rp - r.
w(Z) = WA4 0(x) + wm 1'2(X) + 0A 03(T) + O R'd(X) , (2.3) is the length of the beam element.
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L 0 __L 0 0 where:

3 6 2 A -X A l 0 0 0 0
13L 11L' IL 13L• L

0 35 210 0 70 420 AL-z-'-A--2 o o 0 0

0 IIL 2 V 0 13L2 L0 L L

210 105 420 140 0 0 1 0 0 0
[M t]= P L 0 L 0 0 X] A L A X

6 3 L L 0

9ýL 13L2 0 13L MlL2 0 0 0 _Xy 2ýXz 0
0 70 420 35 210 L L--"

0 13L2 L3 0 IlL2 L 3 0 0 0 0 0 1:

420 140 210 105

i the , as m rx i oa oriae, ad is the direction cosine matrix, A.xz and L.y are the difference in the

C,t a o t +tM Kt is the Rayleigh damping matrix 131. respeativeayd- y uoorsitaetgsooaltdislacaneement nodex, -po]intshe
mas mI ri in Ioa Torints repcieyan.]idh lbl ipaeetmtrx P ý

[Ft], f, L/2, J, L/2, f, L2/12, f, L/2. f, L/2, -f, L 2/ 12 global reaction force matrix, and [.ist hegoblapledla

matrix.
and The matrix equation of motion for the beamn element in the global

P, PA, V",,1,iM, P,, V", MB coordinate system is reached through use of the transformation of

the mass, stiffness and damping matrices f4j:
are the applied force and the no~ial reacý;on force vectors in local

coordinates, respectively. [,=i~ M]i][']=i~ !t x n

In addition, for thin structures with bending stiffness very small [~ XT[, ) n

compared with axial stiffness, such as cables and thin beams, which

must be taken into account [5]. Stress stiffening, also known as

geometric stiffening, is the stiffening (or weakening) of a structure

due to its stress state. This is effected in the model by constructing consequently, Equation (2.4) is written as:

an additional stiffness matrix, [I K',](called the "stress stiffniess

matrix". This matrix in local coordinatest for tihe beam element. [M10] [i+ [ Ct] []+ [ K0] [u] iF0]+ [ P0"- (2.5)

considered assumes thý form 1]5:

0 0 0 0 0 0 The reaction forces at internal nodes cancel when assemblying an

L k _Lentire structure comprised of many elements and therefore the

0 10 -- 5 -1 matrix equation of motion for the whole structure is:

50 15 10 3

0q=- 0e 0 0 0 0
0 6 L 0 E where M,['] •]are thenmass, damping and stiffness matrices,

5 10 5 10 respectivery, 0f wh Xhole structure in global coordinates, ýu: is the

0 L2nodal displacemelnt, matrix of the whole structure in global
_1__L2 0 _L 2 coordinates and [F] is the appli, d load per unit length in global

10 30 to 15 coordip~ates.

A non-linear transient dly imic analysis technique numerically

where T is the axial load on the element obtained from the in tegrateb (2.6) starting with a known initial state at I = 0

previous iterativeecycle. Equation (2.6) is converted from the general form to that

This stiffness matrix is added to the previously determined matrix, specialized at time t..

IKt]. It should be understood, that hereafter, reference to the A][i] i4+[d[Ft) (27
stiffnes matrix I[KII includes [K,•], i e., [1K,]= [Kt] + [K,']. 9M i. -C i,+[1]i.=['t). (7

This is the matrix referenced in equation (2-.4).

coordinate system, iveý, a coordinate syitemn fixed to the beamn as dlifferenice equations derived fron, a consideration of Lagfange's

depicted in Fig. 3. However, when forming geometric shapes using interpolation formula G':

displacements and] forces are referenced t~o a fi-.,d common Iii.] p 12 u.-5 +._ 4-. .. :-u_

co~ordinate system known as trhe global coordinate system. The

global displacement!, and fo•rces are derived from the Ic~al l2 S)

quantities throntgh tthe direction cosine mat rix:
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where: 3. Optical Fiber Geometries in Splice Tray Organizers

u displacement at time step t = t. and Three splice tray organizers are considered in this paper.
Schematics are given in Fig. 4. The splice tray organizer designated
as A permits the fibers to assume a snugly fitted oval in

Al = t, - t,_-, a constant time step. compartments that are approximately 7.7 cm x 16 cm (3 in x 6.25

in) on either side of the splice holder. Splice tray organizers B and
Substituting equations (2.8) int' (2.7) l)roduces: C are similar in shape and function but differ in size. Splice tray B

has an overall dimension of approximately 13 cm x 30 cm (5.2 in x

2_ _ [ 1 12 in) and a splice holder dimension of approximately 3.8 cm x 11.5
( A + L- C B t cm (1.5 in x 4.5 in). Splice tray C is approximately 15.4 cm x 35.9

cm (6 in x 14 in) in overall dimension and has a splice holder
] [C]} [approximately 6.4 cm x 25.6 cm (2.5 in x 10 in). Unlike splice tray

5 + A, the fibers in trays B and C enter from the same side and are
joined after making at least one complete loop around the splice
holder. This configuration resembles a "race track" oval.

_ [A4 + [Cl [u.-2 (2.9) The worst case orientation, as far as inducing mechanical stress, is
(A )2 2(A t when the fiber is loaded in the plane of the loop. Therefore, it is

assumed that the dynamic loads are applied in the plane of the

+ [M] + [ + F(t). fiber loops, that the splice tray is rigid, i.e., there is no dynamic
Liý t2 3coupling between the fibers and tray, and the sides of the tray are

smooth. In general, there will be many fiber loops to provide

This results in an implicit timie integration procedure. At each sufficient slack for maintenance and restoration. A minimum of 60
Thisresultsin nimplicit timetheun n is uati edu.A eaci (23.6 in) of slack is required J2J. However, the mechanical

point in time, the unknown Ii is calculated using an efficient response of the fibers in the organizer is assessed by analyzing a

Gauss elimination routine. single fiber loop. It is therefore tacitly assumed that there is

Equation (2.9) can be used whenever the displacement: are small, minimal interaction between the fiber loops and that each loop
Htowever, when displacements are large, such that the geometric experiences the stress state of the single fiber loop modeled. In

shape of the structure changes considerably from one iteration addition, the details of the actual splice (fusion or mechanical) and

cycle to the next, it is necessary to compute incremental holder assembly are not considered.

displacements. At each cycle, the global mass, damping and OPTICAtLSt SPtLICOOCO

stiffness matrices are re-evaluated to reflect the altered geometry. --------
This results in the following dynamic equation for handling
geometric non-linearities:

[ [ + [-' i] [- + [K [b..] (A

where [AI l . [ , -,] and [K._,] are the mass, damping and / - .'"ItE

stiffness matrices. respectively in the global system established from
the geometric properties of the structure at the previous iteration,

[K] 6[.] is the matrix of the total internal nodal

resisting forces and bending moments at the previous iteration and

[Iu.] = [ u,._ I is the incremental change in displacement

from the previous iteration. The difference equation for __ --

i'ically det ermininig [u] is sirnilar to (2.9) with obvious

iiodificat ion. 1 I F166 4 FIBR OPTIC SPLICE TRAY ORGANIZERS

lor the optical fiber contigurations addressed, ao additional non- 4. Experimental Verification

liintarity presents itseif. This concern, t hw restrictii tiovenment of The finite element model was verified by constructing mock-ups of

the optical fitbir within the tinil di nosional constraintis of the the splice tray organizers, adding fiber loops, and testing thein on a
splice tray organizers. This finite el'initt pruogratu contain' logic, laboratory vibration table. Freqiencies from 10 to 60 liz were
not generally found in many prograins of tifis nature, thiat checks used; a peak-to-peak displacement of 0.3S cii (0.1.5 in) resuited in a

the location of each node poin t evry cycle for contact with tle maxitonm acceIeration of 27g at t60 liz. The 13g acceleration
sides of the organizer. When contact is i nndicatd, t lie affected Ioid generated by support pole impact was obtained at 42 lIz.
or nodes are fixed to the lboundary. At that time. subsei'pint
iteration cycles involve, it general. two iterations per ti me cycle. The motions of the fibers in tliie different splice tray organiizer

The first iteration is ;ierform,'d to clhek tihe stati oif th le iv II mock-ups wire recorded oi vidiotape for comparison to ti i
computer simulations at both full-speed and slow-speed play back.

contact with the bouiT lary. This ca.leiilation is carried out
St ill photographs %%ere' takin at shunt i r s,pred., tiii ' /2000 sec to

as-inii g the aifected node or nodes arn free. If this computation "freeze" the fiber motions and allow lirect comparisons to thii'
indicates continued boundary intruision, the ryrli, is repeated with computeur-generated mode shapes. I'igures 5 (a) and (b) slouw tfle

tit, nodes fixed to the hiimdar. , oitlerwise, the results of the deflection of t fiber at 27g (60 117) it him' tuork-up of the splice
it era tivc cy ' are arri'tpt nI . tray organizer A: the distorted curves it the fiber at the l'ft and
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right sides of the picture (a) agree with thle shapes predicted by the
computer analysis (b). Figures 5(c) and (d) also show the more
complex modes obtained in splice tray organizer C. In the (Al
photograph (c) the curve at the left end of the fiber is distorted, T-.2 T-.9 $
the fiber no longer makes continuous contact with the long sides of
the tray, and the fiber crosses over itself twice at the top of the
picture. All of these deformations, however, are consistent with the
computer predictions as shown in the plot (d) from the analysis of
the 27g, 60 Hz conditions C (AA6 .C

* (A) (A)
T -0T.40 Se ý T- 1'.68 SOc

(5) (5-09 )Si

.0.48 Sec * 120 Svc

(d)

(C) ( C)

FIG. 5 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MODES

The consistent agreement between the computer plots and the Ui(C
photographs for all three splice tray organizers over a range of 1.LT1.20Secj
accelerations demonstrate the validity of the computer model. It
c an thus be used with confidence to predict fiber responses under - -- -.- -- --
conditions outside the ranige of laboratory experiments.

5. Dynarraics of Aerial Optical Fibers IC -04 e(-.0Scl

Coniputer simulations of the splice (ray organizer configurations
shown in Fig. 4 were conducted by approximating the input
acceleration of Fig. I by a damped sinusoid with a maxiimum
acceleration Of I"'n - 11 r--"-i , j ). Ili.: FIG. 6: VIBRATION MlODES FOR 13g.O.MU~ DAMWD

A(t) = 13 Exp (-0. 135t) Sin (5.026t).SIUODFR PLC AY (MB&()

Vibration mode shapes of the optical fiber loops in all three splice
trays are shown in Figure 6. The dashed figure in each frarn
depicts the criginal fiber position. Thme total area swNept by the
vibratiing fiber loop is an interestimig feature useful for correlat in g 

___
exp-rim ene tal (dat a and assessing clearance issues. These areas are(Aplotted in Fig. 7. Only a sniall fraction of thme open area is ever7- :occupiedl by the fiber in the case of splice tray organizer A whmile
the opposite is trite for both thle H1 and C fiber arrangements. TIhe
tiiaximmurn comiputecd tensile stresses realized during the vibrationSP RAIAI3
are presented in Fig. 8. TIhie inaximutni tensile stress is lowest - hes FIG 7: SWP ARAFR1g
thain 30 ksi - for fiber arrangemrent A; for both BiI and C it, (hoes otI T OP SPI. C TRAYS CA).exceed 50 ksi. These stress levels dlo not exceed the fibier proof (8) AND (C)
qt ress aiid thiprefoce are not expected to produce cithcr
in't ant anvlouis or fuit ire Iih,er failures,
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6. Summary and Conclusions

The dynamic response of aerial optical fiber configurations located
in optical splice organizers has been explored using a recently
developed nonlinear finite element .:omputer program. The
accuracy of the model was verified by comparing vibration mode Philip B. Grimado received the BS
shapes produced with actual vibration experime.nts, degree in civil engineering from theCity University of New York and the

Reference 2 stipulates vibration tests at frequencies 10-55 Hlz at MS and PH.D. degrees in applied
relatively low acceleration levels - 0.3g at 10 Hz, 

2
.
7

g at 30 Iz and mechanics from Columbia University,
9.3g at 55 Hz. However, when splice enclosures are deployed in the New York, in 1962 and 1968,
aerial plant, higher accelerations at lower frequencies can be respectively. He joined Bell
encountered. Peak accelerations as high as 13g at 0.8 Hz can be Laboratories in 1968, where his
achieved when a support, pole is suddenly removed L[Ii responsibilities included vulnerability

studies of antiballistic missile systems,
In this paper, numerical experiments have been conducted to fire protection studies invulving fire-
investigate the mechanical reliability of optical fibers arranged in risk analyses, heat transfer
optical splice organizers when exposed to aerial plant conditions calculations, development of standard /
calculated in Il]. Fiber optic loop arrangements germane to several fire testing methods for telephone
popular vendor products forii the basis for exploring the potential company equipment and development of algorithms for optimum
susceptibility to the aerial plant dynanic excitations. Each of the control of building environmental equipment. Since 1983, he has
fiber configurations given in Fig. 4 was expoued to a damped been with Bell Communications Research (Bellcore), engaged in
sinusoidal acceleration - 13 g at 0.8 Hz. This worst case loading is outside plant activities concerned with fiber optic cable placement,
characteristic of an aerial plant scenario associated with sudden damage assessment, and optical fiber stress analysis.
support pole removal.

Vibrational mode shapes, total swept areas, and maximum tensile
stress histories are presented for all the optical fiber configurations
examined. It is determined that the optical fiber configurations
considered are sufficiently robust to withstand the rigors of the Rolf A. Frantz is a distinguished
dynamic load imposed. member of technical staff in the Fiber

The optical fibers in splice tray organi2ers type B and C respond Distribution and Reliability Research
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in a single fiber loop. But, when many fiber loops are present, large University. His major responsibilities

displacement excursions can give niore opportunity for the fibers to were in the field of electrical insulating
become tangled and intertwined. materials, an area in which hecontinued to work upon coming to

It should also be noted that some fiber samples were subjected to Bellcore in 1983. Since 1988, his work t.
more than 10,000 cycles at 27g during the vibration tests and that has focused on optical fiber coatings, with extent of cure, aging,
no failures or visible damage occurred. and coating durability as areas of particular interest.
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A NEW FIBER OPTIC CABLE ASSEMBLY FOR HDTV RECORDING OF OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES SKI RACES

Pierre GAILLARD * Jacques LE COMTE ** - Michel de VECCHIS ***

* ALCATEL CABLE - 148 Av Jean Jauris - 69344 LYON - FRANCE
•* ALCATEL CABLE SYSTEMES - 35 Rue Jean Jauras - 95871 BEZONS FRANCE

• ALCATEL CABLE - 30 Rue des Chasses - 92111 CLICHY - FRANCE

ABSTRACT: - to use a loose structure, in our case a four groove
slotted core structure.

This paper describes a new Fiber Optic Cable
Assembly developed for the Olympic Winter Games - to use multimode fibers which are sufficient
Ski Races. considering the required transmission parameters and
It has been developed using the technology of Fiber offer advantages for an easy connection.
Optic Tactical Cables with some changes due to
specific conditions. Characteristics and results of - to use an hermaphroditic expanded beam interface
preliminary tests in Winter conditions are described, connector, which is field proven for military tactical

conditions, has been extensively studied in particular
considering ergonomics aspects, satisfies the

INTRODUCTION different requirements and is fitted to the cable
structure.

The recording of the ski contests during the next
Olympic Winter Games in Albertville has created the The initial structure of the cable presented last year
need to develop optical fiber cables which are used is shown in Figure I. Its main characteristics are:
between an intermediate node point and the main
digital video switchers located at the level of the Nominal outer diameter 7 mm
arrival line. Videosignals are digitalized and Nominal weight 38kg/km
transmitted over links which are about 2000 meters Nominal thickness of sheath 0.8 mm
long. Maximum tensile load 220 daN

(corresponding to an elongation < 1,5°/.o)
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR CABLES Crush resistance 40 daN/cm

Minimum bending radius
The optical cables must be quickly and easily
deployable along ski runs under normal environmental Static 100 mm
conditions of mountains in winter (ice, snow, low Dynamic 150 mmtemperatureý,...).

Temperature range - 40 to + 70 °C
Connectorization must also be simple and reliable with less than 0.2 dB attenuation increase for
under the same conditions. 850 and 1300 nm multimode fibres.

ARAXID POLYURZrh"E

These conditions are by many aspects similar to those YANS sbATH

of military tactical links. Specificities are due to the
fact that the cable is normally laying in ice or snow / sLOMI
and consequently the operating temperature is in the
low range. All the tests of winding, unwinding,
connecting and disconnecting must also consider this
low temperature range and the presence of ice, snow
and humidity. There is no need of metal free cable
and the outer sheath must withstand agressions by ski
edges.

CABLE DESIGN

We have reported last year the design of tactical
Fibre Optic Cable Assemblies for Military SmvNMc FIBRE

Applications (1). We have used the same basic KMEN

principles and technologies to develop this new cable Figure I
i.e. :
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A new version of this cable with a reduced diameter
of 6 mm has been developed. It enables to deliver
lengths of 1000 m instead of 600 or 800 m on the
standard size drums. Its main characteristics are

Nominal outer diameter 6 mm
Nominal weight 30 kg/km
Nominal thickness of sheath 0.8 mm
Maximum tensile load 200 daN
Crush resistance 30 daN/cm
Minimum static bending radius 80 mm
Temperature range -40to+70 °C

For the development of the new cable its was not
necessary to keep the dielectric central strength
member.
Conseauently we have used a stainless steel rope
which offers better flexibility and tensile
performance. We have selected as basic structure the
first version presented here. By using the steel rope, •'

we have found experimentally that the tensile load is
increased to 350 daN compared to 220 daN for the
FRP strength member under the same conditions.

It must be noted that in the case of a lower reauired Figure 2
maximum tensile load, the version two should be used
with the advantage of a lower weight and dimensions. Thermal cycling according to IEC test 794-1-F1 have

shown a stability similar to the case observed for

PRACTICAL RESULTS: tactical cable : less than 0.2 dB change between - 409S~and + 70*C for multimode fibers at 850, 1300 and

Several lengths of cable have been realized for 1550 nm.
preliminary tests and 'ield experiments,
incorporating four 50/125 Fibers. The lengths of cable have been eauipped with

The figure 2 shows the comparison between the hermaphroditic 4 channels connectors previously
different cables : this new cable is shown in the developed for tactical cables (I) (see figure 3).
middle between the first version of the tactical cable

(on the right) and the second version, reduced size of
tactical cable (on the left). For these three cables a
fire retardant sheath is used. 1 3

Considering the specific application, bandwidth of 8 10
the fibres has been measured at 1300 and 1550 nm. RE- -__ _ _'_-

These results are summarized in the following table. 4 -

6

FIBER N° BA.NDWIDTH FOR L 2 k. Iin MHi 7
AT 1300,m ,T IASOT

I >eg0hW I 604 1 Guicing pr, 
6 0pticai points

L.ow "I2 Tactile ince les 7 plug bodA

I(- 0 145 3Locking ring 8Cable retentilor.

40 sea. 9Ring

Length W s 5GIass winc•ou lOStran reie.
'Zoo 428
9 987 160

Figure 3

The table below summarizes the characteristics of
the connector for multimode fibres.
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TEST RESULTS They will be used with terminal eauipments that we
Connections 4 channels have developed for the transmission of
Insertion loss < 3 dB
(0,85 and 1,3 pm) in the whole operating - Analog video signals having up to II MHz bandwidth

temperature range (i.e. PAL/SECAM/D2MAC/TMAC...)
Uniformity + - 0.2 dB
Operating temperature range - 40 0 C<T< + 70°C - Audio signals
Storage temperature range - 40*C<T<+ 85*C - Data signals
Mechanical endurance 1500 mating/unmating - Digital video signals at 270 Mbits (DI standard)
Vibrations 5-300 Hz-amplitude 1.25 mm p-p
Mechanical shocks 30 g - )I ms - 2.06 m/s Different kinds of multiplex (both digital and
Shakes 1000 - 25 g - 6 ms optical) are used.
Water immersion I m depth (0.1 bar)
Tensile strength 220 daN CONCLUSION : We have shown that it is possible to

derive from military tactical optical cables other
Figure 4 shows the connector products corresponding to different applications.

These field cables that can be used for a lot of
applications offer attractive solutions due to their
reduced size and weight.
It has been shown that several designs are available
depending on the specific reauirements. The
availability of an easy-handled and reliable field
connector, adapted to the cable, is a key issue for the
development of such applications.
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DESIGN OF AIR PRESSURIZED OPTICAL FIBER FILLED
TUBE CABLE MINIMIZING THE PNEUMATIC RESISTANCE

K. S. RYOO J. S. LEE H. J. KANG

TAIHAN ELECTRIC WIRE CO., LTD. SEOUL KOREA

ABSTRACT
mechanical, environmental properties, especially
providing minimum pneumatic resistance.

Recentl: a unique hybrid cable design has been
proposed by some cable makers to meet the air
flow requirements of standard telecommunications
air pressure systems and provided a product 2. CABLE DESIGN
meeting the specifications of required optical
cable. The necessary conditions of air pressurized cable
We designed and developed hybrid optical fiber include small frictional resistance for
cable which exhibits good optical, mechanical minimizing disturbance to the air flow, simple and
and pneumatic resistance of less than easy maintenance resulted from an extension of
0.9 x 10 -'(kg/cm' )' / (g/min-m). This hybrid MSL, good optical, mechanical and environmental
optical cable also provides extra protection properties for external severq conditions, easy
to the fiber by way of loose tube- gel as well handling and so on.
as longer Maintenance Section Length of cable
maintenance. To meet these several requirements, we designed

and developed the air pressurized cable
considering the following points.

1. INTRODUCTION (D Pneumatic resistance must be minimized by
expanding the effective cross section area of

Adoption of filled tubes in air core cable cable inside.
provides extra protection to the fibers by way Q Cable should fully endure the installation
of the tube buffering gel, while still allowing and operation condition.
dynamic pressurization and free air movement ® Easy handling, small diameter and light weight.
through the core.'
In case we consider the cable inner side as We manufactured 20 fibers air pressurized optical
a pipe, the meaning of pneumatic resistance is fiber cable considering the conception of cable
the frictional resistance to the air flow and design mentioned above.
the values of maintenance section length (MSL)
can be changed according to this pneumatic
resistance. Namely the less the pneumatic 2.1 Optical Fiber Structure
resistance, the longer the MSL and the economical
effect would be increased due to the reduction Filled loose tube with 6-T fibers are stranded
of expense for operating and supervising the around a central strength member. Fiber parameter
line fault equipment. and loose tube structure are shown in Table 1.

Furthermore when the gas leakage occurs from a
defective point of cable sheath, easier detecting 2.2 Cable Structure
makes it possible to repair rapidly. Accordingly,
air pressurized cable should be designed to Newly designed air pressurized cable has a
minimize the pneumatic resistance. And in view construction as Fig. 1. In order to increase air
of this design conception, we developed air flow rate through the cable core, we adopted a air
pressurized cable exhibiting good optical, flow path, called air spacer made by polyester
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film of 0.15mm thickness. This polyester tape in Table 2 shows the cable parameters of conventional
trapezoid shape was stranded around the central and newly designed cable.
strength member with loose tube and we finally
applied laminated aluminium polyethylene sheath
over this stranded cable core. ' Table 2. Cable Parameters
Through the adoption of air spacer instead of air
pipe, the effective cross section area of cable
core was increased from 21mma to 37mm and the Items Conventional Newly
MSL was easily expanded because the pneumatic
resistance decreased from 2.55 x 10" to Fiber Number 20 - Fibers 20 - Fibers
0.9 x 10 a (kg/cm a)' a(g/min-m). Fig. 2 shows
the conventionsl cable structure with air pipe. Out Diameter Nos. 13 mm No.. 13 -m

Table 1. Fiber Parameters and Loose Tube Structure Cable Weight Approx.150kg Approx.140kg

Items Parameters Tube Structure Al lowabl e
Tensile 260 kgf 260 kgf

Fiber Single Mode Fiber & Tube Strength
Matched Clad Jelly

Attenuation Less than 0.4
Loss dB/km at 1.3ym 3. Characteristics of Optical Fiber Cable

M F D 9.8 ± 0.5Hon Newly designed cable and conventional one were
tested for optical, mechanical, environmental and

A c 1.1 -
1 . 2 8

M5 L9 pneumatic resistance properties.

Cladding
Diameter 250 ± 'RS3. 3.1 Attenuation Loss in Cable Manufacturing

Fig.3 shows the attenuation loss of optical fiber
Loose Tube - Optical Fiber cable measured in each manufacturing process. The

& Jelly Compound attenuation loss change during each process are
0- Copper Conductor less than 0.02dB/km at 1.55g.. It means that this

'De type of cable can be manufactured easily without
attenuation change in cable manufacturing process.

PEr Tape* (dB/t) 13

Strength Member Lap Sheath 04
0O -

Fig 1 Newly Developed Type 0.3

Loose Tube Optical fiber
& Jelly Compound 0.1

M Pipe Copper Conductor Fiber Loose Tube Stranding Sheath

Strength Member Fig. 3 Attenuation of Manulacturing Process

Wrapping rpe UP Sheath 3.2 Pneumatic Resistance Property

The following equipment was prepared to evaluate
Fig 2. Conventional Type the pneumatic resistance of cable and Fig.4 shows

the test setup.
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Fig.4 Test set-up of gas pneumatic resistance

(1) Manometer A, B Table 3. Pneumatic Resistance Properties
(2) Dried Air
(3) Regulator Type Conventional Newly
(4) Flowmeter Items Type Type
(5) Mass Cylinder

Pneumatic Resistance 2.55X10 -. 0.9XI0
Dry air gas of 0.4 - 0.7 e/min was sufficiently (kg/cm' )'/(g/min-m)
injected to inner side of cable until reaching
the point of air pressure equilibrium. We measured Effective Cross 21 mm' 37 mm'
input pressure Pa, output pressure Pb , flow rate Section Area of Air
Q of air and also calculated pneumatic resistance
"W" according to the following equation. ' W(x I0V)10

(PaiPo) - (Pb+Po) ' Q 20 cc/minW =
Q. p [ - Pb= 04 kg/cm!

Where

W : Pneumatic Resistance (kg/cm' ) /(g/min-m)
Pa: Input Pressure of Air ( kg/cm' ) 5 5
Pb: Output Pressure of Air (kg/cm')
Po: Atmospheric Pressure ( kg/cm' )
L : Cable Length ( m )
Q : Air Flow Rate ( cc/min ) 2.55 COtWIca CNAL
p: Air Density ( dry air 1.21X10-' g/cc ) 1yPj

As a result, we got improved pneumatic resistance 0.90 - NE1[Y DEVl.OPED TYPE
of less than 0.9XlO-' (kg/cm ' ) ' /(g/min-m), being L__ _ I -

lower than about one third of that of conventional 0 10 20 30
cable. Table 3 shows the properties for pneumatic GAS MANTENANCE SECTION IENGTI
resistance of newly designed cable and
conventional cable. Fig. 5 Gas Pneumatic Resistance of Optical Cable
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3.3 Relationship between Pneumatic Resistance 3.4 Mechanical and Environmental Properties
and MSL

Newly developed cable was subject to the
Fig 5. shows the relationship between pneumatic mechanical and environmental tests as shown in
resistance and MSL. table 4.
If we use maintenance system which can Neither added loss nor break was observed in
detect in output pressure 0.4 kg/cni and leakage mechanical test. As a result of measuring loss
flow rate 20 cc/min, maintenance section length owing to temperature, the added loss was observed
MSL shall be about 40 km. to be less than 0.02 dB/km at 1.55mc between -401C
Therefore, newly designed cable makes it possible and +60"C.
to carry out less expensive maintenance as As a result, it was verified that this cable has
a result from expanding MSL. And in the event an good mechanical and environmental properties.
of gas leakage caused by sheath damage, rapid
settlements for longer distance can be made in
case of the emergency alarm.

Table 4 Mechanical and Environmental Properties

ITEMS CONDITION TEST RESULT

TENSION A B
T ---- iiI I-T N1O LOSS CHANGE

PULUING SPEED 50am/rin (at 1.3hwn and

TENSION 260kg 1.55wn)

COMPRESSION W

DflTO

50 (rm)
COMP 1RESSION PLATE :50 X 50 mm
COMPRESSION LOAD :200 kg

IMPACT WEIGIIT : I kg HEIGHT : 1 m
CYLUIDER DIAIETER :25 mm
DROPPING 'IIM.S :10

BENfDINtG --- -DIM
MANDREL DI•UEER : 70 mm(5D)
BENDING lIM.PS 10

TORSION im . Dr110
,*,WEIG1I' :50 kg

_AlGI£ L ± 300 X5TIBIES

TEIMPERTURE f20o--4OT----60 '-20'C 0 at 1.31 wn
CYCLE ýa

LESS ThIAN 0.0)dI1/kui
at 1.55 urn)
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CONCLUSION
Ki-Sun Ryoo

We have developed a new kind of hybrid cable Taihan Electric Wire
appl ing tape spacer technique for the purpose Co.,Ltd.
of improving the pneumatic resistance properties. 785, Kwanyang-dong,
This cable consist of loose tube fibers, copper Anyang-city Korea
pair and polyester tape for air flow path.
This cable exhibited good optical, mechanical,
environmental characteristics, and excellent K.S. Ryoo received his BS degree in mechanical
pneumatic resistance properties of less than engineering from Chosun University in 1983, and
0.9 x 10 - (kg/cm') ' / (g/min-m) compared with then joined Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd. He has
conventional air pressurized cable, been engaged in development of optical fiber
Now this type of cable has been in commercial cable. He is a member of CCITT sub-committee of
service in some areas for one year. Korea.
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CHROMIATIC DISPERSION DEPENDENCE FOR STRESS
AND BE14DINO LOSS BY PHASE SHIFT METHOD

Y.T.KIIt, K.I.JUN, Y.I.LEE

TAIHAN ELEC[RIC WIRE CO.,LTD. SEOUL KOREA

1. ABSTRACT 3. TtIEORY AND EXPERIKENT

3.1 Chror•aKc Dispersion
This paper describes the dependance of chromatic
dlsparsion for stress and bending loss in single The diffarence of group delay In adjacent
mode fiber and show the relation between wavelength Is calculated as the prescrIbed
elongation by strain-optic coefficient and FOIP-169. FOTP-169 prescribes the well-known and
conventional method using the extension meter. well-triqd three-term sellmeler equation which
Also through the relation batween optical loss was fitted to group delay data, r(A), using
and elongation, maximum excess length that does least mean-squares fittlig9 technique 131 thus.
not happen loss variation can be anticipated.

r (A AA + BA-' 4 C ................ (I)

2. BACKGR(OUNJD where A, B, C are constants. The chromatic
dispersion D(A) is obtained by differential
fitting equation (1)

Recently in tha world, it Is increased to request
about specification of 1.31an and 1.551mi chromatic D(A ) = 2 (AA- BA_- ) ............... (2)
dispersion. Variation of chromatic dispersion Is
vary important for operation of system and
long-term reliability In optical fiber. and the zero dispersion wavelength A. is given
Etivircnriwrntal stross give effect to fiber by A (B/A) 1/4 and slope of zero dispersion at
continuously and make changes of the Index profile S. Is
end lonth due to tensile stress and environmental
teoiporature [21 . Also the Increasing of bending S. = 8 A ................................ (3)
loss ducrease the life time In the optical fiber
and effect chromatic dispersion and optical loss.
It Is necessary to find relation between stress 3.2 Strain
and bording loss in zero dispersion wavelength.

The conventional strain In fiber is defined as
Through the method to measure both variation of the elongation AL per unit length of fiber
phlne shift and optical power according to
tensile stress, it can allow to get physical AL
length of fiber with a few milimetor resolution E = --. .................................. (4)
and datermine the excess length In loose tube L
15] . This paper describe the effect of zero

dispersion wavelength and optical power when
stress and bending apply to fiber and obtain the Where E is strain, L is the test fiber length
relation between the elongation by using the under strain and AL is the elongation of the
strain-optic coefficient and conventional method. fiber.
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To determine the strain of fiber, it should be A simplified schematic diagram of apparatus is
need a accurate measurement of L and elongation shown in Fig. I Selection of wavelength is
AL. Heasurement of strain in long gauge length 1250 - 1350nm and 1500 - t500ne and the
is performed by measuring the transit time delay repeatability of a measurement is 0.05na in the
r given by wavelength of zero dispersion.

N L
. . ................................ (5)

C

When C is speed of light, N is group index for LED 113

fiber material and waveguide dispersion which -,(
varies between fiber core center refractive Index
and cladding refractive Index. For fiber under .... -'.
load, transit time is changed I.c.ý. ki.,

L
A-r = (N AL + L" AN)/C ................ (6)

Elongation of the fiber creates an increase in SPI°ToG

transit time, However the stress reduce the group
index and creating a decrease in transit time , .... y
which is counter to the effect trying to measure. ___..

To compensate for the decrease in group index,
correction factor should be used. Equation (6) is
re-uritten : Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of measuring equipment

AT N L AN
- (1 + - *- ) .......... (7) 4. RESULT

AL C N AL

Three fiber were manufactured by Vapor Phase Axial
Among equation (7), AN / AL is re-written by Deposition (VAD) process and one fiber is NCVD
strain-optic coefficient where Pij are the process. Fiber A and B is conventional matched
strain-optic tensor components and v is poisson cladding fiber and fiber C is cutoff shifted
ratio [1] . fiber and fiber D is depressed cladding fiber.

AN N Table : Type test fiber
-- = - ( --- ) (P12 - (P I,* P,2 )) .......... (8)

AL 2L Fiber Type Coating MFD/Cutoff

A Hatched Cladding Nylon 8.6
the term in bracket represent the correction Fiber
factor when taking into account the strain-iptic
effect. Using the strain-optic coefficients for B Hatched Cladding Acrylate 8.6
pure silica, the numerical value for the term Fiber
in bracket turns out to be 0.775, the equation
may ba re-written as following C Hatched Cladding Acrylate 6.7

Fiber

A- * C D Depressed Cladd- Acrylate 7.5
AL - -- (1.29) ...................... (9) ing Fiber

N
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Fig. 2 shows the variation of zero dispersion Fig. 4 shows variation of optical loss according
wavelength according to tensile stress. Maximum to tensile stress. Optical loss is increased
variation of zero dispersion wavelenth is 1.3

2
ja1 maximum 0.09dB when elongation is 25mm. It can

in short fiber. But variation is decreased in long be able to anticipate the maximum endurable excess
fiber. The reason is that tensile stress is length without increasing optical loss
affected to group delay very strongly and
measuring deviation is increased in short fiber. Fig. 5 shows the comparision of elongation

obtained between elongation meter in tensile

Fig. 3 shows the variation of zero dispersion stress system and phase shift method using strain-
wavelength that is winded with fiber in the optic coefficient. If strain-optic coefficient is
different diameter of the mandrel. zero-dispersion within 0.775±-0.02, the result is very similiar
wavelength is shifted 0.7nm in 15imi diameter and compare to conventional method. The variation of
zero dispersion wavelength in cutoff shifted fiber zero-dispersion wavelength, optical power and

does not change above the 10mm diameter. Also elongation can be measured when tensile stress
slope of zero dispersion wavelength was not applied to fiber at the same time by using the
change. The group delay of fiber A, B and D are phase shift method [4)

effected strongly in 1.55t,,ir- .6imi more than 1.31,ii
in 15mm diameter.

____________________________0. 15

0.10 E

1 3 2 0 
0o1-

a -3-----. O.305

1310 0.05 0

0 0 0 --

1~ " 3 4 0
Tensile stress (kgf) Elongation (ws)

Fig.4 Relation between the optical loss and
F`1.2 Variation of zero-dispersion wavelength elongation (gauge length 60cm)

according to tensile stress and length
(gauge length: 20m)

(ps/k.nem)
-a Fbr., A. B. D

S- : Fib.r C 60

Zeo-d p 4e. 01l h I

1310 - . .. - A.o 0.090 0 50

0-0- 0- - - 0 C4
_o-o- ---- - -- 0.08 _0 40

1300 30
5lopeA o0, _ --- 0- A.B.D 0.086

-c 0 20S1290 o - . - o - o - c--• 1

0.084
2 . .. 10o 20 30 40 50 t

10 20 30 40 50 60 .0 20 0 4 50 bO

Bending dialester (mm) Elongation by phase shift method (mm)

F1g.3 Variation of zero-dispersion wavelength Fig.6 Relation between elongation by conventional
according to bending diameter method and phase shift method

(gauge length: 20.) (strain optic coefficient: 0.776)
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5. CONCLUSION

Stress end bending loss dependence of chromatic
dispersion for single moda fiber was investigated Young-Taeg Kim
in 1.31s and 1.55j4 band. ihe effect of bending Taihan Electric Wire
loss in the relative group delay is more asensitve Co., Ltd
1.55pn-1.6ma than 1.3jsi when bending diameter is 785, Kwanyang-dong,
dacreased. It is verified the cutoff shifted fiber Anyang, Kyurgki-do,
wavelength has less variation than conventional 430-060, KOREA
fiber in zero dispersion wavelength and obtain the
good result by the phase shift method using to
strain-optic coefficient compare to conventional
method. Y. T. Kim received his B.A degree from Pusan

University in 1985. He joined Taihan Electric Wire
Co. ,Ltd. and he has been engaged in measuring
section of optical fiber. Now he is a engineer of
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LONG LENGTH, HIGH SPEED AIR FEEDING OF OPTICAL UNITS

BY PRESSURIZED AIR

Aklra SANO Akio MOGI and Matsuhlro MIYAMOTO

FUJIKURA LTD.

1440 MUTSUZAKI SAKURA-SHI, CHIBA JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Air carrying installation of optical speed are essential. The long distance
units into pipes is promising as a flexi- air carrying performance is able to red'•ze
ble and casual installation strategy . the splice points and may broaden the
This installation method does not need any application fields of this technique.
civil engineering. The long distance and Lately we have tried this technique that
high speed installation is required. The utilizes an air stream to install optical
parameters dominating air carrying per- fiber cable. We have investigated the air
formance are studied . As results, the carrying characteristics for various types
surfaces of optical units and pipes are of optical units and pipes. The key fac-
optimized to reduce friction constant. tors dominating the carrying performance
The installation of 1000m in length has has been found. The optical units and pipe
been achieved. The long term stability of surfaces have been optimized to reduce the
transmission loss installed optical units friction constant as results.
was confirmed for a pipe cable in test
field. CQNErURATI

INTRODUCTION The configuration of the PASS is given
in Fig.l. The pressure feeding system

Various types of optical cables had been comprises a pressure feeding device prop-
implemented in the enlargement of optical er, a compressor, an air drier, an control
fiber communication because of prominent unit and an optical fiber unit feeder. The
features such as small size, light weight, optical fiber unit is forwarded by the
low loss and high transmission capacity, pressure feeding device. The air is pres-
etc. Air feeding installation method of surized and dried by the compressor and
optical fiber units is forming a unique the drier. The construction of the fiber
and active category of optical cables. (1- unit is shown in Fig.2. As shown in this
6) This kind of cables are installed in figure, the 6-fiber unit is coated with
two steps. In the first step, the cables nylon followed by coating with polyethyl-
comprising pipes are installed in a con- ene foam. The construction of the pipe to
ventional manner. In the second step, feed the optical fiber unit is shown in
optical units are carried into the said Fig.3.
pipes by the force of pressurized air .
Pipe cable and optical units are not
usually installed at the same time. The Optical fiber unit
second step installation can be delayed
till optical fibers are demanded. And the Pipe connector
second step installation does not need any
civil engineer. Optical units can be
easily installed from the ends of the pipe Feeding apparatus
cable with a compact feeding apparatus.
Moreover, the number of connecting points Pipe cable -

for pipe cables can be reduced, the fiber
unit is less tensioned during installa- A 0
tion, and the route is relatively easy to Air drier

change. The removal of optical units is
possible as well as air feeding. This
technique have the advantages of flexibil- Compressor
ity and upgradability.

As for the carrying performance, the Fig. 1 System configuration
attainable carrying length and the feeding
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Optical fiber

ANALYSIS QE AIR CARRYING PE RMANE Ri rd
Nyion sheath

The model of air feeding of fiber unit Plehenfomsat

is shown in Fig.4. In the surface of the
fiber unit placed in the polyethylene
pipe, shear stress is produced by the
viscosity of the air flowing through the 6 Fiber
pipe. The fiber unit is driven in the
direction of the air stream when shear Fig. 2 Cross section structure of optical
stress overcomes friction forces produced fiber unit
between the fiber unit and the inner wall
of the pipe. Therefore, it is necessary to
secure a sufficient flow rate of air
driving the fiber unit and reduce the -

above-mentioned friction force in order to
improve the pressure feed performance of ___

the fiber unit. We have roughly estimated
the attainable feeding lengt'h. The attain-
able air feeding length is determined by Fig. 3 Structure of feeding pipe
the force balance of the driving force and
the resistant force of the unit when the
unit goes through the pipe. The resistant
force depends on the condition of the
pipe. We assume the pipe wound in a drum F1
for simplicity as shown in Figure 5.

The air flow in a pipe is theoretical-
ly given as a function of the position x F2
from the inlet of the pipe, absolute
pressures Pin, Pout at the inlet and
outlet of the pipe. Pip iI fi unit

2 p2 I Shear stress :F1
P(x)=(fP:" x,+P2 )2 (1) Friction force :F2

L Driving force F = F1 - F2

V(X)pVo-Po0 (2) Fig. 4 Driving force of optical fiber unit
P(x)

We confirmed the validity of this equation
experimentally. The relation between the
flow rate and the driving force is esti-
mated experimentally as shown in Fig.6.
The driving force operated on the I m long
unit was measured by a load cell as a
function of the flow rate. The measurement wound Ina drum
setup of driving force is shown in Fig.7.
The inner diameter of the pipe is 6 mm and Fig. 5 Pressure feeding condition
the outer diameter of the unit is about 2
mm. Optical fiber units with various 20
surface roughness were evaluated. Accord-
ing to Fig.6, the driving force can be
approximately represented by the 1.6-1.8 E 10
times power of flow rate regardless of the
degree of the surface roughness. The • 8 _/_

surface roughness of the units increases 6 - -{

the driving force apparently. The total
driving force of the unit is calculated O 4 -/
from Eq. (2) and the driving force constant
estimated from Fig.6 as follows.

L Z3 2 '

Fd=CJ V(t) 1.6 dt (3) 1

On the other hand, the resistant 10 20 4 600 100
force Fb was supposed to be represented by Air flow ( I/minm)
the friction constant between unit and

Fig. 6 Measured driving force
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pipe. The integrated resistant force Fb

along the unit in a pipe is given by AAir

F, (x) = F, exp X-- R) (4) oa)d Ce,

where, R is the winding radius of the pipe
in a drum. Fig.8 shows the curves of the Recorder
driving force and the resistant force
operated on the unit. The cross points of
both curves show the balance condition. Fig. 7 Measurement setup for driving force
This condition means the maximum carrying
length of the unit. The friction constants
and the driving force coefficients are f 2000 Resintant Force/
changed . The driving force coefficient is
determined by the interaction between the 2F0 /
unit surface and the air flow. The fric- : 1500 "
tion force increases exponentially. The a 1250
reduction of the friction constant is 2 F /

considered to be more effective for the 2 1000 . .... F3
improvement of carrying length according C 750
to Fig.8. There is a trade-off of surface 0...
roughness of unit because the roughness 0 500 PO

increase not only the driving force but -5-Dnr

also the friction constant. 250 Driving Force

CARRYING PERFORMANC FRC CONST. 500 1000 1500 2000
Length (in)

Friction constants for various units and driving
pipes were measured and the carrying Fig. 8 The ca ated rvngforce and
performance were compared. The friction resistant force
constant have been reduced by 1/4.

In general, the friction constant is
determined by the following equation.

g =i-In(-,) (5) Optical fiber unit
F, Fb Ft

The dragging force of the unit with a back
tension is measured as shown in Fig.9. The
friction constant depends actually on the PE pipe

dragging speed , winding radius of a pipe
I the length of samples and so on. The
measurement condition was fixed and stand-
ardized. The two optical units and eight Fig. 9 Measurement setup of friction
pipes with various inner surface condi- coefficient
tions were evaluated. Results were plotted
as a function of friction constant as
shown in Fig.10. The air feeding perform-
ance of these combinations of unit and
pipe was measured as follows. The pipes of 11 .........................................................................
500 m in length are wound in drums with 10 ............................................................. 0 ........
the same diameter . Feeding air pressure g9 .............................................. 0 ........................
at the inlet was changed by the step of 1 a
kg/cm2. The minimum air pressure and 8 .8...................................... ...........................
feeding time for complete feeding was C a 7 ......................... ... .................................
measured. Air pressure and carrying time C 6 ....................... 0..0 ..........................................
are ranked in the same vertical axis. 6. .

Minimum feeding air pressure is scaled in E 5 ..............................................................
a vertical axis in the interval of 1 0 4

kg/cm2. Marks located in the same interval 4 3
of the axis indicate the same minimum air ( ,. 3 11
pressure for complete feeding. Inside the 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.19
interval, locations of marks indicate the
feeding time. And the width of each inter- Coefficient of Friction
val corresponds to one hour. In other
words, the ranking is lower, the better -,ig 10 Air Chaactrisic
the carrying performance is in this fig- CarryingCharacteristics
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ure. It is noted that the order of rank-
ing agrees well with the order of the E
friction constant. The feeding time less
than 10 minutes has been achieved for • 0.5
lower friction constant combinations. 0 6Fibrunit

The friction constant between unit
and pipe was reduced by harmonizing the 0

surface roughness of optical units and the 0
pipe and by the modification of the mate- Z
rial. The combination of rough surface A 0 sm
fiber unit and rough surface pipe indi-
cates the large friction constant. The
doping slipping agents into unit or pipe 0 1
also reduced the friction constant. The Fiber NY.sheath PEF
friction constant was reduced to about
1/4 value relatively. Priduction process

EjR uMWrA2 EM CHARACTERISTICS Fig.11 The change of transmission loss
The optical fiber units with optimized through the production process

foamed polyethylene were tested. The
transmission loss process variation is
shown in Fig.ll for the 6-fiber unit
coated with nylon and then with polyethyl-
ene foam. Measurements were taken using 0 0.2

nm. There was not increase in transmission o
loss, i.e., this characteristics was U 0.1 O SM(1. A5m)
stable. 

0

The unit were subjected to 20 cycles 0_
of heat cycle test (24 hours per cycle) at
temperature of -20 to +60 degree C to
measure their transmission losses. Results 0 0.1
are given in Fig.12. The increase in 4
transmission losses was about 0.01 dB/km, 0
this characteristic was stable. G I

Concerning the pipe material, we
selected a high-density polyethylene-based 20 0 20 40 60
material placing importance on the resist- Temperature (1c)
ance to friction with the fiber unit,
pressure feed performance at high tempera- Fig.12 Temperature dependence of
tures (60-70 degs C), expected to be
encountered in actual routes, and mechani- transmission loss
cal performance.

Table 1 shows the results of testing
the polyethylene pipe for mechanical
performance. Sufficient mechanical per- Table 1 Mechanical test of PE pipe
formance was shown for the pire.

APPLICATION TM CABLES hem Conditions Result

An assembled pipe type cable were in- I Crush Ptewdth:0mmabout 20%
stalled to investigate the applicability Weight 20 kg
of the PASS method to cables. And long-
term reliability was examined. Cable Impa u Height:lm 3
installation routes include straight, __Weight I lkg _'__%

curved, ascending and descending sections. Temperature:-20-
Total route length is 500 m. Fig.13 shows J! Low temp. :20 N
the construction of assembled four-pipe weight2m N.:T.tp cable.le The - Impct Weight I kg
type cable. The subject unit for pressure
feeding was the 6-fiber unit. Lwtemp. Temperature: -20 -

I Bend Mandreldiameter N. T.
l)Transmission loss after pressure feeding B80mm

There was no increase in transmission Hloss of singlemode fiber, i.e., this High temp. Temperature:r so
SBonid Mandrel diameter N. T.

characteristics was stable. Moreover, in :80mm
order to evaluate its long-term stability
after pressure feeding, the fiber unit was
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allowed to stand for one year to investi- E
gate the variation in transmission loss .- 0.4 Cablelength =SWm
with time. Results are given in Fig.14. 7 OTDRmethod
Measurements were taken after one month, 0.3 SM (1550nm)
after six months and after one year. There o
was no increase in transmission loss, €
i.e., this characteristics was stable. . 0.2-0 O

E
2) Pressure feed performance C

Initially pressure feed performance II
was evaluated applying an air pressure of 1 6 8 10 12
6 kg/cm2. Pressure feeding over the entire months
length was completed in about 30 minutes.
And the route length of 1000 m was formed Fig.14 The long-term transmission loss
by joining two pipes at the end of the change of installed optical fibers
cable end. The air feeding through this
joined pipe was tried and was achieved.
Similar to the transmission loss, Prior to
pressure feeding of the fiber unit, dry
air was sufficiently blown through the
pipe. Results are given in Table 2. No Table 2 The change of long-term pressure
degradation in pressure feed performance feed performance
was observed. Namely, pressure feeding
after one year could be completed in the Periods Feedtlme Transmlsslonlossafter
same period of time as that in the initial (SOOm) feed (dB/km at1550nm)
stages. Initial 10 min. 0.21

1 month 10 min. 0.20
3) Mechanical performance 6 months 9 min. 0.20

With the PASS method in which the 12months 9min. 0.20
fiber unit is pressure fed after cable

installation, there is a possibility that
external forces applied during installa-
tion may cause the pipe in the cable to be
flattened or crushed. We evaluated its
tension, bending, flexing, crushing,
torsion, impact, vibration, etc., charac- Table 3 Mechanical test results of the four
teristics. For this evaluation, we inves- pipe cable
tigated the ability of the pipe to pass a
4.0 mm steel ball through it and the
flattening of the cable during testing as Item Condition Evaluation Cable
well as the flattening of the pipe after ellipticity
disassembly of the cable. Results are Tensile Cablelength=100 m N.T 0.0
given in Table 3. It can be seen from the Performance Tensile force=210 k
results that the pipe maintained the Bending radius
initial ability of passing the 4.0 mm Repeated =A250mm.80.0

steel ball. And that the pipe was not bending Angle=l10deg.

flattened when the cable was disassembled Number of cycle = 5

after the test. Carrier pulley
radius = 250 mm
Angle = 135 deg.

Tensile force = 210 kg
Flexing section
length = 1m

Crush Weight = 100 kg / 50 mm N T 2.2
Sample length = 1 m

Tensile force = 25 kg
T.M. Torsion Torsion angle = 90 N.T 0.0

Number of cycle= 3

Span length = 1 m
Frequency = 10 HZ

Vibration Amplitude = 5 mm N. T 0.0

Number of cycle
m =one million

Impact area = 25 mm
FImg. 1 4 pipe cable Impact Weight I kg N T 2.0

Height 1 m
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CONCLUSION Akira Sano

We investigated a method of install- Opto-Electronics
ing optical fiber unit after completing Laboratory
cable installation. With this method, the Fjikura Ltd.
coefficient of friction between pipe and
fiber unit has been reduced to about 1/4 1440 Mutsuzaki
the ordinary value of friction coeffi- Sakura-shi, Chiba-ken
cient. Its reduction is effective in 285 Japan
improving the pressure feed performance.
Using such pipes and units has made it
possible to complete pressure feeding Mr. SANO was born in 1960. He joined
stably for 1000 m. Moreover, we have Fujikura Ltd. after his graduation from
evaluated the degradation in pressure feed kyoto University with a B.E. in 1984 and
performance and the variation in transmis- has been engaged in research and develope-
sion loss for the long term and have ment of cable materials. He is an engi-
obtained stable results. Because of its neer of Telecommunication Cable Section
prominent features, the pressurized air and a member of IEICE of Japan.
installation method is expected to expand
its applications in the future to pipe
composite cable, building room wiring
cable etc.
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Reducing Connecting Loss of Multiple Fiber Connectors

by Expanding Mode Field Diameters

T.Ohmori H.Hosoya M.Akiyama

Opto-Electronics Laboratory, Fujikura Ltd.
1440 Mutsuzaki, Sakura, Chiba, 285 Japan

Abstract panding the mode field diameter of the fiber to
decrease the contribution of this transverse

In order to reduce connecting losses of offset have been reported [2], [3], [4], [5]. Ex-
multi-fiber connectors, it is necessary to align amples of these methods are elongating the

fiber in taper form [6], fabricating the fiber in
the optical axes of the single-mode fibers with inverted taper form [7], diffusing the dopant in
an accuracy of the order of submicrons. Ex-
panding the mode field diameter at the fiber the fiber with heating, etc..splie mkes t pssile t reucethe pliingThis paper shows the results of investiga-
splice makes it possible to reduce the splicing tion and experiments of expanding mode field
losses resulting from transverse offset of the diameter.
fibers theoretically. We selected a method that
heats the optical fibers of a fiber ribbon using a
small gas burner to expand their mode field Principle
diameters. We obtained the optimal conditions To estimate the effect of expanding mode
by experiments. As a result, the average con-
necting losses of four-fiber connectors could be f

offset and splice losses is given in Fig. 1 with the
mode field diameter as a parameter. As seen

from this figure, the splice losses with a trans-
Introduction verse offset of 1.0 4m are 0.19, 0.07 and 0.04 dB

for mode field diameters of 9.5, 16 and 22 4m,
Multiple optical fiber cables with high respectively. Thus, expanding mode field di-

fiber counts up to 1,000 are introduced into ameter makes it possible to effectively reduce
subscriber loops in Japan. In installation of the the contribution of transverse offset to splice
cables, multi-fusion splice and multi-fiber losses.
connectors are used to splice the fiber ribbons. To realize the expanded mode field diame-
Although the splice loss of the fusion splice is ter, the method that diffuse the dopant in the
lowe,, connectorized cable which has multi- fiberwith heatingwas investigated. This method
fiber connectors at the ends are widely used permits to vary the refractive index distribu-
because of shortening the installation time. tion with the V value of each fiber virtually kept

The factors that determine the splice loss constant. Therefore, it is highly possible that
of single-mode fibers involve transverse offset, the high-order mode will not take place and
tilt, difference of mode field diameters, incon- that radiative losses will not occur in the funda-
sistency in refractive index, etc., [1]. Taking mental mode. The increase in losses resulting
into account the existing fabricating and splic- from the expanded mode field diameter should
ing techniques, transverse offset is the major be negligible if this diameter is continuously
cause of splice loss. Various methods of ex- expanded alongthe fiber axis and the expanded
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portion is not bent. Moreover, it is possible to degrees because the fibers just began to soften.
heat treatment any portion for the fiber and to To maintain the heating temperature constant,
maintain the outer diameter of the fiber un- the flow rates of fuel gas and oxygen gas were
changed, so such fibers, when attaching con- finely controlled and the location of the small
nectors to them, can be handled in the same gas burner automatically controlled using a
manner as the ordinary ones. manipulator. Further, tension was controlled

Thus we selected a method that heats the at lower than 10 gw to prevent the fibers being
fibers of a fiber ribbon using a small gas burner elongated. After heating, the fibers were cut
to cause thermal diffusion of germanium, a each at the center of the heated portion and
dopant in the core, in order to expand their evaluated with a multi-fiber cunnector (MT
mode field diameters. connector) attached to them.

1.0 - BAREFIBER

-, -- MFD:9.5pm

." .. MFD: 16pm
Ci) NI -16 

FOUR-FIBER

S0.5- MFD: 22 Pm RIBBON

S.,.,.,,..y, FLAIE GAS BURNER

0................0.0 - Figure 2 A Schematic view of the heating

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 system.

TRANSVERSE OFFSET [lini] Firstly, the mode field diameter was in-

Figure 1 Splice loss vesus transverse offset vestigated at a wavelength of 1.31 pim to con-
for various mode field diameters. firm that this diameter was actually expanded.

Wavelength: 1.31 ýim The results of measuring the mode field diame-
Angular misalignment: 0 degrees ter for each heating time are given in Fig.2.:

From this figure, it can be found that the mode
field diameter becomes larger with longer
heating time. We succeeded in expanding the

Method of Expanding mode field diameter with good reproducibility
Mode Field Diameter by controlled in the range of 16 ± I pil.

A near-field pattern (NFP) at 1.31 ,Lm
Expanding the mode field diameter by wavelength is shown in Fig.4. It can be seen

thermal diffusion is possible by using an elec- from this figure that the high-order mode does
tric furnace, a small gas burner or the like. In not take place and axial symmetr, .... -
this study, we expanded the mode field diame- turbed significantly. The powc- distributiur,
ter using a gas burner. A schematic view of the caused on the fiber endface wh,- n illuminated
heatingsystemadoptedbyusisshowninFig.2. by a halogen lamp is shown in Photo.1 for
The subject fiber ribbon was of four-fiber de- reference.
sign. The UV jacket of this fiber ribbon was Next, how the mode field diameter after
partly stripped off and the fibers were heated heatingofthe fiber changes along the fibcraxi>-
directly by gas burner. The heating tempera- was investigated. Results are given in Fig.5.
ture could be estimated to be around 1,600 The mode field diameter shows a smooth varn-
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ation from 17 to 10 am over a length of 3 mm
from the center of the heated portion. The
differences in mode field diameter between the
four fibers are as small as 1 mrn.

The optical fibers before and after heating
were measured for refractive near-field pattern
(RNFP). As a result, it was found that the
refractive index difference after heating is
smaller than that before heating. It can be
grasIed that germanium, a dopant in the core,
is diffused with heating.

MFD: 9.5 pm MFD: 20 pem
E _Photograph 1 Power intensity.

14

< 1

12-10

z: 10 0 0
10 - 142 0"•~~ 30-i

-... 12

"0 1 2 3 4 5 6 10 c -

HtEATINC TIME [minI 1 2

Figure 3 Mode field diameter versus heat- DISTANCE FROM ARBITRARY PO" -r...

ing time. Figure 5 Change of mode field diameter

along the fiber axis.

Conditions for Expanding
*7, -- Mode Field Diameter

"Theoretically it seenm preferable that the

.mode field diameter be made as large as prac-
ticable. However, it was fouiid that this actu-
ally results in greater propagation losses in the

"_____________________-__________heated portion oft'li fiber. To confirm that the
00 10 losses caused by heating or by expadiidg the

I) ISTlANCE' FRO(M (7ENTER [LUlfll mode field diameter vary we perfbrmed :1i
Fe p at .1 .m experiment using an experimental system

wFlvele4Ngtear shown in Fig.6. The heating system was the

MVI) 9.4 •m saime as that shown in Fi,.2. The ' wavelenth

(2) Mt) 12.2 ul dependency of the losses was measured for
8 MFI) •15. 1 •in each heating time. The wavelength depend-
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ency of the losses resulting from 10-minute a level that cannotbe neglected, e.g., 10-minute
heating is shown in Fig.7. In this graph, a peak heating increases the loss by 0.07 dB. Thus
value exists in the 1.38 .im band. This loss is expanding the mode field diameter by increas-
attributable to light absorption by OH radical. ing the heating time results in greater losses, so
Further, a gentle increase in losses can be it is necessary to prevent this increase inlosses.
observed in the entire range of wavelengths.

3-
FIBER

FPHOTODE- 0 2--ITECTOR z/

0 1

</ItEATING ©
SYSTEM

Figure 6 Experimental system. 0-
0 5 10 15 20

HEATING TIME [min]

Figure 8 Propagation loss at 1.31 4rm wave-
length versus heating time.

© 0.4

C 0.2

1.2 1.3 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.7 .o
WAVELENGTH [umln<

Figure 7 Wavelength dependency of loss 0.0 ,r
resulting from 10-minute heating. 0 5

The relation between heating time and HEATINGTIME imir]

loss is given in Figs.8 and 9 for wavelengths of Figure 9 Propagation loss at 1.38 4in wave-
1.31 and 1.38 pim, respectively. The light ab- length versus heating time.
sorption by 01-O radical becofus greater with
longer heating time and the amount of light In addition, expanding the mode field
absorbed by01-I radical reaches sat uration ina diameter makes greater the contribution of
short time, but this virtually does not affect the angular misalignment to connecting losses. The
loss at 1.31 tnm. Further, the increase in losses relation between transverse offset and angular
in the entire range of wavelengths, caused by misalignment is shown in Fig. 10 with the con-
short-time heating, is small. With longer heat- necting losses as a parameter. Expanding the
ing time, the loss increases exponentially up to mode field diameter decreases losses by trans-
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verse offset but increases losses by angular treatment was attached to the opposite side to
misalignment, the MT connector attached to the fiber ribbon of

expanded mode field diameter.
_____ 1.0Several four-fiber MT connectors with

1.0 - expanded mode field diameter were fabricated,
S(a) connected at random and measured for con-

necting losses. Similarly ordinary four-fiber
z MT connectors on the opposite side to them

were measured for connecting losses. A wave-
0.5 . length of 1.31 .rm and an index matching greaseS.............. ,... ....... ......

< -(c) .. .. iiiiii .......... (b).. were used for this measurement. The average
.(c) (b) value of connecting losses was 0.25 dB for the
S",ordinary four-fiber MT connectors and 0.19 dB

for the four-fiber MT connectors with expanded
.... mode field diameter. Thus the connecting losses

S0.0_ -of the four-fiber MT connectors could be re-
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 duced as shown by the graph of Fig. 11.

TRANSVERSE OFFSET [pm]

Figure 10 Angular alignment versus trans-
verse offset. Avg.: 0.19 dB

(a) MFD : 9.5 pm Loss: 0.25 dB 20 N: 45
(b) MFD: 16 4m Loss : 0.25 dB
(c) MFD : 16 im Loss: 0.19 dB

Therefore, it is important that the losses
by heating and those by transverse offset and
angular misalignment be controlled to attain a 10
better trade-off between them. Taking into ac-
count these factors, we controlled the heating
time at 7 minutes and expanded the mode field
diameter to about 16 tim.

0 -

Connecting Characteristic of Multi-fiber 0.0 0.5 1.o
Connectors With Expanded Mode Field
Diameter CONNECTING LOSS [dB]

The method of fabricating a multi-fiber Figure 11 Loss histograms for four-fiber MT
connector to be attached to a fiber ribbon of connectors with fibers expanded MFD.
expanded mode field diameter will be described Wavelength : 1.31 ýtm
below. First, the fibers of a four-fiber ribbon Using an index matching grease
were heated using the heating system shown in
Fig.2. Controlling the heating time, the mode
field diameter at the center of the heated por- Assuming that there is no angular nis-
tion of each fiber was expanded from 10 to 17 alignment, the average transverse offset can be

pom. The fiber ribbon was then cut and a four- determined to be about 1.1 pim from the average

fiber MT connector was attached to it. Another value of connecting losses of the four-fiber MT

four-fiber MT connector not subjected to heat connectors attached to the ordinary fiber rib-
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bons -nd from Fig.1. For a mode field diameter
of 16 ýim, the connectling loss with this value of Teruhiko Ohmori
transverse offset is about 0.09 dB. The loss of
0.19 dB obtained from the experiment is much Fujikura Ltd.
greater than that value. It is considered as one
of the reasons for this that the losses caused by -,

tilt were too large to be neglected.

Conclusion

By using a smallgas burner, we could heat Mr.Ohmori was born in 1966. He received the

the multiple fibers of a single-mode fiber ribbon B.Sc. degree in physics from Aoyamagakuin University

rof all fibers in 1990. He joined Fujikura Ltd. in 1990 and has been
engaged in research and development of optical telecom-

equally and in short time. However, heating munication cables and accessories. He is a member of the
the fibers or expanding their mode field diame- IEICE of Japan.

ters increases losses. In order to prevent this
increase in losses, the heating time was con- Hideyuki Hosoya
trolled and the mode field diameter was ex-
panded. We succeeded in reducing the connect- Fujikura Ltd.
ing losses of multi-fiber connectors by using the
MT connectors with expanded mode field di-
ameter. In addition to the reduction in splice
losses, the MT connectors with increased mode
field diameter will be able to find applications
for other optical elements.

Mr.Hosoya was born in 1959. He received the
Reference M.Sc. degree in physics from Yamagata University in
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AN EVALUATION OF THE INTER-RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RHEOLOGICAL DATA OF FILLING
COMPOUNDS AND FIBRE OPTIC CABLE PERFORMANCE

G.Morland - Pirelli Cables*
D.Rees, G.White - Polytechnic of Wales'

"Pirelli-STC Cable Products Division, Newport, Gwent, UK.
"Treforest, Mid Glamorgan, UK.

ABSTRACT characterisation of such materials. In this paper an alternative

approach was implemented where a controlled shear rate
The physical state of a filling compound is often described by viscometer was used to produce rheological data on shear
means of cone penetration testing. thinning compounds. It will be shown how this was related to

both ease of cable processing and cable performance by
In this paper it is shown that an alternative approach was enabling a map of the desired compound properties to be
developed , based upon rheological analysis. Consideration of generated. This proved invaluable in reducing the number of
compound requirements both for processability and cable development trials, quick screening of materials and
performance were determined, leading to a series of key maintaining quality control.
rheological parameters being identified.

2. BACKGROUND

The results from rheological testing of filling compounds are
compared to actual cable performance, and it is shown that The hot fill approach to filling compound injection which relies
critical material properties can be highlighted which would be upon heat to create the desired blend before subsequent transfer
missed by conventional analysis. has two fundamental associated problems:

Based upon this knowledge a model is developed relating the (1). There is a risk of exposing the fibres to sudden
yield stress of a filling compound to the optical performance of thermal shock which may result in a deterioration in fibre
a slotted core cable. strength. Furthermore the highly fluid state of the filling

material will enhance the possibility of fibre cross over within
the tube.

(2). The material viscosity is very temperature
1. INTRODUCTION dependant in comparison to cold fill, resulting in leakage at

elevated temperature and solidification at low temperature
As is widely recognised, the use of filling compounds in which invariably affect cable reliability and performance.
optical fibre cables, both in loose tube and slotted core
application is a practical method for preventing water contact To overcome these problems, it was necessary to change to
with the fibre, which is an essential requirement to maintain cold filling of fibre optic cables with the added benefit of
the physical properties of the fibre."u The performance of the increasing export capability.
compound and its interaction with the fibres and cable
materials must be evaluated and take account of such issues as To study a selection of hydrocarbon based cold fill compounds
compatibility and compound drip/separation. In addition to this a viscometer was used to try to provide as much information
the rheological properties of the compound are also of about the flow behaviour of the material as possible. A
paramount importance, both from the point of cable processing compound has to be evaluated in this respect to cover two
and cable performance. important areas:

The need to evaluate new filling compounds arose due to a (1). Processing - the viability of pumping at ambient
requirement to change to higher performance materials in order temperature while closely maintaining excess levels and
to expand the potential market place. It was decided an producing consistant material behaviour.
essential part of this strategy was a change from 'hot', to
'cold' fill processing. (2). In-cable performance - will a fibre or ribbon be

able to move freely within the compound over the operational
In undergoing a transition from hot fill processing with a temperature or would attempted movement result in
polybutene/polythene mixture to a cold fill situation where one buckling/twisting due to resistance to motion.
relies upon shear to break down particulate bonds and create
molecular orientation enabling free flow, the use of a cone This paper will demonstrate that rheological analysis is an
penetrometer was not considered suitable to provide excellent tool to critically evaluate the suitability of compounds
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by providing more information than a cone penetration test, would be highlighted on a log-log viscosity plot of the viscosity
and information that allows discrimination between compounds curve. A newtonian region exists at low shear (< lO3s-1), a
to be more readily achieved, shear thinning region where there is molecular orientation and

particulate bonding breaks down, and a newtonian region at
3. METHODOLOGY high shear rate where the viscosity will remain relatively

constant.
The analysis of a filling compound by means of a cone
penetrometer will give a comparitive measure of the physical The curve shown does not however exhibit a yield stress value,
state of the material. Typically just one reading would be that is the flow curve passes through the origin. An ideal
attained, this in itself would not characterise the flow filling compound will however show a yield stress as shown in
behaviour of the material as to whether it is newtonian or non- figure 2, where the material is then no longer classified as
newtonian, neither would it give an indication of thixotropy or pseudoplastic but instead viscoplastic.15 )
absolute values of viscosity.

The subtle difference that occurs in the viscosity curve is that
In order to determine more about the material it would be as shear rate tends to zero the viscosity will tend to infinity.
necessary to vary the loading on the cone and measure the This is seen from the equation for viscosity,,t takes a constant
penetration achieved. Subsequently the load would have to be value as *'tends to zero.
converted into a shearing stress and the penetration into a
velocity gradient. When plotted, a curve similar to that of a Hence: a=.--*-Oas •'-*0
flow curve can be generated.(" Ultimately the determination of
viscosity and other related parameters would not be an easily Where I• = Apparent viscosity
achievable task using this method.(" T = Shear stress

0 = Shear rate

Alternatively, the viscometer is able to give a portrait of many
rheological parameters of the material, which can also be Typically one is interested in measuring the yield stress of a
measured as a function of temperature, such as flow behaviour, material as this will give an indication of the resistance that
degree of thixotropy and yield stress. would be encountered by a fibre when trying to move through

the compound. If it cannot move freely then buckling and
The basis of measurements taken comes from flow curve breakage could occur.
generation where the material, from a position of rest, is
"exposed to linearly increasing shear rate. The corresponding It is difficult in generating a standard flow curve to obtain a
material resistance to shear is recorded from which the shear precise value for yield stress due to the wide shear range
stress is obtained. Plotting the two functions gives the flow covered which fails to focus on the critical low shear range.
curve, this can be used to model the behaviour of the material. Normally separate testing would have to be done. However it

is possible to apply a model to a smooth flow curve and from
a good fit to get an indication of the yield stress.

1 2 3
There are mathematical models available which can be used to
estimate the yield stress for example Herschel Bulkley,
Bingham and Casson.(6)

In attempting to fit a number of models to a flow curve of a
SHEAR RATE•D SHEAR RATE O filling compound it is shown in figure 3 that an ideal fit was

FIGURE 1. Pseudoplastic behaviour found using the Casson model.

The Casson equation is gven by:

/Tau -/TauO=AEta.D) (1)

Where: Tau =Shear stress
TauO = Yield stress
Eta = Apparent viscosity

SHEAR RATE D SHEAR RATE D D = Shear rate
FIGURE 2. Viscoplastic behaviour

Figures 1 and 2 ý`) are two types of flow curve which appear
similar but are significantly different when characterising the
behaviour of a filling compound. Figure I shows a
pseudoplastic material, it does in fact have three stages which
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FIGURE 4. Shear seduence for yield stress determination

M
+ It can be seen that initially the rate of increase is minimised

thus highlighting the initial case of material flow. The
CC 200 generated flow curve is plotted on a log-log graph (figure 5)

SHEAR RATE MfgS where the following effect is seen for a material exhibiting a
yield stress.

FIGURE 3. Flow curve with fitted Casson model

A correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.99 is given indicating an
almost perfect fit in this particular case. The model gives a
TauO value of 65Pa which can be interpreted as the true yield
stress of the material.

This model was originally used to describe the behaviour of
printing inks (based upon a system of mutually attractive • ,
particles suspended in a newtonian medium)f. It can be seen
from these results that it provides a valid basis for a flow curve 'A
model. However with the range of compounds considered it .
was not possible to achieve a strong correlation each time as • --
the majority did not show ideal behaviour, hence the yield --
stress was determined by using physical testing at low shear
rate.

The determination of yield stress is open to personal L
interpretation, for example a static method such as the creep 8'N.M .... (... 3 ..
test using a controlled stress viscometer is limited by the fact
that the yield stress measured is totally depndant upon the FIGURE S. Flow curve for material exhibiting a yield stress
duration of the test, infact it has been argued that for infinitely
long measurement times that no yield stress is observed.() In Figure 5 shows that a constant stress response is being
the dynamic test the yield value is determined by extrapolation encountered at the lowest shear rate, defined as the yield
of the flow curve and thus the lowest shear rate range covered stress. This can be thought of as the resistance to movement
will influence the recorded value. Thus in the case of a zero that the optical fibres would have to overcome. In a compound
shear rate the flow curve would pass through the origin and no not exhibiting a yield stress the curve would continue on a
yield stress would be present. downwards trend.

To measure a quantity which would be classified for all It is possible to make these measurements over an operational
purposes as the yield stress of a material a test sequence was temperature range, which can become increasingly important
devised which would measure the resistance to flow of the for low temperature applications where the ability of fibres to
compound. The test is based upon a logarithmic increase in move can be critical to the cable design.
shear rate which allows resolution at the low shear rate region,
as shown in figure 4. During the analysis of filling compounds by means of

rheological testing, two distinct requirements were looked for,
the processability of the material at ambient temperature and
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tae performance of the material over the operational material would at processing temperature give a flat newtonian
temperature range. response, however a comparison at ambient highlights the key

differences between the two.
A selection of commercially available compounds were
analysed including the hot fill material. Using these results and Most noticeable is the absence of shear thinning behaviour in
production trial experience key rheological parameters were the hot fill material, the viscosity remains fairly constant and
identified to indicate performance. will remain at this level after processing, this has implications

on both the temperature performance of the material and
4. PERFOIRMANCE CHARACTERISTICS optical performance of the loose tube.

4.1 Processability In the former case the material is exhibiting a relatively low

viscosity, thus when heat is applied a further reduction will

Ultimately the requirement is to be able to fill a loose tube or make the compound fluid enough to start flowing. This
slotted core with compound at ambient temperature using accounts for the poor temperature performance of such
commercially available equipment, taking into account the materials and explains why leakage of the compound has been
performance requirements of the filled component. This seen at 400c.
requires consideration of the following parameters.

The cold fill material gives a different response. Initially it is
4.11 Shear thinning behaviour a gel like structure, it is on the application of shear converted

into a mobile fluid which may be pumped at ambient
A compound must for ambient application have a degree of temperature, the reason for this is the breakage of particulate
fluidity such that it can fill an extruding tube or slotted core at bonds and the change in its molecular orn:..ation.
a rate commensurate with the production speed. In the case of
loose tube the material must be able to flow faster than the The viscometer can be used to measure the degree of shear
forming tube to achieve back pressure and complete tube thinning of a compound, ideally one is looking for a material
filling, whose viscosity decreases most rapidly upon shear, decreasing

the requirement of the pumping system and enabling a faster

If this degree of fluidity was representative of the material in rate of flow. It has been found that in the production of loose
the free standing state then one would have a problem tube that a base viscosity of 10Pas should not be exceeded.
associated with leakage of compound from the tube. Thus the
ideal material should possess shear thinning behaviour, Of equal use in determining processability is analysis of the
implying that the viscosity of the material will decrease as the flcw curve which can highlight effects not seen in the viscosity
degree of shear increases. The determination of this curve. Often a viscosity curve will not show initial material
characteristic is relatively simple, a flow curve for the response, which can be a key factor in processing and
compound is produced and from this the relationship between performance. The following figures show examples of how a
viscosity and rate of shear is identified, flow curve can be practically applied.

1000
50 1

* Cold fill material
Hot fill material

40

0307.

500/

IN :

50 050 i X1

________.__.____fR iTE (1/5)
W 100 150 200

SHZ*R MTK (1/$) FIGURE 7. Flow curve comparison
FIGURE 6. Viscosity curves comparison

Figure 7 shows the flow/viscosity curve for a compound used
Figure 6 shows viscosity curves for a hot and cold fill in a production trial. The initial impression given by the
material, both measured at ambient temperature. The hot fill viscosity curve is that the matcrial shows ideal shear thinning
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behaviour for processing, which was in fact correct. However Movement of fibre in service will be associated with low rates
it was virtually impossible to achieve an excess within the tube. of shear which would not normally be seen using the cone
This is believed to be as a result of the fibres being unable to penetrometer. This highlights the immense value of rheological
move freely as tube shrinkage was occuring. Analysis of the testing both from an evaluation and quality control point of
flow curve shows that the material is exhibiting undesired view.
behaviour with a distinct yield at 550Pa.

4.12 Thixotropy
A similar example occured in the case of a slotted cable
incorporating a four fibre ribbon. The filling compound had Production of a cable will inevitably involve shear working of
been successfully used before and in this particular case the a filling compound. In the case of a cold fill material this shear
material had come within the specification of the cone working is the sole mechanism by which a higher degree of
penetration test. On production the cable, which relies upon fluidity is achieved. An important consideration is the time
excess ribbon to compensate for operational tension, showed taken for the material to recover its original properties, defined
excessive losses and point defects at 1550nm as shown in table as the thixotropy of the material. It is important to establish
1. whether the material remains in the fluid state for a period of

COLOUR loss atl550nm time after production or whether it should have rapid structure
dB/Km regeneration.

RED 5.99 To answer this question an analysis was conducted on the

ORANGE 4.76 output of a hot filling line (where the material will be fluid for

GREEN 1considerable time) and a cold fill line where the material was
known to show very little thixotropy.

BLUE 1.45
For a sample of 500 loose tubes produced under hot fill and

TABLE 1. Optical 1erformance of four fibre ribbon at 1550nm cold fill circumstances a count was taken of fibres showing
defects at 1550nm. It was found that a far higher defect count

The optical losses experienced were associated with bunching existed in the hot fill process, approxiamately five times that
of the ribbon and its inability to move freely within the of the cold fill. It is believed that the explanation for this lies
compound. Rheological testing revealed that the material was in the state of the material just after the injection point. In the
not showing expected behaviour, case of hot fill the material is highly fluid and offers little

support to the fibres, the cold fill material with little thixotropy
material will help to lock the fibres together maintaining their positions,

Expected matlresponse thus minimising the chance of defects.
---Deviation

A compound should be selected on the basis that it will allow
the fibre to move freely if it requires to reposition to a state of
equilibrium, and that this will still be the case if the
temperature decreases. Given that this selection has been

CC 00 . correctly made, to minimise the probability of defects occuring
41\ the compound should return to this state as soon as possible on

S . .the removal of a shearing stress. It is not necessary for the
shear thinned structure to remain as a result of the original

selection.*"
Hence the viscometer can be used to look at post injection
behaviour of a sheared material to select one which shows a

ooominimal degree of thixotropy. Figure 9 shows such a situation.
SHEAR RATE (IS)

FIGURE 8. Comparison of flow curves I. ..... >
. ......".... ......

The material which caused the attenuation problems had a
distinct yield point at about 100OPa, by theory this can be I Y..

attributed to the presence of a higher concentrition of particles a ,
and larger particle size giving a stronger structure more
resistant to flow.anIt can be seen that once this peak is
overcome that the material starts to behave as was originally
expected, however such effects can only be of interest from a ....

processing point of view. FIGURE 9. Thixotropic response comparison
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The graph shows two flow curves that were produced by For the ribbon to move the material surrounding it must flow,
submitting the compounds to a linearly increasing degree of for this to happen the yield stress of the material must be
shear rate over a set period of time and then returned to rest exceeded. Hence the axial force of the bunched ribbon must be
under the same conditions. It can be seen that one of the sufficient to achieve this.
compounds is not recovering its original structure in the set For this purpose the area of the ribbon is considered as the
time period, thus exhibiting thixotropic behaviour. The other area of the two flat faces, which is 10,500 x 10'm 2

compound is not showing thixotropic behaviour as it is
recovering its stucture almost instantaneously. Thus in the case Given that stress =foe
of the thixotropic compound the original structure will not be area
regained until after the tube is produced and as has been
shown, maintaining fluidity can increase the likelyhood of Then for ribbon movement to occur, the yield stress must be
defects. less than 70Pa.

4.2 Optical Performance of cable In practice a yield stress of 9OPa has given succesful results,

however a value of 140Pa showed significant losses in the
The inter-relationship between cable performance and the cable. The operation at a higher level is probably due to the
physical properties of a filling compound is highly complex effect of tensioning of the cable which the above analysis did
matter related to the movement of fibres in fluids. An attempt not consider. The simplified model has however provided a
was made to create a simple model that related the movement valuable insight into the relationship between fibre movement
of a ribbon in a horizontal slot to the yield stress of the and yield stress.
compound.

From the above it can be seen that the filling compound plays
A simple case was considered of two ribbons in a slot which an important role on the performance of such a cable. To
restricts the movement of the ribbon, there is an overfeed of demonstrate this practically, trials were undertaken on two
ribbon within the cable as it ultimately operates under tension. cables containing a ribbon within a slotted rod, each had a

different filling compound. The cables were put under
The model is based upon the following assumptions: increasing load and the attenuation measured. As the load on
1. The ribbon moves only in one direction the cable increased the attenuation levelled out as the excess
2. The redistribution of excess occurs in one movement was removed, the results showed that the loading level at
3. The effect of cable loading is not considered, which this occured differed for the cables and this was related

to the filling compounds used as shown in figure 10.
On the basis of a reportf'°, it was assumed that losses due to

macrobending would occur at a radius of curvature of 20mm,
which in this case corresponds to a wavelength of 29.5mm. Compound B

For such a situation the relationship between wavelength and ........................
% overfeed is given by: • Compound A

, = 10T1.a.x-"2  ()o

where a = amplitude of wave form cc

x = percentage overfeed.

Substituting in (2) for a wavelength of 29.5mm yields an
overfeed of 1.37%, which compares to a production average
of 0.52%.

0o 0 0.oo,1 015 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
For a 1.37% excess to redistibute to an average 0.52% excess,

a length of 1.37/0.52 = 2.634m of ribbon is required. CAI. STM, (%J

FIGURE 10. Optical performance of slotted cable as a
The axial force associated with a bunched ribbon is given by: function of load

F = 4.n2. B.> 2  (3)(0)
For compound A the attenuation did not equilibriate until a

Where B = Flexural rigidity of the ribbon cable strain of 0.3% was achieved, for compound B this

occured at 0.17%.
For the purpose of the model, in the case of a cable made up
of two eight fibre ribbons in the slot acting as one unit, the Cone penetration of the two materials gave values of 270dmm
flexural rigidity is given by 16 xl.02Nmm2 = 16.32Nmm2. for compound A and 310dmm for compound B, a difference

This results in using equation 3 of which does not indicate a major variation. Yield stress analysis
F = 4 x 3.142 x16.32 x 29.5' gave values of 90Pa and 45Pa respectively as shown in figure

= 0.74N 11.
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EXTENDING THE LIFE OF POLYETHYLENE WIRE INSULATION

Joseph N. D'Amico
Trevor N. Bowmer

Bellcore
331 Newman Springs Road

Red Bank, New Jersey 07701-7040
U.S.A.

ABSIIACT EXPERIMENTAL

The useful life of polyethylene insulation in open access aboveground These experiments were conducted in two parts: First we conducted a
closures can be substantially extended if its temperature is decreased trial at our Navesink (Red Bank, New Jersey) L4boratories. Standard 6
during the "hot" hours of the day. Pedestal test facilities were x 6 x 48 inch high green telephone pedestals were installed on an
constructed in New Jersey, and the following year, in Mesa, Arizona. unshaded grassy knoll to determine the effect that their color and
Internal temperature reductions were achieved by convection cooling, design have on their internal temperatures. Those temperatures were
internal venting, thermal insulation, and light/heat reflection. By measured as a function of color, venting, insulation, and plastic or metal
utilizing a vented white metal pedestal cover we kept internal pedestal covers. Standard and "semi-sealed" pedestals were compared as well
temperatures within 3 *F (2 C) of the surrounding air and as the affect of heavy copper cable loading.
approximately 18 OF (10 'C) cooler than the unshielded standard green Having analyzed the data from the Red Bank tests, we took our best
pedestals. and most feasible i. e., field installable, modifications and trialed them

We anticipate that the remaining useful service life of the polyethylene in a hot Southwest lucation (Mesa, Arizona). There we also included a
insulated conductors in pedestals could be at least doubled under these metal pedestal painted beige, plastic pedestals, and a 10 inch green
conditions. More precise information on the slowing of thermal metal pedestal adapted for and containing fiber optic cables and
oxidative insulation aging will be available following the completion of equipment.
the tests at Mesa. The temperatures of the pedestals were monitored near the top and the
Finally, many of the results reported herein can be applied to the fiber bottom of their terminal plates and in their bases. The shield
plant as well. temperatures of covered pedestals were also recorded. In all cases the

results were compared to those obtained on the standard green pedestal
in the same time period to eliminate any systematic errors.

INTRODUCTION The pedestals (non-fiber) in the Mesa Arizona field trial each contained
an installed copper cable. By measuring the remaining thermal

Widespread failures of polyethylene insulated conductor (PIC) oxidative induction times (0IT) on both foamed/skin and solid
Widespreadionsinth failures of e plyedth insued conductoer sy ) f conductor insulations we intend to accurately project the increasedinsulations in the field1 '2 have led to improved stabilizer systems for service life resulting from these pedestal modifications.

insulations
3 . There remains, however, a very large number of open

access telephone pedestals which contain PIC cable insulations
considered to be "at risk" of premature failure. Not all minimally
stabilized product will necessarily crack. That likelihood is dependent Equipment Detail
upon the actual stabilizer content, its dispersion, polymer stress, etc. as
well as the climate (primarily the temperature) at the specific e
geographic location of the telephone pedestal.

It is apparent that if we could reduce the internal pedestal temperature At NasesinL We used PC 6/48A type standard steel pedestals
during the hotter hours of the Iday, we could significantly extend the manufactured to the requirements of Bellcore Technical Reference
useful life of the PIC insulation.' TR-TSY-000013 and painted green. Certain pedestals were repainted

In this paper we describe several methods which may be employed to either white, silver - aluminum, or black. The pedestals were installed
substantially lower the internal pedestal temperatures. Their efficacy in the earth to their indicated "ground line". The effect of cable
and cost vary considerably. Some technologies will be more applicable
to rehabilitating existing plant, while others are better suited to the new t Telephone pedestals type PC 6/49A manufactured by Champion Metal Products,
pedestal plant. Strafford. Mo.
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loading was determined by installing six cables (containing a total of 600 R ders-
conductor pairs) from the earth through the typical gravel base into the We used two types of recorders*. One unit printed the hourly
splice chamber of a reference pedestal. Two "semi-sealed" pedestals temperature as sensed by up to forty thermocouples while the second
were also used, for a total of twelve ready access units. type augmented it by selectively recording up to five signals for later

Some pedestals were vented by cutting slots ( 3/8 inch by 3 inches) in computer analysis. (Figure 2) A third datalogger, similar to the second
the doors (2 % inches from the top and one inch from the bottom), was also used during critical time periods.
The openings were shielded from the rain by metal awnings angled at
45°. Other pedestals were covered to protect them from the sun's rays.
Commercial plastic (HDPE) flood covers were used. They provided
about one inch of space around the pedestals and 2 % inches above o12do5r *a..A.t &.. ". Inn

them. In some cases we replaced the air barrier with commercial a
fiberglass insulation. Some of the covers were painted white, others 1 - . .1,"
were left green as received. ---.5 - - -* _ - -- _ a-.C S t. I-.

Finally, some pedestals were shielded with vented covers. We modified •
the plastic flood covers which we've just described and had metal covers 981 - - - - - - ". - - -

custom fabricated from (1/16 inch) aluminum to approximately thesame dimensions. in both cases twenty % inch holes were evenly placed A- T.- ShýA,.••'' "
around the covers one inch below their tops to provide air circulation e'aedmesos I.ohcae wnt eichhlsweeeelypae / ! ?_ Ai-r,-, ....... t..

from their open bases around the pedestals to their tops. Some of _
these plastic and metal covers were painted white while others were left 71.3r - -. --
unpainted. " -""pI

AtMesa We installed PC6/48A metal pedestals in standard green, 1a:61:51 13:01:11 1s:01,51 r-

painted white or beige, and green with a white aluminum vented cover
(as described above). We also installed two kinds of plastic pedestals A qYicai thdicr ,&- produced by the M-51 DOMW
(green), a flood cover type and a sealed dual chamber type. In addition (Nomweri te--peatarn data an provided ey fiwve inant-s.)

we placed a standard 10 x 10 x 54 inch green metal pedestal that had
been adapted for fiber optic service, for a total of 14 pedestals. FIGURE 2

Up to three thermocouples were placed in each of the pedestalst. The
two top-most sensors were located behind the splice plate, one near its
top and the other near its bottom. The third thermocouple was
positioned to measure the temperature in the pedestal near the ground The New Jersey pedestals were located in an unshaded grassy area at
level. In covered pedestals the third thermocouple was attached to the Bellcore's Navesink Laboratories. They faced East. The geographical
inner surface of the shield near its top and positioned to face North coordinates of Bellcore's Navesink Facility in Red Bank (Lincroft) New
(Figure 1). The sole thermocouple in the pedestal containing fiber Jersey are 40.4* North Latitude and 74.10 West Longitude. The test
optic cables and equipment at Mesa was placed in the optical fiber period began on August 2, 1990 and it continued into November of that
connection tray located approximately eighteen inches below the year.
pedestal top. Additional thermocouples sensed the outdoor air The Arizona test site is on an earthen area at the U S WEST
temperature and that within the insulated control equipment cabinet. Communications field service facility in Mesa, Arizona. Its
There the thermocouples were connected via a switchboard to geographical coordinates are 33.40 North Latitude and 111.80 West
recorders. Longitude. There the test period began on June 5, 1991 and as of this

date (August 1991), it still continues. (These pedestals also faced East.)

Cover Vent Ports 1 g TI (Upper TC located 0.5" behind and
IS' t.below top oftblWilane RESULt

i (3r beneath pedestal top)

I PedtJa T4 (Shield TIC) bolted to inslde of cover, New Jersey

6.0" below cover top (North side) We analyzed the internal pedestal temperatures averaged over the six
hours from 10 AM to 4 PM Eastern Daylight Savings Time. The solar

Cover (when used) heating of pedestals during ten clear sunny days in August (average
'M (Lower TV located 0.5' behind and temperature 80 to 90 OF), resulted in an internal temperature increase

2.0" above boltom otbfackplane of 20 OF above ambient. By simply changing the pedestal's color to
(1L10" beneth pedestal top) white, we reduced its internal temperature by 13 'F! (Figure 3 and

Table 2)
S Tl (Bottom T) located•iomer,

26.0" beneath pedestal top

t' Ungrounded type K thermocouples ,•ith one sixteenth inch stainless steel sheath and
type K washer thermocouples (for attachment to pedestal ccers) manufactured iV

Thermocouple Placement In Pedestals Omega Enginecrng, Inc., Stamford, (71'.

t Model .302ffr thermocouple datalogger with series 3000 forty channel multiplexer and
model 50 datalogger. all manufactured hy litectronic Controls tesign. Inc. Milnaukee

FIGURE I OR.
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Painting a pedestal silver-aluminum had little affect since that color is These comparative temperature measurements were made !ising

basically a light neutral grey. Black, however, increased a pedestal's unloaded pedestals. When six Itt) pair cables were added to a standard
internal temperature rise by fifty percent when compared to the green pedestal, they reduced its internal temperature by 4 *F. The
standard green. The color of an object is clearly closely associated with temperature was measured in the splice area behind the backplane.
its ability to reflect or absorb solar energy. This phenomenon will be Dimensions and temperatures are detailed in Table 3.
examined in depth below. Table 4 compares the solar heating affect in New Jersey on a select

We covered pedestals to observe the affect of isolating them from the group of pedestals during three consecutive months. From the

direct rays of the sun. We used commercial flood covers which have an relatively hot da~s of August (87 *F) through the cool days of October
open base and act as a bell jar over a pedestal to prevent water entry. (75 *F), the temperature increase within the standard green pedestals
The air within the covcrs (and the pedestals), unable to escape, was remains at a constant 20 *F. During that time the noon solar altitude at

essentially trapped upon heating. The covers increased the temperature 40* north latitude has changed from 06" to 390 with a rcsulting air mass
change within the pedestals by approximately fifty percent as compared increase to direct solar radiation reaching the earth*s surface (i.e.,
to that in uncovered pedestals of the same color, optical path) of one atmosphere (from an air mass of 1.5 atmospheres

to 2.5 atmospheres.)
45 

This results in a decrease of the incident solar
If those ccvers were insulated with fiber glass, there was a relatively radiation on a horizontal plane at the earth's surface from
slight reduction in the internal pedestal temperature increase. approximately 2t ) 23W BTU/sq.ft./da+ to 1t4W BTL's at the latitude of the
However. we also discovered that we had tightly scaled the pedestals test site.( The pedestals, however, being tall and narrow during that
from the environment. Moisture evolved from the bare earth within time period present Ln increasingly effective heatable surface to the
those pedestals could not escape when heated by the sun. Both the solar rays. The result is an extended peak heating season for the wirc-
white and green covered pedestals developed so much condensation within the pedestal environment.
that they were internallN completely coVered with water droplets to the
extent that the galaniied metal had begun to corrode on its edges.

We achieved the greatest temperature improvement by shielding a
pedestal with a white ventcd aluminum cover. The internal pedestal We determined the internal pedestal temperature, averaged both from

temperature was reduced to 3 *F above ambient. The sun's rays were ten AM to four PM (as we did for New Jersey) and from eight AM to

largely reflected l.k the white metal. With the cover vented both at its six PM. The data sho.s that the temperature in Ari/ona rises rapidl%
to a broad peak before dropping in the cscning. On sunnv da,:, in No'.,
Jersey, the temperature rises gradually to a peak in the carly aftcrnoon

PEDESTAL TEMPERATURE INCREASE and then decreases gradually. Wile the internal pedestal temperatures
follow the local ambient thermal profiles, the differences in pedestal

Internal Pedestal Temperature Increase (F) temperatures in New Jersey and in Arizona %,cre remarkably alike. At

Pedestal Status Mesa, painting a pedestal white reduced its internal temperature 14 'F

Std. Green (PC 6) as compared with the standard green metal pedestal while the use of a
White Pointed white vented metal cover resulted in a 17 *F drop. A light beige paint
Block Pointed decreased the pedestal temperature S *F. A scaled green Hlastie

Std. Grn,Vented Door I pedestal exposed the Wire., to approximatelC the same tempceature, as
White, Vented Door I• ! i •Green Plastic Cover "did the standard green metal pedestal. (All pedestals contained an

White Plastic Cover installed copper cable.) Table I provides details.
Gin. Insulated Cover
Whiteinsulated Cover
Grn.Plost.Vent Cover
White PI. Vent Cover
White Al. Vent Cover i !WhiteAl. Vent .... . PEDESTAL TEMPERATURE COMPARISON

0 5 10 15 20 2,5 30 35 ARIZONA & NEW JERSEY
Degrees F Above Ambiant

Internal Temperature Differences (OF) During Sunny Days
Temperaoture Increase .As Compared To The Standard (;recn Metal Pedestal

Dog. F Abe,. ,t.li mt On S DW•

Pedestal Status At Mesa, At Red Bank.
Arizona* New Jersey

FIGURE 3
A÷ Bt* Ct

White Painted Metal .14 -14 -13
base and near its top. air heated between it and the pedestal quicklý Tan Painted Metal -9 -8 ---

rose and escaped. The temperature measured on the side of the covcr White Al. Vented Cover -17 -16 -17
shaded from the sun was within a degree of ambient. White plastic, not White Plastic Ver'-d Cover ... .-- 15
having the thermal conductivity of aluminum, provided a temperature Green Plastic (C) -0- 1 ---

reduction to 5 *F aboe ambient. Unpainted aluminum, whose color is Green Plastic (CS)" -7 -7 ---

specularly that of a light grey, was poorer. The green vented covers.
while worse than the white units, were 30-, better than the unvented * Data from June and July, 1991
covers. This pedestal contained no

To increase venting, we cut slots in the pedestal doors with the thought internal obstructions or plate

that door replacement on existing field pedestals would be quick, easy Temperature differences are averaged. 8 AM to 6 PM.
and inexpensive. The temperature in the white pedestal rose only 3 'F Temperature differences are averaged. 10 AM to 4 PM.
above ambient, while little improvement was seen in the green pedestal.
However. by venting the pedestal itself. we are exposing the wire works

to substantially increased environmental contamination.
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The temperature of the large green pedestal containing fiber optic cable Climatic Factors
and apparatus was monitored in the fiber splice tray which is about 18
inches from the pedestal top. There the temperature was about two We have examined principally the affects of direct solar heating on

degrees higher than at the same location in the standard 6 inch telephone pedestals. There arc three other factors which we will

pedestal. mention briefly. Cloud cover has a m trked influence on the solar
energy which reaches the earth's surface. Clouds between the pedestals
and the sun may bloc': its direct radiation, while clouds elsewhere may
scatter some of that energy and increase the diffitse radiation.

DISCUSSION Depending on the nature of the cloud cover and the solar altitude, as
little as 10 to 20 percent of the solar energy may be transmitted to the

Pedestal Color ground.' 4 In Table 2 we see that partly sunny days reduce pedestal
solar heating 10 to 30 percent. Since we did not measure cloud cover,

Our test results show that the color of a pedest has the greatest we did not present any data obtained on overcast or cloudy days. Air
influence on its internal temperature. Several phenomena occur when velocity, also, was not measured at the test site. Rain, as expected, has
solar radiation impinges upon an opaque object. Energy that is totally a large and rapid cooling affect on pedestal temperatures.
reflected from the object's top most surface is spceularly reflected in
the manner of a mirror with an angle of refivetion equal to the angle of
the incident radiation. The energy reflected would have the spectral
distribution (or color) of its source and it may be defined as a surface's 0.16 -

gloss.7 Should that energy penetrate the top-most surface (as with most TER:E ST.AR SPECTRUM
real, especially ron-metallic or painted metallic objects), it would be S I tdi sdubraa of thedirect cottnn of sauligt
scattered and/or partially (wavelength selectively) absorbed according for t zdear uwetherdays
to the nature of the substrate, wavelength of the radiation and any 0. 2"toCue 1: Oc S"'nnirac

pigment particles present. The light reflected from the object may be Curve 21: CHary stnur

considered as the result of two phenomena, non-selective scattering and
wavelength selective absorption. 8 That energy which is not diffusely or 008 0
specularly reflected (i.e., re-radiated) is absorbed by the object and
heats it. The quantity of energy absorbed is dependent upon the 3
absorptivity and the emissivity of the object. Most good absorbers are E
also good radiators. There are exceptions. Depending on its chemical 0
and physical nature, a thin black oxide or sulfide coating on a bright Visible Spedrum
metallic base material can result in the object's having a high energy
absorptixhy and a lower emissivity.9 These conditions are not readily
realized. We believe that the paint on the standard pedestal probably 0 300 0
provides too thick a film to impart that property to it. 3W 600 900 1200 1500
The solar radiation reaching the earth's surface is spectrally and ?dnm)
quantitatively reduced by transiting the atmosphere. The principal
mechanisms arc Rayleigh scattering, Mic scattering, absorption by FIGURE 4
ozone and absorption by water vapor.t() Ozone effectively absorbs most
of the solar radiation in the ultraviolet region of the solar spectrum
while water vapor has strong absorption bands in the infrared. The
terrestrial solar spectrum for the direct component of sunlight is
presented in Figure 4.11 The result is a solar energy reachiný the earth
which is approximately 2/3 visual and 1/3 infrared radiation.1 SPECTRAL ENERGY REFLECTION
The proportion in which the energy which impinges upon a telephone Percent Energy Reflection
pedestal is reflected or absorbed is a function of its material and color; 120
the latter, as previously described, being a property of its surfac, , V"slS lared Region
near surface substrate. A white painted object utili/ing j titdiltim 100

ixide laint will reflect 88 to 95 percent ,4f the icident solar - ------ ---n-I-----l--)

radiation while a medium green, such as specified by Bellcore's TR- 60
TSY-000013 for pedestal tvrminal closures, will rcfl.ct only 20 percent
of the incident visual light and even less of the infrared. (Figure 5) 60

The beige pedestal trialed at Mesa had been painted a very light color, Grea (Mmusll Wire & Cable Gra)
almost an off-white, yet it was only about half as effective as white in 40 .
reducing the increase in pedestal temperature. 20'

I Blacit (cmitol black)

0
200 400 600 800 1.000 1.200 1.400 1,600 I.800

Wavelength (nm)

White & Btock: Sola' Energy Handbook

Green: Meaoured Munsell Wire & Cable Cenbioid

t Munsell color standard green cenltrid (color designation 25(i 5/12) measured by the
wrnitr using a ,ixiecm point abridged color spectrophtolomlecr FIGURE 5
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Environmental Considerations as determined by the annual number of days plus the averagetemperature greater than 90 °F. Later work by T. N. Bowtner et al.l,1
6

Any alteration of the traditional pedestal results in a change in the wire included temperature measurements within pedestals in New Jerscy and

works environment. The standard open access closures provide a Arizona. Their data which reported peak temperatures is comparable

semi-sealed condition for the telephone plant. The substitution of a

vented door subjects the wire works to complete contact with the with that reported here.

external environment with some restriction to rain entry. At the other
extreme, we found that the unvented insulated covers fitted tightly over
the pedestals so as to effectively seal them from all but the earth CONCLUION
beneath them. Moisture and water droplets collected on all surfaces.
One can only speculate on the effects such a condition would have on The remaining service life of PlC insulations can be extended by
the telephone system's electrical connections. lowering the temperature of their pedestal environments. In outdoor

pedestal test facilities both in New Jersey and Arizona we showed that

Field History the summer sunny day temperature within the standard green pedestal
can be reduced by almost 10 *C (18 'F). This thermal reduction can beIn 1972 P. A. Link completed a nationwide survey on the status of PlC achieved by either painting the pedestal white and venting it (by

((low density) polyethylene insulated conductor) insulations in acing the r bycoeing t wita vented white m t sil
pedestals.15 His analysis divided the nation into "heat exposure" regions replacing the door) or by covering it with a vented white metal shield.

Although Arrhenius extrapolations to low temperatures are imprecise, a

10 *C reduction in closure temperature should at least double the

remaining insulation service life. (Samples aged at the Mesa site are
PEDESTAL TEMPERATURE INCREASE currently being tested to determine with greater precision the increased

service life which pedestal temperature reduction will impart to PIC.)
Internal Pedestal Temperature Increase (*') Since the change in pedestal color has the greatest affect, depending on

Above Ambient During Sunny Days use location, it may be necessary to balance the aesthetic rewards of the

-Pedestal Augst standard green and the cost of premature plant replacement.

Variable Pedestal Status Sunny Days Sunny Days

A. Color Std. Green (PC 6) 20 ± 2 *F 18 ± 3 *F ACKNOWrLEID(EMENTS
Std. Green (BSC6) 19 ± I *F ---
White (PC 6) 7 ± 1 OF ---
Silver-Aluminum (PC 6) 17 ± I °F 11 ± 6 °F The authors thank Larry Green who fabricated specialized equipment
Black (PC 6) 30 ± I 'F 26 ± 4 'F at Bellcore and Harlie Goss and William Thompson from Bellcore's

Quality Technology group in Phoenix for assisting with the installation
B, Cover Green Plastic 29 ± 2 'F 26 ± 4 'F and the monitoring of the equipment at the Mesa site. Especially they

(on PC 6) White Plastic 11 ± I OF 8 ± 3 OF thank U S WEST Communications and specifically Felix Dees. Charles

C. Vented Shield White Aluminum 3 ± I OF 1 -± I F Frederick, Will Kerr and Bob Trevizo for their providing the site at

(on PC 6) Bare Aluminum 7 ± I *F --- Mesa and their assistance in installing and maintaining the equipment.
White Plastic 5 ± 1 *F ---
Green Plastic 21 ± 2 *F ---

(on BSC6) Green Plastic 19 ± I *F ---

10 days; Average daily temperature over six hour period (10 AM to 4 PM)

8qto 90 *F, Mean: 87 ± 3 *F.
2 days; Mean 83 ± 0 *F. CABLE LOADING AFFECT

Pedestal Indicated I

Variable Pedestal Status Sunn Dat The Cable Loading Affect On Internal Pedestal
VariblePedetalStats Snny aysTemperature During Sunny Dayst

D. Vented Door Std. Green (PC 6) 16 I *F Temperature Increase
White (PC 6) 3 ± I *fl Due To Solar Headin •F)

(Unvented Control Std. Green (PC 6) 18 _1 *F) Std. Green Backplane Location
(Vented Shield White Aluminum over PC 6 3 ± 1 "F) Pedestal (PC 6) Upper Lower

14 days (Oct. 14,16,17; Nov. 3) Without Cahbes 19 ± 3 "F 15 -- 2`F

Average daily temperature over six hour period (10 AM to 4 PM) With Cables 15 + 3F tO -2± F
71 to 79 -F, Mean: 75 ± 4 'F.

t 5 September days

Pedestal Indicated Average daily temperature over six hour period (10 AM to 4 PM)
Variable Pedestal Status Sunny Days. 73 to 8

7 
"F, Me-an: 80 ± 6 *F.

1"'Upper temperature measured in air 0.5' behind and
E. Insulated Cover Green Plastic over PC 6 16 t 2 "F t pe eprtr esrdi i -"bhn n

White Plastic over PC 6 6 c 2 'F 1.5' below top of backplane (3.5' beneath pedestal top)

(Uninsulated Control Std. Green (PC 6) 21) ± 3 'F) Lower temperature measured in air 0.5" behind and

(Vented Shield White Aluminum over PC 6 4 I 'F) 2.0' above bottom of backplane (18.0 beneath pedestal top)
Note: All pedestal comparisons use the upper pedestal

t, temperature measurcments unless othervise indicated.
7 days (Aug. 2a.3tt; Sept 21; Oct. 3,5,14,17) since wires, and splices are present in that area.

Average daily temperature over six hour period (10 AM to 4 PM)
72 to 85 °F, Mean: 77 ± 5 *F. 8 Cable loading consists of six 100 pair PIC cables extended

from the earth through gravel into the splice area

Table 2 Table 3
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PEDESTAL TEMPERATURE INCREASE
IN SUMMER AND FALL

Internal Pedestal Temperature Increase (CF) Above Ambient During Sunny Dayst

Pedestal Status August September October

Painted White 7± I tF(7)* 8 " 0"F(2) 7 ± I 1F (2)
White with Vented Door ...... 3 ± 1 -F (3)
White Al. Vented Cover 3 ± I °F (9) 4 ± 2 -F (5) 3 ± 1 °F (5)
White Plastic Vented Cover 5 :t I "F (7) 7 "F (1) 7 ±- 1 °F (4)
Sid. Green (Control) 20 ± 2 "F (8) 19 ± 3 -F (5) 20 ± 3 "F (5)

Average Ambient Temperature 87 ± 3 'F (10) 80 ± 6 "F (5) 75 ± 3 *F (5)
Average Temperature Range 80 to 90 F 73 to 87 "F 71 to 79 °F

t0 days (August 2,3,4.12,17,18,26,27,29,30)

5 days (September 2,3,4,11,21)
5 days (October 3,5,14,16,17)

Average daily temperature over six hour period (10 AM to 4 PM)

8 0 Indicates the number of days that data was available.

Table 4
Joe D'Amico has worked on engineering and materials issues affecting
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Influence of the Quality of Plug-Jack Connect on the
Transmission Characteristics

Ting-Chung Chang,Daw-Ming Fann,Po-Lung Yu,
Chieh-Mei Hsiao,Kuang-Yi Chen

Telecommunication Laboratories
P.O. Box 71, Chung-Li, Taiwan,320

9 9 , R.O.C.

Experimental
Abstract The test specimens are 10, 30, 50, 70,

A modular telephone plug jack is a mioro inches thickness of hard gold coating
device to be place on the customer side of and tin coating plug jack. There thickness
the station protector and is an interface are measured by X-Ray fluorescence method.
between customer wiring and terminal The porosity of gold alloy coating layer
equipment. In order to meet the demand of were tested by the method of nitric acid
reliability and functionality performance, vapor in
the plug and jack contacts must be plated according to ASTM B583-73 regulation. and

with hard gold . it were examined by scanning electron
In this paper, we dealt with some hard microscope (SEM).

gold properties such as coating The far-end crosstalk loss (FEXT),
composition, hardness ,porosity, contact near-end crosstalk (NEXT), and attenuation
resistance, corrosion resistance and hard- between two or four pairs transmission

gold coating thickness. We also study the lines which were connected with plug jack
influence of hard-gold coating properties were measured with ANRITSU ME325D automatic
on the telephone transmission quality, cable crosstalk measuring equipment in the

range of 40 to 772 kHz. Figure 1 is the

Introduction schematic diagram of the apparatus used for

D.G.T. plan to achieve the target of transmission properties measurement.
ISDN in 2000. For the service of narrow Contact resistance between plug and
band to provide are still dependent on jack contact spring were measured using
tradition copper cable. For the reason that four-wire method, and the change in contact
how to promote the existing OSP loop resistance (AR) for each contact pairs was
quality to meet the demand of 2B+D also measured to evaluate the contact
transmission is the major object of T.L. materials characteristics. Gold alloy
,OSP laboratory. In modern telecommunication composition was tested by dipping plug or
system,plug jack play a importance role in jack contact spring in cyanide solution and
determining the system reliability. One of was determined by applying the inductively
the key requirements of a telephone coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry
transmission is to establish and maintain (ICP-AES) method.
an undisturbed flow of electric current
applying with low contact resistance. Result and Discussion
Consequently the tendency of most metals to A.Plug Jack Connector Contact Spring
oxidize, tarnish, or corrode once exposure Characteristics
to environment has led to the nearly Gold alloy was electroplated onto the
unanimous choose of gold as a plug jack contact spring surface of plug jack
contact material because of its excellent connector because of the excellent
electrical properties and resistance to electrical conductivity and inertness. The
corrosion. There have been several papers base material of plug and jack contact
which studying the corrosion behavior of spring was phosphor bronze and its
hard gold contact in humid atmosphere thickness was about 80 to 100 micro inches
containing low concentrations of SO 2 , NO2 , nickel plate layer as sublayer which acted
and Cl 2 were reported (1,2,3). Some also as a barrier to prevent the migration of
dealt with the contact resistance affected copper into the surface layer of gold
by contact force or contact geometry(4). alloy. Darko Rajhenbah had shown that
However investigator seldom pay attention alloying elements in gold alloy cobalt
to the relation between the contact increase the coating layer hardness but >

material properties and the signal 0.5% cobalt has adverse influence on the
transmission frequency. The objective of increase of specific resistance and
the present work was to asses the influence brittleness of gold coating layer(5). The
of contact surface quality on the signal amount of cobalt in gold alloy layer was
transmission in different frequency.
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found out to be 0.3%. The result of spring. The increase of contact resistance
porosity test in dependence of gold alloy value is influenced by the growth of
layer thickness are shown in figure 2. From insulating film on metal sublayer or the

figure 2 it comes out that the number of growth of film in the gold layer pores.
pore per square centermeter decrease as the From the SEM examination, there are many
gold alloy layer thickness increase. Figure pores existing in 10, 30, micro inches gold

3 is a example of jack contact spring after coating layer and corrosion products can be
30 minutes nitric acid vapor test . The found around the pores this is why contact

corrosion products in the pores are found resistance increase. On the other hand, the
to be Ni(NO096H2 0 and CulNOl)26H2 0. They are contact resistance degradation of t in

produced by nitric acid vapor which can coating contact spring is caused by surface
penetrate into the gold alloy coating layer corrosion which atmosphere is more react ive

and interact with sublayer nickel and base to surface finish than underplating
material phosphor bronze. materials.

B.The Transmission Properties of Plug
Jack in Different Frequency Conclusion

There are many connecting point from (I) Result of morphological
central office to resident; these including properties obtained from SEM and contact

trunk cable (modular connector, for example resistance showed that the plug jack
AT&A 710, 3M 4000 D, Picabond mini contact spring hard gold coating layer
connector), distribution jelly-filled cable needed a thickness above 50 micro inches.
(UY connector), cross cabinet, distribution (2) The plug jack connected to PF-PVC
joint, boxes, terminal connector, inside inside wiring cable the NEXT FEXT and
wiring connector (plug jack).In this paper attenuation would drop depend on the
we focus on the influence of plug jack transmission frequency, but it still above
quality on the transmission regulation value.
properties(especially the crosstalk loss (3) Overview,the transmission
and insertion loss) of plug jack in characteristic of subscribe loop was mainly
different frequency. dependent on the wire and cable itself.

Figure 4 to figure 6 illustrate the Plug jack connector had little effect on
NEXT, FEXT, and attenuation of PE-PVC the crosstalk loss and attenuation of whole
inside wiring cable connected by different loop, the major consideration of connector

hard gold alloy coating plug jack. The quality was dropout and corrosion.
plots in fig.4 and fig.5 showed that the
PE-PVC inside wiring cable connected with

plug and jack, the NEXT, FEXT would worsen Reference
and the crosstalk loss increase rapidly 1. M.Antler, Plating,53,1431(1966)
with frequency according to following 2. G.H.Koch,Material Performance,

relation: 35(1988)
A = k * fl).l (when frequency is in the 3. Kei-lchi,IEEF Trans Components,

range of 10 to 300 kHz) Hybrids,Manuf.Technol.,4(1973)
A = k * fl.5 (when frequency is large 4. H.]rvin,IFEE Trans Components,

than 300 kHz) Hybrids,Manuf.Technol.,393(1988)
Where A is attenuation, k is a 5. D.Rajhenban, 10th ICMC,(251)1987.

constant. 6. MI, 1021-2
In spite of that the crosstalk loss 7. ASTM B117-73

value are still above the regulation value

(6), which define the NEXT in the frequency
of 40 kHz must be above 58.5 dB and the
FEXT in 160 kHz must be above 55 dB.

We also measured the NEXT, FFXT and
attenuation variation of plug jack after
high humidity and temperature cycling test..
Because gold is noble than tin, gold can
establish a metallic interface between plug
jack contact spring surface, but tin can

not. So the NEXT, FEXT of gold alloy coated
plug jack are no significant change and t in
coated plug jack change more significant.
The above results suggest t hat' the
connecting point of plug jack has
negligible effect on crosstalk loss and
att enuat i on.

Figure 7 showed the contact resistance
change( AR) of plug jack after 72 hours
salt fog test (7). From fig 7 it can be
seen that there is marked increase in the

contact resistLance of tin coated and 10,
30, micro ( inches gold coat i ng contact
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Plug-Jack Connector

ILl

I E- V I I s d l e n a l

sending receiving reciving
measurement/ scanner scanner measurement

control section section section section

Figure 1. The Schematic Diagram Apparatus
Used for Crosstalk loss and
Attenuation
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Figure 3. SEM Photomicrograph of 30 Micro

Figure 2. Relation Between the Number of Inches Gold Coating Jack Contact
Pores and Gold Coating Layer Spring After Nitric Acid Vapor

Thickness Test
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FIBER OPTIC / COPPER CONDUCTORS COMPOSITE CABLE
FOR SUBMARINE SENSORS SYSTEM

IP. BONICEL - PF. GIRAUD - P. GAILLARD - A. DE FILIPPIS

ALCATEL CABLE - LYON - FRANCE

ABSTRACT - minimum breaking strength : 5,000 daN;

- operating hydrostatic pressure : 10 MPa;
This paper describes a new optical fiber and copper

conductors composite cable developed to be used with -lifetime in sea immersion: 10 years;
submarine sensors in an immerged detection network. - operating temperature range : 0°C/+30°C in water,

It is composed of an optical core containing 62.5/125 fibres, - 100C/+500C in air;
self resistant to hydraulic pressure, devoted to data transmis-
sion; this optical unit is surrounded by a layer of screened or - storage temperature range : -20°C/+700C (in air)
unscreened copper conductors ensuring the power feeding
and monitoring of the network. The cable outer protection is item specified value
realized with a single or double layer armour. Specific fibre tye 62.5/125/250
anchoring devices have also been developed and are numerical aperture 0,275
presented. attenuation (dB/km)

850 nm 3.7 max
Various mechanical and environmental tests results 1300 nm 1.5 max
performed on an optical unit qualification length and on a bandwidth (MHz.km)
3,500 metres long completed cable are presented. 850 nm 200 min

1300 nm 200 min

Table 1. Optical fibre characteristics

INTRODUC11OJ.N Additional requirements
- good crush resistance

Higher bit rates, longer distances, insensibility to electroma- - suitable protection against hydrogen effects
gnetic perturbations have made the transmission media anti teredo rotection
move to optical fibres for more and more various -
applications. - cable core components shall be self resistant to the ope-

In particular the development of more and more complex rating hydrostatic pressure so as to prevent possible failure

senIors networks has created the need to develop composite (mechanical damage, corrosion...) of the outer protection.

cables including copper conductors and optical fibres; in this - predicted lifetime in sea immersion : 20 years;
domain this paper presents a study conducted to answersa - development of specific anchoring devices operating under
specific need for a cable intended to be used in a submarine hydrostatic pressure
sensors network.
This cable has been specially designed to present good
mechanical properties, as it is intended to be laid on the sea CABLESTRUCTU
bed at depths down to 1,000 metres.

The cable structure has been designed as follows in order to
BASIC REQUIREMENTS face the above mentioned requirements:

The basic requirements were as follows: Optical core

Functional requirements : - choice of a loose type structure with a suitable fibre over-

- four optical fibres with characteristics as shown in table 1 length to guarantee a low strain rate on the fibres and

for data transmission; therefore a high lifetime;

- eight 2.5 sq.mm copper wires (300 V nominal voltage ra- - choice of a hard thermoplastic slotted core, 6.3 mm diame-
ting) and four 1.5 sq.mm screened copper wires (250 V no- ter, to obtain good crush properties, with four slots contai-
minal voltage rating) for power feeding and control; ning one optical fibre each. The slots are filled with a suita-
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ble silicone-based jelly to protect the fibres and ensure
optical core longitudinal watertightness; the central strength
member is made of a 7x0.6 mm steel rope. A

- the optical core protection is realized with a 0.8 mm thick
inner polyamid sheath, a single layer of 0.8 mm diameter crepe paper filling
steel wires armour to achieve a good tensile and hydrostatic bedding compound
pressure resistance, and a 1.2 mm outer lead alloy sheath
(12.5 mm O.D.) for radial water and hydrogen tightness. 40

A cross section drawing of the optical core is given in fig 1. 0 2,2 mm wrappings

41 wires
Core 0 2,4 mm LdPe

wapnsmetallic core sheathwrappings strength member bitumen

HdPe sheath \ anti-teredo
Polyamilde , slotted tapes

Inner sheath cor A - Optical unit
B 8 conductors 2,5sq.mm
C - 4 shielded conductors 1,5 sq mm

Figure 2. Cable cross section

32 wires 0 0,8 mm . filling
compound

lead sheath optical fibre

Figurc 1. Cable core cross section

Electrical part

The electrical part is made of eight polyethylene insulated,
stranded copper conductors of 2.5 sq.mm cross section, and
four polyethylene insulated, copper braid screened and outer
polyamid sheathed stranded copper conductors of 1.5 sq.mm
cross section. These 12 conductors, having the same overall
diameter of 4 mm, are helically stranded in one layer around
the optical unit; the spaces between the conductors are
filled with a suitable petroleum based jelly to ensure the
cable core longitudinal watertightness.

Outer protection

Figure 3. Photo of the completed cable
The outer protection is made of END FI'VHNGS AND SPECIAL HARDWARE

- an inner low density polyethylene sheath, thickness 1.8
mm; Specific anchorings and cable end fitting were also designed

- an anti teredo protection, made of two 0.2 mm thick copper to be delivered with the cable length. These equipments are :
tapes helically applied, and a crepe paper bedding; - an anchoring device, designed to transmit longitudinal ef-

- a single or double layer armouring made of 2.2 mm (inner forts between the cable armour and either an anchoring point
layer) or 2.4 mm (outer layer) diameter galvanized steel on land or an immersed part of the system. It is made of
wires flooded with a bitumen compound; bronze (immersed) or stainless steel (land) and uses the prin-

ciple of armour steel wires conical clamping, together with a
-an outer HdPe sheath, thickness 2.5 mm. thermosetting resin injection.

A cross section drawing of the cable is given in fig 2 and a - a watertight and pressure resistant join, designed to ensure
photograph is shown in figure 3. the transition between the cable core and immersed housings

The cable outer diameter is 41.3 mm and its nominal weigth (electronics, cable core splitting...). It is made of bronze and
is 4,700 kg/km in air or 3,280 kg/km in water (double layer the watertightness is realized using a special resin injection.

armouring) and 3,250 kg/km in air or 1,930 kg/km in water A general drawing showing the equipped cable end is shown
(single layer armouring). in figure 4.
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item obtained result
transmission compliant (850 and 1300 nm atte-

armoumd cable (initial) nuation and bandwidth; no change
from uncabled values)

tensile test no measurable loss increase for
5,000 N/0.15% at 850 nm.
fibre elongation less than 0.03%
at 5,000 N.

pressure test no measurable added loss at 15 MPa
loss increase starts at approxima-
tely 30 M~a
no residual added loss after 50 MPa

transmission compliant (85U and nm atte-
(after mechanical nuation and bandwidth; no change

ancioring piece testing) from initial values)

(1 MPa =10 N/cm2=l bar)

6 Table 2. Optical core qualification tests.
- 600

fibre

u ,oure bl 400

n 300
cable

Ut

watertight join 200

CoLI 100

cabl core 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

fibre / cable elongation (%)
Figure 4. Cable end equipment Figure 5. Optical core tensile test

In addition, due to the cable length to be delivered (3,500 The hydrostatic pressure test has been realized on a 50 m
m)and its outer diameter, a special shipping drum has been long sample taken from the optical core prototype length; the
designed and realized; its overall dimensions are 3,000 mm length submitted to the pressure was about 40 m and the
(flange diameter) and 2,910 mm (width) for a total weight of fibres were looped for 1300 nm transmission loss control
17,400 kg (including the cable length). This special drum during the test. After the verification of the compliance with
also includes a special housing to store the equipped cable the specification (pressure maintained at 15 MPa for one
end during transportation. hour), the pressure has been increased up to 50 MPa; loss

increase has been found to start at about 30 MPa and no
CABLE MANUFACTURING. TESTING AND residual loss increase has been noted after pressure release.

QUALIFICATION Attenuation curves vs pressure are given in figure 6.

-0.00
Optical core

A prototype length of the optical core, approximately 600 m
nog, has been realized and tested in order to qualify its de- -0.10

sign. The tests realized and the obtained results are listed in
table 2. Obtained results are in compliance with or exceed
the spe-cification. , -0.20

The tensile test has been realized on a 200 m long part of the o2

prototype optical core; during the test optical fibres were -- -0.30
monitored either in loss change at 850 nm or in length varia-
tion. The test has been performed up to a maximum load of
5,000 N corresponding to a cable elongation of 0.15%; -0.40 .
attenuation control showed variations within the measu- 0 100 200 300 400 500 600
rement accuracy and slight evolution noted in fibre elon-
gation is due to filling compound shearing. Obtained curves pressure (bars)
are shown in figure 5. Figure 6. Optical core pressure test
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A prototype of the watertight join has been also successfully

submitted to a hydrostatic pressure test up to 10 MPa.

Completed cable

The optical unit being qualified, the industrial length has
been manufactured according to the above described speci-
fication. The total cable length realized was 3,600 m in one
single length, including an extra length of 100 m for mecha-
nical testing; the outer steel wires armouring has been rea-
lized with a double layer for the most important part of the
cable (2,800 m, corresponding to the cable part laying on the
seabed) and with a single layer for the remaining part so as
to lighten the cable (700 m, corresponding to the immersed
cable end). The transition between the two types of armou-
ring has been realized by replacing the steel wires of the
outer layer by glass reinforced plastic fillers so as to keep
the outer diameter as regular as possible for outer sheathing.

This manufacturing has been successfully submitted to the
standard quality control procedures applied to either dimen-
sional or electrical or optical parameters at various manufac-
turing steps, including on the completed cable optical and
dielectric tests after cable end fitting. In addition a tensile
test using a set of anchoring equipment has been realized.

Obtained results are in compliance with the specified va-
lucs; the tensile test, which is not a standard final test, has
been realized on the single layer armoured 100 m extra
length to qualify the completed cable and the anchoring
equipment. The cable length effectively under test was 90
metres; the maximum tensile load applied was 50,000 N as
specified, leading to a cable elongation of about 0.19%. For
this value the measured fibre elongation was 0.05% with no
residual effect after load removal; the calculated nominal
breaking strength of the two layers armoured part is about
100.000 N. Photos showing the cable under tensile test, the
equipped cable end and the cable length being shipped on its
special drum are shown in figures 7, 8 and 9.

The cable laying has been realized from a special boat du - Figure 8. Equipped cable end
ring summer 1991; no failure has been reported, confirming
the obtained results and the correct design of the cable.

SI-

Figure 7. Cable under tensile test lgurc Q (Cable on sh'pping reel
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CONCLUSIONi

The development of this composite cable has lead to the defi- P. GAILLARD - ALCATEL CABLE
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ded by an electrical part with a submarine type outer protec-
tion. Such a product may be used as it is or with some adap-
tations (fibre count, number or type or section of the Pierre GAILLARD was born in
electrical conductors...) to take place of transmission media 1956. He received his engineer
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networks; but to be able to guarantee a 20 years lifetime, it is des Arts et M6tiers de LYON
necessary to be very careful on the cable design (no strain on E U (ECAM) in 1980. He joined Les
the fibres, no hydrogen hazards...), the qualification, manu- Cbles de Lyon, now ALCATEL
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characterisation.
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A STUDY ON HIGH SPEED TELEPHONE WIRE EXTRUSION LINE

Y. S. KIN JUNE Y. HAH

TAIHAN ELECTRIC WIRE CO., LTD.

785, KWANYANG-DONG, ANYANG CITY, KYUNGKI-DO, S- KOREA

ABSTRACT (b) Unstability of capacitance control

(c) Rough surface

At present time wire and cable manufacturers want to (d) Open cell in foam structure

speed up the telephone wire insulation up to (e) Wire elongation

2400 m/min. or higher line speed while obtaining an

absolutely regular smooth surface and good quality. (2) Solid Insulation

Insulations with good mechanical properties, (-) Poor output

excellent surface quality, no insulation defect and (b) Insulation defect

high centricity factor can be obtained by using (c) Rough surface

optimized extrusion equipments. (d) Higher variation of insulation diameter

In case of foam-skin insulations, the extrusion (e) Wire elongation

becomes more difficult at such line speed.

There are numerous parameters which influence the To meet the needs of the wire and cable industry for

quality and especially the capacitance. keeping melt flow homogeneity and constant melt flow

temperature, the wire and cable manufacturers and

This paper summarizes the key requirements for extruder makers should be familiar with the change

modern telephone wire extrusion line with high speed of characteristics for every type of material under

extrusion properties a wide range of production conditions. They must

be able to predi t the melt flow, temperature pro-

files and output under the given conditions and
INTRODUCTION materials, and determine the screw geometries that

will provide optimum results.
Korea Telecoms has put foam-skin insulated local
telephone cables to a good use to meet the ever In short, a superficial knowledge of the extrusion

increasing demand for diversified telecommunication process is not enough. The cable manufacturers and
services in place of the conventional paper insulat- extruder makers must have a deeper knowledge of what

ed cables since 1988. actualy takes place from the moment the granule

The foam-skin insulated cable is to improve mechani- enter the barrel until the melt is forced through

cal strength and transmission characteristics such the die.

as cross-talk characteristics. Wire and cable manufacturers came to demand more

It has been rather difficult to maintain the good excellent characteristics in terms of high perfor-

centricity and extremely low variation in capacitan- mance materials changes in heating and cooling

ce of ±1.5 pF/m at the process of high speed system, screw geometry, and die design.

extrusion. The problems rising from high speed

extrusion vary according to type of insulations. At present time insulations with approx. 0.12 mm

wall thickress must be produced at a line speed of
(1) Foam-Skin Insulation 2400 m/min. while obtaining an absolutely regular

( Insulation defect smooth surface and low capacitance variartion.
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In case of foam-skin insulation the extrusion is (MWD) and melt flow rates (MFR).

more difficult than solid insulation. Major problem

was to avoid elongated conductor, rough surface of The molecular weight distribution has been a point

insulation, deterioration of cell structure, higher of concern in relation to production quality and a

head pressure, continuously changing of the pre- topic of intense research. Extrusion for wire

ssure, increase of capacitance variation, and many coating of communication cables needs such a high

insulation faults, etc.. However, we solve technical shear rate and good foam structure that samples of

problems encountered at high speed extrusion line insulation materials which were considered to have

for foam-skin insulated telephone wire. particular MWD and Melt Flow Rates were prepared.

Essentially, the extruder is the key element in any

wire and cable extrusion line. As a result of our Table 2 shows the sample materials used in various

continued research for solving difficult technical experiments include 6 kinds of high-density poly-

problems, we would like to mention that cable manu- ethylene compounds.

facturers must keep in mind the following facts to Being all ethylene-hexene copoymer, they were

achieve above-mentioned requirements at a high speed evaluated for basic properties in accordance with

insulation over 2400 m/min.. REA PE 200 specification. The properties of the

Table-1 shows the basic factors. HDPE compounds are given in Table 2. The results in

Table 2 show that all compounds conform to the REA

1. Experiment PE 200 specification requirements.

1) Material The Melt Flow Rates (MFR) of the all compounds was

The qulity of high density polyethylene com- similar but the MFRs of the samole A and B compound-

pound is influenced by molecular weight distribution was lower than that of other compounds.

TABLE I.

ITEM FACTOR PHENOMENA RESULT

Extruder 0 Design of feeding zone 0 Poor output ( Decrease of line speed

O Design of screw 0 Poor mixing condition (b) Rough surface

0 Temperature control zone (c) Insulation defect

Cross-Head 0 Die design 0 Die swelling a Insulation defect
Pressure

0 Connection of coextruder 0 Increase of pressure (b) Increase of capacitanre
variation

0 M;terials 0 Poor foam structure
(c) Wire draw down

(d) Open-cell construction

Material D Stability of dielectric 0 Increase of pressure (' Rough surface
constant

(b) Increase of capacitance
0 MI and MWD variation

0 Color master batch (cC Poor mechamical properties
of insulations

Cooling (-D Design of cooling trough 0 3ad condition of cooling < Bad surfaceMethod M Using of warm water (b) Poor mechamical prnperties
and reservoir of insulations

(c) High variation of insulation
diameter

Production 0 Select of die size 0 Die droll (a Increase of capacitence
Conditions and diameter variation

0 Balance of output kin Poor foam structure
according to kind of raw su rb) Lower concentricity
material and extruder
temperature profile (c) Poor mechanical properties

of insulations

(d) Open cell construction
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2) Extrusion Test Additionally, we also consider that the higher the

Extrusion tests were conducted on the produ- flow ratio is, the better processing property.

ction line. The extrusion line consists of a wire- But neither the data in Table 3 nor the extrusion

drawing machine, annealer, pre-heater, extruder, tests proved this idea. There is no strict corres-

water trough and automatic dual take-up. ponding relationship among the Melt Flow Rates.

The extension speed of this line was limited up to Above test results indicate that the extrusion do

2,400 3/min. since the maximum speed of wire drawing not relate to MFR and MWD only.

machine is 2,400 3/min.. As a result, we should evaluate the extrusion condi-

This extrusion line can monitor and/or control the tion and select the optimum grade for insulation

extrusion temperature, line speed,, cross head pre- material according to extruder conditions.

ssure, coaxial capacitance, overall diameter of

insulated conductor and spark failure, in addition 2) The relationship of tooling and extrusion

to record coaxial capacitance, overall diameter and Pro P"

crosshead pressure. Foam insulation is produced by mixing a

foaming agent with the polyethylene compound. Heat

Ultra-high speed extrusion was one of the goals of breaks up the chemical and creates bubble elements

this experiment, in which Foam-Skin insulated cables in the polymer.

with 0.4 mm conductors which were considered most The elements are created continuously along the

difficult to manufacture are used. extruder screw. Their number depends on the thermal

condition of the polymer in the extruder. After the
The extrusion test parameters, such as the fluctua- extrusion die, the pressurized elements expand into

tion range of coaxial capacitance and overall dia- bubbles (cell).

meter, spark failure and surface appearance of insu-

lated conductors are shown in Table 3. and Table 4.. Cell construction is very sensitive to temperature.

Crosshead pressure, conductor diameters, tensile The cell size depends on the time elapsing between

elongation and foam structure were also checked. the die and the first cooling device and on the

The photos show the surface appearance of insulated viscosity of the polymer leaving the die.

conductors and foam structure.

Unsatisfactory temperature control and die design
2. Results and Discussion leads to overfoaming(poor cell construction) and the

dielectric advantages of the cells are lost.

1) The Relation Between Material properties and Thus, the temperature control and die design must be

Extrusion Condition very accurate.

Average molecular weight is a basic structu-

ral property. In our experiment, Mw and Mn for all Cross head pressure heavily depends on extrusion

HOPE compounds were proved to be favorable, speed. For safe operation, it is important to hold

Mw/Mn ratio is also an important factor that has down the crosshead pressure. By raising extrusion

effect on the properties and processing of polymer. speed, the crosshead pressure rises as well.

Usually, we consider that the wider the MWD is, Especially some samples, which easily goes over the

the better the extrusion. safety range of 700 kg/cd. were found unfavourable.

But the above thinking was found not correct. When head pressure is high, the results show the

following;

The MWD data and Mw/Mn ratio did not indicate the

reason for the differences in extrusion performance - Rough surface and/or Insulation defect

between the compo,,nds or for the variations in insu-

lation surface smoothness. For example, sample F - Increase of capacitance variation

with Mw/Mn value of 13.8 has wider MWD than other

samples, and its extrusion is the worst. - Open cell construction
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- Wire elongation 3. Conclusion

Both pressure drop and shear rate in the extrusion For the remedy, improvement on manufacturing

tool should be minimized. The pressure drop depends facilities and optimum conditions has been consider-

on a die lip diameter and the shear rate under the ed. These problems affect safe and stabilized

function of the same tool dimension. operation as well as cable quality.

Both factors have an effect in the same direction on Our experienced summary of the result is as follows.

the process and therefore require the maximum per-

missible diameter. (a) We modified feeding zone design of screw and

The strong dependence of pressure drop and shear number of temperature control zone in order to

rate on the die lip diameter requires that die wear increase output and improve mixing condition.

be avoided by inserting a diamond.

(b) We found the most suitable material flow on ext-

A die has been designed to keep shear rates at acc- rusion head "v using die design with 7 ' taper

eptable leve of head pressure. angle and slight'' :gger than insulation dia-

The die lip diameter is nearly same or slightly big- meter for controlling appropriate head pressure.

ger than that of the insulation.

(c) By modifying cooling trough, we can improve sur-

This reduces the shear rate to quite small values; face of insulation, deviation of insulation dia-

the dielectric properties of polyethylene are not meter and mechanical properties of insulations.

lost and the extrusion flow remains stable. Especially, we found that head pressure of (b)

was greatly affected by die design, and not only

*Some additional advantages are also gained; excessive head pressure(over 700 kgf/cn)but also

lower head pressure ( 500 kgf/ad ) affected

- The centricity of the insulated wire is good due quality of insulations.
to optimum die diameter.

td) We reached the conclusion that the MWD data and

- Low pressures decrease friction in the extruder Mw/Mn ratios have nothing to do with the differ-

and make thereby over foaming easier to avoid. ences in extrusion performance between the com-

pounds and with the variations in insulation

- Low pressures increase the extruder output surface smoothness.

- Low pressures decrease spark fault and wire As the result, it was found that to the screw

elongation geometry, die and extrusion tooling design and

extrusion conditions with suitable grade for

Meanwhile, having a smaller or larger taper angle insulation material. The optimum design of ext-

than optimum design enables dies to have a high head ruder and equipment was established.

pressure. It was found that these problem were

closely related to the optimum die angle.

In our experiment. 7 *taper angle was proved better. Reference

These facts were noted and their influence on cro-

ssehead pressure was checked. 1) P.C. Francis, "Evaluation of Competitive

The results are shown in Table 4. HOPE Telephone Insulation Compounds",

Technical Report No. 1216, 1990.

2) Zhang Yi Xi. 39th IWCS Proceedings, 1990.

3) Y. Morita, T, Takai, S. Yamaguchi, K. Nishida,

33th IWCS Proceedings, 1984.
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Table 2. Characteristics of Insulation compounds

SAMPLE A B C D E F REA SPEC.
PROPERTY (PE-200)

Melt Flow Rate (M.I) g/lomin 0.58 0.55 0.80 0.75 0.76 0.78 0.20-2.0

Milo /NI 14.8 14.9 13.8 15.0 17.2 15.2Flow Ratio_______
M1 2 1 . 5 /MI 79 107.7 104 120.1 84 85.2

Density (Nominal) g/acd 0.945 0.943 0.947 0.946 0.948 0.948 0.941-0.959

Mw X10 4  14.1 10.5 13.8 13.7 12.3 13.2

Mn X10 4  0.76 1.4 0.95 1.6 0.97 0.96

Mw/Mn 18.5 7.5 14.6 8.6 12.7 13.8

Melting Temp. C 132 132 131 134 132 134

Table 3. The Extrusion Test Parameters and Properties of Insulation

SAMPLE A B C D E F
PARAMETER

Conductor Dia. mm 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1 0.4

Line speed m/min. 2200 2300 2300 2300 2300 _ 2300

Ext. Main 161-188 163-197 163- 189 162-195 163- 196 162 -192
T emp . -C-. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .

Aux. 203-250 194 -250 200 -255 205 -258 194 -245 205 -250

X-Head Main 440 423 550 490 405 i 565
Pressure kg/c'

Aux. 585 560 700 700 590 630
1.5 < ±.0 ±1.5 < ±1. < ±1.

Capacitance pF/m < ±1.5 < 1.5 < ±2.0 < ±1.5 F ±1.0 ±

Spark Voltage kV 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1 1.2

Spark failure No/Bo. 0 1-2 > 50 > 20 0 > 30

Foam Construction - Good Good Bad good good - Bad

Surface Roughness - Matt/Smooth Matt/Smooth Matt/Rough Matt/Rough Smooth Rough

Thermal Oxidative i(1) > 90 Days > 60 Days - < 120 Days < 63 Days < 48 Days
Stability Test._____

4•(1) Tests are made in accordance with BELL Standard Testing Methods designated. (110 \ 45 Days minimum)

Table 4. The Extrusion Test Parameters for facilities

ITEM Die Angle Shape of X-Head Type of Screw

PARAMETER 6 7 0 8 ° 1 9 H - I

Conductor Dia. mm 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Ext. Main 153-188 161-185 163-184 163 -183 163-182 163-186 163-191 163-183
Temp.. -- * C . . . ... . ... . ......- - -

Aux. 185-250 195-245 210-255 200-250 194-249 180-250 180-250 180-260

X-Head Main 660 535 705 605 430 575 450 1 545
Pressure -C kg/ - - ---- ------ -

Aux. 930 720 900 765 560 710 590 -770

Line Speed m/min. 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200

Spark Voltage kV 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Spark Failure No./Bo 35-40 5-10 15-20 > 20 < 5 10-15 < 5 > 20

Surface Roughness _- Matt/Rough Smooth Rough Matt/Rough Smooth i . .. -

Coaxial Capacitance pF/m t1.5 +1.0 ±2.0 4- 2.0 ±1.5 ±1.5 ±1.0 ±2,0

Die Hole Size mm 0.67 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.67 0.67

Foam Construction - Bad Good Bad Bad Good Good Good Bad

(REMARK) Insulation Overall Diameter ; t0.64 mm
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Fig. I1MWD Data of Testing Materials

_......... I _....._

* . .....* . ". -.

Sample (A) Sample (B) Sample (C)

.. ....... !i. ...i* . .~i. ,3
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Photo. 1 The Surface AppearanceofInsulated Conductors & Foam Structure
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BLOWN FIBRE JUNCTION NETWORK FIELD TRIAL

(13.6 km SPLICELESS LINK)

N J MEDLEN, P L J FROST, P D JENKINS

BT Laboratories, Access Network Division
Martlesham Heath, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 7RE, ENGLAND

Tel: +44 473 643008

ABSTRACT (iii) Could Blown Fibre fibre unit be supplied in
continuous 14.5 km lengths?

Currently, to provide optical links in its Junction Network,
BT installs subducted cables in lengths of less than 2 km (iv) What could we learn from the trial?
which are then joined together. This technique requires
three main operations; installation of subduct, installation of 2. TUBING INSTALLATION
cable followed by jointing.

A subduct installation contractor was used to provision the
Potentially a more attractive approach is to use the Blown external route with standard BF external seven tube bundle.
Fibre installation technique. This involves only two At the exchanges internal two tube bundle was used to
principle operations: installation of tubing and blowing in complete the route from the cable chambers to the equipment
the fibre. This method also enables a faster provision of racks. No special handling was required for either of these
service, ease of route configuration and de-skilling of field installations.
operations.

3. PLAN OF FIBRE UNIT INSTALLATION
This paper describes a field trial that used Blown Fibre
to provide a spliceless inter office link over a distance of Planning limits guarantee BF fibre unit installs 0.6 km in a
13.6 km. The route runs between the two towns of standard blowing operation however in practice installations
Gloucester and Painswick which are situated in the southwest in the order of 0.9 km are possible. To achieve the
of England. This link is now the longest unspliced fibre optic installation of this 13.6 km continuous length a combination
transmission path within BT's underground network. of three range extending techniques[ 7] was required. These

techniques are outlined below:

3.1 Centre Point Blowing
1. INTRODUCTION

The Centre Point Blowing method doubles the distance that
The Blown Fibre (BF) installation technique[1 -6] is based on can be installed with one set of equipment. The equipment is
an interconnecting network of 6 mm bore tubes laid set up in the middle of the route and the fibre unit is blown
underground, into which composite 2mm diameter fibre from the pan storage container into the first direction. The
units are installed using compressed air. pan is a plastic annular container approximately 0.5 m in

diameter into which the fibre unit has been loaded in a
One of the primary advantages offered by the Blown Fibre rosetled format. The loading is such that it enables the fibre
cabling technique is the ability to install spliceless links, unit to be pulled from a stationary pan without tangles or
Historically the maximum unspliced length of Blown Fibre lifted turns. Having completed the blowing in the first
that had been installed was approximately 6 km. direction the remaining fibre unit is turned out into a second
Improvements in fibre manufacturing processes have pan thereby presenting the other end of the fibre unit for
increased the availability of 25 km libre lengths which in blowing in the opposite direction (see figure 1). Due to the
turn has significantly increased the opportunity for length of this fibre unit it was loaded into specialised pans
exploiting longer spliceless links. To investigate the such that both fibre unit ends could be presented without
installation issues associated with this technique a 13.6 km turning out the pan (see section 4 for full details).
route between Gloucester and Painswick Exchanges was
identified for a field trial. Figure 1: Centre Point Blowing Technique

The primary issues that were examined by this trial were as Blowing Head Blowing Head
follows: .-

(i) Could Blown Fibre be cost effectively used to supply /,"-
long links? 2nd duct Cowl 1 st duct

(ii) Could our existing installation techniques be used to Pan

install long distances?
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Figure 2: Tandem Blowing Technique

Blowing Head Vent Blowing Head Vent ,oing Hcad

SCrompressor Copressor

Figure 3: Pan and ELF Techniq e
Blowing Head

ELF

Figure 4: Standard Operation

Blowi ng Q Fleeting

Tandem Tandem Tandemi on I

Point 1 Point 2 Point 3

Figure 5: Gloucester to Painswick Blowing Plan Overview

1117800 804~ 9770 7 §2 9 3 08 3 3091 30 79[Iý 8 34 82 6 10 763 8 55 9ý25 79ý7947 II
Glouscester Mid-Position Painswick
Exchange Exchange

Distance betw 'en bic ding heads given in metres.

3.2 Tandem Blowing The Gloucester to Painswick route was divided into four of
these operations as shown in figure 5. The fibre installation

The Tandem Blowing method uses blowing heads in series to started at the mid-position from where it was blown to the
increase the installation length (see figure 2). Potentially collection points at the end of operations 1 and 3 before being
there is no limit to the installation distance other than the reintroduced and blown through to the exchanges at
length of the available fibre unit. Gloucester and Painsv,.:'k.

3.3 Pan and ELF Blowing 4. SPECIALISED STORAGE ASSEMBLE

The Pan and ELF Blowing technique uses an End Loop Fleeter The prototype storage system devised to handle the 13.6 km
(ELF) at the end of an installation length to collect the tibre length of fibre unit was based on the existing Pan and ELF
unit into a pan. An excess length of fibre unit; sufficient to technique. Figure 6 shows a schematic section of the fully
complete the link, is blown through the route and collected assembled system. In addition to the detail shown in the
using the ELF (see figure 3). The panned fibre unit is then schematic two threaded rods were bolted through the lips of
turned out to present the front end of fibre unit which allows the pans to prevent the pans from parting company during
the fibre unit to be installed into the next section of the transit.
route.

The assembly incorporated two important features. The first
These three techniques were combined to form the "standard was the spacer rings depicted in figure 6. These spacers
operation" for this installation. Each standard operation prevented the weight of fibre unit compressing the layers
spanned approximately 3.5 km and consisted of four blowing towards the botlorn of the pan. The second feature was that
heads in series with an ELF at the end to collect the excess the fibre unit was loaded in such a way as to present both
fibre (see block diagram in figure 4). ends; one at the top of each pan. This meant that when the
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pans were split the fibre unit could be blown in both A route provisioned using standard fibre cable, would

directions from the centre position without needing to turn typically show an attenuation of 0.51 dB/km at

out the fibre unit as is necessary in conventional centre 1300 nm. It can therefore be seen form this trial that the

point blowing. Figure 7 shows a pictorial representation of use of Blown Fibre otters a potential power budget saving of

tandem blowing from the centre point ,..C the straronp 35% over a 13.6 km route by the removal of intermediate

system has been split. splaccs. Ciparlv this may in the future enable the use of
longer repeater spacings or rr-'?, cost effective transmission

Figure 6: Schematic Section of Loaded Storage Assembly. equipment.

Figure 7: Tandem Blowing from Centre Point.

Fibre Unit Loop .ArInAi n
Secured to Part k,- Air In zAir In

I -> - Air Vent Air Vent

Pan

___-- Pan • Tandem --'\ ~~Blowinlg -

Inlermediale Shelvus Position Tube
_at 2 km levels with

Foam Cushions under

Split ELF Cowl

flnoliniirmq Fling / l owing

- with Foamt Blowing l-"
Cushion under Head .,,

/ I~~I an
Pan _ Air In

Base

Cut out in ELF Cowls

to allow Fibre tnilt

5. FIBRE UNIT INSTALLATION I\ Loop to pass throualh

Air In

The requirement for the route was to supply eight
singlemode optical fibres between Gloucester and Painswick
exchanges. At the time of the installation only four fibre
unit was available therefore it was necessary to install two

units. Both these units were supplied by Optical Fibres plc Figure 8: Gloucester to Painswick Route Gradient Profile
and were successfully installed as far as the exchange rack
side ducts using the operations described in section 3. The
installation speed was typically 35 metres per minute and

did not slow to negotiate the 1 in 5 gradients encountered 200

during operation 2. Figure 8 shows the gradient profile of
the route. It can be seen from the profile that the maximum
installation heights was in the order of 200 m.

Once in the side duct the fibre unit was then routed onto the 100
shelf through a short length of small bore lube. On the shelf

a breakout unit was used to introduce the fibres into metre "
long capillary tubes. Thus terminated, all eight fibres were
tested using an Optical Time Domain Refleclometer

(O.T.D.R.). The tests were carried out from both the
Gloucester and Painswick ends and gave an average loss of 0
0.33dB/km at 1300nm and 0.22dB/km at 1550nm. 4 6 8 10 12 14

Figure 9 shows a typical trace. Distance from Gloucester Exchange (km)
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Figure 9: O.T.D.R. Traces of Blue coloured Fibre This table demonstrates the 5.1% saving that Blown fibre

P_ __CK -GK_0_ _ offers the eight fibre provision scenario and shows that if

BLUE sixteen fibres are required on day one then sixteen fibre

st5 1.50 m cable is the most cost effective option. However when the
16km 4 second eight fibres are supplied as spare for future use, as

SM was the case for four of the fibres in this trial, then the
1•S .costing becomes more involved. To demonstrate this, the cost1."475•-e
7b .i of the planner making the wrong fibre count choice (ie

2,-4 8 Provision 8 fibres and require 16 fibres) is considered.
l ,"I ý M"

L SA F I L P rovisioned R e u r d C st o r o

0. 010 k 1 . Fibre cable 8 16 84.8

CURSOR 13.561 km 0.213d b dB/'
SP.LOSS -j a 2.759JB asd 2. Fibre cable 16 8 20.3
1-2LOSS 2.784db 12.975 km km

3. Blown Fibre 8 16 11.1

GL 0- F WC K
BLUE The cost of error figures are defined for each case as follows:

16k M 1. The additional cost incurred from installing two eight

1 I P, fibre cables instead of one sixteen fibre cable.
1. 47500 _...-

7dB ------ --- 2. The additional cost of provisioning sixteen fibre cable
2dB/ instead of using Blown Fibre to supply an eiyht fibre link.

LSn FIL 
3. The additional cost of supplying sixteen fibres using

P , - L i _ Blown Fibre instead of a sixteen fibre cable.
0. 000 k M

[CURSOR 13.918dBkm 0.226dB/ de' These figures show that the additional capital cost of
S P .L 0 S b 2.977dB dB
[_-2L0SS 3.072d B 13.203 km km providing eight spare fibres in a sixteen fibre cable is 20.3

notional units. However with the annual percentage rate
6. COST EFFECTIVENESS (APR) for businesses in excess of 20 % it takes less than

three years for the cumulative cost of provisioning the spare
A comparative cost analysis showed that the cost of supplying fibres to rise past the cost of using Blown Fibre to supply
an eight fibre, 14 km link using Blown Fibre was 5.1 % eight fibres now and another eight fibres when they are
cheaper than using subducted conventional eight fibre cable. required.
In addition having used Blown Fibre the cost of supplying a
further eight fibres at a later date would be 31% of the cost The following three points can be summarised from this cost
of similarly increasing the link fibre count if subducted study.
cable had been used. This would be achieved by Blowing
Fibre units into two of the five unoccupied tubes whereas the 1. It is cheaper to supply an eight fibre link using Blown
cable option would require the installation of another route Fibre than using subducted conventional eight fibre cable.
of subduct.

2. If sixteen fibres are required on day one or within two
It is interesting to take the cost analysis one step further and years of provision then the cheapest option is to use
consider the case of a planner making the decision between conventional sixteen fibre cable.
provisioning the link with eight or sixteen fibice. For the
purpose of this comparison a notional unit has been 3. If eight fibres are required now and the second eight
introduced such that the total cost to supply the link using fibres are not required in the first two years then it is
subducted conventional eight fibre cable is 100 units. cheaper to use Blown Fibre to install eight fibre now and
The follow table qives the cost, expressed in notional units, another eight tibre when required than to install a
of supplying the route with both eight and sixteen fibres conventional sixteen fibre cable on day one.
using Blown Fibre and cable.

All these costs are based on using two four fibre units to
8 fibres 16ibr supply eight fibre courts therefore the use of eight fibre

Blown Fibre units will offer the possibility of further
8 fibre cable 100 200 savings.

16 fibre cable 115.2

Blown Fibre (4 fibre) 94.9 126.3
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7. CONCLUSIONS 5. Reeve M H et al: 'Design and implementation of an optical
link using the blown fibre cable', BT Tech J, 3, No 4

1. Two 14.5km continuous lengths of four fibre Blown (October 1985).
Fibre unit were successfully installed into a 13.6km
route between Gloucester and Painswick. The installation 6. Hornung S, Cassidy S A, Yennadhiou and Reeve M H: 'The
used a combination of the three existing BF range blown fibre cable', IEEE J Set Area in Comms, SAC-4,
extending techniques: centre point blowing, tandem No 5, (August 1986).
blowing and Pan and ELF blowing. During the installation
the fibre unit negotiated gradients in the order of 1 in 5 7. Freeman R A, Jenkins P D, Stockton D J and Wiltshire B:
without a reduction in installation speed. 'Advances in blown fibre installation methods',
This link is now the longest unspliced fibre optic BT Tech J, 5, No 4, (July 1987).
transmission path within the BT underground network.

2. The cost of supplying a 14km, eight fibre link using Nicholas J Medlen joined BT
currently available Blown Fibre technology is 5.1 % less Laboratories in 1987 after completing
than the cost of using contract labour to install subducted a BSc. Honours degree in Applied
conventional eight fibre cable. In addition the cost of Physics. For the past four years he
increasing the routes fibre count at a future date is has been working in the Access
approximately 31 % cheaper than the cost of using Networks Division primarily
conventional cable. This is realised by blowing fibre addressing optical fibre plant and
units into unoccupied tubes whereas the cable option cabling issues.
requires the installation of another route of subduct.

3. If a link requires sixteen fibres on day one or within two Peter Frost joined BT Laboratories in
years of provision then the cheapest option is subducted 1973 as a trainee technician
conventional sixteen fibre cable. However it eight fibres apprentice. In 1984 he joined an
are left unused for two years or more it is cheaper to use optical measurements group concerned
Blown Fibre to install two eight fibre links as they are with singlemode and multimode
required. connectors. In 1988, he became

responsible for the design of optical
4. The total link attenuation was 4.46dB at 1300nm and plant components for use in BT's local

3.05dB at 1500nm giving attenuation per kilometre loop field trial. He hold a number of
values of 0.33 dB/km and 0.22dB/km respectively. This patents associated with optical plant
represents a potential power budget saving of 35% and is now working on future
compared with using standard fibre cable whch typically component design.
has an attenuation of 0.51 dB/km at 1300 nm.

5. The prototype storage assembly devised to handle the Peter D Jenkins joined BT
13.6 km length of fibre unit was based on the existing Laboratories in 1958 as a trainee
fibre Pan storage system. This prototype pan storage technical apprentices. In 1960 he
assembly incorporated special loading to allow access to joined the Submarine Systems
both fibre unit ends and spacer rings to prevent the Division of BTL where he introduced
weight of the fibre unit compressing the lower layers . many innovations to both analogue and
Both these features proved valuable for ease of optical cable technology.
installation. Since 1988 he has been responsible

for the technical development of
8. REFERENCES optical plant component and

installation practices. He holds many
1. Reeve M H and Cassidy S A: 'Installation of optical fibre patents for products in current use

units using viscous drag of air', ECOC Geneva (1983). and development for BT.

2. Cassidy S A and Reeve M H: 'A radically new approach to
the installation of optical fibre using the viscous flow of
air', BT Tech J, 2, No 1 (January 1984).

3. Cassidy S A and Hornung S: 'A fibre unit for blown fibre
cable', lEE colloquim on Implementation and Reliability
of Optical Fibre Cablelinks, London, Digest 1984/73
pp 5/1 (June 1984).

4. Cassidy S A et at: 'Optical characterisation of a trial link
using blown fibre cable' IOOC, ECOC, Venice (1985).
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In situ characterization and reliability study of' coatings o n
optical fibers

Y ih-cyiyuart Lini, .Jyv-Mee i Ha lao, Daw-?'1inrg Farmi
S i ow- In~g Waig , Ktiang-Y i Chen

Telecornriituicat ion Laboratories
11.0. Box 71 , t'hutg-L~i Tarw-art , R.O.('.

Abstract 11ro pert ie is usual I y cldone cirt sinmu Iated
Methods to characterize in situ the coating on fti nins. " This leads t o adid i t tontal quest ioris

optical fibers were established and the long term of how close will Ibe between simutlat-ed

stability of coatings in filling compounds was coat irig fi Iris arid c-oat ings oil real fiber-s

evaluated using these in situ methods for two fibers because t~he processi ng c-ond i t ions may riot

COR and UFO. TGA analysis show that COR coating he exact I y the sante. As a resul It , t o obt.a i n

has a thermodegradation activation energy of 145±2 d i routI anid realI i st i c i nformiat i on on c-oa ti ng

KJ/mole and UFO is 155±4KJ/mole. COR contains pieirf'o rntartce, i n- s ituti te sts of th te p)ro pe rtie s

more weights of volatile components, an indication of of (-oat- inrgs i s prac t ic-a t y needed. The

under-cure. The in-situ DMTA results shown as estabi ished in-si t it nmet~hods then can be used

measurable damping signals and dynamic modulus are oit ott-I i no cjual i ty assurance for manufacture

as clear as to be distinguishable between COR from arid onl long term re I iabi itI y evalutat ion for

UFO. Shifts of damping signals due to aging in Uers
jelly filling compounds were observed, and a total The evaltiat iont of coat ing rel iabi I i ty

loss of mechanical properties can occur when UFO f i rst, comes to i t a thermial st abi I it y under

fiber was aged in JF jelly at 100'C. The FT-IR va ri ous riv i roniiientIs. For th-iis putrpose,

applied by ATR or reflection technique presents t lie( the rmalI analysis of thermiogravimet ry

spectra as good as regular spectra. The spectra (TGA) is a st ardard, ptract ical met hod arid

indicate all fibers coatings are urethane based is often performed to measure the mnaterial

acrylates, and the absorption of jelly compounds by stabil ity in predicting aging and resistance

coating can be monitored. Jelly compounds tends to t o ernivi r o nme r it al I xN osutre for pioIyinier ic-

be absorbed more by UFO than COR. Results of ria ter ia ls such as opt i cal filter c"oat t igs.

absorption of jelly compounds can have drastic Fri rt~herrmoro * i n order to obfincii use fitl

effect on alternating the mechanical performance of iiifoiii.t ',orI that su~gge-sts t lie correlated

coat in g. end-use miechani i c-a I and sit ritc t ki ra I
perfCormuance , dynrini ical mechban ical arial1ys is

ti mfA is, necessary to perforrit t~o uncover
st ruc ltura I itCo rmia ion suich as glass
t.rais i tLion temnpera tutres o r ex t on t of
cross I intkage or deg ree ofI deg raila t i on.

I ntroduc t ion F ina IIy , the c hem icalI and physical chaniges
oIf' c-oat inig due t) enii''Ironnlen ta I ag inrg such

P1olymneric c-oa t i ng s i s necessar ilIy as t Ve abso rpt i on o f Jell Iy C i I I i rig coitipoitricl
adopt ed as t he protect i ott mater ial f~or byv c-o at. i rigs c an he dle tec t ed by r;t i n fra redo
Opt ic-al fitter-s in preset'. inrg op)t. ic-al fiber spoi,,t rcmctei through AFR tot-hniIties. All1
st rertt 11.i1 They pro t ect thegass ~ niteasitreuiierit s are diriec~t I y toridtict edf oil rcaI

froum inioi sttitre at tack aid( preverits Claws fromn op1)t ic-a I Cfi he rs w i thocit sptia I -s;tniple

pvopaqat i ng.' t )rIn a typic-al opt ical cable, prep:acat itir. Suii-t in-sit it c-lar-act enat iotu
thle coiatedJ Ciher's ace sibibne rged iii wateCr- o Ct Ce rs t i e levA st sample)1 pe rti itr ha t i o i atid i s

proof Ci I I irig compoutidstl) or sticrounijed by much more- real i st i c wit h the atlvart age of
wat~er-bloc-kiitg awel I Iinrg mateorials") iA s imtul ic-itl and st ra ighit forwairdntess.

potent.i al interact ion Itotweeni filber coat-ings
anti wat or-b lock inrg rniator ial s that mnay Ileadl
to the ihianges of' cluemnical , physical , arid E~xpe r imenLalI
iiec-hiarni ic-alI propert ies tin c-oat i ngs always
ex i s. Siibsectien t I y , a Ltrari,,nism i o n I oss Mat r i Il
c-art he i rtiduced . Tho~ght co~at.inrg perCo r-niani-e
is i-Iaimred t~o be welI -behaved inr general , Two( litf fe cenit Itct(inme r i~t- I a\a i ablt I
ttoii r- Icing t ecti st~abiIi t y st ill in tdoubt. int- obr i xzed topt i c-a ICi tiers we re titt a i tiet :irict

niitst Iv by~ users idte to I ai:k tof stanidaccd diirect ly tiseil it al I I netasirenieiit s antd agi rig

oval t at i rig met hods artid inkriciwn ef fe(t s ox~iir inmerits. I'hey, are( tiesignat oi :15 0t? anid

exert i rig bty t lie cI i verse fCi I I i rig itunpoirlsn.- thUo. Al I C fi tier's havý.e a to t a I dt ia anti t -r o C

arid swi' I I i rig ma't Ior-i a I s C nitnit d i C Co roe i-a ~k. 950 pitt w i t It lit) r itia ry ant,, sot-,Ortua ný,v

S011i i-c-es1 used itt t hie urariti factI it r i rig . I n c-cot t i rigs c-oatv oilci t itic ba r-c Ci tie(r- ( 1215 pim

add i t ion, c-barac-t or i z at io otr itt i-oatL i ritg ill diiameteor-I
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Agirig I rf rar~ed Spec-ti-urnm arialIyx is I I1R)

Nim b e f- of f i x I erig, J i offi ber's we re Usxi rig ithe at t tenujat t ,IIotalI ref-f I vc Lanc~e
mm'rn rxeod i ni f i 1 1 i rig (-oflpokindý J U arid J F Co r' ATR ) t ec 'f in i que , tLre xu rfac ialI c-hanige o) C

('OR aid it(U FO r-ex pe c t i xe 1 y T. They we r-e aged a t c oat. i rigs xwas mon i t or-cu by a bruker IFS-8t5
5 0 C, 7 0 (7C, and 100 ' C arid r-enrivedi Co r- FT- I R . Each amui I e w as composed o f 18
aria I y x ix a tt s eIe ctIed Ii mex. A I I f' i bers C uiber- s w iI th ;A lengtI.h o f -10m.
r-emoved f r-ori F i 1 1 i rig compounds for- anal ysis
we ret Cfirst I ii utie w i th a coininei- c ix "F il1led

'tab)l1e ClI (-aierr t oi reni ove sxctrrfac alI rex i d ta I
je- I I. y i I Ii rig compiiounrdsx Results and Discussion

I1 lie rrog r-ay ruet( t rý Aria I y x ix s 'bA 'Cuerrriog ray iintet-ry anialysxis

Sanmple of Cfiberxs wer~e cut i nto ilengtiihhrorvmtnsrre bIai h

of 1 -3 mm arid] d ir-oc t 1y ii xed ax t he xpec imen cur rexpuud inrg D I'G ("i1 rve V CI t f wo t exst eid
fuor' TGjA aria I Y" ixS. The aria] yx ixs waxl opt i cal IC'i herxs ( UFO arrli COR ) are shown i rt
per-formed inr a Perk inr-Elmer TtIA-2 xyst~efl Fig. 2. The c:oat i rgx cori both fibhers have
iinidli' nit rogeri at moxpher-e uiixirg a sampl.e s imil Iar- teirpe ratu rex Oil the otnset. arid
we i g h L o C ca . 5 Rig . Tempipe ra Lu re w ax e r id p)o i ri L o C decompox 1 t. i on whren unde r
srcanineui Cfronti 50 t. o 6l50 (. w ith heat inrg r~ates rji t, rogen at.mnoxphc re . Tbt i s i x cons i x t ent
( B ) o f .5 , 10 atnd( 2 0 per- minuite. Var-ious w ith tHire fact t.Ihat, bot~h C iherx' x coat i rigs
-uii\'ersi on were uixed inr conjuruct ion with ar-e rur'etinarie ac0v Iat e (xee, tire IR spectra

d i fCf'r-errtI heatI i ng ra. t (", to calculate i n F ig . IlI-a arid 11I3-a ), arid t he ir
I ue crniodegrada t ion actL i vat ion erie r'g . ItI wax ideg rada I. i on a re gov e rri by thle xame
done i n a dat a xt~at iai Uinx rg ;A decoimpoxitI ion clecompici itI ion temperatl urex tha't. contI rolxs I he
k inet i cx so C (war-e tiaxed on DoylIe , Ozawa , deg rada t i orl of' p0 I YU ret Ituane aci L-,Iat e.
FlIynn , anii Wit I Ii tuoiosed approx irrrat i on"). However , Ithe i nd i v idtial decorrpox i L ion
(,'sinrg var~ious hea t ing r~ates arid axxuI~nr ig priicexx is cuitr e iia racLe r-i xl i c to he eaxsily
xsofi-act. ioria curuvers ion , tihe appr-ox imat ion di-stingri shed Croint each cithen- .As shown byv

xii iit io(n c-an be fur-mur at ed ax: the TG-DTG utii [vex lbe tweenn 20)1 and( 48(0 C,
- d (I logO11)! /I (T ) ' z(0.15 7, l a/ R whe re 0 I.: F eN h i itx tsIwo stIages oCf deccmpo's i tiorus_
ix t-he heait ing r-at c', T is theu t errperatnkir-e, corr-espond i rg t ci the d i ffererit jalI TG p~eaks
arid] Ea ixs thet( ac t i vatIiori erier-g. IOTG) peaks at 313 and 416 C whitCe COR only

g ives a major weight - I ss-charige at 402'-C.
Dv runitniic mec- barri caý -tarialyix-s I IDM'f. A-I so, When compar inrg at I (,lie slame

deciunpcsixit i on t empe r-at otres , UFO g ivex rip
IIMTA was 1 corudciri t en i ri a Poi I yflme r l ess volI at iI E- coniporuents t han ('OR at I tie l ow

la b cir atc u r\~~~~I nID l u s o ri n a t i l v rc i r s, i o n re ~g io n . I'fl ue le s s c o rive r-s ic n i
rieastir- i rig Ci x t iur'-e . Tire sampille was scanrnedl sh own by. UEO i nd iiant cx t hat LTDO ix snicr'e

C ru -6 17 o 9t C ri bet irig atecif still)](- than COR . I ri iLcioini, thle prof ilIes
. /mrin arid a fiectirercy if' I Hz. Each sarmptle ofn'gcatiu ove frtesme aml
wars coiirpo-c'ni of' (10 Ci her-s ( 35 rinni in ri I eri lb ir'g inri are all reprciduc-i bIe regard less t he
ar-raig i ng in ritar-a I Ic arid was nounnt ed (rn tiie- var iat ion Of sample hatc~hes , Weight S (Crom11
C ixt iure irsi rig a l~orctrre sc rew cviiver' at 1tt ling I co 10 ftrg I , arid heat. ing rat~es I1 5I1i

-- rIn if t orq-ue. The( sarr I ie geomet r\ 20 /ini rit I . The i ndih ffe rerrce. cif samplIe we ight
I-~rs ant I 11 c-acii I lit cI (( f r-cim: fr-ee I enrgtIth= - lirid hat Ic-les cii t~he deg ralatI. ior) pro f i Ies, ixs

Hirmr, saint w e wit~h= 10(1r1m, arid samli I v a pr-ove I iat m ieaxoi r i rig ccnrri It i cirs ( saijip Ice
I iti c krcssz .2-5 trini. 'Ilre mocanten Lo samrplIe was- we i gin I~s ) a re we I I - Cii ted-( i nt~o the ranrg
.shoiwrr i rit F ig . wt ici I ro I(air-s i rig lie rt rurbat-i uris. ItI may be

doet( Lo the samples , wh icht are pieces of c-ut
Ci her's at 1-3 mmn lengtri, is runi fied in t hc
shrapie throug~h a] I mc'asrr- ing ci rciimstances.
Thirs is appiarent. ant advanitage by dli -ccc I Iy
takring ~the C ibc'rs ax tire sample sp'c-imens

i .in situ test-) IfCr measrurerrent_

T Ire( chi a r' a c- t e' r i s I i (. d isxximin a r
(i egracil-it i On AIIr'Vex -h,flwni onl tOR arid] VEO c-an

hec rc'xil I.ring frcom Lhc' di ffe'rencec of mat~erial
crii-r ins or' the discr'etiancy of c-rinrirg pr~ocess

ri p vIln'rrrt~en ciri COR :inn I,:FO. The
di I st irgigi i sirabl. dii ffererice s-,fown tiy Fig . 2

i fll I ic('s I. hat I TA i s- puss i 1) 1 f' rrsc'c as a

qua I itI atI i xcvet tr. od t oi itentI i 14 tire or' ig4in1
ii C C i tic r or' t ire de'g r-ei., ci C i-inn-i . F i g. 3 andi
Fig.ý I arc t~t Ire It( I -'rrmog,'a v i nie(,t r-i c-dv ih rrcad t- i oiti

ii.1 S;rrrrp, ( I i' ( orrrit I I rig tn I t L'.\A nin';tnsitrren icrt I t' mi c-rrrr\x's ait d ,iii fCfererr it I i It ; I TG (11 P I )of ('OR
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and UFO f' i be r-x at va rionis heat i ng rat (Is. minri imum where t hie mlerchan ic al re~spons-e from
All figures display at shi ft of degradat ion giass fiber- b)(comeis significant_, and, allI
curves t~o higher temperat.u res to r higher of' a suddenri, the modulus r ises to a higher
heat jog ratv' fil. The dgradoat. Ion, act. ivat ion sat~uratevd v~alIue t~hat corresponds t~o at pure
energy I Fý at a particuljar' curvers ion (-ark g lass 'i ie hr mod, lox s. T'here fore , One canl

be derived by p1 ott inrg log 13 vs. 1- 1 of o1)S e r_ .e the rl o.()f coat i rig or, I y a t, low

va r ious.- heat. i rig ralte(s. Tile cal culIa ted temperature regi on where dampingl signal is

resuI t s a re shownI i ri FT ig . , it as a pot o f E,, Ithe response- o f c oat. i Trg . A t h igh
versuis c-onvers ion for, ('O arid] U;FO. Fig. 5 T emperature , the dlampinrg signal is dominrat~ed

rId Fi (cate0s thaT t t i t , I( valu tes fo r UFO hl vt t Elir la ss f tiber.

-0n.erivcge t o a va I ITc o f 15 5 ± -I NJ/mrolIe a ft e r F i 1g. 7 shows t he 0D1T1A resoj I ts (if COR

6% o F c ()itv e rs- i o i , whi i I e fo r' COR t ho f i her' aged i ri .JC je I I y f, i I I rig corinpourul t orI

c-onverged v.alieý appears oil I y aft er 10% of onec week at. 0 ( Fig . 7-a ), 70 (FVig9. 7-h ), arid

( oriversirioniat il5±2 NJ/mole,. BothI valu Tes 100 (Fig. 7-c). File jelIlIy irnirier,-sd ag ring

ar c' -o ns i s t e nt, w I tbt re po r.ted-i therriro- appiarernt IN rex, It1s t o at xlIi Ft, of udamp i rig
dIecorr itpo s i t i onI va I Ij(:-s fto r po~ I yoI re th iao I t Fý -- si go1al I fruoin -31 'C to --.12 C. Tli isý is duoe to

1I. 1 .9 -- I 161). 9) .J /molIe( 7i 1) For' low t he abso rpt i or of i v I I ycomtpourino btv thet(

coriversionrs, t lie %Xiti Il ii is l ower' t hart coat i rig ( see f'o l Iow i rig JR stutdy Iarid suich
accept abeI pio I -me r ulecoinpos i t ior, valu Tes,- ac t i on canif cauise a st. rij Ict ,ra I rtharig(e o f

I t may h e cun t r i bit ci d fr-om the t-\.apora t i oin i-oat i rig tha t mixy alIt e r i ts lir-echan (calI
oif I ow rio I ec it I ar-we i g f compotir irs such i-as per- fo rrarice t o g i ve unioN Jec t ed reýsit I t s o f

add i t i v esx, on' f, r or TIT lie decomrpos i tion o~f' ove- r'a I I f i lien- pier fo rmarice . H igh t empc r'at it re
it ic t rd no oin rs. Iliccoparsonof'I o- g, i rig suich at. 12')0 C axi r i F ig. 7 -c sh o ws at

t e -nr s t a l) i I i t y' he t s e er n: FO) a r id CO R c an rbe1 mouch p ronoun rced ag i rig ef-fectu t h fat mnay have

penrc e iv ed b y o itipa r' i ri the 1) - ic i va t cornit I (- te Iy so ftened t he( coat i rig as OX% dericed

erier-g i e i ri F ig 5. COR exih ib 1i t s riot on I y by t fie flIat st~orage moilu I its proif' i Ile arid t-he
ac:t i vat i iin erie rg, i e-s I owle r t hanr UFO) at liti gli appearance o F a socoridl damip i rig sxi grial I a t
"(-itriv.,erts i or, reg ionl , a fl so a lower bi t o'5c. The Fl)a t F ' c'urve means t he

(-lnier i on reg ions.r, l 'fhel( higher' F,, iiripi ie metchan(c-al response ixý corinirg from the glass

niore st ahio in rif, t Ionig tevrmrt. So coot i rIIgs i tIhe r th trotigh the t emipe r-at it re sc ar ITsi rueo
orit CFC i s I i ke I y(ito rob I e ithan that onl C'(RB. o n I ,, glIass. Fi(her g i Xe near- rio (changes; of

More-over, t he miore conveirs ioin requireidoi for' mechaniical response . Fig. 9 and Fig 101 shlow
COR to rear- it tu it(. criver-gei decortiposi it i the DMF-\A rekit Its of CI-'O f i her ageod i ri .F
vei er-11y i Inip I, es t ha t inuro e P-c v-i tago o f e0as5y jt- I Iy f' i I I i rig compiournd For' I week ar,,] I we-ek
decormpos i t i orl mat ciri a I s orciipv 1 ii t he( COR a t 5 0 'C ( Fl i , . 9-1a rnd Fig. I O-a ) arid 7(1 1'
coot.a i nigs. I t ian. ho rt eniI I lie I- i irf-et imines ofr ( F ig. 9-b ar~jid o-hI. Trhe r-esu I ts of' a g i rI g
coat inrgs when t hose ma t er i a I s arve taken i nito at I00t C was not abile to obitair-,xinra-, t he

rir(-iiint sxi rice t hey i orres p0 rd t o I owe r F coat, i rin, hiave a I re-dv idegrcoded t o) I cllr'
dec-iiipos i t o n erier'g i ox . As a resti I t, ,if' t lie of f by i t se I f tinder' such, corol i t ion.
1low act ivat io or, er-rgy ulegradat i on dominarite Howex-e- th 1 fe ag irig e ffec t show n onl F ig1. 9-

or' havef a sxigo i ficarit effeict or, thre over-all a , h a nd F ig . I 0-ii rex,, I ts t~o rio appiareont
ilegrodat ion rirocr'ss,, t hi-( s tab iIi t y of1 COBR sit i ft of' danipinug signal ( -22 C)rgrues
couat i rigs iiiT i dliht fur I .the) aitbs i r pt i or, o f Je I I y compounird . Ye t

Fig .10-ti shows at shjift of' damrp inrg signal to

Dl~vrairal 1me( hanirca I ana, I s- is D M'F\ f 1( 1 C. Fob I o- 1 arid 2 sonI Ima r i-z (I t lie(
tefje r'at ,itres oif' dampii rig sxi gria Ix a rid pea k-s

Fig. 6 ord F ig 8 represent t he i n-s i t (iof' I oss rmod u lox i (NI" foir ('OR and I F() f ti )e cx,.
lIN IA rex,, k Its of f i he r ('OR are] FO- As shtown by t lie r'esulIts, the ahusortit ion of
r-es.pei- Xe Iy . But hi show a r'ecigri i sob Ic jo I I y' compoiurnuls 1) coai t i ng ma 01I ter coltt i rig
nlrimp i rig sxi gria 1 1 peak of t All iel-It a) lii i ri ie r. for'iriaruce arid causeýt i t s medihan i-calI
dIi Cft ro-n t I-it)e(p- ro t (i i-( reg~ i on . The ulatripii rg per'fortnaniric become mo re temn I)( ra t,,i re -
sxi gnuI 1 , s-ni i nit i cat i or, of t I1v seco-ndaryv dependent . Such effect s e-xer't ed bi icj I I y

ih;a sre t ionrs i t i on ituf i'oat i rig sotilcI, ;is t. I I comiipounds arid promuit ed biy t oiperotiTir-i arE'
glass n ai t(iai i i frn e tirg re(cessaryv to riot ice- when, t(lie re I iathi I i tyv of'
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Wear-Corrosion of Galvanized Steel and Stainless
Steel Armor Wires in Submarine Cable

J.H.Wang, Y.T.Horng, D.M.Fann, Kuang-Yi Chen

Telecommunication Laboratories
P.O.Box 71, Chung-Li, Taiwan, R.O.C.

shown 15.61 that the friction coefficient
ABSTRACT strongly depends on the corrosion condi-

tion of metals and plays an important
The combination of corrosion and role in wear-corrosion process.

mechanical wear process,so called wear-
corrosion, can promote the degradation of In this paper, a laboratory technique
the armor metals of buried submarine simulating the wear process between the
cable. A laboratory technique to study armor wires and sea sand is presented.
the wear-corrosion is presented in this The wear-corrosion characteristics is
work. In addition to the electrochemical evaluated by measurements of friction
measurements, the measurements of coeffi- coefficients, ac impedances and anodic
cient of friction during the wear- polarization curves. The object of this
corrosion process are also carried out. study is to investigate the wear-
The results show that although the coef- corrosion properties of armor wires of
ficient of friction and mechanical wear submarine cable in 3% NaCi solution. A
loss of stainless steel are higher at suggestion of minimizing the wear-
cathodic potentials than at the open cir- corrosion rate of armor metals by poten-
cuit potential, cathodic protection is tial control method has been provided in

still beneficial because it stops the this work.
high corrosion rate promoted by the
mechanical wear process.

EXPERIMENTAL

INTRODUCTION In this study, the galvanized steel,
304 and 316 stainless steels were

Wear unavoidably occurs between the prepared as the cylindrical specimens (20
contacting and relatively moving bodies. mm in diameter x 20mm in length). The
The coefficient of friction can be metallic coating thickness of gal-
changed by the corrosion products on the vanized steel was 100 um and the basal
wear surface. On the other hand, the cor- metal of galvanized steel was a carbon
rosion behavior of materials also be in- steel. The cylindrical specimen, rolling
fluenced by the wear process. This com- at a constant speed of 100 rpm, was
bination of electrochemical corrosion and abraded by a ceramic plate under a load
mechanical wear process, so called wear- of 0.2 kgf. Each specimen was abraded by
corrosion, can assist the degradation of the ceramic plate for two hours in 3%
the relatively moving bodies in a cor- NaCi either under potentiostatic control
rosive environment [1.21. or at their open circuit potentials . The

mass loss rate was determined by weight
The galvanized steel and stainless and expressed in minigrams per hour

steel are usually used as the armor wires (mg/hr).
in submarine cable. The corrosion be-
havior of these metals have been well In order to estimate the wear-
known, however, the wear-corrosion corrosion properties, friction coeffi-
properties emphasizing the interaction cient, ac impedance and anodic polariza-
between corrosion and wear are not tion curve of specimen were measured
clearly understood until now. Wear- during the wear-corrosion process. The ac
corrosion of stainless steel has been impedance measurements were made at the
reported 13.41. While a fundamental ex- natural potential (Ecorr) with a 10 mV
amination of the changes in friction a.c. signal over the frequency range from
coefficient and corrosion behavior during 10 kHz to 5 mHz. The reference electrode
the wear-corrosion process of stainless is a saturated calomel elec- trode(SCE).
steel has not been reported. It has been
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS This result shows that the wear-corrosionproprty of galvanized steel is different

A summary of the results of mass loss from that of stainless steel,besides, the
rate are shown in Table 1. The mass loss corrosion behavior or friction coeffi-
rate of specimens are measured in three cient of stainless steel would change
different conditions, namely, wear- more significant than that of galvanized
corrosion condition, mechanical wear steel during the wear-corrosion process.
condition and natural corrosion condi-
tion. The wear-corrosion rate is deter- Measurements of friction coefficient
mined by the mass loss of specimen at and wear-corrosion rate of stainless
the open circuit potential during the steel and galvanized steel at different
wear process. The mechanical wear rate is potential are presented in Fig.2 and 3,
measured at the cathodic poten- respectively. The Fig.2 shows that the
tial,namely,-500 mV vs. Ecorr. At. such a friction coefficients and wear-corrosion
cathodic potential, the electro- chemical rate of 304 and 316 stainless steel
corrosion is stopped and the wear is nearly keep at a constant value in the
purely mechanical. The natural corrosion cathodic potential region ,namely more
rate is determined by the mass loss of negative than 700 mV(SCE). In the anodic
specimen in the natural corrosion condi- potential region, although the friction
tion without the mechanical wear. There coefficient of stainless steel dra-
are no obvious mass loss being measured matically decreases with the increasing
for 304 and 316 stainless steels during potential, the wear-corrosion rate of
the immersion time of two hours, stainless steel still increases with the

potential. This result indicates that
The wear-corrosion rates of gal- the oxide film of stainless steel in-

vanized steel,304 and 316 stainless creases in thickness with the anodic
steels are 2.26,0.88 and 0.58 (mg/hr) potential and provides a lubricity on the
,respectively,as shown in Table 1. The abraded surface, therefore, results in a
wear-corrosion rate of specimen increases decreases in the friction coefficient
in Lhe order: with an increasing potential when in the

anodic potential range. In the cathodic
316 SS < 304 SS < galvanized steel potential ranges -700 to -1000 mV(SCE),

the wear is merely mechanical and there-
Under the cathodic protection, the fore the value of friction coefficient of
mechanical wear rates of galvanized stainless steel is the highest and inde-
steel, 304 and 316 stainless steel are pendent of potential. Since thý friction
1.10, 0.36 and 0.25 (mg/hr), respec- coefficient of stainless steel under the
tively. The mechanical wear rate of mechanical wear condition is higher than
specimen increases in the same order as that under the wear-corrosion condition,
the wear-corrosion rate does. It should it is thus concluded that the additional
be emphasized that the wear-corrosion mass loss, A-(B+C), of stainless steel in
rate (A) of each specimen is higher than Table 1 is caused by the increase in cor-
the summation of mechanical wear rate (B) rosion rate, not the increase in friction
and natural corrosion rate (C) in Table coefficient. Base on the same reason, the
1. If neither the corrosion rate nor increasing wear-corrosion rate of stain-
friction coefficient of specimen are less steel with potential in the anodic
changed by the wear process in a cor- potential region, as shown in Fig.2,
rosive environment , the wear-corrosion should be primarily caused by a sig-
rate of specimen is expected to be simply nificant increase in the corrosion rate
equal to the summation of mechanical wear
rate and natural corrosion rate. The dif- For galvanized steel, a sharp in-
ference between(A) and(B+C) represents crease in either the friction coefficient
additional mass loss rate caused by wear- or the wear-corrosion rate with the
corrosion and can be thought to be an anodic potentials is observed in Fig -.
index of wear-corrosion property of This result indicates that the frict ion
materials. A wear-corrosion factor, coefficient of galvanized steel Is
namely ,F, is defined in this study as promoted to a higher value by the corro-
(A-B-C)/A. The higher the value F of sion product which is more and more
material, the higher tendency for the thick with the increasing anodic poten-
material being changed in corrosion be- tials. As a result, the increase in wear-
havior or friction coefficient during corrosion rate of galvanized steel would
wear-corrosion process. The F values of come from the increase in frictiorn roef-
galvanized steel, 304 and 316 stainless ficient or corrosion rate.
steel are 0.42, 0.59 and
0.57,respectively, and increase in t he The wear effect on ac impedance of
order: specimens are shown in Fig.4. It is ob-

served that the ac impedance of each
galvanized steel , 304 SS 316 SS specimen is lower under wear-corrosion
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condition than natural corrosion condi- has described that the cathodic protec-
tion. For 304 and 316 stainless steel, tion is beneficial to suppress the wear-
the ac impedance is significantly corrosion rate of stainless steel armor
decreased by the wear. Consequently, the wires in sodium chloride solution.
corrosion rate of stainless steel would However, the wear-corrosion properties of
be markedly promoted by wear. Similar armor metals in natural sea water may be
decrease in ac impedance is also present different from that in sodium chloride
for galvanized steel but with a less ten- solution because that some calcium car-
dency in comparison with the stainless bonate and magnesium carbonate would
steels. This result is consistent with deposit on the cathodic protection area
that F value (wear-corrosion factor) of when in the natural sea water and there-
stainless steel is higher than that of fore change the wear-corrosion behavior
the galvanized steel as shown in Table of the metal. Further study concerning
1. To furthermore investigate the wear the wear-corrosion characteristic of ar-
effect on corrosion behavior of stainless mor metals when in natural sea water is
steel, measurements of polarization curve still going on in this work.
is also carried out in addition to the ac
impedance measurements. The results are
shown in Figs.5 and 6. Apparently, typi- CONCLUSIONS
cal corrosion behavior of stainless steel
has been markedly changed by wear. Be- (1)The wear-corrosion rate of armor met-
sides the anodic current density is sig- als in this study in creases in the
nificantly increased, there are no pit order:
initiation potential(Enp) and no passive
region could be found in the anodic 316 SS < 304 SS < galvanized steel
polarization curve of stainless steel
during wear-corrosion process. The wear-corrosion rate of stainless

steel can be reduced to a half value
For galvanized steel, an obvious by cathodic protection.

decrease in ac impedance is presented be- (2)The wear-corrosion rate of galvanized
cause of the wear effect, as shown in steel markedly increase with the
Fig.4. The polarization curves of gal- anodic potential ,which is because of
vanized steel with and without wear ef- the significant increase in friction
fect are shown in Fig.7. The anodic cur- coeffignificand c ros in ra te.
rent is increased by the wear effect and coefficient and corrosion rate.
the corrosion rate of galvanized steel ishiger urig te earcorosin tan (3) Base on the changes in friction coe-higher during the wear-corrosion than

fficientand corrosion rate, the elec-during the natural corrosion, whichtrcecacoosnratins

results are consistent with the results the primary rate controlling factor
in Fig.4. It can conclude that the in-

creasing wear-corrosion rate with poten- for 304 and 316 stainless steels

tial ,as shown in Fig.3, is corresponding during the wear-corrosion process.

to the increase in both the friction
coefficient and corrosion rate . This
result indicates that if the galvanized IEFERENCES
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Table 1. Mass loss rate(mg/hr) of armor metals

conditions (A) (B) (C)
metals wear-corrosion mechanical wear natural corrosion

galvanized steel 2.26 1.10 0.22
304 ss 0.88 0.36
316 ss 0.58 0.25
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ANALYSIS OF TORSIONAL FIBER FAILURES

L. A. Reith, J. P. Varachi, Jr. and H. H. Yuce

Bellcore
445 South Street, Morristown, NJ 07962

ABSTRACT
Tensile stress is the most common type of stress to arise in Although fractographic analysis has been used successfully
long fiber lengths, both during and after cable installation, to study tensile and flexural breaks in fibers3', no such
Thus, tensile failures have been well characterized. As fiber analyses have considered torsional stresses. The purpose of
is deployed in the loop network, however, failures at splice this study was to derive an expression to describe the

points are now becoming a noticeable source of failures. experimentally observed onset of crack branching in optical
fibers f-actured in torsion. In this relation, a correction factor

Torsional breaks at splice points are one new type of failure is introduced to account for the different stress distribution.
mode recently observed, thus warranting further
investigation. The new correction factor is calculated from a fractographic

analysis of low-stress, torsional fiber breaks using a scanning
We derive an expression to describe the experimentally electron microscope (SEM). We will describe the
observed onset of crack branching in optical fibers fractured experimental apparatus used to create the low-stress fiber
in torsion. In this relation, a crack correction factor is breaks, as well as describing the calculation and giving
introduced to account for the different stress distribution values for the new correction factor.
which arises from torsional loading. The new correction
factor is calculated from an fractographic analysis of low- 2. ANALYSIS
stress, torsional fiber breaks using a scanning electron Since it was established that the stress intensity approach can
microscope. accurately predict the mirror-mist branching boundaries", we

assume that this criterion can also be utilized to
experimentally generate the boundary correction factors
associated with a given stress intensity expression. This
would be the experimental equivalent of what Smith et. al.'

1. INTRODUCTION and Newman and Raju' have done numerically to determine
The deployment of fiber into the local loop will require the correction factors for semi-circular surface cracks

increased numbers of splice/termination points compared subjected to tension and flexure.
with feeder portions of the network. Although the amount of Kirchner and Kirchner" obtained the stress intensity factor,
fiber at splice/termination points constitute only -0.2 % of KI, expressions at various points on the boundaries by
the deployed fiber, post-mortem analyses show that the
majority of problems occur at these points' and thus, incorporating the Smith et. al., analysis' for both tension (Eq.
investigation into splice failures is of great interest. Recent 1) and flexure (Eq. 2). They used the stress distribution for
studies have shown that mechanical, fiber-optic splices can tension and flexure, through the rod specimen, to estimate the
be vulnerable to torsional breaks', stress intensity factor along the branching boundaries for

each particular loading:
Fracture surfaces of brittle materials, such as glasses and
ceramics, exhibit several characteristic features. The flat K, = 2 Of fr Y(0)ensio (1)
smooth area around the fracture origin is referred to as the =
mirror, and is surrounded by a region which appears slightly
roughened due to microbranching. This roughened area,
known as the mist, is in turn bounded by a region of multiple 2
fracture planes known as hackle. Beyond the hackle, the K, = .G-Of V Y()Flexure (2)
fracture surface is characterized by macroscopic crack
branching. A typical fracture surface of a glass is illustrated
in Fig. 1, where the mirror, mist, hackle, and crack branching where Of is the fracture stress at the tensile surface, r is the
regions are illustrated. In order for the four regions to be radius measured from the fracture origin to the boundaries of
observed, the fracture stress must be small enough for these the various fracture surface features, in particular mirror-mist
features to be included within the cross-section of the test or crack-branching boundary and 2/n" is a constant
specimen. applicable to a two-dimensional solution. Y(O)TeMion is a
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boundary correction factor which accounts for a tensile stress The fibers were clamped by first chemically stripping off a
field and Y(O) Flexure is another boundary correction factor short length of the acrylate coating from each end. The bare
which accounts for the variable stress field in the interior of fiber was then epoxied into a 0.4 mm I.D./ 1 mm O.D. glasswhi h a cou ts orthe var abl s res fi ld n he nte ior ofcapillary tube using E PO T E K -353D therm al curing epoxy.
the specimen when subjected to bending. 0 is the angle The capillary tubes were gently clamped into brass tubes with
measured between a line drawn through the fracture origin The ailr tubes were intora tes with
perpendicular to the surface of the specimen and a line drawn rotational stage and attached to the weight.
from the origin to a particular point on the mirror-mist In all cases the rotational stage was set for a rate of 40
boundary. Y(r)Tension and Y(0)ple also account for crack sec/rev. This corresponds to a strain rate of approximately
shape proximity to the surface and size of the crack relative 0.25 - 0.35 %/min, depending on the gauge length of theto the specimen size. Kirchner and Kirchner" utilized the fiber. Gauge lengths ranged from 16.5 - 24 cm. All
above expressions, Eqs I and 2, at all the points along the measurements were taken at room temperature.
mirror-mist and the mist-hackle branching boundaries in
order to calculate K1 values along these boundaries. The Before any fibers were subjected to torsional breaks, the
stress intensity factor along the mirror-mist and mist-hackle shear modulus of the fiber wa- first measurud, to ensure that
branching boundaries were called Km and Kh respectively, the torsional stress would be measured accurately. We used
Or, in other words, Kirchner and Kirchner set K, = Km at the the expression
mirror-mist boundaries and KI = Kh at the crack-branching T = T2 G r4 (O/L) (5)
boundaries in Equations I and 2 and then calculated their
values along the periphery of the respective boundaries. The where T is the torque, G is the shear modulus, r is the fiber
values for all the points on each particular boundary were radius, 0 is the fractional twist, and L is the length of the
estimated to be Km = 2.33 and Kh = 2.55 MPa m"' fiber. The length of the fiber was measured between the
respectively, epoxy attachment points before mounting. The computer's

internal clock was used to keep track of total turns of theThe stress intensity expression for torsion for glass fiber with rotational stage once the computer started the motor stepping
a surface flaw can be given as: sequence.

I -x In order to measure the shear modulus, a torque gauge was
KI = Vifr Y(O)Torsion (3) clamped to the bottom of the fiber instead of the weight. The

The boundary correction factor which accounts for the gauge itself was allowed to rotate with the fiber, while thevariable stunares freltion fcthi or othe spcients wrhen gauge center shaft was loosely inserted into a fixed chuck. Asvariable stress field in the interior of the specimen when with the weight, the gauge was thus allowed free motion insubjected to torsional loading, Y(o 0 ors5 io,0 can be determined the vertical direction but the center shaft was prevented from
experimentally by fracturing specimens in torsion and then rotating. Thus, the torque could be measured as a function of
measuring the mirror-mist radius as a function of 0, and by twist per unit length. The torque gauge ranged from 0.003 to
knowing the values for Kin", , . 0.03 oz-in (0.22 - 2.22 gm-cm) in 0.001 oz-in steps and was

read manually.
Y(0)Torsion Km (4) Data were taken for a set of 10 fibers, and the shear modulus

Tr2 - rm( estimated by doing a least-squares fit to find the slope of the

T vs. O/L curves. This resulted in a shear modulus of G =
30.2 GPa with ± 3% standard deviation. This compared well
with a value of 31.3 GPa, estimated using a Young'sAs was the case for the tensile and flexural boundary modulus, E = 72.9 GPa, and Poisson ratio, v= 0.165, where Gcorrection factors ( Y( 0)Tension, Y(0)Flexurc ), Y(0)orsion also = E/(2 (1 +v)). One data set was also measured first with and

accounts for the effects of stress distribution, crack geometry, then without the acrylate coating, and the coating was found
the presence of a free surface, and the angular dependence of to have a negligible effect on the shear modulus.
the stress intensity factor.

Low stress breaks were obtained by clamping the coated3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE fibers in the glass capillary tubes as described above and thenTo carry out experiments with fibers under torsional loading stripping the coating from a short center section. This usually
conditions, commercially available optical fibers with a 125 was done mechanically. A hand-held cleaving tool with a
P.im OD were used. These had a protective acrylate coating graphite blade was used to nick the stripped section and
with a 250 Jlm OD. create a large surface flaw. The fiber was then mounted in the

apparatus. and twisted to the breaking point.
The experimental set-up used to create low-stress fiber

breaks consists of an automated rotational stage mounted on 4. RESULTS
rigid support posts at a height of approximately 30 cm. The Optical fiber specimens were fractured while subjected to
fiber was clamped and centered at the top of the apparatus torsional loading and the fracture surfaces were examined
using a clamping fixture attached to the rotational stage. The and analyzed. Then these surfaces were photographed in the
other end of the fiber was clamped to a fixed weight of 26 andiana led. Then their re sp ect ive irror-
gin, to provide constant, uniform tension and prevent the scanning electron microscope. and their respective mirror-
fiber from buckling. The weight was allowed free vertical mist radii were measured at selected angular intervals. The
motion as the rotational stage turned, in order to m,,intain measured mirror-mist radii for various fracture stresses are
constant tension. However, the weight was sandwiched given in Table 1.
between two plates to prevent it from twisting.
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Table I - Measured mirror radii and their respective angles CONCLUSIONS
e 1 e asreirror frad ther sresp ges An experimental technique was utilized to determine the
for various fracture stresses value of a correction factor for a surface flaw in a fiber

subjected to torsional loading. The torsional correction

Fracture Stress factor, Y(0)rorsion, is deduced through a series of torsion
(MPa) experiments. Y(0iTorsion values were calculated for each of

the five fiber specimens fractured in torsion, and then a single

238 278 309 419 490 set of average Y(O)Tor>ion, values were determined. Mirror-
mist boundaries were in a shape of a semi-ellipse. These

Angle rm rm rm rm rm boundaries were small near the surface but increased in size

(degrees) (gim) (jm) (pim) (PjM) (PiM) across the surface. Between the angles of 150 to 450, mirror-
mist boundaries were elongated toward the neutral axis
and/or back surface. As a result of extensive glass shattering

0 92 76 61 39 31 the experimental boundaries were measured only at limited
15 95 78 63 38 32 locations. This analysis did not take into account the affect
30 99 83 64 36 27 of varying rm/d.
45 93 77 61 34 21
60 81 68 60 31 19
75 59 51 44 28 -- REFERENCES

I. J. P. Kilmer et. al., Proc of SPIE 1366; 85-91 (1990).
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate a typical fracture surface for a optical 2. S. M. Leopold et. al., Proc of NFOEC '91, 2, 260

fiber fractured in torsion. The three regions can clearly be (1991).

seen in Fig. 2; a mirror region surrounds the fracture origin, 3. J. J. Mecholsky et. al., Ceramic Bull, 56, No. 11; 1067

followed by a mist region which is followed by hackle. It (1977).

should be emphasized that in torsion, the mist region is 4. .J. Mecholsky et. al., J. Amer. Ceram. Soc., 57,

limited to a very small area near the surface and the hackle No. 10; 440 (1974)

consists of long parallel curve lines known as "twist hackle". 5. J.W. Johnson and D.G. Holloway, Phil. Mag., 14; 731

The fracture origins are clearly evident in both Fig. 2 and 3. (1966).
6. J.J. Mecholsky et. al., J. Mater. Sci. il; 1310-1319

The measurement of the mirror-mist radii (fracture mirror (1976).

boundaries) was found to be a very difficult task. The fiber 7. H.P. Kirchner and J.C. Conway, ir., J. Amer. Ceram.

samples tended to fracture into a large number of fragments; Soc., 70, No 6; 413 (1987).

this is increasingly true at the; higher fracture stresses. 8. H.P. Kirchner and J.C. Conway, Jr., J. Amer. Ceram.
Therefore, only two cases of relatively high fracture stresses Soc., 70, No 6; 419 (1986).
were examined, 419 and 490 MPa, although many more tests 9. F.W. Smith et. al., J. App. Mech., 34, No 4; 953 (1967).
were done to obtain higher fracture stresses. For these 10. S.C. Newman, Jr., I.S. Raju, NASA Technical Paper#
specimens it was not possible to measure the mirror-mist 1578, Langley Research Center, (1979).
radius at every angle due to excessive shattering. For lower 11. H.P. Kirchner and J.W. Kirchner, J. Amer. Ceram.
fracture stresses, the amount of fragmentation was less, but Soc., 62, No 3-4; 198 (1979).
still had a great influence in obtaining mirror-mist radii
measurements at higher angles.

The mirror-mist boundaries, rm, obtained from fractographic

analysis of low-stress torsional fiber breaks and Km value"

were utilized to compute a single boundary correction factor, CRACK BRANCHNG

Y(Ohorsion, for the stress intensity factor expression FEGION HAcKtE REGION

determined for fibers with a surface flaw subjected to MIST REGION
torsional loading (See Figure 4). MORRCE OF. .

Y(0)Torsion values thus determined ranged from 0.839 at 0 = MIRROR•. SMOOT MIRROR

00 and decreased slightly until 0 = 300 where they gradually REGION

increase toward the surface. Ideally the values of Y(h, 10oion_
should increase gradually from 0 degrees to 90 degrees at the N-1

surface". But as is obvious, this does not occur, perhaps due -
to several factors involved in the experimentation. One 2b---'
explanation could be that the mirror-mist boundaries elongate 2R,
toward the neutral axis or the back surface between the same
angles. Another reason could be due to the experimental 2R,
mirror-mist radius measurements and/or as the result of
decreasing stress field beneath the surface. Figure 1 - A typical glass fracture surface
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Wiegenkamp 21, 4292 Rhede, Germany

Abstract To meet the environmental requirements, a

heavy duty cable was developed containing
The mobile optical cable assembly, pre- 2 - 10 multimode or singlemode fibers

sented here, has been designed to install with both cable ends terminated into

less time consuming high performance tem- suitable connectorized pigtails.

porary connections in fiber-optic systems The cable described in this paper, is

outside plant. The assembly consists of a spooled on a metallic reel with both ends

non metallic heavy duty cable, terminated free to enable them to be plugged into

on both ends with suitable connectors. It existing equipment in operation.

is spooled on a cable reel which is The cable reel is mounted on a specially

mounted on a transportable rack or a designed transportable rack whereby the

caddy. The whole system operates over a unwinding or rewinding of the cable can

wide range of temperature, resistant to be easily done. The cable reel size can

hard environment, high tensile and radial be selected to intake cable lengths of

stresses. The assembly is so light in upto 500 meters. An easy to handle and

weight that it can be handled by a single less time consuming temporary optical

person. connection, i.e. a fiber optic extension

system, has been successfully provided.

This systems finds application in
Introduction connecting measurement equipment in

laboratory or field tests or where ever
With the increasing application of opti- transmitting of optical signals is
cal fiber cables and optical systems, the needed.

need to install temporary optical connec-

tions outside plant has gair.3d much

importance. Description of Cable

The initial work was undertaken to pro-

vide a mobile optical cable assembly at The materials of construction and the

the request of the German Post Office dimensioning of the individual cable com-

(FTZ, Darmstadt) . The aim was to connect ponents have been carefully selected to

the ship "Communika", while in dockyard design the cable to operate under severe

to provide it with telecommunication environmental conditions. The fibers are

facilities - a temporary -onnection with well packed in a loose tube so that very

the help of multi or singlemode fiber low to practically no attenuation change

cable. in the fiber transmission characteri-
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stics, even under high tensile stress, is tube to avoid influence of temperature

caused. cycle on the fibers.

A PVC-inner jacket covers these strength

. .members . To increase the compressibility

of the cable a second layer of special

._-Aramid-cord elements are wound around the

inner jacket and finally a special

S• Polyurethane outer jacket is extruded on

the cable core to make the cable crush

resistant. The outer jacket material is

suitable against the influence of various

"- ' '." t oils, chemicals and sea water.

"Test And Measurements

1.) Nylon loose tube filled with gel and Cable characteristics

optical fibers Number of fibers :2 multimode graded
2.) Reinforcing elements - Aramid-Rovings

3.) FRP Reinforcing elements index 50/125 pm

4.) PVC Innerjacket Outer diameter : 8 mm

5.) Special Aramid Cord Elements Bending radius : 150 mm

6.) Core Wrapping Weight : 59 kg/km

7.) Special Polyurethane Outer Jacket Weight of assembly: 32 kg

Pulling force : 2000 N

Figure 1: Cable Design Lengths 250 m

Attenuation : 2.5±0.2dB at 850nm

The basic element of this heavy duty 1.0±0.2dB at 1310 nm

cable (Fig. 1) is a stable loose tube Bandwidth a 400MHz km at 850

made out of Nylon 12 filled with a thixo- and 1310 nm

tropic gel. The tube is designed to Numerical aperture 0.21 ± 0.1

intake two or more single or multimode

fibers. This gel holds the fibers in Table 1: Characteristics of tested cable

place during the cable is pulled, bent or
The cable (Characteristics of tested

due to the thermal expansion of the
cable. cable see Table I) , as described above,

is about 8 mm in diameter and can
This thixotropic gel is non drippable and

avoids the entry of moisture into the withstand high tensile strength (Fig. 2)

tube. and radial pressure (Fig. 3) without

The loose tube is strengthened with causing any attenuation change. Series of
tests were conducted to verify these

Aramid yarn in the radial as well as

longitudinal direction. Some thin FRP- results. The tests (Fig. 2) on the cable

Elements of the size 0.35 mm integrated show as low as 0.1 dB/l00 m attenuation

in the Aramid yarn, are equally distribu- change at 850 nm under a tensile strength

ted along the circumference of the loose of more than 2000 N where as the
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attenuation change of less than The thermal effects on the cable were

0.02 dB/100 m at 1310 nm wavelength was measured between -400 C to +700 C. Even

registered. An elongation of less than in this case, no attenuation change could

0.2 % was measured at 2000 N. be seen.
The cable passed the test of aging in oil

and water at 7 days at 900 C.

_ __Optical Connectors

015- The cable assembly is preconnectorized on

both ends with optical connectors to be
011 plugged into the transmission equipment.

These optical connectors, suitable for

the respective application, are fabrica-
0400 M 2M ted before completing the cable assembly.

TsnalON/N The standard optical connectors, e.g. F-

- Rniws85uO -+Ff WM bu (U•mi SMA or ST-compatible connectors, are

mewed: 100 generally in use. Also in use is the

German LSA-connector according to DIN

47256. In this case we fabricated the ST-
Figure 2: Effects of tensile strength on compatible connectors.

fiber attenuation The fabrication is done by feeding the

fibers from the feeder cable within a
The radial pressure tests were conducted breakout kit (Fig. 4) into a prefabrica-
at 300 N/cm (Fig. 3). No attenuation ted fiberless pigtail cable. The indivi-

change was measured. dual fiber ends are then connectorized.

0.14

A Figure 4: Fiber Breakout Kit, showing

0 200 90D 0 feeder cable and connectorized
Nkf pigtails

-Fbg gim (850"

mewed loom The insertion loss of the assembly de-

pends upon the quality of the optical
connector and length of the cable and

Figure 3: Effects of radial pressure on

hence on the wavelerigth. For a ST-compa-
fiber attenuation
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tible connector, the insertion loss was About 10 meter length of the cable, with

measured to be less than 0.7 dB at the prefabricated distribution cabinet

1310 nm wavelength for 250 meter length and preconnectorized pigtails, are rolled

of cable containing 50/125 gm multimode together and suitably fixed on to the

gradient profile fiber. Measured at a flange. The connectors are also safely

wavelength of 850 nm, it increased by kept in place into a rubber insulated

0.6 dB (Fig. 5) which is a fiber depen- spiral spring which is also affixed on to

dent attenuation. the flange.

The tensile strength on this connectori- The reel can be rotated with the help of

zed pigtail was measured to be more than a handle which is mounted on the flange.

100 N. To avoid the entry of moisture and The reel is mounted on a transportable

dust, the connectors are provided with rack for cable lengths upto 500 meters

dust covers. where as for cable lengths upto 300

The fiber breakout kits on both ends of meters smaller reels can be used and

the assembly are held in position with mounted on caddies. The whole system is

high strength yarn-mesh-pulling grip. so light that it can be easily transpor-

This grip also helps in pulling the cable ted and put in operation by one person

without causing any damage to the (see Table 2).

connectors, cabinet or the cable.

Cable Reel Measurements Assembly
IAttmusn/d Lenght Core Diameter Core Width Weight

i .-. ................ .............................................. .......... 150 m 240 mm 170 mm 25 kg

S . . 300 m 320 mm 170 mm 35 kg

0. .... 500 m 280 mm 500 mm 60 kg

0,4 Table 2: Available length and weight of

S...cable assembly
0

OR * a ,u 3 ama?• Conclusions

Connector Cnlsin

11111111130 m ED=
The mobile optical cable assembly on

measured wM 300mdummyord, transportable rack, presented above, has
T-compoaUb onnectors been sucessfully in operation to provide

less time consuming temporary connections
Figure 5: Insertion loss of connectorized while transmitting optical signals

cable assembly outside plant. Because of its robust

design it is suitable to be used in

critical environments and it also finds
Assembly application in laboratories, television

studio and where ever an optical exten-

The prefabricated cable as described sion is needed. Due to its flexibility in

above is wound on a metallic reel with the selection of various connector types,

the inner end guided kinkfree through the it can be used as an compatible optical

reelbase onto the outer of the flange. extension cable.
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HOW IMPROVEMENT IN ARAMID PACKAGE STABILITY CAN LEAD

TO HIGHER PRODUCTION SPEED OF OPTICAL FIBER CABLES.

Jack J. Bensink, Anton L. van den Bos

AKZO Fibers, Arnhem, Holland

ABSTRACT - Good dielectric behavior
- Good chemical stability

The development of Optical Fiber Cables - Good fatique resistance
(OFC) has now reached the stage where - Good thermal insulating properties
OFC producers start focusing on ways to - Excellent flame resistance and self
optimize OFC production technologies, extinguishing behavior
In this paper we look into ways to - Low smoke emission
optimize the utilization of one - High flexibility
important machine in the OFC
production-line: the aramid stranding
machine. In order to meet a growing THE STRANDING OF TWARON ARAMID
demand from our customers for:

There are three ways to apply aramid in
- heavier packages, to permit proces- a cable: 1) longitudinally, by overhead

sing with longer running lengths and or rolling take-off from a yarn bobbin
- possibilities to operate at increased in a creel; 2) longitudinally, by means

rotation speeds, of an aramid tape folded around the
cable; 3) helically, by means of a

Akzo, as supplier of Twaron aramid, has stranding machine. The third method is
investigated the processing limitations generally preferred as it permits
of different yarn bobbin make-ups on a adjustment of the cable's flexibility
specially designed laboratory stranding and other properties as well as of the
machine. All this has resulted in a cable diameter, simply by changing the
deeper insight into the factors that lay length. In almost all cases
influence the maximum rotation speed of stranding machines are designed as the
a Twaron aramid package. In the future machine shown below:
this knowledge will lead to more stable
Twaron aramid yarn packages, suitable
for higher rotation speeds!

INTRODUCTION

As is well-known, Twaron aramid is
being used in different OFC cable
designs (loose tube, slotted core,
tight buffered) to protect the highly
sensitive Optical Glass Fibers from
linear, radial and flexural loads
during production, installation and
operation of the Optical Fiber Cable.
Twaron aramid is specified for a lot of
these cables because it combines the
following properties:

- High tensile modulus
- Very low creep rate
- Low density
- High corrosion resistance
- Good dimensional stability
- High tensile strength
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Main characteristics: LABORATORY STRANDING MACHINE

- Rolling yarn take-off. In order to investigate the above-
- Rotation speed: 150 - 250 rpm. mentioned problem we have constructed a
- Bobbin-bobbin distance: 70 cm. one-point laboratory stranding machine:
- Yarn speed: 25 - 100 m/min.
- Max. bobbin weight: approx. 15 kg.
- Relatively high (regulated) yarn

tension.

PACKAGE DEFORMATION

A well-known phenomenon in the textile
world is the deformation of yarn
bobbins due to centrifugal forces. Just
as for other materials, under certain
conditions (high rotation speeds, high
yarn-bobbin weight) also Twaron aramid
yarn bobbins may deform due to the
centrifugal, acceleration and Coriolis
forces acting on the package during the
stranding process. From these forces
the centrifugal forces have the
greatest impact on the yarn package.
The demolition process takes place very
gradually, and is characterized by a
slow outwardly directed movement of all
yarn layers. Depending on the rotation
speed this movement starts after 0,5 -
1 hour.

As long as the yarn layers stay within
the tube length nothing will happen. Technical specification of the

laboratory stranding machine:
Problems may arise when the yarn layers
start extending beyond the card bobbin
and come into contact with machine - Max. rotation speed: 400 rpm.
parts, in which case yarn breakage may - Max. bobbin weight : 20 Kg.
occur. - Bobbin-bobbin distance: 70 cm.

- Yarn speed: 5 - 500 m/min.
Under severe conditions, even the whole - Yarn tension: adjustable.
package may deform as is clear from the
picture below, which shows a 10 kg The specification is such that eveiy
Twaron aramid package tested at a practical situation can be simulated in
rotation speed of 225 rpm! (running a faithful way.
time: 1 hour, normal speed in practise:
100 rpm).

TESTING

Using standard moisture and finish
contents Akzo tested yarn packages with
the following counts: 1210, 1610, 2420,
3220, 4830, 6440 and 8050 dtex:
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weight: Dimensions: (mm)

(Kg) Tube (Lxdl) Tube (Lxdl)

216-094 273-077 St do
T D T D "" "

4.0 190.5 0192 250 0167
4.5 190.5 0200 250 0175
5.0 190.5 0208 250 0182
5.5 190.5 0216 250 0189
6.0 190.5 0224 250 0196
6.5 190.5 0231 250 0202
7.0 190.5 0238 250 0208
7.5 190.5 0245 250 0214 1
8.0 190.5 0251 250 0220 -

8.5 190.5 0258 250 0226 /
9.0 190.5 0264 250 0231 __________-.

9.5 -- -- 250 0237 ,
10.0 .. .. 250 0242 - -
10.5 .. .. 250 0247
11.0 .. .. 250 0252
11.5 .. .. 250 0258
12.0 .. .. 250 0262

Shore 0 is a not officially
standardized hardness unit, but it is
often used in the textile world to

L measure the hardness of yarn packages.
T By hardness according to Shore is

understood the resistance against the
__-, Apenetration by a body of a certain

-shape under a defined compressive
force.

Id For Shore 0 the indentation body has
the following dimensions:

.~~~~~q . 97-M

Also the standard winding ratios were 2-5 ! O

observed (note: the winding ratio used AZh•
READING 0464, omfor the 216-094 bobbin is different ,0, CZ5-R

from that used for the 273-077
bobbin!). The main parameter that was
varied, was the winding tension: viz. The maximum spring force is 822 Grams.
from standard to 1.5 X standard and 2.0
X standard. The winding tension has a
direct effect on the package stability: On the stranding machine the above
very low tensions give a soft unstable mentioned packages have been tested
package while, on the other hand, very between 100 and 300 rpm, whilst the
high tensions may cause yarn damage yarn speed was set at 40 m/min and the
and/or diabolic yarn packages. Because yarn tension at about 50 mN/tex. From
there is a direct relation between the our customers we know that for 4.5 kg
winding tension and the (face) hardness packages the most common rotation speed
of the yarn package, it is important is about 175 rpm, whilst for 10 kg
that this hardness is measured in a packages the rotation speed is reduced
standardized way. Before testing the to about 100 rpm and lower.
packages on the stranding machine, we The yarn speed of 40 m/min corresponds
measured the hardness of the face and to values used in practise.
the shoulder by means of a Shore 0
hardness tester:
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A package was qualified as unstable
when the yarn layers extended beyond Jack J. Bensink
the card bobbin during processing. By AKZO Fibers
means of a stroboscope this demolition P.O. BOX 9300
process could be followed during 6800 SB ARNHEM
rotation. Stable packages withstand the HOLLAND
centrifugal, acceleration and Corriolis
forces during the entire running time.

TEST RESULTS

Through this extensive testing program
we have found that the maximum rotation Jack J. Bensink was born in 1960 and
speed of a Twaron aramid package received his B.E. degree in Mechanical
strongly depends on: Engineering at the Institute of

Technology in Arnhem in 1985. From 1985
1) The package weight. to 1990 he worked as a Processing
2) The hardness of the package face. Engineer at AKZO's Industrial Fibers
3) The inner tube dimensions. Institute in Arnhem. Since June 1990 he

is working as an OFC End-use
The maximum rotation speed is hardly Development Engineer.
influenced by:

1) The hardness of the shoulder.
2) The yarn count. r Anton L. van den Bos

AKZO Fibers
In Enclosure I the recommended rotation P.O. BOX 9300
speeds for the above-mentioned Twaron 6800 SB ARNHEM
aramid yarn packages are given. These HOLLAND
speeds are based on packages with a
face hardness of more than 65 Shore 0,
the normal hardness of a Twaron aramid
package. Lower Shore 0 face hardness
values may seriously affect the package
stability. Higher Shore 0 face hardness
values only slightly enhance the
stability. As these results also agree Anton L. van den Bos was born in 1958.
with experiences of our customers, we After his study at the University of
think that our laboratory machine Technology in Delft, Holland, he
reflects the practical situation. started working for AKZO Engineering.

Since 1989 he has worked as a Technical
Account Manager for the AKZO fibers

DISCUSSION division, where he is responsible for
the technical service for Aramid fibers

We have learned a great deal about the in the field of Optical Fiber Cables.
experiments we have carried out.
Especially the higher maximum rotation
speed of the 216 - 094 package compared
with the 273 - 077 package was
unexpected. Since the 273 - 077 package
is more suitable for heavier weights,
improving this package's stability in
order to increase its maximum rotation
speed now has first priority.
Especially by optimizing the winding
ratio in combination with other
parameters (moisture content during
winding, winding tension, etc.), we
think we can further improve the
maximum rotation speed of both the 273
- 077 package and the 216 - 094
package. Our goal is to improve the
package stability in order to permit an
increase of the maximum rotation speed
by a factor 1.5.
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DESIGN OF AN ARTICULATED REPAIR JOINT

FOR A LIGHT WEIGHT, OPEN FIBRE OPTIC SUBMARINE CABLE.

Einar Batten, Norton Johansen

Alcatel Kabol, Norway.

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

An articulated repair joint has been The Norwegian Telecom has a nationwide fibre
developed for contingency repairs of a light optic system under construction requiring
weight, "open" fibre optic submarine cable. about 3000 km of submarine cable. For this
The design goal was to reduce assembly time, system, Alcatel Kabel has developed a cable
simplify special tooling and improve concept where the basic principle has been
handling capabilities compared to present to produce a light weight cable which can be
repair joints, deployed by small cable ships. The project
The joint is designed with a breaking load was named LOS,( Long distance fibre Optical
of 200 kN, and can be handled over 1,5 m Submarine systems). It was soon realised
diameter sheaves under tension. Assembly that the "transoceanic" designs employing
time for jointing of a double armoured, 12 metal barriers around the cable core would
fibre cable is less than 12 hours. The make the cables too heavy. The target was to
joint has been qualified through an achieve the goal with an "open" design.
extensive test programme, fullscale trials
and actual installations worldwide. To complete the cable concept the Norwegian
The complete joint kit is packed in a metal Telecom also required a repair joint which
case (60X40X15 cm) and weighs less than should withstand the same mechanical
20kg. Its special tool kit is supplied in stresses as the cable. Important in this
a similar case (60X40X25 cm), weighing less respect was that it should be able to handle
than 15kg. A patent claim has been filed the rated operating load of up to 200 kN,
for the design. sustain the pressures at water depths down

to 1300 m, and be capable of being handled
over laying sheaves with diametres as small
as 1.5 m. The joint should also accommodate
up to 24 fibre splices and several different
armour designs. As a further requirement it
should be possible to complete jointing of
a 12 fibre cable in less than 12 hours.

I JOINTING PHILOSOPHY

Cable manufacturing, installation and
operation incorporates several stages of
regular and contingency jointing procedures.

I 4Element splicinci

During manufacturing of the cable up to the
level of extrusion of inner sheath, each
element in the cable can be spliced
individually at random locations without
diameter increase. Thus allowing production
lengths of cable core to exceed delivery
lengths of e.g. fibres.

Core splicina

Figure 1. Should production necessitate jointing of a
Expanded view of LOS Mk III Repair Joint. cable with inner sheath extruded, a "core

splice" is required. The splice requires
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each element of the cable to be spliced over
a short length, and without diameter
increase. This splice is also required to • ''0Z
sustain the same stresses as the cable core
at this level.

Repair jointingr

The third stage of splicing technique is
applied for completed cables. Limitations i
in production facilities may require one or
more planned joints.
The joint may also be used for repair of
damage occurring during armouring, loading,
installation and marine activities during
the service life of the cable.

Figure 2.
Assembly of armour termination unit.DESIGN

Materials Pivot mechanism

The jointing enclosure consists of a The termination units are connected to the
seawater corrosion resistant stainless steel splice housing by an articulated joint. The
housing, with a cable armour termination single axis hinge is supplemented with
unit at each end. The chosen high alloy tilting fins on the joint housing. This
steel does not require any corrosion allows a rectangular cross section design,
protection coating, and thus simplifies the which again is required for narrow passages
assembly procedure of the joint. However, as through the cable machinery of a lay vessel.
the enclosure is made from a more noble The articulated joint ensures that the
material than the cable armouring, the minimum bending diameter of the joint
armour would corrode heavily should its complies to that of the cable, and allows
outer protection be damaged. To avoid this the use of capstans down to 1.5 metres in
galvanic corrosion, the cable armour is diameter. The strength of the pivot is
electrically insulated from the joint higher than the specified strength of the
enclosure by a ceramic layer in the armour cable.
termination. The high alloy steel is also
superior in tensile strength compared with The single axis pivot simplifies the
standard used stainless steel, assembly procedure by allowing each cable

termination to be completed separately
before connection to the main housing. The

Armour termination privot also improves interchangability
between the different armour terminations,

The termination unit is locked to the cable should a requirement for jointing of
armouring by threaded cones to avoid any different armoured cables arise.
slippage. Termination units for single,
double and triple armoured cables have been
designed. These terminations are also
adapted to armour wires of various
diametres, ranging from 2.6 mm and upwards.
This is achieved by variation of the spacer
cones in the termination unit.

The locking cones are pressed in with a
hydraulic (hand operated) tool, ensuring the
repeatability of the process through the
ammount of hydraulic pressure applied. The
locking cones are made from a hardened
carbon steel, and are therefore also
insulated from metallic contact with the
main body of the joint enclosure. As
additional protection, the internals of the
armour termination are protected by a zinc
anode.

Figure 3.
Assembly of pivot head on armour
termination.
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Joint housinQ Temperature storage
(-40°C to +70°C, 8 hrs. each)

The main housing has a compartment with a
separate lid on each side to simplify the Temperature cycling
splicing and assembly procedure. The (-10°C to + 40°C, 2 cycles, 12 hrs.)

housing is designed to sustain the tensile
load required for the cable. To avoid any Straight Tensile Test
attenuation increase in the optical fibres (180 kN maximum tensile load)

induced by excessive bending, the minimum
bending radius of the fibres in the joint Dynamic Bend Tensile Strength
housing is larger than 30 mm. The size of (90 kN tensile load, 5x2xl80° cycles,

a completed joint enclosure (housing around 2m diameter sheave,

connected to the termination units) is ambient temperature 0°C to +5°C)
approx. 600 x 170 x 100 mm. - Repeated Bending (Bend Fatigue)

The tensile strength of the joint is (±45° bending, im sheave diameter,

determined by the cross-section of steel in 100 cycles)
the hinge area. Thus upgradling of the
tensile strength of the joint is a matter of Hydrostatic pressure
increasing the steel cross-sectional area in (150 bar for 24 hrs.)

this region. The tests were carried out with satisfactory
results. Neither additional loss, nor

Enclosure sealing mechanical degradation were detected in the
joint during any of the tests.

Sealing of the joint relies on two different
methods. The armour termination will The tests demonstrate that the repair joint

eventually be flooded, thus the main housing can be handled as an integral part of the

requires sealing between the cable inner cable, and that more than 90 % of the cable

sheath and the housing. Sealing on this tensile strength is preserved in the joint.

level is achieved by a self energising
rubber seal. The rubber tube is fitted over
the entry tube of the joint housing and down
onto the cable inner sheath.

-- L F

The seal has been tested to 150 bars water
pressure, and represent a permeation barrier
equal to that of the inner sheath.

The lids of the joint housing are sealed
with O-rings. Lengths in mm.

The joint housing is filled with silicone 1. Cable sheave 5. Wire
oil after the fibres have been spliced and 2. Cable 6. Hydraulic cylinder
coiled down. The silicone oil prevents 3. Pulling head 7. Instrument container
grease from the cable being squeezed into 4. Load cell 8. Cable core
the joint housing, and also protects the 9. Repair Joint
spliced fibres. There is no pressure Figure 4.
difference between the cable internals and Dynamic bend tensile strength test setup.
the joint housing.

TESTING
Trial installations

Test programme
Trial installations have been carried out on

The repair joint has been developed so as to two occasions. The first in 1988 by a cable
be able to sustain any anticipated strain vessel from the Norwegian Telecom. This
during installation and recovery of a installation was carried out in Byfjorden
submarine fibre optical cable. A outside Bergen, Norway, in 500 metres of
qualification programme defined by the water. Two cable lengths were jointed
Norwegian Telecom has been carried out to together aboard the cable ship. Then the
ensure that the repair joint meets the same jointed cable was laid under normal
requirements as the cable. The tests are procedures, over a 1.5 m capstan and a 1.5
similar to the test programme specified for m bow wheel. After the completed laying
the submarine optical cable. Completed operation, the jointed cab1! was retrived by
joints have been tested with respect to the same machinery.
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The second full-scale test was carried out CONCLUSIONS
in the Oslofjord, Norway in 1990, and
incorporated a complete repair operaticin Through testing and fullscale operations,
A test cable laid at an earlier occasion was the LOS Mk III repair joint has proved its
retrieved to the repair vessel, cut, jointed ability to provide a -ontingency technique
with the repair joint and repositioned on for repair of cable damages occured during
the seabed. The operation from when the manufacture, installation or service life of
diver first went into the water, to the a light weight, "open" fibre optic submarine
completion of optical measurements after cable. The joint preserves the inherent
repositioning on the seabed, was executed in strength of the cable, can be handled as an
14 hours. The jointing operation itself integral part of the cable through the cable
lasted less than 11 hours for the double machinery of the lay vessel, is designed to
armoured, 16 fibre cable. simplify offshore assembly procedures and is

assembled in less than 12 hours.
The jointing work during the trial in 1990
was carried out in a specially equipped 12'
jointing container placed aboard a ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
"flatback" cable repair vessel. The
container is fitted with lighting, heating, The authors wishes to thank the Cables
air filtering and airconditioning units. Division of the Norwegian Telecom for their
(The latter was not required in Norway in active contribution in all stages of the
December.) The weight of the container is development work.
2.0 metric tons.

Morten Johansen
SERVICE

SVlcatel Kabel Norge AS
Customer . Norwegian Telecom. Telecom Cables Division
Installation type National network. P.O.Box 130, Okern
Location : Trondheimsfjorden, N-0509 Oslo 5, Norway

Norway.
Water-depth : 275 metres.
Date of installation: April, 1989. Morten Johansen (46) received his degree

(Electronics) from Oslo College of
Tecbnology in 1973. He has for many years
worked with development of silicon chip

Customer : Trait, vow:L, manufacturing technology, but joined STK
New Zealand (now Alcatel Kabel) in 1987. He is currently

Installation type : Power cable plant development manager with responsibility for
supervision, fibre optic cables.
National network.

Location . Cook strait,
New Zealand.

Water-depth : 230 metres.
Date of installation: April, 1991.

Einar Betten
Customer . Norwegian Telecom.
Installation type : National network. Alcatel Kabel Norge AS
Location : Sognefjorden, Telecom Cables Division

Norway. P.O.Box 130, Okern
Water-depth : 130 metres. N-0509 Oslo 5, Norway
Date of installation: June, 1991.

Einar Betten received his M.Sc. in
Electrical Machines from the Norwegian

Customer : Michigan Bell, Institute of Technology in 1984.
U.S.A. He then joined up with the Offshore Division

Installation type : Bell network. of Alcatel Kabel, workinq with installation
Location : Lake Michigan, of control cables for subsea oil-wells in

U.S.A. the North Sea. In 1988 he started in the
Water-depth : 30 metres. Telecom Cables Division, Fibre Optics, with
Date of installation: July, 1991. responsibility for cable field splicing and

installation techniques.
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TESTING GF SOME SINGLE MODE FIBRE CABLES AND RIBBONS BY THE allb(X)

METHOD

T.Volotinen, L.Stenrland* and A.Bj6rk

Ericsson Cables, Telecom Cables Division, P.O.Box 457, S-82401 Hudiksvall, Sweden,
* Ericsson Cables and Networks, Research Center, S-17287 Sundbyberg, Sweden

ABSTRACT
cutting the fibre) by a standard cut-back measurement

The allb(,) method has been applied to single mode instrument with modified software [1].
fibre cables' temperature and tensile performance tests
using 30 m samples, and to fibre ribbon tests using 9 m
samples. The fibre equivalent bend diameter and possible - 2 = t

attenuation increase at 1550 nm (or at any wavelengtn) can I 0 t A -
be reliably estimated by the method. Cables and ribbons
can be tested without generating the extreme conditions
necessary for the LP01 mode attenuation increases. The 0 o 0 _ __

bending of the fibres is more helpful and reliable d F_060

information than attenuation values. 4 _o
An SZ-stranded loose tube cable design was optimized.

The bend diameter range for fibre movements inside a bad- ""
SZ-design in varying temperature was significantly larger
than for helical cables. In the optimized slotted core SZ- De, 9 _0

design, a narrow bend diameter range was achieved 10-3

together with a good tensile performance. The quality of
fibre ribbons, whether any external micro and macro bends -4

exist in the ribbon or not, can be determined with short
samples using this method the method.

800 1000 1200 1400 1800
.,d.gt*a, -

Fig. 1. The allb(X) method. Fibre core radius a and
ref.ind.diff. An are proportional to the differences

INTRODUCTION shown in the plot [1].

The development, testing and optimization of optical In using the allb(X) method, first the allb(X) of a fibre
cables are expensive and time consuming *asks. With in the test sample is measured, and an individual 2 m
standard test methods based on direct fundamental mode macro bend test for the fibre is performed on several bend
attenuation measurements hardly any information of the diameters from 30 mm to 600 mm (Fig. 1). The equivalent
fibre bending in cables can be obtained and very long cable bend diameter of the fibre in the test sample (the constant
samples, 1 - 2 km or more, must still be used. bend diameter that would cause the same total bend
Attenuation increases can only be seen at extreme attenuation) is determined by using the 2 m test results as
temperature or stress conditions, and the large variation of a reference bend diameter scale.
the bend sensitivity among the standard single mode fibres Furthermore, the structural parameters of the fibre
can cause confusion in conclusions, refractive index profile (core radius and refractive index

The a1 l,(X) method has recently been developed to difference) are determined with the 2 m test by comparing
better adduce these problems and to solve them in single the allb(,) and aO.,(X) curve series measured with the
mode fibre cable tests [I, 21. It is based on the LPI I mode theoretical bend attcnuation curves [1, 31. Finally, the
bend attenuation (the a 11) measurements as a function of estimated attenuation increase of the LP01 mode at 1550
wavelength. The method can be applied to tests with short nm is calculated from the equivalent bend diameter and
cable samples, down to 30 m in length, and to very short structural parameters using the theory [1, 31 (Fig. 1). The
fibre samples, down to 2 m. The allb(X) is measured
using the LPOI mode output power as a reference (without
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macro bend attenuation of the LP01 mode on any bend After this the 65 cm coils were cycled in temperature test
diameter at any wavelength can thus be estimated, and [1] from -40 to +70 oC 10 times. At least two fibres for
even the fibre's micro bend sensitivity which is also two tubes in each cable were tested.
dependent on the same structural parameters [1]. The same cables were investigated in tensile performance

In this paper the allb(X) method is applied to the tests with straight 25 m sections using the method [1]. The
optimization of an SZ-stranded loose tube cable design. all,) measurements were done by a standard cut-back
The test results were compared to the corresponding helical measurementsiwere don e by a nr t-ameasurement instrument (FOA2000 made by Photon
design results partly presented in [1]. The methods Kinetics Inc.) [1].
reliability was additionally proved in short sample cable The results obtained by the all()•0 method were
tests, and the method was also applied to 4-fibre ribbon compared to standard test results measured in long fibre or
tests in order to investigate macro and micro bends that can cable tests.
cause attenuation increases at extreme temperatures. A 9
m ribbon test based on the al lb,(,) method was developed.

THE RIBBON EXPERIMENTS

THE CABLE EXPERIMENTS The intentions of the ribbon tests were to develop a

repeatable and reliable test procedure with the allh(X)
The allf(i) method was applied to two kinds of cable method for short, 2 - 10 m ribbon samples. The test

designs. The first design was a slotted core cable for duct method was to show whether thc 'ibres were well or badly
installations (Fig. 2, [4]) with 6 secondary tubes (including placed in the ribbons. "Well" means that attenuation
4 - 6 fibres each) placed in S-stranded slots, and the other changes of the fibres at a temperature cycling test from -00
was a similar design but slots and tubes were SZ-stranded. to +80 OC at 1550 nm do not exceed (002 dB/km. i.e..
The single mode fibres in the cables were standard (CCITT no micro or macro bends are generated in the fibres of the
G.652) fibres with a matched cladding refractive index ribbons. "Bad" means larger attenuation increa:,e,.
profile. Several ribbon lay-outs were tested %ith all,(X)

measurements, and a 9 m test la,-,out %%a, cho,,cn. Both
Q PrimarycoateOpticalfibre good and bad ribbons were found, and result, )ere

P0 yamideube compared with long fibre temperature .ci ,ng te1t results.
and, for the good ribbons, to the cable test result,, a' "ell.

@)® Slotted core

ýJ4- Strength member
\-®S,'ergs COMPO-d The 9 m ribbon test

fling comnpoUd For the 9 m ribbon test, the sample .as tu ned 3.5 times
P01yev•hyle sheathm (6.6 m) on a 600 mm diameter plate during the al Il](A)

measurements of the sample (Fig. 3). About 1 2 m section

of the launching end of the fibres was separvted from the
Fig. 2. The cable design investigated. [4] ribbon coating and partly turned (450) on a ,00 mm bend

diameter during these measurements [1]. The reference
Both cable types were investigated in several different LP01 mode powers were measured with a mode blocking

samples with the intention to see the relationship between filter (I turn on 20 mm) performed on the open fibre
process parameters, fibre bending at room temperature section. Other sections of the sample were kept as straight
and attenuation increases in extreme temperatures, as well as possible during both measurements.
as between the bending and tensile performance window.
The helically stranded design was tested in 6 different Spectralattn. meas.<

stranded version was investigated in 8 different samples, 4 /

of them were also discussed in [1]. This design was
examined by varying excess lengths, pitches and reverse lay R-.W mm -
lengths of stranding.

The cable tests

The cable samples were investigated using the a I l(X) Fig. 3. The fibre lay-out of the 9 m ribbon test.

method, first in room temperature in 30 m sections turned The 2 m reference macro bend tests were performed on
on two different cable bend diameter, 121) cm and ,5 cm. 30 - 600 mm bend diameters as usual Il for the samples
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cut from the ribbon. For each bend diameter the actual fibres in the helix- and SZ-stranded cables investigated can
bent length must be used in all, calculation. Because a be set by measuring the cables' actual construction
fibre bending inside the primary coating can be changed in parameters and using the simple helix equations [5] and the
the colouring process or in the encapsulating process, theory reverse lay stranding [6]. The optimum fibre
original primary coated reference samples are position at room temperature is around the middle of the
recommended. tube, and the limits for those bend diameter range without

The all,(,) curve of each fibre in the ribbon was attenuation increases are the cases where the fibres lie
compared to the corresponding 2 rn. reference test curves. along the inner (the largest bend diameter) or outer wall
If the fibre was placed ideally in the ribbon, the allb()A) (the smallest bend diameter) of the stranded tubes. In the
of the ribbon would correspond to the al Il(X) curve in the reverse sections of an SZ-cable there may exist a variation
2 m test on a 600 mm bend diameter. Thus, the difference of about + 20 - -80 % of the bend diameter in addition to
between these curves and their derivatives is proportional the corresponding helical design may exist [6]. A slight
to the bends along the fibre. It can roughly be concluded buckling of the fibres down to almost 100 mm equivalent
that the larger the difference, the smaller macro bends bend diameters can be allowed without causing attenuation
exist along the fibre, and the lower the derivative of the increases [1].
ribbon allb(A) curve, the more micro bends have been The equivalent bend diameter in the cables studied
generated in the ribbon. decreases at low temperatures due to the axial compression

of the cable, and increases at high temperatures. The
temperature elongation of these cables is close to that of

FIBRE BENDING IN THE CABLE DESIGNS the plastic materials' used in them, and the elongation of
the fibres can be estimated to be zero due to the low

Equivalent bend diameter elongation coefficient of the glass.
Thus, by measuring the equivalent bend diameters and

The equivalent bend diameter for a fibre in a test sample comparing them with the estimated allowed bend diameter
is the constant bend diameter on which the whole fibre range, the fibre position in the cable can be determined.
section should be curved to get the same total bend When some samples of a design are first investigated in this
attenuation [1]. Such a parameter is necessary in order to way in temperature and tensile performance tests, the
describe fibre macro bending in cables by one discrete tensile and temperature performance of the cable can be
parameter. In most cases fibres are more or less randomly estimated at room temperature by the all(X,) method.
bent inside cables.

Macro bend attenuation is exponentially dependent on
the inverse bend diameter, i.e., the smallest existing bend RESULTS
diameter will give the largest contribution to the bend
attenuation. Thus, it is convenient to use 'the equivalent The allh(X) method's reliability was further studied in
bend diameter' in cable analysis. The equivalent bend the cable and secondary coating tests (random bending) and
diameter determined by the all,(X) method is smaller than macro bend tests of 20 different fibres (constant bend
the mean bend diameter, but it is equivalent for the diameter). The equivalent bend diameter of a fibre in a
attenuation increases. sample can be estimated by a ± 10 I, repeatability, and

For a fibre wound without micro bends on a mandrel, the corresponding macro bend attenuation of the LP01
the equivalent bend diameter is the mandrel's diameter. A mode can be estimated by a ± 2,' %ýc accuracy (Fig. 4).
helically curved fibre also has a constant bend diameter Only such all,0() measurements where macro bends
equal to its equivalent bend diameter, which can be easily dominated were used. The al I],(X) values can be measured
calculated from the helix parameters [5]. by at least a ± 5 % repeatability (corresponds to a 5 nm

repeatability at a wavelength scale), in most cases even by
a ± 1 ¾c repeatability.

Fibre bending in cables in varying tensile and temperature The equivalent bend diameter range within which the
conditions fibres moves in an SZ-cable was seen to be dependent on

the number of helical turns between the reverse points, the
The bend radius of a curved fibre at every point and the fibre excess length in the cable, and particularly on the

fibre length to this point can be calculated only if the curve cable core construction. The bend diameter range in the
can be described mathematically. For fibres in real cables temperature test for the optimized slotted core cable was as
this can seldom be done with sufficient accuracy because of narrow as for the good quality helically stranded slotted
the characteristic structural variation of each design, core cables (Fig. 5a. and [I]) simultaneously with a wide,
various cable materials, and many variable process 0.5 ¾ tensile performance. The excess length variation
parameters. In addition, cables in factory tests are wound shifts linearly the temperature bend diameter window of the
on drums, possibly with a varying tension. cable on a bend diameter scale.

Rough limits for the allowed bend diameter range for In the cables without a slotted core (Fig. 5b), the fibre
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bend diameter changed at a very large window in thea .Acuin
temperature test. The lower fibre excess length did not r_ - ~¶e
help, the bend diameter window was only shifted to larger 0-30 060 0(ý1_00 . 0280[

bend diameters. W040 
3

j1T. -0600

T a)

t T1

Z- The9masribbon test

IIa

; I I , I . '. __bI am

a0.,eed6 bea ene~ta bend test

of the me~asu ured atenu ttmation, inrasg/. ~ SO b

nm). The *-marked points are from cable tests and
*-marked from fibre macro bend tests. The 9- ribbon test

The 2 a, macro bend test

030 040 060 1 (0 0 75
0600 -- --

I j Vaeleagth. n
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b) Fig. 6. The ribbon test results and their ref. tests for
Tempertar cyclia !XI, a fibre a) with micro bends, b) with macro bends,

40`ý and c) without additional bends.

The 9 m ribbon test was proved to be reliable. A clear
difference between well and badly situated fibres was seen.

o.~eengt. amBoth micro bends (Fig. 6a), additional macro bends (Fig.
6b), and ideally situated fibres (Fig. 6c) were found. The

Fig. 5. Temperature test results for a) a 2.5-turn and results correlated to the attenuation increases measured in
b) for a 3.5-turn SZ-cable by the alI 1,(X) method.
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standard temperature cycling tests and in cable tests. Authors

If necessary, the method's reliability can be improved by
using a little longer fibre sample in the reference test to get
at least 2 turns on a 600 mm bend diameter. The accuracy
of the bend diameter determination can be improved by
measuring several bend diameters between 280 mm and 600
mm in the reference test.

SUMMARY

The cable tests: The fibre bending can be investigated in 4.
short cables by the c• 1 lb(X) method without reaching Dr. Tarja Volotinen is working as a technical specialist in the Optical

extreme conditions for LP01 mode attenuation increases. Fibre Technology group at the Technical Department for development

An optimized SZ-stranded slotted core cable design was of cables at Ericsson Cables, Telecom Cables Division, Hudiksvall in

developed, and it has as narrow a bend diameter window Sweden. After her M.Sc. degree 1978, she worked with fiber optic

of fibre moving in temperature variation as the good quality measurement technology for Nokia Telecommunication Cables, in
helical cables. For optimized loose tube cable designs, Helsinki, Finland. She joined Ericsson Cables in the autumn -86
fibre bending, and temperature and tensile performance responsible for optical fibre measurement technology until the autumn -

88 and then she concentrated on her doctoral research Ill work until
windows can be estimated from room temperature allb(A,) March 1991 when her Ph.D. thesis in Physics [1] was examined at the

measurements on 30 m samples, because the fibre excess University of Helsinki.

length variation only shifts the fibre bend diameter window
linearly.

The ribbon tests: The 9 m ribbon test method is a
simple, informative and reliable test method for ribbons.
Fibre bending, the equivalent bend diameter and whether
there exist any micro bends in the ribbon can be estimated
by the test. The sensitivity of the test can be improved, if
necessary, by using longer ribbon samples. Very short
ribbon samples, such as 2 m, can be used for rough
determinations.
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EVALUATION OF ANTIBALLISTIC SHEATHINGS FOR AERIAL FIBER CABLES

SUSANA CAMARA CARLOS G. CORTINES

ALCATEL STANDARD ELECTRICA I MALIAnO - CANTABRIA - SPAIN

ABSTRACT concerned but also mechanical performances
which resist installation plus a long

We have performed a study of different lifetime in aggressive atmospheres. Al-
sheathings used as an effective shooting thought system designers plan their net-
protection. We verify that it is not works, in fi::ed installations, usually in
enough to have barrier materials against ducts and buried, aerial installations are
pellets, but in addition, it is neces- sometimes of absolute necessity. They ýare
sary that sheaths have the property of sometimes of absolute necessity for legal
absorbing the collision energy, as col- reasons or, as in the case of electricity
lision could produce a decrease of companies, the cable runs thr-ough high
signal transmission inside the cable voltage wires, in which case the cable
without piercing the sheath. cannot be burieo.

In this paper we show all the mate- A new parameter which must be taken into
rials that form the cables especially account when calculating and designing the
the sheathing, their technical proper- route of aerial cables, ý.s_ well as the
ties, the shot tests and a report of usual one Isags, voltage, span .ength,
designs for different applications at- etc.) is the ballistic resistance o4 the
tending to the distances and the k:ind cable. As these cables ha,,e dielectric
of pellets, sheathing and their means ot transmission

is by optical fiber ther ballistic resist-
ance needs to be ery )r-r-.

INTRODUCTION

The widespread development of Telecom- ACTUAL SITUATION
munications and, above all, the advent
of optical fiber, means that there are Electricity Companies have alwa a: beer the
now a lot more users of these ser- greatest users of opticl aeriai cables.
vices and also that the requirements They use three types of aerial cables:

o- the customary users in this asctor OFGW, the self supporting ',,pe -fo, ver,,
hae increased. One of the most inter- long length spans and lashed to the c-Ow,.

esting e-:amples of this i nc,-ease in WIr9. Figures I , 2 an-d - snow the -ans-
requirements is that of Electricit- \ersal sections o; these cables.
Companies, who, on one hand, have been
able to solve the technical problems The supplr, of energy and communication
which the use of metallic communica- through the ground conduIctor- of High Volt-
tion cables in electro - static and age aerial lines becomes simultaneous when
electro - magnetic atmospheres present. the OFGW cable is used. This cable also
These problems are typical in electric provides not only a high qu, alit" telecom-
supply systems. On the othe- hand lim- munication system but also high c-apacIty,,
iting by law the frequencies of the transmission. However, the subject of this
use of microwaves, gratefully welcomed "Antiballistic Cables" paper is not about
by the Electric sector, another prob- this cable due to its outer metallic com-
lem has been solved. position.

The introduction of optical fiber has The design of +he self supporting cable is
greatly increased the potenciality of principally a study, of a mechanic type ad-
communicat ions and liewise the u.se orf justed to the ma imum span of the line and
optical fiber,. to +he geographical zone arid atmospher ic

conditions in which it is located. "echa-
In spite of :,ptical fiber being a nic tension is achieved tb means o4 arami-
rather fragile raw material, the users de ,.ar-ns placed between the jac~et s. rue
e~pect cable manufacturers tc supp+ 1 to the mechanical char-Acter-istIcS, whic-h

them with high quality per+trmances, these cables must boast of, it is neces-
not only as far as transmissIon is sary to pad them with a great amou'nt o4
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high module y'arns, which, undoubtedly, act FIGURE 2
as 8n antibzkllisfir- barrier, and which, up
to the present ha,,e been Used in order to SELF SUPPORTING CABLE
provide them with this barrie:r.

4
FIGURE I

3
2

S2

3 1. Optical Core

2. Inner Jacket LLDPE
- 4

3. Aramide Yarns

4. Outer Jacket HDPE

OPGW CABLE
FIGURE 3

1. Optical Core LASHED CABLE TO THE GROUND WIRE

2. Filling Compound

3. Aluminium Tube

4. Allumoweld Wires

Type I Type 11

Short-circuit current 17 kA 25 kA

Outer Diameter, mm 15 18

Weight, kg/km 680 891

""4
Howe-er , re per iments, hi-e Ehownr, s
that this protection alone, is not su+-
4icient guarantee. 1+ '-je wanted to gular- 1. Optical Core
.antee that it was an a-:lniballisfic cable
We would ha,,e to Use so much ,,arn that it 2. Inner Jacket HDPE
would mqa-e the cable 4inanciatly Ltn~eas-
able. 3. Antiballistic Aramide Tapes

A~S reg=1)cis Ttru1CfUre the lashed cable IF 4. Outer Jacket HDPE
similar to the s=el Sypporfino ty'pe, b,-.
Qwinq to mec ha n ica .3 -eq fIv-emfe n t c;, t he
MOU n t 0+ yarn used in the latter is Outer Diameter: 16 mm
lower than the a-mo-nt ujsed I n the former . Weight: 240 kg/km
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NEW CABLE FIGURE 4

1. DESIGN ANTIBALLISTIC SELF SUPPORTING CABLES

The solution that we hae discovered non-
sists in putting between the jaclets ara-
mide yarn woven +apes so that pellets
cannot penetrate through them. This is
achie,,ed b', a suitable selectinn, not I
only in the amount but also in the type
o* yarn woven, plus the type of weaving.
This cable has bis cal , -, a tructure_ 2
similar to the conenticnal types as iar
as core and sheathings are concerned,
een in self supporting cables the tapes
do not rule out the use of aramide yarns
as elements of resistance. 4

Figure 4 shows the new cable, in which
the longitudinal layout of these tapes
can be seen. This kind of layout can be
carried out during the sheathing e:-:tr,_-
sion process, which not only maIfes its _ 5
application easier but also brings down
manLulac-tuLlring costs.

In the design c 4 these cables it is not
only essential to build a barrier which
stops= pelle+s ýrom penetratino into the
ins--ide co,-e but also to stop the pellet
from doing any damage een if it onny
hits the fiber. It is, therefore, neces-
sary to place a bu.f4er between the tapes 1. Optical Core
and the optical core. The bulfe'- will 2. Inner Jacket HDPE
then 'eneive the blas÷+ trom the pellets, 3. Aramide Yarns
and ir. th_ wv the optical core will ne 4. Antiballistic Aramide Tapes
-age ,rom an\,, har-m. "s we shall =ee a 5. Outer Jacket HDPE
,ariety c, tests, with di-(ý -enl types

4r":1 aMonlt of tapes, and also dif4ef-eren Outer Diameter: 18 mm
materials- for the inner and outer sheath- Weight: 285 kg/km
ing, have bhn -ar-ed cut.

FIGURE 5

2. DESCRIPTION OF ARAMIDE YARN TAPES

The tests were r,-art led -t usina dif-
fe:-ent +, pes of arami je .,a--,, wo en tapes.
c-.Dm t-e results- o4 thes-e te•t- we chose
9 t ape woven wit t 3..K dte: 1 ow modulus ___

,.-r * its 
t hilC ne -s aýnd weight wen- ' .'

mm and .'>45 ,g-'car respecti el\y. The
width o +the Iape is adjusted sccor-'.ng
t:_ the diameter of the cable it is to

'. We telieve ?n-'e a minimum dis-
tance --f 15 mete,-s will comply with the
,-eqmiTent5 of the cl lients for +he +vpe
cT muralrt ion used in, bir-.d hunt in . 1i th
reqjl)-iermnt• i, .1i nd tw-,o +apes we ap-

plied is .-- Thown in rý.'-e 5 ad the
,-esults ot s ed, as shown later.

3. TESTS

+.t~' ts-s W•r9 Carrie ou
t 

ctr'

"peces-, the si p,-_r'ot"pe cb' e-es we-e
belected and msr'.faw÷ured.
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TABLE 1

RESULTS OBTAINED IN CABLES WITH THE FOLLOWING JACKETS: INNER JACKET LLDPE 0.3 mm

OUTER JACKET HDPE 1.0 mm

SAMPLE No. of DISTANCE DIAMETER HOLES IN PELLETS STOPPED IN HOLES IN PELLETS IN
No. TAPES m PELLET OUT.JACKET 1st TAPE 2nd TAPE INN.JACKET OPTICAL CORE

1 1 25 5 17 6 - 4 1
2 1 25 6 19 8 - 2 -
3 1 20 5 14 4 - 6 2
4 1 20 6 16 4 - 7 1
5 2 20 5 17 8 4 1 -
6 2 20 6 20 6 6 0 -
7 2 15 5 13 4 4 2 2
8 2 15 6 19 7 4 3 3

TABLE 2

RESULTS OBTAINED IN CABLES WITH THE FOLLOWING JACKETS: INNER JACKET LLDPE 1.5 mm

OUTER JACKET HDPE 1.0 mm

SAMPLE No. of DISTANCE DIAMETER HOLES IN PELLETS STOPPED IN HOLES IN PELLETS IN
No. TAPES m PELLET OUT.JACKET 1st TAPE 2nd TAPE INN.JACKET OPTICAL CORE

9 1 25 5 16 7 - 6 -

10 1 25 6 14 12 - 2 -

1I 1 20 5 21 q - 7 1
12 1 20 6 17 6 - 7 -

13 2 20 5 19 7 62 -
14 2 20 6 12 8 1 0 -
15 2 15 5 14 6 3 1 1
16 2 15 6 16 5 4 1 -

TABLE 3

RESULTS OBTAINED IN CABLES WITH THE FOLLOWING JACKETS: INNER JACKET HDPE 1.5 mm

OUTER JACKET HDPE 1.0 mm

SAMPLE No. of DISTANCE DIAMETER HOLES IN PELLETS STOPPED IN HOLES IN PELLETS IN
No. TAPES m PELLET OUT.JACKET 1st TAPE 2nd TAPE INN.JACKET OPTICAL CORE

17 1 20 5 18 12 - 1 -

18 1 20 6 23 16 - 0 -

19 1 15 5 17 9 - 3 3
20 1 15 6 30 14 - 7 6
21 2 20 5 20 to 8 - -
22 2 20 6 19 7 6 - -

23 2 15 5 19 12 5 1 -

24 2 15 6 22 8 9 - -
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A 12 gauge shot gun (18.5 mm 0) was used
to fire at the cables as this seemed to
be the most harmful type of shot gun
owned by the majority of hunters.

The following two shot gun loads were
fired during the tests.

Approx. No.
Diameter Weight of of pellets

mm pellet, gr in 10 gr

No. 5 3.00 0.204 50

No. 6 2.75 0.147 68

The results obtain-i are to be seen in
Tables 1, 2 and 3. SUSANA CAMARA received her Master Degree

in Chemistrv from Oviedo University in
19S4, where she specialized in Organic

CONCLUS IONS Chemist-v/.

In view of the results obtained the e+- She joined ALCATEL STANDARD ELECTFICA in
fectiveness of the tapes was verified as 1'K7 working in the R & E, Materials De-
well as the importance of choosing a partment, where she is actually respons-
suitable type of polyethylene for the ible for Material De%,elopmerts of the
inner sheathing. As can be seen, so as Telecommunications Cable Di,,ision.
to avoid the spreading of the blast to
the optical core, it becomes essential She Is author of seerAl papers, particip-
to use a FE of HD displaying substantial ating in different International Sympo-
thickness (t.5 mm?. siums.

A double la/,er of adeCuated aramide
woven tapes effectiely protects aerial
telecommunication cables against shot
gun pellets fired hy bird hunter-s. With
the layout presented completely effect-
ive results, for distances of 15 m or
over, ha.,e been achieved.

We believe that this is the most suit-
able solution for dielectric optical
fibers since it does not make any great CARLOS G. CORTINES was born in i:44. Ir
change in the design of the optical 1968 he graduated from Valladolid Univer-
core. As we did not consider shorter sity with a Degree in Physics. He Ioined
distances to be of much interest, a STANDARD ELECTPICA, -TT, today ALCATEL,
study of them was not made. and worked in the Engineering Dep-artment

of the Telecommunication Cables Division.
These tapes cannot be thought of as From 1982 he is the head of the Opticil
possessing any tensile strength, there- Fiber Development Group in ALCATEL STAN-
fore it is always necessary to i nclude DARD ELECTRICA, Cable Farcto:-u in Malia.;c-
the LIsual pulling elements ir, the de- Cantabria.
signs for these cables.
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FLAT CONDUCTOR CABLE SYSTEMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF AIRBAG

SIGNALS WITHIN THE STEERING WHEEL OF CARS

F.Schauer

kabelmetal electro GmbH
Special cables

Sieboldstr. 10 8500 Nurnberg

Abstract the housing, are made from vehicle
cable with a cross section of 0.5

To transmit the signals from the mm 2 
. Picture 1 shows in front a

car to the steering wheel a special flat-cable connected to the round-
flatcable assembly was developed.To cable and wound up to a clockspring
get a costant resistance and no and behind a second one mounted
shorttime interruption in every into the housing.
position of the steering wheel a
flat cable formed like a clock-
spring is protected in a housing. -

Special constructions of cables
were designed. The ends of the flat
cable are connected to round cables
as they are used in cars. The
dimensions of the housings,the
length and the thickness of the
cable must be harmonized so, that
the necessary revolutions of the
steering wheel are assured.

1 Introdution

When the new generation of elec-
tronic equipment for the safety-
system Airbag was put on the market
a transmissionline between car and
steering wheel was necessary which
has constant resistance without
any shorttime interruption in all
positions of the steering wheel and Picture 1: flatcable
in all cases of deceleration. Usual clockspring
systems with slipring and carbon
strip could not fulfill these The system consists of 3 important
conditions. parts: the flatcables the housing

and the outer connectors or lead
wires with a point of contact
between round- and flat-cable.

2 Descriotion of the System

To create a transmission without a
slipring, a flatcable was wound up 2-ILKminx.
to a clock-spring and protected by
a housing. As the flatcable has 3.1 Revolution and Dimension
small cross sections which are not
used in cars, the parts of the The revolutions, the system has to
transmissionline which are not in acchieve, are different and depend
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on the car. They reach from 3,3 up 7.0
to 8. The dimensions of the hous- Z I

ings are quite different too, be- I

cause every car designer has his [ "
own ideas and influences the de- 6 I -
velopment and construction. So the .5
outer diameter reaches from 70 up I
to nearly 150 mm, the inner dia- _1I
meter from 40 to 80mm. There is no
chance for standardisation.So eyery 6.0--------- - ,- -

car or car builder needs his own I
system. The number of revolutions
depends on the volume, which is <1 <-0
available to the flatcable clock- 5.5
spring. So it depends on the inner
and the outer diameter Di, Do, the
thickness t and the length of the
cable L. It is necessary to control
the dimensions with a formula con- 5.0
sidering the geometric dependence.
The result is shown in picture 2.
In this case the thickness of the AW6261 AW6251
cable t and the outer diameter of
the housing Do are constant.

0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.33 mm
thicknesst

z 7.0- Picture 3: N = f (t)

SParameter: Di +

7 In the picture the thicknesses of
I the available cables are marked. To

S6.0 - J -- L _---- get a high number of revolutions N,
1 1 1 it is necessary to have a thin and

I I 1 long cable, a small inner diameter

e 5.5 - -- and a large outer diameter, but you
31 1 1 1 hardly get all those things to-

gether.
S.0

4.S 3.2 Constiuction of Housing

It is the task of the housing to
protect the flatcable from damaging
and to guide the two points where
the flatcable is connected to the

3.5 L --- 1- outer cables, - or in another solu-
tion to a connector - while they
move, that means during the revo-

3.0 lutions.The flatcable must have the
possibility of free movement. So-

1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500mm lutions are known where the housing

tengthL has layers of foils on both sides

Picture 2: N = f (L) of the flatcable. These foils lower
Paramameter: Di + A the noise of movement. There should

be no noise when the steering wheel

It is recognizable, that a cable is moved and no rattle in the case
that is too short or too long gives of vibration. The torque should be
less revolutions. One can also see, less than 150 mNm and there should
that the smallest inner diameter be no abbration between the rotat-
gives the most revolutions.This de- ing points. The following housing
pendence remains the same if we materials are available.
keep the inner diameter constant.By PON
the same steps of the outer dia- PA 6.6
meter the curves are laying closer PA with PTFE
together. A thicker cable needs PC
more place. How the number of revo- PBTP
lutions depends on the thickness of There should be a very small fric-
the cable is shown in picture 3. tion coefficient between the parts.
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The normally used constructions Instead of the normal pitch of 2.54
have got a roll and a housing con- mm there is used a pitch of 1,7 ms.
sisting of two parts.That makes two The 2 conductors of airbag keep the
points which cause friction. In a pitch of 2,54 mm and the 4 other
new construction the roll and one conductors get the smaller pitch.
housing element became one part, so
that there is only one friction
point left. 4.3 Electrical Characteristic

4.Flatcable 4.3.1 Load Capacity: Normally the
cable is only used to transmit sig-

4.1 Materials nals. For the heating element of
the steering wheel a current of 8

A flatcable with flat conductors is amp should be transmitted. The
a very thin cable. The insulation question was which cross section of
of the cable needs a good abration the flatcable would be necessary.In
strength and a smooth surface so this case it is not possible to
that the windings of the cable compare to the values which are
could not stick together when the given in standards because the heat
clockspring is moved.A foil of conduction in the coil is unfavour-
polyester is a good insulation able. The worse case is given, if
material. Two foils covered with a the cable is wound up on block on
special hotmelting adhesiv are the inner roll. For this case we
laminated together and include the have made measurements with the
flat conductors.The adhesiv is a result, that the highest steady
two component polyester compound current can be around 3 amp, then
which reaches its full hardness the temperature rise is 80 K. For
after about two days in normal at- the three standart cross sections
mosphere. This is necessary,because the maximum load is shown in pic-
the steering wheel reaches tempera- ture 5. The values of flatcables
tures about 90 to 100 'C if the which are laying straight are shown
car is standing in the sun. A nor- there, too.
mal thermoplastic adhesiv softens
at these temperatures so that the
foils delaminate and the cable be-
comes defect. If this happens, the cross one cable in the

clock-spring can't work any more section straight clocksp.
because the insulation gets folds AWG amp amp
and the windings stick together.

24 6,0 2,7
4.2 Construction of Cables 25 5,5 2,3

26 5,0 1,8
Normally three types of cables with
two conductors are used for the Picture 5 :load capacity
transmissions of the signals for
the airbag. Cross sections are AWG
24, 25, and 26. For horn and speed For the heating element or other
control connection three additional equipments in the steering wheel
conductors are necessary. In that with more than 35 W , or 3 amp, a
case a five conductor cable is sliding conduct must be used.If the
used. Because the space is the same current flows only on a period of 3
as for the two conductor cable, the minutes, the value is aproximately
conductors and the pitch are twice.
defined smaller. Picture 4 shows a
cable with 6 cores. 4.3.2 Temperatur Dependence of the

Resistanc-: I.4r the electronic
control system in the care it would
be desirable that the path of air-
bag has a constant resistance at

Sall temperatures. Normally electro-
lytical copper is used.The resist-
ance of the path rises up to 1,6 at

'i ' i85 *C and falls down to 0,7 at min
17 40'C if the resistance at 20"C is

16 1,0. The values include the toler-
ances caused by the different lots

Picture 4: 6 core cable of manufacturing
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Picture 6 : 5 -conductor assembley

5 Connection and Lead Wire in the livespan of the contact.If a
welded contact is used there might

The first step was based on the be problems if the conductor is
idea, that the connection point is smaller than AWG 25.A soldered con-
embedded in a moulded housing so tact provides the greatest number
that the connection point is pro- of possibilities for the dimen-
tected. This technology is still sioning of conductor and pitch. We
used today for two conductor sys- can look back to positive experi-
tems as they are shown in picture ences using a reflow-soldering-
1. For more conductor assemblies system over more than five years.
the soldered connection points bet-
ween the flat and the round cables
are together with the folded end of 6 Tests and Specification
the flat cable and together with
the pull - relief block of the 6.1 Cable
stranded round wires embedded in a
two-part housing which is closed by A lot of tests were done, wherein
welding with ultrasonic. In picture the test of delaminating is a
6 a five conductor assembly is special test for the clockspring
shown. cable for airbag.The cable is fixed
The metallic connection may be as shown in picture 7.
manufactured by:

- welding
- soldering
- crimping

The crimping of flatcable with
flatconductors is used in elec-
tronic equipments but not in cars.
Further there is used an insulation
displacement system so that the
dimensions of the flatcable are not
variable. But this is necessary for
the definition of the clocksprings.
Competent connector manufacturers
and harness makers have made a lot
of tests. The results are good but
the resistance shows variations Picture 7: Delaminating test
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For quality assurance a test for Nomenclature
the delaminating temperature was
defined. A little piece of the AWG American Wire Gauge
flatcable is fixed in a bend and Di Inner diameter of housing
stored in a heating-cabinet. A lot Do outer diameter of housing
of speciments are stored at differ- L length of flat cable
ent temperatures.If the temperature N number of revolution
is too high, the insulation delami- PA Polyamid
nates or shrinks and delaminats. PBTP Polybuthylenthereftalat
For the cables for airbag the PC Polycarbnat
delaminating point must be higher POM Polyoximethylen,Polyacetal
than 130'C. It may be done also a t thickness of flatcable

shrinking test in accordance to DIN
65109, but the delamination test 'r
simulating better the applica*°ion
of clockspring for airbag.

Biography

6.2 Tests on Clocksprings

6.2.1 Electrical Resistance: As the
whole system is controlled during
the application, it is necessary to
compare very exactly with the nomi-
nal value. Measurement is done with
a four-point system. The resistance
increeses the lead wires and the
connectors. If these is a permis- bFreedrich Schauer
sible tolerance of 5 % or less in kabelmetal electro
the requirements, every part must Sieboldstr. 10

be measured and if required, 8500 N~rnberg

selected. Germany

6.2.2 Torque: The torque required
to drive the interface assembly Mr. Schauer was born in 1940. He
should not exceed the limits. There joined kabelmetal electro after he
are different values from about 70 received the degree Dipl. Ing. in
up to 150 mNm fixed for the clock- electrotechnology in 1962 from the
springs. If there will be done a "Polytechnikum Munchen". He has
100 % final test, all defects in been engaged in the development of
the mechanical parts, such as the power cables,later special cables
housing or roll, or a fold in the in particular flat cables. He is
flat cable, are found. now head of the development

department for special cable
systems.

6.2.3 Durability Test: The most
important test is the revolution
durability test. The fixture of the
clockspring should be similar to
the "in car" mounting. There are
made all together 1,4 mio cycles in
the temperature reach from minus
30'C up to plus 80'C. One mechani-
cal cycle comprises 2 revolutions
clockwise and 2 revolutions counter
clockwise and back to the center
position. Then four times a move-
ment of 12 degrees clockwise and
counter clockwise close the cycle.
The test will be continued in a
dust cabinet.The assembly is placed
in a cubical chamber in which fine
powderad Portland cement is blown.
Only assemblies with housings that
will not let in the dust can stand
this test.
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A HIGH SPEED COATING PROCESS FOR OPTICAL FIBRE RIBBON

Jukka Kohtala, Juha Tanskanen Peter Fickling, Mats Eriksson

Nokia-Maillefer, Vantaa, Finland Ericsson Cables, Hudiksvall, Sweden

Abstract a further demand for cables with a high fibre count.
Ribbon structures allow multifibre cables to be made

Ribbon is being made or proposed with designs compact and ibis is the main reason for there
having from 2 to 12 or more fibres. Many of the introduction. There are other advantages such as
production units in use today are adaptions of existing easier coupling for multiple testing of fibre bundles,
fibre making plant which is cumbersome to use, does quicker splicing especially in the field and simpler
not attain especially high quality, and, for the sake of terminatioi procedures. To realise these advantages
stability, cannot be run at speeds which give a ribbon must fulfil strict geometrical and other
economical production. Coating is a very sensitive requirements. Its production speed must also be high
process; the fibres in the ribbon can easily develop enough to yield an economical product and to meet
unacceptable attenuation increases at low the rapidly increasing market demand.
temperatures. Bubbles in the coating and bubble
stripping have been a considerable problem. It was
therefore decided that a method of manufacturing
ribbon with good characteristics and with a production Ribbon and cable design
speed considerably higher than normal had to be
developed. This paper presents an evaluation of this A ribbon fibre structure is formed when 2 or more
method with special emphasis on the heart of the fibres are held together laterally either by taping or
process; a newly developed, high precision, acrylate bonding the edges or encapsulating with a UV-
coating applicator. curable resin. A view of an 4-fibre encapsulated

ribbon is shown below in Fig.1.

Introduction

When optical fibre began replacing copper cable for
the trunk telephone network it was mainly for the
reason that a single fibre had the transmission
capacity of several hundred copper conductors. The
first fibre cables comprised very few, typically six,
fibres but had comparatively, an enormous transmis-
sion capacity. However, as often happens when
capacity becomes available, new niches were created
and the demand soon absorbed all that extra capacity.
Today optical fibre cables have become very widely
used in subscriber networks to serve high speed,
broadband telecommunication services, such as data, Fig. 1.
video and facsimile transmissions. This has lead to a
demand for cables with higher and higher fibre
counts, often with 96 or more fibres. The spread of It is important that the whole ribbon matrix is free
optical cable into the local area networks has generated from gas bubbles especially between the fibres.
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Fig. 2 depicts the cross section of an ideal consist of a soft inner enclosed by a hard outer,
encapsulated 4-fibre ribbon, similar to a standard two-coat fibre, or a single matrix

material with intermediate properties. The two-coat
system can have separate applicators and UV-curing

.,• or be applied wet on wet.

Coating Materials

S: ... .•, :•:" • ' . .. : YTa p in g o f fib re s h a s b e e n trie d b u t h a s re lia b ility

problems, furthermore it is not easy to split nor does
S....it leave a clean fibre after splitting; which is necessary

when terminating fibre bundles.

Fig. 2 Total encapsulation of the fibres is probably the

Fig. 3 shows how compact a 96-fibre cable can be commonest ribbon design today. With this type of
made. The ribbons are closely stacked in slots which structure, the interaction of the material used for the
surround a central strength member. This design, fibre outer coating, whether coloured or not, and the
called a slotted core cable, has a diameter considerably ribbon bonding acrylate is paramount in ensuring the
less than a conventional type with a similar fibre desired break-out. Good break-out is the property
count. whereby fibres can be peeled from the ribbon structure

so cleanly that no trace of the outer ribbon material
remains on any part of any fibre whilst leaving the
colouring ink undamaged on each fibre. Normally, if
one acrylate is applied over another, whether one of
them is cured or not, there will be an excellent
adhesion between the layers. To prevent this adhe-
sion and achieve adequate break-out of the fibres, the
coating materials have to be modified as do the
coating techniques. The outer coating of the fibre,
usually a UV-curable coloured ink, has to have its
chemical structure altered so that adhesion to the
ribbon acrylate does not occur. It is also vital that the
colouring coat is adequately cured otherwise the
outer matrix material will adhere to the surface of the
fibre, even when using a modified ink. A particular

difficulty with the modified material is the considerable
slowing down of the cure rate compared with stan-
dard material. This exacerbates the curing problem.

Fig. 3 Formally an outer silicon acrylate was used to produce
good break-out and whilst it was effective, it had the

Ribbons comprising 6 or more fibres are not generally undesirable property of leaving traces of itself on the
used in cables. At this early stage of development the fibres. It also needed overcoating with a harder more
market abounds with different designs of ribbon and durable acrylate but this was not a problem if a wet
ribbon cables. This hinders any specific developmental on wet applicator was used.
work as does the absence of universally defined
tolerances. An alternative approach to the break-out problem is

to use standard fast cured inks and chemically
Prior to their incorporation into a ribbon, fibres are modify the ribbon acrylate instead. Such materials
usually coloured with a UV-curable ink with special are on the market and could give higher production
properties. (next section). The ribbon matrix can speeds but hitherto we have not tested them.
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Edge bonding is simpler than encapsulation. The The Coating Process
sides of the fibres are bonded with a UV-curable
acrylate (interstitial bonding) but no material is applied The target for the project was to develop a high speed
to the tops. They therefore lack the buffering coating process for the manufacture of optical fibre
protection which encapsulation engenders but ribbon with a matrix adhering to close geometrical
produce smaller ribbons. Alignment is also more of a tolerances and the optical properties of every fibre
problem which can make multifibre (mass-splicing) remaining unimpaired. The heart of the system is the
terminations difficult. Break-out is less important so pressurized ribbon coating applicator which was
that standard fast curing colouring inks can be used designed from the outset to run optimally with a
in production. coating speed of around 300 m/min. Using the

various acrylate parameters it was possible to
theoretically establish all the interactions between
the internal fluid flows so that the angles and distances

Equipment required for optimum performance and stability could
be calculated with a considerable degree of accuracy.

The line configuration is shown in Fig.4. The first coater, built to this design, was subjected to
intensive and painstaking experimental work aimed

It includes a multihead pay-off with facilities for up to at perfecting the coating process. The applicator is
12 reels; the pay-off tension of each fibre being shown in Fig.5.
monitored to ensure perfect balance in the system.
The fibres then pass, via a static discharger, into the The coater has four material inlets, allowing the use
UV-curable acrylate applicator, a double (wet on wet) of either one or two different materials in a wet on
coater of advanced design. The coater is preheated wet process. The inner die system can be used for
from beneath. edge bonding only or, with a different pressure, for a
The remainder of the equipment, double UV-curing buffer layer. When used for single material

irradiators, capstan and take-up is a standard fibre encapsulating the inner system ensures that the
drawing setup. There is provision for two different interstices are completely filled obviating the need for
acrylates with a delivery pressure up to 4 bar and a bubble stripping device over the coater. The three
temperature up to 60 0 C. die system was chosen to produce the best alignment

with varying fibre diameters and to allow easy
interchange to accommodate different ribbon designs
or dimensions.

I, D

A&, I L _A,

"" "_ . . . " __ -- _

f f f it_-,- - -.....- _ - _ --

Fig. 4
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after making the ribbon. Subject to the limits of the
measuring equipment, no increase in attenuation
was detected. The results for the ribbon at 1300 nm
and 1550 nm are presented in Fig. 7 and 8.

Temperature Cycling
+ The ribbons were subjected to six complete cycles

between -40 and + 70 0 C and at the conclusion of
the temperature cycling the temperature was taken
down to the limit of the equipment, -831C, and a
measurement taken. The attenuation increase was

/maintained within the project target of 0.1 dB/km. It
was also confirmed, by carefully examining the

Fig. 5 results, that the inner and edge fibres behaved
In use the coater has achieved all that was expected similarly. See Fig. 9, 10 and 11.
of it. Alignment of the fibres, in both directions is
good as is the ability to accept different coating Microbending sensitivity
materials and produce different ribbon designs to For this test a ribbon was passed twice between two
close tolerances. Reproducibility is well up to pieces of p50 grade sandpaper. A reference
expectation. Cleaning is carried out without measurement, without the upper sheet, was taken
dismantling under normal production conditions. A before and after loading. The load was increased in
remaining drawback is the degradation of the outer 2 kg steps producing the attenuation increases for
coating with speeds less than 200 m/min. but this is inner and edge fibres shown in Fig. 12.
a limitation that has to be accepted. The coater has
produced satisfactory results for edge bonded ribbons Macrobending sensitivity
and, with alternative dies, a well aligned eight fibre Measurements were taken with the ribbon describing
ribbon was made. An example of a four fibre a single 3600 loop around different diameters of
encapsulated ribbon produced with a line speed mandrel. The increase in attenuation for both the
exceeding 300 m/min is shown in Fig. 6. inner and edge fibres is shown in Fig. 13.

Torsion sensitivity
If a ribbon is too sensitive to the effects of rotation
it could produce unwelcome attenuation increases
when incorporated into certain cable designs. This
sensitivity was checked by taking the ribbon through
a series of axial rotations and noting the attenuation
for inner and edge fibres after each turn. See Fig. 14.

Fig. 6 DISTRIBUTION OF THE ATTENUATION

Test Results WAVELENGTH 1300 nm
(total 650 measurements)

All the tests results presented below relate to 4-fibre Fibre count
200~

encapsulated ribbon with a double layer matrix of the
same material. The fibres were standard single mode, 501i
coated with two acrylate layers and a UV-cured
colouring ink. After colouring the nominal outer 100

diameter was 250-260 pm and the outer dimensions
50'

of the matrix 400 x 1100pom. Production speed was200-300 m/min, 0 .. ••=
0.26 028 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.40

Attenuation Attenuation (dB/km)

Measurements were taken for each fibre before and Fig. 7. = Measurements (ODOR)
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE ATTENUATION TEMPERATURE CYCLING
WAVELENGTH 1550 nm FIRST CYCLE

(total 650 measurements) Attenuation (dB/km)

Fibre Count 
0.4 t i

200 0.35 . . . -

150 0.31
0,25

100 
0

.
2

i . - ....

0 110.15t

50ý 0.10
Sm • 0.05.

0 15 0 16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 0 21 022 0.23 0.24 0.25 '20 *30 *40 .50 .60 .7A *20 -40 .20

Attenuation (dB/km) Temperature (C)

Measurements (OTDR) 1300 nm - 1550 nm

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

MICROBENDING TESTS TEMPERATURE CYCLING
SECOND, THIRD AND FOURTH CYCLE

Attenuation change dB3c.14e Attenuation (dB/km)

0.12' 
0.

0.1: 0.3,

0.08,

0.06 
0.2j

0.04

0.02 - 0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 '20 .70 -20 -40 -20 .70 .20 -50 '20 .80 .20 -50 *20

Load (kg) Temperature (C)

Edge Fibre Inner Fibre 1300 nm ' 1550 nm

Fig. 12. Fig. 10.

MACROBENDING TESTS TEMPERATURE CYCLING
FIFTH AND SIXTH CYCLE

Attenuation change dB
1 Attenuation (dB/km)

0.4-

08 .

0.3'
0.6

04; 0.2.L .

02 0.1

0 ,0
35 32 30 28 25 -20 +80 '20 .10 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 "20 30 '40 .50 -60 .70 -20 -60 -83

Mandrel Diameter (mm) Temperature (C)

Edge Fibre Inner Fibre 1300 nm 1550 nm

Fig. 13. Fig. 11.
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TORSION TESTS Conclusion

Attenuation change dB Extensive testing of the ribbons made using this
3 - I advanced manufacturing process indicate that it can

2.51 now be utilized to produce good quality ribbon at high
2 speed. The applicator is versatile and can produce

ribbon of different structures including both edge
1.5 bonded and encapsulated designs with close
1* tolerances.

4-

0.5' -

i Using the most recently developed ribbon matrix
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 material it has bsen found that encapsulated ribbon,

Full 360' rotations with one UV-curable ink and two layers of a single
Edge Fibre Inner Fibre matrix material, has excellent temperature stability

and good break-out properties. Different material is
Fig. 14. required for edge bonded structures.

Development so far is the first stage of a project to
find more cost effective ribbon structures with better
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SELF-SUPPORTING OPTICAL FIBRE AERIAL CABLE WITH LARGE
ALLOWABLE ELONGATION

F. Krahn, N. Lenge, G. Weckerle

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Bosch Telecom

Backnang, Germany

cal cable along a railway track of the Deutsche
Abstract Bundesbahn near Karlsruhe. This concept can also

be applied to other cable types.

Optical fibre aerial cables must withstand ice

load, wind load and Karman vibrations without Required Cable Elongation
damage and without any increase in the fibre
attenuation. If the cable has to be installed in The required additional cable length x, needed

wooded areas there is a risk of damage by in the case of a falling tree, can be calculated
falling trees. For minimizing this risk, a self- according to the following equation:
supporting optical fibre aerial cable has been 8f'

developed with an allowable elongation of 1.5% x =+w + h'+(a-])•'- a - 8f

which, together with a special suspension tech-
nique, withstands falling trees without damage where:
and even without increase in attenuation, and

returns automatically to its original position a is the pole distance,

after removal of the fallen tree. This special f the cable sag,

suspension technique is based on the fact that h the height of suspension,

at pole distances of about 50 m a roll-bearing 1 the distance measured from one of two

is used at each pole, allowing bracing fields of poles where the tree falls (see fig.1)

about 1000 m or more.

Introduction

Most optical fibre cables presently installed
are either direct buried or in ducts. Although [
these practices are the most expensive ones,

they are preferred to aerial installations,
since the probability of damage to the aerial
cable is higher and the sight of aerial cables h{
between buildings is often disturbing. Neverthe-
less aerial cables can offer advantages with
regard to installation convenience, costs and
time, particularly in cases where support struc- 7777-77/7 7 7-=
tures already exist, for example along railway
tracks. On such routes, the overhead installa- a

tion of the cable is the obviously best solu-
tion. All these installation advantages are
counterbalanced by other factors which affect

the cable usefulness. Aerial cables have tc be Fig.1: Geometrical conditions

designed to offer the optical fibres sufficient
support to withstand the stress caused during Two extreme cases must be considered. In the

installation, ice load and wind load as well as first case, the tree falls in the middle between

protection against other possible damages. In the two poles. In the second case, the tree

wooded areas there are two main factors which falls in the direct vicinity of a pole.

can damage an aerial cable. Firstly shot-guns Assuming a sag of 1% of the pole distance at a

which can lead to sudden fibre breaks or long- temperature of -5 0 C, the additional cable length

term failure due to moisture entrance. Secondly required for case I is as represented in fi-

falling trees which can also cause sudden fibre gure 2, that for case 2 is as shown in figure 3.

breaks. These problems are very serious in the
case of data transmission for passenger trans- Even in case I a cable elongation between 0.5%

portation. and 39% depending on the pole distance and

This paper describes the basic requirements for heigth of suspension will occur. This is too

the cable and the suspension technique. The con- much for an ontical fibre cable.

cept has been applied to a self-supporting opti-
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For this reason, a special suspension technique In the case of a falling tree, two factors can
is absolutely necessary. This problem is solved contribute to the required additional cable
by a roll-suspension technique. This technique length: the reduction of the sag between the
allows bracing fields of 1000 m or more to be individual poles within the bracing field and
realized. Throughout the poles between the two the cable elongation.
bracing poles the cable recline on suspension The part resulting from the reduction of the sag
rolls as shown in fig. 4. can be neglected. If we assume a bracing field

of 1000 m with an average pole distance of
a = 50 m and a sag of 1% (f = 0.5 m), this
amounts to only:A

D 10 D•
P ....... CA E i8f2

I CASE 1 - BETWEEN THE POLES . 19 0.25 m
T l

.........:..• )................ j............. .... ........... . . .............. .... ......... or s s , . ...... . . r e u t fo-h a l l n a i nI 7 - -..... .... ... .. ......

N ~Thus , the total additional cable length must
A.... .. HEIGH Ol F SS~ result from the cable elongation.

5 A 4.4 Using the described suspension technique, the
U- 6.-m.............cable elongation for example of 39% can be re-S.............- ...... - ............ . ............. .. ........

"* h-N.6_ duced to only 0.8%. Generally not the easiest,
H . ......... .................... - .............. but the worst case must be considered. Thanks to
T I . .. .............. 4''•'• Nnn .... .............. ................................ ... ..... ... ....... ... l:'" ..... th is suspen sion techn ique , the c ab le e longat ion

I . . .......- required in case 2 at the defined bracing fields
0 : •- . -... ---.... and a suspension height of 9.6 m is only 1.0% to

20 2 f '1 3 ,0 41 , I , 1 .2% as shown in fig. 5.10o o •o s 61 70 40 91

POLE DISTANCE [m[

Fig. 2: Necessary additional cable length A 0.4-

L ..... CA.SE. 2- ATTHE POLE'
E 1.2-0 .. ..... . . I BRACING FIELD- -. . : .

1 . ... .- -....... . . . . . .- '.. . . .

T ......... .C A SI 2 - A T T O L E ............. ........1. G H T . . SS:-• ........... ............ ..... ................ ....... ....... ... ...... .. o..-........ A 'h " 4.1!~. .. ......~2±7 -

0 .7 - ...........

9- ................................................................................................. .........."-.-."... :.O....-. - .......

E= ............. ....i .......... . ...... ...... .. .. ... ...... .... . ..., . ... . .. .

S ...... .... . .. ..... ................ ..... o.- 4. C .4- ,

V 20 30 43 50 63 I 6-.3. -E - ... ....... .. + . ........ .. ) . ......... .) . ..... ... ... .. .... ........-. .o.•..... - . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

H -- PO ! '•LE DISTANCE m

"Fig. 5: Necessary cable elongation
2; 3v 40 DI 60 70 80 90

ILE oISOANCE i) A further great advantage of this suspension
Fig. 3: Necessary additional cable length technique is the fact that there will be no vr

tical forces on the pole, neither during in-
stallation, nor in service or in the case of a
crash. There are only forces in the direction ofI> the pole. Of course, this does not apply to the

1., "bracing poles.

Cable Design
<<"••" c]]Core

//",. t-'- As shown in fig. 6 the fibres are located in

loose tubes which are stranded around a central
member consisting of copper wires or polyethy-
lene including glass yarns. The tube dimensions
and the stranding pitch have been selected so
that a cable elongation of up to 1.5% will be

fort, permissible. Up to this strain the fibre will
be isolated from mechanical load. Furthermore
the design ensures that the optical -are

Fig. 4: Roll-suspension technique well protected against lateral forces.
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Results

Central element The elongation and temperature behaviour of the
cable is shown in fig. 7 and 8.

Stranded elements

PE-sheath
C.5

. .. ~~~Strength elements 051 ________________SChange in attenuation at 1310nmi

PE-jacket o.
dI

Fig. 6: Cable cross-section k -I

............................................ ' ................................. ' .......................'--

Jacket and Strength Members

A low-density polyethylene inner sheath is ap- +20 ±O -20 -40 +60 +20 ±0 -20 -40 +60 ÷20

plied over the cable core. Around this sheath TEMPERATURE['C]

the strength members are applied in two layers
alternating in direction and preventing cable Fig. 8: Temperature behaviour
torsion. Over the last layer an adhesive com-
pound is applied to bond the strength members to
the surrounding jacket. This bond will improve Further tests carried out are summarized in

the tension behaviour of the cable. Without such table 1.

a bond jacket slippage or tearing could result.
The outer diameter of the cable is 19 mm.
The strength members must have a Hooke's region Table 1

of greater 2.0%, because a falling tree can
cause cable bends with a minimum diameter of
800 mm. Thus, the strength members at the outer
side of the cable bend are additionally stres- Tensile test (IEC 794-I-El)
sed. The resulting elongation is about 1%, to- Fibre strain at a cable
gether with a worst-case cable elongation of 1% elongation of 1.5% 0.0%

this leads to a total elongation of more than Attenuation change at a

2%. cable elongation of 1.5% < 0.1 dB/1OOm

The material used for the strength members is Breaking elongation (IEC 794-

aramid. Aramid has the advantage of prevent- 1-EI) 2.7%

ing a cable from being damaged by shot-guns Cable bending (1EC 794-1-Eli)
firing from a distance of at least 20 m. Attenuation change < 0.1 dB

Tests were carried out with caliber 12/70 and Result of shot damage down no damage

pellet sizes of 2.5 mm, 3.0 mm and 3.5 mm. to a distance of 20 m of strength
members

Crash test (lEC 794-1-E3) 3300N < 0.1 dB

Impact test (lEC 794-I-E4)
30 100 impacts, 0.5 Nm, 20'C no fib. break

AB 100 impacts, 0.5 Nm, -40 0C no fib. break
2 2. ............. . ...... .. ..... Repeated bending (LEC /94-1-E5)

: , -* .10000 cycles no fib. break
.... . Vibration test (11 000 000 no change in

- vibrations, frequency: 15 Hz, attenuation

.. . ... . amplitude: + 6 mm)

0.5.. 4  Field Testing

0 The results of field testing are shown in

0 5 .: 15 fig. 9. The following parameters were measured

:,N:cN (011 from 05. Dez. 90 to 15. March 91:
attenuation at 1310 nm, temperature, cable

Fig. 7: Tensile performance strength and wind velocity.
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Conclusion

The field tests performed have shown that the
described self-supporting optical fibre cable is
appropriate for beeing installed along railway
tracks. Neither climatic conditions such as tem-
perature, ice or wind nor a falling tree can in-
fluence the optical behaviour in any way. The
chosen roll-suspension technique permits an easy
installation and avoids problems during service.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF AN EPOXILESS FIBER OPTIC CONNECTING SYSTEM

Nicholas A. Lee

3M Fiber Optics Laboratory, St. Paul, Minnesota

Abstract 3. Unlimited Pot Life. A hot melt adhesive is
activated for use (melted) by raising its

This paper describes the development and testing temperature to a predefined level. Should the
of a hot melt adhesive based fiber optic connect- adhesive cool, it can be reactivated by raising
ing system. This system offers several distinct its temperature again.
advantages over previous epoxy based systems in
the areas of installation time and ease of use. 4. Short Cure Time. "Cure" is actually a misnomer
Critical developmental parameters, as well as the when discussing a hot melt adhesive. The ad-
testing used to track those parameters, will be hesive regains its solid characteristics as
discussed. Additional system-level testing, per- soon as it returns to room temperature. Thus,
formed both before and after product release will "curing" is just "cooling."
also be presented.

5. Connector Preloading. Since a hot melt adhes-
ive can be melted then cooled to its solid
state several times without affecting its phys-

Introduction ical properties, it can be injected as a liquid

into a fiber optic connector and allowed to
As early as 1987, 3M researchers foresaw the need cool within the connector. The connector can
for a fast, easily field installable, multimode then be packaged and stored, awaiting the time
fiber optic connector for use in the indoor local when it can be installed by simply heating the
area network (LAN) environment. Perception of entire connector to the appropriate temperature
this need was based on several key characteristics and inserting the optical fiber through the re-
of the fiber optic LAN environment, including high liquified adhesive.
interconnection density, diverse installer exper-
tise, and increased sensitivity to installed cost. Critical Parameters
A connectorization system which offered fast, user
friendly installation would provide an excellent Although the aforementioned advantages are true for
match to all of these characteristics, all hot melt adhesives, not all hot melt adhesives

can be successfully used to terminate fiber optic
Preliminary examinations indicated that the larg- connectors. Several key parameters must be specif-
est impediment to ease of use was the epoxy adhes- ically tailored in order to ensure success. These
ive used to affix the connector to the cable. The include:
time and effort required to meter, mix, dispense,
apply, and cure the epoxy was prohibitive. There- 1. Bare Fiber Adhesion. The adhesive must bond
fore, a program was launched to develop a high per- the optical fiber securely to the connector to
formance hot melt adhesive to replace epoxy in ensure that the fiber does not slide relative
field installable multimode connectors, to the connector, thereby degrading the optical

performance.
Adhesive Development

1 2. Adhesive Hardness. In its solid state, the ad-
Hot Melt Advantages hesive must be quite hard. High hardness ena-

bles the adhesive to wear away cleanly, while
Hot melt adhesives provide clear advantages over supporting the optical fiber during the connec-
epoxy adhesives for use in field terminating fiber tor ?olishing process.
optic connectors. These advantages include:

3. Adhesive Viscosity. At its installation tem-
1. Unlimited Shelf Life. Because a hot melt ad- perature, the adhesive's viscosity must be low

hesive is a stable, chemically inactive thermo- enough to permit easy insertion of the optical
plastic, its characteristics are stable over fiber into the connector.
time.

4. Cable Retention. The adhesive must bond the
2. No Mixing. A hot melt adhesive is a single connector firmly to the fiber optic cable.

component system.
5. Temperature Cycling Range. The adhesive must
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provide stable optical performance over a pre- properties of the hot melt adhesive bonding the
determined temperature range. fiber to the connector can minimize this variation.

Table 1 lists each of these five parameters along Hot Melt Fiber Adhesion
with initial requirements and results a.;hieved. In
each case, the final adhesive formulation met or Experimental Produco' Minimum Acreptable

surpassed the initial requirements. In the case of 1800^hesNv Adhesive Sa Strength

Cable Retention, the specified requirement was
achieved without the need to crimp the connector to 1600 CTmSrr
the cable. Thus, the connectorization process was HotMelts
simplified even further. C.

14
. .

S1200
Hot Melt System Parameters 1000 - -...... -

0

Parameter Requirement Results Achieved 800 .

Bare Fiber Adhesion >1000 psi, Shear >1400 psi, Shear 600 ..

Adhesive Hardness >65 Shore D 68 Shore D @ 22" C. u- 400

Adhesive Viscosity <5000 cp @ 00" C. 12€0 ep @ 200 C. 200.[7

Cable Retention 20 lb. (a p EIA s) 20 lb. (s e EA FOTPFo. .0

Temperature Cycling -40" to 60" C. -40" to 60" C. 1987 Time 1991
Range

Table 1 Figure 1

Figure 2 illustrates a typical temperature cycling

Developmental Testing test performed using a preliminary hot melt formu-
lation in a mated pair of multimode, keyed bayonet

Each of the five parameters listed in Table I was style connectors. The dashed, saw-tooth line rep-
tested repeatedly over the course of the develop- resents the termperature profile the sample is ex-
ment effort. Of the five, Bare Fiber Adhesion and periencing. The horizontal line represents the
Temperature Cycling Range proved most challenging optical loss level the sample must stay above to
to achieve. These two tests will be discussed in pass the test, and the jagged line across the cen-
detail. ter of the chart represents the change in optical

loss experienced by the sample during the test.
Bare Fiber Adhesion Clearly, the connectors under test were unable to

provide the desired stability.
In order for a fiber optic connector to provide
stable performance, it must maintain a rigid gzasp
on the optical fiber it contains. Any pistonirg of
the fiber within thb cur-e-tc will result 4n fluc-
tiia : :ý 7 pc~ - '1r.. r3. L. 'i i A . i ay ev~ \ý i d , ,3j or

c2 tro h ptyv:l .. irf- e. .. 1us, it is criti- -13 ST- HTMLT2

,III impo-tint tnat any means used t,. secure the
fiber to the connector be able to resi.,t the >irear F

forces that fiber pistoning applies.

As indicated in Table 1, one requirement for the T,
hot melt adhesive was the ability to resist shear -13.5

stress up to at least 1000 psi. Initial testing , -13.5 ii
using commercially available hot melt adhesives 5 (o i
failed to reach even 250 psi. Figure 1 shows a 0

chronological listing of seleted shear stress
tests performed over the course of the hot melt i.'
program. By carefully adjusting the formulation of -14I t -45
the adhesive to lower its surface energy, thus in- 26 52
suring uniform wetting of the fiber surface, shear
stress resistance of over 1400 psi has been ob- Time (Hours)
tained.

Temperature Cycling Range Figure 2

Since the various components of a fiber optic con- Figure 3 illustrates a typical temperature cycling
nector have differing coefficients of thermal ex- test performed using the final custom hot melt
pansion (CTE), stress will be induced in the con- formulation. There are two noteworthy changes be-
nector and the fiber it contains as the connector's tween this test and the test illustrated by Figure
temperature changes. Thus, some variation in opti- 2. First, the test measures relative optical power
cal power transmission is bound to occur during (dB) rather than absolute optical power (dBm).
temperature excursions. Careful tailoring of the This simply reflects a change in the data logging
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software. Second, the temperature profile has and was released commercially in the fall of 1990.
been altered slightly in order to conform with
Bellcore TR-NWT-000326 requirements3. Again, the Extended Testing
dashed, saw-tooth line represents the temperature
profile the sample is experiencing, the horizontal After commercial release of the hot melt connector
line represents the optical loss level the sample system, additional testing was performed to address
must stay above to pass the test, and the jagged specific customer needs and provide additional data
line across the center of the chart represents the on performance of the system under extreme condi-
change in optical loss experienced by the sample tions. An example of this testing is a high tem-
during the test. The connectors under test exhibit perature unmate/remate test performed in March,
excellent stability, indicating that the hot melt 1991.
formulation has been successfully tailored to mini-
mize optical power fluctuation during temperature The purpose of this test was to characterize the
cycling. performance of the hot melt connector when it was

remated after extended exposure to elevated temper-
ature in the unmated cond'tion. The test was per-
formed by first subjecting the mated connector to

two cycles of -40 degrees C to 60 degrees C temper-
ature cycling to establish a performance baseline,

PRODUCTION RDH. #2 next unmating the connector at room temperature,
.5 65 reheating the unmated connector to high temperature

l I r7 1i• (60 degrees C), holding the connector at that tem-
perature for 90 minutes, and finally remating the
connector. Any pistoning of the fiber within the

I I connector during any part of the test would have
-n -- 3 - been evident as a significant increase in optical

L r loss.

I I C Figure 4 illustrates the unmate/remate test de-0 1
S.- - scribed above. The point of interest in this fig-

I I iure is the return of the optical power value to
- I fl -within 0.02 dB of its original value after the con-

-. 5 -45 nector was remated. This indicates that the fiber
0 24 48 remained rigidly fixed within the connector during

the test and did not undergo catastrophic piston-
Tfrr (Hours) ing. Tests of this nature serve to reinforce more

conventional test results and promote a sense of
Figure 3 confidence in the hot melt connector system.

Pre-release Testing Hot Melt Connector
Although the critical parameters outlined in the Reconnection at 60 Deg. C.
development program had been satisfied, a wide 0.5 _65

variety of additional testing was required before
the hot melt connector system could be released
commercially. Table 2 lists these tests as well as
the standards on which they were based.

Test Reference 0 - - /

Environmental Tests- a 0-
Initial Insertion Loss, EIA RS 455 FOTP 171 0 E
High Humidity Aging, EIA RS 455 FOTP 5

Thermal Shock, EIA RS 455 FOTP 3 Remate

Temperature Cycling. Bellcore Profile 3
, 10 Cycles, Unmate

-40'C to 60'C -05 .45
-0.5- -_45

Physical Integrity Tests- 1'5 30
Cyclic Flex, EIA RS 455 FOTP I Time (Hrs)
Twist, EIA RS 455 FOTP 36 0.3 dB Loss Limit
Mating Durability, EIA RS 455 FOTP 21 Figure 4
Cable Retention, EIA RS 455 FOTP 6
Impact. EIA RS 455 FOTP 2 Conclusions

Table2 A fast, user friendly fiber optic connecting system

has been developed base. on replacing the epoxy ad-
A detailed explanation of all the pre-release test- hesive customarily used to affix the fiber into the
ing listed in Table 2 is available from 3M as a connector with a specially formulated hot melt ad-
technical report.2 In brief, the hot melt connector hesive. Using this system can reduce the time re-
system passed all of the tests listed in Table 2 quired to install fiber optic connectors, thereby
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significantly reducing the installed cost. Exten-
sive testing has been conducted which thoroughly
demonstrates that the hot melt connecting system is
effective, reliable, and well suited for use in LAN
applications.
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AN IMPROVED MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

FOR DETERMINATION OF ALL PROPAGATION PARAMETERS

IN BALANCED CABLES

Jean-Yves GOBLOT Karine GAUTIER

ACOME BP 45

50140 - MORTAIN
FRANCE

ABSTRACT The purpose of this presentation is to compare the results
achieved through direct measurement and with those from our

Through recent improvements in network analyzers, it is now calculations in determining both primary and secondary con-
easier to measure very precisely the input impedance on stants for balanced cables. We also compared our technique with
balanced cables terminated with an open or a short circuit. The recognized procedures for evaluating telecom cables up to 1
computer, using these data, enables us to easily calculate the MHz. The last point developed relates to the influence of cable
secondary parameters: characteristic impedance and propaga- length on measurements and the correlation to cable structure.
tion constant.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SET-UP
This technique has been utilized to calculate these parameters
in both shielded and unshielded cables made of pairs orquads. The equipment used in our analysis consisted of a network
The results are discussed comparing the calculations with analyzer manufactured by Hewlett-Packard, Model HP 4195.
measured results in the frequency range of 50 kHz to 20 MHz.

A comparison is made with those obtained through the use of DPE PERSONAL

other well known techniques. Finally, the influence of cable COMPUTER

length on this measurement has been studied with the results
reported in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today there is an increasing use of balanced cables for Local 2
Area Networks (LAN's) operating in the frequency range of I ZL
MHz to 16 MHz. It is important to measure precisely, over a
wide frequency range, the performance of the cable for: 1: Power divider

2: Reflection-transmission bridge

A. All propagation parameters 3: Impedance transformer

B. Cross talk, both near and far end
C. Susceptibility to Electromagnetic Interference Figure 1 : Set-up description

Our work has focused on the determination of the secondary This equipment has a direct read-out of the magnitude and
constants of balanced cables, based on the measurement of phase of an impedance load connected to the associated
their open and short circuit input impedance. While this transmission-reflection bridge. The complete measurement
technique is well known forthe measurement of characteristic technique is schematically represented in Figure 1. It is
impedance (1), our effort was to determine the components of completely automated through the computerwhich is equipped
the propagation constant; attenuation and W= constant. with a plotter for a print-out of the results.

Using the processing capability of a PC, we are able to breakdown these two components into the primary linear cable The frequency range of the set-up is fixed by the band width
parameters, R, L, C, and G. of the connected equipment, e.g., from 50 kHz - 100 MHzhowever only the range 50 kHz - 20 MHz was explored for

this paper.
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The calibration procedure was conducted on the assembled Where Re designates "Real part of' and Imdesignates
test set-up including the balanced/unbalanced transformer "Imaginary part of'.
utilizing three different measurements; open circuit, short
circuit, and an impedance load matching the characteristic The propagation velocity v is also determined from the
impedance of the transformer. The resultant information is relation:
then stored in the computer memory and can be used repeat-
edly without deviation in the validity of the calibration. V =

For the measurement of propagation parameters on a twisted
pair, we connect the pair to the transformer and measure first where Co = 2 x f is the angular frequency (radians per
the complex input impedance Zscwhen the other end is loaded second) for the frequency f.
with a short circuit and then its complex input imped-
ance Zocwhen the other end is an open circuit. * WHERE Zo IS DEFINED AS THE COMPLEX

These test results are then stored in the computer memory. IMPEDANCE: IN e
HII.CALCULATIONS USING Zsc AND Zoe B. Primary Parameters of a Pair

All primary and secondary cable constants are calculated from A pair is characterized by its linear primary parameters
the two complex impedances, Zsc and Zoc. These calculation
procedures are well known (2) but have been repeated here for
clarification of our work. R = Resistance (loop value)

A. Propagation Parameters L = InductanceC = Capacitance

One of the objectives of this technology is to determine the G = Conductance

characteristic impedance Zo and the propagation constant We can easily calculate the primary parameters know-
y of the pair. This is done by calculation using the well ing the secondary parameters Z, and y. These parametersknown relations: igtescnayprmtr _ n .Teeprmtr

are associated through the relations:

Z*= _ýZ.*,Z 0.SC -- 0C°Z Zo=" (R + jIo) (G + jCo),

:~c
and tan h - R+j(w

G +jCco
where)1 represents the length of the cable under measure-
ment. y is complex, i.e., y = ot + j P. The extraction of R, L, G, and C from these equations

with ot = real part of y representing the attenua- gives, finally:

tion of the pair. R = Re (Zo -Y)

= imaginary part of y representing its L = - Im (Zo* Y)
phase constant.

j the complex operator for which j2= -1. GRe Zo

thus, C-=-Lm[-Zo]

a- 1 y Re[tanh z--"
in NEPERS/meter IV. DYNAMIC RANGE OF THIS MEASUREMENT

13-" "Im' [tan, '[ t ] After the calibration performed as described in chapter II, we
in RADIANS/meter have measured several capacitors and obtained the results

present in Figure 2.
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WPEoANCE IN V. COMPARISON OF MEASURED DATA AND
look THEORETICAL CALCULATION

~ _ - -.-- A large number of balanced cables including individually
I -k shielded pairs & quads, overall shielded and unshielded cores,

- have been measured using the technique described in this

.+7T4~7 4~------~All of the results are plotted for the frequency range 50 kl-z to
- 4- 20 MHz and compared with calculated values. These calcula-

Ctions are based on the precise determination of the primary

LL ,, R,. L, C, an G. he takeIan into account the
-61 L __ &- -- ---]proximity effect inside the pair itself as well as the influence

$0I 1 FREQUENCY IN H, 2 of other conductors near the pair which may act as a shield.

Figure 2: Capacitor measurements
a-b: magnitude and phase for C, = 32 pF The most difficult task is to determine the radius of this shield
c-dl: C2  which is assumed to be cylindrical. The comparison between

e: calculated magnitude of impedance calculated and measured data permits us the precise evalua-
for C 2:

Nominal Value of C, = 100 nF tion of this parameter for a given structure.
Actual Values of C, are:
C = 90.4 nF; L - 2.83 nH; R = 25.7 mO As a first example, we focused our attention on cable #1

represented schematically in Figure 3:
For C = 32pf, we have measured an input impedance at 50 kHz
of I00kK2 which is in very good agreement with the calculated
value. For higher values of capacitors, we are able to observe 02 1 - Copper Conductor, diameter 2a = 0.5mm
the resonance at high frequencies when the impedance due to 02 - Foam skin Polyethylene Insulation

the capacitive contribution is very small and the inductive 0 b = 1.8mm; ei,= 1.76

contribution predominates. 3 3-AlumninurniPollyester Tape

W 4 4 -Outer PVC Jacket

This behavior is in complete accordance with the calculated The length of the sample was 250m.

curve obtained with the series equivalent circuit for capacitorsFi.3 blmI 1t

given the following scheme: As the shield is very close to the pair, we have taken for its

diameter 2 a 2 = 3.4mm. That means that it is equivalent to a tube
with a smaller diameter than the outer diameter of the pair.

L C R

2? e2

An example illustrated by Figure 2, assuming a capacitor of i i K
lO~nf Curve cis the measured curve and curve eis calculated :610 IV TI,
with C = 90.4 nf; L = 2.83 nH; and R = 25.7 mohms. There is
a very close correlation over the entire frequency range. 42

In conclusion, we can measure input impedance from a value FREQUENCY IN4 MH

as low as 50 mn2 up to 50 kfl.

Figure 4 :Short-circuit input impedance on cable 1
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Figure 9 :Cable 1 capacitance Figure 11 Cable 1 resistance
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44
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Figure 10: Cable 1 inductance Figure 12 : Cable 1 conductance
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Figures 4 to 12 show the comparison between measured data For the purpose of this paper, only Zo , (x and 13 have been
(curve M) and calculated data (curve C) for input impedance drawn on Figures 14 to 16 and compared with theory.
for short circuit Zsc, input impedance for open circuit Zoc,
characteristic impedance Zo , propagation 13, attenuation at,
capacitance C, inductance L, resistance R and conductance G.

The agreement between curves M and C for 13 and Zo is I Z.I (ohm)

excellent.

The small difference for capacitance and inductance (1% on 99 --- - I

C value and 2% on L value) could be explained by small, , i
variations in the diameter of insulated elements. 5 Be I , ..

The main difference is in the attenuation, especially above 100 ~ ~~~1 %C,'I -• i ii

kHz where our calculation is less than the measured result by-4
about 3 dB/km up to 20 MI-z. This point is not clearly
understood today, it could be due to the shield which is very clal5 4 

I

close to the pair in this particular structure. As aconsequence,
the predicted maxima and minima for Zoc and Zsc differ l, i I.
slightly from the measured values, but their position is deter- 5 L Id

mined with great accuracy.
FREOUENCY :N M-Z

Another important point to notice is the small oscillations
around the mean value of Zo. When the cable structure is well
defined as in the case of cable # 1, these oscillations are mainly
due to the imprecision in the phase measurement on Zý and
Zsc around 0' and the great number of phase rotations when
we go further in frequency. It looks like noise. If 0sc,
00c represent the angle of Z., and Zoc respectively, then the
angle of Zo (00) is defined as: 6 (,.d/k.)

Oo = 1/2 (Osc+ Ooc)

so it is the sum of two components which oscillates around 00
with a large imprecision which is doubled for Z4. In order to
avoid this phenomenon, Zo angle could be smoothed. This 445

work will be done in the future.

A second cable (cable #2) without shield (Figure 13) was
retained for this study and compared with this theory. 150 - 4

1 -Copper conductor, diameter 2a = 0.6mm FREQUENCY IN M14Z

2 -- PE insulation; diameter b = 0.96mm
o 03 -PVC jacket

S3PFigure 15: Cable 2 propagation phase constant

FI,•- 13: C0I1. 2 &--.
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Zo, a and J0 curves are plotted on Figures 18 to 20. A3 matches
the calculation as closely as for cable # l and #2. The measured

Att.-antio (dBAkm., impedance shows little variations around its average value.

160F -T77 - FT•71  These could be attributed to lack of homogeneity encountered
SI , U •in the quad fabrication process. For attenuation a difference of

23 I .about 3 dB/km is also observed between I MHI and 20 MHz,
II starting about 50 kHz.

,I Z (ohm)

3?St.. . ......-....... .. . . .....

!1.
FREQUENCY IN MHZ

Figure 16 Cable 2 attenuation
124 .. ......

The phase constant is also very well predicted assuming a
relative permittivity er = 2.6. The jacket was pressure L

extruded and a small quantity of PVC fills the space around the I i I If id Id

pair, modifying the dielectric environment and explains the FREQUENCY IN MHZ

higher value of e, found. For PE (er = 2.34).

The attenuation curve (Figure 15) is calculated in the case of Figure 18i Cable 3 characteristic impedance

an unshielded cable. It takes into account the radiated losses.
We assume that they act as a resistance and this contribution
is proportional to the frequency. The proportionality constant
is then adjusted by trial and error and we have to determine in
the future the correlation between this parameter and the cable
structure which is not known today. •" - T7ý - --------".. ..

Z, curve is somewhat more difficult to interpret: cable #1 has 0 , . .. f .,,

been designed for telecommunication at voice frequency and I
not for high frequency transmission. The predicted behavior • , . --Lo

is quite good, but very strong variations modify the measured
curve at high frequencies.

As no special care has been exercised for the production of the 24 11'
twisted pairs, these variations could be correlated to impreci- ,04 4

sion and imperfections occuring during the fabrication. This
technique is therefore valuable to the cable manufacturer .
because it may be used to monitor the production and to spot Id I& 1C

opportunities to improve product quality. REQUECY IN

A third cable (cable #3) is also studied here. It is made with 2
quads as illustrated on Figure 17 and has an overall shield. Figure 19: Cable 3 propagation phase constant

",.1

1. Copper conductor; radius 2a = 0.6mm
3 2. Foam skin PE insulation

4 diameter b = 1.2mm; Cr = 1.72
3. Aluminum/ Polyester shield
4. Halogen free jacket

F"i .17 CoR. 3 st-oCt-u,
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16 1 'l - ý 2ie I 12 , =h
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FREQUENCY IN MHZ FREQUENCY IN MHZ

Figure 20 : Cable 3 attenuation Figure 21 Influence of the cable 1 length or Zo

a=1000m;b= 500 m; c= 250told=125 m
e= 94 m f= 62 m g= 10 m

In conclusion, this measurement technique provides very

reliable results on the primary and secondary parameters of
shielded or unshielded pairs or quads. This behavior is well
predicted by calculation except for attenuation of shielded A .... odalk.)
cable where we have to analyze more thoroughly the effect of
the physical structure of these cables in order to explain the
difference observed here. iI

VI. INFLUENCE OF LENGTH ' I '

This study has taken into account the influence of the length i1  : I! ', i d '
of the same cable (#1) on the results given by the Zoc , and I I I

Zsc technique. The lengths used for this purpose vary from . I

1m to m lOOOmandforclaritywepresenthereonlyZandct
on Figures 21 & 22. There are nodifferences in the attenuation -4-tY4

curves of the entire frequency range except for the curve #4 ,
(length 1 = 1000m) where the dynamic range of our set-up is jaj'IL ILU
insufficient for precise measurement above 1 mHz. 16 id' I d Iod

FREQUENCY IN MHZ

Figure 22 : Influence of cable 1 length on attenuation
a= 10 r; b= 94 m;c= 500 m;d= 1000 m

In case of Z0 , all the curves have the identical average value.
Only small oscillations appear and they start at lower frequen-
cies as the length increases. As seen earlier, they are mainly
due to imprecisions in the phase measurement of Zsand Zo.

In conclusion, for a well defined structure, Z0 and yobtained
with the ZsC, Z7, technique are independent of cable length.
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V1I. COMPARISON WITH OTHER We can see from Figure 24 that for a length of 10O0nm, the
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES curve obtained with this technique is the same as measured by

the Zsc, Zoc technique. Above 10 MI-z the measurement is in
Capacitance is an important parameter specified at 800 Hz onl error because it is outside the dynamic range of the network
telecom cables. We can see in Table I that this value is in analyzer.
complete agreement with the average value obtained by our
new method and also with the cal~ulated one.

CAPACITANC~EC 8' 'r

Measured by aCap Zs, o
______Bridgec@800HRz Technique 64I

CABLE#I 35.3 pf/m 35.0Opf/mp

CABLE #2 35.0 pflm 35.3 pf/m

CABLE #3 70.8 pf/m 68.0 pC/rn

32.
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE, ZjFOR CABLE #1

FREQUENCY 50 kHz 100 500 1 MHz , .

kHz kHz I c

____________________________ FREQOUENCY IN MI4Z

R, L. C. G BRIDGE ON A 170 50 130 3n
CABLE LENGTH OF lin 7f15Q 17t13

Zý, ZcCTECHN1QUE ON A Figure 24 : Comparison between attenuation measured by the

CABLE LENGTH OF 10mn 17391 1560) 1370~ 13312 insertion technique (curve a) and by Zsc-Zoc
_______________________________ ____ ______technique (curve b) cable 1 length =1000 m

Z~c, Z,,TECHNIQUE ON A 122 14 30 15
CABLE LENGTH OF 250m ~ 5~ 3~ 3)If we look to the next figure (Figure 24bis) for the same cable

__________________ ____ -____ -____ -with a length of 62 m, the two curves differ slightly in the range

50 kHz - 1 MHz.
Until recently, we have measured characteristic impedance
with R, L, G, and C bridges on very short lengths (typically___
about 10in) and for frequencies below I MHz. We have also
reported in Table I the two different values of Zo for the cableAteuio d/m

#1 for several frequencies in the range 50 kHz - 1 MHz, that

are similar within 1%. 80

The last comparison made is relative to the attenuation. It is 6 i

normally measured by the inetoIostehiu enn
that the cable is put between two impedance matching trans- 4 i-IU
formers as represented in Figure 23. 31 '

__ 0 r 1

____FREOUENcY IN MHZ_

Figure 24bis : Comparison between attenuation measured by
Pow.~ ~the insertion technique (curve a) and by Zsc-Zoc

2 114.- 1...Co,- technique (curve bI; cable 1 length =62 m

FRgw 23 I-ns~lo,-n tl~que d,,oe-von 0 to, mfluon t,00 -m anylf,*
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This length is very small compared with the wavelength of a They are in complete accord with the prediction which means:
100 kHz signal (X = 2250 m for a propagation velocity of 75%
of light) and we have to take care of the practical configuration A. a for low frequency is determined by the continu-
of the set-up in this case. An equivalent circuit could be ous equivalent circuit.
represented as in Figure 25. B. For frequencies above 1 MHz, if the length of

cable is always greater than VI10, the results given
R by the insertion loss technique and the Zsc, Zoc

technique are the same.
I I C. Between 10 kHz and 1 MHz, the length influences

V1. the attenuation of the cable measured by the inser-

V0
7 

C. B t e n 0k z d IM z heln t i fu n e

V. tion loss technique.

TABLE III

TRANSFORMER IMPEDANCE Z L = 1240

CONTINUOUS MEASURED
Figure 25 Low frequency equivalent circuit LENGTH (m) RESISTANCE I ATTENUATION

IN 0 OF ONE ( @ I0kHz

R is the resistance of one conductor on the length 1 of cable CDR (RADIUS) FOR THE

and ZL is the impedance of the transformer. With this simple 0.25 mm LENGTH t (dB)

scheme, the attenuation: VL 62 5.43 0.372 0.371

a = 20 log - 94 8.23 0.558 0.555
Vo 125 10.90 0.734 0.735

250 21.90 1.410 1.410

is then written as: a = 20 log Z 500 43.80 2.630 2.600
ZL+R 1000 87.50 4.640 4.600

The calculation has been done for cable #1 at 10 kHz for 1]R= 20 log [ ZL+R

several lengths from 62 m to 1000 m. Table III summarizes the
results and Figure 26 shows the influence of the length on the
attenuation measurement made with the insertion loss tech-
nique (the expected va!ue on this cable at 10 kHz calculated in
the case of an infinite length is 3.81 dB/km. CONCLLSION

We have demonstrated that measurements of input impedance
on twisted pairs or quads terminated respectively with a short

Attenuation (de/tim) or an open circuit are now very easy to obtain and produce
I .. .. 'precise values.

The two parameters, Z, and Z7c are sufficient to characterize
L atotally all of the propagation parameters of the balanced pair

b .and yield by calculation with great accuracy the secondary
C constants Zo and yas well as primary constants, R, L, C. and

G. The time needed for this operation is very short and proves
that the technique described in this paper is suitable for
prod-ction cable testing. We are now working on the com-

4' ' " plete integration of this technique in an automated set-up

e which can address multiple pairs or quads.

This will be designed for measurements in the frequency
range up to 20 MHz. A further step in our research laboratory

FREOUENCY IN MHZ is to evaluate this technique for frequencies as high as 125
MHz needed for a CDDI network using copper cables.

Figure 26 Influence of cable 1 length on attenuation measured
by insertion technique
a= 62 m ; b=94 mn ; c= 125 m ; d=250m
e- 500 m
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AN ASSESSMENT OF MEASUREMENT ERROR ASSOCIATED WITH CLIP-ON POWER

METERS ON PRIMARY COATED FIBRE

D A Ferguson, S M James, D Drouet, S M Dennis

BT Labs, Martlesham Heath, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 7RE, UK

1. ABSTRACT

Clip-on Optical Power Meters' have been developed for use in
BT's Local Loop Optical Fibre Trial2 (LLOFTr). These devices,
which clip-on to primary coated single-mode fibre, offer an
alternative to conventional end-on power measurements by
measuring the signal which escapes from a small bend
enforced in the fibre. This measurement technique provides
non-intrusive live fibre maintenance, allowing the optical
loss of the fibre network to be monitored without disruption to
customer services.

The accuracy of these devices is compromised by the
variability of certain fibre characteristics. Although this fibre
dependent error can be eliminated by calibrating the fibre
network during installation, it is important that it is reliably
quantified so that the feasibility of clip-on maintenance of
uncaIibrated fibre networks can be assessed.

In this poster clip-on power meter measurements of -iloured
and uncoloured fibres are used to analyse errors due to bend
loss performance and diversity of primary coatings. Further
measurements are carried out using a clip-on test-bed,
providing a more accurate assessment of the error due to
primary coating variability.

Figure 1. Clip-on optical power meter

2. CLIP-ON OPTICAL POWER METER ........

"* Hand held Optical Power Meter (figure 1).

" Clips on to fibre to measure optical power extracted from L - - iLU• -
small bend. d .

" two types: intrusive and non-intrusive (figure 2).

"* Non-intrusive head has small insertion loss - allows

measurements on live fibre without disruption to customer.

" Intrusive head has high insertion loss - not suitable for use

on fibre carrying traffic, but is insensitive to fibre bend

loss variation.

" can be used on optical networks such as the passive optical

networks in BT's LLOFT trial in the UK2 for point to point ,-

loss measurements, fibre splitter performance verification

and fibre fault diagnosis.
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"" 05"

Intrusive Non-intrusive
power meter power meter E 1 , 2

Dynamic range 0dBmto-45dBm 0dBmto-45dBm o004

Operating 3 "

wavelength 1300 nm, 1520nm 1575nm 5. C CPO a "5
Insertion loss > 20 dB 2 dB
Device 2 go.
accuracy* + 0.2 dB _± 0.2 dB 80 co e

ýn calibrated fibre 0 co louedft~ e .
uncoloured fibre

Table 1. Clip-On Power Meter Performance 0 -
1100 1150 1200 1250

Cut-oil wavelength (nm)

3. CLIP-ON MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
Fig 3. Mode Field Diameter and Cut-off Wavelengths

Although repeated measurements at one position on a fibre of fibre samples
(table 1) are reproducible to within ± 0.2 dB of the average value

(1 0), an additional fibre related error (±2dB) is introduced
when measuring different fibres. For the purposes of the
LLOFT trial this error is compensated by calibrating each 4.1.1. Measurements
fibre with a calibration number k. Five uncoloured fibres (labelled #1 - #5 ) which are distributed

k = Po " Pg across the extent of the fibre specification box have beencalibrated for both intrusive and non-intrusive clip-on
measurements (figure 4)

where Po = fibre throughput power

Pg = Power detected by waveguide

k combines the collection efficiency of the waveguide with the
measurement uncertainty due to bend loss and primary V

coating variations to provide the true throughput power.
'0.

This approach is suitable for the LLOFT trial, since the fibre E
count is relatively low and well controlled, however future
PONs are unlikely to contain calibrated fibre since this
practice would be expensive. ,0 -3* C

u -i) Non-intrusive
Intrusive

4. ANALYSIS OF FIBRE VARIATION I 2 3 4

Fibre samples (bend sensitive-... bend Insensitnve)

It is important to understand impact on clip-on measurement

accuracy uf variation in the fibre bend performance and Figure 4. Intrusive and non-intrusive calibration numbers
primary coating in order to assess the feasibility of clip-on
power meters as a fibre maintenance tool.

4.1 Bend Loss The range in calibration numbers for each measureme,.: ;%
shown in table 2.

' Varies from fibre to fibre depending on fibre wavelength

cut-off (?-c) and Mode Field Diameter (MFD) values. The
maximum and minimum values of these parameters define Clip-on power meter Calibration number range
the specification box as shown in fig 3. The Xc and MFD values Intrusive + 0.25dB

of all fibres used in this work are also indicated in this Non-intrusive + 1.50 dB

diagram.

Table 2
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4.1.2 Conclusion 4.2.1.1 Analysis

The influence of fibre bend loss performance on the range of Measurements on the samples of uncoloured fibres (fig 5) show
calibration numbers is small for inLrusive measurements, but that there is little correlation between bend loss performance
significantly large for non-intrusive measurements. and calibration number since:

. fibres #1, #3 and #6 have almost identical calibration
numbers despite having quite different bend loss

4.2 Primary coating variations performances.

It is reasonable to anticipate that clip-on measurements may * fibre pairs #3 and #7, and #4 and #8 have quite different
also depend on the nature of the fibre's primary coating, calibration numbers despite similarities in their bend loss
especially if the fibre is coloured. We have used an intrusive performances.
clip-on power meter, which we have already shown to be
relatively independent of fibre bend loss variation, to assess This evidence is further supported by measurements on
the range in calibration numbers that can be expected as a coloured fibre (fig 5). Despite having similar bend loss
result of variations in the primary coating. performances, indicated by their position in the specification

box (fig 3), the range of calibration numbers for these fibres is
almost twice that of the uncoloured fibre samples (table 3).

4.2.1 Power Meter Measurements

Eight clear and eight coloured fibres (UV cured inks) have
been calibrated using an intrusive clip-on power meter. The Fibre type max cal number amin cal number difference
results are shown in figure 5. clear 9.8 dB 9.1 dB 0.7 dB

coloured 10.4 dB 9.1 dB 1.3 dB

•92 ~Table 3

C 98 1 4.2.1.2 Conclusion
to1 Since tlýe measurement errors due to bend loss and primary

S,02 Tcoating performances are independent of each other, the Lutal

,0. measurement error due to fibre variability is the sum ofthe two
10,6 contributions (table 5).

-108

#1o N 7 N2 04 88#'5 %#i5

Fibre samples (bend sensitive ----> bend insensitive) Power meter bend loss coating error total error
error

Fig 5. Intrusive power meter fibre measurements. Intrusive ± 0.25dB ±0.65 dB 0.90 dB
Non-

intrusive ± 1.5 dB ±0.65 dB _2.15 dB

"* Average of 100 measurements at one point on each fibre.
"° Error bars = ± 1 standard deviation Table 5. Breakdown of error due to fibre variability
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4.2.2 Clip-On Test-bed Measurements

In order to quantify the coating performance error more This device was used to measure the I{-value of the samples of
accurately under more controlled conditions a new clip-on test- clear and coloured fibre used previously. In addition, fibre
bed was designed to incorporate improvements to the fibre coloured using heat cured inks were also measured for
handling mechanism (figure 6). comparison of colouring processes

The bend loss performance of the fibre samples are shown in
figure 7.

1 02

waveguide o 100-

sliding mandrel detector (Pg)

S96-

recessed locating groove MndrelssembMandrel assemblyV

S92?
-•C wren, SpeCdt.Cat~on 00.

90

u0 ncolouwed heWe * Wooued (heat cued} 8 ColCued (UV Cured •o)X LranqslaltOn stagl ] • 8 II

1100 1150 1200 1250 1

Figure 6. Clip-on Testbed Cut-off wavelength (nrn)

"* Simulates conditions during an intrusive clip-on power Figure 7. Bend loss performance of coloured fibre
measurement.

"* Improvements to measurement accuracy by:

(a) Recessed locating grooves fix height of fibre with 4.2.2.2 Results
respect to the waveguide.
(b) Accurate control of gap between mandrel and Fig 8 shows the R-values for each set of fibres tested, and table 6
waveguide. compares the R-values of fibres with the sante colour from both

sets of coloured fibres.
4.2.2.1 Measurement

A convenient figure of merit describing coating
performance variation is the ratio

R= P~ g1
where Pi = fibre throughput power before clip-on

Po = fibre throughput power after clip-on f '
Pg = power measured by waveguide

This ratio shall be referred to throughout as the R-value. I

Measurement procedure
(a) load fibre into mandrel assembly ' -
(b) push sliding mandrel forward and secure a It

(c) move mandrel assembly forward on translation U-color.d IwVord,,o,... lt. .... -k

stage to establish 220 pm gap between mandrel and Ftrre sarttplcs
waveguide.

(d) Measure Po and Pg after three minutes. Figure 8. R-wvalues for coloure(d aind umnetlotired fibres
(e) Disengage ,nandrel assembly, unload fibre and

measure Pi
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colour UV cured ink Heat cured ink full range 5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
red 10.96 % 14.87 % 3.91 %oraed 12.4% 14.1% 391.7 We have shown that clip-on optical power meters may be used to

orage 12. ___ .1_167measure the throughput power of calibrated, coloured or
yellow 12.13 14.31 2.18 uncoloured primary coated fibre to within an accuracy ofr 0.2
green 10.96 12.00 1.04 dB.
blue 12.90 15.51 2.61
violet 13.47 14.59 1.12 Measurements on uncalibrated fibre have a worst case

brown 12.15 12.36 0.21 measurement uncertainty of ± 2.15 dB (non-intrusive
measurement). Operationally this level of accuracy may be

grey 11.05 13.30 2.25 sufficient for clip-on power meters to be used as maintenance
tools, since the majority of faults that occur on fibre have high

Table 6 losses, eg fibre breaks. However more accurate clip-on power
measurements are required in order to characterise the optical
loss performance of fibre networks. We have shown that fibre
calibration allows this level of accuracy to be achieved however

4.2.2.3 Conclusions it is clear that the diversity of fibre bend performance and
primary coating structures may hinder the characterisation of

"* Comparison of measurements on the uncoloured fibre uncalibrated fibre networks using clip-on technology.
samples using the intrusive power meter and the clip-on
test-bed shows that the error in measurement of the coating
performance has been improved by a factor of 2.

" Measurements of the uncoloured fibres using the clip-on
test-bed demonstrate a small bend loss performance despite
the R-value being normalised to the bend loss of the fibre. References
This indicates that the collection efficiency of the
waveguide may not be independent of the fibre bend 1 S M James el al., "Clip-ON" - a possible measurement
perform ance. technique for future optical networks. IWCS Nov 1989

" There is no clear relationship between R-values for fibres 2 T R Rowbotham, Plans for a British Trial of
of the same colour but different ink type per se. Since the Fibre to the Home, lEE Conference on
inks used are chemically quite different this is not Telecommunications, April 1989.
unexpected.

" Range of R-values David Ferguson joine-d [IT LaLs in
Care must be taken when comparing the range of R-values 1986 after graduating from Ileriot-
from one fibre set with another since it has been shown that Watt University, Edinburgh, with a
there is a residual bend loss dependence associated with the degree in Physics. He presenty
measurement. However comparison of R-values of the works in the Access Operations and
uncoloured fibre set with the heat cured coloured fibre set is Maintenance Section on the
valid since these fibres occupy similar sized regions of the development of novel optical test
specification box. Our results show that the range in R- equipment for optical fibre networks
values is almost twice as large for coloured fibre than for maintenance.
uncoloured.

" Clearly many more measurements on a larger sample of technician in 1977. oie graduated

fibres are required before more specific performance from Brunel University, London, in
trends can be described. 1987 with a degree in Electrical

Engineering and moved to 13T Labs,

engaged in optical test equipment
development, lie currently leads a
group involved in Operations &
Maintenance activities for new localL .vnetwork techr1olug1i-
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THE EFFECT OF PROOF TESTING ON THE MINIMUM STRENGTH OF OPTICAL
FIBER

G. S. Glaesemann

Coming Incorporated

Coming, New York

Asc of this study, the loading and unloading rates are assumed to
be constant and the stress is defined as that actually

Flaw growth during the unloading portion of a simulated experienced by the glass in the glass/polymer composite.
proof test cycle was measured. Using unloading rates of 400 Assuming a fatigue environment during proof testing, flaw
kpsi/s (2800 MPa/s), failures during unloading were growth can occur during all of the three stages sketched in
measured as low as 37/c of the 400 kpsi (2800 MPa) proof Figure 1.
stress. These results, when juxtaposed with well-known
proof test theory, demonstrate that the final strength after Failure During Proofing.
proof testing is determined solely by the unloading rate. Strength degradation for a given applied stress history can be
Both theory and experimental results contrast with the expressed by the well-known damage equation for subcritical
common industry practice of relying on the dwell time to crack growth in brittle materials, 1

establish truncated strength distribution. Unloading rates
greater than 10,000 kpsi/s (70,000 MPa/s) are suggested to Sn-2 n-2
minimize crack growth during unloading. - o t)"dt (1)

where a is the stress applied to the fiber whether it be a
Intrcduction dynamic, static, or cyclic loading with time, Si is the initial

strength at the beginning of the test, t = 0, and Sf is the final
Proof testing of glass, ceramic and composite materials is strength for the stress history. The constants n and B are
routinely ,.st-d as a means for limiting the size of the largest crack growth parameters. Equation (1) has been applied to
flaw. In the case of glass optical fiber, special machines have the various components of proof testing.1

been created to proof 100)% of the fiber length to a
predetermined tensile stress. Flaws with strengths below the Failure during loading: Failure during the loading portion
proof stress are eliminated while those that pass are limited in of the proof stress is similar to failures during dynamic
size. Proofing of glass articles such as optical fiber is fatigue testing where fibers are loaded at constant stressing
complicated by the fact that pre-existing surface flaws rate until failure. For dynamic loading, the stress during
exposed to moisture grow subcritically when stressed loading, a'(t) in Eq. ( 1), is given by o1t and the upper limit of
sufficiently. Thus, in addition to the failure of weak flaws, integration is t = aft/I. Integrating Eq. (1) for this condition
proofing can stimulate the growth and subsequent failure of gives the equation for the final strength, S- = Gf,
flaws that would pass the proof stress if proofing were = 2
conducted under inert conditions. (2)

B(n+l)at
The purpose of this research was to experimentally Curve a in Figure 2 gives a schematic representation of
invesligate the consequence of crack growth during proofing. strength degradation to failure during the loading portion of
In particular, the effect of the unloading rate during proof the proof test cycle. Note from Eq. (1), that strength
testing examined. First a review of published literature on degradation is reduced by increasing the loading rate.
the fundamentals of proof testing of fatigue-susceptible
materials is presented. Failure during dwell time: In this case the fiber passes the

loading portion but fails at the proof stress, Sf = Tp., as shown
Background by curve b in Figure 2. The upper limit of integration in

Eq. ( 1 ) is t = a1,/ca + t., where failure occurs at t. into the
Figure 1 schematically illustrates the stress time history of dwell time. Completing the integration yields,
fiber as it passes through the proof test cycle. First the filhr

('Tl n+1is loaded to the proof stress, atp. at a stress rate given by a1  n-2 Sn-2 I aP + ant)
followed a dwell time, td, at a constant stress equal to the • = B (n+l) 1  3
proof stress, Finally the fiber is unloaded from the proof
stress to essentially zero stress at rate OU For the purposes Thus, a flaw with an initial strength greater than the proof

stress grows and subsequently fails during the dwell time.
Note that it is impossible for flaws to grow during the dwell
time to a final strength below the proof stress, and that the
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minimum final strength is exactly equal to the proof stress. proof test cycle, the flaw with an initial strength such that it
Even though this statement seems elementary, it becomes just passes the proof stress consequently will have the
obvious that the dwell time plays virtually no role in minimum final strength. Sf-nn. This is shown schematically
establishing the minimum strength. From Eq. (3) the final in Figure 3 . Sm is significant since it is the strength of the
strength., S = ap. is independent of when in the dwell time. largest flaw that survives proofing poses the greatest concern
t.. failure occurred. The dwell time does, however, from a reliability point of view. The initial strength of this
contribute to crack growth during the proofing process in that flaw that just passes the proof test will be denoted by S".
the Ionger the time t.. the greater the initial strength. S,. will Similarly. there is a flaw with an initial strength
have to be for failure to occur during the dwell period, infinitesimally lower than S," that just fails during unloading.

The breaking stress of this flaw therefore is the minimum
Failure during unloadin,: Unloading cannot be ignored in strength of all flaws that break during unloading and will he

proof testing since it is another opportunity for flaw growth. denoted by 0*o1.
The upper limit of integration of Eq. (1) is now t = CI t,+ (Op - o*)/Ou where . is the stress at failure durin + td Setting S =S in Eqs. (4)and (5) and combining the two

unloading as shown schematically by curve c in Figure 2. equatins yields the following relationship between theminimum strength after proof testing, Sr-,i| and the
The failing strength during unloading is then, minimum strength atr proofing, riiatminimum strength during proofing. ..

4B. -1 5 n2 ±ad+0 , (4) 0m1 1 (nI--I ( 6)
BBn+ I) Bl (n+l)t (n+) + t+i n4+l)

The strength at failure during proofing then is a culminationofcrc •o, h uin oammdelan ula=n Fuller et al I simplified Eq. (6) by noting that the tlawk
ocko de ag corresponding to initial strength S,* will come infinitesimall,

Passing the proof test. close to touching the unloading portion of the stress curve in
Figure 3. The slope of the strength degradation curve. dS/dt.

Flaws that pass the proof stress have a final strength that is at its closest point to the unloading portion of the stress curse
affed b all three of twill be nearly equal to the unloading rate. ou or dS/dt = -au.The following relation for the minimum unloadine streneth
stress cycle now occurs over a total time oft = olp/Ot + tId + was derived by Fuller et. al. t .
OcpOu. Intefration ,fEq. (1 ) over the entire proof-lest cycle
yields the final strength of those fibers that survive the test:

- [B~n-2); (7)
Sn 2= S: 2 (5p _+ _i)

BLn+I ___n__ + € + . Substitution of Eq. (7) into Eq. () .yields a simple relation

The schematic representation of strength degradalion for between (the minimum strength after proofing). 0.11S(minimum strength of the specimen failing duringIlaws that pass the proof test cycle in Eq. (5) is shown by (naimumstreng o the specimen eri.
prfunloadin) and n (crack ,rot parnmetert.

curve d in Ficure 2. The most sicnificant Observation is that whprmtn
according to Eq. (5). the flaws can grow during unloadinem2
from the proof stress and still pass the proof test cycle. S1n1 . = 0 .m1nu +lr'1 2 (i,

Therefore, it is important to reflect on current industry
practices for establishing proof test requirements where only or
dwell time is considere.d. , . = n-Zu(- (9)

Let its continue to focus on the ef1fecl of unloading during
proofing. If the unloading rate is infinitely fast. the last tent From Equation (9), the minimuni strength after proofing is
on the right side of Eq. (5) is/ero, thereby leaving the proof determined only bv the unloading rate and crack gro%%th
stress during dwell time as the potential opportunity for crack parameters. That is to say. the larcest flaw survi ing
growth during proofing. In this particular case. however, the proofing does not depend on the d,.%cll time or the loadmng
final strength cannot be less than the proof stress since the rate, but is a function of unloading rate oil],. The higher the
flaw can Only grow it near ihe proof stress during dwell with unloading rate is. the greater the minimum strength after
no further means to continue growth after the dwell. Thus. proofing will be.
tunlading is the Only means for the final sirength to he less
than the proof stress. Thai is, for proofing in a fatigue Fuller et. al. note that to awiid failure during unloading. one
enviromnent. tile final strength is determined primarily by the ms c a d th in

must choose an unloading rate high enough to yield '
amount of crack growth during unloading. The faster the Eq. (7) greater than the proof stress c;. To perform this
unloading rate, the stronger the fiber will be; sinli larl\ the calculation, however, the crack growth parameters n and B
slower the unloadinc rate is. the weaker the fiber will be. and the flaw sue of interest must be known apriori. In the
The only influence the dwell time has on crack growth duning case of optical fiber, the parameter B for flaws large enouch
unloading is that growth during this period has Ihe potential to just pass a 50 kpsi (35)) MPa) proof test is extremelN
of increasing the probability of growth during unloading, difficult to measure since such Ila, s are rare. thowever.

given actual data for unloading failures, one can make
Fuller et. al. hseveral qualitative deductions about minimum strength after
rieortsliv than tile above treatment. For flaws that pass the proofing.
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30. to-be 2X() kpsis (13,7()0 MPa-s). Equation (7) is plotted
Experimental Apparatus and Procedure in logarithmic ftorm in Figure 7 where In GY.f1l, is plotted

versus In <u for n = 3)) and B = 2180 kpsi2s (13.70)) MPa 2s).
A simple method for measuring the strengtLh distribution of' Assuming actual strength degradation during unloading to
long fiber lengths was recently developed. 2 The approach follow the 1/3 power dependence in Eq. (7) suggests that an
taken was Ito stress the fiber in a continuous fashion such that unloading! rate greater than 7500) kpsi, (52.50)1) MPa/s) Is
the small flaws survive, but the large flaws fail. A schematic needed t(o avoid unloading failures during our simulated
of the test apparatus is shown in Figure 4 and consists of a proof test.
proof testing machine and a remote pulley assembly. The
pulley assembly consists of a pulley mounted on a load cell, From Eq. NX(, the minimum strength after proofing, Shur is
both of which are attached to a pneumatic slide. A complete always less than *., by a factor of 0.9 for typical fiber n
description of the equipment may be found in reference 2. values of 20 to 30; and therefore, assuming 147 kpsi (1)

MPa) to be close to Y111 yields Sf-..n It) he 1-1.7 x (.9 = 132
The proof tester acts only as a fiber payout machine. Fiber is kpsi (930) MPa). Thus, for the simulation of proot testing in
payed out under low load from the prooftester around the this report, the minimum strength of liber surviving the

remote pulley assembly and back t) the proof tester. A total proofo-test cycle is approximately 3 3,"i the 40))) kpsi (2X((0
otf 20 meters of fiber is contained between capstans A and B. MRPa proof stress. Fortunately, most modern-day fiber proot
After the fiber is payed out, the proof tester stops, the pulley testing machines operate at much higher unloading ratL, and
assembly moves on the slide, and the fiber is loaded to a according to Eq. (9), it is unlikely that such low post-proof
predetermined load level. As soon as the maximum load is strengths exist. However, this study highlights the need to
reached, the pulley unloads the fiber by returning to its focus on the unloading potrion of present day proof testers in

original position. The load is carefully monitored during the determinino the minimum strength alter proofing.
entire load pulse event. If the fiber passes the load pulse
without failing, another 20 meter length is indexed into the In the particular c-•se where the unloading rate is . fast

gauge length and the load pulse is repeated. Thus. each 20 enough to avoid unloading failures. a.,M is infinitesimal)1
meter length essentially is subjected to a proof test cycle of less than the proof stress. ' =,. and therefore, S11 ,n =
loading and unloading (but no dwell), with the maximum (.9 op. Even though unloading failures are avoided in this
preset load being the proof stress, case. strength degradation still occurs during unloading

resulting in a truncation strength. S,). slightly less than .r
One hundred kilometers of an unproof-tested 125 pm titania- As the unloadine rate is increased beyond the rate too fast (or
doped silica-clad developmental fiber was tested in the above unloading failures the truncatiou strength. Sremn. increases
manner with a preset maximum fiber stress of 40)) kpsi (20()( from 0(.9 ap and in the limit approaches the prolo stress level
MPa). The loading and unloading rates were maintained at at infinite unloading rates. Thus or two fibers with identical

400 kpsi/s (28(0() MP4as) and all testing was performed in an preproof strength distributions, the one with the higher
ambient environment (2( C. 6(('( RI-I). unloading rate. i.e., higher machine speed. will have the

higher truncated st-rength.
The typical load pulse is shown in Figure 5 for fiber passing
the test. In addition to expected fiber failures during the Implications

loading portion of the pulse. 13 unloading failures were
recorded. Figures 6a and 6b show examples of failure during 01 a more practical nature is the understanding we can draw
loading and unloading, respectively. Unloading strengths, from these experiments about proof testing in the fiber

*., ranged from 147 to 384 kpsi (1(030 to 2691) MPa) and are manufacturing industry. Loadinm. dwell, and unloadine
summarized in Table I. c(omponenLs all contribute to crack growth during proofing.

Dis,'ussion However, proof testing standards tolay rely solely on the
dwell time to account for crack growth during proofing. The

It is clear from the data in Table I that flaws in optical fiber proof-test theory review and data presented in this study
can grow during the unloading portion of the proof test cycle demonstrate that the unloading portion ol the proof test is
in addition to growth during the loading portion and dwell responsible for establishing the truncated strength after
time. Also, unloading failures occur below the proof stress proof ing, and that the faster the unloading rate is, the higher
level since the applied stress is always less than the proof the truncated strength will be. Proper proof testing.
stress during unloading. From Eqs. (8) and (9), these results therefore, requires the knowledge, the control and proper
strongly suggest that flaws.just in the proof test cycle account of the unloading portion of the proof ltest cycle.
have post proof strengths less than the proof stress. Even though more data are needed, it is estimated that an

unloading rate greater than 10,0(0 kpsi/s (7(,00()0) MPas) is
The lowest unloading strength. o., in the 1)0) kilometers of required to minimize unloading failures and strength
fiber tested was found to be 147 kpsi (1030 MPa) or 37'7, of degradation below the proof stress level during unloading of1
the 400 kpsi (2800 MPa) proof stress. The minimum the fiber.
unloading strength, C*mn in Eq. (7), for a 400 kpsi/s (2800
MPa) unloading rate, is probably less than 37 '/, of"(T due to
the relatively small sample size. Fuller et. al.I have stated
that to avoid unloading failures one should choose an
unloading rate according to Eq. (7) such that a.,,,,11 - a . For
our test results, we assume (T*mI, for u 4))) kpsi/s (qXO()
MPa/s), as 147 kpsi ( 10)30 MPa) and calculate B. for an n of
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Table 1. Stress at Failure Data During Unloading at 400 kpsi/s d
from a Maximum Load of 400 kpsi. Data ranked from Cb
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kpsi MPa

383 2680 st < CP
358 2501)
347 2430)
368 2580 Time t

337 236)
331 2321)
268 1880
263 184)
189 1320 Figure 3.
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147 10)130 Specimens with initial strengths greater than S" will survive.
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DEEP WATER DEPLOYMENT OF ARMOURED OPTICAL CABLE

David I. Curtis, John N. Russell, Peter Worthington

STC Submarine Systems, Southampton, U.K.

ABSTRACT

The North Pacific Cable system (NPC) runs from In addition to providing stability on the sea bed,
Miura, Japan to Pacific City, USA with a branch to the steel wire armouring greatly increases the
Alaska (Figure 1). Approximately 9500 km of cable resistance of the cable to abrasion and scouring
was supplied for the system (by STC, UK and NEC, caused by movement of the sea bed material over
Japan) making it the longest optical cable system the cable in the presence of high currents.
in the Pacific. It is also the highest capacity
trans-Pacific cable, with a capacity equivalent to Initial estimates of twist and torque that would
85,000 telephone circuits. The system was be generated by the C65 in depths of 4 km were
installed in the latter part of 1990 and early made, and two major problem areas were
1991, and commercial service began on 1 May 1991. identified:-

As the cable route had to cross the subsea - Cable tension at the transition from C65 to
mountain range known as the Emperor Seamount range lightweight cable would exceed the safe level
(ESM), the choices of cable design had to be for grip in the tyres of the ship's laying
closely considered against the terrain variations, engine.
A relatively benign route could have been
identified with a 1000 km detour, but calculations - The torque generated by the armoured cable could
showed that with suitable cable design cause excessive twist in the adjacent
modifications a direct crossing of the ESM range lightweight cable, leading to potential loop
was possible. The task was to lay a cable in deep throwing problems either on the sea bed or on
water (>4 km) in an area of steep slopes and high the ship.
sea bed currents. Light armoured (C65) cable was
chosen to give the required protection. To overcome these problems a special transition

cable was developed, designated Lightweight
A special transition cable for use between the Screened Grooved cable (LWSG). This was based on
normal lightweight deep water cable and the the normal deep water lightweight screened (LWS)
armoured cable was developed. This had increased cable with an additional high density polyethylene
torsional stiffness to resist the twist generated outer sheath to increase the torsional stiffness
by the armoured cable, and a special grooved outer of the cable. A shallow spiral groove was cut
sheath to provide extra grip in the ship cable into this outer sheath to provide the extra
laying machinery. Performance of the cables in required grip in the tyres of the linear cable
deep water was checked theoretically and two sea engine to be used for cable laying.
trials were carried out to demonstrate the
viability of the approach. Tests had shown that this type of grooving was

particularly effective in increasing the grip with
wet cable. Using a single wheel pair test

INTRODUCTION arrangement, measured tension at onset of slip was
typically doubled from about 5 kN to 10 kN per

The normal unarmoured (lightweight) cable used in wheel pair.
the deep water segments of submarine systems
cannot be laid in areas where there are strong sea In view of the high predicted laying tensions, 2%
bed currents. Such currents cause relative proof tested fibre was used for the Emperor
movement between the cable and sea bed, leading to Seamount cables instead of the normal value of
abrasion of the polyethylene jacket and eventual 1.6% used for NL deep water cable.
high voltage breakdown of the cable insulation.
To provide sufficient weight for stability on the Figure 2 shows the construction of the three
sea bed, light armour (c65) cable was selected for cables (LWS, LWSG and C65 light armour).
the ESN crossing. This cable is normally used for
Lhe buried segments of systems in depths of less The physical characteristics are summarised in
than 1 km. Table 1.
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TABLE I water areas in the Pacific, sea bed currents are
less than 0.1 m/sec and LW cable is completely

CHARACTERISTICS OF CABLE USED IN THE NPC SYSTEM stable in service.) In addition, high currents
acting during laying will cause a light cable to

NL NL UL be moved off line during descent, resulting in the
LWS LWSG C65 final position on the sea bed being significantly

O/D (mm) 31.8 37.8 43.0 displaced from the surveyed route.

weight in air (kg/m) 1.57 1.87 3.69 Hence use of the heavier C65 armoured cable to

Weight in water (kg/m) 0.75 0.'1 2.20 provide stability in service also ensures that the
cable can be laid accurately on the required

UTS (kN) 165 170 310 course.

EA (MN) 20.0 20.2 50 Considerable work had been commissioned previously

- 2 by STC to study the stability of cables in the
GJ (Nm 37 70 100 presence of sea bed currents (Ref. 1), and this

Torque per kN (Nm) 0.0 0.0 2.0 was used to confirm the suitability of C65 for the
ESM crossing. The results are summarised in the

H (deg. knots) 50 45 75 next section.

Note: EA = Tensile stiffness Cabld stability in Sea Bed Currents

GJ = Torsional stiffness If cable on the sea bed is subjected to a

transverse current, the maximum current at which
CABLE STABILITY IN EMPEROR SEAMOUNT CROSSING it is stable is given by:-

The Emperor Seamount

Seamounts are subsea mountains similar in profile '¢ _________ .. (1)
to oceanic islands of volcanic origin, often 'C

rising several kilometres above the ocean floor. a (C' + CV
They are characterised by circular or elliptic
bases with steep slopes. seamounts are often
grouped in chains forming subsea ridges, which can
be very long. The Emperor Seamount chain forms an Where: W = Cable weight in water
almost continuous north-south feature that can be
traced from the Hawaiian ridge in the south to the d = Cable diameter
Aleutian trench in the north. Steep slopes c = Lift coefficient) Both - I for cable
present problems with cable laying as control of L ) at typical sea bed
slack is greatly impaired and cable suspensions C = Drag coefficient) velocities.
can be left on the sea bed. Any such suspensions D
could lead to premature failure from high stress = Friction coefficient between cable
abrasion and fatigue at the support points between and sea bed
suspensions. This is the critical velocity acting at the cable
For the Emperor Seamount crossing a col between mean height above the sea bed (d/2), and is the
two seamounts (Jimmu and Suiko) was selected, and velocity at which cable movement will start to
a route along the lower contours of suiko was occur.
chosen to minimise slopes and also avoid the
centre of the valley of the col where currents For comparison between cables the critical
would be highest. Even so, sea bed slopes of 100 velocity at a greater height (1.0 m) is used,
were unavoidable with the selected route (see which is a more convenient height for measurement.
Figure 3).

Assuming a logarithmic profile, the current at 1.0
A survey of the NPC route was carried out in 1988 metre is related to the current at the cable by:-
by Cable and Wireless (Marine) and during this
survey the Emperor Seamount crossing was studied V1 .0 = V(d/2) {in (1.0) - in (Zo)} .. (2)
in great detail. A current meter was placed close 1in (d/2) - in (Zo))
to the sea bed in a depth of 4 km for a period of
20 days. Maximum sea bed currents of 0.46 m/sec Where: Zo = Sea bed roughness figure
were observed in this period, with predicted 10 -4
year maxima of 0.7 m/sec. Taking a worst case figure for Zo of 10 metre

(i.e. a smooth sea bed), the critical current for
At these levels of current, lightweight cables are stability can now be evaluated using (1) and (2).
not stable and will suffer damage from relative This is shown in Figure 4 for NL LWS cable and NL
movement between cable and sea bed. (In most deep C65 armoured cable.
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It can be seen that LWS cable is not stable at the (The negative sign for the internally generated
predicted maximum currents in the ESM crossing, torque KT indicates t'at twist is in a direction

whereas C65 armoured cable is stable at currents to unlay the helix of th• armouring.)

of up to 1.0 m/sec. In the case of LWS or LW cables which are

Experimental work by the Hydraulics Research torsionally balanced, K = 0 and (3) becomes:-

Station using cable samples in tanks, has shown
that this theoretical approach is conservative in = M
predicting cable stability. GJ

TENSION, TORSION AND TWIST IN SERVICE For armoured cable, the internally generated
torque causes the cable to twist during

The C65 armoured cable and LWSG transition cables' deployment. In steady state laying of armoured
were designed to provide the required degree of cable there is no externally applied torque to the
protection for the Emperor Seamount crossing, and cable (if any such torque is present initially it
to have sufficient strength and grip in the cable will decay exponentially to zero as laying
laying equipment to allow safe deployment in deep proceeds). Hence, under these conditions, with
water, cable tension at the ship of Ts, the twist at the

ship is:-
In order to determine tbe torsional performance of
the cables in service, theoretical analysis of -KT-
torque, twist and tension in service was carried 't-
out.

Excessive twist can lead to premature failure of As the cable sinks to the sea bed tension falls to
cable under high tension, as it causes unequal zero, and the twist in the cable at the sea bed is
load sharing in a torsionally balanced strength also zero. Under steady conditions, therefore,
member, with zero sea bed tension, armoured cable is laid

on the sea bed with no twist.
Twist can also cause problems in deployment where
the cable is under low tension (in the ships tank The cable is, however, twisting during the descent
or on the sea bed) resulting in loop throwing and from ship to sea bed. Hence, when a transition is
kink formation in the cable, made to another cable type, this cable is

subjected to the twisting of the armoured cable as
The theoretical analysis of the twi-t in the LWSG the transition descends.
transition cable and C65 armoured cables showed
that deployment in 4 km was possible without Twisting of the transition cable will now result
exceeding safe levels of twist, in an external torque in the cable. This torque

is held by friction at the sea bed and on the
Land based tests at higher than predicted levels ship. That is, there are no free ends to allow
of twist and tension were carried out on the cable twist to occur and thus reduce the torque present
and joints, in the transition cable.

Two sea t-ials were also undertaken in order to The magnitude of the torque and twist can be
check t.1 measured performance of the cable and calculated by solving the basic equations (Eq. 3)
compare with theoretical predictions. for the two types of cable.

Theoretical Model for Laying Figure 5 shows schematically a transition at an
a Deep Water Transition intermediate stage between ship and sea bed.

The general relationship between twist, torque and For steady laying of a single cable type at
tension for a cable is (Ref. 2). constant speed the cable between ship and sea bed

is a straight line at an angle to the horizontal
= .of:-M F- KT (3..of:)

-- 4 1 4

W= Twist per unit length VCoS (I • 02T( - o. .. (4)

GJ = lorsional stiffness

M = Externally applied torque • H/V for small H/V

K = Torque generated per unit tension

T = Cable tension Where: H = Cable hydrodynamic constant

V = Ship laying speed
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For two cable types in suspension, a simple model Hence the twist remaining in suspension in cables
is to assume that both cables remain straight 1 and 2 at an intermediate time shown in Figure 5
lines with angles given by (4) for each cable is:-
type. (This is not completely correct as the - m -

cables adjacent to the transition would be smooth I÷T .Lo .. (10)
curves in order to satisfy equilibrium conditions
at the transition.)

From this a new value for the twist per unit
Referring to Figure 5, the equations relating to length in the cable at the sea bed can be
twist, tension and torque for the two cables are:- determined using Equations (5) to (8) to give:-

(Sea Bed H = GJ1 + K1 T .. (5)
cable No. 1 ( M 1 i(6) (,T, Li

(Transition M = U-•l0 + K
2 T1 .. (6) 2 65T2 + T72•4 L,

(Transition M = GJ- + K2 T2 . (7)
cable No. 2 1( 0 a

(Ship M = GJ• + K2 T3 .. (8) Having determined J , the other values of twist
and the external torque, M, can be determined

The cable tensions can be related to the lengths using Equations (5) to (8).
of cable in suspension. For straight line cable
configuration, the cable tension in depth h is wh Estimated Twist and Tension for
(w = cable unit weight in water) independent of Emperor Seamount Cables
the cable angle.

For the Emperor Seamount crossing, the first
Hence we have:- transition is from LWSG (deep water) to armoured

cable, followed by a transition from armoured
T = 0 at Sea bed cable to LWSG.

Cable No. 1 (
T, = w h at Transition of these, the most severe case in terms of tensile

and torsional stress is the transition from armour

T 2 = T1 at Transition to LWSG, as the transition cable has to support
Cable No. 2 ( the weight of the armoured cable during laying.

( 3= wI hI 2( l tSi
1h 1 + w2 (h - h1) at ship Figure 6 shows the calculated twist and tension in

where h = depth, hI = depth between transition and the LWSG cable as a function of length of cable
sea bed. paid out after the transition. This is plotted

for 4 different laying speeds (2, 3, 4 and 5
Initially there is a total amount of twist in the knots).
cable in suspension given by:-

It can be seen that the laying speed does not
greatly influence the peak twist that occurs,

K -Ts L which is approximately 0.075 turns/m in each czse
= (9) (1 twist in 13 metres). However, increasing

GU, laying speed increases the length over which the
twist occurs. Hence a low laying speed is
preferable to reduce risk of twist-induced

where: L = h = Initial length of cable problems.I sin o( No. 1 in suspension1 At low laying speeds, however, the cable angle

As laying of the transition proceeds, some twist increases and becomes closer to the vertical.
will be laid on the sea bed (since f # 0 if M 4
0). However, as there are no free ends, the total Cable tension can then be significantly affected
amount of twist in suspension and on the sea bed by wave induced motior of the ship. This dynamic
must remain constant and equal to 'I" tension component is eiven by:-

The total twist laid on the sea bed is:- T = ± ( EA . m). V .. (12)

F 4  Where: EA = Cable tensile stiffness

L m = mass/unit length

and ± V is the peak vertical velocity of the ship
where the integral is over the length of cable at the point of cable suspension (i.e. stern or
laid on the sea bed from the time the transition bow).
leaves the ship.
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Figure 6 shows that the expected laying tension in Sea Trial Results
steady conditions with no ship motion is about 85
kN with c65 cable in suspension, falling to 28 kN The trial was laid at a steady pay-out speed of
when the transition to LWSG is at the sea bed. 3 knots, which was estimated as optimum for system

deployment.
If a low laying speed were used so that cable
angle was close to the vertical, the dynamic During the trial the following parameters were
tension component with c65 cable in suspension in continuously monitored:-
4 km depth will be approximately 1 40 kN in
adverse weather conditions (with V ± 3 m/sec. - Tension
assumed). - Twist

This increases the peak tension to over 120 kN, - Optical length (strain)
which exceeds the madimum safe tension for
deployment of the LWSG cable. - optical attenuation

By using a laying speed of 3 knots, the cable Figure 8 shows the results of the tension and

angle for the C65 is reduced to about 30* which twist measurements made during the pay-out of the

results in worst case dynamic loading of only transition from C65 to LWSG.
± 20 kN, and maxijx.um laying tensions of 105 kN in
the LWSG cable. This corresponds to a cable The twist in the LWSG showed a steady increase tostrain of about 0.6% which is a safe figure for 2% a peak of about 0.065 turns/rn after paying ou. 6
proof tested fibre. km, followed by a steady reduction as pay-outcontinued. By the time the repeater was launched

A laying seed of 3 knots was therefore selecte' (17.4 km pay-out), there was no significant twist

to enable safe laying in adverse weather in the LWSG cable. The measured peak twist was
somewhat less then the theoretical figure (0.075conditions, but without subjecting excessive trsm n h ws eae oerpdyta

lengths of cable to the highest level of twist in turns/r) and the twist decayed more rapidly than
deployment, expected as pay-out continued.

SEA TRIALS This may be accounted for by an increase intorsional stiffness of the LWSG as the high

Two sea trials were carried out in order to check density polyethylene sheath is cooled in deep

the performance of the cables in deployment and to water. it is also possible that the armouring is

establish procedures for subsequent use on the generating less torque than expected because of

system lay. hysteresis and friction. The calculated figure
for torque is based on torque developed when

A short trial was carried out in May 1989 using tension is applied to the cable. in this case,

6 km of C65 armoured cable and 14 km of LWSG torque is developed as tension is removed from the

transition cable. This trial demonstrated the
feasibility of deployment of the cables in 4 kmdepthibulity was tepoomeshor to accuratlely simThe measured tension during the transition was asdepth but was too short to accurately simulate

tensile and torsional loadings that would occur on expected, falling from a maximum of 90 kN with all

system laying. armour cable in suspension to 30 kN when the
transition reached the sea bed.

A full-scale sea trial was carried out inSeptember 198c shematricl ot cabied ous in The optical monitors on the trial showed no changeSeptember 1989. A schematic of the cable used in i os n h esrdrsda tani al
the sea trial is shown in Figure 7, together with in lossa te mas res i strin n abon the sea bed was less then 0.01%. The trial had
the system configuration to be used for the demonstrated the viability of the proposed Emperor
Emperor seamount crossing. Seamount crossing, and the system installation

The trial used 10 km of C65 armour, which was could therefore proceed as planned.

sufficient to establish steady laying conditions
in a depth of 4 km. A length 17.4 km of LWSG (the SLACK CONTROL
same length as in the system) was deployed between The route survey showed that the selected route
the transition and the trial repeater housing. through the Emperor Seamount crossing required

direction changes to follow the optimum (minimum
As a further precaution against twist, the cable soe iiu urns ot. Fo h

was paid out through a carousel (360* turn) slope, minimum currents) route. From the

installed between ship tank and cable engine, recommendations of the survey it was decided to
This was designed to prevent twist that may be lay a relatively high degree of slack on the sea

Thiswasdesgnedto revnt wisttha ma be bed to compensate for inevitable inaccuracy caused
present outboard from reaching the cable in the bdt opnaefrieial ncuaycue
tank. Loop throwing can be caused by twist by slope, sea bed currents, direction changes and

applied to cable at low tension in the region transitions of different cable types. Target
between tank and cable enginen figures of 7% slack in the C65 and 5% in the LWSG

cable were selected, compared to typically I% - 2%

slack normally used for deep water cable.
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This is the target slack on the sea bed. The ship The Emperor Seamount cable deployment proceeded as
required different targets for deployed slack in planned. Maximum tension in the LWSG transition
order to compensate as far as possible for the sea cable was less than 100 kN. Cable twist was
bed slopes and cable t'ansitions. estimated by observers positioned at the stern of

the ship. Maximum twist in the LWSG cable was
slack compensation for Sloping Sea Bed estimated at approximately 1 turn in 12 metres,

falling rapidly to zero as pay-out continued. No
The extra slack that must be laid to compensate twist was observed inboard in cable under low
for a sea bed slope of /2 is:- tension, cable and transition handling

procedures, which had been well rehearsed prior to
As = sin ( oe + 9 ) - 1 .. (13) the lay, were carried out without difficulty.

(Sin ,s + Sinf3)

CONCLUSIONSWhere: O• = cable angle at ship given by Eq. 40S 
The design task of achieving a suitable cable for

This expression is negative for positive 9 the complex ESM crossing was successfully proven
(laying up a slope) and positive for negative , first through sea trials and then the system lay.
(down a slope). This enabled significant savings in system length

and cost compared to more benign options for the
Typical slack compensation for a 10" slope for route.
LWSG cable at 3 knots is ± 2.5%.
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THE IMPACT OF SUBMARINE NETWORKS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF FIBER OPTIC TECHNOLOGIES
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*ALCATEL CABLE - 170 Avenue Jean Jaures - 69344 LYON - FRANCE
"ALCATEL CIT Centre de Villarceaux - 91625 LA VILLE DU BOIS - FRANCE"**ALCATEL CABLE - 30, Rue des Chasses - 92111 CLICHY - FRANCE

ABSTRACT e The upgradability is generally required as soon
as the initial investment is decided.

This paper reviews advanced fiber optic
submarine systems and the impact on related
evolution of fiber optic technology itself. Forecast The objective of this presentation is to review the
of the future submarine systems is presented in necessary R and D program to satisfy the needs
both cases of unreapetered and repeatered identified in these forthcoming projects, in the
(regenerators and amplifiers) applications, area of fiber optic technology, developments on
Examples are given concerning expected fiber design and manufacturing methods. Other
performances ' distance - bit rate etc... and applications in the broadband transmission and
technologies used. Consequences on relevant distribution terrrestrial network, such as in
evolution of fiber optics design and characteristics landline trunk systems, digital subscriber line or
are discussed. Possible consequences on other analogic videocommunications sytems take
applications in the broadband terrestrial network benefit of the progresses achieved. So the
are analysed. drawbacks of this fast evolution : increase of R

and D expenses, development cost depreciation,
risk of early obsolescence, multiplicity of research

I - INTRODUCTION projects, are lessened by the appearance of new
applications or new needs (fig. No I).

The sibma-ne systems market is pushing the
develop ucnt of transmission systems, new
technologies and products in the field of fiber
optic for the following reasons : The FUTURE BROADBAND COMMUNICATION NETWORK

e worldwide sales are rapidly increasing : already l.z"-
installed or contracted 1982-1991 systems sales -
5.5 B US S. Forthcoming projects up to 1995/1996 Mi. ...... .

-9 B US S.

* More than 60 % of the world market is open
market : that is favorable to a strong economical - -
and technical competition. t._- _ J

* The technical solutions are various for different
applications : local, regional, international and CU-ToMM , ,,, ,W YT-

transcontinental links corresponding to a large
range of lengths. Figure 1
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An optical amplifier is made of an erbium doped
II - TECHNOLOGIES FOR SUBMARINE SYSTEMS fiber pumped with a powerful laser at 1.48 or

II-I low 0.98 lim, with suitable couplers to mix input

signal and pump light and to launch output light

Conventional technology applied today to in the line fiber. This type of amplifier offers for

submarine systems is based on intensity our purpose better characteristics than the

modulation and direct detection semiconductor one does, in term of overall gain,
saturation power, sensitivity to light polarization,

- on the transmitter side information is impressed noise, linearity, etc...

on the light of the laser source through its in unrepelered Iiok use of optical
injection current, amplifiers is planned by end of 1992 or 1993 to

increase distance between terminals, as booster
-at the receiver the light is detected by a and preamplifier respectively at transmitter and

photodiode which turns photons to electrons, that reeiver s es.eGains of 10(oster t1d
is mdultedligh ino eectrcalsigal.receiver sides. Gains of 10 (booster) to 16 dB

is modulated light into electrical signal. (both booster and preamplifier) are expected on
power budget leading to an increase of length of

Such technology allows following typical features 50 to 80 km.
50 to 80 kin.

* for repeaterless systems Instead of preamplifier we can put doped fiber in

the cable just far enough from the receiver and
140 Mbit/s - 200 km - 40 dB power budget, pump it remotely from the terminal The so-called
560 Mbit/s - 170 km - 34 dB power budget. repeater has no active components and therefore

is passive. This offers more gain than with
* for very lons systems. with regenerative preamplifier. 30 km extra gain on the distance is
reatrs possible. For instance, putting the doped fiber

around 45 km before the receiver, distance of 320
560 Mbit/s- 120 km span - 24 dB power budget. km between terminals at 622 Mbit/s seems

realistically achievable.
These characteristics enable to implement very
interesting systems such as, for instance

- DIEPPE-BRIGHTON - 150 km - installed with 140 Of course, increasing the product bit-rate x

Mbit/s stream without repeater, which will be distance increases problems with propagation. At
first we can, or must, use dispersion shifted fiber

shortly upgraded at 560 Mbit/s without changing in order to decrease chromatic dispersion effect.
the cable, We must also decrease spectrum width of

- ALMERIA-MELILLA - 200 km - installed in modulated light. This seems possible with very

1990 - 140 Mbit/s upgradable to 560 Mbit/s promising three sections lasers which offer very

without repeater, narrow spectrum (2 MHz for instance) and
reduced chirping effect if they are made with

9 e- - multi quantum well structure. In any case use of
- TAT 9 transatlantic system around 6,000 km- external modulator can avoid the chirping of the
at 560 Mbit/s - to be installed by the end of laser and this will be probably mandatory for
1991.

very high bit-rates.

11-2 Tomorrow 1992-1994

But new research results, especially with optical Thus components and devices become more
sophisticated with hard specifications, difficult to

aplifibictiestoincreat e 1.5 powgiery aetthera e get. An interesting solution to relax requirements
possibilities to increase power budget, therefore on spectral and dispersion characteristics is to
to increase distance and/or bit-rate, also to make use of Forward Error Correcting code,
simplify repeaters. naturally at the cost of electronics and small

increase of line rate.
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We have implemented a Reed Solomon code An ideal solution is to compensate for one effect
which is cyclical, of high efficiency and suitable to by the other and to use an optical signal with well
frame structure of data. For instance, with a defined shape and intensity which will propagate
redundancy close to 20 %, this code is able to without distortion along the fiber. Such a signal,
correct 8 consecutive errors in 100 adjacent bits, which corresponds to -solitary" solution of
in fact 64 over 800 with multiplexing. Thus bit equation of propagation is named "soliton", which

error ratio can jump from 10-3 to 10-4 by using owns noteworthy properties of stability and
FEC code. preservation.

In pratice such a code works best for a no For instance, one could think that the attenuation 1

corrected bit error ratio lower than 5.10-5 and of the fiber would make disappear the optimal
guarantees error free transmission. In addition, conditions of soliton propagation because the
sensitivity is improved by about 5 dB that intensity of the optical pulse decreases when it
increases length by 25 km. propagates. Fortunately Soliton accepts some

variation of its intensity, as it accepts light
fluctuation of fiber parameters ... , providing that
the corresponding distance of these changes is

Thus, using all these possibilities, booster, remote less than a typical length, its Soliton period.
preamplifier, FEC code, external modulation, 300
km between active terminals could be reasonably It is therefore possible to amplify optical signal
achievedat 2.5 Gbit/sby 1995. from time to time with optical amplifiers in order

to compensate for the attert,.ation of the fiber.

11-3 Later on - 1995/2000
However optical amplifiers produce noise and this

Obviously the technology of optical amplification noise combines with solitons leading to random
can also be used in repeatered systems field in so jitter of these pulses. Thus propagation of very
far as reliability of components can be achieved, high bit rate solitons along very long distance is
In this case optical signal which carries limited, for example around 10 Gbit/s x 10,000
information is no longer regenerated but only km. All these considerations, maximum accepted
amplified without changing its optical form. This attenuation between amplifiers, too large jitter,
simplifies repeater by avoiding fast electronics for too high bit error ratio, give a trade off for the
amplification clock recovery, decision. reshaping, gain around 10 dB, not so high than technology
... and sophisticated optoelectronic components. allows, as much as economy would like to get.

As a consequence optical amplifier is transparent
to the bit-rate, what is an interesting feature for Any how it is possible to design very long
designing systems. systems with high bit rate using in-line optical

amplifiers. Not close to limits in jitter, in
However, about propagation aspect, we have to distortion, in error rate, the shape of the signal
consider the total length of the system, for may not be of soliton form, that simplifies source,
instance 5 to 10,000 km for transoceanic links, modulation and electronics. But in all cases non
With such lengths propagation difficulties arise linear effects, jitter due to noise ... , have to be
not only from the well-known chromatic considered and amplifier gain will be limited.
dispersion effect - some of the frequencies of the
signal spectrum go faster than others and the This is what is done to design the next generation
signal spreads out after propagating along the of transoceanic systems, with no regenerative
fiber - but also from non-linear effects, mainly repeaters, only optical amplifiers, probably at 5
Kerr self phase modulation - the refractive index Gbit/s, with 410 to 50 km span, possibly installed
of the fiber changes with light intensity, leading by the end of 1995.
also to an alteration of the signal form.
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ATTENUATION 1550 nm11-4 Past 2000 "'T

This generation just above mentioned is "soliton-
like", that means non linear effects are taken into E'
account but pure soliton may not be used. No -Y
doubt the following generation will apply Soliton _C
technology with probably several multiplexed
very high bit-rate channels on the same fiber.

May be at this time fluoride glasses will be
developed, with their very attractive promise of ..
extremely low attenuation : 0.02 dB/km. This
would divide the number of repeaters by a factor Figure 2

of ten, as well as increase distance between
terminals by the same factor I I I I-I Pure silica core fiber

Naturally plenty of work has to be done, A 10 % additional decrease of the attenuation,
especially with propagation (what will be equivalent to a cost reduction of 3 to 4 % on a
chromatic dispersion, what will be non linear 3x560 Mbit/s systems 3000 km long link, can be
effects ?), also because the wavelength is not 1.5 achieved by an appropriate selection of dopants
Km but 2.5, because sources and detectors are not in the core and the cladding. The MCVD process
truly available, etc... without forgetting work on allows to deposit pure silica core layers in a
fiber and cable. substrate tube of fused or synthetic silica, which

is fluorine doped. An index difference •An =

But progress is running faster and faster. We can

dream and wager for a field experiment by 20 10. -5.10-3 can be obtained by using an atmospheric
The stake is so huge that we should win. pressure plasma torch through which is projected

a mixture of silicon and fluorine halogenides . The
average attenuation is less than 0. 18 dB/km.

11I - RELEVANT FIBER OPTIC TECHNOLOGY
EVOLUTION The Spanish domestic link as mentioned 9 11.1

uses pure silica core fiber. The regeneration span
Germanium doped standard fiber optic for of the 560 Mbit/s system reaches 135 km, instead
submarine systems operating at 1.55 Km up to I of 120 km with standard fiber..

Gbit/s, the standard fiber optimized at 1.3 Km can We must point out the great flexibility and
be used with no penalty on the power budget. The versatility of the MCVD process for making
span length or the maximal distance of the system complex index profiles, deposition of various
is limited by the fiber attenuation. The dopants and reproducibility of fiber
attenuation decrease is achieved by means of the optogeometrical characteristics. The plasma
process mastership and production equipments technology is particularly adapted to the fluorine
quality. To reduce the splices number, long doped synthetic silica tubes of which the use is a
lengths are produced despite the high level of condition to reduce the core dopant level and by
proof test which is applied on all the fibers. this way to reduce the Rayleigh diffusion.
Typically, the average length of standard fibers
manufactured by MCVD process from 45 km 111-2 Disoersion shifted fiber
capacity preform, is 15 km after 1.5 % proof test.
The mean attenuation is 0.197 dB/km as shown The bit rate increase is a key parameter of the
on the repartition curve (fig. No 2) related to the cost reduction in submarine systems. The increase
link PALERMO- PALMA-ESTEPONA. to 5 Gbit/s of the future transoceanic system with

optical amplifiers needs long and expensive
developments and in particular those of
dispersion shifted fiber and rare earth doped
fiber.
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Lightguide dispersion shifted fiber is optimized Very significant progresses have been made in
for operation in the 1550 nm wavelength region. the fabrication of such fibers in order to achieve
This product is especially intended for use in very simultaneously minimal losses (0.21 dB/km),
high bit rate optically amplified systems over minimal dispersion (0.05 ps/nm.km at the system
transoceanic systems up to 5 Gbit/sec over 10,000 wavelength), and low polarization dispersion
km. For use in such transmission systems, special (< 0.20 ps/km 1/2). Trapezoidal index profile fiber
requirements are needed configuration has been optimized.

- low intrinsic attenuation 111-3 Erbium doged fiber
- low chromatic dispersion
- low polarization mode dispersion. The Erbium doped fiber will be used in lumped

repeaters, booster amplifiers and preamplifiers,
Specific developments on fiber design and The doping concentration is close to 100 ppm, the
manufacturing process are in progress to optimize fiber length is 10 to 100 meters and the amplifier
the transmission characteristics, gain is depending on concentration and length.

The optimization of this product is going on.
* Low intrinsic attenuation Generally the core composition is an aluminium

and germanium codoped silica. For preform
The combination of MCVD performant process and making, MCVD process can be used; Erbium
fiber design contributes to decrease the intrinsic introducing method is made up from a gaseous
attenuation in the 1550 nm wavelength region. phase or liquid phase. Specific measurements
The process versatility, the selection of dopants methods must be developed for high value of
nature and contents, and the index profile index difference and Erbium radial distribution
configuration allow to achieve the lowest intrinsic control.
attenuation.

Another future use of Erbium doped fiber could
e Low chromatic dispersion be as distributed amplifier for soliton

transmission. Long lengths of Erbium doped
Optogeometricai properties and process dispersion shifted fiber could be needed with
reproducibility are the key parameters to control very low attenuation and low polarization
with accuracy: dispersion. The doping concentration should be

decreased to less than I ppm. Some explorations
- waveguide dispersion started on such fiber.
- zero dispersion wavelength
- adjustment of zero dispersion wavelength with At least, to improve lifetime of Erbium doped
operating wavelength fiber, particularly when stored in lumped
-dispersion slope. amplifiers, a carbon hermetic coating will be

• Low polarization mode dispersion applied on the fiber.

Small core ovality and small stress assymetry 111-4 Fiber based passive components
generate a low polarization mode dispersion over
long distances. Different technologies are under investigation or

industrially developed to produce passive
The forecast concerning dispersion shifted fibers cnentr . Iegrated opion ga ssivc

seem prsenly t bemovng rom odeate tocomponents. Integrated optic on glass or silicon
seems presently to be moving from moderatei to and fiber fusion technique are currently used for
"strong requirements for the next generation of making couplers, multiplexers, splitters, etc... In
submarine systems operating at 5 Gbit/s with the optical amplifier some passive components
fibers amplifiers. are needed with specific and strong requirements.
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Abstract submarine cables. There is no parallel to this multi-

fiber optical submarine cable which is capable of

An innovative multi-fiber optical submarine cable being submerged to several thousands of meters.

containing up to 48 optical fibers has been developed This paper describes the necessity of multiplying

for application to trunk optical cable networks. the fiber count in an optical submarine cable and the

This new type of cable provides a major advance in basic concepts behind 48-fiber optical submarine cable

construction efficiency for optical submarine design and cable characteristics, cable jointing

transmission spans. This cable was commercially techniques. The first commercial test results are

introduced in 1991. This paper introduces multi- also provided showing excellent transmission

fiber optical submarine cable technologies, and characteristics. These also show that the new cable

presents the first commercial test results. has sufficient practical performance to play a part

in the construction of the fiber optic submarine

network.
1. Introduction

Since Japan is a nation of islands, submarine 2. Significance of Fiber Multiplication

telecommunication cables have played very important for Fiber Optic Submarine Transmission Lines

roles in the construction of telecommunication

networks. Optical submarine cables have been The introduction of optical fibers into

deployed primarily for trunk transmission lines since telecommunication transmission lines brought drastic

1983 in Japan. From the initial stage of cost reductiuiis in the construction of large-capacity

introduction, NTT's conventional optical submarine transmission line facilities due to extended repeater

cables have been accommodated a maximum of 12 optical spans. When optical fibers were first introduced,

fibers. More than 3,000 km of cables have been repeater spans were extended over several tens of

introduced to date. kilometers. However, there are some current systems

Because of environmental extremes which affect which have more than a hundred kilometers of repeater

operation the necessity for long-term reliability, spans 1" Moreover, in the research stages, many

especially mechanical stability for submarine experimental results concerning very long-span

environments, there is much more demanding placed on transmissions accompanied by improvement in both

submarine cables than on terrestrial cables. coherent transmission and optical amplifier

However, increase of cable diameter due to the techniques are reported. For example, a 364-km

multiplication of fibers in the cable reduces repeaterless transmission that employs 2.5 (l/s CPFSK

mechanical performance. Moreover, it causes some heterodyne detection method and EDF amplifier as a

difficulty in cable handling or mismatching at cable post-amplifier ("' , and a 2,200-km long-distance

installation facilities. The new cable maintains the transmission using 25 in-line EDF amplifiers have

same size and weight as conventional optical been reported~3 ) These reports will have greater
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impact on optical submarine transmission lines

especially for domestic use due to the use of extended .Bay Crossing Route Inter City
-Cane Crosin couteil. kLn

repeaterless sections necessary to bridge longer _ Channel Crossing 7Rute n.L 1
_< pHigh Der,,,, - 0,,,c

di.stance. 100 - -'------ High Speed Jointd S1pd nLow-Loss Fiber

Some general advantages of repeaterless systems < 48 'Optical Amplificat

over repeatered systems are mentioned, such as cost CE 48-Fibers Optical Submarine Cable
SL.!nkmgMainland 1

effectiveness as submarine repeaters arid electrical p-v A

power supply equipments is not necessary, increased L 12

reliability free from trouble caused by holding up 6 /(U Repeater less System Rpaee

power feed. Espacially, the greatest advantage is RCpeaterle m Repeatered
(Conventional Cable) System

easy upgradability to more advanced transmission z
z

systems which are compatible with terrestrial 10 100 500 100020003000

transmission equipment, as a matter of course, these Route Span (kin)

equipment have no restriction in the number of
transmission to bset This means Fig.1 Expansion of application areas for optical

systems tbe up. that submarine cable by progress of technologies

repeaterless systems are basically the same as

terrestrial systems.

Though submarine transmission lines need no :3. Cable Design

underground facility and enable the construction of

long span routes over short periods of time compared 3.1 Basic Concepts

with terresLria; routes, however, there are several

problems with transmission route design because of Figure 2 shows a cross section of NTT's

much smaller number of optical fibers in a submarine conventional optical submarine cable"5  . Most

cable than in a terrestrial cable. For example, current optical fiber cables employed around the world

exchange of multiplexing between the submarine section are based ofn the following structure, namely an

and terrestrial section at the cable landing points optical unit is accommodated in the centor of the

makes networks complicated, and plural installations cable core, a pressure-resistant and tensile-member

over the same submarine section leads cost increase, composite shell encloses the optical unit. This

Therefore, arrangements for transmission line cable shell not only protects the optical unit against

facilities to enable to coordinate submarine sections mechanical pressure but also functions as a hermetic

with terrestrial sections have become indispensable, layer shutting out external moisture and the adverse

To design submarine cables with the same maximum effects of hydrogen which would cause optical loss

number of optical fibers as terrestrial cables increases. The basic cable structure is formed by

confers to make networks simpler and to reduce sheathing polyethelene around this shell. Manv

construction arid maintemance costs of transmission required conditions need to be satisfied in the

lines. Accompanied by extensions in repeaterless design of optical submarine cables as illustrated in

spans, fiber optic eubmarine transmissions will be Fig. 3. Conventional cables are manufactured to

more widely deployed not only for conventional usage satisfy these requirements.

such as channel crossing or linking the mainlarnd with Problems caused by drastically increasing the

isolated i-larnds, but also for linking large coastal number of fibers in submarine cables primarily

cities (Inter city Trunk line) arid allowing trunk originate in the increase of the outer diameter of

Ioops to be made to I ink many isiainds and so on il the optical unit. Simi lar increases of cable cross

Thus 48 fiber optical submarine cable has been sectional structures with the aim of accommodating

developed if) order to satisfy present and future more fibers causes losses in cable long span

demand for multiplying optical fibers in submarine productivity and more difficult during construction.

transmission lines (Fig. 1)
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There are some trials to design making cable shell REOUI RENESFOR INLU SByCL
CABLE DESIGN IIUJLT IPL ICAT IION PRIIENSstructures simple such as open type cables using

hermetic optical fibers (6 However, sonic problems
Characteristic StabilityWae Pntr io

rein rerdin the pressure-resistivity of such kind aaHydrogen generati,
Circiumstances Promtiveof cables. Temperature change Increase of

The 48-liar optical submarine cable was designed High-risture ui -Fiber strain under
Te4-ieotcl utcable bending

External Forces Increaseto best suit repeaterless submarine sections under -Elongation

several thousand of meters of water, making full use -Lateral pressure Pressure-resistivity
-Bending - Decrease- i •Elongation

of proven conventional cable techniques to be earlier - Increase of Increase due to

practice. Cross sections of the new optical cable are •ss-prouctivtycable weight
pract . s -Bending flexibility

shown in Fig.5. To increase fiber density, the -Ease of ,anufacturing Decrease

following techniques have principally been applied L'eS• Long-length •Cable manufacturing

productivity Complication•Cable piece length
(1) Up to 48 fibers are accommodated in an optical Increase of Cabrteier

unit which consists of four twined 12-fiber optical f

subun i ts. " Size of iorting-box
Ease of cable splicing n Increase

(2) In order to expand the inner diameter of the Treatment of fibers
Difficult

pressure-resistant shell, the inner pipe of the

conventional cable has been removed. Instead of Fig.3 Relationship between requirements for cable design
this, a complex pressure-resistant layer consisting and problem due to multiplication of optical fiber

of single-layer steel strands covered with copper
tubing has been deployed. OPTICAL UNIT

This new cable has attended a fiber density four
TENSIONtimes higher than a conventional one, maintaining MEMBERN

both outer diameter and weight. The main features of COPPER TUBE -- - 0k

the new cable compared against conventional cable are SHEATHS5 -
shown in Table 1.

OPT I CAL SUBN I T
JACKET I

OPTICAL FIBER
Op•tiCal unit CENTER WIRE

Fig.4 Structures of 48-fiber optical submarine cable
Pressure-resi stant
Tensile-member composite

- nrTable I Main features of multi-fiber cable

and conventional cable
Items Multi-fiber Conventional

____Cable Cable

Maximum number of 48 12
optical fibers

Outer diameter 22.5 22.5
(m)

Fig.2 Structure of conventional cable Weight (in air ) 1.2 1.2
(kg/m) (in water) 0.45 0.45

Breaking tension 10 10
tons
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3.2 Optical Unit Structure 3.3 Cable Shell Structure

The optical unit consists of optical subunits In order to protect the optical unit inside, the

which is formed of single optical fibers arranged cable shell must not to be crushed by lateral force

around a center wire and coated with three layers of or elonged by tension. In conventional cable,

UV curable resin. This subunit is similar to the sufficient thicked iron pipe enclosing the optical

optical unit in a conventional cable and has proven unit and steel strands around the pipe function act

long-term reliability in the field. It has superior as the pressure-resistant layer and the tensile-

characteristics such as stability against temperature member, respectively. To accommodate thicker optical

changes, repressed water penetration, lower hydrogen units, the shell for multi-fiber cable has had its

generation, and ease of manufacture 81, inner diameter expanded by removing the iron pipe

In order to accommodate more fibers in a limited (Fig.6).

space, the diameter of the coated fiber has been The maximum lateral pressure exerted on the

reduced from 400,um to 250,um which is the same as submarine cable is 10 kgf/mm, from cable installation

that for terrestrial use. Figur, 5 shows the equipment on a cable ship. The cable shell was

relationship between the number of fibers in a designed to resist lateral force by pushing forces

subunit, the number of stranded subunits and the total between the steel wires which also function as

fibers accommodated. As a result, four 12-fiber tensile-member and surrounding copper tube. Figure 7

subunits for the optical unit has been employed, shows the relationship between the number of steel

The optical unit structure which consists of wires and the strain on the shell pipe under assumed

stranded optical subunits has no resemblance to any lateral pressure. As can be seen, the number of wires

submarine cables in use around the world. Combined is limited to less than 10 to prevent shell

subunits are also coated with UV curable resin to deformation.

enab]r, suppressed water penetration. On the other hand, a cable breaking tension of

over 10 tons is required, however, excessive wire

diameters cause greater weight which should be

avoided. The designed region decided by these

restrictions is the hatched area in Fig.8. As a

""9 result, the maximum inner diameter of the cable shellS• 6-subunitxN / is 5.5 mam.

v --•---- 8 -subun i t x N 2 / -

8 ---- e--1O-subunltXN A To make copper tubing fit the periphery of the
"1--l2-subunit x×N Z",

opt a- circularly arranged steel wires, small diameters of

L) (,•..•- fber - . steel wire fill up the gaps between the main wires

SL usbunit and tubing.
0

8), ,,5.5 mm
. / '/ t 4]. 3-Divided

E-" 5•/ : Limitation from cable Steel wire Copper tube
-shell's inner diameter iron pipe

1 12-subuntX4 48 1

go 40 60 80 100

Number of accommodated fibers

Fig.5 Relationship between number of fibers in a subunit and

the number of subunits and total accomimodated fibers (a) Conventional cable (b) Multi-fiber cable

Fig.6 Structure of pressure-resistant function
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Table 2. Varieties of Cables
10kg/mm

"Items Structure Application
1._

C+
Armor- Light- LDPE + HDPE Mid-deep sea areas

SUpper limit less weiht
SType Cable (O.D.: 22.5 mm)

O 0.5 Buriable LDPE + HDPE Shallow sea areas
Cable (Thicked) Cable burying".I' .. I .. . • ........ r7 (0.D. : 29 mm) section

High- LDPE + HDPE Mid-deep sea areas
reinforced + Steel tape Protection from

8 1 0 1 2 Cable + HDPE abrasive damage
(O.D.: 31 mm) or shark bite

Number of wires
Armored Cable Normal cable Shallow sea ares

Fig.? Relationship between pipe strain due to + single or double Buried or non-
lateral force and number of wires steel armor layer buried

(armor diameter:
5 mm . 7nmm)

Breaking tension ,/

S15 restriction

3.5 CharacteristicsPressure-resist
0 restriction• Table 3 shows test results for the new cable under

0 10 ,the same test conditions as for conventional cable.
E

zWeight Every result is equal to conventionai ones. Tension-

Srestriction elongation characteristics for armorless cable are
5 plotted in Fig.9, which suggest this cable has

sufficient mechanical characteristics for deep sea

use. The maximum water depth for the new cable,
I I I calculated from the fatigue theory, considering
3 4 5 6 T 8 normal processes of cable laying and recovery

Inner diameter of cable shell ( mm ) including 10 hours of holding time for repairs, is

2,000 m even when 1 % strain proof tested fibers are
Fig.8 Relationship between Restrictions in Cable Shell used 11) The increase in strain on fibers while

Design and Inner Diameter of Cable Shell
cables are bent, is originated in the increase of
radius for fiber layers of optical unit, and that

greatly influences the maximum depth of cable

3.4 Cable Jackets and Armor Structures installation at sea.

The structures of polyethelene sheaths and steel The capacity to withstand a maximum water depth of

armor are the same as for conventional cable. Table 2,000 m is sufficient for domestic use. However, as a

2 lists varieties of optical submarine cables. These matter of course, this cable can be used at deeper

cables are used according to sea depths or conditions depths, if 2 % strain proof tested fibers are

of the sea bottom. Sployed.
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box outer diameter and length of the main straight
Table 3. Test results of manufactured cable part as much as possible, against increases in the

Items Test conditions Results number of stored fibers. With the conventional

method, spare fibers were wound around the fiber
Temperature + 5C - + 30 *C Optical loss change storage bobbin. When handl ing a small number of
change :Within ± 0.001 dB/km fibers, the conventional method is best way to house

Lateral 10 kg/mm : I hour No loss increase fibers in compact spaces. However, an increase in
pressure

the number of fibers and a reduction in coated fiber
Water 800 kg/oi: 0.5 hour No loss increase
pressure diameter cause an increase in optical loss after

Water Water :100 kg/co 24 m / 1290 min. stored due to fiber cross over on the bobbin and other
penetration pressure :550 kg/cm' 80 m / 290 min. difficulties in the handling or ordered arrangements

Bending Radius : 0.4 mn Loss change:0.003 dB Max of fibers. For the multi-fiber cable, spare fibers
1/2 turn (recovery after release) are arranged in six piled trays each eight fibers

coiled into small loops (Fig.l0). This method has

been adapted from the terrestrial fiber treatment

technique.

0.8 Against the increase in fiber counts, it is also

essential to splice fibers efficiently, as the time

for cable jointing is limited when cable repairs are
S0.6 conducted on a cable ship. As a result, the mass-
0

fusion splicing method which had proven efficiency in

0. terrestrial ribbon-fiber splicing has been applied to

0 submarine cable"; . In order to adopt mass-fusion
o splicing to single fibers of the new submarine cable,

Lu 0.2 -a method has been employed to position four fibers

vertically in line and bind them together with

0 . . . adhessive (Fig.ll). The spliced part of the four
2 4 6 8 fibers are reinforced as a group. This also

Tensio n (ton) contributes to efficient fiber storage because it

Fig. 9 Tension-elongation characteristics saves space.

Conventional Method

4. Cable Jointing and Multi-fiber Treatment Techniques Fiber Storage Bobbin

Accompanied by the multiplication of cables, cable

jointing equipment (joint-box) has also been altered. Submarine Cable

" J ""/ Teflo n SheeThe main functions of the joint-box are to connect Fie _--Telnhe

tensile-members of each cable and to position and- TefonSee

store spare optical fibers. To joint tensile- PReinforced art

members, conventional techniques are available, New Method Optical Fiber

because conventional collective wire chucking method

is not influenced by changes in the number or diameter CD

of steel wires 10, Therefore, the fundamental S\ Submarine Cable
structure primarily determined by the first function Protective Tray

above is similar to a conventional joint box. Reinforced Part

(Xi the other hndl. new techniques of fiber storage
have been employed in order to maintain both joint Fig. 10 Fiber storage method in joint-box
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UV curable resin kin of cable is manufactured in single cable piece.

Ca0 Wire 1.0 1 Coated fiber The cable is armored with steel wires with diameters

41 of 7 mmn.

> UN Optical loss changes for twenty-four fibers were
(Cleaning) Arrangement measured through the cable manufacturing stages from

subunit to polyethelene sheathing. Measurement

Subunii results are shown in Fig.13, The value of loss change

(Bind) is 0.0018 dB/km on average, 0.005 dB/lon at mximun.

These values permit practical use.

Normal process Adhesive(Remove(Cut ] <
Slc /(Kyusyu Island>

Pseud-Tape

Fig.11 Mass-fusion splicing process for KUMAMOTO -
temporary arranged optical fiber NAGASAKI

HONDO
- Terrestrial

5. Commnercial Introduction Cable Route

SSubmarine
Cable Route

5.1 Outline
* Node Point

A new multi-fiber optical submarine cable was

introduced on Kyusyu into the section between Kumamoto 0 Repeater

(Hondo city) and Nagasaki, in March 1991 for the ,_ -

first time (Fig.12). The repeater span for this

section is 78 km including 27 km of submarine Fig.12 First introduction route

section. The transmission system is the F-600M

System conforming to SDH with a transmission speed of

600 Mb/s (12, 0.24

The cable employs twenty-four 1.5 um dispersion- - -Max.

shifted optical fibers which have proven their high • 0.23------ .............---------- n Ave.

transmission performance in the field and realize I -Min.

maximum repeater span of 120 kin for current system. 0.22 .-..-

Commercial tests have been carried out in this I T
section to evaluate the new cable's performance by 0- - I i -(n 0 .2 1 ------ ----- A . . . . . . . . . .-- -----. . . . . . . . . . .
investigating its transmission characteristics through 0 - -.- ,
processes from cable manufacture to construction. -J

- 0.20 ------------ 1----------- - I -----------------
I- ,

0.5.2 Commercial Test Results 0.19
5.2.1 Cable Manufacturing 'i 2 3 4

The optical unit for the introduced cable consists I Optical subunit
MANUFACTURING STAGES :2 Optical unit

of two subunits each accommodating twelve 1.5 m ,.3, Copper tubing

dispersion-shifted optical fibers, and two dummy *4 Sheathing

subunits. Thinner optical fiber can be spliced by Fig.13 Loss changes during cable manufacturing

high-strain proof method within the optical subunit as

well as for conventional cable. Consequently, 27.3
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5.2.2 Cable Installation optical fiber has been remarkably reduced in

The cable was installed by cable ship and buried comparison to the plural installation of conventional

all section by plow type cable burying machine at the cable. However, as shown in Fig. 15, conventional

same time. The maximum water depth and burying depth cable has economical advantages over the new cable

were 72 m and 110 cm, respectively. Cable with fiber counts of less than 12. Further,

installation was carried out over 8 hours. conventional cable is designed most suitable for

Figure 14 shows loss changes and cable tension repeatered systems which need a maximum of six

during cable installation. Two sets of loop-returned fibers. Therefore, the two types of cables will be

optical fibers (54 km for each loop) were measured at selected according to the number of optical fibers for

wavelengths of 1.55,um and 1.65 gm. Each measurement transmission lines, for the time being.

result shows insignificant loss changes. As present terrestrial trunk cables have fiber

From these results, no occurance of significant counts of 100 and more than this in the near future,

loss changes was verified in the commercial test. submarine cables hope to rival these counts. To

This means the new cable has sufficient peformance to attain about 100-fibers in a submarine cable, a basic

maintain excellent transmission characteristics for change in the structure of the cable is necessary.

the optical fibers accommodated. In addition, once a submarine cable is damaged,
higher counts of fiber in a cable brings larger
trouble in telecommunication because whole

transmission lines in the cable are out of services

o while the cable is repaired. Consequently greater

C 2.0 advances in submarine cable construction technology
0
U are also necessary to prevent high-counts fiber

-• 1.0-• submarine cables from troubles due to external

factors.
. 0

" 0.05
0.05 at 1.55 •mn

t . 2.5 - -. . Multi-f iber cable
..... .at 1.65 m o Conventional cable

•- 0 . .2.0 ( N>12 plural
- \installation

L • 1.5
W

.2 -0.05 2 4"

0510 15 20 24 "" --

Instal led Cable Length (km) 0.5-

Fig.14 Loss changes during cable installation 12 24 36 48

Number of optical fibers

6. Future Prospects Fig.15 Construction cost per fiber counts for
multi-fiber cable and conventional cable

The object of development behind the 48 fiber

optical submarine cable is the construction of an

efficient transmission line for submarine sections.

As a result, the construction cost of cable per
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7. ConcI usion (6) N. Yoshizawa, et al ,A One hundred fiber

Sutbarine Cable Composed of Hermetical ly Coated Fiber

rhis paper has described multi fiber optical Ribbons Inserted into Slots" 38th Il(, 1989.

submarine cable technologies, and it has detailed (7) N. Yoshizawa, et al.,"Design and Sea Trial Re-suits

excellent results for the first commercial of a 48-fiber Submarine Optical Fiber Cable (in

introduction of the new cable. The 48-fiber optical Japanese)" The Transactions of the Institute of

submarine cable will be deployed over several Electronics. Information and Communication Engineers,

repeaterless optical submarine transmission routes vol. J74-B I No.6, 1991.

around the country in the near future. The role of (8) N. Yoshizawa, et al.,"Design and Characteristics

this new type cable will become increasingly important of Optical ?iber Unit for Submarine Cable" Journal of

as it is more widely deployed. Lightwave Technology, vol. LT-3, No. 1, 1985.

(9) Y. Miyajima, et al.,"Fiber Strength Assurance for

Deep Submarine Optical Fiber Cable Using the Proof

Acknowledgerients testing Method" Journal of Lightwave Technology, vol.

LT-3, No.2, 1985.

The authors are grateful to Mr. K. Sato for his (10) K. Ishihara, et al.,"Submarine Optical Cable

valuable advice and engineers in NTT Submarine Cable Splicing" Review of the E.C.L. vol.33 No.6, 1985.

Engineering Center for their supports for commercial (11) Y. Kato, et al.,"Single-Mde Optical Fibe Ribbon

tests in cable constructing. Splicer" 36th I1CtS, 1987.

(12) K. Maki, "Synchronous Digital Transmission

Syst ems with NNI" Nil Review, vol. 1 No.3 1989.
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OPTICAL SUBMARINE CABLES WITHOUT SUBMERGED REPEATERS
FOR THE ITALIAN 565 Mbit/s COASTAL HOPPING NETWORK ("FESTOON PROJECT")

A.Bolza, F.Magnani, E.Occhini

Pirelli Cavi S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Abstract not employ submerged repeaters.
Taking into account the environmental conditions

The paper gives in the first part a description of of this project the use of submarine cables had
the dispersion shifted optical fibers used in the
Italian 565 Mbit/s coastal hopping network and of
the general characteristics of the transmission
system adopted. A reference is also made to the
experiments in progress with optical amplifiers.
These devices can be envisaged either to increase
the unrepeatered cable lengths of future links or
to allow an increase in the transmission capacity MILANO
of an already installed link.
The second part is devoted to the design and
manufacture of the submarine cables, including the
discussion of the physical characteristics
required during laying and recovery and the tests
performed.
Successively, in the third part, the laying
procedures are described, together with the cable
ship used and her facilities. Near the shore,
where the risk of damage caused by trawlers or
anchors is higher, the cable is reinforced and
designed to be buried in the sea bottom.

1. Introduction

In the mid Eighties the Italian Post Office (ASST)
decided to realize a nationwide long distance
optical network involving 6500 km of land cables LIARI
a'nd 1350 km of submarine cables. Shortly
afterwards, however, the rapid increase in traffic
and the need to enhance the Italian
telecommunications infrastructure in the European PALERM
context required a further strengthening of the
long distance network. This led to the development
of a 565 Mbit/s coastal hopping submarine system
without submerged repeaters, commonly known as Fig.l - Italian Coastal Hopping Network
"Progetto Festoni" (Festoon Project). The first
phase of this project, which involved the many advantages over land cables, the most
installation of approximately 1800 km of optical important being:
cables along Italy's western coast, was
implemented between late 1989 and early 1991. - a very significant reduction in installation

time resulting from the intrinsic speed
2. The Italian Coastal Hopping Network advantages of submarine laying compared with

land installation, particularly in densely
The Italian 565 Mbit/s coastal hopping network populated areas;
consists of a system of submarine links all along - the elimination of the problems related to the
the Italian coast, the first phase of which attainment of rights of way, which can cause
connects the nodes of the land network from Genoa major delays in land projects or even make them
to Palermo in the Tyrrhenian Sea (see Fig.1). The impossible;
average length of the links is about 146 km with a - the possibility of exploiting, as a back-up to
maximum of 182 km (see Table 1). The system the land network, a completely independent
operates at the same bit rate of the ASST land system having the same transmission
network and, as requested bi the customer, does characteristics so that the submarine and the
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land links constitute a completely integrated regeneration are actually feasible. As already
network, mentioned the longest link of the project has a

length of 182 km.

SNK LANC .:UBM•i Ii NE I AC

PA AAT L J:N'T6

S :CA. ~iS,UR"F LkA-3F ::';IAA6 EFE;

* E 1T 1 'TE P: APE I"GaA.;,

.a :A . ' 1 WAVELFN3TH: 10:5 I '

.-V "1', TA "'' A 1 t. .- *i.;. PECTRAL WIDTH OF OPTICAL SOURCE

AT HALE AMPLITUDE: 0.2 r;

TYPICAL OUTPUT POWER OF

THE OPTICAL SOURCE: - 3.8 dRr;

TYPICAL POWER AT S POINT: > 1.4 dBrr;

TYPICAL SENSITIVITY OF.THE
-• . RECEIVER FOR BER - 101 : < ( -4:.9 dBm;

-A, .--A k .. TYPICAL SENSItiVITY AT POINT R

FOR BER A 10-- < -40.1 d ;

, .1.A5A;, ::. • ." .EQUIPMENT MARGIN: 1 dB;

... :. . .AVAILABLE ATTENUATION

BETWEEN POINTS S AND R: 40.5 dB;

MAXIMUM DISPERSION BETWEEN
POINTS S AND R: 6CC psr-.

TAB. 1 - Actual Length of the Links (km) TAB. 2 - Electro-Optical Characteristics
of the System

Of course this ambitious project involved the use
of very sophisticated equipment and cables to
reach the performances required for the 2PT: At CHAPACTERISTICS
transmission of 565 Mbit/s over lengths of almost
200 km without submerged repeaters. On the other FIBER TYPE: SINGLE MODE, DISPERSIONSH. I F'TED;
hand, a significant reduction of the submarine S5I FTED;

' CER.ATING WAVELENGTH RANGE :535 - 1575 ;
lengths in order to use more standard equipment ATTENUATION FOR CONNECTION
and cables, would have made the solution much less LENGTH. -1 :0C 61: <3.-2 iB/kx at :535-:575 rim;
attractive both from an economical and a technical . ATTENUATION FOR CONNECTION

LENGTH 2 150 km: <0.20 dB/km at 5351575 rin;
point of view. TUTAL DISPERSION: <3 psec!/ni kr)at 1535-1575=;

CUT-OFF WAVELENGTH: 1270 150 ISOr;

3. Optical Fiber Characteristics REFRACTIVE INDEX DIFFERENCE: 0.9% (NOMINAL).

The main characteristics of the 565 Mbit/s ;IMENS-ONAL CHARACTERISTIC-S

transmission system are indicated in Table 2. MODE FIELD b*AMETER: 8.1 0.7
Since unrepeated links having lengths of the order .IAMETER OVER THE CLADDING: 125

of 200 km with an overall dispersion _ 600 ps/nm MODE FIELL ELLIPTICITY: 13%;
CLADDING ELLIPTIiCTY: 0 2%;

were required, the only possible choice was to use ECCENTRICITY BETWEN

Dispersion Shifted (D.S.) fibers. As is well M)DE FIELD ANt CLADDING:
known, D.S. fibers have a special distribution of
the core refractive index in order to locate the MEG A1I

1'
AD -CHARA'TE.RIST- S

point of zero dispersion in the proximity of the
wavelength corresponding to the so called third MIN:•UM RENL••N`; RA0:1,: 40 •r

"SCREEN TEST" : ON 5

window (1550 rnm), where the attenuation of silica

based fibers reaches its minimum.
This choice implied a slight increase in

attenuation compared to conventional single mode
fibers, so that it was necessary for the longest TAB. 3 - Summary of the Fiber Characteristics
links to establish a selection procedure in order
to maintain the attenuation _ 0.2 dB!km. Finally, from the point of view of mechanical
In Table 3 the relevant characteristics of the characteristics, the screening test applied to all
optical fibers used in the project are collected, fibers corresponds to a 1.5% deformation.
In Figs. 2 and 3 a typical refractive index
distribution and the corresponding behaviour of 4. Future Upgrading of the Transmission System
the fiber dispersion are indicated. using Optical Amplifiers
At this point, comparing Tables 2 and 3, it is
easy to verify that in these conditions maximum An explicit requirement of the project was the
lengths of the order of 200 km without signal possibility to upgrade its capacity from 565
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Mbit/s to 2.4 Gbit/s without replacing the cables Erbium.
already installed. As is well known, Erbium atoms are excited by a

suitable radiation coming from a pump laser and

N(r.) .injected in the active fiber by means of a dicroic

1.4685 -
XW ~ 1.4660
Z

1.4635
w
> 1.4610 2 S 3

< 1.4585

LL.W 1.4560

1.4535 -

12 8 4 0 4 8 12 Fig. 4 - Transmission Line with Optical
Amplifiers at Both Ends.

CORE •un) 1-Emitter; 2-Optical Amplifier;

3-Optical Preamplifier; 4-Receiver.
Fig. 2 - Refractive Index Profile of a

Single Mode D.S. Fiber coupler. The collisions between the photons
emitted by the transmitter and the excited atoms
cause the emission of other photons having

DISPERSION wavelength equal to that of the incident photons
5 (ps/Km~nm) therefore producing the amplification of the

transmitted signal. The wavelength at which this
amplification takes place is between 1530 nm and
1560 nm.

0
Multiplexer Er Doped Fiber

1510 1530 1550 1570 1590 Input Isolator Output Isolator

WAVE LENGTH (nm)

Fig. 3 - Dispersion of a Single Mode D.S. Fiber.
Wave length at dispersion zero = 1541 nm Pump Laser
Dispersion at 1550 nm 0.55 ps/km.nm
Dispersion at 1530 nm = -0.69 ps/km.nm
Dispersion at 1570 nm= 1.75 ps/km.nm

In principle optical fiber characteristics allow Fig. 5 - Simplified Scheme of an
this increase in transmission bit rates but Optical Amplifier
receiver sensitivity becomes the critical point.
In fact the increase in transmission capacity It is worth noting that these amplifiers can be
implies a reduction in receiver sensitivity, thus very easily connected to the transmission fibres
making the power budget insufficient for the with negligible insertion losses, as in
longest links of the project. conventional fiber splicing.
To solve 1 this problem, the use of optical The possibility of coupling in this way a power of
amplifiers has been considered (Fig. 4) both 15 dBm with the transmission fiber has already
as power amplifiers at point S (sending point) and been demonstrated.
as preamplifiers at point R (receiving point). Furthermore, experiments performed with this type
This compensates for the above mentioned reduction of optical amplifiers have also demonstrated the
in sensitivity of the receivers and the possibility of transmitting 11 Gbit/sec over 260
exploitation of the system at 2.4 Gbit/s can km of D.S. fibers . This result implies that,
therefore be obtained by simply changing the with the same fibers and direct transmission, it
terminal equipment. is possible in principle to transmit 2.4 Gbit/s
A simplified scheme of the optical amplifier is over distances of the order of 1000 km before the
presented in Fig. 5. This optical amplifier dispersion of the fiber becomes a limiting factor.
involves the use of a silica based active fiber, Of course, in order to transmit over such a
similar to the transmission fibers but doped with distance, the use of many optical amplifiers is
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necessary to compensate the fiber attenuation, but grooves have been designed in order to obtain a
the above quoted figure gives an idea of the complete mechanical decoupling of the optical
margin of the actual transmission system from the fibers from the mechanical stresses applied to the
point of view of D.S. fiber dispersion, cable between well defined limits which will be
A field trial with optical amplifiers is now in discussed later. This decoupling is essentially
progress on the actual system, using a pair of
fibers of the two contiguous links Pomezia-Formia
and Formia-Napoli which have been connected
together, thus obtaining a total transmission
length of 248 km. The most important character- Optical fibers
istics of this link are described in Table 4.

Slotted rod

Filling compound

B BIT RATE 565 Ibitlsec Plastic sheath

POWER AT "S" POINT 13 DO Central member

SENSITIVITY ATOPOINT R Composite unit
for BER ý 10 - 44 dBm SPolyeth)4ene sheath
AVAILABLE ATTENUATION
BETWEEN POINTS S AND R 56 dB

SYSTEM MARGIN I dB

TAB.4 - Electro-Optical Characteristics of
the Link with Optical Amplifiers 25 mm

5. Submarine Cables Fig. 7 - Light Weight Submarine Cable

The submarine cables which have been adopted for obtained by an elastic elongation of the central
the project are of the groved core type (see Figs. member applied during the deposition of the fibres
6 and 7), with 6 grooves and 2 fibers in each in the cable core. When the stress causing Lhe
groove for a total of 12 transmitting fibers, elongation is removed after the deposition of the

fibres they take their precalculated positions in
the grooves.
The core is surrounded by a plastic jacket and by

Optical fibers a mechanical resistant structure made with two
layers of high strength steel wires designed to

_ Central member withstand both the pulling tensions during laying
and recovering operations and the external water

Slotted rod pressure.

Over the mechanical resistant structure a
Plastic sheath continuous longitudinally welded copper sheath is

applied to prevent the radial penetration of
water.
The void spaces inside the copper sheath, are
filled with suitable sealing compounds designedHigh strength to:

steel wires - prevent longitudinal water penetration;

- absorb irreversibly the H2 molecules which can
be released by the materials present in the
structure-.

Copper sheath Over the copper sheath a polyethylene jacket is
S-extruded and successively external armours are

applied as necessary.
The external armours are designed to protect the
cable near the shores against transversal stresses
caused by ship anchors, trawlers, etc.

Polyethylene sheath In Figs. 8,9,10 the different types of external
armours used in the project are illustrated; they
are chosen as a function of sea depths following
the criteria illustrated in Table 5. For depths
greather than 1600 m a Light Weight deep sea cable
without external armour has been envisaged.

Fig. 6 - Light Weight Submarine Cable The mechanical characteristics of the cables with
and without external armours are recorded in the

The core and in particular the shape of the same Table 5. The relevant deformations have been
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theoretically calculated and verified by means of For the depth d = 3000 m tension T2  reaches the
suitable experiments, value of 4750 kg with a deformation of the cable

of 0.42%. Observing Table 5, it is easy to note

0 Optical fibers

SSlotted rod
SFilling compound Optical fibers

Plastic sheath Slotted rod

Central member 
Filling compound•'-- Plastic sheath

Composite unit Central member
0 Polyethylene sheath Composite unit

Polyethylene sheath

SGalvanized steel wires

polyethylene sheathed Galvonlzed steel wires

0 Polypropylene yams Polypropylene yarns

Galvanized steel wires
Polypropylene yarns

43 mm

Fig. 8 - Light Weight Armoured Cable 61.5 mM

Fig. 10 - Double Armoured Cable

Optizal fibers CABLE TYPE i)A SA 1.WA LW

Slotted rod LAYING MAXIMUM DEPTH d,: I m 1 00 800 lf-0 302

Filling compound UNITARY WEIGHT IN WATER w: Jkg/m) 8.1 3.0 1.4 C.ý3-

Plastic sheath
SPULLING FORCE AT To Wdo: kg) 810 2400 2240 1900

- Central member
C DEFORMATION AT T.: 1%1 0.01 0.11 0.14 0.14

. Composite unit0

Polyethylene sheath PULLING FORCE AT T,=I.6 d.: 1kg1 1300 3840 3580 3040

Galvanized steel wires DEFORMATION AT TI: EI 1%] 0.03 0.17 0.22 0.22

Polypropylene yans PULLING FORCE AT T2=2.5 wdo: [kg] 2030 6000 5600 4'50

DEFORMATION AT T2: E2 1%! 0.07 0.29 0.33 0.42

CABLE ROTATIONS AT T2 :
2TURNS/'100 m] I 1i 21 20

42.5 mm m - -

Fig. 9 - Single Armoured Cable TAB. 5 - Different Types of Submarine Cables Used
for the Coastal Hopping Network and their

The stress-strain characteristic of the Light Mechanical Characteristics.
Weight deep sea cable, obtained by applying a T = wd : is the pulling force on board the ship
mechanical tension to the cable through a freely required to lay a cable having unit weight
rotating pulling head, is represented in Fig. 11 in water w at the depth d with no residual
together with the corresponding deformations of force on the sea bottom;
the optical fibers. It is easy to verify that up DA: Double Armour cable;
to a tension force of 3000 kg, corresponding to a SA: Single Armour cable;
cable deformation of about 0.23%, the fibers are LWA: Light Weight Armour cable;
not submitted to any stress. LW: Light Weight cable.
On the other hand the maximum mechanical tension
which can be anticipated in the case of a
difficult recovery is conventionally given by the that this is the highest deformation reached by
equation: the different cable types used in the project.

T2 = 2.5 wd Under these conditions the optical fibers are
where submitted to a deformation of 0.1%, to be compared

T = mechanicL tension with the screening value of 1,5% to which the
w = unit weight of the cable in water fibers are submitted during the mechanical scree-
d - sea depth, ning test.
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In order to simulate the situations which happen satisfactory filling very risky.
during the actual laying and recovery of the
cable, tension tests with the Light Weight cable 6. Installation of the Submarine Cables

8 - Prior to the laying of the cables a detailed

marine survey was carried out for each link in
6.00 order to define all the par'meters needed to

o.• oodesign a proper installation.
The data collected were mainly bathimetric and
side scan sonar records in the offshore portion,

4.00 while in the landing areas, where improved cable
protection was envisaged, additional sub-bottoma e
data were collected.

2.00 Regarding the choice of the cable routes, the
2.00 .,difference between the features of a coabcal

hopping and a conventional submarine connection
must be taken into account.

0.0 0.0 0.40 0.60 0 so CABLESHIP 'G. VERNE

* CABLE OEFORMATION DEFORATION ()

A OTICAL FIBER 0EFORKATION

Fig. 11 - Mechanical Characteristics of the
Light Weight Cable Obtained with a Freely - -

Rotating Pulling Head

passing back and forward on a pulley having a 3 m
diameter have been executed under tension T2 =
4750 kg. The attenuation of the optical fibers -

returned completely to the original values after
the unloading of the cable.
Similar tests were made at T = 1.6 wd = 3040 kg
with the tension force appied for a° time span - -

extended to 48 h, in order to represent the actual
situation during a repair at sea. In this case no
variations of attenuation during the test were Fig. 12 - Cableship "Giulio Verne"
observed. This result is in good agreement with
Fig. 11 which shows that in correspondence with In fact the characteristic of a coastal hopping
this mechanical tension the optical fibers are route is to start heading offshore as a
still practically unstressed, conventional lay, to turn roughly parallel to
The mechanical performances discussed above have shore as soon as the environment allows it and
been considered more than satisfactory with then, after a relatively short length, to head
respect to the requirements of the project under back toward shore. Taking into account the uneven
consideration. Additional cable designs have been morphology of the Italian coasts and of the sea
also de;'cloped for more exacting situations and bottom in the areas involved, the selected routes
have been used in other recent projects. were carefully defined with the introduction of
The mechanical specifications of the cable several turning points in order to follow the most
included also an hydrostatic pressuce withstanding suitable bottom profile. 5
test at 400 bar for 96 h and a longitudinal water The cableship "Giulio Verne" (Fig. 12) was used
tightness test at 200 bar for 7 days. Both these for the laying operations. The main
tests have been successfully passed. characteristics of the ship are summarised in
The experience gained laying the twelve links of Table 6. The high manouvrability of this ship is
the first part of the project (see Table 1) fully ideally suited for the type of cable routes
confirmed the results obtained in the above tests, involved.
Finally it may be interesting to recall that the The computation of the ship speed and position,
void spaces inside the mechanical resistant needed to control the proper cable quantity to be
structure have been filled with a special sealing paid-out, was performed with a radio positioning
compound which can chemically absorb the amount of system using up to nine shore stations. This
H released by the structure components. The use solution, which implies a rather sophisticated

this compound allows to reach safely a high shore network and on-board data logging and
level of filling of the cable without the computing, was required because of the complexity
necessity to take into account the presence of H of the cable routes which made conventional and
during the cable life, with the correlated weli simpler methods not acceptable.
known negative effects on the attenuation of the As regards the potential damages due to fishing
fibers. In fact, without this absorption, the H2  activities or other hazards, an accurate analysis
relative pressure sl-uid have been, roughly of the risks involved was carried out.
speaking, in the inver,.- proportion to the volume The solution adopted was to embed the cables up to
of voids present in the structure, making a 35 m of water depth, which was shown to be the
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most risky area. Two different embedding machines Extending the protection to a greater water depth
were used according to the soil conditions: a would have significantly increased the relevant
self-propelled trenching machine for harder soil costs and was not justified by the risk analysis
(Fig. 13) and a jetting machine for sandy/muddy carried out in connection with this project. It
soil (Fig. 14). should however be noted that embedding techniques

are already available for depths up to 900 m and
can be considered in cases of real need.

kO11T IN 1984

7. Conclusions
L KN<'I'II128.27 m

BREKATH 30.48 m The many aspects related to the realization of a
iM''T (OPERATING 4 THRUSTERS) 8.50 m large 565 Mbit/s coastal hopping submarine cable

system with maximum unrepeatered lengths of the
,RAFT (OPERATING ONLY STERN THRUSTERS) 5.50 m order of 200 km have been reviewed.

A complete integration among the different
!,VAbWFOHT 15.000 tcomponents of the system (terminal equipment,

ALUF CAPACITY 9.500 t optical fibers, submarine cables, laying
techniques, cable protection) was proved to be

MAXTMIIM SPEED 10 kn essential in order to bring to a successful

.RiRU1) I ON 4 x 1/00 hp completion the first major coastal hopping network
in the world.
Field tests using optical amplifiers are in
progress and are expected to demonstrate the

TAB. 6 - Main Features of the possibility of increasing the transmission
Cableship Giulio Verne capacity of the above network from 565 Mbit/s to

2.4 Gbit/s.
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Design and Test Result of OS-560M
Optical Submarine Cable, Repeater Housing and Coupling

Y. Noguchi, I. Marugome, N. Norimatsu, Y. Yamazaki, H. Yamamoto

KOKUSAI DENSHIN DENWA CO.,_TD. (KDD)
2-3-2 Nishi-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163, JAPAN

span length for the OS-560M system can be extended

AbstrQct to about twice that of the OS-280M system. The
optical parameters are optimized taking into account

This papercdescribes the design and test results of OS- various stresses in the cable manufacturing, cable
560M optical submarine cable, repeater housing and handling, laying and 25 years life time. Through the
cable coupling used in the fourth Transpacific Cable various evaluation tests such as water pressure test,
(TPC-4) which is now under construction toward the
ready for service ( RFS) date of October, 1992. tensile test, temperature test, etc., it has been

The OS-560M optical submarine cable have adopted confirmed that the characteristics of the OS-560M
highly purified silica core with fluorine-doped optical fiber submarine cable are stable for the 25
cladding optical fiber because of its low attenuation years design life.
property. The average attenuation characteristic of With regard to the repeater, repeater pressure
the cabled fiber is 0.180 dB/km at 1.55/pm. housing is redesigned in order to accomodate six(6)

In order to accomodate six(6) regenerater circuits in
the repeater housing, repeater pressure housing and regenerater circuits in the housing. Cable coupling is

cable coupling is redesigned from those of the OS- also redesigned to accomodate the fiber splices
280M . Design evaluation tests such as temperature between cable and repeater in it. Various evaluation
test, tensile test, water pressure test have been tests using prototype repeater housing and cable
extensively conducted and concluded in good couplings were conducted including the handling test
performance. At the final stage of its development, it on board ship. The results obtained from these
has been confirmed that modified repeater housing
and cable coupling have its conformability to the evaluation tests were good in performance.
laying facilities of the cable ship through the handling This paper discribes the design and test results ef
test on board cable ship. the OS-560M cable, which is currently entering into

commercial production, as well as the newly
developed repeater housing and cable coupling.

Introduction Cable Design

The OS-560M optical fiber submarine cable Table 1 shows the mechanical / electrical design

systemxliA 21, designed to operate at a wavelength of parameters of the OS-560M lightweight optical fiber

1.55 pm, has been developed as a successor of the OS- submarine cable. These design parameters are the

280M system, used in the third Transpacific Cable same as that for the OS-280M LW Cable. Optical

system (TPC-3) which operates at a wavelength of 1.3 fibers in the cable are screened with 2% elongation

/m[31141 . The OS-560M system is currently entering and all the splicing points in the cable are screened

into commecial production, and is applied to TPC-4 with 2.5%. So that, the optical fivers in a cable can

which will be ready for service in October 1992. The withstand the tension during the recovery from a

mechanical / electrical design of the optical submarine depth of up to 8,000 meters.

cable used in the 05-560M system is the same as that The OS-560M cable is designed to withstand water

of the OS-280M system, which has already proven itself pressure of up to 850kgf/cm2, which would allow the

in TPC-3 and the other cable systemsls]. Regarding the cable to be laid across the Japan Trench. (TPC-3

optical design, the OS-560M system chooses 1.55 1 m crossed the Japan Trench at 8,190 meters.) Figure 1

wavelength and uses optical fiber[6] of a highly purified shows the cross-sectional view of the OS-560M optical

silica core with fluorine-doped cladding in order to submarine cable. The cable consists of an optical fiber

make use of low attenuation property of silica based unit with six(6) optical fibers, a water pressure

fiber at maximum. The attenuation property of a resistance layer composed of a three devided steel

highly purified silica core fiber at 1.55 pm wavelength pipe, high-tensile steel strands, a copper tube, and a

is roughly half that of a germanium-doped core optical layer of polyethylene insulation with an external

fiber at 1.3 ym wavelength. As a result, the repeater polyethylene jacket. The OS-560M optical submarine
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cable uses highly purified silica core with fluorine-
doped cladding optical fibers of which zero chromatic Items Objectives
dispersion wavelength is around 1.3 pm. This optical
fiber is designed for a 1.55 pm wavelength Optical Attenuation less than 0.21dB/km

transmission where the transmission loss of silica based (1.53 - 1.57p m)

fiber is minimized. The major fiber parameters are Chromatic Dispersion less than 21 ps/km/nm

optimizedl7l in order to take advantage of the low-loss (1.53-1.57p m)

characteristics and to minimize the transmission loss Mode Field Diameter 10.5 ± 1.0/pm

change due to the microbending resulting from cable Cut-off Wavelength .1 1.35 - 1.60 pm

manufacturing, cable handling, etc., and to keep *1: This is defined for a 2m length of fiber
stable characteristics during 25 years. I Note : This
optical fiber is based on the recommendation in CCITT Table 2. Optical Fiber Parameter
SGVX G.654.] (1.55pm Wavelength)

The optical fiber unit contains six(6) color coated
optical fibers in order to identify each other. The
stranding pitch has been changed from 200mm in case Stee' Wire

of the OS-280M cable to 300mm in order to speed up _ Optical Fiber

the production of the optical fiber unit. These U.V. Cured Resin

modification might affect on the curing of the unit _Nylon
forming material (UV-curable resin) surrounding the 0 tU.V. Cured Resin

optical fibers in the optical fiber unit manufacturing
process, and there might be a possibility that excessive Fiber Unit

microbending losses are induced by heating during the
cable manufacturing process. Therefore, we Fiber Unit

conducted various evaluation tests such as heat cycle 3-devided Steel Pipe

test, long term stability test, and as a result it was Water Blocking Compound

confirmed modified optical fiber unit has a good [I - Steel Strands

performance. ' Copper TubeIn addition, while the repeater span length of the \I._• nsulation

OS-280M system was 50 to 70km, the repeater span Jacket

length of the OS-560M system can be extended to Cable
more than 120km. Maximum unit cable length is set

as 75km taking into account technical point of views Figure 1. Lightweight Cable Structure
such as existing cable manufacturing fascilities,
manufacturing efficiency, maximum repeater span

length, etc., and economical point of view.
Optical Characteristics of Mass Produced Cable

Items ObjectivesOpiaFbe

Water Pressure more than 850 kgf/ccm
2  Over the 20,000km optical fiber has been

Breaking Strength more than 10 Lon manufactured in a mass production base. Average

Lateral Pressure more than 100 kgf/cm value of optical attenuation and dispersion at 1.55 ym
Cable Modulus more than 20km are 0.177 dB/km, 18.8 ps/km.nm, respectively.

Cable Elongation less than 0.7 % at 7 ton Average unit length screened with 2% elongation is

Cable Torque less than 1.3 kgf-m at 7 ton 15.4km.

Minimum Bending I ni CableRadius __able
in Air less than 1.0 ton/kin The optical fibers are stranded into the fiber unit and

Weight cabled through the assembling process of three
in Water less than 0.5 ton/kmi divided steel pipe, tensile steel strands, copper tube

I).C. Resistance less than 0.7 Q/km at 30C and the extrusion process of insulation / external

Insulation Resistance more than 2X ]06 Mflkm jacket layers. Figures 2 and 3 show both the optical

Withstand Voltage more than ±35 kV D).C. loss change during cable manufacturing process and

Characteristic for 5 rmin the optical loss distribution of cabled fibers of roughly
3,700 km cable. The average loss increased during
the manufacturing processes (from the optical fiber

Table 1. Cable Design Parameter unit process to the insulation / external jacket process)
(Deep Water Cable) is 0.003 dB/km. Average optical loss after the cabling
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is 0.180 dB/km at 1.55 um, a minimum value is 0.170 Water Pressure Test (Figure 5)
dB/km and a maximum is 0.189 dB/km. Furthermore, With a reference transmission loss at water
average chromatic dispersion is 19.8 ps/km/nm (at 1.57 temperature of 3 'C and cable tension of 0.5 tons,
pm) and average splicing loss is 0.044 dB (at 1.55 pm). transmission loss change was evaluated with water

This means 150km of repeater spacing will be pressure up to 800 kgf/cm2 by looping six optical fibers
possible. of each 200m length cable sample to form a loss

measurement length of 1.2km. It was varied by

0.200 Total Cable Length: Aprx. 3,700km 0.001 dB/km or less, which was within the limits of
measurement error.

S0.190
09 Tensile Test (Figure 6)

o 0With a reference transmission loss at water0C temperature of 3 °C and cable tension of 0.5 tons,

transmission loss chanoe was evaluated with tension
00up to 6 tons by looping six optical fibers of each 200m

S0.160 length cable sample to form a loss measurement
__ __ _ __ _length of 1.2km. It was varied by ± 0.001 dB/km or

Fiber Copper Insulation Strage less, which was within the limits of measurement error.
Unit Tube /Jacket

Tensile Test with Bending
Figure 2. Transmission Loss Characteristic One end of 144 meter length of test sample cable

during Cable Manufacturing was wound on a sheave with a radius of curvature of
1.5 meters and the other end was stretched at 6 ± 1
tons of tension for five hours. The transmission loss
varied by ± 0.001 dB/km or less, which was within the

N 330 limits of measurement error. In addition, after testing,
4 CbC, :Ap- .. 700k ) the portion of the cable which was in contact with the40 AVE:0I~i portion cabl
ST. :0.0038d ký sheave was opened up and checked on the mechanical

30 deformation. As a result, no definite abnormalities
N were found.

20
Combined Test of Water Pressure and Tension

With a reference tranmission loss at water
temperature of 3 °C and water pressure of 0 kgf/cm 2

and cable tension of 0.5 tons, transmission loss change

was evaluated by looping six optical fibers of each
T

ranm•m5s0 os0 0B/k 19 200m length cable sample to form a loss measurement
length of 1.2km when the cable was left for twelve

Figure 3. Distribution of Cabled Fiber Loss hours under 800 kgf/cm 2 of water pressure and 5 tons
of tension. It was varied by 0.002 dB/km or less,
which was within the limits of measurement error.

Cable Evaluation Test Results

Following evaluation tests on the mechanical +0.02 4 ,-loss increase 1 5 6
-- : loss decrease- 55 ,m

stresses that the cable will be suffered during the E
laying and recovery processes were conducted using
an ocean simulatorisi, and other testing fascilities. g o.oo l • • _. -• --

Temperature Test (Figure 4)
A temperature characteristic between -20 'C and 50 2 +001

'C was evaluated by looping the six optical fibers of
each 500m length cable sample to form a loss +0.0o2
measurement length of 3km, and it was confirmed .2.1 -10 0 lo 20 30 40 50
that there was a tendency towards reduced Temperature('C)

transmission loss at lower temperature and increased
transmission loss at higher temperature, the variation Figure 4. Temperature Characteristic
was still within ± 0.004 dB/km from the loss at 15 'C.
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+ 0.02 +: loss increase N 6
- : loss decrease A :1.55 !.m Items Objectices

- 0 Temperature: 3 C (i) Fundamental Requirement

S+0.01 Maximum Sea Depth 8,000 m

Sysem esin Lfe more than 25 years

C 0 .0 0 3 M A. . . . to be laid. ..reco.ered
Handling Capability using existing cable ahip laying

-C facilities up to 8.O00m

S-0.01 6ii) Pressure Housing

Airtightness less than 20% RH(Reistive
Humidity) during 25 years

-002 ",-------ater--- .re mor. e ta0••• --------..

200 400 600 800 Shock more than 100 G
Water Pressure (kgfl cm

2
) Vibrationt

Fig. 5 Water Pressure Characteristic High Voltage Resistivity more than 15 kV ..
Heat Dispersion more than 6 °C of temperature

difference between surface of
Housing and surface of

insulation surrounding repeater

+ 0.02 +: loss increase N : 6 circuit

-: loss decrease : 1.55 Ym (iii) Feedthrough
Temperature: V C

+T p ar Ai3tightness less than 5 X 10" atm-cc / spc
S+0.01 (Helium gas of 800 kgf/cm 4,

60min)

C 0.00 .A• -L- . Water Pressure more than 800 kgf/cm'

Sokmore th an 100 G
U Vibration No damage on vibratin

-0.01 fr c .,.c .1.- 500H .
Transmision Loss Change less than 0.1 dB

-0.02

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Table 3. Mechanical Design Parameter
Tension(ton) of Repeater Housing

Fig. 6 Cable Tension Characteristic
Mechanical Design

Figure 7 shows the mechanical structure of the

repeater housing.
Repeater Housing

(1) Repeater housing

Design Parameters In order to mount six(6) regenerater circuits(3
Table 3 shows the mechanical design parameters subsystems), the outer diameter of the housing

of the OS-560M repeater housing. The cable and increases by 70mm to 321mm from that of the OS-
repeater should be able to be laid, recovered and 280M system and the length is shortened. The joint
buried using existing cable ship, cable laying facilities, chamber is placed inside of the coupling, and the
and submarine cable plow. Cable-handling distance between the gimbal pins at both ends is
experiments on the cable ship in order to estimate the shortened by240mmto 1,360mm. As a result of these
physical shocks on the repeaters during laying and changes, the weight of the repeater in air is now
recovery operations has been conducted. As a result, roughly 470 kg.
it has been confirmed that repeater is required to
withstand the shock of 100G, and shock absorption / (2) Repeater and cable interface
heat dispersion device are required to absorb the Asshown in Figure 7, by physically connecting the
physical shock and disperse the heat from the internal joint chamber surface plate in the coupling with the
repeater circuit. Repeater housing mechanical chip at the tip of the tail cable (copper pipe jacketed
structure is fixed taking into account the design by polyethylene) of the repeater, the power feeding
parameters tabled in Table 3 and the follwing points, line is constituted, and the fibers from the repeater

are guided through the tail cable into the joint
(1) Housing method of the repeater circuit chamber. The chip, made of beryllium copper alloy, is

soldered to the tail cable. The airtight integrity of the
(2) Position of the joint chamber (housing of the fiber connection between the chip and the joint chamber is

splicing points between repeater and cable) maintained by a metal O-ring.

(3) Interface structure between the repeater and the (3) Shock-absorbing / heat-dispersing structure

cable In addition to making changes in the dimensions
of the repeater housing and in the requirements for
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withstanding shocks, the resonating frequency needed
to prevent the amplification of shocks to the repeater
circuit is re-examined, assuming that metal absorbers Items Test Results

would be used to absorb shocks and disperse heat. Temperature Test, No change in Transn•ssioc.
Regarding the heat dispersion characteristics, a (-10-60c) "os

target is set at 6 'C or less for the temperature Vibration Test No damage

difference between the outer surface of the repeater M;o-500 Hz)

housing and the surface of the insulation surrounding Sbo~k Test No damage
(100 G) ,

the repeater circuit Airtightness less than 5 x 10- atm-cc! sec

(Helium gas of 800 kgf/cm -(4) Optical fiber feedthrough -60m.)
Loss Change less than 0.1 dB

Highly purified silica core fibers with the polyimide- (before and afte- the aboce

jacket are used for the optical feedthrough to keep test p-ograms

airtight structure based on the OS-280M technology of
which the airtightness is obtained by the soldering Table 4. Feedthrough Evaluation Results
technique.

Cable Coupling

Pressure Housinn"I Cushion Joint Ring Chip Design Parameters

Table 5 shows the design parameters for the cable
coupling. Joint chamber, which accomodetes splicing

0 140 0ý1 points of the fibers from repeater and cable, is
provided in the cable coupling, and t is based on the
OS-280M cable joint box (JB)I19, which has already

Qa Cabe proven itself in terms of housing the fiber splicing
points and mechanical characteristics. The following

Feedthrough points are also taking into acount in the cable coupling
mechanical design.

SRepeater Circuit

(1) Reduction of costs by using a structure similar to
Figure 7. Schematic Assembly Diagram the JB and using common jointing equipment and

of Repeater Housing techniques.

(2) Proven techniques regarding characteristics for air-
Evaluation T, :t Results tight integrity and resistance of water ingress.

Protc'ype repeater housing was tested from
various asper *s. Followings are the test results.

(1) Shock tes, Ma -...- SOe De......

It was c, )firmed that there was no change in the ---.-....e= g.-.L' . ..e tr,,.
optical and -lectronic characteristics of the repeater io be laid reC0o.Ve' r-

circuit befo, and after applying shocks of at least ]:OOC" ... .ý ,,.:.

10OG acceler tion for a duration of at least 0.7ms five t -7 p .es .. e. e - "00 ---.
times in botl" the axial and radial directions. szo mrore ,-%.r. 100 G

\'•brat~o•I ,Ne dam~age or. bato

(2) Heat disp'rsion characteristics ---- -! ------ -------
H~g5\'o~ge es;,t,.::• mere than - _- il %V

The temroerature difference between the surface -- -- ----------..... ....................0-ea, .i)s;, terso, more t-or. £ 'C e,. tem -eau e

of the repeater housing and the surface of the e~fferee.e be:.eer srI ~Heus;ng aed si.rface rf

repeater circuit was 5 'C or less. In addition, the H o Isu.iaton sune.e.g rep.ac.eo

variation of the temperature on the surface of the -c;rc-:
repeater circuit was within 1 'C. less -an o x 1O . c

.eum as of 800 kgf, cm "
60=:

(3) Optical fiber feedthrough characteristics a ........ e Loss \Va:ator-
Table 4 shows the evaluation test results of optical S (ce Losse aless ttan C 2- dB

i efore ceing aeeom.Goutedý less t'- .-an d'O;
fiber feedthrough. It shows that the optical and afr• I

feedthrough is stable.
Table 5. Mechanical Design Parameter

of Cable Coupling
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Mechanical Structure testing equipment under 850kgf/cm2 of pressure.
Figure 8 shows the mechanical structure of the cable There has still been no change in the structure of the

coupling, equipment and no transmission loss change.

(1) Joint chamber structure Cable Coupling
Splicing points of the fibers from repeater and A repeater housing, a prototype couplings, and a

cable are fixed in place on the metal cylinder. The cables were connected and wound on a sheave with a
fibers with excess length are wound around the diameter of three meters and evaluated mechanical
cylinder while maintaining a radius of curvature of at characteristics using long cable tensile test equipment.
least 30mm. The test results show that all requirements have been

The power feeding line is composed continuously by met. The optical loss change during the tests was
the chip, joint chamber cover, water pressure housing, within the limits of measurement error.
anchor disk, and safety pipe. As for insulation, Stand-alone test on the coupling for temperature,
polyethylene is molded around the outside of the joint vibration resistance, shock resistance, and voltage
chamber assembly, and continues with the tail cable of resistance characteristics were also conducted. The
the repeater and cable. test results show that all requirements have been met.

(2) Cable anchoring structure Handling Tests aboard the Cable Ship
As for the OS-280M cable anchoring structure, the Prototype repeater housing that contained an

high-tensile steel wires and three-devided steel pipe of shock detector (frequency characteristics : DC to 1kHz,
the cable are wedged in another places by their detectable in each of 3 principle planes), cable
respective metal cones. For the OS-560M cable couplings and cables were jointed and then shipboard
anchoring structure, both the wires and the steel pipe handling tests were conducted. Figure 9 shows the
are wedged in the same place with a single cone, configuration of the test system. [ Note ;Transmission
which allowed us to shorten the length of the cable loss change was also monitored continuously]
coupling by 50mm.

(1) Shock measurement
While the repeater was passing through the

o,,,l l~n Joint Chanibr Cover cable-laying facilities at speeds from 0.5 to 2.0 knots,H/m alIub Chip13.

//-Tal Cable - Pressure Housing bletthe shocks on the repeater were converted to optical
signals and measured in real time. Test results
indicated that, as before, the greatest shock (vector
sum of each axis; x, y, z) occurred when the repeater
entered the DOIHB; a reading of 61.5G was obtained
when laying the cable at 2.0 knots. The repeater

J-1,, Cl,•-' slipping from the DC/E were also examined due to its
Anchores Pp increased weight; the maximum shock measured in
Snfety t'tpe •

1,500 that instance was 70.2G.
Figure 10 shows the results of a Fourier

Figure 8. Schematic Assembly Diagram transformation on the maximum shock waveform in
of Cable Coupling order to analyze the frequency characteristics of the

shocks. As can be seen in the figure, many of the
frequency components were from 200Hz to 700Hz.

On the basis of the above results, the resonance
Evaluation Test Results frequency were set at 1kHz for the shock-absorbing /

heat-dispersing structure of the repeater.
Cable Anchoring

All thirty test samples were evaluated in terms of (2) Optical transmission loss change measurement
the breaking strength after the temperature cycle The optical transmission loss change was measured
testing and sea-water immersion testing, and it was to be 0.003dB or less, which was within the limits of
confirmed that initial breaking strength of ten (10) measurement error.
tons or more was maintained. It was also confirmed
that the cable anchoring structure did not cause any (3) Conditions while passing through the cable-laying
transmission loss change. equipment

It was confirmed that there were no hindrances
Long-Term Water Pressure Resistance Testing when passing through the cable-laying facilities, such

Long-term (1 year) water pressure resistance test as the DO/HB and the DC/E.
was conducted, placing a joint chamber is a cable
coupling with its molded insulation in water pressure
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(4) Connection with the cable (1) the repeater housing is expanded along its
After testing, the repeater housing and coupling diamater and shortened along its length; and

were opened up, but found no physical deformation.
(2) the joint chamber is housed in the coupling.

Hauling Machine Evaluation test of the repeater housing and cable
DC/E coupling shows that in all respects the requirements

have been met the requirements.
These results show that the OS-560M optical fiber

CableTankCable Tank Repeater DO/HBcansubmarine cable and its associated mechanical devices
Cabl Tak CbleTankRepate DC/HBcan be commercially applicable.

qDO/HB: Draw off/ Hold Back Gear
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THE WORLDS FIRST COMMERCIAL SUBMARINE CABLE WITH HERMETIC FIBRES

G. Berthelsen, J.S. Andreassen, T. Birkeland, G. Lang, K. Nyaas

Alcatel Kabel, Norway

Abstract

A comprehensive study into the The basis for the cable was the qualified
performance of hermetic fibres was carried open design developed for the Norwegian
out in 1989 and 90. As a result of these Telecom, into which a lot of effort has been
studies hermetic fibres were selected for put to ensure a very low internal hydrogen
use in an "open" submarine cable design with pressure. The results from these cables have
an unusually heavy armour (ie. with a been reported by the Norwegian Telecom.
potentially high hydrogen level). The cable
has been successfully manufactured during However, when the armouring (or the amount
1990 and installed in March 1991, without of steel) in an open cable design increases
any special consideration to the hermetic the internal hydrogen pressure also
fibres. The excess losses due to hydrogen increases, although not proportionally.
will be less than 0.0001 dB/km. During the development towards control of

the hydrogen problem in open designs, a lot
of work had also been done to study hermetic
fibres, and on this background it was

Introduction decided to use hermetic fibres as hydrogen
barrier in the Cook Strait cables with it's

Two fibreoptic submarine cables were to be heavy armour.
installed (together with three high voltage
cables) between the North and the South In the following the background work and the
islands of New Zealand across the Cook tests carried out during the project leading
Strait. The length of each cable was 43 km up to the selection of the fibre to be used,
and was specifieded to contain 12 standard as well as experience with this fibre in a
SM fibres. Dispersion shifted fibres were commercial submarine cable will be
later accepted as an option. described.

The Cook Strait is particularly known for
it's strong tidal currents. Due to these
heavy currents it was necessary to make the
fibreoptic cables unusually heavy to be Hermetic fibre evaluation
safely installed and remain stationary on Fibre types
the seabed. Therefore the cable was given an
armouring consisting of multilayer steel
wires and steel tapes. The cable cross- hermetic fibres from three suppliers are
section is shown in Fig. 1. preetedr

I Maeria• di mmpresented:

- A standard SM fibre from vendor A
5 ......... (SMH-A)

. •, •__ - A standard SM fibre from vendor C
(SMH-C)

G-l S11el Wr11.12-4 2 ýo6

.- A dispersion shifted fibre from vendor
-FT 41 4B (DSH-B)

- A dispersion shifted fibre from vendor
C (DSH-C)

IOU I P.MPED rAStt Al CATFIFig. 1
I, STK
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Hydrogen Using this equation the excess loss due to
hydrogen in dB/km/atm. at 1550 nm after 25

To investigate the resistance to years and at 4 and 10°C are:
hydrogen permeation at accelerated
conditions a pressure chamber had previously Fibre type 4 °C 10 °C
been built. In this chamber a pressure of 20
atmospheres and a temperature of 85 °C was SMH-A 3.0xi0-4 6.4xi0-4
imposed on the fibres. Inside the chamber SMH-C 6.1X10-6 1.3xi0-5
about 1 km of fibre was placed in a loose
coil in a tray of outer diameter 230 mm. DSH-B 1.9xi0-3 4.1x10-3

DSH-C <l.OxlO-7 <l.OxlO-6
Spectral attenuation measurements were The measured values for DSH-C are so low
carried out before the fibres were placed in that an extrapolation is difficult, and the
the pressure chamber. At regular intervals figures are thus given for the smallest
the pressure and temperature were taken back measurement which can honestly be
to ambient, whereafter the fibres were taken extrapolated.
out of the chamber and new spectral
measurements were made. All measurements For comparison the saturation value for the
were carried out within 2 hours after the fibre itself (which a non-hermetic fibre
fibres had been taken out of the chamber, would attain) is 0.78 dB/km/atm.

The reversible excess loss was measured as Mechnical properties
the height of the 1244 nm peak referred to
the baseline of the spectral curve in this
region. The results for a period of 371 days The cable the fibres are to be used in
are shown in Fig. 2 is designed for non-hermetic fibres with the

fibres placed in slots with an excess length
"of about 0.4 %. Thus in this case the

165 claimed better fatigue performance of
,- hermetic fibres are not utilised, and the
3 '-requirement is only that the hermetic fibres

t2 are at least as good as non-hermetic fibres
10 - in terms of n-value.

S 9

To ascertain this, a limited number of
tensile tests were carried on short samples

Z 6-(about 5 m) at pulling rates across four0 5 decades, eg. 0.011, 0,11, 1.1 and 11 %/min.
3 The results are shown below including the
2 breaking strengths assosiated with the given

n-values. Because of the statistical un-
o 100 200 300 o00 certainties with the limited data, the

*I,,•sJO(D) figures are given as ranges rather thana M-÷- -8 -A absolute figures.

Fig. 2

Fibre type n-value Breaking
These accelerated results have subsequently strength
been transposed to operational conditions of (N)
25 years, and ambient temperature and SMH-A 40-500 32-36
partial pressure of hydrogen using the SMM-C 60-500 28-32
following equation:

DSH-B 200-11000 52-54
C-t) [ (t-)] DSH-C 60-800 27-32C(t) -I e [ "

C(-)
Similar tests with non-hermetic standard
fibres from vendor C and a much larger
sample size shows n-values in the range 17

where C(t) is the time dependant to 18.

concentration of hydrogen,
C(-) is the equilibrium concentration,
t is the elapsed time,
rj is the initil lag time,
if is a characteristic time constant.
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Splicing _ __

In 1989/1990 hermetic fibre were "Fh '

offered in lengths of 10 to 15 km, thus in -

a 43 km long cable with 12 fibres there will
be a significant number of factory splices. 'F 7
These factory fibre splices are required to
have a low loss and a high strength. A
comprehensive programme was carried out to
evaluate the splicability of each fibre L

type, and the results are shown below.
Splice loss is given as the average of OTDR
measurements in both directions, and C2
strength as the breaking strength at a C
pulling rate of 2 %/min on a 50 cm sample
including the splice. C

The sample size is several hundred for each Fig. 3 S.o
fibre type.

Other tests
The tests were carried out over a period of
of 6 months and some improvements on the Several other tests were also
splicing parameters are included in the performed, byt they did not differentiate
results. Splices with visual defects are not the fibre types. These were tests like
included, and only splices which were macrobend, ageing in filling compound,
accepted on loss were strength tested. temperature cycling, temperature cycling in

filling compound, temperature cycling of
Fibre type Splice loss (dB/km) cable core.

mean max
Type testing of cable

SMH-A 0.02 0.06
SMH-C 0.03 0.07 The customer required a comprehensive

type test programme to be carried out and
DSH-B 0.10 0.15 approved before manufacturing of the main
DSH-C 0.03 0.10 cables could commence. This programme

included both optical, mechanical,environmental and repair splice tests, but

Fibre type Breaking strain (%) only those relevant to the hermetic fibres
min mean are described here.

SMH-A 1.2 1.8
SMH-C 1.0 1.5 Tensile test

DSH-B 1.0 1.6 A 50 m long sample of a complete cable
DSH-C 1.2 1.7 was mounted in a tensile test bench and the

attenuation in the fibres as well as the
strain in the fibres and the cable was
monitored as the tension was changed.

Bending performance
The cable was strained to 0.5 % to

Microbend tests were carried out to investigate the behaviour of the armour at
evaluate whether the hermetic coating would extreme loads, and at this strain the excess
have any effect on the cabling performance length of the fibres was used up such that
of the fibres. The microbend results are the fibres also saw strain. The results are
based on a sandpaper test using 100 grit shown in Fig. 4
paper and measuring loss increase.

The results are shown in Fig. 3.
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It should be noted that all the results have
been viewed from the point of view of a user

1of fibres in cable manufacturing. Thus no
effort has been put into explaining
"differences between the fibre types because
of inherent factors as matched/depressed

A cladding, higher/lower MFD, higher/lower
concentricity errors, atc.

It should also be noted that all factors are
I< evaluated as they appeared in May 1990.

There are clearly two groups where in the
!Z0 2 lower, the SMH-C and thp DSH-B fall out

0 2500 ) becuse of poorer general performance, and
LoADON CALE kNi specifcally on cabling and on hydrogen

-FIBER ELONOATION _ SMH-A r
SMH-C CABLE ELONGA71ON respectively.

Fig. 4 The tests show that the DSH-C fibre is
technically better than the SMH-A fibre.

It can be seen that the SMh-A fibre However, when the commercial element (price
attenuation follows the fibre strain curve, and delivery time) and the fact that the
while the SMH-C increases dramatically, customer has specified a standard fibre was

taken into account, the SMH-A fibre was
selected.

Hydrogen level

A 35 m length of complete cable was Manufacturing experience
placed in a chamber in water where the
temperature can be varied to perform Neither during manufacturing, loading,
accelerated hydrogen generation tests. All transport nor installation had special
12 non-hermetic fibres in a sample cable measures to be imposed because the cable
were loop spliced together, and spectral contained hermetic fibres. The cable was at
attenuation measurements were carried out at all stages handled as it would have beer.
different temperatures over a period of 4 with "normal" fibres.
months.

Based on these measurements the hydrogen Attenuation
pressure was determined to be approximately0.8 tm.at waer empeatue o 10*C.The requirement from the customer was
0.8 atm. at a water temperature of 10 C. that the attenuation of the fibres should be

less than 0.27 dB/km at 1550 nm in cable.
Choice of fibre The attenuation of the fibres were measured

after every process with an OTDR, and the
results at 1550 mm are shown below.

The fibre to be used in the Cook Strait

cable was then selected on the basis of the
data above. As there were many parameters Production dB/km
involved a scheme was used were all stage mean max
parameters were rated from 1 to 10 based on
performance and perceived importance for Incoming inspection 0.22 0.23
this project. The results were grouped and
turned out as shown below Stranding 0.22 0.23

Inner sheath 0.22 0.23
SMH-A SMH-C DSH-B DSH-C

Armouring 0.22 0.23
Hydrogen 6 9 2 10
Fatigue 6 5 10 5 Installation 0.22 0.24
Splicing 10 7 4 10
Cabling 7 1 10 10
Commercial 10 2 4 6 A repair splice had to be performed during
Customer 10 10 5 5 the marine operation, which accounts for the

slight increase in the "after installation"
Total 49 34 35 46 figure with repsect to the other processes.
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Splicing Conclusions

The internal requirement defined from It has been shown that hermetic fibres
the results from the qualification tests was are now state of the art. They can be
"a factory splice loss < 0.1 dB/splice, and handled in any existing cable designed for

"a proof test level of 1.2 %. The proof test "normal" fibres without any special
of the fresh fibre was 1.0 %. The fibres consideration.
were spliced in the stranding machine from
individual lengths of 11 km. The inclusion of the right hermetic fibres

will eliminate any hydrogen problem, even in

A total of 86 factory splices were made the designs with the highest published
during manufacturing with a mean splice loss hydrogen levels (close to 10 atm).
of 0.05 dB. The maximum value was 0.10 dB. Two 43 km lengths of an "open" design cable

It should however be noted that splice tests with hermetic fibres, an unusually heavy
carried out during incoming inspection on armour and a traditional outer protection
the fibres revealed that it was difficult to has been designed, manufactured and
use the splicing parameters arrived at installed. The internal hydrogen pressure is
during qualification and achieve the same about 0.8 atm, but the projected impact on

low loses on the delivery fibres. The splice attenuation is <<0.0001 dB/km at 1550 nm
parameters therefore had to be defined after 25 fears.
again.

In hindsight it could also be commented that
the internal requirement on factory splice
loss is more stringent than it need be to Accnknowledgements
satisfy the specification cn average fibre
atttenuation, and this might have been The authors wish to thank Trans Power
relaxed, rather than to spend the New Zealand Ltd. for their positive attitude
considerable effort of establishing a new during the whole project, and for their kind
set of splicing parameters. However, at the approval of this paper.
time it was decided to keep to the specified
value.

Hydrogen

As part of the incoming inspection a sample
testing on the hydrogen resistance
performance was carried out.

This test showed that the results achieved
for the fibres received for the rpal
manufacturing were different from those
achieved for the qualification fibres.
Looking at the values transposed to 25 years
and 10 'C they were as follows in dB/km/atm
at 1550 nm:

SMH-A qualification 6.4xi0-4

SMH-A manufacturing 7.OxlO-5

Installation

The two 43 km lengths of fibre optic
cables were sucsessfully installed together
with three high voltage cables in the Cook
Strait by the c/s Skagerrak during the first
quarter of 1991.
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STRUCTURE AND HIGH VOLTAGE DC BEHAVIOUR OF SUBMARINE CABLE MOULDINGS

J. Bishop', I. Doble', H.K.C. Chan**, L.A. Dissado", S.V. Wolfe*,
A.E. Davies*

* STC Submarine Systems, Southampton, UK,
** BNR Europe, Harlow, UK, # University of Southampton, UK

ABSTRACT and ageing behaviour of DC insulation in
order to achieve high reliability at

Submarine cable systems are required to minimised cost.
have a very high reliability over a twenty
five year lifetime. This means that all Traditionally, DC insulation behaviour is
manufacturing processes and production poorly understood compared with AC
screening tests are designed to a very insulation. In DC insulation there are no
high standard, fatigue related ageing mechanisms such as

water treeing•'", and no direct means of
This paper concentrates on one specific predicting lifetime from simple short term
component of a submarine system - the high tests as in AC (2). However, the measured
voltage polyethylene cable insulation and breakdown strength still remains
mouldings. Relationships between considerably below that of the theoretical
insulation and moulding structure and DC value, and high reliability is often
high voltage breakdown performance are achieved by over-specification and over
demonstrated, and factors giving rise to engineering.
DC ageing effects are discussed. It is
concluded that space charge effects are It is becoming increasingly accepted that
the prime cause of ageing and it is shown DC ageing, if it occurs, is associated
how a new method for measuring space with space charge effects 3 ). Previously,
charge, the pressure wave propagation this has been almost impossible to
technique, could become an extremely quantify, but recent developments in
efficient production tool for screening analytical techniques have enabled direct
mouldings to ensure high reliability, measurements of space charge magnitudes

and spatial distribution to be made"4".

1. INTRODUCTION Discontinuities such as mouldings or
joints in bulk insulation are generallySubmarine cable systems are designed with considered to be potentially the weakest

a high reliability factor, particularly in link. This programme has therefore
view of the difficulty, cost and concentrated on the relationship between
timescales of repair operations. All physical and morphological aspects of the
system components including cable, are insulation in moulded joints and DC
engineered in this way; the properties of breakdown and ageing behaviour, together
the optical fibres, for example, are very with preliminary findings of space charge
well understood, so that parameters such measurements.
as proof test levels can be defined to
provide high reliability fibre at minimum The work is reported in three sections:
cost. Su&inarine systems are currently DC
powered t. a maximum voltage of 10 kV and (i) Assessment of bulk breakdown
are designed for a 25 year lifetime. In behaviour and ageing.
consequence, stringent proof tests are
applied to submarine cable polyethylene (ii) Relationship between breakdown
insulation and mouldings, and an behaviour and polymer structure.
insulation thickness is employed which
gives a large safety factor compared with (iii) Space charge determination as a
the theoretical and actual breakdown measure of DC ageing.
strength of the material.

With the advent of optical amplifier 2. DC BREAKDOWN BEHAVIOUR IN BULK
systems, system voltages could be even POLYETHYLENE MOULDINGS
higher than at present. This paper
describes the results of a programme of In AC insulation, a relationship exists
work aimed Pt understanding DC breakdown between measured electrical breakdown
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strength and the rate of voltage increase 1.5mm

during the test procedure. This 24mm OIA
relationship can be used to yield 18mm VIA
information relating to the ageing
behaviour of the insulation"'). No similar
relationships have been reported for DC 1.5mm RAD

insulation, and the work in this section
investigates: E

(i) whether there is an effect of ramp
rate on breakdown strength,

(ii) whether ageing occurs in DC
insulation by a different
mechanism than AC.

Laboratory-produced test plaques have been FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of test
used to examine specific materials plaque
parameters, but all ageing measurements
have been carried out on actual submarine
cable mouldings manufactured on production 2.2 Ageing Effects
equipment, in order to reproduce full
details of production mouldings. The A number of factors could give rise to
typical insulation thickness in production ageing phenomena in DC insulation, from
mouldings is -6 mm. macroscopic effects such as contaminants

to microscopic effects such as
All measurements have been carried out morphological features. This section of
using negative polarity, as previous the programme concentrates on the effect
breakdown strength measurements on cable of inclusions.
have indicated this to be the most severe
condition. Two sets of test samples were prepared

using standard production equipment.
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of a

2.1 Effect of Ramp Rate typical moulding. The first sample set
was prepared under a typical clean

To investigate the effect of ramp rate, production environment, and the second set
breakdown strength measurements were was prepared by introducing a low level of
carried out on sets of 15 compression metallic and organic particles into the
moulded samples at four ramp rates from moulding.
30 kV min-' to 120 kV min-' on 250 pm
plaques manufactured from submarine cable
grade polyethylene. Figure 1 is a Each sample set was divided into two
schematic diagram of a test plaque, and groups. The first group was tested by
test results are shown in Table 1. It can ramping to failure at a rate of
be seen that there is no significant 60 kV min-'. The second set was subjected
effect of ramp rate, with the Weibull to a static voltage of 100 kV, which was
characteristic breakdown strength significantly lower than the measured ramp
typically in the region 430 kv mm-' to breakdown voltage. Samples were aged at
470 kV mm-'. this static voltage for a maximum of

76 days, and the time to breakdown was
noted for any samples which failed.
Results are shown in Table 2.

Ramp Rate Weibull Characteristic
kV min-' Breakdown Strength,

kV mm-'

30 426 .09

60 ~442F
90 470

120 458

Table 1 .. .

Weibull Characteristic Breakdown Strength
as a Function of Ramp Rate for Compression
Moulded Samples FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of typical

moulding. Dimensions in mm
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Sample Ramp Time to
Breakdown Failure
Strength, at 100 kV
kV (days)

Clean > 350 > 76
(no
breakdown)

> 300 <7
Containing (- 50%
inclusions failure

rate)

Table 2

Comparison Between Ramp Breakdown and
Ageing Breakdown Data in Full Mouldings

FIGURE 3. Short shot moulding showing
injection and vent positions

The results indicate that in these
samples, little change is seen in the bulk
breakdown behaviour measured by ramping to
failure (although there is a marked
difference between the breakdown strength
measured here and that measured on
laboratory plaques). However, there is a
very clear ageing effect in contaminated
samples - breakdown can occur in times as
short as a few days at 100 kV compared
with times in excess of 76 days with no
breakdown observed in standard samples. OOF

3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRUCTURE AND
BREAKDOWN IN SUBMARINE CABLE
MOULDINGS

3.1 Structure and Morphology of FIGURE 4. Short shot moulding viewed from
Mouldings vent position

Submarine cable mouldings are manufactured
by an injection moulding technique using
a single pcint injection and two vent
ports. The major difference between this
technique and a conventional injection
moulding process is that this is
essentially an injection weld - the ends
of the mould cavity are actually
polyethylene, which melts and bonds to the
injectate during the moulding. One end of
the cavity is cable polyethylene, and the
other end is a premoulded polyethylene
sleeve.

Series of 'short shot' mouldings combined
with microscopic analysis of moulded
sections has permitted modelling of the
detailed polyethylene flow behaviour
inside the mould cavity. Figures 3-5 show
a typical 'short shot' moulding using
coloured injectate. This has enabled the FIGURE 5. Short shot moulding viewed
shape and nature of the injection weld end-on
region to be established. The injection
process leads to two circumferential
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amalgamations at the cable end and the
premoulded sleeve, and also a longitudinal ¶ I
amalgamation where the two melt fronts 11,2
meet. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram
of the mould filling process. -

Figure 7 shows a cross section taken from c
the cable end of the moulding along the
vent position. There are several key
features to be noted here; (a) is the
amalgamation boundary itsel.", where the
injected polyethylene welds t3 the parent
cable polyethylene. In the injected
polyethylene itself, flow lines are
evident, (b). A second boundary, (c) is FIGURE 7. Cross section of cable end of
evident in the parent cable beyond the moulding
amalgamation boundary (a). This is the
melt boundary, showing the position to
which the parent polyethylene melts back
during the moulding process. The region
between (a) and (c) is therefore
completely molten during the moulding
process. The parent polyethylene beyond
(c) has been subjected to a thermal 3
gradient associated with the mould cooling
regime.

rý4

The thermal gradient can be measured by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
(Figure 8) and results in a local density
change away from the melt boundary,
(Figure 9).

""INJECT

FIGURE 8. DSC traces of polyethylene
y -across a thermal gradient

(1.5 mm intervals)
CBLE/ " , i SLEEVECABLE • . .

VENT

VENT

FIGURE 6. Schematic diagram of mould ..... !
filling Process .. ..... I.

FIGURE 9. Density changes across to
melt boundary
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If the thermal gradient is too steep, then 3.2 Breakdown Effects in Moulding
high localised stresses will be produced
due to the local density changes, and the This work concentrates on correlations
amalgamation boundary approaches the melt between observed structure, breakdownboundary, (Figure 10). This leads to events and measured breakdown strengths inmechanical and electrical weaknesses in submarine cable mouldings manufactured on
the moulding, and even local voiding, as production equipment.
seen in Figure 10, and therefore thermal
gradients are kept as shallow as possible In controlled experiments samples with awithin the constraints of the moulding high concentration of inclusions which
process. break down at low voltages, typically

< 100 kV, generally exhibit a 'wormhole'
When samples have been contaminated, the breakdown track closely associated with an
most often observed contamination site is amalgamation boundary, (Figure 12). In
the amalgamation boundary, (Figure 11). these cases it is often possible toThis is to be expected, as any observe remnant inclusions in the vicinitycontamination present either within a of the breakdown track. It is likely thatmould cavity, on cut surfaces of the an inclusion layer on the amalgamationinsulation or at the injectate front, will boundary forms a low resistance path, andbe swept ahead of the injectate during the breakdown probably occurs by thermalmould filling process and be trapped at runaway. In some cases a heat affectedthe amalgamation boundary. zone is visible around the breakdown path,

(Figure 13).
Similar features are observed at the other

end of the mould cavity, where the
polyethylene injectate bonds to the
premoulded sleeve.

FIGURE 12. 'Wormhole' breakdown on
FIGURE 10. Moulding showing small cavity amalgamation boundary

due to Proximity of melt and (transverse section)
amalgamation boundaries

FIGURE 11. Moulding showing large scale
and small scale contaminants FIGURE 13. 'Wormhole' breakdown showing
on amalgamation boundary heat-affected zone
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This type of breakdown is also possible In some breakdown events where limited
when there are only low levels of ageing has occurred, breakdown is clearly
inclusions, if they are orientated in such independent of the flow patterns in the
a way as to form a continuous path. When moulding. Figure 16 shows a breakdown
this occurs, a low resistance path still which has occurred at 235 kV, caused by an
forms at the amalgamation boundary, and electrical tree. The sample had
breakdown still occurs at relatively low previously undergone ageing for nine days
voltages, at 100 kV. The tree has initiated at the

outside surface of the insulation, and has
If inclusions are randomly distributed in progressed through the material
a moulding, however, they do not independently of the flow patterns. Once
necessarily appear to contribute to the the tree has approached the central
breakdown event. conductor, electron injection has occurred

and thermal runaway finally takes place
The amalgamation boundary itself is not through the 'branch' of lowest resistance.
always the weakest link. Breakdown Similar tree breakdowns also occur at very
sometimes occurs along local sites of high high voltages during ramp tests.
mechanical stresses. Figure 14 shows a
breakdown site in a moulding where there
was high mechanical stress and where
inclusions had been concentrated.

When mouldings have been produced using
steep temperature gradients so that the
melt and amalgamation boundaries are very
close, low voltage breakdowns may occur in
this region of high stress due to voids or
cavities being produced, as discussed in
the previous section. Figure 15 shows the
breakdown track in a sample which failed
at <100 kV. A cavity at the breakdown
inception site is clearly visible.

FIGURE 15. Breakdown due to proximity of
melt and amalgamation
boundaries

FIGURE 14. Breakdown associated with ,
mechanical stress

FIGURE 16. Electrical tree breakdown,
independent of flow lines
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4. SPACE CHARGE MEASUREMENTS IMPULSE IMPUISE tEAVLS
PtNE 14I HA N IMPULS5E PHOPAGAI ION SAMPLE

Space charge can now be measured directly
in bulk polymers by means of a pressure
wave propagation technique, originally
developed by Lewiner. A laser is used to
produce an intense, rapid pressure wave
which propagates through a sample. As the
pressure wave sweeps through the sample, C:

the atomic structure is compressed, and
two effects are observed:

(i) displacement of charge, T

(ii) variation of relative permittivity 4- T

By monitoring the current as the pressure time 200 rS/div

wave traverses the sample it is therefore
possible to observe an image of the charge FIGURE 18. Typical pressure wave
distribution in the sample. Figure 17 propagation trace
shows a schematic diagram of the process.

A preliminary study using this technique
has investigated whether space charge can 5. DISCUSSION
develop in submarine cable mouldings.

Work described in sections 3 and 4 shows
Samples were cut from amalgamation how the reliability of mouldings can be

boundaries and injected polyethylene in increased iby ling th stcture

uncontaminated samples. These were then and explains many features of structure

subjected to 9 kV DC, and probed for space and contamination related breakdown.

charge using the pressure wave propagation

technique. In all samples there was a Examples of short term ramp breakdowns
gradual increase in space charge with time were shown, as well as breakdowns
up to a maximum level, which was reached occurring at static voltages after a
within 21 days. All samples attained the finite ageing period. Although
same level of space charge within that differences in the type of breakdown are
time. evident between low and high voltages

When a higher voltage of 30 kV was applied (('wormhole' to tree breakdown), no obvious
tthen amphes, vothsame omaximuVmws alevel ovisual differences could be seen between
to the samples, the same maximum level of short term and ageing breakdown.
space charge was reached, but within a
much shorter time period (typically one Work described in section 2.1 showed that
day). there was no dependence of breakdown

Figure 18 shows a typical pressure wave voltage upon ramp rate. This implies that

propagation trace. the probability of breakdown under
constant stress is independent of time, so
that the insulation will either break down
on the timescale of a ramp experiment at
the applied voltage V, or survive

electodes sampl, indefinitely at that voltage.

Results in section 2.2 for samples

las --e - f at rocordar containing inclusions show that this is
clearly not the case, and that time
dependent processes do occur. There are

L a number of time dependent processes which
may occur in DC insulation, all of which

pholodld - delay ln. lynchro involve space charge build-up. These can
include mechanisms such as local currents
(due to the polymer's inhomogeneous

Ti semicrystalline structure) and partial
C x-Y m.l I pe1  discharges in voids. In both of these

recorder computer cop cases, local damage is caused in the
r__ dinsulation the effect of which is actually

minimised by space charge build-up. These

FIGURE 17. Schematic diagram of pressure processes are therefore unlikely to be

wave propagation technique responsible for the observed constant
stress failures.
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A third mechanism which is more likely to detection of this, as this work has
be responsible is hetero-charge build-up. demonstrated that ageing processes in DC
Hetero-charge clouds are formed when insulation cannot be detected by the
charges from the bulk of the insulation accelerated technique used in AC
are attracted towards the counter insulation.
electrodes, which causes an increase in
the local field in this region. Under DC Although further work is required to
stresses, the hetero-charge may continue establish in detail how the pressure wave
to increase over a period of time. This propagation technique could be used as a
continues to increase the field at the rapid method to identify mouldings
electrodes until breakdown takes place by susceptible to DC ageing processes, it is
the easiest mechanism such as charge envisaged that this technique will become
injection from the counter electrode an important screening test in submarine
giving thermal runaway, or rupture of a systems manufacture.
mechanically weak path. The origin of the
charge carriers may be various, from
dissociable contaminants or electrode
injection for example. This mechanism
will therefore exploit any weaknesses or
combination of weaknesses present in the
material, such as regions of high REFERENCES
localized mechanical stress, contaminants,
high conductivity etc, particularly where 1 M.T. Shaw and S.H. Shaw,
any of these elements create an orientated 'Water Treeing in Solid Dielectrics',
plane in the insulation. IEEE Trans E1-19, 419-452, 1984.

If ageing and breakdown is likely to occur 2 J.C. Fothergill and L.A. Dissado,
by this mechanism, then measurement of Chapt. 6, 'Electrical Degradation and
space charge under a constant DC voltage Breakdown in Polymeric Insulation' in
would be likely to show the space charge Recent Advances in the Morphology of
magnitude increasing with time (until Recent Cable Insulation,breakdown finally occurs). This is Polymeric Cable Insulation,

breadow finllyoccrs). Thi isEd. G.C. Stevens, P. Peregrinus
clearly different from normal samples ed. G.C. , P.
which appear to reach a ceiling level in Press, U.K., 1988.
space charge irrespective of time orvoltage. 3J. Lewiner, 'Evolution of

Experimental Techniques for the Study

Although further work is necessary, these of Electrical Properties of
initial findings suggest that space charge Insulating Materials', IEEE Trans
measurement is a technique which can be EI-21, 351-360, 1986.
used as a screening test to detect the 4 T. Ditchi, C. Alquie and J. Lewiner,
potential for ageing in mouldings. 'Electrical Properties of
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Structures', IEEE Trans EI-24,
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performance. This has been achieved by an
understanding of the factors giving rise
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HYDROGEN SOURCES FOR SIGNAL ATTENUATION IN SUBMARINE OPTICAL

FIBER CABLES AND THE EFFECT OF CABLE DESIGN

George Schick, Karen A. Tellefsen, Aaron J. Johnson, Casey J. Wieczorek, and Robert M. Kanen

Bell Communications Research
Morristown, NJ

ABSTRACT against ingress of hydrogen into the cable. Hermetically sealed tubes
of other metals may also prevent hydrogen from getting intc the cable.

Research and field experience showed that molecular hydrogen Therefore, it would be useful to determine the rate at which hydrogen
entering into submarine optical fiber cables cause signal attenuation in diffuses into the inner parts of cables of different designs to predict the
the fibers. The results of our laboratory and field studies, reported in time needed for the cables to show hydrogen-caused darkening, and
this paper, indicate that hydrogen formed by corrosion of the armor h.iw well different cable designs prevent hydrogen from entering the
wires, by stray dc current pick-up, and by hydrogen-producing bacteria cable interior. A mathematical model of hydrogen diffusing through a
in the surrounding environment cannot be kept out of the fibers by sealed metal tube in a cable sheath may give insight into this problem.
overlapped, corrugated steel shield. However, hermetically scaled lead Some designs of underwater cables use plastic-coated armor wires
and copper tubes can stop hydrogen permeation into the fibers. The and/or stainless-steel armor wires to prevent the dormatior of
level of signal attenuation is directly proportional to the partial aorrsinless-stee aror wr to prev The mationc of
pressure of hydrogen inside the cable. In the laboratory we have corrosion-generated hydrogen at the cable. This may reduce the
measured hydrogen indicators (Hin,,) between 2.3 and 6.2 dB/km. In probability that the cable will suffer hydrogen-caused signalthe field, because of the high over-all pressure in deep waters, Hind in attenuation, but it may still be possible for hydrogen to enter the cable
excess of 20 dB/km was measured. under some conditions. Although stainless steel corrodes more slowly

than galvanized steel, enough hydrogen may be generated cathodically

Based on a mathematical model of diffusion through a metal tube, to cause fiber darkening. Plastic coverings on armor wire prevent
taking into account the high over-all pressure in deep water, and hydrogen generation only if the covering remains on the armor; it is
considering long term reliability we propose a generic requirement and possible for the plastic covering to be damaged during cable
an accompanying test to eliminate hydrogen caused signal attenuation installation or dredging, which will expose the armor to corrosive
in the future. conditions. An experiment in which a piece of cable with damaged

plastic jackets on the armor wires is exposed to salt water may show
whether hydrogen-caused fiber darkening is possible under such
conditions.

Introduction

It is well documented in the literature that hydrogen diffusion into Purpose of the Experiments

optical fiber cables can cause signal attenuation. 1
-3) Among the Our laboratory and field studies are conducted as part of a program

several possible h)drogen sources, break-down of organic materials in intended to formulate generic requirements and accompanying tests
the cable by heat(4 ) and by microorganisms(5 ), corrosion of metallic intended to ensure resistance to hydrogen-caused signal attenuation in
components (e.g. aluminum, steel) inside the cable, (6 7) corrosion of submarine optical fiber cables.
the galvanized steel armor wire,(8-8 ) and the effect of anaerobic This will be especially important if telecommunications signals are
hydrogen-producing bacteria in the environment (10) have been transmitted at 1550 nm, since hydrogen-caused attenuation is greater at
investigated. 1550 nm than at 1300 rim, the transmission wavelength currently used.

Our early laboratory experiments established that the most likely Also, the 1300 nm transmission window may extend from 1275 nm to
hydrogen sources for submarine optical fiber cables are corrosion of 1330 nm; hydrogen-caused attenuation is high at 1275 nm.
the armor wires, hydrogen-producing bacteria, and the combination of
these two sources.!"°) Because the signal attenuation by hydrogen Experimental Methods
diffusion into the fiber has been reported almost exclusively in Laboratory experiments
submarine cables, the work by Anderson ct.al( 12"), correlating the
attenuation with the partial presurc of hydrogen and thus with the A widely used type of cable was exposed to conditions that imitate
depth of water at the location of the cable, is particularly important. real-plant environments to establish whether or not this cable structure
We should not lose sight of the fact that submarine optical fiber cables can provide a barrier to hydrogen diffusion. The cables were eXpo)scd
can be part of the Local Exchange Plant as well as the Inter Exchange to these environments for 94 to 147 days. During this time, signal
Plant. attenuation in the 1100-1(M0 nm wavelength range and partial pressure

of hydrogen inside and outside of the cable were measured.
Many designs of optical fiber cables have an overlapped, corrugated-

steel inner armor, which is probably not an effective barrier to The hydrogen permeation experiment was done by scaling a short
hydrogen which can diffuse easily into the cable at the overlap of the sample" of cable into a tube, and scaling one end of the cable into a gas
tube. Additionally, attenuation measurements of optical fiber cables sampling apparatus, taking care that only the inner portion of the cable
with hermetically sealed lead barriers installed at water crossings have is open to the sampling apparatus. The cable may be exposed to a
shown little or no hydrogen-caused darkening, even though these hydrogen atmosphere by passing hydrogen gas through the tube. and
cables have uncoated galvanized-steel armor wires that are likely to the amount of hydrogen that diffuses into the cable can b. measured
produce abundant hydrogen.11211113 Hydrogen diffuses through solid by sampling small portions of gas from the sampling apparatus anti
lead slowly, if at alli"'l, so it is likely that the lead acts as a barrier analyzing it for hydrogen contcnt.
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Field experiments

Electrochemical tests were conducted to ascertain the corrosion status
of the armor wires on attenuated submarine optical fiber cables in
various telephone plant locations, and bottom sediments were collected
and analyzed for hydrogen-producing bacteria at the same locations.

Materials and Laboratory Test Procedures

Signal attenuation tests

The optical fiber cable used in these experiments is of 1.02 cm (0.4 in)
OD. It has corrugated, overlapped, plastic-coated steel shield under a ,1 "

polyethylene outer jacket. The 12 color-coded fibers are located in a rVc iN P' C CYLINR

plastic center tube. =$me

Four 50-meter sections were cut from this cable and coiled in two " ! ,vuý

layers on the outer surface of a rigid PVC cylinder (Fig. 1) that has
1.27 cm (0.5 in) OD holes 2.54 cm (1 in.) apart on its entire surface.
For three of the cable samples, 0.23 cm (0.091 in.) OD galvanized steel
whe was placed between the interstices of both the first and second
layers of the cable, and coils of the same wire were placed inside the GlVAtZEO 0 a-O R&AM
three PVC cylinders (Fig. 1). The cable samples and associated
galvanized steel wires, and one cable sample without exposed metal
were placed in 30-liter-capacity glass test chambers (Fig. 1). These test
chambers have rigid PVC covers secured to their tops. Gas tightness
of the test chambers was ensured with VITON seals. The cable ends
and the galvanized steel wire ends were brought above the cover plate
inside epoxy resin filled glass tubes. Other associated equipment:
heaters, a platinum auxiliary electrode, a salt bridge for a calomel
reference electrode, pressure gauges, valves for gas sparging, gas
blanketing, water inlet, gas-sampling ports, and pressure regulator
were also attached to or incorporated into glass tubes connecting the G T
insides of the test chambers with the outside. All of these glass tubes ¢
were passed through stainless-steel feed-throughs that were threaded
into the PVC tops (Fig. 2). The design of the cable end and fiber
holders, enabled us to sample the gas and measure the over-all
pressure in the head space and in the spaces at the two cable ends,
where hydrogen can be present only by migration through the cable
(Fig. 2). The last 1.5 m (5 ft) of fibers at both cable ends were used to
concatenate the 12 fibers to form a 600-meter-long fiber, and to splice
the two ends of this long fiber to the signal attenuation measuringequipment. Figure 1. illustration of the cable sample on PVC cylinder and the

attached galvanized steel wire inside the glass test chamber.

The signal attenuation in the fibers was monitored between 1100 nm
and 16M(t nni with equipment similar to that described in the Electronic
Industries Association Standard EIA-455-78. The gas samples for all The inoculated culturing solution was used to evaluate the signal-
of the tests were analyzed for hydrogen content with a Gow-Mac attenuating effect of the hydrogen-producing bacteria alone. This test
isothermal 580-type gas chromatograph with a 2.5m-long, 3mm-

m represents a condition where the armor wires arc insulated anddiameter molecular 6,.ve 5A column and thermal conductivity corrosion cannot contribute to the evolution of hydrogen. In another
detector. Argon carrier gas (99.998%) was used at a flow rate of 30 test chamber the hydrogen was generated both microbiologically andcm3 /min. Theby corrosion. The culturing solution is sufficiently corrosive to
50, 135 and 135"C respectively, and the detector current was 4OmA.

The detector signal was recorded and processed on a Spectra Physics generate enough hydrogen for signal attenuation.""0  We used the

integrator, hydrogen-producing bacteria alone in these tests, because our previous
studies in mixtures of hydrogen-producing and sulfate-reducing

The experiments were conducted in two different environments: (a) bacteria indicated the rate of hydrogen consumption by SRB could
3.5% (by weight) NaCI solution, and (b) a culturing solution (Table I) only temporarily reduce the signal-attenuating effect of the hydrogecn-
inoculated with a hydrogen-producing bacteria (Clostridium producing bacteria."()'
acetobutylicum. ATCC* 824). The heater units in the test chambers were adjusted so that the outer

The NaCi solution was used to ascertain whether corrosion of the surface temperatures of the liquid-containing test :hambers were 32 =
galvanized steel (an extensively used material of the armor wire on 20C. In three of the test chambers, two containing only cable and
submarine cables) can generate hydrogen in sufficiently large quantity galvanized-steel wire and one containing only cable, the hydrogen was
so that its diffusion into the fiber can cause signal attenuation. A generated by corrosion, microbiological fermentation of dextrose, and
further use of the NaCI solution was the simulation of dc stray current the combination of corrosion and fermentation. In the fourth test
pick-up, using a potentiostat with a platinum auxiliary electrode (stray chamber, the rest potential of the galvanized-steel wire, measured
current source), producing hydrogen evolution at the surface of the against a saturated calomel reference electrode, was established in two
galvanized steel wire. days; then, the galvanized steel, the calomel reference electrode and a

platinum auxiliary electrode were connected to a potentiostat, and a
potential more cathodic than the rest potential was imposed upon the

AIC C Amcncan'rype cultlure Collcction galvanized steel (working electrode). This experimental set-up
1203 Parklawn l)nvw. RomW1c. MD 20852 represented dc current pick-up by the galvanized steel wvire from a
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8. CABLE AND FIBERS. HOLDER
9. PRESSURE GAUGE

6 .(FOR HEAD SPACE)
- 1tO. GAS SAMPLING PORT

(FOR INSIDE THE CABLE)
S1. GAS SAMPLING PORT

(FOR HEAD SPACE)
4- 12. GALVANIZED STEEL WIRES13. CHECK VALVE

I4. HEATER
CAMS I5. CALWffL REFERENCE ELECTRODE

I 6. KCI SOLUTION
I-. AGAR WITH NaCI SOLUTION
18. SALT BRIDGE
19. STAINLESS STEEL FEED-THROUGH

WITH ZYTIEL FERRULE
(SHOWN WITHIN BRACKETS)

20. NEEDLE VALVE FOR GAS INLET
21. BALL VALVE FOR LIOUID INLET.

Figure 2. A segment of the PVC cover of the glass test chamber with the
cable end holder, heater, salt bridge and calomel reference electrode,
pressure gauge, gas sampling port, gas inlet and liquid inlet valves and Pt electrode.

TABLE I The signal attenuation was measured against two unexposed referencefibers in all the test chambers at 54 different wavelengths between 1100

nm and 1600 nm. >From these data the hydrogen indicator, H,d,Culturing Solution for Clostridium Acetobutylicum defined by Anderson el a).('" as signal attenuation at 1240 nm less that

at 1310 nm, was calculated and plotted as the function of time.

Gases were sampled in each test chamber from the head space
5 gram Bacto-pcptone (outside the cable) and the two cable ends (inside the cable) using a
5 gram Bacto-trytone 0.5 ml gas-tight syringe with a valve. The chromatograph was
5 gram Yeast extract calibrated each day that gas analyses were made with duplicate
10 gram Glucose samples of 0.250 ml of 99.9% hydrogen and 0.500 ml of room air
0.005 ram Hemin (about 21% oxygen and 78% nitrogen). Data for the partial pressure
0.2 ml 0.5% solution of vitamin K, in 95, ethanol of hydrogen (p (H2 )) were also plotted as a function of time.
20 ml Salts so,'ution1000 ml Deionized water The over-all pressure of the gas in the head spaces and at the twocable ends were also measured to be taken into account at the

calculation of the p (H2 ) values.
The solution pH was adjusted to 7.3 ± 0.2 and degassed with N 2. Hydrogen permeation test

After transferring the culturing solution into the test chambers and
further purging with N 2. I millimole of Na2S was added as reducing Four different types of cable were exposed to hydrogen in this work:
agent. 1. An optical fiber cable designed for undcrwatcr installation with

an overlapped corrugated steel tube and plastic coated stainless
steel armor wires.

Salts Solution contains per I liter of deionized water 2. A lead-sheathed cable with copper wires and pulp insulation.

3. A coaxial cable with a hermetically sealed copper tube.0.23 gram C'aCb2 2H2 0)0.42 gram AfgO 4-27H,20 4. An optical fiber cable designed for underwater installation with10. gram K2 HPO4  an inner lead sheath and galvanized steel armor wires.
10.0 gram NaHC0 3  The armor wires, jute and tar coverings, and outer plastic jackets were
2.0 gram NaCI removed from both ends of the optical fiber cable samples, leaving 5 to

10 cm of the inner metal tube exposed. Likewise, the polyethylene
str-,y current source (here the platinum electrode); field-installed cable outer layer of the coaxial cable was removed to expose the inner
with bare armor wire may pick up stray currents from a foreign plant's copper tube.
cathodic protection or dc transit lines. The set potential difference and

the current flow was monitored. Hydrogen was generated at the The pieces of cable were scaled with epoxy resin in either a glass
galvanized steel wire. hydrogen exposure vessel, or a 4-inch OD, rigid, polyvinyl chloride
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pipe, with brass fittings for hydrogen inlet and exhaust, shown in Fig. 3. Ag/AgCI reference electrode in salt water as a function of distance
A glass gas sampling cap (see Fig. 3) was sealed on one end of the from the water's edge at the cable crossing. One end of a 2500-foot
cable sample so that only the inner metal tube of the cables was open lead wire on a reel was connected to the cable armor in a manhole 20
.o gas sampling space. The gas-sampling caps were made with vacuum to 80 feet from the water's edge. The other end of the wire was
stopcocks and septum ports to allow removal of gas for analysis with a connected to the negative terminal of a recording voltmeter of 2.5
syringe. The other end of the cable samples was completedly sealed in megohm input resistance. The positive terminal of the recording
epoxy resin. The length of cable exposed to hydrogen ranged from 75 voltmeter was connected to the reference electrode through a
to )0 cm. submersible adapter with a 200-foot lead. The recording voltmeter,

Septum port the wire reel and the reference electrode were placed on a boat, and
+, by slowly moving over the cable, continuous potential measurements

Va were recorded.
/ Vacuum

Stopcock Bottom Sediment Sample Collection and Analysis

The bottom sediment samples were collected at 35 to 65 feet depth
Gas either by divers or by a Jacobson dredge,* and transferred from the
Capi dredge into glass containers with plastic-lined screw-cap tops. The
Cap I containers were filled to the brim to maintain their anaerobic

condition, and stored away from light. The test samples were prepared
in a glove box under N2 atmosphere. We designed the glass sample
holders to maintain anaerobic conditions and to minimize the
entrapment of N2 gas in them. The test samples were prepared in
three different ways: (1) small (0.5g to 1.0g) sediment sample in

H2 outlet PVC cooked meat with glucose nutrient to establish the presence or absence
Pipe of hydrogen-producing bacteria, (2) a 5.08 cm (2 inch) galvanized steel

wire surrounded with the sediment sample to ascertain the hydrogen-
generating contribution of armor-wire corrosion, and (3) sediment
sample alone to see if hydrogen can be generated without artificial

q- additives. Gas samples were collected from the test specimen holders
Inner in 0.5 ml syringes, and analyzed in a Gow-Mac isothermal 580-type gas
Metallic chromatograph.

ale Tube
Results and Discussion

The most important result of the experiments in this study is thathydrogen generated by corrosion, stray current pick-up, or
Epoxy microbiological fermentation of hydrocarbons can diffuse into the

._ Resin fibers in the cables with overlapped steel shields. The partial pressures
of hydrogen inside the cable are high enough to cause significant levels
of signal attenuation.

Figure 3. 4 inch O.D. PVC pipe apparatus for hydrogen exposure of

cables. A. The effect of corrosion of galvanized steel wire in 3.5q• NaCI
solution.

Figure 4 indicates that the partial pressure of hydrogen (p(H 2 ))
Hydrogen gas. 99.9% pure, was passed through the gas exposure tubes generated by corrosion of galvanized steel wires gradually increases
at a flowTate of about 5 to 10 cm 3/min, so that the cable samples were with time and levels off at 0.86 atm. in the head space and at an
exposed to a hydrogen pressure of about I atm. avcrage of 0.81 atm in the cable. The average p (H2) of the cable was

In a separate experiment, not involving the direct introduction of determined by adding thL p(H 2) values measured in the right ar left
hydrogen, a piece of the optical cable with the overlapped barrier had ends of the cable and dividing by two. The corresponding hyt.ogcn
three strands of the nylon jute outer covering removed and the plastic indicator (Hind.) is 6.2 dB/km. Because the H,,, and p(H 2) Vs. time
coating on the exposed stainless steel armor wire was partially curves look vcry similar, regardless of the source of the hydrogen.
rcmovcd with a rasp to simulate severe damage to cables that may instead of repeating the curves the equilibrium values of the above
occur during installation or dredging. This piece of cable was scaled in data are listed in Table If. The attenuation increase observed as a
a 4-inch OD, rigid. pol.vinyl chloride pipe and a gas sampling cap with result of corroding galvanized steel wire is in good agreement with the
epoxy resin as described above for the hydrogen exposure experiments, results of Hardwick et al.lS measured on galvanized-steel armored
A single hole was drilled in the pipe to allow it to he filled with a 3.5"i optical fiber cable.
hy weight NaCI solution. After filling the pipe, the fill hole was scaled B. The effect of stray direct-curret pick-up by galvanized steel wire in
with a rubber stopper. A 25 cm length of the cable was exposed to the 3.51 N solution.
salt solution. The purpose of this experiment was to determine
whether stainless-stcel armor wires with damaged plastic coating in a In the experiment where the current pick-up shifted the potential of
corrosive environment could produce enough hydrogen to cause fiber the galvanized steel wire by 6O(nV in the negative direction, and the
darkening. current varied between 70mnA and I l5mA (corresponding current

densities are (.1ýLA/crn 2 and 101.A/crn'), the p(H 2 ) in the head
Periodically. 0.5 nl samples of gas were taken from the gas sampling space reached 0.85 atm. and in the cable an average of 0.76 atm. The
caps for hydrogen analysis, corresponding H, n reached 4.8 dB/km (Table 11).
Field Tests

Potential survey
lwo galaned steel lead weighted half-.cyinders. connected through a hinge on one

The potenltials of the galvani/ed-steel armor wires were measured side and kept open by either spnng loading or a mechanical latch When the dredge

against a (ut/CuS•(. reference electrode in freshwater and against an contacts the tottom the mechanism that kept open the htlf-cylindcrs releases and the
dredge scoops up the hottom sediment.
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C. The effect of hydrogen-producing bacteria alone on the signal

6 attenuation of optical fiber cable.

............ U In the test chamber where the cable sample, without any metal, wa'
SA exposed to an inoculated hydrogen-producing bacteria culturing

solution, the p(H 2 ) in the head space reached 0.35 atmosphere over
4- U night and maintained this level throughout the experiment. The

Saverage p (H 2 ) in the cable reached 0.21 atm. The corresponding H,,d

"_ gradually increased and reached a plateau of 2.3 dB/km (Table Ii).
p(H 2 ). head sp04 -5 The experiments conducted in inoculated hydrogen-producing bacteria

p'. (), right cable end solution show that the hydrogen-producing bacteria alone can generate
)e le sufficient hydrogen to cause appreciable signal attenuation.

(HL2), lef cable ,ed D. The combined effect of corrosion and hydrogen-producing bacteria
on the signal attenuation in optical fibers.
In the test chamber where the cable sample and galvanized steel wire

I 2000 together were exposed to the inoculated culturing solution of
time (h) hydrogen-producing bacteria, p(H 2 ) in the head space gradually

increased and reached 0.86 atm., and in the cable the average p (1t 2 )
Figure 4. Hydrogen indicator Him and hydrogen partial pressure flattened out at 0.51 atm. The corresponding H, d also gradually
[p (H 2 ) I curves vs. time for an optical fiber cable exposed to increased and leveled off at 5.9 dB/km (Table i1). As expected, the
3.5 percent sodium chloride solution and corroding galvanized combination of bacteria and galvanized steel corrosion generated more
steel wire. hydrogen and caused more than twice the Hi,, than the bacteria alone.

E. Potential Surveys of Submarine Optical Fiber Cables
TABLE 11 The locations where the potential surveys were conducted and bottom

Hydrogen Indicator and Partial Pressure of Hydrogen Data sediment samples were collected arc characterized in Table Ill, and
of the Laboratury Experiments are designated by the same letters as used by Anderson ct al. 1)

We conducted potential surveys at two fresh water crossings (K and F).
The potential survey data from location K indicate very little loss of

pH2  AVG.pH 2  Hin,, zinc. This means that even relatively low rate of corrosion can
Experimental Conditions In Head Space In Cable (dB/km) generate enough hydrogen to cause signal attenuation in optical fiber

(atm.) (atm.) cables. The data from location F show the presence of a long galvanic
cell where the armor wire potential at the west shore is -1.1 volt

Cable and Galvanized Steel 0.86 0.81 6.2 (anode) and at the cast shore it is -0.55 volt (cathode). The latest 12441

Wire in 3.5',. NaCI Solution nm OTDR measurements at this location showed 27.3 dB/km
attenuation at the east shore, and 22.8 dB/km at the west shore. The

Cable and Galvanized Steel Wire 0.54 0.55 3.8 higher attenuation is at the cathodic (hydrogen producing) end of the

in 3.5% NaCI solution. Stray DC galvanic cell. The magnitude of the attenuation can be explained by

Current Shifted the potential of the fact that the water is 200 feet deep, representing more than 7 atm.

Wire by -.3mV pressure over the cable.

We conducted potential surveys at six salt water locations using an

Cable and Galvanizcd Steel Wire 0.85 0.70 4.8 Ag/AgCI reference electrode. The surveys at locations B and W show

in 3.5% NaC1 Solution. Stray DC armor wires with very little loss of zinc. The corrosion at location E is

Current Shifted the potential of more advanced than at B and W. A large galvanic cell exist between

Wire by -t0mV armor wires closer than 0.3 km to the shore (anode) and the armor
more distant from the shore (cathode). This galvanic cell and 120 feet

('able and Galvanizcd Steel Wire 0.78 1.76 5.4 of water depth are the causes of the high H~,n (Table I11). The cables

in 3.5"; NaCI Solution. Stray DC at locations S, A and 0 arc buried 4 to 8 feet deep in the bottom
sediment. Their potentials arc uniform from shore to shore, mostCurrent Shifted the potential of likely because the cables are surrounded by salt water saturated mud

Wire by -91)mV (Table I11). The potential data indicate that at location S the armor is

completely covered by zinc, at location A the zinc is partially corroded
Cable in Inoculated Hydrogen- 0.35 0.21 2.3 away, and at location 0 most of the zinc is gone (Table IV). These
Producing Bacteria Cuhuring differences in potential do not necessarily mean widely different rates
Solution of corrosion, but rather a variation of zinc coating thickness on the

armor wires.
(able and Galvanizcd Steel 0.86 0.51 F. Bottom Sediment Analysis for Hydrogen
Wire in Inoculated Hydrogen-

Producing Bacteria Culturing The bottom sediment samples from each locations were kept in the
'S, 1 t ion sample holders for 24 to 144 hours before samplin" for I/2 gas. The

results of the hydrogen analyses are listed in Table V.

In a separate experiment, the current pick-up (l(vnA - 28.5 mA), The bottom sediments of all locations, both fresh and salt waters,
corresponding current densities 1.41A/cmn

2 
- 2.5.LA/cni 2

) shifted the contain active hydrogen-producing bacteria at the cable crossings. The
potential of the galvanized steel wire by 3) mV in the negative reason why the bottom .cdimcnts alone generated only trace to small
direction. The corresponding Htid. gradually increased and reached a amounts of hydrogen is that the sediment samples contained only small
plateau of 3.8 dB/km (Table I1). As expected, the level of/p(H 2 ) and amounts of material from which the bacteria can produce bkdroig~c.
the resulting I1,,f are dependent on the magnitude of picked-up stray However, the main sources of the hydrogen-producing bacteria arc:
dc current density. medical waste, sewage (both human and animal), food and some
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TABLE Ill Hydrogen Permeation through Cables

Characterization of the Locations of Figure 5 shows the partial pressure of hydrogen,
Characteriaond BofthomSe tioens Coll n p(H2 ), measured in the gas sampling cap, vs time for

Potential Survey and Bottom Sediment Collection the optical fiber cable with the overlapped corrugated

steel tube exposed to 1 atm H2 . The p(H2 ) for this
Location WCable inst. AH,, cable increased to 0.1 atm in less than 500 hours

(about 3 weeks). The initial slope of the p(H 2 ) vs
Code date type loss loss time data is 3.5 x 10-4 atm/hour, giving a linear

(dB/km) (dB/km) (dB/kn) penetration rate of 1.8 x 10-3 atm cm3/cm/hour.
K fresh 20 mid-1980's double 0.41 1.52 1.02 This shows that the overlapped barrier allows

galv. penetration of a significant amount of hydrogen
sieel through the barrier into the cable core where the

F fresh 200 1986 double NA NA 25.0 optical fibers are located, which will cause darkening
galv. of the fiber. It has been determined that 0.1 atm of
steel hydrogen is enough to cause problems for

Y double 0.52 2.58 1.97 telecommunications signals.11 6 1 This hydrogen
fresh 13 1986 galv. penetration most likely occurs at the overlap of the

Z steel 0.61 2.35 1.64 tube. The p(H 2 ), measured in the gas-sampling cap,

E salt 120 mid-1980's double 0.82 12.75 11.84 vs time for the lead-sheathed cable, the copper-
galv. sheathed cable, and the lead-sheathed optical cable is
steel shown in Fig. 6. None of these types of cables

W salt 40 mid-1980's double 0.69 7.82 7.04 showed more than 0.001 atm of H 2 in over 2000
galv. hours, demonstrating that a hermetically scaled metal
steel tube prevents large amounts of hydrogen from

diffusing into the optical fibers. The p(H2 ), measured
B salt 60 1985 double 0.63 5.16 4in the gas-sampling cap vs time for the optical fiber

galv. cable with the overlapped corrugated steel tube and
steel damaged plastic coating on the stainless steel armor

A salt 25 mid-1980's double 0.90 4.97 3.98 wires exposed to 3.5% NaCI is shown in Fig. 7. A
galv. p(H2) of 0.04 atm. of hydrogen was attained in about
steel 1600 hours. The slope of p(H 2 ) vs time is 3.2 x 10-'

S salt 35 mid-1980's double 0.73 8.62 7.79 atm/hour or a linear permeation rate of 2.3 x 10-5
galv. atm cm3 /cm/hour. While this is better than the same
steel type of cable exposed to 1 atm of hydrogen, it still

O salt 35 mid-1980's double 1.08 7.94 6.76 shows that a significant level of hydrogen-caused
galv. darkening may occur within a year or two. Note that

steel this experiment simulated a cable with severely
damaged plastic coating over the armor wirc, and

TABLE IV many cables installed at water crossings may not be as
badly damaged.

Potential Survey Data of Galvanized Steel Armor 02
Wires on Three Submarine Optical Fiber Cables

at Salt Water Crossings

0.15 -

Location Depth Hind. Potential vs. Ag/AgCI 0

(Feet) (dB/kin) (volt)
Average Maximum Minimum

A 25 3.98 -0.778 -0.775 -0.781 - 0, 01

S 35 7.79 -0.949 -0.946 -0.953 0,05

O 35 6.76 -0.649 -0.6 -0.652

soils.('') Therefore we cannot exclude the possibility that materials for 0 500 1000 1500
1imnc (h)

hydrogen production were not present in the past or will not be
present in the future in large quantities, causing substantial hydrogen Figure 5. Inside p(H2 ) vs time for an optical cable with an overlapped

production at current and future cable crossings. barrier exposed to 1 atm H 2.

The data obtained from the sediment samples with galvanized steel
(Table V) support our statement that armor-wire corrosion, indicated Mathematical Model of Hydrogen Diffusion into a Sealed Metal Tube
by potential surveys, is a strong contributor of hydrogen that causes The inner metallic harrier of a submarine optical cable may be
signal attenuation in the submarine optical fiber cables. In fact, if we modeled as a hollow tube exposed to hydrogen on the outside, and the
compare the hydrogen-analysis data of the bottom sediments with and time required for a particular p(H 2 ) to be attained inside the tube is
without galvanized steel (Table V), the corrosion of the galvanized- given by the following equation:
steel armor wire appears to be the main contributor of hydrogen.
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TABLE V

Hydrogen Analysis results in Bottom Sediment Samples

Type of Sediment Sample in Nutrient Sediment Sample with Galv. Steel Sediment Sample Alone

Location Water Avg. Weight of Percent H, in Avg. Weight of Percent H2 in Avg. Weight of Percent H2 in
Sample (g) Sample Holder Sample (g) Sample Holder Sample (g) Sample Holder

K Fresh 0.97 32.7 - 100.0 2.80 20.6 - 100.0 2.99 trace - 0.6

F Fresh 0.92 26.3 - 75.0 3.50 18.7 - 86.7 3.68 trace

Y and Z Fresh 0.54 11.3 - 50.9 2.42 0.6 - 1.48 3.42 trace

E Salt 0.95 8.4 - 79.9 2.66 7.5 - 71.5 3.33 trace - .04

W Salt 0.61 24.4 - 64.8 2.91 18.0 - 85.7 3.38 trace

B Salt 0.54 28.8 - 80.1 2.70 12.0 - 90.1 2.99 trace - 0.1

-2d t (p (H,.).)f p(H2I), + I I1- p (H),, II

A PH lp(H 2). I , p(H 2). JJ
0.0015 where p(H2 )o is the partial pressure of hydrogen outside the tube,

Cable .- p(Hz)ir, is the partial pressure of hydrogen inside the tube, d is the
wall thickness of the tube, V is the volume inside the tube, A is the
area of the outer surface of the tube, PIl is the permeation coefficient

0001 .- of hydrogen through the tube material. The details of the derivation of
"this equation is given in the Appendix. Permeation coefficients,
calculated from data given in Smithells,'4 1, and the results of

0 .. 0. calculations of the time required for hydrogen diffusion into iron, -
Start copper and aluminum tubes 1 cm in diameter with 0.5 mn wall

Cpper-searthed . Startare gie in tue 1o cmoin dabe.tope-seahe /.. L.."Lead-sheathed thickness are given in the following table.
Cable . . Optcal Cable

Lead-sheathed I -"I
Cable\j in_______________ MetalTubes*

0000 Hydrogen Diffusion in Metal Tubes*

2000 4000 6000 Metal Permeation Outer Inner Time
tie 5) coefficient p (H2 ) p(H2) required

** atm atm years

Figure 6. Inside p (H 2) vs time for cables with sealed metal barriers
exposed to I atm H 2. Iron 5.6 x 10-9 1 0.1 0.1

1 0.9 2.8
8 1 0.32
8 7 7.1

Copper 3.7 x 10- 14  8 0.01 380
0.04 - Aluminum 3.5 x 10-ul 8 0.01 4

* For a metal tube with a 1 cm diameter and a 0.5 mm wall thickness.
0.03 ** atm cm

3
/(mm cm2

s)/atm
t ' at 298"C

Note that it was assumed that the metal tubes were empty for these

002 calculations. The metal tubes inside real optical cables contain several
components, including fiber, with different hydrogen solubilities.

The hydrogen permeation coefficient of iron is considerably higher
0.01 than that for copper or aluminum, and the model predicts a significant

p(H2 ) inside the tube within a year. The hydrogen permeation
coefficient of steel is close to that of iron, hence it seems likely that a

0 ihermetically sealed steel tube would not prevent hydrogen-caused
0 500 1000 1500 20C0 darkening of optical fibers for a reasonably long time. The time

time (h) required for hydrogen to penetrate the tube increases with wall
thickness. Copper has a smaller hydrogen permeation coefficient and
a few hundred years are required to attain significant levels of

Figure 7. Inside p(H 2 ) vs time for an optical cable with an overlapped hydrogen, even when exposed to an external p(H 2) of 8 atm. Such a
barrier and stainless steel armor wires with damaged plastic coating high p(H2) may be found when the cable is installed 220 ft or more
exposed to 3.55. NaCI solution. underwater, because the upper limit for p(H 2) in atmospheres is given
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by the depth of the cable divided by 32 ft plus 1 atm. Some cables are in diameter with a 5 mil wall thickness. For copper, the P,1 is 4 x 10-4
installed at water crossings at depths of over 200 ftt"l. Hydrogen has atm cm3/(mm cm 2s atm") at 25"CI141, and it would be a suitable
an extremely low solubility in solid lead, if it is soluble at all, so an material for a hydrogen-resistant barrier.
inner lead sheath is a better barrier to hydrogen permeation than a
copper tube. Possible Future Generic Requirements for Underwater Optical Fiber
Long-Term Reliability Considerations for Optical Fiber Cables Cables

The pressure of hydrogen inside an optical cable follows approximately It is possible for hydrogen to be produced by sources other than the
the empirical equation: corrosion of cable components, such as bacterial action, and it is

possible for the plastic coverings on cable armor wire to be damaged
p(H2)m = p(H2 )-0(I- exp(- ftr)) (I) during or after cable installation, allowing corrosion of the armor.

where P(tt2)iA is the pressure of hydrogen inside the cable, p(H2 ),,,, is Therefore, a generic requirement intended to ensure that a cable is
the pressure of hydrogen outside the cable, t is time and T is an resistant to hydrogen ingress via diffusion is preferable to one intended
empirical time constant. This relation also approximately describes to ensure that the outer components of the cable do not produce
cables with sealed metal tubes, however, r will increase with p(H2 )'. hydrogen when exposed to a corrosive environment. A test procedure

for this requirement may be based on the diffusion of hydrogen into a
To ensure the long-term reliability of optical cables and the prevention cable. The p(H2 ) inside the inner barrier would be measured after a
of cxcessivc hydrogen-caused darkening of the fibers, the pressure specified time of exposure to I atm of hydrogen for a one-meter piece
inside the cable should remain below an t'pper limit, p(H2)in.,.,' ovcr of optical cable sealed in a PVC pipe or other appropriate enclosure.
the designed life of the cable, tjf,.. The highest possible p(H 2 )o a Since the p(H2 ) inside the optical cable with the overlapped tube
cable can be exposed (in atmospheres) is given by (1+ 1/32 ft), where started to level off after about 1000 hours, or 40 days, and optical
1 is the depth in feet of the cable underwater. From these values, a cables at water crossings often show attenuation about a month after

minimum value for r can be calculated. installationt 't , 40 days would be a reasonable exposure time for this
ttife test procedure. In order for a type of cable to meet the generic

'rmin(2) requirement for resistance to hydrogen-caused fiber darkening, the
In 1 (p(H2linm_,I P(H2) inside the cable would be less than a specific upper limit. Thist 1+1/32 ft upper limit for p(H2) inside the cable has not yet been determined,

A ma~ximum permeation, Pjjx._ coefficient for hydrogen in a cable but would be based on information concerning the maximum lengths
inner barrier material may be calculated from the following equation: of cable installed underwater, the maximum depth of water where

ei te f n e n cables are installed, the ranges of transmission frequencies used, and

-2 d V (p,1L.)o, .) . p(H) ") the maximum amount of signal attenuation allowed for hydrogen-
PH .j- A kt(11.2),, +In (- caused darkening. For a cable installed up to 224 feet underwater,A P(HA)° with an expected life of 25 years, and a p(H 2)i,,_, of 0.1 atm, then the

(3) p(H2 ) inside the cable after 40 days of exposure to I atm 1t2 should be
where d is the wall thickness of the inner tube of the cable, V is the less than 0.00015 atm.
volume inside the tube, and A is the area of the outer surface of the
tube. Conclusions

The following table gives minimum value of r, expected p(H,) inside a * Submarine optical fiber cable armor (galvanized steel) corrosio.i
cable with a scaled metal tube after 40 days of exposure to I atm of and/or stray dc current pick up by the armor can generatc
H2, a proposed test procedure, for different cable life times and hydrogen that can cause signal attenuation.
installation depths for p(H2), = 0.1 atm. It also gives the maximum o Plastic-coating on armor wire prevents the generation ,rf H2, by
permeation coefficient for a metal tube 1 cm in diameter and a wall corrosion and stray current pick up, if the coating isn't siolatcd and
thickness of 5 mils. remains intact. If the plastic coating is severely damaged, enough

tl(, depth P(H2),_ r.. ,min p(H,)oi P,1 . H2 may be generated by corrosion or stray current pick-up to cause
signal attenuation in the optical fibers, even if Fiainless-stecl armor

sears feet atm years atm* wire is used.

25 32 2 480 0.X03 3xll-12 * Hydrogen-producing bacteria may gener.a• substantial amounts of
hydrogen at water crossings that can c.jr ,e signal attenuation. This

224 8 20(M) 0.0(015 1.5x10- 12 phenomenon is independent of the fu r or wires.

o Overlapped metal barriers do r , prevent H., from diffusing into

10 32 2 IX) 0.0(EX)8 8x10-12 the cable and causing signal af :nuation in the optical fibers.

o Hermetically sealed lead (. copper tubes do prevent I/2 from

224 8 80 0.0(004 4xt0- 12 diffusing into the cable. Iron and tccl are not good materials for
I hydrogen-resistant barriers for cables because they are too

"exposed for 40 days to 1 atm H2 at 25"C permeable to hydrogen.

for a metal tube I cm in diameter with a wall thickness of 5 mils, in 0 A generic rer' .r rmcnt for resistance of submarine optical fiber
atm cm 

3
/(mm cm

2
s atm') at 25*C cablcs to I, , ogen-causcd signal attenuation can be based on

exposure -ae cable samples to hydrogen.

Although it is possible to measure p(H 2) as low as those given in the
abovc tablc with gas chromatography, the hydrogen indicator, 11,,.
cannot be measured for p(H 2 ) less than 0.015 atm for a kilometer of RE"EREN(ES
fiber, because it is unreliable to measure attenuations less than 0.1 dB.

Iron and steel have permeation coefficients of about 6 x 10 q atm
cm'/(mm cm 2

s atm;) at 25"0(71. Since this is about I(XX) times III S. R. Nagel "Reliability Issues in Oplical Fibers." in Reliability
greater than the P,._,,, values given in the table above, steel would not Considcralions in Fiber Oplic Applications,. ). K. Paul cd..
bc n iccclitlable material for a hydrogcn-resislant inner barrier I t.m Proc. SPIF 717, X ( O1S7)
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121 B. Wiltshire and M. H. Reeve, J. Lightwave Technology, 6 (2), where the flux, J, is the quantity of hydrogen passing through a unit

179 (1988) area per unit time. The flux of hydrogen through a material is given by

[3] J. Stone, Lightwave Technology, LT-5 (5), 712 (1987) the equation:

[41 I. Plitz and P. Warren, "Evaluation of Hydrogen Generation dc,
from Optical Fiber Cable," Proceedings of the 36th J= - D1 (A.2)
International Wire and Cable Symposium, p 616, (1987) dx

151 S. Kukita, T. Nakai, A. Hayashi, and H. Koga, "Design and where is DH is the diffusion coefficient for hydrogen in the material, CH
Performance of Nonmetalrz Waterproof Optical Fiber Cable is the concentration of hydroen in the material and en- is the
Using Water-Absorbent Polymer," J. Lightwave Technology, 7 o ogd
(4), 740 (1989) concentration.radient in the x direction, that is through the thickness
1D. L. Philen and C. H. Gartside III, "Prevention of Hydrogen of the sheet.t'J If the hydrogen is diffusing through a thin sheet of
Gas Induced Loss in Optical Fibers by Proper Lightguide Cable material with different pressures of hydrogen on either side, then one

Design" Proceedings of the 33rd International Wire and Cable may assume that a steady state condition is attained, where the flux isSymposium, p.415, (1984) constant within the sheet, and the following approximation may be
used:

17] K. Amano and Y. Iwamoto, "Optical Fiber Submarine Cable
Systems," J. Lightwave Technology, 8(4) p. 595 (1990). 1= DH (CH-CH.) (A.3)

181 S. R. Barnes, N. Pitt, and J. N. Russell, "The Effect of d
Hydrogen on Submarine Optical Cables," Electrical where cn_ and cn. are the concentrations of hydrogen in the material
Communications 59 (4) 429 (1983). at the outer and inner boundaries of the material, respectively, and d is

[91 N. E. Hardwick III, L. C. Hotchkiss, J. J. Blee, and D. L. the thickness of the material through which the hydrogen is diffusing.

Philen, "Corrosion-Resistant Armor to Prevent H 2 - Induced Note that an initiation timeis needed for a near steady state condition

Loss in Underwater (Wire-Armored) Fiber Optic Cable," to be attained of about d2 [9]. This time is generally short with
Proceedings of the 38th International Wire and Cable 6 DH

Symposium, p. 689, (1989). respect to the time needed for a significant pressure of hydrogen to be
attained inside the cable sheath, since it does not depend on the

[101 G. Schick, K. A. Tellefsen, A. J. Johnson and C. J. Wieczorek, solubility of hydrogen in the tube material as does the hydrogen
"Hydrogen Sources for Signal Attenuation in Optical Fibers," pressure inside the tube, as will be discussed below.
Proceedings of the 39th International Wire and Cable Hydrogen is dissolved in metals, such as iron or copper, as atomic
Symposium, p. 244 (1990). hydrogen. The solubility of hydrogen depends on the square root of

[111 W. T. Anderson, A. J. Johnson, J. P. Kilmer, and R. M. Kanen, the pressure of hydrogen in the gas phase, as given by the equation
"Hydrogen Gas Effects on Installed Submarine Single-Mode below.
Fiber Cables," Proceedings of the 37th International Wire and
Cable Symposium, p. 188 (1988) CH=Ks'k (p(Hn)) (A.4)

[121 W. T. Anderson, A. J. Johnson, and A. DeVito, "Field
Measurements of the Effects of Hydrogen Gas on Installed where Ks' is the solubility constant of hydrogen in the metal.
Submarine Single-Mode Fiber Cables," Proceedings of the 38th Substituting equation A.4 into equation A.3 gives:
International Wire and Cable Symposium, p. 611 (1989)

1131 N. H. Skovgaard, A. Baungaard and K. Bundgaard Jensen, J= -D -t (p(n 2 )H,,',- (p(H 2 ),i (A.5)
"Performance of Low-Loss Submarine Cables", Proceedings of d
the 37th International Wire and Cable Symposium, p. 23 (1990).

The permeation coefficient, PH, of hydrogen for metallic materials can
[14] C . Smithells, Metals Reference Book - Vol. 2, Butterworth, be defined as follows:(1955).

[15] L. V. Holdeman, E. P. Cato, and W. E. C. Moore: "Anaerobic PH1 =DnKý (A.6)
Laboratory Manual" 4th ed. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061, Nov. 1977. Substituting equation A.5 into equation A.1. gives:

[161 K. W. Plessner and S. J. Stannard-Powell, "Attenuation/Time ( •

Relation for OH Formation in Optical Fibers Exposed to H 2" dp(H 2 ) P1A (_H2)_ I P(H2)_(A.7[1]adS.3 tnar-oel "teutinTm i -, _d 1-~1~ z (A.7)Electr. l.ctt. 20(6) (1984) 25G-254. dt d V ( • lpH)

Appendix A Solving this differential equation gives:

The pressure of hydrogen inside a sealed metal tube inside a cable 2 P d f V[ H(H2[I'
sheath dep-nds on the amount of hydrogen that diffuses through the -2 d V ( p(H 2). +In I- p(H 2),' f)(.
sheath from outside. The cylindrical tube can be approximated by a A P1, (p(H 2 )., [ p(H2 )(,A.8)
thin planar sheet of material containing a volume, because the wall
thickness of the tube is small with respect to its radius. The rate of
change of hydrogen pressure inside a sealed thin sheet of material of
area A containing a volume V is given by the following equation:

dp(H 2)i, = A (A.)
dt V
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HYDROGEN EFFECTS IN OfPICAL FIBER CABLES:
A NEW APPROACH BY DIRECT PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

B. MISSOUT A. GOURONNEC

CABLES PIRELLI FRANCE TELECOM
Saint-Maurice FRANCE CNET Lannion FRANCE

ABSTRACT REWIEW OF HYDROGEN EFFECTS ON
FIBERS(l)

A new method of estimating the maximum fiber
attenuation in an optical fiber cable due to hydrogen Hydrogen has mainly two types of effects on optical
effects is proposed. The method is based on the direct fibers:
measurement of hydrogen partial pressure evolution in - the direct, reversible physical effect of 112;
significant lengths of optical cable under severe but - the irreversible chemical reduction by H-2 of the
realistic environmental conditions. doping oxides.
The method has been applied to a range of cable The lower the initial attenuation of the fibers, the more
designs used in France Telecom's terrestrial network critical is the attenuation increase. Hence the effect of
and the results obtained have been compared with H2 will be considered only in the low attenuation
those obtained in the field. single-mode fibers used in long distance transmission
Consideration has also been given to the use of more at wavelengths of 1.3 or 1.55 microns.
hermetic cable structures and these are compared with The curves below present the maximum cumulative
existing cables types in terms of their vulnerability to attenuation increased (H2 + OH) after 25 years of
hydrogen effects. exposure under stable pressure and temperature

conditions.
INTRODUCTION

Total added Iosses H 2 . 0H- at l.31pm

According to France Telecom's field experience dTA l

existing methods for estimating the long term effects of 1
hydrogen on fiber attenuation tend to over estimate the
asymptotic partial pressure reached.
Thus, a method was needed to approach, as close as 10"1 ....................
possible, the hydrogen partial pressure evolution: both
on significant lengths of cable, and in climatic
conditions no more constraining than maximum 10" 2 ...............

operating conditions.
The method proceeds on three steps: 10.. . ......... ................
- evaluation of leakage coefficient, of the outer sheath
alone,
- direct measurement of hydrogen partial pressure 10.-
inside a complete cable, versus time, 10 1'0"2 PH21ar 1"0"1
- using a mathematical modeling determination of the
maximum reachable pressure and associated time.
The maximum allowable partial pressure is deduced
from maximum acceptable losses in accordance with
known experimental laws.
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Total added losses H 2 + OH" at 1. 55 pm Remarks

dB A - The adapters must be glued very carefully with two-
1 component polyurethane glue, on a primer coat on

the polyethylene sheath (EVA dissolved in hot
xylene).

01 -................ ................. An eight-positions apparatus has been constructed, so
that eight cables could be tested simultaneously.

102.60
Control of apparatus gas-tightness

10"3. .........- To check the gas-tightness of the setup, an unwelded
stainless steel tube was coated with a polyethylene

10".4 sheath to simulate a perfectly gas-tight cable sheath.
PH-31"-2  10-1 1 The setup described was used to measure the leakage2PH2 Bar on 20 cm samples, placed in a climatic chamber held at

20°C and filled with one bar of air plus one bar of
PRESENTATION OF MEASUREMENT METHOD hydrogen.

The maximum decrease in pressure observed with
transducer (1) over a 15-day interval was 2 mbar. This

Measurement Apparatus leakage is due to the hydrogen permeation through the
glue of the cable adapters (6), and to the leakage ofThe figures below show the apparatus used and a valve (2) and at the apparatus couplings.

detailed view of glued adapters. The figure below gives the curve of the relative error

induced on the H2 pressure measurement by the
apparatus leakage, calculated from the leakage test,

Cliatic chambr for:
Scontaining the 2 34- leakage test PH2 = 1 bar, Vo = 20 cm3
Stested cables - cable measurements PH2 = 10 mbar, Vo = 500

_j cm3 (for 100 m of cable)

2 Hight tightness valve
3 Sceptum adapter AP%
4 Sceptum 1
5 Vacuum valve
6 Cable adapter
7 Vacuum gauge
8 Vacuum pump

0.5-

Measurement apparatus

Stainless steel
0

0 10 20
Glue Pressure loss in mbar during leakage test (15 days)

: ,Tested cable A P% - H2 Relative pressure error due to leakage

during measurement time of 90 days

Cable adapter The value found, which is less than 0.2 %, is very
much smaller than the accuracy of the chromatographic
process used, and can therefore be neglected.
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Permeation Measurements The curves obtained show that the permeation time of
the hydrogen through the drain wall is short enough to

Sheath Permeation be neglected.

The central cores of the cables are first withdrawn,
leaving hollow tubes of sheath six to ten meters long. Measurements on Cables
Adapters (6) are mounted on these tubes, which are
then placed in a climatic chamber, where they are held Sampling of Gases
at constant temperature. Two drains are inserted in each cable, so that the total
As in the previous case, the pressure decrease is volume sampled (6 samples of 2 cm3 ) would be less
checked. This decrease corresponds to the hydrogen than one percent of the total internal gaseous cable
permeation through the sheath tube wall. The results volume.
are given in section: Measurements. After the climatic chamber is stabilized at 20°C, the

gas is sampled as follows for analysis:
Drain Permeation - the part of the apparatus between valve (2) and

For jelly-filled cables, the measurement method sceptum (4) is evacuated using vacuum pump (8),
proposed is based on the possibility of collecting valve (5) is then turned off.
representative samples of the internal cable - valve (2) is turned on and, when the pressure inside
atmosphere, at the cable end. To do this, tubes, small the cable, read at (1), stabilizes after 10 or 20
enough to not disturb the internal gas equilibrium, are seconds, valve (2) is turned off again.
inserted in the core during the cable construction. - the two samples are then taken successively through
These tubes are used as drains (see the sectional sceptum (4) using a syringe equiped with a valve.
drawings of the cables).
To validate this procedure and choose the best type of Analysis by Gas Phase Chromatography
drain, the permeation rates of various tubes were The gas samples concentrations are controlled by gas
measured, using the same technique as for measuring phase chromatography. The vector gas used is argon,
the sheath permeation. so that the measurement can be refered to the oxygen
The curves presented below represent, for the tube and nitrogen in the air sample.
retained (2.9 mm o.d., 0.25 mm wall thickness, The apparatus was calibrated with a standard (air +
polypropylene): H2) gas mixture to determine the precision of the
- the measured decrease in H2 pressure as a function of measurements.

time at 20°C; - The measurement precision is ± 5 % for an H2
- the H2 pressure decrease at 60*C, calculated from the partial pressure of 0.2 mbar, i.e + 0.01 mbar.

results at 20 0 C. - For lower values, the amplifying calculations in the
apparatus are used. These values at the limit of the

PH 2 Bar background noise should be considered only as a
1 search for traces, the smallest detectable being of the

order of 0.01 mbar.
Calculated curve from datas at 20*C

Mathematical Modeling

0.5- ~Basic FornnulaS(2)(3
Calclaed curve at 60*C

Generaton of H2 for Alminum
The experimental law is as follow:

010 15 20 25 30 35 V. L .-10 )0 5H o u rs, t1 " I 2

h = relative humidity (60 % = 0.6; 100 % 1);
Drein permeetion VI = quantity of hydrogen generated in the time

interval tl at temperature TI (°K);
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V2 = quantity of hydrogen generated in the time Permeation Plus Generation For metals other than
interval t2 at temperature T2 (*K); aluminum (initial PH2 = 0)

- = 5200 OK71 (for aluminum) at constant P = -(1-At)
R A

temperature and 100 % relative humidity; P B

V = b.4t A

"b" = generation coefficient of H2 in cm3 /dayl/2 .m of

cable Generation Alone (no permeation of sheath) For
aluminum:

Generation of H2 for Metals Other than Aluminum P±o
The experimental law is as follow: Vo (

=h !e __ ) (moles/cm2 10.7 Vi = E of the vclumes of water initially contained in
V2 = h.V RTI T2 the air and all the internal cable materials, for an initial

E relative humidity of 100 % (i~e h -- 1).
E = 5400 *K-1 (for steel) at constant temperature and

R
100 % relative humidity; Generation Alone (no permeation of sheath) For

V = b.t. metals other than aluminum:
calec 3/a~mo ~ =Pob

"b" = generation coefficient of H2 in cm3/day.m of P = Lo-.Vi (1 - e- vi"t)cable o

Variation of Hz Partial Pressure in the Cables Practical Implementation of the Measurement
(the hydrogen pressure outside the cable is zero) Method

Po dV)
dP = .-o dVp + g The proposed apparatus was used according to the

Vo = total internal gaseous cable volume, in cm3/m of following experimental procedure to determine the
sheath maximum pressure of H2 reachable in a given type of
P = Pa + PH2 and Po = Pa + PH2 inital; cable:
Vp = permeated volume - A test cable is manufactured, and fitted with drains if
Vg = generated volume. it is a jelly-filled cable.

- Sampling of sheath.
Permeation Alone - The sheath leakage is measured, and the sheath

PH 2 = Pa + (Po - Pa) e"A t permeation coefficient "a" is determined from the

Po theoretical modeling.
A = a-vo - The variation in the partial pressure of hydrogen is

go e measured.
"a" = leakage coefficient cm3/bar.day.m of cable - If the stabilisation in hydrogen partial pressure is not

aT = •E ( fully reached, the generation coefficient of H2, "b',

E Ris determined, and Pmax and tmax are calculated
E = 3000 OK-1 (for polyethylen) from "a", "b" and from the theoretical modeling.
R Note: In practice, the coefficient and "b" is determined
"a" = leakage coefficient, in cm 3 /bar.day.m of cable to provide the best adjtusment between measured

values and corresponding theorical curves.
Permeation Plus Generation For aluminum This method, using practical measurements, integrates

(initial PH2 = 0) all the effects related to hydrogen generation, such as
An approximate solution to the first order is done by a the electrolytic phenomena, the protection of the
series decomposition metals by the filling jellies, etc. Such approach is

+B.e.A.t.( B = Po applicable to all cases proposed, as long as the pressure
A Vo readings reach a high enough level to guarantee

t to reach Pmax = 0.69 - B 0.6.B measurement accuracy, which in our case is PH2 >
A 2.TA-\i - 0.1 mbar.
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MEASUREMENTS Aelded Cenal
and corrugated sheathe 19x0.25 stainless steel

The method described has been applied to several test a=1.2 mmVS M
batches, and this paper reports the results obtained
with one such representative batch. SWrappins

Cables Tested (see sectional drawings. below)

Three categories of cables of five types were tested. OH
- metal free cables:

type 1 Slotted re
- cables with aluminum sheath:

type 2: jelly filling and polylaminated sheath 0 = 14 imm
type 2': jelly filling including hydrogen getter Type 3

and polylaminated sheath
type 3: welded aluminum sheath Unbonded corrugated steel Central member

- cables with steel sheath: a - 0.25 mm copper platted steel
type 4: uncoated corrugated steel
type 5: coated corrugated steel bonded to the LDPE sheaths

sheath e 2 m

FRP central member
Wrappings and aramide HDPE sheath J--, Wrappings

PBT tube 1.9/2.9 mm Polypropylen tube
Jelly Thyrottopic jelly li led

0=16mm
Type 4

PB T tube 1. 9/2.9 mrr, FRP central member
T hyxotropic jelly filed

,polypropyln tube
PBT tube 1.9/2.9 mm HDPE shea --

Thyxoropc M~dPolypropylen tube

0 -13.7 mm

Type 1 Jelly

PBT tube 1.9/2.9 mm Alu. polylam. LDPE sheath

Thyxotropic jelly filled e = 0.04/0.15/0.04 e = 1.3 mm
SWrappings

Polypropylen tube Bonded corrugated steel

HDPE sheathe=.mm01 m
e -=2mm Type 5

LDPE sheath
e•-1 mm Wrappings Test Conditions

To simulate the more severe conditions in the field:
Central member Jelly or - the cable samples represented in figures 1 to 3 were
7x0 mm galvanized steel jelly + hydrogen getter placed in a climatic chamber describing the following

0 = 15.7 mm cycles: 66 hours at 60°C and 99 % relative humid-ty,

Type 2 & 2' then 6 hours at 30°C (the temperature is lowered to
- 30°C in order to ease the circulation of gases
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mechanically, and the six-hour duration is the needed PH 2 Bar Vo - 113 cm3/m
time for cables to reach this temperature). 1 Leaka coeffcient = 3.09 cn/bm.ay

- the cable samples types 4 and 5 were placed directlyin a tank of water, held at 60*C. 
0.9

, Data
Measurements on Cable Sheath 0.8 Calculated curve from datas

0.7
The method of measurement described above was used 0.6
to measure the decrease in pressure as a function of
time, after hydrogen pressurization of the sheath under 0.5
test. 0.4
For each type of sheath construction two samples were
measured. The figures below plot the measurement 03 100 200 300 400 Hours
data and the matched theoretical curve, the Type 4 sheath permeation
corresponding leakage coefficient is then calculated. PH2 Bar VO -72.38 cm3 /m

PH2 Bar Vo = 75.4 cm3/m 1.08 Leakage coefficient - 0.02 cr3/bar.n.day
3 *o Data

1 Leakage coefficient = 2.53 cm3/bar.m.day 1 Calculated curve from datas

0 Data
0.7 Calculated curve from datas 1.002 -

0.6 1
0.5 0.998e

04 0246810121416182022

030 100 200 300 400 Hours Type 5 sheath permeaton Days

Type 1 sheath permeation
PH2 Bar Vo -35.25 cm3 /m

1.024-Leakage coefficient - 0.0034 cm3/bar.m.day Preliminary Analysis of Sheath Permeation Results

1.023 D - The leakage through the welded aluminum sheath

Calculated curve from datas may be considered null, so that the corresponding
1.022 curve is not given.

, , - For those sheaths where the wall subjected to the
1.021 permeation is clearly defined geometrically, as in the

case of types 1 and 4, it is possible to calculate the
1.020 permeation coefficient. The value obtained of 2.10-8

* cm3/cm.bar.s at 20°C is within the range of values
1.019...... .. .. .. .. .. . .. Igie.inth.lte.tre(.

101 24• 6� �8�'' 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 givenintheliterature( 3 ).
Days - Among the differents measurements carried out on

Type 2 and 2'sheath permeation types 2 and 5, results here reported are the lowest;
maximum values are ten times greater. Such a large
range underlines the dependance on the bonding
quality of overlap and also the effect of tape coating
thickness.
- The discrepancy observed between the two types 2
and 5 can be explained by difficulty to get a good
bonding of the overlap on corrugated tapes.
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Measurements on the Cables PH2 m Cable in climatic chamber7•

Measurements were then made on sample cables about 6
200 m long, using the method described above. The 5!
table of measurements below gives the H2 partial
pressure readings in millibar (two dosages per 4-
sampling). 3-
As during gas sampling the climatic chamber
temperature is stabilised at 20°C, the cables internal
total pressure have been checked to verify that the air 1
permeation at 600C is small enough to not disturb 000
gases proportions in the sample. 0 5 10 20 25

Nb de ' ICycle' Partia pressure eva ution of type 3 cao e
cycles 0 3 5 8 14 21 23 PH2 nmbr Cablesinwaterat60C

Type 1 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1 0.08
Type 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.07

0,43 2,66 3,69 4,01 1 0.07
Type 2 0,43 2,68 3,74 3,99 0.06

Type 2' 0,00 0,00 0,01 0,00 1 0.05
0,00-0_ 0,000,000,00 0.04

Type 3 0,15 1,74 2,63 3,97 5,45 6,30 6,51 1 0.03
Type 0,16 1,69 2,41 3,99 5,42 6,29 6,49 0.03

0,00 0,05 0,06 0,07 2 002Type 4 0,00 0,06 0,06 0,07 0.01

0,00,0,0510,0710,06 2 0
Type 5 10,000,0610,0710,05 0 10 20 30 40 50 Ho 60

H2 partial pressure evolution of cables
Cycle 1: Cables in climatic chamber: I cycle is 72 hours (66 hours type 4 -w type 5 --s
at 60*C and 99 % relative humidity, then 6 hours at - 30"C).
Cycle 2: Cables immersed in water at 60, one cycle = 72 hours. Preliminary Analysis of Results

-The measurements on type 1 cables reveals no trace of
The curves corresponding to types 2, 3, 4 and 5 are hydrogen. Comparison with the values found on type 4
given below. (similar leakage rate), demonstrates that:

P at the level of the detection used, the presence of
52 rba Cable in climatic chamber traces of H2 seems only related to metal presence;

as a consequence, the hydrogen generation at
these temperatures (maximum 60°C) from

4 •unmetallic materials, is at least of the second
order compared with water decomposition by a

3- metal.
- The measurements on type 2' cable show the

2 effectiveness of the hydrogen getter.

1 MEASUREMENT RESULTS PROCESSING

0 Example of Determination of Practical Coefficients00 5 1'0 1'5 Cycles 20

The proposed method is applied as an example to type
H2 partial pressure evolution of type 2 cable 2 cable.
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Even in a filled cable, the inner volume is never empty requested, the present measurement method allows also
of gas, and the actual value of internal gaseous to determine actual value of Vo on a given cable.
volume, Vo, is not precisely known (to improve To this purpose, a known amount of H2 is injected at a
accuracy of measurements, if needed, it would be known pressure, in the cable, then the pressure
directly measured). evolution is observed and Vo is gi-en by calculation.
So to proceed the calculations we have considered, in Accuracy may also be improved by extending
the possible range, two values B expressed in ratio of measurements up to 90 days.
total internal gaseous volume of the cable. For tested
cables Vo includes also the two drains internal volume. Measurements points at 60°C and corresponding
The use of an estimate range for B is generally curves adjustements are given below.
convenient. But for some cases where more accuracy is

PH2 "bar

jB Vo T "a" "b" Pmax tPmax 5*
cm 3 °C 10-3 10-3 mbar years 4 Data- - - - -4 CaIct~aed curve from €:ta$

0.3 32.6 20 3 2.5 4.1 30
3

60 13.2 17.2 13.4 4.6

0.5 48.3 20 3 3 5 45
1€

60 13.2 25.6 16.4 7

0 10 20 30 40 Days 50

"a" = leakage coefficient of sheath previously H2 partial pressure evolution adopted curve
measured
"b" values at 20°'C are calculated from those at 600 C

These structures therefore present no utilization riskConclusions on Structures Testedunenomlcdiosofs.
under normal conditions of use.

Preliminary Remarks Type 4 and 5 Cables
The more stringent situation concerns single mode Such structures, either bare or bonded steel corrugated
fibers at 1.55mAm. tape, can be considered as slightly closed.
Assuming a maximum attenuation increase of 0.01 The measurements, show only H2 traces, at the limitdB/km, according to experimental data, the maximum sensitivity of chromatography detector.
partial pressure of H2 is then 10 mbar for a mean seitvyofcrmogahdtco.temperature of 20 0C. Assuming as confident the measured values and with a
temdifferen tture si of large over-estimation the maximum, expected value
The different cables structures are evaluated on basis of will never exceed a few tenths of a mbar.
such a limit of 10 mbar.

Type I Cables These structures therefore present no utilization risk

These structures are totally permeable to hydrogen. under normal conditions of use.

The lack of any detection of traces, even at as low a Type 2 Cables
level as 0.01 mbar, shows that by comparison with The measurements and mathematical simulations show
type 4 cables the generation of H2 from unmetallic that, in the general case of use at a mean temperature
materials is at least of the second order compared to of 20*C, the partial pressure of H2 will reach only 5
water decomposition by metals. mbar within thirty to forty years.
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For continuous use at temperatures greater than 20°C, evolved was able to circulate and to escape through the
the limit of 10 mbar can be exceeded, so this type of plastic splicing closures.
structure is unadvisable. Sheaths with aluminum tube have no longer been in

use for more than seven years. For example, for
But, if this type of cable should have to be used, it is exchange to exchange and long-distance intercity links,
recommended to carryout previously a serie of the cables used are either metal-free (type 1) and
practical measurements to quantify the H2 risk on the installed in plastic ducts, or with corrugated bonded
actual structure. steel tape (type 5) in case of direct burial.

On a general survey of several years, no attenuation
The results obtained on the type 2' structure increase assignable to H-2 presence has been reported,
demonstrate the effectiveness of the hydrogen getter. which is in accordance with the results presented here.

Notice CONCLUSIONS
For cables type 1, 2, 4 and 5 having permeable sheath, Cable Evaluation
the permeation rate also depends on the partial pressure The main conclusions, in correlation with actual
of H2 outside the cable. This external pressure is Thermai ions , re laowita l
normally null; but if it is not, the simulations
presented should be revised in consideration of the - At temperatures corresponding to practical cable use,
hydrogen pressure existing outside the cable. This the generation of H2 by the non metallic materials is at
situation may exist in cases of: least of the second order compared to water
- use of metal duct, or external metallic armouring of decomposition by metals (no trace of hydrogen found

the cables (decomposition of the water by the in metal-free cables).
metal(s)); - The hydrogen getter is effective.

- soils containing organic materials or geothermal
sources releasing sulfated hydrogen, which is then - The effect of galvanized steel strength members
transformed into hydrogen by the metals included in seems not decisive: the high generation values from the
the cable. literature are in fact not confirmed probably due to

corrosion protective effect ofjelly. However the use of
Type 3 Cables such strength members is not recommended.

The maximum partial pressure reached in this case is - The values of the coefficients 'a" and "b" determined
an inverse function of the existing actual internal by this measurement method fall within the ranges
gaseous volume Vo, and a direct function of the given in the literature.
quantity of water stored in the manufacturing process.
The maximum reachable partial pressure versus time - The cable structures can be classified, into three
can be quantified from the total water amount and categories of risk (for cables without any hydrogen
measured Vo. getter) depending on the type of sheath (see table
Then for filled cables, this structure is dangerous, below).
particularly in case of water penetration, which could
in certain cases accelerate the phenomenon. For
unfilled cables, the hydrogen can flow longitudinally Sheath no risk doubt risk
and then may escape through the plastic splicing
closures. plastic x**
The case of welded steel sheath is similar with lower
hydrogen generation. bare or bonded steel x**

Comparison to Operational Experience in alu polylam x*
France Telecom Networks
At the beginning of the 80s, multimode fibers cables welded or extruded x
with welded aluminum sheath were used, and no
attenuation increase has been detected. Probably due * For normal operating conditions
that these cables are unfilled, and so the hydrogen ** According to operating temperature
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similar to those encountered in service it is possible to
estimate within a reasonable time (three to six months): REFERENCES
- the maximum pressure of hydrogen;
- the corresponding times, and thereby to precise the (1) Kiofumi Mochizuki et al: Influence of Hydrogen

risks of attenuation increase. o pia ie osi umrn alUdre
This method may also help to design the suitable cable on Optical Fiber Loss in Submarine Cable, Undersea
structure versus practical environmental conditions. Lightwawe Communications (IEEE Press)

Forsom caes her moe ccuacyis equste, i i (2) D. W. Van Krevelen: Properties of Polymers
For some cases where more accuracy is requested, it is Elsevier second completely revised edition
advisable to measure previously the actual internal
gaseous volume of the cable. (3) J. Brandrup and E. H. Immergut: Polymer

Extension of the Method Handbook Wiley-Interscience Publications

The method presented could be applied to other cases
such as:
- partial pressure measurement of other gases such as

water vapor, by adapting the vector gas and
chromatography;

- hydrogen partial pressure evolution in submarine
cables, by measurement at atmospheric pressure and
then transposition of results at operating pressure.
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EXAMINATION OF THE STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS, HYDROGEN

PERMEATION AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF THE CARBON

COATING OF A NUMBER OF 'HERMETIC' OPTICAL FIBRES

E S R Sikora, J V Wright, S J Pycock and M J Yates

BT LABORATORIES, MARTLESHAM HEATH, IPSWICH, UK

1. ABSTRACT 3. DESCRIPTION OF 'HERMETIC' CARBON COATING

Carbon coatings have been applied to optical fibres by a
number of manufacturers in an effort to decrease stress The structure of thin films of carbon is unlike that of

corrosion through reduced water permeation to the surface amorphous silicon in that the carbon has two preferred bond

of the silica and to reduce the rate of hydrogen diffusion into types. The two bond types can give rise to areas in the film

the fibre core.If they are to have wide appeal standard where each carbon atom is bonded to four other carbon

testing techniques will be needed. In this report we have atoms in a tetrahedral, diamond like, structure and other

examined the strength, hydrogen permeation and electrical areas where each carbon atom is bonded to three other

characteristics of a number of hermetic optical fibres. carbon atoms in a planar aromatic, graphite like structure.
The proportion of each type of bond structure, the stresses in
the bonds, and the level of impurities are determined largely
by the method of deposition. For example: sputtering and

2 INTRODUCTION evaporation can be used whereby single carbon atoms or
small clusters strike the substrate with low energies (no

A number of techniques such as sputtering, evaporation, acceleration of particles) and hydrogen is excluded from the
ionization and glow discharge, can be used to deposit carbon carbon supporting material: ionised carbon and hydrocarbon
films, [1], giving different carbon structures and transport is formed by the extraction of carbon ions or hydrocarbon
properties. molecule ions from an ionization device and deposited onto a

Relatively few papers have been published detailing the biased substrate: reactive deposition in a glow discharge of

strength, fatigue and hydrogen susceptibility of carbon hydrocarbons and hydrogen gas.

coated fibre, [2,3,4,5,6]. The resistance to stress corrosion as The deposition method for the commercial samples
described by the stress corrosion susceptibility constant (N) examined is not known by us bu, it is believed that the
has been substantially improved. Values of N between 70 carbon coating is applied by pyrolysis of a hydrocarbon such
and 180 have been obtained for dynamic fatigue in water at as methane. A carrier gas. possibly nitrogen or helium, can
90'C and 25'C respectively [2,3] and 200 in air at 230C [3] be used to increase the gas pressure in the pyrolysis chamber
compared to between 20 and 30 for non-hermetic fibre at to atmospheric. Heating of the hydrocarbon to between
25'C. The larger N values for the hermetic fibre indicate 1500'C and 18000C, by the fibre emerging from the pulling

that the diffusion of water through the hermetic coating is furnace, results in carbon atoms being deposited on the fibre
negligible when compared to non-hermetic fibre. Fibre surface. Most of the deposition is thought to take place in
manufacturers have monitored the hydrogen permeation the region of maximum temperature. The gas mixture can
through their carbon coatings by measuring the resultant be preheated to give an effective increase in the deposition
attenuation at different temperatures and hydrogen
pressures; from 50'C to 125°C at 11 atmospheres [4], 50°C to rate.

155 0C at 140 atmospheres [5], and 100'C at I atmosphere [6]. Pyrolysis is not a single step process [7] whereby all the
These tests have shown that carbon coated fibres offer a hydrogen atoms are removed leaving carbon atoms frcc to
significant reduction in loss due to hydrogen compared to attach themselves to the fibre, It involves the formation of
non-hermetic fibres. an entire series of molecular species of progressively

This report examines the strength and fatigue characteristics, decreasing hydrogen fraction. Two competing mechanisms:

the loss due to hydrogen and the electrical resistivity of the a) the rate of pyrolysis, b) the rate of diffusion through a

carbon coating of eight fibres supplied by three different relatively viscous conduction zone next to the fibre, control

manufacturers. The carbon coatings examined were between the formation of the carbon coatings. Tests have shown

20QA and 1000,4 thick. The coatings were applied on-line [8,9,10,11] that the carbon coatings examined mainly consist

after the pulling furnace, of disordered graphitic crystallites whose textured C-axes are
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perrendicular to the longitudinal axis of the fibre. A typical 4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE STRENGTH AND
microstructure of pyrolytic graphite is shown in Fig (1). FATIGUE OF CARBON COATED FIBRES
FIG.(I) The initial strength of a fibre is governed by the size of the

largest surface crack. The deposition process and the stresses

at the carbon/silica interface will tend to induce cracks at the
Schematic of Pyrolytic Carbon Coating silica interface the size of which is likely to depend on the

energy with which the carbon impacts the silica surface
Crystallites during deposition and the level of radial stress acting on the

silica due to the cooling of the coating after deposition. The
thicker the coating and the higher its modulus (radial and
circumferential) the larger will be the radial stress. Low
adhesion between the carbon and the silica will also tend to
induce surface cracks in the silica if relative motion takes
place.

The elastic moduli, tensile and shear strengths of the carbon

Three material characteristics effectively control the coating will depend on the crystallite size, the orientation and
density; the crystallite size, the crystallite orientation (the perfection, the temperature and the type of bond between
angle the C-axis makes with the fibre) and the crystallite any crystallites so that values for the strength characteristics
perfection. The deposition temperature of the coating, the of graphite materials found in the literature not obtained
concentration of hydrocarbon gas [12,13] and the pulling rate directly from the coatings can only be used as rough guides.
will to a great extent control these characteristics. In general Long term strength will depend on the rate of water
the smaller the crystallite and the more random the permeation through the carbon coating. If the coating is not
orientation, the greater the probability of microvoids forming cracked and is pinhole free the rate of water permeation will
during cooling of the coating resulting in a coating density be negligible as the coatings are almost impervious to
less than that of a single crystal. A decrease in crystallite hydrogen. If on the other hand the coating is damaged
perfection away from that of graphite or an increase in the through corrosion or by mechanical handling such that cracks
interlayer spacing will also decrease the density, are induced in the coating or there are pinholes in the

Hydrogen is likely to diffuse through microvoids formed at coating, hydrogen and water may permeate through at a
the crystallite boundaries during cooling [14] and by faster rate. This may not lead to a high hydrogen induced
hydrogen ion transfer between unsatisfied carbon valencies loss if the cracks/pinholes are sufficiently far apart but may
[15]. Thus smaller, randomly orientated crystallites may cause stress corrosion of the silica at the crack site.
allow hydrogen to diffuse through at a faster rate.

The electrical resistivity is also a function of the crystallite
size, orientation and perfection, [16]. Due to the resistivity
along the C-axis being much larger than that in the basal
plane the resistivity along the fibres will largely be controlled Figure 2. SCHEMATIC OF DYNAMIC FATIGUE TEST
by the number and mobility of the charge carriers along the EQUIPMENT
basal planes of the crystallites. Coatings made up of small I ~ ~F
crystallites are thought to have an energy gap between the Indexer
valence and conduction bands,[ 16]. The energy gap reduces 25000 steps/rev Stepper 7 7r-P16

with increasing crystallite size. The carbon atoms at the Motor ,Motor II t r
crvstallite boundaries act as electron traps causing the Drive Extension . I"Measurement 1 I i-•
coatings to he p-type material in which the electrical Rotating SI

resistance is mainly due to excess carriers (holes) in the Capstan

valence band. Two scattering processes will control the Solid State
mobility of the charge carriers; scattering due to lattice Cameras
vibrations and scattering occurring at the crystallite
interfaces and lattice imperfections. Thus the larger the
crystallite size and the better the orientation the closer will Fixed Load
the resistivity approach that of a single graphite crystal. Gauge Length 20m Capstan Cell

0.39(1iOfl cm [71 compared to about 60"xO4fl cm for Strain Rate 00048 / mm
amorphous carbon [ 17]. 4R. / rain
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5. EXPERIMENTAL WORK Three strain rates are used, 0.00011%/sec, 0.00029%/sec
and 0.064c/c/sec giving failure times of approximately 8hrs,

The fibres used for the dynamic fatigue tests, hydrogen 4hrs and 1min respectively. Figure (3) is a Weibull plot of
permeation tests and resistance measurements are given in the failure strains, at 0.064%/sec, for fibres AB,E,FG, and
Table (1). H. The weakest fibre is A and the strongest fibre is H. The

TABLE 1. FIBRES EXAMINED TO DATE Weibull slope (m value) of all the fibres tested at
0.064%/sec, except fibre A, are nearly vertical indicating a

S...... .. -narrow crack distribution. The mean failure strains and the
FIBRE COATING HISTORY number used to estimate the N and m values at the different

ID THICKNESS strain rates are given in Table (2), any results not part of the
inA main population have been excluded. The thinner coatings

(B,H) tend to have the highest mean failure strain, except for
the thinnest (F). Table (3) shows how the m value varies with

A 850 hydrogen tested the strain rate. As the strain rate is reduced the m value
decreases for all fibres. Two fibres A and G also show a

E 850 NOT hydrogen tested decrease in m value even though the mean failure strains
have increased slightly.

F 220 NOT hydrogen tested Of the fibres which showed a reduction in the failure strain

B 400 hydrogen tested (E,FB) the decrease between 0.064%/sec and 0.00029%/sec
was =0.3%. Fibres F and B decrease by =0.6% between
0.00029%/sec and 0.00011%/sec. Fibre H on the other hand

C 800 hydrogen tested decreases by 0.52% and 0.1% between the fastest and middle

strain rate and the middle and slowest strain rate
D 800 hydrogen tested respectively.

G800) NOT hydrogen tested Figure 3. CUMULATIVE FAILURE PROBABIIXTY AT A STRAIN
RATE OF 0.064%/see

H 650 NOT hydrogen tested

99 ' 1 I k

5.1 STRENGTH AND FATIGUE _ _ _ _ _

The hermetic fibres were subjected to dynamic fatigue tests u
using a 20m gauge length to obtain the initial tensile strength ,- - __________

of the fibre and an estimation of the stress corrosion _"_______________________

susceptibility constant N. Unlike non-hermetic fibre where non hermetic fibre
the N value is generally independent of the initial size of the _
cracks, with hermetic fibre the N value will largely depend on .o 3,

the the size and position of cracks/pinholes in the carbon - - - - - ,

coating necessitating the N value to be obtained from long .
gauge length tests. - -

- - - - - -. :-_--' • • -. '- _ "

A schematic of the 20m gauge length tensile test equipment
is shown in Fig(2). The fibre is wound round two capstans, - ----- ----- _- -
one fixed and the other rotating. A load cell is attached to 3 L .. -

the fixed capstan while the rotating capstan is driven by a --- ---

stepper motor. The strain is measured independently using
two fixed CCD cameras monitoring the position of two
targets attached to the fibre. The ambient temperature
during testing is = 20C.. t f%

Fai lure Strain ';
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Although caution needs to be used interpreting :he N values, TABLE 3. WEIBULL SLOPES (m) AT DIFFERENT
as the m values are not constant for any fibre and the fact STRAIN RATES
that relatively few results have been used to estimate N, the
trends are clear. A and G have the largest N value , Table FIREWEBUL LOE m

(4), while the others are lower than expected. The N value ID FOR A STRAIN

for B and F reflects an increase in crack growth per unit time RATE OF (A/sec)

unlike fibre H which has a reduction in crack growth per unit

time as the strain rate is decreased. Fibre E seems to be
inconsistent with A and G in that it has a low N value and a 0.00011 0.00029 0.064

relatively thick coating. %/sec % /sec "t/seC

5.2 LOSS DUE TO HYDROGEN
A 14 43

The spectral attenuation of fibres A,B,C and D has been

measured with respect to time with the fibres immersed in a E 16 61

hydrogen atmosphere at 60C and 54 atmospheres. Two
other fibres F and H are at present on test. The temperature F 5 17 32

of 60'C was chosen to increase the rate of diffusion through
the coating whilst at the same time minimising any B 6 20 56

microbending losses due to changes in the mechanical
characteristics of the polymer coatings. Fifty four G 16 63

atmospheres is simply the upper limit of the pressure vessel.
A more detailed dcscription of the experiment is given in H 8 32 76

[18].

TABLE2. EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE ON MEAN
FAILURE STRAIN TABLE 4. N VALUES

FIBRE MEAN FAILURE .....

ID STRAIN (-,,) FIBRE N MEAN FAILURE STRAIN (C)

FOR A STRAIN ID VALUE FOR A STRAIN

RATE OF (v/sec) RATE OF (7/see)
-. .. .USED IN CALCULATION

0.000l I No 0.0()029 No 0.064 No OF N

'1/sec used G./sec used %./sec used .. .
------ -. . .0.00011 0.0002-9 0.064

%/sec %/sec '(/sec
A 3.55 4 3.53 9 - - -

E 33 3 3. A > >200 3.55 3.53

F 3 4 3.5 3 3.7 46 E 55 3.3 3.64

B 3.7 6 4.3 9 4.6 47 F 100 3.5 3.7

G 3.8 0 3.7 F 40 2.8 3.5 3.7

H 4.2 4 4.3 3 4.82 50 B 35 3.66 4.3 4_58

B 76 4.3 4.58

The hydrogen induced attenuation at 1.24Mum for fibres A, B cy > >2010 3.82 3.73

and C at 600C and 54 atmospheres of hydrogen is shown in
Fig(4) , as a function of time. Compared to non-hermetic 46 4.2 4.82
fibres the increase in optical loss for the three fibres is
negligible. Notwithstanding this there are significant
differences between the fibres. The loss of fibre A is much
greater than that of fibres B and C. Note that the loss of B
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carbon coating to the silica was relatively weak compared to
AT I 24t-,,i lR Fl11 S A, ,, AND) the other three fibres. On its own it is improbable that this

.8 would give rise to the measured loss. On the other hand if

poor adhesion between the carbon coating and the silica

.6 made the formation of very small cracks more probable
hydrogen could easily diffuse through the coating and

, •between the coating and the silica.

"5.3 RESISTANCE AIEASUREMENTS

Electrical resistance measurements were undertaken to
4 I .determine whether they could be used to differentiate

between carbon coatings that have a high rate of hydrogen
- 0 ipermeation and those which have a low rate.

I ~ ~ •, rNS- .... ng, 1..k, I

Twelve volts was chosen as the standard applied voltage as a
0 5ee0100 1500 2900 2509 3000 3590 4000 4500 5 balance between too low a current measurement and too

TI.. - H... high an applied voltage affecting the resistance of the

and C has beei, multiplied by a factor of 5 to clarify the coating. All the results were obtained using fibre lengths
differences between the traces. The rate of increase of whose polymer coatings had been stripped off to ensure good
attenuation of fibre D, Fig(5), on the other hand was similar repeatability.
to a non-hermetic fibre. The carbon coating of fibre D was To enable the resistivity of the coatings to be calculated the
therefore not hermetic to hydrogen for a considerable thickness of each coating was measured by transmission
portion of its length. Damage to the coating during handling electron microscopy, [8,9.10.11]. The accuracy of the present

was ruled out after tests designed to simulate rough handling, thickness measurements is of the order of p-20. This

carried out on a length of fibre pulled from the same obviously affects the accuracy to which the resistivitv can be
preform, failed to induce an increase in loss. A visual t rcalculated. Although the resistivity can only be quoted to
examination of fibre D showed that the adhesion of the ±20% the maximum variation in the resistance

measurements is of the order of ±2%7/c.

FIG.(5) Attenuation due to Hydrogen TABLE S. RESISTIVITY 20'C at 50%c RH
at 1.24pm for fibre D

8

FIBRE RESISTIVITY flcm/IE-4

ID MEAN =95'i CONFIDENCE LIMITS

VALUE (variation in resistance)

E Hermetic Fibre A 14.7 0.42

"- (loss based on 2km of fibre)

B 11.6 0.25

C 4 ..oC 16 0.38

D z4()

< Non-hermetic fibre *
E 14.4 0.03

2

F 11.5 0.q)

G 15.8 0.07

0 0 H 2h-.5 0.92
0 2 3 4

Time / hours
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To determine whether the resistivity values were affected by Fig (7) Variation of Resistivity with inverse Temperature.
fluctuations in resistance at the joint between the metal 200-

conductor, (joined to each end of the carbon coated fibre
using 'silver dag'), and the carbon coated fibre the resistance /
was measured as a function of length. The slope of the /
regression line through the four points along each length of j D

fibre, between 10mm and 300mm was then converted to ,
resistivity. As end effects were small the rest of the E A

measurements were taken on single lengths of fibre between E

250 and 300mm long.

Table (5), shows the resistivities of the fibres tested. Fibres
A, B, C, E and F have a similar resistivity while the initial • _

sample from the fibre that had a higher attenuation due to .
hydrogen, fibre D, has a much higher resistivity. Fibre H has F.

a resistivity higher than fibres C and G but lower than that of C P.- -- B---
D. The results are typical of pyrolytic graphite [16,18,19] as A - --

shown in Fig(6) where the resistivity of different pyrolytic J . . -2 2. 2 .6 2 " 3 3.2 .

graphites are plotted against deposition temperature. I(NNO/Tenip

To determine whether the resistivity along fibre D was Fibre D1 was then immersed in hydrogen at 60'C, i0atm, for
constant it was cut into three lengths DI, D2, D3 and the a period of 425hrs. No change was found in the attenuation
resistance at each end of the three lengths was measured, at 1240nm before and after the test indicating that the high
The resistivity of D1 was found to be similar to the fibres hydrogen permeation for fibre D shown in Fig(5) was due to
which had a good hydrogen performance. The resistivity hydrogen diffusing into the fibre only over approximately half
along fibre D was therefore similar to fibres A, B and C for of the fibre, (lengths D2 and D3).
approximately 2.5km after which it increased to over 100 As the change of resistivity with temperature depends on the
x104 f) cms over a short length of fibre, and reaching values electronic structure of the carbon coatings which is strongly
of = 19IOX-4 0 cms towards the end of the fibre length. dependent on the deposition conditions plotting resistivity

against temperature can therefore give an indication whether
the coating structures are similar.

FIG.(6) Variation of Electrical Resistivity Figure (7) is an Arrhenius plot of the resistivity of the fibres.

with Deposition Temperature. It clearly shows a distinct difference between the group of

5E-3 fibres A, B, C, E, F, G and fibres H and D2. The confidence

A Deposited from Methane limits are not drawn for clarity. An idea of the uncertainty of

U 3 Deposited from a the measurements is given in Table(5). Between -30'C and
E 3E-3 Methane-Hydrogen mixture =100'C the resistivity for each of the fibres decreases by
E about 4%. Above = 100'C the resistivity starts to change

E U more rapidly, generally decreasing with temperature. Fibres
z~ 2E-3
0 E and G which show a slight increase are expected to behave

Region of measurements similarly to fibre D2 where a slight increase is followed by a
Son I•ermetic fibres rapid decrease in resistivity as the temperature is increased.

4 This behaviour is consistent with that of pyrolytic graphitea: iE-3
o [161 where the resistivity is controlled by the number and
C
10, mobility of excess charge carriers, holes. Up to about 100°C

UF A there seems to be insufficient energy for the formation of
C'0SE-4 significant numbers of intrinsic carriers (electron/hole pairs)

Deposited from A so there is little change in the resistivity. As the temperature
A is increased still further the number of intrinsic carriers

3E-4 - increases significantly so reducing the resistivity.

2- Four measurements of resistivity with temperature were

16 18 20 22 24 26 taken for fibre D2, two from each end. As expected the
resistivity is much larger with a distinct difference between

DepositionTemperature C/1 00 the two ends, the end closest to length DI having a
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substantially smaller resistivity than the other end. Three TABLE 7. CRYSTALLITE PARAMETERS
interesting features are noticeable; the average slope below
about 90'C are similar to those of the other fibres, the plots
are noisier insofar as there are a number of excursions from
the mean slope, and that the decrease in resistivity at
temperatures above = 100'C is significantly greater than that FIBRE COATING PARAMETERS

for the other fibres. ID

5.4 SEM and TEM EXAMINATION Crystallite Inter- Average

The coatings were also examined using SEM and TEM Dimension planar Orientation
C-axis distance of C-axis wrttechniques to provide a physical interpretation of the dit0% f radis

resistivity measurements. A scanning electron microscope 6) A t 10% fibre radius

(SEM) examination of fibres B and D using an X-ray I (degrees)

technique (EDX) provided relative thicknesses of the carbon I

coatings. No features such as defects/cracks were observed, Reference 171 10 3.7

at a magnification of 20,000, on lengths of fibre D examined.
The surface of the coatings on fibres B and D were smooth A <15 ±25

at the same magnification, [211. If defects existed they would
have to be smaller than about 100nm. B <20 ±25

The six fibres were also examined by transmission electron C <15 3.7 ±25

microscopy (TEM), [8,9,10,11]. Thin sections from each
F <20 3.6 ±18

H <20 3.7 ±40
TABLE 6. INTERPLANAR SPACINGS MEASURED

FROM THE ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
PATTERN TAKEN FROM THE FIBRE
COATINGS

fibre were prepared by mechanical polishing and ion beam
- -- milling enabling the coatings to be examined along the

FIBRE MEASURED longitudinal direction of the fibres. Improvements to the
ID INTERPLANAR preparation of fibres F and H allowed a greater length of

SPACINGS
coating to be examined in a direction tangential to the radius.

( The diameters of the diffraction ring patterns, Table (6),
{0002) {1oT0} {10004) {1101 suggest the coatings to be largely made up of disordered

graphitic crystallites rather than a single crystal or an

Graphite 3.35 2.13 1.67 1.23 amorphous structure. The 0002 and the 0004 reflections are
single crystal intense in only two opposing directions over an angular range
for given in Table (7). The 1010 and 1120 are intense over the
comparison same angular range but are perpendicular to 0002. This

implies a strong texturing of the crystallites such that their
Graphite 3.71 2.13 1.87 1.23 C-axes are, on average, orientated radially to the fibre. One
small of the fibres, H, has very weak texturing, and the 0002 and
crystallites o1010 arcs can just be discerned. TEM micrographs of fibre H
for suggest the carbon surface has a slight ripple. The
comparison estimation, where possible, of the crystallite size in the C-

direction, the average orientation and the interplanar
A 3.52 2.05 1.77 1.18 distance, Table (7), agree well with the resistivity

measurements carried out here and also those reported in
B3.61 2.12 1.19 the literature.

C 3.64 2.1 1.83 1.19
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6 DISCUSSION FIG.(8) Variation of Electrical Resistivity
The initial strength, the lifetime and the hydrogen with Diffusion Coefficient at 600 C
performance of the fibres are controlled by the 20

microstructure and thickness of the coatings. In general the
results suggest that the thicker the coating the lower the
initial strength. It might be expected that the larger and the
better orientated the crystallites are the lower the hydrogen '8 -

diffusion for a given thickness.

The initial tensile strength, the N value and the variation in E 6
the crack distribution has been estimated from dynamic o
fatigue results obtained from 20m gauge length samples inE B

tension. In general it has been found that the thicker the
coating the smaller the mean failure strain tends to be with - , _-

the exception of fibre F which has the thinnest coating and a
low mean failure strain.

(0

The crack distribution as described by the m value becomes 8) '2 -
wider as the strain rate is decreased. This is unlikely to be A
due to a real change in the crack distribution on the surface
of the fibre before the tests, but due to a variation in the rate
of crack growth during the tests. Increased testing times, "0

lower strain rates, will tend to allow small variations in the
chemical processes at the crack tip to affect the failure strain.
As the reduction in m value also occurs with fibres A and G 8005 0' 02 05 2 5
whose mean failure strains at 0.00011%//sec are slightly Diffusion Coefficient; lO'0m2hr

greater than those at 0.064%/sec it is probable that crack

blunting is also taking place. The effects of crack blunting can There is no correlation between the N value and the
also be seen in the results for fibre H when comparing the hydrogen diffusion coefficient through the coatings using the
mean failure strains for strain rates of 0.00029%,ý/sec and present fatigue testing techniques. A probable explan•tion is
0.00011 %/sec. that the hydrogen attenuation was measured on fibre wound

under a low tension onto a fibre drum while the N value was
The N values of all the fibres tested are larger than those obtained from fibre under a high tensile strain.
obtained from non-hermetic fibre. The N value for the fibres
with the thinner coatings, B, F and H, are noticeably smaller Electrical resistivity and TEM measurements indicate that
than for fibres A and G the two fibres with the thickest the coatings are made up of small graphitic crystallites whose
coatings. It is possible that cracks, which may occur during C-axes have an average orientation between ± 160 and ±400
the tests, in the thinner coatings offer a more direct route for to the fibre radius. There is also evidence from the
water to reach the silica surface than cracks in the thicker literature, [14,15] to suggest that hydrogen may diffuse
coatings. The exception to this is fibre E which also has an N through pyrolytic carbon coatings at microvoids and
value of 55 and a coating thickness of about 850Al. crystallite boundaries. The diffusion coefficient may

therefore be affected by the size and orientation of the
From the present hydrogen results three of the four fibres crystallites. Coating thickness is another factor which will
(A,BC) would be suitable for use in cable systems where affect the rate of hydrogen diffusion. The diffusion

coefficient for hvdrogen through the carbon is given by (221:
hydrogen may be a problem. From the electrical resistivity
results and TEM analysis (crystallite orientation ± 18') it is D, = (1)
expected that fibre F will also have a good hydrogen 6r
performance. Fibre 11 with its higher electrical resistivity and Where t is the coating thickness and r is the time for
weaker texturing (crystallite orientation ±_40f) is expected to hydrogen to start diffusing into the silica, assuming a linear
have a worse hydrogen performance than the other fibres concentration gradient in the carbon coating. The
tested except for fibre D2. The higher electrical resistivity relationship between the hydrogen diffusion through the
may tentatively be ascribed to the weaker texturing, that is carbon coating and the electrical resistivity is shown in Fi'(8)
the larger angular spread of the C-axis to the fibre radius. It where the diffusion coefficient calculated for the three fibres.

is suspected that a processing fault during the application of using the l i mes f ic i s ploted against the
the arbn cotin on ibr D ncresedits ydrgen using the lag times from Fig(4). is plotted against the

the carbon coating on fibre D increased its hydrogen electrical resistivity values given in Table(s). There does
permeation for partofitslength. seem to be a clear correlation between the diffusion

coefficients and the electrical resistivity of fibres B and C.
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Fibre A was expected to have a higher resistivity given its - Significant crack blunting can occur as demonstrated h\
greater hydrogen permeation. It is unlikely that its resistivity fibres A,B and H.
was incorrectly measured as a number of measurements * Although the hydrogen permeation rate through the
were made on different lengths of fibre. It may be *hat the carbon coatings of fibres (AB and C) made by three
crystallite interfaces are trapping fewer electrons due to different manufactures has been shown to va r
contamination by other atoms such as hydrogen, leading to significantly they would be suitable for use in current
more intrinsic carriers and a lower resistivity. Such cable systems.
contamination might not affect the rate of hydrogen
permeation through the coating. Further work is required to The hydrogen diffusion coefficient of a fibre (D) assumed .4
determine the reasons for the low resistivii of fibre A. It to be hermetic has been shown to vary by approximateh'
may be that the different manufacturing processes may give seven orders of magnitude between the two ends of the
slightly different correlations between the resistivity and the fibre.
diffusion coefficient. Measurements of electrical resistivity of fibre D were

Fibre D would not be suitable for use in cable systems as its used to determine which lengths had a hydrogen diffusion
diffusion coefficient varies from z0.3x10 8tn 2/hr, which is coefficient similar to the other three figures.
similar to fibres A and B, to z4xlO-11e12 /hr, the value for Electrical resistivity and TEM measurements suggest
ordinary silica fibres. The reason for the high resistivity and that the carbon coatings probably cerisist c' graphite
high hydrogen diffusion is not clear at present. The thickness crystallites with their basal planes rough', parallel to the
of the coating, a, far as it has been measured, is the same as surface of the silica.
fibre C. The microstructure of fibres C, D1 and D2 was.
using TEM techniques, found to be similar. If the coating A correlation between the electrical resistivity and the
thickness and the microstructure of the two fibres is similar hydrogen diffusion coefficient has been demonstrated.
the difference in the resistivity and the hydrogen coefficient On-line quality control of the coating deposition process
could be due to cracks smaller than the resolution of the using electrical resistance techniques would necessitate
SEM, about 100nm, and too far apart to be easily seen using separating the effects of thickness and microstructare.
the TEM. It is possible that poor adhesion between the
carbon coating and the silica would allow hydrogen to diffuse Further work is required to determine the limits, to which
along the fibre so reducing the number of cracks needed in the resistivity can be used to assess the hvdroen
the carbon. performance. and the most suitable technique to assess

The hydrogen diffusion measurements on fibre D indicate a the strength and the long term fatigue characteristics of
need for on-line monitoring of the carbon deposition process. the fibres.
The electrical resistance of any length of carbon coating will
be a function of two variables, the thickness and the
microstructure, so that it would be difficult to control the
process using resistance as the only measured variable in the 8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
feedback loop. Data on the coating thickness or the The authors would like to thank A Webster fr the
microstructure would have to be obtained on-line by a nreparation of the TEM samples.
different technique if electrical resistance is to he 'osed h,r
the on-line quality control of the caroon comtings. 9. REFERENCES
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Stress-induced and stress-free
ageing of optical fibres in water

W. Griffloen, W. Ahn, A.T. De Boer, G. Segers

PTT Research, Box 421, 2260 AK Leidschendam, The Netherlands

Abstract which explains the latter effects. To check if the fibres are re-
ally stress-free, the fibres' residual surface-stress is measured.
(Residual-) stress-induced crack growth is investigated as a

We observed anomalies ('knees') in the fatigue behaviour possible cause for the formation of 'pits'.
of optical fibres in water with double-mandrel experiments.
With two-point-bending experiments on fibres, that were
stored in water, stress-free ageing is observed. Inert-strength
measurements and STM photographs of aged fibres indicate Double-Mandrel
that 'pits' are formed in the silica surface. To understand the
mechanism for this the residual stress of the silica surface is Double-mandrel static-fatigue experiments were performed
measured. A model is presented which partially explains the on uv-acrylate-coated fibres in water of 30, 40 and 50°C and
'knees' in relation with stress-free ageing. a pH-value of roughly 7. In Figure 1 a Weibull-plot of times

to fracture from fibres stored in water of 300C is shown as
an example.

Introduction
99.9.

Recently the rate at which metal-free fibre-optic cables are
90- 'installed has increased drastically. This is done to save costs - 3.1 /I, '

and also to fully exploit the benefits of the dielectric optical t / 4/i
fibre, such as the insensitiveness for lightning and the ab- - 50
sence of hydrogen formation due to corrosion of metal parts.

The use of metal-free cables brings with it the risk of the o 0
fibres being surrounded by water. Especially in the 'wet' D" 10 3./
Netherlands situation where the HDPE (High-Density Poly- a) 3.4
Ethylene) ducts are full of water this will surely be the case. • -
The notorious 'knees', found in the static-fatigue behaviour /.

:L , L / 3. 6 'of optical fibres placed in water, are a reason to doubt if 3. i '
existing lifetime-estimations of the fibres are realistic.i It 1 32 3.5 14 27 .

3. .8/40 -4
was not clear whether these 'knees' were due to a change 0.5• . 4-3 4.5
in the ('power-law') stress-induced crack growth at a certain 102 0 1' 05 106
stress-level or due to a time effect, e.g. from the coating, su- Tim fm
perposed on mentioned crack-growth'. To separate these ef- Time to failure (min)
fects, both long-running (double-mandrel) static-fatigue ex-
periments in water and (two-point-bending) dynamic-fatigue
experiments after ageing of the fibres in water were done.2" Figure 1: Weibull-plot of double-mandrel times to fracture
To check if 'pits' are formed during stress-free ageing in wa- t1 of fibres stored in water of 30C. The numbers indicate
ter, also inert strengths were measured before and after age- the mandrel diameter d, in mm
ing. STM-photographs are made after this ageing too. In a
model stress-free aging, determined from two-point-bending In Figure 2 the median time to fracture t1 is given as a func-
experiments, is used to explain the 'knees', measured with tion of mandrel diameter d,,. 'Knees', at which the corrosion
double-mandrel experiments. In this model stress-free 'pit'- susceptibility n drops from a value above 20 down to 6 - 8,
formation is not yet incorporated. There is no theory yet can be clearly recognizedi.
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10_6 In Figure 4 the median strains at fracture Ed as a function of
t (o.0l plate speed v are given for fibres that were stored at ambient

°f/mi0 ° [ -ii ye conditions and subsequently in water of 600C for 1 up to 7

5 0-I months. A dramatic decrease in fibre strength is observed
1o 50 while the magnitude of n (slope in Figure 4) remains almost

0! oA 1 month constant.

4° 10
101 +- /WATER 60*C

0 W o0 = 30'C 1 day ,-M

103 •0 o 40°C F A

/6"• = 50 0 C 5 1 MONTH - v 9"
'6 in water _----

34 5
d m (mrm) - ýV-3 ONTH

I V44 MONTHi

Figure 2: Median double-mandrel time to fracture tj as a 2
function of mandrel diameter d. 7 MONTH,

10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3

Two-point-bending -- v(m/s)

Two-point-bending dynamic-fatigue experiments were per- Figure 4: Median strain at fracture ed in two-point bending
formed on the same kind of fibres, after stress-free ageing experiments as a function of plate speed v
in water. The fibres were stored on loosely wound 20-cm
spools, immersed in a tank filled with deionized water with 7 1 I

a pH-value of roughly 7. The fibres were tested at ambi-
ent conditions, within half an hour after leaving the water. 6 AMBIENT

In Figure 3 a Weibull-plot of two-point-bending strains Ed is 0 o

given at different plate-speeds v (1 Mm/s - 1 mm/s) for fibres 5 c
at ambient conditions and after ageing in water of 50 0C. It is 0 0 20°C
clear that not only the fracture strain decreases dramatically Q 4 30 0 C
after ageing in water, but that also the Weibull-parameter40
m drops (from 75 to 25). L L 40 0C

@3

99,- 2 L 50C

go'.2 m 5 V=10 /s 60C

70- ,IN WATER
~60- 7_ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C_

50 ,-t o I I, I....I , h ill

50 r
o 40-- 0 1 2 5 10 15 20

7 MNT t(months)
QJ WATER Figure 5: Median strain at fracture Ed in two-point bending
j 20 1 50 *C experiments (v is 10- m/s) as a function of storage time t

AMBIENT in water
U- 1 0 -

____5___L_ - _________/ _ -• - In Figure 5 the median strains Ed at fracture at a plate speed2 3 4 6--- 7 9 Lof 10-' m/s are given as a function of the storage time t
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 in water of 20 up to 600C. The curves show a continuous

C MAX (%) decrease of fracture strains with time. The strength as a

Figure 3: Weibull-plot of two-point-bending strains Cd at function of time is fitted by an 'S-curve' on a logarithmic
different plate-speeds for fibres at ambient condition and scale (it is however not clear whether the strengths relaxe to

after 7 months in water of 50*C zero or to a residual level):
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Ed ed( 0) f(t). ed(O) (1) STM-photographs

Here Cd(0) is the strain at fracture before aging in water and Another proof for 'pit-formation' during stress-free ageing of
to and 77 are fitting parameters. In Figure 5 fits are drawn the fibres is found with the help of Scanning Tunneling Mi-
with a q-value of 0.6 and t.-values of 1000, 50, 15, 5.5 and croscopy (STM). 'Nanoscopic' photographs are made from
2.3 months for 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60'C respectively, the silica surface of the fibres with a commercial available

STM-nanoscoop.9 In Figure 7 a), b) and c) the surfaces are
shown of an unaged fibre and of the same fibre, aged in wa-

To check if 'pits' are formed during stress-free ageing in wa-
ter, also inert strengths were measured before and after age-
ing. This was performed with two-point bending on fibres
in vacuum for 1 week.3 The results are shown in Figure 6.
The accuracy of these measurements decreases with strength
since also the m-values decrease (down to 20 at 600C) and the
number of detected fractures decreases (down to 3 per set of 40
plates at 60*C). A decrease in 'vacuum-strengths', which are 800
really the inert values since the strengths are independent 20 600
of fracturing speed, is clearly present. Hence it is concluded
that 'pits' are formed. This is also supported by the fact 0 400
that the m-values decreased (also seen in measurements at 0 200 200ambient condition: Figure 3), which is only possible when nm 400
the initial flaw distribution has been changed. 800a)

From Figure 5 and 6, using formulas for two-point-bending
strengths and a n-value of 20, B-values (scale-factor for speed
of crack growth) of 10-6, i0-' and 10-" GPa's are obtained
for aged fibres in 40, 50 and 60°C respectively.' These B-
values should, according to stress-induced crack-growth the-
ory, be the same as the value of 10-s GPa2 s for unaged 40 !
fibres.' The increase of the B-value might be caused by a 800
change of 'chemical environment' (not probable because this 20 0
would result in a decrease in the speed of crack growth).
It might also indicate that the ('power-law') stress-induced 0 -00
crack-growth theory cannot be used from the start, espe- 0 2 0 0 200
cially not for unaged, pristine fibres. nm 400

- 20= 7

L- AMBIENT

_o _ WATER_ VACUUM

r50C

' , • 80060*C 2
20- 600

o-6 10-5 10-4 10)-3 10-2 0 200

v(m/s) 600
c)

Figure 6: Inert strengths of fibres, measured with two-point Figure 7: STMt-photograph of the fibre s surface, a) unaged
bending in vacuum, from ambient condition and after ageing and after ageing in water of b) 40 and c) 6(rC during 7
in water of 40, 50 and 60'C during 7 months months
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ter of 40 and 60*C during 7 months, respectively. It is clear face). This stress is even lower than the surface tensile-stress
that the surface roughness has increased due to the stress- of 45 MPa, due to the loosely winding of the fibres on the
free ageing. This behaviour is also found by Robinson and spools. The total tensile stress at the surface of 67 MPa is
Yuce.s The large particles in Figure 7 b) are probably due to much lower than the stress of roughly 5 GPa at which the
the gold plating or due to dust particles. From linear scans fibres are fractured.
over 1 um, maximum flaw-sizes on a nanoscopic scale are
estimated. Large-scale undulations are not considered since
they do not contribute significantly to stress concentrations. Discussion
In this way effective crack depths of 2, 3 and 6 nm are found
for the surfaces of figure 7 a), b) and c) respectively. This Time-dependent B-value
correspond to a maximum fibre strain of 20, 16 and 11%
respectively.' These values show the same decrease as for From crack-growth theory it can be derived that, for an ap-
the measurements of the inert strengths. The measured in- plied stress a sufficiently below the inert strength ai, the
ert strengths are however lower since the effective test length time to fracture t1 is given by:3

with two-point bending is larger than 1 jrm.4 Moreover in the
experiments a two-dimensional surface is stressed while the ao-2 0o-t ('

crack depths are obtained from a one-dimensional scan. B

Surface strain Here B is a factor, inversely proportional to the speed of

In order to check if the fibres were really stress-free dur- crack growth. A cause for the strength decrease after ageing

ing the ageing in water the stress profiles of the fibres are in water might be a stress-independent time effect, e.g. loos-

measured. This is done because after pulling the fibre from ening of the 'chemically near' primary coating (after aging in

the preform a thermally- (difference in expansion coefficient) water the primary coating spontaneously slides down just by

or mechanically- (difference in viscosity; effect depends on handling the fibres)'. Changes in the chemical environment

pulling force) induced stress may be expected at the surface of the fibres and even the filling of the cracks with water can

of the fibre. The stress profiles of the fibres are measured also be responsible for a stress-independent time effect.

with an equipment which uses the photoelastic effect. 5 In
Figure 8 the measured axial and radial stresses o'(r) of the In an attempt to relate the 'knees' from the mandrel ex-

tested, unaged, fibre are shown as a function of the distance periments with stress-free ageing, a model is introduced in

r to the core (ageing of the fibres did not affect the stress which n has a fixed value and B is a function of time. Using

profile). It is clear that at the surf&ce of the fibre a residual equation 1 and the relation between fracture strain Ed and

axial tensile-stress of roughly 22 MPa is present (extrapo- plate speed v for two-point bending, the time dependence of

lated since the measuring accuracy drops close to the sur- B follows from the time behaviour of ed:
3

50 ~B(t) = +dEnd()
B~) dj 1'4)"'- [f(t) 1 1 + -aed(0) (3)50 ~ I ,

___________________________v(n - 2~~~

_ , Here C is a constant (1.198), df the diameter of the uncoated

CL 2_fibre, E0 the Young's modulus and a a constant for nonlin-
_ earity in elastic behaviour of the silica glass. The (maximum)

static stress a in a fibre wound around a mandrel is:3

a E + 2 dfJ df (4)

Solving equation 2 numerically, using equations 1, 3 and 4,
the time to fracture t1 is found as a function of mandrel
diameter d.n, stress-free ageing incorporated. Next tf is cor-

- 5 0  AXIAL rected for differences between test lengths for double man-
drel (1 mm) and two-point bending (20 gm), using Weibull
statistics with a Weibull parameter of 100.0, Figure 9 is con-

___ ______structed using the results obtained by the two-point-bending

0 20 40 60 measurements after aging in water and the fits of Figure 5.

r(Aim) 'Knees', like those in Figure 2, are clearly present. Differ-
ences with Figure 2 can partially be explained by the fact

Figure 8: Residual axial and radial stress a(r) of the tested, that the two-point bending measurements were performed
unaged, fibre as a function of the distance r to the core on fibres being in ambient condition for half an hour.
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result in a fracture time of less than 1 second for e.g. the
106 0 40'C, 5-mm mandrel- experiment (applied stress of 1.8 GPa,

tf(min) 1 year much higher than the 67 MPa 'stress-free' condition) when
.313Cresults of figure 6 are used. This comparison is based on

5-o an equal product or't, which is a measure for ageing.3 The
-1 month double-mandrel results, given in Figure 2, show much larger1 mont fracturing times. Hence it is concluded that 'pit-formation'

04 
is not caused by ('power-law') stress-induced crack growth.

Differential stress-free etching of the silica surface by the
1 day warm water is a possible mechanism for the formation of

103 'pits'. This may be affected by inhomogeneities in and/or
IN WATER loosening of the primary coating. It is not yet clear what

the magnitude of this effect is, and how it depends on envi-

102- , I ronmental conditions. Another possibility is crack nucleation
3 4 d 5 on a pristine silica surface.' This is energetic favourable, only

when a stress is present on the surface (is the 'stress-free' 67

Figure 9: Calculated median time to fracture tf as a func- MPa sufficient for this?) and when material is removed by

tion of mandrel diameter d, derived from two-point bending a corrosive agent (water). The final surface distortions are

experiments after storage of the fibres in water expected to be smaller than 1 nm and afterwards the mech-
anism will switch to stress-induced crack growth. At this
moment it is in study if our measurements are in agreement

The presented model only takes into account that the crack w it is tho y.

growth of an aged fibre is higher due to a change in 'chem-

ical environment'. 'Pit' formation in stress-free condition

is however also present, as is clear from the measurements. Conclusions
The mechanism of this phenomenon is however not clear.
It is also not clear how this behaviour can be fitted and We observed anomalies ('knees') in the fatigue behaviour
translated into 'knees'. France et al. developed a model by of optical fibres in water with double-mandrel experiments.
assuming that, over the first half of the lifetime, strength oitoptical fibreseiniwgterpwthmdouble-mfndrelexperimentsdegadaionis ausd b zeo-tres aein ('it-ormtio') With two-point-bending experiments on fibres, which were
degradation is caused by zero-stress ageing ('pit- formation') stored in water, stress-free ageing is observed. Inert-strength
and, over the last half, by fatigue.' It is believed that in the stredn atr stress-free ag g s ove t-strengthmeasurernlPntc and STM photographs prove that in the lat-

double-mandrel experiments a combination of both stress- ter case 'pits' are formed. These 'pits' are shown not to be
free 'pit' formation and increase in speed of crack growth is caused by ('power-law') stress-induced crack growth result-
present. ing from a small residual stress on the silica surface. The

true mechanism is still unclear. In an attempt to relate the

'Pit-formation' 'knees' with stress-free ageing a model is presented in which
From inert-strength measurements and STM-photography it a stress-independent time effect, e.g. a primary coating ef-

is concluded that cracks have grown or 'pits' are formed. The fect, influences the scale factor for the speed of stress-induced
crack growth. The model explains the 'knees' but does not

question is what is the mechanism for this is. For a fibre

surface under a static tension o,. the cracks should, when yet incorporate stress-free 'pit' formation.

stress-induced corrosion is the mechanism, grow according
to crack-growth theory:] References
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FATIGUE BEHAVIOR OF COATED OPTICAL FIBERS
IN WATER

SHUJI OKAGAWA and KEIGO NAEDA

THE FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

Abstract

The dynamic fatigue properties of optical fi- reported the preliminary results, in which "fatigue

bers with different water absorption and acidity in knee" was expressed as a curved form rather than an

a primary coating, and also carbon coated fiber intersection of two lines[3]. In this paper' we will

were measured in 10-80 ' water. By analysing ex- discuss the fatigue behavior in water' for different

perimental results with the exponential law model, optical fibers, which have different water absorp-

fatigue behavior of coated fibers was quantita- tion and acidity in a primary coating and have a

tivelN evaluated in terms of the frequency factor thin carbon coating on silica fiber.

and the activation energy for crack growth reac-

tion, instead of n value on the power law. And 1I. Question on the power' law model

static fatigue, n value, and lifetime of coated

fibers in water have been estimated by this model. Crack growth velocity t/ is expressed by the

empirical power law as shown in Equation (1), and

I .Introduction this simple law has been widely applied to optical

fiber strength assurance.

In water fatigue rate of coated optical fibers

is accelerated, and to prevent water from reaching =A:Kn ( 1

the glass surface, optical fiber cable has been

usually filled with jell. compounds or water block-

ing materials. In this cable design the fatigue

parameter, "n value" based on the power law, plays where K is the stress intensit.N factor, n is

a central role on the mechanical reliability assur- the fatigue parameter, a is the applied stress,
ance. However, with increasing the demands to use Y is a geometric constant (a-FI 11•], C' is the
optical fibers in wider areas, e.g., undersea, crack size, andA is constant.

aerial, subscriber system, etc., there has been the In Eq.(2), the fracture occurs when K which

possibility that optical fibers are subjected to contains two parameters ay arid t'?, reaches the
aqueous environment. In such a case, mechanical cr'it ical stress intenisit.• factor K; -(r8. I x I0

lifetime can not be predicted by the power law be- GPa J•[2]) and fracture strength is de'finijtel.'

cause in a high stress/short time region of the determrtined by cr'ack size. Eqs. (I) and (2) impIy

static fat igue data, fat igue parameter n is an or- that no crack growth occur's in the case of a = t.
der of 20 as same as the nalue in the normal Ilowev'er , in riateci' st rerngtIh is dieg raded b5 /er'o•
non-aqueous corid it ion, while iii a lower stressflu -dueus on itot, w il i a lowr trss -stress aging. This ,means that applicationi of F[j.

/longer time region "he 'alue is known to fall down -st r agig. b is en hatap i not adon f Eq.

to less than 10111. Some authors have called this )

strange phenomenon "fat igue knee" 121. And from the

standpoint of optical fiber industri, it is neces-

sar> to develop a model, which interprets these

whole phienmomena and enable the lifetime prediction 0rrBased oin thle chem icna r i'ao' itl k iin,,t icQ. h, It r i

in an actual low stress/long time region h% extrap- has been attempts ti- t -w '

olation of the experimental 'r'esul Is in a high grosthI xe bcity as anl e'\|urt*'it I ia f I im gin~ li I

st ress/sliort t ime region. Eq.(3)[ 1,151.

Will I lie exponential law model we have alread. q
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E ' n i g f rom 6 x 10 'GPa/sec t o 2 x 10 - GPa/sec-. A m iri-
kR T - 'T imum of ten specimens with a gage length oif 30 cm

in water were tested at each strain rate.

where E is the activation energy, R is the gas

constant, T is the ahsolute temperature, and A V. Experimental Results

and n ' are constants.

In this model, Eq.(3) leads to crack growth The dynamic fat igue hehavior on this Px-

even if a =0 and contains more physical meanings poneritial model is given hy E~q.(4)1,11. Parameters
compared to the poser law, a , 8i, and y are det erminedt by a trivariarit

iregression of Fq.(4):

IV. Ex per imental Procedure

I n ( a d/ = +~/ -y a (14)

The optical fibers with a diameter of 125pum

were usually coated with a soft UV curable ure- a = I n( 2 K. / Si *Y A)( 5
thane acrylate as a primary layer and with a hard '6= F /R (6
UV curable urethane acry late as a secondary layer Y = n ' /R S i (7

to 250pum. Furthermore, in order to clarify t he

coating effect on the fatigue behavior, we used the where aTd is the fracture st rengthI, a is t he

optical fibers coated with di fferent. UV curable st ressing rate, and S i is the inert st renlgth.

primary coatings ((ont rolI led to change their water Fi gures I to 4 show dynam ic fat igue. propert ie CSi

absorptijon and ac Iidity , and alIso the opt icat fiber terms o~f t tiis modelI for No. I coated fibher to No.1

with a thin layer of amorphous carbon b~etweeCn fiber respect ivetly. The solid ll Iines in thIese f iguires rep-

surface anl primary layer. 'Tbhis carbon coating was r es en t. the regress ion I i nes correspond ing to
0

aboult 500A i n t h ickness. These propert. e s of f iller EI. (4. Three paramet ers ( a , ' , arid Y ) iibt a i ned

coatings are summarized inr Table I .by regress ion analyvsis are i stved in fat) Ie 11 . From

the figures these calculat ion resuilts well coincide

Tabl Ie I with experimenrtal da ta, excep~t for No.2 carbon

Coat inrg st ructuores (If tested fibers coat ed l ihter in Fig .2, where the regress ion l intes

(tecllined ai little C omliaredl to the experimental da-
Pr imary layer tna. Tb is means t hat bebs'.i or of carbon coat ed fiber

No. Carbon woulId not be t horou 1ghl1y expressed by a miodle I aseil

layer Mat er ial I ater %) pH on the (rack growthb react ion in ri Si ifCof the

alisorpt ion exporien t ia Ior the powe0r law anid it, w i I I he necies-

sr.to idevelop1) anot her modelI forcabnit t

1 nione a I .3 5.0 fibe1r in furt her study . WithI t lii S in m ind1, thbe

0 l'xporient i at law modelI is a)lso app) ied to iarbori

2 'jOOA .3 -5.0 coate f1~ibher in thIiis piaper becall-se t he model is

vx 11c tell to Pirov ide a more accu1rat e alil( sa fe r prac-

none11 b 0.95.3 t ical I ifet. ime predict ion for carbo~n coateid tibher

thani tie poiwer Inow model aril fits, of coulrs'e, the

4 rhine C' 1 .8 1. 1 datita iof standardt nior-iartori coate~d fibhers Well.I

As, fo-r t he icoat i ng eff ect ll (Ityriam ii t'at igue ill

Secondryi~r layer was I the same for al I fi hers,,- water, it shouldi the nut eit that carbonr iiiatcei fiber

(Ni.2 spis-imen I showeit I it t I st rerngtb redl~totel

Nii.3 fibher ma irilI coins ist s oft til vc:rhotriat( e lre- even ait 80'C arnd ma inltaSineil mi)r thban 5 GPt in;

bhane acry tate- prepo Iymer to redtuce its waten Abi- st religt Ih. o)n the ol tier tianid, iliree n-)in-cartin

sorrit ion, anid %o.I fibher onitati rs 4)1i igilst or *i-nv I- cioateid fibers (Ni 1.I, 3t :tn(] I spet-imerisl olibitiitei

tea~s a moriomer ti make an at mosphiere aroirind tie about 20% strernitht rehiuct ionl at 80 'C (-iimtiarii with
glass mono' atcit. hate.r absorpt ion was itet rmillei ttiose in t he ilirm:ol iooitittiorn. Fort her dtte:i Is ,tf

according to .11S 07209 usinrg the met hod R. Anid the coat inrg effects ;irt ditisciussed iii the- rit\t
acidi t.% was measured with a dlisti Ilied water iof 10 sect ion with t brie panamett'irs in tattle 11.

mi (-lntailirig a i iritt 1urinatry i-oating rtsini ot 0.2ý

g. On t hiý e'.:olijlt tin if fat i giif iohtta' ioiiir t tit.

ttyriami iý Fat igte' tests, wert' ( iiiiilit ett in1 10. GOf , andi

80 'C' wa ter bY tevns ile tevstI irig at st ra in rat'os rang-
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Table 1 7

Fatigue parameters obtained by the regression
analysis of the exponential law model 6 6 C 40*C"_____ 60"Ca GO0C

No. a (In sec) fl (K) r (K/GPa) W.C
S5

1 -17.4 1.47 x 10' 1.72 x 103
S4

2 -6.3 2.80 X 10' 4.68 x 103
C

3 -12.7 1.23 x I01 1.62 x 103 - 0

4 -12.4 1.25 x 104 1.61 x 103 21
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

Ord (GPa)

7 Figure 3. Dynamic fatigue of No. 3 fiber
in water.

0 40°C
-6 -A 60C

S 7
5

0 0*6 b 6
S4 - & 60°C

3 --
°b 4 4

21
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 b:

Ord (GPa) 53

Figure 1. Dynamic fatigue of No. 1 fiberin water. 2 piwae.3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

Ord (GPa)

Figure 4. Dynamic fatigue of No. 4 fiber
7 in water.

40°CS6 - 60oC

80'C V1. Discussion
5

(1) Physical and chemical meanings of parameters

"•- 4 a, 0, and y
t.31 Three parameters are represented by physical

and chemical parameters as shown in Eqs.(5) to (7).
That is, a contains S i and A which relates to
the frequency factor. j refers to E, and y is

2expressed by the ratio of n ', which relates to the
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 ecpressed byluhe rato o icactivation volume V, to Si.

Ord (GPa) n ' and E for different glass compositions

are described in ref.[41, where n ' shows almost
Figure2. Dthe same value as E, such a way that n ' / E =

0.73 - 1.23. So assuming n '= E in this paper,
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Eq.(8) easily means the inert strength, constant A and assume to have reduced water

attacking, compared with No.1 fiber. But dynamic
S i R,/y (/8 ) fatigue results of these three fibers were almost

in the same manner as shown in Figs.l, 3, and 4.

Si in Eq.(8) corresponds to ad in Eq.(4)at T--0O. This seems to attribute differences in the ac-
Usually it is difficult to obtain the inert tivation energy E, which means a barrier against
strength because tensile test at a very high stress the crack growth reaction, and higher E implies
rate must be conducted under a liquid nitrogen higher fatigue resistance. The activation energy of

atmosphere. Assumption of n '= E still leads to E = No.1 fiber is about 20 kJ/mol larger than that of
S i V since n '=S i V [6]. No.3 or No.4 fiber, and their smaller constants A

Parameters A, E, and S i determined by this appear to be compensated by this larger E. After

method are summarized in Table 1ll, where K ,: is all, the effects of water absorption and acidity in
assumed to be 8.1 x 10-GPav"m for all four fibers a primary layer on the activation energy was not
including No.2 carbon coated fiber' in calculating remarkable in the range of this experiments. On the
the constant A. other hand, carbon coated fiber (No.2 specimen) ex-

hibits twice or more larger E compared with tVe

Table Ill others. It is clear that the carbon layer hardly
Fatigue constants of the crack growth reaction reacts with water and has fatigue resistance supe-
estimated bý the exponential law model rior to normal non-carbon coated optical fibers.

Assuming n '= E in this paper, the activa-

No. A (m/sec) E (kJ/mol) S i (GPa) tion energy has more distinguish effect on fatigue
behavior of coated fibers than constant A, because

1 1.93 x 10" 1.23 x 102 8.56 it affects both the slope ( Y /T ) and the inter-
cept (,6 / T ) of the dynamic fatigue plot derived

2 6.35 x l0-° 2.33 x 102 5.99 from Eq.(4).

3 2.10 x 10-- 1.03 x 10ý 7.60 (2) Predicted static fatigue behavior of coated op-

tical fibers
4 1.73 X 10' 1.04 x l0"' 7.79 Now we apply this model to static fatigue be-

havior. That is, by using these a, 8, and y the
time-to-failure t s is given by Eq.(9):

The inert strength of three non-carbon coated

fibers(No.l, 3, and 1) has reached around 8 GPa, T Tts : (- + s)
while that of carbon coated fiber(No.2 sample) was a•s' " Y
about 6GPa. This means that inert strength of No.2 x e xp (a +l/'T- ya s/T) (9)
fiber seems to be mainly determined by a thin
car'bon laer on glass surface. Actually strength of where aJ s is the applied stt'ess. The time-to-
carbon coated fiber has been improved by optimizing failure of tested fibers at aný temperature arid any
the qualities of a carbon la3er such as surface applied siress can be predicted b3 Eq.(9), using
roughness arid thickness, and has been the same as

at, ,, and Y in Table II. Figs.5 and 6 illustrate
The constant A its probortional tofrequen the calculation results of the static fatigue in
Tire constant A is proportional to frequency 410, 60, and 80 V• water for No.1 fiber as a

factor, ihich is a measure of the effective col-
representative of three non-carbon coated fibers

Itisot betrick gowateroeacion. leArid alcakt letonstadt and No.2 carboi coated fiber, respectively. In both
to tire crack growthi r'eact ion. Ard smaller' corist ant

cases, with decreasing applied stress as, the sl-A means hiighier fat iguie r'es istarnce. Wi th r'espect

to this constant A, that of carbon coated fiber ope ( n value) of logts vs. logas plot also de-
creases. On this model the "fatigue knee" is ex-is far' smaller' titan those, of the others, It is erca-
pressed as a curved form rather than an inter-sorrairle to assume t list a carbon layver' prevenitsa
sect ion of two lines on tihe power law model.

water reaching fiber surface and there is no ap- scino w ie ntepwrlwmdl
sat rreah interigcftionr sber n carit lyer' is fo a Comparing the time-to-failure scale in Fig.5 with
prrecilablIe i nteract ion bietwseen cartbon layer' itself

that in Fig.6, it should be noted that mechanical
reliabilit. of optical fibers has been improved

sin coatirngs against water', No.3 fiber with ia dramatically by introducing a carbon layer on glass
lower sater alisorpt ion arid No. 1 fi!ier with a more surface.

acid pr imar.v coat i rog shoe -; ma I let' values of
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non-carbon coated f iber arid No.2 carbon coal ed f i-
8 her, respectively. 1i value decreases I inearly

40°C with decreasing as. As can be seen from Eq.(lO),

7 60.C the dependence of n on y is also in a similar
manner as that on ars and carbon coated fiber with

0 W larger y leads to larger n %alue as shown in
6 Fig.8. In addition, with increasing temperature,

0 n value decreases slightly. As a result, n value

5 seems to be riot a physical constant from which fa-

tigue behavior in water can be totally interpreted0
and the lifetime prediction based on n value is

4 not appropriate.

3 1 30
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

logUs (Iog(GPa))
25

40°C
Figure 5. Predicted static fatigue of 60*c
No. 1 fiber in water. 20 80°C

25 • 0C15

25 1
40*C

, . 15 12 3 4 5

SO's (GPa)
"20- 10

S~Figure 7. The dependence of n on
o applied stress for No. 1 fiber in

5 water.

00'

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
IogCTs (Iog(GPa)) 100

Figure 6. Predicted static fatigue of 80
No. 2 fiber in water.

60 10olog~s Iog(G~))010

40*C

e- 80°C

(3) Fatigue parameter n " ex)ressed by exponen-

tial law model 40

By differentiating natural log of Eq.(9) with

respect to In ris , the fatigue parameter nl is 20
given by Eq.(lO):

D In Lt 0
n n as Y as/[ 1 2 3 4 5

- (T/y+s+ 1) +2 ( 1) 0's (GPa)

The dependence of n on appl ied stress is Figure 8. The dependence of n on
demonsthaepdeinc (If arid (8n ppld s s i. Iapplied stress for No. 2 fiber in

iem(nist rated i n F i gs. 7 and B for No. I standard water.
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(4) Lifetime prediction by exponential law model Il. Conclusions

When a proof test with a test stress of ap is

made on optical fibers, flaws corresponding to less Based on the chemical reaction kinetics, in

inert strength than up are eliminated. And the which crack growth velocity is expressed in an

minimum time-to-failure tmin has been defined as exponential form, fatigue behavior of coated opti-

the time that the survival largest flaws having an cal fibers in water has been studied and the key

inert strength of op lead to a failure due to points to be clarified are summarized as follows:

static fatigue[8]. Applying this principle to expo- (1) The dynamic fatigue test results of the stan-

nential model, tmin is given in Eq.(ll), by sub- dard coated fibers in water were well expressed

stituting op into Si in Eq.(9) and assuming n '= by the exponential law model. With respect of

E. coating effects on the fatigue behavior, carbon

coated fiber exhibiting a higher fatigue

tmin = s2K-:,-- R T o(_p R T) resistance provided a lower frequency factor
tsY A E ýp E) and a higher activation energN. But in order to

fully understand the behavior of carbon coated
x iT ex p I fiber, it will be necessary to develop another

ST\ ( 1model that would not be based on the crack

growth reaction.

Fig.9 represents a lifetime diagram in the (2) In static fatigue predicted by this model with

constant A vs. the activation energy E plots, dynamic fatigue test results, the slop- ( n

which satisfy a minimum time-to-failure of 20 years value) of logts vs. logos plot decreased with

in 25 C water after a proof test with a strain of 1 decreasing the applied stress. The "fatigue

percent. From Fig.9, in order to meet the require- knee" was expressed as a curved form rather

merit standard fibers must be used under a condition than an intersection of two lines on the power

in which the ratio of allowable service stress to law.

proof stress is less than 30 percent. On the other (3) By this model, the fatigue parameter " n " was

hand, carbon coated fiber is allowed to use up to given as a function of applied stress, temper-

70 percent in the ratio and expected to apply ature, and only parameter Y . n value decreased

wide areas where high long-term reliability is linearly with decreasing applied stress and

needed. y . Further, with increasing temperature, n
value decreased slightly. This suggests that

fatigue parameter " n " would not be a physical

20 constant from which fatigue behavior in water

tmin=20 years o/ =or0.3  
can be to'- lly interpreted and the lifetime

T =25'C prediction based on n value leads to an over-

10 cP 1°0 est imat ion.

0.5 (4) In lifetime prediction by applying the minimum

E Standard fib time-to-failure principle to this model, it is

"• 0 assumed that in water standard fibers must be
_ 0.7 used under a condition where the ratio of al-

lowable service stress to proof stress is less

-10 Carbon Coated than 30 percent , while carbon coated fiber is

Fiber allowed to use up to 70 percent in the ratio.

-201
50 100 150 200 250 300

E (kJ/mol)

Figure 9. A lifetime diagram for coated fibers in
water based on the minimum time-to-failure.
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MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF HERMETICALLY COATED OPTICAL FIBER
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SUMMAR Current fibers have a strength of almost 800,000 psi in short
lengths1 , which corresponds to a flaw depth of about 0.03The mechanical behavior of a commercially available p.m and a stress level approaching the theoretical maximum

hermetic fiber, which has an amorphous carbon film value based upon simultaneous fracture of all atomic bonds
between the glass surface and the polymer coating, has in the fiber cross section. The depth of such a flaw is about
been compared to the behavior of a conventional polymer 0.02% of the diameter of the glass fiber or only about 200coated fiber. We found that the strength of the hermetic times the silicon-oxygen bond length!

fiber is somewhat lower than the non-hermetic fiber and

that the strength distribution is broader. Atomic force Further reductions in the initial flaw size and corresponding
microscopy (AFM) was used to show that the surface of the increases in initial strength seem unlikely, so industry has
hermetic fiber is rougher than the surface of the non- begun to focus on increasing long term strength by
hermetic fiber, thereby explaining the strength difference. developing coatings that prevent chemical species in the
However, the stress corrosion resistance of the hermetic environment from contacting the glass surface. Several
fiber was so much greater than for the non-hermetic fiber materials have been tried including metals such as
that the initial strength advantage of non-hermetic fiber is aluminum,2-3 indium,4 and tin,5 and compounds such as
negated for long term reliability considerations. silicon oxynitride and silicon carbide. and carbon. 6 In most

of the early work with such coatings, significant
In general, the hermetic fiber held up well after low stress improvement in stress corrosion resistance was obtained but
aging in water at temperatures up to 60°C. There was, at the expense of decreases in initial strength, increases in
however, a decrease in stress cabrosion resistance when the microbending losses, and decreases in draw speed due to
testing or aging was carried out above 60°C. slow deposition rates. However, higher strength hermetic

fibers having a thin amorphous carbon laver between the
glass and the conventional polymeric coating have

INTRODUCTION recently been developed. Such fibers hold considerable
promise for applications requiring long term reliability or

The current successful use of silica-based optical fibers in for service in harsh environments.
communications systems has resulted from two parallel
developments in glass fiber technology: a large reduction in
optical attenuation in appropriate bandwidths and a For our experiments, we obtained several kilometers each
significant improvement in fiber mechanical properties. of a hermetic and a non-hermetic coated fiber from a
The reduction in attenuation was achieved primarily by major manufacturer of optical fibers. Both fibers contained
removing impurities that caused absorption of optical a nominal 125 I.m diameter fused silica strand coated with
energy in silica. The improvement in mechanical behavior a UV-cured urethane acrylate coating to an overall
has resulted from reductions in the size of flaws, such as diameter of 250 p.m. However, before the polymer coating
surface abrasions and microcracks present in all glass fibers, was applied to the hermetic fiber, an a~morphous carbon
by minimizing damage to the fiber during drawing, and by coating about 300-500 A thick was applied by a chemical
application of protective polymeric coatings immediately vapor deposition process.

after drawing. The principal objective of our program was to determine

The initial strength of a fiber is determined by the size of the effectiveness of the hermetic coating in preventing
the largest flaw present; the long term strength is controlled moisture from causing accelerated crack growth. We
by the slow growth of flaws in the fiber in the presence of conducted dynamic fatigue experiments on the two fibers in
stress and/or a corroding species in the environment. This the as-received condition in water at temperatures of 23, 40.
latter process is known as fatigue (static and dynamic) in 60, 80, and 85°C. In addition to testing as-received fibers.
the literature on glass and as stress corrosion in other fields, we tested fibers that we had aged in water at temperatures
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of 40, 60, 80, and 85°C. For aging, long lengths of each parameter in is the slope of the curve on Weibull axes and
fiber were loosely wound on 12 inch diameter glass spools provides a measure of the breadth of the strength
which were then immersed into a glass tank filled with distribution, with large values of in associated with narrow
deionized water buffered at pH 7 and held at the aging distributions. The relative breadth of the strength
temperature with a recirculating heater. The ends of the distribution can be calculated from this equation as:
individual fiber strands remained outside the tank to a'90 - a 10 - ±
prevent water from entering. Aged fibers were removed -(3.32'- 0.152h-)
from the aging tanks for dynamic fatigue testing after 050

periods of 1, 7, 30, 84, and 182 days. where o9o, a50, and lo0 are the 90th, 50th and 10th

The dynamic fatigue tests were carried out using a two- percentile strength values respectively.

point bending apparatus consisting of two parallel platens, As shown in Figure 1, the strength data fit a Weibull
one fixed and one driven by a computer controlled servo distribution very well. The median strengths, Weibull
motor, between which a fiber loop is bent until it breaks. A distribution parameters in, and the breadths of the strength
piezoelectric transducer attached to the fixed platen detects distributions, (a90- -10) for the unaged fibers are
the fiber break and signals the computer to stop the motion summarized in Table 1 and for the fibers aged in water for
of the moving platen. The stress at failure is calculated 1 month in Table 2. In general, the unaged hermetic fiber
from the platen separation at failure, the fiber dimensions, is about 100 ksi weal *r than the unaged non-hermetic fiber
and the elastic modulus of the glass. Bending tests were and it exhibits a slightly, -.. 'er distribution of strength. In
conducted at a range of stress rates (8.7, 0.87, 0.087, and both cases there is a relatively small decrease in strength as
0.0087 ksi/sec) so that the dynamic fatigue behavior of the the testing temperature is increased. The hermetic fiber
fibers could be characterized. For each condition of aged for I month (and tested at 23°C) shows a similarly
temperature and stress rate, we tested 31 unaged samples small decrease in strength with aging temperature.
for dynamic fatigue. After aging, dynamic fatigue tests of However, the aged non-hermetic fiber showed a large
21 samples from each aging condition and each stress rate decrease in strength with increases in aging temperature
were conducted in water at 23°C. with the strength decreasing below that of the hermetic

In addition to the dynamic bending tests, the as-received fiber at an aging temperature between 60 and 80°C. The

fibers were tested in a static bending test. This test uses breadth of the aged non-hermetic fiber strength distribution

two parallel aluminum plates with 30 machined mating is still somewhat smaller than that of the hermetic fiber.

grooves. Individual fiber loops are placed into each groove These strength results are consistent with the surface
between the two plates which are separated by a spacer roughness of the hermetic and non-hermetic fiber as
with a thickness chosen such that a specified stress is placed measured with the atomic force microscope. Surface
upon the fiber loops. A series of such tests were made with profiles from the unaged fibers are shown in Figure 2: note
spacers producing stresses ranging from 450 ksi to 520 ksi. that the vertical scale is twice as sensitive for the non-
Each bending fixture with its 30 specimens was immersed in hermetic fiber. The surface of the hermetic fiber is rougher
a glass tank filled with deionized water buffered at pH 7 than that of the non-hermetic fiber, consistent with the
and maintained at a constant temperature of 40, 60, 80, or lower initial strength of the hermetic fiber. However, as
85 °C using a recirculating heater. Fiber breaks were shown in Figure 3, the surface of the aged, non-hermetic
detected by a piezoelectric transducer mounted on the side fiber is rougher than that of the aged hermetic fiber, which
of the tank and recorded by a computer so that the time again is consistent with the strength results. These
history of fiber breaks could be analyzed. qualitative observations on the relative surface roughnesses

An atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to examine can be put on a more quantitative basis by considering the

the surfaces of the as-received and aged fibers. The maximum value of roughness height obtained from the

polymer coating on the fiber was removed before the AFM:

examination by dipping the fiber into hot (200°C) HSO4  Fiber Roughness
and rinsing in deionized water. Height (nm)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Unaged, non-hermetic 1.8
Aged, non- hermetic 16.1

The dynamic bending strengths of the hermetic and the Unaged, hermetic 5.2
non-hermetic fibers plotted as a straight line on Weibull Aged, hermetic 10.9
coordinate axes (Figure 1). This indicates that the failuredistribution can be approximated by a Weibull cumulative The bending dynamic fatigue results for the unaged fibers
probabiitydistribution cn be ar oximad yare shown in Figure 4 where the median strength values for
probability distribution of the form: each fiber are plotted as a function of stress rate. If it is

a assumed that the rate of growth of flaws in the presence of
F = I - 2- "a" stress depends upon the stress intensity factor at the tip ofthe flaws raised to a power ii, then it can be shownit that

where F is the cumulative probability of failure at a stress

less than or equal to a and a00 is the median strength. The the failure stress is related to the rate of stressing 1'r by
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1) for the non-hermetic fiber can best be fit by two straight
=B6- ( + 1) lines. This so-called knee or transition in the static fatigue

In the above equations, B and nd are constants. The data has been observed by several workers14. The values of

parameter nd is known as the dynamic crack growth n, obtained from these data are:

exponent or stress corrosion susceptibility constant; the
larger the value of hd, the more resistant is the fiber to Test ns

crack growth. Values of nd were obtained by fitting the Temperature Hermetic Non-hermetic

above equation to the stress versus stress rate data; the C

values of nd for the unaged fibers are: 40 - 12.3, 22.5

Test nd 60 235 10.4, 20.3

Temperature Hermetic Non-hermetic 80 210 8.7, 19.0
0C 85 195 7.9, 18.9

23 255 21.0 In this table, the two values of n, listed for the non-

40 245 20.7 hermetic fiber are for the low stress and high stress regions

60 180 19.5 respectively. Note the n, decreases with test temperature

80 135 17.8 as was observed for h-.
85 120 16.5 As noted above the hermetic fiber has a much larger value

of n and a somewhat smaller value of strength than the
Both fibers showed a significant increase in stress corrosion non-hermetic fiber. The former decreases the rate of crack
susceptibility as measured by decreasing values of nd with growth; the latter increases it. The net effect of
increasing tem eratures. A similar trend was noted by simultaneous variations in strength and n on crack growth
Duncan et al IF who explained the decrease using a reaction can be estimated by considering a more general form of the
rate model for corrosive attack of glass by water. The equation for time-to-failure in static fatigue15 than that
decrease in nd for the hermetic coating is particularly large used above:
although the absolute value still is much greater than that
of the non-hermetic fiber. (SL " 2A|(~-)o|S(n - 2)

The values of nd and the median bending strength for the Kc )
hermetic fiber after aging for periods up to 182 days in tf (n - 2) =a"

water at temperatures of 40, 60, 80 and 85"C are listed in
Tables 3 and 4 respectively. The median strengths showed where Ko, K, A are constants for a given glass and are
small decreases with increasing aging temperature and independent of n, S is the strength, cr is the applied stress
increasing aging time. Unlike the results for different test and n is the crack growth exponent. The ratio of the time
temperatures, the values of nd for the aged fiber showed to failure at a stress, a for two fibers of differing strengths,
significant decreases only for aging temperatures of 80"C S, and n is given by:
and above. Comparison of the effect of aging temperature - n2) (n2
and testing temperature on nd indicates that stress t (. 4 = (n 2 -2 a - 'S•"' - 2)
accelerates the process producing the decrease in ha. This (n = 1 K7J 1 n 1 - 2 J s(,2 - 2)
suggests that the relatively large changes in nd observed in 2

the short time tests at elevated testing temperatures may Letting subscript 1 refer to a hermetic fiber and subscript 2
result from stress enhanced diffusion of moisture through refer to a non-hermetic fiber, the following parameters are
the hermetic coating. considered:

The bending static fatigue results for unaged hermetic and
non-hermetic fibers are shown in Figure 5. If it is assumed
that the initial strength of the fiber fits a Weibull n 200 20
distribution and if the power law dependence for crack S, ksi 600 700
growth rate is assumed, it can be shown13 that the median a, ksi 50 50
time-to-failure, tf, at constant stress, ar, is given by: Using values of K, = 0.371 ksi(in)", K, = 0.72 ksi(in)%t5.

tf= Ca-"* the ratio of thennetic to tnon - hemnetic is 10140!. Clearly, the

where C is a parameter independent of both a and tf and large value of n for hermetic fibers far outweighs the

n, is the static crack growth exponent. The values of n, and relatively small decrease in their strength relative to non-

nd theoretically should be the same but differences are hermetic fibers.
usually observed which arise from the differences in static CONCLUSIONS
and dynamic testing procedures. Values of ns were
obtained by fitting this equation to the time-to-failure The mechanical behavior of a commercially available
versus applied stress data, which should plot as a straight hermetic fiber, which has an amorphous carbon film
line on log-log coordinates. As seen in Figure 5, the data between the glass surface and the polymer coating, has
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been compared to the behavior of a conventional polymer 7. R. G. Huff and F. V. DiMarcello; "Hermetically
coated fiber. This comparison indicated: coated optical fibers for adverse environments";

1. The bending strength data for both fibers could be fit Optical Devices in Adverse Environments; Proc SPIE
well by a Weibull distribution. The Weibull slope 867; 40-45 (1987).
parameter, m, of the hermetic fiber was somewhat 8. K E. Lu et al; "Hermetically Coated Optical Fibers;
smaller than that of the non-hermetic fiber indicating Proceedings 36th International Wire and Cable
that the hermetic fiber had a slightly broader Symposium, 241-244 (1987).
distribution.

9. N. Yoshizawa and Y. Katsuyama; "High-Strength
2. The median strength of the unaged hermetic fiber was Carbon Coated Optical Fibre"; Electronic Letters;

about 100 ksi less than that of the non-hermetic fiber. 25(21) 1429-1431 (1989).
However, the hermetic fiber is much less susceptible
to strength losses following aging in water at 10. H. H. Yuce et al; "Mechanical Properties of Optical
temperatures up to 60"C than the non-hermetic coated Fibers in Bending"; Proc Seventh Intl Conf on
fiber. Integrated Optics: 2; 44 (1989).

3. The atomic force microscope was used to show that 11. A. G. Evans; "Slow Crack Growth in Brittle Materials
the height of fiber surface roughness correlated with Under Dynamic Loading Conditions"; International
strength, low strengths being associated with rougher Journal of Fracture Mechanics; 10 251-259 (1874).
surfaces. 12. W. J. Duncan et al; "The Effect of Environment on

4. The hermetic fiber has a significantly larger crack the Strength of Optical Fiber"; Strength of Inorganic
growth exponent, n, as determined by both dynamic Glass; C. R. Kurkjian (ed); Plenum Press, New York,
and static fatigue than the non-hermetic fiber. Aging 309-328 (1985).
in water caused decreases in the value of n for both 13. F. P. Kapron and H. H. Yuce, "Theory and
fibers but the value of n for the hermetic fiber measurement for predicting stressed fiber lifetimes";
remained significantly above that for even the unaged Optical Engineering; 30(6) 700-708 (1991).
non-hermetic fiber.

14. H. C. Chandan and D. Kalish; "Temperature
5. For a given value of applied stress, the large value of n dependence of static fatigue of optical fibers coated

for the hermetic fiber results in much slower crack with a UV-curable polyurethane acrylate;" Journal
growth than with a non-hermetic fiber even though the American Ceramic Society; 65(3) 171-173 (1982).
strength of the hermetic fiber is somewhat lower than
the non-hermetic fiber. Thus, hermetic fibers should 15. P. L. Key et al; "Mechanical Reliability of Optical
have higher mechanical reliability for a given Fibers"; Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids; 38 & 39
application than non-hermetic fibers. 463-468 (1980).
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Table 1 - Dynamic Bending Strength of Unaged Fibers (1)

Test Hermetic Non-Hermetic
Temperature a50 m ag - a0 os0 m ago --o

*C ksi ksi ksi ksi

23 618 54 35 729 77 29
40 616 57 33 726 72 31
60 606 48 39 721 66 34
80 597 40 46 702 61 35
85 591 31 58 688 53 40

(1) All fibers tested at 0.87 ksi/sec.

Table 2 - Dynamic Bending Strength of Fibers Aged 1 Month (1)

Aging Hermetic Non-Hermetic
Temperature U50 m 090 - o10 a50 m 09 - Oa10

*C ksi ksi ksi ksi

40 610 53 35 707 51 36
60 606 46 40 668 52 39
80 603 48 38 526 49 33
85 595 36 51 460 42 34

(1) All fibers tested in 23°C water at 0.87 ksi/sec.

la I

1000

Figure 2 - Surface roughness of unaged fibers Figure 3 - Surface roughness of aged fibers
measured by atomic force microscopy. measured by atomic force microscopy.

Upper figure is hermetic fiber; Fibers aged for 85 days in 85°C water.
lower figure is non-hermetic fiher. Upper figure is hermetic fiber:

lower figure is non-hermetic fiber.
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Figure 4- Dynamic Fatigue Strength in Bending of Unaged Fibers

Table 3 - nd for Aged Hermetic Fibers (1)

Aging Aging Temperature (*C)
Time (days) 40 "< 80 85

1 225 220 195 190
7 210 200 195 175

30 215 210 175 140
85 215 200 160 130

182 210 200 145 115

(1) All samples tested in 23"C water.

Table 4 - Median Dynamic Strength (ksi) for Aged Hermetic Fibers (I)

Aging Aging Temperature (°C)
Time (days) 40 60 80 85

1 618 616 611 605
7 615 616 609 606

30 610 606 603 595
85 606 597 591 586

182 615 616 609 586

(1) All samples tested in 23°C water at 0.87 ksi/sec.
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Figure 5 - Static Fatigue in Bending of Unaged Fibers
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LONG-TERM RELIABILITY OF 900 ,m BUFFERED FIBERS

J. J. Farro, R. A. Frantz, J. P. Kilmer, C. J. Wieczorek, and H. t1. Yuce

Bellcore
445 South Street, Morristown, NJ 07962

ABSTRACT more rugged to craft personnel than "delicate" 250 pim fiber--possibly because the 900 pjm OD is comparable to a 24 gauge

The majority of optical fibers used in telecommunications wire. On the other hand, the larger OD is a negative factor for
applications are coated to a diameter of 250 pm with a UV- higher fiber count cables. For fiber counts above 72, the OD
cured urethane acrylate protective coating. For applications of cables using 900 pm fiber becomes prohibitively large.
where more handling and craft activity are expected, it is There is some sentiment that for inside plant (ISP)
desirable to apply an additional buffer coating (or coatings) to applications, 900 grm fiber is warranted, since the construction
increase the outer diameter to 900 pm. As these fibers are of ISP cables is not as rugged as OSP cable and the extra
increasingly deployed in the loop plant and on customer protection of 900 gm buffering is necessary.
premises, they are likely to be exposed to a wide variety of
harsh environments. The effects of high humidity and To address these concerns, a reliability study of 900 4m
temperature and of several common chemicals on the buffered fibers for OSP use was initiated, the first results of
mechanical and optical properties of 900 pIm buffered fibers which are reported in this paper. Parameters such as fiber
are the subject of this paper. We show that the effects of these strength, coating strippability, and buffer coating degradation
environments on the characteristics of the fibers vary were tracked and correlated after commercially available
according to the type of buffer coating material. products were exposed to accelerated aging environments.

Ultimately, the handleability or robustness that is actually
needed for loop applications will be quantified and used to
assess the reliability issues affecting both 250 plm and 900 p.m

1. INTRODUCTION fiber in OSP applications.

As fiber penetrates further into the loop or distribution portion
of the network, its deployment will be marked by distinct 2. TYPES OF 900 um FIBERS
differences from that of the interoffice and feeder portions of
the network. There will be an increase in the number of cable 900 prm buffer coated fiber can be manufactured in either "tight
sheath openings and increased craft activity at these sheath buffered" or "loose buffered" constructions. These represent
openings. Post mortem analyses performed by Bellcore show the different strippability requirements that may be applicable
that the majority of problems occur, not along the continuous to buffer coating depending upon the performance desired. A
spans of cable runs that constitute approximately 98% of the "tight buffered" 900 p.m jacket is tightly coupled to the
deployed fiber, but rather at the sheath openings and splice or underlying coating layers. The product is typically
terminating points which constitute the remaining 2% [ 11. We manufactured by extruding a thermoplastic elastomer (e.g.,
know that the composite structure of an optical cable protects Hytrel®), polyvinylchloride (PVC), or nylon jacket over a 250
the fibers from outside plant (OSP) environments, but when to 500 pm diameter acrylate-coated fiber supplied by a fiber
this protective sheath is penetrated and the fibers in the cable manufacturer. When this coating is mechanically stripped, it
are exposed, significant adverse effects on fiber reliability can generally exposes the 125 pm-diameter glass in a single
be expected. Consequently, we concentrate our efforts on the stripping operation. This is an advantage because it requires
behavior of optical fibers at these sheath openings in the OSP. one less stripping operation than the "separately strippable"

buffer coating described below. Tight buffered fiber is also
One question that is central to this issue concerns the use of often preferred by connector/cable assembly manufacturers,
900 pm outside diameter (OD) "buffered fiber" versus 250 pm since the tight buffering gives the manufacturer something
OD "protective coated" fiber. Bellcore's Generic Requirements tangible to attach to in order to provide strain relief at the
permit the use of 900 pm fiber in indoor applications 12] and connector, thus reducing coating shrinkback or "pistoning";
buried service drop cable [31; however, it is not recommended consequently, telephone company personnel may encounter
for general purpose distribution cables 141. The question this type of product when they make their own pigtails by
arises as to whether buffered fiber should be recommended for cutting jumper cords in half. However, tight buffered fiber is
OSP applications such as in the "last mile' ". On the one generally perceived to be very hard to strip and often requires
hand, it might be expected that the buffered fiber would be users to "nibble" away at it in 0.5-inch lengths. This increases
preferred for loop applications, since increased handling is the risk of damaging the fiber surface, both through the
expected and 900 pm buffered fiber appears to be better repeated cutting operations and through scraping off the cut
suited, in general, for craft activity. With its larger OD, it feels lengths over the exposed glass.

The segment of the loop network referred to as the "last mile" In contrast, a "loose buffered" or "separately strippable"
extends from the Remote Feeder Termination (remote terminal ) to a construction is characterized by a loose coupling between the
Service Access Point (pedestal) near the house where the service
cable is connected and extended to the subscriber premises. buffer coating and the underlying coating layers. Mechanical
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stripping of the 900 I.mn coating exposes the 250 .im protective 15 jim or 500 ± 15 lam, followed by an extruded hard buffer
coating, which can then be stripped in a conventional way with (Hytrel, PVC or nylon) to 900 ± 15 lam. Sample A used in
a second stripping operation and/or tool. This product is often our testing is composed of a conventional 250 gim fiber
perceived to be more craft friendly, even though it requires two jacketed to 900 jim with PVC. Sample B is composed of a
stripping operations, because the 900 jim buffering is removed conventional 250 jim fiber covered by a 400 jim silicone-
easily. Sometimes lengths as long as a few inches can be based soft layer and jacketed to 900 jim with nylon. Sample C
removed in a single stripping operation because the buffer is composed of the new 500 jim acrylate coated fiber jacketed
coating is not mechanically bound to the 250 jim protective to 900 pim with Hytrel. Sample D is similar to sample A
coating. except it is made by a different manufacturer. While 50/125

One fiber manufacturer provides a 500 jim acrylate coating to multimode has been reported to be more sensitive to
reduce the microbending-i:;uced loss due to the 900 p~m microbending loss [121, single-mode fiber was used

jacketing process. One of our test fibers (fiber C) used this exclusively for this study since it is more widely deployed in

500 pim fiber in its construction. telecommunication applications. We also tested a fiber
consisting of a nominal 125 4im diameter fused silica strand
coated with a UV-cured urethane acrylate coating to an overall
diameter of 250 jim. Designated as fiber E, it is the same as

3. FIECR ANICAL PROPERTIES OF OPTICAl fiber A but without the PVC jacket.

The mechanical properties of the five fibers were determined
Desirable mechanical properties of optical fibers include high as received and after aging in various environments as given in
strength, small strength variability, high fatigue resistance and Table 1.
high aging resistance. With improvements in preform quality
and drawing environment, long-length, high-strength optical
fibers are being produced routinely 151. Such fibers, with Table 1 - Exposure Environments
strengths in the range of 5.5 GPa (800,000 psi) in short gage
lengths (less than 1 meter), are usually characterized by a I . Household cleaning solution at room temperature, 23' C
narrow, unimodal strength distribution. The common UV-
cured polymer coatings provide adequate fatigue resistance, as
described by a fatigue parameter in the range of 20-30, in a 2. Bleachatroomtemperature,23°C
benign environment. [aqueous solution of 5.25% sodium hypochloritel

However, since aging in adverse environments can severely 3. Gasoline at room temperature, 230 C
degrade fiber strength and modify its fatigue resistance 16-111, [regular, unleadedi
the long-term reliability of optical fibers may be affected.
Some chemical species, especially water, are known to have 4. WD-40 at room temperature, 23' C
very detrimental effects on the mechanical behavior of optical [household spray lubricant]
fibers. This effect is manifested in different ways depending
on the stress state of the optical fiber sample under 5. High temperature and humidity, 85 'C, 94 % RH
investigation: (1) time delavLedfajilure mechanisms such as
static or dynamic fatigue, and (2) :ero-stress aging. Static
fatigue is the time-dependent failure of glass, in a given The center sections of 2m long samples from each of the five
environment, under a constant stress that is less than the fibers were loosely placed into open containers containing
instantaneous fracture strength. Dynamic fatigue is the time- household cleaning liquid, bleach, gasoline and WD-40 and
dependent failure of glass, in a given environment, tinder a also into an environmental chamber where the temperature and
constant stressing rate resulting in a fracture strength that is humidity were kept constant (950 ±1+ C and 94 ± 4 % RH).
less than the strength in an inert environment. The ends of the samples remained outside the containers. At

intervals of I day, I week, I month, and 6 months, a
The topic of fiber aging under low or zero stress is still a minimum of 31 samples from each supplier were removed
controversial issue. The effect of low- or zero-stress aging on from the aging solution and tested. Strength testing was
optical fibers is of considerable importance in cables or in carried out by tension (strain rate: 10%/mi, gage length: 0.5
splice cases because fibers can encounter a high humidity or

h a em ) with a screw-driven universal tensile testing machine in a
chemical environment that can degrade their strength. These laotrymbetnvomntf23Cadrltiehiit
aged fibers may be stressed later during routine maintenance or laboratory ambient environment of 23n C and relative humidity

other repair work. The effect of aging on the mechanical of 507. Samples were gripped on 0.1 m diameter capstans

reliability of optical fiber is therefore an important covered with a soft elastomeric sleeve. Masking tape was

consideration in any system design. used to secure the ends of the fiber to the capstans.

In addition, the stripping force required to remove the coating
4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE was measured using a commercial stripping tool mounted in a

screw driven universal tensile testing machine. The gage

The objective of this study was to determine the long-term length of the stripping test samples was 1.5 cm and the

mechanical reliability of 90() pm buffered optical fibers in stripping rate was 2.5 cm/min. The stripping force was

anticipated telecommunication service environments, measured for fibers in the as-received condition and after

Accordingly, we obtained several kilometers of commcrcially exposure to the environments given in Table I at intervals of I

available fibers from four different suppliers; the fibers were day, I week, I month and 6 months. Also, samples of each

designated A through D. Each fiber had a nominal glass fiber were examined in detail both as received and after each of

diameter of 125 ± 2 pin coated with primary/secondary the aging periods. Physical, mechanical, and chemical

coatings (UV-curable urethane acrylates, or silicones) t 250 ± changes in the buffer coatings were recorded.
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Finally, attenuation measurements were made on two of the hypochlorous acid meets the Michalske requirements and is
buffered fibers (fibers B and C) in an 85' C and 95% relative the stress corroding agent responsible for the effect observed
humidity environment at a wavelength of 1550 nm. on the strength. Relatively small effects were observed for
Approximately one kilometer long fibers were wound loosely aging in gasoline and WD-40. This is consistent with the
about glass mandrels 0.3 m in diameter, and these fibers were Michalske model since these two chemicals contain primarily
placed in an environmental chamber and fusion spliced to the larger molecules.
fibers leading to the test equipment. Consisting of a 1550 nm
laser source, wide-area detector, optical switch, lock-in
amplifier and a computer controller, the equipment was located 900 .
in a nearby laboratory which was linked to the environmental 700 o
chamber by a short length of optical cable. Baseline readings i1
were obtained, after which the chamber was heated to 850 C
for seven days with uncontrolled humidity. Heat was applied 0N 500 0
to the fibers before the humidity was raised to determine the
effects of high heat on the fiber alone. After the seventh day, c
humidity was increased, and measurements were taken daily o FeC
to determine the attenuation change of the buffered fibers. A [3 Fiber C 0t--: A Fiber D

X5 I Fiber Eo

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stress-Free Aging 1 week 1 month 6 months

£u~e.AgigI. I mots

The median strengths of the fibers both initially and after 100 1 .... 110 100 o

stress-free aging are plotted in Figures 1 through 5. Fiber B Aging Time, days
appears to be designed to meet the "separately strippable"
construction described above; this created serious experimental Figure 2 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in Bleach on Fiber
difficulties in measuring the fiber strength, so no values are Strength
plotted for this fiber. Cleaning liquid (Figure 1) had the
largest effect on the strength, followed by bleach (Figure 2) 900
and high humidity and temperature (Figure 5). The strength 8
reductions experienced by fibers A, C, and D are comparable 800
after six months of aging in cleaning liquid and bleach; this "• 700 0 o 3
agrees with earlier studies on 250 g.m coated fibers [I 1-12]. _X 1 A A
The rate of decrease in strength during aging in the high C X0o 0
humidity and temperature environment is dependent upon the 6
buffer coating [13-15]; this is particularly evident in
comparing the behavior of fibers C and D in Figure 5. t 500 o Fiber A

C.L o Fiber C
The model of Michalske and Freiman [16] for stress corrosion 7A Fiber D

W 00
in glass is based on an interaction between chemical species in u 4 Fiber E
the environment and strained bonds at the crack tip resulting in
scission of the Si-O bonds. The model places two 1 week 1 month 6 months
requirements on stress corrosion agents. First, the molecule 300 I. I .
must have both an electron and a proton donor site. Second, 10 100
the molecule must be small enough to rapidly diffuse to the Aging Time, days
crack tip. Water and ammonia were shown by Michalske to
meet this requirement. Household bleach consists of a Figure 3 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in Gasoline on Fiber
solution of sodium hypochlorite. It is suggested that Strength

900 o Fiber A 900
800 o Fiber C 800 03

' 700 a Fiber D 700 1
"" x FiberE E. ft A A A

" 600 = 600
C C

5 00 500 O Fiber A"- • &c o Fiber C

o) 400 0/ 400 o Fiber E

1 week 1 month 6 months 1 week 1 month 6 months

300 .. .A ... I . I . . 300 1I . I . ..... 001 10 10010 100

Aging Time, days Aging Time, days

Figure 1 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in Cleaning Liquid on Figure 4 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging WD 40 Liquid on
Fiber Strength Fiber Strength
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900 A 9I
800 0 o Unaged

~~ E30 go o 0-[ Aged in 85° C, 94%,•"" - Aged in cleaning liquid

600 A ? 70 X Aged in bleach600 0."" "°[od° _-I
A 0cu 50

500 003
SOFiber A 10

C 0 A0S40 13 FiberC -- I
400 A A 00AFiber D U a N o 0X Fiber E a) 10F week 1 month 6 months > A 3 0

30 11 10 i300 I5 I 0
1 10 100 E FIBER A

Aging Time, days o

Figure 5 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in 850 C & 94% RH M 0
on Fiber Strength 1

200 400 600 800 1000
Figures 6 and 7 contrast the failure stress distributions for

fibers A and E, both unaged and after 24 hours in each of Strength, ksi
three aging conditions. These fibers differ only in the PVC Figure 6 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in Various
buffer coating that was applied to fiber A. Note that in all Environments on Fiber Strength after 1 Day Aging
cases fiber A has a higher median strength, although only
marginally so after aging in cleaning liquid. In this latter case, 99
the strength distribution is particularly broad for fiber A due a Unaged X
number of lower-strength test samples, which suggests that A U3 []this PVC buffer coating may be particularly susceptible to 90 0 [ Aged in 650 C, 94% 1

penetration by the cleaning liquid, resulting in a direct attack o8 A Aged in cleaning liquid

on the glass surface comparable to that seen for unbuffered >• 70 3 Aged in bleachfiberE s Po 
50

.50
Strip Force o_2CL 30

The aging environments used here had varying deleterious AN 00
effects on the strip force for these buffer coatings. Figures 8 -O A:3 0
through 12 compare the strip force measurements for aged . FIBER E A 11o
samples with those for the the as-received fibers. The strip a) 10 AEo

force for fiber B represents the force required to strip only the
buffer coating in this loose buffered construction. The most 75 5 AMO 0
significant changes occurred for the PVC buffered fibers (A E
and D) that were aged in gasoline, where ,he strip force
decreased by over 85% for both samples after six months AC 0
(Figure 10). The high humidity and temperature environment
(Figure 12) and, to a lesser degree, the cleaning liquid (Figure 1
8) also lowered the mean strip force for these two PVC- 200 400 600 800 1000
buffered fibers. Since the initial strip force for fiber D exceeds
the maximum 3 lb force currently specified in the Bellcore Strength, ksi
Generic Requirement [2], these decreases actually bring it intoconformance with the requirement. Figure 7 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in VariousEnvironments on Fiber Strength after I Day Aging

The nylon (fiber B) and Hytrel (fiber C) buffer coatings
seemed better able to withstand the harsh aging environments.
However, the strip force for fiber B actually increased during
aging in the bleach solution (Figure 9). When aged in WD-
40, fiber C also experienced a substantial increase in strip Extraction of material can cause both weight loss and volume
force (Figure 11), with the result that it exceeded the Bellcore loss of the buffer coating. This was most pronounced with
Generic Requirement of 3 lb force. fibers A and D (PVC buffer coatings) after aging in gasoline.

Weight losses of 5 to 10% were measured after 6 months of
Buffer Coating Degradation aging, while the OD of these fibers decreased by 5-8% in the

same time interval. Fiber C (Hytrel buffer coating) showed a
During extended aging, the fluids in which the fiber samples decrease of about 4% in OD, but actually gained weight (about
were immersed can function as solvents for the buffer coating 8%) during the 6-month gasoline immersion. Fiber B (nylon
materials. This can cause leaching or extraction of material buffer coating) was relatively unaffected by the gasoline
and also chemical reactions that discolor or otherwise degrade immersion, but did show about a 3% decrease and a 5%
the buffer coatings. Several examples of such degradation weight loss after six months of aging in the high humidity and
were found in the present tests. temperature environment.
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Figure 8 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in Cleaning Liquid on 0
Strip force 1 10 100

Aging Time, days

÷ Fiber A Figure 11 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in WD 40 on Strip
4 Force[3 Fiber C

[] & Fiber D
X Fiber E o .. °Fiber A"

3. 4j "# Fiber 8
•, IR • 1 Fiber C

----- a,, Fiber D

a 3
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D 2.0
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It NI" 4. A
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Aging Time, days 0 X

Figure 9 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging in Bleach on Strip 10 100

Force Aging Time, days

Figure 12 - Effect of Stress-Free Aging ,n 85' C, 94% RH on

Strip Force
4j, + Fiber B

r0 Fiber C
. & Fiber D

x Fiber E Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic analysis of
several aged samples showed a significant loss of plasticizer
from both PVC buffer coatings after aging in gasoline. This is

6 iconsistent with the losses of weight and volume observed.
These observations are also consistent with the significant

o_ + decrease in strip force noted above. The extraction of
o. ÷plasticizer by gasoline leaves these buffer coatings as stiff

• , tubes. Molecular crosslinking limits the circumferential
shrinkage of the buffer coating on the protective coating and,

N c [ depending upon the adhesion between the coatings, may draw
0 X the inner coating away from the glass. The result is that the
A 2 U entire coating structure easily strips off.

1 10 100 Pronounced color changes were also observed in the PVC and

Aging Time, days nylon buffer coatings. After six months of aging, the PVC
coatings (A and D) showed slight yellowing from exposure to

Figure 10- Effect of Stress-Free Aging in Gasoline on Strip cleaning liquid, gasoline, and WD-40. Both coatings
Force developed a chocolate brown color from exposure to bleach.
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As can easily be seen in Figure 13, the humidity had a
relatively strong effect on the transmission characteristics of
the fiber with the Hytrel buffer coating (Fiber C).
Microbending was induced by the distortion of the buffer
material under the high heat/high humidity conditions. The
effect on the nylon-buffered fiber (Fiber B) was minimal.
This may be due to the soft silicone layer between the fiber
and the nylon coating acting as a "cushion" to reduce any
microbending effects caused by a change in the dimensions of
the buffer coating. The microbending loss in buffered fibers
has not been detected in the field because the short deployment
lengths have not impacted the loss budget of the system.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The mechanical behavior of aged and unaged 900 Itm buffered
silica fibers has been studied both in a humid environment and
in various common chemicals as a function of time. The Jerry J. Farro is a member of the Optical Cables and
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provide additional protection against loss of strength and
eventual failure. Initially, the high humidity environment
caused an increase in attenuation in the fiber with Hytrel buffer
coating; however, the microbending-induced loss dissipated as
the coating to glass interface reached a stable condition.
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EFFECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON AN UNPROTECTED

REEL OF OPTICAL FIBER CABLE

H. H. Yuce, C. Wieczorek, A. DeVito, J. P. Varachi, Jr., and J. P. Kilmer

Bellcore
445 South Street, Morristown, NJ 07962

ABSTRACT
Although optical fibers have moved rapidly from the aging in adverse environments can severely degrade fiber
laboratory to widespread deployment, there have been strength and modify the fatigue resistance of optical fibers",
relatively few field failures reported, and most of these have long-term reliability of optical fibers is no longer assured.
been due to external causes such as dig-ups. Initial concerns Some chemical species, especially water, are known to have
about fiber breakage due to the brittle nature of glass have, detrimental effects on the mechanical properties of optical

fortunately, not materialized. In this paper, we examine one fibers. This is manifested in different ways depending on the

of the few field cases involving fiber breaks that resulted stress state of the optical fiber: (1) time delayed failure

from aging of optical fibers under extreme environmental mechanisms such as static or dynamic fatigue, and (2) zero-

conditions for more than four years. An abnormally high stress aging.

incidence of fiber breakage in this cable was reported by the Static fatigue is the time-dependent failure of glass, in a
craft during normal installation after aging. Although there given environment, under a constant stress that is less than
have ,ot been many such failures reported, mechanical the instantaneous fracture strength. This delayed fracture is a
failures are still considered a possible cause of reliability function of the coating, applied stress, temperature, and
problems and continue to receive considerable attention. In chemical species, particularly the presence of water. The
this study, we show how atomic force microscopy (AFM) can stress-assisted hydrolysis of the silicon-oxygen network of
be a helpful method to analyze the cause of fiber failures. the glass'" results in the growth over time of microscopic
Such information can be very useful in determining surface flaws into larger critical cracks. The development of
responsibility for repair or re[ lacement. the flaws is influenced by the surrounding environment. The

surface reactivity in a given environment determines the
fiber's ultimate strength, because of its effect on crack tip
growth. Dynamic fatigue is a time-dependent failure of glass,
in a given environment and under a constant stress rate
resulting in a fracture strength that is less than the strength in
an inert environment. The loss of strength in high-strength

1. INTRODUCTION glass fibers in the absence of stress in some corrosive
Optical fibers are being deployed rapidly into the telephone environments such as water is called zero-stress aging.
plant; by the end of 1990, there were almost 10 million fiber-
km installed. The average age of installed fiber optic cables The underlying mechanism of glass failure under static
is about 8 years for multimode fibers (12 years maximum) fatigue conditions has been well documented". But, the
and 4 years for single mode fibers (8 years maximum). reasons for loss of strength of glass fibers under zero-stress
Considering the rapidity with which this technology moved aging is still a controversial issue. Proposed mechanisms
from the laboratory to the field and the large amount of involve absorption of water molecules on the surface,
installed cable with significant exposure, there have been promoting crack growth during subsequent strength testing'2,
relatively few failures of fiber optic cables.' This trend, if or corrosive reactions leading to surface flaws which can act
continued, bodes well for the long term reliability of this as nuclei for cracks'. The surface reactivity of silica-based
technology. glasses in different environments determines the ultimate

strength of these materials because of the effect on crack tip
Desirable mechanical properties of optical fiber are high growth. The effect of low or no stress aging of optical fibers
strength, small strength variability, high fatigue resistance is of considerable importance in cables or in splice cases
and high aging resistance. With improvements in preform because fibers can encounter high humidity and high
quality and drawing environment, long-length, high-strength temperatures (e.g. pedestals) or other chemical species such
optical fibers are being produced routinely.' Such fibers, as water (e.g. manholes) which can degrade the strength.
with strengths in the range of -10' psi in short gage lengths, These aged fibers may then be subsequently stressed during
are usually characterized by narrow, unimodal strength routine maintenance or other repair work. The effect of zero-
distributions with large Weibull slope parameters (m --50- stress aging on the mechanical reliability of optical fibers is
100). The commonly used UV-cured polymer coatings therefore an important consideration in any cable installation.
provide adequate fatigue resistance, as described by a fatigue
parameter of -25, in a benign environment. However, since
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM)" has been shown to be a 2.3.2.1 Experimental Procedures
useful technique for the examination of surfaces from the Tensile Strength - The dynamic tensile strengths of the
Angstrom to the micrometer scale. AFM is a useful method laboratory aged and field aged fibers are measured with a
for measuring the surface roughness because this high screw-driven universal tensile testing machine in a laboratory
resolution allows the quantitative measurement of real-space environment of 230 C and relative humidity of 50%. Tensile
surface roughness. We have examined the mechanical strength is determined at a strain rate of 5%/min with a gage
characteristics and surface roughness of field aged fibers by length of 20 in. Thirty-one samples were taken from each
using AFM and show that the loss of strength of the fibers is representative layer to determine the median strength and
related to changes in surface roughness on the nanometer strength distribution.
scale. Two-t2oint Bending Strength and Dynamic Fatigue Behavior

- A computer controlled, two-point bending apparatus" was

2. FAILURE ANALYSIS also used to determine the strength and dynamic fatigue

2.1 Background behavior of the fibers. The test apparatus consists of two

It was reported to Bellcore that a reel of cable had been parallel platens, one fixed and one moving, between which a
stored outside for approximately 4 years without thermal fiber loop is bent until it breaks as shown in Figure 1. The

wrap protection. When a portion of it was planned to be moving platen is driven by a computer controlled stepper
installed, some changes to the cable jacket and fibers were motor; the rate of closure can be varied so that the maximum
noticed. The original identification markings were orange on fireis snse by an a co nsduce r ate

the outermost cable layer on the reel, but faded to a very pale failure is sensed by an acoustic transducer which signals the

yellow. In working with these fibers, an abnormally high computer to stop the moving platen and record the platen
incidence of fiber breakage occurred under normal handling, separation at failure. The stress at failure is calculated from
The cause for these breaks was not obvious, and the reel was the platen separation, the elastic modulus of the glass, and the

sent to Bellcore for analysis. dimensions of the fiber. Because the effective gage length is

2.2 Test Samples very small", the probability of measuring a fiber sample
22Thest cablews sicontaining a large flaw is very small, so the test results tendwooden pallet. The cable construction consisted of buffer to be uniform and unimodal. Bending tests were conducted
tubes stranded around a dielectric central member. Placed at a range of stress rates (9, 0.9, 0.09, and 0.009 ksi/sec) so
around the buffer tubes was a layer of aramid yamr which in that the dynamic fatigue behavior of the fibers could be
turn was protected by a polyethylene jacketr characterized. The experiments were conducted in a

laboratory environment of 230 C and relative humidity of

The fiber samples were selected from different cable layers to 50%. For each case and stress rate 21 samples were tested.

determine the degree of aging based on the amount of Stri&ping Test - The force required to strip the coating is
exposure to the environment (e.g. solar effects, etc.). In this measured using a commercial stripping tool mounted on a
study, we identify the fiber samples by the relative position screw-driven universal tensile testing machine. The gage
with respect to the outer most layer on the reel. We denote length of the stripped section was 1.2 inches and the test was
the outer most layer as Layer- I and each successive layer as conducted at the rate of 20 in/min. The experiments were
Layer-2, 3, etc. conducted in a laboratory environment of 23' C and relative

humidity of 50%. We tested 51 samples from each layer (I-
2.3 Experiments 4) of the cable.
2.3.1 Cable Jacket Material Analysis
Bellcore conducted outer cable jacket yield strength and
ultimate elongation tests on samples taken from the cable COMPUTER

jacket. These tests were conducted to evaluate any changes
that may have taken place as a result of exposure to the
environment. The test was conducted in accordance with the Stepper

test procedure specified in TR-TSY-000020, Generic Motor
Requirements for Optical Fiber and Optical Fiber Cable,Cotl
Issue 4, March 1989. Samples were taken from both Layer-I I
and Layer-3 of the reel. The results of the tests indicated
that there was no significant difference in the minimum yield Failure Detection
strength and minimum elongation between the jacket samples System
taken from Layer-I and Layer-3. The test produced an
average yield strength of 1282 psi and an average elongation
of 700% for Layer-I samples and an average yield strength
of 1316 psi and an average elongation of 700% for Layer-3
samples. This met the requirements specified in TR-20, Issue STEPPEP

2, which was in effect at the time of the cable manufacture. MOTOP

Clearly, these results indicate that exposure of this cable to
the environment did not adversely affect the cable jacket
material. Fiber Sampl> e4 AcOUStic Emission

Movable Platend F Transducer

2.3.2 Fiber A nalvsis
A successful failure analysis requires an understanding of
possible failure mechanisms. In the case of optical fibers, this Fiber Holder Platen

requires an understanding of the mechanical behavior of
glass. The principal tools required for our analysis of field Figure I - Schematic of Two-Point Bending Fiber Strength
and laboratory aged fibers are summarized below. Testing Apparatus
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Surface Roughness Measurements - A commercially 2.3.2.2 Results and Discussions
available AFM was used to examine the surfaces of the aged Dynamic Strength
and unaged fibers at magnifications up to one million times. The strength data for tension and two-point bending plotted
The AFM allowed us to make direct observations of any in Figures 3 and 4 show a good fit to a Weibull distribution
surface imperfection caused by aging. The AFM has a very of the form:
sharp tip, a few atoms wide at the end, attached to a micro-
cantilever arm (Figure 2) that is on the order of 100-200
microns long. The tip is brought into contact with a sample F = 1 - e - IO/%ol-d
and is scanned across the surface, usually in a raster pattern.
The deflection of the cantilever is monitored as the tip is In this equation F is the cumulative probability of failure at a
scanned. The deflection signal is used in a feedback loop stress less than or equal to Y; ao and m are empirical
similar to the way the tunneling current is used in an STM. distribution parameters. The values of the Weibull exponent
In our unit, the scanning is accomplished with a piezoelectric md and the median strength for both tension and two-point
tube scanner. The data can be acquired by measuring the bending tests are obtained from the appropriate Weibull
cantilever deflection signal as the tip is scanned, or by relationship where F= 0.5 and are summarized in Table 1. As
adjusting height of the sample using feedback to maintain a observed in Figures 3 and 4 and Table 1, fiber strength
constant cantilever deflection signal. In our AFM, the decreased towards the outer cable layer. The differential
deflection signal is produced by focusing the output of a laser decrease in strength of the fibers appears to be correlated to
diode to a spot on the back side of the cantilever and the severity of environmental exposure.' As shown in an
measuring the reflected light from this spot with a earlier study", the outer layers of cable on the reel were
photodetector. The polymer coating on the fiber was probably exposed to higher temperatures then the lower
removed before AFM examination by dipping the fiber layers which obviously influenced the trends of strength
briefly in hot (2000 C) sulfuric acid and rinsing in distilled reduction shown in Figures 3 and 4. Since the gage length of
water. In order to insure representative results, a number of tensile strength tests is -500 times greater than 2 point
samples from each layer were used. Each sample was also bending tests ( 25 cm versus less than 0.05 cm), tensile
examined with at least two different AFM tips, minimizing strength results were lower than the two-point bending
the possibility of misinterpreting tip-induced artifacts in the strength results. But still, in comparing strength
images. distributions of samples of different gage lengths, Figure 3

(tension) and Figure 4 (two-point bending) show that similar
strength reductions are present.

PHOTODIODE LIGHT
99

QLayer. i
CLayer-2

90 mLayer-3

\:= LENS >: •L~iyct4

CANTILEVER 0 /
9= 30
W 200

"••=5 %/rain • ••

a *10

S5

XYZ 100 200 300 400 600 800

TRANSLATOR FAILURE STRESS, ksi

Figure 2 - Schematic of the Atomic Force Microscope Figure 3 - Weibull Strength (Tension) Distribution

Table 1 - Summary of Strength Tests

LOCATION OF FIBERS MEDIAN TENSILE md MEDIAN TWO-POINT ni d
IN THE CABLE STRENGTH, ksi BENDING STRENGTH, ksi

Layer- 1 289 9 326 14
Layer-2 515 11 551 23
Layer-3 631 20 682 37
Layer-4 675 32 707 54
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99
o * Table 2 - Summary of Dynamic Fatigue

go *Layer-I [Two-Point Bending] Tests
aLayer-2 o
*Layer-3 4 LOCATION OF FIBERS FATIGUE PARAMETER

,. Layer-4 IN THE CABLE nd

; 50 Layer- 1 23.0
0 C -3 Layer-2 21.7

20 a - Layer-3 20.9

S] -- Layer-4 21.2

*- 5

d=O0.9 kslIsc Coating Behavior
_,-- The coating stripping test was performed on fiber samples

from each layer of the cable. The results for strip force is
shown in Table 3. We again observed some sign of

100 200 300 400 600 degradation in coating adhesion with respect to fiber location
which we also attribute to the effect of temperature. Coating

FAILURE STRESS, ksl strip force for outer layer aged fibers showed higher variation
in distribution and lower values than lower layer samples.

Figure 4 - Two-Point Bending Weibull Strength Distribution Glass Behavior
A series of AFM images of aged fibers, at various layers on
the cable reel, are shown in Figures 5-8. Figure 5 shows a

Dynamic (Two-point Bending) Fatigue typical roughness observed on the surface fibers aged inside
Table 2 summarizes dynamic fatigue (two-point bending) Layer-1 of the cable. The surface of aged fibers in Layer-1
results for fiber samples, taken from different layers of the can be characterized as having developed pits -10-65 nml
cable. If it is assumed that the rate of growth of flaws in the across with an amplitude of -10-60 nm. In contrast, the
presence of stress depends upon the stress intensity factor at surface of the fiber at Layer-4 (Figure 8) showed a
the tip of the flaws raised to a power n, then it can be shown corrugation amplitude of -0..1-1 nm with features 0.2-1.5 nm

s by: across. Figures 6 and 7 show surface profiles of the fibers
that the failure stress is related to the rate of stressing baged in Layer-2 and Layer-3 of cable. The degree of surface

roughness of the aged fibers is consistent with the strength

a nd+' results 2-1,. The roughness of the fibers increased with
increasing exposure to the hostile environment, with the most
dramatic roughening occurring in the fiber samples that aged

where nd is the crack growth exponent associated with the inside Layer-1 (outermost layer). Images of fibers aged
power law dependence of the crack growth rate and B is an inside Layer-4, Layer-5... etc. were similar. The relative
experimental parameter. The effects of aging conditions on surface roughness can be put on a more quantitative basis, as
the values of n, are well documented.""' In this study, we given in Table 4, by measuring the maximum value of flaw
observed an increase in nd associated with excessive aging depth obtained from the AFM.
conditions (Layers-i, 2). This result also suggests' that the
fiber samples taken from the outermost layers (Layers-l,2)
of cable aged more than inner cable layers (Layers-4, 5..etc).

Table 3 - Summary of Coating Strip Force

LOCATION OF FIBERS MEDIAN STRIP MIN. STRIP MAX. STRIP

IN THE CABLE FORCE, LBf FORCE, LBf FORCE, LBf

Layer- 1 0.62 0.12 1.02
Layer-2 0.84 0.38 1.16
Layer-3 0.81 0.65 1.09
Layer-4 0.90 0.71 1.20

1 nm = 10' cm= 3.94x10"' inches.
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Table 4 - Summary of Maximum Value of Surface
Roughness Height Obtained from the AFM
Measurements

LOCATION OF FIBERS ROUGHNESS HEIGHT
IN THE CABLE nm

Layer- 1 59.5
Layer-2 13.2
Layer-3 2.6
Layer-4 1.1

j Figure 7 - A typical AFM Image Observed on the Surface
Fibers Aged Inside Layer-3

1500

Firn 513i u.

1500 C- - 150D

Figure 5 - A typical AFM Image Observed on the Surface
Fibers Aged Inside Layer- 1 500

15Wt

Figure 8 - A typical AFM Image Observed on the Surface
Fibers Aged Inside Layer-4

- -- 3. CONCLUSIONS

0 j'•""-% •weAlthough no significant changes to the outer cable jacket
were observed, significant changes in fiber strength, fatigue

1500 resistance, coating adhesion and surface roughness were
• ,observed on the fiber samples removed from first or

Xl.,. outermost layer of the cable. The results obtained from the
- "--' /fiber analysis agree with the results of earlier studies .

' •_- ' / showing that the fibers in the cable were exposed to extreme
0 D"' 50) environmental conditions for long periods of time. The fiber
nrn So surface roughness decreased in amplitude, both vertically and

laterally, for each layer removed from the outermost cable
layer, consistent with earlier predictions "a'. The strength
degradation was a direct result of the absence of a thermal
wrap protection on the cable reel, since outer layers were
exposed to greater temperature rise" . This thermal wrap

Figure 6 - A typical AFM Image Observed on the Surface material is designed to limit solar heating of the cable to
Fibers Aged Inside Layer-2 within 10' C of the ambient temperature. Bellcore

recommends that all cables stored on reels outdoors be
wrapped with a thermal wrap material meeting the
requirements of TR-TSY-00(O20. Generic Requirementsfi)r
Optical Fiber and Optical Fiber Cable.
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SINGLE-FIBER CABLE ASSEMBLIES FOR TACTICAL APPLICATIONS

B. V. Darden, K. Katherisan, and B. G. LeFevre
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Norcross, GA 30071

J. B. Fluevog
AT&T Network Cable Systems, Norcross, GA 30071

V. E. Kalomiris
U. S. Army CECOM, Ft. Monmouth, NJ 07703

ABSTRACT performance and expedient field repair. Fiber optic
technology has been developed to these standards and

Single-fiber cable assemblies with a small has been widely accepted because of significant
hermaphroditic connector have been designed for use in advantages such as elimination of electromagnetic
tactical fiber-optic communications systems and robotic interference and pulse susceptibility, elimination of
vehicle applications. The assemblies are intended for problems associated with multi-ground circuits, and
use wherever bi-directional transmission is required and high resistance to radiation effects.
are designed to operate while meeting environmentaland ech nic l c nditons typcaly en ounere inThe single-fiber cable assem blies developed in this
tactical applications. Both muyimode and single-mode work are appropriate for many tactical applicationsversions were developed with 2.5 and 4.0 mm diameter including radar remoting, radio remoting, and variouscables. A completed assembly consists of a i-km all- robotic systems. They meet the critical requirements ofdielectric cable with a tightly-buffered radiation- ease of deployment, field cleanability, durability,
hardened fiber terminated with hermaphroditic ST® consistent performance, and cost competitiveness.
connectors. Prototype samples measured at 1300 nm
show an average insertion loss of less than 1.5 and 1.0 3.0 CABLE ASSEMBLY DESIGN
dB for multimode and single-mode respectively and a The cable assemblies consist of 1-km of multimode or
loss change of less than 1.0 (MM) and 0.5 (SM) when single-mode all-dielectric cable (each at 2.5 or 4.0 mm
subjected to thermal cycling, temperature/humidity diameter) terminated with small hermaphroditic ST®
cycling, high and low storage temperature extremes and (HST) connectors. Each cable contains a single
low-pressure altitude exposure. tightly-buffered radiation hard fiber. The multimode

units are operational at 850 or 1300 nm and the single-
mode at 1300 or 1550. They are designed for an
operating temperature range of -461 to 71'C and

1.0 INTRODUCTION storage temperature extremes of -57' to 85°C.

For many tactical fiber optic communications systems The design and performance of the cable and connector
and tethered or robotic applications, bi-directional components will be discussed in the following sections
transmission over a single optical fiber is required. before presenting the results from complete assembly
AT&T has developed a class of single-fiber (simplex) samples.
cable assemblies for both multimode and single-mode
applications under design criteria similar to that of the 3.1 SINGLE-FIBER CABLES
two-fiber Tactical Fiber Optic Cable Assembly The cross-sectional view of the four cable designs are
(TFOCA) previously developed for the U. S. Army given in Figure 1. The fibers have dual acrylate
CECOM (1). Several features of the successful coatings and are tightly buffered with a 0.9 mm O.D.
TFOCA units have been incorporated into the simplex polyester elastomer. Both the coating and the buffer
designs with two important distinctions: The cables are are mechanically strippable, a feature which facilitates
smaller (2.0 and 4.0 mm vs. 6.0); the connector repair and connector termination. Aramid yarns are
employs ST® technology rather than biconic. These stranded over the buffered fiber and function as the
and other features of the cable assemblies, along with tensile-load carrying members. Appropriate amounts
performance testing results, will be described in this of yarn are used to attain 270 and 1350 N ratings for the
paper. 2.5 and 4.0 mm cables, respectively. A flame-retardant

polyurethane outer jacket is extruded over the outer
2.0 BACKGROUND jacket. The average weights for the cables are less than
Successful deployment of tactical communications 5.6 kg/km for the 2.5 mm cables and less than 12.8 for
systems requires high reliability, consistent the 4.0 mm. The cables exhibit less than 2.0%
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elongation at 270 and 1350 N. retention and strength of mated pair to 1335 N) with

Cable samples of the above type have been subjected to loss increases of less than 0.2 dB. Other mechanical

a senies of environmental and mechanical tests to tests include shock, shock drop, vibration and mating

determine field worthiness as discussed in a previous durability (1000 times). Again the maximum loss

publication (2). The samples passed the performance increases were less than 0.2 dB.

criteria detailed in reference (3). Selected performance
values are given below. 3.3 CABLE ASSEMBLY PERFORMANCE

The attenuation rate for multimode cables was less than Four samples each of the 1-km MM and SM cable

3.5 dB/km at 850 nm and less than 1.25 dB/km at 1300 assemblies with 2.5 and 4.0 mm diameter cables were

nm. The two primary environmental tests are tested for insertion loss and environmental performance

temperature and accelerated aging. The cables were to the requirements and in the sequence shown below.

evaluated for the extended temperature cycling range of All measurements were made at 1300 nm using either a

-550 to 85'C (5 cycles) and accelerated aging laser or LED source.
conditions of I 10'C for 10 days. Multimode cables
showed less than 0.5 dB increase in attenuation at 850
and 1300 nm and single-mode cables less than 0.3 at TABLE I - CABLE ASSEMBLY TEST CONDITIONS
13(X) and 1550 nm. Other environmental tests included Test Conditions
ice crush and radiant heat. Mechanical tests included
operating tensile load (180 and 300 N), cold bend, Insertion Loss Concatenation (FOTP 171)
impact, knot, compression, cyclic flexing, twist bend,
and corner bend. The cables showed less than 0.5 dB Thermal Cycle -46' to 71'C, 5 cycles

attenuation increase for the knot and corner bend tests Humidity 650 to 300 to 20'C at 94% RI-,
and less than 0.2 dB for the remaining tests. 5 Cycles

3.2 CONNECTOR Storage Temp -570 and 85°C, 240 lrs. ea.

The simplex lIST connector is shown in Figure 2. It is Altitude 10,(M0 ft. operating

8.6 cm long by 1.4 cm in diameter and weighs less than 40,(X)0 ft. non-operating

30 grams with dust cover. It is a true hermaphroditic
unit, hence any cable end can be mated with any other
or with a companion bulkhead receptacle. It employs
ST® connector technology whereas the duplex TFOCA
units employ biconic components. The key alignment
components are a ceramic ferrule on which is mounted
a close-fitting bifurcated sleeve so that two similarly Test Assembly Type

equipped ferrules can be mated. The sleeve acts as an MM SM
alignment mechanism and provides the hermaphroditic 2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0
feature.

Other design features of the HIST connector are: Cable Insertion Loss 4 4 4 4

retention hardware not requiring adhesives,
waterproofing seals, modified coupling threads for
strength and easy engagement, a corrosion-resistant Temperature Cycle 4 4 4 4

finish, materials selected for strength and EMI shielding
effectiveness, and a configuration for easy field
cleaning. Samples have been tested to the requirements I lumidity 2 - 2 2

of field ruggedness per CECOM contract No.
DAAB07-85-C-K556 as detailed in previous
publications (4, 5). Selected performance values are Storage 2 2 2 2

summarized here. Temp

The connection loss of SM HST units averaged 0.44 dB Altitude 2 - 2 2
with a standard deviation of 0.27 dB. For MM the
average and sigma were 0.50 and 0.30. During thermal
cycling (.46' to 71'C), high temperature exposure
(85'C), low temperature exposure (-55°C), thermal
shock (-57"' to 71'C), water immersion, humidity, dust, Insertion Los:
and mud (cleanability), the maximum loss change was Insertion loss measurements form the samples of Table
0.25 (tB. The connector/cable interface was tested by I gave mean and sigma values of 1.56 and 0.56 for the
twisting (1000), flexing (30(X)) and tension (cable 8 MM cable assemblies and 0.85 and 0.38 for SM. No
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distinction was made between the two different cable 4. B. V. Darden, B. G. LeFevre, and V. E.
sizes when randomly selecting samples for the eight- Kalomiris, "Hermaphroditic Small Tactical
cable contenation measurements. In addition to these Connector for Single-Fiber Applications," SPIE
values concatenation measurements were made on a International Symposium and Exhibition on
separate group of 6 MM and 14 SM 4.0 mm deliverable Optical Engineering and Photonics, Orlando,
cable assemblies under the CECOM contract. Those Florida, April 1991.
averages were 1.23 and 0.78 dB respectively with
sigma values of 0.34 and 0.33. See Figures 3 and 4. 5. B. V. Darden, B. G. LeFevre, and V. E.

Kalomiris, "Hermaphroditic Small Tactical
Environmental Tests: Connector for Single-Fiber Applications," 1991

IEEE Communications Theory Workshop,
The results of the thermal cycle tests are given in Rhodes, Greece, July 5, 1991.
figures 5 and 6. In each case the curves represent the
average values for the samples tested. For the MM case
two of the original samples (one each of the 2.5 and OUTER JACKET
4.0) were excluded from the data because of two IDKEVLAR

sources of error. In one sample a fiber break inside a SINGLE MODE YARN

connector ferrule was traced to an incorrect fiber 8 atl, .. BUFFER
stripping and insertion -procedure. In another the FIBERsample showed an early large decrease in attenuation

(improvement) due to incomplete seating of the test
lead adaptor cables at the start of the test. The average
change was less than 1.0 dB for MM and 0.5 for SM. MULTIMODE

The results of the humidity test are shown in figures 7 50/125 umr

and 8. The average change was less than 0.6 dB for
MM and 0.2 for SM. The results for the storage
temperature and altitude tests are not shown in graph 2.5 mm CABLE O.D. 40 mm CABLE O.D.
form; however, the loss changes were less than 0.5 dB 0.9 mm BUFFER O 0.9 mm BUFFER O.D.

for both MM and SM.
Figure 1. Single-Fiber Optical

4.0 CONCLUSIONS Cable Designs

The simplex cable assemblies described herein meet the
requirements for tactical applications as prescribed by
U. S. Army CECOM. The assemblies are light-weight,
rugged, easy to deploy, and readily maintained.
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SINGLE FIBER TACTICAL CABLES WITH MULTIPLE FIBER DESIGNS

J. B. Fluevog and W. H. Ficke, AT&T Network Cable Systems, Norcross, Georgia 30071, U.S.A.

W. S. Liu and K. Kathiresan, AT&T Bell Laboratories, Norcross, Georgia 30071, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT For all applications, the fibers are proof tested to 690 MPa
(100 ksi). The dispersion shifted single-mode cables are
optimized for operation at the 1550 nm wavelength, and the

The design and development of three all-dielectric single multimode cables can be operated at the 850 nm and the
fiber cables for use in tactical fiber optic communication 1300 nm wavelength. The cables can be used in either one-
systems have been completed. These cables were developed or two-way transmission. The cable design should be
to meet the stringent optical, mechanical, and environmental selected based on the type of application.

requirements typical of tactical applications. The
development effort was guided by the detailed performance The operating temperature range of these cables is -46"C to
criteria given in the Military Specification, DOD-C-85045C, 71*C. The design criteria for these single fiber cables are
"General Specification for Fiber Optics Cables (Metric)". similar to those used for the single and two fiber single-
The cable designs include dispersion shifted single-mode. mode and 50/125 pim radiation hardened multimode tactical
62.5/125 ligm radiation hardened s.100/140 p cables previously developed for the U.S. Army CECOM.[1

62.5125 m rdiaton hrdeed mltimde.and 00/102g 1']13 In the following, the design, development and
multimode fiber versions. The cable construction is similar 0
to the single fiber single-mode and 50/125 pIm radiation performance test results for the three single fiber tactical

hardened multimode tactical cables previously developed for cables described above are presented.
the U.S. Army. The cables have undergone extensive
environmental and mechanical testing per the military
specification. Environmental tests include temperature CABLE DESIGN
cycling, humidity cycling, and accelerated aging. Mechanical
tests include twist bend, cyclic flexing, impact, cold bend, The cross section of the cable design is given in Figure
operating tensile load, etc. The results of the optical, The cable design is all-dielectric in construction and uses
environmental, and mechanical performance tests are either the single-mode or multimode fiber described above.
presented in this paper. The fiber is coated with a dual acrylate coating w.hich is

mechanically strippable. The fiber is then tight-buffered to
900 pm (.035 inch) diameter with a blue-colored polyester
elastomer. The buffering material is also mechanically
strippable in order to facilitate repair and connector

INTRODUCTION

- JACKET

The design and development of single fiber optical cables Z

for use in tactical fiber optic applications have been YARN

completed. This development effort was guided by the F-R

detailed performance criteria given in the Military e.rFER
Specification. DOD-C-85045C. "General Specification for
Fiber Optics Cables (Metric)". The cable size is designed to
be 2.5 mm in diameter for a compact and lightweight
construction with a tensile rating of 270 Newtons. These
cables can be used in radar remoting, robotic vehicle
control/communication, and other general tactical
communication system applications. The cables can be
deployed either from backpack, a ground vehicle, or from a
hi :icopter.

The cable design utilizes three fiber types. The three
different fiber types are a single-mode and two sizes of
muhtimode fibers. The single-mode cable uses a 7.0 pm
mode-field diameter dispersion shifted single-mode fiber. Figure I. Cross Section of Single Fiber Optical Cable
The multirnode cable uses either a 62.5/125 pm radiation
hardened multimode fiber or a 100/140 pm multirnode fiber.
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termination in the field. The buffering material was chosen environmental tests. Similarly, for all of the mechanical

to minimize microbending losses induced by exposure of the tests, the results correspond to triplication of tests.

cable to temperature extremes of -46"C and 71*C and to Before subjecting the cables to environmental and
meet the stringent mechanical performance requirements. mechanical tests, an attenuation test was conducted on the
Aramid yarns, which are the main tensile-load-carrying finished cables. Typically the cables were manufactured in
members, are stranded over the buffered fiber. Appropriate 1-km lengths. The attenuation results for the dispersion
amounts of aramid yarns are used for the cable to attain the shifted single-mode cables at 1310 nm and 1550 nm, and
270 N tensile rating. A flame-retardant polyurethane outer 62.5/125 tm radiation hardened and 100/140 lin multimode

jacket is then extruded over the aramid yam. cables at 850 nm and 1300 nm are given in Figures 2, 3,

and 4, respectively. The requirement for the dispersion

PERFORMANCE shifted single-mode cables is that the attenuation be < 0.5
dB/km at 1310 nm and _< 0.35 dB/km at 1550 nm.
Requirements for 62.5/125 i.tm radiation hardened

The cables were subjected to all the required optical, multimode cables are 5 4.0 dB/km at 850 nm and _< 1.5

environmental and mechanical performance tests. The fibers dB/km at 1300 nm. Corresponding requirements for

were also subjected to a battery of optical, mechanical and 100/140 aLm multimode cables are -< 6.0 dB/km at 850 nm

dimensional requirements before they were used in the and < 3.0 dB/km at 1300 nm. As shown in the figures, the

cables. In the following cable performance evaluation, three three cable designs meet the attenuation requirements.
cable samples for each design were used for the

2-

0 1550run

IX I.
0

0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55

ATTELJATION, dB/km

Figure 2. Dispersion Shifted Single-Mode Single Fiber Cable Attenuation
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0

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

ATTENLA~TION, dO/km

Figure 3. Radiation Hlardened Multimode 62.5/1125 pmn Single Fiber Cable Attenuation
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LI,
0

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

ATTENUATlOt dB/km

Figure 4. Multimode 100/140 gim Single Fiber Cable Attenuation

The three primary environmental tests are temperature 0.5
cycling, humidity cycling, and accelerated aging. The
temperature cycle used for the cable evaluation is presented 0.4
in Figure 5. The results of temperature cycling for all three
cable designs are presented in Figures 6 through 8. The E 0.3 FEOILMMMT

requirement of maximum increase in attenuation for the
dispersion shifted single-mode fiber cables is 0.3 dB/km at 6 02
1310 nm and 1550 nm. For 62.5/125 gim radiation hardened
multimode fiber cables, the maximum increase in attenuation 0.1 -
is 0.5 dB/km at 850 nm and 1300 nm. For 100/140 gm
multimode fiber cables, the maximum increase in attenuation
is 1.5 dB/km at 850 nm and 1300 nm. The results are given
for five temperature cycles for the temperature range of -0.1
-46°C and 71*C. All cable designs pass the requirements
showing excellent performance.

Figure 6 Temperature Cycling Test Results for
Dispersion Shifted Single-Mode Fiber Cable

80
71*C

6 HR 0.5

p Raffr T ET40-A 48 HR RT FrR . E
20 - ASELFE ý6 JIE H E

0.3

02

-40 86fl

-0.1

ICYL CYCLE 2  -CYCLE 3- CYCLEIct. 4I

Figure 5 Temperature Cycle for Single Fiber Cables Figure 7Temperature Cycling Test Results for 62.5/125 ptm

Radiation Hardened Multimode Fiber Cable
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0.8 RECUNEM*ENT: 51.5 dcB/km 1 0.4'
E 0.4

0.6R -

0o4 0-J 02

02 0.1
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-- - - -

-02 " -0.1

-0.4 - _L -1 __ _

1041LCYCLEi CYCLE 2 1-CYCLE 3 1CYC~LE4 1CYCVLE 5
CCL~Ei 1 ILE 1 &.3 1CYCLE 4 CYCLE 5

Figure 8 Temperature Cycling Test Results for Figure 10 Humidity Cycling Results for
100/140 4im Multimode Fiber Cable Dispersion Shifted Single-Mode Fiber Cable

The humidity cycle used for the cable evaluation is o. REQRENT

presented in Figure 9. In the humidity cycle, the cables are
subjected to a constant relative humidity of 94 ± 4 % and 0.4
cycled between the temperatures of 20 *C and 65 *C. The
maximum increase in attenuation requirements for the 0.3
humidity cycle are the same as those for the temperature
cycling test. The results for five humidity cycles are
presented in Figures 10, 11, and 12 for the dispersion shifted 0.1
single-mode fiber, the 62.5/125 4m radiation hardened
multimode fiber, and the 100/140 4am multimode fiber,
respectively. All the cable designs pass the humidity cycle
maximum attenuation increase requirements.

CYCLE -CYC.VLE 2  CYCL 31 CYCLE 4±ctES
94±4% RELATIVE HUMIDITY

TEST
MEASUREMENT Figure 11 Humidity Cycling Results for 62.5/125 gm

I 1 Radiation Hardened Multimode Fiber Cable
65•C I I

85 6o •I I
0 I I 1.0

450

< 45 0.6
~ 40-

2 35 0 0S30 3ofc

25 A
2oF 2oPc

________ i. I-
0 12 24 36 48 -.

CUMULATIVE HOURS L A A

L I CYCLE - 48 HOURS - CYL.E CYCLE 2• C'Y.E 3 -CYCLE 41C'.E 5

Figure 9 Humidity Cycle for Single Fiber Cables Figure 12 Humidity Cycling Results for
100/140 gim Mullimode Fiber Cable
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The accelerated aging test consists of subjecting the cables
to a temperature of 1 I0C for 10 days. This test
temperature and duration simulates the mechanical response 0.5
of the cable materials to an exposure of 85°C for the design
life of 20 years. This simulation criteria was arrived at 04
using the viscoelastic mechanical properties equivalence
principle described in Reference 4. The results for the 03
accelerated aging tests are presented in Figures 13 through E 0.2 - R:55aB/m
15. The added loss requirements for accelerated aging tests
are also the same as those for the temperature cycling test.
These results show excellent performance of the cables in 01

the accelerated aging test. -0, 11...P

-0.2

25*C 110C L 25*C
0.5 - TEMEATURE

0.4 [-I I 1 I I I I I
IE-(InEMENT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 a 6 9 10 11

fg 0.3 NUMBTER OF DAYS

S02

0o.1- Figure 15 Accelerated Aging Test Results for01-- • 100/140 pm Multimode Fiber Cable

-0.1L

25"C 110*C 25"C
TEMPERATURE

The cables were also subjected to the required mechanical
tests. These tests and the results of the mechanical tests are0R DY 2 3 4 6 7 9 10 1 summarized in Tables I and II. Table I presents the resultsfor the dispersion shifted single-mode fiber cable ait the 1310
nm wavelength. Table II presents the results for both the

Figure 13 Accelerated Aging Test Results for 62.5/125 Iim radiation hardened and I(X)/140 prm multimode
l)ispersion Shifted Single-Mode Fiber Cable cable designs at the 13(X) nm wavelength. As can be seen

from the tables, the three cable designs either meet or
surpass the mechanical requirements. The knot test is not
required for small diameter cables, but for thoroughness in
evaluation, the test was performed and the results are
included in the tables for information.

REUIEMNT
05 The twist bend test specified in the military specification
04 •uses the test procedure DOD-STD-1678, Method 2060.

E 04 - "Cable Twist-Bend". In this procedure a test mass of 10 kg
0.3 is specified for all cables less than 6.4 mm in diameter. The

)10 kg requirement of DOD-STD-1678 is very stringent for
S0.2 smaller diameter cables. Most industry procedures for,o similar tests specify masses which vary proportionally to the

o0 cable diameter. Thus, the mass was reduced to 2 kg and the
.number of cycles for the cables was reduced from the 20(0
cycles. EIA/TIA-455-91. "Fiber Optic Cable Twist-Bend

4)1 -Test," does provide masses based on cable sizes, and the
25-c h 1o-c 25sC cables will be tested using this procedure in the future.

TEMPERATURE The weight requirement for cable was a maximum of 6.0
1 1 , I I I kejkm. The nominal diameter and weight results for the

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 cable are 2.52 mm and 5.7 kg/km. respectively.
NUMBER OF DAYS

Figure 14 Accelerated Aging Test Results for 62.5/125 rni
Radiation Ilardened Mullimode Fiber Cable
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TABLE I MECHANICAL TEST RESULTS FOR DISPERSION SHIFTED SINGLE-MODE FIBER CABLE

NO TEST DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS RESULTS
mean/max

I Mass FED-STD-228, 8311 5.7 kg/km
<6 kg/km

DOD-STD-1678, 2060
Twist Bend Mandrel Dia. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.01 dB

25' C 2 kg, 1000 cycles
Added Loss, A 50.2 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2060

Twist Bend Mandrel Dia. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.01 dB
71' C 2 kg, 500 cycles

Added Loss, A _<0.2 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2060

Twist Bend Mandrel Dia. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.00 dB
-46° C 2 kg, 1000 cycles

Added Loss, A •0.2 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2010

Cyclic Flexing Mandrel Dia. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.00 dB
2 kg, 2000 cycles

25' C A •0.2 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2010

3 Cyclic Flexing Mandrel Dia. = 12.5 mm 0.01/0.02 dB
2 kg, 2000 cycles

71'C A <0.2 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2010

Cyclic Flexing Mandrel Dia. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.00 dB
2 kg, 2000 cycles

-46' C A <0.2 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2030

Impact 0.5 kg, 100 cycles 0.00/0.03 dB
25' C 15 cm, A 50.2 dB

DOD-STD-1678, 2030
4 Impact 0.5 kg, 50 cycles 0.00/0.00 dB

71' C 15 cm, A 50.2 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2030

Impact 0.5 kg, 50 cycles 0.00/0.00 dB
-46' C 15 cm, A _<0.2 dB

DOD-STD-1678, 2020
Cold Bend Mandrel Dia. = 12.5 mm, -46' C, 0.00/0.01 dB

5 kg, 3 Turn
A <0.2 dB

Freezing DOD-STD-1678, 4050
6 Water Immersion -10* C, 24 Hrs; .2* C, 1 Hr 0.00/0.00 dB

A <_0.2 dB

DOD-C-85045, 300N (661bf).
7 Knot Mandrel Dia. = 12.5 mm 0.29/0-34 dB

A 50.5 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2040

8 Compression 10.1 cm Dia., 450N (1001br) 0.00/0.00 dB
A •0.2 dB

EIA-455-33A
9 Tensile Strength 270N(60 lbf), Elon!,ation < 2.0% !s 0.5%

A 5 0.2 dB 0.01/0.01 dB
Operating EIA-455-33A

10 Tensile Loading 180N(40 lbf), 24 Hrs. 0.00/0.02 dB
A 5 0.2 dB

DOD-STD-1678, 5010
11 Flammability 60 Angle Test,

Flame travel distance < 10 cm 3.73/4.14 cm
Extinguish _< 30 sec. <1 sec.
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TABLE II MECHANICAL TEST RESULTS FOR 62.5/125 4im RADIATION HARDENED
AND 100/140 Iim MULTIMODE FIBER CABLES

TEST RESULTS
NO DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS mean/max

62.5/125 FIBER 100/140 FIBER

I Mass FED-STD-22.g, 8311 5.8 kg/km 5.7 kg/km
S 6 kg/kn

DOD-STD-1678, 2060
Twist Bend Mandrel Din. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.04 dB 0.04/0.07 dB

25" C 2 kg, 1000 cycles
Added Loss, A < 03 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2060

Twist Bend Mandrel Dim. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.00 dB 0.00/0.05 dB
2 71 C 2 kg, 500 cycles

Added Loss, A S 0.5 dB

DOD-STD-1678. 2060
Twist Bend Mandrel Din. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.00 dB 0.00/0.00 dB

-46" C 2 kg, 1000 cycles
Added Loss, A 5 0.3 dB
DOD-STD-1678 2010

Cyclic Flexing Mandrel Din. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.01 dB 0.00/0.01 dB
25' C 2 kg, 2000 cycles

A s 0.5 dO
DOD-STD-1678, 2010

Cyclic Flexing Mandrel Din. = 12.5 mm 0.0110.03 dB 0.00/0.02 dB
71" C 2 kg. 200 cycles

A S 0.5 dB
DOD-STD- 1678,2010

Cyclic Flexing Mandrel Din. = 12.5 mm 0.00/0.00 dB 0.010.02 dB
-46" C 2 kg, 2000 cycls

A < OS dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2030

Impact 0.5 kg, 100 cycles 0.00/0.01 dB 0.00/0.01 dB
25" C 15 cm, A•S 0.5 dS

DOD-STD-167& 2030
4 Impact 0.5 kg, 50 cycles 0.00/0.01 dB 0.00/0.01 dB

71" C 15 cm, AS 0.5 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 2030

Impact 0.5 kg, 50 cycles 0.00/0.00 dB 0.00/0.01 dB
-46" C 15 cm, A S 0.5 dB

DOD.STD-1678, 2020
Cold Bend Mandrel DiS. = 12.5. m 0.00/0.00 dB 0.00/0.00 dB

-46" C S kg, 3 Turn
A 50.5 dB

DOD-STD-1678, 4400
Freezing -10' C, 24 Hrs; 0.02/0.07 dB 0.01/0.01 dB

6 Water .2' C, 1 Hr
Immersion A 5 0.5 dB

DOD-C.85045
Knot 300N (64 Ibf) 0.34/0.46 dB 0.06/0.08 dB

Mandrel Dim. = 12.5 mm
A f 0.5 dB _

DOD-STD-1678, 2040
Compression 10.1 cm Dia. 0.00/0.01 dB 0.02/0.02 dB

450N (100 Ibr)
A S 0.5 d.

EIA-455-33A I
9 Tensile 270N (60 IbA)

Strength 1 Elongation < 2.0% < 0.5% S 0.5%
A 5 0.5 dB 0.00'0.04 dB 0.00/0.00 dB

Operating EIA-455.33A
10 Tensile I18ON (40 IbA, 24 His 0.11/0.13 dB 0.33/0.37 dB

Loading A S 0.5 dB
DOD-STD-1678, 5010

60 Angle Test
I1 Flammability I Flame travel

distance 5 10 cm 4.14.4.26 cm 3.40/3.61 cm
Fxtinguish _S 30 sec. <I sec. <I sec.
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CONCLUSIONS

The single fiber tactical cables described herein meet and
surpass all the optical, environmental and mechanical
requirements imposed by the Military Specification, DOD-
C-85045C, "General Specification for Fiber Optics Cables
(Metric)". Cables with different fiber types have been
developed for use in varied tactical applications. The
technology utilized in the design and development of these
cables is similar to that of their single and two fiber single-
mode and multimode predecessors, enhancing field
serviceability, compatibility and maintainability.
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A FAMILY OF NON-HALOGEN THERMOPLASTIC FIBER-OPTIC CABLES
FOR SHIPBOARD APPLICATION

K. Kathiresan, J. B. Fluevog, S. P. Gentry, C. J. Arroyo, and L. R. Sherrets
AT&T Bell Laboratories and AT&T Network Cable Systems, Norcross, Georgia

ABSTRACT (volume), yet increase the information carrying capability
compared to present copper cable systems, thereby

enhancing the ship's operational capability. It is estimated
that as much as 90% weight and space reduction of

The overwhelming advantages of fiber-optic technology for transmission media can be achieved by replacing copper
shipboard application are many and are well known. In cables with fiber-optic cables.
addition to weight and space savings, it also offers immunity
from electromagnetic interference, accommodation of future e to integrate all ship's systems and sub-systems, i.e.,
technological growth, etc. Application of fiber-optic control (machinery), sensors, alarms, weapons,
technology for shipboard systems poses a very challenging surveillance, telecommunications, administration, video,

and difficult task of the development of transmission cables. etc., into a single survivable network aboard a ship.
Fiber-optic cables for shipboard application are one of the to be assured that this network is capable of sustaining

most complex and demanding to design and manufacture. The
stringent design specification is primarily derived from the cological a nd cap t groth, and tha theconsdertios o safty f prsonelaboat sipandthecomponents are designed to last for the life of the ship.considerations of safety of personnel aboard ship, and the

operation, reliability and survivability of the shipboard * to implement a cable plant that provides immunity against
systems. Shipboard fiber-optic cables with a low/no-halogen electromagnetic pulse (EMP), electromagnetic interference
thermoplastic jacket material have been developed. Cable (EMI), and radio frequency interference (RFI) and that
designs with different fiber counts were manufactured and requires no sheath grounding.
evaluated using the existing specification. This paper presents - to install a cable plant that is more secure and has crosstalk
the cable designs and performance results. better than -100 dB (eg. TEMPEST).

* to achieve cost effectiveness when compared to copper-

INTRODUCTION based systems and to enhance the overall reliability,
survivability, and capability of a new class of warships.

Fibe--optic technology, the transmission medium of choice for In order to achieve all of the above advantages, fiber-optic
comi iercial telecommunications, is now becoming a medium cables for shipboard application are being developed. The
of choice in military applications. Fiber-optics is currently design, development and manufacture of shipboard cables are
being used and/or experimented with in several military and demanding and difficult, because of the stringent performance
specialty applications, such as in tactical, aircraft, fiber-optic requirements. This stringent design specification, MIL-C-
guided missiles and other weapon systems, control systems, 0085045D (NAVY), is primarily derived from the
computers and telecommunications. The U. S. Navy is also considerations of safety of personnel aboard ship, and the
working very intensely to efficiently integrate fiber optics in operatit n, reliability, and survivability of the shipboard

both shipboard systems, and ship-to-shore and shore facilities, systems.
With regard to shipboard systems, the U.S. Navy hasrecoregnizd theoverwhelmingsadvantagestfiber.opticasyThe above specification requires that the cables have lowrecognized the overw helm ing advantages fi ber optic system s to i ty c n a n l w or o - l ge , e e a e l w s m k a d

can rovde o ehanc a hips oeraiona caabiity It acid gas, be flame retardant, operate under extreme operating
should be noted that fiber optics affords the opportunity: acd gasabe flmeretard, rate u nd e m ringand storage temperature ranges, withstand stringent

• to remove tens of thousands of pounds from a ship's mechanical requirements and very high water pressure,
weight and reduce cable space requirements by providing survive hostile fluids at high temperature, and meet other
cables that are lightweight and have small diameters demanding criteria. All the above requirements, individually
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and in most combinations thereof, can be met with appropriate Kevlar@ yarn strength members and a low-halogen outer
material selection and cable design features. Meeting all of jacket.
the requirements simultaneously without any exceptions may
be very difficult and/or may result in expensive cables. For An isometric view of the four-fiber cable is presented in

example, meeting the high temperature fluid exposure Figure 2. The cable consists of a central waterblocking yarn

requirement may call for radiation crosslinking or continuous with four single fiber cables stranded over it along with

vulcanization of jacketing materials. There are some waterblocking yarns. Over the OFCC units, two layers of

thermoplastic materials available which will meet the fluid Kevlar® yarn strength members are stranded with opposite lay

requirements, but are too stiff for shipboard applications, directions along with waterblocking members. A low-halogen

These aspects make the design, development, and manufacture outer jacket is then extruded over the Kevlar® yam strength

of shipboard cables most difficult and challenging. The members. The components and the cable were designed such

design, development, and performance evaluation of one-, that the cable is very flexible, compact, and meets the

four-, and eight-fiber cables with either radiation-hardened waterblocking requirement more than adequately. The outer

62.5/125 gm multimode or single-mode fibers for shipboard diameter of the four-fiber cable is 8.0 mm.

applications have been completed and are presented below. An isometric view of the eight-fiber cable is presented in
Figure 3. As can be seen in the figure, the eight-fiber cable
design and construction are very similar to those of the four-

CABLE DESIGNS fiber cable except for the fiber count. The outer diameter of
the eight-fiber cable is 11.25 mm.

The development of one-, four-, and eight-fiber shipboard
cables has been completed. The building block for the four-
and eight-fiber cables is a single fiber cable. This single-fiber PERFORMANCE RESULTS

cable is commonly known in the U. S. military as the Optical
Fiber Cable Component (OFCC). The cross section of the The shipboard cable performance evaluation consists of
2.0-mm outer diameter OFCC is given in Figure 1. The optical, chemical, environmental and mechanical tests.
OFCC uses either a radiation-hardened 62.5/125 gtm Optical properties along with numerous other dimensional and
multimode or the 8.8 gim mode-field diameter depressed-clad mechanical requirements are checked at the fiber stage, and
single-mode fiber. The fiber is tight buffered to a diameter of fibers which meet all the specifications are then used for
900 gm with a polyester elastomer material. The OFCC cabling. The fibers used were proof tested to 690 MPa. The
contains this buffered fiber as the core, surrounded by wavelength of operation for the multimode cables is 1300 nm,

JACKET though they may also be operated at 850 nm. Similarly, the

-KEVLAR® wavelength of operation for the single-mode cables is 1310

YARN nm and may also be operated at 1550 nm. The following test

FIBER results correspond to the primary wavelength of operation at
1300 nm region. The general and optical properties of the

BUFFER cables are given in Table 1.

The chemical tests consist of acid gas generation, halogen
content, toxicity index, and fire and smoke properties. The
requirements of these tests and the results are presented in
Table II. The one-, four-, and eight-fiber cables meet the acid
gas generation, halogen content, and toxicity index
requirements with good margin. The halogen content results

correspond to the total content of the four halogens, namely
fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine.

Table III shows the fire and smoke properties of the cables.
The fire and smoke properties are also a part of the chemical

S2.0 rnm properties. The cables pass the IEEE-383 flame test. While

the IEEE-383 test is not required by the specification, the
Figure 1. Cross Section of Optical Fiber Cable Component cables were tested and the results are reported for information.

(OFCC) The specification requires the UL-910 plenum cable fire test.
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YEVARN
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Figure 2. Isometric View of 4-OFCC Shipboard Cable
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Figure 3. Isometric View of 8-OFCC Shipboard Cable
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TABLE I. GENERAL AND OPTICAL with two modifications to the requirements. The first modified
requirement is that the flame spread time product value for thePROPERTIES OF SHIPBOARrD CABLES cable for the first ten minutes of the test using the ASTM-E-84

procedure shall be less than or equal to 27.5 m-min. The

PARAMETER CABLE DETAiL standard UL-910 requirement is that the flame spread should

Cable Designs 1, 4, and 8 OFCCs be less than or equal to 1.52 In for the total test duration of 20

Fib s62.5/125 urn Rad-ard Multimde minutes. The second modified requirement is that the cable
and Single-mode should meet the standard UL-910 smoke requirements

Specification MIL-C-0085045D (NAVY) (average optical density _< 0.15 and maximum optical density
< 0.5) or the cable's specific optical density under flaming

Jacket Material Thermoplastic combustion (Din) using ASTM-E-662 procedure should be <

Primary Wavelength 1300 nm for Multimode 225. The above modified requirements are applicable for
of Operation 1310 nm for Single-modo four- and eight-fiber cables only. The single-fiber cable

Cabled Fiber 2.0 de/km for Multimode (OFCC) is not required to meet any of the above requirements,
Maximum Attenuation 1.0 dB/km for Single-mode except the ASTM-D-662 specific optical density under

flaming combustion requirement. The table shows that all the
cables meet the specified fire and smoke requirements.

TABLE II. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SHIPBOARD CABLES

CABLE PERFORMANCE

TEST REQUIREMENT
1-OFCC-MM 4-OFCC-MM 8-OFCC-MM

and 1-OFCC-SM and 4-OFCC-SM and 8-OFCC-SM

Acid Gas Generation MIL-C-00850450 (NAVY) 0.02% 0.19% 0.16%
< 2.0%

MIL-C-0085045D (NAVY)
Halogen Content < 0.2% 0.01% 0.04% 0.03%

< 0.2%

NES 713
Toxicity Index 3.36 3.02 2.16

< 5.0

MIL-STD-810, Method 508
Fungus Resistance Grade I Grade I Grade I Grade I

MM - Multimode ; SM - Single-mode

TABLE III. FIRE AND SMOKE PROPERTIES OF SHIPBOARD CABLES

CABLE PERFORMANCE

TEST REQUIREMENT
!-OFCC-MM 4-OFCC-MM 8-OFCC-MM

afld I-OFCC-SM and 4-OFCC-SM and B-OFCC-SM

IEEE-383

Flame Spread < 2.4 m 2.2 m 1.3 m 1.3 m

(Not a Requirement)

Flame Propagation and UL 910
Smoke Generation U 1

Average Optical Density < 0.15 0.02- 0.il 0.09
Maximum Optical Density < 0.5 0.25, 0.5 0.44

Flame Spread - Time Product for
First 10 Minutes < 27.5 m-min 40.5 m-mrin 12.8 m-min 10.9 m-min

Specific Ol.tical Density ASTM-E-662 56 50 170
Under Flamming Combustion D,< 225

- Not a Requirement for 1-OFCC-MM or 1-OFCC-SM Cables
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Three of the most important environmental tests fur shipboard performance for the one-, four-, and eight-fiber cables are

applications are thermal shIk, temperature cycling at high given in Figures 8 through 10, respectively, and each figure

humidity, and accelerated rging. The cable same set of includes results for both the multimode and single-mode

samples was subjected to each of the above three tests. The versions of the cable. The cables meet and surpass the

results of thermal shock test are given in Table IV. After the requirements for the three environmental tes.o showing

thermal shock test, the samples were then exposed to the excellent performance.

temperature-humidity test. The temperature-humidity cycle is The cables were then subjected to a long list of environmertal
presented in Figure 4. The results of the temperature- and mechanical tests. The remaining environmental tests
humidity cycling performance for the one-, four-, and eight- include thermal shock, gas flame, weathering, fluid
fiber cables are given in Figures 5 through 7, respectively, immersion, water absorption, salt spray, jacket self-adhesion
Each figure includes results for both the multimode and or blocking, vibration, and shock. The mechanical tests
single-mode versions of the cable. The samples were then include tensile loading, dynamic bend, cyclic flexing, torsion,
subjected to the accelerated aging test. In the accelerated flexure, twist bending, crush, radial compression, impact,
aging test, the cables were subjected to a constant temperature corner bend, dripping, hydrostatic pressure, waterblocking,

of 100°C for 240 hours. The results of the accelerated aging cable jacket tear strength, cable abrasion resistance, cable

TABLE IV. THERMAL SHOCK TEST RESULTS FOR SHIPBOARD CABLES

CABLE PERFORMANCE
TEST REQUIREMENT

I-O0CC-MM 1-OFCC-SM 4-OFCC-MM 4 -FCC--. B-OFCC-MM 3-OrCC-SM

EIA-455-160, Added Loss
Thermal Shock i 0.5 dB/krm for Multimode 0.00 dB/km 0.02 dB/kn 0.15 dB/km 0.06 dB/km 0.25 o8/km 0 03 d8/km

0.3 dB/km for Single-mode

80

El DATA MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
650C, 6 HR

60 95% ±5% RH IS MAINTAINED FOR ALL TEMPERATURES
ABOVE 25 0C AFTER BASELIE

40

L_• BASELINE 250C, 6 HR 25°C, 6 HR

~20 '-24 HR
AMBENT
FkHUW)ITY

-20

"-28°C, 8 HR

-40 a ONE CYCLE so]

t I I I I 1

0 6 12 18 24 30 36

TiME, HOUR

Figure 4. Temperature-Humidity Cycle for Shipboard Cables
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Figure 5. Temperature-Humidity Test Results for I-OFCC Cables
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FIBER OPTICS ASSEMBLY AS LIGHT SIGNAL CONCENTRATOR IN INDOOR DIFFUSE
INFRARED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Chris J. Georgopoulos*and George N. Bakalidis**

*Uni ersity of Patras, Greece
**University of Thrace, Greece

Summa CEILIGTS-

Small infrared antennas in a wireless optical system
have the dual task of uniformly radiating and 360 -

degrees receiving of incoming optical signals. Con-
ventional hemispherical antenna fixtures present
problems associated with the flexibility of the an-
tenna,the shadows due to obstacles and the large -

number of p-i-n detectors that are required. In this ,
paper fiberoptic assemblies are presented that could
replace the conventional IR antennas. For maximum
efficiency, the bundle of optical fibers can be used
to form an assembly in combination with the so call-
ed detector-immersion-lens technique. This results
in a reduced number of photodetector diodes, and in
some amplification since the maximum concentration
achievable in diffuse radiation with an immersed ab-
sorber in a dielectric medium of index of refraction
n, is approximately n

Intoduction z DIRECT PATH
S--- NTIRECT PATH

Today, local area networks (LANs) for communica-
tions are characterized by fast cvolution resulting Figure 1: Typical free-space IR optical link in in-
in multiple problems in interconnecting terminals door applications.
and peripherals due to the large number of cables,
either they are cooper wires or fiber optics1. tributing the optical power in the room, but also

in collecting and directing to detectors light sig-
An alternative technique for confined spac s is nals coming from omnidirectional sources. One way

the use of infrared (IR) diffuse light channelý',. is to use a large number of LEDs and p-i-n diodes
Using, for example, IR wireless terminals in the on a hemispherical or spherical antenna. However,
form of a network for in-house communication(e.g., such a solution is costly because a large number of
in laboratories, offices, classrooms, etc.), pre- detectors must be used to avoid IR siqnal shadows
sents many advantages including cost reduction dur- due to obstacles in a room. Another problem is the
ing the installation and elimination of Electroma- high capacitance of parallel connected detectors
gnetic Interference (EMI). that degrades the performance of receiver (lower

In a system like the above, data, voice and operating frequency).

other information are coded and modulated into a In this paper, a different solution is proposed
carrier frequency that rides on an infrared diffuse in which optical cable assemblies are considered.
-light channel from terminal's or ceiling transpon- Such assemblies are flexible and can feed the photo-
der's IR light-emitting diode (LED) array forming detectors from different directions and through va-
the transmitter to a receiver's p-i-n diode array rious optical obstacles. Foi maximum efficiency,the
on a terminal. In such a system (Fig.l) radiation bundle of optical fibers can be used in combination
transmitted by the LEDs of the transmitter at 9DOns with the detector - immersion-lens technique.
are diffusely scattered from the surrounding walls,
ceiling, and other objects in the room, thus fillinq Present State of the Art of IR Antennas
the whole space with optical signal carrier. Rece-
ption is nondirectional, i.e., the photodiodes (ac- for Indoor Applications.
tually p-i-n arrays) receive the incoming radiation
from a wide field of view (FOV). Problem Areas

In the IR diffuse light communication channel a The problems in designing an IR radiating /re-

difficulty is encountered not only in uniformly dis- ceiving antenna ("fixture") are due to the following
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Figure 2: Conventional hemispherical IR antenna configurations:a) Sketch of LED assembly with individual
reflectors and top-flat reflector.b) LED uniform radiation distribution pattern. c) Mixed LED
and p-i-n diode arrangement.

reasons : 1) Infrared radiation is not visible; the- APERTURE
refore, special equipment and test setups are re- STOP I FIBER
quired to establish its level at various points or CORE
zones in an indoor installation. 2) A relatively
large number of small IR sources have to be mounted ",

in such a way that an ptimized illuminating fixtu-
re is formed. 3) The same fixture usually must in-
corporate not only the IR soures, but also the IR
detectors. 4) Driving/receiving and other electro-
nic control circuitry may have to be included in
the same fixture. 5) Fixtures for ceiling mounting
would be different than corresponding fixtures used
in each IR telset or in other terminals 4 . 1 L

FO CAL
Conventional IR Radiating Configurations. PLANE

To meet the reqirement of uniformly distributing
IR energy in a room with somewhat symmetrical di - Figure 3: Fiber opric cone with focusing external
mensions, a hemispherical fixture can be used lens.
(Fig.2a). On this fixture the LEDs can be arranged
to form among them (groups of three) triangles whose size and conveys it from one plane to another 5 .The
each side presents an "opening"approximately equal gain G of this structure is given by the relation-
to the angle(-3dB) of their radiated power. All ship:
angles (Fig.2b) are equal, i.e., a1=a?= ..... aN, so (dl2 l-c°Se
that the total radiation is approximately uniform to G= ( L4 e
all directions. On the other hand, the photodiodes\ 0- 1-cos~i
(p-i-n) can be placed at the center of every other where: dl, d 2 = the entrance and exit diameters of
triangle formed b4 the LEDs on the same hemispheri- the cone
cal base (Fig.2c) . This is possible because trans- T the transmission efficiency of the
mitting and receiving in the up-and down -link (to bundle
and from center transponder unit) takes place at dif 0;, e = the incident and exit angles of
ferent times and there will be no crostalk. Here too, the ray.
it is very desirable that the sensitivity angles
(-3 dB) be equal to those of LEDs for uniformity For the critical angle in a fiber we have:
purposes. It is also to be noted that in certain ca- 1 N2 22(2
ses a spherical structure could be used. These IR sine 1 ( - /2 (2)
antenna fixtures, however, are expensive since a No 1

large number of LEDs and p-i-n detectors have to be where : Ni, N21 N = the indices of refractiond
mounted on the external surface on the hemisphere the core, coating, and sur -
(or sphere). Especially, as mentioned previously, rounding medium, respectively

the large number of detectors that are needed in or-
der to avoid IR signal shadows, results in degrated For the case a fiber cone the crit~cal angle

detection performance. will be as follows: 1/2

Fiber Cone Assembly for IR Signal Guiding c = sin- - -(N; 2] ) (3)

A fiber bundle designed in the form of a cone
(Fig.3), where the entrance diameter is larger than The surface of a convetional lens is curved
the exit diameter transmits and reduces the imdge and all rays reaching the lens are bent to form
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an image focused on one or more detectors. For a
fiber cone, no such ordered phase relationship ex-
ists and an image must be formed at the cone

entrance by an external lens (Fig.3).

Combined fiberoptic and Detector-Immersion-Lens
Asembl y.

The incorporation of a lens in front of the fi-
ber cone (Fig.3) creates a problem since light sour-
ces (LED) have to be used in the same assembly. An
alternative configuration is shown in Fig.4. It
can be made in hemispherical (spherical is also
possible) form where fiberoptic pieces have been
placed vertically to an immersion-lens combination D
and surrounded bya plastic material. 4-

Figure 5: Practical detector-immersion lens combi-
Fibernation.Emitting optic 2ie ain

IR LED would be n2= (1.33)2-z 1.77 (Theoretical).

Fiberoptic Properties Affecting IR Antenna Assembly

Single-mode or fiber bundles have been -ised in
the past in visible and near-IR related technolo-
gies, e.g., in spectroscopy. Recently, this techno-
logy has gained popularity in the IR region.Qjartz
or silica fibers are used in visible, while fIluoride
and now chalcogenide fibers are used in the IR re-

Detector gion. Special fiberprobe assemblies can be used
Immersion p-i-n with transmission and attenuated, specular, and

Lens diffuse reflectance heads for various sampling re-
quirements. High-sensitivity detectors are recom -
mended for use with these accessories.

Figure 4 : Fiberoptic assembly in combination dete- As in all fiberoptic applications, in order to
ctor-immersion-lens. achieve optimum IR antenna assembly performance,

In comparison to the fiber cone the hemispheri- when fibers are used, certain major parameters
cal scheme for ceiling mounting or the spherical should be taken into account when selecting thecor-
scheme as a terminal mounted antenna have the fol- rect fiberoptic type. In general, step-index fiber
lowing two major advantages: could be selected for low data rate applications,
1) The LEDs can easily be accommodated on the sur- graded-index for medium to high data rates, and

face of the antenna or they can be inserted single-mode for very high data rates 8 . On the other
in small wells with or without small reflectors hand, step-index fiber presents lower sensitivity
with their edge flashed to the external surface to microbending losses and it has nearly twice the
of the hemisphere. arount of light-coupling efficiency of graded-index

fibers.
2) Using an immersion lens, a gain equal to the

square of index of refraction n can be achieved As an illustrative example here, we consider
as explained below. the effect of core size and numerical aperture(NA)
The possibility of using reflectors or immer- on the power throughput of graded -index optical

sion lenses to enhance the output of detectors of fibers (Fig.6a) 9 . The output powers are shown as
diffuse (homogeneous and isotropic) radiation en - a percentage, relative to the output of a reference
countered in scatter communication systems (room fibcr, with 50-umn core and 0.29 NA. According to
with diffuse IR light) is of very high interest, the above reference, throughput measurements were
According to the theory, reflectors can yield no made with wavelength at 850nm, using fibers with
optical gain, whereas immersion lenses can provide 4 dB/km attenuation. Core size has a very high im -
gain equal to n2 , where n is the index of refraction pact on total power transmission for available fi -
of the immersion medium 6,7. The immersion lens in bers with typical numerical aperture and attenuation
the proposed assembly is shown separately in Fig.5. ranges. For instance, for an NA of 0.20, loss rating
The geometrical -optics reasoning shows that the of 4 dB/km, and transmission wavelength of 850 nm,
hemisphere will 5xhibit n2 optical gain (neglect- power output increases from 48' for a 50urm core fi-
ing Fresnel losses) provided that the size L of ber to over 190, for a 100uri core fiber. These per-
the detector is small compared with Rs/n, where L centages are relative to the power output of a refe-
and R are of the same dimensions. Considering, for rence fiber with a 50-Urn core and 0.29 NA.
exampTe, a plastic lens with n= 1.33, the gain
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As a second example, we consider the effects Conclusion
of NA on microbending losses. Microbending will oc- In this aper, the case of fiberoptic IR antenna as-
cur in an IR-antenna assembly because it is very de- semblies for indoor communications has been discus-
sirable to guide diffuse IR light from various points sed. Of all schemes that were studied, the hemisphe-
to a single point. As shown in Fig. 6b, higher NA rical (or spherical) assembly with fiber optics in
has the advantage of higher resistance to microbend- combination with detector -immersion-lens offers the
ing losses. maximum efficiency.
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Abstract
We report the data transmission with external optical fiber

photoelastic polarization modulation (EPPM) method. In Y-as /
the experiment, the data transmission system by EPPM A /
is estimated to have minimum received optical level of
-24dBm and the terminals up to 25, when transmission light source optical signal

signal is l200bit/s FDM data. This method enables data > >__

transmission using a simple tap and optical fiber X-axis BIT
remain unbroken. e- electrical

mechanical signal input

vibration t ransd uce r

1. Introduction
Today, an intensity modulation scheme is widely Fig.l A transducer ( piezo-electric device ) applies a

used to modulate light in optical communication lateral stress into the optical fiber only by clipping on
system. In this report, we proposed a new modulation it.
method, which called EPPM method."1 The proposed
method does not modulate the intensity of light
directly, it modulates polarization state of the light by
applying an intentional vibration into fiber. With this
method, a voice communication has been demonstrated
and put into practical use. In this report, we t ransdu¢e r transducer

described the experiment results of a high quality control_ ___ __htScontrol s rce t

FDM data transmission using the EPPM method. esourcent -

data data

2. Basics of the EPPM method and experimental set-up terina .... terminal 2 5

The EPPM method utilizes a photoelastic effect I equipment equipment

introduced into the optical fiber with lateral stress by
piezo-electric device. This effect causes phase
difference between x and y-axis components of (ai

polarization of a light signal in the fiber. This phase 4
difference is converted into intensity modulated - OIPLE -
signal by polarizer positioned in front of the receiver. - OPTcAL FIBER FOLORIZOR ! IPZOE

As shown in Fig.l , a transducer ( piezo-electric de- OL.

vice ) applies a lateral stress into the optical fiber 0/E O/E.

only by clipping on it. Since a certain relation exists ___A____T

between the drive voltage of the transducer and VODEE TESTER R O.

phase differences in optical fiber, phase differences U MODL . LLTOR SIGNAL COIPLING

are modulated with vibration frequencies of
transducer. This technique enables the data SiGNAtL OLIP,

sitma i

transmission without cutting an optical fiber so that
the data terminal equipments can be easily multiplied. MODEM TESTER

Fig.2 shows the schematic diagram of a data
transmission system using the proposed EPPM , central control equpment

technique, which consists of one central control
equipment and N data terminal equipments. In the Ib)

system, frequency division multiplexing (FDM) with N
carrier frequencies is used. Each carrier is modulated Fig.2(a) The schematic diagram of a data transmission
by the information signal with frequency shift keying system using the EPPM technique, which consists of
(FSK) format at 1200bit/s. The central control one central control equipment and N data terminal
equipment identifies the each data transmitted from N equipments. /(b) The scheme of terminal equipment
data terminals. and central equipment.
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3. Experiment 5. FDM Performance Evaluation
In this experiment, the carrier frequency is ranged In the system using EPPM method, the carrier

from 1.00M~lz to 2Mttz corresponding to the mechanical frequency was restricted by the performance of the
resonance frequency range of the transducer. In the piezo-electric device.
data terminal equipments, an electrical signal with FSK In actual operation, influences of harmonics on
format is converted to a mechanical vibration which is desired signal could be considered. Therefore, a
converted to a optical signal by the EPPM method. In frequency range of i.OMHz to 2.0MHz was chosen in the
the central control equipment, transmitted optical experiment. The maximum number of terminal
signals are detected by a photo diode resulting in a equipment would depend on the spacing of the carrier

electrical signal. Especially in receiver end, frequencies. The frequency spacing in FDM is mainly

polarization diversity scheme is used to compensate determined by bandwidth of the narrow-band filter (
the influences of polarization fluctuation caused by ceramic filter ) in the demodulation circuit on the
vibrations due to dancing, temperature change in received equipment. Fig.4 shows the frequency

installed optical fiber, characteristics of the ceramic filter with bandwidth of

30kHz. As shown in Fig.4, essential 3dB-bandwidth is

20kHz.
4. Minimum receiving optical level and S/N ratio
In the data transmission of experiment, a I.0OMtlz

electrical carrier was modulated by FSK signals with

speed of 1200bit/s and deviation of 9kHz.
Piezo-electric device is a disk with 1cm radius, and de/ '28-5 .:
converts electrical signals into polarization modulated

optical signals.
Fig.3 shows the experimental results of BER

measurement using random signals. A minimum
receiving optical level of -24dBm was obtained at BER

10', this bit error rate BER )realize a high quality 3 W.
data transmission.3 - LM

Fig.4 The frequency characteristic of ceramic filter
tOE-1 I ,with bandwidth of 30kHz.

IOE-2 It is important to consider the frequency

variations of the electric circuit as a margin.

Frequency variations of the osellater circuit and of

a IOE-3- the other electric circuit can be considered to the
cause of frequency fluctuations detecting signal The
frequency variations of the oscllater circuit is the

IOE-4- range of ± 1k~lz for the setting frequency. The
frequency variations of the other electric circuit is

-- - less than ±2kllz by both the trarnsmitter and receiver
side. As a result, a total margin of approximately 10kHz

"for each side I4 '-;;.:idered to be sufficient. The
difference between the resonance frequency of the

11-6- - -piezo-electric device and the carrier frequency, as
-' the frequency fluctuates, will cause the decrease of

S/N ratio.
10E-7 The degradation of S/N is 2dB near 1.OtIlz if the

-26 -25 -24 frequency deviates 10kltz. At 1.5M1Iz and higher
frequencies, the frequency band that cause the

uinimum rece ving optical level (dBm) degradation of S/N of 2dB is larger than 50kltz. Fig.5

shows the frequency characteristics of a I.O0tlhlz
Fig.3 The experimental results of BER measurement piezo-electric device when a signal is applied to $5>
using random signals. optical fiber. The frequency band that cause the
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MEASUREMENTS OF LOW HYDROGEN LEVELS IN INSTALLED OPEN FIBEROPTIC
SUBMARINE CABLES.

S. Hopland

Norwegian Telecom
Cables Division

Oslo, NORWAY

ABSTRACT In this report we present new data on the timedependence of the hydrogen induced loss in
installed cables with various types of armouring.In this paper we present new data on the time Daarelsginonbidcbes istld

depenence of hydrogen induced loss in installed ta cals an d cables sod n an Te
trial cables and cables stored on land. The

open submarine fiberoptic cables with various types measurements cover the time period from cable
of armouring. Generally, the time depenence of
hydrogen induced losses in cables shows individual
patterns. Heavy armoured cables have higher
levels than light amoured cables due to increased 2. CABLE CONSTRUCTIONS AND MARINE ENVIRONMENT
amounts of armour. Measurements made on cables
stored on land have shown that initial hydrogen Norwegian Telecom uses sumarine cables from two
will present in installed cables for many years. LA different cable manufacturers. The cable
cables installed up to 4.5 years have generally construction consist of a metal free cable core
very low hydrogen levels with no signs of any which may be of the slotted core or the loose tube
delayed hydrogen induced loss increase due to design. The cable core is surrounded by a jacket of
water penetration through the outer high density polyethylene, and then follows an armour consisting
polyethylene jacket. Measurements on buried cables of galvanized steel wires. A rubber asfalt or
have not shown increased hydrogen induced loss. bitumen filling compound is used around the steel
Local damages on outer jackets are few and wires to prevent longitudinal water intrusion and
contibute very little on total hydrogen induced corrosion. Finally, an outer jacket of high densityloss.co r s o .F n l y ou e c et o hi de i y

polyethylene is used to give extra protection
against water corrosion. The cable construction for
the light armoured cable (LA) is shown in Fig. 1.
For the heavy armoured cable (HA), an extra layer
of armour is applied to provide extra tensile

1. INTRODUCTION strength.

In the last years several reports have been
published on hydrogen evolution in fiberoptic
underwater armoured cables with no hermetic barrier
to protect the fibers from hydrogen ingress 1-4. In
these reports, there is a general agreement that
hydrogen evolves from corrosion of the armour Cable core
wires. However, only few investigations have been
made of actual hydrogen levels in installed cables; or I-se tube
and the measured hydrogen levels have varied
several orders of magnitude. Some reports have X-Polyethylene inner jacket
measured large hydrogen levels in installed cables; -- Galvanized steel wires
predicting a strong depenence on sea depth of the Asfalt/bitumen
hydrogen level. Another report 5 predicts that filling compound
cable burial will generally increase the hydrogen
level significantly after a relatively short time. polyethylene outer jacket

In a previous paper we reported very low hydrogen
levels in light armoured cables up to 2.5 years
after installation, with no signs of any depth Figure 1: Submarine light armoured (LA) cable
dependence on hydrogen level. A few measurements construction.
made on the time dependence of the hydrogen level
indicated a small increase with time on some of
the cables.
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of the construction type showed in Fig. 1, exept
Norwegian Telecom uses submarine cables to build for one cable having a different outer protection
parts of the trunk and regional network along the consisting of asfalt/polyprophylene yarn.
coastline. The cables are laid with high precision
along optimal routes between landing points. The
routes and the landing points are chosen to avoid
fishing activities and according to the bottom 4.2 OTDR and spectral measurements
topography. In the Norwegian fjords, a cable route
will typically follow steep, rocky bottom near the The peak wavelength of hydrogen induced loss have
landing points, while the middle part of the route been found to be 1244 nm 1,6 , and by using two
may be flat with clay and/or sand. The cables are different OTDR-modules at 1238 nm and 1241 nm, we
usually laid directly on the sea bottom, but in are able to detect 50 % and 70 % of the loss
some areas where fishing activities (trawlers) increase at 1244 nm, respectively. For each cable a
cannot be avoided, the cable is buried. The burial minimum of 3 fibers were measured every time, and
depth is determined according to the sea bottom average loss values were used to calculate the
conditions, but will usually be no less than 60 cm. hydrogen induced loss at 1244 nm and the hydrogen
LA cable is used in areas with no risk of fishing induced loss variations with time. The time
activities, while HA cable is used in areas with interval beetween measurements have varied
light fishing activities or on routes where the according to the expected variations of hydrogen
cable is buried. level. The OTDR-modules at 1238 nm and 1241 nm was

also used to map out variations in hydrogen level
along the length of each individual cable.

3. PREVIOUS MEASUREMENTS
On the short cable lengths, fibers were looped and

Previous measurements showed very low hydrogen in- spectral loss curves were made in addition to OTDR-
duced losses on installed LA cables 2.5 years after measurements. OTDR-measurements at 1310 nm and 1550
installation 1. The hydrogen induced loss in the nm were made each time for control purposes.
same cables, measured on small leftover lengths
stored dry on land, had decreased to nearly zero
level in this time scale. We also showed that
hydrogen induced loss was present in each cable 5. MEASUREMENTS RESULTS
shortly after production due to initial corrosion
of the armour wires.

5.1 Cables not deployed in sea
This implies that if initial hydrogen is the only
hydrogen generated in a cable, the hydrogen level If cable lengths for some reason are not deployed
in cables will generally go through some time in the sea, they are stored dry on land. Earlier
cyclus and eventually drop off to zero. Increased measurements made on LA cables indicated that the
temperature will increase the hydrogen level and initial hydrogen level goes through some cyclus and
shorten the time constants in the cyclus. return to nearly zero level after a time period of

less than 2.5 years when stored at an average
However, for installed cables, it seems reasonable temperature of approximately + 10 OC 1. Since then,
to assume that, in addition to initial hydrogen, we have regularly measured one HA and one LA cable
delayed corrosion may occur after some time due to length stored dry on land. For the HA cable, the
possible water penetration through the outer high storage temperature have followed air temperature
density polyethylene jacket. except for the first 20 days after production

(armouring) when the cable was stored in the
factory at room temperature. The LA cable was

4. NEW MEASUREMENTS stored the first 3 months in the cable ship at
approximately + 20 1C. The results are shown in

Measurements have been made on time dependences of Fig. 2.
hydrogen levels in installed cables, cables stored
on land and installed trial cables with various
types of armouring. We have also measured hydrogen We register that the HA cable reaches a first
levels in areas where cables are buried and in maximum level in approximately 2 months. After
areas with damages on the outer jackets. that, hydrogen induced loss have passed through two

minima and one maximum. The variations in hydrogen
induced loss through the year may be explained by

4.1 Measured cables air temperature variations. The average tempe-
rature in the whole storage period was + 7.1 OC.

Totally, we have measured 35-40 different cables For the LA cable, the behaviour of the hydrogen
repeatedly, both light armoured and heavy armoured. induced loss is similar to the HA cable; only
The cables have been cables stored on land, in- showing generally lower induced loss.
stalled cables and deployed trial cables. The
length of the installed cables varies between 4 km
and 20 km and the maximum installation depths
varies between 20 m and 1000 m. The deployed trial
cables and the cables stored on land have been
mainly short lengths. All of the cables have been
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H-induced loss Air H2-induced loss at 1244 nm (dB/km)
at? 1244 nm (dB/km) temperature 0.15
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Time after production (months)

Figure 3: H2-induced loss in cables before
installation.

Figure 2: H2 -induced loss in cables stored on land.

5.3 Installed cables

For the HA cable, we can not register any clear 5.3.1 Cables in the first phase after installation
tendency for hydrogen induced loss to decrease
during the storage period. For the LA cable, there During 1989, Norwegian Telecom installed several
is a slight tendency for the induced loss to submarine cables of LA and HA type. We have
decrease during the storage period, which is in selected a number of cables of each type and
agreement with our earlier measurements made on measured them regularly since installation. In some
leftover lengths stored on land. of the cables, the time delay between production

and installation were minimal; only a few days. The
These results implies that for installed cables, rest of the cables were stored in the factory or in
at temperatures 3-5 0 C , initial hydrogen will be the cable ship for 10-30 days at + 20-25 °C before
present in the cables for several years. they were installed.

5.2 Cables before installation In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 is shown the hydrogen induced
loss for LA and HA cables, respectively, up to 25

Time may pass between the production and the actual months after installation, for cables installed
installation of fiberoptic submarine cables; shortly after production. The results show that the
varying from a few days up to one month. Therefore, hydrogen induced loss in LA cables reach a first
cables may be temporarily stored in the factory or maximum level or plateau 4-9 months after
in the cable ship. We have measured the hydrogen installation. After that, one cable has passed
level in 3 cables shortly after production through a second maximum, other cables seem tn be
(armouring) at a storage temperature of + 20-25 °C. on their way to a second maximuz, gq' ane cabA.
The results are shown in Fig. 3. have reached only one plateau so far. In fact, each

cable has its own individual pattern. For the HA
cables, the time before a first plateau is reached

We register that LA and HA cables reach a first is 12-25 months or longer.
plateau of hydrogen induced loss within 20-30 days
after armouring. Consequently, the thermal history Clearly. the hydrogen induced loss in the HA cables
of a cable before installation will affect the time are on average higher than in the LA cables in
dependence of hydrogen level after installation, accordance with the greater amount of armour in HA
Examples of this effect are shown in chapter 5.3. cables. Also, the time constants for the HA cables

are longer than for the LA cables, which one would
expect due to longer diffusion distances for
hydrogen in HA cables.
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H2 induced loss at 1244 nm (dB/km) H2 induced loss at 1244 nm (dB/km)
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Figure 4: H2 -induced loss in "fresh" LA cables
after installation. Figure 6: H2 -induced loss in "matured" LA and HA

cables after installation.

H2 induced loss at 1244 nm (dB/km)
1.0 •5.3.2 Cables at longer times after installation

09 /We have also made regular measurements on LA cables
0.8• beeing installed for up to 50 months. The results

0ý7 "are shown in Fig. 7. We register only small changes
in hydrogen induced loss with time. We can also

Heavy armourhere see different patterns for induced loss
0.5/ cables developement in the cables. There is no evident

trend for any general loss increase which could
0.4 indicate any delayed hydrogen reaction due to
0.3 water penetration through the outer high density

polyethylene jacket.
0.2
01

H 2-induced loss at 1244 nrn (dB kin)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Time after installation (months)

Figure 5: H2 -induced loss in "fresh" HA cables
after installation. - Light arr.oured ca Ives

In Fig. 6 are shown the hydrogen induced losses in
LA and HA cables up to 17 months after installation
for cables that were stored for 10-30 days at + 200
C in the cable ship before they were installed.
Hence, at the installation time. each cable have
passed through a part of its initial hydrogen
course. For many cables, we can register that '
temperature lowers the hydrogen level in the first
few months. After that, each cable follows its own Time after installation (months)
individual pattern.

Figure 7: H2 -induced loss in LA cables at longer
times after installation.
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5.3.3 Cable with outer protection of asfalt/poly- 112 indticAcd loss at 1244 nm (dBRkin)
prophylene yarn -...

Norwegian Telecom have installed one 7 km long A~%L[ p01yprphlen,
cable at a maximum depth of 400-500 m with an
outer protection of asfalt/polyprophylene yarn. Up
to 2 years after installation, this cable showed a
uniform low level of hydrogen induced loss along
its length 1. After that, the hydrogen induced loss
in this cable has increased steadily. In /
particular, the hydrogen induced loss near the /
beach joints (part 1 and part 4), have increased
more than the middle part of the cable (part 2 and
part 3); laying mainly on flat bottom. In Fig. 8 H.)PiE Jdk(-t
the developement of hydrogen induced loss for the
different parts of this cable is shown. The reason
for this developement may be that the "shore ends" -
of the cable are more exposed to sea movements
which gradually wash out the asfalt/polyprophylene
protection layer and cause increased corrosion. The TimIe aftcr deploYment (Imonths)
deeper middle part of the cable, mainly laying on
flat bottom, may have moved into the soft clay
bottom, or the sea movements are less pronounced; Figure 9: H2 -induced loss in trial cables after
hereby resulting in less corrosion. deployment.

lopement of hydrogen induced losses up to 16 months
(12-indiieed loss at 1244 nm (dB; km) for the two cables. There is no signs of any

/ hydrogen in the standard construction, while the
asfalt/polyprophylene yarn cable shows a relatively

Sklow constant hydrogen level. These results are in
agreement with the observations on our installed
cables.

///

/ Pat I 8 km-- 5.3.5 Buried cables

S ,' v • 201 In a few cases we have partly buried installed

cables to protect them against fishing activities.
The hardness of bottom materials can be expressed

.- • • -- rby their so called shear strength, and the bottom
... materials in the areas of our buried cables can be

characterized as relatively soft. The burial depth
for the cables has been approximately 60 cm. We
have studied the distribution of hydrogen induced

Tillme Iftcr illstillit l0ol (I101lths) loss along the buried/unburied parts of our cables.
Table 1 summarizes the results.

Figure 8: H2 -induced loss in different parts of a
cable with outer protection of asfalt/-
polyprophylene yarn. Total Buried Shear Time Atten. Atten.

Cables length length strength after 1241 nm 1241 nm(ki) (km) (kN/m
2

) burial unburied buried
(months) (dB/km) (dB/km)

5.3.4 Trial cables Cable 1(HA) 12 4.2 sand 16 0.94 0.94

To find out more about possible delayed reactions Cable 2(LA) 3.8 2.4 10-20 8 0.71 0.64
caused by sea water, two short LA cable lengths l )
were deployed in sea water at approximate depths of Cable 3(LA) 10 4.5 10-20 8
50-100 m. These cable lenghts were leftover lengths
from early installations, and had been stored on
land for 2-1 years. In Ltese cables, the hydrogen Table 1: H2-induced loss in buried cables.
induced losses at 1244 nm were found to be zero.
One cable was the LA construction showed in Fig. 1, Since we have observed that most cables have
while the other cable had asfalt/polyprophylene initially some small variations in hydrogen induced
yarn as outer protection. Fig. 9 shows the deve- loss along the length, it is not possible to reveal

any increased hydrogen induced loss in the buried
parts of any of the cables.
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5.3.6 Characteristics of outer jacket damages H 2-induced loss at 11244 nm (dB/krrn)

In our earlier work' we found that in a few cases
where the outer high density polyethylene jacket
had been damaged, an increased hydrogen evolution
was found in a small area near the damage where
water penetration along the armour wires had ED
resulted in increased corrosion. A local damage can

be characterized by the cable length affected by

increased hydrogen induced loss and the magnitude
of induced loss in this cable length. These two D4
parameters may be a function of time. Such damages 2
are easily located on the 1238 nm and 1241 nm OTDR

traces, while they are not visible on the 1310 nm D3
OTDR traces. We have investigated all the measured
cables, a total length of approximately 325 km with
a total installation time of approximately 72

years. and we have found a small number of damages.
A summary is shown i table 2.

Time after installation (months)

Damage Cable cause of jacket damage Depth (m) Figure ll:H2 -induced loss in areas with
cable jacket damage.

DI Cable A Hetrival/new installation 50
D2 of cable 50

D3 Cable B Installation of cable 200 The cable length affected by increased hydrogen
induced loss have stabilized shortly after the

occurence of a damage, and a typical length is
D4 Trial cable Installation of cable 1000 200-350 meters.

For cable B and trial cable, the hydrogen induced

loss stabilizes after few months at a level of 1-2
Table 2: Summary of observed cable jacket damages. dB/km. For cable A, the hydrogen induced loss at

1244 nm have increased somewhat since our measure-
ments started, and is presently 3-4 dB/km. We

The time dependence of cable length affected by register that cable A is installed in a heavy

increased hydrogen induced loss and magnitude of polluted marine environment (chemical waste), while

hydrogen induced loss , respectively, are shown in this is not the case with cable B and trial cable.

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.
Clearly, increased local hydrogen level due to a

typical jacket damage will not affect the cable's

[,en~th (m) total hydrogen level much. For example, on a 10 km
- cable length, damage D3 will increase the hydrogen
D3 induced loss at 1244 nm by 0.04 dB/km.

DI All the damages were found on cables installed
several years ago. Since then, our installation/-

retrival methods have improved and this should
contribute to lower the frequency of cable jacket

D4 D2 damages even further.
v0

5.3.7 Depth dependence

We have previously found no depth dependence of the
hydrogen induced loss 1. Our new measurements have

..- - -- -: ~---- confirmed this observation; no evidence of any
: , depth dependence is found. On the contrary, we have

observed that, on the cable with outer protection

T m e ri f t f, r iIn st d I I 0l n ( InD0 {ths) of asfalt/polyprophylene yarn, the hydrogen induced
loss on the shallow parts of the cable has become
greater than on the deeper middle part of the

Figure 10:Cable length affected by increased H2 - cable.
induced loss in cables with jacket
damage.
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5.4 Attenuation increases at 1310 rim and 1550 nm 8. REFERENCES

The attenuation increases in our installed HA
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0. F. RIBBON CABLE SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY: THE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE

F. ESPOSTO, F.MONTALTI, F.NANNI

SIP-DG Via di Valcannuta 250 Rome ITALY

Summary guarantees both technical performances and cost
objectives.

In order to foster the introduction of the The right answer is a "Cable System"
optical fibre in the subscriber loop, different technology" where the integration of cables,
approaches were made to reduce the cost of cables, splicing techniques, materials and installation is
materials and installation, performed. Such an approach optimize all the

The ribbon cable system technology, which network components in terms of cost and
appears to be a promising solution, has been performances in order to guarantee the economy of
introduced in the Italian Telecommunation Network the optical link, the reliability and the
at the end of 1990 with several field trials, consistency to the specification.

This paper describes the Cable System used in The SIP (Italian Telecommunication Operating
Italy as well as the first results from the field Company) decided to take advantage of the optical
involving cable installation, splicing fibre ribbon technology already used in some other
performances and overall link measurements. Countries as a basis for the trials in the

The results obtained helped in making a first subscriber loop in Italy.
comparison between the ribbon technology and the
"traditional" single fibre technology. 2. The Cable System

The "Cable System" consists on an integrated

1. Introduction system of modular elements (cables, mechanical
connectors, fan-outs, optical terminations,

The introduction of the optical fibre in the closures, cabinets, MDF) whose components are

subscriber loop is one of the aspects of a general assembled as much as possible in the factory.
process of digitalization of the loop network that All the elements meet the goal of high quality

is already in progress with the provision of and performances and their use lead to the
300.000 POTS by means of 2 Mbit/s DLCs. reduction of components cost, to more simple

The use of the optical fibre will allow to installation procedures and to the possibility in
overcome the technical limits of the metallic the future of an automatic monitoring and
cables, to optimize the utilization of the network management of the network with a reduction of
infrastructures in the congested metropolitan maintenance costs and with an increase of
areas and to pave the way to the future availability of the local network.

synchronous technologies and wide band services. The key components of the "Cable System",
The first experiments in Italy with the namely the fibre ribbon, the mechanical splice and

optical fibre in the subscriber loop were carried the fan-out, are being described in the following
out in the year 1988 with several business paragraphs.
subscribers in the metropolitan areas of Milan,
Turin and Rome. The cables and components used 2.1 Fibres and Cables
were the same installed in the trunk and longdistance network. The configuration of the subscriber network

In the subscriber network, with the average requires to hold fibre cables in due considerationnh the vubscribery nge(1.5k-2 ikm typicall, n with straightforward fibre groups identificationlenght not very long (1.5 - 2 km typically), no
problem occurs with the transmission performances and separation capabilities and ease of fibre
problem occs whandling. The fibre ribbon represents up to date a

In this situation, considering the volume of very good solution for these problems and, infibres, cables and components that are involved, addition, it allows the design of high fibre count
it is of the outmost importance to investigate all cables with quite small outer diameter for conduit
the areas of possible cost saving and pursue the installation.
objective of a total cost reduction in every part The solution of 4 fibre ribbon (Fig. 1) has
of the link. In this way it is possible to take been adopted and cables of 4, 8, 20, 100 and 400
advantage of multiple splicing techniques, mass fibres have been provided by the Italian cable
production of components, development of new Manufactures following the SIP specifications.
installation procedures. The fibre used is Single Mode Reduced (SMR)

In general a sinergy between plant components optimized for 1300 nm and with good performances
and installation techniques must be reached that at 1550 nm because of its good behaviour towdrds
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both to micro and macrobending. based on the alignment of silicon grooved chips.
The 100 fibre cable (Fig. 2) has a loose These three techniques, quite similar in

slotted core design with 5 grooves where the performances, are currently under evaluation in
ribbons, organized in groups of 5. are positioned. term of cost and availability of production

The 400 fibre cable (Fig. 3) is built up facilities in Italy.
stranding four 100 fibre units together with one
dummy unit around a central member. 2.3 Connectors

The cables core is metal free, jelly filled
with PU and PE inner and outer sheaths with a The main characteristics to be considered in
double layer of aramidic yarns as pulling element. choosing an optical connectors are: low insertion
An heat welded corrugated tape made by 0.15 mm loss, high values of return loss, high
thick stainless steel acts as humidity barrier and reliability, miniaturization and low cost.
rodent protection. SIP decided to choose the SC type connector

The reduced dimensions of both cables (outer (Fig. 5) among the components tested . It consists
diameter around 20 mm for 100 fibres and 40 mm for in a zirconia cylindrical ferrule polished in a
400 fibres) allow an easy installation inside the convex way in order to assure the physical contact
existing ducts and this performance is very useful between the fibres, inserted in a outer plastic
in the local network especially in the congested moulded housing. It is going to be manufactured in
metropolitan areas. Italy and is installed since June 1991 in the

The structure of the 20, 8 and 4 fibre cables Italian network.
is the same; the 4 and 8 fibre cable are also
manufactured with flame retardant LSOH sheath 2.4 Fan-out
instead of PU and PE in order to meet the strict
Italian law requirements for indoor cables. At both ends of the local loop, in the main

For this reason the 100 fibre termination distribution frame and in the subscriber premise,
cable, inside the central office between the the transition between the fibre ribbon terminated
pot-head joint and the main distribution frame, with mechanical joints and the single fibre
has the same kind of sheaths. patch-cords terminated with the SC connector plugs

The optical characteristics of the fibres and is assured by the fan-out (Fig. 6).
the mechanical characteristics of the cables are This element consists in a lenghts of ribbon
shown in table 1 and 2. jacketed with a protection sheath and terminated

with a mechanical joint at one end and four SC
2.2 Multiple jointing techniques connector plugs at the other.

The fan-out is factory assembled and installed
Considering the high number of splices in the when the system is put into operation; its use

subscriber loop, one of the principal problems allows a reduction of cost of the cable
concerns the ease and speed of jointing, also termination and makes the installation easier. in
bearing a relativily high connection loss. table 3 the optical performances of multiple

This has led to the development of joints, connectors and fan-outs are shown.
simultaneous multiple fibre splicing techniques
either by fusion or by mechanical connectors with 3. Installation components
considerable reduction in jointing times.

Taking into account the peculiar
2.2.1 Fusion mass splicing characteristics of the subscriber network in terms

of flexibility and future implementations, a
The procedure for splicing the fibre ribbons complete new line of materials for the splicing

is quite similar to the one used for the single and termination of thp. fibre ribbon were
fibre. developed.

The ribbon coating is removed by means of a Efforts were made to reduce as much as
suitable stripping device and the 4 fibres are possible the number of products in order to
cutted at the same time with a cleaving tool. benefit of cost reduction by large scale

Automatic splicing equipments assure optical production.
and envirzn"ental performances similar to the The Cable System components are the following:
single fibre ones.

- main distribution frame in mechanical European
2.2.2 Mechanical splicing standard technique for the termination with

fan-outs of 400 fibres (Fig. 7);
The MT mechanical joint developped by NTT is - splice closures for 400 fibres and 100 fibres:

based on the alignment of two plastic moulded both can be used for the line as well as the
ferrules by means of two guide pins and a clamp pot-head joints. The closures allow the branching
spring (Fig. 4). This product is used to of up to five cables from the principal one (i.e.
preconnectorize in the factory one end rf the 100 fibre cable in and 5x20 fibre cables out);
cable; in such a way the field installation is - mid span branching closure: allows the
simplified, being reduced to a mere manual extraction of up to 40 fibres from an already
operation, while the quality of the termination is installed 100 fibre cable without service
largely increased, interruption;

As alternatives the mechanical joints Array - distribution cabinet for underground
Splice (AS) of ATT and Silicon Multifibre installation: allows the distribution of five 4
Connectors (SMC) of Siemens have been tested, both fibre cables from a 20 fibres cable;
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- distribution cabinet for indoor installation Both the values are consistent with the
with the same characteristics as above; provisional SIP specification for the plant
- subscriber termination for one or two fan-outs. acceptance tests (maximum values of 0.2 dB and 1.2

dB for the fusion and the mechanical splices
All the above components are reenterable, can respectively).

accomodate both mechanical and fusion splices, and After the final acceptance test all the links
are designed to match the preterminated cable have been put into operation and are successfully
ends. carrying normal traffic.

4. Field Trials 5. Conclusions

The Cable System technology has been field The experience gained with the implementation
tested in several experiments in Italy during 1990 of several plants with the ribbon "Cable System"
in Rome, Turin, Padua and Naples with a number of technology allows to draw some preliminary
business subscribers, conclusions.

An example of a subscriber link configuration The advantages of the ribbon "Cable System"
with the details of the components used is shown compared to the traditional technology come out
in fig. 8. from the high packaging density of the fibres, the

Taking into account safety considerations it ease of ribbon handling, the preassembly of
was decided to have a complete underground components in the factory, the use of multiple
networkh interconnection techniques.

The installation of the cable inside tortuous All these factors guarantee a high quality and
and congested duct systems together with the contribute to the reduction of the installation
constraint of pulling the cable in only one costs also shifting labour man power cost to
direction because of the preterminated end, cables and components. other areas of cost saving
limited the cable lenght size, in particular for are envisaged in the feasibility of automatic
the 400 fibre cable (about 500 m). Cables were optical measuring techniques of the cables in the
installed with pulling whinches and occasionally factory and of the overall installed link.
by hand. In a future perspective, the ribbon "Cable

A total of about 1500 km of fibre has been System" will allow also the flexible access to the
deployed. The 400 fibre and 100 fibre cables network, the possibility of an automatic
account respectively for the 36.4 and the 55.1 % reconfiguration of the link and the surveillance
of the overall fibre. of the network from the Central Office.

As far as installation tipologies are On the other hand the use of preassembled
concerned most of the cable (63.4 %) has been cables ends of precise lenght both on line and ininstalled inside ducts and only 14.3 % in the central office need a very accurate planning
trenches. of the outside plant configuration.

The cables up to 100 fibres have been laid One item of the outmost importance is the
inside 50 mm diameter plastic ducts (three of development of new techniques of installation on
them equipped a 125 mm duct) while the 400 fibre the last part of the subscriber network where the
cable inside 125 mm diameter ducts. common practice of pulling only one cable inside a

The use of cable lenghts with one factory sub-duct becomes antieconomic as the number of
preterminated and requires the combination of subscriber grows. New subscriber cables with
mechanical and fusion splices alternating along smaller outer diameter as well as multi-hole
the link. preformed plastic ducts are under development andThe ribbon technology allows a considerable will be tested in the field.reduction in jointing times; in Particular with Computer aided measurement techniques for the
the mechanical splice, the jointing procedure final acceptance test as well as a monitoring
reaches the maximum of simplicity, technique for the plant surveillance from the

A total of about 1154 multiple splices have Central Office will be implemented in the near
been made (615 by MT connectors and 539 by future in order to exploit the benefits of the
fusion). Cable System.

For what concerns the fusion splices losses, Considering the satisfactory results of thean average value of 0.06 dB with a standard first trials and in order to clarify points that
deviation of 0.04 dB was attained (Fig. 9). need further study and to define with better

The automatic splicing equipment proved to accuracy the installation costs, it was decided to
work JnL a satisfactory manner. The correlation implement the introduction in the subscriber
between the actually measured loss of fusion network of the Cable System to provide high
multiple splices and the loss estimated by the frequency services to large and medium size
splicing equipment is fairly good with a business subscribers in the major cities in Italy.
correlation factor greater than 0.8. In fact only A total of 13.000 km of fibre will be deployed
3% of the splices had to be redone after the final in the subscriber loop in 1991 and an
bidirectional measurement. implementation is foreseen for 1992.

The average loss value of the mechanical
splice was 0.52 dB with standard deviation 0.29
(Fig. 10).
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MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CABLES OPTICAL FIBRE CHARACTERISTICS

NUMBER OF FIBRES 4-8 20 100 400 1300 nm 1550 nm

Outer diameter (am) 13 16 19.5 40 MFD (urn) 9.4 10.5
Weight (kg/km) 180 270 370 1300 Cladding diameter (un) 125 125
Max pulling strenght (kg) 60 300 350 450 Primary coating diau. (um) 250 250
Minimum bend radius (mm) 170 300 300 400 Attenuation (dB/km) <0.44 <0.28
Factory lenght (m) 2000 3000 3000 500 Chromatic dispersion
-- - - - - - - - ---- - - - ------ (ps/nm km) <3.4 <18

Cut off wavelenght (nm) <1280 <1280
TABLE 1 ...------

TABLE 2

COMPONENTS OPTICAL PERFORMANCES

INSERTION LOSS (dB) RETURN LOSS (dB)
(directivity)

average value std deviation minimum value

Mass fusion splice 0.06 0.04 60
Array splice 0.30 0.19 40
SMC connector 0.36 0.19 40
MT connector 0.52 0.29 35
SC connector 0.1 0.05 35
Fan-out 0.62 0.34 35

TABLE 3

SJDIELECTRIC SUPPORTING INRPATCJCE
IMEMBER •IINRPATCJCE

40.F.RIBBN ,•ARAMIDIC YARNS

0.4 mmn SOTE OE • OUTER PLASTIC.JACKET

•, I h'rDROGEN

260 L COOPOuND

20 mm

125

Fig. 2 - 100 fibres cable
Fig. 1 - Four fibre ribbon
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Fig. 6 - Fan-out

Fig. 7 - 400 o.f. Main Distribution Frame
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A radically new, ultra-high-speed method
for the installation of cables in ducts

W. Griffioen
G.J. Prins

PTT Research, P.O. Box 421, 2260 AK Leidschendam, The Netherlands

Abstract In this paper a radically new approach, the "high-speed tech-
nique", is presented where the pulling force is also distributed

A radically new, ultra-high-speed method for the installa- along the length of the cable.4 First the cable and the reel
tion of cables in ducts is described. A high-speed moving are accelerated to a very high (rotational) speed. Some ways
cable will slide on it's own, equally distributed, inertia with- to perform this are described. The cable then decelerates
out suffering exponential force build-up in curves. Centrifu- until standstill, sliding in the duct, driven by its own iner-
gal forces are compensated for any curvature of the duct by tia. The inertia "force" is equally distributed over the length
a proper cable tension. Some ways to supply this tension of the cable. Due to high (apparent) centrifugal forces that
and to accelerate the cable before installation are described. appear in curves the deceleration will be high and the cable
Theory says that 10 km of fibre-optic or other cable can be stops soon. These centrifugal forces can be compensated by
installed in one shot of 2 minutes. This theory is checked by applying a proper tensile force to the cable. In that case the
scale-model straight- and looped-trajectory field trials. Here compensation holds for any curve, no matter what its radius
1536 m of cable is installed in 2 minutes and 5 right-angled of curvature is. The tensile force in the cable is obtained by
curves and 6 loops are passed in 7 seconds respectively. For applying a high enough force at the cable head, by means of
understanding, friction coefficients between cable and duct a winch rope or a shuttle. The feeding of the cable is con-
are measured at high speeds. trolled such that the transversal force at the cable, measured

in a curve at the injection side, is kept zero.

In a field trial a lightweight cable, stored in "figure-eight's",
Introduction is installed in a duct with the use of an air-powered shuttle.

The experimental setup is kept simple, avoiding high power
The use of fibre-optic cables for telecommunication has caused engines, as it is not meant to reach maximum performance,
an enormous increase in practical cable lengths. This is but to check the theory. This experiment is performed to
caused by the lower cable weight which allows for larger prove the theory for the "sliding inertia". In another exper-
lengths on one single reel. In addition, as the attenuation iment 100 m of cable, stored on a reel now, is installed in a
of the fibre itself is very low, splices are the dominant loss duct in which 5 right-angled curves and 6 complete loops are
contributors and should be avoided as much as possible. In present. This experiment is performed to prove theory for
the past short pieces of telecommunicatio, cable were buried the centrifugal-force compensation by means of a proper ca-
directly into the ground. Nowadays ini many countries fibre- ble tension. For better understanding also measurements of
optic cables are installed in pre-installed ducts. A commonly the friction coefficient between cable and duct are performed
used technique for installing cables in ducts is pulling with at high speeds (appendix).
a winch rope. When the cable is under tension, the cable
will be pulled against the duct-wall in curves and undula-
tions in the trajectory, causing friction. The pulling force Theory
will then increase exponentially with length due to the fact
that the friction is proportional to the tension in the cable'. The theory of force build-up in cables which are pulled in
This so called "capstan effect" limits the cable length that ducts is developed long ago.' In this theory reaction forces

can be installed in one single pull. The "capstan effect" can exercised by the duct on the cable in different directions due

be avoided by distributing the pulling force along the length to the cable mass and due to the cable tension in curves

of the cable. Cable blowing is a well-known technique to are taken into account. Forces due to a change in speed

achieve this. 2
,
3  (acceleration) of the cable are low in conventional installation
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(speed of order 1 m/s) and are hence not considered in the Consider the situation that a = -fg and F = Wv 2/g. From

above mentioned (static) theory. This is also true for the equation 1 hence follows that dF = 0 which means that there

centripetal reaction forces of the duct, necessary to lead the is no force build-up in the cable anymore. The first condi-

cable through curves. In the present paper an installation tion means that the cable just slides by it's own inertia. The

technique is described in which the speeds are ultra-high second condition means that a proper tensile force is applied

(order 100 m/s). This means that the installation of the to the cable in order to compensate for the centrifugal force

cable must be treated dynamically, taking into account all of the moving cable. Both centrifugal force and transversal

above mentioned terms. component of the cable tension are inversely proportional to

R, which mean, that these effects compensate each other for

every curvature once the compensation criterion is reached.

F+dF In this case every curve can be followed by a high-speed

moving cable without transversal forces acting on the cable

which disturb the curve.

x + dx R Interlude: An example in which nature itself controls the proper tensile

force, to compensate for the centrifugal force, is a high-speed running

piece of cable in a closed loop (figure 2). In that case every shape of the

L Rcycling cable can be obtained. In figure 2 an artificially applied pertur-

F /bation is shown, which is maintained for a relatively long time (> 100

d/ cycles), in a cable that runs with 50 m/s. This may be an unexpected

R result since one expects a nice round loop as is the case with a lasso.

The difference can be explained by the fact that the "knot" connecting

2 the rope, held by the cowboy, with the loop is "resetting" the path

every turn. It is now clear that a moving cable under proper tension

W dF can pass a stationary perturbation without transversal forces acting on

adx X that cable to disturb the perturbation. This can be compared with a

'4dx tensed, stationary, string in which a perturbation travels with speed

v = FW/g, set by nature, which is the same relation between speed

and tension.5 Another example, in which nature controls the proper

Figure 1: Forces acting on a cable moving in a duct tension, is a rope following a launched harpoon which is accelerated

from a resting pile (this is not true when using a reel to store the rope).

In figure 1 all forces acting on a piece of cable dx, mov-

ing with a uniform (longitudinal) speed v, are shown. For

reasons of clarity not the reaction forces of the duct on the

cable, but the (apparent) forces of the cable itself are given.

Forces due to cable stiffness and buckling or to slopes in

the ducts can also be treated, but are not considered in this

paper. 3'5 The duct reacts with a normal force which compen-

sates the resultant of the gravity force Wdx, the centrifugal
force Wv 2dx/(gR) and the transversal component of the ca-

ble tension Fdx/R, with W the cable-weight per unit of

length, g the acceleration of gravity, v the speed of the cable

and R the radius of curvature of the duct. The friction force

acting on the cable follows by multiplying this normal force

with the friction coefficient f between cable and duct. The

increase dF of a pulling force F over a length dx for this

dynamic situation is obtained by adding the "inertia force"
Wadx/g of the cable, with a for the acceleration of the cable,

to the mentioned friction force:

dF= [Wa f (WRJ) + (F - Wv/g)2] dX (1)

In this formula it is assumed that the curve in the duct is

in a horizontal plane. In practice ducts can be curved in all

directions, but this does not change the force build-up very Figure 2: High-speed (50 m/s} running loop of cable with

much.' For zero a and v the basic formula for the static force artificially applied perturbation

build-up is obtained.'
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When the above mentioned criteria of sliding and zero trans- pulling force at the cable head is much higher than Wv 2 /9
verse force are fulfilled a situation is obtained in which a ca- the cable tension decreases to the latter value along the ca-
ble slides in the duct, decelerating, while the force along the ble from the head until the injection side. In this case the
cable remains constant. The length I over which the cable deceleration of the cable is less than in the situation that
slides in this condition is obtained with a = -fg and by us- F0 is kept small all along the cable. The heat production,
ing the boundary condition that the speed of the cable drops caused by the friction between cable and duct, will however
from vo at the start to zero at the end: be larger. Care should be taken that this heat production is

not too high. For this reason it may be necessary to control

1- 0 v (2) the pulling force at the cable-head too in cases of extremely
2 fg high installation speeds (the heat-production per unit of time

When the transversal component of the cable tension does and length can be reduced down to fWv, which is left due to

not exactly compensate the centrifugal force of the moving the cable mass). When the pulling force at the cable head is

cable, dF = 0 is obtained from equation 1 when a = -fg - much lower than Wv 2/g the cable decelerates soon until the

01 + (Fo/WR) 2 with Fo = F - Wv 21g. In this case a more situation F = Wv 2/g is reached at the cable head. Wnen

general formula for the sliding installation length is found: the pulling force at the cable head is zero, e.g. when the
cable reaches the end of the duct, the cable stops soon.

1 v 2

I = K- / + (Fo/WR)" (3)
2 f - A general solution of equation 1 may be obtained by substi-

The force F 0 is the effective cable tension which is measured tuting:
indirectly by measuring the transversal force of a cable mov-
ing through a curve. In figure 3 an experimental setup is F0  a /1+ z2 - 1 (4)
shown which is used to measure F 0 at the injection side z WR c =z

of the duct. The measured transversal force Ft is equal to After integration the next equation is obtained:
2sin(a/2) F0.

L D = arcsinhz 1 arctan (I-C2 (5)LOAD [•

CELL Note that for a and v equal to zero and with z = RO, with
C1 O the angle along which the duct is curved, again the force

build-up formula in curves for the static situation is obtained.
Equation 5 holds for c < 1. The second part of the right-
hand side of equation 5 is equal to u when c = 1 and goes to
infinity for c = -1. For c > 1 equation 5 can be re-written
by using i .arctan(iz) = -arctanh(x) with i defined as -1.

It is assumed that the cable on the reel is accelerated until
the maximum speed vo before the cable is installed (how will
be discussed later). This means that the pulling force F on
the cable is not able to accelerate cable and reel in the first
part of the trajectory any further. The acceleration a will
hence be equal to zero. This situation is maintained until an
installation length zo, which is obtained by solving equation
5 for c = 0:

r F o ] Fo= F - W vJJ°/9

[arcsinh{ (6F)
Zo = , (oO)

Figure 3: Experimental setup for measuring effective cable Next the installed length, speed and acceleration of the ca-
tension F0  ble can be obtained iteratively with equation 5. A numer-

ical example, with W = IN/m, R = 30rn (corresponding
to undulations of 20/m), f = 0.15 - this is lower than for

When the deceleration of the cable is controlled by keeping traditional pulling because with the described technique the
the effective cable tension F0 at the injection side of the duct peaks in friction, occuring when the cable starts moving from

as small as possible, and when the applied force at the cable- standstill, do not appear -, F = 2000N (cable-head) is given
head is equal to Wv 2 /g (plus the mentioned small Fo) the in figure 4.V The starting speed used is v0 = lOOm/s and it

cable slides over a length 1, according to formula 3. When the is assumed that FO(0) is kept zero.
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(m/s2) -fg Protection drum drive
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Figure 4: Numerical example of cable installed-length z, Figure 5: Mechanism to accelerate the reel before
speed v and acceleration a as a function of time t installation

Practice Another practical point is the pulling-source, necessary to

supply the cable tension which is needed to compensate the

Until now it was just assumed that cable installation started effect of the centripetal force. One method is the use of
with a very high speed. This is not easy to achieve. A lot an air-powered shuttle. In this case the cable is also sur-
of energy is necessary to accelerate a long cable on a reel rounded by a high-speed airflow. This is very useful to avoid
to a very high speed. If this energy must be applied in a a reversed "cable-blowing effect". For low-diameter ducts,
very short time, a lot of power is needed. It is preferable however, the speed of the airflow forms the limit for the high-
to accelerate the complete cable reel first before starting the speed technique (about 2 and 4 km of trunk fibre-optic cable
installation of the cable in the duct. The development of a in ducts with inner diameter of 26 and 40 mm respectively).
mechanism that grips the cable from the high-speed running Another technique is the use of a low-friction pulling rope
reel is one possibility. A more clever and safer method is with a high-speed winch. With this technique it is also rec-
shown in figure 5V4 A cable is inserted in a duct first and ommended to blow the cable in addition. In order to exploit
attached to a pulling source (an air-powered shuttle in fig- fully the benefits of the high-speed technique extra study is
ure 5). The cable is however de-coupled from the pulling needed, e.g. the development of a light-weight pulling-rope
source for rotation about its axis. The reel, cable loop and with wheels. But then the possibilities are almost unlim-
controlling-, guiding- and protection-means will all together ited. The weight of the cable is not of importance anymore.
start with rotating until the desired speed is obtained. In The only parameter that counts is the ratio between maxi-
that case the cable piece inside the duct will rotate around mum pulling force and weight per unit of cable-length. This
its axis. Then all rotating (light-weight) parts, except the sets the maximum speed at which the centrifugal force can
cable reel, will be braked in a very short time. From that be compensated by the transversal component of the cable
moment on the cable runs into the duct with very high speed tension. For trunk fibre-optic cables with e.g. a weight of
while the rotation around its own axis has stopped. Now the 1N/m and a maximum pulling force of 2000N it is possible
sliding situation is reached in which the speed of the reel is to install 10 km in one shot, taking only 2 minutes.
controlled by the F 0-sensor.

Another possibility is to accelerate a cable reel in the first Experiments
part of the installation very quickly. This can be performed
by using high-power engines or by using energy stored in a Straight trajectory
flywheel in combination with a high-capacity clutch. It is Most of the experimental setups which are described in the
also possible to avoid the need to accelerate the whole cable preceding chapter need powerful or difficult to develop equip-
length in the first time. A cable can also be accelerated bit ment. For this reason a simple scale model is build in order to
by bit, e.g. when the cable is stored in a heap or in "figure- prove the theory. The experiments are performed with light-
eight's". weight (W = 0.12N/m, * = 3mm) PVC-jacketed single-
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fibre cables. To accelerate a reel with a few kilometers of this
cable in a very short time would still need a lot of power. For
this reason the cable is stored in "figure-eights" in a special 30- -15

container as is shown in figure 6. An air-powered shuttle is V Ft
used to supply the pulling force. In order to eliminate for a (mWs) (N)
pressure build-up in front of the shuttle this space is evacu- t 20 V 10
ated before the start. A device as is shown in figure 3 is used I t
to measure the effective cable tension F0 just before enter-
ing the pressurized space. The speed of the pick-up wheel

is controlled in such a way that F 0 is maintained as small 10 5

as possible. The effect of the pressure rise when the cable Ft
enters the duct is overcome by forcing an airflow with high
speed through a narrow tube first and bleeding a part of this 0 0
flow after this tube. The experiment is performed in a rather 0 20 40 60 80 100 120

straight (one 270°-curve) trajectory of 2 km of HDPE ducts - t(s)

with an inner diameter of 26 mm. Only a very small amount
of paraffin oil is present in the duct for lubrication. Figure 7: Speed v and effective cable tension F0 as a

function of time t in the straight-trajectory field trial

ControL-unit

Looped trajectory
The effect of compensating the centrifugal-force by a proper

Pick-up Motor cable tension is proved in a shorter (85 m) trajectory in
Wheel BLeeding which 5 right-angled curves and 6 loops of 360* (last 40 m)

F0 / Air VaLve are present. Now a special "dry- lubricated" HDPE duct
e !\Sensor Source with an inner diameter of 12 mm is used. The shorter cable- e n source I length gives the possibility to install from a cable reel, which

S h u tt Le is driven by a controlled motor to give a small effective cable-
tension F0. Because this trajectory is extremely curved the

effective cable-tension F0 inside the duct must be kept very

SNarrow Duct small (formula 3). Therefore another "sensor/drive" unit

Tube (no. 2) is placed inside the pressurized space as can be seen

"Figure-8" in figure 8.

Container

Figure 6: Schematic of the straight-tra)ectory field trial ControL-u unit 1
Control.-unit 2 M-• oto 1

In figure 7 the speed of the cable is given as a function of Outer
time. In this figure also the transversal force F,, which is
a measure for the effective cable-tension F0 is shown. After Air-source So
about 60 s Ft shows a peak (pick-up of an irregular loop) Duct
resulting in a sudden decrease in speed. The speed however

recovers afterwards. Maybe this indicates that the pulling
force is still effective here. This is possible because the tra- ShuttLe
jectory is rather straight. The decrease of speed in the first

part of the trajectory can be explained by a higher friction Inner F0  sensor
coefficient between cable and duct at high speeds as may
be expected for lubricated ducts (see appendix). Finally a

length nf 1536 m was installed in only 2 minutes with a max-
imum speed of 34 m/s. It was quite impossible to install this

length by normal pulling and hence the "sliding on inertia" Figure 8: Schematic of the looped-trajectory field trial
effect is proved by this experiment.
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In figure 9 the speed as a function of time is shown. In the in straight- and looped-trajectories. Here 1536 m of cable is
first 3.5 s the cable is in the part (45 m) in which only 5 installed in 2 minutes and 5 right-angled curves and 6 loops
right-angled curves are present. In that case the force at the are passed in 7 seconds respectively. With the described
shuttle is capable to pull (as in the old pulling-technique) technique a lot is possible and much money can be saved,
the cable along the duct. Hence the speed remains at it's but also a lot of development is Atill necessary. The friction
maximum of 15.5 m/s, as can be seen in figure 9. Then, coefficients between cable and duct are measured. The fact
when entering the loops, the pulling effect of the force at that lubrication causes an increase in friction at high speed
the shuttle is not sufficient anymore to pass all the curves, explains some deviating results. The friction remains con-
Now the sliding-on-inertia condition is reached which causes stant when a "dry-lubricated" duct is used.
the decrease in speed, shown in figure 9. This decrease in
speed corresponds to a deceleration of 1.4 m/s 2 which gives
an effective friction coefficient of 0.14. When the end of the Acknowledgements
duct is reached the cable speed has dropped to 9.5 m/s. It
was not easy to increase the maximum speed and the instal- The authors wish to express their thanks to C.L. de Jong,
lation length with this experimental setup. This is due to K.F. Betke, P. Lardee and G. Bal for the construction of
the limited power (1 kW) of the motors which makes con- the experimental setups, B. Friderich, G. Segers and H. van
trolling very difficult. The trajectory was however such that Wijngaarden for their valuable support on laboratory mea-
traditional pulling of a cable was far from possible. surements and J.C. Veenis and his crew members for arrang-

ing the field experiments.
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Appendix 1.5

Friction-coefficient 
11 11 []

Measurements of friction coefficients between cable and duct T]
are performed with equipment as shown in figure 10. The I

duct which has to be tested is cut into two halves along its

length. One part is attached to the rim of a bicycle-wheel, in f

a rim-similar way and with a smooth joint. A sample of cable

is placed along 900 of this "duct-rim". A weight is attached L]

at one side of the cable while the other side of the cable is 1.0 * U -
attached to a load cell (see figure 10). When the wheel is

rotating with a certain speed v (at the rim) the friction coef-

ficient between the cable and duct for this speed follows from U
F1 and F21. Care has been taken that the weight is low and

the measuring time is short to avoid heating of cable and

duct, especially at high speeds, as much as possible. Large * C)

amounts of lubricant cannot be tested at high speeds of the

wheel because a lot of it is swept away then. 0 C

0.5

Load-ceLL > 0

V •0 * A A

0
0 10 20

V (mis)

Figure 11: Friction coefficient between cable and duct as a
function of speed for a PVC-jacketed cable with dry-

(rhombi) and lubricated- (squares=paraffin oil and

triangles=water) HDPE ducts and also for "dry-lubricated"

Weight Motor 0 HDPE ducts (circles). Weights of 40 and 100 grams are
used, indicated by open and solid symbols respectively

From figure 11 it is clear that lubrication with paraffin oil
causes an increase in friction, contrary to the situation at

Ffiure 10: Experimental setup to measure the friction lower speeds. 7 This can be explained by a speed-dependent
coefficient between cable and duct for different speeds lubricant-viscosity friction. Since this friction does not de-

pend on the force at which the cable is pushed against the
duct-wall its effect is higher for lower weights, as can be seen
in figure 11. The friction coefficient for dry ducts is much
lower, but still increases with speed. Also when using "dry-

The cable which is used in the test is the same PVC-jacketed lubricated" ducts the friction coefficient, which is lower now,
single-fibre cable as is used in the field trials. Two kind of increases with speed. This increase with speed can prob-

ducts, both with inner and outer diameters of 12 and 16 mm ably be explained by heating of cable and duct. This is
respectively, are used. The first one is made out of pure supported by the fact that cooling with a slight amount of

HDPE and is tested dry, with paraffin oil and with water (in water results in low friction coefficients at all speeds. More-
the latter case a cable with HDPE-jacket was used). The sec- over the looped-trajectory held trial, in which the tension in
ond duct also consists of HDPE, but has a solid "lubrication" the cable is much smaller (and hence the heat production
inner-layer.6 This duct is only tested dry. The experimental is less), indicates that the friction coefficient between cable
results are given in figure 11. and "dry-lubricated" duct is only 0.14.
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ENVIRONXENTAL CHALLENGES FACING THE INSTALLATION OF THE SECOND
PERTH TO ADELAIDE OPTICAL FIBRE CABLE ROUTE

Giulio Consiglio John Groom Edwin Johansen
Les Kiss Peter Latoszynski

Telecom Australia Melbourne, AUSTRALIA

ABSTRACT INTRODUCT ION

The second 2500 kilometre Perth to Adelaide A nationwide, high capacity, single mode optical
optical fibre cable route was required to provide fibre cable network has been installed in
extra capacity between the West and East coasts of Australia over the past six years [11 [2]. This
Australia and to provide necessary route diversity network has been developed to link all major
for Telecom Australia's high capacity broadband capital cities within Australia and includes plans
network. Envirormental factors had a significant for full route diversity between all major cities.
impact on the installation techniques applied to
this project. In particular, rocksawing was As part of this strategy, a second major
required on 550 km of the route, and a 43 km intercapital trunk link using single mode optical
section crossed an environmentally sensitive prawn fibre cable is being installed between Perth and
trawling region characterised by difficult Adelaide. The route selected for this second link
installation conditions. Furthermore, mcant facing some unique challenges from
approximately 800 Ik of the route is the natural Australian flora and fauna not previously
habitat of the Western Australian Christmas Tree, encountered on optical fibre cable installations.
a plant that has a record of causing significant
cable damage by its parasitic root system. The ROUTE SELECTION
Southern Hairy Nosed Woabat also posed a threat
because of its deep burrows and ability to dumage To combine with installation of Regional projects
cables. in Western Australia, and to achieve an overall

cost benefit to Telecom, the Link followed a route
Some of the considerations and solutions to these from Perth due South to near Bunbury (Figure 1),
unique environmental challenges are presented in and then due East rejoining the Eyre Highway about
detail in this paper. 200 km East of Esperance. The general route of

the cable follows the Eyre Highway then breaks
away and proceeds across Spencer Gulf and on to
Adelaide.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

KALGO0•I IE

PERTH PT AUGUSTA

BUNBUR'vADELAIDE

Perth - Adelaide SMOF No.1 ,0

Perth - Adelaide SMOF Nu,2

[ Western Australian Christmas Tree Distribution

FIGURE 1 PERTH TO ADELAIDE OPTICAL FIBRE CABLE ROUTES
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This route provided a physically diverse route occasions, severing of individual conductors or
from the first Perth to Adelaide single mode the cable. Consequently, the possibility of
optical fibre cable which was installed directly simita. attack on the second Perth - Adelaide
East from Perth and followed the more northerly cable was of concern.
route along the Australian National Railways
Reserve. Plant Characteristics

The Western Australia Christmas Tree is a member
ENVIRONNENTALLY RESPONSIBLE INSTALLATION of the mistletoe family and is a smrlL multi-

TECHNIQUES trunked tree up to 10 metres high and is classed
as the Largest of the root parasites in the world.

The first Perth to Adelaide optical fibre route
follows a northerly route traversing the Nullarbor The plant is endemic to Western Australia and its
Plain and other terrain with approximately 20% distribution is confined to a narrow band of less
unrippabLe rock. The installation methods and than 150 kitometres in width through the South-
network performance have been previously described West region of the state. The terrain in these
(3]. It is noted that a significant clean up cost areas is predominantly low tying coastal plains
was incurred through the necessary use of blasting consisting of sandy soils.
and cross-ripping techniques, although the use of
rocksaws was also effectively deployed. Lateral roots are the plant's prime source of

moisture and nutrients, whicýt are obtained from
Since that time the NuLtarbor Plain has been host plant roots. The mechanism by which this is
declared a National Park and has been nominated achieved occurs in a nmiber of stages culminating
for World Heritage Listing, consequently the in a rounded fleshy body which encircles the host
general obligations to environmental issues have root. Within this body a horn like structure
been increased. Further, the expected level of develops which provide the means of slicing into
unrippable rock was much greater for the second the host root hence directing nutrient paths into
route and was estimated to be in excess of 500 km. its own vascular system.
it was therefore necessary to further investigate
route preparation techniques for this installation The maxinum depth to which Christmas Tree roots
in an attempt to improve both the route will venture in search of these roots is unknown.
preparation rate and cost. To ensure against the Field observations indicate that in some instance
excessive generation and exposure of large the roots have penetrated the soil to depths of
boulders during the ripping process, only two approximately one metre, similar to the depth of
techniques could be generally considered; these buried optical fibre cable.
were rocksawing and the use of an impact ripper.
Negotiations with National Parks and Wildlife Root Interaction with Teteconvounications Cables
staff, however, excluded the use of the impact
ripper in the National Park on the basis of its Due to their non-specificity in selecting a host,
sheer size and bulk (in excess of 100 tonnes). the roots of the Christmas Tree have been known to
Furthermore, this technology had not been attack telecommunications cables. Records of
sufficiently proven for Telecom Australia to adopt penetration and complete severing of cables date
its use on this critically timed project. back to the early 1970s and the level of faults in

the region have been significant.
Accordingly, following on from developments in
rocksaw design gained on the first Perth to The more severe attacks, where complete severing
Adelaide project, a number of Telecom Australia of the cable has occurred, have been associated
rocksaws, together with two commercially available with two pair tead-in cable which has an outer
rocksaws modified to Telecom Australia's diameter of 8 mm. Attack on larger cables, up to
requirements were purchased. 11 mm in diameter, have been less frequent and

resulted in only minor penetration of the sheath.
Currently a total of seven rocksaws are
st-stegicalty employed on this installation and to There has been no report of cables greater than 11
date, have proven to be both technically and mm in diameter being affected. Similarly, cables
environmentally satisfactory, installed in 20 mm diameter unptasticised PVC

(UPVC) pipe have been found to be unaffected by
these roots.

CHRISTMAS TREE ROOT ATTACK
The optical fibre cable planned to traverse

Background regions inhabited by the Christmas Tree had an
outer diameter ranging from just under 11 mm to 13

The second Perth - Adelaide optical fibre route ma. The sheath and jacket materials were also
traverses regions of Western Australia that are identical to conventional metallic cable which had
the natural habitat of the Western Australia previously been attacked. Consequently, due to
Christmas Tree, a plant that has a record of the importance and increased capacity of optical
causing significant damage to buried small size fibre cables, cable protection options had to be
copper conductor cables through attack by its considered and implemented.
parasitic root system. The roots are capable of
penetrating the nylon jacket and polyethylene
sheath leading to ingress of water and, on
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Cable Protection Options the ability to damage optical fibre cable unless

it was armoured.
The investigation into the characteristics of the
Christmas Tree root system has not provided a Due to the substantial cost penalty of using
comprehensive solution to the problem of root armoured cable and because the evidence of damage
attack. However, a number of options to minimise to telecommunications cable was minimal it was
the risk of optical fibre cable damage were decided to install standard, all-dielectric cable
available, along this part of the route. The area is

currently under surveillance for wombat activity
The option of removal of the trees along the route ftear the immediate cable route.
was considered environmientally unacceptable, and
in fact this is a protected species.

SPENCER GULF CROSSING
Avoidance of root prone areas was not practical
particularly as governruent environmental clearance Background
allowed installation of cable along a very narrow
corridor of the route. Part of the second Perth to Adelaide project route

is 43 kiLometres across the Spencer Gulf in South
Use of UPVC conduit (20 min diameter) has been Australia (Figure 2). The route was selected to
proven to be resistant to root attack due to a provide the most direct link from Adelaide to
combination of its hardness and dimensions Ceduna where a satellite earth station was to be
(diameter and thickness). This solution, however, connected to the intercapitaL optical network.
proved to be uneconomical and would severely Use of the crossing reduced the total project
retard installation productivity, length by approximately 200 kitometres and

maintained the appropriate separation from the
Using flexible high density polyethylene (NOPE) first Perth to Adelaide project. Analysis showed
split pipe and ploughing it directly into the that three cable crossings, separated by
ground with a modified plough tractor was also approximately 1 kilometre, would ensure full
considered. There is, however, the possibility of system availability on the route should one of
the fine roots entering the pipe via the slit and the cables be damaged.
eventually attacking the cable inside. The
overall cost factor also made this option
unacceptable. ORT AUGUST

The maximum depth of root penetration is presently
unknown, however, it is generally considered that
root activity predominantly occurs within the Lop
30 cm of the soil, only occasionally venturing to
depths of up to 1 metre. Laying the cable at
maximum plough depth (up to 1.6 metres) may not iALLAPO0
comp~letely isolate the cable from the roots but is
expected to minimise the risk of attack. The cost SPENCER
of preparing the route for burial at this depth, GULF

however, is prohibitive.

Examination of the characteristics of the root OR 0 ADELAIDE

system suggested that there may be a limit on the .

size of the host root which could be attacked.
Extensive statistical analysis combined with
experience from field staff indicated that cables
with a minimum diameter of 16 mm would minimise
the risk of damage. This increased diameter could FIGUE 2 SPENCER GULF ROUTE
easily be achieved on existing cable designs by
extruding an extra layer of polyethylene sheath
without seriously imposing on the flexibility of Submarine Cable Design
the cable. This solution proved to be the most
practical and economical and allowed conventional Primarily based on cost, a miniature design of
installation techniques to be used. submarine cable was selected for the project. The

16 fibre cable consisted of a single loose tube

SOUTHERN HAIRY NOSED WOMBAT containing the fibres, surrounded by 14 galvanised
high tensile steel wires and a high density
polyethylene outer sheath. The outer diameter of

Approximately 250 kitoretres of the optical fibre the cable is 11.8 mi and its short term tensile
cable route traversed the natural habitat of the rtn s1 N diinltniesrnt a
Southern Hairy-nosed wombat in the Nullarbor rating is 16 kN. Additional tensile strength was
National Park in South Australia. Although provided where required by the use of add-on
Nmatioa Park inweSouth Astralia. Ahoungh protection consisting of steel wire rope contained
womabats are powerful, stocky, burrowing within a polyethylene housing. The additional
marsupials, there was little information on damage tensile strength provided by the add-on protector
caused to telecommunications cables by wonbats, is 110 kN for short term load application [4].

However, investigations indicated that they had
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As the cable contains gatvanised armouring, but Mc) a fractured and friable Limestone Lower region
does not feature a moisture barrier, considerable of 150 to 250 mu thick.
attention was given to the possibility of hydrogen
induced attenuation increase. The cable used has The compressive strength of the core samples was
an extremely effective corrosion protection system consistent with the rock nature generally ranging
(flooding compound) around the armouring wires, from 90 Mpa down to about 3 Mpa. The highest test
which results in a tow rate of hydrogen value achieved was over 120 Nlpa.
generation. The absence of a moisture (and gas)
barrier is also beneficial in permitting any On the western region the rock was not as thick or
hydrogen, generated to permeate out of the cable hard and generally existed as thin fractured
str;,ture. A trial installation of 15 kitometres blocks.
,ength, in up to 25 metres of sea-water, over a
period of six months has shown no measurable
increase in attenuation at 1240 nm (a main
hydrogen peak wavelength). The attenuation of the Fi"bly laminated very hard capping
cable at 1300, 1240 and 1550 nm will be monitored
closely over time to confirm satisfactory
operation.

Fossiliferous sandy limestone
Envi rormental Hazards

Very soon after adopting the concept of a
submarine cable crossing of the Spencer Gulf, it
was quite clear that considerable effort would be
required to nminate and quantify both the cable a rm
security hazards and the environmental hazards Variable hardness bladeylimestone
associated with the cable installation. It was
well known that marine activities in the area were
associated with heavy shipping, intensive prawn
trawling and recreational boating.

Discussions with marine experts revealed that " .)
anchors from large cargo vessels would, in rough
seas, penetrate 3 to 4 metres into sand or clay.
No means of cable burial could economically +* .a.sa
eliminate this hazard. Declaration of a no-anchor Loose silty shelly marine sand
zone and the installation of separated cables with
redundant capacity would ensure network -
reliability. Recreational vessel anchor
penetration was found to be less than 40 cm.

Investigations of the impact of prawn trawling Next caicrete lyer

nets on the sea bottom revealed that even
intensive trawling over a period of a day was
unlikely to reduce cable burial depth by more than
100 mm. However, longer term loss of cover would FIGURE 3 TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH CALCRETE
be allowed for with a conservative burial depth. SEQUENCE

Sea Bottom Survey
Installation Aspects

The sea bottom survey of the three cable routes
showed a generally flat, featureless sea bottom The hardness and extent of the rock within the
with sand-grass beds existing near both shores, burial zone for the three 43 kilometre submarine
Typically, there was 0 to 0.4 metres of sand over crossings clearly indicated that very reliable,
several Layers of rock, heavy-duty equipment would be required to securely

bury the cables within a reasonable time frame.
On the eastern region several diamond cut core
samples were taken revealing the rock thickness to The total length of the difficult installation
be in the order of 0.6 metres thick over a layer conditions meant that the project duration would
of sand. be in the order of months. During such a lengthy

period winds exceeding 100 km/hour and sea swell
The core samples revealed the following (Figure and chop of up to 4 metres could be expected. The
3): marine vessels used must cope with such conditions

without cable damage and preferably without the
(a) a finely laminated, very hard capping of 10 to need to cut the cable in order for the

40 mm thick. installation vessel to seek shelter. In addition,
the ability to accurately maintain a course while

(b) a massive limestone mid-region 250 to 400 mm operating in rough weather was required.
thick.
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An extensive region of shallow water at the
western landfall suggested that a shallow draft * 800 horsepower available for rocksawing
barge would offer significant advantages in
installation in this region. * Very heavy duty rock cutting chain 450 an

wide.
With a maximum water depth of only 30 metres it
wag recognised that a marinised version of a * Capability to rocksaw to a depth of 2 metres.
hydraulically powered land rocksaw would most
economically provide the reliability and power * Capability of laying cable to a depth of 1.8
required for the cable burial. metres via a cable laying chute attached to

the rear of the rock cutting blade.
Telecom Australia's contractor arranged the use of
equipment which fulfilled these requirements. A * Ability to self track which is useful in
purpose built cable Laying barge was the prime shatlow water.
installation vessel and was used in a
configuration in which the barge was winched Suitability for being towed when out of sight
sideways across the gulf. This allowed the barge in deep water and directional control from
to face into the prevailing northerly and self tracking would be difficult to achieve.
southerly winds and sea currents. In addition, a
four anchor mooring anchor system used in Figure 4 illustrates the installation method.
conjunction with two 400 HP thruster motors
permitted continuation of installation in high The Installation Achieved and Enviromental Impect
winds and heavy seas.

Diver inspections were conducted at four sites on
A marinised and modified land tractor of American the route primarily to assess the environmental
origin was the cable burial equipment for the impact of the installation. As part of this
marine part of the installation. The diesel process small excavations were made to determine
engine and hydraulic pump were mounted on the deck cable burial depth and to determine the nature of
of the barge and provided hydraulic power to the the damage to the various sub-bottom layers. It
tractor's hydraulic motors for powering the rock was noted by the divers that the rocksaw had
cutting chain and tracks, via a number of 70 metre produced a very uniform trench approximately 450
Long hydraulic hoses. The marine rocksaw has a mm wide and from 1.7 to 1.9 metres deep through
number of features which proved to be very useful rock and sediment. Assessment of the installation
in achieving a successful installation as follows: clearly indicated negligible impact on the

envi ronment.

NOAýý ANOL ING TUG
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Cable Security Achieved AUTHORS

At a cable burial depth of 1.8 metres, most often Giulio Consiglio
through at least one Layer and usually through
more Layers of catcrete, the cable is considered Optical Cable Networks Branch
to be extremely welt protected from the hazards Tetecom Network Engineering

ass6ciated with prawn trawling and recreational 10/518 Little Bourke Street
boating. Although a no anchoring zone has been Melbourne. VIC 3000
declared in this region, large vessels' anchors AUSTRALIA
may be used here in emergency situations. There
appears to be a high probability that in such a
situation no part of the anchor would find its way
to the bottom of the backfitted, relatively narrow
trench to cause cable damage. Giulio Consiglio joined Telecom Australia in 1982

after graduating from the Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology in Electrical Engineering.

CONCLUSION Since then he has been closely involved with
optical fibre cable design, development,

A range of unique environmental challenges were specifications and test procedures. Currently, he
presented with the installation of the second has national responsibility for the coordination
Perth to Adelaide optical fibre cable route, and provisioning of Telecom AustraLia's optical
Solutions were successfully developed to establish fibre cable requirements.
a secure installation with minimal impact on the
env i rorwnenit.

John Groom
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Optical Fiber Cable Transfer Splicing Machine

Y.TAMAKI , H.KATAYOSE H.YOKOSUKA

Opto-Electronics Laboratory Fujikura Ltd.
1440, Mutsuzaki, Sakura-shi, Chiba, 285, Japan

Abstract We have developed a fiber transfer
splicing machine that makes it possible

As optical fiber cable networks to replace opt ical fiber lines by
expand, the need for techniques to switching the connectors at both ends of
maintain opt ical lines has grown. the fiber line. This transfer spl icing
Methods of replacing existing optical machine is intended primarily for use in
fiber lines with new fiber cables have manholes. The device is compact,
become essential. As multiconductor lightweight and portable. It switches
optical fiber cables replace conventional .1-fiber and 8-fiber single mode
ones, multiconductor connectors are being multifiber opt ical connectors (MT
widely used to enhance the efficiency of connectors) by first ly removing the
installation. Towards this end, we have retaining clip in an MT connection.
developed a fiber transfer splicing Two such transfer splicing equipment
machine that exchanges optical fiber are used simultaneously to transfer both
cables faster and more reliably, ends of a cable. The line is replaced

in less than 20ms on average with a
connect ion loss fluct uat ion of below

1.Introduction 0.5dB. The synchronous error bet ween the
two devices is less than Ims.

Now that optical fiber cables are being The transfer splicing machine also
widely used in cable networks the number allows for a manual or automatic return
of fibers in optical fiber cables is to the original connect ion should any
increasing steadily. A 1000-fiber probliemii a'ise during or aft! r t.htý
cables consisting of 4-fiber or 8-fiber switching operat ion. When returning a
ribbons has already been developed and is cable to its original connect ion, tile
being widely used in Japan. In order to switching t ime is again less than 20res on
splice or measure a large fiber count average with a connect ion loss
cable, a fiber ribbon connector is being fluctuation of less than 0.5dB.
widely used both in the field and in
buildings.

As optical fiber cable networks expand, 2.Systemi
maintenance techniques have become
increasingly important for ensuring 2. 1 System configurat ion
smooth operation. Reliable methods of
replacing faulty opt ical fiber cables are Figure 1 shows thie opt ical fiber cable
greatly needed. transfer splicing system conf igurat ion.

Po In I A Po0In I _
Central office S U bte rien

lfenster s l c • .
Ident it icoa ion Maoch ine lder f!' :Ca Z. 10 r

Coupler deice ,!e, ý:e

S"- • _._,.. • J ewly- IttboleI t ,
L Filte tEis er c ableJ

Stuchtrimimi clOirol ST•rva• : ,•c t¢) - " " '

Control nes , I , "

Fig.1_Systpen configuration
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'this systemli I I conilists of a pair eaci i nj e ct t he conduct or idettt i f icat ion
o f f iber t tansfer sp1 1i icinfg na c hiniies s igniaI light f roi t he cent calI of f ice , and

sycrnuscn oldvcsad fber- i d eni tifvy t he conduct orxs at t fie t wi)
idtent i ficat ion dev ices[ 2. The funct ions transfer splicing points by' using The
of these cowponent s are listed in Table siynchronous cont rol dcv ice and( the fiber
1. ident ificat ion device. As for- the nie%

cabl Ie to0 be Ia id, i nj e ct t1he
Table 1 Functions of system components ident ificat ion signal l ightI inito theU

cable fromn the trcans fer spi icing point oil

sy~t,* omprent Funcionsone s id e and %re r ifyý t he inj ec ted
to ',monnt Fnciosident ificat ion signal I ight at t he o t betr

Fiber t-rons fer 1 itomaticai~y transfers optical connectors -~ik p it, te d nt1f e c n u to s.
spl1 ic'g machinewo KponthnietiNtiecduto

S vcm.rou cntrls hetrasfe opraionof heAt t his t linie, t he l ine nuLmber Of thIe t ape
control 1evl:ce transfer spl Ic Ing Mach inefi e n s al o b id t f e .

*Detects the conductor identific ati on signal light Aft er yeni fy ing t he sarne conduct oirs o f
Poin to-ointtalkfuncionthIte new and ex is t iog cable a t ho t It siiork
Pon-opon ak ucinpo itit ts , s et thte opt i calI connect or's at thte

-Data communication function s p1 ic log po) lit s o00 t o t hie f i herI t rainls f e r
*Displays the contents of transfer splicing and the sill icing mnachines .
results of measurements Ensur'e synchronizat ion bet wretn thfe t io

Fiber identification -Detects the conductor identification signal light. s ot-k po int Is , and a itnu I t aleOUS IN q 'ow it C 1t
dev ice Verifies the hape fiber line number thte t so splicing riolift a.

Transfer other optical fiber conductors
inr t he saine mnanner . Aft er t ransferring

1)urI-inig t ransfer spl i c ing , conductors all1 opt ical fibers ini the cable, replIace
a re [ (len t i f ied b y in11jHc t juITg anr the s pIi c in g s ectf i on b)a ck i itt o0t hie
idetit i ficat ion s ig niaI lig ht of 1 . 5 5'Un itmechati cal1 closure. Th is comnpletetms th e

1110i(d U I a t ed If) 2 70 11z fr'ott th Ife c eo t IralI t ransfer spl icing process.
o ff iceu , t hien blendi i ng ain o~pt i cat I f i be r a t
tfie t rlinsfer poinit w it li thfe synchroDnous

c'ontI 'olI deN i ce, and t here a ft ci' check infg
flt th- fe pt'-e s e rc e o f t he corfditc toi-
ideilt i ficot ioln s i gita lIight t ht'ough thte - -

Set lip the transferýbend lung i ght i njec t ed 3it thle t i tille t he SPI ring talchilie
fi btr is buitti__________

To r~ n f ? I o t ia f beI, c a) Ies, theSet an optical connectrOt
Ti) t'tlset' pt calf ilet'cabesthethe transfer splicin machine

MTconnec t or' on t he exisat lug cable a ide
,-e out the on ic connectur

wi jcl is uised a t t he Opt icail fibet' caible rtemcailcose

api ic'itng po in1t Iiu s t b)e s et otil t lie f i be rt'temc rclIsr

-a n s f e I' ap ici ilg ftiiaf tine. Anlo t het' Transfer splicin
M o 'olnlte c t o r' Oil tlie n Iew clb ; i b ( esid mutlt

tlol hfte set oii thte sante tr[ailsfer i' iach i tie .inject the i~de-ntificaionjlti,'se t wil i'ntltlcCt oris arie t 1ina lightedt

t ans fri t hie cables. Remove the opticalsconnector
from the transfer spficing

Hie Ititi rnfor t' l ticin'g pt'oc'ediiric and t lie r lchi ne

rt'esii I t s, of llwl-shreli'eint s care shiowin olit t tie Vý'asuremert of identification
d I i c'1 lN ,I f t tie a vii (' hIt oi i o u S c'(otl t iii 1 sig"Ol light

deS I ct. .I Smitch to another splicing

Ii n ddiIti if otil, Ih-, t tie 11 te o f so k a t t hle t Si) connector
Ii I' il' In t i ( n i Iii t s i s t th iistil j I t edi

i dto t ci e iituiii nii ("I e It i oIt 1 1)e t a' el . I TI lie t Sf1o

po1)t '; % i :t t ti1' i'iit t i'l 1 1I ii' j ce anid oil t pitt Repilace the connector spl-icing
on I tie (It i spklý ot if t hti- iii ii t i'l I (ite it' n . section into the cIsr

;1:1 1 :1 1 I () i o. I, Ii~ el t- t liet- SI Si) o oIk i tig

to illI t " fo r '1h-em' intg t lti- progres's of sork Fig. 2 Transfer splicing process
;I t Ii, lit. 11"1 tint l il t

:3 .tDes_i Kn
I 1 .1 11., t 'I- I I i . i IlIl'. I S ii S ~' d oi l i t t fie

-- to ~ ~ 1 g- nrci asi 3itp.. [i', t .3. I Has ic des ign

I.- t i 11 1, ti 'p I I c t fit T liiie ft ti h ' I. 11:t co s fe i' sp I) iic i n g itiacti i tie
111:1 It Ii it, \".. ),I' I i tit 1. (ill j e kl. a 1) a d I' e I i aII I) 1 N ss i t c h it's t tie

ti II T1 I hi'. " 1 1( I Iii t p ( i 1 t o t hi Iti- ..\ is t i tip MT1 if nltec' t or1 o f t tie - \ i s t i 1)p

f i r i I hl.- -i, tI l s t' I fo to l" I rfrl' d t) Ii it ne I o t til it, ' ne" MT c' oi 1 n ec' t oit' a t t It e
o I Io ~l l , . b hll II I l ' i I o' ctii' I . 1t11if. IIsp I it' if t p opinht of aii opt i cal f' i her cable.
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S ince th11e ex istI inrg i ne h as a 3.3 1Procedu re f or connTe ct or I r ans f er
t ransminiss ion s ignalI pas sing ithrough itI, spl Cicing
theit t iarisf er ope ra t i o nin ItIL be hi ighlIy
rel lable. In addit ion, the t ransfer t ime F igure I shows thlie procedure- for-
mnust be as short as possýible because thre transferring the MT connectoris. InI thr
hit t ime of the t ransamission signal iloat exen of' a mnal funct ion, thte MT c-onnect or,
hrem imiii ized . is ret urnied to the original posit ion liv'

Aid d i t I on11a I I y t h1i s IIIa ch ine muIts t b)e re% era ing thle procedure showni in Fig .I.
car-ried to I~ t -onsfur spl ic ing poinits and Briefly the tt epa are as fol lotss
operated ill a 1 imi ted apace. Therefore I 1) Set a ,otineij(t or for t he7 ~x is t ing i:ab I e
I mu a t b~e coinpac t andjt I i gh t and a connectr Io for- Ihe lies. cab 1 e ont

the fiber transfer spl ic ing mnachine.
2) Remiove thre cainap apiiring.

3 .2 Opt ical fiber- connect or SimultIarneously , upply pressure uising
li. transfer apl icing mnachile.

T hi e ilc e (, a n i c a I I .~ t r a ni a f e ia b) I e 3 ) , I owl lo y e10 t IHe a I i gn"riin t pill r ia Ti t o
mnu ItI itf i be I conrinec t orI (M"T conner t or 1- 3 1 as ttice pl ug oil orie aide.

isho% in l Fig.:3 is used at thle api icing I) Move t hle alIi gnmentI p in s qu ickly.
pio i Iilt of ttile opt i cal fiber, cable to be 5) Move. t tie C o 11ilieC t o 1. i- 1 upg t 1) I lie
tranasferrud. pos it ion Of thIe 1ies pluLg .

IThe MT -oniiiiet or cons s t s of a pair of 13) Insert the al igiiiaenlt pinls iiito 11ti.
p1 a~t it Fc-dC` fr1i) le \rdc-db t i-onlSfor- connect or.
mlolId ring, two alignment pinls, and a clalfpj 7) Remnove thle plug onl the t-xist ing cathle
stpr inig. 1lii t lieu p1 ast i c fer i'no I e , s o a: i de(
all gnilitient lioiles are itiade %si t hi I or 8 8) Mount tile Clamp Sprinlg.
opt ical f ibcriarr-ianged bet seenl t linii. ý illLuIIa IIt! 0 1.1uS I release ý; ýk t hr pic )1 - Il

Thti tu a -l igiiiieiit pins call move freely fri-o tlire t raiisfei- mnachine.
iin t lti a x i a I d( 1 i r t2c t i on Ii a I i (I t! I li e

"a I i got1IlenH11t hole PS in th e fe I-i- I' Ie. T hle
"oI i gniitien t holIes aire ax iall I I rtgi N 1~ iii rol Ygh-

[Tie alI i griieriit plii1i is a pit-ox liat el U m I~ ý 3111 ýl troarisfe

Ilo nge I- t lio n t liek- frii- 1 I elI( I eigt 1i 1 f t lieV-
feIrti gnIc ut T)p IS iA ci- op I l\ie pins e ci r t 11 d i on
alignacnit- plus on-c ý fill the piills citl iii OIeI

be i IIs eirt ed inlt o tile2 it litir ftrrI'llIe by, ari i~Tc l -*-.hý-

*odd i t i) l ua 1 "31i1i1iioi Iii s rOulic i-el r e 1 1) 1

Wben a1 p 1 i' o ii p ia anp 1 e t e (I h t Hi
a I i go1 ill kii t tl ii [I I i- k. i n'- e r t (!d i 11 t o0 11h

oI I ignpoment ho lea ill t bie oppisi5ltfe fe i-i-tle,
o)1( iid , a c lamp a p i-rig is maloiliit ed oii t lie M ,- Ile
f e I-I ioIca to0S1 riiC e f ibr 1) -S I% Ii 1 preSSaIi-e
app I1 l ii oili t ltie aSp 1 i c, i o g eii d a On Ii the -; -

s 1ll chi 1 cg il s, an ri icx-iinat Ctiing gel is -S
appI itL in

1  
t oi ieduice i-ct 11iiii and -onnec'('t lol

~ AFig.4 Connector transfer splicing process

liie ti-ailsf ci m1a cliilie is a it i \ Ic i ill
tIo 1ia ti IIi sri 1 i on,., , I lit, I rails te i I.- op"; I i ol

Fig 3 MT connector structure sec l. inor a nil( t tI) cý ( I a il p ) a tIc rig
i-v ixoill a / f it I joig sect i 140 1 I 5 1 :

I he I i-a us, fe iir perjot i on 5.ct lot) ioll.i at

aof ;) hl ;t, oi- u ,iii a l ci t lo- eix a i lip collilic Iý
ojiontu lis llill ctii orlIe setl , ;t ijicitii l iIll ti,
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Uert i Col I moI th11 1Ie conlnect Ior' t hatt is to" T he %ver t i ca I d r ie inuchan I sin
b e t r a tSf e rreL-d, a nd( a tIechani isin t o i nco rpo ra teus a mechanism to accommodate
open/c lost the base. vax-jot ions in thle vert ical dimension of

To mitin im iz e th lt! r a ns f e r' t i me, theit c l amp s pr inrg t o ensu re t ha tt h e
C onne1 UC to 0i' ace* s et onto the t runisfer spring can be mount ed at t he spec if ied
mach ine ill layers and are posit I oned so posi t ionl. Ini addi t ionl . thti s me~chaniismn
as t o teurmlinat e movilemet by t he short est prevents Ithle connect or f rm, he ring
pos s iblIe sitr-o ke,. subj ectIed to excessive force.

T o p)r'een11t I the ,oitin't e o I e nd s frI-omi ThIe S p r i g opens and clIo Se(s
rubbing against each othter and becoming concurrent lv w itIh t he conniec t or set t i ng
damaged .hent thle connec--t or' is mov0ed , tilte so as to( minimize changes in the pressure
connect or base is des ignied to openi whlen on the connect or end.
the connect or' nioves and close as soon us
the connect or st ops.

W h1 U t be C'00c tO111e 0 1' 1.) aC (s e 0 C ses orI
o pens , me cha n ics a p)re ssurtie i s a pplIi ed t o
or- creleased fromt the conniectot'. Tist is, Z
when thle clartip sptring is r'erioved in the
Icarisfer pr'oceas iii thle 1 as I sect ion , I lie
set t ing base clo(,seus a r.d itýchItaniticalI
priesasaure a ubs t i t tit i ng f ora t hie c2 I anit p

sp itn0g ac t s oti t lie- (200Cc, t or, t o enIsLI 0 ic
s t it)ibIiit % When ithI I('lIam p sp1)r in1g is
Il0LI o1nt e d, t he set t iog base op1)enrs to
rteI e, ie t h ie litie c It Ii ic al pr) -e s surie.

To1 itioxe thle al ignment p)in 1 n th clc Ca
connie( t ot' ,mIov ement is div idted inlt o t s.o
stages to decr-ease t he t ('ail1s f er't i lue.
Diu' ring ti( tienithiaI proces-s, the alignment ii' OK SIVI~ij
pins, sI ow lý mroe insijde t be connect or arid
st op .heri 3iiini is left iii the '2onrine(to01
pIlig . Thenr, a 31nint at roke is adtiniin ered Fig.- Clamp spTin&j removal
at thigh speed'L to comp let e theif t r'uus feeI and fittin&mechanism

A t Itlia s It i n t , i t hta s be oen pt)roveni Itlist
t he s t ahb i it v o f t he o itite ct o01-s c an i t )e IlCha r ac t eri st ic s
ina in t ai ned i f thle ail ignitert p1ins atre
inserted 2trum or more inito thle connect or' 1. Trianisfet' t itre
plu tg o n one s id e.- 'theref ore(-, t hie
tranisfer t i me can be r-edo (2ed by' U10v inrg We Uisedl the meaSUrement svs temn shown in
h le p) iris ait a hiighi speed onl y throu0gh thle F~ig. 7 t o t rans ferI the MIT connec tor's and

u~nstablet area . measure t he t ransfer' t itie. The t ransfer
huie is meoasur'ed at ai't i nig when thle I ight

Exist ing connector i s o ff an id e nd s whte n t he levelI

Electing rod fIu ct o at ion is 0 . 5 d13 I, e I1at i y e t o I lie
level a ct i ey.ed aft er t ranlsferI.

Base I 'the mneasurIement reso I ts i nd icatIed I IlaIs7the t ransfer t i me is 2i0ms on \Pvrage.

S- ewiy'irstalleq Fig.8 shows the t ransfer wav.eform. W e
-- terrule then set thle oper'atinog temperatulre to 0 '

=E arid 10t) and measure-d t he, transfer t l inet

Insertion rod in t he same mannet'. There was i ttl 1e
difference' in thle t i'ansfer t iine. TFable 2

Spring I sts the- result Its o f thle se mea sirreiiien ts .Base :S end
top e r

[listing co.nfetcic

Fig. 5 Transfer mechanism ere

F Ii e c I a 111 p s p r' i ri g I' ecIli o % a 1 / f i t t i ritg /
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The MT connector used for measureinents
of the normal level. As shown in Fig.lO,

the mueasurement results indicate that the
l--4 Ors/div dif ference in the loss charact er rat ics

between mianual and mnechanical splic1ing is
1 9ms (Transfer time) %ery low. Thus, using a t ransfer mna'hine

Sdid niot result in greater corinectI ing
...-.... losses.
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sp1)r in1g remlovil 0process an11d f it t jo
process . The MT connectI or usezd for t his
mneasuremient Was t lti, samec as I hat used for-
PvaILua t i oo in t he pre% i oris sec t i on .

The mneasu remnent pro i ded sIat etl irtsli I ts,

Table 2 Relationship between operating fr-omi hot I th Ife I-emilovkalI a nd t' i t t i rig
temperature and transfer time processes, with losses '.orying 1). 5dB or
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A NEW SERIES OF CABLE ACCESSORIES FOR
OPTICAL FIBER SUBSCRIBER LOOP NETWORKS AND PREMISES WIRING SYSTEMS

Roberto BIAZZI, Stefano CRICO

SIRTI SpA - Via Vida, 19
20127 Milano, Italy

ABSTRACT and with the foregoing local area
networks inside private organizations

The commercial subscriber and intra- requires the development of an "ad hoc"
building wiring systems available today solution. These two realities are both
are not sufficiently modular and related to the connection of the
flexible such as to guarantee a subscriber, seen from a public operator
complete transparency to all the point of view as well as from the
services and to meet the stringent private network environment.
requirements of the future Consequently they have a lot of common
applications. For this reason SIRTI, problems and possible solutions may
the major installation company in find their way on the substrate of the
Italy, taking into account all its same communication system.
experience of sixty years of In the design phase of the system and
installation of telecommunication and the accessories a detailed analysis of
power networks in Italy, has developed the ambient is required. The goal of
a fiber optic solution based on optical the preliminary study driven within
cables, components and accessories. SIRTI has been the definition of the
This proposal is capable at the same different needs of a local network in
time to implement a premises network comparison with long-distance network
system according to EIA/TIA "Commercial requirements, taking into account the
Building Wiring Standard" architecture main installation techniques, using
as well as a fiber optic solution for both copper and optical fibers as a
subscriber loop networks, physical layer.
This paper describes the problems As an example, a very generic scheme of
related to the choice and development a network is shown in figure 1.
of this line of accessories and
components which can be suitable for
different types of environments and can
be adopted to meet the different needs
of the users.

INTRODUCTION
Distribution Box Branching Box

Over the last few years an increasing
importance has been attached to
telecommunication systems not only in
public environment but also inside Central Office

private organizations (offices, banks,
business areas, campuses, research and
development centers, airports,
railways,...).
The techniques developed so far for the
implementation of fiber optic networks
have been designed as suitable
especially for long-haul networks. The
needed integration of the existing
fiber optic trunk and junction networks Figure 1
with the new optical subscriber loops Scheme of a generic network
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Compared to a geographical or different uses with the purpose of
metropolitan area network a premises reducing costs and increasing
wiring system intended to cover a modularity and interchangeability will
limited area shows the following be kept as the winning principles of
characteristics, regardless if the the overall system.
network is within a public environment
(Central Office to Branching Box and
eventually TLC outlet) or a private one
(Internal Building Wiring) : SUBSCRIBER LOOP NETWORKS

reduced area (1-2 km); Although most of the attention of the
no regeneration need; development activity has been devoted
large number of users per area unit; to the aspects covered by the EIA/TIA
multiple sectional points; "Commercial Building Wiring Standard"-
frequent reconfiguration need; architecture, some specific designs
strong technological impact; have been identified which are more
heterogeneous traffic. likely devoted to a public environment.

These solutions take into account the
A suitable complete premises wiring problems related to the traditional
system (accessories, components and telephone network installation
cables) capable to meet the practices in view of the development of
characteristics mentioned above shall high-speed data communication, MAN
have the following features: (Metropolitan Area Network) standards

and value-added services such as the
Modularity and easy configurability: integration of voice, data and video
different cabling system elements signals.
need to be modular so to allow easy
network configuration. The TLC
infrastructure shall be designed on a Compact fan-out
planning base able to consider the Coming into a more detailed description
network lifetime (15-20 years). of the new accessories designed for

this purpose, a starting point has beenr
Cheap installation, maintenance and to consider a compact fan-out structure

reconfigurability: in consequence of as the basic component to provide a
users' change of position or network transition from multifiber units to
expansion the cabling system needs to individual fiber connectors. This
be easily and rapidly reconfigured. component, in fact, allows a high
The cost of a premises wiring system density fiber termination to be
installation shall be compared to the implemented in a short time in Main
end of life cost. The end of life Distribution Frames (within the Central
cost is strongly influenced by the Offices, for instance) as well as at
maintenance cost and by interruption Distribution Cabinets (in the street)
of the users working activity due to or at B:anching Boxes (at the Customers
reconfiguration interventions. Premises). The termination of the

feeder cable using fan-out, in fact,
TLC systems independence: TLC allows network flexibility at

infrastructure shall be designed individual fiber level (any individual
during the building plan apart from feeder fiber can be cross-connected to
network applications, any secondary distribution fiber). More

generally fan-out may be used any time
In accordance with LAN (Local Area it is necessary to have access to

Network) standard: this feature individual fibers.
allows to support the most common Due to the higher fiber counts of
local applications, cables, it seems that also in this case

the use of fan-out can give a lower
Multifunctionality: a premises wiring cost in network implementation because
system shall be able to support of overall time saving during
heterogeneous traffic (voice, video installation.
and data) avoiding superimposed The fan-out shall both be factory and
networks. field installable. Factory installation

has to be preferred, whenever possible,
However, as much as possible the same for lower cost and better performance.
standardized modules suitable for Furthermore, fan-out technique would
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allow an overall time and cost saving polishing of the plugs themselves. This
on network implementation. Once the has been the reason why the envisaged
cable side has been properly terminated solution considers the need to have an
via mass splice or multifiber extra length of fiber to allow an
connector, fan-outs can be fitted to easier polishing anc mounting of the
interface cable fibers to the equipment single and multi-fiber units. This
any time there are requirements for leads to the realization of a box
further subscriber activations. This containing a drum of fixed diameter (at
can be done with very simple tooling least eight centimeters) around which
and with no active control of the fibers are arranged, with the
performance. In addition, initial single and multi-fiber units placed at
investment to implement the network can an angle of 90' between each other. A
be limited. picture of the fan-out is shown in
The compact and fully integrated fan- figure 2.
out (Patented) has been built in such a
way that both the single-way and the
multi-way connectors are incorporated Main distribution frame
in the structure. It is clear that in Main Distribution Frames (MDF's) shall
this scenario the possibility to have a allow individual access to cable fibers
fan-out connector which realizes a and their cross-connection to the
direct transition from a multi-fiber to equipment. Up to now cable termination
a single-fiber unit is very interesting at MDF's has been carried out by
in some environments where the saving splicing single preconnectorized fiber
of space is of primary importance. Of cords to cable fibers. This procedure
course also the design of the compact is very time consuming due to the
fan-out connectors can be such as to always higher fiber counts of cables.
suit the needs of cabling and of the Because of this it is not suitable for
accessories which are used in the high density fiber termination. The
specific application. fan-out technology, on the contrary,appears to be a very suitable

terminating procedure at MDF's. Of
course it is more attractive as far as
it combines small size, robustness,
suitability to high density termination
through the use of connectors which can
easily be packaged together.
The Main Distribution Frame developed
is based on the use of the external N3
frame (to host modules of 19 inches or
600 centimeters). The frame is designed
to contain and fix a number of compact
fan-outs which allow the connection
among the ribbon fibers of the external
cables and the fibers of the cables
internal to the Central Offices. The
connection is made possible also by
jumpers which allow to separate the
subscriber distribution from the
topographic structure of the network,
to make an easier re-routing of the

Figure 2 network itself. The full capability of
compact fan-out the Frame is of 400 fibers both

(Patented) entering and exiting with a totalnumber of 100 fan-out in slots of 25
units. The single fiber cables as well

The device design has been basec on the as the feeder cables can enter in the
attempt to reduce as much as possible Frame from the top or the bottom.
the dimensions of the fan-out. Some
constraints had to be considered in
this effort, as the eventual need to FIBER OPTIC BUILDING WIRING SYSTEM
arrange the extra lengths of fiber and
the minimum distance betbeen the single The need to meet the end user
and multi-way connectors to allow the requirements and to satisfy the over
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mentioned features requires a premises Backbone Wiring: "the function of the
wiring system architecture according to backbone wiring is to provide
a widely used and acknowledged interconnections between TLC closet,
standard. The reference standard is the equipments rooms and entrance
recently approved EIA/TIA n0568 facilities in the TLC wiring system
"Commercial Building Wiring Standard"l. structure".
The network architecture included in
EIA/TIA 568 standard is described in Work Area: "the work area components
figure 3. extend from the TLC outlet end of the

Horizontal Wiring system to the
station equipment. The station
equipment can be any of a number of
devices included but not limited to
telephones, data terminals and
computers".

TLC Closet: "it is an area within a
building set aside for exclusive
purpose of housing equipment
associated with the TLC wiring

D stnDon Tansce e, system".

*,Equipment Room: "it is defined as an
area within a building where TLC

Wo- • system are housed".

"Entrance facilities: "it consists of
Bac oo the TLC service entrance to the

building".
' • I Ho zolta;

inte, eo,ate wr,

T f......... Accessories, components and cables
cl=OSe described in the following sections are

capable to cover each functional area00~-• Te'Kamjnttoý and to satisfy the related
oociot requirements.

Over the last few years fiber optic has
become a strategical media not only inTsemmun.t~onsc .- a public environment but also in locai

area network and in building
,0•• 0 installations.

The features offered by fiber optic
Eouipe• such as heterogeneous traffic"l A K integration capability, high bandwidth,

Enrtatce low attenuation, EMI immunity,
fac tes

intrinsic over-voltage protection,
reduced in weight and in size cables
and lower number of cables needed makes
this media suitable to implement an
innovative premises wiring system able

- Figure 3 - to satisfy the st-ingent over mentioned

EIA/TIA 568 wiring architecture requirements and to be in accordance
with technological progress. Besides

the use of fiber optic is in agreement
According to this standard the with LAN standard and with EIA/TIA 568
functional areas in which a building standard. The fiber optic penetration
cabling system is organized are: process in premises environment will be

developed in two phases: a short term

Horizontal Wiring: "it is the portion phase in which existing copper systems
of the TLC wiring system that extends will be integrated by fibers and a
from the work area TLC outlets to the medium term phase in which end users
TLC closet", will be interconnected by fibers

directly (Fiber-To-The-Desk). This
evolutionary process will lead to
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premises networks exclusively based on tensile load, crush, impact and flexing
fiber optic. resistance). The safety requirements to

be met in the event of fire force
installation companies to use LSOH

Fiber optic (Low-Smoke-Zero-Halogen) sheathed
According to main LAN standards such as cables capable to guarantee not only
IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD, IEEE 802.4 Token flame resistance and fire retarding but
Passing, IEEE 802.5 Token Ring, ANSI also low-smoke non toxic emission and
X3T9.5 FDDI and cabling standard very low-smoke gas generation2 .
EIA/TIA 568, the suggested fiber optic As an example two premises optical
type is graded-index multimode 62.5/125 cables are presented, the former is of
micron. This is a compromise choice the loose coating fiber type and the
based on attenuation and bandwidth latter of the tight coating fiber type
performances. (Figure 4).
Besides, in comparison it f h 50/125
micron fiber and in the wavelength
operation range (850 nm and 1300 nm), LOOSETYPE TIGHTTYPE
62.5/125 micron fiber shows better
performances in term of macrobending I U t 0 6 5 !2Oe'9ass ce":', coe
loss (Table 1) and optical power source .- oa0, fioel 2C•'P5o 0 6 5'25ga. naeX- 2-.101o0e r'iSerceO suS

coupling. 2 NyionaooseluDe r'v:0o 5gae'op'cs

3 Strengtf C m e vyar 3 Ste li- ,e'.ar ieva'

4 -So, srneathng U 4 _SOH se .eaa_ . .
Max eierna dameter 31 mm Mar ererai' ala'netel 32

Attenuation (dB)

CABL L PROPEFRTIES CABLE eiRO-E9lES

Diameter 850 nm 1300 nm Ma te'nsl.e ioa. 20 kg Max feres:e 0oa 20
M,' ar ens erDeny raas a0 mo m M- fAr s ient De"0 'ax .5 30

(mm) 50.125um 62,5125pm 50/125)um 62.5/125pm MVrnsla,ecoenmraaus 6aori M,-nvstaiecoenaFaads 50--o
Cr'sý ,esistance < 10 o g-Cm CrusF res5,sa-Ce 0 lo kc

25 0,20 003 0.40 0.08 impact resistance > 20 mreacts reDact 'essanCe > 20 ,eDacts
Pier-g res~sTace > 5000 cycles Pexng 'esisia-ve > 500 cyc'es

TyRlc4. we~g
1

, 21 g" ,PC •y~a'eg•t ' gmr

20 0.35 0.07 0,51 0.14

15 0,77 0,15 1.28 0,34

10 1,66 0.25 2,80 0.59 - Figure 4 -

Fiber optic premises cables
5• t '5 •c Pa-0 lol "eve -ce eve•

•"'0 'clas

These can be used both in Horizontal
and in Backbone Wiring. In Horizontal

- Table 1 - Wiring each cable is 4 fibers organized
Macrobending loss in multimode fibers so that each TLC outlet is equipped

with two ports, one for LAN application
and the second for generic transmission

This result is particularly interesting (data, voice or video). In Backbone
in premises applications in which the Wiring, cables are used in their
installation infrastructures present maximum configuration (ten or twelve
frequent reduced radius bends (2-3 cm). fibers respectively); if more fibers

are required cables can be organized in
bundle structures.

Fiber optic cables Besides optical fiber premises wiring
The stringent requirements in terms of system includes single fiber cables
building installation infrastructure, (TLC outlet) and twin optical fiber
people safety and equipment integrity cords (Cross-connect module, TLC
in the case of fire require an Closet, Work Area and TLC Outlet).
appropriate premises optical cable
design. Cable structure shall be
reduced in size (external diameter) and Optical connectors
in weight but, at the same time, able A premises cabling system shall offer
to guarantee good capacity (number of the maximum level of flexibility in
fibers) and good mechanical optical connector choice. Accessories
performances (min bend radius, max shall be able to house each type of
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commercial connector (ST, SC, EC, FC, case the TLC outlets can be moved with
Biconic, SMA, FDDI,...) to ensure the no expert installation staff needed.
maximum compatibility with already Factory fan-outs assembly allows to
existing systems. However, in the obtain a low-cost, low optical loss
design of the accessories, the SC component. The installation phase is
connector technology has been applied easy and consists only in the
with a large Lse of single-way and interconnection between the two parts
multi-way components. In fact, because of mechanical splice, one on user side
of his characteristics, SC connector and the other on Horizontal Wiring
appears to be a very suitable choice to cable end.
meet the premises wiring requirements
offering the following features: TLC Outlet

its shape is rectangular, giving four TLC outlet is the accessory that
advantages compared to other implements the double function to
connectors: lower loss fluctuation protect the above described user ending
during coupling and uncoupling and to implement the physical network
cycles, easier insertion operation, user interface. TLC outlet shall be
high compression strength and high designed to make the installation phase
compactness; simple, to allow arn easy use and to be

able to house different types of

push-pull coupling mechanism allows optical connectors. In figure 5 an
quick axial operation by example of TLC outlet is presented.
incorporating self-locking and
unlocking feature. End user is just
used to handle push-pull components
(electric plugs);

low cost, handleness and lightness
are achieved combining the use of
zirconia ferrules and plastic-molded
housing;

good optical performances (less than
0.5 dB insertion loss with multimode
fibers). ••..

Besides, the use of SC connectors in
public environment forecasts a large
production with consequent cost
reduction in advantage for premises
application.

User ending
Each fiber in Horizontal Wiring multi-

fiber cables shall be connectorized and

accommodated in TLC outlets. The

transition between multi-fiber cables - Figure 5 -

and single fiber cables shall be TLC outlet

realized through two methods. The first
method, suitable for network
configuration with fixed outlets, is This TLC outlet offers two optical

realized through fusion splices (each ports protected by a frontal door
splice loss less than 0.1 dB). This against external potential dangerous
approach doesn't allow reconfiguration factors (accidental crash, dust .... ).
and shall be used preferably in wall Presented TLC outlet can be floor, desk
outlets. The second method allows, or wall mounted.
through the use of on purpose designed
optical components (fan-outs and
mechanical multiple splices), to Cross-connect module
realize a flexible user network with Cross-connect module is used to house
reconfiguration capability; in this fiber endings (Horizontal Wiring and
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Backbone Wiring) in a centralized CONCLUSIONS
manner and to allow an easy network
configuration using optical patch- In this paper the problems related to
cords. The use of cross-connect modules the design of accessories and
represents a potential high flexibility components suitable both for subscriber
point in a cabling system. A good loop networks and standard premises
planning design phase to size the wiring systems have been debated. A
correct number of modules to be housed complete line of fiber optic
in TLC Closet is required not only to accessories and components
satisfy the current needs but also to (Distribution Frames and Racks,
guarantee future network expansion Termination and splicing modules,
capability. Module is also equipped outlets, single-way and multi-way
with splice organizers used to protect optical connectors, fan-out and cables)
fusion splices implemented between developed by SIRTI have been presented.
horizontal or backbone fibers and
connectorized (all commercial fiber
optic connectors shall be supported)
semi-jumper single fiber cable. REFERENCES
Cross-connect module dimensions shall
be in accordance with standard 1. EIA/TIA Commercial Building Wiring
dimensions (19-inches). Standard
In figure 6 an example of fiber optic
cross-connect modules is shown. 2. R.Biazzi, U.Morganti - Use of high

safety cables for inside application-
EFOC/LAN 1991

- Figure 6 -

cross-connect modules

This module is capable to house up to
24 fiber optic connectors in a lU 19-
in. rack. Optical cables entrance and
configuration labels are accommodated
on the frontal panel. Cross-connect
structure is completely removable from
the rack module to make installation
and maintenance operation easier.
The same module can be used to splice
fiber together allowing up to fifty
fusion splices protection capacity.
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MABLE TRANSFER AND SPER'ISORY SPSTEM FOR TRUNK OPTICAL FIBER CAB[ES

niroatsu MATRHSUOO *, Yutaka YOKO **, Kiminori SWO *, and Takuya MENOYA

* NT Network Systems Development Center, Tokyo, 100, Japan

** N'Telecommunications Software Headquarters, Kanagawa, 210, Japan

1. Abstract Recently, a number of reports have appeared that

NTT has developed a new operation, propose operation, administration, and maintenance

administration, and maintenance system called FITAS (OAU) systems for application to optical fiber cable

(Fiber Transfer and Test System) for application to networks. (2) (, 13) In order to fully exploit the

trunk optical cable networks. The system provides a extensive optical network that has been deployed

major advance in construction and maintenance throughout Japan, NTT have developed an OA&M system

efficiency, namely it enables operation and capable of performing automatic cable transfer and

maintenance work on optical fiber cable networks-- supervision of optical fiber cables which meets the

cable transfer, fault location, supervision of demands of the new fiber cable environment. The

transmission characteristics--without in any way system is capable of automatic supervision of

interrupting services over the network. transmission characteristics, fault location and

The system was deployed commercially in 1990 and cable transfer from a remote maintenance center.

has been operating satisfactorily. The basic concept

and measured results showing the system's full 3. System Configuration

capabilities are presented. A schematic configuration of the system is shown

in Fig.l. It consists of three key elements: a Fiber

2. Introduction Transfer and Test Module (FMM1) (picture 1), a Fiber

NTT has been deploying trunk optical fiber cable Transfer and Test Equipment (FITE)(picture 2), and a

networks based on single-mode fiber cables since 1983. Fiber Monitor and Control equipment (FMC). The MEs

Dispersion-shifted fiber cable has been in use since are controlled by the FMC, and the FTTMs are

1988. (') These networks, offering through-put controlled by an ME. Main specifications for the

capacity up to several Gbit/s, have been deployed system are summarized in Table 1.

nationwide. As optical fiber cable networks have

become more extensive, operation tasks such as fault 3.1 Fiber Transfer and Test Module (FTIM)

location, supervision of transmission The FTTM is installed in buildings such as

characteristics, and cable transfer have become telephone offices or tandem offices. Each FTTM

correspondingly more complicated. Nevertheless, consists of fiber selectors and optical device units.

construction and maintenance work concerning optical A fiber selector connects the test equipment in the

fiber cables have been carried out manually at NTT FITE and the optical device unit. It is composed of

since they were first introduced. Especially in the connectors and a movable mechanism with three axes,

case of long trunk lines, repeater stations are often and mechanical optical switching equipment. As the

located very far from towns. This makes it very name indicates, the fiber selector selects the optical

difficult to locate faults in an optical fiber cable fiber to be measured or transferred according to the

in a short time. The time element can be extremely commands issued by the FMC in the maintenance center.

important in an emergency. This has led to demand The optical device unit accommodates WhD couplers,

for a high-performance operation system which will not filters, and multifiber mechanical switches. Figure 2

disrupt the service provided over the cables. shows a schematic overview of the optical device
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CMineanre LetFMCI

FTTE FT

FITAS , Fiber Transfer and Test System F F Water-Blocking
FMC Fiber Monitor and Control Equipment T T Optical Fiber Cableg T T
FTTE : Fiber Transfer and Test Equipment T T
FTTM Fiber Transfer and Test Module a i

Fig.1 Cable Transfer and Supervisory
System for Optical Fiber Cable

r Table 1 Main System Specifications
A Items Contents

Optical device unit 8 fibers/unit

O i l e eu maximum 300 fibers/FTTM

Test frame (FTTE) maximum 10 FT-TM controllable
Work station (FMC) maximum 20 FTTE controllable

Transfer Transfer time <10msect

function Transfer unit 2 fibers/4 fibers

Transmission medium 1.559m DS fiber SM fiber

Monitor wavelength 1.31 Lm I 55um

Line length 80km 40km

Test r Transmission characteristic

function (optical attenuation'splice loss)
* after cable constrUCtiOn'

Measurement items
- before/after cable transfer
* periodical monitoring

- Fault location

unit. A bit-rate-free transfer switch, incorporating

picture I MPI picture 2 FTME high-speed rmultifiber mechanical switches, has been
introduced into optical cable networks for the first

time. It enables optical fiber cable transfer in
units of 2 fibers at the same time. Furthermore,

oe OpSwitch optical fiber cable transfer can be realized within
To o-- In-service To such a -ery short time that the services over the
Transmnission Tk-such a
Equipment _Spare Optical Fber

Cable network are never interrupted.
-- The monitor light from the test equipment is

To
Fiber Selector injected into an in-service fiber line through the WM1

coupler. The communication light and the monitor
light propagate simultaneously in an optical fiber.

Fig.2 Optical Device Unit The optimum wavelength separation filter allows the
communication light to be transmitted and interrupts

the wavelength of the monitor light. It is set in
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front of the transmission equipment, so the monitor 4. System Functions

light does not influence the communication light. The key functions performed by the system are as

Therefore, this system can carry out various tests follows.

and operations with no degradation in the transmitting (1) Remote cable transfer:

quality of the communication light. Fiber transfer between the FMs can be carried

This optical device unit is capable of supporting out in units of 2 fibers by simultaneously

both dispersion-shifted fiber and conventional transferring the connectors in the optical device

single-mode fiber cables. If the communication light units. Moreover, cable transfer is performed

wavelength is 1.31 sum, the monitor wavelength will remotely from the FMC, and takes the same amount of

be 1.55 uMm. On the other hand, if the communication time regardless of the bit-rate.

wavelength is 1.55 um, then the monitor wavelength (2) Automatic test:

will be 1.31 um. The optical characteristics of the Transmission characteristics of optical loss and

optical device unit are established by taking both splice loss, and other tests needed in optical line

the dynamic range of measurement capability and an construction are automatically measured, Measured

estimate of the communication line into data are analyzed and stored in a data base.

consideration. Then, the possible line lengths of (3) Periodical monitor:

the monitoring operation are 80 Km in the case of The system can periodically check for loss

dispersion-shifted fiber cable and 40 Km in the case increase in an optical fiber and detects cable joint

of conventional single-mode fiber cable. The number flooding. It immediately alerts the maintenance

of optical device units housed in the FTlN frame is in center when optical line faults occur or are likely

proportion to the number of optical fibers which are to occur because of optical loss increase. These in-

accommodated in it. An FITM frame can accommodate up service optical fiber characteristics are

to a maximum of 300 fibers. automatically measured without disturbing the

transmission system.

3.2 Fiber Transfer and Test Equipment (FITE) (4) Remote fault location:

The FTTE is also installed in buildings such as Faults along the optical fiber cable are

telephone offices or tandem offices. It accoodates pinpointed and remotely processed through the F4C.

control equipment and test equipment, including an When an optical line fault occurs, the system

optical power meter, a light source, and an OTDR distinguishes it instantly and displays it on a

(Optical Time Domain Reflectometer). The FTTE can remote centralized work station.

control the FTTN with commands from the FMC and it

carries out attenuation measurements and other tests. Advantages of the system resulting from the above

Also, it can return the test results to the F1C. functions are currently available. First of all, the

The MTTE can control up to a maximum of 10 FTn¶s. system substantially reduces the amount of optical

fiber cable construction and maintenance work required

3.3 Fiber Monitor and Control Equipment (FMC) and permits the easy integration and concentration of

The FMC is usually located in a transmission facilities management work. Secondly, it provides

maintenance center. It is a workstation which can early detection of both faults and the degradation of

control several FTIEs inside its maintenance area. transmission characteristics. Finally, the system

The INC can control up to a maximum of 20 MrrEs. The contributes to higher quality telecommunication

FMC, which is composed of a personal computer and a services by drastically shortening the time it takes

data base sends optical line tests and fiber transfer to make repairs and implement cable transfer.

commands to the FTTE. It can also administrate fiber

information for up to a maximum of 10,000 fibers. On

the other hand, there is a portable workstation which

can be easily carried by a field engineer.
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5. Commercial Results

The cable transfer and supervisory system for B A
B A

optical fiber cables were first introduced in Japan

into 3 routes (Urawa-Kumagaya, Tokyo-Nagoya, Osaka- ,0
A B

Hiroshima). Cable transfer was executed at 5 points

on these 3 routes by invoking the system's transfer < . _ Trigger

capability.

Response Tim.>

5.1 Optical Device Unit 3.04m, ,

4leasured transmission characteristic results for, :ms

the optical device units are summarized in Table 2. As Time 2mns/div,

shown in the table, insertion loss over both Fig.3 Transfer Waveforms of Multifiber
transmission signal and test paths by unifying Mechanical Switch
switches, couplers, and filters is very low. On the

other hand, the crosstalk is sufficiently high so that 40,

the monitor light does not influence the

comnminication light. 3C Ave. =3.46 30 Ave=207
- =064 I=065

Cable transfer is carried out by the multifiber Max=4.60 P Ma. =425S" ;" I Min= 1.256 " 0 Min= 102
mechanical switches, based on the optical cable 20 o20

C : • , n =108 • ,- n =108
transfer system developed by NT1. 16 The transfer

waveforms of the multifiber mechanical switch in the 0-

optical device unit are shown in Fig.3. The entire I

switching sequence, including response and transfer ,1 20 30 40 50 0 230 30 50

time, takes less than 10 ms. Detailed temporal Response Time ms! Tansfe, Timerns

distributions of the response and transfer times for Fig.4 Distribution of Transfer and Response

the switch are shown in Fig.4. The mean response time Time of Multifiber Mechanical Switch
was 3.46 ms and the maximum response time was 4.60

ms. On the other hand, the mean transfer time was 5.2 Fiber Selector

2.07 ms and the maximum transfer time was 4.25 ms. Figure 5 shows the loss fluctuation of the fiber

selector which was examined in a repeated switching

test (up to 5000times). It can be seen that the loss

Table 2 Measured Results of Optical Device Units fluctuation is less than 0.2 dB and that the fiber

s Average Standard Maximum Minimum selector remains stable after repeated switching.
(dB) Deviation (dB) (dB)

Insertion loss
(Main path) 0.94 0.i3 1.11 056 c 0 -

at 1.55pm
05-

Insertion loss
(Test path) 3.12 1.10 5.80 1-13

at 1.31um

Crosstalk 0 t000 2000 3000 4000 S00O

(Test path) -69.81Sat 1.55/I 31ni Repeat Switchinq times

Fig.5 Loss Variation of Fiber Selector
due to Repeated Switching
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5.3 System Evaluation Results

Overall performance for the mechanical and .00

optical characteristics of the system have been da.e. 0atomatic test!

evaluated including performance on repeat switching, , 1 :manual - loss OTDR.. ,n
OTOR test

the heat cycle, and vibration tests before system 05 dat:- 0 5-t:" arrangementtrnfr es

introduction. Results are summarized in Table 3. h .. OTOR itest transfer
loss test setting. s'tt'ri]The loss variation and the transfer time variation of [rrton -op.ration Prepartrr son seatno.

-~ rooert~on

the optical device unit are less than 0.1 dB and 1.0 before after before after
introduction introduction introduction introduction

ms respectively. These results show very stable (a) Reduction of Construction Test Work (b) Reduction of Cable Transfer Workcharacteristics, which ensure the system's long-term (relative value) (relatve va•.eý

reliability.

Fig.6 Effect of System
Table 3 System Evaluation Results

Items Test condition Results between the cable transferring procedures, at the time

Repeat switching >500times of cable removal before and after the introduction of

High temperature +60C Loss variation the system. The total cable transfer time and the

Lowtemperature -- 10C <O.ldB operating time have been cut by 50% and 85%,
Optical device-- --. - --- ---

unit Heat cycle 0-+40C Transfer time respectively.

Impact 100G, 6msec. variation
-. . . . . .. . ..-- - - KI.Omsec.

10-45Hz/lmin. 6. Conclusions
Vibration 0.5mm p-p

-. .. . . ....... . - -. -. (1) A cable transfer and supervisory system termed
Repeat switching 30000times Fiber Transfer and Test System (FITAS) for

Heat cycle 0 +40C Loss variationFiber selector ....... <0.2dB application to trunk optical cable networks has been
V 0---45Hz/!mrin.

Vibratton 0.5mm p-p developed.

(2) FITAS was put into commercial service by NTT in

5.4 Operating Results 1990.

Automatic measurement and data processing for (3) Results collected after deploying the system

optical pulse echo tests, and the various other tests demonstrate FITAS works as designed: it provides bit-

needed in optical line construction can be carried rate-free and highly reliable cable transfer and

out more quickly by exploiting the limits of system. supervises optical fiber cable transmission

Figure 6(a) shows a comparison between the testing characteristics without interrupting services.

procedures when the optical line was completed, (4) Deploying FITAS will reduce cable construction

before and after the introduction of the system. By work and maintenance operations, and bring facilities

adopting the functions of the system, the total cable management together in a centralized location.

construction testing time and the operating time have

been cut by 40% and 90%, respectively. The central features of FITAS -- a highly

Fiber transfer during cable removal work can also reliable transmission circuit, preventative

be carried out more quickly. The system can transfer maintenance on optical cables, and the reduction of

2 fibers at the same time. Fiber transfer between time taken in repair or replacement of cables -- will

the ITTfs can be carried out in less than 0.01 second all contribute to the improved quality of service

by simultaneously transferring the connectors which offered by NTT. NTT is now introducing the FITAS

are accommodated in the optical device units. As a system into every new trunk optical cable routes.

result, it is possible to reduce the time needed for

cable removal. Figure 6(b) shows a comparison
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A Real-Time Configuration Management System for Line Facilities
in Optical Fiber Networks

Katsuya YAMASHITA, Fumio OIITSUKI, litsuhiro TATEDA and
Yahei KOYAMADA

NTT Telecommunication Field Systems R&D Center
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan

ABSTRACT In order to solve these problems, a new configura-
tion management system us proposed. This system hasAutomated database updating is achieved in a config- real-time and automated data u~latin5 capbfiity,

uration management system for optical fiber trans- and bidirectional data communication capability.
mission lines by developing two new hardware compo-
nents. The first is an optical connector with an
EEPROM module in which the identifying codes of the 2. SYSTEM FABRICATION
optical fibers are recorded. The second is a small
bidirectional optical data transmitter, which allow Key components of this system are memories built
the ID codes of the optical fibers to be automati- into each line facility, a bidirectional transmitter
cally and remotely read from an operation center. with microprocessors and a single optical fiber line
Whenever the fiber connections are changed, the data for data transmission. A system block diagram is
transmitter automatically detects the changes by shown in Figure 1. line facility data are recorded
reading the ID codes of each connected pair. The in the memories, which are installed in each facil-
data changes are transmitted to the operation cen- ity component. The data for the semiconductor
ter, and the line configurations database is updated memories is initially written according to identifi-
automatically and in real-time. With this tech- cation codes by component (cable) manufacturers or
nique, errors caused by manual database modification network vendors. The semiconductor memories are
are greatly reduced, resulting in more reliable and built into or attached to optical connectors. The
speedy communication services, transmitter with microprocessors is called a local

controller (LCTR). The LCTR is installed near the
facility components that will be managed, and is

1. INTRODUCTION optically concatenated to adjacent LCTRs. There-
fore, it can recognize configuration changes inProperly assigning transmission media to subscribers real-time by successive or on-and-off reading of

is very important in supplying speedy and reliable memory data in each facility component. A worksta-
communication services. In a conventional manage- tion (WS) set tip at a control center office is
ment system?. extensive manpower is necessary to directly connected to the nearest ICTR, and communi-
update the configuration database. This database cates with other LCTRs thi.ugh the single fiber
contains the current line. Because data modifica- line. Data of facility components is transmitted to
tions are entered manually through keyboards, errors the workstation, which automatically updates the
inevitably occur and are accumnlated in the long management database in real-time when data changes
term, resulting in reliability limitations. Fur- are detected.
thermore. as long as the management system requires
manual database modifications, real-time configura- The i.CTR has functions other than those mentioned
tion management, which reflects current configura- above. It has a multi-channel .- I) converter which
tions at any time, is impossible because of working can be connected with various sensors. This allows
delays in manual modification. In particular, it is automated and remote sensing capability. The work-
difficult to obtain correct and sufficient line station can sense such things as water penetration,
operation information about object cables under temperature, and oxygen density. This function
fields where construction Is occurring. Therefore, contributes to highly reliable network lines and
it is necessary for several workers with arrangement safer field construction. The Lt(TR also has an
sheets to be separately stationed at offices, sever- additional electrical serial data interface. There-
al related fields, or subscriber premises. fore, instead of carrying thick arrangement or line

informal ion sheets, line workers can directly access
Accumulated errors and lack of real-time capability the center database through other computers at tached
also influence centralized automation of optical to the interface. For example, when dropping a
transmission media operations . This involves the fiber to a new subscriber premise from an aerial
configuration majagement system, a media test/ ur- closure, correct fiber ident ificat ion isvrv impor-
ve illance system and a media switching system. rant. Although optical fiber identifiers , have
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TELEPHONE OFFICE MANHOLE/CLOSURE

MEMORY CONNECTORPC MEMORY CONNCO WK _PCB

S USE FIIER

OPRTO CETE I T I YTERMIA

OPRTONCNE :SSTMPOET

Fig. I A block diagram of a real-time configuration
h-anagement .zystem for line facilities of
optical fiber networks

been utilized. they are not efficient or safe be- FIBRCOU

cause it is necessary to bend each fiber to identify

the target fiber. In the new system, it is possible INPUT/OUTPUT INPUT/OUTPUT
to efficiently and accurately select an appropriate PORT 1 PORT 2
idle fiber by asking the workstation the current
service conditions of all fibers. Thus, more reli-

dh (atabase and b id i rect ionai data communication LDALE
allows more efficient field construction.

DRIVER RECEIVER

3. ILOCAI, CONTROI.I,ER CIRCUIT CTRCUITT er- - JTO HtANDHELD

TERMINAL
3.1 BASIC CONSTRUCTION AND FUNCTIONS ICRO INTERFACE TO PCB

local controllers (ILCTR) are installed in fiber CONTROLLER CIRCUIT

terminated modules (IT.t) at central offices as well T SENSORS
as fiber access closures in outside fields where
high resistance is required against significant
changes in temperature and humidity. LCTRs should Fig.2 A block diagram of a local controller
be small and have few components. Black diagram of
an ICTR is shown in F~g 02. A laser diode or I.ED) is
used as a transmitter ' as well as a detector. By
usinpn a fiber coupler in front of the laser diode,
bidirectional repetition can be achieved. The
number of active optical devices can be reduced to
o(ne fourth of that is conventioinal optical data ....
rel)eaters, which require two laser diodes and two
photo-detectors. A single-chip micro-controller with
two channel serial communication interfaces is also i.,-.l.""
included in the [,CTR. One of the interfaces is used il R,'
for half duplex optical communication at a transfer 'C
rate of 125 kb/s. The other is a 9600 bps RS-232C :Z1
interface for an external terminal. The microproces-- ---.-.-...---- :R . - I " .. _
sor controls optical signal bidirectional repetition ZC Eo
and response upon interruption from the external
terminal. The microproeessor also has a four channel
A-I) converter which (earn be connected to various
sensors for environmental sensing. When transmitting Fig.3 An equivalent circuit of an O-F converter
data for configuration management or on-and-off with a transimpedance amp]ifier
ernvironmental sensing, the rate Is significantly

less than I •lb/s.
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3.2 Bandwidth of transmitters as detectors couplers are 8 dB., the noise margin is 11 dB, and Cp
is 200 pF. An LED bandwidth of 1.2 Vi~z is shown In

Ani 0-F converter model is shown In Flg.3. The Figure 5. For a line loss of 10 dB, the estimated
bandwidth of the laser diode 0-E converter Is calcu- bandwidth becomes 300 ktiz because the allowable
tlted as follows. The transimpedance of this model noise level decreases to -49 dBm. T- the ý' e way, a
is given by 20(0 M1Hz bandwidth for an lnGp'. etin mn , diode

L" w) (3.1) with a line loss of 0 dB is cai,.sa~kd, vhere Cp
(L 1')(L' V)10 pF, transmission power is 0 dBm. When the lie

-eip-unJ- b,(,-b- b- Mloss is 10 dl. the estimated bandwidth becomes
~z ~ aJ- b/~ -~ br' b-- ~about 40 NiHz for the laser diode. Although th-

1 A -4-a -',b, pýh +U b, hb (a,+ 2p 4 1,4-1) bandwidth is restricted by the nol- '..,iitation
a1 - A,'f bf wvC. ap 1I I'p, bp = (CP mentionedi above, when th- .- diude is a transmit-

h, C ter and a defector, it ai~tow a sufficient bandwidth
a 11/ wCfor our proposed management system. The diata trans-
a- aL P(1 u RIfer clock rate is only 125 kb/s in the prototype

bc (tCc'I -,-cu)Cý'R') LCTR of our proposed management system, so that both

1, COS OA BS( T). ht -sin 0;1% 1S( Tf) of the LED and the II) are available. Thus, laser
diodes will become indispensable in impraving LCTR
functions for multi-chiannel telephone communication

where., 0 and 1 are the internal bhase shift and the amn Csinlecotrto.

open-l1001 trans fer fuLnet ion Of I he amplifier. 20CALCULATED
Responses for a narrow band amplifier I gain-band-
wid(ith =4.5)1lz 1 and an ideal wide hand amplifier C=0 FGB =4.5MHz
(gain-bandwidth is (nflinile) are shown in Fig.4. C------- GB =
where juonction ca'pac it ances of the diodes are 10 p1'020P
(lIaser tI Iodle.l aind 2(10 p1' (LED) . Greater amplifier40F
bandw i dth results iii greater 0-F converter band(- 60 p0F 0 pF L
widt h. Wit *i n ideal amplifier. the 0-E converter Sp L------------
bandwidth Is, determined by 1/12 7(CpRs I. where Rs is ~1 F
the diode equivalent series resistance. xE

I-or act ual 0-F converters, toere is another band- LED
w(idt h limitation, which is determi ned by the opt ical
power level and itoi se IlevelI. Total noise current is L

-20
. ý ifl2 (3. 2) 100 k 1 M 10 M 100 M IG

(i,2 i'n I PFREQUENCY (Hz)
wlie,;e t he ampIi Fie r i nptit ito i se vol a Ige ýomponen t Fig .4 A relationship between ampl ifier bandwidth

i inpitt tnoi se c'iurrcent 'omtponent In feedback and carts impedance f requtencty response depend -
resist ance thbermal io i se component In- anti laser ence (of art 0-F converter with alt lED or 1-I) as
di oqv para Ilet ros St alice tl( retmta I notse coniponient a (let ector I Cc=(l Rc= infl nit e, Rp=ltt NI ohms,

are L~c b.% ('p=20t0 p1: (lID). 10 pF 11.)) Ri=100 T ohms.

T 104 1 3) 1RCi=2 pF. Rs= 1(0 ohms)

z,=- 2li 4- pCf/
~~3 2L[JLIE LOSS=0 d8)

i,=G(1k,,B Ta/I?1)' CALCULATED

5Ir0 DF

/3 i s I hie leitiback rate. ki1 is thte ((tlt zitan constant . DLIELS d 10 oF
Tr ISis th air lvmperatc"_ý , antd BIt i the ampl ifier -40.-------Ip
bartdw di dIh . 'quti va lent opt ical noise power in) dltm is
gýivet liV

1' l0 log,([ 10' Jw/ L ;170)& (wi (:. .3)5

where hi is ihe M1attik cotis iant . is I lie, quantuim
e ri' c i eto% , is t he I I gilt freqency,. andi (I is the
ele ictrcolt charge . RelIat iontsh ip bet ween (lie requji redi0l 1M1 10M 1
batnd% (i (IIh and I hi' al II wab Ile opt i cal Itto i se l evel Is 100 sM1M 10
a f~into tion of diloite jitoti ionl capac itancie as Showni in REQUI(RED BANDW IDTH (Hz)
Fig.5. XIi a IIowabl Ie nois l oIevelI of, -39 dilim ati a Fig.5 The relatit onship between requireil bandwidth,
lne l oss of, (M il is ta)I cii atl id whetn the Ill) Is a noiso power anti junction capacitance

I tarismil it r/ilet uottti, atid when the launrchied pow-er
lnot Iiihe coiupiil(r is -20 1)ttm, I hi losses iolf, It I wit
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4. MEMORY CONNECTORS ELEC ES EEPRO MODULE 2 HOUSING

4.1 Connector construction PCB

The memory connector consists of a conventional
optical ferrule, an EEPROMl (Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory) installed in the
connector housing, and electrodes. Two types
memory connectors are fabricated. One is an SCA
single fiber connector with a push-pull contact for STOPPER
fi•,r terminated modules (FTM). The other is an (a) An SC memory connector and an adaptor
m'T multi fiber connector for connections in fiber PCB
closures. These connectors are shown in Fig.6. A 4 ELE
kbit serial data EEPROMI is used because it does not
require power to maintain data and because it has 00
fewer electrodes than the parallel type. The EEPROM 0
module package is a single-inline (SIP) type with a
size of 8 x 6.2 x 2.2 mm, which is common for SC
and MlT memory connectors. The memory modules are
connected to the SC-2 connectors ( SC connectors
without housing) and to the MIT connectors. 0 EEPROMMODULE

4.2 Printed circuit board (b) An MT memory connector and an adaptor

Forty MIT memory connectors and a memory chip select
interface can be installed on a single-sided 114x65 Fig.6 Miemory conneclor fabrications
mm printed circuit board (PCB3), as shown in
Fig.7(a). Ten PCBs can be set up in a standard
aerial fiber closure. Eighty fibers are included in

SC MEMORY CONNECTOR
PRINTED C!RCUIT BOARD ADAPTORS DRIVER CIRCUIT

mm I= -, I 91
WliI1 Il Col]I~ll cuoll 6Ii Mil l Colll CoI1• ll Colll MlH CMI I nm 11C l

140 mm /1 block
560 mm N40 x 4 blocks)

(a) 4
m 0.15 dB

30- I 0.11 dB
N 62

114rn I20T~0
(a) Connection loss histogram of 10 0-]n U -.'65 SC memory connectors CONNECTION LOSS (dB)

-I& n11 4 0.28 dB
6 0.15 dB
N 128

MTf NIEWRY CONNECTORS DRIVER 'IRCUlT 1

(b) Connection loss histogram of 0 I I -ir' nn

MT memory connectors CONNECTION LOSS (dB)

ntin.7 Printld rWire & Coards for m19mory 91on~iclors
IOls ;ifl' r ;tl acl(hillc onl 1'('Ii
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one PCB when a 4-fiber MT connector is used. When 4.4 Performance
using a double sided PCB, twice the number of con-
nectors can be loaded. Eighty SC memory connectors After attaching the memory modules to the PCB,
per side can be connected on a 85 x 560 mm PCB as connection loss histograms were obtained, as shown
shown in Fig.7(b). Single SC PCBs correspond to in Fig.8. The initial mean value of the loss for the
single MT PCBs, and each PCB includes eighty fibers. SC connectors was 0.16 dB, so that a -0.01 dB loss

change was generated on average. The electrode
insertion direction is the same as the optical

4.3 Memory information connector insertion direction for the connectors, so
that loss changes become very small. However, the

Individual connector information up to 512 ASCII initial mean loss was 0.26 dB for the MT connectors
characters is written at the cable manufacturers or with a 0.02 dB loss increase. The electrode axis
in the field, as shown in Table 1. This information and the optical axis of MT connectors are perpendic-
is read by the LCTR from the PCB. on which connec- ular to each other. Therefore, optical connections
tors are optically joined to other connectors and are affected more than those of SC memory connectors
electronically connected to the PCB pattern, as by low electrode compliance.
shown in Fig.7. The LCTR knows the assignments of
the PCB connector ports and the connector ID codes The area occupied by an SC memory connector on a
of the connectors on the PCB. The LCTRs send the connector matrix board is 39% smaller than that of
assignment data to a workstation in the operation an SC connector and 20 % greater than of an SC-2
center. When connector changes occur on -tie PCB, the connector. With NT memory connectors, the area is
assignment table changes and the workstation auto- about 10 % greater than that of a conventional MT
matically detects changes and updates the configura- connector. These memory connectors may be small
tion database. enough for use with FTM or fiber closures.

Table 1. Individual information
of memory connectors 5. SYSTEM EXPERIMENT

Item code example A prototype system is configured. Eight LCTRs are
concatenated through a single line of single mode
fibers. The first LCTR is electronically connected
with a parallel interface to a workstation. and isconector code EE1ROM00232 optically connected with the second LCTR. The LCTR

connector code EIRM003 - VIis shown in Fig.9. It has four functions:
connector type SMMTM_Vi

fiber type SMI55OND 1) read/write connector information,date of manufacture F02_19910616 I edwiecnetrifrain
cable name F910412_al 2) sensing water penetration, temperature and so onunie number F9104120 alby using a 4-ch A-D converter,unit number F910412_07 3) terminal interface, andfiber number F910412_07 4) LCTR-to-WS or LCTR-to-1.CTR bidirectional data
initial loss 0.27dB910616 transmission.
fiber length 477.5meter
mode field dia. 9.73um LCTR hardware specifications are summarized in
eccentricity 0.6lum Table 2.
customer SPECIAL ***
memory date 19910616

Table 2. Prototype ICTR specifications

Items Spec.

micro controller 8 bit with SCI, ADC,
timer, 12 kByte ROM,

512 Byte EFEPROM
data transfer rate 125 kb/s
signal code NRZ
laser output power -2 dBm
allowable line loss 15.5 dB min
analog data interface 4 ch. 0 to 5\
memory connector 1/0 256 connectors max
terminal 1/0 RS-232C. 9600 bps
power 5 V x 1.0 A.
S i ze 90 X 60 x 20 mm

Fig.9 A local controller (lCTR)
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X CTR# LCTR# X

NATIN -6' NAA~> 1 CONTROL. OPTION
7, {,MX ýMM0)Thl L[INE TIST[%[,01RI8ILLAN(.E
81 DB 404GEMEN OPRI 116. MTION.

0~o-['914 OPERATOR REGISTRATION.

1 5 5 5 ARBITRARY 1 1 '1, ', sA ,' t I DEOBTATLELOS LW El ILO _________________

F ig 10 A data format for LCTR communications

A single Ilase r (I iode is used as a transmitter and a IR,

detector for the LCTR, so that the signal is half F

duplex asynchronous NRZ. The bandwidth of the LCTR F-
head amplifier is about 200 kliz. The communication F
data format is shown in Fig.lO. The effective data a '' .

transfer rate decreases when the repeater (LCTR)
number increases because of a data regeneration when Fig.ll A demonstration example of a workstation CRT
using software. For example, the rate for a 512
Byte data transfer is 15 kb/s between the worksta-
tion and the first LCTR, and becomes about 5 kb/s
between the workstation and the 8th LCTR.

The UNIX workstation operates as a control center, REFERENCES
which can simultaneously execute several kinds of
tasks. Thec:P tasks are: 1. NTT Shisetsu. Vol.35. Nio.2, pp.34-43. 1984.

I) ral tim lie cnfiuraton urvillnceand(in Japanese)
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HIGH POTENTIALITIES IN FIBER PREFORM MANUFACTURING USING
VERY LARGE AND PRECISELY BORED SILICA INGOTS

D.PAVY - M.MOISAN - IHARDY - P.GROSSO C.LE SERGENT - D. TREGOAT

* CNET-LAB/OCM 22300 LANNION (France)
** Alcatel Alsthom Recherche 91460 MARCOUSSIS (France)

ABSTRACT POTENTIALITIES OF VERY THICK SUBSTRATE
TUBE

Preform technologies based on the direct use b/a ratio requirement
of very large and precisely bored silica ingots
have very attractive potentialities to reduce Regarding the deposition process, the preform
optical fibre cost and to improve fibre geometry. capacity is obviously related to the maximal deposited
We have developed a promising fabrication thickness and to the admissible optical cladding
process which consists of only two steps : deposition to core b/a ratio. Figure I shows the optical power
and collapsing, avoiding the overcladding operation, distribution calculated at various wavelengths
Results on preforms made from either commercially from the propagation theory, applied to a matched-
available or special precision machined tubes, clad single-mode fibre (MCSM). The poor quality
are presented. of quartz substrate tubes implies the b/a ratio

of conventional fibre to reach a value of about
6, although the major part of the opt i c al signal
propagates in a very small central region of the
fiber. The additional 1.385 pm loss estimated
on MCSM fibre is plotted on Figure 2 versus b/a
for low and high OH content substrate tubes.
The contribution of the OH absorption appears
to be negligible at b/a larger than 2.5 and 4.2

INTRODUCTION 
respectively.

The application of optical fibers in the
subscriber network requires a drastic cost
reduction of each optical components. Regarding
fibers it has to be kept in mind that the reduction _

of the direct cost has to be achieved without 0
compromising on connection cost affecting K L c(Peyt/P,Žt)
parameters such as geometrical properties. -1j
New preform technologies or hybrid processes A
using overcladding techniques are presently -2 =
investigated by a few laboratories I 2 .An alternative
and attractive new approach is the direct deposition
inside very thick substrate tubes. It allows the
fabrication of high capacity preforms in only -4
two steps namely deposition and collapsing.
However, heat transfer becomes difficult as
tube thickness rises, and current burner technologies -s
are no longer appropriate for thickness over
5 mm.

We present here a new process which -7
implements SPCVD (Surface Plasma Chemical
Vapor Deposition) for the deposition inside
20-25 mm thick tubes and RF furnace heating
for the collapsing. Experiments have been carried FIGURE I Calculated optical power distribution in

out both with commercially available tubes and a MCSM fiber for different wavelength/cut-off
with special precision tubes made from drilled wavelength ratios (evanescent field approximation).
and grinded plasma torch cheap silica blanks.
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Considerations o~i the collapsing
L pc at 13m n dpi/Km) Previous studies on the viscous flow theory

of collapsing have given a simple formulation
of the collapsing velocity Vr for an homogeneously
composed and heated tube 4V

Vr =d~i/cdt

°i • \"\. oopP- Vr -[A•P , T (Re-lRi-) /[29•Ri(Re-2Ri-)

where Ri,Re outer and inner radius
AP inner/outer pressure difference

N "r = surface tension
r7 = viscosity

-3i "Then collapsing time can be written by

Tc z Ri/Vr

FIGURE 2 Additional OH loss at 1.385 Irn versus Another collapsing velocity Vm, which is cleser to
b/a ratio in a MCSM fibre for low and high OH the real fabrication rate is the collapsed inas per
cladding tube and LC=1.25 pm. unit of time. It could be expressed by

Vm = const2.csa.(Tc)-I
Considerations on the inside deposition

As shown in Table I, in case of AP=O, the
For a given b/a ratio, a higher csa (cross collapsing velocity Vm increases as well as the

sectional area) of the substrate tube requires collapsing time with the thickness of the substrate
a higher deposition thickness. Table 1 illustrates tube. For example, a 10mm thickness (ie:45x25mm)
the role of high csa tubes and reduced b/a yields a collapsing rate 1.9 times higher than a
ratios on the deposition rate, compared with 2.5mm thickness (ie:30x25mm) and a 20mm tube
a conventional tube (ie:ODxID= 30x25mm). (ie:60x25mm) allows an additional increase of
For a 3 mm thickness deposition, a 10mm 1.6 time. Moreover, as demonstrated by Geyling
walled tube (ie:45x25mm) yields a OOkm/m an ellipticity can grow during collapsing if the
preform capacity for b/a 6. For a 17.5mm pressure difference AP is larger than a critical
thick tube (ie:60x25mm) and a b/a ratio of value and this critical 4P rises as the walls become
4,the same 3 mm deposition thickness provides thicker 5 . A thick tube would therefore collapse
a 200 km/m preform and therefore a two in a more stable way than a thin one and applying
fold fabrication rate. Using the same tube a small pressure difference would give a further
size, a further increase by a factor of two enhancement of the collapsing rate with no significant
can be achieved with a 1.5mm deposit thickness damage on geometry.
if a b/a value of only 3 can be accepted.

Tube b/a Deposition Preform Deposition Deposition Collapsing Collapsing
Thickness Thickness Capacity Time Rate Time Rate

(mm) (mm) (Km/m) (u.aI (u.al (u.al (u.a)

2.5 6 0.65 22 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
10.0 6 3.00 100 4.6 1.0 2.4 1.9
17.5 4 3.00 200 4.6 2.0 3.0 3.0
17.5 3 1.5 200 2.3 4.0 3.3 2.8

TABLE 1 Thickness tube influence on deposition and collapsing rates.
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POTENTIALITIES OF PRECISELY MACHINED TUBES Reactants are fed under a 5 to 20 mb pressure

and heterogeneous reactions (chloride oxidation
High purity low cost silica is required to make and oxide deposition) take place near the gas flow-

up the cladding substrate tube of low b/a preforms. plasma boundary. Doped silica layers are built
So a suitable way could be based on a mass production up therefore just by modulating the microwave
technology such as plasma torch which has already power. For given experimental conditions the plasma
led to the manufacture of optical quality silica column length and consequently the useful deposition
ingots 6. The ability of large ingots to be drilled and length decrease as the dielectric silica tube thickness
grinded allows the suppression of the pulling operation. rises. An interesting point in using both thick tubes
It also provides a good geometrical accuracy compared and SPCVD is that for thickness beyond 12 mm,
to specification of commercially stretched tubes, this decrease becomes very slight.
A good concentricity between the core and the
outer cladding of the final fiber could therefore
be expected which is a basic parameter for low Furnace collapsing
cost connections 7

The experimental set up developed for the collap-
sing of tubes with large cross sections is schemati-

EXPERIMENTAL cally shown in figure 4. The preform ends are
held by the mandrels of a glass working lathe.
The heads of which can be synchronously moved

SPCVD Deposition in a fully controled way. A stationary hot zone
of about 20000 C is created by a graphite induction

The principles of SPCVD have already been furnace operating at 10 to 30 KHz. While rotating
published 8,9 . The new equipment designed for the tube is traversed to and fro throught the furnace
deposition inside bored ingots is shown on figure at a moderate speed of 10 to 20 mm/mn. The
3. The large c.s.a. deposition tube is supported number of required passes is related to several
by two short lengths of conventional silica tube parameters : silica quality, inner diameter, internal
welded to its both ends. Then it is placed into a pressure and wall thickness. For example a natur I
furnace at about 12000 C and a microwave plasma silica bored ingot with a 15 mm thickness and
column is sustained by a propagating 2.45 GHz a 20 mm inner diameter can be fully collapsed
surface wave which is launched through the tube in 4 passes. The resulting rate is about 10 g/mn
by using a Surfaguide exciting structure . and can reach 25 g/mn by applying a negative

pressure difference of 10 to 20 mb inside the tube.

SIT SYSI T GENEATOR

M , (ROWAVI
COUPLER SILICA MULTI-SOll i N

,URFAUIOE I PLASoA ROD ULAR FURNACE

0~ 0-,0 0, 0 0 0 0.AO

i 1o •oo 0 o Or 0 010 0

FIGRE 3 A: The SPCVD set-up FIGURE 4 The furnace collapsing set-up
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RESULTS SUMMARY

Matched-clad single-mode fibres have been prepa- A new preform fabrication technology based
red from natural and synthetic silica tubes. The on the direct use of very thick substrate tubes
thickness was 12.5 mm and the inner diameter has been successfully developed in order to produce
25 mm (ie : 50 x 25 mm). Typical operating condi- single-mode fibers with high fabrication rate. SPCVL)
tions have been a 0.7 g/mn deposition rate over deposition and subsequent RF furnace collapsing
a 500 mm length a 4 passes collapse over a 400 have been demonstrated both using commercially
mm length without any pressure difference. Other available tubes and 17.5-25 mm thick precision
operating parameters are listed in the Table 2. tubes fabricated by boring and grinding plasma

silica ingots. Preform capacities of 125 km/m have
It has to be mentioned that the higher collap- been obtained and 200-300 km/m has been shown

sing rate is achieved with natural instead of synthetic to be feasible. The loss level achieved is about
silica, which suggests that the key parameter is 0.25 dB/km at 1.55 prm. Experimentally collapsing
IR absorption and not viscosity. It has also to be rates are about five times higher than with thin
pointed out that the amount of silica vaporized wall tubes and the silica burnt-off has been practical-
during the collapsing stage does not exceed 0.25 % ly suppressed. This technique which offers additional

instead -f 10 to 20 % in current burner conditions. potentialities regarding geometry improvement
should lead to a significant increase of cost effecti-

Preform capacities are about 50 km (ie : 125 veness in the areas of fiber production and connec-
km/inm) and typical attenuation results are presented tion.
in figure 5 for stretched tubes. As shown in figure
6, performances of fibres made from machined
tubes are slightly damaged for b/a value of 3.
The surface preparation of machined tubes, prior
to deposition, is more critical because of the great
sensitivity of the plasma process to initial substrate
defects.

Tube quality Natural Synthetic Synthetic

b/a 5 4 3
deposition thickness(mm) 2.7 1.7 1.0
deposition time* (H) 7.5 5.5 4.0
collapsing time* (H) 3.5 4.0 4.0
collapsing rate (g/mn) 9.7 8.0 8.0

including preparation time of about 2H for deposition and 1H for collapsing.

TABLE 2 Operating deposition and collapsing parameters.

dB/Km dB!Kr

""1ba - 3

S....------.
r- ! - -, -

FIG URE 5 Spectral attenuation of %ICSM fibre F IGU-RE 6 Spectral attenuation of fiCS\ ibre

(synthetic commercial silica stretched (synthetic commercial silica machined
tube, OD x IF) 50 x 25 ram). tube, OF) x I F 50 x 25 mm).
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A Profiling System for Large Optical Fiber Preforms

T. Abiru, M. Nakayama, R. Yamauchi

Fujikura Ltd.

1440 Mutsuzaki, Sakura-shi, Chiba-ken, 285 JAPAN

Abstract However, in order to make a fiber of 125 lým
diameter, it is necessary to have a D/d of about 13 for

We have investigated a profiling system for conventional single mode fibers. In the second step,
large optical fiber preforms. The system is consisted the rest of cladding part is deposited.
of a refractive index measurement equipment and fi- For the two-step VAD process, the size en-
ber characteristics estimation programs. The meas- largement of the preforms also improve productivity.
urement setup can measure the refractive index pro- The sizes of some preforms have already been over 80
file up to 100 mm diameter preforms. And the system mm in diameter. But there is no commercially avail-
also measures the core eccentricities of preforms. able refractive index profiling equipment which can

Our estimati'm program calculates all the fiber measure such a large preform so far. For the time
characteristics predictable from a refractive index being, the maximum preform diameter seems around
profile. The results are useful to control and to stabi- 100 mm as far as an operator handles the preform by
lize the characteristics of the optical fibers. hand.

We adopted the dynamic spatial filtering
method[2] to measure the refractive index of optical
fiber preforms. In terms of dimensional properties,

1 Introduction we also have designed the equipment to measure the
core eccentricity.

As the demand for a huge amount of optical
fibers in telecommunications grows, the pressure for

low-cost and high-productivity fiber mnanufacturing is Pretormto b cann

increasing, too. Optical fiber preforms have in-
creased their size to satisfy those requirements. The
total length of fibers, which drawn from one preform, le, I on , , p

has become far over a hundred kilometer s. While the 7 deec_

enlargement of preform size improves the productiv- .

ity, risk of looseing many kilometers of fibers is also
increasing of a single preform fails. If we can esti- sicapte

mate the transmission and dimension characteristics reference

of the fibers in the prefoma manufacturing stage, most Th.......y . signal .......

of the risk can be avoided. So, an excellent preform .n.c.i f"uid •'t

analysis system is of great importance.
Two-step VAD process is one of the solutions Fig 1. Schematic diagram of the refractive index measurement setup

to reduce the production cost for manufacturing opti-
cal fibers.[l] In the first step, a primary preform is 2 Experiments and the results
made. The primary preform's cladding to core diame-
ter ratio, D/d, is about 4. This ratio is enough to pre- 2.1 Measurement setup
vent water penetration to the core region from the
outer part of the cladding. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the
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measurement setup. A preform to be measured is 3

clamped vertically, and is immersed in a thermally
stabilized index matching fluid bath. The preform -

and the bath are not fixed to each other. This structure
is flexible to measure various diameters of preforms -

in sequence. This setup has a slit to mask higher order
diffraction spots generated by the periodical refrac- SP
tive variations in a VAD optical fiber preform.[3,

-2

2.2 AMeasurements and estimations

Figure 2 is an example of a deflected angle -400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 30, oo.
Radius [arb.]

distribution. The abscissa is a distance from the pre-
form center, and the ordinate is a deflected angle in Fig 2. Deflected angle distribution of DSM
degree. An eccentricity will be estimated from this
curve. Eccentricity is a distance between the core and C 0,-_
the cladding c',.nters. A center position is determined
by finding a rotational symmetry center of the curve
for either the core and the cladding. - -,

From a result of numerical simulations, we -,

found that the eccentricity estimation error is in order
of the relative refractive index difference between the
cladding and the matching fluid. So it is normally less g
than 0.1 %, then this estimation is accurate enough C
compared with that of eccentricity measurement for - _

fibers.
After an Abel integration of a deflectioni angle -c -- _

distribution, a refractive index profile is obtained. R I b ,,
Figure 3 is an example of a preform for the dispersion Rucs
shifted single mode fiber. Fig 3. Refractive index profile of DSM

The fiber characteristics, such as cutoff wave-
length, mode field diameter(MFD), chromatic disper-
sion and constant curvature loss, are estimated by a Table 1. Characteristic changes between processes
vector analysis program w hich is w ritten in FO R- ---------------------------------------------------------------
TRAN. The estimation automatically follows the characteristics Step-1 Step-2 Fiber
profile m easurem ent. It takes about one m inute to es- ---------------------------------------------------------------

timate all the characteristics for a conventional single fiber diameter 35.0 125.0 125.4
mode fiber. [tam]

cutoff wavelength 1.22 1.23 1.24
[jim]

2.3 Evaluation of the system mode field diameter 9.51 9.52 9.51
[Im]

A hundred pairs of preform and fiber samples chromatic dispersion -0.26 -0.25 -0.22
were measured to evaluate this profiling system in our [ps/km/nml
two-step VAD process constant curvature loss 1.25 1.07 0.72

At the end of the first step, the profiling sys- [dB/m]
tern estimates the optimal fiber diameter(OFD) for a core eccentricity -- 0.32 0.2
primary preform measured. OFD is an imaginally 41m]
diameter of the fiber which satisfies that the cutoff
wavelength takes a target value, for instance, 1.20
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A.tm. In case of the two-step VAD process, OFD takes Table 2. Standard deviations of each characteristics'
the values between 30 and 50 Aim. Of course, it de- estimation error
pends on the fiber type. ---------------------------------------------------------------

The overcladding quantity is calculated from standard
the ratio of an OFD to 125 Aim. And after the second characteristics deviation
step, the profiling system predicts the fiber character- ---------------------------------------------------------------
istics of a completed preform, which should be drawn cutoff wavelength [Aim] 0.012
into 125 Am in diameter. Table 1 shows an example
of changes of the characteristics in each step. In Mode Field Diameter [gim] 0.05
Table 1, "Step-I" and "step-2" columns mean the esti-
mated values just after the step 1 and step 2, respec- chromatic dispersion [ps/km/nm] 0.02
tively. "Fiber" column shows measured values at the
fiber stage. Step-i's cutoff wavelength was fixed to constant curvature loss [dB/m] 3.2

1.22 jim which is the center value of the specification
range. Step-2's estimated diameter was fixed to 125 core eccentricity [jAm] 0.15

Aim to predict the characteristics when it becomes a
fiber. 100

Figure 4 shows the correlations between the
estimated value(abscissa) and the measured
one(ordinate). Figure 4a, 4b and 4c are the correla- 9 8

tion of cutoff wavelength, MFD and eccentricity, re- 0

spectively. They show good agreements. They are 000o

accurate enough to control the characteristics of the 0 C o
fibers. The standard deviations of each estimation c 0 o

error are shown in Table 2. Constant curvature loss is C,..0 o

less accurate than other items because it is difficult to 0 0 0- ..
0

distinguish',the macrobending loss from the mi- 0: , DOC o•°

crobending loss in the actual measurements. 1°

92
92 94 96 00 00

Mode '.0ed ameor eOSl (e ! 0

3 Conclusion Fig 4b. Estimated Mode Field Diameter

We have investigated a profiling system with a

08 b
- 0:

I c ____ .____

-0 02 04 06 08 0 0

Core eccen"r C( osim i -u-i

Fig 4a :;timated Cutoff Wavolencth Fig 4c. Estimated Core Eccentricity
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refractive index measurement equipment for large op-

tical fiber preforms around 100 mm diameter. The
system has proved to be effective to help our two-step
VAD process.

We are now planning to improve the estima- Tomio Abiru
tion accuracy and to reduce the measuring man-hours Fujikura Ltd.
to cut production costs.
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Relaxation of internal stress in fully-fluorine-doped
single-mode fibers

Keigo Maeda, Shuji Okagawa and Hiroaki Ohnuma

THE FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

Abstract characteristics[2] such as loss and cutoff wavelength.
The relaxation of internal stress in Full- -fluorine By optimizing the drawing conditions, we have realized

-doped single-mode fiber(called FF fihers) at elevated FF fibers with a transmission loss of less than 0.173
high temperatures wes investigated. The internal dB/km(average value) at 1.55,u m.
stress of FF fibers, which was mainly governed by On the next stage for practical use, the question has
drawing conditions such as tension and temperature, arisen, that is whether or not this internal stress
affected the transmission characteristics. A model for changes in actual service time. In order to confirm the
relaxation was proposed, and internal stress change long term reliability of the cables utilizing FF fibers,
with time in the fibers could be evaluated from this evaluation on the change in an internal stress during
model based on viscoelastic theory. The evaluation actual service time was carried out in this paper.
showed that no change in an internal stress would be
found after 25 years at 25 'C.

2.Experiment
(1)Samples

I.Introduction Fiber samples of 125 g m in diameter were prepared
Fully-fluorine-doped single-mode fiber (called FF by drawing from the preform rods which were

fiber), Which has slightly fluorine doped core with synthesized in VAD based process. They had slightly
deeply fluorine depressed cladding, is useful to realize fluorine doped core with deeply fluorine depressed
the transmission losses of less than 0.20 dAB/km at 1.55a cladding.
m, and has been applied to submarine cables[ I]. (2)Measuring of internal stress

However, tensile internal residual stress in core part Tensile internal stress in core part was evaluated by
of such fiber is larger than that in germania doped measuring with a polarized microscope. Fig.1 is a
fibers, because drawing tension is mainly applied for schematic diagram showing the method of measuring
more viscoiis -",re part compared to cladding part. And the internal stress in FF fibers. First linearly polarized
the tensile internal stress in core part decreases light from the polarizer passed through a sample turns
refractive, index difference between the core part and elliptically polarized ray due to photoelastie effect of
cladding part, and causes the changes in transmission the sample. Next, the elliptically polarized ray passed

Linearly Elliptically Linearly A
polarized ray polarized ray polarized ray I

I 4

~546 nm

An eye

Polarizer Sample A/4 Plate Analyzer

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the stress measuring
utilizing polarization microscope.
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through the X/4-plate turns again linearly polarized
ray which plane of polarization is rotated to an angle 0 A

according to the shape of the ellipse. The angle 0 is
determined by rotating analyzer to obtain the most 0E

dark visual field. Internal stress can be calculated from A*"

equations (1) and (2). E :5

0 >X Xd-A.n ..... I)180 3

>Ag
31500C -/1279

where -is wavelength(546nm) of measurement ray, d is 0 A 17

thickness of the sample and An is difference of 0" Z

refractive index. L5
0

An=C 'o7 ..... (2) N

where C is photoelastic constant(3.4 x 10-5 mm 2 /kg) of 1400C 1 , 3 -4 1273
silica glass and cy is stress. 1 2 3 4 5

(3)Relaxation of internal stress Drawing tension (Arb. unit)
The urethane-acrylate fiber coatings were removed.

And samples were held in a furnace. The temperature Fig.2 Drawing tension dependence of cutoff
range of the experiment was 400° - 800*(. All the and zero-dispersion wavelength
operation were carried out in an air atmosphere.

3.Results and discussion
(!).Drawing condition dependence of transmission

characteristics in FF fibers
The tensile internal stress in core part reduced the

refractive index difference between the core part and
cladding part. Fig.2 shows the drawing tension
dependence of cutoff wavelength and zero-dispersion 0.190
wavy '.ength. With increasing the drawing tension the
cutoff wavelength sifted to shorter one and the
zero-dispersion wavelength shifted to longer one.

Fig.3 shows the drawing tension dependence of
transmission loss in FF fibers. A region of drawing E

tension to minimize transmission loss was found in the CO

fabrication conditions for FF fibers. The difference of . 0.180
internal stress between core and cladding of FF-fiber U)

U,

increased with increasing drawing tension, which 0

seemed to cause the transmission loss increase at 1.55
,um for irregularity at the core and cladding interface.
ihe other hand, the decrease of tension led to higher
temperature drawing compared with that in the optimum
condition, that might produce defect centers with 0.170
optical absorption in infrared wavelength. I I

From the results, it was important to investigate 1 2 3 4
long-term stability of internal stress in FF fibers.

Drawing tension (Arb. unit)

Fig. 3 Drawing tension dependence of

transmission loss in FF-fibers
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(2)Relaxation of internal stress of FF fibers at elevated Further the temperature dependence of T is usually
temperature expressed by an Arrhenian type relation as shown in

Fig.4 shows the internal stress changes in core part Eq.(4):
at different temperatures. Relaxation of internal stress
was significantly observed in a nigher temperature T = -t exp(A H/RT) ..... (4)
region (above 600'C).

where Z" , is constant, A H is the apparent activation
energy, R is the gas constant(8.314J/mole K), and T is

1.0 the temperature in Kelvin. An apparent activation

. --. 400C energy AH of 159 kJ/mole was obtained by plotting ln-r
vs. l/T (Fig.6). By combining equations (3) and (4), the
internal stress in FF fibers after time t at a given
temperature could be calculated. The evaluation showed

--. 600'C o that the change in internal stress would be negligible
0-c 700 c-OL after 25 years at 25'C as shown in Table I.

Table I Internal stress change after 25 years at
different temperature

800'C After 25 Temperature 'C

years 3 25 100

1-S(t)/S0 (%) 0.O0 x 1 1.1xlO-1 4.4×x 10-
10 20 30

time (h)

Fig. 4 S(t)/S 0 vs. time T ('C)
800 700 600

We assumed that internal stress S(t), was given by

Eq.(3) which was based on the Maxwell relaxation model: A 159 k/mole
5 r o )= 2 .7/ x 10 - ' h -'

S(t)=Soexp(-t/ r) ...... (3)

where S0 is the initial internal stress, and -r is the time

of relaxation. Plots of ln(S(t)/So) at different
temperatures versus time gave straight lines as shown _S 3
in Fig.5. The slopes of each line refer to -I/T.

2

0 1 = =--

600. SC 0" -'-- 9 10 11 12

W-. 1/T (Xl0- K-1)
"• 700 C

*-0.5 1 70
S-Fig. 6 Determination of the apparent

S activation energy of internal

S10stress relaxation by plotting
1 800C Inz vs. 1/T
0

-1.0

0 10 20 30 Based on these results, thousands kilometers of FY

time (h) fibers have been successfully applied to the siibmarine
cables. Fig.7 shows the loss value distribution of FF
fibers. The average transmission loss was reduceod to

Fig.5 In(S(t)/SO) vs. time 0.173 dB/km.
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300 - =0.0043 (dB/km)

E 250

200

CF

-j 150"

100

50

0
.16 .164 .168 .172 .176 .18 .184 .188 .192 .196 .2

Loss (dB/km)

Fig.-7 Loss distribution of FF-fibers

4.Conclusion
The relaxation of internal stress in FF fibers at

elevated high temperatures was investigated . A model
for relaxation is proposed to determine the value of the
apparent activation energy. The evaluation showed
that no change of internal stress would be found after
25 years at 25 'C. And we have achieved the FF fibers
with a transmission loss of 0.173 dB/km(average value)
at a wavelength of 1.55tum.
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Coating Stripping Force Measurement:
A New and Quick Test Method for the Determination of

the Degree of Curing for Optical Fibre Coating

H. Marsman, R. Wauben, G. Kuyt
Philips Optical Fibre B.V.

P.O. Box 218, 5600 MD Eindhoven
The Netherlands

Abstract The following test methods are described in the next

chapter:

An inquiry has been made into the suitability of various - MIEK extraction test
methods of determining coating cure, for use as an in- - IFTR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy);
production process and quality inspection tool. - Coating Compressibility test
This paper describes the known methods : MEK extraction - Coating Stripping Force measurement

test, FTMR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscoty),
Coating Compressibility test and Coating Stripping Force
measurement. A comparison between these measuring
techniques is included. The stripping force measurement 2.1 MEK extraction test
has turned out to be a reliable and quick method of deter-

of dubl-laer oatng ys- MEK extraction is the oldest and most widely used
mining the degree of curing omethod in fibre industry, and is therefore regarded as a
tems. Moreover, this technique is shown to be capable of reference test method for comparison. This means that
measuring a severe coating overcure. the new test should give at least as much information as

the MEK extraction test.
This test enables extraction of all the coating material
which is not polymerised. The first step is to determine,

1 Introduction by full curing, the amount of additives in the coating.

In general, optical fibres used for telecommunication pur- This amount depends on the specific coating materials
poses are primary-coated with two layers of UV-curable used for the inner and outer layers, and consists of main-
acrylates. These coatings are selected by their physical ly photoinitiator, inhibitor and similar additives. The
and chemical characteristics . For the coating to have its method is described in detail in [1). In case of less than
characteristic properties specified by the coating manu- full curing the monomer material that has not reacted is
facturer, a good-quality coating cure has to be ensured. measured.
For the cable manufacturer the result will be smoothness About 3 g of dried glass fibre is weighed accurately [Mv].
of the cabling process and constant quality in conformity This 3 g is then extracted for 15 hours with MAEK (methyl
with the product type approval, ethyl ketone) in a Soxhlet Extraction Apparatus. After
A search is being made for a method of determining the drying its weight is determined [Me]. The coating is
cure of the coating, which can be used as a process con- removed by burning in a furnace (1000 0C). The glass
trol tool by the fibre manufacturer. To be fit for use this residue is weighed [Mg]. The loss of weight (in %) as a
method has to meet specific requirements. It is necessary result of the extraction with MEK then is:
to have a quick and simple method, and the test has to be AM= Mv-Me *100%.
performed by production staff in a production environ- Mv-Mg
ment. Then the operator is able to control an essential
drawing process parameter. Furthermore the test should A typical test result iskgivenoin figurey,
require neither expensive equipment or too much analy- wh is too ton for i tion takes a vailable for
tical knowledge for correct interpretation of test results which is too long for information to become available for
nor time-consuming sample preparation. process control in production. Furthermore, for process
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control for a complete production plant a lot of equip- 2.3 Coating Compresslbility Test
ment and a full-time operator are needed. Therefore, the
MEK extraction test is unfit for process control.

As the E-modulus of the coating depends on the degree of
cure it is possible to relate this degree to the compressibil-
ity of the coating.

100 For this test six pieces of fibre, 5 cm long, are placed

between two horizontally placed parallel plates. Pressure
s0 is exerted on one plate. See figure 2. The displacement of

this plate, measured with a micrometer displacement
U gauge, is dependent of the hardness of the coating. The
_060 displacement of the upper plate is defined as the dis-
C placement at 1W Pa and is expressed in a percentage of
0

04 0  the full fibre diameter. Sample preparation is easy and
1 results can be obtained within 15 minutes.
Xw amount of additives

20

I displacement gauge
0 Iparallel plates

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1
Exposure time (sec.)

-6 pieces of fibre
fig 1: Typical extraction loss

as a function of exposure time

2.2 ]FTIR pressure /

The Fourier Tr,.-nsform Infrared Spectroscopy (F177IR)
technique has bhen developed by DeSoto's Analytical and
Computer Applications Research Department (ACAR). It
has been designed primarily to compare different liquid fig 2 : Test set-up for compressibility test
coating batches [2]. FTIR measures the change in
acrylate absorb nce at 810 cm-I, which wavelength is
characteristic of the reaction of functional groups like the 2.4 Coating stripping force measurement
double bond (-C=C-) in the monomer. In the
polymerisation r i!action the double bond disappears and
the absorbance at this specific wavelength changes. FFIR The stripping force is a result of shrinkage owing to both
measures the cotcentration (in %) of monomers that have polymerisation and temperature drop and to adhesion of
not reacted. TI,. measurement signal for the liquid coat- the buffer coating to the glass. The coating cures at
ing is set to 0% .ind that for a deliberately overcured coa- relatively high temperatures. When cooling to room
ting to 100%. rhis technique is adapted for use with temperature, the coating shrinks more than the glass.
coated optical fi',res using an array of 20 pieces (about 3 The degree of curing acts on the polymerisation shrinkage
cm long) of fit e, secured at both ends using adhesive and therefore partly on the stripping force.
tape [3]. Ibis a ray is then firmly clamped to the MIR The coating is removed from the fibre with a stripping
(Multiple Internal Reflectance accessory). The spectrom- tool. The force required for this removal is measured
eter used is a Nic)Iet FT-JR series 500. with a tensile strength measuring device. The stripping
Results can be available within an hour. This test has a force is defined as the mean value of several pieces of
high repeatability on condition that sample preparation is fibre. A proposal for standardisation has been submitted
performed with great care by skilled operators. The to the IEC [4]. The stripping speed was 100 mm/min.
curve fitting and the mathematical procedures are per- The tool was the Micro Electronics Microstrip MSI, with
formed by the attached computer system. cutting blades .006 inch. A typical stripping force meas-
A disadvantage of the technique is that, owing to the urement result is shown in Aig 3.
wavelength used, FI'R only measures the cure of the
outer surface (about 3 jzm thick) of the coating. Further- The results are available within five minutes after fibre-
more, the equipment requires a high capital investment, drawing. Equipment is easy to operate.
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10 3.3 Discussion

In this inquiry the MEK extraction test has been used as
the reference test. The results obtained with the fibres

8 point to a constant extraction loss from 0.2 sec exposure
-Z time onwards, for our coating material and our applica-

6 tion technique. This 0.2 sec point is therefore defined as
the 100% cure point; addition of more UV-energy will

C, result in an overcure of the coating material because all
a 4 the monomer molecules are already linked. This means

that the other tests should at least allow meaningful
2 7 1interpretation until this 100% cure point.2

The compressibility test allows measurement of the cure
0 only until 0.17 sec exposure time, again for our coating

0 10 20 30 40 s0 material and application technique. Therefore this test
Displacement (mm) fails to meet our requirements. In the past this test has

proved to be effective for one-layer coated optical fibre.

figure 3. Typical Stripping Force Measurement Result

FTIR
3 Comparison between test methods n

Stripping force

3.1 Test fibre

The fibre used for comparison between the various test A 100% cure

methods is drawn from one preform. This preform is
drawn at different speeds with a different number of UV Compressibility
curing ovens. A few hundred metres are drawn under the
same conditions for a large enough quantity of sample for
each test to be available. *
The exposure time is calculated by division of the length . . MEK extraction
of the number of outer coating curing ovens used, by the 0 -

drawing speed. The exposure of the inner coating is left 01 '
out of consideration; in all cases one UV curing oven is 0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1out f cnsieraion inallcase on LT cuingove isExposure time (sec.)
used for this inner coating layer. The coatings used for
this experiment are commercial UV-curable coatings. fig 4 Comparison of measurement results

As can be seen in figure 4, both FTIR and stripping force

3.2 Results measurement meet the requirements.
As stated before, FTIR only measures the cure of the

The results are listed in Table 1 and figure 4. outer coating surfac-. This is why this test is used as a
rI surface-cure test instead of a bulk-cure test [1]. Surface-

Exposure Extrac- FTIR Compress- Stripping cure does not necessarily guarantee good bulk-cure; on
time tion ibility force the other hand good bulk-cure automaticaly guarantees

(sec.) (%) (%) (%) (N) adequate surface-cure. A change in curing conditions like
UV-wavelengths of lamps influences surface-cure more

1.00 7.60 98.9 16.5 3.40 than bulk-cure. Stripping force measurement however is
0.80 6.70 100 16.3 3.22 by definition a bulk-cure test method.
0.50 7.70 98.2 15.7 2.88
0.40 6.40 95.5 15.7 2.84 For practical reasons the stripping force measurement is
0.30 6.40 95.4 16.5 2.78 also preferable to the FTIR because it does not require
0.20 7.80 87.7 15.7 2.52 expensive equipment. It is a quick test method and it does
0.17 11.0 80.9 15.5 1.80 not need analytical knowledge for interpretation of the
0.13 18.3 76.7 23.1 1.50 results. The fibre-drawing operators are able to do the
0.07 26.4 62.1 37.8 0.66 test themselves and to rapidly obtain accurate informa-
0.05 38.4 51.9 - 0.34 tion on the coating curing process.
0.03 43.6 49.6 1 0.32

Both FTIR and stripping force measurement allow deter-
Table 1. Results mination of overcure. FTIR yields a continuous change
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OPTICAL FIBER FAILURE PROBABILITY PREDICTIONS

FROM LONG-LENGTH STRENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS

G. S. Glaesemann

Coming Incorporated
Coming, New York

Abstact MPa) and pass those that are stronger.

Strength data from a recently developed apparatus for A complete description of the operation of the equipment is
measuring long-length fiber strength distributions are given in reference 2 and only a brief description will be given
analyzed in terms of proof test theory for truncated here. The test apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 3

distributions. Data are fitted using Weibull statistics and and consists of a proof testing machine for paying out fiber

scaled for bending and tensile lengths ranging from I meter into the gauge length under low loads. The gauge length
to 100 kilometers. Most tensile applications require strength consists of 20 meters of fiber which starts at point A on the

data near the proof stress level. For failure probability levels payout tractor, travels around a remote pulley assembly and
less than lxl0-5, most bending applications need be back to point B on the take-up tractor. The pulley assembly
concerned with flaws near the proof stress level, consists of a pulley mounted on a load cell, both of which are

attached to a pneumatic slide. Fiber is payed out under low
load into the gauge length, after which the pulley assembly
moves on the slide and the fiber is loaded to a predetermined

Introduction maximum had level. As soon as the maximum load is

A schematic of a 1986 strength distribution of 16.5 reached, the pulley returns to its original position. The load
is carefully monitored during the entire load pulse and ifkilometers of titania-doped silica-clad fiber proof tested to 50 failure occurs, the breaking load is recorded. Typical load

kpsi (345 MPa) is shown in Figure 1.1 Observe that after pulses are shown in Figure 4 for fiber that passes and fails the
testing neary 17 kilometers of fiber the distribution lacks test. If the fiber passes the load pulse test, another 20 meter
flaws that are of the greatest reliability risk for most length is indexed into the gauge length and the load pulse is
applications, namely those near the proof stress level. For Feneth is ldixn
the purposes of reliability prediction near the proof stress repeated. The loading and unloading rates are in the 200) to

level much more fiber must be tested. Also, the amount of 400 kpsils (1400 to 28(X) MPa/s) range and, therefore, the
time required to manually create multi-kilometer strength probability of subcritical crack growth during testing is high.distributions using common industry test methods makes the Using the above apparatus, 386 kilometers of tilania-doped

ditrbuios sigComo4 nutyts ehd ae h silica-clad fiber'4'- proofed to 50 kpsi (350 MPa) were tested
creation of such distributions costly. to a maximum stress level of 350 kpsi (2450 MPa) in

The purpose of this paper is to present a recently developed approximately 4 weeks. All testing was carried out under
technique for measuring the strength distribution near the ambient conditions (20"C, 6017, RH). The number of
proof stress level and to examine how one might use these recorded failures below 350 kpsi (2450 MPa) was 106 out of
data for making reliability predictions. a total 19,300 individual 20 meter tests. The failureprobability, F, was assigned to each fiber failure using the

Creating a Long-Length Strength median rank method.

Distribution F- (1-0.3)
(J+0.4) (1)

A new fiber strength testing method was recently developed
for obtaining data on many kilometers of fiber in a more where I is the fiber rank ranging from 1 for the weakest to
timely fashion. 2 It is believed that this test method will 106 for the strongest fiber, and J is the total number of tests;
enable engineers to better assess the failure probability of namely, 19,300. The data are shown in Figure 5 as a Weibull
flaws near the proof stress level. As shown in Figure I. 9517, plot of lnln(l/I/-F) versus Ino.. where oa- is the fracture
of the flaws on 20 meter gauge lengths have strengths greater strength. The upper end of the strength distribution stops at
than 500 kpsi (3500 MPa), and therefore, do not present a the maximum stress level of 350 kpsi, as planned, and the
reliability risk for lon2-length applications. The approach lower end extends to a stress level slightly above the proof
taken in the development of a long-length strength stress of 50 kpsi (350 MPa). The above data demonstrate the
distribution was to avoid testing the strong flaws to failure. capability of obtaining multi-kilometer strength distributions
This was accomplished by loading fibers during tensile in a relatively short period of time.

testing to a maximum load below the high strength region as The theoretical shape for inert strength distributions of proof
shown schematically in Figure 2. where the maximum load tested specimens is shown in Figure 6 from reference 3. The
during testing is set to break all flaws below 400 kpsi (2800 pre-proof distribution has a constant slope m. Flaws away
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from the proof stress are unaffected by the proof stress and I odi.
are shown to follow the pre-proof distribution. Those that
grow subcritically during proofing have a post-proof slope of For the case of uniaxial tensile loading, the stress at failure is
n-2, where n iN the well known fatigue susceptibility distributed uniformly over the cross section, o=cf, and
parameter from the power law crack velocity model. Finally dA=rdld0 where I is the fiber length, r is the fiber radius and
the distribution is truncated near the proof stress level as 0 is the angle as shown in Figure 7. Substituting these values
indicated by a vertical line. For fast unloading rates the into Eq. (2) yields,
truncation strength is no less than 90% of the proof stress. 3

The distribution in Figure 5 differs from the theoretical 2nIt (~ r dd

distribution in that our testing demonstrates subcritical crack F = - - exp - G (3)growth due to a fatigueý environment. In the case where f o l Aofatigue occurs during strength testing, the truncation strength

level will be less than the proof stress, simply because flaws -3

that just pass the proof stress will grow during subsequent
strength testing and fail at a stress level below the proof where It is the total length in tension. Integration yields the
stress. The flaws in the (n-2) slope region will, after crack probability of length I failing at stress of,
growth during the strength test, end up with a slope n+1. 6  [ 1 0 _)n 2itrll
The data in Figure 5 are linear above the 125 kpsi (875 MPa) F = I - exp[-) m (4)
stress level with a slope, m, of approximately 2. Below 125 a AoL

kpsi (875 MPa), the data indicate the transition to a higher
slope region prior to truncation shown in Figure 6. However, Thus, Eq. (4) can be used to scale the data for gauge length of
too few flaws were obtained in this region to accurately area A0 and characteristic strength 00, to lengths 1t. For It
determine where a slope of n+1 begins, obviously, many equal to the test length, A. = 21rl1 and Eq. (4) simplifies to
more kilometers of data are needed. the more familiar Weibull form,more ilomeers o dataareoneded

Predictions from long-length F I - exp 3 (5)

strenoth distributions
The usefulness of this distribution is that it can be

Optical fibers in the field experience a variety of stress transformed into a linear format as,
conditions over different fiber lengths. For example, in
splice enclosures, relatively short lengths of fiber are lnln• -1) =m lnof -m Inoa, (6)
subjected to bending; however, considering the number of 1-F
splice enclosures involved, hundreds and even thousands of
meters of fiber are under stress. In this common situation it where m is the Weibull slope and -mlnoo is the intercept.
is iniportant to determine which flaws pose the greatest risk Recall that data in Figure 5 are plotted in terms of lnln( -F)
to mechanical reliability. For applications involving veruln thacodtainFgu t aeq (:owevers pously
kilometers of fiber under low stress, it is common to treat the versus tnc dta according to Eq. (6): however, as previously
fiber as if it were no stronger than the proof stress level. observed, the data are not linear, but rather has a
However, as fiber comes closer to the home, it is expected to characteristic curvature associated with a truncated
have greater mechanical reliability, thereby, requiring the distribution. 3 Theoretical models for curved distributions are
knowledge and accountability of flaw distribution at and significantly more complex than Eq. (4), and the scaling of
above the proof stress level. Since measured tensile strength such distributions is justified. However, here we take a more
distributions typically use lengths that do not match those pragmatic approach that simplifies scaling significantly,
deployed in service or model loading configurations such as especially in the case of bending.
bending, one must scale the distribution to the length and The distribution in Figure 5 is not extensive enough to attain
loading configuration appropriate for a given application, the theoretical slope of n+lC; so, for discussion purposs.

Weihull's cumulative failure probability distribution has ranks I to 15 were fit to Eq. (6) yielding a slope of
foiund wideapplicablitiv faureprobabiity diapproximately 5. Similarly, ranks 15 through 106 were fit tofound wide applicability for describing the dependence of co
strength on size. The failure probability at an applied stress Eq. (6) yielding a Weibull slope of 1.7. The compositeL ~distribution is shown in Figure 8. The Weibull parameter cy,,
0 is given by,7 '•for each portion of the distribution is also given in Figure 8.

Sl ,Using Eq. (4), where A,) is the total area for 20 meter test
- dA lengths and 62.5 lain glass radius, the composite distributionF =I f- )xJ ýTexp , is scaled to a range of new lengths I1 in Figure 9. Note again

(2) that these distributions are degeraded following proof testing

due to crack growth during strength testing. As expected, the
where m is the Weibull slope, A is the surface area under failure probability for each strength level is increased as thein-service length increases. Also note that the shift is slightlystress o. and A,, is the surface area co~rresponding to the
characteristic strength oc,. greater for the region of the distribution with lower m value.

Conversely, as the in-service length decreases, the probability
of encountering a flaw near the truncation strength also

-decreases. However, for a typical failure probability
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requirement of I x 10-5, the predicted distribution shows that
even applications using only 1 meter lengths in tension need Integrating over length lb reduces the above equation to,
be concerned with flaws below the 600 kpsi (4200 MPa)
"high strength" region shown in Figure 1. For stressed 1
lengths 100 kilometers and greater, Figure 9 shows that F=1- exp 9brb sinmO dO
reliability designs should be focused primarily on flaws near CFO (10)
the proof stress level. The data in Figure 9, when matched
with a given application, will also help focus on the type of Following the derivation of Matthewson et. al.9 we let,
data needed for reliability determinations.

•dl•. G(m)- sinm0 dO= sinm0 dO = "c-qM'--F{ -

The surface tensile stress due to bending of fiber also is a 211)

reliability concern, since large stresses are easily generated.
However, bending places a considerably smaller area under
stress compared to uniaxial tension, due to the fact that only where F(m) is the gamma function which is readily
half of the fiber surface is under tensile loading (Figure 10), determined using polynomial approximations.12 Substitution
and the stress distribution over that surface is highly of Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) gives the cumulative failure
nonuniform. Therefore, it is important to determine what probability distribution for bending in terms of maximum
portion of the strength distribution is of concern for a given bending stress, 0 b, and the length under bending, lb, for a
bend application, fiber of radius r.

The simplest bending situation is where the entire fiber F = 1 - exp Im -- G(m) (12)
length in bending experiences a constant bend radius. The to _A 0  I
Weibull scaling laws for the more complex case of 2-point Thus, given oo and A, from the composite 20 meter gauge
bending have already been derived by Matthewson et. al., 9  length tensile distribution in Figure 8, one can calculate the
and therefore, the analysis here will follow their form and failure probability for various lengths in bending. Figure 11
notation. shows failure probability predictions for a range of bend

lengths.
The surface tensile stresses generated by fiber bending are
dependent entirely on the bend configuration. The stress, o, The predictions in Figure II show that, similar to the tensile
is zero at the neutral axis, 0=0, and reaches a maximum at distribution, the longer the bend length is, the greater the
0=n/2; see Figure 7. The well known relationship between failure probability will be. However, the predicted
stress, a. and the bend radius R is given by, distributions in bending show a lower failure probability for

a E (7) the same length and stress level than that given by tensile
-R distributions in Figure 9. This is a consequence of the fact

that bending places fewer flaws at risk than tension. The
where r is the fiber radius and E is its Young's modulus. predicted distribution for 100 meter lengths in bending is
Young's modulus for optical glass fiber has been found to shown in Figure 11 to fall on top of the original 20 meter
vary linearly with strain, according to E = E,(0+3e), for tensile distribution. Thus, for the Weibull slopes in this data.
strength levels of concern in this study, where Eo is the zero loading 100 meters to a constant radius in bending is
strain modulus. 10,11 Thus, the maximum bend stress, 7b, at equivalent to loading 20 meters in tension. This will be
0=ic/2 only occurs along a thin line along the fiber lengths discussed further in a later section.
and is given by,

In light of the bend predictions we now examine a common

b = E application that uses bending; namely, splice enclosures. The
R (8a) goal here is to determine that portion of the distribution

which is most critical for making reliability predictions. As a
Therefore, the bend stress at any point on the tensile surface worse case, we assume that in a splice enclosure 1 meter of
is simply, fiber is placed in bending under a constant radius. The

predicted distribution for this application is shown in Figure
CF= b sinO (8b) 11. For a failure probability requirement of lxl0-5, flaws

with strengths in the 150 kpsi (1050 MPa) range are expected
The Weibull cumulative failure probabilit, distribution for to be encountered (note that post-proof strengths are
the case of pure bending is obtained by substituting Eq. (8b) somewhat greater than the fatigue strengths obtained in this
into Eq. (2), where dA = rdld0 yielding, study). For failure probabilities < lx l0-5, flaws with

strengths near the proof stress level will be encountered even
for 1 meter lengths in bending. When one accounts for all of1b the fiber in splice enclosures, such a low range of failure

bprobabilities may not be unreasonable.

F I - xin0
Fneneoa ie alyps(9)
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Mean strengths in Bending and Tension. condition to an equivalent tensile condition. 9

The mean strength for a distribution of the form, The equivalent tensile test length, le,, for a given bend
length, lb, is determined where the mean tensile strength

F = I - exp[- (13) equals the mean bend strength in Eq. (17),

G( m)lb(9

is given by,9  Gm )1 (19)

Equation 18 is plotted in Figures 13 and 14 for the equivalent
= ' [l+M)J (14) tensile length as a function of bend length, for both long- and

short-length applications, respectively. For an m value of

Thus for the tensile distribution in Eq. (4) the mean strength approximately 15, the equivalent tensile length is nearly
is, 1/10th the bend length. That is to say, a 1 kilometer length in

bending is equivalent to testing 100 meters in tension. This
2_ 1analysis is helpful in determining the appropriate strength

Yt= 00~r l+~-)
2rlt (15) testing requirements for reliability prediction. For example, a

bending application involving a total of 1000 kilometers
and similarly the mean strength for a constant bend radius requires tensile data for approximately 100 kilometers of
from Eq. (12) is, fiber.

- A , S-- 1a

Long-length strength distributions are necessary for making

failure predictions at very low probabilities. In this paper, a
The ratio of the mean strength for a fiber with a constant 386 kilometer strength distribution was examined in light of
bend radius to mean tensile strength is then, theoretical distributions of proof tested fibers. This

distribution showed the beginnings of the classical truncated
It i17)distribution associated with proof testing; however, it lacked

Gt = [ 1--- (17) data near the proof stress level where Weibull slopes are
LG(m) Ib believed to be on the order of n. The distribution was

extended to strength levels near the proof stress level in a
Thus, the mean strength in bending can be pr•.dicted given conservative fashion using conventional Weibull statistics.
the mean tensile strength, the ratio of tensile to bend lengths This composite distribution was then scaled to a variety of
and the Weibull slope parameter, m. This analysis is lengths for both bending and tensile applications.
particularly useful since mean bend strength for a constant

bend radius cannot easily be measured. Figure 12 is a plot of Even though bending only stresses 10 to 20'% of the fiber
the ratio of mean strengths in Eq. (17) for a 20 meter tensile surface when compared to tension, bending applications need
length and a range of bend lengths. As the Weibull slope, m, be concerned with flaws near the proof stress level,
increases, i.e., variability in flaw size decreases, the particularly for high reliability requirements. Such analyses
difference in mean strengths decreases. For m values less are needed for reliability predictions and in determining
than 15 the ratio of mean strengths is a strong function of the strength testing requirements for various tensile and bending
variability in flaw size. applications.
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Figure 1.
Strength Distribution of Standard Silica-Clad Fiber
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Figure 5. Figure 8.
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Figure 11. Figure 14.
Failure Probability Predictions for Bending Equivalent Tensile Test Length for Bent Fiber
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LABORATORY TESTING AND FAILURE ANALYSIS OF FIBER INTERCONNECTIONS
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Nevertheless, occasional performance degradation
SUMMARY and even failures, such as discontinuity, increased

insertion loss or increased reflection, could still
Standard laboratory tests under harsh appear during installation or service. Postmortem

environmental conditions are routinely carried out analyses were at times conducted to elucidate the
on splice and connector products so they can meet causes of field problems. These recurring problems
performance specifications and reliability point out the urgent need for better knowledge of
requirements. However, degradation and even factors which affect the reliability of splices and
failures could still occur to fiber interconnections in connectors in practical applications.
the field. These field problems provided
opportunities for a better understanding of factors In this study, various analytical techniques,'
which impact the reliability of fiber such as optical microscopy, scanning electron
interconnections in practical uses. By analyzing microscopy (SEM) and x-ray imaging, were used to
field samples of splices and connectors, we have evaluate failed splices and connectors. Analyzing
learned how they degraded or failed during field samples have offered us unique opportunities
installation or in a service environment. These field to learn how connectors and splices degraded or
problems were attributed to poor product quality, failed during installation or in a service
deficiency in installation practices, or severe service environment. In most cases, breakdowns were
environment. In cases of new failure mechanisms, directly linked to hardware or fiber failures, defects,
continuing development of new test procedures will or loss of fiber retention.2 These problems can then
be needed to address these specific reliability be attributed to poor product quality, deficiency in
concerns so future laboratory testing can better outside plant practices, or severe service
assure the reliability of the fiber network, environment. 3

Failure analyses of field samples,
INTRODUCTION complementary to standard environmental and

aging tests, have provided useful information about
With the migration of optical fiber into the degradation and failure mechanisms in splices and

subscriber loop, both performance and reliability connectors. These field problems may not otherwise
requirements of fiber components have to be be possible to reproduce in a laboratory.
reconsidered. On one hand, enhancements in Understanding field failures wiil then contribute to
performancp 9. .' rc~ial-iily of commercially the development of new test procedures, and further
available optical nbers have been actively pursued; improvements in product designs or outside plant
on the other hand, concerns over reliability of practices.
splices and connectors are now being addressed.
These concerns are heightened by the continuing
introduction of new products into the marketplace INSTALLATION OF SPLICES AND CONNECTORS
and eventually the fiber network. Most interconnection products have to pass a

To assure that interconnection products meet series of optical, mechanical and environmental
performance and reliability requirements, several tests in the laboratory. These tests are based on
standard tests under harsh environments are standard fiber optic test procedures (FOTPs) issued
routinely performed in the laboratory to simulate by Telecommunications Industry Association
accelerated aging under service conditions. (TIA). The majority of over twenty FOTPs for
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splices and connectors involve measurements of
optical performance under various environmental Because of one or more of these factors, splices
conditions. However, laboratory tests might not and connectors, despite passing a series of
guarantee that all products survive a trouble-free inspection and environmental tests, could
service life, while new failure mechanisms are occasionally fail during installation or service.
being discovered in field samples. Only with a good Most field problems can be put into three categories:
understanding of degradation and failure
phenomena, can new test procedures be developed (1) Discontinuity in a fiber link: An "open" line
to detect them in laboratory testing. is most likely caused by fiber failure due to stress-

induced fatigue.
Currently, field problems can happen to factory-

built connectors, or field-installed splices and (2) Increase in insertion loss: Increasing fiber
connectors, despite going through strict separation in a mechanical splice or a connector
qualification processes. Aside from poor product can result in an intermittent or permanent
quality, field problems of fiber interconnections increase in the insertion loss.
usually originate from inadequate or improper
assembly practices. (3) Increase in reflection: Contamination, fiber

fracture, and loss of fiber retention can cause an
Whereas there are a wide variety of splice and intermittent or permanent increase in reflection

connector products, three basic operations are (decrease in the optical return loss) of a splice or
common to most assembly practices: connector.

(1) Fiber preparation: It includes coating Analytical Techniques
stripping, fiber cleaning and cleaving/polishing
operations, so two pieces of fiber can be joined and Since different splice or connector products use
aligned. different designs and materials, the failure

mechanism of each product could be unique. A
(2) Fiber alignment: Both active or passive single analytical technique may not be able to

alignment techniques are used to assure low provide an exact diagnosis. Sometimes, combining
insertion loss and low reflection. The specific several analytical techniques allows the failure
alignment method to be used depends on mechanism to be more clearly identified.
applications, interconnection designs, and cost and
performance requirements. Several analytical techniques' have been used in

determining the cause of failure and identifying the
(3) Fiber retention: Maintaining fiber alignment location and composition of each defect. Table 1

and mechanical integrity of a splice or connector summarizes techniques used in analyzing field
over the service life is the key to its long-term samples and their applications. These include
reliability. optical microscopy, 4 SEM (with energy dispersive x-

ray spectroscopy and backscattered electron

SOLVING FIELD PROBLEMS imaging), and x-ray imaging.

Most field problems are related to products of Table 1.
poor quality or deficiencies in assembly practices, in
which several operations could potentially List of Analytical Techniques for Failure Analysis
jeopardize reliability of the fiber link. For example,
effects of environmental conditions on reliability are
closely related to the design and materials Analytical Technique Applications
properties of each product.

Optical Microscopy Fractographic analysis.
During assembly, although both stripping and defect locating

cleaning operations will not influence the optical
performance of splices and connectors, they Scanning Electron Microscopy Fractographic analysis.
inevitably degrade fiber strength and may affect the defect locating
long-term reliability of fiber interconnections. 4- 6

The cleave angle of fiber influences performance of energy dispersive x-ray spect. Defect identification

fusion splices, and the finish of fiber ends impacts backscattered electron imaging Defect locating
connector performance. In addition, field-installed
splices and connectors could become more X-ray imaging Defect locating
vulnerable if craftspeople are exposed to poorly
maintained field tools, inadequate practices or
training, and difficult working conditions.
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ExamUles of Failure Analyses

(1) During fusion splicing, a section of fiber was
found impossible to splice. SEM techniques
revealed the presence of an "air line" defect inside Epd View

this section of fiber. Figure 1 shows the
backscattered electron image of a cleaved fiber end.
From the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy,

contamination of aluminium was found near the

defect site, which was located outside the fiber core.
Such a defect was most likely formed from an air
bubble inside the preform during fiber drawing. .

Figure 2. X-ray image of a failed connector. The
break in the lighter color image of fiber
indicates where the fiber fractured.

Figure 1. Backscattered electron image of the fiber
endface, showing the "air line" defect.

(2) A high failure rate of connectors was
experienced during installation. Figure 2 taken
from x-ray imaging reveals that the fiber fractured
near the entrance to the glass capillary. Fiber SEMMICROGRAPHOF FRACTURED FIBEREND
failures were most likely linked to damage suffered
during fiber preparation.

Figure 3. SEM micrograph of the fractured fiber
(3) When mechanical splices failed removed from a mechanical splice.

prematurely, SEM and optical microscopy were showing the presence of a high torsional
used for fractographic analyses of fiber pieces stress.
inside the splice samples. Figure 3 presents an
SEM micrograph of the fractured fiber removed
from a splice sample. The shape of the fracture CONCLUSION
surface indicated that it was resulted from the
presence of a high torsional stress. The stress was Various analytical techniques ha~e been applied
most likely introduced when the splice was placed to failed field samples and provided useful
inside the closure, information about failure mechanisms in splices

and connectors. Such information, otherwise
These and other field samples have served to difficult to gather in laboratory testing, should

demonstrate the benefits of failure analysis. That constitute the basis for further improvements in
is, laboratory testing could not fully assure the product designs or installation practices.
reliability of splices and connectors without Continuing development of new laboratory tests to
continuing development of new tests to address address specific reliability issues should then better
specific failure mechanisms. assure the reliability of the fiber network
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Computerized Acceptance Test on Field-installed Optical Fibre Cables;

Applications and Results

Horst Middel, Gerhard Schweiger

Deutsche Bundespost Telekom, FTZ Darmstadt, Germany

Summary: loose tube element

The structure of the types of optical fiber r:coter pair
cable used in the DBP T trunk network (FLN) is
introduced in brief. The bridgeable repeater central strengt member
spacings are presented in relation tD the fiber ,
quality used and the number of splice joints. -
This is followed by a breakdown of the quantity
of optical fiber cables currently installed in 4. '<,

the DBP T network, with a look ahead to
developments in the coming years. Following a
basic description of the acceptance /
measurements conducted on already installed 7 /
optical fiber cables, the method of '//

computerized acceptance tests using a PC is 4Wi~> ' *'>
described in detail. Subsequently the
evaluation of the measured data is explained , 4 /. '
with reference to examples and the results of
the evaluation are discussed. In conclusion, a "//

brief outline is provided of the prospects for 4" /
potential future developments. < /

:o- re wraccing
1. Cable speiifications and planning rules

From the very outset, DBP T has used optical :concec strengti members
fiber cables with bundle conductors which are
laid up around a central element made from
glass fiber-reinforced plastic. Depending on
the cable type, the bundle conductors can ::ure : 2L flnre acaie
contain 2, 4 or 10 fibers and are filled with a
special filler. The cable core contains a
further 2 to 4 copper wires for maintenance
purposes and is filled with petroleum jelly for
longitudinal water tightness.

Assuming a splice loss of 0.1 dB/km (trunk
The cable jacket comprises an aluminum network) and 0.2 dB/km (local network) and a
composite layer sheath with glass and aramide maintenance margin of 0.18 d,'km, repeater
yarns bonded on the inside for strain relief spacings of 36.4 km (trunk network) and 24 km
purposes. Figure I shows a typical basic (local network) can be bridged. The maximum
stru(ture of the optical fiber cables, system bit rate is currently 565 Mbits in the

trunk network and 140 Mbit/s in the local
network.

I'he fibers used are sfiglemde ( ibers with an
attenuation of max. 0.36 dB/km (trunk network) 2. Optical fiber cables installed .n the
and 0.45 dB/km (lo al network) with 1310 tim and DBP T network
a maximum dispersion of 1.5 ps/nmkm (trunk
network) and S ps/nmkm (loal network,. DBP T began laying the first test sections with
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optical fiber cables in 1979/1980. From 1983 of cable with 262,100 km of fiber utilized inonwards optical fiber cables with graded index the local network: in other words, already overfibers were installed in the trunk network. 1 million km of fiber have been installed inSince 1985 new cable lines laid in the trunk the DBP T network. In 1991 alone some 1,800 kmnetwork have consisted exclusively of optical of cable with over 53,000 km of fiber will befiber technology with sixgerim fibers. From laid in the new trunk network of the acceding1986 to 1990 an optical fiber overlay network East German states.
was established in 29 major German cities and
this is being added to continuously. 3. Regulations for acceptance tests

Optical fiber technology has also been used In principle, "acceptance tests" are conductedalmost exclusively in recent years for the on all optical fiber cables once installcd.local junction cables for digital operation This involves comparing the determined desiredbetween local exchanges installed. Finally, value (fiber attenuation plus splice loss) withsince 1990 and following German reunification, the measured actual total loss value. Alloptical fiber cables only have been used from measurements are conducted with OTDR. Thethe very outset to develop the new trunk calculations allow for the areas of the deadnetwork in East German states. Figure 2 zones at the beginning and end of the measuringp.ovides an overview of the quantities of path. Figure 3 shows the calculation of desiredoptical fiber cable installed in the trunk and and actual attenuation values for a cablelocal networks since 1980 and 1986 respectively section again in detail:
as well as the planned figures until 1993:

desired value,,
--- / ¢, =I x o '*n x as
lcal actual value:

- 1.6 
.

na, 
i's , 

make- 
"

m -

______________________________ 1,4

0 J
n

1.2

f

/e / TA1 So I ces 7
k tiner of solices nmuler of soliceskin dead zonte A i eizoeB

t Aact. a, (1i-10) XOC. (nTArnTFB Y 8,
ItI =total section length (kmn)

e, ~ attenuation coef f. C .36 dr/kmr, T total itumDe, of SDI Ices
e ~as= solice loss= 0,1 (6

I !lp,= measure, length ike.)
*04a.-= eeasurec loss cdB

I Figure 5: tleterminatlon of the oesired (Aces) and
1: the actual (Aacti value of the sect ion loss

________________________ V I0.2

________ , -11 0.0 If the actual value measured exceeds, the
tse~~9t t9d t8~ taa 990t9~predetermined desired value a "fault analvsis"1988 990 991,measur ument mu,.1 lie , nduc t cii on the f iber-

ýije Ontical fibres in trie network concerned in order to det ect the exaict k ause otof trie Deutscne Burroesocst TwE~ the fault . This involve-,, measuringi each
individlual fiber at tenuat ion inefficirent and
spslice loss at bot h ends of the (able I ine and
then calculaiting the drithmet iial aterage.

liv thie end i~f 1990,1) therefore, 40,700) km if A mealsur-ement f4 this k in) cat als he,ib I, w ith 7-)0,()()) kmn idf fiber hail been (onilicte ciis ai ''s'' t ion anal vsi s' on al I ItherinsTl leItd in Ithi' trcunk network, oral I-),0(10 km fIihers marking tip -i cable. This p tv ides a IargE'
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number of data indicating the level and
statistical distribution of the fiber
attenuation and splice loss in installed 10 Fie
optical fiber cables. However, these 0 jp R
measurements are extremely time-consuming with DINmpe.able-DI
the result that the decision was taken in 1988 co ,

to conduct such measurements on only 2 fibers
in the cable in each case. The results were
passed to the FTZ for statistical evaluation.

4. Implementation of computerized acceptance GPIB

tests

In 1988 as well, investigations were under way
into possible "computerized" methods of
performing acceptance tests. These were
generally also to include section analysis for
all the measured fibers. In addition to the I
total section loss (fiber attenuation plus 4 Printer
splice loss) detailed information could
consequently be obtained about the statistical Figure4: Test assembly for the
distribution of fiber attenuation in the automatic measurement
individual cable segments and of splice loss
thanks to the large volume of measured data
available, installation company and length of the

individual cable segments is entered in the PC
In certain cases the data thus obtained as shown in table 1.
permitted adjustment of existing planning data,
that is worst case planning could be modified Display of line data 24.07.1991
in favor of plans based on statistics.

"Computerized" measurements of this kind can Name:Held
already be implemented by several 0TDR types Type of line:ISFVK Line No.:030752
with the aid of an integrated software program. Sector No.:l Sector:Stgt 10 -- Stgt 20
However, this has the disadvantage that, under OTDR:Anritsu Serial No.:69753
certain circumstances, splice loss is either Type:MW 910C/955C
measured at the wrong location or is not Cable supplier:SEL/F
detected at all and consequently not included Cable type:A-DSF(L)(ZN)2Y.I0x4E.0,38F...
in the statistical evaluation since the splices Number of fibers:40
are regarded as very good. Number of splice joints:10

Length of sector (m): 13518.9
For this reason appropriate software was Length of measuring lead (m): 9.0
developed in 1989 for controlling the existing
OTDR by PC. Computerized tests have been carried
out on all trunk cables in a total of 10 Length overview 24.07.1991
agencies since the beginning of 1990. In 6 out
of the 10 agencies, the measurements are No. Cable segment length (m)
conducted with both 1310 nm and 1550 nm.

1 2.0
Let us now take a closer look at how the 2 46.1
computerized acceptance test is conducted with 3 1911.8
the aid of an example. Figure 4 shows the basic 4 1895.7
set-up of the measuring station. 5 1882.3

6 1928.8
A commercially available OTDR with pulse widths 7 1808.5
and total dynamics suitable for conducting 8 1967.2
measurements on long cable lengths is 9 2045.2
controlled by a personal computer (PC) via a I0 29.3
(;PIB interface. For practical reasons, the 11 2.0
printer i. hpst located in a central positior.
in the office. The item beinq measured is Length of sector (m): 13518.9
conrected to the OTDR with sirglede PC Length of measuring lead (m): 9.0
connectors by means of a 10 m jumper cable Number of cable segments: 11

Desired value of section loss (dB): 5.867
Before measuring begins, data including line
number, total length, cable type, number of Table 1: Input of the relevant section data
fibers, number of cable segments, length of
measuring lead, cable manufacturer,
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The computer then calculates the desired value etc. The operator monitors these settings, as

and effects the OTDR settings necessary for shown in Figure 5 taking a single splice loss

section measurement and modified to suit, the measurement as an example, and has an

section's specific requirements (selection of opportunity of accepting them as satisfactorv

distance range, select ion of the pulse width tin after each setting or of intervening manually.

line with the sect ion heing measured, This [prevent s incorrect measurements that could

adjustment of the refractivye index bYmeasuring~ he made hv- an individual length heing entered

the end reflex), incorrect lv, for example, (measurementH it thle
splIice loss at thle wrong locat ioni

Next the system determines the total1 loss of

the section, followed bv thle actual value, 19-JUL-91 09:07 D R= 72kmn
aill owi oi for the( clead ztones at the beginning Ip Oktm/div
and end Of the cahle sect ion in the calculation I O0dB/div
as in manual measurement. Fable 2 shows U
extracts from a t vpicaL result log: Slc

N11Splice

Acceptance test No 12

Type of line:ISFVk Line No. :218105/001 .. cabl~e
Sector:Koblenzll -- Bad Ems4 .segment:

Date:20.06. 1990 io 12 Icable

Desired value of section loss (dB): 6.713 .6,ent......

Measurement of section loss with 1310 zm *
wavelength 23. 078km

X =1. 31 SM
A- W9 0.226d0 P W= 1 ý S

Fiber Input Ref. index Measured Measured ILClATT= 0 . dBl(.UTOl
No. value A A length A value A IOR=1 .4858

1 52.533 1.4797 14881.0 5.697
2 53.163 1.4790 14881.0 5.498 neam~n~t of att~enat ion coefrI Iient calsie segw.t Mo. UDm9:

3 52.724 1.4790 14872.0 5.299 ____________

4 52.176 1.4799 14879.0 5.753 Line: ISM 9367025 Spli Spilh Filb-

Sector length, (a): 33562.4 -qO1 (0l) c f F.
Fiber Section Input Ref. index Measured rla~n lead 1.): 19.9 N. Wit)

P~mer of fihem: 12
No. loss A value B B length B _b .rslic jing 9.143 9.4%5

De~irced tnaio OD setg .Z3 :.3Z7

1 6.253 52.600 1.4797 14881.0 Fi-N.: 11~ 0.8 .454

2 .01 0.14 1.79 14881. [lMaw:[ti~ 3d.s. @.M37 9.455
9.395 .283

3 5.858 53.720 1.4806 14872.0 lnt"'I'." I
Elfectlue ,ofi'tlue inde-: 1.158 9 9.262 :-4w

4 6.310 50.581 1.4799 14879.0 met legt W. 331u. .1 224 a Ai 4
?Iea-.re "WIe U11); 16.459 11 9 155 9.558
Sectialon Z (dll). 16.911 12 @9z5

Fiber Measured Section Av. section Actual > irewhc of upper li.it: 9

No. value B loss B loss desired?

1 5.823 6.379 6.316 no 'i goin 5 Con trol Of toIl so plot ts

2 5.372 5.925 5.988 no
3 5.308 5.862 5.862 no
4 5.729 6.298 6.298 no Fi gure 6shows th pracý)d(t CalI layout (It A

I VpiCaI IT measur-ing st at ion tit ainexhaedti

the at cept arlce test on an opt ica I Ii el Lh ItI'
Tc:ble 2: Result of section loss measurement -. pport ric k.

Al I it ese nie~istiremt'nts ate now, t onloct e'd (00 A II
hIs i s I ,f ,wed lit h le s~c t I oi 117. 1 1s the Ii (('15,ý in : a ibie and Ir-. both 1oil iný0t he

dot1 lit I hji l t,111he M DIR, onder1c H' soflt 170l , sect in II.Ilite N th[en) a i1 Liote(s thle 1%c g
'-Vslet~ call, meiiie edII Ai 1 1i IWi Isr t e tI Ht 1in1 sill Ie I hU I ss 1oiid ti he atit t CIUat i(on (e (l it IIL t'llt
i-,ctl t I, 1 (1 Ind 'jIb spl I I(e l oss )it lIt' I ilort s \,IIales.
; loTg Ithe (II ,n It lni'ng It "I hei 1able (. All t he

et I ints 0-b or w'p Ii Ii z 11otise; poss lIe 1 The O s I112ts 'Itbs'maueet lie

111 fi m. mu. I y~~site e lI toi 'Mole fr II he sulibse'quent 1% p11 mlt I out IIiI lthe Itt ie Ini lo
de'tii / i ', lIt ifiiiei: siet illu tI r~iiatk,-i s lit l'I-rn. hie,% ate Iused III \(,I I!\ Iul Ii, kI7 um t the(
TTAtje~illh ti 111 tliii 1 e10111.u1 [(1 (o(il I, w lt (2 j (' S sliltalhillit% It'' ali lei
r'iiiker'. iislil hi' l'e , 1~mt'r .Tiinimilm lua1.lif f it ion I'll 's Ii III It tll. thte

1111 h i i'e II I i 'n . 'iiil thlt' mi skiig h(ippyý h~ l ck .in -i-nt t lint, Ci! twlie, n c
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II abFiber No.: 2

I[ Attenuation coefficient A 0.345
Cable segment No. 1 2 3

Attenuation coefficient B ------ ------ 0.330
Av. attenuation coefficient -------------- 0.338

Splice No. 1 2 3
Splice loss A----------------------0.024
Splice lose B----------------------0.116
Av. splice lose---------------------0.070

46;-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0.345 0.338 0.347 0.330

0.340 0.344 0.346 0.344

Figure 6: Typical measuring station 4 5 6 7
0.052 0.040 0.187 -0.022
0.026 0.024 0.021 0.158
0.039 0.032 0.104 0.068

Table 3 shows extracts from a typical log:

Fiber No." 3

Acceptance test lCable segment No. 1 2 3

Type of line:ISFVk Line No.:218105/001
Sector:Koblenzll -- Bad Ems4
Date:20.06.1990
Desired value of section loss (dB): 6.713 Table 3 (cont'd)Page No.: 3.0

Measurement of fiber attenuation coefficient and 5. Evaluation of measured data
splice loss with 1310 nm wavelength

The section data are transferred to floppy
Fiber No.: 1 disk ind forwarded to the FTZ. Here

the data are automatically read into a PC for
Cable segment No. 1 2 3 subsequent further statistical processing. The
Attenuation coefficient A ------ ------ 0.345 evaluation program developed specially for this
Attenuation coefficient B -0.346 purpose now allows the data to be summarized
Av. attenuation coefficient ----------- 0.346 according to the following criteria:

Splice No. 1 2 3 1. Regional or supra-regional trunk network
Splice loss A 0.024 2. Installation of cables by DBP T or by third
Splice loss B ------ ------ 0.132 parties
Av. splice loss -0.078 3. Differentiation between cable types with 2,

4 or 10 bundle conductors
4. Differentiation between various cable

suppliers
4 5 0. 7 5. Arrangement of data according to

0.340 0.358 0.321 0.352 geographical districts0.378 0.354 0.350 0.335

0.359 0.356 0.336 0.344 All these options can also be combined with
each other as desired.

4 5 6 7
0.014 0.101 0.117 0.15 As Table 4 shows, the average values and
0.004 -0.008 0.192 0.183 standard deviation are evaluated initially as
0.009 0.046 0.154 0.162 follows:

- Fiber attenuation coefficient for the entire
section (in dB/km)

Table 3: Results of fiber attenuation coefficient - Fiber attenuation coefficient for individual
and splice loss measurement lengths (in dB/km)
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- Splice loss (in dB) and - All cable suppliers
- The resultant average joint spacing - Summary of cables with 4 bundle conductors

- Installation by third parties (M)
Statistical evaluation of the measured results by criteria

Furthermore, the statistical distribution of

23.07.1991 13:39:40 the values can be shown in predetermined limit
ranges. The program prints out the following

Type of measurement: A distributions, as shown in Table 5:

Line No.: 030
OPD: all - Distribution of splice loss with 1310 nm
Installation: F - Distribution of splice loss with 1550 nm
Cable supplier: all - Distribution of fiber attenuation coefficient
Fibers/bundle conductor: 4 with 1310 nm

- Distribution of fiber attenuation coefficient
Attenuation coefficient of with 1550 nm

installed section in dB/km
with
1310 nm 1550 nm Distribution of splice loss with 1310 rnm

Number of values 1236 912 Total ; 17074 100.0%
Average value (Av.) 0.396 0.249 0.000 - 0.024 dB: 3498 20.5%
Standard deviation 0.025 0.029 0.025 - 0.049 dB: 4870 28.6%
(SD) 0.050 - 0.074 dB: 3591 21.1%
Av. + 3*SD 0.473 0.337 0.075 - 0.099 dB: 2064 12.1%
Minimum value --- 0.100 - 0.124 dB: 1331 7.8%
Maximum value --- 0.125 - 0.149 dB: 707 4.1%

0.150 - 0.174 dB: 438 2.6%
Attenuation coefficient of 0.175 - 0.199 dB: 224 1.3%
individual lengths in dB/km 0.200 - 0.224 dB: 134 0.8%
with -- > 0.025 dB: 190 1.1%
1310 run 1550 run

Number of values 17976 13270 Distribution of splice loss with 1550 nm
Average value (Av.) 0.345 0.199
Standard deviation 0.013 0.011 Total : 12538 100.0%
(SD) 0.000 - 0.024 dB: 3214 25.6%

Av. + 3*SD 0.385 0.231 0.025 - 0.049 dB: 4006 32.0%
Minimum value 0.300 0.165 0.050 - 0.074 dB: 2568 20.5%
Maximum value 0.600 0.568 0.075 - 0.099 dB: 1298 10.4%

0.100 - 0.124 dB: 704 5.6%
Splice loss obtained in dB 0.125 - 0.149 dB: 356 2.8%

with 0.150 - 0.174 dB: 165 1.3%
1310 nm 1550 nm 0.175 - 0.199 dB: 97 0.8%

0.200 - 0.224 dB: 56 0.4%
Number of values 17047 12538 -- > 0.025 dB: 74 0.6%
Average value (Av.) 0.062 0.053
Standard deviation 0.048 0.041
(SD) Distribution of attenuation coefficient with

Av. + 3*SD 0.206 0.177 1310 nm
Minimum value 0.000 0.000
Maximum value 0.452 0.512 Total : 17976 100.0%

0.300 - 0.309 dB/km: 8 0.0%

Average joint spacing (kim): 1.804 0.310 - 0.319 dB/km: 102 0.6%

0.320 - 0.329 dB/km: 1366 7.6%
0.330 - 0.339 dB/km: 4832 26.9%

Table 4: Statistical evaluation of several 0.340 - 0.349 dB/km: 5079 28.3%

sections 0.350 - 0.359 dB/km: 4186 23.3%

0.360 - 0.369 dB/km: 1709 9.5%
0.370 - 0.379 dB/kLm: 463 2.6%

The evaluation also shows the underlying number 0.380 - 0.389 dB/km: 144 0.8%
of measured values assessed. In addition, the -- > 0.390 dB/km: 87 0.5%
table header indicates the criterii forming the
basis of the evaluation. In the ex3mple these are:

Table 5: Distribution of fiber attenuation

line numbers 030 ... (supra-regional trunk coefficient and splice loss
network)
All geographical districts (coot inued next page)
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Evaluation of the splice losses
Distribution of attenuation coefficient with
1550 nm

Total : 13270 100.0% ' 'r=i.
0.160 - 0.169 dB/km: 6 0.0% i Splice i I
0.170 - 0.179 dB/km: 65 0l5% oss

0.180 - 0.189 dB/km: 1297 9.8% , Company
0.190 - 0.199 dB/km: 6746 50.8% 4op

0.200 - 0.209 dB/km: 3521 26.5%
0.210 - 0.219 dB/km: 1149 8.7%
0.220 - 0.229 dB/km: 327 2.5%
0.230 - 0.239 dB/km: 84 0.6% 0 5 0 10 150 20- >
0.240 - 0.249 dB/km: 31 0.2% 75 125 175 2F

-- > 0.250 dB/km: 44 0.3% _-__l__ _

Table 5 (cont'd)

As shown in Figure 7, the distributions can be I .
output in graphic form either as composite or __-______,_______staffDBP Telekom

individual iraphs for enhanced clarity: I s

S 50 P 0 10 •0 0
15 '5 1215 127 z25

Evaluation of the splice losses and attenuation coefficients 23, 7.91 : _, ! _. e _

V Splice S -77pic
loss loss Figure 8: Comparison hetween e.g. company-•i• •installed anld lelekom-installed

~~~~~~e t.. i oils__ _ __ __

6. Discussion of results

Investigations such as these permit the
following conclusions to he reached:

Attnuaion ' •.•, ; jAttenuationLth

1coeffiient-, oeticent - Conc lusions as to the overall coont igurat ion

____., _,_, _,___,____-__and general quality of the instal led opt itciI
i___--- ______, fiber cables in the v;r iouois network areas

-~~C-Informat ion on the nualI i tv of i nst al I I on
____________________ _ ~work, and

T - Assessment.s of the delivery qualiti\ ot the

______________ __ _ _ ._ _ •cables of different suppliers.

Table 6 shows the summarized resu It s obt a i ned
on the basis of '356 opt ial fiber cable syste'Ms
installed from 199h) to mii-l19l1

Figure 7: Graphical distribution of fiber
attenuation coefficient and splice
loss Statistical evaliation of the measured results by criteria

This permits a comparison of relev,-t data 23.07.1991 11:29:35

which were qummarized under different selection Type of measurement: all
criteria in each case. Figure 8, for instance, Line No.: all
compares Telekom-installed and company- OPD: all
installed sections of cable lines belonging to Installation: all
the regional trunk network with two fibers per Cable supplier: all

bundle condu( Ifor. Fibers/bundle conductor: all

In the same way the results of the fiber
attenuation coefficient can be compared for the Table 6: l'ot rl resuilts from 356(cable se(t ions
same type of cable produced by different
manufacturers, for example. (continued lnext pJl]c)
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Attenuation coefficient of coefficient and 37,823 values for measured
installed section in dB/km splice loss.
with
1310 nm 1550 ran Plans for cable lines in the trunk network are

currently based on the following planning data
Number of values 3678 2242 (average values for installed cables):Average value (Av.) 0.417 0.275

Standard deviation 0.046 0.048 - Fiber attenuation: less than 0.36 dB/km (with
(SD) 1310 nm)

Av. + 3 * SD 0.556 0.420 - Splice loss: less than 0.1 dB/km
Minimum value --- - Distance between 2 splices: approx. 2 km
M a x i m u m v a l u e . . .. . .

The following data are derived from the resultsSplice loss obtained in dB o h eitdtbe
with of the depicted table:

with

1310 nm 1550 nm - Measured average fiber attenuation: less than
0.345 dB/km

Number of values 37823 23396 - Measured average splice loss: 0.07 dB, giving
Average value (Av.) 0.066 0.061 a value of 0.04 dB/km for the loss of one
Standard deviation 0.056 0.058 splice with an average splice spacing of
(SD) 1.67 km.
Av. + 3 * SD 0.234 0.235
Minimum value 0.000 0.000 If these empirical values are taken into
Maximum value 0.608 0.574 account for planning purposes, a theoretical

Attenuation coefficient of extension of the repeater spacing from 36,6 km

individual lengths in dB/km to 40.6 km results for a 565 Mbit/s system.
withvda egtsi Bk
with This gain cannot be utilized, however, sinte1310 na 1550 nm the plesisvnchronous 5C5 Mbit/s systems

Number of values 40881 25186 currently used are dispersion limited.

Average value (Av.) 0.346 0.200
Standard deviation 0.016 0.015
(SD) 7. Future prospects

Av. + 3 * SD 0.395 0.246
Minimum value 0.300 0.160 The computerized acceptance tests are scheduled
Maximum value 0.600 0.589 for continuation at least until the end of 1092.

Average joint spacing (kin): 1.652 Critical appraisal will be made of any possible

influences such as:
Evaluation of the splice losses and attenuation coefficients 23.07.91

- The use of a new generation of thermal
splicing tools with clearly improved splicing

Splie Spiceresults,BLI los | t I i ! , ,eL[ loss | ; i '

"5- '- The utilization of new cable types w,-th
central steel element and reduced diameter
of the bundle conductors

2 5t 7 1 5 2 - 5 i 7 's An' conclusion will be drawn as regards

'__,__•000 1 possible modif i cations to plannin n data and
changes to cable design.

, tcoeffiient 7 Attenuatio As regards the future utilization of the

_______________________-_____ 'installed optical fiber cables in the thiid
window with 1550 nm. the data now available in
statistical form wi I I he a useful aid for

. .. -I operating the existing network with ne,
S31 32 3 ý 35 36 37 1 1 7 lb 1,, 20 21 E2 23 24 services and future transmission fat ilit ies.

- 1 3 2 33 31 3- 36 373 8 9 1 1 ; l u2 d - -

Table 6 (cont'd)

This evaluation is based on the data for a
total of 3,678 measured fibers with 40,881
individual values for the fiber attenuation
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE: THE IMPORTANCE OF A STRUCTURED FIBER CABLING STRATEGY

Bryan Hatfield, Michael Coden, Brian Ramsey

CODENOLL TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

This paper presents a migration strategy FDDI is a 100 Mbs data rate, token-ring LAN
towards FDDI for fiber optic LAN wiring based with an optical transmission rate of 125
on two basic concepts. The first concept, Megabaud. It will accommodate as many as 500
suggested by the Electronics Industries nodes spaced up to 2 km apart. Typical
Association's (EIA) TR-41-8.1 working group, applications which will utilize the high
is the three tier wiring topology. This bandwidth available in FDDI include
basic topology itself can be configured into communication between main frames, as a
ring, star or bus networks. The three-tier backbone to interconnect lower-speed (eg.
hub structure will virtually serve all IEEE 802) LANs through file servers, bridges,
network applications, including the very gateways, and a means of linking work-
important case where a hierarchy of IEEE 802 stations and high-end PCs especially in
LANs are interconnected by an FDDI backbone. CAD/CAM/CAE, financial, advertising and other

The second concept concerns the medium image processing environments.

itself. In its current draft, EIA TR-41-8.1 Because of its very high speed, the FDDI
does not recognize fiber as an option for the standard has been written around optical
horizontal wiring. The strategy proposed fiber as the transmission media (F stands for
here differs in this aspect and recommends Fiber). As the advantages of fiber optics
fiber for both vertical and horizontal over twisted pair or coaxial cable become
wiring, increasingly evident -- higher bandwidth,

smaller size and weight, immunity to EMI --
The choice of fiber optic medium not only optical fiber is more and more seen as the
satisfies the current requirements of the ideal cabling for office building, campus and
IEEE 802 LANs operating in the range of 4 to industrial environments. Recognizing this
20 Mbps, but will equally well serve data fact, all three IEEE 802 standards have
speed requirements of 100 Mbps for FDDI and either developed or are in the process of
SMDS in the decades ahead. With current writing standards for fiber optic media. The
trends in the market, the cost of fiber has inherent advantages of fiber notwithstanding,
become compatible with shielded twisted pair. for the lower speed (IEEE 802) LANs where
The initial incremental investment for fiber copper conductors can provide an adequate
cable plant more than justifies itself, in solution, there is a very spirited cost based
terms of a simpler migration path to higher competition between the various transmission
data rate services and applications without media.
costly redesign and rewiring of office cable
plant. Given that the labor cost associated with

installing a building cabling system often
exceeds the cost of the materials and that a

INTRODUCTION system once installed should be expected to
have a 10-20 year useful operating life, it

The increasingly rapid introduction of ever would seem that rather than allowing the
more powerful work stations and desktop cabling system to evolve with the supported
computers, full screen graphics and high LAN, it would be better to install a single
speed I/O peripherals has created a need to cabling system which could support any LAN
share and exchange information at ever evolution. As it is evident that this
increasing speeds. This need is reflected in evolution will almost certainly include
the establishment of standards for local area higher data rates, fiber optics is the only
networks (LANs). media which can support this strategic

The primary standards being implemented today approach.

are those of the IEEE 802 family - Carrier The key to installing a fiber optic cabling
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detect system is to select a wiring topology and
(CSMA/CD) or Ethernet (IEEE 802.3); Token Bus termination scheme that will accommodate any
(IEEE 802.4) and Token Ring (IEEE 802.5). future choice of LAN protocol and to choose
These standards define LANs which will fiber and connector types for long term
operate at maximum data rates of 10, 20 and hardware compatibility. The cabling strategy
16 Mbs respectively. Already it is perceived described here addresses both of these major
that these data rates will soon become issues--wiring topology and optical fiber
limiting, if they are not already so, for specification--and is applicable to all
many LAN applications. This explains then current and future LAN implementation
the very keen interest in the Fiber scenarios.
Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) standard
currently under development by ANSI.
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CABLE PLANT TOPOLOGY
The functionality of a Hub, be it wiring

The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) closet or cross-connect, is illustrated in
TR-41.8.1 Working Group has for some time Figure 2. Generally speaking, all incoming
been developing a Commercial and Industrial and outgoing transmission lines, fiber optics
Building Wiring Standard. Although the work or other, are terminated in patch panels. To
of this group is not yet complete, it does minimize current costs, some users prefer to
serve as a very good example of the leave unused fibers un-terminated. Also
recommended cable plant wiring topology, present in the Hub will be signal

distribution and regeneration equipment.

Basically a three-level star wiring topology This will be specific to the particular LAN
such as that illustrated in Figure 1 is protocol being implemented. Use of the star
suggested. The maximum distances shown in wiring and patch panels allows any desired
Figure 1 are those currently recommended by LAN topology and protocol to be implemented

EIA TR-41.8 for optical fiber. That portion now and changed to meet any future, presently
of the star wiring from the work area (wall unknown, requirements making changes only in
outlet) to the wiring closet is referred to the electronics and interconnections without
as the Horizontal Wiring from the fact that changing the basic cable plant. Figures 3-5
most of the wiring on this level will be in illustrate this point, showing how the basic
the horizontal plane of the building. The star wiring topology can be configured as a
wiring from the Wiring Closet to the first ring (Figure 3) passive or active star
Cross-Connect and between Cross-Connects is (Figure 4), or linear bus (Figure 5). Figure
referred to as the Vertical wiring or 6 illustrates the important case where the
Building and Campus Backbones. These terms upper level of the star wiring is configured
in all cases are meant to be descriptive, as a ring (FDDI) while the lower levels are
The Wiring Closet and Cross Connects are configured for either rings (IEEE 802.5) or
sometimes referred to as Hubs (Work Group, passive stars (IEEE 802.3).
Building and Campus).

One of the questions to be addressed when

The objective of the star wiring topology, planning a fiber optic cable plant is just
particularly the Backbone sections, is to how many fibers to install. What makes this
enable installation of the wiring to proceed question so difficult is that once in place
without prior detailed knowledge of the any cable plant, because of its installation
communications service which will be expense, should have a 20-year life. Users
supplied. The limitation to three levels of thus need to consider the nature of their
hubs will adequately serve virtually all network requirements over this period. These
network applications while remaining simple should include compatibility with emerging
to administer. On smaller sites a single standards, evolving capacity requirements,
cross-connect system may be desirable, the need for multiple sub-nets, redundancy,

etc. Also to be considered is the
In many cases the user has requirements for desirability of other services, such as color
both voice and data equipment at a work video at the workstation.
location. Although the focus here is on
fiber optics for LAN applications, the Multimode optical fiber has more than enough
considerations apply equally well to voice bandwidth to meet all of today's and most of
requirements and in many instances, tomorrow's LAN applications. Its use, rather
particularly the horizontal wiring, cable or than higher bandwidth single mode fiber,
cables containing more than one transmission results in lower overall system costs.
media (say, fiber optics and unshielded However, in looking to the future, some
twisted pair) will be installed, network planners, in anticipation of

increasing bandwidth requirements, specify
It should be noted that the wiring strategy cables containing one or more single mode
being proposed here differs from the fibers, in addition to multimode fibers.
developing EIA standard in at least one
important aspect. In its present The point is that if a cable plant should
(incompleted) state EIA - TR-41.8.1 does not contain enough fibers for both current and
recognize fiber optics as an option for the future requirements, the cost of increasing
horizontal wiring. This is very short- capacity becomes incremental - just terminate
sighted. As noted in EIA - TR-41.8.1 after the fibers and install the appropriate
construction of a building, the horizontal electronics.
wiring is usually much less accessible than
the vertical wiring. The time to make All of the IEEE 802 standards require a
changes can be extremely high with attendant single duplex fiber optic cable to connect a
disruption to the occupants in the area and node (one fiber for the transmit signal and
their work. one for the receive signal). FDDI, on the

other hand, provides two wiring options.
These factors mak- 11- choice of horizontal Stations may be attached to either a dual
cable typpq and their layout very important. counter-rotating ring or through
The strategic arguments for fiber optics concentrators in lower cost single ring sub-
apply equally well to the horizontal and networks. These 100 Mbs sub rings are
vertical wiring. Consideration of a widp connected to each other and to the main dual
range of user applications must be given in ring through concentrators. Which of the two
order to reduce or eliminate the probability implementations a user will choose depends
of requiring changes to the horizontal wiring upon a number of factors such as existing
in the face of unforeseen user requirements. cable plant, reliability requirements, etc.
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satisfactorily with both wavelengths. You
At the lowest or horizontal level of the should, however, check the manufacturers
three-layer wiring hierarchy, a single ring specifications.
sub-network will usually best serve the
user's requirement. Therefore, the two fiber All of the LAN standards define a 62.5/125
cables initially installed for an IEEE 802 micon reference fiber for purposes of testing
network will map directly into a single ring and verifying various fiber optic parameters.
FDDI sub-network. It is only in the vertical All of the standards, however, explicitly
wiring, and very likely only at the highest include the use of other multimode fiber
layer, that one might wish to make provision sizes. This is both in recognition of a
for a dual FDDI ring. This is demonstrated large installed base of fiber other than
in Figure 7 which illustrates how, w,,ith 62.5/125 and the expected continuation of the
proper planning, a fiber optic Ethernet (or popularity of other fiber sizes in certain
IEEE 802.3) star topology segment can be areas. In any event, all multi-mode fibers
easily migrated to a dual, counter rotating are included in the various standards with
FDDI ring. At the time the Ethernet network the understanding that use of fiber other
is installed, a second duplex fiber optic than 62.5/125 may change some parameters,
cable is run from the Hub to every network such as coupled optical power or optical
station. The cost of installing this fiber attenuation, which, in turn, might
initially spare fiber cable is minimal if it affect other parameters such as maximum
is done at the same time as the primary achievable link length. The effect, if any,
installation. When it is time to upgrade the can be determined by relative simple
network to FDDI, the passive star coupler is arithmetic calculation.
simply disconnected and jumpers on the patch
panel re-configure the cable plant into a The fiber dispersion characteristic is
ring. What were initially spare fiber optic typically presented in the form of a modal
cables now become the second of the dual bandwidth. For the purposes of
counter-rotating rings. The major cost of specification, fiber bandwidth is
this conversion lies not in the cable plant approximated as an inverse linear function of
but rather in replacing the Ethernet Station length. That is, a 500 MHz-Km (FDDI) fiber
Interface with the one appropriate to FDDI. will present approximately 250 MHz of

bandwidth (four times the optical line rate
Unless one has the prescience to determine of 125 M baud = 62.5 MHz) at the maximum FDDI
beforehand which nodes on some future FDDI distance of 2 km. It is not necessary that
network will be on the dual main ring and all fiber optic cable intended for use in
which will be on some single ring subnet, it FDDI LANs exhibit a 500 MHz-km modal
is probably best to plan on running at least bandwidth. If the known maximum node
four fibers to each potential FDDI node on separation is L_,, < 2km, then it is only
the horizontal wiring and certainly at least necessary that
four fibers on the vertical or backbone
wiring. Modal Bandwidth > 250 L_,. (MHz-km)

OPTICAL FIBER CHARACTERISTICS The chromatic dispersion parameters provide a
measure of the speed at which different

The fiber optic cable properties currently colors (wavelengths) of light travel through
specified in the various IEEE 802 and ANSI a multimode optical fiber. Since all of the
FDDI standards are summarized in Table I and existing and developing fiber optic LAN
Figure 8. It should be noted that while the standards employ wide spectral width LEDs as
media portion of all these standards are well the optical source, chromatic dispersion will
established and stable, in many cases the contribute, together with modal dispersion,
standards themselves still have Draft status, to the overall system bandwidth. Chromatic
This means that however unlikely, some dispersion has relatively little influence
important changes are still possible. upon the performance of lower data rate IEEE

802 LANs, but becomes more important when
The discussion in this section is from the upgrading a system to the higher data rates
point of view of a iser who wishes to install of FDDI if cable lengths are long.
and use fiber now with an IEEE 802 type LAN
with the provision that in the future some or The Appendix contains manufacturer's data on
all of the fiber optic cable plant would be fiber optic cables. The cables in this data
upgraded to FDDI use. It was shown in the sheet will conform to the specifications of
preceding section how star wiring allows for both the 850nm IEEE 802 standards and the
this topologically. The purpose of this 1300nm FDDI standard.
section is to assure that the fiber installed
now will have the proper characteristics for With the exception of IEEE 802.3, all of the
use in both IEEE 802 and FDDI LANs. IEEE 802 standards are deferring to FDDI as

regards the fiber optic connector
The first point to be kept in mind is that specification. The duplex connector
the IEEE 802 LANs have been specified for specified by FDDI, however, is not yet in
operation at a nominal optical wavelength of widespread use. It shc.2!d oe noted that the
850 nm while FDDi is intended to operate at various standards define only those
1300 nm. Any fiber intended for dual use connectors which form part of the media
must, therefore, exhibit the proper dependent interface to the equipment being
characteristics at both wavelengths. Most defined by the standard. Other connectors,
glass fiber sold today with core diameters of particularly those at Hub patch panels and
50um, 62.5um, 85um and 100um operate the wall panels, are user's choice. It is
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any desired LAN topology--ring, star or bus--
necessary only that their normal optical can be derived. The three-tier structure
loss, together with the fiber attenuation and provides adequate flexibility for most
other normal optical losses present in the applications, including the very important
transmission path (such as a passive star case where a hierarchy of 802 LANs
coupler) satisfy the total cable plant loss interconnected by an FDDI backbone is
requirement specified in the standard. If required.
the fiber optic cable plant is terminated at
the wall outlet, as indicated in Figure 1, The second premise concerns the media itself.
with connectors of the user's choice, then a The media portions of what can be expected to
change of LAN protocol will at most require a be, over the next ten years or so, the
change in the short (1 to 3 meter) equipment primary, standard LANs are today well enough
to wall plate hook-up cable, defined to permit their installation with

little fear that they will be changed.
SUMMARY Moreover, with little effort, a single fiber

optic media can be chosen which will not only
This paper has presented a fiber optic LAN satisfy the current requirements of IEEE 802
wiring strategy based upon two basic LANs operating at 4-20 Mbs, but will equally
concepts. The first is the three-tier star well serve the 100 Mbs requirements of FDDI
wiring topology. From this basic topology in the years to come.

1st LEVEL of Mn Cross-connect
HIERARCHY

BACKBONE
(CAMPUS) 150m

WIRING

2nd LEVEL of Intermediate
HIERARCHY Cross-connect

BACKBONE 500m
(VERTICAL)

WIRING

3rd LEVEL of
HIERARCHY

Closet

HORIZONTAL
WIRING 9Cm

3r'

STAIONWall Outlet STATI;O

FIGURE 1. RECOMMENDED STAR WIRING TOPOLOGY
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CABLE PATCH SIGNAL REPEATER, PATCH CABLECABL PANEL DISTRIBUTION BRIDGE, ETC. PANEL

TP.

FIGURE 2. HUB FUNCTIONALITY

FIGURE 3. RING TOPOLOGY IMPLEMENTED USING ALL
PURPOSE PHYSICAL STAR WIRING
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0°° Ql

ACTIVE STAR

FIGURE 4. PASSIVE OR ACTIVE STAR TOPOLOGY IMPLEMENTED
USING ALL PURPOSE PHYSICAL STAR WIRING

U

FIGURE 5. LINEAR BUS TOPOLOGY IMPLEMENTED USING ALL
PURPOSE PHYSICAL STAR WIRING
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11h= I - .Mr of Fiber opic 01. Characteristic&

SM.03 8n 10o8a -F(
1
} 802.4 802.s5(1) =lvw

Optical Fiber
(C-z/*Claing-ta) F-f- 62.5/L25-.275 62.5/125-.275 62.5/125-.275 62.5/125 62.5/125-.275

Other 50/125 S0/125-.23 50/125 50/125 50/125-.20
Allowed 85/125 85/125-.26 85/125 50/125-.22

100/140 100/140-.275 100/140 100/140 85/125-.26
100/140-. 29

Ncimin Waveulength m) 850 850 850 850 1300

Maximam Attenuation
Optical Fiber (dB/lK) 3.75 4.0 2.5

Total C••e Plant (dB) 8 a-12(" 27 12 11
FP-26(

3
)

Nin Modal Bandwidth 150 150 150 500
(NU - M)

OChrmtic Dispe cnio
Slope (pe/ru'-km) .093 SM Fig 7

Zero Dispersion
Wavelenth(-u) 1365 SM Fig 7

Maximm Fiber Length(lan) 2.0 ;;-2.o!! 2.0
0:-o 5.())

No. Fier Pairs per
Attacet 1 1 1 1 1 or 2

(orcectors
Sinplex (one fiber per

coection) s

Diplex (two fibers per
connection) FDD FDI F

CtQL: (1) hese starlard exist in draft form at the present tim(2) Active Star Network
(3) Passive Star Netwrk; oss - Star Coupler + 2x (1m- of Longest F.O. Link) + Cewctor Low

.105

E

0 .09
En
z
0

Cn

al

12951 1348116
1290 1300 1310 1320 1330 1340 1350 1360 1370

ZERO DISPERSION WAVELENGTH (nm)

FIGURE 8. MINIMUM DISPERSION WAVELENGTH AND SLOPE LIMITS
(FROM ANSI X3T9.5, FDDI PHYSICAL LAYER MEDIUM

DEPENDENT SPECIFICATION, JULY 1, 1988).
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INSTALLED COST OF FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS ON VARIOUS FIBER SIZES

John C. Huber

3M Company, Austin TX

ABSTRACT PMD working group of the ANSI X3T9.3 committee(2).
The survey included several manufacturers, several

Recently optical fibers have become the transmission installers and several end-users and is felt to be tne most
medium of choice for short distance telecommunications, comprehensive publicly reported.
Optical fibers are now being installed in homes and offices.
These applications usually require connectors to be FDDI LINK LAYOUT
installed two-at-a-time. The installed cost of these
connectors is a substantial barrier to rapid deployment of
fiber in these applications. This paper describes a model PATC- PAN-EL_

to estimate the installed cost of connectors. It
demonstrates the cost reductions achieved by fast curing
adhesives and large size fibers. And it offers some CABLE WAYS ___

suggestions for future work. (100 n) _____

ESTIMATED LINK COST - WORKSTATION

The number of factors and the range of costs for installing
a fiber optic link have wide variances depending on the
application and many other factors. In telephony _

applications and data communication backbone network
communications, there have been almost ten years of CONCENTRATOR WALL OUTLET

experience which has reduced this uncertainty. FIGURE 1
Furthermore, in these applications, the cable and cable
installation costs far outweigh any reasonable level of TOTAL COST OF FDOD WORKSTATION-TO-CONCENTRATOR CABLE LINK

connector installation costs. So the variance in installed
ITEM UNITS QUANTITY COST TOTAL

cost of connectors on these long links has not been a CABLE = 100 $1.10 $110.00 14
critical issue. However, as fiber penetrates closer to the CABLE INSTALLATION m 100 $3.40 $340. C3 44

OUTLET CONNECTOR ea ST 2 $41.20 $82.40 11
home and the desktop, the connector installed costs CLOSET CONNECTOR ea ST 2 $21.03 $42.06 5

become more significant. And much of the experience in PLEX JUMER ea MIC 2 $99.50 $199.00 26

other applications does not directly apply. For example in $773.46

long links, it is commonplace to install dozens of TABLE 1
connectors at one sitting; so expensive and bulky tools
were not a big problem. Specialized crews could be fully All the connectors taken together comprise 42% of the
employed in installing connectors; so a high level of skill total cost of the link. Connector cost is dominated by the
and extensive training were not a big problem. cost of installing the connector on the cable, whether done

on site or in a specialized cable assembly facility. It is the
To be specific, the Fiber Distributed Data Interface cost of the labor to install the connector that dominates
(FDDI) link from the concentrator to the workstation has installed cost. Yet the technical literature does not contain
been selected for analysis. This link has two fibers which much specific information to estimate this cost.
span 100 meters and include 12 mated ferrules in
connectors, 8 of these are in the FDDI MIC connector as A computer-based model of connector installation was
specified by the FDDI standard. See Figure 1. The developed to make a systematic study of installed costs.
estimates for costs are shown in Table 1. These reflect the The model is a simple spreadsheet and its parameters can
experience of installing many thousands of connectors and be easily modified. In addition, Lhe sequence of tasks can
are similar to two recent studies: Clavenna(l) and an be easily rearranged to accommodate different installation
unpublished survey performed for the Low Cost Fiber practices. A printout of the spreadsheet is shown in

Exhibit 1.
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CALCULATIO OF INSTALL, D COST As can be seen from Exhibit 1, the setup and packup times
TYPE: EPOXY ADHESIVE; MAtLAL POLISH; 62.5/125 GLASS FIBER; "SL42 TIMES

T ITPE-RAS GE TISE TEP are substantial contributions to the total elapsed time for0 TASK NAME PAST SLOW TASK ELAPSED

SETUP START 0.00 0.0 - UNIT COSTS - the job. To be realistic, these times must be included.
SETUC PREPARE WORK SITE 3.0 6.0 6.00 6.0 CONNECTOR $8.33
SETUP PREP HEAT OVEN 5.0 7.0 7.00 13.0 SUPPLIES $0.54 They have a considerable impact when small numbers of
SET PREP LAY O OLS 2. 17:0 TOOL KIT $1450
SETUP PREP: OPEN ECLE SHETH 2.0 1.0 1o 000 27.0 KIT LI:E 5,000 connectors are being installed at a time; about 40% for
SETUP PREP: MIX & LOAD EPOXY 3.0 6.0 6.00 33.0 LABOR/EN $60.00
SETUP PREP; SIMULTAREOUS TASXS -7.00 26.0 two connector installations.
SETUP PREPARATION COMPLETED 26.0 - TOTAL COSTS -
SETUP TOTAL 26.0 SUPPLIES $1.08

1 START 26.00 26.0 CONNECTOR $16.66
PREPARE CONNECTOR 0.3 0.6 0.60 26.6 TOOL KIT $0.46 This spreadsheet can be run for the range of parameters

1 P REPARE FIBER 1.2 2.4 2.40 29.0 LABOR $101.40
PREP: PILL CONN G CRIMP 2.0 4.0 4.00 33.0 -----. and for any number of connectors. The results are shown

I PREPARATION COMPLETED 33.0 TOTAL $119.60
1 PAUSE FOR OVEN 0.00 33.0 in Figure 2. While there is a considerable range of costs,
1 CURE: PUT IN OVEN 0.1 0.2 0.20 33.2 AVG COST $59.80
1 CURE EPOXY 20.0 30.0 30.00 63.2 it is clear that the variability is larger for small numbers of
I COOL 2.0 4.0 4.00 67.2
1 WAIT Po, POLISHING 0.0 67.2 connectors. And the FDDI installation is pr.cisely this
1 PaL: CLEAVE I INSPECT 0.5 1.0 1.00 68.2
1 POLISH: COARSE 1.0 2.0 2.00 70.2 situation. Two connectors must be installed at each wall
1 POL: CLEAR & INSPECT 0.3 0.6 0.60 70.8 oe of the is
1 POLISH: FINE 2.0 4.0 4.00 74. outlet adjacent to each workstation; cost
1 POL: CLEAN 6 INSPECT 0.3 0.5 0.50 75.3
1 POL: FINAL CHECK 0.3 0.0 0.50 75.8 labor. Near the concentrator in the communications
1 POLISHING COMPLETED 75.8
1 TOTAL 49.8 closet, connectors will be installed twelve at a time or
2 START 33.00 33.0
2 PREPARE CONNECTOR 0.60 33.6 more; then labor is 67% of the cost.
2 PREPARE FINEH 2.40 36.0
2 PREP: FILL CONN & CRIMP 4.00 40.0
2 PREPARATION COMPLETED 40.0
2 PAUSE FOR OVEN 0.00 40.0
2 CURE: PUT IN OVEN 0.20 40.2
2 CURE EPOXY 30.00 70.2
2 COOL 4.00 74.2
2 WAIT FOR POLISHING 1.60 75.8
2 PaL: CLEAVE & INSPECT 1.00 76.8 INSTALLED COST OF CONNECTORS
2 POLISH: COARSE 2.00 78.8
2 POL: CLEAR & INSPECT 0 .60 75.4
2 POLISH: FINE 4.00 83.4 Epoxy adhesive; manual polish
2 POL: CLEAN & INSPECT 0.50 83.9
2 POL: FINAL CHECK 0.50 84.4 InStQlled COSt per Connector
2 POLISHING C.MPLETED 84.4 70

2 TOTAL 51.4
PACKUPSTART 84.40 84.4
PACK'ýPPREP: COOL OFF OVEN 5.0 7.0 7.00 91.4 60 - -
PACYUPPREP: PUT TOOLS IN KIT 2.0 4.0 4.00 95.4
PACKUPPREP: CLEAR WORE SITE 3.0 6.0 6.00 101.4

ACtUPPREPARATION COMPLETES 101.4 50

EXHIBIT 1 40I/ ,

30 • ,•",

In this model, there are two sets (,f variab: parameters. 20/

One set applies to the specific connector installation
practice and is the range of times to perform each task. 0o

These are entered in the columns named 'TIME-RANGE, 0
FAST, SLOW." The time entries are those for trained and 2 4 8 12

d Connectors Installed ot One Sitting

experienced installers; they do not represent novices on

one hand or champions on the other hand. The entries in
the FAST column are the fastest times normally observed; FIGURE 2
these -.re not the fastest times by the fastest installers.
Similarly, the entries in the SLOW column are the slowest The results from the model can also be shown graphically
times normally observed. A word of caution is necessary as in Figure 3. It can be seen that the time to cure the
here, fast is not necessarily better than slow. Higher epoxy in common connectors is the next largest contributor
quality of work, better optical performance and fewer to the elapsed time.
rejects are more often encountered by installers near the
slow end of the range rather than the fast end. Remaking
one connector can offset the entire difference between the
fast-workirg and lower-paid installer and the slow-working
and higher-paid installer for a job of four connectors.

The other set of parameters for the model are independent
of the specific connector installation practice and are listed
on the right side of the spreadsheet. These include the
connector price, supplies, tool kit price, tool kit life and
labor rate. Although one would normally expect that
higher paid installers work faster and do better work, this
is not an absolute rule.
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CONNECTOR INSTALLATION - 62.5/125 FIBER CALCULATION OF INSTALLED COST
HOT MELT ADHESIVE; MANUAL POLISH; 62.5/125 GLASS FIBER; -AST TINESEpoxy Adhesive; Manual Polish T TAME- ,• NSGZ TIME TIME•

0 TASK MAKE FAST SLOW TASK ELAPSED
SETUP START 0.0 0.0 -- UNIT COSTS --

Minutes SETUP PREPARE WORK SITE 3.0 6.0 3.00 3.0 CONNECTOR $6.93

120 
SETUP PREP: NEAT OVEN 5.0 7.0 5.00 8.0 SUPPLIES $0.30
SETUP PREP: LAY OUT TOOLS 2.0 4.0 2.00 10.0 TOOL KIT $1,150
SETUP PREP;: OPEN CABLE SHEATH 2.0 10.0 2.00 12.0 KIT LIFE 5,000

-o SETUP PREP: miX & LOAD EPOXY n0 na 0.00 12.0 L.tSOR/HR $30.00
SETUP PREP: SIMLULTANEOUS TASKS -4.00 8.0
SETUP PREPARATION COMPLETED 9.0 -- TOTAL COSTS -

0_ SETUP TOTAL 0.0 SUPPLIES S0.60
1 START 8.00 8.0 CONNECTOR $13.86

1 PREP: PUT COHN IN OVEN 0.3 0.6 0.30 8.2 TOOL KIT 00.46

60 1 PREPARE FIBER 1.2 2.4 1.17 9.5 LABOR $14.44
6011 PREP: PAUSE FOR MELTING 0.00 9.5

I PREP: INSERT FIBER 0.3 0.5 0.25 9.7 TOTAL $29.36
40 1 PREPARATION COMPLETED 9.7

40 1 COOL 3.0 4.0 3.00 1..7 AVG COST 014.68
1 WAIT FOR POLISHING 0.00 12.7
1 POL: CLEAVE A INSPECT 0.5 1.0 0.50 13.2

20 1 POLISH: COARSE 0.5 1.0 0.50 13.7
1 POL: CLEAN & INSPECT 0.2 0.3 0.17 13.9

0 1 POLISH: FINE 1.3 1.7 1.33 15.2
1ETUP POL: CLEAM & INSPECT 0.3 0.7 0.33 15.6

SETUPI 2 PACKUP 1 POL: FINAL CHECK 0.3 0.5 0.25 15.8
1 POLISHING COMPLETED 15.8

# Connectors Installed at One Sitting 1 TOTPAL 7.80
2 START 9.72 9.7
2 PREP: PUT CORN IN OVEN 0.30 10.0

PREP M] CURE & COOL E POLISH 2 PREPARE FIBER 1.17 11.2
2 PREP: PAUSE FOR MELTING 0.00 11.2
2 PREP: INSERT FIBER 0.25 11.4
2 PREPARATION COMPLETED 11.4
2 COOL 3.00 14.4

FIGURE 3 2 WAIT FOR PREV CONNECTOR 1.37 15.8
2 POL: CLEAVE & INSPECT 0.50 16.3
2 POLISH: COARSE 0.50 16.8
2 POL: CLEAN & INSPECT 0.17 17.0

Fast acting adhesives have been introduced to reduce the 2 POLISH: FINE 1.33 18.3

2 POL: CLEAN 6 INSPECT 0.33 18.6
time and cost of curing epoxy. Examples are ultraviolet2 PoL: FINAL CHECK 0.25 18.9

2 POLISHING COMPLETED 18.9
light curing and hot melt adhesives. These adhesives 2 TOTAL 9.17

PACKUPSTART 18.88 18.

typically cure in a few minutes. PACRUPPREP: COOL OFF OVEN 5.0 7.0 5.00 23.9
PACKUPPREP: PUT TOOLS IN KIT 2.0 4.0 2.00 25.9
PACKUPPREP: CLEAN WORK SITE 3.0 6.0 3.00 28.9

When entered in the model, these adhesives dramatically PACKUPPREPARATION COMPLETED 28.9

reduce the installed cost of connectors. Most of the
advantage is in labor saving. For two at a time, the labor EXHIBIT 2
drops to 49% of the cost. Total installed costs are 35-42%
lower than epoxy. The results are shown in Exhibit 2 and
Figure 4. Furthermore there is little compromise in using
fast-curing adhesive connectors. The optical performance
of hot melt adhesive connectors is equal to epoxy
connectors.
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CALCULATION OF INSTALLED COSTCRIMP A CLEAVE TECS CONNECTOR; 200/230 TECS FIBER; 'FAST' TIMES CONNECTOR INSTALLATION - 62.5/125 FIBER
TIME-RANGE TIME TIETASK NAM PAST SLOW TASK ELAPSED Hot Melt Adhesive; Manual Polish

SETUP START 0.o00 0. - UNIT CO.S -
SETUP PREPARE WORK SITE 1.0 2.0 1.00 1.0 CONNECTOR $15.00
SETUP PREP: HEAT OVEN 8a na 0.00 1.0 SUPPLIES $0.54 Minutes
SETUP PREP: LAY OUT TOOLS 1.0 2.0 1.00 2.0 TOOL KIT $995 30
SETUP PREP: OPEN CABLE SHEATH 2.0 4.0 2.00 4.0 KIT LIFE 0,000
SETUP PREP: MIX & LOAD EPOXY na n& 0.00 4.0 LABOR/HR $30.00
SETUP PREP: SIMULTANEOUS TASKS 0.00 4.0 25
SETUP PREPARATION COMPLETED 4.0 - TOTAL COSTS -
SETUP TOTAL 4 .0 SUPPLIES $1.08

1 START 4.00 4.0 CONNECTOR $30.00 20
I PREPARE CONNECTOR 0.3 0.6 0.30 4.3 TOOL KIT $0.40 20
1 PREPARE FIBER 1.2 2.4 1.17 0.5 LABOR $5.72

PREP: FIILL CONN 1, CRIMP 10 2.0 1.00 EP 112 L7 6. ---- 15I PREPARATION COMPLETED 6.5 TOTAL $27.19 15
I PAUSE FOR OVEN 0.00 65.
1 CURE: PUT IN OVEN na na 0.00 6.5 AVG COST $18.60
1 CURE EPOXY na na 0.00 .10
1 COOL n8 08 0.00 4.5
1 WAIT FOR POLISHING na na na 6.5
1 POL: CLEAVE 6 INSPECT na na 0.00 6.5 5 -
1 POLISH: COARSE na na 0 .00 6.5
I POL: CLEAN & INSPECT na na 0.00 6.5
1 POLISH: FINE na na 0.00 6.5 0i POL: CLEAN & INSPECT n. na 0.00 6.5 SETUP 1 2 PACKUP
I POL: FINAL CHECK 0.3 0.5 0.25 6.71 POLISHING COMPLETED 6.7 # Connectors Installed at One Sitting
1 TOTAL 2.7
2 START 6.72 6.7
2 PREPARE CONNECTOR 0.30 7.0 PREP & UELT • COOL • POLISH
2 PREPARE FIBER 1.17 8.2
2 PREP: FILL CONN 6 CRIMP 1.00 9.2
2 PREPARATION COMPLETED 9.2
2 PAUSE FOR OVEN 0.00 9.22 CURE: PUT IN OVEN 0.00 9.2F
2 CURE EPOXY 0.00 9.2 FIGURE 4
2 COOL 0.00 9.2
2 WAIT FOR POLISHING na 9.22 POL: CLEAVE & INSPECT 0.00 0.3 2CI~
2 POLISH: COARE 0.00 All of the above discussion has used the common 62.5/1252 POLISH : COARSE00 :2
2 POL: CLEAN . INSPECT 0.00 9.22 POISH.: FINE o0o . micron fiber. The degree of difficulty in installing2 POL: CL INE 0.00 9.2 oPOL: FINAL C SECK 0.0S 9.4 connectors is directly related to the size of the fiber.
2 POLISH ING COMPLETED 9.4
2 TOTAL 2.7 Scratches from the abrasive polishing paper affect small

PACKUPSTART 9.43 9.4PACKUPPREP: COOL OFF OVEN 0 0 0.00 9.4 core fibers much more than large core fibers. SmallPACKUPPREP: PUT TOOLS IN KIT 1.0 2.0 1.00 10.4 and of fibers them toPACKUPpREp: CLEAN WORK SITE 1.0 2.0 1.00 11.4 clading coating makes hardertoPACKUPPREPARATION COMPLETED 11.4 handle and take more time during installation. In general,

EXHIBIT 3 large fiber sizes lead to lower installation costs.

Recently there have been introductions of crimp and Crimp and cleave installation practices for 200/230 micron
cleave connectors for 62.5/125 fiber. But concerns about fibers have been commonly used in factory automation and
higher insertion loss and lower durability have limited their process control applications for over five years. They can
acceptance. be installed by an electrician using simple tools. There is

no adhesive to cure and there is no polishing. Recent tests
CONCLUSION have demonstrated that this fiber has bandwidth adequate

for FDDI applications.
It has been shown that it is possible to estimate theIt hs ben how tht i is ossbleto stiatethe The model can be used to estimate the installed cost ofinstalled cost of fiber optic connectors in a systematic way,
using a simple spreadsheet model. The installed cost is crimp and cleave connectors too. The results are shown in
greatly affected by labor costs. But installed costs of Exhibit 3. Installed costs are 21-53% lower than for epoxy
$22.59 to $59.80 for epoxy connectors when installed two connectors, when done two at a time.
at a time are a substantial barrier to fiber networks
penetrating to the home and the desktop. Faster curing
adhesives have reduced these costs by 35% to 42%.
Larger fibers lend themselves to simple, crimp and cleave
connectors, which leads to further reductions.

The model's results for epoxy connectors, hot melt
connectors and crimp-and-cleave connectors are shown in
fable 2.
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A thorough analysis is needed to choose which path is
COMPARISON OF INSTALLED CONNECTOR COSTS most productive -- large core fiber, refinements of crimp

and cleave connectors for small fibers and/or further
- # CONNECTORS INSTALLED AT ONE SITTING - decreases in adhesive curing and connector polishing time.

2 4 8 12
EPOXY

SLOW $59.80 $38.75 $30.07 $28.28 1 Clavenna, Scott, "Clearing Up the LAN Cable
FAST $22.59 $16.90 $14.18 $13.77 Confusion," p 1-9, FIBER DATACOMM
DIFF $37.21 $21.85 $15.89 $14.51 Newsletter, July 1991, v4, #7, published by

HOT MELT Information Gatekeepers, Inc, Boston MA

SLOW $34.87 $25.37 $20.75 $19.20 Fink, Robert L. and Trang Nguyen, presented to
FAST $14.60 $12.11 $10.99 $10.61 LowiCostRFber PMd wrkng gup, AnSI to
DIFF $20.27 $13.26 $9.76 $8.59 Low Cost Fiber PMD working group, ANSI X3T9.3

on July 17, 1991
CRIMP & CLEAVE

SLOW $28.30
FAST $17.77
DIFF $10.53 Dr. Huber is Laboratory Manager for the Private Network

% IMPROVEMENT - HOT MELT OVER EPOXY Products Dept in the TelComm Products Division of 3M

SLOW 42 35 31 32 Company. He has been involved in telecommunications
FAST 35 28 22 23 product development for 13 years, industrial

communications for 8 years and fiber optics for 6 years.
% IMPROVEMENT - CRIMP & CLEAVE OVER EPOXY He has been involved with the development of 17 new

SLOW 53 products. He can be reached at 3M Company, PO Box
FAST 21 2963, Bldg A144-2N-01, Austin TX 78769

TABLE 2

The model described in this paper is not claimed to be
absolute. As stated earlier, the installed cost of fiber optic
connectors is subject to many variables. A particular
person, using a particular connector, following particular
instructions, conforming to particular work rules, and other
factors may give substantially different results. The results
from this model cannot be taken as exact; they are
estimates. But it is believed that the results are accurate
enough to be a guide for further product development.

FUTURE WORK

It is clear from this analysis that more progress must be
made to further reduce the installed cost of connectors.
This is especially true for installing connectors two at a
time, such as at the wall outlet for FDDI workstations. If
fiber to the desktop is to be commonly available, the
installation and maintenance must be done by people
available on site, usually electricians. The more a fiber
optic connector installation is like a common electrical
connector installation, the faster fiber will be accepted.
The ideal fiber optic connector would cost $1.00 and be
installed in one minute by an electrician using a $10.00
tool than can hang from his belt. This would result in an
installed cost of $1.50 to $2.00, depending on labor rate.
Present connectors cost about ten times this much, when
done two at a time.
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FDDI FINDS FAT FIBER

Rudolph A. Montgelas

Ensign-Bickford Optics Company
Avon, CT

Abstract Traditionally, the majority of communi-
cation cables installed in buildings have

Large-core, 200 gm hard clad, step- been twisted-pair telephone cables and
index optical fiber is proposed for use shielded coaxial CATV cables. These
in horizontal FDDI links of 100 meters cables restrict the bandwidth of com-
or less. This fiber has sufficient munication equipment connected to the
bandwidth and attenuation properties network. Ethernet represented a signif-
for cable runs from the concentrator to icant improvement by providing a 10
the desktop. Fat fibers offer superior Mbps broadband transmission scheme.
mechanical and optical coupling prop- Today, computer systems are more
erties due to the polymer cladding and powerful. CPU processing speeds have
large core. Transceiver and connector increased and memory sizes have
manufacturers are already designing expanded, placing severe demands on a
low-cost components to take advantage network to provide reliable, fault-
of the improved optical coupling offered tolerant data transmission. Fiber optic
by these fibers. Fiber optic systems cables, with their large signal carrying
using fat fibers are presently under capacity, low signal loss and RFI/EMI
consideration at the FDDI low-cost immunity, offer superior performance
fiber ad hoc working group as a low- at a reasonable cost.
cost media alternative to 62.5/125
graded-index based systems. FDDI Standards

Fiber optic cables are now routinely

Introduction used for the connection of computer
systems and peripheral devices in

One of the primary tasks a fiber optics office buildings, campus environments
system designer faces is to select the and factory floors. Fiber networks
most cost-effective and reliable sys- allow users to share high data rate
tem components available on the mar- resources such as file servers, CAD
ket. There is a myriad of fiber, connec- mainframes, and CD-ROM databases.
tor and transceiver devices available Consequently, this shared resource
today. Each component provides dis- enhances computer workstation capac-
tinct performance advantages depending ity and reduces system costs. The Fiber
on the application. Emerging industry Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), spon-
standards such as ISDN, SONET and FDDI sored by the American National
can help the designer target the Standards Institute (ANSI), was initi-
appropriate hardware. Restrictions ated to address a need for an interoper-
imposed by these standards can also ability standard of fiber optic network,
prevent an economical implementation. hardware and communication protocols.
Recently, a large core, step-index "Fat It describes the requirements for
Fiber" has emerged which could offer interoperability at data rates of 100
the designer an effective alternative Mbit/s using a dual token ring archi-
when selecting system components.
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tecture. The dual ring allows defective Hard Polymer Clad "Fat Fiber"
link nodes to be bypassed by an optical
switch in the event of a component This paper proposes the use of step-
failure, index "Fat Fiber" as a transmission

medium in the FDDI horizontal cable
Figure 1 shows a simplified sketch of plant. The Fat Fiber is composed of a
the topology for an FDDI network. Hard polymer-Cladding and a 200 gIm
Concentrator stations are connected diameter pure Silica core (HCS®). The
with a counter-rotating fiber optic proprietary hard polymer cladding pro-
backbone. The backbone will allow vides superior fiber strength as shown
thousands of nodes to be connected in in the Weibull plot in Figure 2. The
series. Each node on the ring may be ultimate fiber breaking strength is
located up to two kilometers away from typically around 800 kpsi. In this plot,
the next node. The application environ- fibers were tested according to TIA
ment at a specific site generally dic- standard FOTP-28, using a 0.5 meter
tates the type of node used. For exam- gage length and a 0.9 cm/s strain rate.
pie, in a data processing facility, it is As they are drawn, HCS fibers are
desirable to use dual attachment sta- online proof-tested to 200 kpsi as
tions for fault tolerance and network opposed to the 50 kpsi proof test typi-
redundancy. In an office building, how- cal for 62.5/125 graded index fibers.
ever, many single attachment stations The static fatigue of the fiber is also
might be connected to each concentra- improved because, the polymer cladding
tor in a "star" topology with typical inhibits the growth of microcracks in
cable lengths of less than 100 meters. the silica core due to stress corrosion

by water molecules present at the fiber
surface. 2

WEIBULL ANALYSIS
D C sOF

HCS FIBER

( l o .......... .................... .................................. ......... ... ........ - -- - - i. .
t p c ) ............................. . .... .. .. ........ ...... ........ .. ..... .... " T"............. .......n ....I~ .......

.... .... ... .... ... .... .... .... ...

... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... ........

cant FDDI standards under development ........
by the various ANSI committees. 1  For

""... ......................... ................. .... ------. ! a ..
somle sub-glayers, thme efforth hsign

extended to the International Standards...............................................................
O rganization (ISO ) for final com m ittee ............................................................

consensus. Other working groups are ••i:

,. ............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ • .. . . . . . . _ . • . i. .

also in the process of defining trans- ii!im ission requirem ents w hich include ....................................................

network bridging to other transmission i !
formats such as SONET and ISDN.

100 FRACTURE STRESS (kpsl) 1000

Figure 2
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The HCS fiber core is composed of pure 200 gm HCS Fiber Bandwidth
silica drawn from a low-water glass 1000
rod which typically contains less than
or equal to 5 ppm of -OH concentration. ........ ....
This type of glass is used to maintain .
low infrared spectral absorption at o 100
1300 nm. Figure 3 is a spectral atten-
uation plot for typical 200 larm core HCS
optical fiber. The fiber attenuation is ...... .

approximately 30 dB/km at 1300 nm. ............... .

This attenuation is sufficient for the 10

100 meter horizontal FDDI transmission 100 325 550 775 1000
length requirement. In fact, it is the FSERLENGTH METERS)

fiber modal dispersion, not the attenua- Figure 4
tion, that restricts the maximum trans- The HCS fiber has a measured bandwidth
mission distance to about 120 meters of about 150 Mhz for a 100 meter length
at FDDI data rates. Fortunately, the using a 1300 nm surface emitting LED
majority of point-to-point connection with a 0.28 injection NA. 3  This is
distances required within an office sufficient to allow for the 100 Mbps
building are typically less than 100 FDDI data rate.
meters.

TYPICAL HCS FIBER HCS Cable Considerations
SPECTRAL ATTENUATION

200 TThe high strength and static fatigue
resistance of the HCS optical fiber
allows special cable constructions to
be considered. Table 3 shows a compar-1 5 0 . ......... -..................................... ........ .. ..

E ison between round duplex cables con-
taining 62.5/125 gIm fibers and cables
"containing 200 gim HCS fibers.4  Duplex.2o 100 ......................................... ...... .. ...... ........... b e n m a u f c t re

.2 100HCS cables have been manufactured
*• without Kevlar® strength members

while maintaining the sufficient cable
< 50 .......... .......... .......... .................................... e s l t e g h h w . T i y e o

~ 50 - -tensile strengths shown. This type of
cable has a smaller jacket diameter,
reduced weight and improved flex/bend

000 700 900 11130 0 150 performance.
WAVELENGTH (nm) The elimination of Kevlar strength

Figure 3 member tie-off at the connector and the

ability to utilize simple crimp and
The bandwidth of an HCS fiber is pre- cleave connectors, as discussed below,
dominantly limited by modal disper- offers the possibility of economical

sion. Pulse spreading in the fiber is mass pod c ion of exo jum per

primarily caused by the time delay dif- cabs for uthe f plat A uma e
ferece or he hghet oder odeand cables for the FDDI plant. A machine

ference for the highest order mode and has been constructed which will cleave
the lowest order mode to arrive at the both of the optical fibers in a duplex

transceiver detector. Also, the mate- b lt o n the manuacturing
rialdiserson i th fier i esen- cable at once during the manufacturing

rial dispersion in the fiber is essen- process. As economies of scale evolve,
tially zero at the 1300 nm wavelength, the potential for fully automated cord
Figure 4 shows a bandwidth versus teptnilfrflyatmtdcrFigue 4shos abandidt vesus set manufacture could become a reality

distance plot for a typical HCS fiber. for sandar e coib e cale
for standard as well as coiled cable

assemblies.
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CrimR and Cleave Connectors STO Crimp and Cleave Connector

One of the most significant advantages
that an HCS fiber offers the system EI33 W
installer is the ability to apply low-
cost crimp and cleave connectors with-
out the need for epoxies and polishing in
the field. The fiber's high strength and
static fatigue resistance provide reli-
able and repeatable connections. The ..... .....
high core-to-clad ratio of the fiber also Field installable in 3 minutes or less
reduces the need for precision ferrules Cost-effective, substantially less than

and high tolerance connector compo- installed epoxy/polish

nents. This allows for the manufacture High tensile strength - HCShfiber permits
crimping directly onto the hard cladding

of a low-cost connector as well as a • Static fatigue resistant
reduction in transceiver costs. Field Easy to assemble--no epoxy or other

assembly simplicity means that crimp consumables required

and cleave connectors can be installed Reduced labor cost--no grinding or polishing
otAutomated factory assembly also availableon a cable in less than three minutes.

This is about one-fourth the time it
takes to glue and grind a typical
epoxy/polish connector. Cleaving Process

A metallic alloy sleeve is located Fiber-Stretch'
inside the backshell of the crimp and i
cleave connector body shown in figure
5. This sleeve is designed with the Crimp Diamond Blade

proper mechanical creep and material I
flow properties. When the backshell is B 44 Fiber-Retracts'
crimped, the sleeve will form around
the surface of the fiber cladding, thus Average Recession: 8.55.pm

securing it in the ferrule assembly. Standard Deviation: 3.22 um
(Fiber retention forces have been- ...... ..
measured at 5 lb. nominal.) The ferrule Figure 5
assembly is then inserted in a cleave FDDI Fat-fiber Link Models
tool which imparts a specific tensile
force sufficient to elongate the fiber A model of the cable plant is shown in
prior to cleaving. A diamond cleave figure 6. In this model, a duplex fiber
blade scribes the glass fiber, causing a optic jumper is connected from the
controlled crack to propagate perpen- desktop terminal equipment (such as a
dicular to the fiber axis. The end of the terminal or printer) to an FDDI duplex
cleaved fiber then retracts into the wall outlet plate. The terminal equip-
ferrule assembly, providing protection ment contains a fiber optic transceiver
to its mirrored surface finish. Cleave specifically designed to couple the
angles for 200 g.m HCS fiber connectors optical signal efficiently into the 200
are typically around 2.5 degrees with g.m HCS fiber. Inside the wall outlet, a
average losses of 1 dB per mated pair. duplex cable is run through the wall and

connected to a patch panel in a wiring
closet. The patch panel allows the
flexibility of reassigning the specific
wall outlet plate locations when an
office is reconfigured. A second duplex
fiber optic jumper is connected from
the patch panel to the optical trans-
ceiver at the concentrator node.
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The assumptions used in preparation of
the proposed models are listed at the
bottom of the matrix. Each column pro-

.V ]Rvides a cost estimate for a particular
system component as well as the com-

Concentrotor Computer ponent installation cost. These costsare estimated based on industry market

PatchPanel WallPlate studies. 5  Below the total cost in each
column is a running tabulation of the

ru 6 -FDDI Hozontal Wiring Model optical link power at that component (in
dBm units). This is listed from left to

The FDDI specification allows for inter- right, showing the coupled power at the
operability between system components transmitter in the concentrator to the
at the physical medium dependent layer. received power at the computer node.
Graded index, 62.5/125 jIm fiber is cho- The far right hand column shows the
sen as the standard with allowance for total component costs and the total
50/125, 85/125 and 100/140 gim received optical power. A factor for
graded index fibers. The use of these the cost per microwatt of received
fibers is outlined in Annex C of the optical power is computed on each
ANSI PMD X3.166-1990 specification. model at the bottom. The lowest $/giW
When mixing of fiber media is neces- factor is about $21 for model B which
sary, connections from a fiber of larger employs all 200 pim HCS fiber in the
core diameter to one of a smaller link. This is followed by the mixed
diameter may cause significant optical media model C using 62.5/125 fiber
signal losses. It is important, there- installed in the wall and a 200 jim HCS
fore, for the system designer to con- jumper at the computer. A system
sider all the losses encountered in a using all 200 pim HCS fiber is roughly
point-to-point link through the use of half the cost per microwatt of the
an optical loss budget. system using all 62.5/125 lim fiber.

Table 4 shows a proposed cost and Summary & Conclusions
power budget matrix for four simplex
transmission media models used in the Hard clad silica fat fiber has been pro-
FDDI horizontal wiring model shown in posed as an economical solution for
Figure 6. Models A and B are for the use short distance links in the horizontal
of single media and models C and D FDDI wiring loop and is already included
allow for mixing of the media from the as a part of an IEC fiber optic standard.
concentrator to the computer. Model C, The high strength and stress corrosion
for example, proposes the use of properties of the fiber allow field
62.5/125 pim fiber from the concentra- installation of low-cost crimp and
tor to the wall plate where a 200 ljm cleave connectors. The optical coupling
HCS jumper connects to the computer. provided by fat fiber relaxes the con-
Model D proposes using 200 gim HCS nector tolerances required at the
from the transmitter at the concentra- transceiver and patch panel, thereby
tor to the wall plate where a 62.5/125 further reducing system costs. An
grm jumper is used to connect to the analysis indicates the potential reduc-
optical receiver in the computer. tion of overall media component costs

to half that of a 62.5/125 graded-index
fiber system.
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Fiber optic manufacturers are already 4. W. B. Beck, Ensign-Bickford Optics
producing optoelectronic devices for Company, "200 Micron Fiber - Low
use with HCS fat fiber installed not Cost FDDI Models, Costs, Advan-
only in office buildings, but also in the tages," Presentation made to Low
harsh environments of power plants and Cost Fiber - PMD Ad Hoc Working
factory floors. Future developments for Group, St. Petersburg, Florida, April
fat fiber in FDDI networks will depend 23, 1991.
on the economies of scale for optical
transceivers and connectors which uti- 5. D. Krohn, 3M Specialty Fibers Group,
lize the HCS advantages as well as the Presentation mace to Low Cost
driving forces of the FDDI user com- Fiber - PMD Ad Hoc Working Group,
munity. A network using fat fiber from Boulder Colorado, August 20, 1991.
the concentrator to the desktop pro-
poses to be the most viable solution to
FDDI communication.
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Table 4 FDDI OPTICAL COST/POWER BUDGET MODELS

Single Media - Model A
Fiber Type: 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 gm 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pjm

Concentrator Patch Panel Wall Plate CPU Totals
XCVR Connector 5Om cable Connectors 50m cable Connector Jumper XCVR

Cost ($) $150.00 $15.00 $60.00 $25.00 $60.00 $15.00 $50.00 $t 50.00 $525.00
Install Cost ($) $10.00 $75.00 $14.00 $75.00 $10.00 $184.00

Total cost ($) $150.00 $25.00 $135.00 $39.00 $135.00 $25.00 $50.00 $150.00 $709.00
Power (dBm) Coupled Power -16.0 -16.0 -16.5 -16.6 -17.1 -17.6 -17.6 -17.6

Cost/vW= $40.80

Single Media - Model B

Fiber Type: 200 pm 200 pmn 200 pm 200 jam 200 pm 200 pm 200 pm 200 Ipm

Concentrator Patch Panel Wall Plate CPU Totals
XCVR Connector 50m cable Connectors 50m cable Connector Jumper XCVR

Cost ($) $65.00 $10.00 $60.00 $25.00 $60.00 $10.00 $30.00 $85.00 $365.00
Install Cost ($) $4.00 $75.00 $14.00 $75.00 $4.00 $172.00
Total cost ($) $85.00 $14.00 $135.00 $39.00 $135.00 $14.00 $30.00 $85.00 $537.00
Power (dBm) Coupled Power -10.0 -11.5 -12.5 -14.0 -15.0 -16.0 -16.0 -16.0

Cost/pW= $21.38

Mixed Media - Model C
Fiber Type: 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 200 p 200 pm

Concentrator Patch Panel Wall Plate CPU Totals

XCVR Connector 50m cable Connectors 50m cable Connector Jumper XCVR
Cost ($) $150.00 $15.00 $60.00 $25.00 $60.00 $15.00 $30.00 $85.00 $440.00
Install Cost ($) $10.00 $75.00 $14.00 $75.00 $10.00 $184.00
Total cost ($) $150.00 $25.00 $135.00 $39.00 $135.00 $25.00 $30.00 $85.00 $624.00
Power (dBm) Coupled Power -16.0 -16.0 -16.5 -16.5 -17.0 -17.5 -17.5 -17.5

Cost/pW= $35.09

Mixed Media - Model D
Fiber Type: 200 pm 200 prm 200 pjm 200 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pm 62.5 pLm 62.5 pm

Concentrator Patch Panel Wall Plate CPU Totals
XCVR Connector 50m cable Connectors 50m cable Connector Jumper XCVR

Cost ($) $85.00 $10.00 $60.00 $25.00 $60.00 $15.00 $50.00 $150.00 $455.00
Install Cost ($) $4.00 $75.00 $14.00 $75.00 $10.00 $178.00
Total cost ($) $85.00 $14.00 $135.00 $39.00 $135.00 $25.00 $50.00 $150.00 $633.00
Power (dBm) Coupled Power -10.0 -11.5 -21.5 -21.5 -22.0 -22.5 -22.5 -22.5

Cost/pW= $112.57

ASSUMPTIONS:

62.5 pm fiber= 0.52 dB/km @1300nm Cost to Install wallplate Is the same for both fibers
200 pm fiber= 30 dB/km @1300nm Cable cost to install for both fiber types= $1.50
62.5 pm connection loss= 0.5 dB Cable cost for both fiber types $1.20
200 pm connection loss= 1 dB 5 meter 62.5 pm factory terminated jumper= $50.00

200 pm to 62.5 pm connection loss 10 dB 5 meter 200 pm factory terminated jumper= $30.00
62.5 pm to 200 pm connection loss 0.4 dB
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Table 1. ANSI FDDI 802.5 Token Ring Standards

ANSI Standard

OSI Layer Sub-Layer Description (ISO Standard)

Network SMT Station Control Future ISO/IEC
(Station Management Control) Fault Isolation/Recovery Standard

Data Link MAC Addressing X3.139-1987
(Media Access Control) Data Checking/Framing

Physical PHY Data Encoding/Decoding X3.148-1988
(Physical Layer Protocol) Framing/ Clocking

Physical PMD Media Hardware: Cable X3.1 66-1990
(Physical Medium Dependent) Connectors, Xcvrs

Jitter Specifications

Table 2. Extensions to FDDI Standards Development

Physical SMF PMD Singlemode Hardware BSR- X3.184-19XX
(Singlemode Fiber) (<60km distance) (D P -931 4-4)

Data Link HFIC Isochronous Data BSR -X3.186
(Hybrid Ring Control) Transmission (-)P-931 4-5)

Physical LCF Relaxed tolerance 62.5 Future ISO/IEC
(Low-cost Fiber) 200 pm Hard-Clad Silica Standard

(<100 meters distance)

Table 3 CABLE COMPARISON

Fiber Diameter (lam) 200/230/500 62.5/1 25/500/900
Cable Design 2 channel round 2 channel round
Jacket Diameter (mm) 3.0 ± 0.2 4.75 ± 0.25
Strength Member none Kevlar®
Tensile (N) 50 200
Break Strength (kg) 40 150
Minimum Bend Radius (mm) 1 5 5 0
Flex (cycles) >10,000 5,000
Weight (kg/km) 7 1 8

Kevlar is a registered trademark of AT&T
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Comparison of Twisted Wire Pair and Optical Fibers for FDDI

David A. Krohn

3M Specialty Optical Fibers

ABSTRACT
Two logical media alternatives for reducing cost arise:

While it is anticipated that the FDDI backbone will use The first, copper twisted wire pair; and the second,
62.5/125.Lm graded-index optical fiber as the transmission 200/230.m step-index fiber. Twisted wire pair has some
medium, other portions of the network are under distinct advantages. The cost of cable, connectors, and
consideration with other media choices. The peripheral connector installation is low if unshielded cable is used.
(horizontal) parts of the network will require 100 MHz Connector installation is straightforward with no special
bandwidth over only 100 meters. The broad use of tools required. The cost of transceivers is low compared
62.5/125Am graded-index fiber is currently too expensive to those required for fiber. Also, there is a large installed
in the high connector density peripheral network areas. base of unshielded twisted wire pair cable. The
Therefore, two logical choices arise: The first, copper disadvantages of twisted wire pair copper cable are that
twisted wire pair- and the second, 200/230gm step-index bandwidth and attenuation limits transmission to a
fiber. maximum of 100 meters. Unshielded copper twisted wire

pair has the potential to be very noisy. Sophisticated
This paper will outline FDDI media requirements. transceiver designs will be required to eliminate the noise
Twisted wire pair will be compared with 62.5/125;.m problem. The use of shielded twisted wire pair cable will
graded index fiber and 2001230/.Lm step-index fiber. The minimize the noise, but increase cable cost as well as
attenuation, bandwidth, and delivered power of the connectorization costs.
various media choices will be compared with FDDI needs.
Also. the cost of cable, connectorization, and transceivers Step-index 200/230,m fiber is a low-cost fiber approach.
will be compared. This analysis will provide the potential The bandwidth and loss characteristics are adequate to
user with performance/cost trade-offs needed in system function up to about 125 meters. Compared to
design. 62.5/125/zm fiber, large 200/230gm fiber is easier to

terminate with a simple crimp-and-cleave technique.
INTRODUCTION Epoxy and polishing steps usually associated with fiber

termination are eliminated. The result is that large fibers
There is a growing need for high-speed data provide a less costly, user-friendly termination scheme due
communications networks. The Fiber Distributed Data to relaxed tolerances and the fact that they are easier to
Interface (FDDI) will increase data speeds significantly handle. Large-core 200/230gm fibers can deliver up to
above present data networks. While it is anticipated that 800% more power than 6 2.5/125gm fibers with significant
the FDDI backbone will use 62.5/125gm graded-index potential cost reduction in transceivers due to simplified
optical fiber as the transmission medium, other portions electro-optic designs with greatly reduced alignment
of the network are under consideration with other media requirements.
choices. The FDDI backbone will be required to function
at 100 MHz over a 2 km distance. The horizontal MEDIA COMPARISON (COST)
(concentrator to workstation) portions of the network will
require a bandwidth of 100 MHz over only 100 meters. Figure I shows a model configuration of the horizontal
In fact, the majority of the horizontal wiring applications wiring in an FDDI network. The typical system will use
will be 50 meters or less. Presently the broad use of factory fabricated patch cords for workstation-to-wallplate
62.5/125gm fiber is limited because the cost of installing and concentrator-to-patch panel interconnects. The cable
such a fiber system is high compared to conventional link between the patch panel and wall will use field-
copper wire approaches. installed connectors. A cost analysis is shown in Table 1.

It is clear that 2(X)/230pgm fiber provides for a significant
cost saving over 62.5/125gm fiber. The twisted wire pair
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Figure 1 - FDDI Model

Patch Cord with Duplex Connectors Patch Cord with

Duplex Connectors x/ (Field Assembly) " Duplex Connectors

(Pre-assembled) I,(Pre- assembled)

El Wall Plate Adaptor Transceixer

Transceiver Duplex Cable

5m 90m 5m

(Wall) (Patch Pannel)

Desk-top Concentrator

TABLE I - Media Comparison Cost Analysis

62.5/125 200/2,30 Twisted Pair Twisted Pair
(Shielded) (Unshielded)

Unit Sys. Unit Sys. Unit Svs. Unit Sys.

Transceivers (2) (1300nm) $150 $300 $75 $150 $15 $30 $25 $50

Connectors 15 30 10 20 4.50 9 1 2
(2 Duplex)l

Patch Cord (2) 57 114 35 70 28 54 13 26
Coupler (1) 10 10 4 4 3 3 2 2
Wallplate (1) 24 24 24 24 10 10 10 10
Cable, 90 m 1.20/m 108 1.20/rn 108 0.70/m 63 0.40/m 36

Total Component Cost $586 $.176 $169 $126
Installation Cost

Connector Installation (4) 9.25 37 3.75 15 7.50 30 3.75 15

Wallplate Installation 20 20 20 20 20 20.L 20 20
Cable Installation 1.50/m 135 1.50/m 135 1.50/m 135 1.50/m 135

Total Installation Cost $192 $170 $185 $170

Total Cost
Total Installed System 1$77 11 1 $3541 $296
Relative System Cost 100% 70% 1 46% 38%
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approach is the least expensive media choice. However, The fiber approach eliminates the RFI and EMI noise
it is estimated that fiber system implementation will problems. The bandwidth of either the 6 2 .5/1 2 5#m fiber
drastically reduce costs in the future by as much as 30%, )r 2 0 0 /2 3 0um fiber will not limit current 100 MHz
while copper cable installation, being a mature technology, requirements at 100 meters. Obviousl, the very high
will not drop further. As a result, fiber optic media based bandwidth of 62.5/125 fiber will allow for significant
systems will become much more attractive from a cost system expansion.
standpoint. The 200/230jxm fiber media approach will
actually become cost competitive with shielded twisted The FDDI systems are required t( work at an operating
wire pair. wavelength of 1300nm when fiber is the transmission

medium. At the 1(X) meter requirement, the loss of the
Another often overlooked cost considered'ion is the large fiber is about 1.6 dB, which does not represent a
distinction between an experienced installatioi, crew that serious power budget limitation. The bandwidth limits the
initially installs an FDDI network and :ess skilled 2 0 0 /2 3 0um fiber to operating distances of about 125
maintenance personnel that might do system meters when the light source is a surface emitting LED.
reconfiguration and maintenance. The uscr-friendly Laser diode sources allow 500-meter operation. The
nature of putting connectors on 200/230gm fiber can 62.5/1251im fiber has adequate bandwidth and attenuation
make system reconfiguration costs drop to 50% of the properties to function at 2 km and beyond.
value when 62.5/125,.m fiber is the media.

The primary requirement for a user-friendly system is the
MEDIA COMPARISON (PHYSICAL PROPERTIES) ease with which a connector can be instal'ed. The larger

20 0 /2301im fiber with a significantly higher nunr,.rical
Table 2 compres the physical properties of the various aperture delivers nearly 800% more power than the
media under consideration. Twisted wire pair cable has 6 2 .5/125jm fiber. The enhanced light coupling efficiency
attenuations which are significantly higher than fiber. of the larger fiber allows tolerances of connectorization to
Also, the bandwidth will restrict system links to 100 be relaxed and the termination procedure simplified.Thc
meters or less with little likelihood of future system simplified crimp-and-cleavc termination eliminates the
expansion. Any copper system will be subject to radio epoxy application and cure cycles as well as polishing
frequency interference (RFI) and electromagnetic required for the smaller filer. The crimp-and-cleave fiber
interference (EMI). This potential noise source is connector approximates the simple termination of an
espcci.tily a problem in unshielded cables, unshielded twisted wire pair cable.

TABLE 2 - Media Comparison"-"

STwisted Pair Twisted Pair
62.5/1 25 I 200/230 (Unshielded) (Shielded)

Attenuation
850nm 3dB/km 5dB/km

1300nm IdB/km 1j 6dB/km >50dB/km

Numerical Aperture 0.275 0.37 ..
Bandwidth

850nm 160-20(g MHz-km 150_ Miz_-won,
13(X)nm 200-1000 MHz-kr," 1501-4(X) Mlt•,i110m) I(M) MHz(Y0m) 1Wt) MHz(10om)

Source Width Open 1220-1340nm ...
Fiber Window
Delivered Power 100% 773%
Strength

Strength (<10m) 2.1 - 4.1 x 1'nt/m- 4.8 - 5.5 x I0'nt/m2-

Static Fatigue (n) 22 26 ....
Min. Bcnd Dia. 12.7mm 12.7mm .. [ .

Microbending Loss
12.7mm Bend Dia. 0.5db 0d1B ....

Intermateability
to 62.5/125 -0.2dB -11.5dB ....
to 2(X)/230 -0.1dB -0.2dB ....
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The intermateability loss in Table 2 is the attenuation
penalty associated with mixing media. There is sufficient
power available that a mixed media interface can be
accommodated, but to fully realize the advantages of large
fiber, mixed media should be avoided in any particular
media link.

The 200/230jm fiber, which is coated with a hard
fluoropolymer material, has mechanical advantages over
the 62 .5/125gm fiber. The larger fiber is stronger, less
susceptible to static fatigue and microbending loss. The
result is the potential to use a simpler, less expensive
cable construction.

CONCLUSION

Full system performance out to 2 km can only be
achieved with 62.5/125gm fiber. The high delivered
power makes 200/230pm fiber easier to implement for
applications less than 100 meters. The overall immunity
of fiber optic systems to EMI and RFI should give
superior system performance compared to copper twisted
wire -air systems even when the copper cables are
properly shielded. However, in the near term twisted wire
pair media systems are significantly less expensive to
instdll. In the longer-term, fiber will become more cost
competitive. The large-core fiber media system will
actually approach the cost of copper media systems, but
with all the advantages of optical data transmission.
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